TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 19 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 21. 20

Good evening,
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation,
check out the archives.

Washington. D. C.

The Senate passed more than $ 480 billion in interim emergency relief this afternoon. The legislation includes
310 billion to replenish the SBA Paycheck Protection Program, $ 60 billion for separate disaster loans to small
businesses ($

50 billion for the Economic Injury Disaster Loan program and $ 10 billion for the Emergency

Economic Injury Grant program), $ 75 billion in emergency funds for hospitals, and $ 25 billion for testing. The

House is expected to vote on the measure as soon as Thursday. For a more thorough update on the federal
legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller which is published every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. If you do not already receive that update and would like to subscribe, please
email sfullerSic

a roucom.

President

Trump announced that he would be ordering a tempora y ban on immigration to the U.S. He has backed
down from his original plan to also suspend guest worker programs. The order will be in place for 60 days,
with the potential to be extended longer if de med necessary. House
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer sent a let er to chairs of the House Administration and Rules Committees urging
them to consider a set of recommendations to enable remote voting and committee work,and that also prepare
Congress to work remotely even when back in Washington to comply with social distancing guidelines. CMS,
the ONC, and HHS announced a policy of enforcement discretion to allow compliance flexibilities regarding the
the announced
back on March 91h in response to COVID- 19.The

implementation of

agencies involved will continue to monitor the implementation landscape

to determine if further action is needed.

Education

Sec.Betsy DeVos announced today that an additional $ 6.
2 bil ion is now available to higher education institutions
through the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund in the CARES Act. The CARES Act allows institutions
to use up to one half of the total funds received to cover any costs associated with significant changes
to the delivery of instruction due to COVID- 19.In order to access the funds, higher education institutions
must submit a Certifcation and

Agreement for Recipient Institutional Costs, which

can be found

here. Institutions must also have executed the Certification and Agreement for Emergency Financial Aid Grants
to Students before submitting the second certification and agreement. FDA
published an update about how it has been providing flexibility to the food industry to support the food supply
chain to meet consumer demand. The
FDA today authorized the first diagnostic test with a home collection option for COVID- 19.Specif cal y, the FDA
re issued the emer encuse authorization ( EUA) for

the LabCorp COVID- 19 RT-PCR Test to permit testing of samples self -

collected by patients at home using LabCorp' s Pixel by LabCorp COVID- 19 Test home collection kit.USDA announced
the approval of requests from Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas to provide online purchasing of food to
SNAP recipients. The approval allows the states to expedite the implementation of online purchasing with currently
authorized SNAP online retailers with a target start date to be announced at a later time.

Rick Bright has stepped down as director of BARDA to lead the recently - announced

NIH initiative aimed at

speeding up COVID- 19 vaccine and treatment options. The NIH program will provide guidance to drug makers
and federal agencies about which vaccine and treatment candidates seem most promising and how to test them
quickly.

The CDC continues to update and add resources on its dashboard, such as guidance for child care proerams that

remain open, a checklist for institutes of higher education, and CDC' s role in helpin6 cruise ship travelers during
the pandemic.

No new members of Congress have tested positive for COVID- 19.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 776, 093 and 41, 758
deaths The CDC data closes out the day before reporting.
The Wisconsin legislature submitted a p2Ltion calling on the state' s Supreme Court to temporarily block

enforcement of Gov. Tony Evers' s ( D) stay- at- home order after he extended the directive through May 261n
Puerto Rico has performed an average of 15 tests a day for every 100, 000 people, which is a lower rate than any
state in the U. S. and more than 10 times less comprehensive than the testing effort in New York.
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo ( D) met with President Trump today at the White House to talk about additional
federal assistance to expand testing and support state and local governments.
Reopening Updates:
o

Gov. Brian Kemp of Georgia ( R) is being criticized by health experts and some business owners for his
decision to reopen parts of the state' s economy later this week. The main argument

is that reopening

too much too soon will lead to a second wave of COVID- 19.
o
o

Alaska' s stay- at- home order expired today.
Maine Gov. Janet Mills ( D) has said that she is planning a phased -in reopening when their stay- at- home
order expires April 301h. It will be tailored to the demographics

and various economic sectors of the

state.
o

North Dakota Governor Doug Burgum ( R) plans to partially reopen the state on May 15t

o

Starting May 81h, Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf (D) has said he plans to ease restrictions starting with

o

construction, curbside alcohol pickup, and vehicle sales.
Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee ( R) has said that " the vast majority of businesses" will be allowed to re -open on
May 1st

o

Gov. Andrew Cuomo said New York will start to allow elective treatments

in hospitals in parts of the

state that have fewer cases of COVID- 19.
Useful state data:
o
o

o
o

Ifllhe s „ c..I.h aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.
Use Johns Hopkins University' s COVID- 19 U, S, map as a resource for media, policymakers and
communities to view a collection of critical public health data in one online destination and better
understand and track the COVID- 19 pandemic in populations both large and small across the country.
NASHP has developed a COVID- 19 State Action Center which serves as a state -level policy dashboard.
This site from the Kaiser Family Foundation provides state -level information on cases/ deaths, social
distancing measures, health policy actions, and more.

o

This lr e sou lrce. from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to

o

This

the COVID- 19 response.

Irji s„ of lma„ s shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this trg.gkeir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

o

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by
state.

Military/ Defense

The Army said nearly 250 enlisted and officers have requested to withdraw their retirements or resignations as
the service offers voluntary extensions to service contracts during the COVID- 19 pandemic.
A ggdy across VA hospitals nationwide found no evidence that hydroxychloroquine reduced the risk of
mechanical ventilation in patients hospitalized with COVID- 19. Twenty- eight percent of patients who received
the drug died, compared with 11 percent of patients who received standard care.
The fatality rate among VA patients who contract the virus —6. 5 percent —

o

continues to be higher than

the general public —5 percent.
The Marine Corps is cancelling the Physical Fitness Test ( PFT) requirement for this semi- annual period in
accordance

with COVID- 19 prevention

guidelines.

A COVID- 19 outbreak on the French carrier Charles de Gaulle has surpassed the USS Theodore Roosevelt with
over 1, 000 confirmed cases of the virus.

There are now more than 38, 700 Air and Army National Guard professionals supporting the COVID- 19 response
effort at the direction of their governors. In addition, 39 states, three territories and Washington, D. C. have now
been approved for use of federal funds for state missions under Title 32.

The Marine Barracks Washington, D. C. announced it is postponing the 2020 parade season due to COVID- 19
concerns.

The USNS Comfort will be leaving New York City after Gov. Andrew Cuomo told President Donald Trump today
that it was no longer needed to treat COVID- 19 patients. The Navy hospital ship arrived in New York at the end
of March and docked on Manhattan' s West Side, but was slow to take in patients and never came close to its full
capacity during its time in New York.
International

Affairs

Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte said today that the country was likely to begin easing lockdown measures

starting May 41h. Officials in the south, where there is a higher concentration of poor individuals, fear that easing
travel restrictions will expose their region. Before COVID- 19, unemployment in southern Italy was already at 18
percent.

According to a report by the World Food Program, the number of people facing acute hunger this year could
likely double as a result of COVID- 19. About 265 million people in low- and middle -income nations could face
starvation by the end of 2020, a doubling of the 135 million who already faced acute food insecurity in 2019.
Ecuador' s inability to test and track people coming to the country from Europe is perceived to be what has
caused the biggest hotspot in Latin America. It took the country 13 days to diagnose Patient 0 with COVID- 19.
Meanwhile, she infected at least 17 other people. Ecuadorian health officials also assume that the lack of testing
means the official figure of 520 deaths is much higher in reality.

Britain' s health secretary, Matt Hancock, said on Tuesday that trials of a coronavirus vaccine will begin on
people this week. The government has given $ 24. 5 million to an Oxford University team to accelerate its work
and is funding vaccine development at Imperial College London.
Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte said public gatherings, including the professional soccer league' s games, are
canceled in the Netherlands until September 15t, but elementary students will be able to return to school next
month, attending on alternating days.
The last three cruise ships still sailing with passengers returned to port this week, releasing the thousands
onboard into a new reality of a world under lockdown where economies have plunged into recession and social
distancing is the norm. The three ships — MSC Magnifica ( disembarked in Marseille, France), Pacific Princess
disembarked in Los Angeles), and Costa Deliziosa ( disembarked in Genoa, Italy) —
journeys before the pandemic.

all embarked on their

At least 150 people have tested positive for COVID- 19 at a hotel being used to temporarily host migrants in
Greece.

Singapore

has extended

its lockdown

until June 15t

President Joko Widodo of Indonesia announced that he will ban millions from returning to their home villages
next month for the Eid al- Fitr holiday, known as Idul Fitri. The holiday marks the end of fasting for the month of
Ramadan.

Pakistan is urging mosques to obey social distancing rules ahead of Ramadan' s start on Thursday.

o

Global Cases:

Lifestyle

2, 397, 216

Total Deaths:

162, 956

and Economy

A data breach in the Small Business Association' s ( SBA) online application portal may have compromised
personal information for nearly 8, 000 businesses seeking emergency loans last month, the agency said today.

SBA said it discovered on March 251h that the application system for Economic Injury Disaster Loans ( EIDL) may
have disclosed personal information to other applicants of the program — including Social Security numbers,
income amounts, names, addresses and contact information.

The historic bust in the oil market worsened today as traders were afraid crude oil output was still way too high
without enough storage space.

A panel of experts convened by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases recommends against
doctors using a combination of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin for the treatment of COVID- 19 patients
because of potential toxicities. The NIH' s COVID- 19 Treatment Guidelines states in the Therapeutic Options
Under Investigation

section that, " There are insufficient clinical data to recommend

either for or against

using chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for the treatment of COVID- 19."
Germany' s Oktoberfest and Spain' s Running of the Bulls both officially canceled today. Oktoberfest celebrations
in Munich generated $ 1. 33 billion for the city last year. This is the first time in 210 years it has been called off.
Roughly 33, 000 workers at news companies in the U. S. have been laid off, furloughed, or had their pay reduced.
Some publications that rely on ads have shut down. The New York Times is tracking media layoffs.
Americans can track the status of their stimulus payments and provide their bank -account information to get
their money faster via direct deposit on a new IRS website.
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 21)
COVID- 19 exacerbating

inequalities

COVID- 19 in the USA: a puestion

in the US

of time

COVID- 19 Outbreak Associated with Air Conditioning in Restaurant, Guangzhou, China, 2020
The characteristics of household transmission of COVID- 19

The SARS- CoV- 2 receptor - binding domain elicits a potent neutralizing response without antibody - dependent
enhancement

S m

tom Screenin

at Illness Onset of Health Care Personnel With SARS- CoV- 2 Infection in Kin

Count

Washington

Here is this week' s COVIDView from CDC, a weekly summary and interpretation of key indicators that have been
adapted to track the COVID- 19 pandemic in the U. S.
Finding Effective Treatments for COVID- 19: Scientific Integrity and Public Confidence in a Time of Crisis
Covid- 19 is rapidly becoming America' s leading cause of death
Antibiotic treatment for COVID- 19 complications

could fuel resistant bacteria

Rapid coronavirus test, commonly used in U, S„ may miss infections in some situations
Food And Beverage Companies Evolve, Innovate And Contribute Amid COVID- 19 Crisis

Visualizing Speech - Generated Oral Fluid Droplets with Laser Light Scattering
Coronavirus

Vaccine

Prospects

The NIH Office of Portfolio

Analysis ( OPA) has developed

a comprehensive,

expert- curated

portfolio

of COVID- 19

publications and preprints. The portfolio includes peer -reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from
medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.

We need an army'

Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to curbing disease spread

Suicide Mortality and Coronavirus Disease 2019— A

Perfect' Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
Safet

at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic° How to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health cares
Proiectin

stem

ospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

Johns Hopkins '

g .

c...lpl.u:1! r ,

Other tracking data Ih it .
Common Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)
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Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

C
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 47 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

U. S. Senate passes COVID- 19 relief package

naco@naco. org>

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

gym ..., ..._..._.._........_ ,-

A.:

U. S.

Senate Coronavirus Relief Package a Positive Step
More Reso(..jrces Needed at the Co(..
jr)l--y I eve/

The U. S. Senate today passed the Paycheck
IIIII

Protection Program and Health Care
Enhancement Act, also known as the

I', IR

II

I

III

I

Iff COUIIq"' I I"' l l l l l l

An additional $ 75 billion for hospitals and health

COVID- 19 3. 5" relief package. This package
is a good step toward supporting counties'
vast health, safety and economic recovery
responsibilities, many of which are
mandated by states and the federal
government, but we need more resources

care providers

11 billion to states and localities to scale up local
COVID- 19 testing capacity; with $ 225 million

directly to rural health clinics
320 billion to replenish SBA' s Paycheck
Protection Program, a loan initiative aimed at

as we address this unprecedented

helping small businesses weather the economic

pandemic.

fallout from the COVID- 19 response

County revenues are plummeting while

Click

here to learn

more.

costs are skyrocketing. NACo found that the
pandemic could lead to massive budgetary
impacts for county governments and local
taxpayers, with as much as $ 144 billion in
lost revenue and increased expenditures
through

FY2021.

We are pleased that President Trump today committed to working with us to enable counties to
use CARES Act and future funding to cover lost revenue, and he pledged to provide additional aid

9

for states and local governments in future legislation.
Thank you for your ongoing efforts to advocate for counties. As we move forward, we will work in
a bipartisan fashion to secure robust, direct and flexible funding for counties of all sizes.

RESOURCES
Full Text: Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act

Paycheck Protection Program Increase Act of 2020 Section -by -Section
Hospitals and Testing Provisions
ACo Press Release: U. S. Senate Interim Coronavirus Relief Package a Positive Step
Joint " Big 7" Press Release: State and Local Government Associations Urge Robust, Flexible
Federal Relief During Pandemic

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and
County of gals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallalale to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 18 PM

Sent:
To:

Lamar

Hudgins

Subject:

RE: Budget

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

Impact)

I pray you' re right.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.
Date:
To: "

net>

4/ 21/ 20 4: 54 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

I' m fully convinced that funding will come later. That's my story and I' m sticking with it! 11
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 08: 35: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

FYI - White House and Congress

reach interim deal but it doesn' t include $ 150 billion in aid for state and local

governments that Democrats were seeking.

@

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

And unafraid.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 02: 30: 23 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

@ Fair and Balanced

11

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget

Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

It was on Fox News website. That' s why you didn' t see it.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 01: 31: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Good morning Commissioner — I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................

Thanks for all your hard work.

Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.
12

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.

County Administrator

G
3,ERT
j&0 w Ri4X

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Rhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Well: Dougherty. ga. us
Eirnalill: mmccov@dougherty. ga. us

13

130013
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 17 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gloria Gaines; Jones, Anthony

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: White House Briefing Call Tomorrow; USDA

Attachments:

image001 jpg

Program

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Scott

Updates &

More

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG. org>

4/ 21/ 20 5: 26 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Brown, Beth" <

B rown @ACCG.org>
Subject:
ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: White

House Briefing Call Tomorrow; USDA Program Updates &More

m nu flII is Ilb iiii

iiii lr mi" m en, Iniian gem Ir- ads f

iread

im

I ° t " to coulaty,. Iha

mi

i ff i i "tI r, " totsr- ,, dbrlks and

This

PlOs. Nbase

and shar- e it wirth o°ther- s oln your connnnis ion and °taf asneeded. White House

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs Briefing Call Set for Wednesday The White
House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs will host a briefing call with Senior Administration Officials from the White
House, U.S.Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention, U.S.
Department of

the Treasury, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and U.
S.Department of Homeland Security, among others on Wednesday,
April 22 at 11: 30 a.m.Information in how to register for the call is as fol ows: Briefing Call
Registration Date: Wednesday,

April 22 Time: 11:
30

AM Eastern Time ( please note

Registration: CLICK HERE

time zone) Call -In

Note: Please

note the following information regarding registration. Call in
lines are limited. RSVP' s will be allocated in the order they are received. Please register only if you are able to
ioin the call. Upon successful

registration, you will be directed to a separate webpage with confirmation details and/
or receive dial in instructions to the email address you use to register. Please ensure the email address you register with is
correct and check your spam/junk folder after registration. If neither action occurs, you did not successful y register.
If

you

are attempting to register but cannot "submit" your information, please try again at a later time. Note that
multiple people cannot dial in
using the same registration information. This will cause you to be kicked - off
the call. NACo Update

on COVID- 19 3.
5 Relief Package 15

The National Association of Counties ( NACo) held a call this afternoon to update counites on the status of the COVID- 19
3. 5 Relief Package.

The legislation currently does not include the flexible and direct funding for local governments for

which NACo was advocating. It does include funding for testing, hospitals, emergency preparedness grants and
community health. It also includes language that requires state and local governments to submit plans on how they will
use funding for testing and mitigation. More information will be provided as it becomes available.
Announcements

from the USDA

Coronavirus Food Assistance Program - The USDA has announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program to assist

farmers, ranchers, and consumers in response to COVID- 19. This $ 19 billion relief program will provide $ 16 billion in
direct support based on actual losses for agricultural producers and $ 3 billion in purchases of fresh produce, dairy and
meat.

Rural Development

Measures for Rural Communities — The USDA has created a Federal Rural Resource Guide to

provide immediate and long- term assistance to rural communities through technical, training and management
assistance, financial assistance and state and local assistance.

Payment Deferment for the USFA Community Facilities Direct Loan Program: The USDA is temporarily deferring
payment for borrowers participating in the USDA Community Facilities Direct Loan Program. The program provides
affordable funding to develop essential community facilities ( hospitals, courthouses, public safety facilities, etc.) in
rural areas.

Updated ACCG Summary of Shelter in Place Executive Order
ACCG has updated its summary of Governor Kemp' s Executive Order. You can find the current version here.

JW=

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@accg.

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 16

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 51 PM

Sent:
To:

monamccoy@hotmail.

Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

com

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

4/ 21/ 20 8: 42 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update
Good evening.

We continue to be encouraged by the trending as seen in the charts below. This continues to be a sign that the
sacrifices by our community to shelter -in -place are working! We thank you and our many community members for their
diligence and know that we are on our way to getting this virus out of SWGA.
Today we reinforced our position on activities that all members of our community should be observing:
1.
Everyone should be wearing a mask ...at work and in public, everywhere... all of the time. If you have a t-shirt you
can make a mask.
2.
3.

Wash your hands or use sanitizer often.
Continue to practice social distancing ...6 feet apart and avoid any group congregating activity.

4.

Sanitize surfaces often at home and at work.

5.

Don' t touch your face unless it is with washed hands.

Lastly, we rolled out our " Dofficer" program today after more than a week of training. These specially trained clinicians
will be on each of our COVID patient units ensuring our caregivers don and doff PPE correctly, keeping our patients and
employees safe. It is just another way we are investing in keeping the Phoebe Family safe.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:48 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gloria Gaines; Jones, Anthony

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Scott

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

4/ 21/ 20 8: 42 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
We continue to be encouraged by the trending as seen in the charts below. This continues to be a sign that the
sacrifices by our community to shelter -in -place are working! We thank you and our many community members for their
diligence and know that we are on our way to getting this virus out of SWGA.
Today we reinforced our position on activities that all members of our community should be observing:
1.
Everyone should be wearing a mask ...at work and in public, everywhere... all of the time. If you have a t-shirt you
can make a mask.

3.

Wash your hands or use sanitizer often.
Continue to practice social distancing ...6 feet apart and avoid any group congregating activity.

4.

Sanitize surfaces often at home and at work.

5.

Don' t touch your face unless it is with washed hands.

2.

Lastly, we rolled out our " Dofficer" program today after more than a week of training. These specially trained clinicians
will be on each of our COVID patient units ensuring our caregivers don and doff PPE correctly, keeping our patients and
employees safe. It is just another way we are investing in keeping the Phoebe Family safe.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott
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Disclaimer:
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the

related
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please notify us immediately

and destroy

message.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:47 PM
Andy. Burns@tetratech. com
Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov
FEMA Reimbursement

for COVID- 19

Andy - I hope all is well. Tara called and advised that we need to complete an application in order to be reimbursed for
COVID- 19 Cat B. Please reach out to Tara to receive further guidance to complete and submit our application. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 23

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8:42 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
We continue to be encouraged by the trending as seen in the charts below. This continues to be a sign that the
sacrifices by our community to shelter -in -place are working! We thank you and our many community members for their
diligence and know that we are on our way to getting this virus out of SWGA.
Today we reinforced our position on activities that all members of our community should be observing:
1.
Everyone should be wearing a mask ...at work and in public, everywhere... all of the time. If you have a t-shirt you
can make a mask.

3.

Wash your hands or use sanitizer often.
Continue to practice social distancing ...6 feet apart and avoid any group congregating activity.

4.

Sanitize surfaces often at home and at work.

5.

Don' t touch your face unless it is with washed hands.

2.

Lastly, we rolled out our " Dofficer" program today after more than a week of training. These specially trained clinicians
will be on each of our COVID patient units ensuring our caregivers don and doff PPE correctly, keeping our patients and
employees safe. It is just another way we are investing in keeping the Phoebe Family safe.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

TaJackson@albanyga. gov> on behalf of Subadan, Sharon
SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 36 PM
Persley, Michael; Scott, Cedric; jgray@phoebehealth. com; Jeffrey. young673
@yahoo. com; khan. fa. 1 @pg. com; sandy@familyliteracyconnection. com;
lan. skalla@gasdf. us; ken b@sherwoodbaptist. net; jimm@sherwoodbaptist. net;

From:

Jackson,

Sent:
To:

Tamara <

victorpowell1124@yahoo. com; Marvin B Laster; bwilson@spscareer. com;
roy@steinbergsportswear. com; bo@stewbos. com; dmsaby@gmail. com;
mark. arguto@target.

com;

mrstephendavis@outlook.

com;

haryl. dabney@walmart.

com;

colton. m. cagle@store. lowes. com; george_ f_galligan@homedepot. com; mgr1- 1648
@jhharvey. com; Warbington, Chad
Brooks, Barry; Broughton, Monique; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Wright, Jonathan; Jackson,
Tamara; McCoy, Michael; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Mask Up Albany Community Strategy Task Force
attachment. ics; MUACS Task Force Purpose and Agenda 042220. pdf

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
tt s:

loal®
c otomeetin ® om

oin 31567269

You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: + 1
Access

Code:

72j 2-

3212

315- 674- 269

New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
tt s:

loal®
c otomeetin ® om install 31567269

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 26

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6:43 PM
Persley, Michael; Scott, Cedric; jgray@phoebehealth. com; Jeffrey. young673
@yahoo. com; khan. fa. 1 @pg. com; sandy@familyliteracyconnection. com;
lan. skalla@gasdf. us; ken b@sherwoodbaptist. net; jimm@sherwoodbaptist. net;
victorpowell1124@yahoo. com; mlaster@bcgalbany. org; bwilson@spscareer. com;

Sent:
To:

roy@steinbergsportswear. com; bo@stewbos. com; dmsaby@gmail. com;
mark. arguto@target. com; mrstephendavis@outlook. com; haryl. dabney@walmart. com;

colton. m. cagle@store. lowes. com; george_ f_galligan@homedepot. com; mgr1- 1648
@jhharvey. com; Warbington, Chad
COA- PIO Team; Jackson, Tamara; McCoy, Michael; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Mask Up Albany Community Strategy Committee

Cc:
Subject:

Community Partners,
As the City of Albany, Dougherty County, and the region face the continued threat of COVID- 19, we
must do our part to find and implement strategies to reduce the spread of the virus.
Several weeks ago, a grassroots effort to promote wearing masks to stop or slow the on -going
transmission of the virus started and we aptly called it # maskupAlbany. Since then, the CDC has
taken a formal position on the wearing of masks. Below is a short video that has been widely
circulated that affirms that we can protect each other by wearing masks.
tt s:

voutu.

e/ H

o

IOPOtU

I am contacting you today to ask you to participate in a committee to brainstorm and provide
recommendations regarding education, marketing, sourcing, distribution, and the wearing of
masks.
We will meet virtually and be respectful of your time.
The first meeting will be tomorrow, 4/ 22/ 20, at 3 p. m. The meeting credentials are as follows:
tt s:

loal. c otomeetin . com/ oin 31567269

You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: + 1 ( 872) 240- 3212
Access

Code:

315- 674- 269

Please watch for an emailed meeting invitation later this evening. If you are unavailable or otherwise
committed, please designate a substitute attendee to replace you on the committee.
Thank you for your commitment to our community, and I look forward to working with you.

lhaiiir°oiin Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

IIIPS , ';

II;CIII I

CIII I,

CIIIPIII

I

City Manager
27

Office of the duty Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

P. O. Box 447
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Persley, Michael < MPersley@albanyga. gov>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6: 34 PM
Scott, Cedric; Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy; Jordan, Rubin

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

RE: Update:

Collection

Site

ma
Good evening. At the request of Chief Scott, I had a conversation with BG Randall Simmons
Commander -GA Army National Guard) in regards to the National Guard testing site. He stated that
the reasons for the delay were traffic and logistical challenges in collocating with the Health
Department.
They are working on finding another testing site and I offered the rear parking lot area
of the Civic Center as an option. He informed me that they are still looking to conduct their testing
on Friday and are currently working on a new plan. It is my understanding that they will update us
either tomorrow or Thursday at the latest.
Chief

From:

Scott,

Cedric

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6: 06 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: Persley, Michael < MPersley@albanyga. gov>; Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>;

Jordan,

Rubin

RJordan@albanyga. gov>
Subject: Update: Collection Site

Good afternoon,

I have been advised by Captain Jordan Clower, Company Commander of Hotel Company of the
Georgia National Guard, that the plans to collocate a Collection Site at the Dougherty County Health
Department have been placed on Pause. He advised me that this decision came from National Guard
Leadership. He expressed his thanks to everyone for working with him during this process.
Note: There are no plans to move this project forward at a later date.
Thanks

Original message
From: "
Date:

Scott,

To: " Subadan,
Cc: "

Cedric" <

CScott@albanyea, eov>

4/ 19/ 20 12: 29 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)
Sharon" <

SdSubadan@albanyea, eov>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty, ea, us>

Persley, Michael" < MPersley( e albanygg.,.

v>, "

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@doueherty,

RJordan@albanyea. eov>
Subject:

Collection

Site

29

ea. us>, " Jordan,

Rubin"

Good afternoon,

I received a call this morning from Sgt J. T. Bennett, Delta Company - Valdosta, Georgia.
Phone Number: 912- 223- 5435

Sgt. Bennett advised me that he and his 13 member team will be opening a SPOC ( collection site) to
be collocated with the Health Department.

Purpose: Conduct sample collections on anyone desiring to be tested for COVID- 19. No
restrictions.

Collection schedule: Beginning Friday, April 24, 2020. 7 days a week Drive- thru service, No appointment necessary.

8: 30am to 5pm.

General Information and request

He advised that he has already spoken to Ms. Vamella Lovett, Director of the Health
Department. In addition, he would like the following assistance:
i.
Work with our PIO to create a Press Release and Site Map.
2.

He would like to meet with EMA representatives

and the Police Department at the site on

Wednesday, April 22, 2020 in reference to the Traffic Issue that may occur as a result of
this project and discuss any other concerns. However, he is available to take a call at
anytime prior to Wednesday.
I will be reaching out to Chief Persley and Ms. Howell to discuss further.
Thanks

CediricI111)., Sco,tt,

I11:: :' ,

I I ';

I1 1: : 1 : :'

gf; l lf' li i ir°

Il f

Fire Chief/ EMA Director

Albany Fire Department
Shared Responsibility - Shared Accountability - Shared Success"

Albany, GA 31701

www. alanygov
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Valerie Brankovic < vbrankovic@naco. org>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6: 25 PM

Sent:
To:

Valerie

Subject:

New

Attachments:

NACo COVID- 19 National Call Questions March 25- April 10. pdf

Dear NACo

Brankovic

NACo

resource -

FAQs from recent national calls on COVID- 19

member,

Thank you for your participation in our recent national calls on the county response to the COVID- 19 pandemic in our
communities.

In the attached document, please find a comprehensive list of questions and answers from NACo' s calls, covering
everything from economic stabilization funding for counties to FEMA assistance and federal safety -net programs. The
document can also be viewed here.

Recordings of NACo' s national calls can be accessed at this link. Please also see NACo' s comprehensive COVI2- 19 landing
page for federal policy resources and additional information on steps counties are taking to address the coronavirus
locally.
Again, thank you for your participation in our calls. Please feel free to reach out to the NACo team at any time with
questions.

Valerie

Brankovic

Legislative

Associate

National Association of Counties ( NACo)

O: 202. 942. 4254 1 vbrankovic@naco. ore
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6: 06 PM
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
Persley, Michael; Howell, Wendy; Jordan, Rubin

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Update:

Collection

Site

Good afternoon,

I have been advised by Captain Jordan Clower, Company Commander of Hotel Company of the
Georgia National Guard, that the plans to collocate a Collection Site at the Dougherty County Health
Department have been placed on Pause. He advised me that this decision came from National Guard
Leadership. He expressed his thanks to everyone for working with him during this process.
Note: There are no plans to move this project forward at a later date.
Thanks

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Scott,

To: " Subadan,
Cc: "

Cedric" <

CScott_@albanyEa. gov>

4/ 19/ 20 12: 29 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)
Sharon" <

SdSubadanCalbanyga,

Persley, Michael" < MPersley( e albanygg.,.

RJordan
Subject:

Salbanyea.
Collection

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us>
Howell, Wendy" < WHowe11@dougherty. a. us>, " Jordan,

gov>, "
v>, "

Rubin"

eov>

Site

Good afternoon,

I received a call this morning from Sgt J. T. Bennett, Delta Company Phone

Number:

Valdosta,

Georgia.

912- 223- 5435

Sgt. Bennett advised me that he and his 13 member team will be opening a SPOC ( collection site) to
be collocated with the Health Department.

Purpose: Conduct sample collections on anyone desiring to be tested for COVID- 19. No
restrictions.

Collection schedule: Beginning Friday, April 24, 2020. 7 days a week Drive- thru service, No appointment necessary.

8: 30am to 5pm.

General Information and request

He advised that he has already spoken to Ms. Vamella Lovett, Director of the Health
Department. In addition, he would like the following assistance:
1.
Work with our PIO to create a Press Release and Site Map.
2.

He would like to meet with EMA representatives and the Police Department at the site on

Wednesday, April 22, 2020 in reference to the Traffic Issue that may occur as a result of
33

this project and discuss any other concerns. However, he is available to take a call at
anytime prior to Wednesday.
I will be reaching out to Chief Persley and Ms. Howell to discuss further.
Thanks

Ceiir°ii

I11D., SCott, C11::::0, 1 1: :] 1 : : 0,

Fire Chief(EMA Director
Albany Fire Department
Shared Responsibility - Shared Accountability - Shared Success"

Albany, GA 31701

wwv. albanyqa- goy
—

C I-)

F,

G E 0

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: White House Briefing Call Tomorrow; USDA

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5: 25 PM

Sent:

Program
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House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs Briefing Call Set for Wednesday The
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs will host a briefing call with Senior Administration Officials from the
White House, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention, U.
S. Department

of the Treasury, U.
S. Department of Agriculture, and U.S. Department of Homeland Security, among others on
Wednesday, April 22 at 11: 30 a.m. Information in how to register for the call is as fol ows: Briefing
Call Registration Date:

Wednesday, April 22 Time:
11: 30 AM Eastern Time (please note time zone) Call In Registration: CLICK

HERE Note:

Please note the following information regarding registration. Call in lines are limited. RSVP' s wil be allocated in the order they are received. Please register only if you are able
to ioin the call. Upon

successful registration, you will be directed to a separ te webpage with confirmation details and/or receive
dial in
- instructions to the email address you use to register. Please ensure the email address you register with
is cor ect and check your spam/ junk folder after registration. If neither action occurs, you did not successful y
register.

If

you are attempting to register but cannot "submit" your information, please try again at a later time.Note
that multiple people cannot dial in
- using the same registration information. This will cause you to be kicked off the call. NACo

Update on COVID- 19 3.5 Relief Package The
National Association of Counties ( NACo) held
5 Relief Package. The

a call this afternoon to update counites on the status of the COVID- 19 3.

legislation currently does not include the flexible and direct funding for local governments for which

NACo was advocating. It does include funding for testing, hospitals, emergency preparedness grants and community
health. It also includes language that requires state and local governments to submit plans on how they will use
funding for testing and mitigation. More information will be provided as it becomes available. Announcements
from

the USDA Coronavirus

Food Assistance Program -The

USDA has announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program to assist farmers,

ranchers, and consumers in response to COVID- 19.This $ 19 bil ion relief program will provide $ 16 bil ion in direct
support based on actual losses for agricultural producers and 3
$ bil ion in purchases of fresh produce, dairy and meat.
Rural

Development Measures

for Rural Communities — The

USDA has created a Federal Rural Resource Guide to provide

immediate and long- term assistance to rural communities through technical, training and management assistance,
financial

assistance and state and local assistance. Payment

Deferment for the USFA Community Facilities Direct Loan Program: The USDA is temporarily deferring payment
for borrowers participating in the USDA Community Facilities Direct Loan Program. The program provides 35

affordable funding to develop essential community facilities ( hospitals, courthouses, public safety facilities, etc.) in
rural areas.

Updated ACCG Summary of Shelter in Place Executive Order
ACCG has updated its summary of Governor Kemp' s Executive Order. You can find the current version here.

ACi
Ad--

i

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jG— gia' sG—

t-.

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lamar

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4: 54 PM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Hudgins <

Re: Budget

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

net>

Impact)

I' m fully convinced that funding will come later. That' s my story and I' m sticking with it! []
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 08: 35: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

FYI - White House and Congress

reach interim deal but it doesn' t include $ 150 billion in aid for state and local

governments that Democrats were seeking.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

And unafraid.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 02: 30: 23 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

@ Fair and Balanced

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

It was on Fox News website. That' s why you didn' t see it.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 01: 31: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
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Good morning Commissioner — I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................

Thanks for all your hard work.

Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

38

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.

County Administrator

EKX.,G
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
PIlioirne

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Well: Dougherty. ga. us
Eirnalill: mmccov@dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4: 36 PM

Sent:
To:

Lamar

Hudgins

Subject:

RE: Budget

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

Impact)

FYI - White House and Congress reach interim deal but it doesn' t include $ 150 billion in aid for state and local

governments

that Democrats

were seeking.(

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

And unafraid.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 02: 30: 23 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

@ Fair and Balanced

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

It was on Fox News website. That' s why you didn' t see it.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 01: 31: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Good morning Commissioner — I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)
40

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................

Thanks for all your hard work.

Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.
41
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County Administrator
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
P[ ioine:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Eirnail: mmccoygdougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4: 01 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

THURSDAY: COVID- 19 update from Georgia Ag Commissioner Gary Black

Chamber members:

Please join the Albany Area Chamber and the Georgia Chamber this Thursday at 3
p. m. for a virtual conference with Georgia Department of Agriculture Commissioner
Gary Black and other leaders in rural Georgia.

Commissioner Black and key leaders in the rural community to provide a COVID- 19
update and outlook for the key market in Georgia' s economy. Moderated by Georgia
Chamber

President &

CEO Chris Clark, and in partnership with the Georgia Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce, these COVID- 19 virtual conferences are designed to provide
relevant and timely updates, information and insight on statewide management of this
global pandemic along with resources to assist Georgians in the road to recovery.
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
m/

https: Hzoom. us/

93625824843

Or iPhone one -tap :
16465588656„

93625824843#

or+ 13126266799„

93625824843#

Or Telephone:

Dial( for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
1 646 558 8656
or + 1 312 626 6799
or + 1 301 715 8592
or + 1 346 248 7799
or + 1 669 900 9128
or + 1 253 215 8782
Webinar

ID: 936 2582 4843

International

numbers available:

httDs: Hzoom. us/ u/ acVvZM7Wav

Questions

All questions should be submitted IN ADVANCE through www. sli. do using code # 2957 to
enter the forum. Please submit your questions by 5PM, Wednesday April 22, 2020. We
will work through as many as we can over the call and do appreciate your commitment to
leadership as we all work toward economic recovery following this pandemic.
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The Albanj &

M glamber' s ( N2111D 19 Resout' Ce (: enler provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on F,Icebook for the most up- to- date alerts.

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy@dougher-

ty. ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Li
Try email

marketing
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for free today!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

mmelton@WHITECOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3: 44 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Michael Melton

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Hotline Thanks

Tom. I wil miss reading your emails for comedy relief. My cell number will remain the same and my email is mj elton@gmail.
com

Michael

J.
Melton County

Manager White

County Board of Commis ioners 1235
Helen Highway Cleveland,
Georgia
706)

30528 Phone: (

219-

7701

Fax: (

706)

865- 1324

706)

809- 8360 mmelton@whitecounty.

Cell: (

net

On

Apr 21, 2020, at 3:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.

have no words, believe

it or not —on

net>
wrote: I

the Governor' s hotline. We

recently had a local tanning salon (who needs a tan ing salon in Statesboro, Georgia, right?)
call the hotline
to complain. Supposedly, this salon has some kind of therapeutic tanning they do for medical patients (
uh-huh) that had been closed by our Sheriff' s department under the Governor' s EO. She called the
hotline and was subsequently told to call the BOC. Naturally, I got the call, but I asked if she could recall
who she spoke with —
whom
she didn' t.
That' s a good thing she didn' t rem ber, because if I got a
would have words).Just
hold of the person I would have given them some Detroit -style lip i.
( e. — I
for kicks and giggles, maybe I should just make an anonymous constituent call with a dummy question,
and when I get the stupid answer to call someone locally I wil just brutally shame them for their
ignorance. I

can withstand the visit from the GBI afterward. 45

Meanwhile, congratulations on your retirement, Mike. Please let me know how to stay in touch unless
you are just doing a Jason Bourne on us. We will miss you.
TC

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY -MANAGERS -AND ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> on behalf of Michael Melton < mmelton@WHITECOUNTY. NET>

Reply -To: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY -MANAGERS -AND ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 2: 36 PM
To: " COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Subject:

Governor' s Hotline

Anybody else having a problem with the Governor' s COVID 19 hotline. We keep getting calls from folks
that have called the hotline and were referred back to the county by the hotline.
So I called the the hotline to ask a question about the Governor' s order concerning short term rentals
and after being transferred 3 times they connected me to my own tax commissioners office.
Bureaucracy at it best.
Thank God I am retiring next Thursday.
Hope you all have fun.
BTW

I called the Governor' s office and complained but I don' t think it will help.

Michael

J. Melton

County Manager
White County Board of Commissioners
1235 Helen Hiahway
Cleveland,

Georgia 30528

Phone: f706i 219- 7
Fax: f7061 865- 1324
Cell:

706L 809- 8360

mmeltonCywhitecounty. net

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava, Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Publiclnput.

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3: 09 PM
Michael McCoy
Thursday Webinar: What' s next for virtual public meetings as the COVID- 19 situation

To:
Subject:

evolves?

com <

Engagement@publicinput.

com>

g

A lot has changed in the past few weeks. As organizations

have taken their public processes

virtual, new lessons and best practices are emerging.
At the same time, as states and organizations weigh their options for restarting their economy,
new questions are emerging. What will ' normal' look like going forward? How long will we need

to practice social distancing as an organization?
Join us on Thursday as we discuss the situation at hand, and how to move forward:

Balancing meeting security with open access and transparency
What recently announced state policy guidelines mean for virtual meetings
What we've learned from our partners as they navigate virtual hurdles
Next steps for future -proofing public engagement in the face of revenue uncertainty
Join the Webinar: Secure, Accessible Virtual Public Meetings
Thursday, Apr 23 1: 00 pm EST 1 10: 00 am PST
Viewable

at Publiclnput. com/ 6525

Dial in to participate at

855-602- 8333 Meeting code: 8048
Please let us know if you will attend:

Add to calendar:

boo le

Outlook

Apple

We understand needs can change quickly. We' re happy to provide a 1: 1 walk through of secure
virtual meeting tools, or a full demonstration of everything that is possible with Publiclnput. com.
You can book a 15- minute intro call here.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson
GOV>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3: 03 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Recreation programs and pools Fayette

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County Slow
start recreational programming working w/
Sports Associations Gradually
reopen parks —
rental/ activities —delay Basketball until May 18tn Delay
large events —Food Truck Frenzy, Community Yard Sales, Tournaments Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305. 5100 Fayette

Cou irity offices are qJIosedtm;:
IlPUb ic,uir tfl1 May 13,2020, iin albu indaunce of cautim;: urm:.m;: unceirfng Coiroinaviinus COVIIID10)e
ask ouir° uresid rots tm;::.
m;

intact ius via Ipllimm;: ine, eirnafll, or ouir° website to keep ainy exposu ire to a ur ifniurmu itn,From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Regina McDuffie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21,2020 1:
33 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:COUNTY-[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Recreation programs and pools In my

opinion, social distancing is almost an impossibility when it comes to children in open recreational settings. The best thing
would be to suspend programs until we know the virus is under control. I would
not open pools until the numbers decline significantly because there may be a possibility of transmission mostly through interaction
in the water. With basketball, children should be masked, proper sanitizing, handwashing and temperature checks
should be performed on entry.49

For the summer camp, we are planning to push the dates back to mid to late June and reassess the situation at that
time. The daily intake would consist of the same protocol as basketball; the masking would be required at all
times. Probably be good to have special kiddie masks ( i. e. super hero, etc.) to engage the kids but they would need to
be replenished daily.
In addition, parents may be reluctant to send their children to recreational programs anyway.

RMM

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
0r;1,
121

S.

Sumter

St.

P. O. Box 297
Oglethorpe,

Email:

rm

Ga

31068

cduffieM& O)windstrea .

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

From: County- managers- and- admins < COIJNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERi/, ACCG, ORG>

On Behalf Of Moffett,

Keith

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 55 AM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- AaMINS(

LISTSERi/,

ACCG, ORG

Subject: Recreation programs and pools

Good morning,
An immediate issue for thought - What are your plans for summer recreation programs and pools for this summer? With
school ending suddenly and parents returning to work, I am anticipating the need for our rec centers increasing, bottom
line for example - How are you planning to social distant pools or basketball games?
Dr. Keith Moffett

County Manager
Macon -Bibb County
478- 751- 7170

Every question is not a challenge and every challenge is not a threat"

Stay Connected

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3: 02 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

have no words, believe

it or not —
on

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Hotline I

the Governor' s hotline. We

recently had a local tanning salon (
who needs a tan ing salon in Statesboro, Georgia, right?)
call

the hotline to complain.

Supposedly, this salon has some kind of therapeutic tanning they do for medical patients (uh-huh) that had been
closed by our Sheriff' s department under the Governor' s EO. She called the hotline and was subsequently told to call
That' s a good
the BOC. Naturally, I got the call, but I asked if she could recall who she spoke with —
whom she didn' t.
thing she didn' t rem ber, because if I got a hold of the person I would have given them some Detroit -style lip i.
e. — I

would have words).Just

for kicks and giggles, maybe I should just make an anonymous constituent call with a dummy question, and when I get
the stupid answer to call someone locally I wil just brutally shame them for their ignorance. I can withstand the visit from
the GBI afterward. Meanwhile,

congratulations on your retirement, Mike. Please
a Jason Bourne on us. We will miss you.TC

let me know how to stay in touch unless you are just doing

From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Melton <
mmelton@WHITECOUNTY.

behalf of Michael

NET>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Tuesday, April 21,2020 at 2:36 PM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Governor'

s

Hotline Anybody

else having a problem with the Governor' s COVID 19 hotline. We keep getting calls from folks that have called the
hotline and were referred back to the county by the hotline. So
I caled the the hotline to ask a question about the Governor' s order concerning short term rentals and after being transferred
3 times they connected me to my own tax commissioners office.Bureaucracy
at it best. Thank
God I am retiring next Thursday. Hope
you all have fun.BTW
51

I called the Governor' s office and complained but I don' t think it will help.

Michael

J. Melton

County Manager
White County Board of Commissioners
1235 Helen Highway
Cleveland, Georaia 30528
Phone: 706J 219- 7701
Fax: ( 706) 865- 1324
Cell:

706L 809- 8360

mmelton@whitecounty. net

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava, Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3: 00 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

Talking Points

Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5 package.
Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund this fiscal year

Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund balance for the next
fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate an increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as ( EMS, DPH, and
DFAC).
Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $1, 000 each.
We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we will eventually have to raise taxes on citizens who can' t afford
what we levy now and cut back on essential services to our citizens. 75% of our revenue is from taxes.
The Cares Act limited the biggest program for local governments to cities with population of 1, 000, 000 and
counties with population of 2, 000, 000. No city or county in Ga qualified for that.
Dougherty County has been hard hit by COVID- 19. At present we have 1446 positive cases and 103 deaths. The
most deaths for any county in the state of Georgia.
Dougherty County alone is one of the top in the nation per capita in positives and deaths from COVID- 19.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
u
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irrnaiill:

mmccovCca7dougherty.

ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

mmelton@WHITECOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 2: 36 PM
COUNTYCOUNTY-

MANAGERSMANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michael Melton

NET>

To:
Subject:

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.
AND- ADMINS] Governor'

s

ACCG. ORG
Hotline Anybody

else having a problem with the Governor' s COVID 19 hotline. We keep getting calls from folks
that have called the hotline and were referred back to the county by the hotline. So
I caled the the hotline to ask a question about the Governor' s order concerning short term rentals and
after being transferred 3 times they connected me to my own tax commissioners office.Bureaucracy
at it best. Thank
God I am retiring next Thursday. Hope
you all have fun.I:
1iYJI I

caled the Governor' s of ice and complained but I don' t think it wil help. Michael

J.
Melton County

Manager White
County Board of Com is ioners 1235
Helen Highway Cleveland,
Georgia

30528

f706 7701
ZQ6}

Phone:

Fax:

865- 1324 Cell:

f7061809- 8360 mmelton
whitecount .

net

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad prune records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 54

TAC Service

Desk

Government Technology < newsletters@govtech. com>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 2: 07 PM
Michael McCoy
Papers] Email Best Practices, 2020 Election Security Checklist, and More

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: [

µ

Government Technology
Papers

I I, , , , Ilrnl

I I I I I[. 3est I I) Iio

t I I eIII

eIri

Ilnnient Government

agencies are reporting high bounce rates and struggle to
reach the public with email. This new eBook provides several data proven tactics that agencies can use to create unified and useful
experiences. I)
O1 NI.....
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Download this
ebook to find out how state and local governments can use
DevSecOps and open
foundation for digital
achieve

source principles and practices to build a

government, integrate innovative

technologies and

their ultimate goal: delivering a

better cit zen experience.
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Citizen
III,

outreach
skyrocketed since the CARES Act passed. Find out how
to minimize disruption and improve
than

weeks. Explore our

public response in days, rather

Government Contact Center

Crisis Strategy

Guide to learn more. 1.)
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I I Security: As

the next

round of national and local elections draws closer, security experts expect

cybercriminals will intensify their efforts to steal voter information,
breach voting systems

and influence outcomes. Blocking these

threats can be a daunting challenge for government officials who
must work with limited funds and manpower. 1.)
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PUBLIC R E C0 R D S IN OTI C E: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written comm unica tions to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

Michael Daly < mick. dalyny@gmail. com>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1: 19 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Press inquiry

M r. McCoy,

I am a columnist with the Daily Beast, a news site based in New York I wonder if you might have a few minutes to speak
with me about the COVID- 19 crisis as presently seen from Albany. I can be reached at 917- 968- 8827. Or, I can call you at
a time and number you suggest. I will in the meantime try your office number.
Thank you,
Michael Daly
The Daly Beast
917- 968- 8827

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 53 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas;

Subject:

Re: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)
image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Attachments:

Camila

Knowles

Got it and sent to congressman.

Louie Perry
Director and Principal
Cornerstone

Government

Affairs

202 448 9500

202 302 7833 cell

On Apr 21, 2020, at 12: 27 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic
leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5
package.

Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund

this fiscal year ( Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund
balance for the next fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate an increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as
EMS, DPH, and DFAC). Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $1, 000 each.
We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we will eventually have to raise taxes on citizens
who can' t afford what we levy now and cut back on essential services to our citizens. 75%

of

our revenue is from taxes.

The Cares Act limited the biggest program for local governments to cities with population of
1, 000, 000 and counties with population of 2, 000, 000. No city or county in Ga qualified for that.
Dougherty County has been hard hit by COVID- 19. At present we have 1446 positive cases and
103 deaths.

The most deaths for any county in the state of Georgia.

Dougherty County alone is one of the top in the nation per capita in positives and deaths from
COVID- 19.

I iiclhaellI McCoy
County Administrator
64
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 47 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19: Business guidance on reopening economy

April 20, 2020

Georgia Begins Reopening the Economy
On April 20, the offices of Governor Brian Kemp, Lt. Governor Geoff
Duncan and Speaker David Ralston, announced Phase I for the

reopening of the state' s economy which continues to prioritize the
health and safety of Georgia citizens. While further details and
guidance are forthcoming from the state' s leadership,_ jbg g2l[,g„!.aClhaimber
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The Albany Area Chamber will continue to provide important and relevant
information

as it becomes

What directives

available.

are contained

in this new executive

order of April 20,

2020?

1.

Previous

executive

orders

businesses includina -

called for the temporary

but not limited to -

barbers,

and others

closure

of certain

ayms, rec centers,

parlors,

hair salons,

that require

Startina

Friday, April 24, 2020 these businesses

close

tattoo

human

contact.

will be allowed to reopen

and maintain " minimum basic operations" by followina prescribed
Guidelines.

2. Previous executive orders called for the temporary closure or limited
operations of restaurants, theaters, private clubs and other similar
businesses that host large aatherinas of individuals. Starting Monday, April
27, 2020 these businesses will also be allowed to reopen or allow dinein

options while following the same prescribed guidelines.
3. Elective

suraeries

Bars and niahtclubs

will also be allowed.

are excluded

from this executive

order and further

details oertainina to the types of businesses allowed to reopen will be

coming in the days ahead.

When does this executive
under this executive

order take effect?

Businesses

order of April 20, 2020, shall be allowed

I!

aualifyina
to resume

in -

person minimum basic operations between Friday, April 24, 2020 and

Monday, April 27, 2020.

Minimum Basic Operations

The minimum
establishment,

basic operations (
corporation,

MBO) to maintain

non- profit corporation,

the value of a business,
or organization,

provide

services, manage inventory, ensure security, process oavroll and
employee

benefits,

considerations

or for related

functions

can be found

below.

Such

include:

The minimum necessary activities to facilitate employees or volunteers
being able to work remotely from their residences or members or patrons

being able to participate remotely from their residences.
Instances where employees are working outdoors without regular contact
with other persons, such as delivery services, contractors, landscape

businesses, and agricultural industry services.
Such entities

shall also implement

measures

which

mitigate

the exposure

and spread of COVIDI9 among its workforce.
Note that such minimum necessary activities include remaining open to

the public subject to the restrictions of this order.

Minimum basic operations include the following:
1. Screenina and evaluatina workers who exhibit sians of illness, such as a
fever over 100. 4 degrees

Fahrenheit,

cough,

or shortness

of breath.

2. Requiring workers who exhibit signs of illness to not report to work or to
seek medical

attention.

3. Enhancing sanitation of the workplace as appropriate.
4. Reauirina hand washina or sanitation by workers at appropriate places
within the business

location.

5. Providing personal protective equipment ( PPE) as available and
appropriate

to the function

and location

of the worker within

the business

location.

6. Prohibitinggatherinas

of workers during working hours.

7. Permitting workers to take breaks and meals outside, in their office or
personal workspace, or in such other areas where proper social distancing
is attainable.

8. Implementing teleworking for all possible workers.
9. Implementing staggered shifts for all possible workers.
10. Holdina all meetinas and conferences virtually, wherever possible.
11. Deliverina intangible services remotely wherever possible.
12. Discouraging workers from using other workers' phones, desks,
offices,

or other work tools and equipment.

13. Prohibitina

handshakina

and another

contact in the workplace.

67

unnecessary

person - to -person

14. Placing notices that encourage hand hygiene at the entrance to the

workplace and in other workplace areas where they are likely to be seen.
15. Suspending the use of Personal Identification

Number ("

PIN") pads,

PIN entry devices, electronic signature capture, and any other credit card
receipt signature requirements to the extent such suspension is permitted
by agreements with credit card companies and credit agencies.
16. Enforcing social distancing of non- cohabitatina persons while present

on such entity's leased or owned property.
17. For retailers and service providers, providing for alternative points of

sale outside of buildings, including curbside pick- up or delivery of products

and/ or services if an alternative point of sale is permitted under Georgia
law.

18. Increasingphysical space between workers and customers.
19. Providing disinfectant and sanitation products for workers to clean their
workspace,

equipment,

and tools.

20. Increasing physical space between workers' worksites to at least six
6

feet.

The business community has been a leader in innovation and in protecting
the public through this pandemic. Those efforts will continue to be critical in
the weeks and months to come as we continue to monitor COVID- 19 and reengage in commerce, "

said Barbara Rivera Holmes, president and CEO of
the Albany Area Chamber.

The Albany Area Chamber has, while continuing to implement dynamic
response initiatives, begun framing the conversations around economic
recovery and resilience, and is committed to working with its members,
strategic partners and public officials to the region' s prosperity."

GOVII 19 Resouive; r
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today! W.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 41 PM

Sent:
To:

Lamar

Subject:

RE: Budget

How on earth did I leave that out?

Hudgins
Update ( Shelter

in Pace

Impact)

@

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

And unafraid.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 02: 30: 23 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

@ Fair and Balanced

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

It was on Fox News website. That' s why you didn' t see it.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 01: 31: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Good morning Commissioner — I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

70

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................

Thanks for all your hard work.

Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.
71

MHEMMM
County Administrator
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
P[ ioine:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Eirnail: mmccoygdougherty. ga. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 38 PM

Sent:
To:

Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes

Subject:

RE: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

You' re welcome.

From:

Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes <

BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 50 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Subject: Re: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge
Thanks for sharing, Mike. Will read through this.
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President and CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 W. Broad Ave. I Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700 1 albanyga. com I Facebook

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 03: 04 AM
To: Barbara

Cc: Subadan,

Rivera.

Holmes <

BHolmesCa@albanyga.

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

com>

gov>

Subject: FW: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge
Please find below a pledge for businesses created by SOWEGA Rising. I thought it was a wonderful and
creative idea and advised them that I' d forward it to you. Perhaps we can discuss at a task force meeting. Thanks.
Barbara —

From: SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
MBroughton @albanyga. gov>;
dyoung7842@gmail.
daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com

Albany

COVID- 19

com

Howell, WHowell@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Broughton,

Monique

Given

Cc:

Subject:

Business Pledge Greetings,

Wendy <

the recent developments, I

idea and for her assistance in

thougt now more than ever is the time for this. I

creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business

want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for this

pledge. I

would like to discuss how we

can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to protect
themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me to discuss
further. Thank

you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.73

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd

SOWEGA Rising
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 27 PM
Louie Perry

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)

Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5 package.
Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund this fiscal year

Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund balance for the next
fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate an increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as ( EMS, DPH, and
DFAC).
Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced

an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $ 1, 000 each.

We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we will eventually have to raise taxes on citizens who can' t afford
what we levy now and cut back on essential services to our citizens. 75% of our revenue is from taxes.
The Cares Act limited the biggest program for local governments

to cities with population

of 1, 000, 000 and

counties with population of 2, 000, 000. No city or county in Ga qualified for that.
Dougherty County has been hard hit by COVID- 19. At present we have 1446 positive cases and 103 deaths. The
most deaths for any county in the state of Georgia.

Dougherty County alone is one of the top in the nation per capita in positives and deaths from COVID- 19.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 13 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)

To:
Subject:

Ed <

Put a couple of bullet points how hard Dougherty was hit by this. Your population. Number of cases and dead.
percentages

relative to everyplace

else has to be off the charts.

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2020, at 12: 05 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 59 AM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)
Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic
leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5
package.

Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund

this fiscal year ( Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund
balance for the next fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate a increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as
EMS, DPH, and DFAC). Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $1, 000 each.
We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we could go bankrupt. 75%
taxes.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 10 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)

To:
Subject:

Ed <

The biggest things is the Cares Act limited the biggest program for local governments to cities with population of
1, 000, 000 and counties with population of 2, 000, 000. No city or county in Ga qualified for that.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2020, at 12: 05 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 59 AM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)
Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic
leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5
package.

Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund

this fiscal year ( Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund
balance for the next fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate a increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as
EMS, DPH, and DFAC). Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $1, 000 each.
We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we could go bankrupt. 75%
taxes.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 10 PM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

RE: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)

Ed

Thanks Ed.

From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 09 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)
What is PPE next to last bullet.

There is no bankruptcy statute for counties or cities in Georgia. Last bullet point. Maybe say we will eventually have to
raise taxes on folks who can' t afford what we levy now and cut back on essential services to our citizens.

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2020, at 12: 05 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCo oSdou herty. a. us> wrote:

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 59 AM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHoweII@doueherty. a. us>
Subject: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)
Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic
leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5
package.

Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund

this fiscal year ( Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund
balance for the next fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate a increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as
EMS, DPH, and DFAC).

Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.

We have experienced an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $1, 000 each.
We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).
80

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we could go bankrupt. 75%

of our revenue is

taxes.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 09 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)

To:
Subject:

Ed <

What is PPE next to last bullet.

There is no bankruptcy statute for counties or cities in Georgia. Last bullet point. Maybe say we will eventually have to
raise taxes on folks who can' t afford what we levy now and cut back on essential services to our citizens.

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2020, at 12: 05 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 59 AM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)
Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic
leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5
package.

Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund

this fiscal year ( Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund
balance for the next fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate a increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as
EMS, DPH, and DFAC). Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $1, 000 each.
We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we could go bankrupt. 75%
taxes.

I iiclhaellI McCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 09 PM

Sent:
To:

Daaiyah

Subject:

RE: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

Salaam

You' re most welcome.

From: Daaiyah Salaam < daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>; Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>;
MBroughton @albanyga. gov>;
dyoung7842@gmail.

com

Broughton,

Monique

Subject:

Re: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge Thank

you and thank you again for all of you all' s hard work. On
Tue, Apr 21,2020 at 9:28 AM McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doueherty.

ga.
us>wrote: Daaiyah —

I'

you for your selflessness and jumping right back into the battle to save others in our community
from COVID- 19.Your courage, fortitude, selflessness and compassion are admirable. Our community is very
All
the best! From:
lucky to have you.......
still.

Daaiyah

Salaam <daaiyah.

salaam@gmail. com>
Sent:

Tuesday, April 21,2020 9:
16 AM To:
SOWEGA Rising <
soweearisine@email. com>
Cc:
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Howell,

@albanyea. eov>;
dyoung7842@email. com

Albany

Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Broughton,

Monique

MBroughton

Subject: Re:

COVID- 19 Business Pledge Thank you

so much Sherrel for facilitating this effort.The City and County has done an outstanding job with keeping us informed. I
am moved by their commitment and want to help them spread the message. This is community working together.As
someone
want anyone else to go through this. My heart bleeds for those we
have lost and businesses definitely play an important role in helping to send the message of how critical this is and helping
to stop the spread for both their employees and customers. I am her to assist in any way I can. Thank you again! Best,
84

Daa' iyah

On Tue, Apr 21, 2020 at 8: 01 AM SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com> wrote:
Greetings,

Given the recent developments,

I thought now more than ever is the time for this. I want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for

this idea and for her assistance in creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business pledge. I would like to discuss how
we can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to
protect themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me
to discuss further.

Thank you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd

SOWEGA Rising
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 05 PM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

FW: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)

Ed

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 59 AM
To: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)
Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking pointsDougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5 package.
Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund this fiscal year

Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund balance for the next
fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate a increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as ( EMS, DPH, and
DFAC).
Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $1, 000 each.
We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we could go bankrupt. 75%

of our revenue is taxes.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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gym
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Desk

info@accela. com>

From:

Accela <

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 05 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

COVID- 19 Webinar Series] Business Re -Opening Management Solution
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TAC Service

Desk

daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com>

From:

Daaiyah

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12: 03 PM
McCoy, Michael
SOWEGA Rising; Howell, Wendy; Broughton, Monique; dyoung7842@gmail. com
Re: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Salaam <

Thank you and thank you again for all of you all' s hard work.
On Tue, Apr 21, 2020 at 9: 28 AM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
Daaiyah —

Thank you for your selflessness and jumping right back into the battle to save others in our
community from COVID- 19. Your courage, fortitude, selflessness and compassion are admirable. Our community is
very lucky to have you....... still. All the best!

From: Daaiyah Salaam < daaiyah. salaam@email. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 16 AM
To: SOWEGA Rising < soweearisine@email. com>
Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>;
MBroughton @albanyea. eov>;
dyoung7842@email.

com

Howell, WHowell@doueherty.

ea.
us>;Broughton,

Monique

Thank

Subject:

Re:Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge Wendy <

you so much Sherrell for facilitating this effort. The City and County has done an outstanding job with keeping us informed.
I am moved by their commitment and want to help them spread the message. This is community working together.
As
don' t want anyone else to go through this.My heart bleeds for those
we have lost and businesses definitely play an important role in helping to send the message of how critical this is and
helping to stop the spread for both their employees and customers. I am here to assist in any way I can. Thank you again!
Best,

Daa'

iyah On

Tue, Apr 21,2020 at 8:01 AM SOWEGA Rising <
soweearising@email. com>
wrote: W,

Greetings,

Given the recent developments,

I thought now more than ever is the time for this. I want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for

this idea and for her assistance in creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business pledge. I would like to discuss how
we can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to
protect themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me
to discuss further.

Thank you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd

SOWEGA Rising
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 59 AM
Howell, Wendy
Dougherty County Talking Points ( Meeting with Congressman Bishop)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Louie -

Here are the Dougherty County talking points-

Dougherty County supports the COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership.
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
29. 5 billion for counties

Dougherty County is projected to receive approximately $ 7. 8 million under the COVID- 19 3. 5 package.
Dougherty County will utilize about $ 2. 8 million of its approximately $ 12 million reserve fund this fiscal year

Ending June 301h) as a result of COVID- 19 and Shelter in Place Orders.
Will consider furloughs, layoffs, pay cuts and other measures to preserve the reserve fund balance for the next
fiscal year ( Beginning July 1).
We anticipate a increase in demand for funding of public health and social services such as ( EMS, DPH, and
DFAC).
Our current funding is around $ 5. 5 million.
We have experienced

an increased demand for pauper burials at a cost of $ 1, 000 each.

We have an increased demand for PPE for our entire workforce ( 650).

If there' s a protracted disruption to business we could go bankrupt. 75%

of our revenue is taxes.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 20 AM
Michael McCoy
Kia Producing PPE, Phoebe North ICU, Andrew College, Phoebe Update, Kemp on
Reopening State, Legal Food Frenzy, UPS Donating Masks, Southern Co

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 21, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Kia Motors Begins Producing Face Shields at US Plant
In response to a nationwide shortage of personal protective equipment
PPE) caused by the COVID- 19 pandemic, Kia Motors today announced
that production of face shields has begun at its manufacturing plant in
West Point, Georgia.

Initial donations

of medical

use face shields

assembled at Kia Motors Manufacturing Georgia ( KMMG) will be made in
Georgia, Alabama, New York and California.

Governor Kemp Updates Georgians on COVID- 19,
Begins Reopening Economy
Governor Brian P. Kemp provided the following update on COVID- 19 in
Georgia. Governor Kemp was joined by Lieutenant Governor Geoff
Duncan, Speaker David Ralston, Georgia National Guard Adjutant
General

Tom Carden,

Georgia

Department

of Public Health

Commissioner Kathleen Toomey, and GEMA/ HS Director Homer Bryson,

92

and announced Phase I for the prudent reopening of the state' s economy
which continues to prioritize the health and safety of Georgia citizens.
AG Carr & Partners Kick Off 9th Annual Georgia Legal

Food Frenzy
The 9th Annual Georgia Legal Food Frenzy is a two -week virtual
fundraising drive fueled by Georgia' s legal community.
TriNet &

The Harris Poll Reveal Pulse Survey Results

on State of Small &

Medium -Size Business During

COVID- 19
To better understand broad COVID- 19 sentiment, beyond its own small

and medium size business ( SMB) customers, TriNet, a leading provider
of comprehensive

human

resources,

teamed

with The Harris

Poll on

three industry -wide pulse surveys on the topic of cash flow and liquidity.

News
Phoebe Opens Additional
COVID- 19 ICU at Phoebe

North

Consolidates Emergency
Services
Andrew

College

Offers Virtual

Tour of Campus for Prospective
Students
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Phoebe Reports Monday COVID19 Numbers

Georgia

Southwestern

State

University Named 2020 Best
Value College

of Georgia

Dougherty County Health
Department

Extends

Hours of

Operation of the Specimen Point
of Collection

Site

Georgia Manufacturing Shaken
by Virus, But Some Ramp Up
UPS Donating Respirator Masks
to Georgia

Hospitals

Georgia Public Policy Foundation
Welcomes Kemp Plan to Reopen
Georgia Businesses

Southern Company Increases
Dividend for 19th Consecutive
Year

New Study Finds 995, 300
Georgia Workers Directly
Impacted by COVID- 19
Senator David Perdue: Small
Businesses

Georgia

Need Relief Now

Department

of

Transportation Extends REBC

Grant Program Deadline to May
15th
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US Housing Market Reverses

Recent Video

Course in March with
Coronavirus

Nearly 80%

Shutdowns

of Board

Felt Unprepared

Members

for a Major Risk

Event Like COVID- 19: EY survey
Albany Museum of Art Book Club
Plans Online Start to Season 2

on May 19th
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

E

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)
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D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

W.

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Georgia Public Policy Foundation: Build the Foundation for a Sound
Ongoing COVID- 19 Response
State and local government budgets, businesses, families and individuals
continue

to reel from the effects of the novel coronavirus.

factor is the unknown.

The longer the crisis continues,

The biggest

the dimmer the

future appears to many, and the bigger the hole they must dig out of.
Carl Vinson Institute of Government Ramps up Online Continuing
Education

The University of Georgia' s Carl Vinson Institute of Government is
quickly moving some popular education programs online so that state

and local officials don' t fall behind during the coronavirus pandemic.
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Care

Commercial Printing -
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Outdoor
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Lawyer - Watson Spence

Furniture -
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Leadership Development Healthcare -
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Phoebe Putney
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Institute at Columbus
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Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

I

School

Deerfield -
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Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
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Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -
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Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available
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Jones

Welding
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 20 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Budget crisis leads Santa Monica city manager to resign

FE]
Created

April 21, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Virtual work isn' t new --

think of the traveling salesperson --

but now is the time for

leaders to remember how culture and communication are different when people aren' t
physically interacting, writes Stephanie Scotti. She offers several pieces of advice,
including asking about people' s home -office setups and setting a 24- hour rule for
addressing correspondence.

Full Story: SmartBrief/ Leadership ( 4, 17)

EJI

Whiter: Local

v Digital Transformation

Citizens are thinking of obtaining information and submitting
requests with a digital -first mindset. Learn why you should
embrace digital transformation,

the new responsibilities

of

clerks in the digital age, and best practices for being a digital
transformation leader in your office. Download now.
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ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Seven US senators are concerned that most cities and towns appear to be ineligible for

relief from the Municipal Liquidity Facility portion of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and
Economic Security Act. Cities with fewer than 1 million residents -almost 695, 000 --

such as Boston, with

and counties with fewer than 2 million residents don' t qualify under

current guidelines.

Full Story: The Business Journals ( tiered subscription model)/ Boston ( 4h/ 20)

Free Softwarefor

Local Governments

to Combat

COVID- 19

GovPilot is providing easy to use software applications to
local governments that address their specific needs in
response to Coronavirus.

View GovPilot' s free software and

the Expense Tracking module designed with input from
Camden County, NJ officials. Watch the on -demand.
ADVERTISEMENT:

EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND

PUBLIC

SAFETY

i

Access to recreation

in Lake Havasu, Ariz.,

has been debated by residents, some who

want spaces to remain open during the pandemic and others who worry about public

safety. Various authorities regulate recreational areas in the city, with the Coast Guard

102

overseeing the Lower Colorado River and the National Park Service having control of
Lake Mohave, for example.

Full Story: Mohave Valley Daily News ( Bullhead City, Ariz.) ("4h/ 20)

MIND

Maintain

yr

ce Continuity ir i

A

crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding
live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.
iCompass, a

Diligent Brand put together critical tips

and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate
crises of any kind. Download your copy now. ADVERTISEMENT:
ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND

data center industry in Loudoun County, Va.,
is

SUSTAINABILITY

The

growing as the coronavirus pandemic

encourages remote work. Companies such as Corporate Office Properties Trust,
QTS Realty Trust and Cyrus One are active in the area, and a contractor recently got
a building permit for a data center shell on land owned by a Digital Realty Trust affiliate.
Full

Story: The Business Journals (tiered subscription model)/
Washington, D.
C. 4,
('

POLICY

AND

ipandemic

GRANTS

17) LEGISLATION,

Cities

City

governments across the US are finding it easier than expected to implement telecommuting
policies, a

trend that some officials say could encourage them to continue

the programs after the coronavirus crisis is over. In Kansas City,Mo., Rick
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Usher, the assistant city manager, says 97% of employees report few if any problems
related to working from home.

Full Story: Government Technology online ('4,/ 17)

EJUJUJUJI
PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

i

N. C.

i

A project to widen 1. 5 miles of US 70 to five lanes in Guilford County, N. C., will proceed
with $

11. 1 million from the Build NC bond initiative, according to the state Department of

Transportation. APAC Atlantic unit Thompson Arthur will carry out construction.
Full Story: Transportation

Today ( 4/17)

00001

Ru
ilinked
activist
The Prague City Council voted to change the name of a street to
celebrate Boris Nemtsov, a Russian opposition politician and
human rights activist, but the Russian Embassy on the street has
chosen to retain the previous address. At least three other cities
The square outside the Prague

Russian Embassy in February
2020 ( Getty Images/ Getty

around the world renamed areas in honor of the fifth anniversary
of Nemtsov' s death.

Images)

Full Story: The Guardian ( London) (

4h/ 20)

RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

Santa Monica,

Calif.,

City Manager Rick Cole resigned over the weekend, and City

Attorney Lane Dilg has been named interim city manager. " I have profound confidence
in the team we have assembled and it breaks my heart that we will not be able to
complete the journey together," he wrote in a blog post.
Full Story: Canyon News ( Beverly Hills, Calif.) (

5
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4h/ 20)

ICMA NEWS

the fundamentals

of the bu

The Budgeting Guide for Local Government webinar series is back! This program is
designed for local government managers, assistant managers, elected officials,
department heads, and anyone who would like to gain a better understanding of the
fundamentals of the budgeting process. This three- part webinar series takes a forward looking, strategic approach to budgeting, while showing participants how to improve the
process and promote economic vitality in their communities. Program begins June 2,
register today!

MIND
Free webinars

i

i

Crisis

i

Law Du
Join us for these upcoming 90- minute webinars covering topics important to local
government: Wednesday, April 22, Managing Crisis Communications

During the

COVID- 19 Pandemic; Friday, May 1, Employment Law and COVID- 19. Experts from the
private sector and local government will offer strategies to prepare for both the shortterm and long- term realities. Register for these and other events on icma. org. For more
information, visit ICMA' s Coronavirus Resources page where you can also access past
webinars on demand and subscribe to get more content on COVID- 19.

LEARN MORE

I. . . lorn

BOLT ICM

w

I AIbotA I News & luaus l a orn IUMA I Career Network
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FOLLOW

ICMA

ON

TWITTER

3,

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profule I
Unsubsoribe

dver ise wuffi Smar2rief

I Privacy poluoy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK

I ADVERTISE
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tia Jacobs < tjacobs@mercatus. gmu. edu>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 05 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 Pandemic Policy Response: How to Address Suspended Regulations Post
Crisis

Dear Mr. McCoy,
In response to the ongoing COVID- 19 public health and economic crisis, the Mercatus Center at George Mason University is

publishing timely, short essays to address pressing policy questions affecting Congress, state and local governments, and the
American economy.
Two recently published policy briefs, highlighted below, focus on the regulations suspended during the COVID- 19 crisis, and
what should be done with these regulations when the US economy returns to a normal state.
COVID- 19 Reveals the Need for a Regulatory Reset

Regulatory barriers hindered a swift response to the COVID- 19 pandemic, illuminating the need for a periodic review of
regulations to avoid similar problems during future crises.
A Fresh Start: How to Address

Regulations

Suspended

During

the Coronavirus

Crisis

Dozens of state and federal regulations were waived to quickly respond to the COVID- 19 health crisis. This brief describes how
to address the waived regulations post -crisis.
Should you have any questions, would like to learn more about either study, or would like to speak to the authors, please reply
to this email. I would be happy to facilitate a call or briefing.
Sincerely,
Tia

Tia L. Jacobs
State Outreach Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University
O: ( 703) 993- 9112
C: ( 262) 498- 7526
www. mercatus.

org

Unsubscribe

1A__
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

GOVERNING Security < newsletters@governing.
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11: 04 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

State

1 HE l: : U" U::
Rl

CISOs

GI:::: I

Adjust

UI:R11X GN

to COVID;

Is Surveillance

com>

the New

Normal?

IPII: lkl 21, 2020

State CISOs Adjust to COVID; Is
Surveillance the New Normal?
This week' s newsletter looks at how the crisis has brought

new challenges to cybersecurity leaders and what they are
doing about it. And, will contact tracing — a key to helping
us return to normal —
READ

jeopardize our privacy?

MORE

CONTENT PROVIDED BY GOOGLE

New Data Shows Agency Leaders are Taking a
Nuanced Approach to Cloud Security
By choosing the right cloud provider, government officials can

address the top challenges identified in research by the Center for
Digital Government
READ

MORE

Many Getting Hoodwinked During Coronavirus- related
Phishing
108

Scammers prey on consumers in a time when many people are
desperately seeking health and fiscal assistance. The Federal Trade
Commission has received nearly 17, 000 co ro navi rus- related fraud
complaints
READ

so far.

MORE

Facial Recognition Is Increasing and Masks Won' t Stop
It
Masks are commonplace due to COVID- 19 so companies are

expanding their facial recognition capacity to recognize the masked

faces. Privacy concerns are more pressing than ever as the
pandemic could increase society surveillance.
READ

MORE

CONTENT PROVIDED BY GOOGLE

Government

No Longer Has to Choose Between

Cybersecurity and Productivity
Thanks to leading cloud services with embedded security
technology, CIOs can help end users work more efficiently while also
shoring up cyber- defenses.
READ

MORE
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Barbara

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 50 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:

Rivera.

Holmes <

BHolmes@albanyga.

Cc:

Subadan,

Subject:

Re: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

com>

Sharon

Thanks for sharing, Mike. Will read through this.
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President and CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 W. Broad Ave. I Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700 1 albanyga. com I Facebook

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 03: 04 AM
To: Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes <

BHolmes@albanyga.

Cc: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

com>

gov>

Subject: FW: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

Please find below a pledge for businesses created by SOWEGA Rising. I thought it was a wonderful and
creative idea and advised them that I' d forward it to you. Perhaps we can discuss at a task force meeting. Thanks.
Barbara —

From: SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
MBroughton @albanyga. gov>;
dyoung7842@gmail.
daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com

Albany

COVID- 19

com

Howell, WHowell@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Broughton,

Monique

Given

Cc:

Subject:

Business Pledge Greetings,

Wendy <

the recent developments, I

idea and for her assistance in

thougt now more than ever is the time for this. I

creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business

want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for this

pledge. I

would like to discuss how we

can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to protect
themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me to discuss
further. Thank

you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.Your

partner in change, Sherrell
Byrd SOWEGA

Rising PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law.Most writtert communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 110
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 48 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: Gov' s Order

FYI

I airtha IB. IHeindlley
Finance

Director

X1xJ(D 1EI-IRTY
I.[

1

COUNTY

A

Cie' CYvgCcv

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile.: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
dbl Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

From: Public Finance Officers < PUBLIC- FINANCE- OFFICERS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Sheryl Weinmann

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 26 AM
To: PUBLIC-

FINANCE-

OFFICERS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Subject: Re: Gov' s Order

As it stands now, Fayette County departments will re -open during the week of May 11 through the 14. Officially it would
be May 14 but departments can start phasing people back into the office starting that Monday, May 11. This was
discussed in our county -wide staff meeting this morning. We hold all meeting via Microsoft Teams within Finance and
with those outside of Finance as well. It has worked great!
Thanks

Sheryl L. Weinmann
Chief Financial Officer

Fayette County Georgia
Finance

Department

770- 305- 5186

Fayette Gounly offices are cose' d to public access until a1, 3 20PO, in abunsance of caution conce' rnin, G'O ID19).IAM ask our resiii: onts to contact us via phone, Heil,,
:,: or our
micbsile to keep any exj) osure to a inimu
:
.112

From:

Public

Finance

Officers < PUBLIC - FINANCE - OFFICES

LISTSE

V, ACCG, O

G> On Behalf Of Sherrie

Leverett

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 20 AM
To: PUBLIC - FINANCE - OFFICE

S

LISTSE

V, ACCG, O

G

Subject: Gov' s Order

I know we are all still trying to digest the Governor' s executive order issued yesterday.
For those of you that closed local government offices and/ or facilities... What are your thoughts on reopening?

Sherrie Leger Leverett

Office:
Cell:

229. 276. 2673
229. 322. 1877

sleverett@crispcounty.

com

Only two diefining ftirces heme ewier offered to dfie ftir you;
lesus

Christ andf the Amerkeyn

Sahlier...

One dfiediftir your SauL..rhe
atherftir your Freedfam. Author
unknwun Virus -

com
free. www. av

.

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law.Most written communications to or from City and County offidals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lamar

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 36 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Hudgins <

Re: Budget

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

net>

Impact)

And unafraid.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 02: 30: 23 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

@ Fair and Balanced

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget

Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

It was on Fox News website. That' s why you didn' t see it.

On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 01: 31: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Good morning Commissioner — I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................

114

Thanks for all your hard work.

Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.

County Administrator
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
P[ ioine: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Eirnail: mmccoygdougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 32 AM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

Ed

He' s just a figure head at no pay.
From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
I agree.

From: "

Did Sonny Deriso take the job at the Ec Dev Commission?

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 9: 32: 51 AM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Ed- You know there are a bunch of them that don' t. If there' s no federal relief I wouldn' t be surprised to see some local

governments of bankrupt.
From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 06 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
I pity the local government that doesn' t have any reserves.
Ed

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 58: 48 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Yep. All things considered we are in good financial shape compared to a lot of other local governments.
to be on a rough ride.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone
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We are about

Original message -------Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From: "
Date:
To: "

4/ 20/ 20 9: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" <

Scott" <

MMcCoy@dougherty.

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>, "

ga. us>, " Hendley,

Addison,

SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
Just awful.

Sign of the times

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 54: 09 PM
From: "

ga. us>

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>, " Hendley,
SAddison@dougherty.

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>, "

Addison,

Scott"

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Unfortunately it' s going to be a lot of this in the foreseeable future.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From: "
Date:
To: "

4/ 20/ 20 9: 46 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" <

MMcCoy@dougherty.

Scott" < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Hendley,

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

From: "

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

https:// urldefense. proof poi nt. com/ v2/ url? u= https- 3A

www. aic. com

news

local

ken nesaw- 2Dtemporarily-

2Dlays- 2Doff-

2Demployees- 2Ddue- 2Dcovid2Dpandemic

rsyIPJMJYr23BgAKMVK841 &

LgglPbzRPZQKMN9tOWIIcVdG3s&
dKBpCOdSHF3BkETT-

d= DwIFAg& c= y6v6TkgbF5T5g8gzoA5

m= TJ- Cgku6zG9e8M8vWmxpG6u

a6O68wZFQhuY&

e=

Sent from my iPad

Piper Sandler &

Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.
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gyxfBe6wpRCKPt3gOZXx4sE&

r= 2C6RaiRii3O3

nxGSQN- zEcmklxRAKLE& s= r60ocKVxYBOCa-

TFBk
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From:
Sent:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 30 AM

To:

Lamar

Hudgins

Subject:

RE: Budget

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

Impact)

@ Fair and Balanced
From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

It was on Fox News website. That' s why you didn' t see it.
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 01: 31: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Good morning Commissioner — I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................

Thanks for all your hard work.

Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
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Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.

County Administrator

m..

tI
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Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Rhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
121

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
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From:

Kostas from GovQuote < kostas@govquote. us>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 21 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Verify your COVID- 19 Vendors before Purchasing!

Can' t read or see images? View this email in a browser

Michael,
This is a reminder of two FREE

services that help you obtain the supplies needed to address the COVID- 19 crisisASAP:

2

3.

GovQuote. us:

4.

FREE platform that allows all agencies to post RFQs for necessary items quickly and easily. Many of
you have already signed -up and started getting Quotes. You can access GovQuote

5.

here.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11. Vendor
12.

Sales Report: FREE custom,

13. detailed report from our database of government purchasing data to confirm if a vendor has worked
with your peers ( e. g. -- have they previously sold the government,

of government sales, recent activity, etc.).

You can access

123

how many agencies, total amount

14. the " Vendor Sales Report"

15. for any vendor under consideration at: https: Hgovspend. com/ agencies
16.

Again, please continue to enter the
needs of your agency on GovQuote
and we' ll do the rest.

If you have questions or need any
additional assistance, please reply to this email.

Stay Safe.
Regards,
Kostas Dirnitriou
General Manager/

GovQuote

This email was sent by kostasgqovquote. us to mmccovadougherty.
Not interested? Unsubscribe I Update profile

ga. us

GovS:.-,,
end

33441

700 W

H111slL.,oro 131A

Si.Jte 4-'

00, E)eerfield Be,,-; l[,

F- 1-
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From:

NACo <

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10: 16 AM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Join NACo TODAY for a national

call on COVID- 19 response

efforts

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

REMINDER

Response

Efforts,

Featuring Special Guest

U. S.

Eugene

CALL DETAILS
DATE: TODAY, April 21

TIME: 4 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information

QUESTIONS?: Email us at questions

naco, org

Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) TODAY, April 21 at 4 p. m. EDT for an
update on county priorities in federal coronavirus ( COVID- 19) response efforts.
Hear from U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia, who will discuss new federal resources available
for county residents and new requirements for county governments as employers due to recently
enacted

COVID- 19 response

legislation.

To ask a question during the call, email questions

125

naco, org.

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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From:

Lamar

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Hudgins <

Re: Budget

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

net>

Impact)

It was on Fox News website. That' s why you didn' t see it.
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 01: 31: 48 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Good morning Commissioner — I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................

Thanks for all your hard work.

Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.
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Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.

County Administrator

G
3,ERT
j&0 w Ri4X

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Rhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Well: Dougherty. ga. us
Eirnalill: mmccoygdougherty.ga. us
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Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 34 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

To:
Subject:

I agree.

Ed <

Did Sonny Deriso take the job at the Ec Dev Commission?

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at 9: 32: 51 AM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Ed- You know there are a bunch of them that don' t. If there' s no federal relief I wouldn' t be surprised to see some local

governments of bankrupt.
From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 06 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
I pity the local government that doesn' t have any reserves.
Ed

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 58: 48 PM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Yep. All things considered we are in good financial shape compared to a lot of other local governments.

We are about

to be on a rough ride.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>, " Hendley, Martha" < MHendley@doueherty. ga. us>, "

Scott" < SAddison@dougherty.

ea. us>

Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
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Addison,

Just awful.

Sign of the times

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 54: 09 PM

ga. us>

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>, " Hendley,
SAddison@dougherty.

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Addison,

Scott"

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Unfortunately it' s going to be a lot of this in the foreseeable future.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 46 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>, " Hendley, Martha" < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>, "

Scott" < SAddison@dougherty.

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

From: "

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

ht_tps:// urldefense. proofpoint. com/ v2/ url? u= https- 3A

www. aic. com

news

local

ken nesaw- 2Dtemporarily- 2Dlays- 2Doff-

2Demployees- 2Ddue- 2Dcovid2Dpandemic

rsyIPJMJYr23BgAKMVK841 &

LgglPbzRPZQKMN9tOWIIcVdG3s&
dKBpCOdSHF3BkETT-

d= DwIFAg&

c= y6v6TkgbF5T5g8gzoA5

m= TJ- Cgku6zG9e8M8vWmxpG6u

a6O68wZFQhuY&

gyxfBe6wpRCKPt3gOZXx4sE&

r= 2C6RaIRia3O3

TFBk

nxGSQN- zEcmklxRAKLE& s= r60ocKVxYBOCa-

e=

Sent from my iPad

Piper

Sandler &

Co. Since

1895.

Member

SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered an advertisement or

solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
http:// www. pipersandler. com/ do

not email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry."

mail see http:// www. pipersandler.

com/ disclosures

For additional

disclosure

information

related to this e-

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobl/e records law. Most written eorrmurt/ eatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 33 AM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

Ed

Ed- You know there are a bunch of them that don' t. If there' s no federal relief I wouldn' t be surprised to see some local

governments

of bankrupt.

From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 06 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
I pity the local government that doesn' t have any reserves
Ed

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 58: 48 PM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Yep. All things considered we are in good financial shape compared to a lot of other local governments.

We are about

to be on a rough ride.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>, " Hendley, Martha" < MHendley@doueherty. ga. us>, "

Scott" < SAddison@dougherty.

Addison,

ea. us>

Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
Just awful.

Sign of the times

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 54: 09 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>, " Hendley,

Martha" < MHendley@doueherty. ga. us>, "
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Addison,

Scott"

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Unfortunately it' s going to be a lot of this in the foreseeable future.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From: "
Date:
To: "

4/ 20/ 20 9: 46 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" <

MMcCoy@dougherty.

Scott" < SAddison@dougherty.

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>, "

ga. us>, " Hendley,

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

From: "

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

https:// urldefense. proofpoint. com/ v2/ url? u= https- 3A
2Demployees-

2Ddue- 2Dcovid-

2Dpandemic

rsyIPJMJYr23BgAKMVK841 &

LgglPbzRPZQKMN9tOWIIcVdG3s&
dKBpCOdSHF3BkETT-

www. aic. com

local

d= DwIFAg& c= y6v6TkgbF5T5g8gzoA5

m= TJ- Cgku6zG9e8M8vWmxpG6u

a6O68wZFQhuY&

news

ken nesaw- 2Dtemporarily-

gyxfBe6wpRCKPt3gOZXx4sE&

2Dlays- 2Doff-

r= 2C6RaiRii3O3

TFBk

nxGSQN- zEcmklxRAKLE& s= r60ocKVxYBOCa-

e=

Sent from my iPad

Piper Sandler &

Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered an advertisement or
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
http:// www. pipersandler. com/ do

not email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry."

mail see http:// www. pipersandler.

com/ disclosures

For additional

disclosure

information

related to this e-
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From:
Sent:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 32 AM

To:

Lamar

Hudgins

Subject:

RE: Budget

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

Impact)

Good morning Commissioner —I haven' t caught up on the latest with where the proposed stimulus policy is for
counties. If DJT is in favor then we have a chance. If so that' ll take a lot of pressure off. We have a call with Bishop
about it later today. Hope all is we well with you and Wanda. Thanks.
From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................
Thanks for all your hard work.
Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.
135

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.

ZMEMMEMM
County Administrator

COUNTY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Phoin&: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Eimafl:

mmccoy@dougherty.

91 (

ga. us

M0

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 28 AM
Daaiyah Salaam; SOWEGA Rising
Howell, Wendy; Broughton, Monique; dyoung7842@gmail. com
RE: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Daaiyah —

Thank you for your selflessness and jumping right back into the battle to save others in our
community from COVID- 19. Your courage, fortitude, selflessness and compassion are admirable. Our community is very
lucky to have you....... still. All the best!

From: Daaiyah Salaam < daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 16 AM
To: SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>
Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
MBroughton @albanyga. gov>;
dyoung7842@gmail.

com

Howell, WHowell@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Broughton,

Monique

Thank

Subject:

Re:Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge Wendy <
you so much Sherrell for facilitating this effort. The City and County has done an outstanding job with keeping us informed.
I am moved by their commitment and want to help them spread the message. This is community working together.
As
don' t want anyone else to go through this.My heart bleeds for those
we have lost and businesses definitely play an important role in helping to send the message of how critical this is and
helping to stop the spread for both their employees and customers. I am here to assist in any way I can. Thank you again!
Best,

Daa'

iyah On

Tue, Apr 21,2020 at 8:01 AM SOWEGA Rising <
sowegarising@gmail.

com>
wrote: Greetings,

Given

the recent developments, I

thougt now more than ever is the time for this. I

want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for this

idea and for her assistance in creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business pledge. I would like to discuss how we
can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to protect
themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me to discuss
further. Thank

you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.Your

partner in change, Sherrell
Byrd SOWEGA

Rising 137
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TAC Service

Desk

daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com>

From:

Daaiyah

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 16 AM
SOWEGA Rising
Michael Mccoy; Howell, Wendy; Broughton, Monique; Demetrius Young
Re: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Salaam <

Thank you so much Sherrell for facilitating this effort. The City and County has done an outstanding job with keeping us
informed. I am moved by their commitment and want to help them spread the message. This is community working
together.
don' t want anyone else to go through this. My heart bleeds for
those we have lost and businesses definitely play an important role in helping to send the message of how critical this is
and helping to stop the spread for both their employees and customers. I am here to assist in any way I can. Thank you
again!

Best,

Daa' iyah

On Tue, Apr 21, 2020 at 8: 01 AM SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com> wrote:
Greetings,

Given the recent developments,

I thought now more than ever is the time for this. I want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for

this idea and for her assistance in creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business pledge. I would like to discuss how
we can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to
protect themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me to
discuss further.

Thank you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd

SOWEGA Rising
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lamar

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 14 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Hudgins <

Re: Budget

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

net>

Impact)

I' m still holding out for some relief from the Feds! I just read that DJT is in favor of it. I' m sure he can get all of the
Democrats to go along with it. Anyway ........................
Thanks for all your hard work.
Lamarf

On Monday, April 20, 2020, 08: 50: 57 PM UTC, McCoy, Michael < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.

Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.

In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.

During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from departments
over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even with that, we
still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in pay, etc. We are
still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently are. Obviously, like
all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.

I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks.
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 06 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

To:
Subject:

Ed <

I pity the local government that doesn' t have any reserves
Ed

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 58: 48 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall( a@psc. com>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
We are about

Yep. All things considered we are in good financial shape compared to a lot of other local governments.
to be on a rough ride.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>, " Hendley, Martha" < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>, "

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
Just awful.

Sign of the times

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 54: 09 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>, " Hendley,
SAddison@dougherty.

Martha" < MHendley@doueherty. ga. us>, "

Addison,

ea. us>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Unfortunately it' s going to be a lot of this in the foreseeable future.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone
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Scott"

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 46 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Hendley,

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>, "

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

From: "

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

https:// urldefense. proofpoint. com/ v2/ url? u= https- 3A

www. aic. com

news local

ken nesaw- 2Dtemporarily- 2Dlays- 2Doff-

2Demployees- 2Ddue- 2Dcovid2Dpandemic

rsyIPJMJYr23BgAKMVK841 &

LgglPbzRPZQKMN9tOWIIcVdG3s&
dKBpCOdSHF3BkETT-

d= DW1FAg&

c= y6v6TkgbF5T5g8gzoA5

m= TJ- Cgku6zG9e8M8vWmxpG6u

a6O68wZFQhuY&

gyxfBe6wpRCKPt3gOZXx4sE&

r= 2C6RaIRia3O3

TFBk

nxGSQN- zEcmklxRAKLE& s= r60ocKVxYBOCa-

e=

Sent from my iPad

Piper Sandler &

Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically

archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended

recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered an advertisement or
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
http:// www. pipersandler. com/ do_ not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry."
mail see http:// www. pipersandler. com/ disclosures

For additional

disclosure

information

related to this e-
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 03 AM

To:

Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes ( BHolmes@albanyga.

Cc:

Subadan,

Subject:

FW: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

com)

Sharon

Please find below a pledge for businesses created by SOWEGA Rising. I thought it was a wonderful and
creative idea and advised them that I' d forward it to you. Perhaps we can discuss at a task force meeting. Thanks.
Barbara —

From: SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Howell, WHowell@dougherty.
MBroughton @albanyga.gov>;
dyoung7842@gmail. com Cc:

ga.
us>;Broughton,

Monique

Given

daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com Subject:

Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge Greetings,
Wendy <

the recent developments, I

thougt now more than ever is the time for this. I

want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for this

idea and for her assistance in creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business pledge. I would like to discuss how we
can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to protect
themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me to discuss
further. Thank

you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.Your

partner in change, Sherrell
Byrd SOWEGA

Rising PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad !rube records law.Most writtert communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 144

TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 9: 00 AM
SOWEGA Rising; Howell, Wendy; Broughton, Monique; dyoung7842@gmail. com

Cc:

daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com

Subject:

RE: Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

This is a great idea. Thank you for being apart of the solution by creating this pledge along with the other great work
you' re doing for our community. I will forward this to the Chamber of Commerce. Be well and stay safe.

From: SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>;
MBroughton @albanyga.gov>;
dyoung7842@gmail. com Cc:

Broughton,

Monique

daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com Subject:

Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge Greetings,
Given

the recent developments, I

thougt now more than ever is the time for this. I

want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for this

idea and for her assistance in creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business pledge. I would like to discuss how we
can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to protect
themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me to discuss
further. Thank

you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.Your

partner in change, Sherrell
Byrd SOWEGA

Rising PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad !rube records law.Most writtert communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 145

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 50 AM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Pamela

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thanks

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 57 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: taiohrisonC(z} dc>udicrty,ga,us

From:

Willis,

Shannon < ShWillis

doueherty. a. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 25 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@doughertyga.
dou
Cates,

Lee <LCates@douehert .

ga.
us>;Ostrander,

John

hert , ea. us> Cc:
a.
us>; Brock,

a,
us> Subject:

DCSO

us>; Hayes, Terron < THayesdoufherty,

Employees COVID 19.xlsx 146

Allen <ABrock@doueherty. ga.
us>;Johnson,

Pamela

PJohnsoniSdoughertyr,-

JOstrander

has tested positive.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

payers@STEPHENSCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 24 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] ACCG
Conference & Executive

AND-

COM>

Sent:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Phyllis Ayers

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

Order &
Updates

ACCG. ORG

Afternoon COVID- 19

Update: Kemp'

s Pres

from NACo I

share that first line of thoughts with you. J

y U

f e1ACJ1

Finance

C C, Je

Director/ Planning

Administrator/
Director Stephens

County Board of Commis ioners 706886- 9491

X303 ( o)706-

491- 0883 ( cell) payers@stephenscountyga.
com

From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Monday, April 20,2020 8:
46 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[
Updates

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19

from

Update: Kemp' s

Press Confer nce& Executive Order &

NACo I have

no words. Well, I

do. Howevr, I

will just not say them here. BTW, my "

Flowbee" arrived

today

from Amazon. I can

probaly get my hair and (now) beard at the same length. Tt K

From: "Brown,

Beth" <BBrown@ACCG. or >
Date:Monday,

April 20,2020 at 7:
30 PM To: B"rown,
Beth" <

BBrown

@ACCG.

org> Subject: ACCG Afternoon

COVID- 19 Update: Kemp' s Press

Conference & Executive Order &Updates

from

NACo

This

nuflII

is Ilb iiiiii en' t "to
shar-

couaty,.Ihai frmen, ffniian gem

frads f mii i f i i °

e iift wirth o°
ther- s on our connnnission and ° taf

of Some Businesses Starting April 24 148

tffr,

a" tots fr- , dbrlks and PlIOs. Nbase

asneeded. Governor

Kemp

iread and
Announces

Reopening

m

During Governor Kemp' s press conference this afternoon, he announced steps he is authorizing to begin to reopen
Georgia' s economy.

You can read the Governor' s remarks here and view the Executive Order he signed today here. You

can also find President

Trump' s Guidelines

for Reopening

America

here.

Included in the Executive Order:

Medical practices, dental practices, orthodontics practices, optometry practices, physical therapists, ambulatory
surgical centers, physicians performing elective surgeries, healthcare institutions, medical facilities and any and
all other healthcare - related practices and services that have ceased operations should begin treating patients in
accordance with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Service guidelines

and provisions of the Executive Order.

April 24 — All

gyms, fitness centers, bowling alleys, body art studios, estheticians, hair designers, massage
therapists may begin in -person Minimum Basic Operations as defined by the Executive Order.
Additionally, in his remarks he said:
April 27 - Subject to social distancing and sanitation mandates, theaters, private social clubs and restaurant
dine -in services will be allowed to reopen.

Bars, nightclubs, operators of amusement park rides and live performance venues will remain closed.
The Shelter in Place Order is still active and will expire on April 30 at 11: 59 p. m.
Medically fragile and elderly Georgians should shelter in place at least through May 13.
For places of worship, holding in -person services is allowed, but under Phase One guidelines, it must be done
accordance

with strict social distance protocols.

Update on the Latest Developments
On the National Association

in the COVID- 19 Response Package

of Counties ( NACo) call this afternoon, NACo Executive Director Matt Chase encouraged

counties to keep up the pressure up on their Congressional delegation to provide direct finding to counties for COVIDrelated expenditures and lost revenues. President Trump has indicated that he will support aid for states and local
governments in the next package, but the focus right now continues to be on business assistance. Here' s what you can
do now:

Share Georgia' s letter direct and flexible funding for county governments. Remind your Congressional delegation
all of Georgia' s 159 counties are on the front lines providing critical services to their communities

and should

receive financial assistance.

Participate in the NACo survey to provide an estimate on the impact of COVID- 19 on county finances.
Share the NACo Dress release on funding for countv government with vour local media.

NACo National Call on COVID- 19 Response Efforts, Featuring U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia
The National Association of Counties ( NACo) will host a call on Tuesday, April 21 at 4: 00 p. m. on county priorities in
federal COVID- 19 resopnse efforts. U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia will discuss new federal resources available
for county residents and new requirements for counties governments as employers due to recently enacted COVID- 19
response legislation.

To register for the call, click here.

Other Resources

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 4/ 20/ 2020)

i0WL

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 8: 00 AM
Michael Mccoy; Howell, Wendy; Broughton, Monique; Demetrius Young

Cc:

daaiyah. salaam@gmail. com

Subject:

Albany COVID- 19 Business Pledge

Greetings,

Given the recent developments,

I thought now more than ever is the time for this. I want to thank Daaiyah Salaam for

this idea and for her assistance in creating this Albany COVID- 19 Response Business pledge. I would like to discuss how
we can push our businesses to support this and how this will help them think differently about business and how to
protect themselves, their customers and the community if and when they choose to reopen. Feel free to contact me to
discuss further.

Thank you all for all that you are doing for our community during this very difficult time.

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd

SOWEGA Rising
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 7: 01 AM
Michael McCoy
New York begins ' aggressive' antibody testing, as experts caution immunity unclear;
Chances dim for state and local aid in pending virus relief bill; A county allows sexual
assault victims to perform their own forensic exams; Managing the state employee w

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Chances Dim For State and Local Aid in Pending Virus Relief
Deal
13IIII I I V., JCA I While

President Trump has indicated some support to bolster struggling state and

local governments, he

has said it can wait until the next coronavirus aid package. A

California County Allows Sexual Assault Victims to Perform Their
Own Forensic Exams During the Pandemic II
I L.

I Al

III I

V.,

JI III

I

The

at-home rape kits are a temporary measure meant to ensure

that victims of sexual assault continue to report their experiences in a timely manner, county
officials said. Brought
to you by Nutanix 152

pfwiUyyeiny teainms aiUe ull aind iUrwininluin iU

jym_

Xo1y_ yyl yt? Like

many state and local agency IT teams over the past few weeks, your people had to move at lightning speed to get
your agency up and running remotely. You'

ve had to lift, shift, extend and secure thousands of workspaces across a variety of environments. The

good news is

that you' ve cleared ( or are in the process of clearing) that initial hurdle. But as you know, there is more to do during
this time. John

Pellettiere, Nutanix' s National Sales Leader, US SLED, shares some tips that might help you think about the next 612 months, and

beyond. There'

s Never Been Anything Like This:'Managing

the State Employee

Workforce II
I " NII II

I III . If

I I

11

I III III

III: II I :

An

interview about the challenges faced by human

resource directors as they figure out leave policies, hazardous duty pay and countless other
workforce issues during the coronavirus crisis.Schools

Are a Cybersecurity Nightmare. What Can We Do About
It?
MAX
11'

40 V I COMENTARY I Educationl institutions are alarmingly vulnerable to cyberat ack.

With

schools across the country moving to more distance learning, it's time to change

that. Speeders

Fatal Consequences

Take Over Empty Roads —
With
Jll''
IIIIII

AI II L. I I In

Il l IC. II

some states, traffic

is way down but deadly crashes are up.

Is

This Rural Community Really Texas' Sickest County?II
I

I

I IIIf:

II I

w

I I V.,

JII"NII : I

Stae

data indicates that Donley County in the Panhandle

has the highest coronavirus infection rate in Texas. But
the only local doctor —believes

county Judge John Howard —also

that' s because he' s testing far more than other counties. The

Race to Build New Hospitals KA
II Ih I " " I( IL.

IIII"

NJ ', J

I I

I A

II I INJ.

IL. I C I The

Army Corps of Engineers is converting dozens of hotels

and convention centers. Can it do it fast enough? 153
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Deliver secure, responsive access to applications,

desktops, and data to an unlimited number of users on any cloud

provider, from any device, any location, and at any scale with Nutanix' s Frame.

Sign up to try Frame for 30 days free.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1: 35 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Monday April 20, 2020
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The complimentary ICMA Connect app, powered by MemberCentric, is the best way to connect and
collaborate with peers, participate in community discussions,

and access up- to- date content and news from

ICMA, directly on your mobile device. Download Instructions: Search for and install our' MemberCentric'
app from the app store on your mobile device Once MemberCentric is installed, search for ` ICMA'... , I ;: I„,II„ co„Irl "„
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The complimentary ICMA Connect app, powered by MemberCentric, is the best way to connect and
collaborate with peers, participate in community discussions, and access up- to- date content and news from
ICMA, directly on your mobile device.
Download Instructions:
1.
2.
3.

Search for and install our' MemberCentric' app from the app store on your mobile device
Once MemberCentric is installed, search for' ICMA' within the app
Login with your ICMA credentials
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ICMA Connect Support Team
appsupport@icma. org
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Literally how new? I just deleted and reinstalled based on website and it worked ( finally).

Scot Fodi
Borough

Manager

Borough of Oakmont
Oakmont PA
boroughmanager@oakmontborough.

com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 20- 2020
From: ICMA Connect Support Team

Subject: ICMA Connect Mobile App Now Available for Download
The complimentary ICMA Connect app, powered by MemberCentric, is the best way to connect and
collaborate with peers, participate in community discussions, and access up- to- date content and news from
ICMA, directly on your mobile device.
Download Instructions:
1.
2.
3.

Search for and install our' MemberCentric' app from the app store on your mobile device
Once MemberCentric is installed, search for' ICMA' within the app
Login with your ICMA credentials

Apple Users: app.r.....a.
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have never had a need for wide area disinfecting for facilities such as playgrounds, picnic shelters, etc.,
but
we will likely have to do this once stay-at-home orders are lifted. I am interested in knowing what type of devices (
foggers, sprayers) and

the type of disinfectants that

know

your locality may be using in these devices. I

there are approved disinfectants on the CDC website, but I want to know what works from a practical local
gov' t standpoint. I also know that bleach is a very cheap option, but will it work in foggers/ sprayers, etc.
Thanks

in advance. J.

Wagoner MPA Deputy

County Administrator County
of Henry Collinsville
VA dwagoner@co.

henry.va.us too
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By Executive Order of Florida Governor DeSantis, during the pandemic all restaurants are closed for in -facility
service . Take- out business or delivery service is still allowed. In support of these local businesses and to help keep
restaurant employees working during this stressful period, I issued an Executive Order for the City of Venice
enabling restaurants to apply locally for a temporary permit to operate food trucks or trailers from sites remote from
their restaurant facility. Through a no -cost permitting process we will authorize businesses that have the proper
restaurant licensing and health department certification to operate from a designated public or private site, meeting
certain criteria. The trucks cannot be closer than 500 feet to an existing restaurant facility and no closer than 150
feet from a residence. The apparent popular sites appear to be public parks and recreation areas, although there is
also an opportunity to go to defined neighborhoods with private streets ( typically gated communities) and
establishment agreements with the local home owners association for the same mobile service. The program just
started and we have received immediate interest ans expect to be issuing permits this week

Need to Report an Issue? SeeClickFix Venice Connect is available as an app for Android and iPhone.
Select SeeClickFix from your app store on your device and choose Venice, Florida. There is also a link to
the program on the city's website, www. venicegov. com, or go directly to SeeClickFix at
venice. seeclickfix. com/ venice

PLEASE NOTE: This agency is a public entity and is subject to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, concerning
public records. Email communications are covered under such laws; therefore, email sent or received on
this entity' s computer system, including your email address, may be disclosed to the public and media upon

request. If you do not want your email address released to a public records request, do not send electronic
mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
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What a great idea, Ed. I hope it works out. Will your process include normal inspections of the truck, or is
that different, given the circumstances?

Kevin Knutson ICMA- CM
Envisio Solutions, Inc.
Richmond

BC

kknutson@envisio. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 20- 2020
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From: Edward Lavallee
Subject: Mobile food trucks

By Executive Order of Florida Governor DeSantis, during the pandemic all restaurants are closed for in -facility
service . Take- out business or delivery service is still allowed. In support of these local businesses and to help keep
restaurant employees working during this stressful period, I issued an Executive Order for the City of Venice
enabling restaurants to apply locally for a temporary permit to operate food trucks or trailers from sites remote from
their restaurant facility. Through a no -cost permitting process we will authorize businesses that have the proper
restaurant licensing and health department certification to operate from a designated public or private site, meeting
certain criteria. The trucks cannot be closer than 500 feet to an existing restaurant facility and no closer than 150
feet from a residence. The apparent popular sites appear to be public parks and recreation areas, although there is
also an opportunity to go to defined neighborhoods with private streets ( typically gated communities) and
establishment agreements with the local home owners association for the same mobile service. The program just
started and we have received immediate interest ans expect to be issuing permits this week

Need to Report an Issue? SeeClickFix Venice Connect is available as an app for Android and iPhone.
Select SeeClickFix from your app store on your device and choose Venice, Florida. There is also a link to
the program on the city's website, www. venicegov. com, or go directly to SeeClickFix at
venice. seeclickfix. com/ venice

PLEASE NOTE: This agency is a public entity and is subject to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, concerning
public records. Email communications are covered under such laws; therefore, email sent or received on
this entity's computer system, including your email address, may be disclosed to the public and media upon
request. If you do not want your email address released to a public records request, do not send electronic
mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
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Our downtown partnership has taken the lead and created a disaster relief fund in which the local business
can apply for a few thousand dollars. The local foundations contributed 10, 000 to start the fund and a local
benefactor gave 5, 000. most businesses are doing online or allowing phone call orders in the meeting
people at the door. So they need to find a way in which to keep the business going. City has waived
disconnection fees and interest etc. There' s no easy decision but we do it we can.

Timothy Eggleston ICMA- CM, MPA
City Manager
City of Tipp City
Tipp City OH
egglestl 0@gmail. com
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Original

Message:

Sent: 04- 17- 2020 03: 04 PM
From: Mark Abeles- Allison

Subject: Relaxed Public Land Standards During COVID- 19 ?
Good Day:
I am brainstorming about what can be done to help our local business during COVID- 19. Physical
distancing is a major issue for business. There is only so much space in a restaurant, store, bar, etc.
Could local government relax ordinances regarding use of public lands, parking lots, parks, streets that
would benefit / allow business to expand their working area?

Could we lease a public parking lot or portion of it to a business? Could we allow for a tent to be setup in a
park to be used for a business?
I am curious if you have considered anything like this in response to business needs in the months ahead?
Thank you.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn
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Weston,

We have printed numerous copies of a resource guide we developed and will be handing it out to families
who participate in a local food drive. It's not perfect, but I think it will effectively get this critical information to
those in need and don' t follow us on social media.

The guide is linked here
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Joseph Collins
Budget and Management Analyst
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Town of Norwood
Norwood MA

jccollins62@gmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 17- 2020 09: 52 AM
From: Weston Davis

Subject: Bridging the Digital Divide
During this pandemic social media has become a critical tool to keeping the community updated. We
already know that access to internet and devices are a problem in lower income areas. We know that
many younger and mid- life people have Facebook and can get critical updates.
With all of this in mind we know that there are people in our communities that cannot get our updates via
electronic means. Although this is the easiest means to get out timely critical information, it cannot reach
everyone. What are you doing to ensure that those without access to digital means get your
messaging? How does one without access to internet get messaging? How does someone with internet,
but not on social media get your messaging?

Weston Davis MPA
EMS Director

City of El Campo
El Campo TX
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Although we are a small city and outer ring suburb of Dallas we still have had exposures and impacts. In
efforts to keep things moving we implemented a series of initiatives and strategies. Here are a few of them.
We classified all employees as essential but two categories: essential on site; essential off site. This

tell everyone they are important.
We utilized alternative scheduling to reduce exposures. For example public works crews have been
reduced in size and coming led by division. What this looks like is each crew has a water, sewer,
and streets worker enabling them the skill set to be available to address most any task, while cross

training these folks simultaneously. Additionally the teams are split in half, working alternating days,
3 days a week and 14 hour shifts. So we have no overtime, and 14 hours of coverage, 6 days a
week.

162

We have assigned staff specific training modules to complete on- line such as FEMA/ NIMS/ ICS
classes; this is a prime opportunity to get things like this caught up.
We purchased several laptops to deploy enabling staff to work remotely.
We have gone to all zoom meetings with staff and council meetings and workshops having recently

completed a day long strategic planning workshop. Development Review Committee meeting all
happen this way as well.
We have had staff take their IP phones home and plug in and we are taking calls from neighbors as
if we were sitting in city hall.
We have maintained our website remotely and built a detailed COVID- 19 page sharing resources
and information with our neighbors.

We have had full staff zoom meetings with no agenda just to keep in touch and check in with those
we have not seen for a while.
We have engaged staff across department boundaries, as we are all in this together. Non- traditional

lines of authority have been deployed in several areas based upon employee skill, availability, and
results.

We have kept everyone engaged and working. As a small city we have to be agile as we are not deep in
several positions and departments so it is integral to our collective success that everyone sees the big
picture goals and not get wrapped up in the old normal since the new normal may be here for a while if not

in part permanently, nevertheless our approach is scalable.
Jim

James Proce ICMA- CM, MBA

City Manager
City of Anna
Anna TX

jimproce@gmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 11: 32 AM
From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees
How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work
In March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing
full pay and benefits to nonessential while they stay at home. The question has arisen as to how long that
duties?

is sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.

Any insights would be appreciated.

Melissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR
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Thank you all for the great responses. Little Rock has done several of the suggested programs as well.
think the heart of the issue we are trying to figure out is the equity of non equal paid positions doing the
same job function. From the responses, it doesn' t look like that has come up for any of the reassigned
employees in any of the responding cities.

I

Melissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 11: 32 AM
From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees
How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work
duties?

In March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing

full pay and benefits to nonessential while they stay at home. The question has arisen as to how long that
is sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.
Any insights would be appreciated.

Mclissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR
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Apr 20, 2020 7: 39 PM
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It is advisable to approach your respective state organizations to start lobbying governor' s offices to ensure
that federal relief funds are equitably disbursed in a manner where smaller communities

have a fighting

chance to receive aid.
What is unclear is how each respective state will disburse; some states might use mechanisms that are

already in place. Here in MN that could mean Local Government Aid through the MNDOR or via one of the
many available grant programs of our Department of Employment and Economic Development ( DEED).
What is very important to know regarding the PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM from the SBA, this is
if any of your communities also own hospitals like we do, there are proposed interim rule expansions that
are calling for municipally own healthcare facilities to apply for the PPP program. Currently, the SBA
standards ( page 108, article 10), does not allow for publicly owned organizations to benefit from SBA
programs.

Get on the phone or email your Senators and tell them to support, Senators Smith and Barrasso bipartisan
effort to help rural hospitals participate in SBA' s PPP
tu. Ibox. coita/ r:rlimua fired

limena/...

Hope this helps,
Best

Willie Morales MPP

MIT History
Appleton

MN

W I LLI EMORALES27@YAHOO.
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Message:

Sent: 03- 31- 2020
From: Willie Morales
Subject: S. 3548 - CARES Act -

Funding -

Rural Communities and Hospitals

Hello All,

I was wondering if any of you within your respective states and localities has begun the process of trying to
apply for assistance from Congresses' recent CARES Act to address the COVID- 19 Pandemic?
In particular, I am interested in hearing back from community leaders whom also have a hospital within their
jurisdiction. Our City is in rural MN and we have a small hospital. Our state health agency together with our
Governor Mandated that all elective surgeries be suspended. Elective surgeries being a significant revenue
165

driver for our hospital, important operationallosses

are expected interms Ofdays Ofcash Onhand. Our hospital being in

8vu|

n8r8b| 8 financial position might have its days Of C8Sh On hand metric reduced to z8nD Ornegative numbers. My hospital
CEO will likely

look into reducing unnecessary purchasing and reducing stafflevels, but support is still needed. Any of
you in a

similar situation and have some recommendations? VViUi8 MOGd8G, M.P.
P

Appleton City

Administrator You are

subscribed tO"|(|
MA/

U|'
M8nlb8rG" 8Snnnn Ough8rty.

this community

g8- uG. TOCh8ng8yOurGubGCrpdOnG,

gO

to My To unsubscribe

discussion, go to,Qirisubsciribe. PUBLIC RECORDS

from

NOTICE: Georgia has

a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County
business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communications may be subject to
public disclosure. 166

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 25 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 20. 20

Good evening,
I hope everyone had a great weekend! Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer
questions, accommodate requests, and take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous
editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation, check out the archives.

Washington. D. C.

Agriculture Sec. Sonny Perdue announced today that Arizona and Illinois have been approved to operate
Pandemic Electronic Benefit Transfer ( EBT), a new program authorized by the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act ( FFCRA) which provides assistance to families of children eligible for free or reduced - price meals

dealing with school closures.
FDA Commissioner

Dr. Stephen Hahn, Director of the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research Dr. Peter

Marks, and Director of the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research Dr. Janet Woodcock wrote an article for the
FDA' s Coronavirus

Treatment

Acceleration

Program (

CTAP).

HHS announced an ongoing partnership with Oracle, including Oracle' s donation to HHS of the Therapeutic
Learning System, an online platform designed to collect real- time medical data related to COVID- 19. The
Therapeutic Learning System is a safe, secure web portal designed to gather crowd -sourced, real- time
information from doctors and other clinicians about how patients are responding to possible therapeutics to
treat COVID- 19. The data will not be owned by Oracle or any other private entity.
SAM HSA has begun to release emergency grants to strengthen access to treatments for substance use disorders
and serious mental illnesses during the COVID- 19 pandemic, according to an announcement this afternoon.
Senate Democrats, including Democratic Leader Chuck Schumer ( D- NY), Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Ranking Member Bob Menendez ( D- NJ), and Senators Ed Markey ( D- MA), Chris Coons ( D- DE), Ben Cardin ( DMD), Jeff Merkley ( D- OR), Chris Murphy ( D- CT), and Chris Van Hollen ( D- MD) sent a letter today to Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo urging the Administration to reconsider its treatment of the World Health Organization
WHO) during the global fight against the COVID- 19 pandemic. The senators raised concerns about the
consequences of further withdrawing the U. S. from multilateral cooperation to confront COVID- 19.
Senators Tom Carper ( D- DE) and Pat Toomey ( R- PA) sent a letter to U. S. Trade Representative Robert E.
Lighthizer urging the Trump Administration to provide tariff exclusions for American manufacturers making
much -needed medical and personal protective equipment for hospitals and health care professionals on the
front lines of the coronavirus pandemic. Specifically, the Senators call for immediate suspension of Section 301
tariffs on components and machinery identified by American manufacturers as necessary to produce critical
medical supplies.

The CDC has posted multiple new guidance documents on its COVID- 19 dashboard, including information about
support for states tribes localities and territories, and key concepts and resources for addressing contact
tracin .

President Trump said during yesterday' s press briefing that the Administration is preparing to use the Defense
Production Act to compel an unspecified U. S. facility to increase production of test swabs by over 20 million per
month. According to researchers, there are currently only about 150, 000 diagnostic tests conducted each day.
To safely ease restrictions, scientists have said the U. S. needs to at least triple that pace of testing.
167

There are multiple upcoming CDC Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA) calls and webinars.
Registration

is not required. View the schedule here.

FDA Commissioner

Stephen Hahn issued a statement about serological test validation and education efforts.

The Senate is hoping to pass a $ 500 billion COVID 3. 5 bill ( Interim Emergency Coronavirus Relief) by unanimous
consent tomorrow. The House would follow with a vote later in the week. The bill will include funding for some
combination of SBA programs ( replenishment of the PPP), hospitals, and testing. For a more thorough update on
the federal legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller which is
published every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. If you do not already receive that update and would like to
subscribe,

please email sfuller2c

agroup, com.

No new members of Congress have tested positive for COVID- 19.
Updates

from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 746, 625 and 39, 083
deaths The CDC data closes out the day before reporting.
A state prison in Ohio is now the largest reported COVID- 19 hotspot in the U. S. State officials have said that at
least 1, 828 inmates — almost three- quarters of the prison population — tested positive at the Marion
Correctional

Institution,

which is a minimum-

and medium - security prison north of Columbus.

Significant workplace - based clusters have been recorded in Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,

North Dakota, South

Dakota, Tennessee and other states, which indicates that COVID- 19 is only just beginning to hit some
communities.

USC and the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health released preliminary results from a collaborative
scientific study that suggests COVID- 19 infections are far more widespread in L. A. County than previously
thought, and the fatality rate is much lower.
Maryland House Speaker Adrienne Jones and Senate President Bill Ferguson announced today that the
Maryland General Assembly will not reconvene in May for a special session as previously decided.
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo ( D) said at his daily press briefing today that 478 more people had died in New
York, which is the lowest single -day total in over two weeks. The state' s death toll from COVID- 19 is now
14, 347. Gov. Cuomo, however, said he continues to be frustrated by the lack of federal funding for testing. New
York today started an ambitious effort to test for antibodies among a sample of 3, 000 people who had been
randomly selected. This effort, combined with more testing, is what Gov. Cuomo says will be required to help
inform decisions about easing restrictions.
Lockdown protests have continued in state capitals across the country, with the most recent taking place in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Republican state lawmakers who addressed the crowd called on Gov. Tom Wolf (D) to
relax the restrictions, with one stating, " We can have a normal where we aren' t locked in our homes like
prisoners."

Gov. Wolf extended the state' s shutdown restrictions through May 81h and announced " small steps"

aimed at a gradual economic reopening.
Reopening Updates:
o

o

Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp ( R) announced that gyms, fitness centers, barber shops, hair salons, nail
salons, tattoo studios, and massage therapy practices will be allowed to reopen on Friday, and elective
surgeries will be allowed to resume. Starting next Monday, restaurants will be allowed to reopen for
dine -in and movie theaters can reopen as can private clubs.
Colorado Gov. Jared Polls ( D) says the statewide stay- at- home order will end next week. He will allow a
gradual reopening of nonessential businesses and permit surgical procedures and other activity
suspended by the coronavirus fight as long as strict social distancing and other individual protective
measures continue. Gov. Polls cited widespread compliance with the orders for an apparent leveling off
of COVID- 19 hospitalizations, allowing the most severe restrictions imposed last month to expire on
April 27tn

o

Multiple other states have said they will be dropping stay- at- home restrictions May 15t. We will begin to
more closely monitor state announcements

and record timelines as governors make decisions about

easing restrictions. For now, please view a list of state timelines here.
Useful state data:
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o
o

If llhe s „ c..I. aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.
Use Johns Hopkins University' s COVID- 19 U. a. map as a resource for media, policymakers and
communities

to view a collection

of critical public health data in one online destination

and better

understand and track the COVID- 19 pandemic in populations both large and small across the country.
o

NASHP has developed

o

This site from the Kaiser Family Foundation provides state -level information on cases/ deaths, social
distancing measures, health policy actions, and more.
This iresource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to

o

a COVID- 19 State Action Center which serves as a state - level policy dashboard.

the COVID- 19 response.
o

irises of irmaps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19 and this tiraaakeir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel

This

restrictions.
o

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by
state.

Military/ Defense

The Professional Services Council will host a virtual meeting tomorrow to discuss implementation issues

regarding the DoD Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification ( CMMC) program.
The DoD expects to see a three- month delay across the majority of its Major Defense Acquisition Program
MDAP) portfolio due to workforce shortages and supply chain issues caused by the COVID- 19 pandemic.
o

The DoD' s top acquisition official Ellen Lord said reimbursements to industry for payments to employees
who are unable to work due to the pandemic, an authority given to DoD under Section 3610 of the
CARES Act, will potentially be in the " billions."

The Air Force is assembling an Expeditionary Medical Support System ( EMEDS) facility at U. S. Naval Hospital
Guam to accommodate

USS Theodore Roosevelt sailors with COVID- 19.

VA patient deaths have risen to 339 —a 13 percent increase over the weekend.
o

Five Senate Democrats sent a letter to VA Sec. Robert Wilkie requesting information on the use of PPE
by VA employees. Their letter follows another from the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs last
week.

The USNS Comfort has begun admitting patients from hospitals in New Jersey in an effort to expand its support
of the region' s COVID- 19 response efforts.

International

Affairs

In Germany, smaller stores were allowed to open for the first time in nearly a month, under initial measures to
ease restrictions imposed back in March. Individuals still must stay at least five feet from one another at all
times until the end of this month.

Norway, the Czech Republic, and Denmark each also lifted some social distancing restrictions today.
Singapore' s COVID- 19 cases have more than doubled in the last few days, totaling more than 8, 000 as of today.
The majority of new infections have come from crowded dormitories where low -paid migrant laborers from
South Asia and China live.

Turkey has surpassed China in its number of confirmed COVID- 19 cases, with the tally passing 90, 000 today. The
death total is now at least 2, 140 but, as is the case with most countries' data at this point, the true death toll
may be much higher.

The Iraqi government decided today to loosen a curfew that has been in place for almost five weeks. Lifting the
curfew will allow some government employees to return to work, as well as some private sector workers,
including those working in clothing stores and on construction sites. Iraqis will be allowed to leave their home
and neighborhoods from 6 am to 7 pm for work, buying food, going to pharmacies, or attending medical
appointments.
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Several Israeli hospitals have begun to break bans and allow deathbed visits by family members of COVID- 19
patients. Proponents say that one or two relatives making short bedside visits in full protective gear is
manageable for hospital workers, and that the benefits outweigh the costs.

Spain has seen some positive indicators lately, such as an increase in recoveries and an increase in the number
of hospital discharges.

However, Spain' s central bank has still warned that the country' s economy could

decrease by up to 13. 6 percent this year, and unemployment could get as high as 22 percent. While Spain' s
lockdown will continue into next month, some restrictions have been lifted to allow the reopening of
construction

sites and factories.

India recorded its biggest single -day spike in coronavirus cases today as the government eased one of the
world' s strictest lockdowns to allow some manufacturing and agricultural activity to resume. Epidemiologists
predict the peak may not be reached before June.
Global Cases:

2, 314, 621

Total Deaths:

157, 847

Lifestyle and Economy

Analyses have shown that four of the 10 largest sources of new infections in the U. S. are prisons or jails.
Additionally, nearly one in 10 nursing homes in the U. S. have publicly reported cases of COVID- 19.
NIH' s Dr. Tony Fauci has suggested that a vaccine for COVID- 19 could be about 18 months away, and some
scientists think even that estimate is optimistic. In the meantime, experts are encouraging countries to ramp up
infrastructure to deliver and distribute the vaccine when it becomes available.

New data shows accommodation and food service firms received less than 9 percent of the money from the
SBA' s PPP program, about $ 30. 5 billion, though they have suffered the largest job losses of any industry during
this recession. Construction firms received the largest share, at just over 13 percent, or about $ 45 billion.
The National Restaurant Association sent a letter to Congress asking them to create a recovery fund for the
restaurant industry. In the letter, the trade association cited that 8 million restaurant employees had been laid
off or furloughed because of COVID- 19, and that the industry had lost $ 30 billion since March, with another $ 50
billion expected to disappear by the end of this month.
Oil prices plunged today, with the U. S. benchmark, West Texas Intermediate ( WTI), dropping below zero ( which
means some sellers would be willing to pay people to take their oil). The global demand for oil has just
disintegrated with lock down measures in place.
The S& P 500 also took a tumble today, dropping nearly 2 percent.
Shake Shack said yesterday that they would be returning a $ 10 million loan from a federal program to help small
businesses

amid mounting criticism that large chains had been favored over smaller operators

in the program' s

rollout to the restaurant industry.
Recent polls show that the majority of Americans are more concerned about the public health dangers of lifting
social distancing restrictions than they are about consequential economic damage.
Facebook said today that it had removed some posts on the social network promoting protests calling for the
easing of restrictions, after determining that the posts violated state guidelines on social distancing efforts in
California, New Jersey, and Nebraska.
Facebook also created a $ 100 million small business Brant program to provide small businesses with resources
they need during COVID- 19.
Roughly 33, 000 workers at news companies in the U. S. have been laid off, furloughed, or had their pay reduced.
Some publications that rely on ads have shut down. The New York Times is tracking media layoffs.
Americans can track the status of their stimulus payments and provide their bank -account information to get
their money faster via direct deposit on a new IRS website.
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media
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Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 20)
COVID- 19 exacerbating

inequalities

COVID- 19 in the USA: a puestion

in the US

of time

COVID- 19 Outbreak Associated with Air Conditionin _ in Restaurant, Ouanzhou, China
The characteristics

of household transmission

2020

of COVID- 19

The SARS- CoV- 2 receptor -binding domain elicits a potent neutralizing response without antibody -dependent
enhancement

Symptom Screening at Illness Onset of Health Care Personnel With SARS- CoV- 2 Infection in King County,
Washington

Here is this week' s COVIDView from CDC, a weekly summary and interpretation of key indicators that have been
adapted to track the COVID- 19 pandemic in the U. S.
Finding Effective Treatments for COVID- 19: Scientific Integrity and Public Confidence in a Time of Crisis
Covid- 19 is rapidly becoming America' s leading cause of death
Antibiotic treatment for COVID- 19 complications

could fuel resistant bacteria

Rapid coronavirus test, commonly used in U, S„ may miss infections in some situations
Food And Beverage Companies Evolve, Innovate And Contribute Amid COVID- 19 Crisis

Visualizing Speech -Generated Oral Fluid Droplets with Laser Light Scattering
Coronavirus

Vaccine

Prospects

The NIH Office of Portfolio Analysis ( OPA) has developed a comprehensive, expert- curated portfolio of COVID- 19

publications and preprints. The portfolio includes peer -reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from
medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.
We need an army': Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to curbing disease spread
Suicide

Mortality

and Coronavirus

Disease

2019— A Perfect Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
Safet

at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic: How to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health cares

stem

Projecting hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

Johns Hopkins d t „ a jp..j.g.!, .
Other tracking data Ilhpirp..
Common Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)

Statistics
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 59 PM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

Ed

Yep. All things considered we are in good financial shape compared to a lot of other local governments.

We are about

to be on a rough ride.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From: "
Date:
To: "

4/ 20/ 20 9: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Hendley,

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>, "

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
Just awful.

Sign of the times

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 54: 09 PM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>, " Hendley,
SAddison@dougherty.

Martha" < MHendley@doueherty. ga. us>, "

Addison,

Scott"

ea. us>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Unfortunately it' s going to be a lot of this in the foreseeable future.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 46 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>, " Hendley, Martha" < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>, "

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic
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Addison,

From: "

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

ht_tps:// urldefense. proofpoint. com/ v2/ url? u= https- 3A

www. aic. com

news

local

ken nesaw- 2Dtemporarily- 2Dlays- 2Doff-

2Demployees- 2Ddue- 2Dcovid2Dpandemic

rsyIPJMJYr23BgAKMVK841 &

LgglPbzRPZQKMN9tOWIIcVdG3s&
dKBpCOdSHF3BkETT-

d= DwIFAg& c= y6v6TkgbF5T5g8gzoA5

m= TJ- Cgku6zG9e8M8vWmxpG6u

a6O68wZFQhuY&

gyxfBe6wpRCKPt3gOZXx4sE& r= 2C6RaiRii3O3

TFBk

nxGSQN- zEcmklxRAKLE& s= r60ocKVxYBOCa-

e=

Sent from my iPad

Piper

Sandler &

Co. Since

1895.

Member

SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications
from Piper Sandler, go to:

an advertisement

or

http:// www.pipersandler.com/ do_ not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this email see http:// www.pipersandler.com/ disclosures

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobl/e records law. Most written eorrmurt/ eatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 55 PM
McCoy, Michael; Hendley, Martha; Addison, Scott
Re: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

To:
Subject:

Just awful.

Ed <

Sign of the times

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 54: 09 PM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>, " Hendley,
SAddison@dougherty.

Martha" < MHendley@doueherty. ga. us>, "

Addison,

Scott"

ea. us>

Subject: RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]
Unfortunately it' s going to be a lot of this in the foreseeable future.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 46 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Hendley,

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>, "

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

From: "

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

https:// urldefense. proofpoint. com/ v2/ url? u= https- 3A

www. aic. com

news local

ken nesaw- 2Dtemporarily- 2Dlays- 2Doff-

2Demployees- 2Ddue- 2Dcovid2Doandemic

rsvIPJMJYr23BaAKMVK841 &

Lea IPbzRPZOKMN9tOWIIcVdG3s&
dKBpCOdSHF3BkETT-

d= DwlFAE& c= v6v6TkabF5T5a8ezoA5

m= TJ- Ceku6ZG9e8M8VWmxDG6u

a6O68wZFQhuY&

nxG5ON-

e

Sent from my iPad

Piper

Sandler &

Co. Since

1895.

Member

SIPC and NYSE.
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avxfBe6wDRCKPt3aOZXx4sE&

zEcmklxRAKLE&

s= r6OocKVxYBOCa-

r= 2C6RaiRii3O3

TFBk

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically

archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended

recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited, you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered an advertisement or
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
http:// www. pipersandler. com/ do_ not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry." For additional disclosure
mail see http:// www. pipersandler. com/ disclosures

information

related to this e-

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 54 PM
Wall, Ed; Hendley, Martha; Addison, Scott
RE: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Unfortunately it' s going to be a lot of this in the foreseeable future.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

4/ 20/ 20 9: 46 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Hendley,

Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>, "

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

From: "

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

httDS://

urldefense.

oroOfooint.

com/ v2/ url? u= httos- 3A

www. aic. com

news

local

ken nesaw- 2DtemDora rily-2Dlays- 2Doff

2Demployees-

Mclue- 2Dcovid- 2DDandemic
rsvIPJMJYr23BaAKMVK841 & d=
DwlFAE& c=
v6 TkabF5Ta8ezoA5 avxfBe6wDRCKPt3aOZXx4sE&

r=
2C6Rai 3O TFBk
LgglPbZRPZQKMN9tOWllcVdG3s&

m=
TJ- Cgku6zG9e8M8vWmxpG6u nxG5QN- zEcmklxRAKLE& s=
r60ocKVxYBOCa dKBpCOdSHF3BkETTa6O68wZFQhuY&

e=
Sent

from my iPad Piper

Sandler & Co.

Since

1895. Member

SIPC

and NYSE. Piper

Sandler outgoing and incoming email is el ctronicaly archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended recipient,
any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e-mail may be considered an
for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If
you do not wish to receive commercial email communications from
Piper Sandler, go to: http://

advertisement or

solicitation

www. pipersandler. com/
do_not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler "Do Not E-mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this email
see http://www. pipersandler. com/
disclosures PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad pobl/e records law.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 180

TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 46 PM
McCoy Michael; Hendley Martha; Addison, Scott
Fwd: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic

To:
Subject:

From: "

Ed <

Edmund Wall" < edmund. wall@icloud. com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 9: 41: 29 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: Kennesaw temporarily lays off 23 employees due to COVID- 19 pandemic [ EXTERNAL]

https://

urldefense. proofpoint. com/ v2/ url? u= https- 3A

www. aic. com

news

local

ken nesaw- 2Dtemporarily- 2Dlays- 2Doff-

2Demployees- 2Ddue- 2Dcovid2DDandemic

rsvIPJMJYr23BaAKMVK841 & d= DW1FAe& c= v6v6TkabF5T5a8ezoA5

Lea IPbzRPZOKMN9tOWIIcVdG3s&
dKBpCOdSHF3BkETT-

m= TJ- Ceku6ZG9e8M8VWmxDG6u

a6O68wZFQhuY&

avxfBe6wDRCKPt3aOZXx4sE&

nxG5ON- zEcmklxRAKLE&

r= 2C6RaiRii3O3

TFBk

s= r6OocKVxYBOCa-

e

Sent from my iPad

Piper

Sandler &

Co. Since

Piper Sandler outgoing

1895.

Member

and incoming

SIPC and NYSE.

e- mail is electronically

archived

and recorded

and is subject to review, monitoring

and/ or disclosure

to someone

other than the recipient.

If you are not the intended

recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered an advertisement or
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
http:// www. pipersandler. com/ do_ not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry." For additional disclosure
mail see http:// www. pipersandler. com/ disclosures

information

related to this e-

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad pobl/e records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 38 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

INVITATION: State, Local, Tribal National COVID- 19 Briefing Call ( Wednesday, April 22,
11: 30 AM

recipients

Eastern

Time)

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders —

On Wednesday, April 22, at 11: 3o AM Eastern Time ( note time change), please join Senior
Administration Officials for a briefing call on COVID- 19 ( coronavirus). We will be joined by Senior
Administration

Officials from the White House, U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention, U. S. Department of the Treasury, U. S. Department of Agriculture, and U. S.
Department of Homeland Security, among others. Registration instructions are below. We ask that you
Briefing Call Registration
Date: Wednesday, April 22
Time: 11: 3o AM Eastern Time (please note time zone)
Call -In Registration:

CLICK HERE

Note: Please note the following information regarding registration.
Call -in lines are limited. RSVP' s will be allocated in the order they are received. Please register only if
you are able to join the call.
Upon successful registration, you will be directed to a separate webpage with confirmation details
and/ or receive dial -in instructions to the email address you use to register. Please ensure the email
address you register with is correct and check your spam/ junk folder after registration. If neither action
occurs, you did not successfully register.
If you are attempting to register but cannot " submit" your information, please try again at a later time.
Note that multiple people cannot dial -in using the same registration information. This will cause you to
be kicked - off the call.
Recent Announcements

President Trump Announces Guidelines for Opening Up America Again!: On Thursday, April
r
peni
LTA America
16, President Trump unveiled the Gui el ues
Developed by the top
medical experts from across the Government and based on verifiable metrics regarding the situation on the
ground, the guidelines outline a phased return to reopening and include specific steps for State, Local, and
Tribal officials to follow in tailoring their response. The criteria include showing a downward trajectory of
COVID- like symptoms reported over 14 days in a given state or region, as well as a decline in documented
cases or positive tests during the same 14- day window. They also set clear benchmarks on new cases,
testing, and hospital resources for States to meet to proceed toward a phased reopening. State and local
officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to local circumstances ( e. g., metropolitan areas
that have suffered severe COVID outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred

or have been mild). Additionally, where appropriate, the guidelines recommend Governors working on a
182

regional basis to satisfy outlined criteria and to progress through the tiered phases. In the days and weeks
ahead, the Administration plans to continue robust coordination and outreach with State, Local, and Tribal
leaders as we collectively work to reopen the country. Find a Fact Sheet here: President Donald J.
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USDA Announces Coronavirus Food Assistance Program: On Friday, April 17, Secretary Perdue
to assist farmers,
joined President Trump in announcing the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program ( CF )
ranchers, and consumers in response to COVID- 19. This $ 19 billion relief program will provide $ 16 billion in
direct support based on actual losses for agricultural producers and $ 3 billion in purchases of fresh produce,
dairy and meat.
DHS Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency Releases Revised Critical Infrastructure
Workers Guidance: On April 17, DHS CISA released version 3. 0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure
Workers guidance to help state and local jurisdictions and the private sector identify and manage their
essential workforce while responding to COVID- 19. Version 3. 0 provides clarity around a range of positions
needed to support the critical infrastructure functions laid out in the original guidance and Version 2. o. This
iteration includes a reorganization

of the section around Healthcare

and Public Health and more detail to

clarify essential workers; emphasis for Emergency Medical Services workers; and adds lawyers and legal aid
workers. Also included is language focused on sustained access and freedom of movement;

a reference to the

CDC guidance on safety for critical infrastructure workers; and a statement saying sick employees should
avoid the workplace and the workforce. In worker categories, all references to " employees"

or " contractors"

have been changed to " workers."
Centers for Medicare &

Medicaid Services ( CMS) Announce New Nursing Home COVID- 19
Transparency Effort: On Sunday, April 19, CDC announced new regulatory requirements that will
require nursing homes to inform residents, their families and representatives of COVID- 19 cases in their
facilities. CMS will now require nursing homes to report cases of COVID- 19 directly to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention ( CDC). Finally, CMS will also require nursing homes to fully cooperate with CDC
surveillance efforts around COVID- 19 spread.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs ( WH IGA) will continue to share pertinent information as
it becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be of assistance. As a reminder,

WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country' s State and local elected officials and
Tribal Governments.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
William F. Crozer

Special Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

COVID- 19: Important Resources for State, Local,
and Tribal Officials
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Guidelines for Opening Up America Again: On Thursday, April 16, President Trump and the White
House Coronavirus Task Force unveiled ne
ideines ( download
ere) for the reopening of America.
Developed by the top medical experts from across the Government and based on verifiable metrics
regarding the situation on the ground, the guidelines outline a phased return to reopening and include
specific steps for State, Local, and Tribal officials to follow in tailoring their response. The guidelines also
set clear benchmarks on new cases, testing, and hospital resources for States to meet to proceed toward a
phased reopening. In the days and weeks ahead, the Administration plans to continue robust coordination
and outreach with State, Local, and Tribal leaders as we collectively work to reopen the country.
Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Tuesday, March 31, the White House announced updated
CoronavirusGuideLines,
orAmerica ( Ewa ol), extending social distancing efforts through April
30. On April 3, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) issued guidance recommending
individuals wear cloth face coverings in public settings where other social distancing measures are
difficult to maintain ( e. g. grocery stores and pharmacies, particularly in areas of significant community based transmission. On April 8, CDC also provided guidelines regarding when people in critical
infrastructure roles can return to work after being exposed to a confirmed or suspected case of COVID- 19.
Additional

information

on critical infrastructure

below.

Up -To -Date Information: The most up- to- date, verified information and guidance can be found via the
corona
s® ov.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website — ®
The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

COVID- ig Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed, state
managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance, including for critical
supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and
i
Pandemic®
esrsonse and
recovery process via this important resource — Cg 1, i:) navirus ( C ecove
Federal®
Mate®
Local®
®
roug
bal PartnersLhip. FEMA' s public assistance guidance for
COVID- 19 response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of Homeland Security
DHS) issued updated critical infrastructurtZmidance in response to the COVID- 19 emergency. DHS
continues to work with stakeholders in the critical infrastructure community to update the advisory list if
necessary as the Nation' s response to COVID- 19 evolves. The guidance, and accompanying list, is intended
to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring
continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The
list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Rural Resource Guide: USDA and Federal partners have programs that can be used to provide
immediate and long term assistance to rural communities affected by the COVID- 19 pandemic. These
programs can support recovery efforts for rural residents, businesses, and communities. USDA developed a
resource

uide for State, Local, and Tribal leaders, and other stakeholders.
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Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to the
coronavirus

pandemic.

Fraud &

Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating,
and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and helpful
resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also

established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus- related scams.
VI ® i Screening Tool. Follow the White House

Social Media Resources: Download the Apple C
on Twitter and Faceboo .

Also follow HHS ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

and CDC ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

You

can also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing,
etc. on the White House' s YouTube page.
Mental Health Resources: Natural disasters — including such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak —
can be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Administration' s ( SAMHSA) Disaster Distress Helpline — 1- 800- 985- 5990 ( or text TalkWithUs to
66746) —

provides 24/ 7, 365- day- a- year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in
coping with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus
pandemic. Learn more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.
Addiction & Substance Abuse Resources: The COVID- 19 pandemic has created countless challenges
for those delivering care to our most vulnerable populations. People with Substance Use Disorder ( SUD)
and Opioid Use Disorder ( OUD) are especially at high risk suffering complications from COVID- 19. The
White House Office of National Drug Control Policy ( ONDCP), which leads and coordinates the
development, implementation, and assessment of U. S. drug policy, released a factsheet that contains
information on Federal actions to expand telemedicine and e- prescribing, to increase flexibility for
treatment with methadone and buprenorphine, to improve access to prescribed controlled substances, and
to expand assistance to rural areas.

Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all U. S. government
activities related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel, immigration, and
transportation to education, find pertinent actions here. Each Federal Agency has also established a
dedicated coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They include:
S), Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS), Food and Drug
Health and Human Services (
Administration ( FDA), Department of Education (

Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Small

of ),

S),
of Homeland Security (
Department of State ( DOS),
A), Environmental Protection Agency
C), Department of Justice (
J),
EPA), Department of Energy ( DOE), Department of Commerce (
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Department of the Treasury ES T), Internal

Business Administration ( SBA), Department of Labor (___

I.), Department

Department of Veterans Affairs

Revenue Service ( IRS), Office of the Director of National Intelligence (
Assistance Commission

I), and U. S. Election

C).
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 23 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

4. 20. 20.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation related to COVID- 19. Updates come out every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday evening.
4. 20. 2020. COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental 3. 5 —Interim

Emergency Coronavirus Relief
Timeline: Once a deal is reached, the hope is passage by UC in the Senate tomorrow with a vote in the House later this
week. A The bill will likely be voted on shortly after text is revealed. In today' s Senate pro forma session, Leader
McConnell asked consent to schedule an additional pro forma session for tomorrow, lining up a potential Senate vote if
a deal is reached tonight. Senate is hoping to avoid a " real vote", but if needed will give at least 24 hours' notice ( and
would shift the vote to later this week). If a deal is reached tonight, the earliest the House could vote would be

Wednesday morning. If no deal is reached tonight, the House would likely move to Thursday. Leader McCarthy has
signaled that Republicans are likely to call a roll call vote. House Rules is slated to meet at 5: 00 tomorrow afternoon on
the rule( s) for the PPP package, Chairman McGovern' s remote voting recommendations, and Whip Clyburn' s Rural
Broadband Taskforce, though it' s unclear whether the latter items stay on the agenda.
Process/ Policy: While a deal has yet to solidify, negotiators have moved passed the " stalled" phase and have a limited
number of issues to wrap up before moving forward. See below for a few major highlights of the widely reported, but
still -developing package so far. The biggest open issue appears to be hospital allocations. Topline is around $ 500 billion.
SBA programs;
o $

250 billion for SBA PPP ( still talking to Secretary Mnuchin about transparency/ protection language on
how and to who the money will be given out),

o $

60 billion for PPP to small lenders and community

o $

30 billion for CDFIS,

banks,

o $

60 billion for SBA disaster programs ($ 50 billion for Economic Injury Disaster Loan [ EIDL] program and
10 billion for an economic injury grant program);

75 billion for hospitals ( unclear whether just for hospitals or broader health providers);
o

Dems are still pushing for money for rural hospitals that accept Medicaid, hoping to get money for this
on top of the $ 75 billion for hospitals;

25 billion for testing (still working out language. Administration does not want this to be a " national" testing
program);
o

It is unclear how much of what Senate Democrats released last week is included in this deal, but it' s

worth a look for an idea of what policies/ programs may have ended up in the deal. See here for the
report. See here for the white paper. See here a one pager;
Still working out flexibility language for lost revenue language from CARES;
Still negotiating for a higher FEMA match.
What' s left out of this package that may be in later bills:
No state/ local government relief for now —there is a consensus that state/ local governments will need
additional funding, but the question still being debated is when;
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No money for SNAP.
Supplemental IV —CARES 2. 0.

Timeline/ Process: Presumption is the sooner Congress can pass 3. 5, the sooner we can move to the next package.
Discussions will begin again once 3. 5 is done. Timing is still very up in the air. It' s unclear whether the scope of the
interim package — like whether additional funding for hospitals and state and local governments is included —will affect
the timing and scope of the next package. If the SBA program continues to burn through funding at the same rate, the
interim funding from 3. 5 will run out by early May. The thinking is that Speaker Pelosi will take the lead on crafting
the CARES 2. 0./ Phase 4 bill.

Policy: While the next package will likely stay within the outline of CARES, including plus ups for programs funded and
created under the bill, the increasingly grave impacts of coronavirus may push lawmakers to consider the inclusion of
other provisions and the creation of new programs. The bill Speaker Pelosi introduced while CARES was being negotiated
included multiple provisions and funding increases that did not make it into the final bill. Some of those provisions and
increases are being considered for the next package.
Supplemental

V —Economic Stimulus

While Chairman DeFazio ( T& I) has said he aims to introduce an infrastructure bill by May, that timeline is looking
increasingly optimistic. The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee is moving forward with that timeline
and is aiming to have the bill be as comprehensive as possible as a starting place. A large package like this needs to be
legislated in regular order, so moving forward while remote is a challenge. WRDA may be included in the package but is
moving through an appropriations - like process already, with requests coming in from various offices.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

111—

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act
After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law
shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.
New information

and guidance:

Treasury updated the FAQ on the Paycheck Protection Program here
SAMHSA has begun awarding Emergency COVID- 19 grants that were funded in CARES. The law provides
110 million for Emergency Grants to Address Mental and Substance Use Disorders During COVID- 19 ( Short
Title: Emergency COVID- 19). SAMHSA will provide up to $ 2 million for successful state applicants and up to
500, 000 for successful territory and tribal applicants for 16 months. Press release here. Grant information here.
Title I —

Small Business Loans

The Treasury Department has released affiliation guidelines for the small business loan program.
The Treasury Department released an interim final rule last week on the small business provisions in the bill.
Treasury and the SBA announced earlier this evening that the Paycheck Protection Program ran out of funding
this evening. Press release here.
o

Note: "

By law, the SBA will not be able to issue new loan approvals once the programs experience a

lapse in appropriations."

See here for a memo Cornerstone put together on the interim final rule. See here for a report from SBA on
approvals through 4/ 13.

Clarification regarding loan forgiveness: the forgiveness period triggers on day of loan closing. Forgiveness on
the loan is available for the 8 weeks after the loan closes. Businesses can use the funds to pay payroll prior to
that 8 week period, but it won' t qualify for forgiveness.
Treasury FAQs on the Paycheck Protection Program
o

Top -line overview of the program here

o

Lender information

o

Updated ( as of 4/ 17) FAQ here

here, Borrower information
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here, borrower application

here

Title II — Individual

and Business Tax Relief

IRS guidance on deferral of payroll taxes here
House Ways and Means factsheet on Economic Impact Rebate portal here
IRS has indicated that the earliest Americans could receive relief payments from CARES is this week. Those
who will receive their relief through paper checks could take as long at 20 weeks to receive payment.
IRS' s FAQ page on individual economic relief here.
Treasury Guidance on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Treasury FAQ on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Title III — Public Health Systems,

Education, and Healthcare

4/ 10 - HHS issued guidance, announcing the formula and mechanism in which hospitals will receive the first $30
billion in relief funding. The money does not have to be repaid and can be used for a variety of uses. The first
tranche went to hospitals based on their Medicare FFS reimbursements in 2019. As total FFS payments were
approx. $

484 billion in 2019, a provider can estimate their payment by dividing their 2019 Medicare FFS ( not

including Medicare Advantage) payments they received by 484 and multiply that ratio by 30. If the providers
total 2019 Medicare FFS payments were Y, then ( Y _ 484) x 30 = amount of relief. State by state breakdown of
first payment here.
o
HHS is working on developing a plan for how to disburse another $30 billion for Medicaid -heavy
providers and potentially a focus on pumping money to providers in hotspots.

Factsheet on accelerated and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here
4/ 9 —

Secretary DeVos indicated that she would be moving to " immediately distribute" the $6 billion in CARES

for emergency financial aid grants to college students. The grants can be used by college students for
technology, course materials, food, housing, and healthcare. DeVos distributed the funding to colleges, which
are meant to then distribute the aid among students. The Department did not issue guidance on how colleges
are to structure the program,

but colleges will be required to sign a form certifying that the funds were used in

accordance with the law. See here for the specific allocations for each college.
Title IV — Economic
3/ 30 —

Stabilization

The Treasury Department released guidance on payroll support to airline industry employees, and on

loans to the airline industry and businesses critical to national security. Guidance for payroll support here.
Guidance on procedures and minimum requirements for loans here. Treasury press release here.
4/ 10 — Treasury

Q& A on Loans to Air Carriers and Eligible Businesses and National Security Businesses here.

Loan application here.
Division

B — Appropriations
4/ 8 —

Last week the FCC announced a two- part, $ 200 million COVID- 19 telehealth program. The press release

may be found here; and the FCC order approved on Wednesday ( 4/ 8) can be found here.
4/ 13 —

Treasury officially launched its web aortal for payments to state, local, and tribal governments. Treasury

announced that eligible government entities must provide required information by Friday, April 17 to receive
payment within the 30- day window allowed under CARES and those that miss that deadline may not receive
funding. Submission page here. Some highlights from the announcement below:
o

Funds are only allowed to be used for expenses which:

Are necessary expenses during the coronavirus emergency;
Were not accounted in the most recent budget ( as of March 27, 2020);
Were incurred between 3/ 1/ 2020 — 12/ 30/ 2020.
o

Eligible local governments

are those below the state level ( county, municipality

etc.) with a population

higher than 500, 000. See here for data sources and the distribution methodology. See here for a list of
eligible local government units.
o

Amounts paid to governments will be based on population and the amounts allocated to states will be
reduced by the total amount provided to local governments in the state.

o

Payments to Tribal Governments will be determined by the Treasury Secretary in consultation with the
Interior Secretary and Tribes. Consultation has not yet been completed.
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Cornerstone resources on certain areas of the bill:

Memo for health care providers here

Memo on the Small Business Administration loan programs here
Memo outlining the workers and families assistance programs here
Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo outlining FEMA opportunities

here

Memo on the bill' s higher education provisions here
Memo for non -profits here
Memo on CARES Act and Airports

here

Memo on the status of business operations in Mexico here

Supplemental

II — Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is Ihere.

Supplemental

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: The House announced on Monday that it would not reconvene before May 4. D. C. is currently under a stay- athome order, and Maryland and Virginia have similar orders in place. In a Dear Colleague

last week, Speaker Pelosi

advised members to keep their schedule flexible and said that, in order to make up for lost time, the House may meet
during weeks previously scheduled as District Work Periods. The Senate is in recess until April 20.
Appropriations/ NDAA: Subcommittee markups have officially been postponed. While timing continues to be unclear,
House Appropriations Committee ( HAC) will likely stick to the original subcommittee order of markups, just shifting
everything back by 2- 3 weeks. The House may try to hold markups soon after whenever the next package is passed,
when members have returned D. C. The Senate Appropriations

Committee ( SAC) has floated two different allocations to

subcommittee clerks, the differentiating factor between the two allocations being how VA Choice is treated. SAC has
given subcommittees direction to stick with the original plan of marking up all of the bills in June.
This year' s NDAA markup has been " indefinitely postponed". Reps. Adam Smith and Thornberry ( HASC Chair and RM)
sent a letter to the committee members saying that they will schedule the date of the markup once the House schedule
for the next few months becomes clear. SASC Chairman Inhofe has said he aims to writing the FY21 NDAA by the end
of May but is flexible considering the circumstances.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell

have both voiced opposition

to members'

voting remotely, but as

the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being
discussed to some extent in both chambers. House Rules is slated to meet at S: OOpm tomorrow on the rule( s) for the

PPP package and possibly Chairman McGovern' s remote voting recommendations. The McGovern proposal currently
lacks bipartisan

consensus

and Republican

members

of the House have expressed

significant

opposition

to remote

and/ or proxy voting. The House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report
discusses unanimous consent, proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting.
Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting in -person, including
procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. Leader McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive of any form of
remote

voting.

Other Floor Action: The House issued guidance last week indicated that Floor materials are to be submitted through a

secure email address instead of dropped off at the Speaker' s Lobby or Cloakrooms. Members are still allowed to drop off
materials in person. Speaker' s Dear Colleague on the guidance here.
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Hearings and Meetings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some

committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Rules Committee
Democrats released a one -pager guidance on " paper hearings", which stated " paper hearings" are not official
hearings. The Senate Sergeant at Arms is exploring technology that would allow for remote hearings, though Leader
McConnell remains opposed to any form of remote voting. Under current rules, the House does not allow virtual
hearings. Chairman McGovern has been contemplating changing the rules on this and could issue guidance soon. The
House Administration Committee is working on a report on best tools to be able to do virtual meetings. The Senate has
advised offices to avoid using the video conferencing app Zoom over data security concerns. The Senate has not yet
officially banned the application though.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)
Tested Positive ( 1):

Rep. Neal Dunn ( R- FL)

Currently Self -Quarantined ( 0):

Recovered ( 6): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY)

Completed Quarantine ( 37): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Doug Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO),
Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( DNM), Rep. Gwen Moore ( D- WI), Rep. Stephanie Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. John Yarmuth ( D- KY), Rep. Adam Schiff ( D- CA), Rep.
Vincente Gonzalez ( D- TX), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep.
David Price ( D- NC), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Kathleen Rice ( D- NY), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Tom Cole ( ROK), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Sen. Mike

Lee ( R- UT), Sen. Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA), Rep. Lizzie Fletcher ( D- TX),
Rep. Josh Gottheimer ( D- NJ), Rep. Ayanna Pressley ( D- MA), Rep. Mikie Sherrill ( D- NJ)
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Sierra Fuller

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 11 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gloria Gaines; Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

FW: ACCG Afternoon

COVID- 19 Update:

Kemp' s Press Conference &

Executive

Order &

Updates from NACo
Attachments:

image001 jpg

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG. org>

4/ 20/ 20 7: 30 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Brown, Beth" <

ACCG

m nu flII is Ilb iiii
iread

B rown @ACCG.org>
Subject:

Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: Kemp'

im

I ° t " to coulaty,. Iha

Order &
Updates

s Pres Conference & Executive

iiii lr mi" m en, Iniian gem Ir- ads f

mi

i ff i i "tI r, " totsr- ,, dbrlks and

from NACo This

PlOs. Nbase

and shar- e it wirth o°ther- s oln your connnnis ion and °taf asneeded. Governor Kemp

Announces Reopening of Some Businesses Starting April 24 During Governor
Kemp' s press confer nce this afternoon, he announced steps he is authorizing to begin to reopen Georgia' s
economy. You can read the Governor' s remarks here and view the Executive Order he signed today here.You can also
find President Trump' s Guidelines for Reopening America here.Included in
the Executive Order: Medical practices,

dental practices, orthodontics practices, optometry practices, physical therapists, ambulatory surgical centers,
physicians performing elective surgeries, healthcare institutions, medical facilities and any and all other
healthcare - related practices and services that have ceased operations should begin treating patients in accordance with
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Service guidelines
and provisions

of the Executive Order. April 24 —

All gyms,

fitness centers, bowling alleys, body art studios, estheticians, hair designers, massage therapists may
begin in person
Minimum Basic Operations as defined by the Executive Order. Additionally, in

his remarks he said: April 27 Subject to social distancing and sanitation mandates, theaters, private social clubs and restaurant dine -in
services will be allowed to reopen. Bars, nightclubs,

operators of amusement park rides and live performance venues will remain closed. The Shelter
in Place Order is still active and will expire on April 30 at 11: 59 p.m. Medicaly fragile
and elderly Georgians should shelter in place at least through May 13.191

For places of worship, holding in -person services is allowed, but under Phase One guidelines, it must be done
accordance with strict social distance protocols.
Update on the Latest Developments in the COVID- 19 Response Package
On the National Association

of Counties ( NACo) call this afternoon, NACo Executive Director Matt Chase encouraged

counties to keep up the pressure up on their Congressional delegation to provide direct finding to counties for COVIDrelated expenditures and lost revenues. President Trump has indicated that he will support aid for states and local
governments in the next package, but the focus right now continues to be on business assistance. Here' s what you can
do now:

Share Georgia' s letter direct and flexible funding for county governments. Remind your Congressional delegation
all of Georgia' s 159 counties are on the front lines providing critical services to their communities and should
receive financial assistance.

Participate in the NACo survey to provide an estimate on the impact of COVID- 19 on county finances.
Share the NACo press release on funding for county government with your local media.

NACo National Call on COVID- 19 Response Efforts, Featuring U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia
The National Association of Counties ( NACo) will host a call on Tuesday, April 21 at 4: 00 p. m. on county priorities in
federal COVID- 19 resopnse efforts.
U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia will discuss new federal resources available
for county residents and new requirements
response legislation.

for counties governments

as employers

due to recently enacted COVID- 19

To register for the call, click here.

Other Resources

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 4/ 20/ 2020)

ce irB

S

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@accg.

org
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 05 PM

Sent:
To:

Gloria

Gaines

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Daily Update

The Department of Heath drive thru site is at their location on Slappey near Albany Albany Tech.

The Phoebe testing site I believe is near the main campus. Call the Phoebe COVID- 19 Hotline at ( 229) 3121919 for more information.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Thanks.

Galaxy smartphone

Original message --------

From: Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 20/ 20 8: 36 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Where is the drive thru testing site?

Original Message -----

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
To: Chris S. Cohilas < ccohilas@watsonspence.

com>; Lamar Hudgins < Lhudgins@Iraconstructors.

com>;

Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>; Gray, Russell
RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> < ggaines305@aol. com>; Jones, Anthony
AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Mon, Apr 20, 2020 7: 47 pm
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

vees70@yahoo.

com < vees70@yahoo.

com>;

Fyi

Original
From: "

message --------

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Date: 4/ 20/ 20 5: 53 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)
To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update
Good evening.
You will see below that our charts below continue to reflect a positive trend. We still have lots of work to do to eradicate
this virus from Georgia but know that if we continue to be smart and work together success is ours.

193

We officially opened our 12- bed ICU at Phoebe North, this represents Phase 1 of our four phase plan and partnership with
GEMA and the Governor' s Office to expand the number of beds and surge capacity in SWGA. This is three days ahead
of schedule and allows us to focus on the other phases of our plan that include medical beds, more ICU beds and the
POD' s provided by the State. This expansion of beds was also made possible by Albany Utilities who jumped in to
streamline the connection to needed services.

We announced today that we will be consolidating our Emergency Centers in Albany by moving those services from
Phoebe North to Phoebe Main on 3rd Avenue. This will allow us to continue to provide drive- thru COVID testing in a safer
location for our employees and patients, will help with staffing challenges and will simplify where patients should go to for
what emergency services. We have expanded hours at the Community Care Clinic and continue to offer additional virtual
physician visit options with Phoebe Physician Group providers.
Together We Rise!
Peace ... Scott

1:

ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

COUNTY-

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 8: 46 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] ACCG
Conference & Executive

AND-

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Tom Couch

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

Order &
Updates

ACCG. ORG

Afternoon COVID- 19

Update: Kemp'

s Pres

from NACo I

have no words. Well,

I do. However, I wil just not say them here. BTW,
my "Flowbee" arrived

today from Amazon. I

can probably get my hair and (now) beard at the same length. Tt

K From: "

Brown,

Beth" BBrown@ACCG.
<

org>
Date:

Monday, April 20,2020 at 7:30 PM To: "
Brown,

Beth" <
BBrown@ACCG.

ACCG

org>
Subject:
Order &
Updates

Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: Kemp' s Pres Conference & Executive

from NACo

This
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Governor

Kemp

Announces Reopening of Some Businesses Starting April 24 During Governor
Kemp' s press confer nce this afternoon, he announced steps he is authorizing to begin to reopen Georgia' s
economy. You can read the Governor' s remarks here and view the Executive Order he signed today here.You can also
find President Trump' s Guidelines for Reopening America here.Included in
the Executive Order: Medical practices,

dental practices, orthodontics practices, optometry practices, physical therapists, ambulatory surgical centers,
physicians performing elective surgeries, healthcare institutions, medical facilities and any and all other
healthcare - related practices and services that have ceased operations should begin treating patients in accordance with
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Service guidelines
and provisions of the Executive Order. April 24 —
All gyms,

fitness centers, bowling alleys, body art studios, estheticians, hair designers, massage therapists may
begin in person
Minimum Basic Operations as defined by the Executive Order. Additionally, in
his

remarks he said: April 27 -

Subject to

social distancing and sanitation mandates, theaters, private social clubs and restaurant dine -in

services will be allowed to reopen. Bars, nightclubs,

operators of amusement park rides and live performance venues will remain closed. The Shelter
in Place Order is still active and will expire on April 30 at 11: 59 p.m. Medicaly fragile
and elderly Georgians should shelter in place at least through May 13.196

For places of worship, holding in -person services is allowed, but under Phase One guidelines, it must be done
accordance

with strict social distance protocols.

Update on the Latest Developments
On the National Association

in the COVID- 19 Response Package

of Counties ( NACo) call this afternoon, NACo Executive Director Matt Chase encouraged

counties to keep up the pressure up on their Congressional delegation to provide direct finding to counties for COVIDrelated expenditures and lost revenues. President Trump has indicated that he will support aid for states and local
governments in the next package, but the focus right now continues to be on business assistance. Here' s what you can
do now:

Share Georgia' s letter direct and flexible funding for county governments. Remind your Congressional delegation
all of Georgia' s 159 counties are on the front lines providing critical services to their communities and should
receive financial assistance.

Participate

in the NACo survey to provide an estimate on the impact of COVID- 19 on county finances.

Share the NACo press release on funding for county government with your local media.

NACo National Call on COVID- 19 Response Efforts, Featuring U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia
The National Association of Counties ( NACo) will host a call on Tuesday, April 21 at 4: 00 p. m. on county priorities in
federal COVID- 19 resopnse efforts.
U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia will discuss new federal resources available
for county residents and new requirements
response legislation.

for counties governments

as employers

due to recently enacted COVID- 19

To register for the call, click here.

Other Resources

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 4/ 20/ 2020)

JWWL

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gloria

Gaines <

ggaines305@aol. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 8: 36 PM
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us
Re: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Where is the drive thru testing site?

Original

Message -----

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
To: Chris S. Cohilas < ccohilas@watsonspence.

com>; Lamar Hudgins < Lhudgins@Iraconstructors. com>;

Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>; Gray, Russell
RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> < ggaines305@aol. com>; Jones, Anthony
AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Mon, Apr 20, 2020 7: 47 pm
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

vees70@yahoo.

com < vees70@yahoo.

com>;

Fyi

Original
From: "

message --------

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Date: 4/ 20/ 20 5: 53 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)
To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update
Good evening.
You will see below that our charts below continue to reflect a positive trend. We still have lots of work to do to eradicate
this virus from Georgia

but know that if we continue

to be smart and work together

success

is ours.

We officially opened our 12- bed ICU at Phoebe North, this represents Phase 1 of our four phase plan and partnership with
GEMA and the Governor' s Office to expand the number of beds and surge capacity in SWGA. This is three days ahead
of schedule and allows us to focus on the other phases of our plan that include medical beds, more ICU beds and the
POD' s provided by the State. This expansion of beds was also made possible by Albany Utilities who jumped in to
streamline the connection to needed services.

We announced today that we will be consolidating our Emergency Centers in Albany by moving those services from
Phoebe North to Phoebe Main on 3rd Avenue. This will allow us to continue to provide drive- thru COVID testing in a safer
location for our employees and patients, will help with staffing challenges and will simplify where patients should go to for
what emergency services. We have expanded hours at the Community Care Clinic and continue to offer additional virtual
physician visit options with Phoebe Physician Group providers.
Together We Rise!
Peace ... Scott

1:

ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 8: 15 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

April 20, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I `, lAo, oii.
g/coii ou i vi u u NACo

releases new report estimating $144

BILLION impact on county

finances The
COVID- 19 pandemic could have massive budgetary impacts for counties of all sizes. America' s counties could
face budgetary impacts as much as $
144 billion in lost revenue and increased expenditures through
estimate includes

lost

revenue from

sales

tax

and local fees and additional expenditures

related

FY2021. This

to

COVID- 19, but

does not include budgetary impacts related to other funding streams like property taxes and intergovernmental
funding, on

which the impact of COVID- 19 is less clear. Overall, counties' costs

and 201

responsibilities are growing throughout this crisis, and the federal -state -local partnership has become more
crucial than ever.

E

NACo is calling for direct and flexible funding for counties of all sizes.

141 A

HELP NACo ESTIMATE COVID- 19 IMPACT ON COUNTY FINANCES

Help NACo estimate the cumulative impact of COVID- 19 on county finances and budgets by
taking a quick, five minute survey. The results will help NACo to ensure the needs of county
leaders are accurately understood and adequately met in upcoming federal legislation
responding to COVID- 19.

If you are not the right person to respond to questions on the county's budget, please
forward the survey to the appropriate employee in your county's finance or budget
department.

202

FEDERAL POLICY NEWS & RESOURCES
Join NACo for a call on COVID- 19 response efforts, featuring
special guest U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia
Join NACo TOMORROW,

Tuesday, April 21, at 4 p. m. EDT for an update on

county priorities in federal coronavirus ( COVID- 19) response efforts.
Hear from U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia, who will discuss new federal
resources available for county residents and new requirements

for county

governments as employers due to recently enacted COVID- 19 response
legislation.

DATE: April 21

TIME: 4 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information

NACo releases county -by -county breakdown of COVID- 19
3. 5 supplemental proposal
The COVID- 19 3. 5 supplemental

plan offered by congressional

Democrats

would provide $ 150 billion in new funding for state and local governments,

including $ 29. 5 billion directly to all of America' s counties to help cover
expenditures
breakdown

m-

n a...__..._..__..._._.__.

and lost revenue. Click here to see NACo' s county - by -county
of relief funding in the proposal.

CALL RECORDING: NACo call on COVID- 19 response package
3. 5
Listen to the recording of today' s conference
on a coronavirus ( COVID- 19) 3. 5 supplemental

203

call on the latest developments
package proposal.

CMS shares memo on nursing home reporting requirements
Yesterday, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) sent a
memo to state Survey Agency Directors summarizing new requirements

in an

impending rule on communicable disease reporting in nursing homes. CMS is
reinforcing an existing requirement
communicable

that nursing homes must report

diseases, healthcare - associated

infections, and potential

outbreaks to state and local health departments.

FEMA and HHS unveil cronavirus emergency management
best practices page
The FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page provides

a one -stop shop to explore best practices and lessons learned across all levels
of government, private sector, academic institutions, professional associations
and other organizations.

NACo PARTNER RESOURCES

National Association of Home

udders: Learn how essential

construction professionals are staying safe amidst the COVID- 19
crisis

Thomson

eu ers coronavirus resource center: Keep up to date on
coronavirus using Thomson Reuters' COVID- 19 News Hub

204

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

LJ ---- ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 7: 47 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>; Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy
FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Fyi

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

4/ 20/ 20 5: 53 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
You will see below that our charts below continue to reflect a positive trend. We still have lots of work to do to
eradicate this virus from Georgia but know that if we continue to be smart and work together success is ours.

We officially opened our 12- bed ICU at Phoebe North, this represents

Phase 1 of our four phase plan and partnership

with GEMA and the Governor' s Office to expand the number of beds and surge capacity in SWGA. This is three days
ahead of schedule and allows us to focus on the other phases of our plan that include medical beds, more ICU beds and
the POD' s provided by the State. This expansion of beds was also made possible by Albany Utilities who jumped in to
streamline the connection to needed services.

We announced today that we will be consolidating our Emergency Centers in Albany by moving those services from

Phoebe North to Phoebe Main on 3rd Avenue. This will allow us to continue to provide drive- thru COVID testing in a
safer location for our employees and patients, will help with staffing challenges and will simplify where patients should
go to for what emergency services. We have expanded hours at the Community Care Clinic and continue to offer
additional virtual physician visit options with Phoebe Physician Group providers.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Monday, April 20, 2020 7: 29 PM

Sent:

COVID- 19 Update:

Kemp' s Press Conference &

Executive

Order &

Updates from NACo
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Kemp Announces Reopening of Some Businesses Starting April 24 During
Governor Kemp' s pres conference this afternoon, he announced steps he is authorizng to begin to reopen Georgia'
s econ my. You can read the Governor' s remarks here and view the Executive Order he signed today here. You can
also find President Trump' s Guidelines for Reopening America here.Included
in the Executive Order: Medical

practices, dental practices, orthodontics practices, optometry practices, physical therapists, ambulatory surgical
centers, physicians performing elective surgeries, healthcare institutions, medical facilities and any and all
other healthcare - related practices and services that have ceased operations should begin treating patients in ac ordance
with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Service
guidelines and
24 —
All

provisions of the Executive Order. April

gyms, fitness centers, bowling alleys, body art studios, estheticians, hair designers, massage therapists

may begin in person Minimum Basic Operations as defined by the Executive Order.Additionally,
in his remarks he said: April
27 Subj
-ect

to social distancing and sanitation mandates, theaters, private social clubs and restaurant dine -

in services will be allowed to reopen. Bars,

nightclubs, operators of amusement park rides and live performance venues will remain closed. The
Shelter in Place Order is stil active and will expire on April 30 at 11: 59 p.m. Medical y
fragile and elderly Georgians should shelter in place at least through May 13.For
places of worship, holding in person services is allowed, but under Phase One guidelines, it must be done accordance
with strict social distance protocols. Update
on the Latest Developments in
the National Association of

the COVID- 19 Response Package On

Counties ( NACo) call

this afternoon, NACo

Executive Director Matt Chase encouraged counties

to keep up the pressure up on their Congressional delegation to provide direct finding to counties for COVID- related
expenditures and lost revenues. President Trump has indicated that he will support aid for states and local governments
in the next package, but the focus right now continues to be on business assistance. Here' s what you can do
now: Share

Georgia' s let er direct and flexible funding for county governments. Remind your Congressional delegation all
of Georgia' s 159 counties are on the front lines providing critical services to their communities and should receive
financial assistance. Participate

in the NACo survey to provide an estimate on the impact of COVID- 19 on county finances. Share
the NACo Dress release on funding for countv government with vour local media. NACo

National Call on COVID- 19 Response Efforts, Featuring U.
S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia 208

The National Association of Counties ( NACo) will host a call on Tuesday, April 21 at 4: 00 p. m. on county priorities in
federal COVID- 19 resopnse efforts.
U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia will discuss new federal resources available
for county residents and new requirements
response legislation.

for counties governments

as employers

due to recently enacted COVID- 19

To register for the call, click here.

Other Resources

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 4/ 20/ 2020)

ACM
Ad--

ing G—

gn'. C ...

fi...

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Monday, April 20, 2020 6: 11 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19: Gov. Kemp outlines timeline to reopen economy

April 20, 2020

Governor Brian Kemp today announced a phased -in approach to getting
Georgians back to work safely, with a first wave of businesses allowed to
come back online Friday. Social distancing and other safety measures must
be in place at establishments. The Governor's Office will release further details
and guidance throughout the week.
Friday, April 24: Gyms, fitness centers, barber shops, hair salons, nail
salons, tattoo studios, massage therapists may open; elective surgeries
may resume

Monday, April 27: Restaurants may reopen for dine in, and movie

theaters and private clubs may reopen

The business community has been a leader in innovation and in protecting
the public through this pandemic. Those efforts will continue to be critical in
the weeks and months

to come as we continue

to monitor CO VID- 19, " said

Barbara Rivera Holmes, president and CEO of the Albany Area Chamber.

The Albany Area Chamber has, while continuing to implement dynamic
response initiatives, begun framing the conversations around economic
recovery and resilience, and is committed to working with its members,
strategic partners and public officials to the region' s prosperity."

QVII 19
Resouive; r
The Alb,IRMArea :' S
er provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on F c ebor, k for the most up-to-date alerts. 210

Unsubscribe

Mmffl=

rnrnccovCcbdouaher-

tv. oa. us

M

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

LJ
Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 57 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 25 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Ostrander,

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 51 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
You will see below that our charts below continue to reflect a positive trend.

We still have lots of work to do to

eradicate this virus from Georgia but know that if we continue to be smart and work together success is ours.

We officially opened our 12- bed ICU at Phoebe North, this represents Phase 1 of our four phase plan and partnership
with GEMA and the Governor' s Office to expand the number of beds and surge capacity in SWGA. This is three days
ahead of schedule and allows us to focus on the other phases of our plan that include medical beds, more ICU beds and
the POD' s provided by the State. This expansion of beds was also made possible by Albany Utilities who jumped in to
streamline the connection to needed services.

We announced today that we will be consolidating our Emergency Centers in Albany by moving those services from

Phoebe North to Phoebe Main on 3rd Avenue. This will allow us to continue to provide drive- thru COVID testing in a
safer location for our employees and patients, will help with staffing challenges and will simplify where patients should
go to for what emergency services. We have expanded hours at the Community Care Clinic and continue to offer
additional virtual physician visit options with Phoebe Physician Group providers.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

i,,.

1 www. phoebehealth. com

Ph011eble
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Rule requires
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written comm urtleatlons to or front City artd County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 47 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; McCoy, Michael
Re: Governor' s Changes from Today

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sure thing, thanks, -

W

From: Chris Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 5: 39 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Governor' s Changes from Today

To: "

Agreed.

Please circulate an email to everyone so that we can address this.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- igand
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
r' mail are also continuing to be processed.

W'AT

dl

CHRISTOPHER

S. COHILAS

PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 38 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
Subject: Governor' s Changes from Today

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Here are the talking points of what I gathered from watching the Governor' s press conference this afternoon:
Incremental reopening to help economy, which will include:
0

Allowing elective surgeries to resume at hospitals
215

Businesses such as gyms, fitness centers, barbers, salons, etc. will be allowed to reopen for business on Friday,
April 24tn

Theaters, private social clubs and restaurant dining rooms will be allowed to reopen for business on Monday,
April 27tn

Bars, nightclubs, amusement parks, live performance venues, etc. will not be allowed to reopen yet
Although the businesses listed above will be allowed to open, restrictions will still be enforced ( minimum

occupancy, social distancing, enhanced sanitation, staggering shifts, teleworking those who can still telework,
etc.)

Not much clarity on in -person church services, but he did say those would be allowed ( effective date not stated),
but social distancing guidelines must be adhered to

Elderly were encouraged to shelter in place through the emergency declaration of May 131n
Regular shelter in place remains for all through April 301n
I would recommend

that we have a called task force meeting in the morning at 10am to discuss the impact of these

changes so that they can be addressed at tomorrow' s press conference. Just let me know if you want me to organize
that.

Thanks,

Cindy IHo

elill

Public Information

Officer

1YXGk- 1E_F9-Y
C0U N 1'
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I_. . ._

II.

dcruuglh ert .

a. us

O

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very baroad ! rube records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 39 PM
Howell, Wendy'; McCoy, Michael
RE: Governor' s Changes from Today

To: '
Subject:

Agreed.

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Please circulate an email to everyone so that we can address this.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- igand
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
r' mail are also continuing to be processed.

CHRISTOPHER S. COHILAS
PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 38 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Chris
Subject: Governor' s Changes from Today

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Here are the talking points of what I gathered from watching the Governor' s press conference this afternoon:
Incremental reopening to help economy, which will include:
Allowing elective surgeries to resume at hospitals
Businesses such as gyms, fitness centers, barbers, salons, etc. will be allowed to reopen for business on Friday,
April 24tn

Theaters, private social clubs and restaurant dining rooms will be allowed to reopen for business on Monday,
April 27tn

Bars, nightclubs, amusement parks, live performance venues, etc. will not be allowed to reopen yet

217

Although the businesses listed above will be allowed to open, restrictions will still be enforced ( minimum

occupancy, social distancing, enhanced sanitation, staggering shifts, teleworking those who can still telework,
etc.)

Not much clarity on in - person church services, but he did say those would be allowed ( effective date not stated),

but social distancing guidelines must be adhered to

Elderly were encouraged to shelter in place through the emergency declaration of May 131n
Regular shelter in place remains for all through April 301n
I would recommend

that we have a called task force meeting in the morning at 10am to discuss the impact of these

changes so that they can be addressed at tomorrow' s press conference. Just let me know if you want me to organize
that.

Thanks,

Cindy IHo

elill

Public Information

Officer

D"aJC+iERTY
COUNTY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
f:::u

aiill: ,....._ I _. . ._
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a. us

it

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very baroad ! rube records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

RE: Budget

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

Impact)

You' re welcome.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:
To: "

Chris S. Cohilas" <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

4/ 20/ 20 5: 26 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

Thank you Mike and I appreciate your swift attention to this matter during dynamic and fluid times.
From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 50 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Subject: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.
Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t
use it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will
likely use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.
In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze
all hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization
for next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have
April sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.
During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from
departments over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even
with that, we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in

pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently
are. Obviously, like all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.
I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

219

Thanks

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

7

RI Y
..

c, ')dzy
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

A

IM 13
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgial?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor?request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 26 PM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

RE: Budget

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Update ( Shelter

in Pace

com>

Impact)

Thank you Mike and I appreciate your swift attention to this matter during dynamic and fluid times.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 50 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Subject: Budget Update ( Shelter in Pace Impact)

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.
Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t
use it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will
likely use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.
In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze
all hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization
for next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have
April sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.
During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from
departments

over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even

with that, we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in

pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently
are. Obviously, like all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.
I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 5: 20 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Join NACo tomorrow

for a national

call on COVID- 19 response

efforts

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

x

M

CALL DETAILS
DATE:

April

21

TIME: 4 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information

QUESTIONS?: Email us at questions

naco. org

Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) Tuesday, April 21 at 4 p. m. EDT for an
update on county priorities in federal coronavirus ( COVID- 19) response efforts.
Hear from U. S. Secretary of Labor Eugene Scalia, who will discuss new federal resources available
for county residents and new requirements for counties governments as employers due to
recently enacted COVID- 19 response legislation.
To ask a question during the call, email questions

225

naco. org.

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georglahas a vely broad public records law, Most writtert communications to or from Qtyand
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 51 PM

Sent:
To:

Lamar

Subject:

Budget

Attachments:

Summary of Expenditures - GF. xlsx; Dougherty County General Fund 1. 23. 2020. xlsx

Hudgins (
Update (

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.
Shelter

in Pace

net)

Impact)

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.
Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t
use it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will
likely use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.
In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze
all hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization
for next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have
April sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.
During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from
departments over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even
with that, we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration

of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in

pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently
are. Obviously, like all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.
I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 50 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

Budget

Attachments:

Summary of Expenditures - GF. xlsx; Dougherty County General Fund 1. 23. 2020. xlsx

Update (

Shelter

in Pace

Impact)

Chairman —

Today, I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.
Last year, we budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t
use it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will
likely use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million.
In an effort to slow spending, I recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze
all hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization
for next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have
April sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.
During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from
departments over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s budget. Even
with that, we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration

of furloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in

pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendations, but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently
are. Obviously, like all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead. See attachments.
I will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Sorrento,

Christine <

CSorrento@ixpcorp.

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 4:45 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

A public safety essential service provider

com>

Dougherty County

Mr. Michael McCoy
County Administrator
222 Pine Avenue

Albany, GA 31701
Dear Mr. Michael McCoy,

IXP is a public safety essential services company that has served local government clients and their communities for
over 20 years. Throughout the COVID- 19 emergency, we have continued to provide our clients with 24x7 9- 1- 1 calltaking/ dispatching and center management. These services are combined with our communication center technology
support

and maintenance

to maintain

mission

critical

infrastructures.

We deliver consulting, technology integration and managed services solutions for local governments, college and
university campuses and medical sites across the nation. IXP continues to serve as trusted advisors to our clients,
especially within the state of Georgia.

For the past 11 years, IXP has built and operated the regional Emergency Communication Center known as the
Chattahoochee River 9- 1- 1 Authority ( ChatComm), located in Sandy Springs, GA. ChatComm consists of four ( 4)
cities which include, Sandy Springs, Johns Creek, Dunwoody, and Brookhaven; all of which have unique operational
service requirements which are all managed and delivered by IXP. ChatComm provides unparalleled logistical and
incident coordination services for emergency events that often overlap two or more jurisdictions and have met or
exceeded industry standards for performance in every month of operation. Due to the success of ChatComm, in July
of 2019, the Authority has extended the contract with IXP for an additional five ( 5) years to 2024.
We have also assisted other clients within Georgia that you may recognize, such as, Grady Memorial Hospital, Emory
University, the cities of Milton and Roswell, and Chatham County.
Even in these unpreceded times, we would be happy to discuss any of the challenges you are facing in Dougherty

County through a conference call or an in -person meeting.

IXP

is here

as an available

resource

to solve

those

challenges. If you require additional information please use this link to our website at httpse/ Lwww. ixpcorp. corn 9- 1I- Partnerships/ Essential- Service- Provider- GA. aspx. If you would like to set up a call to discuss some current operational
or technical problems, feel free to reach out to me at any time. As an essential services company, we will always be

available to help.
229

Sincerely,

Joe Esiey
IXP Corporation

Phone: 770. 807.3137

E-mail: leste ai

eor .

eon

Website: avL2L,..^pC()r .coin 230

FUSIIC SAFETY SERVICES

The information

contained

in this email may be confidential

and/ or legally privileged.

message is not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized

It has been sent for the sole use of the intended recipient( s). If the reader of this
review, use, disclosure,

dissemination,

distribution,

or copying of this

communication, or any of its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message. To contact our email administrator directly, send to admin@ixpcorp. com. Thank you.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4:41 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: Budget

Project

FY20 (

Edit Request)

Mike, please see edited version below:
Chairman —

Today, 1 met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection.
Last year, we budgeted $2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place, our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result, we will likely
use around $2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $10 million.
In an effort to slow spending, 1 recently directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and 1 froze all
hiring. Overall, we will make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for
next fiscal year, which will further erode our fund balance. Currently, our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April
sales tax number in mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data.
During recent department budget meetings, we received approximately $ 800k more in budget requests from
departments over this year's Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $100k less than this year' s budget. Even
with that, we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration offurloughs, unpaid holidays, reductions in
pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendations, but 1 just wanted to provide a heads up on where we currently
are. Obviously, like all other governments, we have significant headwinds ahead.
1 will keep you posted as we work toward viable solutions. Please contact me in the interim, if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thanks

Wendy IHo
Public

ellll

Information

Officer

COUNTyr
cieor

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::u

aiill: ,....._ I _. . ._
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dc uuglh ert .

a. us

O
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From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 4: 28 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Budget

Project

FY20 ( Edit Request)

Today I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection. Last year we
budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
Chairman —

it. Unfortunately due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million. In an effort to slow
spending I directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all hiring. Overall we will
make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for next fiscal year which
will further erode our fund balance. At present our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April sales tax number in
mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data. We received approximately $ 800k more in budget
requests from departments over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s
budget. Even with that we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration of furloughs, unpaid holiday' s,
reductions in pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendation but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where
we are. Like all other governments we have significant headwinds ahead. Please contact me if you have any question or
concerns.

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

EX:`XK3-[-i,,
EP\7,
C"OLNT Y
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irrnaiill:

mmeeovCca7dougherty.

ga. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 36 PM

Sent:
To:

Schildts,

Michela

Subject:

RE: Checking In

Hey Michela — Thanks so much for thinking of us. We are doing fine. Just busy as all get out. So far we have remained
healthy and safe and pray it continues. Hope all is well in your neck of the woods. You all are opening back up for
business.

Be safe out there!

From: Schildts, Michela < Michela. Schildts@tetratech. com>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 44 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Checking In
Hi Michael —

Just wanted to check in with you and let you know I' m thinking of your team and Dougherty, I know you all have been
hit hard with COVID- 19.

Hope you' re healthy and staying safe. You' re in our thoughts!
Michela

it is I DiisaMeir 1 : 3,ecoveiry 1 = 1irogirarnrn SpeciialliiM

Mobile + 1 ( 305) 9,16 0175 ( Fax + 1 ('

t) 441

8501 (

Michela. Schildts@letratech.

com

Tetra Tech ( Complex World, Clear SolutionsTM ( Emergency Management and Community Resilience Division
2301 I. . ucien Way, Suite 120 1 Maitland, Fl....32751 ( tetratech. co
I his message,

including

any attachments,

may include privileged,

confidential

and/ or inside information.

Any distribution

or use of this

communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlavvful. If you are not the intended recipient, Any
unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the
sender and delete please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 33 PM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Great

Ed <

Re: Edit Request

Boss.

Perfect.

Ed

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us>
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 at 4: 28: 27 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>
Subject: Edit Request [ EXTERNAL]

Today I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection. Last year we
budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
Chairman —

it. Unfortunately due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million. In an effort to slow
spending I directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all hiring. Overall we will
make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for next fiscal year which
will further erode our fund balance. At present our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April sales tax number in
mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data. We received approximately $ 800k more in budget
requests from departments over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s
budget.

Even with that we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration

of furloughs, unpaid holidays,

reductions in pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendation but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where
we are. Like all other governments we have significant headwinds ahead. Please contact me if you have any question or
concerns.

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

RINS

0004%<

COUZY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

A
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N

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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Piper

Sandler &

Co. Since

1895.

Member

SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited, you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications
from Piper Sandler, go to:

an advertisement

or

http:// www.pipersandler.com/ do_ not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this email see http:// www.pipersandler.com/ disclosures
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

Edit Request

Ed

Today I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection. Last year we
budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million. In an effort to slow
spending I directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all hiring. Overall we will
make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for next fiscal year which
Chairman —

will further erode our fund balance. At present our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April sales tax number in
mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data. We received approximately $ 800k more in budget
requests from departments over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s
budget.

Even with that we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration

of furloughs, unpaid holidays,

reductions in pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendation but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where
we are. Like all other governments we have significant headwinds ahead. Please contact me if you have any question or
concerns. Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

RINS

0004%<

COUZY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 28 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Budget

Project

FY20 (

Edit Request)

Today I met with Ed, Martha and Scott to review our end of the fiscal year budget projection. Last year we
budgeted $ 2. 8 million from reserves to balance our budget with the expectation that we likely wouldn' t use
it. Unfortunately due to COVID- 19 and shelter in place our sales tax revenue will be reduced. As a result we will likely
use around $ 2. 3 million from reserves. This will bring our fund balance down to around $ 10 million. In an effort to slow
spending I directed everyone in leadership to eliminate non -essential spending and I froze all hiring. Overall we will
make to the end of June just fine. However, we are looking at a similar fund balance utilization for next fiscal year which
Chairman —

will further erode our fund balance. At present our projections are guesstimates. We' ll have April sales tax number in
mid -May and we' ll generate revised projections based on that data. We received approximately $ 800k more in budget
requests from departments over this year' s Budget. We' ve cut those requests back to around $ 100k less than this year' s
budget.

Even with that we still have a revenue issue that will require the consideration

of furloughs, unpaid holidays,

reductions in pay, etc. We are still working on our recommendation but I just wanted to provide a heads up on where
we are. Like all other governments we have significant headwinds ahead. Please contact me if you have any question or
concerns. Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 06 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam

Subject:

RE: Georgia

PPE Suppliers

List

Thanks

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3: 29 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

Will do,

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73
w.(-,

CAJ'4TY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3: 00 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAIIenCdouherty,

ea, us>

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddisonCdoueherty, ea, us>
Subject: RE: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

Cool. Please forward me your vetted list. Thanks.

From: Allen, Sam < 5aAllen@dougherty,

ea, us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 2: 11 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.

a. us>

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddisonCdoueherty, ea, us>
Subject: FW: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

Mr. McCoy,
239

This email appears to be related to the Georgia supplies survey monkey that I completed last week. The attachment has
a vendor list with their stock supply for surgical mask, N- 95 mask, gloves, face shield and other needed items. This may

help other department find needed items to help their employees. We are looking over the vendor list and will be
vetting the vendors to ensure they meet specs. If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Sam

airsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DCXJGjMrY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

From:

COVID

dou

hert .

a. us

Supplies < COVIDsuppliesCeoria,

or>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 55 PM
Subject: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) has been working to identify potential critical needs
suppliers and provide our state emergency managers with information about those who can quickly assist.
Now, we are extending these efforts to a second phase, attempting to identify those who can sell needed supplies with
those in the public, private and nonprofit sectors who need to purchase those same supplies.
To this end, we are working to help our Georgia manufacturers connect with buyers who can then identify needed
products from suppliers of their choice.
Our sister agency, the Department of Administrative Services ( DOAS), sent a survey to purchasing managers in state
agencies, local governments, school systems, and higher education organizations to assess demand for critical medical
supplies.

As we continue to demand for these products in Georgia, Georgia DOAS is at work on an online marketplace to help
Georgia manufacturers connect with potential buyers:
Georgia DOAS is able to quickly facilitate Georgia manufacturers joining Amazon' s COVID- 19 marketplace, which
helps connect buyers with suppliers in the state and beyond. This is a restricted site for COVID- 19 related

supplies that is only available to certain buyers — including local governments, healthcare facilities and others on

the frontlines of fighting this pandemic. This will serve as a one -stop shop for manufacturers to list what they
have available and purchasers to buy directly from them. DOAS is working directly with suppliers to expedite the
onboarding process for the online marketplace, and the marketplace will be up and running soon.
240

In the interim, GDEcD is providing those who respond to the DOAS survey ( state agencies, local governments, school
systems, and higher education

organizations)

with a' COVID Georgia PPE Suppliers

List' spreadsheet

that lists

companies that have submitted information through the Critical Health Care Items form on the GDEcD website in

response to Governor Kemp' s call for PPE production / distribution*. You will
to contact companies directly while awaiting the opening of the marketplace.

be able to use the attached spreadsheet

We hope that these resources will help you in the immediate term, while we collect the results of the survey and
continue working with DOAS on our joint project that we believe may better aid efforts at home in Georgia.
Again, we are so appreciative to have such devoted Georgia companies who are willing and able to contribute to the
battle to beat COVID- 19. Please be on the lookout for more information coming very soon about these efforts. If you
have additional questions about this effort, please email COVIDsupplies@eeoreia. ore.

Please Note: The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) is collecting information from Georgia
companies that indicate they are producing essential medical supplies in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic. GDEcD is
sharing these companies' information with Georgia' s units of local government and other potential in -state buyers of
these essential medical supplies merely as a courtesy. The following product information and addresses were submitted
by private companies to GDEcD, and this list does not constitute an endorsement of any particular company or product
by the State or by GDEcD. GDEcD does not make any representations or warranties as to the accuracy of this
information, or as to the quality or quantity of the products offered by these companies. Buyers use this information at
their own risk. Buyers are encouraged to contact the companies directly to ask about product specifications, delivery
options, and other information required for executing a purchase. Buyers are cautioned to make their own
determinations regarding supplier responsibility, including but not limited to, assessing whether the supplier has
appropriate financial, organization and operational capacity, appropriate legal authority to do business in Georgia, a
satisfactory record of integrity, and an acceptable performance record on past contracts.

Thank you,
Georgia Department of Economic Development

We hope you will find the Georgia Department of Economic Development to
be a steady hand and continue looking to our department for necessary
resources as we navigate this unprecedented

time together. We remain

committed to our vital mission of supporting economic development efforts

01,Georgiw
US

91 1116mli m

across the state. To keep up with how we are carrying out our mission and
efforts dedicated to COVID- 19, visit Georgia. org.

A

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very brand public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 4: 04 PM
Hendley, Martha
FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update
MCG Mask Donation. pdf; NYSE. pdf

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 35 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
Our work continues to eradicate this virus from our communities. We are encouraged by recent trends and know that
the shelter in place and social distancing is working and showing great promise ...but that diligence must continue until
we see a true flattening of the curve. Our thoughts and prayers go out to those families who have lost loved ones.
Phoebe Family members were honored this morning during the Opening Bell of the New York Stock Exchange. The
attached picture features Dr. Enrique Lopez, Mandy Hall, RN, Dr. James Black and Carley Rice, RN. To show their
gratitude, the NYSE is using the Opening and Closing Bell to highlight some of the essential workers around the U. S..
Phoebe is home to the Southwest Clinical Campus of the Medical College of Georgia, and we are proud to call many
MCG students Phoebe Family members. Third year medical students from MCG showed their support for Phoebe by
making more than 800 masks, which they donated today. The attached picture shows students Koosh Desai, Meera
Kuntawala and Savannah McKenzie, along with MCG Associate Dean of the Southwest Campus Dr. Doug Patten and
Phoebe

CIVIC) Dr. Steven

Kitchen.

Lastly, combatting this virus takes a community effort. We all must do our part. See below a link to a video featuring
many of our community leaders encouraging people to stay safe, stay home and stay strong.
htt

s://

Together

routu. be iu2GWBKctE

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. iphoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 3: 29 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Georgia

Scott
PPE Suppliers

List

Will do,

Sam

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 3: 00 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

Cool. Please forward me your vetted list. Thanks.

From: Allen, Sam < 5aAllen@dougherty,

ea, us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 2: 11 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty. a. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddisonCdoueherty, ea, us>
Subject: FW: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

Mr. McCoy,

This email appears to be related to the Georgia supplies survey monkey that I completed last week. The attachment has
a vendor list with their stock supply for surgical mask, N- 95 mask, gloves, face shield and other needed items. This may
help other department find needed items to help their employees. We are looking over the vendor list and will be
vetting the vendors to ensure they meet specs. If you have any questions please let me know.

245

Thanks,
Sam

airsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DCXJGjMrY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaiill:

From:

SaAllen

COVID

dou

hert .

a. us

Supplies < COVIDsuppliesCeoria,

or>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 55 PM
Subject: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) has been working to identify potential critical needs
suppliers and provide our state emergency managers with information about those who can quickly assist.
Now, we are extending these efforts to a second phase, attempting to identify those who can sell needed supplies with
those in the public, private and nonprofit sectors who need to purchase those same supplies.

To this end, we are working to help our Georgia manufacturers connect with buyers who can then identify needed
products from suppliers of their choice.
Our sister agency, the Department of Administrative Services ( DOAS), sent a survey to purchasing managers in state
agencies, local governments, school systems, and higher education organizations to assess demand for critical medical
supplies.

As we continue to demand for these products in Georgia, Georgia DOAS is at work on an online marketplace to help
Georgia manufacturers connect with potential buyers:
Georgia DOAS is able to quickly facilitate Georgia manufacturers joining Amazon' s COVID- 19 marketplace, which
helps connect buyers with suppliers in the state and beyond. This is a restricted site for COVID- 19 related

supplies that is only available to certain buyers —including local governments, healthcare facilities and others on
the frontlines of fighting this pandemic. This will serve as a one -stop shop for manufacturers to list what they
have available and purchasers to buy directly from them. DOAS is working directly with suppliers to expedite the
onboarding process for the online marketplace, and the marketplace will be up and running soon.
In the interim, GDEcD is providing those who respond to the WAS survey ( state agencies, local governments, school
systems, and higher education

organizations)

with a' COVID Georgia PPE Suppliers

List' spreadsheet

that lists

companies that have submitted information through the Critical Health Care Items form on the GDEcD website in

response to Governor Kemp' s call for PPE production / distribution*. You will
to contact companies directly while awaiting the opening of the marketplace.
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be able to use the attached spreadsheet

We hope that these resources will help you in the immediate term, while we collect the results of the survey and
continue working with DOAS on our joint project that we believe may better aid efforts at home in Georgia.
Again, we are so appreciative

to have such devoted Georgia companies

who are willing and able to contribute to the

battle to beat COVID- 19. Please be on the lookout for more information coming very soon about these efforts. If you
have additional questions about this effort, please email COVIDsupplies@georgia. org.

Please Note: The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) is collecting information from Georgia
companies that indicate they are producing essential medical supplies in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic. GDEcD is
sharing these companies' information with Georgia' s units of local government and other potential in -state buyers of
these essential medical supplies merely as a courtesy. The following product information and addresses were submitted
by private companies to GDEcD, and this list does not constitute an endorsement of any particular company or product
by the State or by GDEcD. GDEcD does not make any representations or warranties as to the accuracy of this
information, or as to the quality or quantity of the products offered by these companies. Buyers use this information at
their own risk. Buyers are encouraged to contact the companies directly to ask about product specifications, delivery
options, and other information required for executing a purchase. Buyers are cautioned to make their own
determinations regarding supplier responsibility, including but not limited to, assessing whether the supplier has
appropriate financial, organization and operational capacity, appropriate legal authority to do business in Georgia, a
satisfactory record of integrity, and an acceptable performance record on past contracts.

Thank you,
Georgia Department of Economic Development

We hope you will find the Georgia Department of Economic Development to
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be a steady hand and continue looking to our department for necessary
resources as we navigate this unprecedented

committed to our vital mission of supporting economic development efforts
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across the state. To keep up with how we are carrying out our mission and
efforts dedicated to COVID- 19, visit Georgia. org.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 3: 01 PM
Louie Perry
RE: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

Sent:
To:
Subject:

You' re welcome.

From: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 1: 25 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
sfuller@cgagroup.

Chris

Cohilas < ccohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Sierra

Fuller

com>

Cc: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup. com>
Subject: Re: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
Thanks

and helpful.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 58 AM
To: Louie Perry < Iperry@ceagroup. com>;

Chris

Cohilas < ccohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Sierra

Fuller

sfullerCa@ceagroup. com>

Cc: Camila

Knowles < cknowles@ceagroup.

com>

Subject: FW: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

Louie —

I didn' t see the note you and Camila received from the Chairman but I thought I' d provide the talking points we
received from ACCG/ NAco. Like most organizations we are looking at a hit to our sales tax revenue and other revenue
sources as a result of shelter in place. Cities were considered for stimulus funding via CBDG but counties were
not. We' ve been asked to lobby our federal delegation to support counties receiving a direct stimulus allocation. You
may be aware off all of this. I' ll follow up with some custom data for Dougherty County. Thanks.

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 57 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would receive IF the
COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact your members of Congress, including
Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask
the President to support this funding for county governments!
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If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as next week, but
only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!

NACo OVERVIEW

for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE

150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue

and budget

needs.

80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages

8 billion for tribal governments
3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus Relief Fund ( CRF)
available to be used for lost revenues.

1.

NACo Talking Points:

We call on Congress and the administration to work together ASAP to pass additional aid for state and local
governments NOW — we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and hope for another aid package
New NACo estimates peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal year 2021
o
Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $1. 5 billion for child welfare,
elderly care, homelessness, mental health, public health, transportation and other essential public
services
o

ADD MORE

EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN,

SUBURBAN

AND RURAL

COUNTIES

FROM

NEW

NACO

REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the
table for state and local governments right now. We thank Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi for their
strong support and leadership efforts. They made substantial changes to make sure that all county governments
are treated fairly and equitably with our state and local counterparts —and they are making lost revenue as an
eligible use under the CARES Act and this new package
Additional federal aid for state and local governments should be an area of bipartisan agreement —we

are

literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local communities. By investing in counties, Congress
and the administration would be investing in our local economies and workforces
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Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest employers locally
and we provide essential public health, public safety and economic recovery support for unemployed, local
businesses and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion for
America'

s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M new
unemployed,

the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially.

It is unrealistic to demand and

expect our counties to double down on their local public services without the revenue support to make it
happen — again, our costs are skyrocketing

2.

Joint statement

National

from US Conference

Association

of Counties,

National

while

of Mayors,

our revenues

National

are plummeting

League of Cities and National Association

League of Cities and U. S. Conference

of Mayors

of Counties:

Call on Congress

for the

Immediate Passage of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC --Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote the health and
well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all sizes is
desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated and flexible funding for
all local governments. We are working at the county and municipal level as partners to provide unique and non duplicative services to protect public health and economic stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of
public health measures requiring a pause on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by
Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We simply
can' t wait any longer."
For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:
NACo' s Coronavirus
NLC' s Pandemic

Resource

Response

Page

Website

USCM' s COVID- 19 Website

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 3: 01 PM
Louie Perry; Camila Knowles

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

FW: Two Important COVID- 19 Issues for This Afternoon: Kemp Press Conference and
NACo Call on Funding for Counties

FYI

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Monday, April 20,2020 1:
56 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
Two Important COVID-19 Issues for This Afternoon: Kemp Press Conference and NACo Call on Funding for Counties
This
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asneeded.

PlOs. Nbase
Rlease

seethe

tfi on bdbw regafr- ding°two fiffffmll ma ffm° ta n' t is ues this after -noon: ooff m
Governor Brian

Kemp Press Conference —Monday, April 20 at 4:00 p. m. Governor Kemp
will hold a press confer nce this afternoon at 4:
00 p. m. It will
on

i ° tffm, a " toms fm- dbrl,, ks and

be broadcast live on Georgia Public Broadcasting and

most local news stations. National Association

Counties

Call —Monday, April

20 at 5:00 p. m. The National
Association of Counties will hold a call this afternoon at 5:
00 p. m.to talk about the latest developments in the COVID19 Response Package which would provide $150 billion in new funding for state and local governments, including $29.
5 bil ion directly to all of America' s counties to help cover expenditures and lost revenue. More background
and the call -in details are provided below. 251

information

for a National Call on

Join NACo TODAY, April

COVID- 19 Response

III,

CALL DETAILS
DATE: TODAY, April 20

TIME: 5: 00 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information
T to learn
Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) TODAY, April 20 a
about the latest developments on a coronavirus ( COVID- 19) 3. 5 supplemental package proposal.

As congressional and White House negotiations near an end, we need your voice to ensure that
county priorities are included, especially direct, immediate funding to counties of all sizes.
For questions during the call, please email research@naco. org.

About the COVID- 19 3. 5 Supplemental

Proposal

The COVID- 19 3. 5 supplemental plan offered by congressional Democrats would provide $ 150
billion in new funding for state and local governments, including $29. 5 billion directly to all of
America' s counties to help cover expenditures and lost revenue. This proposal is the best and
only offer on the table for state and local governments right now.
Click here to see NACo' s county -by -county breakdown of relief funding in the proposal.
NACo' s recent report found that the COVID- 19 pandemic could lead to massive budgetary
impacts for county governments and local taxpayers, with as much as $ 144 billion in lost revenue
and increased expenditures through FY2021.

Now is the time for our federal partners to unite and invest in our local economies and
workforces, and the public health, safety and economic recovery efforts counties lead.
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Board Relations
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 3: 00 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Georgia

Scott
PPE Suppliers

List

Cool. Please forward me your vetted list. Thanks.

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 2: 11 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

Mr. McCoy,
This email appears to be related to the Georgia supplies survey monkey that I completed

last week. The attachment

has

a vendor list with their stock supply for surgical mask, N- 95 mask, gloves, face shield and other needed items. This may
help other department find needed items to help their employees. We are looking over the vendor list and will be
vetting the vendors to ensure they meet specs. If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

From:

COVID

dou

hert .

a. us

Supplies < COVIDsupplies@eoria,

or>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 55 PM
Subject: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) has been working to identify potential critical needs
suppliers and provide our state emergency

managers with information
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about those who can quickly assist.

Now, we are extending these efforts to a second phase, attempting to identify those who can sell needed supplies with
those in the public, private and nonprofit sectors who need to purchase those same supplies.

To this end, we are working to help our Georgia manufacturers connect with buyers who can then identify needed
products from suppliers of their choice.
Our sister agency, the Department of Administrative Services ( DOAS), sent a survey to purchasing managers in state
agencies,

local governments,

school systems, and higher education organizations

to assess demand for critical medical

supplies.

As we continue to demand for these products in Georgia, Georgia DOAS is at work on an online marketplace to help
Georgia manufacturers connect with potential buyers:
Georgia DOAS is able to quickly facilitate Georgia manufacturers joining Amazon' s COVID- 19 marketplace, which
helps connect buyers with suppliers in the state and beyond. This is a restricted site for COVID- 19 related

supplies that is only available to certain buyers — including local governments, healthcare facilities and others on
the frontlines of fighting this pandemic. This will serve as a one -stop shop for manufacturers to list what they
have available and purchasers to buy directly from them. DOAS is working directly with suppliers to expedite the
onboarding process for the online marketplace, and the marketplace will be up and running soon.
In the interim, GDEcD is providing those who respond to the DOAS survey ( state agencies, local governments, school
systems,

and higher education

companies

organizations)

that have submitted

information

with a' COVID Georgia

PPE Suppliers

List' spreadsheet

that lists

through the Critical Health Care Items form on the GDEcD website in

response to Governor Kemp' s call for PPE production / distribution*. You will
to contact companies directly while awaiting the opening of the marketplace.

be able to use the attached spreadsheet

We hope that these resources will help you in the immediate term, while we collect the results of the survey and
continue working with DOAS on our joint project that we believe may better aid efforts at home in Georgia.
Again, we are so appreciative

to have such devoted Georgia companies

who are willing and able to contribute to the

battle to beat COVID- 19. Please be on the lookout for more information coming very soon about these efforts. If you
have additional questions about this effort, please email COVIDsupplies@eeoreia. ore.

Please Note: The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) is collecting information from Georgia
companies that indicate they are producing essential medical supplies in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic. GDEcD is
sharing these companies' information with Georgia' s units of local government and other potential in -state buyers of
these essential medical supplies merely as a courtesy. The following product information and addresses were submitted
by private companies to GDEcD, and this list does not constitute an endorsement of any particular company or product
by the State or by GDEcD. GDEcD does not make any representations or warranties as to the accuracy of this
information, or as to the quality or quantity of the products offered by these companies. Buyers use this information at
their own risk. Buyers are encouraged to contact the companies directly to ask about product specifications, delivery
options, and other information required for executing a purchase. Buyers are cautioned to make their own
determinations regarding supplier responsibility, including but not limited to, assessing whether the supplier has
appropriate financial, organization and operational capacity, appropriate legal authority to do business in Georgia, a
satisfactory record of integrity, and an acceptable performance record on past contracts.

Thank you,
Georgia Department of Economic Development
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We hope you will find the Georgia Department of Economic Development to
be a steady hand and continue looking to our department for necessary
resources as we navigate this unprecedented

time together. We remain

committed to our vital mission of supporting economic development efforts
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across the state. To keep up with how we are carrying out our mission and
efforts dedicated to COVID- 19, visit Georgia. org.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 2: 11 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

FW: Georgia

Scott

Attachments:

COVID

PPE Suppliers

Georgia

List

PPE Suppliers

List 4- 16- 2020. xlsx

Mr. McCoy,
This email appears to be related to the Georgia supplies survey monkey that I completed

last week. The attachment

has

a vendor list with their stock supply for surgical mask, N- 95 mask, gloves, face shield and other needed items. This may
help other department find needed items to help their employees. We are looking over the vendor list and will be
vetting the vendors to ensure they meet specs. If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

D0-'
J( 30

w.

ry
u" r y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 -701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: COVID Supplies < COVIDsupplies@georgia.

org>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 55 PM
Subject: Georgia PPE Suppliers List

The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) has been working to identify potential critical needs
suppliers and provide our state emergency managers with information about those who can quickly assist.
Now, we are extending these efforts to a second phase, attempting to identify those who can sell needed supplies with
those in the public, private and nonprofit sectors who need to purchase those same supplies.
To this end, we are working to help our Georgia manufacturers connect with buyers who can then identify needed
products from suppliers of their choice.
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Our sister agency, the Department of Administrative Services ( DOAS), sent a survey to purchasing managers in state
agencies, local governments, school systems, and higher education organizations to assess demand for critical medical
supplies.

As we continue to demand for these products in Georgia, Georgia DOAS is at work on an online marketplace to help
Georgia manufacturers connect with potential buyers:
Georgia DOAS is able to quickly facilitate Georgia manufacturers joining Amazon' s COVID- 19 marketplace, which
helps connect buyers with suppliers in the state and beyond. This is a restricted site for COVID- 19 related

supplies that is only available to certain buyers —including local governments, healthcare facilities and others on
the frontlines of fighting this pandemic. This will serve as a one -stop shop for manufacturers to list what they
have available and purchasers to buy directly from them. DOAS is working directly with suppliers to expedite the
onboarding process for the online marketplace, and the marketplace will be up and running soon.
In the interim, GDEcD is providing those who respond to the DOAS survey ( state agencies, local governments,

school

systems, and higher education organizations) with a' COVID Georgia PPE Suppliers List' spreadsheet that lists
companies

that have submitted

information

through the Critical Health Care Items form on the GDEcD website in

response to Governor Kemp' s call for PPE production / distribution*. You will
to contact companies directly while awaiting the opening of the marketplace.

be able to use the attached spreadsheet

We hope that these resources will help you in the immediate term, while we collect the results of the survey and
continue working with DOAS on our joint project that we believe may better aid efforts at home in Georgia.
Again, we are so appreciative

to have such devoted Georgia companies

who are willing and able to contribute to the

battle to beat COVID- 19. Please be on the lookout for more information coming very soon about these efforts. If you
have additional

questions about this effort, please email COVIDsupplies@eeoreia.

ore.

Please Note: The Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) is collecting information from Georgia
companies that indicate they are producing essential medical supplies in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic. GDEcD is
sharing these companies' information with Georgia' s units of local government and other potential in -state buyers of
these essential medical supplies merely as a courtesy. The following product information and addresses were submitted
by private companies to GDEcD, and this list does not constitute an endorsement of any particular company or product
by the State or by GDEcD. GDEcD does not make any representations or warranties as to the accuracy of this
information, or as to the quality or quantity of the products offered by these companies. Buyers use this information at
their own risk. Buyers are encouraged to contact the companies directly to ask about product specifications, delivery
options, and other information required for executing a purchase. Buyers are cautioned to make their own
determinations regarding supplier responsibility, including but not limited to, assessing whether the supplier has
appropriate financial, organization and operational capacity, appropriate legal authority to do business in Georgia, a
satisfactory record of integrity, and an acceptable performance record on past contracts.

Thank you,
Georgia Department of Economic Development

We hope you will find the Georgia Department of Economic Development to
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be a steady hand and continue looking to our department for necessary
resources as we navigate this unprecedented time together. We remain

committed to our vital mission of supporting economic development efforts
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across the state. To keep up with how we are carrying out our mission and
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 1: 59 PM
Michael McCoy
Managing the State Employee Workforce: ' There' s Never Been Anything Like This:'

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

There' s Never Been Anything Like This:' Managing

the State Employee

Workforce
Il allllheiiIiin

I I'; ail i , elt

I I'° flidlha ux°l G ul, eeun

An interview about the challenges faced by human resource directors as they figure out leave
policies, hazardous duty pay and countless other workforce issues during the coronavirus crisis.
I I'° teed fr l l l aul' tliiallla

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive

it. Note: It may take our system

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

a
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037
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o dals regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 1: 59 PM
Jones, Anthony'; McCoy, Michael; Lamar Hudgins ( lama rhudgins@ bellsouth. net); vees70
@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305
@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Howell, Wendy
RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County;
Rules &
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

To: '

Cc:
Subject:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Very good job Commissioner Johnson. I thank you for your leadership and words.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- igand
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
r' mail are also continuing to be processed.

W'AT

dl

CHRISTOPHER S. COHILAS
PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 19 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

Chris

net) < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Lamar

Hudgins

net>;

vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray,
Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)
ggaines305@aol. com>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>; Howell, Wendy
WHowell@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules &
Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

Congrats Commissioner Johnson on your words of wisdom.
Commissioner Jones
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Requirements

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dou

hg erty. ga. us>

Date: 3/ 31/ 20 6: 25 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)
To: " Chris S. Cohilas" < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>, " Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net)"

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>, vees70@yahoo. com, clintjohn1978@hotmail. com, "

Gray, Russell"
RGray@dou hg erty. ga. us>, "
gaines305@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)"
aines305@aol. com>, " Jones, Anthony" < AnJones@doughert . ga. us>
Cc: " Addison, Scott" < SAddison@dou
hg ertga us>, Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>, " Howell, Wendy"
Gloria Gaines <

WHowell@dou hg erty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules &
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More
Commissioners - Kudos to Commissioner Johnson!

He' s featured in today' s ACCG COVID- 19 update. See his " Words of
Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19" piece by clicking " click here" in the first paragraph of the email
message below. Thanks.

From:

Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

org>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 6: 03 PM
To: Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

org>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules &
Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

This ema i l is Ilb i i i g en't "to courtty,. Iha i i iirim en, iiniian agm iir-ads
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asneeded.
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Requirements

iir ks. Nlbas

shar-

Words

of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19 Clinton
Johnson is in the middle of a war zone —
the
zone being Dougherty County and the war being against the unseen, but
deadly enemy, COVID- 19.Like

a seasoned veteran, Johnson, who serves on the Dougherty County Commission and the

ACCG Board of Managers as an At -Large member, has
bringing

pain and heartache [ that]is unreal." For

learned lessons from the conflict. " It

more on Johnson' s perspective, click

is a silent killer,"said

Johnson, "

here. State

Rules and Federal Requirements Regarding EMS and Hospital Diversions As
local and regional hospitals take in more COVID- 19 patients, estimates are that demand will exceed capacity, leading hospitals
to go on diversion. This situation means that hospitals which otherwise accept patients with emergency medical
conditions, via EMS transport, will divert EMS to other hospitals because they do not have the medical capacity to
provide care.EMS providers are likely to contact county leadership when this situation occurs. Learn more about the
state rules and federal requirements related

to hospital diversions here. Governor

Kemp, University System of Georgia Announce COVID- 19 Testing Ramp -Up Governor
Brian P.Kemp has announced a laboratory surge capacity plan to quickly increase the availability of polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) testing for COVID- 19 in Georgia. This initiative leverages the collective laboratory resources
under the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public Health Laboratory, and Emory University. The ramp -up of
laboratory testing surge capacity begins today. Upon implementation, labs
Resources: 264

will process over 3,
000 samples per day. Other

FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four -Pronged Approach to Securing Needed Supplies and
Equipment

in COVID- 19 Fight ( March 31, 2020)

COVID- 19 Resource Guide — Information

q,

JW

Beth Brown

r'

Ad°-. ndn

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
G—"

ix.

0 `

Provided by U. S. Senator David Perdue' s Office

Board Relations

16—

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

Two Important COVID- 19 Issues for This Afternoon:
Call on Funding for Counties

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Monday, April 20, 2020 1: 56 PM

Sent:
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Kemp Press Conference and NACo
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andI II
a II

ned. ax

li l mIp a lm'° Imp" n' t is ues° Imlhi after - noon:m Govern

April 20 at 4:00 p.m. Governor
Kemp will hold a pres conference this afternoon at 4:00 p.m. It
Brian Kemp Press Conference — Monday,
and

Association

will be broadcast live on Georgia Public Broadcasting

on most local news stations. National

of

Counties Call —
Monday,

National Association of

April 20 at 5:00 p.m. The

Counties will hold a call this afternoon at 5:00 p.m. to talk about the latest developments in

COVID- 19 Response Package which would provide $150 billion in new funding for state and local governments, including $
29.5 bil ion directly to all of America' s counties to help cover expenditures and lost revenue. More background
information and the call -in details are provided below. Join

for
NACo TODAY, April /,

a National Call on COVID-

19 Response Package 3.
5 CALL
DETAILS DATE:
TODAY,

April

20

TIME:

5:00 p.m. EDT CALL IN:IRSVP here to receive call i-n information 266

the

T to learn
Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) TODAY, April 20 a
about the latest developments on a coronavirus ( COVID- 19) 3. 5 supplemental package proposal.

As congressional and White House negotiations near an end, we need your voice to ensure that
county priorities are included, especially direct, immediate funding to counties of all sizes.
For questions during the call, please email research@naco. org.

About the COVID- 19 3. 5 Supplemental Proposal
The COVID- 19 3. 5 supplemental plan offered by congressional Democrats would provide $ 150
billion in new funding for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion directly to all of
America' s counties to help cover expenditures and lost revenue. This proposal is the best and
only offer on the table for state and local governments right now.
Click here to see NACo' s county -by -county breakdown of relief funding in the proposal.
NACo' s recent report found that the COVID- 19 pandemic could lead to massive budgetary
impacts for county governments and local taxpayers, with as much as $ 144 billion in lost revenue
and increased

expenditures

through

FY2021.

Now is the time for our federal partners to unite and invest in our local economies and
workforces, and the public health, safety and economic recovery efforts counties lead.
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660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

ACBeth
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Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
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Office: (

Board Relations
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Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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From:

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 1: 25 PM
McCoy, Michael; Chris Cohilas; Sierra Fuller

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Camila

Subject:

Re: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

Thanks

Knowles

and helpful.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 58 AM
To: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>; Chris Cohilas <
sfuller@cgagroup.

ccohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Sierra

Fuller

com>

Cc: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

com>

Subject: FW: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

Louie —

I didn' t see the note you and Camila received from the Chairman but I thought I' d provide the talking points we
received from ACCG/ NAco. Like most organizations we are looking at a hit to our sales tax revenue and other revenue
sources as a result of shelter in place. Cities were considered for stimulus funding via CBDG but counties were
not. We' ve been asked to lobby our federal delegation to support counties receiving a direct stimulus allocation. You
may be aware off all of this. I' ll follow up with some custom data for Dougherty County. Thanks.

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 57 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would receive IF the
COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact your members of Congress, including
Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask
the President to support this funding for county governments!

If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as next week, but
only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!
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NACo OVERVIEW for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE

150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue

and budget

needs.

80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages

8 billion for tribal governments
3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus Relief Fund ( CRF)
available to be used for lost revenues.

1.

NACo Talking Points:

We call on Congress and the administration to work together ASAP to pass additional aid for state and local
governments NOW — we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and hope for another aid package

New NACo estimates peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal year 2021
o
Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $1. 5 billion for child welfare,
elderly care, homelessness, mental health, public health, transportation and other essential public
services
o

ADD

MORE

EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN,

SUBURBAN

AND

RURAL

COUNTIES

FROM

NEW

NACO

REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the
table for state and local governments

right now. We thank Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi for their

strong support and leadership efforts. They made substantial changes to make sure that all county governments
are treated fairly and equitably with our state and local counterparts —and they are making lost revenue as an
eligible use under the CARES Act and this new package
Additional federal aid for state and local governments should be an area of bipartisan agreement —we

are

literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local communities. By investing in counties, Congress
and the administration would be investing in our local economies and workforces
Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest employers locally
and we provide essential public health, public safety and economic recovery support for unemployed, local
businesses and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion for
America' s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M new
unemployed,

the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially.
270

It is unrealistic to demand and

expect our counties to double down on their local public services without the revenue support to make it
happen — again, our costs are skyrocketing

2.

while

our revenues

are plummeting

Joint statement from US Conference of Mayors, National League of Cities and National Association of Counties:

National Association of Counties, National League of Cities and U. S. Conference of Mayors Call on Congress for the
Immediate Passage of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC --Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote the health and
well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all sizes is
desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated and flexible funding for
all local governments. We are working at the county and municipal level as partners to provide unique and non duplicative services to protect public health and economic stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of
public health measures requiring a pause on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by
Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We simply
can' t wait any longer."
For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:
NACo' s Coronavirus

Resource

Page

NLC' s Pandemic Response Website
USCM'

s COVID-

19 Website

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@accg.

Cellular)
Fax)

org
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NSBA < enewsletter@nsbaadvocate. mmsend. com> on behalf of NSBA

From:

enewsletter@nsbaadvocate. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 52 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

NSBA Seeks Leaders During this Crisis

If you are havine anv difficulty viewine this messaee.

click here to view the mobile - friendly web version.

During this crisis, the National Small Business Association ( NSBA) is seeking leaders from the small business community to become
part of NSBA' s Leadership Council. Specifically we are seeking members who may know their member of Congress, have experience
in leadership positions in other organizations, have had some experience in dealing with the media and most importantly are
passionate about small business. Our goal is to have at least one Leadership Council member in each Congressional District. The
needs of small business has to be communicated to our political leadership in an effective manner so that loan s, grants, contracts and
other small business relief measures are a national priority.
The NSBA Leadership Council is the premiere network of small- business leaders from across the U. S. who meet on a regular basis to
identify key issues that are important to the small business community. Our members bring a wide variety of skills and interests to the
table.

Some of our like to work in the background

message

that needs

while others like to be in front of the camera.

We need all types because we have a

to be communicated.

We need to get the attention of our elected officials and educate them on our real -world
issues including the impact of Covid- 19 on small business.
If you are interested in becoming a spokesperson for small business and gain visibility for you and your firm while helping advance the
small- business community before lawmakers and members of the media please consider this opportunity.
We have developed a survey which will help you and our team determine if you would make a good candidate for the Leadership
Council. We will review your answers and will respond to you shortly.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.

We look forward to talking with you soon.

Please click here to take the survey.

To find out more about The National Small Business Association please click here to visit our website.

Click

1156 15th St.,

L9J

here

to unsubscribe

NW, Washington,

iu

DC, 20005

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgla ltas a very broad publle records law, Most written communications to or from Qty and
County of gals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon? request. Your email
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From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 49 PM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Cc:

McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
FW: GF Summary of Exp after Cuts were entered
Summary of Expenditures - GF. xlsx

Subject:
Attachments:

Ed

Ed,

This is the spreadsheet that I sent to Michael and Scott and used the same revenues that you and I agreed upon. It
doesn' t include the Covid- 19 expenses.

I wanted to compare it to our FY20 budget in the General Fund.

The cuts in

expenses were not in the system when you and I were working so it made a small difference.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director
I

Ju73 El-. VIR`rY
14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

From: Hendley, Martha

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 4: 40 PM
To: Michael McCoy < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: GF Summary of Exp after Cuts were entered
Michael,

This is a list of departmental expenditures after all of the cuts were entered.

It doesn' t match what Ed sent but I wanted

to show you that from the cuts that Scott did and the ones that I did, the total requests are less than we talked last. And
yes, there is still a deficit!!!! You already knew that.

I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.(

1-

101141, Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401
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222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
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Schildts,

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 44 PM
McCoy, Michael
Checking In

To:
Subject:

Michela <

Michela. Schildts@tetratech. com>

From:

Hi Michael —

Just wanted to check in with you and let you know I' m thinking of your team and Dougherty, I know you all have been
hit hard with COVID- 19.

Hope you' re healthy and staying safe. You' re in our thoughts!
Michela

it is I DiisaMeir 1 : 3,ecoveiry 1 = 1irogirarnrn SpeciialliiM

Mobile + 1 ( 305) 9,16 0175 ( Fax + 1 ('

t) 441

8501 (

Michela. Schildts2tetratech.

com

Tetra Tech ( Complex World, Clear SolutionsTM I Emergency Management and Community Resilience Division
2301 I. . ucien Way, Suite 120 1 Maitland, Fl....32751 ( tetratech. co
I his message,

including

any attachments,

may include privileged,

confidential

and/ or inside information.

Any distribution

or use of this

communication by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlavvful. If you are not the intended recipient, Any
unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the
sender and delete please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 38 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Join NACo TODAY, April 20 for a National

Call on COVID- 19 Response

Package 3. 5

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Av, :_._..._..._.._..._..._""

Join NACo TODAY, April /,

for a National Call on

COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
CALL DETAILS
DATE:

TODAY,

April 20

TIME: 5: 00 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information
T to learn
Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) TODAY, April 20 a
about the latest developments on a coronavirus ( COVID- 19) 3. 5 supplemental package proposal.

As congressional and White House negotiations near an end, we need your voice to ensure that
county priorities are included, especially direct, immediate funding to counties of all sizes.
For questions during the call, please email research@naco. org.

About the COVID- 19 3. 5 Supplemental Proposal
The COVID- 19 3. 5 supplemental plan offered by congressional Democrats would provide $ 150
billion in new funding for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion directly to all of
America' s counties to help cover expenditures and lost revenue. This proposal is the best and

276

only offer on the table for state and local governments right now.
Click here to see NACo' s county -by -county breakdown of relief funding in the proposal.
NACo' s recent report found that the COVID- 19 pandemic could lead to massive budgetary
impacts for county governments and local taxpayers, with as much as $ 144 billion in lost revenue
and increased

expenditures

through

FY2021.

Now is the time for our federal partners to unite and invest in our local economies and
workforces, and the public health, safety and economic recovery efforts counties lead.

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 20 PM
Gray, Russell; Chris S. Cohilas; Chris S. Cohilas
Ramona Madding ( rmadding@watsonspence. com)
RE: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Letter of Support_ COVID Research_ 2020. 04. 20. docx

Attachments:

Chairman —
return.

I placed the letter of support on our letterhead. If you feel comfortable with it please sign and

Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 12: 22 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>; Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>;

M M cCoy@dougherty.

McCoy, Michael

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Mike, just talked to Chris. He gives his blessing to this project and will sign the letter of support. Please go ahead and put
on DoCo letterhead for signature and let me know when complete.

I will let Travis Goodson know to expect to receive the letter sometime Monday.
Thank,
Russell

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC email. com>
Date: April 17, 2020 at 1: 06: 20 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

iames. b. pratt@
msswain@hberty.

RGra r@douherty,

ea, us>, " Murphy, Stephen A" <

mail, com" < iames. b, pratt@

mail. com>, " msswainC

smurphyl@tulane,

edu>,

liberty, edu"

edu>

Subject: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Gentlemen,

First, I would like to personally thank each one of you for being willing and enthusiastic
partners in our pursuit to advance our current understanding of COVID- 19 and its impact on my
beloved city/ county. To help shape each of our thoughts as we move forward, I have attached
peer reviewed articles that will improve our understanding of the various factors at play.
Although not comprehensive of exhaustive, these articles lay the foundation for ( my personal
leanings) on understanding the citizen/ governmental factors that play heavily into this project.
Please see the articles and feel free to contribute any other sources/ articles here in this chain so
we can push forward with a common operating picture.
Again, my leaning in this project is to examine how LMX theory interfaces in a governmental
capacity with our citizenry. How in- groups and out -groups perceive their level of "voice" in
government, and how inequality and other variables play a role in this equation.
278

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me any time.
Very Respectfully,

Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very barerad prune records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 17 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

Letter for Approval>

FW: Draft -

Letter of Approval

Subject:

RE: <

Attachments:

Letter of Support_ COVID Research_ 2020. 04. 20. docx

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUG-dE TY
C' UT

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 59 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: < Letter for Approval> FW: Draft - Letter of Approval

Mrs. Ware —

Just send me the letter on our letterhead only. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 13 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2douPherty, Pa. us>
Subject: < Letter for Approval> FW: Draft - Letter of Approval

Mr. McCoy -

I kept the same format as the original. I only updated spelling errors and added a
sign on..

Please let me know if any changes are needed.

The original is attached. The letter for signing is named Letter of support...)
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
0.",:--;

Da ' FiERTY
CO' Nrr

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 40 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

FW: Draft - Letter of Approval
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for you and the Chairman to

Mrs. Ware —

I apologize for send the wrong email previously, attached is the one we need. Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray dougherty,Ba. us>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 15 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty, a, us>;

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspence.

com>;

Cohilas,

CCohilasC@doug. herty, a, us>
Subject:

Fwd: Draft - Letter of Approval

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

emailxom>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 2: 50: 38 PM EDT
mail, com"
Gray, Russell" < RGrayCc douherty, ea, us>, " iames, b, pratt(
smurphyl@tulane.
edu>
iames. b. pratt@ maH. com>, " Murphy, Stephen A" <

To: "

Subject:

Draft - Letter of Approval

Commissioner Gray,
Please see the attached proposed draft for the letter of authorization for the COVID- 19
research project. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Very Respectfully,
Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County busioess are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Accela <

info@accela. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 05 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Ready to View: On - Demand COVID- 19 Solution Webinars to Quickly Setup Digital
Services
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 59 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: <

Mrs. Ware —

Letter for Approval>

FW: Draft -

Letter of Approval

Just send me the letter on our letterhead only. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 13 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: < Letter for Approval> FW: Draft - Letter of Approval

Mr. McCoy -

I kept the same format as the original. I only updated spelling errors and added a

for you and the Chairman to

Please let me know if any changes are needed.

sign on..

The original is attached. The letter for signing is named Letter of support...)
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DIMG`HERTY
COUNTY
Jeorg, ray
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 40 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@douPhert
Subject:

r, Pa. us>

FW: Draft - Letter of Approval

Mrs. Ware —

I apologize for send the wrong email previously, attached is the one we need. Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 15 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty, Pa, us>;
CCohilasiSdouPhe-

Subject:

1— —,

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

us>

Fwd: Draft - Letter of Approval

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

emailxom>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 2: 50: 38 PM EDT
285

watsonspence.

com>;

Cohilas,

Christopher

To: "

Gray, Russell" < RGrayCc douherty, ea, us>, " iarnes, b, pratt( ernail, corn"

iarnes. b. pratt@gmaH. corn>, " Murphy, Stephen A" < srnurphy1_ @tu1ane. edu>
Subject:

Draft - Letter of Approval

Commissioner Gray,
Please see the attached proposed draft for the letter of authorization for the COVID- 19
research project. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Very Respectfully,
Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County busioess are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 51 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Cc:

Howell, Wendy
RE: FYI FW: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

Subject:

Thanks

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FYI FW: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
Greetings- I wanted to ensure that you received this message.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
0—*%

JC+iERTY
COUNT
ierc~ itr
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

Gandhi

From: Wills, Dave < DWiIIs@ACCG. ore>

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 58 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. ore>

Subject: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would receive IF the
COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact your members of Congress, including
Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask
the President to support this funding for county governments!
If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as next week, but
only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!

NACo OVERVIEW for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE

150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages
287

8 billion for tribal governments
3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus Relief Fund ( CRF)
available to be used for lost revenues.

1.

NACo Talking Points:
We call on Congress and the administration
governments

NOW -

to work together ASAP to pass additional

aid for state and local

we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and hope for another aid package

New NACo estimates peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal year 2021
o
Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $1. 5 billion for child welfare,
elderly care, homelessness, mental health, public health, transportation and other essential public
services
o

ADD MORE

EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN,

SUBURBAN

AND RURAL

COUNTIES

FROM

NEW

NACO

REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the
table for state and local governments right now. We thank Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi for their
strong support and leadership efforts. They made substantial changes to make sure that all county governments
are treated fairly and equitably with our state and local counterparts - and they are making lost revenue as an
eligible use under the CARES Act and this new package
Additional

federal aid for state and local governments

should be an area of bipartisan

agreement -

we are

literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local communities. By investing in counties, Congress
and the administration would be investing in our local economies and workforces
Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest employers locally
and we provide essential public health, public safety and economic recovery support for unemployed, local
businesses and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion for
America' s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M new
unemployed, the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially. It is unrealistic to demand and
expect our counties to double down on their local public services without the revenue support to make it
happen -

2.

again,

our costs

are skyrocketing

while

our revenues

are plummeting

Joint statement from US Conference of Mayors, National League of Cities and National Association of Counties:

National

Association

of Counties,

National

League of Cities and U. S. Conference

of Mayors Call on Congress for the

Immediate Passage of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC --Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote the health and
well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all sizes is
desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
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We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated and flexible funding for
all local governments. We are working at the county and municipal level as partners to provide unique and non duplicative services to protect public health and economic stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of
public health measures requiring a pause on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by
Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We simply
can' t wait any longer."
For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:

NACo' s Coronavirus Resource Page

NLC' s Pandemic

Resoonse

Website

USCM' s COVID- 19 Website

Dave

Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@accg.

Cellular)
Fax)

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 289

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 51 AM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID-

19 Return

to Work

Guidance

Clarification

You' re welcome.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 08 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Return to Work Guidance Clarification

Thank you.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@douBherty, ga, us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 21 AM
To: ALL COUNTY

OFFICIALS<
Subject:

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS <

DC- DeptManaBers@douBherty

DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

COVID- 19 Return

to Work Guidance

aa. us>; ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Clarification

nlM

Kathleen Toomey, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Public Health, has issued an amended Administrative
Order for Isolation
Georgia,"

Protocols.

To view the amended

and click on " Administrative

document,

visit www, dph, ea, eov,

Order for Public Health Control Measures."

scroll down to " COVID- 19 in

The updated Isolation Protocols is an

embedded link at the end of the document. We will now follow this protocol for positive COVID- 19 staff returning to
work as it is within the CDC' s guidance. Below is an overview of the guidelines:
Persons with COVID- 19 w1io tuyve syr

atoms must remain in home isolation

until:

Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication;

and

Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven ( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms.
290

Persons with COVID- 19, but notshowing any symptoms, must remain in home isolation until:After
at least seven (7)
days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID-19 test; and They
have had no subsequent illness;and For
three (3)
days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay six 6 )
feet away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their
nose and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present. We
will not be using the test -based strategy ( requiring

two (
2) negative tests to return to work), because

it'
s not practical.

Testing is not easily accessible. Therefore, we will use the "time - since -illness -onset" protocols as outlined above.
Because

our community is considered a hotspot, we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning workers
where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is war anted. These criteria can include requiring a longer time
after recovery. If you prefer, you may continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/or require 14 days
to pass since the date of their first positive COVID-19 test. Our
ultimate goal is to provide the safest return and protection for our employees. Thanks
I

ichaelI cCoy County
Administrator Zs.

gym

Dougherty

County Board of Commis ioners/ Administration

f

plhone: 229. 431. 2121 222

Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia
Dougherty. ga.us E.::
irnail: mmeeov _ doughert .

us
a.

31701 Welt:

E

1,
D

A/
I'M0 PUBLIC
R E C 0R DS NOTIC6: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law,Most written comm urtleatlor?s to or frown City artd County o
dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email eommurtleatlor?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 291

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 36 AM
McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy
FYI FW: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
County Funding under COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief Proposal forCounties. pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Greetings- I wanted to ensure that you received this message.
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUG

TY
C' UT

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 58 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would receive IF the
COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact your members of Congress, including
Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask
the President to support this funding for county governments!
If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as next week, but
only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!

NACo OVERVIEW for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE

150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages

8 billion for tribal governments
3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $ 150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus
available to be used for lost revenues.

1.

NACo Talking Points:
292

Relief Fund ( CRF)

We call on Congress and the administration to work together ASAP to pass additional aid for state and local
governments NOW - we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and hope for another aid package
New NACo estimates

peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal year 2021

o

Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $1. 5 billion for child welfare,
elderly care, homelessness, mental health, public health, transportation and other essential public

o

ADD MORE

services

EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN,

SUBURBAN

AND RURAL

COUNTIES

FROM

NEW

NACO

REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the
table for state and local governments right now. We thank Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi for their
strong support and leadership efforts. They made substantial changes to make sure that all county governments
are treated fairly and equitably with our state and local counterparts - and they are making lost revenue as an
eligible use under the CARES Act and this new package
Additional federal aid for state and local governments should be an area of bipartisan agreement -

we are

literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local communities. By investing in counties, Congress
and the administration would be investing in our local economies and workforces
Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest employers locally
and we provide essential public health, public safety and economic recovery support for unemployed, local
businesses and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion for
America'

s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M new
unemployed, the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially. It is unrealistic to demand and
expect our counties to double down on their local public services without the revenue support to make it
happen -

2.

again,

Joint statement

National

Association

Immediate

Passage

our costs

are skyrocketing

from US Conference

of Counties,

while

of Mayors,

National

our revenues

National

are plummeting

League of Cities and National

League of Cities and U. S. Conference

Association

of Counties:

of Mayors Call on Congress for the

of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC --Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote the health and
well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all sizes is
desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated and flexible funding for
all local governments. We are working at the county and municipal level as partners to provide unique and non duplicative services to protect public health and economic stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of
public health measures requiring a pause on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by
Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We simply
can' t wait any longer."
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For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:

NACo' s Coronavirus

NLC' s Pandemic

Resource

Reslaonse

P

Website

USCM' s COVID- 19 Website

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 32 AM
mmccoy@ dougherty. ga. us

To:

N. M. county first responders adapt to pandemic challenges

Subject:

FE]
Created

April 20, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND MANAGEMENT

Why rising to a challenge is like gardening
Caring for an orchid from his wife taught Tanveer Naseer that
overcoming the " internal narrative about what we can and cannot
do" is a common problem for leaders, especially when we feel the
challenge wasn' t our choice. The pandemic is a larger example of
Pixabay)

how we can choose to adapt and grow despite feeling constrained
and pressured by outside forces, he writes.

Full Story: Tanveer Naseer ( 4/" 14 ) EJ
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In an effort to assist local governments around the U. S.
organize their response

to the Coronavirus

outbreak

and

maintain business continuity, GovPilot has made available
10 cloud - based modules designed to help during this
pandemic. Learn about the benefits of cloud - based
government management. Watch on -demand!
ADVERTISEMENT: : _........_..._..._._......._._.

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Officials in the California cities of Hawaiian Gardens and Bell Gardens are seeking
financial assistance from the state, noting that casino closures caused by the pandemic
are costing them millions in tax revenue. Both cities rely on local casinos for the majority
of their revenue.

Full Story: CardPlayer ( 4/ 1 4 )

EJUJUJUJI

Build Your Supervisory Skills Online and at Home
The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices Webinar Series
robust online program is a must for any local government
professional looking to lead change, improve customer
service, and strengthen

communication

with staff members.

Build your management skills and address the challenges to

lead a team. Program beings May 13, register today!
MHUNIMMAMM

EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND

PUBLIC

296

SAFETY

First responders in Bernalillo County, N. M., are used to facing challenging, dangerous
tasks, and are adapting some of their procedures so they can continue to serve the
community during the coronavirus pandemic. First responders use gowns and masks for
all calls now, and the county is providing mental and behavioral health supports for them
too.

Full Story: KRQE- TV ( Albuquerque,

N. M.) (

41('`)

MIND

L'

Maintain

ce Continuity ir i

yr

A

crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding
live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.
iCompass, a

Diligent Brand put together critical tips

and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate
crises of any kind. Download your copy now. ADVERTISEMENT:: _.. . . ._. ._. ._._. . . ._._.
ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND

SUSTAINABILITY

Ohio

city'sincludes transferring Mansfield
City Parks in Mansfield, Ohio, has released a proposed master plan that includes
new construction of an aquatic facility, skate park and playground, as

well as updating

19 parks. The other 11 parks would be transfer ed to the Richland County Land
Bank. Full

Story: Richland

Source (Mansfield, Ohio) 4/
(

15) 5

Parks

in Jamestown, N.
D., are

open, although playgrounds and public restrooms are closed

and other precautions have been taken. Hillcrest
this

season, but

with restrictions. 297

Golf Course is also likely to be functional

Full Story: Jamestown Sun ( N. D.) (

free registration) ('

Lr' tlJ

There' s never been a more ideal time to prepare for career
advancement and gain confidence in your future. You can
now apply to the University of Louisville' s online MBA

without taking the GMAT exam. Start this August and
graduate in under 2 years. Certificates available. Learn
more today.

ADVERTISEMENT:

LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

Officials in Amsterdam are moving to ban all short- term rental activity in three of the
city' s historic neighborhoods starting July 1, citing complaints from residents about the
repercussions of heavy tourism on daily life. The city has already said that, beginning
July 1, property owners will need a city permit to operate short- term rentals, and it will
not issue permits to any properties in the three specified areas.
Full Story: The Associated Press ( 4/' tl('`)

Working remotely?

i

i

r is for y

Whether you work remotely 100% of the time or find yourself
navigating this situation for the very first time, working at a

physical distance can pose a unique set of challenges. Slack
is here to help. This 30- minute webinar will provide tips and
tactics within Slack that you can put into action right away.
Watch the webinar.
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ADVERTISEMENT:

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Ind. city aims
Greenfield, Ind., wants to build a nearly $ 39 million wastewater treatment plant to ensure

compliance with state requirements. The plant would go up near the old one and would
offer greater capacity.

Full Story: Greenfield Daily Reporter ( Ind.) (

4/ 1 )

EI

D

From corporate

attor

y to Fortunebrand

manager

Redirect your path. Turn your passion into your ideal
business career with a top -ranked MBA at the University of
Wisconsin - Madison.

Learn which career path is your best fit.

ADVERTISEMENT:

HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Manitobar

to let staff go amid pandemic

Six hundred seventy- four nonpermanent municipal employees in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
have been laid off as the city works to trim its budget to adjust to closures caused by the

coronavirus pandemic. Staff who have been laid off will have access to mental health

299

supports, and those who qualify for employment insurance will have their benefits
boosted by a federal supplement, the city says.

Full Story: CBC News ( Canada) ('4/

15)

MIND
ICMA NEWS

I

II

r

R

r`

r

The Budgeting Guide for Local Government webinar series is back! This program is
designed for local government managers, assistant managers, elected officials,
department heads, and anyone who would like to gain a better understanding of the
fundamentals of the budgeting process. This three- part webinar series takes a forward looking, strategic approach to budgeting, while showing participants how to improve the
process and promote economic vitality in their communities. Program begins June 2,
register today!

00001
Free webinars

i

Crisis

i

i

Law Du
Join us for these upcoming 90- minute webinars covering topics important to local
government: Wednesday, April 22, Managing Crisis Communications

During the

COVID- 19 Pandemic; Friday, May 1, Employment Law and COVID- 19. Experts from the
private sector and local government will offer strategies to prepare for both the shortterm and long- term realities. Register for these and other events on icma. org. For more
information, visit ICMA' s Coronavirus Resources page where you can also access past

webinars on demand and subscribe to get more content on COVID- 19.

MIND

al.
LEARN MORE

I. . . lorn

BOLT lCl :

I AIbotA I News & Events l a orn GAG I Career Network
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SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profule I
Unsubsoribe

dver ise wuffi Smar2rief

I Privacy poluoy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK I ADVERTISE

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 301

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 13 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

Letter for Approval>

Subject: <
Attachments:

FW: Draft -

Letter of Approval

Research Approval Letter from Dougherty County Board ofCommissioners. docx;
ATT00001. htm; Letter of Support_ COVID Research_ 2020. 04. 20. docx

Mr. McCoy I kept the same format as the original.

I only updated spelling errors and added a

for you and the Chairman to

Please let me know if any changes are needed.

sign on..

The original is attached. The letter for signing is named Letter of support...)
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUGHERTY
CT

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 40 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: Draft - Letter of Approval

Mrs. Ware —

I apologize for send the wrong email previously, attached is the one we need. Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@douPherty. a. us>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 15 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@douPherty, Pa, us>;
CCohilasiSdouPhe-

1- -,

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence,

us>

Subject: Fwd: Draft - Letter of Approval

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

emailxom>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 2: 50: 38 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

RGray@douPherty,

ea, us>, " iames, b, pratt@mail, com"

iames. b. pratt@gmaH. com>, " Murphy, Stephen A" <

smurphyl@tulane.

Subject: Draft - Letter of Approval
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edu>

com>;

Cohilas,

Christopher

Commissioner Gray,
Please see the attached proposed draft for the letter of authorization for the COVID- 19
research project. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Very Respectfully,
Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 303

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 11: 08 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID-

19 Return

to Work

Guidance

Clarification

Thank you.
I aIrtha IBm IHelndlley
Finance

Director

w.

y

011

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

lgl pq F101

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 21 AM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Return to Work Guidance Clarification

nle

Kathleen Toomey, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Public Health, has issued an amended Administrative
Order for Isolation
Georgia,"

Protocols.

To view the amended

and click on " Administrative

document,

visit www, dph, ea, eov,

Order for Public Health Control Measures."

scroll down to " COVID- 19 in

The updated Isolation Protocols is an

embedded link at the end of the document. We will now follow this protocol for positive COVID- 19 staff returning to
work as it is within the CDC' s guidance. Below is an overview of the guidelines:
Persons with COVID- 19 w1io tuyve syrnptoms

must remain in home isolation

until:

Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication; and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven ( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms.
Persons with COVID- 19, but notstiowing 4yny symptoms, must remain in home isolation until:
After at least seven ( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness; and
For three (3) days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay six
6 ) feet away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for
their nose and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
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We will not be using the test -based strategy ( requiring two ( 2) negative tests to return to work), because it' s not
practical. Testing is not easily accessible. Therefore, we will use the " time -since -illness -onset" protocols as outlined
above.

Because our community is considered a hotspot, we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning
workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery. If you prefer, you may continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14
days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.

Our ultimate goal is to provide the safest return and protection for our employees.
Thanks

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urrnaflL

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

A/1,

ED I'M 0
PUBLIC R E C0 RD S NOTIC6: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written comm urtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 58 AM
Louie Perry; Chris Cohilas; Sierra Fuller

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Camila

Subject:

FW: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
County Funding under COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief Proposal forCounties. pdf

Attachments:

Knowles

I didn' t see the note you and Camila received from the Chairman but I thought I' d provide the talking points we
received from ACCG/ NAco. Like most organizations we are looking at a hit to our sales tax revenue and other revenue
Louie -

sources as a result of shelter in place. Cities were considered for stimulus funding via CBDG but counties were
not. We' ve been asked to lobby our federal delegation to support counties receiving a direct stimulus allocation. You
may be aware off all of this. I' ll follow up with some custom data for Dougherty County. Thanks.

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 57 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would receive IF the
COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact your members of Congress, including
Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask
the President to support this funding for county governments!
If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as next week, but
only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!

NACo OVERVIEW

for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE

150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages

8 billion for tribal governments
3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus Relief Fund ( CRF)
available to be used for lost revenues.

1.

NACo Talking Points:

We call on Congress and the administration to work together ASAP to pass additional aid for state and local
governments NOW - we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and hope for another aid package
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New NACo estimates peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal year 2021
o
Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $1. 5 billion for child welfare,
elderly care, homelessness,

mental health, public health, transportation

and other essential public

services
o

ADD

MORE

EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN,

SUBURBAN

AND

RURAL

COUNTIES

FROM

NEW

NACO

REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the
table for state and local governments

right now. We thank Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi for their

strong support and leadership efforts. They made substantial changes to make sure that all county governments
are treated fairly and equitably with our state and local counterparts - and they are making lost revenue as an
eligible use under the CARES Act and this new package
Additional federal aid for state and local governments should be an area of bipartisan agreement -

we are

literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local communities. By investing in counties, Congress
and the administration would be investing in our local economies and workforces
Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest employers locally
and we provide essential

public health, public safety and economic recovery support for unemployed,

local

businesses and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion for
America' s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M new
unemployed,

the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially.

It is unrealistic to demand and

expect our counties to double down on their local public services without the revenue support to make it
happen -

2.

again,

Joint statement

National

Association

Immediate

Passage

our costs

are skyrocketing

from US Conference

of Counties,

while

of Mayors,

National

our revenues

National

League

are plummeting

of Cities and National

League of Cities and U. S. Conference

Association

of Counties:

of Mayors Call on Congress for the

of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC --Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote the health and
well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all sizes is
desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated and flexible funding for
all local governments. We are working at the county and municipal level as partners to provide unique and non duplicative services to protect public health and economic stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of
public health measures requiring a pause on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by
Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We simply
can' t wait any longer."
For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:

NACo' s Coronavirus

Resource

Page
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NLC' s Pandemic

USCM'

s COVID-

Response

Website

19 Website

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
ey eials regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 54 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: Received

RE: Draft -

Letter of Approval

C/

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Ware, Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 20/ 20 10: 51 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Received RE: Draft - Letter of Approval

Received. This is a very odd format. Getting to fit on our design. Will list Chris name and you and witness.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D0U(>--IE TY
C'

T"

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 40 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.
Subject:

ga. us>

FW: Draft - Letter of Approval

Mrs. Ware —

I apologize for send the wrong email previously, attached is the one we need.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 15 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty,Pa, us>;

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

CCohilasCSdouPherty,— —>
Subject: Fwd: Draft - Letter of Approval

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

309

Thanks.

watsonspence. com>; Cohilas,

Christopher

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

ernailxorn>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 2: 50: 38 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" < RGrayCc douherty, ea, us>, " iarnes, b, pratt(ernail, corn"

iarnes. b. pratt@gmaH. corn>, " Murphy, Stephen A" < srnurphy1_ @tu1ane. edu>
Subject: Draft - Letter of Approval

Commissioner Gray,
Please see the attached proposed draft for the letter of authorization for the COVID- 19
research project. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Very Respectfully,
Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County busioess are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 51 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Received

RE:

Draft -

Letter of Approval

Received. This is a very odd format. Getting to fit on our design. Will list Chris name and you and witness.
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUGHERTY
CT

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 40 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: Draft - Letter of Approval

Mrs. Ware —

I apologize for send the wrong email previously, attached is the one we need. Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGrav@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 15 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty, Pa, us>;
CCohilasiSdouPhe-

1- -,

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspence. com>; Cohilas,

us>

Subject: Fwd: Draft - Letter of Approval

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

emailxom>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 2: 50: 38 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

RGrav@douPherty,

ea, us>, " iames, b, pratt@mail, com"

iames. b. pratt@gmaH. com>, " Murphy, Stephen A" <

smurphyl@tulane.

edu>

Subject: Draft - Letter of Approval

Commissioner Gray,
Please see the attached proposed draft for the letter of authorization for the COVID- 19
research project. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Very Respectfully,
Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.
311

Christopher

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very barerad prune records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 40 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

FW: Draft -

Attachments:

Research Approval Letter from Dougherty County Board ofCommissioners. docx;
ATT00001.

Mrs. Ware —

Letter of Approval

htm

I apologize for send the wrong email previously, attached is the one we need. Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 15 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Cohilas,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Draft - Letter of Approval

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

emailxom>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 2: 50: 38 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

RGray@douherty,

ea, us>, " iames, b, pratt@mail, com"

iames. b. pratt@gmaH. com>, " Murphy, Stephen A" <

smurphy1@tu1ane.

edu>

Subject: Draft - Letter of Approval

Commissioner Gray,
Please see the attached proposed draft for the letter of authorization for the COVID- 19
research project. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Very Respectfully,
Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 313

Christopher

TAC Service

From:

Desk

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 35 AM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: 41 day graph review for COVID- 19 EMS calls:

Thanks

Sam
Scott

Sam.

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 32 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: 41 day graph review for COVID- 19 EMS calls:
Current trend for COVID- 19 Pt. for Dougherty County EMS.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 32 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Scott

41 day graph review for COVI D- 1 9 EMS calls:

Current trend for COVID- 19 Pt. for Dougherty County EMS.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Federal Funding Webinars < webinars@federalfundmanagement. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 10 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

LAST CHANCE! Sustaining Your Grant Programs During a Crisis

Problem

viewing

this email?

AS IIlh°°°'
I

II

I„

Click here for our online

Ilf° °' I '. . . . „

I

I '. . . f° °

i

Use promo code I '
on this important

III

I I"'"'

llllll °

version

I Send

to a friend

f° ° I
for $ 100III'
webinar.

II!

The unprecedented interruptions and disruptions caused by the coronavirus pandemic are leading
federal agencies to provide administrative relief to recipients and subrecipients as they try to keep
existing grant -funded programs operating. Policy guidance for managing these awards has been
spilling out of the Office of Management and Budget and its federal partners on an almost daily
basis. It' s intended to pare down the normal grant requirements and rebuild them for speedy
implementation.

While the government is providing " time -limited" relief, however, it is also cautioning that it is doing
so without compromising " accountability requirements." OMB has told the federal agencies what
kind of flexibility they are allowed. And some agencies are starting to extend certain flexibilities.
But there' s a lot of information out there — most of it presented from a federal government
viewpoint. And there are interpretive gaps that need filling.
We' ve organized this special webinar presented from a recipient and subrecipient
perspective. We' ll identify the types of relief that will apply automatically, as well as actions that
may need to be requested in order to sustain, restart or re -energize your existing grant -funded
programs. There will also be ample time for your specific questions.

0

You' ll get practical advice about:
The president' s national emergency declaration and why that' s important
319

OMB' s " administrative relief' directives: what they say and what they don' t say
The key role that FEMA and its disaster assistance experience is likely to play
Guidance issued about direct federal operations and how it might help recipients
How to craft internal policies that align with the time -limited federal guidance
Waiver authority for burdensome prior approvals
Justifications for sole source procurements involving emergency and exigent
circumstances

Applying federal cost principles to telework, shut -downs, leave utilization, cancellations
and other unique scenarios

I

I

to register now!

II„

Join Bob Lloyd, principal of Federal Fund Management Advisor TM, and a respected authority on
policies and practices affecting the award, administration and oversight of federal grants, contracts
and subawards, for this detailed session that will help you manage grant awards during this
challenging

time.

Who Should Attend?

Sponsored projects administrators
Program managers
Principal investigators
Executives
Legal counsels
Finance directors
Human resources directors
Grant managers

THREE EASY WAYS TO REGISTER:
Online at I I' ' ' . .

Ip.: 2.IILI I, , , , t,!!L! .

I d.ii dd.!!
IT.. li! :.,.

chin

By phone at 1- 888- 265- 0600
By e- mail to aTuivliice2fedTuiallllft, uiuimdui mamma

Tui m Tuimt coirn

Attend this Live Webinar and Earn up to 2.0 CPE Credits. I' leg iMeii ""I.": dad w
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Administering Your Federal Grants in a Crisis.
Level: Basic. Some knowledge of federal grant management and audit requirements is helpful.
Hand-out Materials: Attendees will receive presentation slides as well as access to background
documents.

Fields of study ( for NASBA CPE): Specialized Knowledge and Applications
dlllliidk IIIheire to view a list of all our upcoming and archived On -Demand webinars.

i - +

To opt -out of mailings related to webinars,

please click here. To unsubscribe,
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R6011WRYWIMIR

please click here.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 26 AM
McCoy, Michael
No letter attached FW: Shaping the Scope of the Project
The interplay between governmental communications and fellow citizens' reactions via
twitter. html; ATT00001. htm; Theory of Planned Behavior Explains Gender Difference in
Fruit anclVegetable Consumption. pdf; ATT00002. htm; Social media trust and disaster
does trust in public and non prof itorganizations explain social media use during
disaster. pdf; ATT00003. htm; Citizens Perceptions of Politics and Ethics in
PublicAdministration. pdf; ATT00004. htm; Citizens intentions to participate in

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

governmental co- creationinitiatives.pdf; ATT00005. htm; From E Government to We
Government. pdf; ATT00006. htm; Determinants of e- participation in citizens and the
govern mentinitiatives. pdf; ATT00007. htm; Theory of Planned Behavior. pdf;
ATT00008. htm; Government internet protals evolving towards more interaction. pdf;
ATT00009. htm; Public Expressions of Trust and Distrust in Governmental

DietaryAdvice

in Sweden. pdf; ATT00010. htm; Open Government Objectives and Participation
Motivations. pdf; ATT00011. htm; Public Trust in Government in Japan and South Korea,
Does the riseof critical citizens matter. pdf; ATT00012. htm; Information and
Communication Technologies and PublicParticipation. pdf; ATT00013. htm

Mr. McCoy There are 26 items attached,

I do not see one containing

a letter.

I only open on htm and it is an article.

All other pdfs

are studies/ information about the topic.

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUG-dE TY
C' UT
CicoqfUV

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 58 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: FW: Shaping the Scope of the Project
Mrs. Ware - Please place the attached letter on our letterhead and return to me. Thanks.
From: Gray, Russell < RGray@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 12: 22 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspence.

com>;

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

MMcCoyC douPherty, Pa, us>

Subject: Fwd: Shaping the Scope of the Project
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watsonspence.

com>;

McCoy, Michael

Mike, just talked to Chris. He gives his blessing to this project and will sign the letter of support. Please go ahead and put
on DoCo letterhead for signature and let me know when complete.

I will let Travis Goodson know to expect to receive the letter sometime Monday.
Thank,
Russell

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < th oodson

Bmail. com>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 1: 06: 20 PM EDT

Gray, Russell" < RGrayCc douherty, ea, us>, " Murphy, Stephen A" < smurphyl( etulane,
mail. com" < iames, b, pratt
iames. b. pratt
gmail ccom>, " msswainC liberty, edu"

To: "

msswain@hberty.

edu>,

edu>

Subject: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Gentlemen,

First, I would like to personally thank each one of you for being willing and enthusiastic
partners in our pursuit to advance our current understanding of COVID- 19 and its impact on my
beloved city/ county. To help shape each of our thoughts as we move forward, I have attached
peer reviewed articles that will improve our understanding of the various factors at play.
Although not comprehensive of exhaustive, these articles lay the foundation for ( my personal
leanings) on understanding the citizen/ governmental factors that play heavily into this project.
Please see the articles and feel free to contribute any other sources/ articles here in this chain so
we can push forward with a common operating picture.
Again, my leaning in this project is to examine how LMX theory interfaces in a governmental
capacity with our citizenry. How in- groups and out -groups perceive their level of "voice" in
government, and how inequality and other variables play a role in this equation.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me any time.
Very Respectfully,

Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very baroad poblie records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County busioess are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Fred

Barstein <

fred. barstein@401 ktv. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 23 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

TPSU

Virtual

Town

Hall -

up to 4 Hours of CE) -

Leveraging Your Retirement Plan Advisor During a Crisis ( Earn

Fri. 4/ 24 @ 1 PM EST

Having trouble viewing this email? Gulick IW EflrEl

TPSU Virtual Town Hall
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Date: Friday, April 24, 2020 @ iPM EST
When asked who 401( k) and 403( b) plan sponsors are relying on to help Retirement Committees
navigate through the COVID- 19 crisis in a recent TPSU Virtual Town Hall, an overwhelming majority
named their advisor.

Learn from this week' s expert panel how defined contribution plan Retirement Committees should be
best utilizing their advisor from communicating with employees, providing updates on the CARES Act
to managing loans, withdrawals and layoffs. Advisors can also provide perspectives to the Committee

and plan participants on how to best weather market volatility.
Attendees receive 1 hour of CE from SHRM and other HR/ financial designations, and qualified plan
sponsors may attain another 3 hours of CE credits by completing the three 45- minute online TRCE
TPSU Retirement Education) courses which also includes a Certificate of Completion for your
fiduciary files when finished.
TRCE courses are valued at $ 395 -

TPSU will waive the cost for plan sponsors that attend this Town

Hall, as well as an in -person TPSU in 2020 when classes resume in June.
Don' t miss this Town Hall and panel which will include:
Stephanie Brazil, Human Resources Business Partner, TNG Retail Services
Bob Carroll, Head of Workplace Distribution, MassMutual
David Griffin, Founder, Atlanta Retirement Partners

There will be plenty of time for questions and polls for this interactive week TPSU Town Hall.
Click hcxg,...LO rQgisl,gy or copy and paste the link below into your browser' s address bar:

Please note that attendance for the live webinar will be capped at l,000 participants. A replay will
be made available following the program. Please make sure you are registered for the webinar to
receive replays and updates on future meetings.
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I look forward to seeing you there.
Fred Barstein, JD, C( k) P
Founder & CEO, TRAU, TPSU &

40ikrV

4425 Military Trail I Suite 202 1 Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone. 855 755 4015 EXT loo / Fax. 855- 755- 4016
www. I'](,.
Iniv(, rsil:y. com.
1'

The Retirement Advisor University, Inc., 4425 Military Trail,
Suite 202, Jupiter,

FL 33458

SafeUnsubscribe TM mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
Forward email I Update Profile I About our service provider
Sent by fred. barstein@401ktv. com in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to err from City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 21 AM

Sent:
To:

ALL COUNTY

Subject:

COVID-

DEPARTMENT

19 Return

to Work

MANAGERS;
Guidance

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Clarification

All —

Kathleen Toomey, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Public Health, has issued an amended Administrative
Order for Isolation Protocols. To view the amended document, visit www, dph. ga. ov, scroll down to " COVID- 19 in
Georgia,"

and click on " Administrative

Order for Public Health Control Measures."

The updated Isolation Protocols is an

embedded link at the end of the document. We will now follow this protocol for positive COVID- 19 staff returning to
work as it is within the CDC' s guidance. Below is an overview of the guidelines:
Persons with COVID- 19 w1io tuyve syrnptoms must remain in home isolation until:

Three ( 3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication; and
Their respiratory

symptoms

have improved;

and

At least seven ( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms.
Persons with COVID- 19, but notstiowing 4yny symptoms, must remain in home isolation until:
After at least seven ( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness; and
For three (3) days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay six
6 ) feet away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for
their nose and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
We will not be using the test -based strategy ( requiring two ( 2) negative tests to return to work), because it' s not
practical. Testing is not easily accessible. Therefore, we will use the " time -since -illness -onset" protocols as outlined
above.

Because our community is considered a hotspot, we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning
workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery. If you prefer, you may continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14
days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Our ultimate goal is to provide the safest return and protection for our employees.
Thanks

I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
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Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
WebDougherty. ga.us 1::.::
hert . a. us I
irnaflL mmeeoy y
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I

Aro"0'

is'

Ga PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
d County officials
regardmg Oty ar?
d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor?request. Your email commur?
icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure. 327

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 18 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mr. McCoy I am only seeing pdfs of articles.

I am reviewing each and will send.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D0U(>--IE TY
C'

T"

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 58 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: Shaping the Scope of the Project
Mrs. Ware - Please place the attached letter on our letterhead

and return to me. Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGrav@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 12: 22 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspence.

com>;

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspence.

com>;

McCoy, Michael

MMcCoyC douPherty, Pa, us>

Subject: Fwd: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Mike, just talked to Chris. He gives his blessing to this project and will sign the letter of support. Please go ahead and put
on DoCo letterhead for signature and let me know when complete.

I will let Travis Goodson know to expect to receive the letter sometime Monday.
Thank,
Russell

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC email. com>
Date: April 17, 2020 at 1: 06: 20 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" < RGrav@douPherty, ea, us>, " Murphy, Stephen A" < smurphyl@tulane,
mail. com" < iames, b, pratt - gmail ccom>, " msswainC liberty, edu"

iames. b. pratt@

msswain@hberty.

edu>

Subject: Shaping the Scope of the Project
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edu>,

Gentlemen,

First, I would like to personally thank each one of you for being willing and enthusiastic
partners in our pursuit to advance our current understanding of COVID- 19 and its impact on my
beloved city/ county. To help shape each of our thoughts as we move forward, I have attached
peer reviewed articles that will improve our understanding of the various factors at play.
Although not comprehensive of exhaustive, these articles lay the foundation for ( my personal
leanings) on understanding the citizen/ governmental factors that play heavily into this project.
Please see the articles and feel free to contribute any other sources/ articles here in this chain so
we can push forward with a common operating picture.
Again, my leaning in this project is to examine how LMX theory interfaces in a governmental
capacity with our citizenry. How in- groups and out -groups perceive their level of "voice" in
government, and how inequality and other variables play a role in this equation.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me any time.
Very Respectfully,

Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very barerad prune records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Microsoft

Outlook

M icrosoftExchange329e71

ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@CityofAlbanyGA.

onmicros

oft. com>
Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 13 AM
M McCoy@dougherty. ga. us

To:

Undeliverable:

Subject:

FW: Press Release Covid- 19 Specimen

Point of Collection

Site Change in

Hours

FW: Press Release Covid- 19 Specimen

Attachments:

Point of Collection Site Change in Hours

0
Your message couldn' t be delivered to multiple recipients.

The recipients weren' t found at douhert.
Office 365

MMCCoy
Lion

Recipients

Required

Unknown

a. us.

Recipients

To address

Couldn' t deliver to the following recipients:
WSolomon@dougherty.

ga. us, WTomlin@dougherty. ga. us

How to Fix It
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of
the following:
Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open this
non -delivery report ( NDR) and choose Send Again from the Report
ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NDR, then select the link
To send this message

again, click here." Then delete and retype

the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto -Complete List
suggestion don' t select it. After typing the complete address, click
Send.

Contact the recipient ( by phone, for example) to check that the
address

is correct.

The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is
working

correctly.

Clear the recipient Auto -Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the

web by following the steps in this article: Fix email delivery issues for
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error code 5. 1. 1 in Office 365, and then send the message

again.

Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code 554 5.4. 74

Typically this error occurs because the recipient email address is incorrect or doesn' t
exist at the destination domain. This can usually be fixed by the sender. However,
sometimes the issue needs to be fixed by the recipient or the recipient' s email admin. If
the steps in the How to Fix It section above don' t fix the problem, and you' re the email
admin for the recipient, try one or more of the following:
The email address

exists and is correct -

Confirm

that the recipient address exists, is

correct, and is accepting messages.
Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using
directory synchronization make sure the recipient' s email address is synced correctly in
both Office 365 and in your on -premises directory.
Errant forwarding rule - Check for forwarding rules that aren' t behaving as expected. A
forwarding rule can be configured by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding
address settings, or by the recipient via the Inbox Rules feature.
Mail flow settings

and MX records

are not correct -

Misconfigured

mail flow settings

or MX records can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly.
Mail loop detected - This error also indicates that the receiving organization' s email
settings are misconfigured, creating a mail loop when a message is sent to an address
that isn' t found in their directory. This usually won' t disrupt mail flow for recipients that
actually exist, but the recipient' s email admin should fix the misconfiguration to reduce
the chance of any other mail flow issues. A common cause for this loop is that the
recipient' s domain is configured as " Internal Relay" when it should be " Authoritative."
Another common cause for the loop is that both the sender and recipient are part of the
same organization, but the sender' s mailbox is hosted by Office 365, while the recipient' s
mailbox is hosted on -premises, and an outbound connector from Office 365 to the on premises email servers is missing or misconfigured. To fix this, the recipient' s email
admin should create a correctly configured outbound connector in Office 365 to route
the message to the on - premises

mailbox.

For more information and tips to fix this problem, see Fix email delivery issues for error
code 5. 4. 14 in Office 365.
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Original

Message

Details

Created Date:

4/ 20/ 2020 2: 12: 34 PM

Sender Address:

MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us

Recipient

WSolomon@dougherty.

Address:

ga. us, WTomlin@dougherty. ga. us

FW: Press Release Covid- 19 Specimen Point of Collection Site
Subject:
Change

in Hours

Error Details
Reported

error:

554 5.4. 74 Hop count exceeded - possible mail loop ATTR34
CY7GCC07FT07 7. eop- gcc07. prod.protection. outlook. com]

DSN generated by:

BY5PR09MB4756. namprd09. prod.outlook.com

Remote server:

CY1 GCC01FT011. mail. protection. outlook.com

Message Hops
HOP

TIME ( UTQ

FROM

TO

WITH

SA9PR09MB5360. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

SA9PR09MB5360. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

mapi

SA9PR09MB5360. namprd09. prod. outIook. com

SA9PR09MB5247. namprd09. prod. outIook. com

4/ 20/ 2020
1
2: 12: 35 PM

4/ 20/ 2020
2
2: 12: 35 PM

4/ 20/ 2020

Microsoft SMTP Sere

GCCO2- DM3-

Microsoft SMTP Ser%

3

DM2GCC01 FT005. mail. protection. outlook. com

2: 12: 39 PM

obe. outbound. protection. outlook. com

4/ 20/ 2020

DM2GCC01 FT005. eopgcc01. prod. protection. outlook. com

MWHPR09CA0029.

MWHPR09CA0029. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

BYAPR09MB3592. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

4
2: 12: 40 PM

2: 12: 40 PM

Microsoft SMTP Sere
cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

Microsoft SMTP Sere

4/ 20/ 2020

GCCO2- DM3

2: 12: 41 PM

obe. outbound. protection. outlook. com

4/ 20/ 2020

CY1 GCC01 FT006. eop
gcc01. prod. protection. outlook. com

CY4PR09CA0090. outlook. office365. com

CY4PR09CA0090. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

BY5PR09MB4485. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

2: 12: 42 PM

CY1 GCC01 FT006. mail. protection. outlook. com

2: 12:42 PM

4/ 20/ 2020

Microsoft SMTP Sere

Microsoft SMTP Sere

GCCO2- 131- 0

DM2GCC01 FT004. mail. protection. outlook. com

2: 12: 44 PM

obe. outbound. protection. outlook. com

4/ 20/ 2020

DM2GCC01FT004. eopgcc01. prod. protection. outlook. com

BLOPR0901CA0001. outlook. office365. com

BLOPR0901CA000l. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

BY5PR09MB4756. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

2: 12: 45 PM

2: 12: 45 PM

Microsoft SMTP Sere

Microsoft SMTP Sere

Original Message Headers
r(, r^_iVed: (

roIII,

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

4/ 20/ 2020
11

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

Microsoft SMTP Sere

9

10

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

4/ 20/ 2020
8

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

Microsoft SMTP Sere

6

7

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

outlook. office365. com

4/ 20/ 2020
5

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

E3F, O FO 9 O1_ C: f\ QQQ1_. G7rai l.:)
r. dO9.

1_) rod. otal:. I- oOlc.<:,'
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i r.

cipher= TLS_ ECDHE_ I

2603:

10b6:

208Ack:

2603AWW3:
cipher= TLS,

ECDHE,

2020

45

14:

12:

Received:
111:

2603:

10b6:

by

Microsoft

RSA , NITH, AES,

DM20CC011^' T004.

000M01:
208:

000)

10::

cipher= TLS,

ECDHE,

Transport;

Man,

Authentication -

11)

256,(

SMTP

aCM,

Server (

SHA384)

by

id

versionWLS12,

15.

20.

20

Apr

2020

2921.

27;

20

Man,

Apr

signed)

dmarcAestguesspass

256,(

14:

12:

cafli.

SMTP

aCM,
45

versionWLS12,

Server (

SHA384)

id

15.

20.

2921.

25

via

Frontend

00000

sender

IP

in

104.

47.

64.

105)

CiLyo( AlbanyGA. mzil. onmicroca( t. com;

us;

header.

outlook.

BLOPRO901CA000l. outlook. of( ice365. cafli.

gasp f=pass (
ga.

prod. protection.

Microsoft

RSA , NITH, AES,

Results:

not

eap- gccOl.

with

amtp. mailfromWougherty.
message

BY5PR091a1B4756. namprdO9. prod. outlook. cafli.

with

7)

00000

from

001:

11)

240:

d= none; CiLyofAlbanyGA.

action= none

header.(

Maii. onmicracaft.

dkim= none
com;

rom= dougherty. ga. ua; compauth= pacr

reason= 109
Received-

SPF:

designates

Pass (

104.

47.

protection.
64.

receiver= protection.

105

an

outlook.

com:

permitted

outlook.

com;

domain

of

dougherty.

64.

105;

ga.

us

sender)

client-

ip= 104.

47.

heio= GCCO2- BLO- obe. outbound. protection. outlook. com;
Received:

by

BLO-

obe. outbound.

20.

version= TLS12,

Server (

2921.

Received:

by

OCCO2-

protection.

DM20CC01FT004. mai1. protection. outlook. com (

SMTP

15.

from

25

via

from

SMTP

cipher= TLS,
2020

14:

namprdO9.

ECDHE,

namprdO9.
prod.

ECDHE,
20

Man,

prod.

outlook.

97.

with

NITH, AES,

Apr

2020

14:

com (

2603:

2603:

104.

com (

111)

RSA,

outlook.

com (

3.

256,
12:

47.

GC. M,

44

105)

SHA384)

id

00000

10b6:

101aa6aMAW:

64.

Microsoft

903:

9)

c7:

08)

with

tire rsion=TLS12,

Server )

12: 42

Received:

Transport;

CY4PR09CA009O.

BY5PR09MB4485.

Microsoft

Frontend

cipher= TLS,

outlook.

10.

RSA , NITH, AES,

256,(

aCM,

id

SHA384)

15.

20.

2921.

27;

20

Man,

Apr

00000

from CY10CC011^'T006. eap- gccOl. prod. protection. outlook. cafli.

001:

111:&

2603:

10b6:

OOM02:
903:

c7:

cipher= TLS,

ECDHE,

Transport;

Man,

Authentication-

008)

08)

by

with

CY4PR09CA009O. outlook. o( fice365. cafli.
Microsoft

RSA , NITH, AES,
20

Apr

2020

256,(

14:

Reculto- Original:

amtp. mail( romWougherty. ga. us;
message

not

signed)

dmarcAestguesspass

header.

SMTP

aCM,

12: 42

versionWLS12,

Server (

id

SHA384)

15.

20.

2921.

IP

in

104.

sp(= pass (

sender

CiLyofAlbanyGA.

header.(

47.

mzil. onmicroca(

d= none; CiLyofAlbanyGA.

action= none

26

via

Frontend

00000
65.

104)

t. com;

Maii. onmicracaft.

dkim= none
com;

rom= dougherty. ga. ua; compauth= pacr

reason= 109
Received-

SPF:

designates

protection. outlook. com:

Pass (

104.

47.

65. 104

receiver= protection.
heio= GCCO2Received:

by

20.

D1)93- abe. outbound.

com;

domain of dougherty. ga. us

sender)

client-

protection.

ip= 104.
out1_ook.

47.

65. 104;

com;

from OCCO2- DM3- abe. outbound. protection. outlook. com (

version= TLS12,

Server (

2921.

Received:

by

outlook.

permitted

CY10CC01FT006. maii. protection. outlook. com (

SMTP

15.

an

25

from

via

Frontend

MNHPR09CA0029.

cipher= TLS,
Transport;

namprdO9.

ECDHE,

97.

0.

194)

with

RSA,

NITH, AES,

Apr

2020

14:

outlook.

com (

2603:

20

Man,

prod.

10.

BYAPR09MB3592. namprdO9. prod. outlook. com (

2603:
333

101; Oa03:

104.

256,
12:

41

47.

65.

Microsoft
GC. M,

SHA384)

id

00000

10M: 300:

10e::

104)

29)

60:

with

15)

Microsoft

SMTP

ECDHE,

2020

40

14:

12:

Received:

version= TLS12,

Server (

cipher= TLS,

RSA , NITH, AES,

256,(

aCM,

SHA384)

id

15.

20.

2921.

25;

20

Man,

Apr

00000

from DM20CC011^'T005. eap- gccOl. prod. protection. outlook. cafli.

001:

111:(

i100M01:

2603:

10M:

300:

cipher= TLS,

ECDHE,

Transport;

Man,

Authentication-

amtp. mail(
message

007)

60:

15)

MNHPR09CA0029. outiook. o( fice365. cafli.
Microsoft

RSA , NITH, AES,
20

Apr

2020

256,(

14:

12:

Reculto- Original:

romWougherty.
not

by

with

signed)

dmarcAestguesspawns

ga.

40

versionWLS12,

Server (

aCM, SHA384)

id

15.

20.

2921.

IP

in

104.

25

via

Frontend

00000
sender

sp(= pass (

47.

65.

105)

CiLyofAlbanyGA. mzil. onmicroca( t. com;

us;

header.

SMTP

d= none; CiLyofAlbanyGA.

action= none

header.(

Maii. onmicracaft.

rom= dougherty.

ga.

dkim= none
com;

ua; compauth= pacr

reason= 109
Received- SPF:

Pass (

prsabre tion. outlook.

104.47. 65. 105
protection.

outlook.

an

com: domain

of

dougherty.

ga.us

105;

heio=

designates

permit ed sender) receiver=

com; client-

ip=
104.

47.

65.

GCCO2- DM3- abe. outbound. protection. outlook. com; Received:
from

DM20CC01FT005.

maii. protection.

2921.

25

from

SA9PR09MB5247.

outlook.

TLS12, cipher=

version=

20.

via

Frontend

TLS,

Transport;

namprdO9.
Server )

prod.

RSA , NITH,

14: 12:

00000

35

from

outlook.

SA9PR09MB5360.

namprd09.
a241J) by

a241%6J) with

00000

AES, 256,

Apr

2020

G('M,

14: 12:

10b6:

8000:

39

10b6:

by

SHA384)

id
00000

Server (

15.

Received:

80645:: 18)

0)
with

by

Microsoft

SHA384)

id

15. 20.

2921.

25; Man,

20

Apr

2020

SA9PR091aB5360.

outlook.

cafli. fe80::

namprdO9. 1arod. outlook. coill. fe80::
mapi

id

15.

20.

2921.

027;

Man,

20

Apr

2020

14:

From: "

MichaelH <

MMcCoy@dougherLy.

USERS <

ga.
us> To:

DC-

Release

Press

FW:

AliCauntyUsera@dougherty.

ga.
ua',> Subject:

Covid-

19

Specimen

Point

of

Collection

Site

Change

in

Thread -

Topic: Press
Hours

with

105)

SMTP

cipher=

prod.

7f98: 6e3d:

Hours

20

3. 0)

Microsoft

Received:

7f98: 6e3d:

COUNTY

NITH,

com ( 2603:

AES, 256,( aCM,

b91a:

McCoy,

RSA,

Man,

b91a:

ALL

ECDHE,

rsion= TLS12,

tire

TLS, ECDHE,

35

97.

com (10.

SA9PR09M1' 5360.namprdO9. prod. outlook. com (
2603:

SMTP

12:

47. 65.

OCCO2- DM3- abe. outbound. protection. outlook. com (
104.

Release

Covid- 19

Specimen

Point

of

Collection

Site

Change

in

Thread -

Index: AdYVzc3FxgDJ6UCdTVyeIOexPAy1iwBT905Q
Apr

20

Man,

Date:
2020

14: 12:

34

00000

Message -

ID: SA9PR09MB53608E01CDlE802E6 93B47B871r40@SA9PR09MB5360.

namprdO9.prod. outlook. com',>
References:
DM5PR09MB376525BBA6B989E5782lC561BED60@DM5PR09MB3765.

namprd09.
prod. outlook. com',>
In Reply - To: DM5PR09MB37652BA6B98E5782lC561BED60@DM5PR09MB3765.

namprd09.
prod. outlook. com',>
Accept Language:

en

Language:

en

MS-

Has-

Attach:

MS-

TNEF-

Correlator:

US
US

X334

Content X-

Authenticationsigned)

Reculto- Original:

header.

header.

d= none;

from= dougherty.

x- originating- ipa: [

dougherty.
ga.

dougherty.
ga.

us;

not

Emaii

68a9e2fa-

63b6-

4afc- 3bcO-

08d7e534e57()

traffictypediagnostic:

SA9PR09MB5247:[
X-

LD- Processed:

exchange-

transport-

oob-

Lic- oobclassifiers:

Antispam-

Repart- Untrusted:

IPV:

NLI;
SFP:;

message

action= none

us;

X- MS- Office365- Filtering- Carrelation- Id:
ma-

dkim= none (

us;

66. 110. 195. 2541

x- ma- publictraffictype:

x-

ga.

dmarc= none

SA9PR09MB5247:[

b5372el4-

forked: True
OLM:

SFV:

90el- 4107-

950e- c97c5c466610,

OLM:

8882;

OLM:

5360.

8882; OLM:

255.

CIP: 255.

H: SA9PR091a11t,

1', Y5PR091MB4756:

1', Y5PR091MB4485:[
ExtAdd r,
ExtAd
r,
ExtAddr x-

ma-

mox-

8882;

SKI;

1', YAPR091MB3592:[

namprdO9. prod.

255.

8882; X-Forefront-

255;

outlook.

CTRY:;

com;

LANG:

en;

PTR:; CAT:

SCL:

1; SRV:;

NONE;

SFTY:;

SFS:

DIR:

INB;

X- Microsoft-

AnKspam-

Untrusted: BCL: O;X-Micronaft-

Antispam-

Message- Info-Original:

dhQg2gL2dfhGd35rC6ISyKkhKmKLSEF6bobBMuOmaCE1_

wtaUvaNXInHrGGBtOL2RYHdlFREBk5UlT6jRyTHZzxKv1-

wgeuGfTB6wFL94R9CrYZYNLmRu2uwPNPfMdxcNH3E1?

pQQrqaVErAARaLSMLIY/

JXhhftHachBNid1ElRMVMchxI/ i6
THo4NOeCQwkOZZukL06Y/ 0KL4

OJR6KzcEzxLVHef

V1tOlp9Nh3

OA89Kz5uMQe1d1^'

f iTMMgof 6Y I YVKROwdyO r LBSG' C7N3EAa4dFr1cqDTZQJ2XUhVo8F5iS6Nvx9k2I4nzT7Rtjqw/ KeZ57Q/

zGcUFlqawRJU6AL/
RBUkR9NLOLOEqLNCEkT05yjcQwezX3ycN7VkYQdKNq2NxL 4 87oJ1hWMXfOf JCR9z1NMSEGrAJfuvvWVe

vzL

IS

ZjBxReARBKckQpJOCbYUwOfwTn8Lw/ 5OrSvcXJEXMBA7jE::::

xmaexchange-

antispam-

messagedata:

f2C2CR09cZmZck2tiIavHLmPNQY9D/

SvlIh5BODf/

bea7uaU4Bj5uUz5kKl77ubehgotjoLMJ2mqyrC,'

zNUxOOmNG/

O/
VCaQC/

aI5BHVyjxU8tOFyjRgLKfP9QAFCZawAn9NHZ5k4bcNMHOg=: Content - Type:
text/ plain;

Encoding:

charset=" us-

quoted - printable
X-

1.
0
Response-

Suppress:

Exchange-

Transpart-

ga.

OOF,

SA9PR09MB5247

Transfer -

MIME - Version:

AuLoReply

X-

MS-

Recur

us

Path:

X- EOPAUQbutedMes age:

J.

EOPTenatAUributedMsage:
X-

b5372el4-

90el-

Exchange-

Transpart-

CronaTenantHeadernStripped:

Content -

Auto-

DR,

CronaTenantHeadernStamped:

MMcCoyMougherty.

ascii"°

4107-

950e-

c97c5c466610:

2

DM20CCOUT005. eop

XMS-

gccOl.

prod.

gccOl.

prod.

protection. outlook. cafli.XMSExchange-

Transpart-

CronaTenantHeadersPromated:

DM20CCOUT005. eop

protection. outlook. cafli.XForefrontAntispam-

Repart- Untrusted: CIP: 104. 47. 65. 105;

IPV:

NLI;

protection.

outlook.

US; LANG:

com; CAT: NONE; SFTY:; SFS:; DIR:

Of ice365- Filtering- Carrelation- IdPrva:c3e788ae- bcO7AnKspam-

Untrusted: BCL: O;
X- Micronaft-

Antispam-

Message- Info-Original:

AWQ? r 5KCh4

CTRY:

en;

SCL: 1; SRV:;

S1V: SKA; H: GCCO2- DM3- abe. outbound. protection. outlook. com; PTR: MaiI

Q cB/VGc2DP a

Ous

a

4b7d- aa4c-

INB;

08d7e534dfbI

SFP:;

dm3gccO2ip2lO5. outbound.
X- MS-

X-Microsoft-

a

xBBzLiMk809XDVCepFlHmTKe9JjC2nhr 2RlG3OiVnx?: uaancii?

Q? pE8qMCA3wdS72DUakbOo/

p35NZFAm4yT7021OV3NbTiLPvw2TXJYxMaw?: uaancii?

Q? jqNEOOLLARMqt/

USDz3C52Efzp6kiGNq8BogL5afj2eXOAdGECNpO?:

Q? my4LOhFk74aiGYOJy6riX3RzpPVICwEzm7nbPFpZkPx hiE2Ui7jClzSYa S?:

ua- ancii?

Q? ObYjYNNAyixhAHnorL/

Uv3xVRzBOa9xZLjoKcOvjwNLAnlYVTOUhtxA?:

Q? tUuM5aPCvML7XOF3Q/

bRkNMUZORDOWeaN6wpZAel/

NcUoub9XeLpuNMaVq?:::: uaancii?

Q? 9bZG12ynBk47wGGiExUchSe kP4NDZOkN8R/

saiGX9aR3AaXxitSCNMB7zGH?:

uaancii?

Q? 20Xl2yTGZKh5Uif/

uCemvxO6dA7H08wB3tLckAnBdXrT9UNIBlP3u6Ym?:

335

uaancii?

uaancii?

ua- ancii? Q? KOkigUvnSaNBNFM07EpKyKO5644nDrcKI95hor8BhJeBVkG6KEfkhOoZozSp?::::
ua-

ancii? Q? HrDKqHEBxtfyjiAU8yNqiXiOLFbTDDpYNCZakHDDHHfdObNmpFJtjb6jDSQu?::::

ua- ancii? Q? CnZVUjIVOrLfAlRroOCuiOo8SozCqG9nmdYEIcwUb7pLehx5aGnxrPHq4RaL?::::
ua-

ancii? Q? DK2X5BOXUnx7IDIkeNP04CfKOUwuTlYO4aHJrazknOPq7uNvybYOIOem/

ua- ancii? Q? OvX6JgaGjpgmNhBaoCpeMY3MI//

ua- ancii? Q? pdoDSAeFBrJhyriXD/

3xU?::::

pTEiAH6Io3yLlL3Cao6ptVOUANLP7NaDG?::::

OuRJ4DYkdkXvXEyn3S/

sYkCKUkNO9HCc2eF9ijEZPZ?::::

ua- ancii? Q? dXmFv22iMlxLul5SORAgnEKHaLlhcdopZONDfOUNCuDvhFplvN9eU60zdhBd?::::
ua- ancii? Q? 9HdMQNgQwcFRhEhNNldCnhL5Idpera

IckL/ Ika9evKqB3NxQ8ajgxQORRqT9b?:: :

ua-

ancii? Q?
qlmTVikncQFPmvNIcUA= 3D=
3D?::::
X90el-

4107-

ExternalRecip ntOubondCanectors:

b5372el4-

MS-

Exchange-

Transpart- CronaTenantHeaderoStamped:

BYAPR09MB3592

MS-

Exchange-

Transpart- CronaTenantHeadernStripped:

CY10CCOUT006mop

prCa
Exchange-

Transpart-

d.protection. outlo k.

c97c5c46661()

X-

gccOl.

cafli. XMS-

CronaTenantHeadersPromated:

d.protection. outlo k. cafli.

950e-

X-

CY10CCOUT006mop

gccOl. prCa

XForefront-

Antispam-

Repart-

Untrusted: CIP: 104. 47. 65. 104;

NLI;

SFV:

CTRY:

US;

LANG:

en; SCL:

1;SRV:; IPV:

SKA; H: GCCO2- DM3- abe. outbound. protection. out1ook. com; PTR:MaiI

outlook.

com; CAT: NONE;

Filtering- Carrelation- IdPrva: 225460e6- 3cc3- 46la-

5c98- 08d7e534e26(

Untrusted:

MicronaftBCL: O;
X-

Mes age-

Info-Original: Our, ancii? Q?
LiqXAdb4McYNEONCQCNwJfbQvMVArVONPLBPSUBhwag AnS615OAePa3bpLt?:

ua- ancii?

dm3gccO2ip2lO4. outbound. protection.

SFP:;

SFTY:; SFS:; DIR: INB;

J

X- MS-

Office365-

X-Microsaft- AnKspam-

Antispam-

Q?

910DSvQnaIOrTD24jBoP2JfOR9lj7MOYxLFT6eN9VqZtJjVvoaNJVmrM?:

ua- ancii? Q?

ANVToOrFDMN9gJK43e8yvDxr29RNMC2GwPb5DFHulTopgbK5QLRmkSqIU?:

us

cA? Q?AmBlh a

a a
DB97RZENCIOUSXRr

I kh8gBHnmRuMzO2 a

gKVXLwIZPdK o omnufOOEz?::::
ua- ancii?
Q?

L2bBXF8hMitYHqgTN7aSJveTPhiLnAM6 w4BEiCOL2uS 8YvRZ5SKn?:

ua- ancii?

dJNTcqhlKuGJONYKH108UNIhQ4ZNXIzANkvQq682C3DqnLNO/

UhcgmixKA?:::: ua- ancii?
Q?

EpqaevJ pFTRC8otroP/

2pOKuC44MwYH5na/

rC qMacETla.

Q?

7NaadTQlTBatb?:::: ua-ancii?
Q? XNTfvizNTnfoPyw30LGrFNR4lLfKyk0guYlOhR8PIrUCXuyc5Fmj7mf466VL?:: :

ua- ancii? Q? 9i9TMaeEyuIbciBUnpLRqZuznCHQcBQRzSONDo/
4MSnGQOUQqeNBti8Lq8P8?: ua- ancii? Q?
b/
xjgCiytTVUuYLmqMTgnzru/

qFlCNOE7zje QbuDMko5KfBg8TVpUcO2cKO?: :

ua- ancii? Q?
70myTi6hUlyRJiQ9LOC/

61NH36PG5PTuv/

eG7BVKiza

uaRI6liMxVfJ8Qedx6ZYIJj980lmKjtBquJkGxihqwoubSiD5xRNjQOLTk462?:
POYq jRdxijEUapt5?: uaancii?
Q?

ancii? Q?
HGlERCc/ PJciQnGK7ebBhUG70LFlMa5QTAurzlPCtcrTwOKNY9xjtuSvZEKa?::::
ua- ancii? Q? lct30Niwph7tKMTEaEBOgJiltpgthDJDXgoBYQhPy39Uv4seXOZkamTpzcw/?: :

ua-

ancii?

Q?
xKG3aoYOyc6tV/

a3RyhoTHea633MuaEdjmL/

O cFQuDYLuHZuLmeQVM8yXzh?:

us

OX5qNI

LwiFfA18euVC90gpSZeOB5bLQHdDKgvnEaSbLANT5gZ/ niT?::::ua- ancii? Q?
Cv2tpeh4AncgOI/

a a

CH

3D= 3D?::::
X- MSExchange- Transpart-

Q?
?

CronaTenantHeadergStamped:

BYAR09MB4 H

X- MS-Exchange- Transpart-

MUC OUTOMeop

gccOl.

protection.

CrranaTenantHeadergStripped:

prod. protection. outlook. cafli. XMS-

Exchange- Transpart- CronaTenantHeadersPromated: MUCCOUTOMeop
prod.

JNrd8Tw=

gccOl.

outlook. cafli.XForefront-

AnKspam- Report: CIP:104. 47.
64.

105; CTRY:

LANG:

b12gccO2ip2lO5.

outbound.

en;

SCL:-

1;

US;

SRV:; IPV:

protection.

ouLlook.

NLI;

SFV:

SKA;

H:

GC O2-

BLO

obe.

outbound.

SFTY:;
SFS:;
DIR:INB; SFP:; X-MS- Office365e64d7570-

0269-

4fel- a71. d08d7e534e39- f
336

protection.

outlook.

com;

PTR:

com; CAT: NONE;
Filtering---

Carrelation-

Id- Prva:

MaiI

X-

Microsoft-

Antispam:

X-

Micronaft-

Antispam-

BCL:

O;

Message-

Infa:

DCbR2y LaB/ mkHL66IMag5RqzOwvzh4C08NEe8D

I xur gUpl9fkUhTTpYzGwQOAg4MdNMKs3

9P1cHvG11XORvmC70EVhcOEgmqTBOBqE6f5TgFtPruZ6idvrmmgV9OFuQn1z1_

dOvoOpYTMRYub3bnIZ7aPqZfNB/

I1:31' aPOUDueHOCpN8u2BeYy/

I MVzunr evYQcj

ZcweM2DKUAOeq1161: Epi3jKvlzXoZD1' A

ih9KyRwOZziFbDhkveNyd8TqqgPOI6hRaOkzMHKa

mXoxKOHIIUNgkclKNLOhFQCOjYacllDMvaYaZguiCYOJZTadwNeJNQnB3Q3vGDQCXMjU7q8l9doNAe5Z5ESUrq9O[:)

acFC2Ny/ 4Tr6XpqS8RYaNP6SBCPYaO7v6arn5jeYAhJIKSIYMd7dbNihyQQbQkViUjdMQjPgSTYOhhFoEbD40PSYI
N5rJPYfbS3fIz696UldLINj1rTRQf41c15cZ/

GuhvpgymiSnlg51'

DV8DDgxejwnCpxk2wBLIcyKC8aGNKTLC3FRInCwUOVNPNwCkOp52/

cIedyqkSg6QIDMplJBORJv573/

all TQCF7Iwhp8xKTrpfGF5jhAMnpNCcnZHQ/

koPRTIg8Nivymt/

d9dXPw39beiQNmLubSOP68ADNDw(

d5E9Qpjvgi2ELiHYGP2YS2RaZo7qIpFjlPUzypSUQhFqPICIay/

V/ DL9poYJxMbguZ60XQbYAHEvZFhTGIhxtmIBqSOCp/

aNTNyYM1I:)

MbPaJwAAEXc',

NuJXHoukbSKqLMc5xnOLyPSluTcJEvTPaRIKKgOXtunFCppkC51XFY

43u/ gKaz3PJGBmDrT

UbzaY53mtw=::::

X-

MS-

X-

MS-

Exchange-

dougherty.

CronaTenant-

ga.

ura
20

OriginalArrivalTime:

Apr

2020

14:

12:

44.

466; 3

UTC)
Exchange-)'

ronaTenant-

Network- Messageb5372e14-

Exchange- CrossTenant-

Id:

X-

Exchange-

FromEntiLyHeader:

X- MS-

CronaTenant-

Id:

68a9e2fa-

90el- 4107-

X- MSMS-

a

8F6At7F7oY50phF39MeO9gdOi7wADOyHnoeYdNHJCAKBO/

07klMu6aBjtvKuJORIBA6i6n5ZCVQCIgUuMhqYBHowwS5zHOH5ynOr4/

X- OriginatorOrg:

I

l9IvS5gy1311CocuAIQpOwireqigmCgDBUrbEZo

63b6-

4afc- 3bcO-

950e- c97c5c46661()

Internet

Exchange- Transpart- CronaTenantHeadernStamped:

337

BY5PR09MB4756

08d7e5,

ides 7()

J

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 10: 12 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy

Cc:

FW: Press Release Covid- 19 Specimen

Subject:

Point of Collection Site Change in Hours

FYI

Subject: Press Release Covid- 19 Specimen Point of Collection Site Change in Hours

SOUTHWEST

PUBLIC

HEALTH

DISTRICT

8- 2

1109 North Jackson Street

Albany, Georgia 31701- 2022
229)

352- 4275

Fax ( 229) 430- 5143

www. southwestgeorgiapublichealth. org

FOR

IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

April 16, 2020

COLLECTIONS

FOR COVID-

19 TESTING

EXPANDED

TO SIX DAYS

A WEEK

ALBANY, GA -Due to the high rate of infection in the region, Southwest Public Health District is greatly expanding its
schedule for collection of specimens for COVID- 19 testing in Dougherty, Thomas and Miller Counties. This specimen
collection for COVID- 19 testing is available to individuals in the following categories, regardless of county of residence:
Anyone with symptoms of COVID- 19
Adults

age 60 or older

Caregiver for elderly ( age 60 or older)

Caregiver for immune compromised person
First responder who is critical to the epidemic response
Healthcare

worker

Patient with serious chronic medical condition such as heart disease, diabetes, or lung disease
Immune compromised

patients

Anyone who works or lives in congregate

setting

Individuals who want to be tested can contact the call center from 8: 30am to 5pm, Monday through Thursday; Sam to
7pm Friday; and 8: 30am to 7pm Saturday to determine if they are eligible for an appointment. Specimen collection will
be done 8: 30am to 5pm Monday -Friday and Sam to noon Saturday in Dougherty, Thomas, and Miller Counties. Public
Health will not be charging for this service, said Dr. Charles Ruis, District Health Director for Southwest
District

8- 2.

338

Public Health

The call center hotline is ( 229) 352- 6567.

For information

about COVID- 19, visit https://

https:// www. cdc. gov/ coronavirus/

Vamella

Lovett,

BSN,

RN,

dph. georgia. gov/ novelcoronavirus or

2019- ncov/ index. html.

MSM

County Nurse Manager
Department of Public Health

Dougherty County Health Department
1710 South Slappey Blvd.
Albany, Georgia 31701
Phone

229- 638- 6424

Fax 229- 430- 6323

Vamella. Lovett@dph. ga. gov

Reader Advisory Notice: Email to and from a Georgia state agency is generally public record, except for content that is
confidential under specific laws. Security by encryption is applied to all confidential information sent by email from the
Georgia Department of Public Health ( DPH). This message is only intended for specific recipient( s) and may contain
privileged, private or sensitive information. If you received this message in error, please delete it and contact me.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 59 AM

Sent:
To:

Camila

Subject:

RE: CARES

Thanks

Knowles
Act and

Airports.

Camila!

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 39 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: Louie Perry <Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Subject: FW: CARES Act and Airports.

Of interest -

Albany airport received $ 18 million from CARES Act.
Take care,
Camila

Canr:' ila (Knowles
Principal &

Counsel I Government Relations

D 678. 391. 4547

From:

M 404. 987. 7995

Joe Barton < JBarton _. c

a

roup. com>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 7: 56 PM
To: Staff <5taff2cgagroup. com>; Paul DiNino < paul@dininoassociates. com>
Subject: RE: CARES Act and Airports.

Team,

The Federal Aviation Administration issued guidance about the CARES Act for airport sponsors. Under normal
circumstances, an airport sponsor contributes a matching percentage of an eligible project' s cost. The CARES
Act is unique in that it provides funds to increase the federal share to 100 percent and eliminates the local share

or match. The Act also draws from the General Fund and NOT the Airport and Airway Trust Fund ( where
Airport Improvement Program funding normally originates).
The below info may be of interest to our municipality and some transportation clients. The ppt presentation and

faq are recent documents and have useful information about CARES Act, eligible projects, how to apply and
execute and the request process.
Please send a note with any questions.
Thanks and have a healthy weekend.
Joe
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2020 CARES Act Grants
Airports
See Information

for Airports

about

COVID- 19.

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act ( H.R.748, Public Law 116- 136) ( PDF), signed into law by
the President on March 27, 2020, includes $ 10 billion in funds to be awarded as economic relief to eligible U. S. airports

affected by the prevention of, preparation for, and response to the COVID- 19 pandemic.

The CARES Act provides funds to increase the federal share to 100 percent for Airport Improvement Program ( AIP) and
supplemental discretionary grants already planned for fiscal year 2020. Under normal circumstances, AIP grant
recipients contribute a matching percentage of the project costs. Providing this additional funding and eliminating the
local share will allow critical safety and capacity projects to continue as planned regardless of airport sponsors' current
financial circumstances.

Additionally, the CARES Act provides new funds distributed by various formulas for all airports that are part of the
national airport system. This includes all commercial service airports, all reliever airports and some public -owned
general aviation airports.

Under this new CARES Airport Program:

Primary commercial service airports, with more than 10, 000 annual passenger boardings, will receive additional
funds based on the number of annual boardings, in a similar way to how they currently receive AIP entitlement
funds.

All commercial service airports will receive funds based on the number of passengers that board aircraft there,
the amount of debt an airport has, and the amount of money the airport has in reserve.

General aviation airports will receive funds based on their airport categories, such as National, Regional, Local,
Basic and Unclassified.

The FAA plans to make these funds available in April, and airport sponsors should work with their local Office of Airports
field office. The FAA will provide additional guidance on the CARES Airport Program next week.

CARES ACT Resources
CARES Act Grant Amounts to Airports: PDF, MS Excel ( Excel version added April 15, 2020)

Map of CARES Act Airport Grants ( April 14, 2020)

CARES

Act Airport

Grants

Presentation (

PDF) ( April 14, 2020)

CARES Act Airport Grants - Frequently Asked Questions ( Updated) ( PDF) ( updated April 13, 2020)
Page last modified:

April 15, 2020 11: 42: 58 AM EDT
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From:

Joe Barton < JBarton

cBaBroup, com

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 44 PM
To: Staff <5taff@cgagroup. corn>; Paul DiNino < pau!( @chninoassociates. corn>
Subject:

RE: CARES Act and Airports.

Team,

A quick follow up to last week' s memo on the CARES Act and airports. As part of the Act, the FAA' s Airport
Program received $ 10 billion for airport development and planning projects. There are a number
of factors an airport sponsor must meet to be eligible for the grant and there are set criteria for eligible
projects. The FAA issued a listing of all the airports receiving grant funding yesterday. It is attached and may

Improvement

be of interest.
Take care.

Iff

From:

Joe Barton < JBarton _. c

a

roup. corn>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: DC Staff < DCStaff Sicea

roup, com>; Paul DiNino < pauL@c1ininoassociates.

corn>

Subject: CARES Act and Airports.

Team,

In case helpful, a few of us put together a summary memo on the CARES Act and how it addresses airports

experiencing record decline in passenger travel as a result of COVID- 19. With hardly two weeks gone by since
it was signed into law, it seemed worth putting a short summary together. And even though we do not work
with the airports, a number of our clients are involved and invested in and around them.

BLUF — although

by

no means an airport expert, we have spent time explaining this with our near airport parking association client
and other clients as well.

The memo is saved in the S Drive, COVID- 19, Homeland Security folder.
As always, happy to discuss more, if needed.
Thank you,
Iff

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 58 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

FW: Shaping the Scope of the Project
The interplay between governmental communications and fellow citizens' reactions via
twitter. html; ATT00001. htm; Theory of Planned Behavior Explains Gender Difference in
Fruit anclVegetable Consumption. pdf; ATT00002. htm; Social media trust and disaster
does trust in public and non prof itorganizations explain social media use during
disaster. pdf; ATT00003. htm; Citizens Perceptions of Politics and Ethics in
PublicAdministration. pdf; ATT00004. htm; Citizens intentions to participate in

Attachments:

governmental co- creationinitiatives.pdf; ATT00005. htm; From E Government to We
Government. pdf; ATT00006. htm; Determinants of e- participation in citizens and the
govern mentinitiatives. pdf; ATT00007. htm; Theory of Planned Behavior. pdf;
ATT00008. htm; Government internet protals evolving towards more interaction. pdf;
ATT00009. htm; Public Expressions of Trust and Distrust in Governmental

DietaryAdvice

in Sweden. pdf; ATT00010. htm; Open Government Objectives and Participation
Motivations. pdf; ATT00011. htm; Public Trust in Government in Japan and South Korea,
Does the riseof critical citizens matter. pdf; ATT00012. htm; Information and
Communication Technologies and PublicParticipation. pdf; ATT00013. htm

Mrs. Ware - Please place the attached letter on our letterhead and return to me. Thanks.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 12: 22 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

McCoy, Michael

M M cCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Mike, just talked to Chris. He gives his blessing to this project and will sign the letter of support. Please go ahead and put
on DoCo letterhead for signature and let me know when complete.

I will let Travis Goodson know to expect to receive the letter sometime Monday.
Thank,
Russell

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

email. com>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 1: 06: 20 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

iames. b. pratt@
msswain@hberty.

RGray@douherty,

ea, us>, " Murphy, Stephen A" <

mail. com" < iames, b, pratt - gmail ccom>, " msswainC
edu>

Subject: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Gentlemen,

343

smurphyl@tulane,

liberty, edu"

edu>,

First, I would like to personally thank each one of you for being willing and enthusiastic
partners in our pursuit to advance our current understanding of COVID- 19 and its impact on my
beloved city/ county. To help shape each of our thoughts as we move forward, I have attached
peer reviewed articles that will improve our understanding of the various factors at play.
Although not comprehensive of exhaustive, these articles lay the foundation for ( my personal
leanings) on understanding the citizen/ governmental factors that play heavily into this project.
Please see the articles and feel free to contribute any other sources/ articles here in this chain so
we can push forward with a common operating picture.
Again, my leaning in this project is to examine how LMX theory interfaces in a governmental
capacity with our citizenry. How in- groups and out -groups perceive their level of "voice" in
government, and how inequality and other variables play a role in this equation.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me any time.
Very Respectfully,

Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very barerad prune records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Broughton,

Monique <

MBroughton@albanyga. gov>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 56 AM

Sent:
To:

Subadan,

Sharon;

Dorough,

Bo; Cohilas,

Christopher;

Scott,

Cedric;

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Jordan, Rubin; Mosley, Latonza;
Jackson,

Tamara

Cc:

Collier,

Stephen

Subject:

COVID-

19 Faith - Base

Attachments:

attachment.

Leaders

Teleconference

ics

Join the meeting: https1& all, lifesizecloud, com/ 1941589

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: Ilm:

aill+:

au

m Illi mauur: mflls;

aslru J.

J

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1941589#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1941589#

Additional

numbers:

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1941589 with the keypad.

Other ways to call :

Dau

a

ism" ull

muVII I1 4V

u:mllwa"

u°

A

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 345

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 50 AM
Gray, Russell; Chris S. Cohilas; Chris S. Cohilas
RE: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Sent:
To:
Subject:

10- 4.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 12: 22 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

McCoy, Michael

M M cCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Mike, just talked to Chris. He gives his blessing to this project and will sign the letter of support. Please go ahead and put
on DoCo letterhead for signature and let me know when complete.

I will let Travis Goodson know to expect to receive the letter sometime Monday.
Thank,
Russell

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < theoodsonC

email. com>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 1: 06: 20 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

iames. b. pratt@

RGray@douherty,

ea, us>, " Murphy, Stephen A" <

mail. com" < iames, b, pratt@

msswain@hberty.

mail ccom>, "

smurphyl@tulane,

msswain@liberty,

edu>,

edu"

edu>

Subject: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Gentlemen,

First, I would like to personally thank each one of you for being willing and enthusiastic
partners in our pursuit to advance our current understanding of COVID- 19 and its impact on my
beloved city/ county. To help shape each of our thoughts as we move forward, I have attached
peer reviewed articles that will improve our understanding of the various factors at play.
Although not comprehensive of exhaustive, these articles lay the foundation for ( my personal
leanings) on understanding the citizen/ governmental factors that play heavily into this project.
Please see the articles and feel free to contribute any other sources/ articles here in this chain so
we can push forward with a common operating picture.
Again, my leaning in this project is to examine how LMX theory interfaces in a governmental
capacity with our citizenry. How in- groups and out -groups perceive their level of "voice" in
government, and how inequality and other variables play a role in this equation.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me any time.
Very Respectfully,
346

Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very barerad prune records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 39 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael
Louie Perry

To:
Cc:
Subject:

FW: CARES

Act and

com>

Airports.

Of interest -

Albany airport received $ 18 million from CARES Act.
Take

care,

Camila

Camfla (Knowles
Principal &

Counsel I Government Relations

D 678. 391. 4547

M 404. 987. 7995

From: Joe Barton < JBarton @cgagroup. com>
Sent:

Friday, April 17,2020 7:
56 PM To:
Staff < Staf @cgagroup. com>;
Paul DiNino <paul@dininoassociates. com>
Subject:
RE: CARES

Act and Airports. Team,

The

Federal Aviation Administration issued guidance about the CARES Act for airport sponsors. Under normal circumstances,
an

airport sponsor contributes a matching percentage of an eligible project' s cost. The

CARES Act

is unique in that it provides funds to increase the federal share to 100 percent and eliminates the local share or
match. The Act also draws from the General Fund and NOT the Airport and Airway Trust Fund (where Airport
Improvement Program funding normally originates). The

below info may be of interest to our municipality and some transportation clients.The ppt presentation and faq
are recent documents and have useful information about CARES Act,eligible projects, how to apply and execute
and the request process. Please
send a note with any questions. Thanks
and have a healthy weekend. Joe
2020

CARES Act Grants Airports
See
Information for

Airports about

COVID- 19. The

Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act (H. R.748, Public Law 116-136) P
( DF), signed
President on March 27,2020, includes $ 10

into law by the

billion in funds to be awarded as economic relief to eligible U.
S. airports affected

by the prevention of,
preparation for,
and response to the COVID- 19 pandemic. 348

The CARES Act provides funds to increase the federal share to 100 percent for Airport Improvement Program ( AIP) and
supplemental discretionary grants already planned for fiscal year 2020. Under normal circumstances, AIP grant
recipients contribute a matching percentage of the project costs. Providing this additional funding and eliminating the
local share will allow critical safety and capacity projects to continue as planned regardless of airport sponsors' current
financial circumstances.

Additionally, the CARES Act provides new funds distributed by various formulas for all airports that are part of the
national airport system. This includes all commercial service airports, all reliever airports and some public -owned
general aviation airports.

Under this new CARES

Airport

Program:

Primary commercial service airports, with more than 10, 000 annual passenger boardings, will receive additional
funds based on the number of annual boardings, in a similar way to how they currently receive AIP entitlement
funds.

All commercial service airports will receive funds based on the number of passengers that board aircraft there,
the amount of debt an airport has, and the amount of money the airport has in reserve.

General aviation airports will receive funds based on their airport categories, such as National, Regional, Local,
Basic and Unclassified.

The FAA plans to make these funds available in April, and airport sponsors should work with their local Office of Airports
field office. The FAA will provide additional guidance on the CARES Airport Program next week.

CARES ACT Resources
CARES Act Grant Amounts to Airports: PDF, MS Excel ( Excel version added April 15, 2020)

Map of CARES Act Airport Grants (April 14, 2020)

CARES

Act Airport

Grants

Presentation (

PDF) ( April 14, 2020)

CARES Act Airport Grants - Frequently Asked Questions ( Updated) ( PDF) ( updated April 13, 2020)
Page last modified:

From:

April 15, 2020 11: 42: 58 AM EDT

Joe Barton < JBarton _. c a

roup. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 44 PM
com>; Paul DiNino <pau!fcHmnoassociates. com>

To: Staff < Staff@cgagroup.

Subject: RE: CARES Act and Airports.

Team,

349

A quick follow up to last week' s memo on the CARES Act and airports. As part of the Act, the FAA' s Airport
Improvement

Program received $

10 billion for airport development and planning projects. There are a number

of factors an airport sponsor must meet to be eligible for the grant and there are set criteria for eligible

projects. The FAA issued a listing of all the airports receiving grant funding yesterday. It is attached and may
be of interest.

Take care.

W.

From:

Joe Barton < JBarton _. c a

roup. corn>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: DC Staff < DCStaffSic earoup,com>; Paul DiNino <
Act

pauL@c1ininoas ociates. corn> Subject: CARES

and Airports. Team, In

case

helpful, a few of us put together a summary memo on the CARES Act and how it addresses airports experiencing record
decline in passenger travel as a result of COVID-19. With hardly two weeks gone by since it was
signed into law, it seemed worth putting a short sum ary together. And even
airports, a number

though we do not work with the

of our clients are involved and invested in and around them. BLUF —
although

by

no means

an airport expert, we have spent time explaining this with our near airport parking association client and other
clients as well. The memo

is saved in the S Drive, COVID- 19, Homeland Security folder.As always,
happy to discuss more, if needed. Thank you,
Iff PUBLIC
RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 350

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 31 AM
Michael McCoy
GPPF on COVID- 19 Response, AMA Book Club, SWGA Nursing Homes, Carl Vinson
Institute, Governor on PPP Funding, Cisco Donates Masks, Georgia Farmers

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 20, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

Georgia Public Policy Foundation:

contact us today.

Build the

Foundation for a Sound Ongoing COVID- 19 Response
State and local government budgets, businesses, families and individuals
continue to reel from the effects of the novel coronavirus.
factor is the unknown.

The longer the crisis continues,

The biggest

the dimmer the

future appears to many, and the bigger the hole they must dig out of.

Carl Vinson Institute of Government Ramps up Online
Continuing Education
The University of Georgia' s Carl Vinson Institute of Government is
quickly moving some popular education programs online so that state

and local officials don' t fall behind during the coronavirus pandemic.
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News
Albany Museum of Art Book Club
Plans Online Start to Season

2

on May 19th
Southwest Georgia Nursing
Homes with Highest

Number

of

COVID- 19 Cases in Georgia

Dispatchers

and First

Responders

Recognized

in

Sylvester

Governor

Urges Congress

Fund Paycheck

to

Protection

Program

Cisco Donates 330, 000 N- 95
Masks to Georgia' s Fight Against
COVID- 19

As Harvest Arrives, Georgia
Farmers

Feel Pain of

Coronavirus

Shutdown

Georgia State Researchers Find

Rheumatoid Arthritis Drug Is
Effective Against Coronavirus

Georgia' s Poultry Industry In The
Coronavirus

Era

352

Rep. Dollar and Sen. Beach

Recent Video

Secure 100, 000 Medical Face
Masks for State' s COVID- 19
Response

Efforts

Marsy' s Law for Georgia
Encourages

Georgians

to

Support National Crime Victims'
Rights Week

Walmart

Meets Commitment

to

Hire 150, 000 Associates,
Pledges to Hire 50, 000 More

Jay Sharpe of U Save It

The Conference Board Leading
Economic

Index for the U. S.

Plummets

in March

Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

Who Leave Your

Organization (
BBB Tips: Economic
Payments --

1: 33)

Impact

E

What You Need to

Know about Receiving Your
Stimulus Check
Truist Commits $ 500, 000 to

Phoebe Foundation' s COVID- 19
Relief Fund

Dougherty County Emergency
Management Agency Emergency
Operations

Center COVID- 19

Update April

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on

16th

Georgia' s Record Breaking
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

Year ( 00: 47)

com

353

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

354

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Albany Area Chamber and LSG Lead Regional Business Impact
Survey
The Albany Area Chamber of Commerce and Locate South Georgia
have partnered to collect information through a series of surveys
regarding the extent to which the COVID- 19 coronavirus pandemic has
affected local and regional business operations. The online survey opens
today and closes April 28.
Georgia Reps. Work for Increased Rural Broadband During COVID
Outbreak

Several members of the Georgia delegation are teaming up in a bipartisan effort to increase broadband access to residents in rural parts of
the state. Reps. Doug Collins ( R- GA- 09), Austin Scott ( R- GA- 08),

355

and

Sanford Bishop ( D- GA-02) sent a letter to officials at Windstream late last
week stressing the importance of increased broadband access during
this unprecedented

time in the midst of the COVI D- 1 9 outbreak.

More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Available

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest Moon

Catering - Stewbo' s
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing Construction -

Available

LRA Constructors,

Inc.

Credit Union - Available

Cybersecurity -

Available

356

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

357

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 16 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Allen, Sam;

Sent:
To:

Hallford,
Cc:

Irving, Tateshea
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

Subject:
Attachments:

IIF III' I I

Brad

WIE IIE I ,

131EGINS OURE

IIF

I

I F-URCIECAL. L.

w

I OH WIII L.L. 1I31IE A11
IE IIF

E-II ' E- E-

I FlIE [) U

I FU

EI DAY 'ANIXIF]

F- YOUI' Iw

L E , III'

II

HURSIDAY ONILYJ, i ri`

Iw"

II'

II[

l IFHAUKS,

ME
This

will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in,
however, it wil not minimize
our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So,I PpIIease ureir eir ibeir° to
mt, iTE I'

m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks off
the meeting each morning. Please
note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call. If
you have any problems getting in,
please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006. One
final thing: I'
m creating this as a recur ing event daily through the rest of March and all of April,unless that changes. If
so, I'll send a calendar update.Thank
you all again for your collaboration and keep safe. 359

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: htt s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: hops://

skype. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1438255#
Passcode: 6789

Additional

numbers:

hops:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: https:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill

Public Information

Officer
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 08 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Fleming, A. L.; Allen, Sam;

Sent:
To:

Hallford,
Cc:

Brad

Irving, Tateshea
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

Subject:
Attachments:

S'"II '"'

HAVEA10AIM

MORNING.

CAL. L.'" IF] HIS

I AM ALSO
WEIEK',"S CAL. L. IIIS NOIF' SHOWING

UP ON YOUR CALAEMDARS.

IIF III' I I

WIE IIE' I ,

131EGINS OURE

I
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III' IIIOH WIII LAL 1I31IEI IE
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IIDAY ANIXIF]HURSIDAY ONILYJ, i

I[ F- YOUII'

Iw

Iw"

ri`

I' l

IFIHAUKS,
me

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to IIMt,J' Fk,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
361

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

Additional numbers: hops://

call. lifesize. corn numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: hatps:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Monday, April 20, 2020 9: 01 AM
Howell, Wendy
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael; Persley, Michael; Jordan, Rubin; Whitley -Banks,

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Phyllis
Subject:

Re: Collection

Site

Attachments:

image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png; image005. png;
image006jpg

Fantastic, will do.

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 20, 2020, at 8: 56 AM, Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Good morning, Chief —
I spoke with Sgt. Bennett and Chief Persley this morning and Chief Persley is going to meet with Sgt.
Bennett at the site later today to work on logistics of incoming traffic. I will work with Lt. Sharp ( their
PIO) and my counterpart with DPH ( Karen Snyder) on a press release and site map so we can help push
the communication out in our community. I' m looping Phyllis Banks with COA on this response so she' s
in the loop and knows this is coming so that we can collaborate together to push out on all our social
media outlets.

Chief Scott, if you can provide an update on this on our 10am call this morning and Chief Persley and
myself can elaborate, if needed, to provide the task force with an update.
Thanks so much,

Wendy IHo
Public

ellll

Information

Officer

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
fplhone.

229. 302. 3006

Molbllle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e.15: Dougherty. ga. us
E.:: irnaflL,....... Ihea......_ I. I.

cNc uuglhert -

ams
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From: " Scott, Cedric" <

CScott@albanyga. gov>

Date: Sunday, April 19, 2020 at 12: 29 PM
To: " Subadan,

Sharon" <

MMcCoy@dougherty.
Cc: "

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>, " McCoy, Michael"
ga. us>

Persley, Michael" < MPersley@albanyga. gov>, " Howell, Wendy"

WHowell@dougherty.
Subject:

Collection

ga. us>, "

Jordan,

Rubin" <

RJordan@albanyga.

gov>

Site

Good afternoon,

I received a call this morning from Sgt J. T. Bennett, Delta Company - Valdosta, Georgia.
Phone Number: 912- 223- 5435

Sgt. Bennett advised me that he and his 13 member team will be opening a SPOC
collection site) to be collocated with the Health Department.

Purpose: Conduct sample collections on anyone desiring to be tested for COVID19. No restrictions.

Collection schedule: Beginning Friday, April 24, 2020. 7 days a week -

8: 30am to

5pm.

Drive- thru service, No appointment necessary.
General Information and request

He advised that he has already spoken to Ms. Vamella Lovett, Director of the
Health Department. In addition, he would like the following assistance:
i.
Work with our PIO to create a Press Release and Site Map.
2.

He would like to meet with EMA representatives

and the Police Department at

the site on Wednesday, April 22, 2020 in reference to the Traffic Issue that
may occur as a result of this project and discuss any other concerns.
However, he is available to take a call at anytime prior to Wednesday.
I will be reaching out to Chief Persley and Ms. Howell to discuss further.
Thanks

CediricI111)., Scott,

I11:: :' ,

I1 1: : 1 : :'

I I ';

gf; l lf' li i ir°

Il f

Fire Chief/ EMA Director

Albany Fire Department
Shared Responsibility - Shared Accountability - Shared Success"
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 20, 2020 8: 56 AM
Scott, Cedric; Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
Persley, Michael; Jordan, Rubin; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Re: Collection

Site

Good morning, Chief —
I spoke with Sgt. Bennett and Chief Persley this morning and Chief Persley is going to meet with Sgt. Bennett at the site
later today to work on logistics of incoming traffic. I will work with Lt. Sharp ( their PIO) and my counterpart with DPH
Karen Snyder) on a press release and site map so we can help push the communication out in our community. I' m
looping Phyllis Banks with COA on this response so she' s in the loop and knows this is coming so that we can collaborate
together to push out on all our social media outlets.
Chief Scott, if you can provide an update on this on our 10am call this morning and Chief Persley and myself can
elaborate, if needed, to provide the task force with an update.
Thanks so much,

Wendy Ise

ellll

Public Information

Officer

COUNTyr
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e.15: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::u

aiill: ,....._ I _. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

From: " Scott, Cedric" <

a. us

CScott@albanyga. gov>

Date: Sunday, April 19, 2020 at 12: 29 PM
To: " Subadan,
Cc: "

Sharon" <

SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Persley, Michael" < MPersley@albanyga. gov>, " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>, "

Rubin" <

RJordan@albanyga. gov>

Subject:

Collection

Site

Good afternoon,

I received a call this morning from Sgt J. T. Bennett, Delta Company 366

Valdosta,

Georgia.

Jordan,

Phone Number: 912- 223- 5435

Sgt. Bennett advised me that he and his 13 member team will be opening a SPOC ( collection site) to
be collocated with the Health Department.

Purpose: Conduct sample collections on anyone desiring to be tested for COVID- 19. No
restrictions.

Collection schedule: Beginning Friday, April 24, 2020. 7 days a week -

8: 30am to 5pm.

Drive- thru service, No appointment necessary.
General Information and request

He advised that he has already spoken to Ms. Vamella Lovett, Director of the Health
Department. In addition, he would like the following assistance:
i.
Work with our PIO to create a Press Release and Site Map.
2.

He would like to meet with EMA representatives and the Police Department at the site on

Wednesday, April 22, 2020 in reference to the Traffic Issue that may occur as a result of
this project and discuss any other concerns. However, he is available to take a call at
anytime prior to Wednesday.
I will be reaching out to Chief Persley and Ms. Howell to discuss further.
Thanks

i r° i i

I1 1).,

Sco,tt,

I11:: :' ,

I1 1: : 1 : :'

I I ';

gf; l lf' li i ir°

Il f

Fire Chief/ EMA Director

Albany Fire Department
Shared Responsibility - Shared Accountability - Shared Success"

Albany, GA 31701

www. alanygoy
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jeffrey H . Snyder, Lead Anchor < jeffrey. snyder@themorningpulse. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 7: 01 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

Possible

Importance:

SPAM -

IT Dept] The Morning Pulse for Monday, April 20, 2020 Pandemic Paradigm Shift in the Financial Advisory Business

Low

The

Pulse

Morning
retirement

news

that matters.
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hasty UILUNIO- M19" Jeffrey H.

Snyder currently

serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse,Inc and lead anchor for the..B a..
d t R e..ti
i.:.
ell]e..n t N e tw..(...)
i.°
k.Consider d an " industry insider", thought -leader and an independent voice
on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in both television
and Drint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets. 370

he Broadcast Retirement Network ( BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused
n helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and
savings culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most
importantly - No agendas, no sales pitches, no product pushes.
Our morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans
an create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on
delivering headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their
financial goals.
Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general

reference

and educational

purposes

only. Although

we believe

the content provider to be a

reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

prepared

of such

Websites.

by nor does The Morning

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content,

and content

will

not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility

for the use of or inability

to use such site and recommends

you review

the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent

with the opinions

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.
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Copyright02020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.

This email was sent to mmccoygdougherty.
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The Morning Pulse, Inc. • 4 Beacon Way • Jersey City, NJ 07304 • USA
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Monday, April 20, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

States start hiring battalions of contact tracers to track Covid- 19; Prospect of steep

Subject:

service cuts looms in battered states and cities; Food pantries struggle to keep up;
Arkansas to use Medicaid funds to pay bonuses to long- term care workers

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Prospect of Steep Service Cuts Looms as Virus Batters State
and Local Budgets
13II I I I V., JCA I "
The longer this persists, the deeper it wil be for state and locals and state and local
cutbacks," one

expert noted this week. Food

Pantries Struggle to Keep Up with Coronavirus- Fueled Demand
3(
II

I I"

N Fod

banks are experiencing declines in donations, volunteers stuck at home,

and skyrocketing need as people lose their jobs. In a couple states, governors and local governments
are trying to help out.373

Government Business Council, the independent research arm of GEMG, is fielding its annual study of key
government

decisions in technology, management,

and acquisition — and we want to hear from you.

We also understand this is a trying time for many — that many of you are carrying on the mission of government to
protect and serve Americans impacted by the virus. Given these circumstances, we want to show how much we
appreciate your continued participation

in our surveys, and will donate a total of $ 3, 000 to a registered 501( c)( 3)

charity chosen by participants after completing the survey.
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State Will Use Medicaid Funds to Pay Bonuses to Long - Term
Care Workers KA
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Arkans

received federal approval this week to use up to $
55

mil ion

in Medicaid funds for weekly bonuses for frontline health workers in long- term care facilities.
Fearing

Coronavirus, Many Rural Black Women Avoid Hospitals
to Give Birth at Home 14
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Rural

black women navigate

systemic

racism

and

health care

inequities that put their lives at risk. A

Southern Mayor Takes on the Coronavirus If:
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As the COVID- 19 crisis shifts south, Little Rock Mayor Frank

Scott is navigating a whole different sort of city- state politics. Health

Officials Recommended Canceling Events with 10-50 People.
Then

33,000 Fans Attended a Major League Soccer Game.
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grew, public officials and sports execs contemplated health risks —
and
but

let 33, 000 fans into a Seattle Sounders soccer match, emails

Help With Covid- 19 Tech? This

As

COVID- 19 fears

debated a

PR message —

show. Need

Nonprofit Connects Volunteers

with Governments II
IL. IIIIJII I

OV. JII IJII I

The

U.S. Digital Response, a

volunteers to assist governments with coronavirus- related

new nonprofit, dispatches

tech sector

projects. Government

Business Council, the independent research arm of GEMG, is fielding its annual study of key government
decisions in technology, management, and

acquisition — and

we want to hear from you. 374

We also understand this is a trying time for many — that many of you are carrying on the mission of government to
protect and serve Americans impacted by the virus. Given these circumstances,
appreciate your continued participation

we want to show how much we

in our surveys, and will donate a total of $ 3, 000 to a registered 501( c)( 3)

charity chosen by participants after completing the survey.
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International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Monday, April 20, 2020 12: 58 AM
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To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
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ICMA All - Members Digest for Friday April 17, 2020 to Sunday April 19, 2020
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Good Day:
I am brainstorming about what can be done to help our local business during COVID- 19. Physical
distancing is a major issue for business. There is only so much space in a restaurant, store, bar, etc.
Could local government relax ordinances regarding use of public lands, parking lots, parks, streets that
would benefit / allow business to expand their working area?
Could we lease a public parking lot or portion of it to a business? Could we allow for a tent to be setup in a
park to be used for a business?
I am curious if you have considered anything like this in response to business needs in the months ahead?
Thank you.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty.

org
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Apr 17, 2020 9: 53 AM

er:tori IDavis,
During this pandemic social media has become a critical tool to keeping the community updated. We
already know that access to internet and devices are a problem in lower income areas.

We know that

many younger and mid- life people have Facebook and can get critical updates.
With all of this in mind we know that there are people in our communities

that cannot get our updates via

electronic means. Although this is the easiest means to get out timely critical information, it cannot reach
everyone. What are you doing to ensure that those without access to digital means get your
messaging?
How does one without access to internet get messaging? How does someone with internet,
but not on social media get your messaging?

Weston Davis MPA
EMS Director

City of El Campo
El Campo TX
wdavis@cityofelcampo. org
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We wrestled with this as well.
employees).

I focused on re -purposing the tasks of all of our community builders

For example, we are now using Parks & Rec staff to call elderly shut- ins to provide

scheduled time for them to socialize.

I think we jest need to think of creative ways to engage the entire

workforce.

Lee Feldman

ICMA- CM

City Manager
City of Gainesville
Gainesville

FL

feldmanlr@cityofgainesville. org
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Sent: 04- 16- 2020 11: 32 AM
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From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees
How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning

nonessential

employees to other work

duties?

In March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing
full pay and benefits to nonessential while they stay at home. The question has arisen as to how long that
is sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.
Any insights would be appreciated.

Mclissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR
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KaUmiieirli rie Warid, Melissa:
We,

too, have some FT and PT benefit ed employees who are not working their regular number of weekly hours.
At this time, none of our employees have been furloughed or laid off and we, too, have not cut pay for
any FT or PT benefit ed employee due to lack of available work. What

we have done is:1.

Ask Departments to identify any backlogs or available assignments within their depts. or divisions 2.
Created staffing plans for programs that we have implemented in response to COVID ( Torrance Cares 2 Go
Grocery Delivery; Park Ambassador Program; Senior Hotline; Farmers' Market; etc.)
3.
Created an empl"
oyee pool"of all employees who are not currently working their regular number of weekly
hours. 4.
Assign employees to available assignments in the following priority order: FT employees without full regular
hours; PT

benefit ed employees without full regular hours; if

any available assignments remaining, may

fill using our recurrent employees. 5.
If someone turns down an assignment for whatever reason, then they are choosing to be off work on their
own time. Our

intent is not to give any employee more hours than they typically work, nor is it to give employees overtime
when others are in need of hours. So far, this has worked for us. We are a full service City and have
been able to continue to provide all essential services to our residents. I
hope this helps! Please

feel free to reach out to me directly. Stay

healthy! 379

Katherine Wand BA
Management Associate

City of Torrance
Torrance CA

kwand@torranceca. gov
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Message:

Sent: 04- 16- 2020 11: 32 AM
From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees
How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work
In March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing
full pay and benefits to nonessential while they stay at home. The question has arisen as to how long that
is sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.
duties?

Any insights would be appreciated.

Melissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR
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Creativity in redeploying employees will help with some employees. Like Lee, we created a " Let' s stay
connected" program for our senior population. Staff is calling to check in with our seniors on a daily basis.
In addition, we have other staff delivering meals to 200 seniors. In other departments calls are being made
to our business community to see what their needs/ concerns are during this time and directing them to
Federal, State and Local resources.

Steve Carmona

City Manager
City of Pico Rivera
Pico Rivera CA
scarmona@pico- rivera. org
380
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 11: 32 AM
From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees
How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work
duties?

In March our employees were designated essential or nonessential

and we have been providing

full pay and benefits to nonessential while they stay at home. The question has arisen as to how long that
is sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.
Any insights would be appreciated.

Melissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR
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Apr 17, 2020 11: 41 AM

With our Recreation program shut down we've reassigned their staff to assist with ' to -go' meals ( prep &
distribution) at our Senior Center and have them working with our Clerk' s office on filing/ scanning
projects. But, as you note this is not sustainable over the long term.

John Vodopich AICP

City Administrator
City of Bonney Lake
BONNEY LAKE WA

vodopichj@ci. bonney- Iake.wa. us
F

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 11: 32 AM
From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees
381

next

How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning nonessential employees to other work
In March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing

duties?

full pay and benefits to nonessential

while they stay at home.

The question has arisen as to how long that

is sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.
Any insights would be appreciated.

Melissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR
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Apr 17, 2020 1: 28 PM

This is one of the best questions I' ve seen since the start. I like that you are thinking ahead and reaching
out for ideas. I wonder what innovations may occur - what rethinking of service levels may need to be
discussed.

Peter Burchard
CEO

Burchard Consulting
Geneva IL

peter@peterburchard. com
F

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 11: 32 AM
From: Melissa Bridges

Subject: Equity Issues in Reassignment of Nonessential Employees
How are other cities handling potential equity issues in reassigning
duties?

nonessential

employees to other work

In March our employees were designated essential or nonessential and we have been providing
full pay and benefits to nonessential while they stay at home. The question has arisen as to how long that
is sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them.
Any insights would be appreciated.

382

Melissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR
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Apr 17, 2020 8: 24 AM

V: Illiar.abe..:
0-ii. wl
If you have an IT professional, I would ask them to " co -host" of the Zoom meeting and taking care of the
Livestream to Facebook or YouTube. We have done a work session and Council Meeting using Zoom and
Facebook Live. As the City Administrator ( that is somewhat tech savvy), it can be a bit distracting/ stressful
attempting to run the meeting and take care of things like muting people with background noise, etc..

Elizabeth Stahlman

MBA

City Administrator
City of Frostburg
FROSTBURG MD
estahlman@frostburgcity.

org
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 08: 28 AM
From: Marsha Toler
Subject: Zoom Quick Guide and Tips

There is a link for a basic Zoom tutorial that is nicely done by the K State Research and Extension office in
Cowley County, Kansas. It provides a nice overview in two short videos, one for the attendee and how to
join the Zoom meeting and the other for setting up a Zoom meeting. Here is the link, https:// www. cowley. kstate. edu/.
I hope you find this helpful.
Have a good day!
Marsha Toler

Original Message------

Hasanyone found ( or created) a good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable for
383

Like many agencies we' ve now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now
expanding to our commissions so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its

commissioners?

features.

Examples welcome; thanks!

Edward Shikada ICMA- CM, PE

City Manager
City of Palo Alto
Palo Alto CA
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Scot,

We are going to use the webinar version of Zoom so we can livestream it to our YouTube channel so
people who just want to view the meeting can do so.
I' m not sure if that's helpful or not, but feel free to email me if you have questions.

Austin Bleess ICMA- CM, MPA

City Manager
City of Jersey Village
Jersey Village TX
ableess@jerseyvillagetx. com
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Message: Sent:
04- 16- 2020 04:05 PM From:
Scot

Fodi Subject:

Zoom

Quick Guide and Tips In

this thread has anyone successfully set up a scheduled event on their YouTube Channel, copy/ pasted hyperlinks
to the Zoom platform to place a working hyperlink on their website for residents to access? Yes, I

being that specific for a reason and will probably have to call Zoom directly Scot

Fodi Borough
Manager

Borough

of Oakmont 384

am

Oakmont PA
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working on a set of protocols and policies both to utilize at our sites but also for use as a guide for business. I
am working with a research team from our local hospital to verify efficacy of measures and sort them into
guidelines by exposure. Workers in

contact with the public will utilize different mitigation strategies than

those in office set ings, etc.We are also considering how we will hold elections in June and how to
institute mitigation measures to offer a safe election. Colorado has mail in voting so that reduces the demand for
in personvoting but we still have to provide in -person options. We are working with the State to produce a
drive through election options which we will operate at several sites. Attached is our working document of
ideas,this is our first run at listing options based on initial research. A lot
of our efforts will be around encouraging use of online and phone options to provide service, we are engaging with
marketing professionals to develop outreach and education about options for all gov. services that
have online or over the phone service options. John Cattles

MPA Sustainable Operations
Director County of

Gunnison Gunnison CO
jcattles@gunnisoncounty. org
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Sent: 0415- 2020 12: 12 PM From: T.
Hanna

Subject: Returning

to Work Policies and Procedures Good Morning,
Considering there
will likely be some continuous danger of COVID- 19 for months, has anyone have policies and/ or
procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?
T.Dwight
Hanna, IPMA- SCP, CCP, SHRM- SCP, CBP, ADAC
Human Resource Services Department Richland County

Government 2020 Hampton
Street, Suite 3058
29204
us

Columbia, SC

Email: hannad@rcgov.

Phone: 803.

576. 2111 385

Director

of

Fax: 803. 576. 2119

Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and

be the solution to problems."
Stephen Covet/
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Apr 17, 2020 11: 40 AM

With discussion of phasing at the federal level, this is something we should all be actively planning for, of
course.

I suspect there will be a federal and/ or state guidelines/ rules promulgated in order to reduce the likelihood
of adverse public health outcomes associated with transitioning back to a new normal; however, there are
certain elements that are either already known, reasonable to anticipate, or will never be the subject of

state or federal guidance.
Here are some example planning considerations that we' ve started to discuss:
Consideration of continued remote work options for at -risk persons;
Consideration of whether remote work can or should be used more routinely on a moving forward basis;
Continued or amplified disinfection protocols for public areas and high -touch surfaces;
Consideration of enhanced point -of -service employee and resident protections, e. g., Plexiglas barriers like
some of us may have seen deployed in groceries;
Availability and location of hand sanitizer stations;
PPE availability for all staff unable to maintain social distancing -maintain greater than 6' separation;

perhaps even including those that can

Question of whether ( and how) to implement thermal screening;
Reaffirming HIPPA limitations on release of health information;
Updates or modifications to sick leave policy;
Question of how/ whether to re -purpose staff unable to perform duties due to the nature of their roles and
responsibilities, e. g., pool manager if the pool can' t be opened;
Review and consideration of labor agreements, including potential need to engage union representation
386

on issues of shared concern;

Need for contact tracing protocol;
How to handle internal staff meetings and/ or those involving members of the public in conference rooms
settings, etc;

How to handle municipal court;

How to handle meetings of legislative/ quasi-judicial boards and councils;
Safe operation of parks and rec facilities, including nature centers, pool complexes, playgrounds,
organized sport fields, etc.

Consideration of library rules of operation -- there are a lot of high -touch surfaces in libraries, of course;
Consideration of potential meeting constraints volunteer boards, councils, and committees, etc; and
How to communicate

updates and changes to staff ahead of their reintegration

into the workplace, making

workplace protections for them clear and any policy changes/ modifications known and understood, etc.

Robert Cole

Deputy Village Manager
Village of Scarsdale
Millwood NY
rcole@scarsdale. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 15- 2020 12: 12 PM
From: T. Hanna

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures
Good Morning,
Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID- 19 for months, has anyone have policies
and/ or procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?
T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA- SCP, CCP, SHRM- SCP, CBP, ADAC
Director of Human Resource Services Department

Richland County Government
2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058
Columbia, SC 29204
Email: hannad@rcgov. us
Phone: 803. 576. 2111
Fax: 803. 576. 2119

Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and

be the solution to problems."
Stephen Covet/
387
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Great job with the document.

Peter Burchard
CEO

Burchard Consulting
Geneva IL

peter@peterburchard.

com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 17- 2020 11: 05 AM
From: John Cattles

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures
We are working on a set of protocols and policies both to utilize at our sites but also for use as a guide for
business. I am working with a research team from our local hospital to verify efficacy of measures and sort
them into guidelines by exposure. Workers in contact with the public will utilize different mitigation
strategies than those in office settings, etc. We are also considering how we will hold elections in June and
how to institute mitigation measures to offer a safe election. Colorado has mail in voting so that reduces the
demand for in -person voting but we still have to provide in -person options. We are working with the State to
produce a drive -through election options which we will operate at several sites. Attached is our working
document of ideas, this is our first run at listing options based on initial research.

A lot of our efforts will be around encouraging use of online and phone options to provide service, we are
engaging with marketing professionals to develop outreach and education about options for all gov.
services that have online or over the phone service options.

John Cattles MPA
Sustainable

Operations

Director

County of Gunnison
Gunnison CO
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I view the CDC guidance as most relevant to a private household pool.
Karen, I inferred from your question that you may have been asking about public pools. My sense is that
public pools will be evaluated in much the same way that other gathering spaces are evaluated. What is
the ability to do basic screenings for ill persons, and what precautions can be put in place for distancing?

That being said, I think its unlikely that this will be a normal public pool season in most parts of the
Best case scenario, public pools are able to open by doing screenings and significantly cutting
country.
back on capacity, but I think its a very difficult environment to maintain distancing in and I suspect many
parents would not feel comfortable allowing their children to utilize. We are also expecting summer labor
market to be disrupted.
How many lifeguards will elect to avoid working in such a public space where they
could potentially be called on to perform CPR when there is uncertainty about public health?

Dan Ralley
Assistant City Manager
City of Upper Arlington
Upper Arlington

OH

dralley@uaoh. net

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 14- 2020 05: 39 PM
From: John Titkanich

Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools
Karen:

From CDC website, " There is no evidence that COVID- 19 can be spread to humans through the use of

pools, hot tubs or spas, or water playgrounds. Proper operation, maintenance, and disinfection ( e. g., with
chlorine and bromine) of pools, hot tubs or spas, and water playgrounds should inactivate the virus that
causes COVID- 19.

While there is oiiIIn2`iiIn....
991TIIiiTIlgiri limy gp[ ad of COVID- 19, there should be appropriate care taken both in and
outside the pool, to I irc m .:':. . y.... i f. l:(... . . I il. i j....: m. k. il. f r` ... Owners and operators of community pools, hot tubs, or
spas should follow the li r°iteirliin, i gtidairice fair Ibusiir° uesses arid qn, i p g grq to plan and respond to COVID- 19.°
Link
g .

to CDC website hope
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John

John Titkanich AICP, ICMA- CM
Innovation and Performance Division Director

County of St. Lucie
Fort Pierce FL
c.o.n'i

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 14- 2020 02: 15 PM

From: Karen Daly
Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools
Has anyone come across good data/ guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming
Pools?

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA

Georgetown TX
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Our Equity and Inclusion office has done a few virtual learning sessions:
Self -Care & COVID- 19

Description: We' re gonna talk about bubble baths, massages ...juuuust kidding. While bubble baths and
massages are great, self -care can be deeper than that.
With all of the news, constant changes, and impacts on our community, there' s a lot, so how are we
coping?

We' ll share some resiliency tips that we use to keep us grounded and ready to do equity and inclusion

work. We' ll also provide some resources for you to explore. You can' t pour from an empty cup.
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The only way through is together, so let' s hold some space for one another!

Race the Power of an Illusion Part 1,

Part 2, and Part 3

Each part of the series consists of:
Reading the 10 things and answering a couple of questions
Viewing the film ( each is 58 minutes long)
Reflecting and responding to questions related to the film
Advancing Racial Equity 101
Description: Intro to Racial Equity —We have an Equity Action Plan? Who' s in the Office of Equity and
Inclusion? Why racial equity at the City of Asheville?
Advancing Racial Equity 201
racial equity by introducing implicit bias and microaggressions. We' re also doing a deeper dive into
individual, systemic, and structural racism, as well as the Equity Action Plan and what the City is doing to
operationalize

equity.

Seeing White Podcast Discussions
We' re excited to offer another opportunity to plug into conversations around racial equity. Seeing White
from Scene On Radio is a podcast that takes a historical view on how the construction of "whiteness" came
to be and brings the conversation to the present day.

This is an 8 part class that will consist of:
Listening to assigned episodes
Journaling/ responding to provided prompts
Group discussions -

Participants must attend at least 5 discussion sessions for completion of this class

Ashley Traynum- Carson
Communications

Specialist

City of Asheville
Asheville NC
atraynum- carson@ashevillenc.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 04: 04 PM
From: Lisa Brown

Subject: Equity in Working from Home
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Any recommendations Onprofes ional development courses, certifications, etc.that are free/ no cost? Like
places, we have a wide - range of services so any direction would be helpful! LiG8

most

Brown N1PA OnnnnuniC81iOnG
Manager
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Sunday, April 19, 2020 10: 26 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Weekend

Edition:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 19. 20

Good evening,
Here are this weekend' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests,
and take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation,
check out the archives.

Washington. D. C.

CMS announced new regulatory repuirements that will require nursing homes to inform residents, their families,
and representatives of COVID- 19 cases in their facilities. Additionally, CMS will now require nursing homes to
report cases of COVID- 19 directly to CDC. The information must be reported in accordance with existing privacy
regulations and statute. Finally, CMS will also require nursing homes to fully cooperate with CDC surveillance
efforts around COVID- 19 spread.

CMS has issued new guidance to re -open health care systems with low incidence of COVID- 19.

President Trump signed a new Executive Order: National Emergency Authority to Temporarily Extend Deadlines
for Certain Estimated Payments.

The CDC has posted multiple new guidance documents on its COVID- 19 dashboard, including guidance for
handling COVID- 19 in correctional and detention facilities, FAQ for health care professionals and the newest
travel guidelines.

There are multiple upcoming CDC Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity ( COCA) calls and webinars.
Registration is not required. View the schedule here.
FDA Commissioner

Stephen Hahn issued a statement about serological test validation and education efforts.

House and Senate leadership continue to engage in negotiations about additional supplemental funding
packages ( COVID 3. 5, COVID IV, and COVID V), and seem to have come to an agreement about replenishing the
Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP). This evening, Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin said he was hopeful the Senate
could pass legislation as soon as tomorrow and that the House would take it up for a vote as early as Wednesday
morning, but nothing has been formally agreed upon or introduced at this point. The COVID 3. 5 bill would likely
include something in the ballpark of $250- 300 billion for the PPP, $

50 billion for the SBA' s disaster relief fund,

75 billion for hospitals, and $ 25 billion for testing. For a more thorough update on the federal legislative
landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already receive that
update and would like to subscribe, please email sfullerSicgagroup, com.
Reps. Neal Dunn ( R- FL), Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to have tested
positive for COVID- 19 ( or be presumptive positive).
Updates from the States

Governors across the country have indicated they will not be reopening their states until they can prove a
decrease in deaths and cases with adequate testing.
Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 690, 714 and 35, 443
deaths The CDC data closes out the day before reporting.
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Twenty- five youths who are being held at a juvenile detention center in Virginia have tested positive for COVID19. The outbreak at the Bon Air Juvenile Correctional Center in Richmond is the largest at a youth detention
facility in the country, and people are calling on Gov. Ralph Northam to release people from the center to
further prevent the spread of the virus.
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said today that New York state will begin antibody testing thousands of residents
this week to try and determine the breadth of the coronavirus outbreak. Gov. Cuomo said a test was approved
by the FDA and that testing will take place aggressively.
Agriculture Sec. Sonny Perdue announced the approval of West Virginia' s requests to provide online purchasing
of food to Supplemental

Nutrition Assistance Program ( SNAP) Households. This will allow the state to expedite

the implementation of online purchasing with currently authorized SNAP online retailers with a target start date
to be announced at a later time. West Virginia' s SNAP participation is nearly 300, 000 individuals, almost 150, 000
households, and totals nearly $ 400 million annually in federal funding.
Starting tomorrow, Vermont contracting companies, garden -supply stores, small construction crews and small
offices will be allowed to operate with certain restrictions.

Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz signed an executive order that reopened outdoor recreational businesses, including
golf courses, bait shops, public and private marinas and outdoor shooting ranges. The order still requires
residents to adhere to social distancing guidelines recommended by the CDC.
New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey have all reopened marinas, boatyards and boat launches for
recreational

use.

An analysis of the blood of some 3, 300 people living in Santa Clara county in early April found that one in every
66 people had been infected with SARS- CoV- 2 ( the virus that causes COVID- 19). The researchers estimate that
between 48, 000 and 82, 000 of the county' s roughly 2 million inhabitants were infected with the virus at that
time, which is a pretty sharp contrast with the official case count of some 1, 000 people reported in early April.
More than 2, 000 people gathered at the Washington State Capitol to challenge the state' s stay- at- home
mandates. Protestors did not wear masks and generally gathered in close quarters. Gov. Jay Inslee responded by
I support free speech, but crowd counts or speeches won' t determine our course. This isn' t about

saying, "

politics. It can only be about doing what is best for the health of all Washingtonians."
The New York State Department of Taxation and Finance has created a website to assist those who likely qualify
for the $ 1, 200 stimulus checks — but may have been ineligible for an automatic deposit due to a lack of federal
tax return information. Many low- income Americans lack the information because they don' t meet the federal
filing threshold of $12, 000 for individuals or $ 24, 000 for married couples.
Useful state data:
o
o

If llhe s „ c..I. aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.
Use Johns Hopkins University' s COVID- 19 U. a. map as a resource for media, policymakers and
communities

o

to view a collection

of critical public health data in one online destination

and better

understand and track the COVID- 19 pandemic in populations both large and small across the country.
NASHP has developed a COVID- 19 State Action Center which serves as a state -level policy dashboard.

o

This site from the Kaiser Family Foundation provides state -level information on cases/ deaths, social
distancing measures, health policy actions, and more.

o

This lr e sou lr.ce..from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID- 19 response.

o

This

Irji s„ of ima„ s shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tiraa: keir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

o

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by
state.

Military/ Defense

Nearly 1, 000 cadets graduated Saturday from the Air Force Academy in a scaled -down ceremony that capped a
trying semester of virtual classes and solitary dorm -room meals due to COVID- 19. The cadets marched 6 feet
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apart to seats that were spread across the center of the Colorado Springs campus to minimize the risk of

spreading the virus.

One month after " going virtual" because of COVID- 19, Army recruiters are gearing up for increased use of Army
recruiting stations in the coming weeks to get back to the job of shipping recruits to Army training. Military

Entrance Processing Stations will begin shipping recruits April 271n
The Pentagon is extending its ban on most military and domestic travel, including permanent change of station
moves, by nearly two months.
The Navy is coordinating with the CDC to investigate the COVID- 19 outbreak on board the San Diego -based
aircraft carrier USS Theodore

Roosevelt.

The outbreak on the Roosevelt is the single largest in the military, with

660 members of its crew testing positive for the virus, seven of whom are in the hospital, and one sailor who
died last week.

Starting this coming week, one of the Army' s largest training posts —

Fort Jackson, South Carolina — will be able

to conduct about 700 tests each day for the virus after receiving new machines to increase its throughput.
International

Affairs

The U. S.- Canada border restrictions will be extended for another 30 days.

India has taken their lockdown in stride, with volunteer virus patrol squads popping up everywhere and
neighborhoods imposing extra rules and sealing themselves off. However, the term " social distancing" has
caused lower castes to be shunned even more than usual, and people are taking the lockdown very seriously. In
one case, in Delhi, a son turned in his own father for stepping outside. In another, in a West Bengal State, some
families who wanted to maintain social distancing asked their loved ones to sleep in trees.
About 100, 000 people in Bangladesh ignored a nationwide lockdown to attend the funeral of Maulana Jubayer
Ahmed Ansari, a senior member of an Islamist party, amid fears that the virus could spread quickly through the
densely populated country.
French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe said today that the country' s lockdown had slowed COVID- 19 infections
but that the health crisis is not over and life is unlikely to return to normal for quite some time, even after

restrictions are officially lifted on May 111n
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro continues to support demonstrators in his country who are protesting to
demand an end to business shutdowns and quarantine guidelines imposed by governors around the country.
Chile is set to become the first country to issue " immunity cards" to those who have recovered from the
coronavirus,

allowing holders to return to work, despite questions about whether those who have recovered

are

in fact immune, how long any immunity might last, and the accuracy of antibody tests. To qualify, Chileans have
to take a test that shows they have antibodies for the novel coronavirus. Those who have had the disease must
be free of symptoms for at least 14 days — or 28, if they have a compromised immune system. Under those
criteria, 4, 338 people are eligible.

Britain recently said the millions of rapid tests it had ordered from China were not sensitive enough to detect
antibodies except in people who were severely ill.
Rather than a peak — which would be followed by a sharp decrease in casualties and cases — Italy, Spain and
France seem to have reached a high plateau that is slowly decreasing over time but still threatens to rebound.
The three countries are devising plans to exit their lockdowns, which have been extended into May.
Zimbabwe' s president, Emmerson Mnangagwa, extended a nationwide lockdown on Sunday for an additional
two weeks but said that mines in the country could reopen, citing " the need to keep the economy running."
At least 40 staff members in Afghanistan' s presidential palace have tested positive for COVID- 19, forcing
President Ashraf Ghani to isolate himself and attend events via video conference.
Global Cases:

Lifestyle

2, 241, 359

Total Deaths:

152, 551

and Economy

New data show accommodation and food service firms received less than 9 percent of the money from the
SBA' s PPP program, about $ 30. 5 billion, though they have suffered the largest job losses of any industry during
this recession. Construction firms received the largest share, at just over 13 percent, or about $ 45 billion.
395

The U. S. has seen a rollout of blood tests for coronavirus antibodies in recent weeks. The tests, which are meant

to detect past exposure and possible immunity, rather than current COVID- 19 cases, have been widely viewed as
crucial tools in assessing the reach of the pandemic and reopening the economy. Unfortunately, the tests are
proving to be problematic and not as reliable as scientists had hoped.
In Hollywood, shooting of TV shows and films is not expected to resume until August at the earliest, in part
because of the time it will take to reassemble casts and crews after COVID- 19 subsides. Hollywood supports 2. 5

million jobs, according to the Motion Picture Association of America, and many of the workers are freelancers,
getting paid project to project.
Several public school districts in the U. S. are now feeding adults and sending days' worth of food home for
entire families. It is estimated that the nation' s 12 largest school districts will spend $ 12 million to $ 19 million

through the end of June to meet the demands of their pandemic meals operations.

Walmart said that it had hired 150, 000 workers since March 191h, and it pledges to hire 50, 000 more. The
retailer said it had received more than a million applications since its initial hiring announcement. The new
workers will be hired on a temporary basis as many have been furloughed from other companies and are just
looking to bridge the gap until they return to their original jobs.
Roughly 33, 000 workers at news companies in the U. S. have been laid off, furloughed, or had their pay reduced.
Some publications that rely on ads have shut down. The New York Times is tracking media layoffs.
Americans can track the status of their stimulus payments and provide their bank -account information to get
their money faster via direct deposit on a new IRS website.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 18) ( 4 19)
The characteristics of household transmission of COVID- 19

The SARS- CoV- 2 receptor -binding domain elicits a potent neutralizing response without antibody -dependent
enhancement

Svmotom Screenine at Illness Onset of Health Care Personnel With SARS- CoV- 2 Infection in Kine Countv.
Washington

Here is this week' s COVIDView from CDC, a weekly summary and interpretation of key indicators that have been
adapted to track the COVID- 19 pandemic in the U. S.
Finding

Effective

Treatments

for COVID- 19e Scientific

Integrity

and Public Confidence

in a Time of Crisis

Covid- 19 is rapidly becoming America' s leading cause of death
Antibiotic treatment for COVID- 19 complications could fuel resistant bacteria

Rapid coronavirus test, commonly used in U, S„ may miss infections in some situations
Food And Beverage Companies Evolve, Innovate And Contribute Amid COVID- 19 Crisis

Visualizing Speech - Generated Oral Fluid Droplets with Laser Light Scattering
Coronavirus

Vaccine

Prospects

The NIH Office of Portfolio

Analysis ( OPA) has developed

a comprehensive,

expert- curated

portfolio

of COVID- 19

publications and preprints. The portfolio includes peer -reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from
medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.
Rural hospitals shut out of stimulus loans face financial crisis

Feeling useless° the effect of unemployment on mental health in the Great Recession
We need an army'

Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to curbing disease spread

Suicide Mortality and Coronavirus Disease 2019—

A Perfect

Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
Compassionate

Use of Remdesivir for Patients with Severe Covid- 19
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Contact Lens Wear and Coronavirus

Wh
Safet

daily death tolls have become unusually important in understanding the coronavirus pandemic
at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic° Ho nr to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health care s stem

Projecting hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

Johns Hopkins d t „ a jpj.gIr ,
Other tracking data Ilh ite..
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
heir°,

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common

Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)

Statistics

Loan amount as a share of elligible payroll

SS.

Above map is in reference to PPP funds.
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Total initial jobless cWms during coronavirus pandemic vs. last three U. S recessions
0 fnilfian

1990- 91 Recession ( 36 weeks)

20,01 Recession ( 316 weeks)

2007- 09 Recession (

79 weeks)

Corona, virus pandernic ( 4 weeks
to date)
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Sunday, April 19, 2020 4: 51 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Collection

Site

Yes Sir, I agree.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2020 12: 45 PM
To: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>; Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>

Cc: Persley, Michael < MPersley@albanyga. gov>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>;
RJordan@albanyga.

Jordan,

Rubin

gov>

Subject: RE: Collection Site

This is great news Chief.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Scott,

CScott@albanyea, eov>

4/ 19/ 20 12: 29 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Subadan,
Cc: "

Cedric" <

Sharon" <

SdSubadan@albanyea, eov>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty, ea, us>

Persley, Michael" < MPersley( e albanygg.,.

v>, "

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@doueherty,

ea. us>, " Jordan,

Rubin"

RJordan@albanyea. eov>
Subject:

Collection

Site

Good afternoon,

I received a call this morning from Sgt J. T. Bennett, Delta Company - Valdosta, Georgia.
Phone Number: 912- 223- 5435

Sgt. Bennett advised me that he and his 13 member team will be opening a SPOC ( collection site) to
be collocated with the Health Department.

Purpose: Conduct sample collections on anyone desiring to be tested for COVID- 19. No
restrictions.

Collection schedule: Beginning Friday, April 24, 2020. 7 days a week -

8: 30am to 5pm.

Drive- thru service, No appointment necessary.
General Information and request

He advised that he has already spoken to Ms. Vamella Lovett, Director of the Health
Department. In addition, he would like the following assistance:
1.
Work with our PIO to create a Press Release and Site Map.
402

2.

He would like to meet with EMA representatives and the Police Department at the site on

Wednesday, April 22, 2020 in reference to the Traffic Issue that may occur as a result of
this project and discuss any other concerns. However, he is available to take a call at
anytime prior to Wednesday.
I will be reaching out to Chief Persley and Ms. Howell to discuss further.
Thanks
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Dire Chief/ EMA Director

Albany Dire Department
Shared Responsibility - Shared Accountability - Shared Success"

www. alanygov
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

MILLER, JASON C < jm6261@att. com>
Sunday, April 19, 2020 2: 13 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Cc:

OHR, JEFFREY

Subject:

AT& T support during COVID- 19 -

AT&T
e
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Agency

Paid users can choose a free premium smartphone when purchasing
a new FirstNet Read yTm device on new activation or eligible
upgrade on a FirstNet Mobile - Unlimited plan.FIRSTNET DIFFERENTIATORS FirstNet
is a

dedicated com unications platform for first responders. FirstNet doesn' t
block, or throtle data or voice calling, unlike commercial networks FirstNet has dedicated
deployables on call,at no additional cost, so we are there when you need us most
FirstNet offers free

equipment to make sure you have the latest tools to do your job FirstNet provides access
to the fastest overall nationwide network experience.*FirstNet has the
most robust public safety application ecosystem, providing you with

the most powerful public

safety apps FirstNet is the

only network built with first responders, for first responders when and where they
need it most. We are accountable to keeping your lines of communication open with
dedicated

mission critical solutions

that will modernize public safety. 404

We' re here to help! Contact us and let' s discuss getting your first responders on the network
of the future today.
Best regards,

Jeff Ohr

Jason Miller
Client

Solutions

Executive

2

Client

Solutions

Executive

AT& T Business

AT& T Government

Local Government and Education

Local and Education

706- 413- 8216

203- 214- 5888

iasonmiller

att. com

jo28 2att.

II

Solutions
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, April 19, 2020 12: 45 PM

Sent:
To:

Scott, Cedric;

Subadan,

Sharon

Cc:

Persley, Michael; Howell, Wendy; Jordan, Rubin

Subject:

RE: Collection

Site

This is great news Chief.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Scott,

CScott@albanyga. gov>

4/ 19/ 20 12: 29 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Subadan,
Cc: "

Cedric" <

Sharon" <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Persley, Michael" < MPersley@albanyga. gov>, " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>, " Jordan,

Rubin"

RJordan@albanyga. gov>
Subject:

Collection

Site

Good afternoon,

I received a call this morning from Sgt J. T. Bennett, Delta Company - Valdosta, Georgia.
Phone Number: 912- 223- 5435

Sgt. Bennett advised me that he and his 13 member team will be opening a SPOC ( collection site) to
be collocated with the Health Department.

Purpose: Conduct sample collections on anyone desiring to be tested for COVID- 19. No
restrictions.

Collection schedule: Beginning Friday, April 24, 2020. 7 days a week -

8: 30am to 5pm.

Drive- thru service, No appointment necessary.
General Information and request

He advised that he has already spoken to Ms. Vamella Lovett, Director of the Health
Department. In addition, he would like the following assistance:
1.
Work with our PIO to create a Press Release and Site Map.
2.

He would like to meet with EMA representatives and the Police Department at the site on

Wednesday, April 22, 2020 in reference to the Traffic Issue that may occur as a result of
this project and discuss any other concerns. However, he is available to take a call at
anytime prior to Wednesday.
I will be reaching out to Chief Persley and Ms. Howell to discuss further.
Thanks
406
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Sunday, April 19, 2020 12: 29 PM
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
Persley, Michael; Howell, Wendy; Jordan, Rubin

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Collection

Site

Good afternoon,

I received a call this morning from Sgt J. T. Bennett, Delta Company - Valdosta, Georgia.
Phone

Number:

912- 223- 5435

Sgt. Bennett advised me that he and his 13 member team will be opening a SPOC ( collection site) to
be collocated with the Health Department.

Purpose: Conduct sample collections on anyone desiring to be tested for COVID- 19. No
restrictions.

Collection schedule: Beginning Friday, April 24, 2020. 7 days a week - 8: 30am to 5pm.
Drive- thru service, No appointment necessary.
General Information and request

He advised that he has already spoken to Ms. Vamella Lovett, Director of the Health
Department. In addition, he would like the following assistance:
1. Work with our PIO to create a Press Release and Site Map.
2.

He would like to meet with EMA representatives and the Police Department at the site on

Wednesday, April 22, 2020 in reference to the Traffic Issue that may occur as a result of
this project and discuss any other concerns. However, he is available to take a call at
anytime prior to Wednesday.
I will be reaching out to Chief Persley and Ms. Howell to discuss further.
Thanks

Cediric

1 1).,

Sco,tt, C11::::' ,

I1 1: : 1 : :'

I I '; gf; l lf' li i ir° Il f

Fire Chief/ EMA Director

Albany Fire Department

Shared Responsibility - Shared Accountability - Shared Success"

www. alanygov
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Desk

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 8:47 PM
Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>; vees70@yahoo. com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar
Hudgins; McCoy, Michael; Gray, Russell; Chris S. Cohilas
Check out Dougherty
County Funding under COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief Proposal forCounties. pdf; ATT00001. txt

I am not sure if you opened this pdf.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gloria

Gaines <

ggaines305@aol. com>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 8: 13 PM
ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us; vees70@yahoo. com; AnJones@dougherty. ga. us;
lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net; MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us; RGray@dougherty. ga. us;

Sent:
To:

ccohilas@watsonspence. com

Subject:

Re: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

Good information.

Original

Message -----

From: Johnson, Clinton < CIJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
To: Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> < ggaines305@aol. com>; vees70@yahoo. com < vees70@yahoo.
Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>; Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>; McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Chris S. Cohilas
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

com>

Sent: Sat, Apr 18, 2020 7: 49 pm
Subject: Fwd: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: " Wills, Dave" <

DWills@accg. org>

Date: April 18, 2020 at 6: 58: 07 PM EDT
To: " Wills, Dave" <

DWills@accg. org>
Subject: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would
receive IF the COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact
your members of Congress, including Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed
legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask the President to support this funding for county
governments!

If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as
next week, but only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!

NACo OVERVIEW for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE
150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.

80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages

8 billion for tribal governments
411

Jones,

3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $ 150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus
Relief Fund ( CRF) available to be used for lost revenues.
1.

NACo Talking Points:

We call on Congress and the administration to work together ASAP to pass additional aid
for state and local governments NOW — we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and
hope for another aid package

New NACo estimates peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal
year 2021
o
Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $ 1. 5 billion for
child welfare, elderly care, homelessness, mental health, public health, transportation and
other essential public services
o

ADD MORE EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN, SUBURBAN

AND RURAL COUNTIES

FROM NEW NACO REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and
only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We thank Senator
Schumer and Speaker Pelosi for their strong support and leadership efforts. They made
substantial changes to make sure that all county governments are treated fairly and equitably
with our state and local counterparts — and they are making lost revenue as an eligible use
under the CARES Act and this new package

Additional federal aid for state and local governments should be an area of bipartisan
agreement — we are literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local communities.
By investing in counties, Congress and the administration would be investing in our local
economies and workforces

Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest
employers locally and we provide essential public health, public safety and economic recovery
support for unemployed,

local businesses

and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including
29. 5 billion for America' s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M
new unemployed, the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially. It is
unrealistic to demand and expect our counties to double down on their local public services
without the revenue support to make it happen — again, our costs are skyrocketing
revenues

are plummeting
412

while our

2.

Joint statement from US Conference of Mayors, National League of Cities and National

Association

of Counties:

National Association
on Congress

of Counties, National League of Cities and U. S. Conference of Mayors Call

for the Immediate

Passage of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC --Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote
the health and well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all
sizes is desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated
and flexible funding for all local governments. We are working at the county and municipal level
as partners to provide unique and non -duplicative services to protect public health and economic
stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of public health measures requiring a
pause on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by Democratic
leadership is the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We
simply can' t wait any longer."
For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:
NACo' s Coronavirus
NLC' s Pandemic

Resource

Response

Pace

Website

USCM' s COVID- 19 Website

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree

St., NE, Suite 700

Atlanta, GA 30303
404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon Cellular)
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct Fax)

dwillsoaccq.org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Saturday, April 18, 2020 7: 56 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

naco@naco. org>

Urgent Action Needed:

Subject:

Call on Congress, White House to Provide Direct Relief to

Counties

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

National Association of Counties Urges Congress,
White House to Provide Immediate Relief to Support
COVID- 19 Response on the Ground
OUN.II S CAII FOR UN1.1. .

As congressional

leaders

and the White

10 ADDRESS UNPR .:. ED NI

House

D PANDEMIC

negotiate

the interim emergency coronavirus relief package, or
the COVID- 19 3. 5 supplemental package, we need your
voice to ensure that county priorities are included,
especially direct, immediate funding to counties of all
sizes.

The COVID- 19 " 3. 5 plan" offered by the congressional
Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the
table for state and local governments right now. The
plan would provide $ 150 billion in new funding for state
and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion directly
to all of America' s counties to help cover expenditures
and lost revenue.

414

CONTACT

YOUR MEMBERS

OF CONGRESS

In a report released yesterday, NACo found that the COVID- 19 pandemic could lead to massive
budgetary impacts for county governments and local taxpayers, with as much as $ 144 billion in
lost revenue and increased expenditures through FY2021.

Below, see NACo' s talking points and Tweets to customize for your outreach to members of
Congress and the administration. Also, please see NACo' s press release and joint press release
with the National

League

of Cities ( NLC) and U. S. Conference

of Mayors ( USCM).

TAKE ACTION ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Below are sample Tweets for you to underscore the importance of direct and flexible funding to
county governments.

12

Counties call on Congress and the administration

to work together NOW to pass additional aid for state
and local gouts to support the vital services we deliver. # Counties are on the front lines:
https://

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19. # CountiesMatter

Now is the time for the administration and Congress to unite and help counties fulfill our vast public
health, public safety and economic recovery responsibilities. # Counties are on the front lines:
https://

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 # CountiesMatter

Click here to access all of
NACo' s curated

social

media

posts and graphics on COVID19.

415

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

AUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County
of dals regarding Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 416

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 7: 50 PM
Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>; vees70@yahoo. com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar
Hudgins; McCoy, Michael; Gray, Russell; Chris S. Cohilas
Fwd: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
County Funding under COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief Proposal forCounties. pdf; ATT00001. htm

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Wills,

Dave" <

DWills@accg. org>

Date: April 18, 2020 at 6: 58: 07 PM EDT
To: " Wills,

Dave" <

DWills@accg. org>

Subject: Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5

As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would
receive IF the COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact your
members of Congress, including Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed
legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask the President to support this funding for county
governments!

If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as
next week, but only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!

NACo OVERVIEW for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE

150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages

8 billion for tribal governments
3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus Relief
Fund ( CRF) available to be used for lost revenues.

1.

NACo Talking Points:

417

We call on Congress and the administration to work together ASAP to pass additional aid for
state and local governments NOW - we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and hope
for another aid package
New NACo estimates peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal year
2021
o

Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $1. 5 billion for
child welfare, elderly care, homelessness, mental health, public health, transportation

o

ADD

and other essential
NEW

MORE
NACO

public services

EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN,

SUBURBAN

AND

RURAL

COUNTIES

FROM

REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and only
offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We thank Senator Schumer and
Speaker Pelosi for their strong support and leadership efforts. They made substantial changes to
make sure that all county governments are treated fairly and equitably with our state and local
counterparts -

new

and they are making lost revenue as an eligible use under the CARES Act and this

package

Additional federal aid for state and local governments should be an area of bipartisan
we are literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local
communities. By investing in counties, Congress and the administration would be investing in
agreement -

our local economies and workforces

Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest
employers locally and we provide essential public health, public safety and economic recovery
support for unemployed, local businesses and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including
29. 5 billion for America' s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M
new unemployed, the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially. It is
unrealistic to demand and expect our counties to double down on their local public services
without the revenue support to make it happen revenues

2.

again,

our costs

are skyrocketing

while

our

are plummeting

Joint statement

from US Conference

of Mayors,

National

League of Cities and National

Association

of Counties:

National Association
Congress

of Counties,

for the Immediate

National

Passage

League of Cities and U. S. Conference

of Mayors Call on

of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC --Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote
the health and well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all
sizes is desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated and
flexible funding for all local governments. We are working at the county and municipal level as
418

partners to provide unique and non -duplicative services to protect public health and economic
stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of public health measures requiring a pause
on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by Democratic leadership is
the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We simply can' t wait
any longer."
For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:

NACo' s Coronavirus

NLC' s Pandemic

Resource

Resoonse

Paee

Website

USCM' s COVID- 19 Website

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite 700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

PUBLIC

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

RECORDS

NOTICE:

Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to

or from City

and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 419

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wills,

Dave <

To:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

Funding for Georgia Counties under COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5
County Funding under COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief Proposal forCounties. pdf

DWills@ACCG. org>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 57 PM

Sent:

Attachments:

As promised, please see the attached file with the amount of funding that each county in Georgia would receive IF the
COVID- 19 3. 5 Relief legislation passes. It is ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL that you contact your members of Congress, including
Representatives and Senators, to ask them to pass this proposed legislation. Please also contact the White House to ask
the President to support this funding for county governments!
If Congress and the White House agree on the package, it could pass by unanimous consent as early as next week, but
only if YOU put pressure on Congress and the White House!

NACo OVERVIEW for COVID 3. 5 PACKAGE

150 Billion for State and Local Fiscal Relief for lost revenue and budget needs.
80 billion for states and District of Columbia
29. 5 billion for counties
29. 5 billion for cities, towns, townships and villages

8 billion for tribal governments
3 billion for territories

The package would also make the $150 billion awarded through the CARES Act for Coronavirus Relief Fund ( CRF)
available to be used for lost revenues.

1.

NACo Talking Points:
We call on Congress and the administration
governments

NOW -

to work together ASAP to pass additional

aid for state and local

we cannot miss this opportunity and wait months and hope for another aid package

New NACo estimates peg county budget losses to COVID- 19 at $ 144 billion through fiscal year 2021
o
Los Angeles County alone is projecting a drop in sales tax revenues of $ 1. 5 billion for child welfare,
elderly care, homelessness, mental health, public health, transportation and other essential public
services
o

ADD

MORE

EXAMPLES

INCLUDING

URBAN,

SUBURBAN

AND

RURAL

COUNTIES

FROM

NEW

NACO

REPORT

The COVID- 19 3. 5 plan offered by the congressional Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the
table for state and local governments

right now. We thank Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi for their

strong support and leadership efforts. They made substantial changes to make sure that all county governments
are treated fairly and equitably with our state and local counterparts - and they are making lost revenue as an
eligible use under the CARES Act and this new package
420

Additional federal aid for state and local governments should be an area of bipartisan agreement -

we are

literally on the frontlines working to protect and serve our local communities. By investing in counties, Congress
and the administration would be investing in our local economies and workforces
Investing in counties is a " win -win" investment since counties are often one of the largest employers locally
and we provide essential public health, public safety and economic recovery support for unemployed, local
businesses and nonprofits

The COVID 3. 5 plan would provide $ 150 billion for state and local governments, including $ 29. 5 billion for
America'

s counties

Counties are losing revenue, combined with skyrocketing costs, at record rates now. With 22M new
unemployed, the demand for county safety net services is climbing exponentially. It is unrealistic to demand and
expect our counties to double down on their local public services without the revenue support to make it
happen -

2.

again,

Joint statement

National

Passage

are skyrocketing

from US Conference

Association

Immediate

our costs

of Counties,

while

of Mayors,

National

our revenues

National

League

are plummeting

of Cities and National

League of Cities and U. S. Conference

Association

of Counties:

of Mayors Call on Congress for the

of Relief to Local Governments

Washington, DC -- Today, the National Association of Counties ( NACo), National League of Cities
NLC) and United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) combined voices to advocate for and promote the health and
well- being of America' s cities, towns, villages and counties.
On Saturday, the three organizations made it clear that direct, flexible relief to local governments of all sizes is
desperately needed as local governments continue to fight the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic.
We urge Congress to unite, putting aside partisan differences and on Monday pass dedicated and flexible funding for
all local governments.

We are working at the county and municipal

level as partners to provide unique and non -

duplicative services to protect public health and economic stability, despite significant losses of revenue as a result of
public health measures requiring a pause on most economic activity. The COVID- 19 interim supplemental offered by
Democratic leadership is the best and only offer on the table for state and local governments right now. We simply
can' t wait any longer."
For more tools and resources for local leaders, visit:

NACo' s Coronavirus

NLC' s Pandemic

USCM'

s COVID-

Resource

Resoonse

Page

Website

19 Website

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon

Cellular)
421

404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Fax)

dwills@accg. org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 422

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wills,

Dave <

To:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

FW: Join NACo TODAY for a National Call on COVID- 19 Response

DWills@ACCG. org>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 04 PM

Sent:

Package 3. 5

If at all possible, please join the NACo call at 6: 30 pm TODAY! $ 29. 5 billion in direct funding to counties has been
proposed in Congress. Details will be shared at 6: 30 pm! Very shortly I will be sharing the amount of money each
Georgia county would receive if the proposed legislation becomes law. Once you have the details, please call your
Congressman and Senator and ask them to support COVID- 19 Response Package 3. 5!

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

CALL DETAILS
DATE:

TODAY,

April

18

TIME: 6: 30 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information

Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) TODAY, April 18 at 6: 30 p. m. EDT to learn
about the latest developments on a coronavirus ( COVID- 19) 3. 5 supplemental package.
Pressure is mounting on Congress to pass another COVID- 19 relief package, and we need your
voice to ensure that county priorities are included. Join us for the latest update, and learn how
you can take action to help our efforts.

423

For questions during the call, please email research@naco. org.

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

L]
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

19
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City ano' County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lovett, Vamella <

Vamella. Lovett@dph. ga. gov>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 6: 04 PM
Jordan, Rubin; Mosley, Latonza
Fields, Yvette; Weaver, Willie; Howell, Wendy; Wright,Veronica; Swilley, Tripp; Gresham,
Tennasha; Carter, Steven; Collier, Stephen; Rowe,Stacey; Tolbert, Sonja; Sims, Shelia;

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Hawkins,

Shelena;

Subadan,

Sharon;

Burns, Sebon;

Cole, Sandra;

Allen,

Sam;

Barnes,

Russell; Jordan, Rubin; Griffin, Robert; Roberts, Richard; Wells, Wesley; Brown, Reginald;
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Roberson, Phil; Bednar, Peter; Johnson, Pamela; Norman,
Nathaniel; Davis, Nathan; Broughton, Monique; Styles, Michael; Persley, Michael;
mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; Grier, Michael; MFowler; Petty, Mary; Cook, Larry;
LaShawnda

Ethridge;

Sproul,

Kevin;

Kerri

Copello;

Maples,

Kenneth;

Johnson,

Kenneth;

Ken Dyer; Pettiford, Ronnie; Harcrow, Kelly; jlmiller@phoebehealth. com; Rogers, Joseph;

john.fields@asurams. edu; Holmes, Joel; Norman, Jimmy; Glover, Jesse; Brown,Jeremy;
Davis, James. C; Ambrose, James; john. sumner@docoschools. org; Wilson, Hank;
gregory. elder@asurams. edu; Gary Rice; Anderson, Eugene; Jones, Eddie; Baker, Dwight;
Gray Jr., Donald; Livingston, Dickie; Brown, Derrick; Hamilton, David; Hancock, Daniel;
steven. dancer@usmc. mil; CCohilas@watsonspence. com; Scott, Cedric; COA- Board of
Commissioners; bbonner@albanyurologyclinic. com; Billie. Simpson@millercoors. com;

Donaldson, Anthony; rebecca. sullivan@uss. salvationarmy. org;
pamelajackson@usmc. mil; mvlovett78@aol. com; Cirullo, Mathew;
Ibarnes@ethicahealth. org; lakisha. bruce@docoschools. org; Prince, Kevin; Turner,
Kenneth; Wilson, Jonathan; joseph. harvey@docoschools. org; Brown, James T; Reid,
Beverly; allen. lowe@deerfieldwindsor. com; ahill@deerfieldwindsor. com; Stock, Kenneth;
kathy. shemwell@redcross. org; Vogel, Wendy
Press Release Covid- 19 Specimen

Subject:

SOUTHWEST

PUBLIC

HEALTH

DISTRICT

Point of Collection Site Change in Hours

8- 2

1109 North Jackson Street

Albany, Georgia 31701- 2022
229) 352- 4275

Fax ( 229) 430- 5143

www. southwestgeorgiapublichealth. org

FOR

IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

April 16, 2020

COLLECTIONS

FOR COVID- 19 TESTING

EXPANDED

TO SIX DAYS A WEEK

ALBANY, GA -Due to the high rate of infection in the region, Southwest

Public Health District is greatly expanding

its

schedule for collection of specimens for COVID- 19 testing in Dougherty, Thomas and Miller Counties. This specimen
collection for COVID- 19 testing is available to individuals in the following categories, regardless of county of residence:
Anyone with symptoms of COVID- 19
Adults

age 60 or older
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Caregiver for elderly ( age 60 or older)
Caregiver for immune compromised person
First responder who is critical to the epidemic response
Healthcare worker

Patient with serious chronic medical condition such as heart disease, diabetes, or lung disease
Immune compromised patients
Anyone who works or lives in congregate setting
Individuals who want to be tested can contact the call center from 8: 30am to 5pm, Monday through Thursday; Sam to
7pm Friday; and 8: 30am to 7pm Saturday to determine if they are eligible for an appointment. Specimen collection will
be done 8: 30am to 5pm Monday -Friday and Sam to noon Saturday in Dougherty, Thomas, and Miller Counties. Public
Health will not be charging for this service, said Dr. Charles Ruis, District Health Director for Southwest Public Health
District

8- 2.

The call center hotline is ( 229) 352- 6567.

For information
https://

Vamella

about COVID- 19, visit https://

dph. georgia. gov/ novelcoronavirus or
www.cdc. gov/ coronavirus/ 2019- ncov/ index. html.

Lovett,

BSN,

RN,

MSM

County Nurse Manager
Department of Public Health

Dougherty County Health Department
1710 South Slappey Blvd.
Albany, Georgia 31701
Phone

229- 638- 6424

Fax 229- 430- 6323

Vamella. Lovett@dph. ga. gov

Reader Advisory Notice: Email to and from a Georgia state agency is generally public record, except for content that is
confidential under specific laws. Security by encryption is applied to all confidential information sent by email from the
Georgia Department of Public Health ( DPH). This message is only intended for specific recipient( s) and may contain
privileged, private or sensitive information. If you received this message in error, please delete it and contact me.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Saturday, April 18, 2020 5: 15 PM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Join NACo TODAY for a National Call on COVID- 19 Response

Package 3. 5

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

CALL DETAILS
DATE:

TODAY,

April

18

TIME: 6: 30 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information

Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) TODAY, April 18 at 6: 30 p. m. EDT to learn
about the latest developments on a coronavirus ( COVID- 19) 3. 5 supplemental package.
Pressure is mounting on Congress to pass another COVID- 19 relief package, and we need your
voice to ensure that county priorities are included. Join us for the latest update, and learn how
you can take action to help our efforts.
For questions during the call, please email research@naco. org.

427

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georglahas a vely broad public records law, Most writtert communications to or from Qtyand
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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Desk

From:

Gloria

Gaines <

ggaines305@aol. com>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 4: 19 PM
CCohilas@watsonspence. com; MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us;

Sent:
To:

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net; vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohnl978@hotmail. com;

Cc:

RGray@dougherty. ga. us; AnJones@dougherty. ga. us
SAddison@dougherty. ga. us; slee817@aol. com; JWare@dougherty. ga. us;
WHowell@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Re: federal response

preciate it!

Original

Message -----

From: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.
To: ' Gloria Gaines' <

com>

ggaines305@aol. com>; MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net < lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>;
clintjohnl978@hotmail.

com < clintjohn1978@hotmail. com>;

vees70@yahoo.

com < vees70@yahoo.

com>;

RGray@dougherty. ga. us < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>;

AnJones@dougherty. ga. us < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: SAddison@dougherty. ga. us < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; slee817@aol. com < slee817@aol. com>;
JWare@dougherty. ga. us < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>; WHowell@dougherty. ga. us < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Sat, Apr 18, 2020 1: 39 pm
Subject: RE: federal response

Great questions Commissioner Gaines. I have a phone conference with Congressman Bishop and
Cornerstone next week. I will make sure to get you additional information following the outcome of that phone
call.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and remotely due to the
CDC guidelines for the COVID- 19 virus. We remain open for business and will continue to respond to your emails

and work on all cases. You may also call (229) 317- 2458 and leave a message because those are forwarded to my
email and answered regularly. Faxes and mail are also continuing to be processed.

CHRISTOPHER

S. COHILAS

PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilasgwatsonspence.

com

From: Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 00 PM
To: MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us; Chris S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.
429

com>;

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net; vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn 1 978@hotmail. com; RGray@dougherty. ga. us;
AnJones@dougherty. ga. us
Cc: SAddison@dougherty. ga. us; slee817@aol. com; JWare@dougherty. ga. us; WHowell@dougherty. ga. us
Subject:

Re: federal response

Thanks Mike,

I assume Cornerstone is separately contracted to Phoebe for their services, correct? Also, in looking at cash to state/ local
governments, is there any particular category of funds we are pursuing?
gloria

Original Message -----

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCov@dougherty. ga. us>
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasgwatsonspence.
Iamarhudginspbellsouth.

net>;

vees70pyahoo.

com>;

Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudginspbellsouth.

com < vees70Pvahoo.

com>;

net)

clintiohn1978photmail. com

clint0ohn1978C@hotmail. com>; Gray, Russell < RGrayC@doughert . g
a. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305C@aol. com>
a. us>
ggaines305(@aol. com) < ggaines305C@aol. com>; Jones, Anthony < AnJonesC@doughert . g

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddisonPdougher1y. ga. us>; Spencer Lee < slee8179aol. com>; Ware, Jawahn
a. us>; Howell, Wendy < WHoweIIC@doughert . g
a. us>
JWareC@doughert . g
Sent: Mon, Apr 13, 2020 8: 03 pm
Subject:

FW: federal response

FYI

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles9c acagroup. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas9dougher1y. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy9dougher1y. ga. us>
Cc: Louie Perry < Iperry9c a
agroup. com>
Subject: federal response
Chairman Cohilas & Michael,

I am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal
response to -date on COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently
working on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let
us know about that as well.

We are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know.
Finally, I am attaching a just -released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities.
Know we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help.
Take care,
Camila &

Louie

Caurnli] a IKino
Principal &

rllle

Counsel I Government Affairs

11) 678. 391. 4547

404. 987. 7995

1100 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 650
Atlanta,

GA 30309

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Saturday, April 18, 2020 1: 43 PM
Ware, Jawahn'; McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy
RE: FYI FW: ACCG Nominating Committee Meeting Scheduled for April 24, 2020 at 9: 00

To: '
Cc:
Subject:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

a. m.

Thank you.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- igand
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
r' mail are also continuing to be processed.

CHRISTOPHER S. COHILAS
PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 4: 38 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>
Cc: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FYI FW: ACCG Nominating Committee Meeting Scheduled for April 24, 2020 at 9: 00 a. m.
FYI — Layman'

s terms---

have to participate
Jawahn

the Chairman will receive another email to vote for the nominations on April 241h.

in this conference.

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

aERTY
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi
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He does not

From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 4: 18 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: ACCG Nominating Committee Meeting Scheduled for April 24, 2020 at 9: 00 a. m.

The ACCG By -Laws state that each member of a county governing body, each county clerk and each elected chief
executive officer shall be notified at least thirty days prior to the annual meeting with the names of the Nominating
Committee members and the time and place at which the committee will meet during the annual meeting.
ACCG distributed a memo on January 17, 2020 announcing the Nominating Committee members. This memo also
outlined that the Nominating Committee would meet on February 21, 2020 to consider nominations for the position
of ACCG 3rd Vice President and other vacancies of Board members who will be completing their final term this
month and on April 14, 2020 to consider nominations for any additional Board vacancies.

It also noted that the

Nominating Committee would meet on April 24, 2020 immediately following the Board of Managers meeting at the
Annual

Conference

to finalize

the slate of nominees

for the 2020- 2021

ACCG

Board of Managers.

The ACCG By -Laws also state that any member of the county governing body of a county member may offer the
name of a commissioner from their district for consideration for election to a District, At -Large, Consolidated

Government or NACo Board position on the Board of Managers at the Annual Meeting of the Nominating Committee
or in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the Board. A candidate for officer may also be nominated by
such individual.

Asa result of the spread of COVID- 19, the ACCG Annual Conference was cancelled. However, the Nominating
Committee has followed the process outlined by the January 17, 2020 memo and the Board of Managers
Nominations Procedures for Officers and the Board of Managers. They have reviewed and considered candidates
and supporting documentation provided for all positions that were submitted to ACCG by the deadlines contained in
the aforementioned

memos.

The ACCG Nominating Committee will meet as scheduled on April 24, 2020 at 9: 00 a. m. by video
conference. Information containing the link to participate in this video conference will be emailed to all
County
county officials on April 20, 2020 with the subject line" GoToWebinarGlobalCustomerSupport."
officials will be muted on the call but will be able to participate by using the chat feature which will be noted
once you come into the video conference.
This meeting is open to the membership. During the meeting, county officials will be given an opportunity to
recommend individuals for the Nominating Committee to consider who did not submit their information for
consideration by the established deadline. As part of the meeting, the Nominating Committee will finalize the Report
of the Nominating Committee which includes the slate of officers and individuals to serve on the 2020- 2021 Board of
Managers.

Following this meeting, the Report of the Nominating Committee will be emailed to all county chairs,
managers/ administrators and clerks. County chairs will receive an additional email which will provide them with
credentials to vote on the 2020- 2021 Board of Managers on behalf of their county. Votes may be cast from April 24,
2020 at 12: 00 p. m. through April 30, 2020 at 12: 00 p. m. The final vote will be shared with the membership the
afternoon

of April 30, 2020.

The ACCG Executive Committee of the Board of Managers has approved the process described above allowing for
electronic voting by the county chairs. In the 106- year history of ACCG, we have never used an electronic voting
procedure; however, we are living in unprecedented times.
ACCG looks forward to the opportunity to celebrate our incoming Board of Managers when we are able to get
together in large groups once again.
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If you have any questions regarding the Nominating Committee meeting on April 24 or any of the information
contained in this email, please contact Beth Brown or Kelly Pridgen.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 433

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Saturday, April 18, 2020 1: 40 PM
Gloria Gaines'; MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us; lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net; vees70
@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; RGray@dougherty. ga. us;
AnJones@dougherty. ga. us
SAddison@dougherty. ga. us; slee817@aol. com; JWare@dougherty. ga. us;
WHowell@dougherty. ga. us

To: '

Cc:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

RE: federal response

Subject:

Great questions Commissioner Gaines. I have a phone conference with Congressman Bishop and Cornerstone next
week. I will make sure to get you additional information following the outcome of that phone call.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- igand
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
r' mail are also continuing to be processed.

W'AT

dl

CHRISTOPHER

S. COHILAS

PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 00 PM
To: MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us; Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>; lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net;

vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; RGray@dougherty. ga. us; AnJones@dougherty. ga. us
Cc: SAddison@dougherty. ga. us; slee817@aol. com; JWare@dougherty. ga. us; WHowell@dougherty. ga. us
Subject: Re: federal response

Thanks Mike,

I assume Cornerstone is separately contracted to Phoebe for their services, correct? Also, in looking at cash to state/ local
governments, is there any particular category of funds we are pursuing?
gloria
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Original

Message -----

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCov@dougherty. ga. us>
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC@watsonspence.
IamarhudginsC@bellsouth.

net>;

vees70C@yahoo.

com>;

Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudginsC@bellsouth.

com < vees70C@yahoo.

com>;

net)

clintjohn1978C@hotmail.

com

Gloria Gaines < ggaines305C@aol. com>
Gray, Russell < RGrayC@doughert . g
a. us>
ggaines305(@aol. com) < ggaines305C@aol. com>; Jones, Anthony < AnJonesC@doughert . g
clint0ohn1978C@hotmail. com>;

a. us>;

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddisonPdougher1y. ga. us>; Spencer Lee < slee8179aol. com>; Ware, Jawahn
a. us>; Howell, Wendy < WHoweIIC@doughert . g
a. us>
JWareC@doughert . g
Sent: Mon, Apr 13, 2020 8: 03 pm
Subject:

FW: federal response

FYI

From: Camila Knowles < cknowlesC@c acagroup. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas9dougher1y. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy9dougher1y. ga. us>
Cc: Louie Perry < IperryC@c. acagroup. com>
Subject: federal response
Chairman Cohilas & Michael,

I am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal
response to -date on COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently
working on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let
us know about that as well.

We are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know.
Finally, I am attaching a just -released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities.
Know we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help.
Take care,
Camila &

Louie

Caurnli] a IKino
Principal &

rllle

Counsel I Government Affairs

11) 678. 391. 4547

404. 987. 7995

1100 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 650
Atlanta,

GA 30309

R N E IUI

I1

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Saturday, April 18, 2020 1: 38 PM
McCoy, Michael'; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
Howell, Wendy; Addison, Scott
RE: COVID- 19 Daily Update

To:

Cc:
Subject:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

That' s pretty incredible that our hometown hospital was honored at the opening of the New York Stock Exchange.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- iqand
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
r' mail are also continuing to be processed.

CHRISTOPHER S. COHILAS
PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 10: 09 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

vees70@yahoo.

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Lamar

Hudgins <

com; Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

Gloria < GGaines@dougherty.

Lhudgins@lraconstructors.

ga. us>; Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>;

ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>; Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

436

com>;

ga. us>

Gaines,

Original message -------From: " Steiner, Joseph Scott" <

ssteiner

ghoebehealth. com>

Date: 4/ 17/ 20 9: 36 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)
To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update
Good evening.
Our work continues to eradicate this virus from our communities. We are encouraged by recent trends and know that
the shelter in place and social distancing is working and showing great promise ...but that diligence must continue until
we see a true flattening of the curve. Our thoughts and prayers go out to those families who have lost loved ones.
Phoebe Family members were honored this morning during the Opening Bell of the New York Stock Exchange. The
attached picture features Dr. Enrique Lopez, Mandy Hall, RN, Dr. James Black and Carley Rice, RN. To show their
gratitude, the NYSE is using the Opening and Closing Bell to highlight some of the essential workers around the U. S..
Phoebe is home to the Southwest Clinical Campus of the Medical College of Georgia, and we are proud to call many
MCG students Phoebe Family members. Third year medical students from MCG showed their support for Phoebe by
making more than 800 masks, which they donated today. The attached picture shows students Koosh Desai, Meera
Kuntawala and Savannah McKenzie, along with MCG Associate Dean of the Southwest Campus Dr. Doug Patten and
Phoebe

CMO

Dr. Steven

Kitchen.

Lastly, combatting this virus takes a community effort. We all must do our part. See below a link to a video featuring
many of our community leaders encouraging people to stay safe, stay home and stay strong.
htt

s.

Together

outu. be iu2GWBKctE

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

All
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written eorrmurtleatlons to or from City and County
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Saturday, April 18, 2020 1: 36 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

FW: Arrange a call next monclay afternoon with Chairman Chris Cohilas

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Lets talk about this on Monday.

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- iq virus. We remain open for business and
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
and mail are also continuing to be processed.
J,

W'AT S 0 N

SPENCE,,,

CHRISTOPHER S. COHILAS
PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 11: 11 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Subject: Re: Arrange a call next monclay afternoon with Chairman Chris Cohilas
Cool. Will send a dial in.

Louie Perry
Director and Principal
Cornerstone

Government

Affairs

202 448 9500

202 302 7833 cell

On Apr 17, 2020,

at 11: 04 PM, Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohiIaSISwatson---,- -->

I have it booked.
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wrote:

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 17, 2020, at 10: 28 PM, Louie Perry <Iperry@cgaeroup. com> wrote:
Just checking one more time with you to see if this time works. Thanks. LP
From: Beck, Kelsey < Keisey. Beck@mail, house.. ov>
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 1: 18 PM
To: Louie Perry <Iperry@c aeroucom>; Reed, Michael Michael,
Reed Smail. house. eov>
Subject:

RE: Arrange a call next monday afternoon with Chairman Chris Cohilas So
sorry to change the time ,but another call came up for Monday. The Congressman is available
at 3PM on Tuesday, April 21s' for this call. Please
just let us know if that works for Chairman Cohilas! Best,
Kelsey

Hanna Beck Scheduler/
Legislative

Aide

The

Office of Congres man Sanford D.
Bishop, Jr.Georgia'
s end District 2407

Rayburn HOB Washington,
DC 20515 202)
225- 3631 Please

Note: Any meetings with Congressman Bishop are subject to change at any time due
to pending votes and committee business. If a last minute schedule change occurs, the
meeting will be handled by staff. Thank you in advance for your patience and understanding.
From:

Beck, Kelsey Sent:
Friday, April 17, 2020 9:
25 AM To:'
Louie

Perry' <Iperry@c

aerou

a,
com>; Reed,

Michael

Michael,

Reed Smail. house. eov>
Subject:

RE: Arrange a call next monday afternoon with Chairman Chris Cohilas Louie,
Can

we plan this call for 2PM on Monday? Best,
Kelsey

Hanna Beck Scheduler/
Legislative Aide The

Office of Congres man Sanford D.
Bishop, Jr.Georgia'
s end District 2407

Rayburn HOB Washington,
DC 20515 202)
225- 3631 440

Please Note: Any meetings with Congressman Bishop are subject to change at any time
due to pending votes and committee business. If a last minute schedule change occurs,
the meeting will be handled by staff. Thank you in advance for your patience and
understanding.

From: Beck, Kelsey
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 9: 08 AM
To:' Louie Perry' < Iperr @cgaeroup, com>;

Reed, Michael

Michael, Reed Smail. house. eoy>

Subject: RE: Arrange a call next monday afternoon with Chairman Chris Cohilas
Hi Louie,

I will speak to the Congressman and let you know about a time!
Thanks for reaching out.
Best,

Kelsey Hanna Beck
Scheduler/ Legislative Aide

The Office of Congressman Sanford D. Bishop, Jr.
Georgia' s end District

2407 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515
202) 225- 3631

Please Note: Any meetings with Congressman Bishop are subject to change at any time
due to pending votes and committee business. If a last minute schedule change occurs,
the meeting will be handled by staff. Thank you in advance for your patience and
understanding.

From: Louie Perry < Iperry cBaBroup. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 50 PM
To: Reed, Michael < Michael. ReedSmail, house.goy>; Beck, Kelsey
Kelsey, BeckSmail.

house. eoy>

Cc: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgaeroup, com>
Subject: Arrange a call next monday afternoon with Chairman Chris Cohilas
Kelsey and Michael,
Can we arrange a call with the Congressman

Dougherty County Commission

and Chairman Chris Cohilas of the

next Monday afternoon sometime?

know. Topic is smaller community

Thanks and let me

assistance — especially for non consolidated

entitlement counties. Thanks.

Louie

441

non

r.

1111PIR

Washington, DC I Baton Rouge I Chicago I Des Moines I Houston I Austin I Jackson
Atlanta

202) 302- 7833 mobile 1( 202) 448- 9595 direct
800 Maine Avenue, SW

Washington, DC 20024
202) 448- 9500 phone

202) 448- 9501 fax

on the web @ www. cgagroup. com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, April 18, 2020 12: 22 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Chris S. Cohilas; McCoy, Michael
Fwd: Shaping the Scope of the Project
The interplay between governmental communications and fellow citizens' reactions via
twitter. html; ATT00001. htm; Theory of Planned Behavior Explains Gender Difference in
Fruit anclVegetable Consumption. pdf; ATT00002. htm; Social media trust and disaster
does trust in public and non prof itorganizations explain social media use during
disaster. pdf; ATT00003. htm; Citizens Perceptions of Politics and Ethics in
PublicAdministration. pdf; ATT00004. htm; Citizens intentions to participate in

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

governmental co- creationinitiatives.pdf; ATT00005. htm; From E Government to We
Government. pdf; ATT00006. htm; Determinants of e- participation in citizens and the
govern mentinitiatives. pdf; ATT00007. htm; Theory of Planned Behavior. pdf;
ATT00008. htm; Government internet protals evolving towards more interaction. pdf;
ATT00009. htm; Public Expressions of Trust and Distrust in Governmental

DietaryAdvice

in Sweden. pdf; ATT00010. htm; Open Government Objectives and Participation
Motivations. pdf; ATT00011. htm; Public Trust in Government in Japan and South Korea,
Does the riseof critical citizens matter. pdf; ATT00012. htm; Information and
Communication Technologies and PublicParticipation. pdf; ATT00013. htm

Mike, just talked to Chris. He gives his blessing to this project and will sign the letter of support. Please go ahead and put
on DoCo letterhead for signature and let me know when complete.

I will let Travis Goodson know to expect to receive the letter sometime Monday.
Thank,
Russell

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < thgoodson@gmail. com>
Date: April 17, 2020 at 1: 06: 20 PM EDT

Gray, Russell" < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>, " Murphy, Stephen A" < smurphyl@tulane.
james. b. pratt@gmail. com" < james. b. pratt@gmail. com>, " msswain@liberty. edu"

To: "

msswain@liberty.

edu>,

edu>

Subject: Shaping the Scope of the Project

Gentlemen,

First, I would like to personally thank each one of you for being willing and enthusiastic
partners in our pursuit to advance our current understanding of COVID- 19 and its impact on my
beloved city/ county. To help shape each of our thoughts as we move forward, I have attached
peer reviewed articles that will improve our understanding of the various factors at play.
Although not comprehensive of exhaustive, these articles lay the foundation for ( my personal
leanings) on understanding the citizen/ governmental factors that play heavily into this project.
Please see the articles and feel free to contribute any other sources/ articles here in this chain so
we can push forward with a common operating picture.

443

Again, my leaning in this project is to examine how LMX theory interfaces in a governmental
capacity with our citizenry. How in- groups and out -groups perceive their level of "voice" in
government, and how inequality and other variables play a role in this equation.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me any time.
Very Respectfully,

Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

Georgia has a vety barerad prune records law. Most written communications

to or from

City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Saturday, April 18, 2020 8: 07 AM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

This Week

in Photos

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

A "-....._..._..._.._.. ...

NACo @NACoTweets

El

County leaders, including NACo President Mary Ann Borgeson, NACo 1st VP Gary Moore and
Westchester County, N. Y. Executive George Latimer, participate in a NACo press conference call,
delivering the message that counties are on the front lines of the coronavirus pandemic and need
flexible, direct funding in federal relief packages.
DouglasCountyNE

@DouglasCountyNE

445

Douglas County, Neb. recognizes county health center employees for responding to the coronavirus
pandemic. At right, NACo President Mary Ann Borgeson helps with the sign proclaiming, " Heroes
Work Here."

St. John Parish @SJBPgov

Arkansas

St. John Parish, La. President Jaclyn Hotard joins
regional

leaders

to announce

additional

Counties @75arcounties

Columbia County, Ark. Clerk Tammy Kimble
Wiltz (second from left) and her staff provide
vital services during the pandemic.

COVID-

19 testing sites.

Mike Pries @PriesMike

I INACo @NACoTweets
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A `-....._..._..._.......

Loudoun County, Va. officials lower the county
flag to honor the victims of COVID- 19 and those
serving on the front lines.

Dauphin County, Pa. goes blue to recognize first
responders.

Commissioner

Baltimore County @BaItCoGov

Baltimore County, Md. Executive Johnny

Esteban

Bovo @CommBovo

Miami - Dade County, Fla. Commissioner

Esteban

Olszewski announces a program to provide

Bovo particpates in a food distribution drive-

groceries to food -insecure families and seniors
and personal protective equipment to first
responders and public health workers.

thru with other leaders and residents.

Mark Poloncarz @markpoloncarz

Toni Preckwinkle @ToniPreckwinkle
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A `—....._..._..._.......

Erie County, N. Y. Executive Mark Poloncarz
right) accepts donated personal protective
equipment for county staff on the front lines of

Cook County, III. Board President Toni
Preckwinkle joins the county' s emergency

COVID- 19.

management team to distribute personal
protective equipment to first responders.

I Icounty Exec Gardner @JanGardnerExec

I iTerry Allan @TerryAllanCCBH

A `—....._..._..._.......

Frederick County, Md. Executive Jan Gardner and Cuyahoga County, Ohio Health Commissioner
Terry Allan urge residents to wear masks when in public.
Sonny Brasfield @sonnybrasfield

I Iiailer Stephen Harmon @WCJailerHarmon

448

A"`- .............. ..... -_,",

Counties across the country are adapting meetings to ensure safe social distancing: Henry County,
Ala. conducts a board meeting outdoors, and Warren County, Ky. leaders hold a meeting online.

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

LJ
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email
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The

Broadcast

Retirement

Network' s #

BRNWeekly

for Saturday,

April 18, 2020 1

Special guests: Keith Brainard, Research Director, National Association of Retirement
Administrators,

Mona

Naqvi,

S& P

Dow

Jones

Indices

and

Matthew

S.

Rutledge,

Boston College Center for Retirement Research I Here are your top stories:

Public

pension funds feel the strain, Sustainability on the rise and Benefit coverage concern
for Older Workers I For more news and content each and every day visit
The
Network.

Retirement

News that Matters.

Independent.

Broadcast

Unbiased.

Retirement

Information

for All.
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for The Morning Pulse,

anchor
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;
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h.
Considered an "
industryinsider", thought - leaderand an independent voice onretir ment, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in
both television and urint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital
markets. The Broadcast Retirement Network ( BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused n
helping Americans

achieve financial independence and to make retirement and savings culturally relevant. The
content is informative and engages the viewer. Most importantly - No agendas,
no sales pitches, no product pushes. Our morning show, BRN AM, provides
an

assessment of

daily issues so

that Americans can

create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on
delivering headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals. Unlike
financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN AM is
a lifestyle show that brings the stories and ideas of regular Americans
to the forefront. We engage

with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual

episodes on personal

finance,

healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture
regarding

the future of financial security in America. The hyperlinks above take you to internet site(

s)
sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s)
and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse
are for general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or war anty

the 451

representations

of such

Websites.

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility
for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends
you review the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent

with the opinions

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.

Copyright @ 2020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.

This email was sent to mmccoygdougherty.

why did lget this?unsubscribe

from this list update

Morning Pulse, Inc. -4

Beacon Way -Jersey

ga. us

subscription preferences The
City, NJ

07304 - USA
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 10: 09 PM
Chris Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
Howell, Wendy; Addison, Scott
FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update
MCG Mask Donation. pdf; NYSE. pdf

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

4/ 17/ 20 9: 36 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
Our work continues to eradicate this virus from our communities. We are encouraged by recent trends and know that
the shelter in place and social distancing is working and showing great promise ... but that diligence must continue until
we see a true flattening of the curve. Our thoughts and prayers go out to those families who have lost loved ones.
Phoebe Family members were honored this morning during the Opening Bell of the New York Stock Exchange. The
attached picture features Dr. Enrique Lopez, Mandy Hall, RN, Dr. James Black and Carley Rice, RN. To show their
gratitude, the NYSE is using the Opening and Closing Bell to highlight some of the essential workers around the U. S..
Phoebe is home to the Southwest Clinical Campus of the Medical College of Georgia, and we are proud to call many
MCG students Phoebe Family members. Third year medical students from MCG showed their support for Phoebe by
making more than 800 masks, which they donated today. The attached picture shows students Koosh Desai, Meera
Kuntawala and Savannah McKenzie, along with MCG Associate Dean of the Southwest Campus Dr. Doug Patten and
Phoebe

CMO

Dr. Steven

Kitchen.

Lastly, combatting this virus takes a community effort. We all must do our part. See below a link to a video featuring
many of our community leaders encouraging people to stay safe, stay home and stay strong.
htt

s://

Together

routu. be/ iu2GWBKctE

We Rise!

Peace... Scott
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16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 10: 00 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

4. 17. 2020

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation

related to COVID- 19. As legislative activity has slowed after the passage of

the third bill, the cadence of this update will reflect that change and will be sent out on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
evenings ( until circumstances

change).

4. 17. 2020. COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

3. 5 — Interim

Emergency Coronavirus Relief
Timeline: Not much has changed since Wednesday ( or even last week) on the status of negotiations. There was some
hope earlier this week that a deal could come together before the Senate' s pro forma session yesterday, but that has
come and gone with no deal. Discussions are expected to continue through the weekend. Each side seems to be
waiting to see which party will pay the political price for inaction. There remains a sense of urgency to act, particularly
given extended time period before Congress returns to session and the announcement that the SBA' s Paycheck
Protection Program ran out of funding on Wednesday evening.
Process/ Policy: While the public line is that negotiations " remain stalled", it seems like quiet conversations are
continuing about what Republicans may be willing to add to a potential package that provides the additional funding for
PPP. The main disputes center on how to allocate the money in PPP and provide additional relief for state and local
governments, hospitals, and low- income households.
Leader McConnell may have some fractures in his caucus on additional funding and wants support from the
Administration for any possible deal before he goes to sell his members on the deal.
For background, Republicans have supported simply adding more funding to the SBA program, while Democrats
have advocated for the inclusion of funding for hospitals and state and local governments among other things.
Republican bill ( as of 4/ 9) here. Democratic bill ( as of 4/ 9) here. Summary of the Democratic bill ( as of 4/ 9) here.
Something else to watch: Reps. Chris Pappas and Brian Fitzpatrick will be leading a letter to House and Senate
leadership requesting the inclusion of language in the next coronavirus relief bill that would make 501( c)( 6) s
eligible for Economic Injury Disaster Loans and the Paycheck Protection Program. They sent out a Dear
Colleague requesting co- signers last week. A similar letter for 501( c)( 3) s is in the works. Similarly, Speaker Pelosi
sent around a Dear Colleague yesterday encouraging members to weigh in with the Federal Reserve in favor of
including nonprofits and universities in its Main Street Lending Program.
Supplemental

IV —CARES 2. 0.

Timeline/ Process: While negotiations continue on 3. 5, Congress is actively writing the next bill. Timing is still very up in
the air. The House announced earlier this week that the House will now reconvene May 4, instead of April 21, as was
originally intended. There' s an awareness that timing may coincide with when D. C. may reach the peak, so floor
schedules are could shift further. It' s unclear whether the scope of the interim package — like whether additional funding
for hospitals and state and local governments is included —will affect the timing and scope of the next package.
Policy: While the next package will likely stay within the outline of CARES, including plus ups for programs funded and
created under the bill, the increasingly grave impacts of coronavirus may push lawmakers to consider the inclusion of
other provisions and the creation of new programs. The bill Speaker Pelosi introduced while CARES was being negotiated
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included multiple provisions and funding increases that did not make it into the final bill. Some of those provisions and
increases are being considered for the next package.
On Wednesday, Senate Democrats simultaneously released a report on the lack of testing capacity in the
United States and a white paper outlining strategies to build capacity and develop a national strategy on the
issue. See here for the report. See here for the white paper. See here a one pager. It is unclear in which
supplemental a policy proposal regarding testing would be included.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

111—

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act
After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law
shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.
New information and guidance:

4/ 16 - HHS opened a portal to guide providers who received part of the $30 billion in general funding from
CARES last week through accepting the terms and conditions of the funds. The CARES Provider Relief Fund
Payment Attestation Portal is accessible here. Providers who have been allocated a payment from the initial $ 30
billion general distribution that was distributed last week must sign an attestation confirming receipt of the
funds and agree to the terms and conditions within 30 days of payment. The portal functionality is to guide
providers through accepting the terms and conditions and attesting receipt or attesting receipt and beginning
the return process.
4/ 17 —

OMB sent a memo today giving agencies guidance on the implementation of section 3610 of the CARES

Act. Section 3610 provides agencies an additional discretionary authority to reimburse costs of paid leave to
federal contractors and subcontractors. DNI and DOD released guidance last week on implementation of Section
3610. See here for DNI guidance and here for DOD guidance.
4/ 17 —

The Federal Aviation Administration issued guidance about the CARES Act for airport sponsors. Under

normal circumstances, an airport sponsor contributes a matching percentage of an eligible project' s cost. The
CARES Act is unique in that it provides funds to increase the federal share to 100 percent and eliminates the
local share or match. The Act also draws from the General Fund and NOT the Airport and Airway Trust Fund
where Airport Improvement Program funding normally originates).

Title

I—

o

CARES Act Grants here

0

4/ 17 —

0

4/ 14 — CARES Act Grant Amounts to Airports here

0

4/ 14 —

0

4/ 14 — CARES Act Airport Grants Presentation

CARES Act Airport Grants FAQ here

Map of CARES Act Airport Grants here
here

Small Business Loans

The Treasury Department has released affiliation guidelines for the small business loan program.
The Treasury Department released an interim final rule last week on the small business provisions in the bill.
Treasury and the SBA announced earlier this evening that the Paycheck Protection Program ran out of funding
Wednesday evening. Press release here. The SBA has been approving approx. $ 40 billion/ day. See here for a
memo Cornerstone put together on the interim final rule. See here for a report from SBA on approvals through
4/ 13.
4/ 15 —
o

Treasury press release on lapse in funding for PPP here
Note: "

By law, the SBA will not be able to issue new loan approvals once the programs experience a

lapse in appropriations."

Treasury FAQs on the Paycheck Protection Program
o

Top -line overview of the program here

o

Lender information

0

4/ 13 —

Title II — Individual

here, Borrower information

here, borrower application

Treasury issued an updated FAQ on the PPP here

and Business Tax Relief
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here

IRS guidance on deferral of payroll taxes here
House Ways and Means factsheet on Economic Impact Rebate portal here
IRS has indicated that the earliest Americans could receive relief payments from CARES is this week. Those
who will receive their relief through paper checks could take as long at 20 weeks to receive payment.
IRS' s FAQ page on individual economic relief here.
Treasury Guidance on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Treasury FAQ on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Title III — Public Health Systems,

Education, and Healthcare

HHS issued guidance last Friday announcing the formula and mechanism in which hospitals will receive the first
30 billion in relief funding. The money will not have to be repaid and can be used for a variety of uses. The first
tranche will go to hospitals based on their Medicare FFS reimbursements in 2019. As total FFS payments were
484 billion in 2019, a provider can estimate their payment by dividing their 2019 Medicare FFS ( not
including Medicare Advantage) payments they received by 484 and multiply that ratio by 30. If the providers
total 2019 Medicare FFS payments were Y, then ( Y _ 484) x 30 = amount of relief. State by state breakdown of
approx. $

first payment here.
o
HHS is working on developing a plan in the next seven to ten days for how to disburse another $30
billion for Medicaid -heavy providers and potentially a focus on pumping money to providers in hotspots.
Factsheet on accelerated and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here
Secretary DeVos indicated last week that she would be moving to " immediately distribute" the $ 6 billion in
CARES for emergency financial aid grants to college students. The grants can be used by college students for
technology, course materials, food, housing, and healthcare. DeVos will be distributing the funding to colleges,
which will then distribute the aid among students. The Department

did not issue guidance on how colleges are

to structure the program, but colleges will be required to sign a form certifying that the funds were used in
accordance with the law. See here for the specific allocations for each college.
Title IV — Economic

Stabilization

The Treasury Department released guidance on payroll support to airline industry employees, and on loans to
the airline industry and businesses critical to national security. Guidance for payroll support here. Guidance on
procedures and minimum requirements for loans here. Treasury press release here.
Treasury Q& A on Loans to Air Carriers and Eligible Businesses and National Security Businesses here. Loan
application here.
Division

B — Appropriations

Last week the FCC announced a two- part, $ 200 million COVID- 19 telehealth program. The press release may be
found here. and the FCC order approved on Wednesday ( 4/ 8) can be found here.
On Monday ( 4/ 13), Treasury officially launched its web aortal for payments to state, local, and tribal
governments. Treasury announced that eligible government entities must provide required information by
midnight tonight to receive payment within the 30- day window allowed under CARES and those that miss that
deadline may not receive funding. Submission page here. Some highlights from the announcement below:
o

Funds are only allowed to be used for expenses which:

Are necessary expenses during the coronavirus emergency;
Were not accounted in the most recent budget ( as of March 27, 2020);
Were incurred between 3/ 1/ 2020 — 12/ 30/ 2020.
o

Eligible local governments are those below the state level ( county, municipality etc.) with a population
higher than 500, 000. See here for data sources and the distribution methodology. See here for a list of
eligible local government units.

o

Amounts paid to governments will be based on population and the amounts allocated to states will be
reduced by the total amount provided to local governments in the state.

o

Payments to Tribal Governments will be determined by the Treasury Secretary in consultation with the
Interior Secretary and Tribes. Consultation has not yet been completed.

Cornerstone resources on certain areas of the bill:
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Memo for health care providers here
Memo on the Small Business Administration

loan programs here

Memo outlining the workers and families assistance programs here
Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo outlining FEMA opportunities here
Memo on the bill' s higher education

provisions

here

Memo for non -profits here
Memo on CARES Act and Airports

here

Memo on the status of business operations

Supplemental

II — Families First Coronavirus

in Mexico here

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is Ihere.

Supplemental

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: The House announced on Monday that it would not reconvene before May 4. D. C. is currently under a stay- athome order, and Maryland and Virginia have similar orders in place. In a Dear Colleague last week, Speaker Pelosi
advised members to keep their schedule flexible and said that, in order to make up for lost time, the House may meet
during weeks previously scheduled as District Work Periods. The Senate is in recess until April 20.
Appropriations/ NDAA: Subcommittee markups have officially been postponed. While timing continues to be unclear,
House Appropriations Committee ( HAC) will likely stick to the original subcommittee order of markups, just shifting
everything back by 2- 3 weeks. As of earlier this week, HAC majority had distributed 302bs to clerks but has not shared
with the minority. HAC subcommittees are continuing to work at basically the same schedule they had planned before
COVID- 19 and believe they can get to a 95% solution once members get back in town. The House may try to hold
markups soon after whenever the next package is passed, when members have returned D. C. The Senate Appropriations
Committee ( SAC) has floated two different allocations to subcommittee clerks, the differentiating factor between the
two allocations being how VA Choice is treated. SAC has given subcommittees direction to stick with the original plan
of marking up all of the bills in June.
This year' s NDAA markup has been " indefinitely postponed". Reps. Adam Smith and Thornberry ( HASC Chair and RM)
sent a letter to the committee members saying that they will schedule the date of the markup once the House schedule
for the next few months becomes clear. SASC Chairman Inhofe has said he aims to writing the FY21 NDAA by the end
of May but is flexible considering the circumstances.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being
discussed to some extent in both chambers. On a members -only call for House Democrats, Chairman McGovern
announced they would like to do proxy voting via phone and email and noted doing so will require a rule change.
House Rules Committee subsequently released a statement with additional details. Leader McConnell, as of right now, is
not supportive of any form of remote voting.
Other Floor Action: The House issued guidance last week indicated that Floor materials are to be submitted through a

secure email address instead of dropped off at the Speaker' s Lobby or Cloakrooms. Members are still allowed to drop off
materials in person. Speaker' s Dear Colleague on the guidance
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here.

Hearings and Meetings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some

committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Rules Committee
Democrats

released a one - pager guidance on " paper hearings",

which stated " paper hearings"

are not official

hearings. The Senate Sergeant at Arms is exploring technology that would allow for remote hearings, though Leader
McConnell

remains opposed to any form of remote voting. Under current rules, the House does not allow virtual

hearings. Chairman McGovern has been contemplating changing the rules on this and could issue guidance soon. The
House Administration Committee is working on a report on best tools to be able to do virtual meetings. The Senate has
advised offices to avoid using the video conferencing app Zoom over data security concerns. The Senate has not yet
officially banned the application

though.

Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)
Tested Positive ( 1):

Rep. Neal Dunn ( R- FL)
Currently Self -Quarantined ( 1): Rep. Mikie Sherrill ( D- NJ)
Recovered ( 6): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY)

Completed Quarantine ( 36): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Doug Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO),
Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( DNM), Rep. Gwen Moore ( D- WI), Rep. Stephanie Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. John Yarmuth ( D- KY), Rep. Adam Schiff ( D- CA), Rep.
Vincente Gonzalez ( D- TX), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep.
David Price ( D- NC), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Kathleen Rice ( D- NY), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Tom Cole ( ROK), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Sen. Mike

Lee ( R- UT), Sen. Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA), Rep. Lizzie Fletcher ( D- TX),
Rep. Josh Gottheimer ( D- NJ), Rep. Ayanna Pressley ( D- MA)
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Sierra Fuller

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 460

TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 35 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update
MCG Mask Donation. pdf; NYSE. pdf

Attachments:

recipients

Good evening.
Our work continues to eradicate this virus from our communities. We are encouraged by recent trends and know that
the shelter in place and social distancing is working and showing great promise ...but that diligence must continue until
we see a true flattening of the curve. Our thoughts and prayers go out to those families who have lost loved ones.
Phoebe Family members were honored this morning during the Opening Bell of the New York Stock Exchange. The
attached picture features Dr. Enrique Lopez, Mandy Hall, RN, Dr. James Black and Carley Rice, RN. To show their
gratitude, the NYSE is using the Opening and Closing Bell to highlight some of the essential workers around the U. S..
Phoebe is home to the Southwest Clinical Campus of the Medical College of Georgia, and we are proud to call many
MCG students Phoebe Family members. Third year medical students from MCG showed their support for Phoebe by
making more than 800 masks, which they donated today. The attached picture shows students Koosh Desai, Meera
Kuntawala and Savannah McKenzie, along with MCG Associate Dean of the Southwest Campus Dr. Doug Patten and
Phoebe

CIVIC) Dr. Steven

Kitchen.

Lastly, combatting this virus takes a community effort. We all must do our part. See below a link to a video featuring
many of our community leaders encouraging people to stay safe, stay home and stay strong.
htt

se//

routu. be iu2GWBKctE

Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 33 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 17. 20

Good evening,
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits heading into the weekend. As a reminder, this roundup does not
publish on Saturdays. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and take suggestions as they arise. If
you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation, check out the archives.
Washington. D. C.

Agriculture Sec. Sonny Perdue announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program ( CFAP). The $ 19 billion
USDA program will take several actions to assist farmers, ranchers, and consumers in the response to COVID- 19.
CFAP will use the funding and authorities provided in the CARES Act, the Families First Coronavirus Response Act
FFCRA), and other USDA existing authorities to provide direct support to farmers and ranchers, and partner
with regional and local distributors to purchase produce, dairy, and meat.
Senate Finance Committee Ranking Member Ron Wyden ( D- OR) along with 11 Democratic members of the
Senate Finance Committee sent a letter to HHS Sec. Alex Azar calling on him to distribute the remaining COVID19 aid to health care providers in an equitable and transparent way, claiming the first $30 billion dollars failed to
deliver funds to where they are needed most.
The NIH announced

the launch of a public - private partnership

to speed up the development

of a COVID- 19

vaccine and treatment options. Government and industry partners will provide infrastructure, subject matter
expertise and/ or funding ( both new and in -kind) to identify, prioritize and facilitate the entry of some of the
most promising candidates into clinical trials. Industry partners also will make available certain prioritized
compounds,

some of which have already cleared various phases of development,

and associated

data to support

research related to COVID- 19.
o

The government agencies involved are: NIH; ASPR; FDA; CDC; and European Medicines Agency.

o

The industry partners are: AbbVie; Amgen; AstraZeneca; Bristol Myers Squibb; Evotec; GlaxoSmithKline;
Johnson &

Johnson; KSQTherapeutics; Eli Lilly and Company; Merck &

Co.,

Inc.;

Novartis;

Pfizer;

Roche;

Sanofi; Takeda; and Vir Biotechnology.
Here is this week' s COVIDView from CDC, a weekly summary and interpretation of key indicators that have been
adapted to track the COVID- 19 pandemic in the U. S.

The CDC has posted multiple new guidance documents on its COVID- 19 dashboard, including considerations for
pharmacies,

guidance for training for healthcare

professionals

and the newest travel guidelines.

There are multiple upcoming CDC Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA) calls and webinars.
Registration

is not required. View the schedule here.

The House and Senate will both remain recessed until May. House and Senate leadership continue to engage in
negotiations about additional supplemental funding packages ( COVID 3. 5, COVID IV, and COVID V), particularly
now that the Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP) funding has run out, but nothing has been formally agreed
upon or introduced. For a more thorough update on the federal legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already receive that update and would like to subscribe,
please email sfuller(@cgagroup. com.
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Reps. Neal Dunn ( R- FL), Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to have tested
positive for COVID- 19 ( or be presumptive positive).
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 661, 712 and 33, 049
deaths The CDC data closes out the day before reporting.
Mississippi Gov. Tate Reeves extended the shelter -in -place order in his state for another week. The order is now

set to expire on April 271h. Beginning Monday, April 201h, some non -essential businesses will be allowed to do
curbside and delivery sales, and lakes and beaches will be able to reopen. Gatherings of 10 or more are still
banned and strict social distancing must be practiced.
Several groups of U. S. states have made plans to coordinate regional roll backs of social distancing measures,
including existing coalitions on the east and west coasts. Yesterday, a group of 7 Midwestern states — Illinois,
Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Indiana, and Kentucky —announced that they are similarly coordinating a
regional plan to relax social distancing measures and " reopen the regional economy." The group did not
announce a set date to start implementing procedures, but Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine said his state will begin this

process on May 15t
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott issued three new executive orders to begin the process of reopening Texas while
revising hospital capacity and certain social distancing guidelines. Within the orders, select activities and services
that pose minimal to no threat of spreading COVID- 19 are allowed to reopen using a " Retail -To -Go" model,
certain restrictions on surgeries have been loosened, and schools will remain closed for the remainder of the

2019- 2020 academic year. Within these orders, the Governor has established the Strike Force to Open Texas — a
team of nationally recognized medical experts and private and public leaders who will advise the Governor on
safely and strategically reopening the state of Texas.
St. Paul, Minnesota, joined the list of cities where residents are protesting statewide lock downs. A group calling
itself " Liberate Minnesota" held a protest outside Gov. Tim Walz' s house in violation of stay- at- home orders.

California' s April 161h income tax revenue plummeted by 87 percent compared to the same day in 2019. This
roadmap provides a summary of state tax activity relating to COVID- 19.
California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced a bipartisan economic advisory committee that includes all four of the
state' s living former governors and some of the nation' s leading corporate executives including the chief
executive of Apple, Tim Cook, and the chairman of Disney, Robert A. Iger, as well as the former head of the
Federal Reserve, Janet Yellen.

The New York State Department of Taxation and Finance has created a website to assist those who likely qualify
for the $ 1, 200 stimulus checks — but may have been ineligible for an automatic deposit due to a lack of federal
tax return information. Many low- income constituents lack the information because they don' t meet the federal
filing threshold of $12, 000 for individuals or $ 24, 000 for married couples.
The National Conference of State Legislatures released a letter Friday addressed to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell requesting swift action on a flexible relief funding package to
enable legislatures and governors to mitigate drastic declines in revenues necessary to maintain essential
services to all Americans."

Johns Hopkins University launched its newest COVID- 19 U. S. map as a resource for media, policymakers and
communities to view a collection of critical public health data in one online destination and better understand
and track the COVID- 19 pandemic in populations both large and small across the country.
Useful state data:
o

Ifllhe s „ a. I.h aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.

o

NASHP has developed

o

This site from the Kaiser Family Foundation provides state -level information on cases/ deaths, social
distancing measures, health policy actions, and more.

o

This lr e sou lrce. from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to

a COVID- 19 State Action Center which serves as a state - level policy dashboard.

the COVID- 19 response.
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o

Irji s„ of ima„ s shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tiraa: keir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel

This

restrictions.

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by

o

state.

Militarv/

Defense

A DoD spokesperson said most companies in its supply chain will be able to maintain the new Cybersecurity
Maturity Model Certification ( CMMC) for $1, 000 per year or less. Under the program, companies will be
required to obtain a CMMC assessment from a third -party auditing firm and then a subsequent certification
from the newly established CMMC accreditation body before they can win defense contracts. DoD hopes to
have CMMC certifications in every defense contract by 2025.
The Navy has established a " rapid action team" to help implement new technologies in shipyards and aboard
ships in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic. The team will help Naval Sea Systems Command approve the use
of new technology to ensure compliance with health guidelines.
Panacea, a research project under Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency ( DARPA), is assessing nearly
22, 000 chemical compounds for a possible coronavirus treatment.
Nineteen Senate Democrats sent a letter to acting Navy Secretary James McPherson urging the Navy to better
protect personnel following the USS Theodore Roosevelt COVID- 19 outbreak.
o

655 sailors on the aircraft carrier have now tested positive for the virus, six have been hospitalized, and
one has died.

VA leaders promised additional protective masks for health care staffers following reports of medical equipment
rationing at VA health centers.
U. S. Forces Korea has banned a U. S. contractor from access to any U. S. military installations in Korea for two
years after the contractor failed to comply with an order to quarantine following exposure to COVID- 19.
International

Affairs

China' s official death toll from COVID- 19 skyrocketed today when Wuhan announced a major revision that
added nearly 1, 300 fatalities to its total. The new figures resulted from an in- depth review of deaths resulting in
health officials raising the official toll in Wuhan by 50 percent to 3, 869 deaths. While China has yet to update its
national totals, the revised numbers push up China' s total to 4, 632 deaths from a previously reported 3, 342.
Germany' s public health institute said the country' s rate of COVID- 19 spread had dropped below a crucial
threshold, potentially indicating control over spread. This week, Chancellor Angela Merkel announced the first
steps to ease restrictions, allowing some stores to reopen on Monday and high school students to return to
classrooms to prepare for or take exams.
French President Emmanuel Macron has said his country is considering using a COVID- 19 tracing app, similar to
those used in parts of Asia, to help get infection rates under control. Those who argue in favor of the app say
that it is fair to infringe on the privacy of people who are infected rather than inhibit the freedom of society as a
whole. There remain concerns that the app, relying mainly on a sense of civic duty, will be so watered down in
France that it will prove ineffective.
Nearly half of the 2, 300 sailors from France' s Charles de Gaulle aircraft carrier group have tested positive for
COVID- 19.

Canada Day, July 15t, will celebrated online this year. Steven Guilbeault, the minister of Canadian Heritage, said
the government will work with artists and performers to have a great virtual celebration.
Global Cases:

2, 074, 529

Total Deaths:

139, 378

Lifestyle and Economy

Americans can track the status of their stimulus payments and provide their bank -account information to get
their money faster via direct deposit on a new IRS website.
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At least 7, 000 people in the U. S. living in or connected to nursing homes have died of the virus.
New car registrations in the E. U. fell 55 percent last month compared with a year earlier. Owners registered
570, 000 new cars during the month, down from 1. 3 million in March of 2019.
Doctors around the country continue to give patients hydroxychloroquine at various stages of COVID- 19, and as
a preventive measure to some if they' ve been exposed by family members or in health care settings, despite the
drug still not showing clear results.
Retail sales, a measure of purchases at stores, gasoline stations, restaurants, bars and online, fell by a seasonally
adjusted 8. 7 percent in March from a month earlier, the most severe decline since record -keeping began in
1992.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 17)
Finding Effective Treatments for COVID- 19e Scientific Integrity and Public Confidence in a Time of Crisis
Covid- 19 is rapidly becoming America' s leading cause of death
Antibiotic treatment for COVID- 19 complications

could fuel resistant bacteria

Rapid coronavirus test, commonly used in U, S„ may miss infections in some situations
Food And Beverage Companies Evolve, Innovate And Contribute Amid COVID- 19 Crisis

Visualizing Speech - Generated Oral Fluid Droplets with Laser Light Scattering
Coronavirus

Vaccine

Prospects

The NIH Office of Portfolio

publications

Analysis ( OPA) has developed

a comprehensive,

expert- curated

portfolio

of COVID- 19

and preprints. The portfolio includes peer - reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from

medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.
Rural hospitals shut out of stimulus loans face financial crisis

Feeling useless° the effect of unemployment
We need an army'
Suicide

Mortality

on mental health in the Great Recession

Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to curbing disease spread

and Coronavirus

Disease

2019— A Perfect

Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
Compassionate

Use of Remdesivir for Patients with Severe Covid- 19

Contact Lens Wear and Coronavirus

Wh
Safet

daily death tolls have become unusually important in understanding the coronavirus pandemic
at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic° How to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health care system

12uIr,
Johns Hopkins d t...=.„
Other tracking data Ilh lre..
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation

heir°,

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
466

Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CIVIS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coron

virus 2019 website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gloria

Gaines <

ggaines305@aol. com>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 00 PM
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us; CCohilas@watsonspence. com;

Sent:
To:

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net; vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com;

Cc:

RGray@dougherty. ga. us; AnJones@dougherty. ga. us
SAddison@dougherty. ga. us; slee817@aol. com; JWare@dougherty. ga. us;
WHowell@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Re: federal response

Thanks Mike,

I assume Cornerstone is separately contracted to Phoebe for their services, correct? Also, in looking at cash to state/ local
governments, is there any particular category of funds we are pursuing?
gloria

Original

Message -----

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.
lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>;

vees70@yahoo.

com>; Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net)
com < vees70@yahoo.

com>;

clintjohn1978@hotmail.

com

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com>;

Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com) < ggaines305@aol. com>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>; Ware, Jawahn
JWare@dougherty. ga.us>; Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Mon, Apr 13, 2020 8: 03 pm
Subject: FW: federal response
FYI

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Subject:

federal response

Chairman

Cohilas &

Michael,

I am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal
response to -date on COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently
working on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let
us know

about

that

as well.

We are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know.
Finally, I am attaching a just -released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities.
Know we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help.
Take care,
Camila &

Louie

Caurnli] a IKrmo
Principal &

rllle

Counsel I Government Affairs

11) 678. 391. 4547
1100 Peachtree

404. 987. 7995

Street

NE, Suite 650

Atlanta, GA 30309
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 05 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

April 17, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I `, lACo. ou. g/ coii ou i viii u u

NACo releases new report estimating COVID- 19 impact on county
finances
i naiic:al w c c) un dies f., c e IIou ud ed.,

y i il.- l! DaCIS . S i r- uC;ll.) aS b 1 44 Diillllii( N'

The COVID- 19 pandemic could have massive budgetary impacts for counties of all sizes. America' s counties
could face budgetary impacts as much as $ 144 billion in lost revenue and increased expenditures through FY2021.
This estimate includes lost revenue from sales tax and local fees and additional expenditures related to COVID- 19,

but does not include budgetary impacts related to other funding streams like property taxes and
intergovernmental

funding, on which the impact of COVID- 19 is less clear. Overall, counties' costs and
474

responsibilities
crucial

ou,.,ull'

than

are growing throughout this crisis, and the federal - state - local partnership

has become more

ever.

s fo III-- ^ d k .)

ihs a ' id IIayOffS I I ' i I ' IT; "

The rising costs of COVID- 19 response, combined with other expenditure

w .:

I' i w

k) COVD

I9

increases and revenue losses, have

forced many counties to cut costs by furloughing or laying off staff. At least 27 counties covering a wide range of
sizes have been forced to furlough or lay off county workers due to COVID- 19 budget impacts. These counties
have furloughed between less than 1 percent to more than 25 percent of their workforce.

Help NACo estimate the cumulative impact of COVID- 19 on county finances and budgets by
taking a quick, five minute survey. The results will allow NACo to ensure the needs of
county leaders are accurately understood and adequately met in upcoming federal
legislation responding to COVID- 19.
If you are not the right person to respond to questions on the county's budget, please
forward the survey to the appropriate employee in your county's finance or budget
department.

FEDERAL POLICY NEWS & RESOURCES
The White House releases guidelines for opening up
America

again

Yesterday during a briefing of the White House Coronavirus

Task Force,

President Trump unveiled his plan for reopening the country, following the

nationwide shelter in place orders that have been implemented. The plan
outlines a 3- phased approach, and includes specific steps for state, local and
tribal officials to follow in tailoring responses.
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CISA updates essential critical infrastructure worker
guidance
The U. S. Dept. of Homeland

Security' s Cybersecurity

and Infrastructure

Security Agency ( CISA) has released Version 3. 0 of the Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workers list. This version provides clarity around a range of
positions needed to support the critical infrastructure

functions laid out in the

original guidance and Version 2. 0.

Congress enacts changes to paid leave landscape with
impacts for counties as employers
With

NACo' s support,

federal

lawmakers

are expected

to consider

a new

bipartisan proposal that would extend the emergency leave payroll tax credit
to include state and local governments.
Schneider (

D- III.)

and John

Sponsored

Katko ( R- N. Y.),

by U. S. Reps. Bradley

the legislation

would

enable

state

and local government employers to address the significant new costs of
expanded paid leave requirements,

while providing critical safety - net services

to 316 million county residents nationwide. The legislation could be

introduced in the coming weeks once Congress returns to session in late April
or May.

FEMA announces release of $100 million in supplemental

Emergency Management Performance Grants ( EMPG) to
assist in the local response to COVID- 19
On April 14, the U. S. Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA)
announced

the Notice of Funding Opportunity and final allocations for the FY

2020 Emergency Management Performance Grant ( EMPG- S) Program -

Supplemental Funding. All 56 states and territories can now apply for the $ 100
million in supplemental
Coronavirus

funding made available to EMPG under the

Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act. Once a state or

territory has been awarded its grant, they can then make subawards to local
and tribal governments,

such as counties.

HOW COUNTIES ARE RESPONDING
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CORRECTION: Fairfax County, Va. revises FY2021 budget to
eliminate

tax increases

Despite predicted losses in county revenue, Fairfax County, Va. revised its
FY2021 budget to eliminate certain taxes and tax increases and care for the

economic needs of its residents. Specifically, the county' s new budget
eliminates a three - cent real estate tax increase and 4 percent admissions tax.
Given its new budget restrictions,

however, the county has also decided to

eliminate compensation increases for employees, certain new positions and its
plan to expand library hours.

010
Hunterdon County, N. J. expands of economic development
grant program
In response to the economic impacts of COVID- 19, Hunterdon

County, N. J.

expanded its Economic Development Municipal Grant Program to include local

merchant groups and nonprofit business associations.
groups can help them bolster small businesses

The county hopes these

in the coming months. The

board of freeholders also directed department directors to reduce

discretionary
protective
WOU11110

spending and authorized

a $ 100, 000 budget for purchase

equipment.
am

Harris County, Texas provides employment to nonprofits
Harris County, Texas employees who are unable to perform normal duties
during the pandemic can continue to collect their salaries if they volunteer at
an approved nonprofit. Houston Food Bank is one of these approved

nonprofits, and Harris County has recently expanded its partnership with
Houston Food Bank, helping to purchase about 640, 000 pounds of food each
week and employing 180 workers — most of whom were laid off from the

hospitality industry as a result of the county' s safer at home order.
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County leaders work every day to ensure they have the financial and human resources
and program flexibility to mitigate COVID- 19 and its far- reaching impacts, and continue to
deliver vital services

to our residents.

Recognize your innovative county program by applying for a NACo Achievement Award. A
non- competitive

program, the NACo Achievement

478

Awards recognize outstanding county

government programs and services in 18 categories covering a vast range of county
responsibilities.

NACo PARTNER RESOURCES

Tyler Technologies

is offering NACo members access to webinars and other

COVID- 19 resources.

r

Compare state by state community

mobility trends during the COVID- 19 crisis.

This data is updated regularly.

IBM is helping government

agencies use Al to share critical information

their citizens using Watson Assistant.
access here.
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with

Interested counties can request free

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

2 ---- ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

District

6900 <

info@rotary6900. org>
Friday, April 17, 2020 5: 32 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

Possible

SPAM -

IT Dept] Our 2019- 20 President' s Theme " Rotary Connects The

World!"

Importance:

Low

0

It's extraordinary how providential Rotary International President Mark Maloney was when he
chose this year' s Rotary International theme.
CLUBS

INTERNATIONAL,

OPTIMIST

INTERNATIONAL,

AND

ROTARY

INTERNATIONAL

Woven through the fabric of virtually every community on earth, service clubs of Kiwanis
International, Lions Clubs International, Optimist International, and Rotary International are
working safely and diligently to maintain connections with each other and our neighbors so that
we can cope with and overcome the effects of COVID- 19. We are leveraging the strength of our
combined networks of 3. 2 million members to provide comfort and hope to those feeling the
effects of isolation and fear. And we are focusing our collective skills, resources and ideas to
support frontline health workers and first responders as they battle this disease and save lives.
In these times of uncertainty, your local service clubs remain committed to meeting the
challenge of finding innovative ways to take action together to help communities around the
globe heal and thrive —and

become more united than ever.

The global effort against COVID- 19 depends on actions taken in every country. As people of
action, this is our time to connect with each other to offer immediate help to people in need." —
Mark Daniel Maloney, Rotary International President, 2019- 2020.
The scale and magnitude of this global pandemic requires our world' s citizenry to heed the
advice and cautions of the experts. The work and plans of our collective members and volunteers
must not cease! Our immediate response after the crisis will be necessary to support local
Governments respond to the many social and economic challenges that will ensue in its
aftermath." —Adrian Elcock, Optimist International

President, 2019- 2020.

Great challenges test us, but they also bring us together. Lions are finding new ways to safely
serve. Our Lions Clubs International Foundation has granted over one million dollars to help

481

communities facing extreme rates of COVID- 19, and additional grant requests are being received
daily. Our communities depend on service clubs, and we will be there, supporting and
strengthening them just as we always have together." —Dr. Jung- Yul Choi, Lions Clubs
International President, 2019- 2020.
During these difficult times, we' re seeing everyday heroism across the globe. I encourage us all
to recognize the health and safety professionals who are putting their own health at risk for the
greater good. To the educators, grocery workers, delivery drivers and the countless professionals
who can' t stay home, the Kiwanis family thanks you. We all play an important role in keeping
our friends and neighbors safe. Please follow the advice of the World Health Organization, your
local health agencies and the instructions given by your Government. Please, stay safe." — Daniel
Vigneron, Kiwanis International President, 2019- 2020.
Stay well and safe!

L"
District

Governor

Sheffield Leadership Award 2013- 1
Follow Me Award 2015- 1
B: 404. 667. 6000

dgiim20l9@squirefamily. net

Distribution:

manage Ernail Preferences

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request. Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 5: 25 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: COVID-

19 Return

to Work

Guidance (

Edit

Request)

Mike — Please see edited version below:

Kathleen Toomey, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Public Health, has issued an amended Administrative
Order for Isolation Protocols. To view the amended document, visit www, dph.
Georgia,"

and click on " Administrative

a.

Order for Public Health Control Measures."

ov, scroll down to " COVID- 19 in
The updated Isolation Protocols is an

embedded link at the end of the document. We will now follow this protocol for positive COVID- 19 staff returning to
work as it is within the CDC' s guidance. Below is an overview of the guidelines:
Persons with COVID- 19 wlarr luyve syrnptrrrr s must remain in home isolation

until:

Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication; and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven ( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms.
Persons with COVID- 19, but notstiowing anysyrral:atrrms, must remain in home isolation until:
After at least seven ( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness; and
For three (3) days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay six
6 ) feet away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for
their nose and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
We will not be using the test -based strategy ( requiring two ( 2) negative tests to return to work), because it' s not

practical. Testing is not easily accessible. Therefore, we will use the " time -since -illness -onset" protocols as outlined
above.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot, we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery. If you prefer, you may continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14
days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Our ultimate goal is to provide the safest return and protection for our employees.
Thanks

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Friday, April 17, 2020 at 4: 53 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Return to Work Guidance ( Edit Request)

483

All — Kathleen

Tommey, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Public Heath as issued an amended Administrative

Order for Isolation

Protocols

Visit www, dph, ea, eov , scroll down to " COVID- 19 in Georgia,"

Order for Public Health Control Measures."

click on " Administrative

The updated Isolation Protocols is an embedded link at the end of the

document. We will now follow this protocol for positive COVID- 19 staff returning to work. It' s aligns with the CDC' s
guidance.

Here' s the guidance -

Persons with COVID- 19 wlho have syrrilptoirwis must remain in home isolation until:

Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication

and

Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Persons with COVID- 19, but notshowing any symptoms, must remain in home isolation until:After
at least seven( 7)
days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID-19 test; and They
have had no subsequent illness For
3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay 6 feet away
from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose and
mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present. We
will not be using the test -based strategy (requiring two 2)
( negative tests to return to work) because it'
s not practical.
Testing is not easily accessible. Therefore we will use the time -since -illness -onset protocols as outlined above.
Because

our community is

considered a

hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning workers

where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is war anted. These criteria can include requiring a longer time
after recovery. If you prefer you may continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/or require 14 days
to pass since the date of their first positive COVID-19 test. Thanks
From:

McCoy, Michael Sent:
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2:
34 PM To:
ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty. ga.
us>;ALL

ELECTED & APPOINTED

OFFICIALS <

DC- ElectedAp ointedOficals@dougherty. ga.
us> Subject:
COVID- 19

Return to Work Guidance All

—

I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have collectively
reported approximately forty 40)
( confirmed COVID-19 positive cases in our organization as of this writing.
Unfortunately we'
ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a ful recovery of health for all of our team members.
In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or they'
ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed back
employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain consistent
and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease while
also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the steps
you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The CDC
offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They
instance, according

are as fol ows: For

to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 who 1nive symptoms and

were directed to care for themselves

at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions: Three (
3)
days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever - reducing
medication and 484

Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test -based strategy
Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and lava showln

symptoms.

In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are notshowi*ng any syrn atoms, CDC currently
says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not spreading the virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Please reach out to me or Ms. Dominique Hall if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

EX:`XK3-[i,,
EP\7,
C"OLNT Y
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmeeov _ doughert .

a. us

11,

Im
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgla ltas a very broad public records law. lost written eommurtleatlor?s to or frown C"lty artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtleatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 4: 54 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

All — Kathleen

19 Return

to Work

Guidance (

Edit

Request)

Tommey, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Public Heath as issued an amended Administrative

Order for Isolation Protocols Visit www, dph. ga. ov , scroll down to " COVID- 19 in Georgia,"
Order for Public Health Control Measures."

click on " Administrative

The updated Isolation Protocols is an embedded link at the end of the

document. We will now follow this protocol for positive COVID- 19 staff returning to work. It' s aligns with the CDC' s
guidance.

Here' s the guidance -

Persons with COVID- 19 wll o have symlitoirwis must remain in home isolation until:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Persons with COVID- 19, but notstiowing 4yny symptoms, must remain in home isolation until:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
We will not be using the test -based strategy ( requiring two ( 2) negative tests to return to work) because it' s not
practical. Testing is not easily accessible. Therefore we will use the time -since -illness -onset protocols as outlined
above.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery. If you prefer you may continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14
days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Thanks

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 34 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
Subject:

COVID- 19 Return

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

to Work Guidance

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this

writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
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consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 who 1nive syrnptoms and were directed to care for
themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication

and

Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test -based strategy
Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is showin

syrnptoms. In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are notshowi*ng 4yny syrnptoms, CDC currently
says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community is considered a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning
workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not spreading the virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Please reach out to me or Ms. Dominique Hall if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone. 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
E.::irrnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

bbrown@accg. org>
Friday, April 17, 2020 4:42 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ACCG Nominating Committee Meeting Scheduled for April 24, 2020 at 9: 00 a. m.

The ACCG By -Laws state that each member of a county governing body, each county clerk and each elected chief
executive officer shall be notified at least thirty days prior to the annual meeting with the names of the Nominating

Committee members and the time and place at which the committee will meet during the annual meeting.
ACCG distributed a memo on January 17, 2020 announcing the Nominating Committee members. This memo also
outlined that the Nominating Committee would meet on February 21, 2020 to consider nominations for the position
of ACCG 31d Vice President and other vacancies of Board members who will be completing their final term this
month and on April 14, 2020 to consider nominations for any additional Board vacancies.

It also noted that the

Nominating Committee would meet on April 24, 2020 immediately following the Board of Managers meeting at the
Annual

Conference

to finalize

the slate of nominees

for the 2020- 2021

ACCG

Board of Managers.

The ACCG By -Laws also state that any member of the county governing body of a county member may offer the
name of a commissioner from their district for consideration for election to a District, At -Large, Consolidated

Government or NACo Board position on the Board of Managers at the Annual Meeting of the Nominating Committee
or in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the Board.

A candidate for officer may also be nominated by

such individual.

Asa result of the spread of COVID- 19, the ACCG Annual Conference was cancelled. However, the Nominating
Committee has followed the process outlined by the January 17, 2020 memo and the Board of Managers
Nominations Procedures for Officers and the Board of Managers. They have reviewed and considered candidates
and supporting documentation provided for all positions that were submitted to ACCG by the deadlines contained in
the aforementioned

memos.

The ACCG Nominating Committee will meet as scheduled on April 24, 2020 at 9: 00 a. m. by video
conference. Information containing the link to participate in this video conference will be emailed to all
County
county officials on April 20, 2020 with the subject line" GoToWebinarGlobalCustomerSupport."
officials will be muted on the call but will be able to participate by using the chat feature which will be noted
once you come into the video conference.

This meeting is open to the membership. During the meeting, county officials will be given an opportunity to
recommend individuals for the Nominating Committee to consider who did not submit their information for
consideration by the established deadline. As part of the meeting, the Nominating Committee will finalize the Report
of the Nominating Committee which includes the slate of officers and individuals to serve on the 2020- 2021 Board of
Managers.

Following this meeting, the Report of the Nominating Committee will be emailed to all county chairs,
managers/ administrators and clerks. County chairs will receive an additional email which will provide them with
credentials to vote on the 2020- 2021 Board of Managers on behalf of their county. Votes may be cast from April 24,
2020 at 12: 00 p. m. through April 30, 2020 at 12: 00 p. m. The final vote will be shared with the membership the
afternoon

of April 30, 2020.

The ACCG Executive Committee of the Board of Managers has approved the process described above allowing for
electronic voting by the county chairs. In the 106- year history of ACCG, we have never used an electronic voting
procedure; however, we are living in unprecedented times.
ACCG looks forward to the opportunity to celebrate our incoming Board of Managers when we are able to get
together in large groups once again.
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If you have any questions regarding the Nominating Committee meeting on April 24 or any of the information
contained in this email, please contact Beth Brown or Kelly Pridgen.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Report: Letters of Advocacy to Support Counties;
ShowUsYourMask; U. S. HHS CARES Funding Starting to Flow & More

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Friday, April 17, 2020 4:41 PM

Sent:

Letters of Advocacy to Support the County COVID- 19 Response
ACCG and Georgia county officials have weighed in this week to make their voices heard regarding the COVID- 19
response of county government and the importance of expenditure reimbursements.

Following are some actions of

note:

County Advisory Task Force Recommendations Sent to Governor Kemp ( 4/ 13/ 20) —The County Advisory
Committee provided its first set of recommendations to Governor Kemp to address issues identified by county
officials.

Coronavirus

Relief Fund Proceeds for Local Governments ( 4/ 17/ 20)— ACCG Executive Director Dave Wills and

GMA Executive Director Larry Hanson sent a joint letter to Governor Kemp offering assistance in the
development of procedures for counties and cities to access Coronavirus Relief Fund dollars. Alabama Governor
Kay Ivey has committed the maximum 45% of funding for local governments in her state.
Letter to Georgia Congressional Delegation Urging Direct and Flexible Funding for All County Governments
4/ 17/ 20) —

Every Georgia county signed off this letter, which stresses the important services counties are
providing in response to COVID- 19. Please reach out to your contacts in your Congressional delegation to
reiterate this message. Thanks to everyone for the quick turnaround on this effort!
Join the # ShowUsYourMask

Movement

Butts County Chairman Ken Rivers has a challenge for you! Chairman Rivers, Monroe County Chairman Greg Tapley,
Lamar County Vice Chairman Ryran Traylor, Henry County Chairman June Wood and Treutlen County Chairman Lance
Hooks are challenging the other commissioners from across Georgia to #ShowUsYourMask. Are you up to the
challenge? Share pictures of you wearing your mask on social media using # ShowUsYourMask and show everyone
county government is serious about beating # COVIDI9. You can also email your pictures to Nicole Butler at
nbutler@accg. org to be posted on ACCG' s social media. Be sure to share this message with the rest of your Commission
members!

CISA Releases Version 3. 0 on Critical Infrastructure

Employees

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency ( CISA) has released an updated version of guidance of critical
infrastructure workers. This version provides additional clarity on positions that support critical infrastructure,
reorganizes the section on Healthcare and Public Health, places emphasis on Emergency Medical Services workers and
adds lawyers and legal aid workers.

FEMA Releases Disaster Financial Management Guide

The Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) has released a Disaster Financial Management Guide and COVID19 Response to help jurisdictions successful use all available federal resources for disaster recovery, including the
COVID- 19 Supplemental Funding. This guide includes some practices to use to aid you in keeping up with your response
operations and expenditures.

CARES Funding Starting to Flow from U. S. Department of Health & Human Services
Human Services ( HHS) has begun distributing $ 30 million from the CARES Act' s
Provider Relief Fund. These grant funds are being sent to all healthcare facilities and providers that received Medicare

The U. S. Department of Health &

fee -for -service reimbursements

in 2019 and are intended for use or reimbursement

for coronavirus- related expenses or

lost revenues. While most of these funds are being sent by direct deposit without any application required, the program
491

does require recipients to sign an attestation confirming receipt of the funds and agreeing to the program terms and
conditions. More information on this program and payments can be found here.
Also, this week, HHS announced the award of an additional $ 90 million to Ryan White HIV/ AIDS Program recipients at

the state and local level, including awards to several Georgia counties and county boards of health. More information,
including lists of recipients and award amounts, can be found here.
New Data Available through DPH COVID 19 Daily Status Report
DPH provides twice daily updates on COVID 19 confirmed cases and deaths. Recently, their daily reports have been
updated to include weekly cumulative and active cases which help illustrate the areas hardest hit and those areas that
face the great burdens.
On behalf of ACCG, we want to say thank you for your work on behalf of Georgia' s counties. We hope you find some
time to rest and recharge this weekend.

L3

ACM
Ad--

ing G—

gn'. C ...

fi...

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 4:38 PM
McCoy, Michael; Chris Cohilas
Howell, Wendy
FYI FW: ACCG Nominating Committee Meeting Scheduled for April 24, 2020 at 9: 00 a. m.

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FYI — Layman'

s terms---

the Chairman will receive another email to vote for the nominations on April 241h.

He does not

have to participate in this conference.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUG-IE TY
C' UT

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:

Friday, April 17,2020 4:
18 PM To:
Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga.
us> Subject:

ACCG Nominating Committee Meeting Scheduled for April 24, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. The

ACCG By Laws
- state that each member of a county governing body,each county clerk and each elected chief executive
officer shall be notified at least thirty days prior to the annual meeting with the names of the Nominating Committee
members and the time and place at which the commit ee will meet during the annual meeting. ACCG
distributed a memo on January 17,2020 announcing the Nominating Committee members. This memo also outlined
that the Nominating Committee would meet on February 21,
2020 to consider nominations for the position of
ACCG 3Id Vice President and other vacancies of Board members who will be completing their final term this month
and on April 14, 2020 to consider nominations for any additional Board vacancies. It

also noted that the Nominating

Committee would meet on April 24, 2020 immediately following the Board of Managers meeting at the Annual
Conference

to

finalize the

slate of nominees for

the 2020- 2021

ACCG

Board

of Managers. The

ACCG By Laws
- also state that any member of the county governing body of a county member may offer the name
of a com is ioner from their district for consideration for election to a District, At Large,
- Consolidated Government

or NACo Board position on the Board of Managers at the Annual Meeting of the Nominating Committee or
in ac ordance with the procedures prescribed by the Board. A candidate for officer may also be nominated by such
individual. Asa

result of the spread of COVID- 19,the ACCG Annual Conference was cancelled. However, the Nominating Committee
has followed the process outlined by the January 17,2020 memo and the Board of Managers Nominations
Procedures for Officers and the Board of Managers. They have reviewed and considered candidates and
supporting documentation provided for all positions that were submitted to ACCG by the deadlines contained in the
aforementioned memos. The

ACCG Nominating Committee will meet as scheduled on April 24,2020 at 9:00 a.m. by video conference.
Information containing the link to participate in this video conference will be emailed to all county
493
officials on April 20,2020 with the subject line"GoToWebinarGlobalCustomerSup ort." County

officials will be muted on the call but will be able to participate by using the chat feature which will be noted
once you come into the video conference.
This meeting is open to the membership. During the meeting, county officials will be given an opportunity to
recommend individuals for the Nominating Committee to consider who did not submit their information for
consideration by the established deadline. As part of the meeting, the Nominating Committee will finalize the Report
of the Nominating Committee which includes the slate of officers and individuals to serve on the 2020- 2021 Board of
Managers.

Following this meeting, the Report of the Nominating Committee will be emailed to all county chairs,
managers/ administrators and clerks. County chairs will receive an additional email which will provide them with
credentials to vote on the 2020- 2021 Board of Managers on behalf of their county.

Votes may be cast from April 24,

2020 at 12: 00 p. m. through April 30, 2020 at 12: 00 p. m. The final vote will be shared with the membership the
afternoon

of April 30, 2020.

The ACCG Executive Committee of the Board of Managers has approved the process described above allowing for
electronic voting by the county chairs. In the 106-year history of ACCG, we have never used an electronic voting
procedure; however, we are living in unprecedented times.
ACCG looks forward to the opportunity to celebrate our incoming Board of Managers when we are able to get
together in large groups once again.
If you have any questions regarding the Nominating Committee meeting on April 24 or any of the information
contained in this email, please contact Beth Brown or Kelly Pridgen.
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PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

jstrickland@MARIONCOUNTYGA.
Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 59 PM

Sent:

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Justin Strickland

ORG>

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] File Certification with US Dept. of Treasury Thanks

Clint!Just wanted to push the information if it is something we should do.On
Fri, Apr 17,2020 at 3:54 PM Mueller, Clint <
CMueller@accg.

org>
wrote: ACCG

is not aware of any funds from the CARES Act available through direct appropriation from the US Treasury other than
to local governments over 500,000 In population. We are checking with NACo about the information coming from ICMA.
Here is part of what each government is certifying on the form at issue: 1.
1 have the authority on behalf of insert[ name of local government entity]to request direct payment from the Department
of the Treasury ('Treasury') pursuant to section 601(b)of the Social Security Act,as added by section
5001 of the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act,Pub. L.No. 116- 136, div. A, Title V Mar.(27,
2020). 1

understand that Treasury will rely on this certification as a material representation in making a direct payment
to name [
of local government entity].
Sent

from my iPhone On

Apr 17, 2020, at 3:28 PM, Justin Strickland < jstrickland@marioncountyga.

org>
wrote: W1

I
am on a webinar with ICMA (Budgeting During a Crisis, some of you may be on as well) and they urging
all local governments to go to this link: https://
forms.

treasury. gov/ caresact/ stateandlocal

and

fill out the certification for CARES Act Relief. They did mention the specific allocations to governments
with 500, 000 or more populations. HOWEVER, they did say that they also think that other governments
may get relief by a per capita formula. They recommend that every local government, no matter
the size, fill this out. It is due by tonight at midnight! I
just did and it did not take long. Longest portion was printing out the document on our let erhead and signing
it.
Just

wanted to pass along. 497

Thanks,

Justin Strickland

County Manager
Marion County Board of Commissioners
0

stricklancl@marioncq!

j

a.or

Thanks,

Justin Strickland

County Manager
Marion County Board of Commissioners
istrickland@marioncoUDlyga. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 58 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] File Certification with US Dept. of Treasury Cross

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

your fingers for CARES IV.From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Clint" CMuel
<
ler@ACCG.

behalf of Mueller,

ORG>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 17,2020 at 3:54 PM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:

Re:File Certification with US Dept. of Treasury ACCG
is not aware of any funds from the CARES Act available through direct appropriation from the US Treasury other than
to local governments over 500,000 In population. We are checking with NACo about the information coming from ICMA.
Here
1

is part of what each government is certifying on the form at issue: 1.
have the authority on behalf of insert[ name of local government entity]to request direct payment from the Department
of the Treasury ('Treasury') pursuant to section 601(b)of the Social Security Act,as added by section
5001 of the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act,Pub. L.No. 116- 136, div. A, Title V Mar.(27,
2020). 2.

1

understand that Treasury will rely on this certification as a material representation in making a direct payment
to name[
of local government entity].
Sent

from my iPhone On

Apr 17, 2020, at 3:28 PM, Justin Strickland <jstrickland@marioncountyga.

org>
wrote: M1

I
am on a webinar with ICMA (Budgeting During a Crisis, some of you may be on as well) and they urging all
local governments to go to this link: https://
forms.

treasury. gov/ caresact/ stateandlocal

and

fill out the certification for CARES Act Relief. They did mention the specific allocations to governments
with 500, 000 or more populations. HOWEVER, they did say that they also think that other governments
may get relief by a per capita formula. They recommend that every local government, no matter
the size, fill this out. It is due by tonight at midnight! I
just did and it did not take long. Longest portion was printing out the document on our letterhead and signing
it.
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Just wanted to pass along.

Thanks,

Justin Strickland

County Manager
Marion County Board of Commissioners
istrickland@marioncountyga. org
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Mueller, Clint < CMueller@ACCG. ORG>

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 55 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] File Certification with US Dept. of Treasury ACCG

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

is not aware of any funds from the CARES Act available through direct appropriation from the US Treasury other than
to local governments over 500,000 In population. We are checking with NACo about the information coming from ICMA.
Here
1

is part of what each government is certifying on the form at issue: 1.
have the authority on behalf of insert[ name of local government entity]to request direct payment from the Department
of the Treasury (' Treasury') pursuant to section 601(b)of the Social Security Act,as added by section
5001 of the Coronavirus Aid,Relief, and Economic Security Act,Pub. L.No. 116- 136, div. A, Title V Mar.(27,
2020). 2.

1

understand that Treasury will rely on this certification as a material representation in making a direct payment
to name[
of local government entity].
Sent

from my iPhone On

Apr 17, 2020, at 3:28 PM, Justin Strickland <jstrickland@marioncountyga.

org>
wrote: M1

I
am on a webinar with ICMA (Budgeting During a Crisis, some of you may be on as well) and they urging all
local governments to go to this link: https://
forms.

treasury. gov/ caresact/ stateandlocal

and

fill out the certification for CARES Act Relief. They did mention the specific allocations to governments
with 500, 000 or more populations. HOWEVER, they did say that they also think that other governments
may get relief by a per capita formula. They recommend that every local government, no matter
the size, fill this out. It is due by tonight at midnight! I
just did and it did not take long. Longest portion was printing out the document on our letterhead and signing
it.
Just
wanted to pass along. Thanks,

501

Justin Strickland

County Manager
Marion County Board of Commissioners
istrickland@marioncountyga.

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Digital

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 29 PM
Michael McCoy

To:

Agent <

solutions@digitalagent.

net>

Simple Tech for the Remote Office

Subject:

Remote

office solutions

that are easy to cancel

later when you' re back in the office.

Hello Michael,

We' ve helped many clients transition to the Coronavirus work -from - home life, and we' ve compiled a
short list of simple resources for working remote without missing a beat. We' re offering these services
at a low cost with no long term agreements making it easy to buy now and cancel later when you' re
back in the office.

T

Check them out!

2®

tags Dialinq
What if we told you it' s possible to make business calls using your personal cell/ home phone?
eta Fax

Online faxing: The 21st- century answer to the new demands of legacy technology.
Dark Web Scan

Are your passwords exposed?

Find out more.

External VulngLqUity Scan
What' s open on your home network? Do you know?
If you have any questions about remote working, please don' t hesitate to let me know. We' re here to
help.

Lori Phillips

VP of Marketing

678) 444- 3007 ,,(

i„ giitll, g. ei.n.t,i.net,;2300

Windy Ridge Pkwy, Suite

R50 •Atlanta,

GA

here to Unsubscribe: C;
liclK hi, i.,to

30339 • United

States Click

unsubscribe. PUBLIC
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 3: 15 PM
McCoy, Michael; Chris S. Cohilas; Cohilas, Christopher

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fwd:

Attachments:

Draft -

Letter of Approval

Research Approval Letter from Dougherty County Board ofCommissioners. docx;
ATT00001.

htm

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Travis Goodson < thgoodson@gmail. com>
Date: April 17, 2020 at 2: 50: 38 PM EDT

Gray, Russell" < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>, " james. b. pratt@gmail. com"
james. b. pratt@gmail. com>, " Murphy, Stephen A" < smurphyl@tulane. edu>

To: "

Subject: Draft - Letter of Approval

Commissioner Gray,
Please see the attached proposed draft for the letter of authorization for the COVID- 19
research project. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Very Respectfully,
Travis

Goodson,

M. A., B. S.

Doctoral Candidate, Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Liberty University, Lynchburg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County busioess are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

E- News Update from Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Friday, April 17, 2020 2: 01 PM

Sent:
To:

marketing@albanyga. com>

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: "

Small Biz, Big Hearts" Weekly Round Up - April 17

I Ilse

I bail

conniinittedto

case you

Area
lbi° i

inuthe innost

uI t ate i i nf ini natli in

Heire'

s What Illy 111 111 eiile this we k just in
missed if!From boosting liquidity to

i i iraiyr ra:. i may benfit businesses
avoiding wasteful expenses, these rxrmi i i rar,r,..
during the coronavirus pandemic. Small businesses are the

struggling

foundation of our communities and our economy. That' s why the U.S.
Chamber of Com erce Foundation is teaming up with a coalition of companies to establish the
Save Small Business Fund and provide $5,
000 grants to help employers get through
the days and weeks ahead. Learn more at1"u.Social media
will

drive your

business in the weeks to come; now is the time to increase engagement! Post daily updates
about your store hours, delivery and service options and special offers.
Don' t forget to engage your fol wers by creating posts that are positive and

fun!MEMBER SPOTLIGHT Leadership matters, and

great

leadership

is crucial

in the midst of

a crisis. We are grateful to all

of our

local leaders for their hard work, sacrifice and guidance
in the wake of the COVID- 19
pandemic. Here, an I.
ir`..
Lr..
a..:
r.
9.
grm on the leadrship of Albany Area Chamber Board Member
and Phoebe Putney Health System
President and CEO Scott
Steiner

as

through an unprecedented
The Albany

he navigates his organization
time in

healthcare.

Area Chamber is

highlighting member businesses, many of which are
adapting, innovating, giving and leading. Help us
share the message. And, remember to tell us what
you are doing in your business. 521

Dougherty County Coroner Michael Fowler

0

is featured on a recent cover

of TIME magazine as Albany continues to
fight COVID- 19. Fowler is an expert and a
leader in his field; he is also a committed

Albany Area Chamber Ambassador and a
past Ambassador of the Year. Pre pandemic, he would often be at Chamber
events assisting our staff, helping members
connect and sharing laughs and pictures.
In all aspects

of his life, Fowler

is

committed to community and to people.
We' re grateful for his service to the

Chamber and his service to our community.

MASK UP, ALBANY!

The CDC, along with our local government
and health officials,

have recommended

wearing masks in public to help slow the
coronavirus. ; „ make
a i!. L:. i,. : ryou can spreado
a mask out of items you have at home.
Don' t forget to keep your hands away
from your mask and wash it as soon as
you arrive home! SHARE

YOUR

0

BIZ! Is

your business open?Let your online followers
know! Don' t forget to tag the Albany

Area Chamber of Commerce in your
Facebook posts as you update the hours
and processes for your business. Have
you implemented a creative strategy during
this time? Let us know! We may share
your story with our followers. The .

0
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Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Top Five < news@e.
Friday, April 17, 2020 1: 30 PM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

routefifty. com>

TOP FIVE: Most Read Stories of the Week

Subject:

Problems viewing?

Too Much
IL. i

View as a web page

Food at Farms, Too Little Food in the Stores

I I'" ' aIIIrirneulr

Faced with a supply chain disrupted by the coronavirus, agriculture departments and farm
bureaus are striving to connect farmers with food banks and potential buyers.
I I':° teed ul aW

Tourist Towns Ban Short -Term Rentals to Prevent Virus Spread
indiirea Illtfdbll l

Short- term rental listings have drawn ire from local officials for advertising homes as quarantine
retreats.

I I':° teed ul aW

Route Fifty eBook

Ida-

i-n-f- iUc- iPfCi- tain'_, rwiUiuy_

CI_°
What

are some of the issues around the latest technology aimed

safety? n

tlL seltoolVc. Gunfire

Detection Technology Spreads, Raises
U. S. Cities

Make

Expands

the

Tool

List

of Most Surveilled

That Lets

Privacy Concerns Six

Places

Local Governments

in

Send

the World Facebook

Alerts

524

at improving public

And More.

Brought to you by Lenovo

Cyber Safety Challenge: ' New Opportunities for the Bad

The Coronavirus
Guys'
al lllh Sul lin

I '° flicllhaurf Gureeun

I I'; aulrulr l t

COMMENTARY I State and local governments confront multiple technology security issues as
they deal with proliferating attacks and a disease -transformed work environment.
I I'° teed ul ow

The Pandemic Response Measures State and Local Governments Should
Move On Now
ulrul li Geirsl6in alind Il fao ulrn li Wa I I

ulr

COMMENTARY I State and local officials have initiated many measures to mitigate the
consequences

of the coronavirus.

However,

there is still much more for them to do.

I I'° 1toad ul ow

Half of Cities Expect to Cut Public Services Due to Pandemic
nfl rea Illfolll 111

As

local leaders urge more funding for cities, Congress is locked in a stalemate over funding priorities.
III'°°
te d ul ow 11KA0i11
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sent from Route Fifty to m c oy@dougherty. ga.us. You have been sent Top 5 of the Week because you

in to receive it.
Note: It
may receive one

may take our system up

or two more newsletters. Thank

to two business days

to process your unsubscribe request

have opted

and during that time you

you for reading Top 5 of the Week. 141

Government
Executive

Media

Group, 600

New Hampshire Avenue

NW, Washington, DC

20037 PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City andCounty o dals regardlrtg
City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure. 525

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tia Jacobs < tjacobs@mercatus. gmu. edu>
Friday, April 17, 2020 12: 48 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 Pandemic Policy Response: Mercatus Center Research Roundup

Dear Mr. McCoy,
In response to the ongoing COVID- 19 public health and economic crisis, the Mercatus Center at George Mason University is
publishing timely, short -essays to address pressing policy questions affecting Congress, state and local governments, and the
American economy.
Similar to the research roundup sent last Thursday, below you will find the latest policy briefs published this week by the
Mercatus Center. These briefs are all aimed at helping states and local governments combat the ongoing COVID- 19 crisis.
New Mercatus

Research

on the COVID- 19 Pandemic:

Masks for All: Using Purchase Guarantees and Targeted Deregulation to Boost Production of Essential Medical
Equipment
o

Demand for personal protective equipment has increased significantly and many doctors and nurses are being
forced to ration supplies amid treating patients. This brief outlines the decisive steps the Trump
Administration, along with Congress and the FDA, should take to better serve the American people.

Public Sector Pensions and the COVID- 19 Shock

The economic shock that came with the pandemic pushed a number of state and local pension plans to
dangerously - low funding levels. Governments should bring risk management in line with the realities of public
sector pension plans, improve fiscal stability, and increase government accountability and transparency.
COVID- 19 Policy Response Proposal: Macro -Prudential Business Interruption Insurance
o
Uniform guidelines for federal unemployment insurance supplements during nationwide crises could alleviate
o

the burden on state unemployment
Lower Barriers
o

to Immigrant

Healthcare

insurance systems and limit the economic damage sustained.
Workers

to Help Combat

the COVID- 19 Pandemic

Certain immigration policy options, such as waiving occupational licenses for foreign healthcare professionals,
can increase the supply of healthcare workers during a national crisis. Foreign -born healthcare workers are
already playing a vital role in treating Americans with the virus.

Should you have any questions, would like to learn more about these issues, or would like to speak to the authors, please reply
to this email and I will be happy to facilitate a conversation.
Sincerely,
Tia

Tia L. Jacobs
State Outreach Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University
O: ( 703) 993- 9112
C: ( 262) 498- 7526
www. mercatus. org
Unsubscribe

191
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 11: 27 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

Good Morning,
Please give me a call at your convenience 229. 302. 3252.
Thanks,

Ginger IP. INiiclkeirsoin
Supervisor

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners /
f" Ihone:

229. 431. 3247

Voter Registration and Elections

IFax: 229. 438. 3975

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
I: : rnaiill:

DC -Vote rRegistrationUse

rsdough ert .

a.
us

From: McCoy,

Michael Sent: Tuesday,
April 14,2020 5: 39 PM To: ALL
COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.
ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
Budget

ga. us>;
ALL ELECTED & APPOINTED OFFICIALS <

DC-

ga. us>
Subject: Pandemic

Impact

and

Response

Management Team:

I hope

this email finds you well.COVID- 19 has exacted a serious tol on our organization, both physically and fiscally.Due
to the current and future fiscal implications of Shelter
"
in Place,"it is neces ary for us to immediately be more
deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in responding to
COVID- 19. Now it' s time to refocus back to our financial planning and management given the current crisis.
Today, Martha

projected we' ll need to use ap roximately $ 2 million
in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year June 301h)
if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is unsustainable. Consequently,

we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided. Also, effective
immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in order to
avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future, such as

reductions in force, furloughs, and

541

layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to

be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing
more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did
during the great recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.
Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be
increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse
effect on revenue. However, there will be exceptions. For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will

be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate

because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $3 million to
the fund balance last year.
Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am
confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

U"IfTy
i

rgI"a"

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnafill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Kathrin

M Gerstel (

MCO) <

kath rin @road bearrv. com >

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 11: 14 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

FOLLOW- UP: THL as a Covid- 19 Temporary Housing
COVID- 19 thl RV Temporary Housing and Support. pdf

Attachments:

I contacted you recently regarding emergency accommodation options that thl is able to provide using our RVs,
to assist at this time.

As a reminder, our RVs are fully self- contained, and provide an easy and flexible option to facilitate self -isolation, able to
quickly be deployed where needed. They have been used for temporary housing of staff, for overflow hospital room use,
to provide shelter and isolation to those may have been exposed to COVIDI9. More detail on how RVs can be used is
available in the attachment.

We can meet requests for single RVs, or larger scale requirements.

We are able to arrange delivery and can provide a

managed service for large scale bookings.

If this should go to someone else in your organization we would greatly appreciate if you could forward this email and
attachment

to them.

Please get in touch as soon as possible to discuss your requirements.
Best regards,
Kathrin

Kathrin Gerstel

nr.
i

Branch Manager

I Road Bear RV Rental & Sales I www. roadbearrv. com

Premium RV Rentals and Sales
Office: + 1 ( 407) 384 9241
3800

m;
w

W Colonial

Dr, Ste B, Orlando,

111Yw!

From:

Kathrin

FL 32808

creating unforgettable holidays

o11u1111UrlrlNINI ,;;:-

M Gerstel ( MCO)

Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2020 2: 42 PM
To: mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us

Subject: THL as a Covid- 19 Temporary Housing

We are an RV rental company with 2000 vehicles for rent in the United States.

We operate the El Monte RV and Road

Bear RV brands. We have provided COVID- 19 support to the community in a number of situations and locations across
the nation, including large numbers for Los Angeles County. San Francisco County, San Mateo County, Marin County Los
Angeles County, and the Washington Department of Health.
Our RVs are fully self-contained, and provide an easy and flexible option to facilitate self -isolation. They have been used
for temporary housing of staff, for overflow hospital room use, to provide shelter to those in communal living situations
543

who may have been exposed to COVID19. We can meet requests for single RVs, or for large scale requirements.
are able to arrange delivery and in can provide a managed service for large scale bookings.

We

More detail is available in the attachment. Please contact us urgently to discuss your requirements.
If this should go to someone else in your organization we would greatly appreciate if you could forward this email and
attachment to them.

Kind Regards,
Kathrin

Kathrin

ROABranch Premium

BEAR""

Gerstel

Manager I
RV
1
W

Road Bear RV Rental & Sales

Rentals and

(
407) 384

www.

roadbearrv. com

D

Sales Office: +

9241 3800

Colonial Dr, Ste

B, Orlando,

FL

ea-

32808 zuiarioivarrriiii

i"
w
PUBLIC forgetable holidays, crting
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TAC Service

Desk

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 11: 03 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Trust becomes even more important during this pandemic

rEl
Created

April 17, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

r

r

r

The coronavirus pandemic reminds leaders that trust is earned over time, and the shift
to remote work will only exacerbate disengagement and uncertainty among employees
who don' t trust their organizations, writes Barbara Brooks Kimmel, who shares notes

from a weekly Trust Alliance meeting. Trust issues extend to consumers, as people
have " become way too skeptical to believe most of the ' purpose' trust messages that
brands are attempting to deliver,"

she writes.

Full Story: SmartBrief/ Leadership ( 4, 15)

5

545

Enhancer

Virtual Meetings withio

Municipalities across the country are having to navigate new
workflow procedures by going remote and continuing to run
local governments.

Municode offers a meeting &

agenda

management solution that has industry - leading options to
enhance your virtual meetings. Learn more here.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING

AND

FINANCE

Survey assesses pandemic' s danger to municipal budgets
Nearly 90% of local government officials surveyed by the US
Conference

of Mayors and the National

League of Cities said the

coronavirus pandemic would lead to drastic decreases in
revenue.
Pixabay)

Most of the more than 2, 400 respondents

said their

cities did not get help from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and
Economic Security Act, so the organizations are pushing for $

250

billion in emergency funding.
Full Story: Smart Cities Dive ( 4/ 1 )

E

Government

r

ies to Operate

Budget impacts, crisis communication

DuringCrisis

and virtual council.

Governments are learning to adapt to a remote workforce, all
while managing a crisis. Download this guide to learn how
modern technology can support your government during and

in the aftermath of a crisis. Get the guide here!

ADVERTISEMENT:

546

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

The coronavirus pandemic has prompted a number of volunteer efforts, including US
Digital Response, in which 3, 500 technology experts assist government entities of all
sizes. Members have helped with things such as data requests related to locating
personal protective equipment.
Full Story: Government Technology online ( 4/ 13)

Free SoftwareI

Local Governments

In an effort to assist local governments around the U. S.
organize their response to the Coronavirus

outbreak and

maintain business continuity, GovPilot has made available
10 cloud -based modules designed to help during this
pandemic. Learn about the benefits of cloud -based
government management. Watch on -demand!
ADVERTISEMENT:

ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND

SUSTAINABILITY

Eight thousand almond and walnut trees have been planted in the first phase of a
sustainable arboriculture project in Toubkal, Morocco, and 12, 000 more are planned for
the region. The project aims to curb erosion, encourage plant cover and generate
income for residents.

Full Story: Afrik 21 (

/ 4)
Paris) ( 4 1

00001
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Maintain

yr

c

Continuity in a Crisis

A crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from
holding live meetings can significantly impact governance
continuity. iCompass, a Diligent Brand put together critical
tips and best practices for local governments to effectively

navigate crises of any kind. Download your copy now.
ADVERTISEMENT: : _........_..._..._._......._._.

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Budget cut won' t delay

Nev.

convention

The Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority' s $

79 million budget cut will not stifle

progress on a $ 980. 3 million expansion of the Las Vegas Convention Center and an
associated underground people mover worth $ 52. 5 million, authority President and CEO
Steve Hill says. The expansion
ahead of schedule,

is 77%

complete, and work on the people mover is

Hill says.

Full Story: Las Vegas Review -Journal ( tiered subscription model) (

4/ 15,)

00001

A split City Council vote on a contract has cast doubt on plans to build a 5. 5- mile
pipeline connecting Flint, Mich., to an emergency backup water source. The state has
designated the secondary pipeline as a " critical infrastructure project,"
Flint' s director of public works.
Full Story: MLive ( Michigan) (

4/ 1 4 )

548

said Rob Bincsik,

Working remotely?

i

i

r is for

Whether you work remotely 100% of the time or find yourself
navigating this situation for the very first time, working at a

physical distance can pose a unique set of challenges. Slack
is here to help. This 30- minute webinar will provide tips and
tactics within Slack that you can put into action right away.
Watch the webinar.

ADVERTISEMENT:

HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

A Samuel Clemens statue outside Rifle, Colo.,

City Manager Scott Hahn' s office brought

up memories of frog jumping, so he used his weekly video update to challenge the city' s
youngest residents to measure out 6 feet and see how far they can jump. The city
communications team will help share kids' uploaded videos on social media to
encourage being active while staying at home.
Full Story: Post Independent ( Glenwood Springs, Colo.) (

4/ 15)

1111

The Forsyth County Board of Commissioners in North Carolina has authorized $ 100, 000
to be directed toward behavioral health needs during the pandemic. County Manager J.
Dudley Watts Jr. says the board is also planning ahead for mental health needs in the
fiscal year beginning July 1.
Full Story: WXII- TV ( Winston- Salem, N. C.) (

ICMA

4, 15)

NEWS

549

Join us, Friday, April 17, for this 90- minute webinar on the first principles of cutback

budgeting, lessons from real -world experience during the Great Recession, and
exploration

of how simulation software can be used to frame the fact -based trade- off

discussions your public entity will need to have, both internally and externally, in the
near future. Case studies from local governments of all sizes will be profiled to show
how online public engagement can help provide essential feedback to governments
making these difficult choices. Register today! For more information and resources, visit
ICMA' s Coronavirus Resources page. Get more content about COVID- 19 -

subscribe

today!

MIND

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series robust online program is
accessible to you live and on demand and is a must for any local government
professional looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen
communication with staff members. Get ready to build your management skills and
address the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to effectively
communicate, motivate, and model ethical decisions to lead a team. Program begins

May 13, register today!

LEARN MORE

I. . . lorn

BO1.)T lCM

w

I AIbotA I News & luaus l a orn 1CMA I Career Network
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SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profule I
Unsubsoribe

dver ise wuffi Smar2rief

I Privacy poluoy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK

I ADVERTISE
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 57 AM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:

RE: Wood Invoice for Radium Springs Project and Services Offer

Subject:

Thanks

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 50 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Woods, Kim < KWoods@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Wood Invoice for Radium Springs Project and Services Offer

Kim,

I' ll send the account number later today.
Have a good day!
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 40 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendle@dou herty, ea.us>;Woods,

Kim <
KWoods@dou

hertyga. us>
Subject:

FW: Wood Invoice for Radium Springs Project and Services Offer Please

pay the attached invoice. Thanks. Sent

from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone Original

message -------From: "
Walton,

Lee

B"lee. < waIto nC@woodplc. com>553

Date:
To: "

4/ 16/ 20 5: 41 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoyC dougherty,& a, us>

Subject: Wood Invoice for Radium Springs Project and Services Offer

Mr. McCoy,

I hope you are well as you manage very difficult circumstances in Dougherty County.
The attached Radium Springs project invoice got lost in the shuffle as we transitioned to work -from -home over a month
ago. Please contact me if you have any questions about this invoice.
I' ve also attached information about services that our Industrial Hygiene specialists are providing to some of our clients
specific to COVID- 19. Should you have interest in more information, please contact me or the indicated Georgia Services
Coordinator.

Very best regards,
Lee

Lee Walton, AICP
Senior Associate /

Project Manager

2677 Buford Highway, Atlanta, GA 30324
Direct: ( 404) 817- 0265
Office: ( 404) 873- 4761
www. woodpic. com

This message is the property of John Wood Group PLC and/ or its subsidiaries and/ or affiliates and is intended only for the
named recipient( s). Its contents ( including any attachments) may be confidential, legally privileged or otherwise protected
from disclosure by law. Unauthorized use, copying, distribution or disclosure of any of it may be unlawful and is strictly
prohibited. We assume no responsibility to persons other than the intended named recipient( s) and do not accept liability
for any errors or omissions which are a result of email transmission. If you have received this message in error, please
notify us immediately by reply email to the sender and confirm that the original message and any attachments and copies
have been destroyed and deleted from your system.

If you do not wish to receive future unsolicited commercial electronic messages from us, please forward this email to:
unsubscribepwood Ic. com and include " Unsubscribe" in the subject line. If applicable, you will continue to receive
invoices, project communications and similar factual, non- commercial electronic communications.
554

Please click

for notices and company information inrelation k)
emoils originating

inthe UK.Italy or France. As

a recipient of an email from a John Wood Group PIc company, your contact information will be on our systems and we may
hold other personal data about you such as identif cation information, CVs, financial information and information contained
in cor espondence. For more information on our privacy practices and your data protection hghto, please see our
privacy notice ek PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia

hasawstybroad public

records law. Most wvit8er?&oorfrom

City arnd[ bur?#/
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City ar?
d Cour?ty busmess are public records available to the public ar?
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 57 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: FYI FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: President' s Guide for Opening Up
America Again; DPH Announces Expanded Testing; Georgia State Fiscal Analysis of State
and

Local

Sales

Tax

Losses &

More

I' m taking care of it. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 55 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FYI FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: President' s Guide for Opening Up America Again; DPH Announces
Expanded Testing; Georgia State Fiscal Analysis of State and Local Sales Tax Losses & More
I didn' t not receive a survey from the state. It may because it is not my official title. Not sure how you want to
proceed with the PPE.
FYI...

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

EXODUC.HEFFY '"
N

COUNTY
Jeo . S " V

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

Gandhi

ore>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 16 PM
To: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Subject: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: President' s Guide for Opening Up America Again; DPH Announces Expanded
Testing; Georgia State Fiscal Analysis of State and Local Sales Tax Losses &

More

IIIei° Iks aind
rlihis eirnailll is Ibeiing seirit tm;::. ouirity h. Ilihaiirirnein, urnainage rs/aduministiratm; irs,:.
mtlihers oin youir° coirnimissioin aind staff as uneeded, President

PIIIt; s PI tease

iread-firm ,_51tiaire

it with m;

Donald Trump Shares Guidelines for Opening Up America Again Earlier
today, President Donald Trump shared his Guidelines for Opening Up America Again with the nation' s Governors.
This document includes a three - phased approach for individuals and employers that requires the state to meet
established gating criteria. DPH
Announces Expanded Testing Availability and Changes to Testing Criteria The
Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH) is increasing the number of specimen collection sites statewide for COVID19 testing and is revising the current testing criteria to ac ommodate more testing. To read their full press release,
click here. Referrals are still required from a healthcare provider or by calling one of the DPH COVID- 19 Testing Direct
Patient

Lines. Respond

to DOAS Survey to Access Georgia Supplies List for PPE 556

The following counties have responded to this request and do not need to rear) any more on this item Baldwin, Bulloch,
DeKafb, Johnson, Lincoln, Macon -Bibb, Mitchell, Palk and Putnam. Counties that only responded to CCG' s informal
survey on PPE and those who have not responded to any PPE survey should rear) the important message below.
The Department

of Administrative

Services ( DOAS), recently sent a survey to purchasing

managers

in state agencies,

local governments, school systems and higher education organizations to assess demand for critical medical supplies.
Georgia Department of Economic Development ( GDEcD) is providing those who respond to the DOAS survey with a
Georgia Suppliers List' spreadsheet that lists companies that have submitted information through the Critical Health

Care Items form on the GDEcD website in response to Governor Kemp' s call for PPE production / distribution. This
suppliers list may provide a source for you to find additional PPE. ACCG strongly encourages you to have at least one
person from your county complete this survey ( more than one person may complete it if you want to share it with other
departments or your Sheriff, for example). To access the survey, click here.
Georgia State University Fiscal Research Center Issues Analysis of State and Local Sales Tax Losses
The Fiscal Research Center at Georgia State University has issued an analysis of potential state and local sales tax losses
caused by cutbacks and closures among several industries ( airlines, restaurants, hotels/ motels, and arts and
entertainment) due to the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic. Depending on the length of time that significant restrictions
remain in place, the FRC report projects that collective sales tax losses for counties, cities, and schools associated

with

these industries to be between $ 317 million to $ 553 million.

Helping Individuals Struggling with Addiction During COVID- 19
The Office of National Drug Control Policy has provided a COVID- 19 Fact Sheet which outlines the steps they have taken
to ensure that those who struggle with the disease of addiction can access and continue to receive treatment and

recovery support services while keeping them safe from unnecessary exposure. The fact sheet outlines the waiver of
rules around telemedicine and pharmacy services and the expansion of coverage by Medicaid of a multitude of services.

i

ACi
Ad-

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jGc

gia' sGq

ti .

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 557

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 56 AM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Pamela
Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

You' re welcome. Very proud of you!

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 56 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Thank you Mr. McCoy
Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: tajohrisonC(z} dc>udicrty,ga,us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 47 PM
To: Johnson, Pamela < PJohnson Sdou

herty,&a. us>

Subject: RE: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Thanks Chief! Congratulations on your promotion. I just noticed it. Well deserved.
559

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Johnson,

Pamela" <

PJohnsonC@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 16/ 20 6: 31 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" <

Subject:

Fw:

DCSO

MMcCoyC@dougherty,

Employees

COVID

ga. us>

19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U: ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile:

229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: LajohrisonC( z} dc>udicrty, ga, us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis( e dougherty, ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: Sproul,
THayes

Kevin < K5proul

dougherty, ga. us>;

Ostrander,

John < JOstrander

dougherty, ga. us>;

Hayes,

clougherty, ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < Lgatesf doughert .

a. us>;

Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;

PJohnsonC@doughertyr, ga, us>
Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

560

Johnson,

Pamela

Terron

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 561

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Rick Aronhalt,

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 9:49 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Upcoming Webinars on COVID- 19 Response and More

lCMA,

Director,

Online

membercommunications@icma.

Plus other trainin
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As COVID- 19 impacts communities across the globe, the importance of local
government leaders cannot be understated. In order to best serve our
members, we have a number of upcoming opportunities for you to hear from
experts discussing the current situation, and offering guidance about how to
gate the impact of the coronavirus on your community and local
ITM

We' ll continue to keep you up- to- date on the latest coronavirus news and
events on our web page: lcrTia org/ coronaVlrus.

LJ

Budgeting During a Crisis
FREE WEBINAR]

1E) aW:: l::::'iidday,, Apiid] l ' 17 J 2:30

411: 00 p rn

r

This webinar will cover the first principles of cutback budgeting,
lessons from real -world experience during the Great Flecession,
and exploration

of how simulation

562

software

can be used to frame

the fact -based trade- off discussions your public entity will need to
have, both internally and externally, in the near future.

Registration

is no longer required for this webinar.

Use the link

below for immediate access to the webinar at 2:30 p. m. ET.

A

Managing Crisis Communications During the COVID- 19
Pandemic
FREE WEBINAR]

I) aW:: Wedinesday, Apiirl!]l 22 J 1:: 00

2:30 Ilp rn

r

In this webinar, you' ll join three experts as they share strategies and
insights that will help make your own outreach and engagement
efforts more effective during this challenging time.

LJ

Employment Law and COVID- 19
FREE WEBINAR]

I) aW:: 1 : ' rl1day, Il
The Families

yl J 2:30

First Coronavirus

411,:

Ilp rn
1:: Iesponse

r
Act ( FFCI::IA) and the

Coronavirus Aid, 1:: Ielief and Economic Security Act ( CAI::IES Act)
have created new rights such as expanded family and medical
leave and emergency paid sick leave that local governments

need

to comply with. In this webinar, participants will be provided with
information on the major provisions of these laws and the
regulations and guidance that have been issued by the federal
government.

Fiscal Strategies During a Pandemic
563

FREE WEBINAR]

Li
I)

t,

Ilf,,,' rlii '

411,
y, May 8 12: 30,,,,,,,

Ilp urn

r

City and county managers recognize that even as 'their costs have
increased, ' their revenues are declining. What fiscal strategies can
local leaders adopt to meet critical

service demands

while also

looking ahead to develop a long -terra financial plan? How can they
engage with elected leaders, staff, and the broader community to
plan for the changes ahead and new approaches to community

We have a tears of experts from the private sector and local
government to discuss strategies to prepare for both the short -terra
and long -terra economic reality.

Other Online Learning Opportunities
Li

Social Security -for the Public Sector
FREE WEBINAR]

I)aW:: Ilf, ,' rliidy, Ipi rli l

2411, I 1, ''
2:

30Ill , urrm, Ilf;;;!„
r When

and hove you claim Social Security retirement benefits can make
a huge difference in hove much you and a survi ng spouse receive.
The

claiming strategies available often go unused simply because

people are unaware of there. Meanwhile, some public sector
workers may face a reduction in benefits due to the Windfall Elimination
F'rovison, or

the Government Flension

Offset. In

this webinar

from ICIVIA- FIC, we will review key steps to help you plan ahead
and

make a smart decision. Workplace

ut®
How

to Deal With Water Cooler Talk

FREE
COACHING WEBINAR] I)

aW::
rh u r d y, Ip

iir li 1 30 1 1, 10

Ilp rrm , Ilf;;; r„ 564

Li

Jain ICMA' s first Coaching Webinar of 2020 to learn about effective
tools that can help you effectively handle off- line employee
conversations in your organization.

Webinar Series- Effective Supervisoryradices
Seiirlies

113egiiin ,

edrme d y„ Il

y .13 I I l eurrmlber I f: :' ee,

7955

This series is designed as a primer for new supervisors. It not only
offers pragmatic recommendations

about the day -'to -day duties of a

supervisor, but also offers guidance for addressing the more
complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to
effectively communicate, motivate, and model ethical decisions to
HIMMEERM

Lj

WebinarSeries-

Budgeting Guide -for Local

Government
Seiirlies

113egiiin , "'

rue d y„ Jurme 2 1 Il eurrmlber I f: :' ee,

395

Back by popular demand, this three- part webinar series takes a
forward - looking, strategic approach to budgeting while showing you

how to improve the process and promote economic vitality in your
community.

IGMA
ssocii

A.M.A.PIA

Intern flop l GltyfCounty Mainageirneint
tiorn

777 North Capitol
Washington,

Street,

CIE Suite 500

CSC 20002- 4201

202) 962- 3660
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Mainage Your Email 1:::
Irefincs This

includes unsubscribing from selected emails Uinsubscribe

By

choosing this you will be removed from all lCMA email communications PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law.Most written communications to or from City and County offidals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 31 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Irving,

Sent:
To:

Tateshea;
Subject:

Johnson,

Kenneth;

Good morning, again, everyone —Please

ellll

Public Information

Officer

COUNTyr
cieorgyw

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
aiill: ,....._ I _. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

a. us

From: " Subadan, Sharon" <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>

Date: Friday, April 17, 2020 at 8: 57 AM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>

To: "

Cc: " Scott, Cedric" <

CScott@albanyga. gov>

Subject: Fwd: Information for Today
Wendy,
Please forward the email below to the Taskforce.
Thanks.

Sharon

Hallford,

Brad

eee the attached information from Scott Steiner at Phoebe for discussion on

our call at 10am. Talk to you all shortly. Thanks,

f:::u

Sam;

FW: Information for Today
image001. png; ATT00001. htm; UofM Model. pptx; ATT00002. htm; 4- 6- 20 Georgia COVID
Map. pdf; ATT00003. htm

Attachments:

Wendy Ise

Allen,

D. Subadan

567

City Manager, Albany Ga.

Sent from my iPhone Xs Max

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Date: April 17, 2020 at 8: 15: 45 AM EDT
To: " Scott, Cedric" <
Cc: " Subaclan,

CScott@albanyga. gov>

Sharon" <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Information for Today
Chief Scott,

I will be on the call today at 10am to help provide perspective on the attached. Would you be able to
forward this email to the Taskforce Members?

https: ZZdph. georgia. govZcovid- 19- daily- status- report
J. Scott Steiner,
229- 312- 8065

FACHE

I

President &

Chief Executive

E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
Executive Assistant:

Felicia Lewis

Officer

1 www. phoebehealth. com

E- flewis@phoebehealth.

com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 30 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Irving,

Sent:
To:

Tateshea;
Subject:

Johnson,

Kenneth;

Allen,

Sam;

Hallford,

Brad

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Dashboard
2020- 04- 16- Daily Dashboard. png

Attachments:

Good morning, team - I' m forwarding the attached on behalf of Brad Hallford. Please do not disseminate as this
information is for our group only at this time. Thanks and looking forward to talking to everyone on our 10am call
shortly.

Wendy Howell
Public

Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Phone:

229. 302. 3006

Mobile:

229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Email: whowell@dougherty. ga. us
https://

facebook. com/ dougherty.ga. us> <

https:// twitter. com/ ldoughertycoga>

https:// Iinkedin. com/ doughertycountyboardofcommissioners> <

On 4/ 17/ 20, 8: 40 AM, " Hallford,

Brad" < bhallford@phoebehealth.

https:Hinstagram. com/ ldoughertycoga>

com> wrote:

Wendy - here is our most updated information. Graphs are for task force only right now so please don' t disseminate
outside that group yet.
Thanks Brad

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: phoebecommand2020

phoebecommand 2020@phoebehealth. com<
maiIto: phoebecommand 2020@phoebehealth. com»
Date:April 16,
2020

at 12: 05:17 PM EDT To: Leadership Council <

LeadershipCouncil@phoeb health. com<
mailto: LeadershipCouncil@phoebehealth. com>>Subject: COVID19
Daily Dashboard 569

cid: ec7594e1- c07a- 4988- 8bO2- 87ed7888ela2]

Disclaimer:

The HIPAA Final Privacy Rule requires covered entities to safeguard
certain Protected Health Information ( PHI) related to a person' s
healthcare. Information being faxed to you may include PHI after
appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances
that do not require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are
obligated to maintain PHI in a safe and secure manner. You may not
re -disclose without additional patient consent or as required by
law. Unauthorized

re -disclosure or failure to safeguard PHI could

subject you to penalties described in federal ( HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader of this message are not the intended
recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to

the intended recipient, please notify us immediately and destroy
the related message.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Friday, April 17, 2020 9: 14 AM
Michael McCoy
Chamber &
LSG Business Impact Survey, Truist/ Phoebe Foundation, AMA &

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Event,

Phoebe

Update,

Rural

Broadband,

GHPC,

Georgia

Unemployment

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 17, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Albany Area Chamber and LSG Lead Regional
Business Impact Survey
The Albany Area Chamber of Commerce and Locate South Georgia
have partnered to collect information through a series of surveys
regarding the extent to which the COVID- 19 coronavirus pandemic has
affected local and regional business operations. The online survey opens
today and closes April 28.
Georgia Reps. Work for Increased Rural Broadband

During COVID Outbreak
Several members of the Georgia delegation are teaming up in a bipartisan effort to increase broadband access to residents in rural parts of
the state. Reps. Doug Collins ( R- GA- 09),

Austin

Scott ( R- GA- 08), and

Sanford Bishop ( D- GA- 02) sent a letter to officials at Windstream late last

571

AYP Live

week stressing the importance of increased broadband access during
this unprecedented time in the midst of the COVID- 19 outbreak.

Georgia Health Policy Center: Improving the Lives of
All Georgians
For 25 years, the Georgia Health Policy Center ( GHPC) has played a
crucial role in developing and evaluating hundreds of health programs
and services across Georgia and the U. S. Using research from experts at
Georgia State' s Andrew Young School of Policy Studies, it provides
expertise, guidance and program development in a variety of areas,
including behavioral health, child health and well- being, health care
financing and rural health.
66% of U. S.

Employees Are Working Remotely at

Least Part -Time During the COVID- 19 Pandemic
Two- thirds of employees are currently working remotely at least part of
the work week as a result of the coronavirus pandemic, according to a

new survey from Clutch, a 13213 ratings and reviews platform.

News
Truist Commits $ 500, 000 to

Phoebe Foundation' s COVID- 19
Relief Fund

Dougherty County Emergency
Management Agency Emergency

572

Operations

Center COVID- 19

Update April

Phoebe

16th

Reports 9 Additional

COVID- 19 Deaths

Albany Museum of Art, Albany
Yoga Project Join Together for

Online Live Meditation, Yoga
Sessions

GDOL

Issues Over Half a Billion

Dollars in State and Federal
Benefits

Since March

Senators Perdue & Loeffler To
Serve On President' s Economic
Task Force

Obtaining PPE ` Continues to be a
Struggle' in State

Georgia Historical Society
Launches Project to Collect the

Stories of Georgians during the
Pandemic

Georgia

of 2020

Southeastern

Credit

Unions Committing to " People
Helping People" During This
Crisis

Dublin Highway 257 Rail Property
Certified As ` Georgia Ready for
Accelerated

Development'

Site

Commissioner King Announces
First Quarter Administrative
Actions

573

Small

Business

Loan Program

Recent Video

Runs Out of Money, No Longer
Accepting Applications
Home

Prices Resilient

Despite

Big Drop in Sales Volume Due to
Low Inventory
Phoebe Reports Wednesday
COVID- 19 Numbers

Eggs Up Grill Feeding Workers
on Front Lines of COVID- 19
Pandemic

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Submit your news and press releases

Pharmacy, Working with

to news@albanyceo.

Employees

com

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

E

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

574

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

575

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
GEMA and Phoebe Expand Care for COVID- 19 Patients at Phoebe
North

Wednesday, contractors began installing modular units for expansion of
critical

care services

AT& T to Support
Service

on the Phoebe

Nurses

on FirstNet

North campus.

and Physicians

With Three Months

of Free

Network

AT& T delivered " Some Good News" tonight announcing three months of
free wireless service for frontline nurses and physicians nationwide on
the FirstNet

network —

built with AT& T in a public -private partnership with

the First Responder Network Authority ( FirstNet Authority).
More Features

576

Direct Connect

Draffin &

Accounting -

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit Union - Available

Cybersecurity Document

Available

Management -

Secure

Records Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical

College

Employee

Benefits -

Engineering -

Available

Available

577

Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Healthcare Staffing -

IV

Asa

Healthcare Solutions

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an
I j rOM- ='

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

Human

a2b Fulfillment

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Home - Available

Available
Furniture -

Available

Mo=
Healthcare -

Phoebe Putney
Landscape
Outdoor

Management -

Pro

LLC

Lawyer - Watson Spence

Leadership Development Le

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

578

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 56 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: DCSO

Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thank you Mr. McCoy
Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy
ft-

w

E
EX.A.K-HCONT
""'
Goo r ga. a"

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Ein l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 47 PM
To: Johnson, Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Thanks Chief! Congratulations on your promotion. I just noticed it. Well deserved.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Johnson,

Pamela" <

PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 16/ 20 6: 31 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

Fw:

DCSO

Employees

COVID

ga. us>

19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson
580

Assistant Chief Deputy

FDCXK-',,",-'
H'ER1 1 1 1"
I

T

Y4A'

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l: pjohnson@dougherty. ga. us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.
THayes@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Hayes,

Terron

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 581

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 55 AM
Chris S. Cohilas; Howell, Wendy; Allen, Sam; Johnson, Kenneth; Sproul, Kevin
FW: Information for Today
UofM Model. pptx; 4- 6- 20 Georgia COVID Map. pdf

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

FYI

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 15 AM
To: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>
Cc: Subadan,

gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

Subject: Information for Today
Chief Scott,

I will be on the call today at 10am to help provide perspective on the attached. Would you be able to forward this email
to the Taskforce Members?

https:// dph. georeia. eov/ covid- 19- daily- status- report

S
President & Chief Executive Officer
r

8!•

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
Executive

Assistant:

Felicia

Lewis

1 www. phoebehealth. com

E- flewis@phoebehealth.

com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 55 AM
McCoy, Michael
FYI FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: President' s Guide for Opening Up America
Again; DPH Announces Expanded Testing; Georgia State Fiscal Analysis of State and

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Local

Sales

Tax Losses &

More

I didn' t not receive a survey from the state. It may because it is not my official title. Not sure how you want to
proceed with the PPE.
FYI...

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUG

TY

C' UT

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:

Thursday, April 16,2020 6:
16 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: President' s Guide for Opening Up America Again; DPH Announces Expanded Testing;
rlihis
Georgia State Fiscal Analysis of State and Local Sales Tax Losses &More
Iliharmein, urnainage rs/adumiinistiratm; irs, :.IIIer°Illk:
eirnailll is Ibeiing seirit tm;::.
ouirity h.
oin youir°coirnimis ioin aind staff as uneeded, President Donald

s aind PII t; s PIIItease iread-

firm 51tiaiire
,_

it

with m; mtliheirs

Trump Shares Guidelines for Opening Up America Again Earlier today,
President Donald Trump shared his Guidelines for Opening Up America Again with the nation' s Governors. This
document includes a three phased approach for individuals and employers that requires the state to meet established
gating criteria.DPH Announces
Expanded Testing Availability and Changes to Testing Criteria The Georgia
Department of Public Health ( DPH)is increasing the number of specimen collection sites statewide for COVID-19
testing and is revising the current testing criteria to accommodate more testing. To read their full press release, click
here. Referrals are still required from a healthcare provider or by calling one of the DPH COVID- 19 Testing Direct Patient
Lines. Respond

to

DOAS Survey to Access Georgia Supplies List for PPE Theffil owing counties
have responded to this request and do not need to read any more can this item: Baldwin, Bulloch, DeKalb, Johnson,
Lincoln, Macon -Bibb, Mitchell, Palk and Putnam. Counties that only responded to C'
CG' s informal survey an
PPE and those who have not responded to any PPE survey should read the important message below.The Department
of Administrative Services ( DOAS),
recently sent
school systems

a survey to purchasing managers in state agencies, local governments,

and higher education organizations to

assess

demand for critical medical supplies. Georgia Department

of Economic Development ( GDEcD)is providing those who respond to the DOAS survey with a Georgia Sup liers
List' spreadsheet that

lists companies that have submitted information through the Critical Health 583

Care Items form on the GDEcD website in response to Governor Kemp' s call for PPE production / distribution. This
suppliers list may provide a source for you to find additional PPE. ACCG strongly encourages you to have at least one
person from your county complete this survey ( more than one person may complete it if you want to share it with other
departments or your Sheriff, for example). To access the survey, click here.
Georgia State University Fiscal Research Center Issues Analysis of State and Local Sales Tax Losses
The Fiscal Research Center at Georgia State University has issued an analysis of potential state and local sales tax losses
caused by cutbacks and closures among several industries ( airlines, restaurants, hotels/ motels, and arts and
entertainment) due to the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic. Depending on the length of time that significant restrictions
remain in place, the FRC report projects that collective sales tax losses for counties, cities, and schools associated with
these industries to be between $ 317 million to $ 553 million.

Helping Individuals Struggling with Addiction During COVID- 19
The Office of National Drug Control Policy has provided a COVID- 19 Fact Sheet which outlines the steps they have taken
to ensure that those who struggle with the disease of addiction can access and continue to receive treatment and

recovery support services while keeping them safe from unnecessary exposure. The fact sheet outlines the waiver of
rules around telemedicine and pharmacy services and the expansion of coverage by Medicaid of a multitude of services.

ACi
Ad--

i

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jG— gia' sG—

t-.

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 53 AM
Wall, Ed; McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
RE: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf

Sent:
To:
Subject:

No problem. Give me about 30 minutes to go through my email, 9: 30. If it' s after that, I' m still available.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

011 T Y

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
fiiiunaiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

lgl pq F101r

From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 56 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.
SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;

Addison,

Scott

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf
Martha, I owe you a call. I apologize I did not get to it this afternoon.

When is a good time?

Ed

From: "

Edmund Wall" < eiwfarms@aol. com>

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 6: 54: 23 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf [ EXTERNAL]

Sent from my iPad

Piper Sandler &

Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically archived and recorded and Is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the Intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited, you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered an advertisement or
585

solicitation for purposes of regulation

of commercial

electronic mail messages.

If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications

from Piper Sandler, go to:

http:// www.pipersandler.com/ do not email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this email

see

http:// www. pipersandler.

com/ disclosures

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2020 8: 15 AM
CScott@albanyga. gov
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
Information for Today
UofM Model. pptx; 4- 6- 20 Georgia COVID Map. pdf

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chief Scott,

I will be on the call today at 10am to help provide perspective on the attached. Would you be able to forward this email
to the Taskforce

Members?

https:// dph. georgia. gov/ covid- 19- daily- status- report

S
President & Chief Executive Officer
r

8!•

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
Executive

Assistant:

Felicia

Lewis

1 www. phoebehealth. com

E- flewis@phoebehealth.

com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, April 17, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy
White House Plan to Reopen Economy; Mayors say large gatherings likely cancelled
until 2021; Protests at state capitols over stay- at- home orders; Cyberattacks threaten
local governments during pandemic; Mayors should prepare workers for the age of

Sent:
To:
Subject:

automat

Problems viewing? View as a web page

Concerts and Sporting Events Could Be Canceled Until 2021,
Mayors Say
IV..
JII III

I

Fearing a resurgence of the novel coronavirus, a handful of

mayors said they would consider banning mass gatherings until next year.

Protests Erupt at State Capitols Over Stay At Home Orders
3(
designed

I I

III"N

In several states, protesters are fighting back against stay- at-home orders

to slow the spread

of coronavirus.

Government Business Council, the independent research arm of GEMG, is fielding its annual study of key
government

decisions in technology, management,

and acquisition — and we want to hear from you.

591

We also understand this is a trying time for many — that many of you are carrying on the mission of government to
protect and serve Americans impacted by the virus. Given these circumstances,
appreciate your continued participation

we want to show how much we

in our surveys, and will donate a total of $ 3, 000 to a registered 501( c)( 3)

charity chosen by participants after completing the survey.

IPIVey y_ylViuclV th1 _ 1Vioinlic_ fgir_ oMir_oPpgiU1fu! inmiuky_ to_ 11hgp

tqd

t1h _

The Coronavirus Cyber Safety Challenge: ' New

Opportunities

for the Bad Guys'
JJ I I

II" N I:

J I III III . If I

I

I

1* J

1IIJ 011 III: I

III :

COMMENTARY I State and local

governments confront multiple technology security issues as they deal with proliferating attacks
and a disease - transformed

work environment.

Amid Crisis, Mayors Can Build a Workforce for the Second
Machine Age
aJ011', JA Il lh IIJ ', J IIX) W I

JJ11" T) J01111", Js 11011"4 C I

JII I I : I

I

COMMENTARY

I The economic fallout of

Covid- 19 combined with growing automation is poised to transform millions of jobs nationwide.
Mayors should start developing plans to create a more adaptable workforce for a rapidly
changing economy.

Funding to Offset Local Government Budget Losses is Key to
Next Aid Package, House Speaker Says
J I " N IIJII III : J

I ' 400 I: 3II. I :

It would

I

be a shift from the CARES

Act, which

restricts

state and local aid

to expenses associated with the coronavirus pandemic.

New York Leads The Nation In COVID- 19 Tests, But The Effort
Still Lags Behind Demand
M11C1 I I IL. . I I : J I" N ICJII III WS I

KAISII I 1 I III JJIL... I I III"N I WS I

New York City and hospital officials

recommend testing only the sickest people and encouraging others to stay home to get well. But
other officials say wider tests are needed to ensure that essential workers don' t spread the
disease.

Your Unemployment Call Could be Answered by the National
Guard
lM I :

I " N IIJII I

J JII" N

I

III :

S I A If 1

I Overwhelmed states get creative to handle surge of

jobless claims.

The Coronavirus Is Splitting America in Two
1 1011', JAJII If)

I 1 10J

I " NJS I IE I I " N

I

I I:

A I I JJ14 If IIC I

Cities and suburbs are only getting bluer.
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Government Business Council, the independent research arm of GEMG, is fielding its annual study of key
government

decisions in technology, management,

and acquisition — and we want to hear from you.

We also understand this is a trying time for many — that many of you are carrying on the mission of government to
protect and serve Americans impacted by the virus. Given these circumstances, we want to show how much we
appreciate your continued participation

in our surveys, and will donate a total of $ 3, 000 to a registered 501( c)( 3)

charity chosen by participants after completing the survey.
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sent from Route Fifty to m c oy@dougherty. ga.us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you

to receive it.
Note: It

may take our system up

to two business days

to process your unsubscribe request

have opted in

and during that time you may receive

one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today. Government

Executive

Media

Group, 600

New Hampshire Avenue

NW, Washington, DC
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Friday, April 17, 2020 1: 41 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Thursday April 16, 2020
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PIVI l edy Vg[, II°,
gyggg,

stared 4 days ago, IIMaik
animal shelters. I'
m sure most are now only performing emergency services as recommended by the
National Animal Care and Control Association despite being first responders. zoom. us/rec/share/...
while

spay/ neuter

is on

hold. After registering, you will receive

a

confirmation email about• the webinqu.
We're all
doing our
part to flat en the COVID- 19 curve and keep our staff
safe -but we still worry about all the unaltered pets
and what this will mean when spay/ neuter resumes.. Join
a panel discussion with DrJulie Levy, I lannah
Shaw (the Kitten Lady), and Best Friends Animal Society'
s Aimee St.Arnaud and Maria Browne to hear
ideas on what you can do now, including: -Getting the public
involved in
spreading the spay/neuter mes age
while everyone is next 595

home to hear it and where to find customized

materials m Sharing easy, virtual fundraising ideas to
raise money for spay/ neuter subsidies m Taking your
community cat program and caretaker support to the
next level m Messaging to the public for leaving stray
kittens with their moms until fixing Inter m Reframing
how we react to requests for help from the public to
allow us to save more kittens than ever by
empowering finders of strays and fosters and linking
up spay/ neuter and shelter intake diversion programs
This webcast is being recorded.

Ledy VanKavage, Esq.
Sr. Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
618- 550- 9469 CELL

bestfriends. org

facebook. com/ bestfriendsanimalsociety I twitter. com/ bestfriends
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are other cities handling potential equity issues in reas igning nonessential employees to other work duties?
March our employees were designated essential or nones ential and we have been providing full
pay and benefits to nones ential while they stay at home. The question has arisen as to how long that is
sustainable and how we can bring some of them back to work, but assign them where we need them. Any
In

insights would be appreciated. 596

Melissa Bridges
Performance &

Innovation Coordinator

City of Little Rock
Little Rock AR

mbridges@littlerock. gov
uruillliiiirui
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Apr 16, 2020 10: 40 AM

W
I am wondering what other communities are doing as the use of masks become prevalent in all walks of life
work, shopping, park enjoyment, anything in the public sphere really). Is your community contemplating the
re -sale of masks to the general public, or only procuring masks for employee use? We have bought

bandannas and cloth masks for all of our employees as it is essentially going to be required in New York ( at
least for the interim). Some members of the community are inquiring as to whether or not our Village
government will sell masks to the general. My thought is that this should remain a function of private
business as it does not support an existing Village program, say as leaf bag sale or a food scrap bags
would support Village Yard waste disposal programs or an existing Village food scrap program.

What is your community doing, or what are your thoughts on this matter?
Thanks.

Joshua Ringel
Assistant Village Administrator
Village of Tarrytown
New York NY

jringel@tarrytowngov. com
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next

Apr 16, 2020 10: 55 AM

Josh -

I would generally agree with your first instinct about selling masks to the public. It's a private

function, and can be readily provided by the open market. With that said, perhaps your agency can share

YouTube videos or other information on how to make masks at home or where in your community masks
are available? That seems to be a very appropriate and proactive role you could play.
Best of luck to you!

Joshua Pack PE
Director of Public Works and Transportation

County of Calaveras
San Andreas CA

jpack@co. calaveras. ca. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 10: 39 AM
From: Joshua Ringel

Subject: Selling Masks to Your Community?
29
I am wondering what other communities are doing as the use of masks become prevalent in all walks of life
work, shopping, park enjoyment, anything in the public sphere really). Is your community contemplating the
re -sale of masks to the general public, or only procuring masks for employee use? We have bought
bandannas and cloth masks for all of our employees as it is essentially going to be required in New York ( at
least for the interim). Some members of the community are inquiring as to whether or not our Village
government will sell masks to the general. My thought is that this should remain a function of private
business as it does not support an existing Village program, say as leaf bag sale or a food scrap bags
would support Village Yard waste disposal programs or an existing Village food scrap program.

What is your community doing, or what are your thoughts on this matter?
Thanks.

Joshua Ringel
Assistant Village Administrator
Village of Tarrytown
New York NY
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Mairsiia r6leir

There is a link for a basic Zoom tutorial that is nicely done by the K State Research and Extension office in
Cowley County, Kansas. It provides a nice overview in two short videos, one for the attendee and how to
join the Zoom meeting and the other for setting up a Zoom meeting. Here is the link, https:// www. cowley. kstate. edu/. I hope you find this helpful.
Have a good day!
Marsha Toler
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Original Message------

Hasanyone found ( or created) a good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable for
Like many agencies we' ve now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now

commissioners?

expanding to our commissions
features.

so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its

Examples welcome; thanks!

Edward Shikada ICMA- CM, PE

City Manager
City of Palo Alto
Palo Alto CA

ed. shikada@cityofpaloalto. org
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ASU made a rapid conversion using Zoom as the " in person" delivery system.
be the best and those are the links our IT group used to educate everyone.

George Pettit
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I found the Zoom tutorials to

Gilbert AZ

george. pettit@cox. net
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Message: Sent:
04- 15- 2020 10: 32 PM From:
Edward

Shikada Subject:

Zoom

Quick Guide and Tips Has

anyone found (or created) a good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable for commis ioners?
many agencies we've now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now expanding
to our commissions so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its features.

Like

Examples

welcome; thanks! Edward

Shikada ICMA- CM, PE

City

Manager City
of Palo Alto Palo
Alto CA f
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Message: Sent:
04- 15- 2020 10: 32 PM From:
Edward

Shikada Subject:

Zoom Quick Guide and Tips previous
anyone found (or

created) a

good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable

for commis ioners?

many agencies we've now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now expanding
to our commissions so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its 600

Like

features.

Examples welcome; thanks!

Edward Shikada ICMA- CM, PE

City Manager
City of Palo Alto
Palo Alto CA

d.s.Ik:!. I . Ikada@cii.:my.o:(1p.al.pa.1: m.p::p.1.
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We've set up test webinars for board and commission members, with one of our staff liaisons walking them
through how to use the functions. It' s worked well. We include the disclaimer that no city business should
be conducted during the webinars in order to remain compliant with the Sunshine Law.

Samuel Anselm

City Administrator
City of Wildwood
Wildwood

MO

sam@cityofwildwood. com

F

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 15- 2020 10: 32 PM
From: Edward Shikada

Subject: Zoom Quick Guide and Tips

Has anyone found ( or created) a good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable for
Like many agencies we've now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now

commissioners?

expanding to our commissions
features.

so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its

Examples welcome; thanks!

Edward Shikada ICMA- CM, PE

City Manager
City of Palo Alto
Palo Alto CA

d. s.Ik:!. I . Ikada@cii.:my.o:(1p.al.pa.11: m. p::p.1.
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iLIiirIley.....1 gq
Zoom has many online tutorials. support. zoom. us/ hc/ en- us/ articles/...

SHIRLEY KOO
IT ARCHITECT

Information Technology Division
Tel. ( 408) 630- 3069 / Cell. ( 408) 480- 5890

Santa Clara Valley Water District is now known as:

Clean Water • Healthy Environment •

Flood Protection

5750 Almaden Expressway, San Jose CA 95118
valleywater. org
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anyone found (or created) a good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable for commis ioners?
many agencies we've now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now expanding
to our commissions so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its features.
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Examples

welcome; thanks! Edward
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In this thread has anyone successfully set up a scheduled event on their YouTube Channel, copy/ pasted
hyperlinks to the Zoom platform to place a working hyperlink on their website for residents to access? Yes, I

am being that specific for a reason and will probably have to call Zoom directly

Scot Fodi
Borough Manager
Borough of Oakmont
Oakmont PA
boroughmanager@oakmontborough.

com

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 15- 2020 10: 32 PM
From:

Edward Shikada

Subject: Zoom Quick Guide and Tips

Has anyone found ( or created) a good YouTube or other orientation to Zoom, suitable for
Like many agencies we've now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are now
expanding to our commissions so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its

commissioners?

features.

Examples welcome; thanks!

Edward Shikada ICMA- CM, PE

City Manager
City of Palo Alto
Palo Alto CA
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Scot, is something like this what you' re looking for? wwyff::cii.myofwi.0. o.o.d.:c.o.1!: p!L/.: j...`...`./...:...

Samuel Anselm

City Administrator
City of Wildwood
Wildwood

MO

sam@cityofwildwood. com

F

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 16- 2020 04: 05 PM
From: Scot Fodi
Subject: Zoom Quick Guide and Tips

In this thread has anyone successfully set up a scheduled event on their YouTube Channel, copy/ pasted
hyperlinks to the Zoom platform to place a working hyperlink on their website for residents to access? Yes, I
am being that specific for a reason and will probably have to call Zoom directly

Scot Fodi
Borough

Manager

Borough

of Oakmont

Oakmont PA
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I would be interested as well, we are in the process of formulating a task force which will collectively work
on policies/ procedures reopen our Village safely for employees and residents.

Katarzyna Thake M. B. A.
Assistant to the Village Manager
Village of Niles
1000 Civic Center Drive
Niles, Illinois 60714
Email: kmt@vniles. com
Phone: 847- 588- 8006
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 15- 2020 12: 12 PM
From: T. Hanna

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures
Good Morning,
Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID- 19 for months, has anyone have policies
and/ or procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?
T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA- SCP, CCP, SHRM- SCP, CBP, ADAC
Director of Human Resource Services Department

Richland County Government
2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058
Columbia, SC 29204
Email: hannad@rcgov. us
Phone: 803. 576. 2111
Fax: 803. 576. 2119

Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and

be the solution to problems."
Stephen Covet/
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vaccine is available, we will likely continue to practice social distancing, which means employees may continue
to work from home, or staggered

work schedules for those in the office to minimize close contact and

potential exposure. Staff meetings will also continue to be conducted via video-conferencing we use
Microsoft Teams in the organization, Zoom for

City Administrator

City of
Wildwood Wildwood MO
sam@cityofwildwood. com
605

board and commission meetings), etc.Samuel

Anselm
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 15- 2020 12: 12 PM
From: T. Hanna

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures
Good Morning,
Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID- 19 for months, has anyone have policies
and/ or procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?
T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA- SCP, CCP, SHRM- SCP, CBP, ADAC
Director of Human Resource Services Department

Richland County Government
2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058
Columbia, SC 29204
Email: hannad@rcgov. us
Phone: 803. 576. 2111
Fax: 803. 576. 2119

Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and
be the solution to problems."
Stephen Covet/
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I actually have a group of MPA students working on a class project on this topic right now. We don' t have
answers or recommendations

right now, but will in about 5 weeks.
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Ben Clark

University of Oregon School of Planning, Public Policy and Management

Benjamin

Clark

Student Chapter Faculty Advisor
University of Oregon Student Chapter
Eugene OR
bclark2@uoregon. edu
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 15- 2020 12: 12 PM
From: T. Hanna

Subject: Returning to Work Policies and Procedures
Good Morning,
Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID- 19 for months, has anyone have policies
and/ or procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?
T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA- SCP, CCP, SHRM- SCP, CBP, ADAC
Director of Human

Resource

Services

Department

Richland County Government
2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058
Columbia, SC 29204
Email: hannad@rcgov. us
Phone: 803. 576. 2111
Fax: 803. 576. 2119

Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and
be the solution to problems."
Stephen Covet/
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One of my concerns about going back to normal is that there has been a significant number of people in
China and Italy ( probably in the US too) that have gotten over Covid- 19 and then been reinfected. If this
turns out to be true and they are able to infect others the second time around, without an effective vaccine,
It will be harder to get back to normal.

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
alanmpa2005@yahoo. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 12- 2020 08: 51 PM
From: Mark Abeles- Allison
Subject: Office Preparations

for Return and Transitions

Back

Good Evening:
Two questions:
1. We are starting to think about our office environments in the future as Stay at Home orders are lifted and
employees and the public return to our facilities.
I saw a lot of plexiglass at polling places, is this something you are considering

for your more heavily

trafficked office reception areas?
from reception staff?

Are you considering any office reconfigurations, moving desks further
Will you instruct staff to wear PPE in the office?

Are there other safety precautions for staff and the public you are considering?
2. As Stay at Home orders are lifted do you have a philosophy regarding remote office worker return?
A. At least one person to be physically present in each office?
B. Consideration

for at -risk employees?

C. Timeline you are considering?
D. Other?

Thank you very much!

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
608
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Ja;.y .... .i.6"1ll.
Like My " Neighbor in Ontario County, Genesee County government has been approached by union
personnel to consider same . due to the severe fiscal constraints NYS counties and Cities are going to be
under form the foreseeable future and particularly the NEw State Budget 20/ 21 and some very draconian
power granted to the Governor on reducing state aid to locals and intercepts of local sales tax to pay
formerly state aid to other local govs and to set up a distressed Hospital and Nursing home " fund", our
county revenues or lack thereof and the very definition of essential e's and services , particularly parts of our
continuous operations ie Rd Patrol, Dispatch , Jails , Public health not being able to sustain workforce
reductions or work at home " temp" situations , we have declined to discuss this " special pay" request
further. John did a great memo in his / their response.

Jay Gsell ICMA- CM
County Manager
County of Genesee
Batavia NY

jgsell@co. genesee. ny. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 08- 2020 12: 03 PM
From: De' Carlon Seewood

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
We have received requests from labor groups; asking for hazard pay during the current pandemic.

What

approaches are other communities taking when it comes to hazard pay? Who' s providing some type of
hazard pay for essential employees? What is that amount or percentage of pay? How did you determine
the amounts of compensation? Are there other types of benefits being provided to essential
employees?
Thank you for your assistance.

De' Carlon Seewood

Deputy City Manager
City of Columbia
Columbia MO
609
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You are subscribed to ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us. To change your subscriptions,

go

to III y 5gbsciripfloiris. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Qirisubsciribq.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 18 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 16. 20

Good evening,
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation,
check out the archives.

Washington. D. C.

The White House released guidelines for Opening Up America Alain. The guidelines recommend that states
document a " downward trajectory" in cases of COVID- 19 and flu -like illnesses before relaxing stay- at- home
orders. States could then proceed into a three- phase reopening process, according to the guidelines. The
guidelines recommend that employers develop and implement social distancing practices, temperature checks
at workplaces, testing for the virus, and increased sanitation and use of disinfection. President Trump said today
that governors could begin reopening businesses, restaurants, and other elements of daily life by May 15t or
earlier.

The President also hosted a call with a bipartisan group of members of Congress who will serve on the " Opening
Up America Again Congressional Group." The list of members can be found here.
The FEMA Healthcare Resilience Task Force created a COVID- 19 Hospital Resource Package. The document

contains guidance and resources for hospital administrators, hospital emergency planners and infection control
practitioners in the following topical areas: hospital surge, crisis standards of care, staffing surge and resilience,
workforce protection, regulatory relief, equipment supply surge and telemedicine.
The CDC has posted multiple new guidance documents on its COVID- 19 dashboard, including considerations for
pharmacies,

guidance for training for healthcare

professionals

and the newest travel guidelines.

The CDC plans to hire hundreds of contact tracers, whose job it would be to locate individuals who have been
exposed to COVID- 19. Contact tracing has been pushed by the vast majority of public health experts as a
necessary step in reopening the country. Additionally,

the CDC is considering

transferring

25, 000 Census Bureau

workers to do contact tracing over the next few weeks and months. The census workers, who had been hired to
go door to door collecting household data for the 2020 Census, would turn to contact tracing for up to two
months.

There are multiple upcoming CDC Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA) calls and webinars.
Registration

is not required. View the schedule here.

The FDA announced
synthetic

swabs —

a further

expansion

of COVID- 19 testing

options through

the recognition

that spun

with a design similar to Q- tips —could be used to test patients by collecting a sample from the

front of the nose.

The FDA is encouraging those who have recovered from COVID- 19 to donate plasma for a potential new
treatment called convalescent plasma.
The latest CMS news updates can be viewed in the daily roundup.
OSHA has come under fire as thousands of complaints are flooding in against companies who fail to follow social
distancing and sanitary guidelines to protect workers, and the agency has done little to mitigate it. Records show
worker concerns about shortages of masks and gloves, of being forced to work with people who appear sick, and
of operating in cramped work areas that prevent them from standing six feet from one another. OSHA has yet to

611

issue a specific coronavirus standard for employers that would protect many " essential" workers, leaving
employers to come up with their own ways of trying to meet health guidelines.
NIH recently conducted a 2LUdy that showed N95 respirators can be decontaminated effectively and maintain
functional integrity for up to three uses. The experiment tested four decontamination methods: vaporized
hydrogen peroxide ( VHP), 70- degree Celsius dry heat, ultraviolet light, and 70 percent ethanol spray. Of those,
VHP was the most effective decontamination method, because no virus could be detected after only a 10minute treatment. UV and dry heat were acceptable decontamination procedures as long as the methods are
applied for at least 60 minutes.

The House and Senate will both remain recessed until May. House and Senate leadership continue to engage in
negotiations about additional supplemental funding packages ( COVID 3. 5, COVID IV, and COVID V), particularly
now that the Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP) funding has run out, but nothing has been formally agreed
upon or introduced. For a more thorough update on the federal legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already receive that update and would like to subscribe,
please email sfullercgagroucom.

Neal Dunn (R-FL), Nydia
and

Reps.

Velasquez ( DNY), Joe

Cunningham ( DSC), Mike

Kelly (R-PA), Mario

Diaz-Balart ( R-FL),

Ben McAdams ( DUT) and Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) remain the only members of Congress to have tested positive

for COVID- 19 (
or be presumptive positive). Updates
from

the States Out

of the cases under investigation detected by U.S. surveilance, there are total cases: 632, 548 and 31,071 deaths
The CDC data closes out the day before reporting. Following
the demonstrations in Lansing, Michigan, crowds also formed in Frankfort, Kentucky and Raleigh, North
Carolina to protest against stay-at-home orders. Protests are reportedly being planned in California, Oregon,
and Texas as state- wide orders negatively impact the economy. New

York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced the state' s shutdown would be extended until at least May 151n Multiple
other governors, including Wisconsin' s Tony Evers and Idaho' s Brad Little, also extended stay-at-home orders,
which

are available in multiple state data sets below. Nursing

homes and long- term care facilities continue to be ravaged by COVID- 19.In New Jersey, 17 bodies were found
in a nursing home morgue intended to hold no more than four people. Johns
Hopkins University launched its newest COVID- 19 U. S. map as a resource for media, policymakers and communities
to view a colection of critical public health data in one online destination and better understand and
track the COVID- 19 pandemic in

populations both

large and small across the country. Useful

state data: o
Ifllhe
NASHP
This

This

s a.„I. haims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time. o
has developed a COVID- 19 State Action Center which serves as a state - level policy dashboard. o
site from the Kaiser Family Foundation provides state l-evel information on cases/ deaths, social distancing
measures, health policy actions, and more. o
lr e sou lrce. from Bloomberg Law is a dat base of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to the
COVID- 19

This

response. o

s„ of lma„ s shows how states are responding to COVID- 19,and this trg.gkeir created and maintained
by Multistate Associates, has an up- to-date list of executive orders and various travel restrictions.

Irji

o
Finally,

this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by state.
Military/

Defense

For

exceeded
the first time, the number of new recoveries among service members —
155 —
100.

the number of new cases —

Twenty percent of the 2,889 troops diagnosed so far have recovered. The

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research is testing three COVID- 19 vaccine prototypes on small animals and is
preparing to select one candidate for initial human testing. 612

Dozens of House and Senate Democrats sent a letter to DOJ, DoD, and DHS urging the Trump Administration to
halt construction on the southern border wall during the coronavirus pandemic.
Democrats

on the House Veterans'

Affairs Committee

sent a letter to Vice President Pence saying the Office of

Management and Budget has blocked their requests for information relating to equipment shortages at VA
hospitals.
o

The letter comes amid reports of mask rationing and other equipment

shortages at several VA medical

sites.

A training battalion at Fort Jackson, South Carolina, had a cluster of 50 positive COVID- 19 cases. The cluster
hasn' t grown and the service plans to take new recruits for basic combat training next week, following a 14- day

pause that started on April 6tn
Marine recruits arriving in San Diego, California, for boot camp will now have to undergo a 14- day quarantine
before training even commences.
International Affairs

British Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab, who has assumed the duties of Prime Minister Boris Johnson as he
recovers from COVID- 19, announced a three- week extension to the current lockdown. Mr. Raab set out five

prerequisites for easing restrictions: a sustained and consistent fall in the daily death rates; confidence that
hospitals can cope with the flow of patients; increased testing capacity; more PPE; and a judgment, with input
from government health experts, that there would not be a second wave of infections.
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe declared a national emergency today, giving governors the authority to call
on businesses to close and residents to stay inside.
Hospitals in Canada are reportedly beginning to stockpile used N95 respirators and other PPE, in the event they
need to be sterilized and reused. As the global demand for respirators remains high ( or possibly increasing),
health systems around the world are looking for alternate solutions to supplement existing supply chains.
Hospitals across the country are evaluating prospective options for decontaminating various types of PPE, in the
event they are unable to procure supplies in the future. Several techniques have been documented for
decontaminating respirators; however, they are not yet in widespread use. Canada' s Chief Medical Officer
Theresa Tam recommended that hospitals start retaining used PPE, including N95 respirators, in case they can
be disinfected in the future. Reportedly, supply -related challenges increased after the United States restricted
the export of certain supplies.

Russian President Vladimir Putin has postponed a military parade and flag-waving celebrations marking the Red
Army' s defeat of Nazi Germany in 1945.
The WHO published an update to its COVID- 19 Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan. Among the changes is
a new section that includes guidance regarding conditions and considerations that should inform decisions
regarding efforts to relax existing social distancing measures. The document emphasizes that countries must
eliminate or maintain low levels of community transmission in order to contain the pandemic and that
community transmission necessitates " exceptional measures" to rapidly suppress it. Notably, the WHO explicitly
states that the decisions regarding implementing and relaxing social distancing measures should be made at the
lowest levels of government to ensure " a tailored and appropriate response depending on the situation and
capacities to respond." The guidance outlines 6 principal considerations and capacities to consider in order to
maintain suppressed community transmission.
Brazil' s President Jair Bolsonaro has fired his health minister, Luiz Henrique Mandetta. Mandetta had previously
won widespread public support by advocating broad -based social isolation in line with recommendations from
the World Health Organization and many other medical and scientific experts.
Singapore announced a record jump in coronavirus cases with most of the 447 new confirmed cases coming
from crowded dormitories for migrant laborers.

Kenyans held in quarantine on the Kenyatta University campus in the capital, Nairobi, have protested over being
held for long periods even after testing negative for the coronavirus and finishing 14- day quarantines. Some said
they were presented with bills in order to be allowed to check out.
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Greece will move 2, 380 of the most vulnerable asylum seekers from overcrowded

camps on the Aegean Islands

to less cramped facilities on the mainland to curb the risk of an outbreak. The relocation is expected to take
around two weeks and will start after the Greek Orthodox Easter this weekend.

A news article published by Lature discusses emerging reports that the Chinese government is providing direct
oversight of scientific publications

related to COVID- 19 research.

The majority of China' s reported COVID- 19 cases over the past several weeks have been imported from other
countries, as opposed to the result of local transmission. The journal China CDC Weekly published an assessment
of the country' s risk of importing COVID- 19 cases from various countries and regions, based on existing public
data on national and sub -national COVID- 19 incidence around the world. China has reported 1, 101 total

imported cases of COVID- 19 ( through April 81h), including 262 in the previous week. Among the recently
imported cases, 125 ( 47. 7 percent) were imported via land border crossings from Russia. China CDC also
reported the proportion of imported cases by region: 77 percent from Asia, 8 percent from Europe, 6 percent
from North America, 5 percent from Oceania, and 2 percent from Africa.
Global

Lifestyle

Cases:

Total Deaths:

1, 991, 562

130, 885

and Economy

Early research on underlying health conditions associated with COVID- 19 is indicating that asthma is not one of
the most important risk factors as originally predicted. Obesity, however, appears to be one of the most
important predictors of severe illness. Data released this month by New York State shows that only about five
percent of COVID- 19 deaths in New York were of people who were known to have asthma.
Former

Reps. Brian

Baird ( D- WA) and Bob Inglis ( R- SC) hosted

a mock remote

hearing today with dozens

of other

former Congressional members and witnesses from Zoom Communications Inc. and Microsoft Corp. Former
Head of the CIA, Gen. David Petraeus, was also in attendance.

Weekly jobless claims and first time claims for unemployment insurance totaled 5. 245 million, a decrease of
1. 37 million from last week. Over 22 million Americans have filed for unemployment

in the last four weeks. A

Federal Reserve Bank president has predicted that quarterly unemployment could hit 30 percent, which would
spiral 15. 4 percent of Americans into poverty for the year.
The stock market saw a small boost today, led for the most part by the tech industry. The Dow and S& P 500
both closed with posted increases, though neither gained a full percent. Netflix and Amazon each saw increases
of more than 2. 5 percent.
Americans can track the status of their stimulus payments and provide their bank -account information to get
their money faster via direct deposit on a new IRS website.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 16)
Visualizing Speech - Generated Oral Fluid Droplets with Laser Light Scattering
Coronavirus

Vaccine

Prospects

The NIH Office of Portfolio

Analysis ( OPA) has developed

a comprehensive,

expert- curated

portfolio

of COVID- 19

publications and preprints. The portfolio includes peer -reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from
medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.
Rural hospitals shut out of stimulus loans face financial crisis

Feeling useless: the effect of unemployment on mental health in the Great Recession
We need an army': Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to carbine disease spread
Suicide

Mortality

and Coronavirus

Disease

2019— A Perfect Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
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Compassionate

Use of Remdesivir for Patients

nrith •Severe Covid- 19

Contact Lens Wear and Coronavirus

Wh
Safet

daily death tolls have become unusually important in understanding the coronavirus pandemic
at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic° Ho nr to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

If a coronavirus vaccine arrives, can the nrorld make enough?

COVID- 19 school closures, and child poverty° a social crisis in the making
Covid- 19 — The Law and Limits of Quarantine
The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health cares stem

The COVID- 19 Pandemic in the USA Clinical Update Developing Covid- 19 Vaccines at Pandemic Speed
Pro6ectin

hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

Johns Hopkins d t „ a jpj.gIr ,
Other tracking data Ilhlr.,
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
heir°,

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common

Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)
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States Reporting Cases of COVI D- 1 9 to CDC*

7) None
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617

data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coron

virus 2019 website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 9: 16 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

naco@naco. org>

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I `, lAo, oii.
g/coii ou i vi u u LJ_". _.

M9

April 16, 2020

Pressure ismounting onCongress topass another [OV|

D19relief package, and nVmneed your voice toensure
that county priorities are included. Thanks tothose

Tweets

ofyou

for you

to

underscore

who

have submit ed letters and reached out onsocial media. |
fyou

haven' t

reached out, please

use

NACo'

stemplate let er tocustomize for your congressional delegation. CONTACT
YOUR MEMBERS OF CONGRESS Below are
sample

the importance of direct and flexible funding to county governments. We have also included below several
letters that support our priorities for the next relief package. TAKE ACTION ON SOCIAL MEDIA
CONGRESS Thank you [

MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for
supporting

direct &
flexible funding for #counties as we confront #
COVID19.

Counties are on the front lines:

https://
www. naco.org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19. #
CountiesMatter 19 #
Countiesask [ MEMBER
support

funding

direct&

for

OFCONGRESS]

to

flexible
counties

asweconfront

COVID19. Counties

are on

org/resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 PRESIDENT

TRUMP

the

front lines: https://www. naco.

@POTUS@rea| Dona| d Trump, weurQeyoutosuppodirec and flexible federal

funding for
counties
lines
learn

aswe respond to

of this

the

pandernic —visit

COVID19
#
crisis. C
#ounties are on the front

https://
www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19

to

more about the #county role.CountiesMatter U.S.TREASURY SECRETARY MNUCHIN Ij Q

USTreasurySecQ s

yenmnuchin1,

weurQeyoutosup o direc and

efederal

funding for

b|

countiesawerspond tothe #
COV|

visit https://
www. naco.
u

and

de

org/ resources/ counties-

u LETTERS SUPPORTING COUNTY

D19crisis. # Countiesare onthe front lines ofthis pandemic —

matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the #county

PRIORITIES Click here toaccess all ofNA[ o's curatedsocial

graphics

NEW —
NACoTemplate Letter for Counties toSend toMembers ofCongres
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on[
OV|
D'
19.

role.

media posts

E—

Joint NACo, NLC, USCM Letter to President Trump ( 4/ 16)

E—

Joint NACo,

E—

Bipartisan Letter from New York Members of Congress (4/ 16) Supporting Direct Funding for

Local Governments

NLC, USCM

Letter to Congressional

Leaders ( 4/ 16)

of All Sizes

E—

Joint Letter from State Associations

E—

NACo Letter to President Trump ( 4/ 14)

E—

National

Forest

Counties

and Schools

Coalition

Letter to Congressional

E—

National

Forest

Counties

and Schools

Coalition

Letter to White

Intergovernmental

Affairs

Douglas

of Counties ( 4/ 15) to Congressional

Hoelscher (

House

Leaders

Leaders ( 4/ 15)
Director

of

4/ 14)

E—

U. S. Sen, Manchin letter on state and local funding (4/ 17)

E—

NACo Letter to Congressional Leaders ( 4/ 13)

E—

Bipartisan Congressional Letter ( 4/ 13) Supporting Direct Funding for Local Governments of

All Sizes
E—

Bipartisan Congressional Letter (4/ 13) Supporting Local Government Eligibility for Paid Leave

Tax Credits

Z1412? M561,„'

Help NACo estimate the cumulative impact of COVID- 19 on county finances and budgets by
taking a quick, five minute survey. The results will allow NACo to ensure the needs of
county leaders are accurately understood and adequately met in upcoming federal
legislation responding to COVID- 19.
If you are not the right person to respond to questions on the county's budget, please
forward the survey to the appropriate employee in your county' s finance or budget
department.

FEDERAL POLICY NEWS & RESOURCES
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Congress enacts changes to paid leave landscape with
impacts for counties as employers
As part of the Families First Coronavirus

Response Act ( P. L. 116- 127), Congress

expanded paid family and medical leave benefits through two new laws

applicable to businesses with fewer than 500 employees and to government
employers of all sizes, including counties. On April 13, a group of bipartisan
U. S. House legislators sent a Dear Colleague letter to congressional

leadership

urging a legislative fix on new paid leave requirements impacting counties as
employers.

010
New Resource: Track health related COVID- 19 funding
The U. S. Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS) has developed a

feature that allows public viewing of all COVID- 19 grant and cooperative
agreement awards released by the agency on its website. The new feature
provides data on awards made by all HHS awarding agencies under the
Coronavirus

Preparedness

and

Response

Supplemental

Appropriations

Act,

the Families First Coronavirus Response Act and the CARES Act, when awards
are made.

1i cello

White House Office of National Drug Control Policy releases
COVID- 19 fact sheet
In an effort to ensure that prevention, treatment, recovery support services,
and safe and effective pain management

remain available during the COVID- 19

crisis, the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy has drafted a fact

sheet of priorities and multi -agency resources that supports accessible
addiction treatment and recovery maintenance.

USDA unveils tool to help rural communities address the
COVID- 19 pandemic
The U. S. Department of Agriculture has compiled a list of federal programs that

can help rural communities, organizations and residents impacted by COVID19. The resource matrix also organizes funding opportunities

identified

CARES Act that can help support rural America during this time.
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in the

E
HOW COUNTIES ARE RESPONDING
San Francisco City & County pauses capital projects and cuts

government employment to offset lost revenue
San Francisco County, Calif., one of the first places to issue stay- at- home
orders, is experiencing significant revenue loss. The mayor' s office issued new
hiring policies that restricts new employment

to essential workers only. The

budget office is also reviewing and pausing all non - essential capital projects

funded by the county government
11 , 10

U7am

Carroll County, Md. finds new revenue streams to mitigate
COVID- 19 budget impacts
In an effort to mitigate the COVID- 19 impact on its budget and start the

recovery process strong, Carroll County, Md. increased its waste disposal fee,
created a recycling disposal fee and increased certain development

review

fees, beginning in January 2021. With the number of infections increasing,

Carroll County' s budget director predicts a $ 5 million cost to the county by the
end of 2020. The increase of fees is expected to cover 65 percent of this
additional

cost.

Johnson County, Kan. authorizes $400, 000 to expand testing
capabilities

With 252 COVID- 19 cases as of April 10, Johnson County, Kan. had the second
most confirmed

cases in the state. The county board approved a grant from its

reserves of up to $ 400, 000 to enable between 3, 000 and 5, 000 additional

tests. The county has also launched new testing plans to significantly increase
its testing capabilities.
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County leaders work every day to ensure they have the financial and human resources
and program flexibility to mitigate COVID- 19 and its far- reaching impacts, and continue to
deliver vital services

to our residents.

Recognize your innovative county program by applying for a NACo Achievement Award. A
non- competitive

program, the NACo Achievement

Awards recognize outstanding county

government programs and services in 18 categories covering a vast range of county
responsibilities.
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SIR
MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
NPR: Counties Say They Need More Federal Money To Stay Solvent Amid Coro navirus Shutdowns
Route Fifty Counties Say Virus Relief Fund is Shorting Them by Billions
Associated Press: Cities®counties fear losing out on US virus rescue funding
The Bond Buyer (subscription required): Counties say they are being shortchanged with coronavirus
aid

Roll Call: Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid
Freight

Waves:

CVI-

KUNC: ' Frustration

19 draining the highway trust fund

Palpable'

As Mountain

Counties

Batten

Down The Hatches

Los Angeles Daily News: LA County projects $ 2 billion loss in sales tax revenue from coronavirus
with vital programs taking biggest hit
Tallahassee Democrat: Leon joins contingent of counties asking for direct federal funding as city
projects $ 30M hit
The Columbus Dispatch: Franklin County® Columbus to split coronavirus relief funds

NACo PARTNER RESOURCES
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El
Esri' s tools can help centralize your county' s COVID- 19 data, making it easier to
contextualize and analyze.

El
Join this Tyler Technologies webinar to learn more about how to protect

government employees from becoming targets while transitioning to a work
from

home

660

model.

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

L] ---- ........
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 8: 51 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Follow -Up: COVID- 19 National Briefing Call with State - Local -Tribal Leaders ( April 15) &
Guidelines for Opening Up America Again!

recipients

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders —

Thank you for joining the White House COVID- 19 National Briefing Call with State, Local, and Tribal Leaders
on April 15. To date, the White House has coordinated 165 briefings that have helped inform over 74, 000 State,
Local, and Tribal leaders. And we look forward to continuing the partnership and robust coordination and
outreach with you. Below, please find a recap of the briefing call. We also want to highlight the recently
announced Guidelines for Opening Up America Again!
Today, President Donald J. Trump unveiled the Gui elines for aenin Ua America A ain! ( dide deck).
Developed by the top medical experts from across the Government and based on verifiable metrics regarding
the situation on the ground, the guidelines outline a phased return to reopening and include specific steps
for State, Local, and Tribal officials to fol ow in tailoring their response. The criteria include showing a downward
trajectory of COVID- like symptoms reported over 14 days in a given state or region, as well as a decline
in documented cases or positive tests during the same 14-day window. They also set clear benchmarks on
new cases, testing, and hospital resources for States to meet to proceed toward a phased reopening. State and
local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to local circumstances ( e.
g.,metropolitan areas
that have suffered severe COVID outbreaks, rural

and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or

have been mild).Additionally, where appropriate, the guidelines recommend Governors working on a regional
basis to satisfy outlined criteria and to progress through the tiered phases. In the days and weeks ahead,
the Administration plans to continue robust coordination and outreach with State, Local, and Tribal leaders
as we collectively work to reopen the country. Find a Fact Sheet here: President Donald J.
Trmmp I
t
Coro s—
Guidelines
for QptuLng U e&°
A

gin.
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COVID- 19: Important Resources for State, Local,
and Tribal Officials
Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Tuesday, March 31, the White House announced updated
Coronavirus Gui e inae-sf rA e ® ca ( Ewa ol), extending social distancing efforts through April
30. On April 3, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) issued guidance recommending
individuals wear cloth face coverings in public settings where other social distancing measures are
difficult to maintain ( e. g. grocery stores and pharmacies, particularly in areas of significant community based transmission. On April 8, CDC also provided guidelines regarding when people in critical
infrastructure roles can return to work after being exposed to a confirmed or suspected case of COVID- 19.
Additional information on critical infrastructure

below.

Up -To -Date Information: The most up- to- date, verified information and guidance can be found via the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website - .
coronavijm5. yov.
The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

COVID- ig Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed, state
managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance, including for critical
supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and
i)
Pande
ic® esonse and
recovery process via this important resource - Coronavirus ( C ecove
Federal®Mate®Local®
®
roug
bal Partners ice. FEMA' s public assistance guidance for
COVID- 19 response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of Homeland Security
DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19 emergency. DHS issued
revised guidance on March 28th ( see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
ig Resrsouse). The guidance, and accompanying list, is
Infrastructure WorkgrS, During C intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national
security. The list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Rural Resource Guide: USDA and Federal partners have programs that can be used to provide
immediate and long term assistance to rural communities affected by the COVID- 19 pandemic. These
programs can support recovery efforts for rural residents, businesses, and communities. USDA developed a
resource guide for State, Local, and Tribal leaders, and other stakeholders, which can be found here:
C --

Federal Rural Resource Guide.

Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to the
coronavirus

pandemic.
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Fraud &

Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating,
and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and helpful
resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also

established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus- related scams.
Scre ning
Tool.Follow the White House on

Social Media Resources: Download the Apple CVI ® i
Twitter and Faceboo . Also

follow HHS (T

tter/
®
Faceboo ) and

CDC (T

Faceboo ) You
t®
ter/

can

also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing, etc.
on the White House' s YouTube page.Mental
Health Resources: Natural disasters —
including
such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak —
can
be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Administration' s SAMHSA) Disaster
(
Distress Helpline -1800- 985- 5990 ( or

text TalkWithUs to 66746) —

provides

24/7, 365- day- a-year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in coping
with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus pandemic.
Learn more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.Administration
Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all U.S. government activities
related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel, immigration, and transportation
to education, find pertinent actions here.Each Federal Agency has also established a dedicated
coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They include: Health
and Human Services ( S),Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS),Food
and Drug Administration (
FDA),
Department

of Education ( of

Department
),
of

Agriculture ( USDA), Small Business
Department
Department
Administration ( SBA),
Department of Labor (___
I.),
of Homeland Security (S),
Environmental
of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs A),
Protection Agency EPA),
Department
Department
of Justice ( J),
Department of Energy ( DOE), Department of Commerce ( C),
of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD),
Department of the Treasury ES T),Internal Revenue

Service (IRS),Office
Commission

and
of the Director of National Intelligence ( I),
U.S. Election Assistance

C).
Thank

you again for your partnership in this whole - of government, All of
--America effort to defeat the coronavirus.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (
WH IGA) will continue to share pertinent information
as it becomes available. Please

do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be of assistance. As

a reminder, WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country' s State and Local elected
officials and Tribal Governments. The
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

William

F.
Crozer Special

Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director White
House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

i/,,,

White

House COVID-ig National Briefing Call Readout
April

15,2020
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Recovery and Response Update
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA)
FEMA, HHS, and federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole - of -America response to COVID- 19 pandemic and protect the health and safety of the American
people.

FEMA has all io emergency response regions activated. President Trump has approved major disaster
declarations for every State in the country. The President has also approved 43 Title 32 requests for the
National Guard providing ioo percent federal cost -share for States. These actions have opened up
unprecedented resources and capabilities for States to respond to COVID- 19.
Wednesday, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation' s emergency managers
outlining lessons learned from the first 3o days of FEMA leading the " Whole -of -America" response to the
coronavirus ( COVID- 19) pandemic.
FEMA continues to coordinate the transportation of critically needed personal protective equipment ( PPE)
across the country through Project ® r rid e. The air bridge is helping reduce the time it takes for U. S.
medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for health care
professionals and other key professionals, including law enforcement. From March 29 to April 15, Project
Air Bridge has completed 52 flights with an additional 50 scheduled. Total supplies delivered to the U. S.
and into the private sector supply chains include more than 530, 00o N95 masks, 451 million gloves, 25
million surgical masks, 5 million gowns, 74, 00o face shields, and ft000 thermometers. Project Air Bridge
deliveries are in addition to the PPE that has been distributed from the Strategic National Stockpile.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS)
Topline: As of April 15, the State/ Local Public Health Laboratories, Commercial Laboratories, Hospital
Laboratories, CDC, and VA have performed approximately 3. 5 million COVID- 19 tests. In order to
strengthen and expand our testing across the U. S., the White House Coronavirus Task Force is coordinating
a major interagency initiative to strengthen our national diagnostic infrastructure. This effort includes
working with the States, Territories and Tribal communities and test manufacturers to expand our ability to
maximize available testing platforms and increase our diagnostic assay inventory.
CDC International

Reagent Resource ( IRR)

The CDC IRR is distributing COVID- 19 diagnostic tests, reagents and associated supplies to state
and county public health laboratories. This has provided states with the flexibility to obtain
diagnostic materials, specifically items needed for diagnostic sample collection, extraction and then
diagnostic testing, through the IRR first, and while simultaneously retaining the option to procure
needed supplies through the commercial marketplace.
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HHS is working to stand up the CDC IRR for this purpose by ensuring adequate inventory of
diagnostic materials to support the needs of state and public health laboratories and working with
manufacturers of diagnostic supplies ( equipment and reagents) to bolster the supply chain to meet
the needs for U. S. testing.
Commercial and academic/ hospital diagnostic laboratories not registered with the IRR currently
can and should procure through their normal mechanisms via the commercial market.
Abbott ID NOW Diagnostic

Instruments

As part of the federal government' s response to COVID- 19, HHS provided 6, 000 ID NOW
instruments

and tests for distribution to Public Health Laboratories ( PHLs), the Indian Health

Service ( IHS) and other key partners. In April, PHLs began to receive their instruments and test
kits.

25o Abbott ID Now machines and kits for io, 000 tests were provided to the Indian Health Service,
for dissemination to Indian Country.
PHLs can obtain additional ID NOW COVID- 19 test kits through the CDC IRR.
Serological Diagnostic Testing
Serological diagnostic testing, or evaluating sera through blood collection or finger sticks for
evidence of an immune response to COVID- 19 infection, provides an exciting opportunity to
broaden the diagnostic testing capacity in the United States.
As of April 15th, The FDA has issued three EUA' s for serological tests for COVID- 19 as of April 15.
Serological testing will be an important part of testing strategies for COVID- 19 moving forward.
Indian Health Service ( IHS)

The Indian Health Service has distributed a total of $734 million from COVID- 19 supplemental
appropriations. On April 3, IHS began distributing $ boo million of CARES Act funding to IHS, Tribal, and
Urban Indian Organizations. On March 27, the IHS distributed $ 134 million in the first round of
Coronavirus response funding, this includes the full $ 64 million provided in the second supplemental
appropriation for COVID- 19 testing. 95 % of the funds allocated to tribal and urban Indian organization
health programs have been obligated. More here.
The IHS received 25o Abbott ID Now analyzers, and has distributed them through area offices to federal

and tribal health care facilities throughout Indian Country. This test allows for medical diagnostic testing at
the time and place of patient care, provides COVID- 19 results in under 13 minutes and expands the capacity
for coronavirus testing for individuals exhibiting symptoms as well as for healthcare professionals and the
first responder community. More here.
The IHS has expanded telehealth across the agency. Telehealth services means patients can stay home
and reduce their risk of infection and also keep healthcare workers and others in waiting rooms and
emergency departments safe from COVID- 19.
Find a recent Public Service Announcement from Rear Admiral and HIS Director Michael Weahkee here —
A Message to Indigenous

Peoples ( Youtube /

T ® tter); Thanks to HIS ( You

For more, visit the HIS Coronavirus website here: ®

i

s.

ay

be / Twitter)

coronavirus

Economy/ CARES Act Update
U.S. Department of the Treasury
Economic

Impact

Payments

Economic Impact Payments have gone out to upwards of 8o million Americans. More here.
On April 15, Treasury and the IRS launched the " Get
Payment" web application. The app
allows individuals to track the status of their payment. It also allows taxpayers who filed their tax
return in 2018 or 2019, but did not provide their banking information on their return, to submit
direct deposit information.

Social Security recipients who do not file tax returns will automatically receive economic impact
payments. More here.
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Treasury is also investigating ways to effectively get Economic Impact Payment funds into the hands
of the unbanked.
Coronavirus

Relief Fund

The Coronavirus Relief Fund provides $

15o billion to States, Localities, and Tribal Governments. $ 8

billion is dedicated for Tribal Governments.

On April 13, Treasury released eligibility guidance for CARES Act funding to State, Local, and
Tribal Governments. Treasury also launched a distribution web portal for States, Tribes, and
eligible units of local govern ent. States, Tribes, and eligible local governments are
encouraged to provide payment information and required supporting documentation via Treasury' s
portal not later than April 17, 2020.
Treasury is developing guidance in advance of funding release regarding reimbursable expenses.
Main Street Business Lending Program and Municipal Liquidity Facility
Treasury launched a Main Street Business Lending program and a Municipal Liquidity Facility to
support the flow of credit to American workers, businesses, States, counties, and cities impacted by
the coronavirus pandemic. The Municipal Liquidity Facility ( MLF) will provide up to $ 5oo billion in
direct financing to states, counties, and cities to help ensure they have the funds necessary to
provide essential services to citizens and respond to the coronavirus pandemic. More here. MLF
term sheet and guidance can be found here.
U.S. Small Business Administration ( SBA)
Paycheck Protection Program

The Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP) launched on Friday, April 3. The PPP program, which
provides forgivable loans to small businesses with under 5oo employees. As of Wednesday, April 15,
more than 1. 2 million loans totaling over $ 268 billion across nearly 4, 800 lenders have been
approved. In total, the SBA has processed more than 14 years' worth of loans in less than 14 days.
In order to ensure that every business is able to take advantage of the PPP, the Administration has
requested an increase in PPP commitments to $ boo billion —a $ 25o billion increase — and is waiting
Congressional action. Read more here: State
Mnuchin and Administrator
ent by Secreta
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The Employee Retention Credit is available for businesses not eligible for the PPP. This is a

refundable credit of up to $ 5, 000 per employee, who is retained instead of being laid off. More
ere.

Updated guidance and frequently asked questions can be found here. A new lender application
form can be found here.
More information on the Paycheck Protection Program here.

SBA Regional Offices: SBA maintains district, regional, and field offices throughout the country.
Individuals with questions about the PPP, disaster loans, and other SBA programs are encouraged to
contact

one ofthese

Wraparound

offices.

Services Update

White House Office of National Drug Control Policy ( ONDCP):
The Office of National Drug Control Policy ( ONDCP) is a component within the Executive Office of the
President which works to reduce drug use and its consequences by leading and coordinating the
development, implementation, and assessment of U. S. drug policy. ONDCP coordinates the federal
which
government' s antidrug efforts by developing a comprehensive National
g Control Strate
aims to reduce substance use through public health and public safety measures.
The COVID- 19 pandemic has created countless challenges for those delivering care to our most vulnerable
populations. People with Substance Use Disorder ( SUD) and Opioid Use Disorder ( OUD) are especially at
high risk suffering complications from COVID- 19.
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ONDCP released a fact sheet that contains information on Federal actions to expand telemedicine and e-

prescribing, to increase flexibility for treatment with methadone and buprenorphine, to improve access to
prescribed controlled substances, and to expand assistance to rural areas. More here.
For additional information, please visit ONDCP' s website here.
Office of the Administration
The Administration

of Children and Families ( OCC)

for Children and Families' Office of Child Care ( OCC) administers the Child Care and

Development Fund ( CCDF), which is the largest dedicated federal funding source for child care in the
country ($ 8. 7 billion federal funds, $ 11. 7 billion total if counting matching and maintenance of effort funds,
and funds transferred from the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families ( TANF) program). This funding
goes out as a block grant to state, territory, and tribal governments, and is allocated by formula.
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act provided $ 3. 5 billion in supplemental
CCDF funds to State, Territory, and Tribal governments to help address COVID- 19 impacts. The funding
was distributed to State, Territory, and Tribal government grantees on April 13, 20. The funds have two
main purposes: 1) First, provide child care to emergency/ essential workers across the income range, and 2)
Second, invest in the retention of child care workers and businesses so they will be there when the health
crisis is over. More here.

ACF worked closely with CDC to develop specific guidance for child care settings on policies and practices
to better address safety and virus spread concerns. The CDC child care supplemental guidance can be
accessed here.

ACF developed and released a State -by -State

oxide to help emergency/ essential workers find child care.

Administration for Community Living ( ACL)
The Administration for Community Living brings together various components for increasing access to
community supports while focusing attention and resources on the unique needs of older Americans and
people with disabilities across the lifespan.
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act provided $ 955 million in supplemental
funding to support these populations. Funding will be distributed across various programs, including:
48om to expand home delivered meals
loom to support family caregiver training, education and respite
85m to support independent living and community transitions for people with disabilities
20m to support services for Native Americans

50m to expand information systems to help families and individuals access services
200m to expand home and community based services to assist with supply acquisition,
transportation, chore service and other needed activities to support living at home.
20m for the Ombudsman program which oversees care quality in nursing homes
ACL developed gu d nce for older adults and caregivers on COVID- 19. ACL also published a list of
requend

asked

estions to provide guidance to the ACL recipient community.

ACL maintains the Eldercare Locator, a public service connecting elder Americans to services for older
adults and their families. The Eldercare Locator can be accessed here and via phone at 1- 800- 677- 1116.
Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS)/ Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services

Administration (

SAMHSA)

The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration ( SAMHSA) is the agency within the U. S.
Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS) that leads public health efforts to advance the behavioral
health of the nation. SAMHSA' s mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and mental illness on
America' s communities.

The White House and Administration are committed to providing Americans with vital mental health
resources and services, especially through expanding telehealth services. Under the President' s leadership
and at the direction of the White House Task Force, the Trump Administration has taken historic steps to
expand Americans' access to telehealth so that patients, particularly our Medicare beneficiaries, can receive
a wider range of services without having to travel to a healthcare facility ( read more from Surgeon General
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Jerome Adams and CMS Administrator Seema Verma — Telehealth Plays Big Role in Coronavirus

Cure). States are also examining their own policies to determine if there are undue barriers to maximizing

telehealth service delivery for their residents in this time of national emergency. States have broad
authority to deliver and reimburse Medicaid covered services through telehealth modalities, and additional
federal approval is often not required to do so. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services ( CMS) has

issued guidance on telehealth reimbursement and coverage options in the Medicaid program here.
Natural disasters — including such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak — can be overwhelming and also
can seriously affect emotional health. SAMHSA' s Disaster Distress Helpline — 1- 800- 985- 5990 ( or text
TalkWithUs to 66746) — provides 24/ 7, 365- day- a- year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is
seeking help in coping with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the
coronavirus pandemic. Read more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.
SAMHSA is allowing flexibility for grant recipients affected by the loss of operational capacity and
increased costs due to the COVID- 19 crisis. These flexibilities are available during this emergency time
period. Flexibility may be reassessed upon issuance of new guidance by the Office of Management and
Budget post the emergency time period. Read more here.
On April 3, SAMHSA announced $ iio million in emergency grants to provide treatment for substance use
disorders/ serious mental illness during the coronavirus pandemic. The grants were available to State
governments, the District of Columbia, Territories, and Federally recognized American Indian and Alaska
Native Tribes. More details here.

For additional information, please visit SAMHSA' s coronavirus website here:
s ®
v/ coronavirus
c[ L® sue

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey eials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 7: 47 PM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Cc:

McCoy, Michael; Scott, Cedric
FW: COVID- 19 Advisory Call Friday re Reopening Guidelines - On Behalf of Larry

Subject:

Christopher;

Dorough,

Bo

Hanson
Attachments:

POTUS Reopening Guidelines. pdf

Please see attached for discussion at tomorrow' s meeting.

I would recommend that we have a list of

suggestions for GMA and ACCG to communicate to the Governor.
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City Manager

Office of the City Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
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From: Kelli Bennett < kbennett@gacities. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 54 PM
Cc: Larry Hanson < Ihanson@gacities. com>;
tgehl@gacities.

com>;

MBaggett@gacities.

Bill Thornton < bthornton@gacities. com>; Thomas Q. Gehl

Rusi Patel < rpatel@gacities. com>;

com>;

Gwin Hall < ghall@gacities. com>;

Randy Logan < RLOGAN@gacities.

com>;

Charlotte

Mark Baggett

Davis < cdavis@gacities.

com>

Subject: COVID- 19 Advisory Call Friday re Reopening Guidelines - On Behalf of Larry Hanson
Dear Advisory Committee members;

President Trump just released the administration' s Reopening Guidelines, which are attached for your
review. Immediately following the release of the Guidelines, I received a call from the Governor' s office advising me
that Governor Kemp will release a statement early next week, perhaps as soon as Monday.
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With the release of this document and its many references to Governors and states, I am sure the media and citizens will
be asking many questions as to Georgia' s plan for reopening. With that said, I was advised and encouraged

to provide

GMA input to the Governor' s office on suggestions and possible criteria for consideration in reopening Georgia. With
the possibility of announcements

early next week, we have a narrow window of time to make any recommendations.

To be responsive to the offer, and to take advantage of the opportunity to have the input of city leaders, I would like to
ask the Advisory Committee to meet tomorrow, Friday, at 2 p. m., by conference call. I apologize for the late email and
the short notice for tomorrow' s meeting.

To prepare for tomorrow please:
Read the POTUS Reopening Guidelines
Record your ideas for metrics, criteria, or measured to be considered
Think of how Georgia might be reopened in phases ( that can mean by city, county, region, etc.)
Consider local control authority you might request for cities
Let' s take advantage of this opportunity. Please find call -in information below:
Dial - in: ( 800) 974- 2164
Passcode: 6552 224#

Thank you for your continued service and commitment to GMA.
Larry

Kelli Bennett
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Director of Communications
Office:

678- 686- 6242

Fax: 678- 686- 6326

ML"v.

tify the sender, and then delete the email without printing, copying or retransmitting it. In addition, be advised
that Georgia has a very broad open records law and that your email communications with GMA may be subject to public disclosure.

Hey, did you notice my new email address?
GMANET is now GACITIES. COM. While I' m still getting the emails you send me, please update your contacts to note my
new email address.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 7: 02 PM
Wall, Ed; Hendley, Martha; Addison, Scott
RE: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Georgia State University Fiscal Research Center Issues Analysis of State and Local Sales Tax Losses
The Fiscal Research Center at Georgia State University has issued an analysis of potential state and local sales tax losses
caused by cutbacks and closures among several industries ( airlines, restaurants, hotels/ motels, and arts and
entertainment) due to the ongoing COVID- 19 pandemic. Depending on the length of time that significant restrictions
remain in place, the FRC report projects that collective sales tax losses for counties, cities, and schools associated

with

these industries to be between $ 317 million to $ 553 million.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From: "
Date:
To: "

4/ 16/ 20 6: 56 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

Hendley, Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>, "

Addison,

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf
Martha, I owe you a call. I apologize I did not get to it this afternoon.

When is a good time?

Ed

From: "

Edmund Wall" < eiwfarms@aol. com>

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 6: 54: 23 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf [ EXTERNAL]

Sent from my iPad

Piper

Sandler &

Co. Since

1895.

Member

SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications
from Piper Sandler, go to:
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an advertisement

or

http:// www. pipersandler. com/ do_ not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry." For additional disclosure

information

related to this e-

mail see http:// www.pipersandler.com/ disclosures

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 56 PM
Hendley Martha; McCoy Michael; Addison, Scott
Fwd: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf
2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ed <

Martha, I owe you a call. I apologize I did not get to it this afternoon.

When is a good time?

Ed

From: "

Edmund Wall" < eiwfarms@aol. com>

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 6: 54: 23 PM
To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Subject: 2020_ 04_ 14_ GSU FRC COVID- 19 Impact. pdf [ EXTERNAL]

Sent from my iPad

Piper Sandler &

Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e- mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/ or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e- mail may be considered
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e- mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:

an advertisement

or

http:// www.pipersandler.com/ do_ not_ email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler " Do Not E- mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this email see http:// www.pipersandler.com/ disclosures

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobl/e records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 47 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Pamela
Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thanks Chief! Congratulations on your promotion. I just noticed it. Well deserved.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Johnson,

Pamela" <

PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 16/ 20 6: 31 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

Fw:

DCSO

Employees

COVID

ga. us>

19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l: pjohnson@dougherty. ga. us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.
THayes@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Hayes,

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx
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Johnson,

Pamela

Terron

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 641

PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 40 PM
Hendley, Martha; Woods, Kim

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: Wood Invoice for Radium Springs Project and Services Offer

Attachments:

Wood Invoice H02107155 Radium Springs Project. pdf; Wood_ COVID- 19 Support
Services. pdf

Please pay the attached invoice. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Walton,

Lee B" <

lee. walton@woodplc. com>

4/ 16/ 20 5: 41 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Wood Invoice for Radium Springs Project and Services Offer

Mr. McCoy,

I hope you are well as you manage very difficult circumstances in Dougherty County.
The attached Radium Springs project invoice got lost in the shuffle as we transitioned to work -from -home over a month
ago. Please contact me if you have any questions about this invoice.
I' ve also attached information about services that our Industrial Hygiene specialists are providing to some of our clients
specific to COVID- 19. Should you have interest in more information, please contact me or the indicated Georgia Services
Coordinator.

Very best regards,
Lee

Lee Walton, AICP
Senior Associate /

Project Manager

2677 Buford Highway, Atlanta, GA 30324
Direct: ( 404) 817- 0265
Office: ( 404) 873- 4761
www. woodpic. com
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This message is the property of John Wood Group PLC and/ or its subsidiaries and/ or affiliates and is intended only for the
named recipient( s). Its contents ( including any attachments) may be confidential, legally privileged or otherwise protected
from disclosure by law. Unauthorized use, copying, distribution or disclosure of any of it may be unlawful and is strictly
prohibited. We assume no responsibility to persons other than the intended named recipient( s) and do not accept liability
for any errors or omissions which are a result of email transmission. If you have received this message in error, please
notify us immediately by reply email to the sender and confirm that the original message and any attachments and copies
have been destroyed and deleted from your system.

If you do not wish to receive future unsolicited commercial electronic messages from us, please forward this email to:
unsubscribe@woodplc. com and include " Unsubscribe" in the subject line. If applicable, you will continue to receive
invoices, project communications and similar factual, non- commercial electronic communications.

Please click http:// www. woodpic. com/ email- disclaimer for notices and company information in relation to emails
originating in the UK, Italy or France.

As a recipient of an email from a John Wood Group Plc company, your contact information will be on our systems and we
may hold other personal data about you such as identification information, CVs, financial information and information
contained in correspondence. For more information on our privacy practices and your data protection rights, please see
our privacy notice at blipa.,//www. woodpic. com/ golicies/ rivac - notice

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written eorr murticeatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 38 PM
Chris Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy
FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

4/ 16/ 20 6: 19 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
While our overall volume of hospitalized and positive COVID- 19 patients continue to slowly decline, those that we are
hospitalizing are very ill and needing ICU services. With that being said, we have confirmed that 9 additional patients
whom have died in recent days have tested positive. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families of the deceased.
I toured Phoebe North today to see the work happening to open 12 ICU beds and 15 Medical beds next
week. Construction is just one piece of opening this surge capacity, as we are also working feverishly with Jackson
Healthcare to ensure we have the more than 100 healthcare professionals needed to begin this phase.
On Tuesday we crossed the 1, 000 mark for those that are considered " Recovered" and now that number is 1, 132. Today
we celebrated our oldest patient to have beaten COVID- 19, 99 year -old Maude Burke went home today. How incredible
is that. The video of her leaving is here:
htt

s://

Together

routu. be/ CK- 7D

C4Cw0

We Rise!

Peace... Scott
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COVIDow,19 Da'iilly Update
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 646

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 31 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>;
THayes@dougherty.

Terron

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Hayes,

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 647

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 19 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
While our overall volume of hospitalized

and positive COVID- 19 patients continue to slowly decline, those that we are

hospitalizing are very ill and needing ICU services. With that being said, we have confirmed that 9 additional patients
whom have died in recent days have tested positive. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families of the deceased.
I toured Phoebe North today to see the work happening to open 12 ICU beds and 15 Medical beds next
week. Construction is just one piece of opening this surge capacity, as we are also working feverishly with Jackson
Healthcare to ensure we have the more than 100 healthcare professionals needed to begin this phase.
On Tuesday we crossed the 1, 000 mark for those that are considered " Recovered" and now that number is 1, 132. Today
we celebrated our oldest patient to have beaten COVID- 19, 99 year -old Maude Burke went home today. How incredible
is that. The video of her leaving is here:
htt

s://

routu. be CK- iD C4Cw0

Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com

Pholebe
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: President' s Guide for Opening Up America Again;
DPH Announces Expanded Testing; Georgia State Fiscal Analysis of State and Local Sales

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 6: 15 PM

Sent:

Tax Losses &

More

rlimis eirnailll is Ibeiing seirit tm;::. ouirity m. Ilimaiirirmein, urnainage rs,/
aduministiratm; irs,
IIIer°
mtlheir° s oin youir° coirnimissioin aind staff as uneeded, President

Illk:
s aind PIIIt; s PI ease
:.

ire

_
ii_

nd-stigi re it with m;

Donald Trump Shares Guidelines for Opening Up America Again Earlier
today, President Donald Trump shared his Guidelines for Opening Up America Again with the nation' s Governors.
This document includes a three - phased approach for individuals and employers that requires the state to meet
established gating

criteria. DPH

Announces Expanded Testing Availability and Changes to Testing Criteria The
Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH) is increasing the number of specimen collection sites statewide for COVID19 testing and is revising the current testing criteria to ac ommodate more testing. To read their full press release,
click here. Referrals are still required from a healthcare provider or by calling one of the DPH COVID- 19 Testing Direct
Patient

Lines. Respond

to DOAS Survey to Access Georgia Supplies List for PPE Theffil owing
counties have responded to this request and do not geed to read any more an this item Baldwin, Bulloch, DeKafb,
Johnson, Lincoln, Macon -Bibb, Mitchell, Palk and Putnam. Counties that only responded to CCG' s informal survey
on PPE and those who have not responded to any PPE survey should read the important message below.The
Department of Administrative Services D
( OAS),recently sent a survey to purchasing managers in state agencies, local
governments, school systems and higher education organizations to assess demand for critical medical supplies. Georgia
Department of Economic Development (GDEcD) is providing those who respond to the DOAS survey with a Georgia
Suppliers List' spreadsheet

that lists companies that have submitted information through the Critical Health Care

Items form on the GDEcD website in response to Governor Kemp' s call for PPE production / distribution. This suppliers
list may provide a source for you to find additional PPE. ACCG strongly encourages you to have at least one person
from your county complete this survey (more than one person may complete it if you want to share it with other departments
or

your Sheriff, for

example). To

access the survey, click

here. Georgia

State University Fiscal Research Center Issues Analysis of State and Local Sales Tax Losses The
Fiscal Research Center at Georgia State University has issued an analysis of potential state and local sales tax losses caused
by cutbacks and closures among several industries (airlines, restaurants, hotels/ motels, and arts and entertainment)
due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Depending on the length of time that significant restrictions remain
in place, the

FRC report projects that collective sales tax losses for counties, cities, and

industries to be between $ 317

schools associated with

these

million to 553
$
million. Helping

Individuals Struggling with Addiction During COVID- 19 The
Office of National Drug Control Policy has provided a COVID- 19 Fact Sheet which outlines the steps they have taken to
ensure that those who struggle with the disease of addiction can access and continue to receive treatment and recovery

support services while keeping them safe from unnecessary exposure.The fact sheet outlines the waiver of rules
around telemedicine and pharmacy services and the expansion of coverage by Medicaid of a multi ude of services. 650
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Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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TAC Service

Desk

Lee B <

lee. walton@woodplc. com>

From:

Walton,

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 5: 41 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Wood Invoice for Radium Springs Project and Services Offer

Attachments:

Wood Invoice H02107155 Radium Springs Project. pdf; Wood_ COVID- 19 Support
Services. pdf

Mr. McCoy,

I hope you are well as you manage very difficult circumstances in Dougherty County.
The attached Radium Springs project invoice got lost in the shuffle as we transitioned to work -from -home over a month
ago. Please contact me if you have any questions about this invoice.
I' ve also attached information about services that our Industrial Hygiene specialists are providing to some of our clients
specific to COVID- 19. Should you have interest in more information, please contact me or the indicated Georgia Services
Coordinator.

Very best regards,
Lee

Lee Walton, AICP
Senior Associate /

Project Manager

2677 Buford Highway, Atlanta, GA 30324
Direct: ( 404) 817- 0265
Office: ( 404) 873- 4761
www. woodpic. com

i

This message is the property of John Wood Group PLC and/ or its subsidiaries and/ or affiliates and is intended only for the
named recipient( s). Its contents ( including any attachments) may be confidential, legally privileged or otherwise protected
from disclosure by law. Unauthorized use, copying, distribution or disclosure of any of it may be unlawful and is strictly
prohibited. We assume no responsibility to persons other than the intended named recipient( s) and do not accept liability
for any errors or omissions which are a result of email transmission. If you have received this message in error, please
652

notify us immediately by reply email to the sender and confirm that the original message and any attachments and copies
have been destroyed and deleted from your system.

If you do not wish to receive future unsolicited commercial electronic messages from us, please forward this email to:
unsubscribe@woodplc. com and include " Unsubscribe" in the subject line. If applicable, you will continue to receive
invoices, project communications and similar factual, non- commercial electronic communications.

Please click http:// www. woodpic. com/ email- disclaimer for notices and company information in relation to emails
originating in the UK, Italy or France.

As a recipient of an email from a John Wood Group Plc company, your contact information will be on our systems and we
may hold other personal data about you such as identification information, CVs, financial information and information
contained in correspondence. For more information on our privacy practices and your data protection rights, please see
our privacy notice at blipa.,//www. woodpic. com/ policies/ rivac - notice

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written eorr murticeatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 5: 31 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Leisa

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Appreciate you as well.

Excellent.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Johnson,

Leisa" <

LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 16/ 20 5: 26 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

ga. us>

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Yes, all is well.

I appreciate you. Thank you.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 5: 03 PM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you Judge.

Hope all is well and your transition is going good.

From: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson Sclou

herty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4: 53 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty. a.us> Subject:
RE: COVID- 19 Update Hello

County Administrator McCoy, The
response for the Probate Court is indicated below. Thank

you,Leisa
Johnson From:

McCoy, Michael <MMcCoyC douherty, ea,
us>Sent:
Tuesday, April 14,2020 4:
19 PM To:
ALL

COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS< DC- DeptManae rs@doueherty, ea.
us>;ALL

DC- ElectedAn ointedOficals@dougherty. ea.
us> Subject:
COVID- 19 Update 654

ELECTED & APPOINTED

OFFICIALS<

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

is greatly appreciated.

Please

provide me the following information for your department:

Number of positive employees —One [ only one tested,
Number in hospital - None

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —None
Number Returned to work - None
Thanks

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

N
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eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Leisa <

LeJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 5: 27 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Yes, all is well.

I appreciate you. Thank you.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 5: 03 PM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you Judge.

Hope all is well and your transition is going good.

From: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson Sdou

herty, ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4: 53 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.

a. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Hello County Administrator

McCoy,

The response for the Probate Court is indicated below.

Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS< DC- DeptManaeers@doueherty, ea. us>;
OFFICIALS<

DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@dougherty,

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ea. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since

we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:

Number of positive employees —One [ only one tested,
Number in hospital - None

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) — None
Number Returned to work - None
Thanks

I iiclhaellI McCoy
County Administrator
656

F, E, .
COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
imaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia l?
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offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor?request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 5: 03 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you Judge.

From: Johnson,

Leisa

Hope all is well and your transition is going good.

Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 4: 53 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Hello County Administrator

McCoy,

The response for the Probate Court is indicated below.

Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty,ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .

OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since

we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:

Number of positive employees — One [ only one tested,
Number in hospital - None

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —None
Number Returned to work - None
Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

U"IfTy
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
658
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or front City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Leisa <

LeJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 4: 53 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Hello County Administrator

McCoy,

The response for the Probate Court is indicated below.

Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

provide me the following information for your department:

Number of positive employees — One [ only one tested,
Number in hospital - None

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —None
Number Returned to work - None
Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

Ind,ED I'm 0
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is greatly appreciated.

Please

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 661

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 4: 30 PM
Josey, Shonna

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: GATO

Conference

Travel

Approved.

From: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3: 00 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: GATO Conference Travel

Mr. McCoy -

We are requesting for approval to attend the GATO conference August 30 —Septembers 3, 2020. This is a
mandatory travel that is needed for me to maintain my hours as Tax Commissioner/ Director. Also, we need
for at least two tag employees to attend the DRIVES update. This is required and much needed for us to
continue training on the new DRIVES tag system. The original date was May 41". It was rescheduled due to
COVID- 19. We had submitted for GATO travel and education in the FY20 budget.

Upon your approval, we will be submitting the registration and travel for GATO for two senior tag employees
and myself. We will be applying this expense to the FY20 budget.
Thank you for your consideration.

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty

County Tax Department

P O Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:

229- 302- 3056

Fax: 229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley@doueherty. a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 662

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Marcia

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 3: 29 PM

Cc:

Roberto

Subject: [

Conner <

mconner@nfbpa. org>

Fernandez;

Possible

SPAM -

Marcia

IT Dept]

Conner
FRIENDLY

ON COVID-

1
REMINDER:

WEBINAR

TONIGHT

19 CHALLENGES

Attachments:

Agenda -

Convening of AA City Managers. pdf

Importance:

Low

NFBPA
AND

INVITES

YOU TO ATTEND

RESOURCES

Good Afternoon,

Please see attached for the agenda for today' s Webinar. We are looking forward to discussing and sharing
resources on the response to COVID- 19 from local governments. As a reminder, the free webinar will begin
today, April 16, 2020, at 6PM Eastern.
In order to ensure security on the Zoom call, we ask that you first register here. Please feelf ree to reach out to
adminservices@nfbpa. org or mconnerl@nfbpa. org with any questions.
We look forward to seeing you tonight!
Sincerely,
Marcia L. Conner
Executive
National

Director
Forum

777 North

for Black Public Administrators

Capitol

Washington,

Street,

NE, Suite # 550

DC 20002

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. M.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 3: 00 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

GATO

Conference

Travel

Mr. McCoy -

We are requesting for approval to attend the GATO conference August 30 —Septembers 3, 2020. This is a
mandatory travel that is needed for me to maintain my hours as Tax Commissioner/ Director. Also, we need
for at least two tag employees to attend the DRIVES update. This is required and much needed for us to
continue training on the new DRIVES tag system. The original date was May 41". It was rescheduled due to
COVID- 19. We had submitted for GATO travel and education in the FY20 budget.

Upon your approval, we will be submitting the registration and travel for GATO for two senior tag employees
and myself. We will be applying this expense to the FY20 budget.
Thank you for your consideration.

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty County Tax Department
P O Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:

229- 302- 3056

Fax: 229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley@dougherty. a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 679

TAC Service

Desk

Government Technology < newsletters@govtech.
Thursday, April 16, 2020 2: 05 PM
Michael McCoy

From:
Sent:
To:

Papers] Government

Subject: [

com>

Leaders Book of Best Practices, When Hindsight is 2020, and More

µ

Government Technology
Papers

Ilh

in I [ 11hildsiglit lIls 2020

This Center for Digital Government thought leadership paper drills
into the challenges government leaders face surrounding culture,
technology

and processes,

government

and examines

how the lessons

learned in the years since Y2K can inform the

technology - enabled government

for the next 20 years.
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For government agencies to improve their operations, deliver the
level of service citizens expect and generate cost savings that can
be reinvested to improve program performance, they must begin to
establish a solid digital foundation.

Modern technologies,

including

cloud -based enterprise resource planning and human capital
management systems, can help government agencies establish
this foundation.
1) OWNI.....
OAD IPII: I=

I1 : Iansainiiiware,
Ransomware,

IlMalware and CyIL) eirthireats

a type of malicious software, continues to pose a

significant threat to organizations. Beyond the financial impact,

ransomware

can result in lost productivity,

files, loss of reputation -- potentially

damaged systems and

impacting

an organization' s

mission.
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Learn best practices from departments
modernizing

services, transforming

demands of today' s digital era.
1) OWNI.....
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and agencies who are

the mission, and meeting the

NEWEST ADDITIONS

Questions

Ransomware
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Janet Grenslitt < surveysandawards@govtech. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 1: 51 PM
Michael McCoy
Deadline extended thru July 31 —

To:
Subject:

The Center for Digital

Government (

CDG)

invites

Government

nominations

Experience Awards Call for Entries

for its Government

Experience

Awards,

where we celebrate achievements and learn best practices from U. S. state, counties, cities, and federal
agencies/ departments. We will recognize communities that have gone beyond simply using the web to
radically improve upon the experience of government and that are pushing the boundaries of how services
are delivered

Extended Nomination Deadline: Friday, July 31,
Overall GovX Experience Awards Nomination Form CIII,,,,,IIICIII

2020

IIHII;;;?IIII;;;?

Overall Awards recognize the entire jurisdiction' s citizen/ business experience efforts, and now includes a
section for your COVID- 19 response efforts.
All U. S. state, county and city governments may nominate their jurisdictions' user experience in the overall
categories of State Government; County Government; and City Government.

Project GovX Experience Awards Nomination Form CIII,,,,,IIICIII

IIHII;;;?IIII;;;?

Project Awards recognize single -focus areas which may include more than one method of engagement
such as mobile,

web and social

media,

etc.

U. S. state, local, and federal government individual agencies and departments may nominate their projects
in the project categories of City; County; State; and Federal.

Project GovX Experience Special Awards for COVID- 19 Response
Nomination

Form CIIL.....IIICIIK IIHII;;;?IIII...?.

If you have specific COVID- 19 projects you would like to nominate, you may submit them in our new
COVI D- 19 category for federal, state and local government.

A government jurisdiction may submit nominations for both the Overall award and for more than one
project ( nominate each project separately). Nominations must be submitted by government staff/ officials

682

Top government jurisdictions, agencies and departments will be featured in an Experience Academy and
will be honored at a high- energy, celebratory awards banquet ( TBD), while also being featured in
Government Technology and other publications.
CDG thanks
McAfee,

contest

underwriters

NIC, Nutanix,

Oracle,

Adobe,

Akamai,

SHI, Spectrum
Verizon

Amazon

Enterprise,

Enterprise

Web Services,
Team

Dynamics,

Google

Cloud,

Laserfiche,

Tyler Technologies,

and

Solutions

If you have any questions, please contact Janet Grenslitt, Director of Surveys and Awards,
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

CRI

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 1: 49 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: <<

CPAs

and

Advisors <

COVID- 19 Podcasts,

news@CRlcpa. com>

Quick Hits Webcast

Series &

Resources

REGISTER TODAY - COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast Series

I I I °'

19 Qdiiidk

Thursday, April 16

Wdbcast Seiiirliiib

I

VIIIC)

1 9 Qu. nik'*

1 Ilitsa:

IG IV IV (:

Min (

Ilo :"

3: 00 pm - 3: 30 pm CDT

As part of our response to the COVID- 19
outbreak, CRI' s professional task forces have
developed

a robust collection

of tools and

Tuesday, April 21

resources to help you make critical decisions
for both yourself and your business.

VIIID 1 9 Quick 1 Ilitsa: ILoalrn IiIIrolposa. 1

VIIrepa lra:d: lk) i n foir 1 a.Irnu. nt'ar( lh.nlriilrng 9 IDistirlillau. nd:lioi n

The newest offering in our resource lineup is
our CO

rga. rnI

I I I I 49 Quick IFlits webcasts series —

shorter format style virtual seminars

a:tn0rns

2: 00 pm - 2: 30 pm CDT

that are

jam packed with information, allowing for an
interactive question and answer session. We

684

invite you to explore the abundance of options
VID

below and register for as many sessions as

1 9 (), uic*

Goveirinirneintall [::

you like.

I lits: IDev6loprneints

lilrn

uindiing ('.) ppoirtuinities

3: 00 pm - 3: 30 pm CDT
Thank you for your interest and participation

in

CRI' s educational offerings. Our top priority, in

Thursday, April 23

addition to your health and well- being, is to
provide valuable information to support you
during this dynamic and unprecedented

VID 1 9 Quick I Ilutsn. Getting Ahead of a.

time.

Ssit) Ie [ 1ecessioin [

isca] Adjustirneints

These external webcasts do not currently qualify for CPE

Goveirinirneintall [:

intities

3: 00 pm - 3: 30 pm CDT

I eglster . 1 ......
oday!
SCHEDULE

AT A GLANCE

RECENT COVID- 1 9 QUICK HITS
RECORDINGS

CRI COVID- 19 Resources
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C oday and [1a, in foir C orniw foir M

ain u fac, tu ire irs In

our efforts to respect your time and your inbox, we are trying to streamline our COVID- 1 9 com unications
for those in our audience who want to continue to receive them. We invite you to M

sign up to receive our CO

I

IlResou

irces e, coiir,iiniiir,iinitjiiriiliicatliloiiriis

for the latest news, updates,

and

CRI resources impacting you and your business amid the COVID- 1 9 outbreak.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cornerstone

Sent:

Public

Affairs <

Thursday, April 16, 2020 1: 44 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

This is a time for thoughtful

mpaul@cgagroup.

com>

communications

0
It' s

been

86

coronavirus

days
in

the

since

the

United

first

States.

case

confirmed
In

another

days

82

novel

of the

we' ll

be

celebrating America' s independence, but many questions remain
about how our everyday lives and careers will look in early July.
This week, we began to see a bit of what this future may look like
when 874 publicly traded companies reported their first quarter
earnings. Next week, nearly 3, 000 more will report. Make no mistake:
For most, these calls will continue to share difficult news and with
ramifications that will be felt for months —

if not years —

to come.

Despite the uncertainty evident in this new " normal"

we

do know this is a time for thoughtful communications.
Plan for how you' re going to reach out in the weeks and months
ahead to a wide variety of audiences, which undoubtedly will include
your families, employees, clients, customers, vendors, suppliers and
any beneficiaries of your philanthropic engagements.
Allow

us

to

offer

a

few

suggestions

as

you

continue

conversations and make the difficult decisions ahead:

690

those

Pick up the phone
Mobile phone carriers are i

Lj

i:

iiii

iriwajssii ,

Liii

in the number and duration of calls placed on
weekdays. This is surprising to no one. Everyone' s calendars are
packed with conference calls. However, this makes a personal,
unscheduled call from you that much more meaningful.
Seek out employees at every level, customers large and small,
and others associated with your business. Ask how you or your
company can help make this difficult situation easier on them
and if you can be a resource for any challenges their families may
be facing. Listening and offering help where you can is the right
thing

to

do

and

will

strengthen

relationships.

691

already

meaningful

The Cornerstone C3uIII Ih(ffairs

Tearn WIM

MMMMM

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy( cbdouaher- ty.
ga. us Sent

by mpaul@cgagroup. com

email marketing

for

in col aboration with Try

free today! PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broad public records law.Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?
d County offidals
regardmg City ar?
d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor?request. Your email commur?
icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure. 692

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 1: 40 PM
Michael McCoy
The Coronavirus Cyber Safety Challenge: ' New Opportunities for the Bad Guys'

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Cyber Safety Challenge: ' New Opportunities

The Coronavirus

for the Bad

Guys'
Il allllheiiIiin

I I'; ail i , elt

COMMENTARY

I I'° flidlha ux°l G ul, eeun

I State and local governments confront multiple technology security issues as

they deal with proliferating attacks and a disease -transformed work environment.
I I'° teed fr l l l aul' tliiallla

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive

it. Note: It may take our system

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

a
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 35 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Scott; ' Ruis, Charles'

RE: 04/ 16/ 2020 Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Batch delivery of EMS run reports:

Sensitivity:

Confidential

Mr. McCoy,

Sorry for the error in the previous email. Robert Vick has just advised that testing dates went between March 31 and
April 13.

All of the EMS reports 1084 are related to positive test done March 31 thru April 13. This would help explain the Jan, Feb
and early March information. I will review the list below and this make more accurate information closer to the test
dates listed.

Thanks,
Sam

Sam,

I apologize that the report I sent its causiing concern wiitIh some of the dates Misted and wllhy the report its just now beiing
sent.

We ireceiived the Mist of pabeints that tested posffiive tllhis past (Monday afternoon. So fair, we Ihave ireviiewed 1. 084
names that test posffiive for test done IMairclh31 t1hru Apiriill 1. 3. We Ihad to talke eat: h name and enter into GIEIMSIIS IElliite to
see if there was a IPCIR on that person. If there was a IPCIR, I entered the IPCIR info 2 weeks pirioir to the test into a
spreadsheet.

I iinadveirtei ally included some dates pirioir to the test date. I Ihave ireviised your report as follows:

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director
II

J 73 - El-.: IR' rY
wl

w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 -701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naiill: SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From:

Allen,

Sam

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 24 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
W.

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Ruis, Charles < charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov>
Subject: 04/ 16/ 2020 Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Batch delivery of EMS run reports:
Sensitivity: Confidential
04/ 16/ 2020

Mr. McCoy,

I have just received another batch of COVID- 19 run numbers for Dougherty County EMS. This information has additional
EMS response numbers to go along with the other previous email response numbers.
Thanks,
Sam

Notification

Vick, Robert < Robert. Vic

Ca

m

a.

ov>

Reply alll
l oday, 12: 16 PM

Sam Allen ( SaAllenC« dou herty.ga. us);
Richard

Roberts <

Ruis, Charles <

RRober

05) dou

charles. ruis aid

h.

herty.>;
a.

ov>

Fhis message was sent with high irnportanc.e.
Sam,

I apologize that the report I sent is causing concern with some of the dates listed and why the report is just now being
sent.

We received the list of patients that tested positive this past Monday afternoon. So far, we have reviewed 1084
names that test positive for test done March3l thru April 13. We had to take each name and enter into GEMSIS Elite to
see if there was a PCR on that person. If there was a PCR, I entered the PCR info 2 weeks prior to the test into a
spreadsheet.

I inadvertently included some dates prior to the test date. I have revised your report as follows:
7114897

7561902

7583784
7506104

7580342
7599076
7530431
7530542

7599076
7580307
7580307

7531736
7516866

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005(

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

697

714816'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 18/ 2020

20004

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 25/ 2020

20005<

7575498

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7575498

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7608698

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7535650
7535650
7516866

7516866
7548262
7561885

7561885

7506507
7506177

7506177
7506177

753624'
7599082
7599082
7580319

7580319
7561920

7531996

7418930

7532777
7480190

7480223
7561932

3/ 29/ 2020

3/ 28/ 2020

2(

2(

7580337

7580337

751686'
7516861
747026'

7608698

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7618103

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618103

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7586547

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7480133

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

7536258

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7546533

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7546533

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7636897

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 13/ 2020

20006,

7636897

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 13/ 2020

20006,

7545834

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7530995

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7530995

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7625303

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7625303

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7545822

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7536258

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7580288

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

7580321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

7580328

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7608668

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608668

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608765

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608765

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7599041

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7599083

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7531735

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7555031

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7618082

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7530981

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7645497

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 14/ 2020

20006E

7618104

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7625296

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7561886

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7631433

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006(

561935

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7578257

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7545804

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005

7580331

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006

7499123

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005(

7499187

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7536309

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7470096

Dougherty County EMS

7393093

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 16/ 2020

2(

7458505

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7531299

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

2(

7258602

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 5/ 2020

2(

7458505

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7447321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 23/ 2020

2(

7458574

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7480182

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7536217

3/ 25/ 2020

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

t___

20005

20005

7545816

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7554964

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7631440

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006,

7530799

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7554954

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7561905

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7561955

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7545797

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005

7561913

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7561939

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7480183

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7480196

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7489534

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 27/ 2020

2(

7531996

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

2(

7489534

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 27/ 2020

2(

7506507

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

7516914

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7517053

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7516866

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7480065

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7480065

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7554957

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

2(

7554957

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

4/ 3/ 2020

2(

EMS

700

7586547

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

2(

7631447

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

2(

7506523

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

7499137

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7531975

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7599081

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7561892

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7499218

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7545884

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005E

7480117

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

7548239

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7561911

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7536236

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

7530695

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7530850

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

7581493

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7532471

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7561915

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7577975

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

200W

7506126

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

7531822

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7631447

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

2(

7506523

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

Robert Vick, Regional EMS Director
Office of EMS and Trauma Region 8
Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &

Response

Georgia Department of Public Health
1680 Phoenix Blvd, Suite 200
Atlanta, Georgia 30349
404- 989- 5173 ( Cell)

4.

e ..: .(

Please Note:

dph ga. Gov
E ` fu arage ( A' Address

DPH online: .
DPH facebook:

w..w..d li. )eor )ia. )ov/ ems
www. facebook. com/ GaDPII

DPH Twitter: www. tritter. com/ Gal) PI0

701

Sarn A1111ein

Emergency Medical Services Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
Flhone:

229. 439- 7011

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1:.: irnaflL 5aAllenf0) doughertX. Za. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad prune records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.

702

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 31 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam

Subject:

RE: 04/ 16/ 2020 Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Batch delivery of EMS run reports:

Sensitivity:

Confidential

Thanks

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 24 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
ga. us>; Ruis, Charles < charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov>

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

Subject: 04/ 16/ 2020 Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Batch delivery of EMS run reports:
Sensitivity: Confidential
04/ 16/ 2020

Mr. McCoy,

I have just received another batch of COVID- 19 run numbers for Dougherty County EMS. This information has additional
EMS response numbers to go along with the other previous email response numbers.
Thanks,
Sam

Notification

Vick, Robert < Robert. Vic

Ca

mga.

ov>

Reply alll
l oday, 12: 16 PM
Sam Allen ( SaAllenC« dou herty. ga. us);
Richard

Roberts <

Ruis, Charles <

RRoberts0

charles. ruis aid

douahertv. c a. us>;
h.

a.

ov>

Fhis rnessage was sent with high irnportanc. e.
Sam,

I apologize that the report I sent is causing concern with some of the dates listed and why the report is just now being
We received the list of patients that tested positive this past Monday afternoon. So far, we have reviewed 1084
names that test positive for test done March3l thru April 13. We had to take each name and enter into GEMSIS Elite to
see if there was a PCR on that person. If there was a PCR, I entered the PCR info 2 weeks prior to the test into a
spreadsheet.
I inadvertently included some dates prior to the test date. I have revised your report as follows:
sent.

7114897
7161902

7183784

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

703

7106104
7180142
7599076
751041'

7530542
7599076
7580307

7580307
7531736

7516866

7548262
7535650

7535650
7516866
7516866
7548262

7561885
7561885

7506507
7506177
7506177

7506177

753624'
7599082

7599082
7580319
7580319
7561920

7531996

7418930
7532777

7480190

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 18/ 2020

20004

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

704

3/ 29/ 2020

3/ 28/ 2020

2(

2(

74801"

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 25/ 2020

20005<

7575498

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7575498

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7608698

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608698

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7618103

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618103

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7586547

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7480133

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

7536258

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7546533

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7546533

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7636897

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 13/ 2020

20006,

7636897

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 13/ 2020

20006,

7545834

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7530995

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7530995

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7625303

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7625303

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7545822

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7536258

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7580288

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

7580321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

7580328

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7608668

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608668

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608765

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608765

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7161912

7580337

7580337

751686'
7516861
747026'

EMS
705

7599041

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7599083

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7531735

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7555031

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7618082

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7530981

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7645497

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 14/ 2020

20006E

7618104

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7561886

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7631433

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006(

561935

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7578257

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7545804

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005

7580331

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7499123

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005(

7499187

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7536309

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7470096

Dougherty County EMS

7393093

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 16/ 2020

2(

7458505

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7531299

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

2(

7258602

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 5/ 2020

2(

7458505

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7447321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 23/ 2020

2(

7458574

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7480182

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7625296

7536217

3/ 25/ 2020

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005--

20005

7545816

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7554964

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7631440

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006,

7530799

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7554954

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7561905

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7561955

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7545797

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005

7561913

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7561939

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7480183

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

706

2(

7480196

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7489534

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 27/ 2020

2(

7531996

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

2(

7489534

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 27/ 2020

2(

7506507

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

7516914

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7517053

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7516866

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7480065

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7480065

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7554957

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

2(

7554957

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

2(

7586547

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

2(

7631447

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

2(

7506523

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

7499137

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7531975

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7599081

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7561892

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7499218

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7545884

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005E

7480117

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

7548239

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7561911

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7536236

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

7530695

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7530850

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

7581493

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7532471

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7561915

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7577975

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7506126

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

7531822

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7631447

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

2(

7506523

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

Robert Vick, Regional EMS Director
Office of EMS and Trauma Region 8
Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &

Response
707

Georgia Department
1680 Phoenix

of Public Health

Blvd, Suite 200

Atlanta, Georgia 30349

404- 989- 5173 ( Cell)
R..

e i.: .(

Please Note:

dph ga. Gov
Cfu. mge ( A' Address

DPH online: .
DPH facebook:

w..w..d li. )eor )ia. )ov/ ems
www. facebook. coni/ GaDIll

DPH Twitter: www, tritter. com/ Cpal) IIIf

airn Allllein

Emergency Medical Services Director

DOUC, wlwFIFY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone. 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
dbl Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very baroad prune records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

708

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaA|| en@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16i2020 12: 24PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Scott; Ruis, Charles

04/ 16/ 2020 Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Batch delivery of EMS run reports:

Sensitivity:

Confidential

04/ 16/ 2020

Mr. McCoy,

have just received another batch of COVID- 19 run numbers for Dougherty County EMS. This information has additional
EMS response numbers to go along with the other previous email response numbers.
Thanks,
Sam

W e[ lC

Vick, Robert <

Robert. Vick@c1ph. ga. gov>

y —_
oU
wgay, lZ] 6 PM
Sam Allen 8oAUon@doughorty. gou$;
Richard Roberts < RRoborts@doughorty. gous`;
Ruis. Chodos < chodos. mis@dph. go. gov`
Thismessegewas

sent with high

importance. Sam,

I

apolgize that the report I sent is causing concern with some of the dates listed and why the report is just now being sent.
received the list of patients that tested positive this past Monday afternoon. Snfar, vvehave reviewed 1UO4 names that test
positive for test done March31thru April 13.We had tntake each name and enter intnGEMS| S Elite to see if there was
a PCR on that person. If there was a PCR, I entered the PCR info 2 weeks prior to the test into a soreadsheet. | inadvertent| vincluded some
We

dates

orinrtnthe

test date. have
|
revised vnurreonrtasfollows: 709

7199076
7180107
7580307
7531736

7516866
7548262
7535650

7535650
7516866

7516866

7548262
7561885

7561885

7506507
7506177
7506177

7506177
753624'
7599082

7599082
7580319

7580319

7561920

7531996

7418930
7532777

7480190
7480223
7561932

7580337

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 18/ 2020

20004

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

3/ 29/ 2020

3/ 28/ 2020

2(

2(

7580337

7516861

710

711686'

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 25/ 2020

20005<

7575498

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7575498

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7608698

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608698

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7618103

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618103

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

7586547

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7480133

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

7536258

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7546533

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7546533

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7636897

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 13/ 2020

20006,

7636897

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 13/ 2020

20006,

7545834

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7530995

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7530995

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7625303

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7625303

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7545822

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7536258

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7536264

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7580288

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

7580321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006<

7580328

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7608668

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608668

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608765

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7608765

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

20006z

7599041

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7599083

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7531735

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7555031

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7618082

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

7530981

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

747026'

711

006E

P200005

7645497

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 14/ 2020

20006E

7618104

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006E

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 11/ 2020

20006(

7561886

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7631433

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006(

561935

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7578257

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7545804

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005

7580331

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7499123

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005(

7499187

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7536309

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

4/ 1/ 2020

20005E

7470096

Dougherty County EMS

7393093

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 16/ 2020

2(

7458505

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7531299

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

2(

7258602

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 5/ 2020

2(

7458505

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7447321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 23/ 2020

2(

7458574

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

2(

7480182

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7625296

7536217

EMS

3/ 25/ 2020

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

t___

20005

20005

7545816

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7554964

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7631440

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006,

7530799

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7554954

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7561905

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7561955

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7545797

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005

7561913

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7561939

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

7480183

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7480196

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7489534

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 27/ 2020

2(

7531996

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

2(

7489534

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 27/ 2020

2(

7506507

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

7516914

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

712

7517053

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7516866

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

2(

7480065

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7480065

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

2(

7554957

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

2(

7554957

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

2(

7586547

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

2(

7631447

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

2(

7506523

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

7499137

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7531975

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7599081

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006z

7561892

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7499218

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

7545884

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20005E

7480117

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005z

7548239

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005,

7561911

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7536236

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005

7530695

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7530850

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

7581493

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006,'

7532471

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7561915

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006-

7577975

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006<

7506126

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

7531822

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005E

7631447

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

2(

7506523

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

2(

Robert Vick, Regional EMS Director

Office of EMS and Trauma Region 8
Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &
Georgia Department

Response

of Public Health

1680 Phoenix Blvd, Suite 200
Atlanta, Georgia 30349

404- 989- 5173 ( Cell)
4.

e ..: .(

dph ga. Gov

Please Note: E ` Iu ang e ( A' Address
DPH online:
713

DPH facebook:

www. facebook. coni/ GaD111J

DPH Twitter: .w..

lrit.l.er. cotii/ GaDI311

Sarn A1111ein

Emergency Medical Services Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
Flhone229.

439- 7011 1436

Palmyra Rd.Albany, Ga. 31701 Wdb
Dougherty. ga.
us 1::.::
irnaflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga.
us PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broad public records law.Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?
d County offidals
regardmg City ar?
d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor?request. Your email commur?
icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure. 714

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 18 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Howell, Wendy; Allen, Sam
OEMS Meeting with Albany regarding COVID- 19 Notifications

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meeting starts at 3: 30 pm today

Join by phone
1- 408- 418- 9388 United States Toll
Access

code:

715

208

121

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
E.:irrnaiill: mmccov _ doughert .

a. us

Ind"ED I'm 0
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City artd County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

715

TAC Service

Desk

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> on behalf of Newton,
david. newton@dph. ga. gov>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 16 PM
Howell, Wendy; Chris S. Cohilas
FW: OEMS Meeting with Albany regarding COVID- 19 Notifications

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

David

ics

Original Appointment -----

From: Newton, David < david. newton@dph. ga. gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 11 PM
To: Newton, David; Ruis, Charles; Allen, Sam; McCoy, Michael; Vick, Robert; Joiner, Kelly
Subject: OEMS Meeting with Albany regarding COVID- 19 Notifications
When: Thursday, April 16, 2020 3: 30 PM- 4: 00 PM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada).
Where: https: Hgdph. webex. com/ gdph/ j. php? MTID= m94055893482f22568fe742946cefea8c
Meeting Information

Meeting link:
htt as://

dlah, webex, com!

dph/ i Shp? MTID= m94055893482f22568fe742946cefea8c

Meeting number:
715 208

121

Password:

jtXTgM kJ222
Join by phone
1- 408- 418- 9388 United States Toll
Access

code:

715 208 121

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 716

TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 16 PM

To:

Newton,

Subject:

Accepted: OEMS Meeting with Albany regarding COVID- 19 Notifications

Attachments:

attachment.

David

ics

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 717

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Newton,

David <

david. newton@dph. ga. gov>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 11 PM
Ruis, Charles; saallen@dougherty. ga. us; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; Vick, Robert; Joiner,
Kelly
OEMS Meeting with Albany regarding COVID- 19 Notifications

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Meeting Information

Meeting link:
htt as://

dlah, webex, com!

dph i

hp? MTID= m94055893482f22568fe742946cefea8c

Meeting number:
715 208

121

Password:

jtXTgM kJ222
Join by phone
1- 408- 418- 9388 United States Toll
Access

code:

715 208 121

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 718

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 54 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

John

Subject:

RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

10- 4.

From: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 48 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
I called in late but caught most of the meeting. Thanks.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 29 AM
To: Ostrander,

John < JOstranderSdoueherty.

ea. us>

Subject: RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
You' re welcome. Sorry I missed you calling on you this morning. I' ll catch you next meeting. Thanks.

From: Ostrander,

John < JOstranderSdoueherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 15 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty. a.us> Subject:
RE: Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave Thanks
Mike. From:

McCoy, Michael Sent:
Thursday, April 16,2020 11:06 AM To:
Ostrander, John <
JOstrander@dougherty.

a.
us> Subject:

RE: Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave John —
Please

reference the return to work guidance I sent in the a previous email. My
on administrative leave until they are able to return. Thanks. From:

Ostrander,

John <
JOstranderSdoueherty,

thoughts are that the employee remains

ea.
us> Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 10:45 AM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoyC douherty. a.us>Subject: Point
of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave Mike, As
a

point of clarification, according to Dougherty County' s Planned Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin leave,If
"
a

medical of icial determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the 719

County will pay the employee for a minimum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical
professional directives."
I have several employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if an employee is out with COVID- 19,

we require a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 7- 8 day delays on
test results. In those cases, even if the employee recovers within three weeks, it may take an additional week to be
cleared with a negative test result.

My question is: in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave
until they are able to return to work?
Please

advise.

Chlef Jla

D. Ostrander

Jail Op erations Director
Dougfi,ierty County Sherfff"s Office
24-velyn Avenue

Albany,i6vorgia

P",2.)
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 720

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 51 AM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: DPH additional notification of confirmed COVID 19 patients transported by
Dougherty County EMS

Sensitivity:

Confidential

Thanks

Sam
Scott

Sam.

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 9: 22 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: DPH additional notification of confirmed COVID 19 patients transported by Dougherty County EMS
Sensitivity: Confidential
04/ 16/ 2020

Mr. McCoy,

I just received additional information from OEMS/ Trauma and DPH for additional patients that Dougherty County EMS
Transported with confirmed COVID- 19 patients. After a quick look it appears that we have more Feb COVID- 19 patients
and March 1 thru March 10, 2020. We went active on COVID- 19 procedures on March 11, 2020.
Thanks,
Sam

Vick, Robert < Robert. VicCa.

ga.® ov>

Reply alll
Yesterday, 10: 46 PM
Sam Allen ( SaAllenC« dou herty.ga. us);
Richard Roberts < RRoberts0 douah>;
Restrepo, Bernard < bernard. restrepo@dph.

a.

ov>

Fhis message was sent with high irnportanc.e.

The below PCR information is from patient( s) that your agency has transported and/ or responded to in Region 8 and the
person has been confirmed positive for COVID- 19.
We recommend that you use the report numbers to identify the crews that came in contact with these patients and take
any actions necessary per the current CDC guidelines/ recommendations.

If we are notified of additional cases that your agency responded to, we will send the information to you as we receive.
721

7506507

DOUGHERTY COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

7531. 996

DOUGHERTY COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

7255522

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

2/ 10/ 2020

20002,

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006!

63 7..4..7..9..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

2/ 2/ 2020

20002(

63 7..8..2..2..6.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

2/ 10/ 2020

20002!

7580321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006:

5..6..1..9..3..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

131.8..2..5 7.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006:

7..5..4..5.8..0..4.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

200055

Z.53..0331.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006;

7..4..9..
9..1..2..3.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005(

7..4..9..
9..1..8 7.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005!

Z.5.2.6.2.0.2.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005!

7470096

Dougherty County EMS

3/ 25/ 2020

20005:

7..3..9..3.0..9..3.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 16/ 2020

20004(

7..4..5..P,..5..O..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

20005;

15.2.12.2.9.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005!

7..2..5..P,..6..O..2.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 5/ 2020

200035

7..4..5..P,..5..O..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

20005;

ZAA 73.2.1.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 23/ 2020

20005,

7..4..5..8..5 7.4

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

20005:

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005,

7..5..3..6..2 1 7.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

200055

7..5..4..5.P,...
I..
6.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7..5..5..4.9..6..4.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

Z.6.2.1.44.0.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006;

15.2.02.2.9.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005!

7..5..5..4.9..5..4.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7..5..6..1.9..0..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006,

7..5..6..1.9..5..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006,

13

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/

2/ 2020 200055

15.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/

4/ 2020 20006,

15.

5.19.2.9.DOUGHERTY
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Should you have any questions, reach out to me or Bernie and we will assist you in any way we can.

Robert Vick, Regional EMS Director
Office ofEMS and Trauma Region R Health
Protection Emergency

Preparedness &cResponse

Georgia

Department ofPublic Health 6ROPhoenix Blvd,
Suite 2OO Atlanta, Georgia 3O349
404' 989' 5173(
Cd|)723
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Emergency Medical Services Director
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ostrander,

John <

JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 48 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

Sent:
To:
Subject:

I called in late but caught most of the meeting. Thanks.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 29 AM
To: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
You' re welcome. Sorry I missed you calling on you this morning. I' ll catch you next meeting. Thanks.

From: Ostrander, John < JOstranderSdoueherty. ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 15 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty. a.us> Subject:
RE: Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave Thanks
Mike. From:

McCoy, Michael Sent:
Thursday, April 16,2020 11:06 AM To:
Ostrander, John <
JOstranderSdoueherty,

ea.
us> Subject:

RE: Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave John —
reference the return to work guidance I sent in the a previous email. My
on administrative leave until they are able to return. Thanks. From:

Please

Ostrander,

John <
JOstrander@doueherty,

thoughts are that the employee remains

aa,
us> Sent:

Thursday, April 16,2020 10:45 AM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoyC douherty. a.us>Subject: Point
of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave Mike, As
a

point of clarification, according to Dougherty County' s Planned Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin leave,If
"
a

medical of icial determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the County will
pay the employee for a minimum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical profes ional directives."
I have
sevral employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if

an

employe is out with COVID- 19, we require

a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 7-8 day delays on test results.
In those

cases, even if

a negative test result. 725

the employe recovers within three weeks, it may

take an additional week to

be cleared with

My question is: in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave
until they are able to return to work?
Please advise.

Chlelf Ja I lerD. Ostrander
Jai] Operations Director

Dougfierty CountlyS : e" Ji"
0,

S Office

Evelyn Avenue

Alban'y,i6e,orp
2."2.91)
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Cour?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 33 AM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Information sent to Dr. Ruis this morning.

Thanks

Sam
Scott

Sam.

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Information sent to Dr. Ruis this morning.
Mr. McCoy,

Dr. Ruis called this morning and we discussed the information of COVID- 19 with January and February data. He is
checking on DPH side to determine when the test date was. He is unsure as to why we are getting calls listed in Jan and
Feb. Dr. Ruis stated that the person may have been tested later their name may have been linked up an ems transport.
sent a copy of all of my emails and he is going to review the data. He also is going to call David Newton at Office of
EMS/ Trauma to discuss our concerns with him. This may help to answer question of when the person teste date is. Dr.
Ruis will call back once he has an chance to get a better understanding of the data and how we need to proceed
forward. I will update you once he calls me back.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director
lI

J 73 - El-.: I'R' rY
wl

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaiill: SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 29 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

John

Subject:

RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

You' re welcome. Sorry I missed you calling on you this morning. I' ll catch you next meeting. Thanks.

From: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 15 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
Thanks

Mike.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 06 AM
To: Ostrander,

John < JOstranderSdoueherty.

ea. us>

Subject: RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
John —

Please reference the return to work guidance I sent in the a previous email. My thoughts are that the employee

remains on administrative leave until they are able to return. Thanks.
From: Ostrander, John < JOstranderSdoueherty. ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 45 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty. a.us> Subject:
Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave Mike,
As

a point of clarif cation, according

to Dougherty County' s Plan ed Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin leave, "

If

a medical official determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the County
will pay the employee for a minmum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical professional
directives."I
have several employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if

an employee is out with COVID- 19,we

require a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 78 day delays on test
results. In those cases, even if the employee recovers within three weeks, it may take an additional week to be cleared
with a negative test result. My

question is:
in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave until
they are able to return to work? Please
advise. 728

Chlelf Ja I lerD. Ostrander
i] Operations Director

Dougfierty County S
0,

er" "

S Office

Evelyn Avenue

Alban'y,i6e,orp
2."2.91)
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 729

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ostrander,

To:
Subject:

Thanks

John <

JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 15 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

Sent:

Mike.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 06 AM
To: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
John —

Please reference the return to work guidance I sent in the a previous email. My thoughts are that the employee
remains on administrative leave until they are able to return. Thanks.

From:

Ostrander,

John < JOstranderSdoueherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 45 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty. a.us> Subject:
Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave Mike,
As

a point of clarif cation, according to Dougherty County' s Plan ed Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin leave, "
If

a medical official determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the County
will pay the employee for a minmum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical professional
directives."I
have several employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if

an employee is out with COVID- 19,we

require a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 78 day delays on test
results. In those cases, even if the employee recovers within three weeks, it may take an additional week to be cleared
with a negative test result. My

question is:
in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave until
they are able to return to work? Please
advise. 730

Chlelf Ja I lerD. Ostrander
i] Operations Director

Dougfierty County S
0,

er" "

S Office

Evelyn Avenue

Alban'y,i6e,orp
2."2.91)
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 731

TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 14 AM
McCoy, Michael

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Information sent to Dr. Ruis this morning.
Dougherty County EMS Covid 19 Transports. docx

Attachments:

Scott

Mr. McCoy,

Dr. Ruis called this morning and we discussed the information of COVID- 19 with January and February data. He is
checking on DPH side to determine when the test date was. He is unsure as to why we are getting calls listed in Jan and
Feb. Dr. Ruis stated that the person may have been tested later their name may have been linked up an ems transport.
sent a copy of all of my emails and he is going to review the data. He also is going to call David Newton at Office of
EMS/ Trauma to discuss our concerns with him. This may help to answer question of when the person teste date is. Dr.
Ruis will call back once he has an chance to get a better understanding of the data and how we need to proceed
forward. I will update you once he calls me back.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
elE: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naiill: SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 10 AM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

How

httpse// www, msn, com/ en- us/ news

Biogen

Became

a Coronavirus '

Superspreader'

us how- bioen- became- a- coronavirus- superspreader/ ar- BB12wGDB? Ii- BBnbfcL

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

N

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 06 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

John

Subject:

RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

Please reference the return to work guidance I sent in the a previous email. My thoughts are that the employee
remains on administrative leave until they are able to return. Thanks.

John —

From: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 45 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
Mike,

As a point of clarification, according to Dougherty County' s Planned Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin
leave, "

If a medical official determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the
County will pay the employee for a minimum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical
professional directives."
I have several employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if an employee is out with COVID- 19,

we require a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 7- 8 day delays on
test results. In those cases, even if the employee recovers within three weeks, it may take an additional week to be
cleared with a negative test result.

My question is: in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave
until they are able to return to work?
Please

advise.

ChlefiaHer

John D. Ostrander

Jail Operations Director

Dougherty County Sfvriffs

ffic

i3w. Evelyn Avernu

229) 430- 6508
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 11: 03 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

Subject:

FW: COVID-

John
19 Return

to Work

Guidance

FYI

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 34 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Return to Work Guidance

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this

writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 w1io l:azve syr atoms and were directed to care for
themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test - based strategy

Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is stiowin

symptoms. In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are not stlowi*n 4iny ' ymptoms, CDC currently
says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.

735

The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not spreading the virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Please reach out to me or Ms. Dominique Hall if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 Y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. lost written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hall,

Dominique <

DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 58 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

Sent:
To:
Subject:

You sent an email referencing what they should do to return an employee to work when they have
symptoms, without symptoms, etc. He should refer to that, as testing is not readily available and
the timing of receiving results is not up to par.
My thoughts are that the employee remains on administrative leave until they are able to return.
Nedra has been in touch with me a few times and she is returning employees back to work as soon
as possible and as a part of the guidelines.
With that being said, we will not allow employees to sit at home that are fearful of coming to work
and be allowed to utilize administrative leave ( unless they have documentation of a weak immune
system and the doctor has placed them on leave); They will need to utilize annual/ sick. Employees
should ( if available) provide some type of documentation from CareHere or somewhere that will
corroborate their absence. Departments also have to be reasonable to some extent because doctors

appointments are not always readily available. As you said in the meeting we have to be sensitive to
our environment

and the needs

of our employees.

world) are right now.

HR Director

w0UGIIE] Y
COUNTY
c r: rr•} u z

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

doughert .

a. us

p

y

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 48 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
FW: Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave You'
re

thoughts? From:

Ostrander, John <
JOstranderSdoueherty.

ea.
us>Sent:

Thursday, April 16,2020 10:45 AM To:
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty, Ra.
us>Subject:
Point of Clarif cation Regarding Admin Leave 737

I know it is a fine line, but this is where we ( the

Mike,

As a point of clarification, according to Dougherty County' s Planned Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin
leave, "

If a medical official determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the
County will pay the employee for a minimum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical
professional directives."
I have several employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if an employee is out with COVID- 19,

we require a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 7- 8 day delays on
test results. In those cases, even if the employee recovers within three weeks, it may take an additional week to be
cleared with a negative test result.

My question is: in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave
until they are able to return to work?
Please

advise.

Chlefia Her John D. Ostrander
Jail Operations Director

Dougherty County Sfvriffs O:ffice
i3w. Evelyn Avernu

229) 430- 6508
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 738

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 56 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Irving,

Sent:
To:

Tateshea;
Subject:

Johnson,

Kenneth;

Allen,

Sam;

Hallford,

Brad

FW: COVID- 19 Business Impact Survey
COVID- 19 regional survey graphic copyjpg

Attachments:

Good morning, everyone —
I' m sharing the email below on behalf of Barbara.
fust a reminder that we will have a task force call at 10 in the morning. You should have received calendar a fulatin,
yesterday cancelling today' s, but tomorrow is still can. Again, next week, we will begin our new schedule with task
once calls
W andprf,%
q,,s briefings being field can f ' rh.
Please contact me with any questions.
Thanks and stay safe,

Wendy Ise

ellll

Public Information

Officer

DOUGf- IERTY
C0U NTy

4,Z-

Z!_

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Webl Dougherty. ga. us
E.:: irnaflL ,....._I _. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

j

From: " Barbara

a. us

IIIIIIIIIII

Rivera.

Holmes" < BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 at 9: 45 AM

739

To: "

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Fw: COVID- 19 Business Impact Survey
Wendy -Please share this with the task force.

Task force

members --

The Albany Area Chamber' s Regional Business Impact Survey was released this morning. The Albany Area
Chamber partnered with Locate South Georgia, a regional economic development group, so as to expand the
information

collection

and better assess

the local and regional

economic

impact

of COVID- 19.

It' s important that as many businesses as possible take the survey, which will inform advocacy of resources,
prioritize relief efforts and guide economic recover -- all in an effort to support businesses. As such, I ask that
you please share with your networks via e- mail, social media and other platforms you may have.
The survey period starts today and closes April 29. The survey is available via this link: https:// bit. ly/ 3cb8Rbs
Attached is the graphic we' re using. Feel free to use or design your own.
Draft e- mail message or social media post:

WE NEED YOUR FEEDBACK! //

The Albany Area Chamber of Commerce' s ( please tag) business impact survey
assesses how the COVID- 19 pandemic has affected local and regional business operations. Survey results will
inform advocacy of resources, prioritize relief efforts and guide economic recover -- all in an effort to support
businesses. The Albany Area Chamber partnered with Locate South Georgia to provide the survey to
businesses throughout Southwest Georgia. ALL businesses are encouraged to take the survey
https://

bit. ly/ 3cb8Rbs

I appreciate your support in this effort.

Barbara

Barbara

Rivera

Holmes

I President &

CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700 1 albanyga. com I Facebook

AVIR. w 4' Y..N: Vu° rem

I:.' I§

jv

III

Pw
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From: Albany Area Chamber of Commerce < marketing@albanyga. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 8: 45 AM
To: Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes <

Subject: COVID- 19 Business

BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

Impact Survey

n

741

The survey will measure the rapidly changing business environment

surrounding COVID- 19. The information will be used to inform local, state and
federal leaders, as real- time impact information is crucial to align policy to the

true challenges facing the business community. This information will also be
used to help prioritize relief efforts, economic recovery and to assist with
connecting you to resources, as available.

r provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on , ilce,bs, wok for the most up- to- date alerts.

Li

Unsubscribe

bholmes@albanvaa.

com

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

742

LJ

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law, Most writ encommunications munlceatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 743

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 48 AM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

FW: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

Dominique

You' re thoughts?

From: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 45 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave
Mike,

As a point of clarification, according to Dougherty County' s Planned Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin
leave, "

If a medical official determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the
County will pay the employee for a minimum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical
professional directives."
I have several employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if an employee is out with COVID- 19,

we require a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 7- 8 day delays on
test results. In those cases, even if the employee recovers within three weeks, it may take an additional week to be
cleared with a negative test result.

My question is: in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave
until they are able to return to work?
Please

advise.

ChlefiaHer

John D. Ostrander

Jail Operations Director

Dougherty County Sfvriffs

ffic

i3w. Evelyn Avernu

229) 430- 6508
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 744

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ostrander,

John <

JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 45 AM
McCoy, Michael
Point of Clarification Regarding Admin Leave

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike,

As a point of clarification, according to Dougherty County' s Planned Response for Pandemic Policy regarding Admin
leave, "

If a medical official determines that an employee is presumed or confirmed to have the virus, then the
County will pay the employee for a minimum of two weeks, not to exceed three weeks, based on medical
professional directives."
I have several employees who have been out sick for more than three weeks. Also, if an employee is out with COVID- 19,

we require a negative test prior to allowing them back into the workplace and we are still experiencing 7- 8 day delays on
test results. In those cases, even if the employee recovers within three weeks, it may take an additional

week to be

cleared with a negative test result.

My question is: in such cases, are we to transition the employee to sick leave or continue to code them for admin leave
until they are able to return to work?
Please advise.

ChiefiaHer John D. Ostrander
Jail Operations Director

Dough ity Couttity Sivrif-Ps Office
13w. Evelyn Ave.
ntj
Albal- r ,

Geo rgia 31705

229) 430-6508
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 17 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

RE: COVID-

Nope.

19 Faith - Base

Leaders

Teleconference

Just dial this number and code:

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
Dial in #- ( 312) 584- 2401
Access

code-

1941589#

From: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 10 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Faith - Base Leaders

Teleconference

Is there a password?
Sent from my Whone
On Apr 16, 2020, at 10: 04 AM, McCoy, Michael < dh cCoyC dou herty, ea. us> wrote:

Join the meeting: https: /

call, lifesizecloudxom/

1941589

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: Ilm:.:

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1941589#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1941589#

I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121
746

auaully::

m„ Ilul mauumrlls:

rru

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: DouZherty. Fa. us
l:.::
irnaflL rnmcco
dou ertX.Za. us
irinagvMM <

irinagvOOS

I

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or from
City ar?d County officials regarding City ar?d County busif?ess are public records available to the public af?d media
upon? request. Your email commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 10 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Subject:

Re: COVID-

Attachments:

image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

19 Faith - Base

Leaders

Teleconference

Is there a password?
Sent from my Whone
On Apr 16, 2020, at 10: 04 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Join the meeting: https: /

call. hfesizecloudxom/ 1941589

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: Ilm:.:

auaully::

m„ Ilul mauumrlls

rru

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1941589#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1941589#

I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty.
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

a. us
doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 10: 04 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

COVID-

19 Faith - Base

Join the meeting: https1& all. hfesizecloud. com

Leaders

Teleconference

941589

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: Ilm:

au

aill+:

m Ilii mauur: mflls;

asiru 1.

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1941589#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1941589#

I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
UNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Elena

Grissom <

Elena@zencity. io>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 9: 49 AM
Michael McCoy
Re: COVID- 19 - Understanding residents' pain -points

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hi Michael,

I hope you had a chance to look over the report I shared with you in my previous email and found it useful.
We' ve just put out an updated report showing how conversation regarding COVID- 19 among US residents has changed
since our last report. Whereas before top resident concerns were social distancing and event closures, now residents are
talking about panic buying and how to honor their public safety officials.

I would, once again, like to commend you and your team for the important and tireless work you are
putting in towards the health and safety of your community, and would like to offer our services in this
challenging time. Please let me know if you are available for a 20 minute conversation this week to
discuss ways in which we can support Dougherty County.
Wishing you and yours health and strength,
Elena

141
Elena Grissom •

Government

Solutions

Specialist

214 273- 1766 1 Zencity. io

We salute the local government teams that are on the coronavirus frontlines. We' ve been working closely with
our customers to support
their efforts m mana
m
the crisis. Learn more. 1h sire,
pp
managing

On Wed, Apr 1, 2020 at 6: 25 am, Elena Grissom wrote:

Hi Michael,

I hope this email finds you well amidst everything that' s going on.
I wanted to share some of the work that we' re currently doing with our partner counties to help navigate the COVID- 19
crisis. As a quick recap, ZgDcity aggregates and analyzes online resident discourse to build a more comprehensive
picture of their communities' pain -points.
We' re currently working with over 120 cities across the country, such as Upson County and Savannah, in order to save
teams time in staying on top of resident feedback, and tracking the effectiveness of city messaging. The infographic below
highlights the main topics of concern across our cities over the past week. You can find the full data report here.

750

mop

zenclt,y

751

nn

I' d love to show you the ways in which we are currently walking alongside counties to better determine the needs of their
residents at this crucial time. We would be eager to support your work in Dougherty County as well. Please let me know if
you' re free for brief 15 minute intro - I know how valuable your time is!
Best wishes to you and your community,

191
Elena Grissom • Government Solutions Specialist

214 273- 1766 1 Zencity. io

We salute the local government teams that are on the coronavirus frontlines. We' ve been working closely with
our customers to support
their efforts m mana
m
the crisis. Learn more. 1h sire,
pp
managing
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad prune records lava. Most written eorr murueatlor?s to or from City artd C"ourtty
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: [

Desk

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 9: 30 AM
Michael McCoy
Possible SPAM IT Dept] Phoebe North Expansion, Phoebe Update, Eggs Up Grill,
Home Depot, AT& T, Georgia Banks, Legal Food Frenzy, KMMG/ TCSG, Dan Cathy, Aflac
Donation

Importance:

Low

Connect

with us

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 16, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

GEMA and Phoebe Expand Care for COVID- 19
Patients at Phoebe North
Wednesday, contractors began installing modular units for expansion of
critical care services on the Phoebe North campus.

AT& T to Support Nurses and Physicians With Three
Months of Free Service on FirstNet Network
AT& T delivered " Some Good News" tonight announcing three months of
free wireless service for frontline nurses and physicians nationwide on
the FirstNet network —

built with AT&T in a public -private partnership with

the First Responder Network Authority ( FirstNet Authority).
Georgia Bankers Association CEO: Georgia' s Banks

Customizing Solutions to Help Small Businesses
753

Since the COVID- 19 emergency began, FDIC -insured banks across
Georgia have been proactively working with their consumer and business
clients to help get them through this emergency. Bankers have been
developing customized solutions as there is no one -size -fits -all answer
as each person or business has a specific need.
AG Chris Carr Surveys Needs of Georgia Food Banks,

Reinforces Georgia Legal Food Frenzy
Attorney General Chris Carr visited the Atlanta Community Food Bank to
survey the needs of Georgia' s regional food banks, honor our Georgia
National

Guard soldiers

who are on the frontlines

of the Coronavirus

pandemic and reinforce the Georgia legal community' s commitment to
supporting our food banks.

News
Phoebe Reports Wednesday
COVID- 19 Numbers

Eggs Up Grill Feeding Workers
on Front Lines of COVID- 19
Pandemic

Albany Home Depot Takes
Safety Measures after Employee
Dies from COVID- 19

754

Dougherty County Emergency
Management Agency Emergency
Operations

Center COVID- 19

Update

Kia Motors Manufacturing
Georgia

Makes $ 20, 000 Donation

to TCSG Emergency Response
Fund

Dan Cathy Among Prominent
Atlanta

Execs

Picked for White

House' s ' Economic

Revival

Groups'
Aflac Incorporated

Donates $ 5M

as Part of Company' s Overall
COVID- 19 Pandemic Response

University System of Georgia
Upgrades

Access to Online

Degree

Programs

Perdue

For Senate Announces

Senior Staff Team
GMA Annual Convention
Canceled,

Virtual

Conference

to

be Held Instead

Atlanta

Gas Light and Southern

Company Gas Develops New,
Digital Arcade for Kids to Stay
Engaged from Home during
National Safe Digging Month
UGA CAES: Why Are the
Grocery Store Shelves Empty?

755

Publix Offers Extended
First Responders

Hours for

Recent Video

and Hospital

Staff

11

Study: U. S. Worker Productivity,
Engagement Suffering Amid
Pandemic

LendingTree

Report:

Refinance

Applications Triple in the U. S.
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

E

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

756

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

757

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Dr. Anthony Parker of Albany Tech: COVID- 19 and the Albany Tech
Student Pipeline

The need for the Alaska oil pipeline became apparent during the Arab oil
embargo of 1973. Gasoline prices increased from $. 28 per gallon to $.

60

per gallon in 45 days. To complicate matters, gas could only be
purchased on odd or even days, depending on the last number on your
license plate. In addition to this, you could only purchase five gallons at a
time.

Georgia

Chamber

CEO Chris Clark: Act Now

As leaders begin discussions about reopening the economy, we know
that it does not signal an end to the pandemic nor an abatement of the
financial crisis for which we all face an inevitably long and rather costly

758

recession. It is instead a call for the business community to engage and
the government to prepare and consider additional action at the local,
state and federal levels.

More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Available

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest Moon

Catering - Stewbo' s
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing Construction -

Available

LRA Constructors,

Inc.

Credit Union - Available

Cybersecurity -

Available

759

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

760

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 9: 22 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Scott

DPH additional notification of confirmed COVID 19 patients transported
County EMS

Sensitivity:

Confidential

by Dougherty

04/ 16/ 2020

Mr. McCoy,

I just received additional information from OEMS/ Trauma and DPH for additional patients that Dougherty County EMS
Transported with confirmed COVID- 19 patients. After a quick look it appears that we have more Feb COVID- 19 patients
and March 1 thru March 10, 2020. We went active on COVID- 19 procedures

on March 11, 2020.

Thanks,
Sam

Vick, Robert <

Robert.Vick@dph. ga. gov>

Reply alll
Yesterday, 10: 46 PM
Sam Allen ( SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us);
Richard Roberts < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>;
Restrepo, Bernard < bernard. restrepo@dph. ga. gov>
Fhis message was sent with high irnportanc.e.

The below PCR information is from patient( s) that your agency has transported and/ or responded to in Region 8 and the
person has been confirmed positive for COVID- 19.
We recommend that you use the report numbers to identify the crews that came in contact with these patients and take
any actions necessary per the current CDC guidelines/ recommendations.

If we are notified of additional cases that your agency responded to, we will send the information to you as we receive.

7506507

DOUGHERTY COUNTY EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

7531. 996

DOUGHERTY COUNTY EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

7255522

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

2/ 10/ 2020

20002,

7618086

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

20006!

6 7-4135.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

2/ 2/ 2020

20002(

762

63 7..8..2..2..6.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

2/ 10/ 2020

20002!

7580321

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006:

5..6..1..9..3..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006'

131.8..2..5 7.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006:

7..5..4..5.8..0..4.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

200055

7580331

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006;

7..4..9..
9..1..2..3.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005(

7..4..9..
9..1..8 7.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005!

Z.5.2.6.3.0.2.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

20005!

7470096

Dougherty County EMS

3/ 25/ 2020

20005:

7..3..9..3.0..9..3.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 16/ 2020

20004(

7..4..5..P,..5..O..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

20005;

15.2.12.2.9.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005!

7..2..5..P,..6..O..2.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 5/ 2020

200035

7..4..5..P,..5..O..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

20005;

ZAA 73.2.1.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 23/ 2020

20005,

7..4..5..8..5 7.4

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 24/ 2020

20005:

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005,

7..5..3..6..2 1 7.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

200055

7..5..4..
5.P,...
I..
6.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006(

7..5..5..4.9..6..4.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

Z.6.2.1.44.0.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

20006;

Z.5.2.01.2.9.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005!

7..5..5..4.9..5..4.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 3/ 2020

20006(

7..5..6..1.9..0..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006,

7..5..6..1.9..5..5.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006,

13

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/

2/ 2020 200055

7.

5..6..1.9 13. DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/

4/ 2020 20006,

15.

5.19.2.9.DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/

4/ 2020 20006,

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

26/ 2020 20005,

7.

4..P,..
O..I..
9..6.DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

26/ 2020 20005,

7.

4..P,..
9..5..3..4.DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

27/ 2020 20005!

7.

5..3..1.9..9..6.DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

28/ 2020 20005(

7.

4..P,..
9..5..3..4.DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

27/ 2020 20005!

7.

5..0..6..5..0 7. DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

29/ 2020 20005(

Z.

5.1.6.9 IA. DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

30/ 2020 20005'

Z.

51 7.0..5..3.DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

30/ 2020 20005'

7.

5..I..
6.P,..
6..6. DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

30/ 2020 20005'

7.

4.8..0.0.5.5.DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

26/ 2020 20005

7.

4..P,..
O.O..6..5. DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/

26/ 2020 20005,

7.

5..5..4.9..
5 7. DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/

3/ 2020 20006(

5a4-

COUNTY

EMS

4/

3/ 2020 20006(

763

3. 17.

aZ

DOUGHERTY

15 —
65 7.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006:

l'3.142.
4

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006:

7

95 3.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 27/ 2020

20005!

742.9137..

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

133. 1975..

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005E

l599081.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 8/ 2020

20006,

Z.5..6.18.2.2.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006

749921F.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 28/ 2020

20005!

15438- 8

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

200055

74

ti.117..

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 26/ 2020

20005,

l548239.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 30/ 2020

20005;

13 . 1911.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006

l53636.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 1/ 2020

200055

l530693.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005!

7530850

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

a' 8.14.
9 .

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

20006:

1532.422.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005!

135. 1913.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

20006

l 77.973.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 7/ 2020

20006:

15.2 . 12..

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 29/ 2020

20005E

l'3.18.

DOUGHERTY

COUNTY

EMS

3/ 31/ 2020

20005!

2.

Should you have any questions, reach out to me or Bernie and we will assist you in any way we can.

Robert Vick, Regional EMS Director

Office of EMS and Trauma Region 8
Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &
Georgia Department

Response

of Public Health

1680 Phoenix Blvd, Suite 200
Atlanta, Georgia 30349

404- 989- 5173 ( Cell)
R..

e .: y .(

Please Note:

dph ga. Gov
Change ( A' Address

DPH online: w w"w",dph. geor )ia. )ov/ ems
DPH facebook:
DPH Twitter: ww.

www. facebook. com/ GaD
Arit er. com/ Gal) PQ 0 Seim

Allen Emergency

Medical Services Director 764

Pll

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
Flhone: 229. 439- 7011

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
WdbDougherty. ga.us 1::.::
imaflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga.
us PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broad public records law.Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?
d County offidals
regardmg City ar?
d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 8: 49 AM

Sent:
To:

Ruis, Charles

Subject:

FW: DPHencrpt Agency Notification

FYI

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 57 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: DPHencrpt Agency Notification
Fyi

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

Vick, Robert" < Robert. Vick2dph, ga.. ov>

Date: April 14, 2020 at 11: 42: 04 PM EDT

SaAllenSdou hertK.ga. us>, "
Subject: DPHencrpt Agency Notification

To: " Allen,

Sam" <

The below PCR information

Roberts, Richard" < RRoberts@doueherty,— —>

is from patients( s) that our agency has transported

and/ or responded

to in

Region 8 and the person has been confirmed positive for COVID- 19.
We recommend that you use the report numbers below to identify the staff that came in contact with
these patients and take any actions necessary per the current CDC guidelines/ recommendations.
If we are notified of additional cases that your agency responded to, we will send the information to you
as we receive it.

490414

DOUGHERTY
7580337

490414

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 25/ 2020

200053

4/ 6/ 2020

200062

4/ 6/ 2020

200062

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

DOUGHERTY
7580337

COUNTY

7516861

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
490367

EMS

DOUGHERTY
490367

7516861

COUNTY

498566

7470261

COUNTY

493875

7575498

COUNTY

493875

7575498

COUNTY

490642

7608698

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY

766

EMS

DOUGHERTY
490642

7608698

COUNTY

490642

7618103

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

2/ 8/ 2020

200023

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

1/ 24/ 2020

200015

2/ 12/ 2020

200026

4/ 7/ 2020

200063

2/ 10/ 2020

200025

2/ 2/ 2020

200020

2/ 10/ 2020

200025

3/ 26/ 2020

200054

4/ 1/ 2020

200059

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

4/ 13/ 2020

200067

4/ 13/ 2020

200067

4/ 2/ 2020

200060

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

4/ 11/ 2020

200066

4/ 11/ 2020

200066

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490642

7618103

COUNTY

491573

6953024

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
497312

7618086

COUNTY

497312

7618086

COUNTY

490666

6791220

COUNTY

490666

7000596

COUNTY

490608

7586547

COUNTY

492094

6969198

COUNTY

489879

6874795

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
492094

6978226

COUNTY

489877

7480133

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
493511

7536258

COUNTY

493511

7536264

COUNTY

493511

7536264

COUNTY

490242

7546533

COUNTY

490242

7546533

COUNTY

490214

7636897

COUNTY

490214

7636897

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
489873

7545834

COUNTY

489706

7530995

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
489706

7530995

COUNTY

493164

7625303

COUNTY

493164

7625303

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY

767

EMS

DOUGHERTY
489652

7545822

COUNTY

490673

7536258

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 2/ 2020

20006C

4/ 1/ 2020

200059

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

4/ 6/ 2020

200062

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 8/ 2020

200064

4/ 8/ 2020

200064

3/ 31/ 2020

200058

4/ 3/ 2020

200060

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

4/ 14/ 2020

200068

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

4/ 11/ 2020

200066

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490673

7536264

COUNTY

490673

7536264

COUNTY

495632

7580288

COUNTY

495632

7580321

COUNTY

495632

7580328

COUNTY

496119

7608668

COUNTY

496119

7608668

COUNTY

496062

7608765

COUNTY

496062

7608765

COUNTY

495113

7599041

COUNTY

495018

7599083

COUNTY

490046

7531735

COUNTY

490046

7555031

COUNTY

497913

7618082

COUNTY

490360

7530981

COUNTY

497367

7645497

COUNTY

498856

7618104

COUNTY

7625296

COUNTY

498717

7561886

COUNTY

498717

7631433

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY

498791

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

4/ 4/ 2020

200061

DOUGHERTY

Robert Vick, Regional EMS Director
Office of EMS and Trauma Region 8
Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &

Response
768

EMS

4/ 12/ 2020

200066

Georgia Department
1680 Phoenix

of Public Health

Blvd, Suite 200

Atlanta, Georgia 30349

404- 989- 5173 ( Cell)

Robert.vickCtdt h. sa. sov
Please Note:

Cfuange ( A Address

DPH online:

mLE .

DPH facebook:

dh. Yeor Yia. Yov/ eq is

www. facebook. coni/ Gaf) PH

DPH Twitter: www. tritter. com/ GaDPfl

Public Safety Agencies ( EMS, Fire, Law Enforcement) and Public

y Personnetneed

to check for updated i

and Trauma web site as well as the CDC and Gorgia Department of Public Health Coro CDC:
https:/ Zwww. cdc.gov/ coronaviruis/ 2019- ncov/ index. html Oeorgia
Public Health: hittps://dph.

georgia. gov/ novelcoronavirus Georgia

Office of EMS and Trauma (0EMS):https://dph. georgia. gov/E PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request.
Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 769

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 8: 49 AM

Sent:
To:

Ruis, Charles

Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 NOTIFICATIONS

TO 911

PSAPs

AND

FIRST

RESPONDER

AGENCIES

FYI

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 59 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: COVID- 19 NOTIFICATIONS TO 911 PSAPs AND FIRST RESPONDER AGENCIES

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

david. newton@dph. ga. gov" < david. newton@dph. ga. gov>

Date: April 14, 2020 at 6: 45: 32 PM EDT
To: " Allen,

Sam" <

SaAllen@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 NOTIFICATIONS TO 911 PSAPs AND FIRST RESPONDER AGENCIES

To All EMS Agency Directors, Medical Directors, Communications Officers, and Infection Control
Officers,

and All Regional

EMS Directors,

It is essential that EMS and other first responders are informed of any potential exposure to patients who
test positive for COVID- 19. The health and safety of our first responders is extremely important and
notifying them in a timely manner of any exposure to COVID- 19 allows them to keep themselves, their
families, and the general public safe, and helps us to reduce the spread of COVID- 19.
The attached document details our approach for notifying the public safety community of any potential
exposure, and is two -pronged:
Prospective — (p1

of the attached document) -

GEMA/ HS will have access to a limited data set

from DPH of all of the COVID- 19 cases in Georgia.

The data will include address,

Date of Onset,

and List Removal Date. This data will be shared by GEMA/ HS with the 911 PSAPs so that any
first responder being dispatched to an address with a confirmed case during the 21 day period
following Date of Onset will be notified of the presence of a confirmed case at that address. ???
o
NOTE: It is important to understand that most cases of COVID- 19 in the community are
not known so precautions should be taken to protect all first responders on all calls,
regardless of whether the address has been flagged. The list provided will only contain
the address of those persons who are known to be positive following a test and cannot be
assumed to contain the locations of all persons who are capable of transmitting SARSCoV- 2, the virus causing COVID- 19. 911 PSAPs should continue to ask the COVID- 19
screening questions for all requested responses.
Retrospective ( pp 2- 4 of the attached document)
o
Hospital notifications — hospitals/ acute care facilities will be asked to notify the
Regional EMS Director of any confirmed case at their location. The Regional EMS
Director will use that to notify the first responder agencies of a potential exposure.
770

Case list from DPH data — each

Regional EMS Director will be given the daily cases
reported in SENDSS ( the DPH data system where COVID- 19 cases are reported). They
will then search the EMS Patient Care Report data ( GEMSIS Elite) to see if there are any
recent patient contacts recorded in the EMS data. If there are, then the Regional EMS
Director will notify any of the agencies that may have come into contact with the patient
for the 2 weeks prior to the Date of Onset.
We feel that using this two -pronged approach will allow DPH and GEMA/ HS to notify first responders in a
timely manner, and help us to reduce the spread of COVID- 19.
Should you have any questions regarding this, please attend our weekly call this Friday, 4/ 17/ 2020 at
11 am. There is a limit of 1000 people on the call, so if there are multiple people at your agency who want
to attend, please attend from the same computer while maintaining social distancing in compliance with
the Governor' s orders.

Here is the meeting information:
Date: Every Friday
Time: 11 am — 11: 30am

Join By Computer:
Meeting link: https:// gdph. webex. com/ gdph/ i. php? MTID= mf2edd98ccb696dcf692bd835lce6fcO4
Meeting number: 715 519 577
Password: xQ3vt7geh33

Join By Phone ( while we have a phone option, it is recommended that you be on the WebEx so you can
see the presentation):
Call -in Number: + 1- 408- 418- 9388 United States Toll
Access code: 715 519 577

Georgia

Office of EMS and Trauma

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 771

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 8: 49 AM

Sent:
To:

Ruis, Charles

Subject:

FW: COVID

Notification

FYI

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 01 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: COVID Notification

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

Vick, Robert" < Robert. Vick2dph, ga.. ov>

Date: April 10, 2020 at 3: 49: 32 PM EDT
To: " Allen,

Sam" <

Subject: FW:

SaAllenSclou hertK.ga. us>, "

Roberts, Richard" < RRoberts@doueherty,

ea, us>

COVID Notification

We are starting to receive reports of patients that tested positive. Many more reports will be sent.
From: Dailey, EJ < EJ, Dailey@dph, 2a. gov>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 2: 37 PM
To: Vick, Robert < Robert. VickQdph. ga, eov>
Subject: COVID Notification
Importance:

High

Incident Number:

20003743

20003743

Incident Number:

20005338

20005338

Incident Number:

20006269

20006269

Date:

Agency: DOUGHERTY

To: Phoebe

03/ 02/ 2020

COUNTY EMS

Memorial Hospital

Date:

Agency: DOUGHERTY

03/ 25/ 2020

listed

Putney

To: Not

COUNTY EMS

Date:

DOUGHERTY COUNTY

To: Phoebe Putney Memorial

04/ 06/ 2020

EMS

Hospital

Respectfully,

Ej Dailey
Regional EMS Director
Office of EMS and Trauma - Region 3
772

Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &

Response

Georgia Department of Public Health
1680 Phoenix Blvd.
Suite

200

Atlanta,

GA 30349

404- 597- 9775 ( Cell)

ej, dailey

dph, Ba. ov

Public, .Sa;P, P; y

enc k%
s' ( EMS, Fire, Law Enforcement)
ent)

and Public, S. a;P,fety Persoraraa;l need to chec .

or

updated inftMation on the Georgia Office of EMS and Trauma aweb site as well as the CDC and Georgia
Department of Public, FPea lth CoronavPrus web pages: CDC
https://www,

cdc, ov

coronavirus/ 2019- ncov index, html Georgia

Public, FPeaPtPa: https1/ dph. eoria. Eovnovelcoronavirus Georgia 0 ffice , '
dph. geor ia. gov EMS Reader Advisory Notice:
F Sa;
. nd 7°ra;aama; O S) m https://

Email to and from a Georgia state agency is generally public record, except for content that is
confidential under specif c laws.Security by encryption is applied to all confidential information sent by
email from the Georgia Department of Health. This message is only intended for specific receipient( s)
and may contain privileged, private or sensitive information. If you received this message in error,
please delete it and contact me. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE:
Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writtencommunications to or from City and County officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure. 773

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Thursday, April 16, 2020 8: 45 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 Business Impact Survey

marketing@albanyga. com>

The Albany Area Chamber of Commerce and Locate South Georgia have
partnered on a business impact survey to assess the local and regional
effects

of COVID- 19.

The survey will measure the rapidly changing business environment
surrounding COVID- 19. The information will be used to inform local, state and
federal leaders, as real- time impact information is crucial to align policy to the
true challenges facing the business community. This information will also be

used to help prioritize relief efforts, economic recovery and to assist with
connecting you to resources, as available.

r provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on, j,,
Il;,
mtrn,bs, wok for the most up- to- date alerts.

Unsubscribe

mmccov@douaherty.

ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City ano' County
ey dale repardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wills,

Dave <

To:

Wills,

Dave

Cc:

Brown,

Subject:

Say Yes to $ 250 Billion in Covid- 19 Relief Funding to Counties!

Importance:

High

DWills@ACCG. org>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 7: 29 AM

Sent:

Beth

Good Morning,
I am writing this message asking that you PLEASE respond TODAY to the request forwarded yesterday by Beth Brown to
have each county indicate its support of ACCG listing the chair' s name on a letter supporting Congressional action to
appropriate $ 250 billion directly to counties in the next coronavirus relief package.
Counties are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter to show their support by emailing your chairman' s name to
bbrown@accg. org by 5: 00 p. m. on Thursday, April 16.
I would be pleased to submit a letter bearing the names of every county commission chair in Georgia!
Sincerely,
Dave

Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@acce. ore

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG.org>
Sent:
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:
29 PM Subject:
ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation DEADLINE:
High

April

16 at 5:00 p.m. Importance:

ACCG

has been notified by the National Association of Counties ( NACo) that Congressional House and Senate leadership are
working with legislative counsel to write the text for the next coronavirus relief package. While the negotiation process
could be lengthy, once they have the legislative text written, it becomes significantly more difficult to get changes
made. 775

In yesterday' s afternoon update, ACCG shared a letter to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer in support of this legislation that included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use
of the CDGB formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to $ 250 billion.
ACCG has prepared a letter to go to Georgia' s Congressional

delegation

outlining these concerns and requesting their

support and action to get these changes made.
Counties are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter so show their support by emailing your chairman' s name to
bbrown@accg. org by 5: 00 p. m. on Thursday, April 16.
Additionally, NACo has provided sample messages below to post via Twitter to make your voices heard to Congress,
President Trump and U. S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin.
Congress

Thank you [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for supporting direct & flexible funding for tNcou irRJE! n as we
confront tNCOVIIC: 19. Counties are on the front lines: https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19.
Co u.r in q u E!S lM

tNCou ir0JE! n ask [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] to support direct relief funding for counties —current

CDBG

formula proposal is not the answer. tN:; rrurirnq unK l aq q eir
President Trump

POTUS @rE01: of naW I iruirip, we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as we
llln 19 crisis. # Cou ir0 E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic — visit
https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.
respond to the tNCOD

Co u.r in q u E!S lM a g q e r

Sec. Mnuchin

we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as
we respond to the # COMIDI crisis. tNCourirR E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic —visit
https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.
@USTreasury

Cou. rirnquE! S l Ma qer

Sec

G K q,

r , irnirw irnu aa nuirn .,

If

you have any questions, please contact Clint Mueller at cmueler@ac g. org or Kathleen Bowen at kbowen@ac g. org.
ACi

Beth

i
jG—

Brown Director

of Strategy, Innovation &Board
gia'

sG—t-.
Ofice:(

404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844
262-

5092

Relations Ad--

Cell: (

Email:

org PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writtert communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 776

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jeffrey H . Snyder, Lead Anchor < jeffrey. snyder@themorningpulse. com>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 7: 02 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

The Morning Pulse for Thursday, April 16, 2020 - Are Older Nontraditional
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FS "'. -
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should be,doubly Jeffrey H. Snyder

currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor for the..B
a..
d t R e.. ti i.:.
e.ly.]e.. nt Ne Lw..(. .i.°
) k.Considered an " industry insider",
thought - leader and an independent
voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in both
television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets. 779

he Broadcast Retirement Network ( BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused
n helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and
savings culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most
importantly - No agendas, no sales pitches, no product pushes.
Our morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans
an create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on
delivering headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their
financial goals.
Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide

the author( s) and their respective

organizations

the proper attribution

for developing

the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

prepared

of such

Websites.

by nor does The Morning

The information

available

through

these

Web sites

Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content,

has not been

and content

will

not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,
conditions,

and privacy policy applying

to your use of the site. Expression

of opinions

contained

on

these hyperlinks may or may not be consistent with the opinions of The Morning Pulse, Inc.

Copyright 02020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 7: 01 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Counties say virus relief fund is shorting them by billions; Small business owners with

Subject:

criminal records could be banned from aid; Hawaii mayor blasts ' covidiot' travelers

ignoring quarantine orders; Non- profit connects tech volunteers with governments fo

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Small Business Owners With Criminal Records Could Be
Banned from Coronavirus Aid
111 1 (:

3(

economic

I

Criminal justice advocates say the policy is arbitrary and will hurt

recovery.

Travelers Ignoring Mandatory Quarantine Orders?
Thinks You' re a ' Covidiot.
I I

L. IIAII III

I U.,JII 111 1 I

One Mayor

I

Kauai Mayor Derek Kawakami

debuted

the term after three

people disregarded Hawaii' s mandatory 14- day self -quarantine for travelers. Two more people
have been arrested

since.
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We live in a world where the pace of business is 24/ 7/ 365. We also live in an uncertain world where anything can
happen.

Organizations today are reassessing end -user computing strategies and are seeking out a dynamic solution to
increase agility and worker productivity. Desktop - as -a - Service ( DaaS) has emerged as one leading " work -from anywhere"

enabler, providing secure access to apps and data without the delivery and maintenance

challenges of

traditional VDI.
Enable " work from anywhere" —in any circumstance — and do it in 5 easy steps.
Read- 110one,

Need Help With Covid- 19 Tech?

This Nonprofit Connects

Volunteers with Governments
IAA I I

L. IIII III

I I IOV..J11 III

I

The U. S. Digital Response, anew nonprofit, dispatches tech -

sector volunteers to assist governments with coronavirus- related projects.

Maybe We Never Needed All That Red Tape
VJII

Ihllll IIIIIIII

I

Illfll:

I

COMMENTARY I Amid a pandemic, states are

rethinking rules that never protected consumers in the first place.

Coronavirus Eviction Rules Don' t Always Help People in
Motels
III :

IIII

I

I AII I L.. IIII" NII :

Motel dwellers may not receive tenant protections in some

states.

COVID- 19 Put Her Husband in the ICU. She Had to Be
Hospitalized Next. The State Demanded to Know: Who Would
Care for Their Children?
1 1 II

I " N If: 1 I

III"T)

If:)

VD X 1 MS If 1 01, JG

If

I V JII I. IIC

I

When Laura Whalen

went to a hospital with COVID- 19, she brought her kids. Her husband was already in an ICU,
and she couldn' t risk them exposing their grandma. But the state told her to find someone to take
them or it would.

Housing Advocates Push for a Rent Freeze During Covid- 19
Pandemic
I% 1 A (3(11

As layoffs

and unemployment

claims due to coronavirus

say paying rent is untenable for many and must be put on hold.
Brought to you by Nutanix
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Deliver secure, responsive access to applications, desktops, and data to an unlimited number of users on any cloud
provider, from any device, any location, and at any scale with Nutanix' s Frame.

Sign up to try Frame for 30 days free.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 5: 11 AM

Sent:
To:

Gresham,

Tennasha;

Carter,

Steven;

Dawson,

John;

French, Taanya;

West, Joria;

Cook, Larry; Burns, Sebon; Persley, Michael; Scott, Cedric; Maples, Kenneth; Allen, Sam;
Trotter, Michael; Fields, Yvette; Clark, Bristria; vamella. lovett@dph. ga. gov; Wilson, Hank;
sonja. moody@dph. ga. gov; Fowler, Michael; Morgan, James;
rebecca. sullivan@uss. salvationarmy. org; quantessa10@gmail. com; Hawkins, Margarette;
Jones, Eddie; Sproul, Kevin; Johnson, Kenneth; james. davis@dph. ga. gov; Elder, Gregory
L.; troy.conley@docoschools. org; Harrell, Tina; Hendley, Martha; Ware, Jawahn;
Shemwell, Kathy; kenb@sherwoodbaptist. net; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Howell, Wendy;
pamelajackson@usmc. mil; james. c. davis@dph. ga. gov;
guillermo. cornavaca@redcross. org; Jordan, Rubin; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas,
Christopher; Dorough, Bo; McCoy, Michael; Chris S. Cohilas; Wright, Veronica;
lashawnda. ethridge@asurams. edu; Sims, Shelia; Nutt, Henry
Ostrander, Marie; Wilson, Jamie; Carpenter, Joy; Irving, Tateshea; swgacoad@gmail. com;

Cc:

Smith,
Ryan;

Derrell;
Rooks,

Brown, Reginald;
Latoysa;

Veronica

Barnes,

Russell;

Wright;

Bryant, Leslie;

LaVoie,

Bryan;

Bradford,

Carter,
Angel;

Robert;
Tolbert,

Ward,
Sonja;

Jackson, Tamara; Ramona Madding; Barnes, Denise; Preston, Carmelita; Nixon, Breanna;
Baker, Dwight; Hayes, Terron; izzie. sadler@sowegacoa. org; Samhi119613@gmail. com;
Hall,

Dominique;

Polite,

Ronnie

Subject:

Emergency Support Function ( ESF) Covid- 19 Meeting

Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Purpose:

On behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott, we would like for you to join us in this meeting to discuss emergency operations
readiness as it relates to the COVID- 19 pandemic in our area. We would also like all ESFs to be prepared to give a brief
3) minute update on their area. Please see the examples below as to the type of information that needs to be included.

Ex. Transportation - Have the bus schedules changed? How are you maintaining social distancing?
Ex. Communications - How are we preparing for the increased number of work from home employees? Can the current
server handle our needs?

Please keep in mind these are only examples. Your report should give insight into how your department is combating
this issue, and what preparations are being made.
Thanks
LM

Join the meeting: https: Hcall. lifesizecloud. com/ 889786
Passcode:

8979

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: https: Hskype. lifesizecloud. com/ 889786
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

889786#„

8979#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
784

United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 889786#
Passcode:

8979

Additional numbers: https:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 889786 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: https: Hcall. lifesize. com/ otherways/ 889786
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 2: 36 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Wednesday April 15, 2020
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agencies we' ve now done council meetings with Zoom webinar, and are

many

now expanding to

our commis ions so need to get more people familiar with the platform and its features. Examples
welcome;

thanks! Edward

ICMA- CM, PE City

Shikada

Manager

City of
Palo Alto Palo Alto
CA ed.shikada@cityofpaloalto.
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III..... 0 Shout out
to the great ideas being generated for uplifting community morale: In Friona,
TX, 2JI,,9,9,Irp„
J2,iICa ri „ I „ a;is working on showing movies on their grain silos (think drive- in movie). In Jetmore, „
m„ r from
l!their mu: r 11 , I:[.is particng in Friday night cruising where everyone can honk and wave K rllL......
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cars down the main strip. In Flatonia,
TX 2„„
g[g; Vmp !,g„y„ q organized a car parade so folks could say hi to each other. 787

In Georgetown, TX @.Ifgyli ;;)Il oira a iri has started # GTXCares to connect people who make masks with
those who needs masks as well as other tasks and check -ins.

Would love to hear your events or programs so others don' t have to reinvent the wheel!

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA
Georgetown

TX

kdaly@icma. org
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Karen - Here
are two things happening in our community this month. The
we did it on the first night of Passover. O00000ps.) And
my

neighbors -- at

a distance - this

Bennett ICMA- CM, MPP

Camp -in Place-event was a big hit although
I am personally really looking forward to seeing

Friday evening. Martha

City

Manager City
of Lake Oswego Lake
Oswego OR mben

net@lakeoswego. city IV:
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Sent: 0415- 2020 04: 29 PM From: Karen

Daly Subject: Taking
Care of Community Morale Shout out
to the great ideas being generated for uplifting community morale: In Friona,
TX, 2JI,,9,9,iJ2,iIC
rp„
a ri „ I „ a;is working on showing movies on their grain silos (think drive- in movie). In Jetmore, „
m„ r 788
l! mu: 1, I:[, is particng in Friday night cruising where everyone can honk and wave K rllL......
"

from their cars down the main strip.
In Flatonia, TX @5qirqIVmu ! gyq organized a car parade so folks could say hi to each other.
In Georgetown, TX @„IC gy1ii„d;1 Il c„ ir„a firil„ has started # GTXCares to connect people who make masks with
those who needs masks as well as other tasks and check -ins.

ON
Would love to hear your events or programs so others don' t have to reinvent the wheel!

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA
Georgetown

TX
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next

Apr 15, 2020 12: 13 PM

Good Morning,
Considering there will likely be some continuous danger of COVID- 19 for months, has anyone have policies
and/ or procedures they have developed in plans of some or all employees returning to work?
T. Dwight Hanna, IPMA- SCP, CCP, SHRM- SCP, CBP, ADAC
Director of Human Resource Services Department

Richland County Government
2020 Hampton Street, Suite 3058
Columbia, SC 29204
Email: hannad@rcgov. us
Phone: 803. 576. 2111
Fax: 803. 576. 2119

Employers and business leaders need people who can think for themselves - who can take initiative and
be the solution to problems."
Stephen Covet/

789
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Abidemi Adebamiwa
Student

Northwestern

University

Evanston IL
abidemiadebamiwa2017@u.

northwestern. edu
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 14- 2020 02: 15 PM

From: Karen Daly
Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools
Has anyone come across good data/guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming
Pools?

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA
Georgetown

TX

previous

too

790

next

Apr 15, 2020 10: 30 AM
3obeirm
Hi, Karen.

I' m in Scarsdale, NY, which is a NYC suburb. Our local experience may not be representative of
communities in regions not as heavily impacted by COVID- 19.
That written, we' ve received guidance from our public health officials that our otherwise planned public pool
opening on Memorial Day weekend is not a realistic target at this time; no other pool guidance has been
offered. In response, we' re moving our prospective opening date to late June -- a tentative target, at best.
Additionally, we' re taking a hard look at the fiscal implications of continuing to move in the direction of
opening, i. e., at what point does preparing to open become an excessive financial exposure given the risk
of not opening at all, particularly given the broader economic backdrop of declining revenues and our
having already implemented a variety of spending controls. It' s a difficult balancing act, of course. Our pool
complex is the crown jewel of our park system, so we' re hopeful that the community will be able -- and
ready -- to enjoy it this year.
In any case, we anticipate additional pool facility guidance once health officials transition their focus from
disease treatment and control to phasing [ new] normalcy back into our communities. It' s likely for us,
however, that such guidance will not be at the top of the public health to- do list once they head in the

direction of supporting communities in their efforts to help individuals, families, and businesses to
reintegrate into a functioning society -- no small task given the profoundly negative experiences many have
been exposed to and will continue to struggle with.

Helping our communities to change gears from " Stay Home, Save Lives" to a post- COVID paradigm will be
an historic challenge for the profession, one characterized by potentially severe economic stress in some
communities, profound personal impact to families and businesses, and unfortunately, political
weaponization of human experience. There are many forces working to pull communities apart and we will
need to be at the top of our game, demonstrating the value and capability of professional city management
in helping our communities to navigate such difficult and stressful circumstances.

Robert Cole

Deputy Village Manager
Village of Scarsdale
Millwood NY
rcole@scarsdale. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 14- 2020 02: 15 PM

From: Karen Daly
Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools
Has anyone come across good data/ guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming
Pools?

Karen Daly
791

Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA

Georgetown

TX

kd a11.7.@..!
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Apr 15, 2020 1: 57 PM

Hello Karen,

We have not seen a directive from the Governor or Arkansas Department of Health, however my son owns
a pool service company. He has received word from the ADH that they would not be permitting any
commercial pools this summer. We are waiting to see if that comes as an official directive. They have
declined his permit requests and stated that previous permits were being rescinded.

Bill Burrough

City Manager
City of Hot Springs
Hot Springs National Park AR
bburrough@cityhs. net
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Message:

Sent: 04- 14- 2020 02: 15 PM

From: Karen Daly
Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools
Has anyone come across good data/ guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming
pools?

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA

Georgetown TX

kd a11.7.@..!
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Maybe another questions is anyone looking to close their pools for this season?

If so, what has been your

city/ county rational?

Kevin Pokorny
Director of Administrative Services

City of La Vista
LA Vista NE

kpokorny@cityoflavista.

org
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 14- 2020 02: 15 PM

From: Karen Daly
Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools
Has anyone come across good data/ guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming
pools?

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA
Georgetown

TX
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Apr 15, 2020 3: 26 PM
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This is from Philip Cushman:
I just finished day two as the City Manager for Huachuca City Arizona and this very issue came up on day
Let' s assume that you want to open 1 June. There are people to hire, lifeguards to train, facilities to

one.

793

be reopened, maintenance and repairs to be performed, and health and safety inspections. Backward
planning from 1 June will quickly show that there are things that you need to do immediately or you will not
open in time. For example, life guards need to be hired by a fair process, they need to be trained, certified,
and familiarized with their swimming pool. This can take a few weeks.

Keeping this in mind, I directed Parks and Rec to start the process to get the pool open with the
understanding

that our summer hires could be released if the pool does not open.

My logic behind this

guidance is that it is easier to turn something off, then to turn it on last minute. If you wait until the " all
clear" signal is sent out for COVID social distancing, you will not meet the timelines for your pool to be
open.

If social distancing is still in vogue, than I think that it can be done by limiting the number of people in the

pool at one time. Although chlorine kills a lot of bad stuff, the same rules of staying home if you are sick
should still apply. Also, you can keep it closed until the outside temperature is well above 80F for outdoor
pools.

In conclusion, my approach is not for everyone as I am more acceptable to risk than my peers. My
reasoning is that we are going to have to learn how to live with COVID and still provide government
services and figure out how to get on with our lives. We cannot stay closed for ever and we need to
experiment in this new situation.

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA

Georgetown

TX

kdaly@icma. org
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 14- 2020 02: 15 PM

From: Karen Daly
Subject: Opening of Swimming Pools
Has anyone come across good data/guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming
pools?

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA

Georgetown

TX
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Apr 15, 2020 11: 16 AM
yyer:Lori Davis
John,

Thank you for this posting and your insight to what St. Lucie County is doing. Whether we are
recovering from a tornado, hurricane, virus, or terrorist attack there are several commonalities.

Your

organizational chart is a great idea and could be incorporated into any emergency management
planning. What we have seen in this disaster and previous ones near our state is that the lack of a plan
within local government is the secondary disaster. While none of us could have predicted this pandemic,
we are all certain that disasters of some sort will continue to happen.

As local government leaders we owe it to our communities to build relationships and create plans with
emergency management

officials and to have a collapsible/ expandable framework for response.

This

planning will allow us to have a base plan that can be activated no matter what the case is that we may
face.

Weston Davis MPA
EMS Director

City of El Campo
El Campo TX
wdavis@cityofelcampo. org
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 14- 2020 11: 02 AM
From: John Titkanich

Subject: Group Intro ... what' s St. Lucie County, Florida currently doing
While nearly all communities

are still monitoring and waiting for the curve to flatten nationally and within

their respective communities, most of the conversations I' ve had with colleagues in terms of recovery
planning and operations is that disaster recovery plans are largely focused on natural and or man- made
disasters. I' ve been researching and have yet to find much resources on recovery planning/ operations
considerations for a viral pandemic.
Former Governor Terry McAuliffe and retired -General Stanley McChyrstal teamed up and authored an
article, "

How to win the fight against a virus that knows no

boundaries."

WWW. cnn. cormr

0201041091opinionsl..

I encourage you to read the article, but would like to share one paragraph, " Today' s front line is made up of
795

doctors, nurses, and first responders all putting their lives at risk to treat and save Americans. Government
leaders must never forget that their job is not to tell these men and women how to do their jobs. Instead,
we] must enable the front line to be as effective as possible. Leaders set the tone for the fight; they don' t
fight themselves. They must provide a consistent, honest, and hopeful message. [ Local government

managers] across the country need to pick up the phone and work together to break down our artificial
silos, learn from each other, share best practices, offer resources, understand what's working and
what isn' t [emphasis added], and coordinate our messaging. All of this is done to support those on the
front -lines -- our structural challenges cannot stand in the way." NOTE: I' ve substituted " Governors and
mayors" with with " we" and " local government

managers" as it relates to council manager government form

of governments.
Ideally. through this ICMA Connect Group we' ll be able to support one another and learn from each other in
sharing best practices, what's working and what isn' t, as well as what others are doing as we undertake
recovery planning to be ready to help our communities recover from this viral pandemic.
Here at St. Lucie County, Florida we' ve held our Recovery Team Planning Kickoff meeting and assigned
Recovery Support Function ( RSF) Team Leads and established which RSF' s will be activated ( fully or
partially).
At this time are planning to activate RSF- 1 ( Community Coordination and Capacity Building),
RSF- 2 ( Economic Recovery), RSF- 3 ( Health, Social Services & Education), RSF-4 ( Housing) and RSF- 6
Natural and Cultural Resources).
Attached you will find our COVID- 19 Incident Recovery Support Org.
Chart.

Each RSF Lead/ Team is tasked with developing an incident specific recovery plan with the following
structure, of which the Recovery Project Director and EM Planner ( and others as may be necessary) will
assist as warranted:

Overview of RSF and primary purpose ( mission clarity and validation)
Immediate and Mid -Term Goals ( these should be ranked/ ordered in terms of recovery priorities)
Anticipated or known impacts, needs or issues that will require a recovery response
Actionable solutions for each identified impact, need or issue ( and consistent with goals)
List of capabilities, capacity and resources necessary to support executing recovery operations
Identification of gaps or shortages in resources
Implementation plan to deploy and activate recovery operations
The above mirror and or are closely aligned to the SLC Disaster Recover Plan, we see this incident specific
plan consistent with and incorporated as a future appendix to the Disaster Recovery Plan.
Would love to hear what other communities are doing and what insights you can offer?

John Titkanich AICP, ICMA- CM
Innovation and Performance Division Director

St. Lucie County, Florida
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iioirst Mark

We

are practicing some of the same here in Lakes County, Detroit Lakes, MN (Becker County).We are actively
installing "sneeze guards"at our reception desk as well as ordered sanitation stations for the entrances
and centralized areas.A policy is cur ently being developed to explore a robust work from home arrangement.
We are also encouraging ( Telework Meetings -Microsoft Teams).Hope
this helps. Michael

Brethorst County

Administrator County
of Becker Detroit
Lakes MN mike.
brethorst@co. becker. mn.us V:
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Message: Sent:
04- 12- 2020 08:51 PM From:
Mark

Abeles- Allison Subject:

Office

Preparations for Return and Transitions Back Good

Evening: Two
questions: 1.
We are starting to think about our office environments in the future as Stay at Home orders are lifted and employees
and the public return to our facilities. I
saw a lot of plexiglas at polling places, is this something you are considering for your more heavily trafficked
you considering any office reconfigurations, moving desks further from
reception staff?
Will
you instruct staff to wear PPE in the office? Are
office reception areas?Are

there other safety precautions for staff and the public you are considering? 2.
As Stay at Home orders are lifted do you have a philosophy regarding remote office worker return?A.
At least one person to be physically present in each office?B.
Consideration for

at -risk employees? C.

Timeline you are considering? D.
Other? 797

Thank you very much!

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn
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Apr 15, 2020 3: 00 PM

Abby Oweiris,
Jason -

would you be able to share more informaiton on your Temperature Screening? Is this done at one
Or, is there one person per group responsible for conducting the screening? We are looking at
implementing temperature screenings in Public Works, but with over 300 employees, determining the best
way to conduct these is a bit of a challenge.
location?

Thank you!

Abby Owens MPA
Public Works Strategic Planning &
City of Plano

Compliance

Manager

Plano TX
abbyo@plano.

gov
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Original

Message:

Sent: 04- 14- 2020 07: 43 PM
From: Jason Yarborough
Subject: Office Preparations for Return and Transitions Back
Mark,

Regarding your questions

1) We have installed temporary plexiglass at our service counters which may become permanent. Although
that issue has been overcome by events since we shut down city hall and other city buildings to public
access. However, we are still servicing the public digitally and through our utility billing drive- thru window
which has seen a tripling in use by customers.

Building permits and planning zoning plans &

applications

now are deposited at the drive- thru. We have installed sanitization gel stations at every service counter and
elevator door. In addition, we have installed hand wash stations at major employee entrances.
798

2) We have instituted temporary work from home policy for those positions that were feasible. Until there is
a vaccine or those who are immune can be identified, we are discussing and evaluating what our remote
work policy should be after the first wave of this pandemic in our area. We don' t have an answer yet.

Also, we are discussing and considering the following measures regarding reopening operations:
A gradual scale back of the current social distancing and teleworking
When possible, have electronic as opposed to face to face meetings ( We are using MS Teams)
Have employees < 65 years of age who have no underlying health conditions return first
Continue social distancing ( We are currently doing split shifts for field opertions in Public Works and
Utilities to minimize grouping)
Allow or encourage face covering ( masks), especially for those working with the public

Child care will continue to be an issue, be flexible with employees with young children ( I think that
this is covered well under the E- FMLA)

Return to work for anyone who has tested positive should require the following 3 components
No fever for 72 hours without the use of fever -reducing medicines
Other symptoms are improving ( for example, a cough)
o
o
o

Minimum of 7 days since symptoms first appeared

Temperature screening
o

o

Recommend color -coded wristbands to indicate screening. Rotate the color so that it is clear
that the screening has been done each day.
Recommend a single point of entrance where possible. For example: Use the side door of
City Hall for all employees, set up a tent outside the building for screening. Employees would
be screened from a distance with questions and sent home if any symptoms are reported. If
no symptoms, the temperature is taken and the wristband is issued.

o

Employees who report to the department without wristband are immediately sent for
screening.

o

Train and assign staff whose regular work is disrupted such as the lifeguards to the

screening locations
Continued cleaning of all facilities with special attention to high frequency touched surfaces in
buildings and vehicles

Jason Yarborough

ICMA- CM

Assistant City Manager
City of North Port
North Port FL
c.o.n::!
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Westori Davis,
799

Our city has already had an open Wi- Fi " channel" for all city buildings. IT has secure and an open
connection for each city building. These open connections allow citizens to get free Wi- Fi if they are in
proximity to the building. This can be an option where people living near the city building or drive up in their
cars could get access.

Weston Davis MPA
EMS Director

City of El Campo
El Campo TX
wdavis@cityofelcampo.

org

F

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 13- 2020 11: 00 AM
From: Shannon

Flanagan - Watson

Subject: Temporary Wi- Fi Hot Spots
Thank you!

Shannon Flanagan - Watson ICMA- CM, MPA

Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington VA
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Andrew

Sent:

Mellon <

Thursday, April 16, 2020 12: 10 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

REMINDER: Complete Your PPP ( Paycheck Protection Program) Application Today

amellon@allfisolutions. com>

11
Hi Michael,

Don' t wait! Get COVID- 19 relief capital.
The funds for the SBA Paycheck

Protection

Program ( PPP)

have been released

and

we can help you secure them. Response times have been delayed as lenders are

flooded with loan application. Save time and become eligible when you apply with us:

To ensure your application has the best chance of success, please complete your
application today. Don' t miss out on these funds. — our application only takes a few
minutes to complete.

Best Regards,

6 ': '
649- 9566

www. AllfiSolutions.

com

801
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From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 9: 40 PM
Howell, Wendy'; lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton;
Gray, Russell; ggaines305@aol. com; Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
McCoy, Michael
RE: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: '

Cc:
Subject:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Very good. THank you. Great leadership

The attorneys and staff at Watson Spence LLP are presently working staggered schedules and
remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- igand
will continue to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call ( 229) 317- 2458
and leave a message because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes
r' mail are also continuing to be processed.

CHRISTOPHER

S. COHILAS

PARTNER
Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: ( 229) 317- 2564
ccohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 59 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

com>;

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson,

ga. us>; Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; ggaines305@aol. com; Gaines, Gloria

GGaines@dougherty. ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Commissioners:

Pm sending this email on behalf of Mr. McCoy...

Commissioners: As we continue to get through this pandemic, I felt the need to share a few words of
encouragement and appreciation to our county employees. Below is what I shared today...

Team —

I hope this email finds you well.

Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude
and appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have
been many disruptions in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to
teleworking and completely understand the importance of social distancing as we move through this
COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still required to physically come in, I know that none
of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty- four ( 24) team members who have
tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in constant prayer for
everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.

As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this
point, it' s unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves
needing assistance navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith.
Our need may also lead us to seek help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant
loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each
us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:

1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.

My feelings are real.

4.

1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.

9.

These challenging times WILL come to an end.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing
for our organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning
stronger, wiser and better.

Be safe and stay healthy.

Sincerely,

County Administrator

Public

Information

Officer
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From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Monday, April 6, 2020 9: 34 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 6. 20

Good evening, happy Monday, and happy first day of National Public Health Week!
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation for
data, articles/ media, or any other reason ( but don' t want to dig through old emails) you can find them in the archives.
Washington.

D. C.

The CDC is now urging all Americans to wear a face covering ( ideally a non -medical mask or scarf covering their
mouth and nose) when they leave their homes. They have published a Q& A aae for cloth face coverings and
have updated the prevention page to include guidance on the use of cloth face coverings as a means to mitigate
spread of COVID- 19.

The FDA held a webinar with device manufacturers and industry partners to discuss its guidance on enforcement
policy for PPE during COVID- 19. Recording and transcript of the webinar can be found here.
HHS announced upcoming action by the CDC to provide $ 186 million in funding for resources to state and local
jurisdictions in support of the COVID- 19 response.
HHS also repp rted its planned purchase of the ID NOW COVID- 19 rapid point -of -care test, developed by Abbott
Diagnostics Scarborough Inc. The ID NOW test, which provides results in under 13 minutes, will be distributed to
public health labs in every state and territory.
CMS released a video providing answers to common questions about the Medicare telehealth services benefit.
CMS approved a number of additional state waivers to address the COVID- 19 pandemic, including Section 1135
Medicaid waivers, Appendix K waivers for programs that care for elderly, and blanket waivers that permit
Medicare - enrolled Ambulatory Surgical Centers ( ASCs) to temporarily enroll as hospitals.
HUD has allocated $

million in Indian Housing Block Grants to American Indian Tribes across the country to

aid their response to COVID- 19.

CDC' s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report includes an article highlighting the impact of COVID- 19 in children.
The preliminary description of pediatric U. S. COVID- 19 cases shows that relatively few children with COVID- 19
are hospitalized, and fewer children than adults experience fever, cough, or shortness of breath. Severe

outcomes have been reported in children, including three deaths.
The CDC released 22dated COVID- 19 guidance for transit maintenance workers.
o

The CDC also updated its collection of webinars providing COVID- 19 training for healthcare
professionals.

Education Secretary Betsy DeVos authorized new funding flexibilities that allow schools to repurpose existing
education funds for technology infrastructure and teacher training on distance learning.
Remarks by President Trump, Vice President Pence, and other members of the COVID- 19 Task Force from
yesterday' s White House press briefing are available here.
Members of Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. House Dems are
expected to take the lead on a fourth package, and Speaker Pelosi has indicated that the infrastructure
framework from January will be the starting point of whatever bill they introduce. Today, she added that the
next government aid package could top $ 1 trillion. For a more thorough update on the legislative landscape,
please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already receive that update and
would like to subscribe, please email 2fuller2c aBroup, com.

No new members of Congress have tested positive for COVID- 19. Reps. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe

Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( RKY) remain the only members to test positive ( or be presumptive positive) at this point. Eight other members are
in self -quarantine and 29 have completed a self -quarantine.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 330, 891
d":. IIIose cointact": 6, 332 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before
reporting. o
On
Saturday and Sunday, the numbers in COVID- 19:U. S. at a Glance and the figure describing the

cumulative totel number of COVID- 19 cases in the U.S. wil be updated. These numbers are preliminary

and have not been confirmed by state and territorial health departments. CDC will update weekend
numbers the following Monday to reflect health department updates. o
The

CDC is reporting 8,
910 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID- 19. Wisconsin

Gov.Tony Evers signed an emergency declaration postponing the state' s el ction until June 91h. Her order
was blocked within hours by the Wisconsin Supreme Court.Earlier, the U.S. Supreme Court had ruled that Wisconsin
would not be allowed to extend the deadline for absentee voting.o
Fifteen

other states and one territory have previously postponed their election days: Alaska, Connecticut,
Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, West Virginia, Wyoming, and Puerto Rico. You can track the full primary calendar
here. As

stay- at-home orders have spread across the U.S.,checkpoints have appeared along some state lines. Governors
in

Rhode Island, Texas, and

Florida have ordered some drivers coming from out of state to be stopped

at the border and reminded of the quarantine requirement, though

no state has blocked drivers from passing

through on their way to their final destination. New
York' s death toll has started to plateau, but nearly 600 people still died in the last 24 hours. Gov. Andrew Cuomo
is cautiously optimistic that the state might have seen the worst of the pandemic. In

all, 4, 758 people have

died from COVID- 19 so far in New York, making up nearly half of the nation' s total. Experts
have warned that other states are on pace to have epidemics as serious as that in New York. These charts
show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time. Nine

states still do not have state-wide stay at home orders in place: North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa,
Wyoming, Utah, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. The Mayors of some cities in Wyoming, Utah, and Oklahoma have
issued orders to keep their residents inside,but the governors of those states have not announced blanket executive
orders.o
This

resource from Bloomberg Law is a dat base of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to the
COVID- 19

This

response. o

series of mashows how

states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tracker, created and

maintained by

Multistate Associates, has an up-to-date list of executive orders and various travel restrictions. o
Finally,
this

There

site offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing through may and can be broken down
by state. Military/ Defense

are

now 1,435 confirmed COVID- 19 cases among service members, up from 978 on Friday. The military' s infection rate
is 683-per- million, compared to the general U.S.
rate of 932-per-million. The Army
has halted the shipment of new recruits to basic combat training. The pause will not affect those already at
basic training locations, where drill sergeants continue to practice social distancing and medical screening of
recruits. Commandant of
the

Marine Corps Gen. David Berger

said Marines "must continue

to train"amid the

coronavirus pandemic.

Marine Corps recruiting efforts have gone virtual, but Gen. Berger has left COVID- 19 decisions to
local commanders.

TSA has implemented changes in its cybersecurity policy for employees working from home, including allowing
employees to use their own keyboard and mouse.

Across DHS, IT officials are rushing to increase the capacity of its virtual private networks in an effort to

o

avoid system - wide crashes.

Parachute riggers at Joint Base Lewis- McChord, Washington, plan to sew 1, 000 surgical masks per week. The
sewing machines, typically used to repair parachutes, have been repurposed to produce masks for COVID- 19
patients.

International

Affairs

After being admitted to the hospital for tests, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is now in intensive care being
treated for COVID- 19. He was taken to a hospital in London this weekend with a temperature and persistent
symptoms and has asked the foreign secretary,

Dominic Raab, to stand in for him if necessary.

Iran will lift a nationwide business shutdown and the majority of the work force will return to work by Saturday.
The return to business as usual this week covers all provinces except Tehran, the capital, which will follow suit a
week later. As of this evening, Iran has reported 60, 500 confirmed

cases of COVID- 19 and 3, 739 deaths, but

health experts speculate the true numbers are likely several times higher.
France reported 833 deaths in 24 hours, its highest daily total since the beginning of the outbreak.
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe responded to the country' s rapid increase in cases by announcing that he
will declare a state of emergency

in seven prefectures

that include the country' s largest population

centers. Abe

also said there would be an economic stimulus package worth nearly $ 1 trillion. The government will suspend
240 billion in tax and social security payments and pay about $ 55 billion to households whose incomes have
been affected by COVID- 19.
In Germany, Chancellor Angela Merkel reiterated that schools and shops will remain closed and social distancing

measures will stay in place until at least April 191n
Israeli Jews will spend the first night of Passover under curfew, according to Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu. Even though Passover begins on Wednesday night, the curfew will start at 7 pm on Tuesday, when
travel between cities will be temporarily banned and residents of certain parts of Jerusalem will be confined to
their neighborhoods.

Global Cases:

1, 210, 956

Total Deaths:

67, 594

Lifestyle and Economy

Inovio Pharmaceuticals said today that it will begin a small safety test of a potential coronavirus vaccine in adults
in Philadelphia and Kansas City, Missouri. Its product is the second vaccine candidate to begin early human trials
in the

U. S.

As some countries seem to be hitting their peak infection rates, investors are taking it as a sign that it' s a good
time to buy. The S& P 500, which had an unsteady week last week, jumped up about 7 percent today.
Educators say that a subset of students and their parents have dropped out of touch with schools completely —
unavailable by phone, email or any other form of communication, as families struggle with the broader
economic and health impacts of the coronavirus outbreak.

Domestic abuse is increasing around the world because of lockdowns. The United Nations is calling for urgent
action to combat the worldwide surge in domestic violence with Secretary General Antonio Guterres tweeting,
I urge all governments to put women' s safety first as they respond to the pandemic."
o
In Lebanon and Malaysia, the number of calls to domestic violence help lines was double that of the
same month last year, while in China, they are three times higher.
In addition to lung damage, many COVID- 19 patients are also developing heart problems, according to doctors.
The American Public Health Association ( APHA) and the National Academy of Medicine is hosting a series of
webinars to explore the state of the science surrounding the current outbreak of COVID- 19 in the U. S. and
globally, with a focus on the emerging evidence on how to best mitigate its impact. The transcripts of webinars 1
and 2 are available here, as well as a link to webinar 3 on April 9t" at 12: 30 pm.
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 7)
Last week' s CDC " COVIDView."

a weekly surveillance summary of U. S. COVID- 19 activity.

SARS- CoV- 2 Vaccines: Status Report ( published today)
The COVID- 19 Pandemic in the USA Clinical Update ( published today in JAMA)
Developing

Covid- 19 Vaccines

at Pandemic

Speed

Projecting hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the United States
Scientists probe how coronavirus might travel through the air

Listen to Dr. Tony Fauci on yesterday' s episode of The Daily
Resolve to Save Lives virtual media briefing with Dr. Tom Frieden ( former CDC Director and NYC Health
Commissioner)

Prevent Epidemics has published practical tips for personal anti -virus infection control.
Strategies from hospitals on the front lines of the COVID- 19 fight

A look at the answer to the question, " why stay isolated for two weeks after possible exposure?"
Ten Weeks to Crush the Curve

Other tracking data here.
Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)
Why the Coronavirus

Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins°

please take social distancing

U, S, Hospitals

Face

Maior

Challenges

seriously

to save lives)

as Coronavirus

Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

safe.

Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),

Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (

USTR)

Statistics
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information, visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus 2019 website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup.

com

@cgagroup

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:

Desk

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 8: 02 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

April 6, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I `, lAo, oii.
g/coii ou i vi u u Source:

The
Counties

New York Times data, as of April 5,
2020. Note:
in the legend are ordered by number of cases, most to least. COVID-

19 tightens its grip on the 10 most populous counties The
top 10 most populous counties in the U.S. represent over 47 mil ion residents. In
the

number of cases in these 10 counties has nearly doubled, growing

March 30

to 92, 355 on April 5.While

the

volume of

cases across

these

the past week,

from 49,148 cases on
large

counties

varies, together,

they hold nearly one third (29 percent) of the 316, 281 cases nationwide. County leaders 27

in these counties and beyond are working around the clock to stop the spread of COVID- 19 and
ensure that county medical facilities can handle the increasing volume of patients.

As of April 5, 316, 281 confirmed cases of COVI D- 19 have been reported in county jurisdictions
across 50 states and the District of Columbia.

NACo' s County Explorer tracks reported cases in

each county from February 1StoApril S.

Upcoming Webinar I Caring for the Aging Population During COVID- 19:
Resources for County Leaders

28

County governments play a critical role serving elderly Americans in partnership with local
area agencies on aging. As this already vulnerable population faces heightened risk for
serious health complications due to COVID- 19, county leaders are providing older Americans
with key supports while keeping them safe from exposure to the virus.
Join NACo and the National Association of Area Agencies on Aging ( n4a) for a webinar
detailing best practices for county officials to safely and effectively serve our elderly
residents during the coronavirus pandemic.

FEDERAL POLICY NEWS & RESOURCES
NACo sends letter to the U. S. Department of Treasury on
rethinking the State Stabilization Fund
Last week, NACo sent a letter to the U. S. Department

of Treasury Secretary

Steven Mnuchin to request clarification on the Coronavirus Relief Fund,

outlined in the CARES Act ( P. L. 116- 136). The letter seeks to clarify
congressional
perspective

intent regarding eligibility for the fund, and offer the county

and interpretation

of the law.

CMS releases guidance on Medicaid FMAP increases in the
Families

First Coronavirus

Response

Act

On March 18, 2020, the President signed into law H. R. 6021, the Families First
Coronavirus Response Act ( FFCRA) ( Pub. L. 116- 127). Section 6008 of the

FFCRA provides a temporary 6. 2 percentage point increase to each qualifying
state and territory' s Federal Medical Assistance Percentage ( FMAP). The
Centers for Medicare

and Medicaid

Services ( CMS) released

an FAQ that

provides guidance on eligibility and implementation of this provision.
1i cello

29

U. S. Department of Labor publishes guidance on pandemic
unemployment assistance

Yesterday, the U. S. Department of Labor announced the publication of
Unemployment Insurance Program Letter that will provide guidance to states
for implementation of the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance ( PUA)

program. Under PUA, individuals who do not qualify for regular unemployment

compensation and are unable to continue working as a result of COVID- 19,
such as self- employed workers, independent

contractors,

eligible for PUA benefits. This provision is contained

and gig workers, are

in Section 2102 of the

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act ( CARES) Act enacted on
March
WOU11110

27, 2020.
am

U. S. Department of Transportation releases guidance on
CARES Act grants for airports and public transportation
Last week, the U. S. Department of Transportation

released guidance on

funding disbursements through the Federal Transit Administration ( FTA) and
the Federal Aviation Administration ( FAA). The CARES act provided $ 25 billion
in formula funds for public transportation

and $ 10 billion in funds to eligible

U. S. airports affected by the prevention of, preparation for and response to the
COVID- 19 pandemic.

30

HOW COUNTIES ARE RESPONDING

31

Henrico County, Va. eases penalties and interest on late tax
payments
Henrico County, Va. reduced penalties and interest on late payments of 2020
personal property taxes, machinery and tools taxes and real estate taxes to

zero percent from June 5 to August 5, and extended the time for payment of
vehicle license taxes to August 5. The county also reduced penalties and
interest for late remittances of food and beverage taxes and transient

occupancy taxes to zero percent between March 17 and August 20.

Gallatin County, Mont. keeps jail population down with
fewer arrests
Gallatin County, Mont. has asked its local law enforcement

officials to cite -and -

release individuals for nonviolent misdemeanors to prevent the entrance of

COVID- 19 into the jails and minimize the jail population. Nearby Missoula
County, Mont. has also decided not to accept people into the jail who have
been

charged

with a misdemeanor.

NACo PARTNER RESOURCES

32

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

LJ ---- ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 59 PM
Chris Cohilas; lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray,
Russell; ggaines305@aol. com; Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Commissioners: Pm sending this email on behalf of Mr. McCoy...

Commissioners: As we continue to get through this pandemic, I felt the need to share a few words of
encouragement and appreciation to our county employees. Below is what I shared today ...

Team —

I hope this email finds you well.

Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere
gratitude and appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we
serve. There have been many disruptions in the way we approach work and life. It appears that
all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand the importance of social
distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have
approximately twenty- four ( 24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus.
Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety,
and health.

Also, we mourn.

As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick.
At this point, it' s unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may
find ourselves needing assistance navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us
will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek help from a mental health professional
EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a mental, physical
and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and
emotional

health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
34

1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.

My feelings are real.

4.

1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.

9.

These challenging times WILL come to an end.

to take a break from the news cycle.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that
you' re doing for our organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward
to us returning stronger, wiser and better.

Be safe and stay healthy.

Sincerely,
I

iichaellI

cCoy

County Administrator

eirn y Howell
Public Information

Officer
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 37 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy; Spencer Lee

Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

Attachments:

2020- 04- 06- Map. pdf

19 Dashboard

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 19 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Dashboard

Good evening.
Today was a steady day and we continue to provide outstanding care to the more than 160 patients in our facilities that
are COVID- 19 positive or PUI' s.

The attached map was sent out from the Georgia Department of Public Health and speaks volumes to the spread of this
virus in SWGA and how deadly it has been. Again, we believe we are out in front of others and as time goes on other
communities will see increases in positive patients. I pray that I am wrong.
We continue to work on standing up Phoebe North, onboarding additional staff to provide needed relief and to keep the
morale of our teams high.

The community

response and outreach continues to inspire.

When things slow down we will

have a long list of folks to thank for their support. You are certainly among those.
Together

Peace...

s

•

We Rise!

Scott

n . • ,. * ,.

r• • ! •

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 33 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sounds great. Please share with the Board.

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 26 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Yes, I knew it would. People are appreciative of things like this, especially in times like this.
It wouldn' t be a bad idea to share with the board. Do you want me to share it with them on your behalf? I could preface
with something

like ...

Commissioners: As we continue to get through this pandemic, 1 felt the need to share a few words of encouragement
and appreciation to our county employees. Below is what 1 shared today ...

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 17 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
I' m glad it has been received in the spirit in which I sent it. Do you think I should share with the Board?

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Another

nice

response ...

From: " Carruthers,

Vontressa" <

VCarruthers@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 11 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

That was very thoughtful of Mr. McCoy and much appreciated. Thanks and stay safe!

Vontressa
Court

Carruthers

Case Coordinator
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Superior Court
Phone:

229. 302. 3662

Fax:

229. 878. 3153

225 Pine Avenue, Suite 216, Albany, Georgia 31701

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Email: vcarruthers@dougherty.

ga. us

PLEASE NOTE: Georgia has a very broad public/ open records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ea. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48: 52 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS< DC- AIICountyUsers@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty- four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

4.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.
My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.

3.

43

These challenging times WILL come to an end.
Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
Sincerely,
I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

Cindy I se

elill

Public Information

Officer
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 26 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yes, I knew it would. People are appreciative of things like this, especially in times like this.
It wouldn' t be a bad idea to share with the board. Do you want me to share it with them on your behalf? I could preface
with something like ...
Commissioners: As we continue to get through this pandemic, 1 felt the need to share a few words of encouragement
and appreciation to our county employees. Below is what 1 shared today ...

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 17 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
I' m glad it has been received in the spirit in which I sent it. Do you think I should share with the Board?

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Another

nice response ...

From: " Carruthers,

Vontressa" <

VCarruthers@dougherty.

ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 11 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

That was very thoughtful of Mr. McCoy and much appreciated. Thanks and stay safe!

Vontressa
Court

Case

Carruthers
Coordinator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Superior Court
Phone:

229. 302. 3662

Fax: 229. 878. 3153

225 Pine Avenue, Suite 216, Albany, Georgia 31701

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Email: vcarruthers@dougherty. ga. us
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PLEASE NOTE: Georgia has a very broad public/ open records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications

may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48: 52 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS< DC- AIICountyUsers@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty-four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty ( 50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

4.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.
My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.

9.

These challenging

3.

times WILL come to an end.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
Sincerely,
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Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer
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TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 19 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Dashboard
2020- 04- 06- Map. pdf

Attachments:

recipients

Good evening.
Today was a steady day and we continue to provide outstanding care to the more than 160 patients in our facilities that
are COVID- 19 positive or PUI' s.

The attached map was sent out from the Georgia Department of Public Health and speaks volumes to the spread of this
virus in SWGA and how deadly it has been. Again, we believe we are out in front of others and as time goes on other
communities will see increases in positive patients. I pray that I am wrong.
We continue to work on standing up Phoebe North, onboarding additional staff to provide needed relief and to keep the
morale of our teams high. The community response and outreach continues to inspire. When things slow down we will
have a long list of folks to thank for their support. You are certainly among those.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. iphoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 17 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

I' m glad it has been received in the spirit in which I sent it. Do you think I should share with the Board?

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Another

nice

response ...

From: " Carruthers,

Vontressa" <

VCarruthers@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 11 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

That was very thoughtful of Mr. McCoy and much appreciated. Thanks and stay safe!

Vontressa
Court

Carruthers

Case Coordinator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Superior Court
Phone:

229. 302. 3662

Fax: 229. 878. 3153

225 Pine Avenue, Suite 216, Albany, Georgia 31701

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Email: vcarruthers@dougherty. ga. us

PLEASE NOTE: Georgia has a very broad public/ open records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications

may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ea. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48: 52 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS<

DC- AIICountyUsers@doueherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:

51

Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty-four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
Sincerely,
I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

Cindy IHo

elill

Public Information

Officer
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 15 PM
Gray, Russell
RE: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

That too!

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 14 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)
Yes! And courtrooms you can actually hear in.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 6, 2020, at 6: 12 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoviSdougherty,- a, us> wrote:

I' d love to. We need a more energy efficient courthouse.

From: Gray, Russell < RGra r@douherty,ea, us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 10 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCo iSdou herty. a. us>
Subject: Re: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)
Given the Covid saturation, can we declare the courthouse a biohazard superfund site and tear it down
and replace it?

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 6, 2020, at 6: 07 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCo @dougherty. a. us> wrote:

Commissioners —

I made an emergency approval to replace the main water line to the

Judicial Building using SPLOST VII funds in the amount of $80, 700 ( MetroPower
Plumbing).

This will need to be ratified at the April 131h meeting. The line has been

repaired four times ( 5/ 2016-$ 6020. 21, 12/ 2016-$ 708, 7/ 2019-$ 8, 032. 25, 3/ 20208, 860. 26) since 2016 for a total expense of $23, 670. 72.

The line has deteriorated so much that the contractor has not been able to completely
stop the most recent leak. It is currently on the brink of failure now. The removal and
replacement

of the sidewalk above the line is included in this quote.

Thanks,
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Thanks.

Scott

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator
image001 Jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 14 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yes! And courtrooms you can actually hear in.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 6, 2020, at 6: 12 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

I' d love to. We need a more energy efficient courthouse.
From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 10 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)
Given the Covid saturation, can we declare the courthouse a biohazard superfund site and tear it down
and replace it?

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 6, 2020, at 6: 07 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoK@dougherty. a. us> wrote:

Commissioners —

I made an emergency approval to replace the main water line to the

Judicial Building using SPLOST VII funds in the amount of $80, 700 ( MetroPower
Plumbing).

This will need to be ratified at the April 131h meeting. The line has been

repaired four times ( 5/ 2016-$ 6020. 21, 12/ 2016-$ 708, 7/ 2019-$ 8, 032. 25, 3/ 20208, 860. 26) since 2016 for a total expense of $23, 670. 72.

The line has deteriorated so much that the contractor has not been able to completely
stop the most recent leak. It is currently on the brink of failure now. The removal and
replacement

of the sidewalk above the line is included in this quote.

Thanks,
Scott

I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 13 PM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Another

nice response ...

From: " Carruthers, Vontressa" <

VCarruthers@dougherty.

ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 11 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

That was very thoughtful of Mr. McCoy and much appreciated. Thanks and stay safe!

Vontressa
Court

Carruthers

Case Coordinator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Superior Court
Phone:

229. 302. 3662

Fax: 229. 878. 3153

225 Pine Avenue, Suite 216, Albany, Georgia 31701

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Email: vcarruthers@dougherty. ga. us
PLEASE NOTE: Georgia has a very broad public/ open records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48: 52 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS < DC- AIICountyUsers@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
58

required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty- four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.

As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

4.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.
My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

3.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
Sincerely,
I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

Cindy IHo
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 13 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thank you Wedny.

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Mike —

Please see email below and may it give you some inspiration. I appreciate you and all you do and others clearly
do as well. Thank you for everything.

From: " Garcia,

Donna" <

DGarcia@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 01 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

Wendy,

If I can call you Wendy. From me and my family, thank you and Mr. McCoy so much, from of the bottom of our
hearts, for this email. It' s helpful in more ways than one and I know it' s helpful to other employees also. My
faith is strong and the affirmations you sent will become part of my life, not just during this time, but always.
May God continue to bless you and keep you and your family as well.
Sincerely,

D(DUO

7-:
1[

IN ? -

Victim

Services

1 'RTY

Division

Office of the District Attorney
Dougherty judicial Circuit
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225 Pine Avenue, Room 224, Albany, Georgia 31701
1:" Ihone: 229. 438. 3985

Fax: 229. 431. 2167

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.::ir nadL dgarcia&

d_ougherty

ga. us

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS< DC- AIICountyUsers@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty-four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
62

Sincerely,
Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

Wendy IHowelill
Public

Information
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 12 PM
Gray, Russell
RE: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

I' d love to. We need a more energy efficient courthouse.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 10 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)
Given the Covid saturation, can we declare the courthouse a biohazard superfund site and tear it down and replace it?

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 6, 2020, at 6: 07 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dougherty,- a, us> wrote:

Commissioners —

I made an emergency approval to replace the main water line to the Judicial Building
using SPLOST VII funds in the amount of $80, 700 ( MetroPower Plumbing). This will need to be ratified

at the April 131h meeting. The line has been repaired four times ( 5/ 2016-$ 6020. 21, 12/ 2016-$ 708,
7/ 2019-$ 8, 032. 25, 3/ 2020-$ 8, 860. 26) since 2016 for a total expense of $23, 670. 72.

The line has deteriorated so much that the contractor has not been able to completely stop the most
recent leak. It is currently on the brink of failure now. The removal and replacement of the sidewalk
above the line is included in this quote. Thanks.
Thanks,
Scott

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. Dougherty
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 10 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Emergency Repair ( Main Line - Judicial Building)
image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Given the Covid saturation, can we declare the courthouse a biohazard superfund site and tear it down and replace it?

Sent from my Whone

On Apr 6, 2020, at 6: 07 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

I made an emergency approval to replace the main water line to the Judicial Building
using SPLOST VII funds in the amount of $80, 700 ( MetroPower Plumbing). This will need to be ratified
Commissioners —

at the April 131h meeting. The line has been repaired four times ( 5/ 2016-$ 6020. 21, 12/ 2016-$ 708,
7/ 2019-$ 8, 032. 25, 3/ 2020-$ 8, 860. 26) since 2016 for a total expense of $23, 670. 72.

The line has deteriorated

so much that the contractor has not been able to completely stop the most

recent leak. It is currently on the brink of failure now. The removal and replacement of the sidewalk
above the line is included in this quote. Thanks.
Thanks,
Scott

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 09 PM
jamesmccoy254@yahoo. com'
FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Mike —

Please see email below and may it give you some inspiration. I appreciate you and all you do and others clearly
do as well. Thank you for everything.

From: " Garcia,

Donna" <

DGarcia@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 01 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

Wendy,

If I can call you Wendy. From me and my family, thank you and Mr. McCoy so much, from of the bottom of our
hearts, for this email. It' s helpful in more ways than one and I know it' s helpful to other employees also. My
faith is strong and the affirmations you sent will become part of my life, not just during this time, but always.
May God continue to bless you and keep you and your family as well.
Sincerely,
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From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS< DC- AIICountyUsers@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty-four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
C.

Sincerely,
Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 09 PM

Sent:
To:

penny_ mack@yahoo. com

Subject:

FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

FYI

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Mike —

Please see email below and may it give you some inspiration. I appreciate you and all you do and others clearly
do as well. Thank you for everything.

From: " Garcia,

Donna" <

DGarcia@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 01 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

Wendy,

If I can call you Wendy. From me and my family, thank you and Mr. McCoy so much, from of the bottom of our
hearts, for this email. It' s helpful in more ways than one and I know it' s helpful to other employees also. My
faith is strong and the affirmations you sent will become part of my life, not just during this time, but always.
May God continue to bless you and keep you and your family as well.
Sincerely,
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From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS< DC- AIICountyUsers@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty-four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
71

Sincerely,
Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 09 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wow!

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 07 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County
Mike —

Please see email below and may it give you some inspiration. I appreciate you and all you do and others clearly
do as well. Thank you for everything.

From: " Garcia,

Donna" <

DGarcia@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 01 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

Wendy,

If I can call you Wendy. From me and my family, thank you and Mr. McCoy so much, from of the bottom of our
hearts, for this email. It' s helpful in more ways than one and I know it' s helpful to other employees also. My
faith is strong and the affirmations you sent will become part of my life, not just during this time, but always.
May God continue to bless you and keep you and your family as well.
Sincerely,
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From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS< DC- AIICountyUsers@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions
in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty-four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty (50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
74

Sincerely,
Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

Wendy IHowelill
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From:
Sent:

District

6900 <

info@rotary6900. org>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 08 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

District

Newsletter

DISTRICT

6900 NEWS

FOR APRIL, 2020

Oops!

Reissuing Newsletter for Article Not Connected
By Jackie Cuthbert

My apologies! We are reissuing the newsletter because one of the articles didn' t get connected in the first time around!
We hope to see your stories in the May issue - deadline is April 25.

From Our District Governor

Stay Connected and Strong in These
Challenging Times
By Jim Squire

I pray you and your families are safe and well. These are
truly challenging times. Last week was my wedding
anniversary and obviously the celebratory trip I had
planned was cancelled, and the Atlanta Fish Market.
where I proposed to Donna and we have our annual
celebration dinner, was closed. Thank the Lord for Waffle
House, where I was able to order two All American

breakfasts to go to bring home to start the day with
breakfast in bed. And our anniversary highlight was not
the umbrella drinks while watching the sunset across the
ocean that was planned, but playing a new board game,
Sequence.

In a similar situation, we will not be meeting together in
Jekyll Island for District Conference later this month; we

DG Jim and grand child Peyton

will look forward instead to a day of district celebration in

76

mid -June in Columbus.

And many if not all of our clubs

are finding truly innovative ways to demonstrate our
District theme for this year, Connect With Rotary.
Internet meetings, conference calls, social media, etc. are

all being used in new and exciting ways for Rotary
connection. And the Rotary Club of Thomasville has
shared their special approach to being sure they' re all
connected during this difficult time. [ more]

From Our District Chaplain

LJ

Change, Seasons, and The Circle of
Life
By Mark Barbour
There is a somewhat familiar phrase in a philosophical
collection of sayings called " Ecclesiastes"

that tells us:

For everything there is a season and a time for every
activity under heaven...". People in all generations have
certainly pondered the ' seasons and times' of living life.
The writer of Ecclesiastes elaborates further ... [ more]

Serving During the Pandemic
LaGrange Reaches Out to Hospital
Workers
By Barb Henigin
Local civic organizations

and businesses came together to

offer a helping hand to LaGrange' s WeIlStar hospital
workers.

Members of the Rotary Club of LaGrange joined with
members from LaGrange' s Lions and Kiwanis Clubs to
offer support to the WeIlStar hospital staff. Due to the
coronavirus WeIlStar had to close ... [
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more]

Members of the Rotary Club of LaGrange, Kiwanis Club
and Lions Club join local business owners to provide
coffee and treats for hospital workers.

The Rotary Foundation

Calling for All District Grant Reports
and Applications!
By Gillian Leggett

District Designated Funds ( DDF) allow us to do many of
the projects we do in our local communities to make a
difference. This current Rotary year, 55 clubs in District
6900 took advantage of the money available for standard
and/ or competitive grants - you can even read about the
Rotary Club of Cuthbert' s project in this newsletter. Don' t
leave ... [

more]

Thomasville Rotary Club Pivots in

LJ

the Face of the Pandemic
By Mike Bixler
Even before the most recent directives from U. S. health

officials and the White House made it clear that gathering
our members for weekly meetings would be impossible,
our Board of Directors was considering options to
safeguard the health and well- being of our 140+
members...

especially those who are among the most

vulnerable demographic. So, when ... [
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more]

Serving During the Pandemic
From a Cancer Hospital Project in

LJ

Bangladesh
By Anne Glenn

Several District 6900 Clubs - including North Columbus,
Thomasville, Bainsbridge, Dun woody, East Cobb, North
Cobb, Marietta Smyrna and Vinings Cumberland - are

part of a Global Grant supporting a cancer hospital and
doctor in Bangladesh. This hospital is now being used by
the Bangladeshi Government to help tackle COVID ...
more

Serving During the Pandemic

Li

Alzheimer Project in Italy Has Side
Benefit During Pandemic
By Louise Barden

The Rotary Club of Dunwoody is partnering with the
Rotary Clubs in Cesena and Valle del Savio, Italy on a
Rotary Foundation global grant to assist dementia and
Alzheimer' s victims. An additional grant partner is the
University of Bologna psychology department who is
developing unique software for use by those with
Alzheimer' s. Dunwoody is the International partner in
sponsoring this Rotary Foundation Global Grant which
provided equipment and training for the staff of assisted
living and nursing home facilities. [ more]
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Serving During the Pandemic

LJ

Clubs Supporting Local Food Banks,
Programs,

Individuals

By Jackie Cuthbert
In recent days, we have had several stories of our clubs

supporting local food charities in their communities:
Alpharetta Rotary donated money to the North
Fulton Community Charities to be used for
emergency needs during the panedemic
North Columbus Rotary Club members voted to
donate the money saved on meetings while we
shelter at home to a local food bank

Roswell Rotary has donated the money it spends
on food to local food banks

Dunwoody Rotary donated the money saved
from two cancelled March meetings to Malachi' s

Storehouse -

a program providing food to families

and children in the Dunwoody area
And the Rotary Club of Marietta voted to give their
servers an early " year end" bonus when the Hilton had to
lay off workers in light of cancellations.
Share your stories in next month' s newsletter;

our

deadline is April 25. [ more]

Club News

Ll

Cuthbert Celebrates District Rotary
Reads Grant
By Wynita Cannon

For this year' s District Grant, the Rotary Club of Cuthbert
has enjoyed a phenomenal partnership with Randolph
County Elementary School. I truly believe that the
blessing and enrichment of this project was felt on both
sides. The club loved every minute of this Grant!
more]
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Club News from Home

Marietta President Delivers Musical

Sunshine We Can All Enjoy
By Dale Covington

Editor' s Note: In lieu of meeting a Wednesday or two ago,
Marietta President Chris Bethel wrote this musical
message to club Rotarians. Dale Covington shared it with

me, and 1 thought everyone might enjoy reading and
listening to the musical suggestions ... and learning a bit
about DG Jim Squire:

Greetings this Wednesday to you.... [

more]

From DG Jim Squire' s disk jockey days at WSGA

Club News

LJ

Lake Spivey/ Clayton County Honors
STAR Students and Teachers
By Ron Swofford
In early March, the Rotary Club of Lake Spivey/ Clayton
County hosted a lunch program to honor this year' s STAR
students and teachers from Clayton County' s 11 public
high schools.

STAR" stands for Student Teacher Achievement

Recognition.

The program is sponsored

at the state level

by the Professional Association of Georgia ... [ more]

Family of Rotary Challenge
What' s Your Favorite Treat to Eat?
By Lisa Carlisle

On more than one occasion our District Governor, Jim Squire, has said " Rotarians are people who turn their passions
into compassion."
Some of us are suffering as we shelter in place with medical conditions including COVID- 19. Others
81

are wondering if they can take another month separated from friends and extended family. So how does knowing your
favorite treat help? [ more]

GRSP Update

Lj

The Short Goodbye
By Lynn Clarke

Have you ever had that feeling of thinking you' d had a
blow to the chest, but there wasn' t anyone around you?
Not like a heart attack, but a sick feeling in your entire
body. Many of us felt that way as we helped our student
move out of their dorms, sometimes on short notice. I

got the call from my student who was on spring break in
a ... [

more]

Uku Urb from Estonia attended Clayton State - all packed
up and ready to go

Global Scholar Update

March Madness: Update on Studies

and Life in London During COVID- ig
By Kathy Brandt

Sean and Amy are safe and well, and are still residing in
their London flat. As of 24 March, the UK is operating on
travel restrictions to protect from the spread of the
Coronavirus. The government has closed schools, pubs,
restaurants, cafes, gyms, and other businesses. The Prime
Minister has advised that residents not leave their homes
except ... [ more]

RI President Mark and Gay Maloney with Amy and Sean
Minton
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Upcoming Key Dates
Saturday, April 11th, 2020

Atlanta

Brasil Governor'

Thursday, April 30th, 2020

2020 District Conference

s Visi

I Jekyll Island CANCELLED

anage Ernail Preferences ( Unsubscribe

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad prune records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
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From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 6: 07 PM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike —

Please see email below and may it give you some inspiration. I appreciate you and all you do and others clearly

do as well. Thank you for everything.

From: " Garcia, Donna" <

DGarcia@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 6: 01 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

To: "

Wendy,

If I can call you Wendy. From me and my family, thank you and Mr. McCoy so much, from of the bottom of our
hearts, for this email. It' s helpful in more ways than one and I know it' s helpful to other employees also. My
faith is strong and the affirmations you sent will become part of my life, not just during this time, but always.
May God continue to bless you and keep you and your family as well.
Sincerely,
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Office of the District Attorney
Dougherty judicial Circuit
225 Pine Avenue, Room 224, Albany, Georgia 31701
1:" Ihone: 229. 438. 3985

Fax: 229. 431. 2167
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li:.: ir naflL dgarcia@dougherty. ga. us
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From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: ALL COUNTY USERS < DC- AIICountyUsers@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Thank You, Team Dougherty County

Good evening, all: I' m sending this email correspondence on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well.
Today, and most days, I am thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and express my sincere gratitude and
appreciation

for your commitment

to our organization

and the community we serve. There have been many disruptions

in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted to teleworking and completely understand
the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19 pandemic. For those like myself who are still
required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been easy. Currently, we have approximately twenty- four
24) team members who have tested positive with the Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.
As a community, we' ve lost about fifty ( 50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point, it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health.

Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

4.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.
My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

3.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better.
Be safe and stay healthy.
Sincerely,
oy
Michael McCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 31 PM
Howell, Wendy; Ginger P. Nickerson( gpnick02@yahoo. com)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

COVID-

19 Update:

New

COVID-

19 Maps;

CVS

Health

Opens

Rapid Testing Site at Georgia Tech; SOS Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force

FYI

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Monday, April 6,
2020 5:
22 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
ACCG Afternoon COVID-19 Update: New COVID- 19 Maps; CVS Health Opens Rapid Testing Site at Georgia Tech;SOS
Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force This
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as ne ded. ed. Secretary
of

State Brad Raffensperger Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force Secretary of
State Brad Raffensperger held a press confer nce( starts at

5:
22 mark) earlier today announcing the creation of

an Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force comprised of representatives from law

enforcement, elections supervisors, defense

attorneys, solicitors' generals. The Task Force will be charged with upholding the integrity of the vote in
Georgia, establishing the framework for protection against fraud,working with the Secretary of State's post -certifed investigators
on unresolved signature mismatches and interviews with voters with multiple votes from the same address,

and constructing the rules around investigating non-resident addresses being used as registration addresses. The
Task Force also will be asked to draft a law making it a crime to vote in an election in Georgia and another state
at the same time. Other Updates

Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA)Advisory ( 4/
6/
2020) ACM Beth

Brown
gn'.

0...
fi...
Office: (

404)

Director of

Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
589-

262-

org

7844
5092

Ad-ingGm

Cell: (770)

Email: bbrown@accg.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 26 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy

Cc:
Subject:

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

COVID-

19 Update:

New

COVID-

19 Maps;

CVS

Health

Opens

Rapid Testing Site at Georgia Tech; SOS Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force

FYI

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Monday, April 6,
2020 5:
22 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.

org>
Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID-19 Update: New COVID- 19 Maps; CVS Health Opens Rapid Testing Site at Georgia Tech;SOS
Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force This
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Maps:
as ne ded. ed. COVID

Track Coronavirus by Population Across Georgia and by Spread Across the Country Georgia Public
Broadcasting ( GPB) has released a map that is updated daily that presents corona virus infections and deaths from
COVID-19,adjusted for a per capita rate of incidents per 100,000 people. The National Association of Counties (NACo)
shared

a

map

from the New York Times that shows the confirmed COVID- 19

cases

in U.S. counties since February

15

CVS Health

Opens Drive-Thru Rapid COVID- 19 Testing Site at Georgia Tech The State
of Georgia has joined forces with CVS Health to increase access to rapid COVID- 19 testing. Starting today, CVS will be
operating drive- thru rapid COVID- 19 testing, offered by Abbott Laboratories, at a site on Georgia Tech' s campus. At full capacity,
the site will be able to conduct up to 1,000 tests per day. Testing will take place at a parking deck on Georgia Tech' s
campus, where officials will be able to accommodate multiple lanes of cars at one time. The process will take approximately 30
minutes from specimen collection to delivery of results,and patients will need to pre r-egister in advance for a
same - day appointment online at www. CVS. com/ minuteclinic/ covid- 19testing. Secretary of
State Brad Raffensperger Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force Secretary of
State Brad Raffensperger held a press confer nce( starts at 5:
22 mark) earlier today announcing the creation of
an Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force comprised of representatives from law

attorneys, solicitors' generals. The Task

enforcement, elections supervisors, defense

Force will be charged with upholding the integrity of the vote in

Georgia, establishing the framework for protection against fraud, working with the Secretary of State' s post -certifed investigators
on unresolved

signature mismatches and interviews with voters with multiple votes from the same address,

and constructing the rules around investigating non-resident addresses being used as registration addresses. The
Task Force also will be asked to draft a law making it a crime to vote in an election in Georgia and another state
at the same time. Other Updates
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 22 PM

Sent:

Afternoon

COVID-

19 Update:

New

COVID-

19 Maps;

CVS

Health

Opens

Rapid

Testing Site at Georgia Tech; SOS Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force
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Maps: Track Coronavirus by Population Across Georgia and by Spread Across the Country Georgia
Public Broadcasting ( GPB) has released a map that is updated daily that presents corona virus infections and deaths
from COVID- 19,adjusted for a per capita rate of incidents per 100, 000 people. The National Association of Counties (
NACo) shared

a map from the New York Times that shows the confirmed COVID- 19

cases in U. S. counties since February

15 CVS

Health Opens Drive- Thru Rapid COVID- 19 Testing Site at Georgia Tech The
State of Georgia has joined forces with CVS Health to increase access to rapid COVID- 19 testing. Starting today, CVS will
be operating drive-thru rapid COVID- 19 testing, offered by Abbott Laboratories, at a site on Georgia Tech's campus. At full
capacity, the site will be able to conduct up to 1,000 tests per day. Testing will take place at a parking deck on Georgia Tech'
s campus, where officials will be able to ac ommodate multiple lanes of cars at one time. The process will take approximately
30 minutes from specimen collection to delivery of results, and patients will need to pre -register in advance for
a same - day appointment online at www. CVS. com/ minuteclinic/ covid-19-testing. Secretary
of State Brad Raffensperger Announces Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force Secretary
of State Brad Raffensperger held a pres conference ( starts at 5:22 mark) earlier today announcing the creation
of an Absentee Ballot Fraud Task Force comprised of representatives from law enforcement, elections

supervisors,

defense attorneys, solicitors' generals. The Task Force will be charged with upholding the integrity of the vote
in Georgia, establishing the framework for protection against fraud, working with the Secretary of State' s post - certified
investigators on

unresolved signature mismatches and interviews with voters with multiple votes from the same

address, and constructing the rules around investigating nonresident addresses being used as registration addresses.
The Task Force also will be asked to draft a law making it a crime to vote in an election in Georgia and another
state at the same time. Other
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TAC Service

Desk

Lee < slee817@aol. com>

From:

Spencer

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 21 PM
ccohilas@watsonspence. com; MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us

To:
Cc:

RMadding@watsonspence.

Subject:

Enforcement of Governor' s Executive Order

Attachments:

C: UsersSpencer Lee Desktopo20- 06_Enforce Gov Kemp' s Order. docx

com

Chris and Mike, Enclosed please find a copy of a Draft of an Ordinance prepared by Nathan relative to enforcement of
Governor Kemp' s Executive Order of April 2, 2020. This Ordinance simply tracks all of the language in the Executive
Order verbatim. If you feel there is a need for a Resolution authorizing the Dougherty County Police Department to
enforce the Executive Order, the Executive Order could simply be attached to the Resolution and not copied verbatim in
the Resolution.

I am not of the opinion that a Resolution is needed as enforcement by the Dougherty County Police Department is
mandated under O. C. G. A. Section 38- 3- 4 stating " The law enforcement authorities of the state and of the political
subdivisions thereof shall enforce the orders, rules and regulations issued pursuant to Articles 1 through 3 of this
chapter."
O. C. G. A. Section 38- 3- 7 provides that any person violating said provisions shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. As an exception to the above, the Dougherty County Police Department is not authorized to mandate
closure of any business, establishment, corporation, non- profit corporation or organization. As provided in the April 2 and
3, 2020 Executive Orders, that authority resides with the County Sheriffs, the Department of Public Health and the
Department of Public Safety along with any other state department or state officer deputized by the Governor or the
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency.
The Governor' s Executive Order expires at the end of the day Monday, April 13, 2020. Of course, it can and probably will
be extended.

If you think a Resolution is needed, either for legal or political reasons, I will draft one providing specifically for
enforcement of the April 2 and 3, 2020 Executive Orders by the Dougherty County Police Department.
In any case, the Executive Order should be on file with the Dougherty County Police Chief.
What do you think?
Spencer

W. Spencer Lee, IV, Attorney at Law
504 N. Jackson

Street ( 31701)

Post Office Box 1376

Albany, GA 31702
229) 888. 0013 ( 0)
229) 888. 2542 ( F)
229) 347- 6007 ( C)

2SIee817( caol. co
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 18 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

FW: INVITATION: State, Local, Tribal Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 8, 1: 00
PM

Scott

Eastern

Time)

FYI

From: Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO < William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 3: 09 PM
Subject: INVITATION: State, Local, Tribal Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 8, 1: 00 PM Eastern Time)

aIto 11303

Local, and

a

41

41110

State,

Tribal Leaders —On

Wednesday, April 8,
at i:
oo PM Eastern Time, please Senior Administration Officials for a briefing call
on COVID- 19 c(
oronavirus). The primary focus of this week' s briefing call will be federal agency guidance and
implementation of the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. You can find
additional information from the U.S. Department of the Treasury bere.Registration instructions are below —
please
read the RSVP instructions in their entirety before registering. Briefing

Call Registration Date:
Wednesday, April 8 Time:
1:
oo PM Eastern Time please
(
note time zone)92

Call -In Registration: CLICK HERE

Note: Please note the following information regarding registration.
Call -in lines are limited. RSVP' s will be allocated in the order they are received. Please register only if
you are able to join the call.
Upon successful registration, you will be directed to a separate webpage with confirmation details
and/ or receive dial -in instructions to the email address you use to register. Please ensure the email
address you register with is correct and check your spam/ junk folder after registration. If neither action
occurs, you did not successfully register.
If you are attempting to register but cannot " submit" your information, the call is at capacity.
Note that multiple people cannot dial -in using the same registration information. This will cause you to
be kicked - off the call.

Briefing Call Background: President Donald J. Trump Signs the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act ( CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional Leaders, on Friday,
March 27, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act. The $ 2. 2
trillion economic relief package provides American families, healthcare workers, and small businesses with the
economic support they need to get through this challenging time. The package includes $ 1, 200 payments to
qualifying Americans, $ too billion in direct support for hospitals, and over $ 37o billion to small business
owners to keep their employees on the payroll. It also includes direct relief for State, Tribal, and local
governments through the $ 15o billion Coronavirus Relief Fund. Each State will receive at least $ 1. 25 billion.
8 billion is set aside for tribal governments. This aid comes on top of the Family First Coronavirus Aid
Package, signed by President Trump on March 18, 2020. State/ Local/ Tribal provisions include:
15o billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be allocated primarily by a
State' s population with each State receiving at least $ 1. 25 billion.
34o billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the coronavirus outbreak.
5oo billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U. S. Treasury to support eligible businesses
and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a result of COVID- 19.
1oo billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost revenues not otherwise

reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID- 19.
3. 5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers, first responders, and
others on the frontlines of this crisis.
Fact Sheet: President Donald

merican

Coronavirus

Workers

U. S. Department of the Treasury Resources and Guidance: How the Treasu
laking Action Op Businesses
Ed: Ivanka Trump —
all
Cc llc c rc i c i
Ed: Peter Navarro —How BusinessesAre S ep i LTA.

euart

ent is

Op
Tru

-

Administration

The

White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs W
( H IGA) will continue to share pertinent information as it
becomes available. Please

do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be of assistance. As

a reminder, WH

IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country' s State and local elected officials and Tribal
Governments. The
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs William
F.
Crozer Special

Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director White
House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
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taot

COV' ID- 19
l

a

COVID- 19: Important Resources for State, Local,
and Tribal Officials

Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Monday, March 16, the White House Coronavirus Task
Force issued guidelines to help protect Americans during the global coronavirus outbreak. To keep the
momentum going to # StopTheSpread and # BendtheCurve, on Tuesday, March 31, the White House
a s to Slo
t e Srsread ( Esua ol) —to extend
Coronavirus Task Force issued revised guidelines — ®
the guidance for an additional 3o days. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are at risk, and
your activities can increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others. Everyone can do their part.
The recommendations are simple to follow but will have a resounding impact on public health.
Up -To -Date Information: The most up- to- date, verified information and guidance can be found via the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website — .
coronavinjs. gov.
The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

COVID- i9 Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed, state
managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance, including for critical
supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and
i)
Pande
ic® esonse and
recovery process via this important resource — Coronavirus ( C ecove
Federal®
State®
Local®
®
rout
bal Partners ice. FEMA' s public assistance guidance for
COVID- 19 response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of Homeland Security
DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19 emergency. DHS issued
revised guidance on March 28th ( see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
Infrastructure WorkgrS, Durin C ig Resrsouse). The guidance, and accompanying list, is
intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national
security. The list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to the
coronavirus

pandemic.

Fraud &

Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating,
and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and helpful
94

resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also

established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus- related scams.
Scre ning
Tool.Follow the White House on

Social Media Resources: Download the Apple CVI - i
Twitter and Faceboo . Also

follow HHS (T

Faceboo ) and
t®
ter/

CDC (T

Faceboo ) You
t®
ter/

can

also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing, etc.
on the White House' s YouTube page.Mental
Health Resources: Natural disasters —
including
such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak —
can
be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Administration' s SAMHSA) Disaster
(
Distress Helpline —
1800- 985- 5990 ( or

text TalkWithUs to 66746) —

provides

24/7, 365- day- a-year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in coping
with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus pandemic.
Learn more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here. Administration
Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all U.S. government activities
related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel, immigration, and transportation
to education, find pertinent actions here. Each Federal Agency has also established a dedicated
coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They include: Health
and Human Services ( S),Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS),Food
and Drug Administration (
FDA),
Department

Department
of Education ( of
),
of Agriculture ( USDA),Small Business
Department
Department
Administration (SBA),
Department of Labor (___
I.),
of Homeland Security (S),
of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs (iTA),Environmental Protection Agency EPA),

Department of
Department of Energy ( DOE),Department of Commerce ( C),
of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD),Department of the Treasury ES
Service (IRS),Office

Department
Justice ( J),

T),Internal

Revenue

and
of the Director of National Intelligence ( I),
U.S. Election Assistance

PUBLIC
Commission C).

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law.Most writ encommunications municeatlons to
or from City and County o dals
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:

District

6900 <

info@rotary6900. org>
Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 12 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

District

Newsletter

DISTRICT

6900 NEWS

FOR APRIL, 2020

From Our District Governor

Stay Connected and Strong in These
Challenging Times
By Jim Squire

I pray you and your families are safe and well. These are
truly challenging times. Last week was my wedding
anniversary and obviously the celebratory trip I had
planned was cancelled, and the Atlanta Fish Market.
where I proposed to Donna and we have our annual
celebration dinner, was closed. Thank the Lord for Waffle
House, where I was able to order two All American

breakfasts to go to bring home to start the day with
breakfast in bed. And our anniversary highlight was not
the umbrella drinks while watching the sunset across the

ocean that was planned, but playing a new board game,
Sequence.

In a similar situation, we will not be meeting together in
Jekyll Island for District Conference later this month; we

DG Jim and grand child Peyton

will look forward instead to a day of district celebration in
mid -June in Columbus. And many if not all of our clubs
are finding truly innovative ways to demonstrate our
District theme for this year, Connect With Rotary.
Internet meetings, conference calls, social media, etc. are

all being used in new and exciting ways for Rotary
connection. And the Rotary Club of Thomasville has
shared their special approach to being sure they' re all
connected during this difficult time. [ more]

W.

From Our District Chaplain

LJ

Change, Seasons, and The Circle of
Life
By Mark Barbour
There is a somewhat familiar phrase in a philosophical
collection of sayings called " Ecclesiastes"

that tells us:

For everything there is a season and a time for every
activity under heaven...". People in all generations have
certainly pondered the ' seasons and times' of living life.
The writer of Ecclesiastes elaborates further ... [ more]

Serving During the Pandemic
LaGrange Reaches Out to Hospital
Workers
By Barb Henigin
Local civic organizations

and businesses came together to

offer a helping hand to LaGrange' s WeIlStar hospital
workers.

Members of the Rotary Club of LaGrange joined with
members from LaGrange' s Lions and Kiwanis Clubs to
offer support to the WeIlStar hospital staff. Due to the
coronavirus WeIlStar had to close ... [

Members of the Rotary Club of LaGrange, Kiwanis Club
and Lions Club join local business owners to provide
coffee and treats for hospital workers.

97

more]

The Rotary Foundation

LJ

Calling for All District Grant Reports
and Applications!
By Gillian Leggett

District Designated Funds ( DDF) allow us to do many of
the projects we do in our local communities to make a
difference. This current Rotary year, 55 clubs in District
6900 took advantage of the money available for standard
and/ or competitive grants - you can even read about the
Rotary Club of Cuthbert' s project in this newsletter. Don' t
leave ... [

more]

Thomasville Rotary Club Pivots in

Li

the Face of the Pandemic
By Mike Bixler
Even before the most recent directives from U. S. health

officials and the White House made it clear that gathering
our members for weekly meetings would be impossible,
our Board of Directors was considering options to
safeguard the health and well- being of our 140+
members...

especially those who are among the most

vulnerable demographic. So, when ... [

W.

more]

Serving During the Pandemic
From a Cancer Hospital Project in

LJ

Bangladesh
By Anne Glenn

Several District 6900 Clubs - including North Columbus,
Thomasville, Bainsbridge, Dun woody, East Cobb, North
Cobb, Marietta Smyrna and Vinings Cumberland - are

part of a Global Grant supporting a cancer hospital and
doctor in Bangladesh. This hospital is now being used by
the Bangladeshi Government to help tackle COVID ...
more

Serving During the Pandemic

Li

Alzheimer Project in Italy Has Side
Benefit During Pandemic
By Louise Barden

The Rotary Club of Dunwoody is partnering with the
Rotary Clubs in Cesena and Valle del Savio, Italy on a
Rotary Foundation global grant to assist dementia and
Alzheimer' s victims. An additional grant partner is the
University of Bologna psychology department who is
developing unique software for use by those with
Alzheimer' s. Dunwoody is the International partner in
sponsoring this Rotary Foundation Global Grant which
provided equipment and training for the staff of assisted
living and nursing home facilities. [ more]

W

Serving During the Pandemic

LJ

Clubs Supporting Local Food Banks,
Programs,

Individuals

By Jackie Cuthbert
In recent days, we have had several stories of our clubs

supporting local food charities in their communities:
Alpharetta Rotary donated money to the North
Fulton Community Charities to be used for
emergency needs during the panedemic
North Columbus Rotary Club members voted to
donate the money saved on meetings while we
shelter at home to a local food bank

Roswell Rotary has donated the money it spends
on food to local food banks

Dunwoody Rotary donated the money saved
from two cancelled March meetings to Malachi' s

Storehouse -

a program providing food to families

and children in the Dunwoody area
And the Rotary Club of Marietta voted to give their
servers an early " year end" bonus when the Hilton had to
lay off workers in light of cancellations.
Share your stories in next month' s newsletter;

our

deadline is April 25. [ more]

Club News

Ll

Cuthbert Celebrates District Rotary
Reads Grant
By Wynita Cannon

For this year' s District Grant, the Rotary Club of Cuthbert
has enjoyed a phenomenal partnership with Randolph
County Elementary School. I truly believe that the
blessing and enrichment of this project was felt on both
sides. The club loved every minute of this Grant!
more]
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Club News from Home

Marietta President Delivers Musical

Sunshine We Can All Enjoy
By Dale Covington

Editor' s Note: In lieu of meeting a Wednesday or two ago,
Marietta President Chris Bethel wrote this musical
message to club Rotarians. Dale Covington shared it with

me, and 1 thought everyone might enjoy reading and
listening to the musical suggestions ... and learning a bit
about DG Jim Squire:

Greetings this Wednesday to you.... [

more]

From DG Jim Squire' s disk jockey days at WSGA

Club News

LJ

Lake Spivey/ Clayton County Honors
STAR Students and Teachers
By Ron Swofford
In early March, the Rotary Club of Lake Spivey/ Clayton
County hosted a lunch program to honor this year' s STAR
students and teachers from Clayton County' s 11 public
high schools.

STAR" stands for Student Teacher Achievement

Recognition.

The program is sponsored

at the state level

by the Professional Association of Georgia ... [ more]

Family of Rotary Challenge
What' s Your Favorite Treat to Eat?
By Lisa Carlisle

On more than one occasion our District Governor, Jim Squire, has said " Rotarians are people who turn their passions
into compassion."
Some of us are suffering as we shelter in place with medical conditions including COVID- 19. Others
101

are wondering if they can take another month separated from friends and extended family. So how does knowing your
favorite treat help? [ more]

Upcoming Key Dates
Saturday, April 11th, 2020

Atlanta

Brasil Governor'

Thursday, April 30th, 2020

2020 District Conference

s Visi

I Jekyll Island CANCELLED

anage Ernail Preferences ( Unsubscribe

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Sandy Bamford < sandy@familyliteracyconnection. com>
Monday, April 6, 2020 5: 04 PM
Adamcak, Patricia; allison. flory@scouting. org; Allyson Stauffer; Alvita Swain; Alvita
Swain;

Anderson,

Esther;

Angela

Hines; Angie

Barber; Angie

Barber; Angie

Elliott;

artrevia polite; Ashley Goodine; Ava Holmes; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Barbara Turner;
Barlow, Sharonda; Barlow, Sharonda; Barwick, Donna Kaye; Becky Boyd; Berryhill, Roslyn;
BJ Jackson; Brian Ramey; Brianna Michell; Bridgett Bennett; Brittney Newton; Brown,
Barbara; Calvin &
Ida Austin; CaMia Hopson; Carolyn White; Catherine Bracy; Cathy
Jones;

Chavarla

Tolbert;

Cheryl

Calhoun;

Cheryl

Johnson;

Cheryl

Vinson;

Cheryl

Vinson;

Cheryl Vinson; Cindy Wisham; Collette Jenkins; Cory Wise; Crystal Hatcher; Dan Gillan;
Dana Gray; Danita Wiggins; Danita Wiggins; David Blackwell; David Smith; Dawn
McCune;

De VerneauAnna;

Debra

Mcfaddon-

Bryant;

Denovia

Lowe;

dhill@libertyhouseofalbany. com; dhird@dch. ga. gov; Diane Rogers; Dieudonna Harris;
Dinetha Rayner; dknolen@dhr. state. ga. us; dohe7848@bellsouth. net; Dougherty CASA;
Dr. Irma

Gibson;

Dr. Morris

V. Jones;

dstorm@bellsouth.

net; Ebonee

Kirkwood;

edwilliams@albanycsb. org; efvm_ firstlady@bellsouth. net; ejack2010@yahoo. com;
ericajohnson3@yahoo. com; Erma Campbell; Extension Serv; family finesse; Faye
Everson; Felicia Simmons; felisa. postell@gacrs. org; Furro, Tonyesima R.;
g3s8h@bellsouth. net; Gloria Pinkston; gmills42@yahoo. com; Greta Perry; Gwendolyn
Seabrooks; Gwendolyn Seabrooks; Helen Martin; Henry Davis; Herman Whitfield;
Howard, LaTorey; hpatel@albanycsb. org; Ingram, Shirley; Ivette Rivera; Ivy Laing; Jacob
Hardwick; Jamencia Thompson; Jamie Hurst; Janice Hood; Jay Houston; Jene Brands;
Jennifer Myrick; Jeremiah. McKeown@gdol. ga. gov; Jerry Wessels; Jershaun Roberts;
Jessica Sheets; Joanna Jackson -Turner; Joanne Hines; Joffe Wright; Juanita Nixon; Judy
Bowles;

Julie

Miller;

Karen

Lawrence;

Karen

Lawrence;

Katherine

Handwerk;

Katherine) @gacfca. org; Kathie Rigsby; Kathy Shemwell; Kathy Shemwell; katrina99
@yahoo. com; Kayla Averett;
Kenneth

Koneri;

Kevin

Sproul;

Ken Bevel;

Kenia

Kiandra

Stevens;

Rawles;
Kiara

Kenneth
Griffin-

Cutts; Kenneth

Zanders;

Douglas;

Kim Walker;

Kim

Wyche; Kimberly C. C Smith; Kimberly Oliver; Kimberly Scott; Kiva HAII- Brady; Kricket
Robinson; Kristi Hodge; kwwalker1 @dhr. state. ga. us; Ladonna Urick; Ladonna Urick;
Lafawnda. Hugley@amerigroup. com; Larry Gilbert; Laurie Bryant; Ibph@swgrl. org;
LeDora Ann. Inman; Leclurica Gaskins; Lesia Irvin; Leslie Lamb; liharris@albanyga. gov;
lillie_whitfield@yahoo. com; Lion' s Learning Center; Lisa Spears; Lori Loughmiller; Lykesa
Bridges; Malloy, Jalaysia; maplewilliams@yahoo. com; maricka1986@yahoo. com; Marion
Stephens; Mary Josey; Mary Martinez; mbailey@albanycsb. org; McBride, Eddie;
mdanielsfaithcommunityoutreach@yahoo. com; Melissia Arnold; Michael Mccoy; Michael
White; Michelle Williams; miricke@bellsouth. net; Misty Gillam; Monica Daniels; Monty
Cox; Nedra

Fortson;

Neoka

Jones;

Ostrander,

Marie;

Pamela

Johnson;

Pamela

Lofton;

patbarnett@sbandtbank. com; Patrice Williams; Patricia Gilbert -Parker;
patricia. maples@docoschools. org; patricia. thompson@catapultlearning. com;
paul@mchsi. com; Paulette Richmond; Phyllis Rolle; Pinneice Mosely; Quanta Bell;
Quantavious

White; Quenton

Tazelaar;

Rachael

Oliver; Rachel

Ortegon;

rahabhaven@gmail. com; ramonadnealy@yahoo. com; Rashaunda Fleming; Rashonda
Carter -

rlcarte. s06506; richardwdavis73@bellsouth. net; Robert Collins; Rosalynn Fowler-

Fliggins; ru2s2@bellsouth. net; ruby. salaam@docoschools. org; Rukeyah Muwwakkil;
Salinda Barber; Sandra E. Handwerk; Sandra Mitchell; Sandy Bamford; Sandy Bamford;
sbrantley9082@yahoo. com; Scooter Courtney; Sencarda Jordan; Shahenna Sturgess;
shanina

roberts;

Sharon

Peoples;

Shaundra

Stephens;

Shayna

Greene;

sheffield1914

@yahoo. com; Sheila Chatmon; sheneka. riggins@aaphc. org; Sigma Iota; Simone Turner;
sjones@swgacac. com; Solomon Loud Jr.; Sonja Tolbert; Special Olympics;
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To:

stefanie. lilypad@gmail.

com;

Sue

Rowland;

Sumner,

J. D.; Tamaro

Hayes;

@yahoo. com; Tandrea

Sears; the_ mom1 @yahoo. com; Thelma Johnson;

tamikia_ 07

Therapeutic

Riding Ctr; Tiffany Carr; Tiffany Mallard; Timothy Sweet- Holp; Tina Cruz;
tmhigh@dhr. state. ga. us; Tommie Terrell; Tosha Dean; Tracy Hawkins; Trina Peterson;
Tsuccessful5@aol. com; twill- 03@hotmail. com; Tywannda Kiegler;

vicki. phillips@asurams. edu; W. J. Young; walker; Wallace Civ Dana L; Warren Frelot;
Washington,

Jwana

L.; Watisha Williams; wdukes_ 2000@yahoo. com; White, Treena Q;

Williams, Angela D; Yolanda Daniels; Yovanni Young
Subject:

Fwd: State of Georgia COVID- 19 Emotional Support Line

Attachments:

GA Covid19 emotional support line and other resources flyer. pdf

Forwarded message --------From:
Date:

Dunn, Jennifer < Jennifer. Dunn @dbadd. ea. eov>
Mon, Apr 6, 2020 at 3: 12 PM

Subject: State of Georgia COVID- 19 Emotional Support Line
To:

Good afternoon. This morning DBHDD launched the State of Georgia COVID- 19 Emotional Support Line in partnership
with Behavioral Health Link. The attached flyer has information on how to access the support line and other resources.

I' d appreciate it if you' d share with your network. Thank you.

Respectfully,
Jennifer

Jennifer W. Dunn, LMFT

Georgia

Regional

Department

Services

of Behavioral

Administrator,

Health &

DBHDD

Developmental

Region

4 Field

0BHD- 0
400 S. Pinetree

Boulevard,

Thomasville,

GA 31792

229) 225- 3981 O 1( 229) 977- 4885 C

Sandy Bamford, Executive Director
Family Literacy Connection
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Disabilities

Office

229- 395- 5209
11"

I rainformirig F arnfliesthrotjgh Literacy"'
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 4:57 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Team —

Edit Request

I hope this email finds you well. Today, and most days I was thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and

express my sincere gratitude and appreciation

for your commitment

to our organization

and the community

we

serve. There have been many disruptions in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted
to teleworking and completely understand the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19
pandemic. For those like myself who are still required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been
easy. Currently we have approximately twenty- four ( 24) team members who have tested positive with the
Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and
health.

Also, we mourn.

As a community, we' ve lost about fifty ( 50) members since March 18th and many more are sick. At this point it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek
help from a mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a
mental, physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health. Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:
1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning stronger, wiser and better. Be
safe and stay healthy.
Sincerely,
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

U"IfTy
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 4:56 PM

Sent:
To:

Sonja

Bennett

Subject:

RE: EDIT

Request

Perfect! Thank you for your help.
From: Sonja Bennett < sonjaab1119@gmail.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 4: 47 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: EDIT Request

Here are my suggestions:

Team —

I hope this email finds you well. Today, and most days I was thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and
express my sincere gratitude and appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we
serve. There have been many disruptions in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted

to teleworking and completely understand the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19
pandemic.

For those like myself who are still required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been

easy. Currently we have approximately twenty- four ( 24) team members who have tested positive with the
Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and
health.

Also, we mourn.

As a community, we' ve lost about fifty ( 50) members since March 181h and many more are sick. At this point it' s unlikely
that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance navigating this
unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek help from a
mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a mental,
physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health. Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:

1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

108

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning strong, wiser and better. Be
safe and stay healthy.

Sincerely,

On Mon, Apr 6, 2020 at 4: 28 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well. Today, and most days I was thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and

express my sincere gratitude and appreciation

for your commitment

to our organization

and the community

we

serve. There have been many disruptions in the way we approach work and live. All of you have adapted to
teleworking and social distancing for those like myself that are still required to physically come in. None of this has
been easy. At present we have approximately twenty- four ( 24) positive team members and one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.

As a community we' ve lost around fifty ( 50) members since March 181h and many more are sick. At this point it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith and that need to be complimented
with professional assistance ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a mental,
physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
state. Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:

1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2. 1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.
3. My feelings are real.
4. lam doing enough.
5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be care for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time on myself.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning strong, wiser and better. Be
safe and stay healthy.

Sincerely,
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County Administrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: DougheMga. us

l:.::
irnaflL mmeeov _ doughert .

o // RG/Gi%

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sonja Bennett < sonjaab1119@gmail. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 4:47 PM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Re: EDIT

Request

Here are my suggestions:

Team —

I hope this email finds you well. Today, and most days I was thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and
express my sincere gratitude and appreciation for your commitment to our organization and the community we
serve. There have been many disruptions in the way we approach work and life. It appears that all of you have adapted

to teleworking and completely understand the importance of social distancing as we move through this COVID- 19
pandemic. For those like myself who are still required to physically come in, I know that none of this has been
easy. Currently we have approximately twenty- four ( 24) team members who have tested positive with the
Coronavirus. Sadly, we have had one ( 1) death. We are in constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and
health.

Also, we mourn.

As a community, we' ve lost about fifty ( 50) members since March 181h and many more are sick. At this point it' s unlikely
that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance navigating this
unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith. Our need may also lead us to seek help from a
mental health professional ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a mental,
physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
health. Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:

1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2.

1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.

3.
4.

My feelings are real.
1 am doing enough.

5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be cared for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time taking care of myself.
These challenging times WILL come to an end.

9.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning strong, wiser and better. Be
safe and stay healthy.

Sincerely,
ill

On Mon, Apr 6, 2020 at 4: 28 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
Team —

I hope this email finds you well. Today, and most days I was thinking of you all and wanted to reach out and

express my sincere gratitude and appreciation

for your commitment

to our organization

and the community

we

serve. There have been many disruptions in the way we approach work and live. All of you have adapted to
teleworking and social distancing for those like myself that are still required to physically come in. None of this has
been easy. At present we have approximately twenty- four ( 24) positive team members and one ( 1) death. We are in
constant prayer for everyone' s recovery, safety, and health. Also, we mourn.

As a community we' ve lost around fifty (50) members since March 181h and many more are sick. At this point it' s
unlikely that any of us have not been personally affected. As a result, we may find ourselves needing assistance
navigating this unprecedented period of our lives. Many of us will rely on our faith and that need to be complimented
with professional assistance ( EAP). This level of constant loss and uncertainty is not normal and can take a mental,
physical and emotional toll. I encourage each us to daily pay attention to our mental, physical and emotional
state. Here are some affirmations in the time of quarantine that I' d like for you to consider:

1.

I' m allowed to rest.

2. 1 don' t have to be productive to be worthy.
3. My feelings are real.
4. lam doing enough.
5.

1 am allowed to take a break from the news cycle.

6.

1 deserve to be care for.

7.

1 am allowed to be fearful.

8.

1 can spend extra time on myself.

Please continue to take care of yourself and your family members. We appreciate all that you' re doing for our
organization and the citizens of this community. I very much look forward to us returning strong, wiser and better. Be
safe and stay healthy.

Sincerely,

County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Irina

Fursman <

irina. fursman@hue. life>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 4:02 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

We' re Here For You And Your People.

11
To our friends, partners, clients and community,

Let us begin by stating that our first thought is for your safety, well- being,
and resilience during the unprecedented times we are facing as a result of
COVID- 19. Our lives are changing in dramatic ways causing feelings of
discomfort, anxiety, and stress.
But we all know that how we respond
are challenged -

to a crisis - what we learn when we

makes a huge difference in our ability to persevere and find

new opportunities and innovation. Our team continues to explore and create

ways to educate, facilitate, and inspire you and your team by doing just that

bringing people together.
Through a series of virtual labs, you' ll not only learn the skills necessary to
lead your team in virtual meetings, but also collect tools that you can

immediately apply to have meaningful conversations/ check-ins, explore
issues, come to consensus, assess progress towards goals, re -maneuver

plans in light of your new current reality, and keep projects on track and on
task. ln the spirit of serving our community and bringing people together, we

are offering these virtual labs for only $ 25 per 60- minute session until
April 12th.

To register for our virtual labs, „ p,l, p,2e.. I L! L . I ,". . ie':.
Ip:". e Scholarships are
available as needed to defray this cost. If you don' t have the resources to
pay for a lab, please contact us Illpiii„„p,. If you do have the resources and
would like to contribute to the scholarship fund, please do so by . Jlli'iIIII„l„' j i p„
so we can continue to extend our support to all community members!
Together we are stronger, and together we will persevere.
With respect and admiration for all you do in service to others, we extend
our appreciation and wish you continued good health.
The HueLife Team
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Connect

with us:

HueLife 1651. 204. 0441

Unsubscribe
Mmffl=

mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us

M

Sent by irina. fursman@hue. life in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jim Hendricks < jim. hendricks@albanymuseum. com>
Monday, April 6, 2020 3: 54 PM

Sent:
To:

Jim

Hendricks

Subject:

Albany Museum of Art launches Life Imitating Art online challenge game

Attachments:

Wulfjpeg; Hintonjpeg; Hendricksjpeg; Vanoteghem_ 01 jpeg; Vanoteghem_ 02jpeg;
200406_ Life_ Imitating_ Art. pdf

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact:

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing &

Public Relations

229. 439. 8400

jim. hendricks@albanymuseum. com

ALBANY MUSEUM

OF ART LAUNCHES

Southwest Georgians Asked to Recreate

LIFE IMITATING ART CHALLENGE
Famous Art with Objects at Home

For Release April 6, 2020 — Albany, GA] — Over the centuries, artists have captured their respective views
on life in their art. Now, the Albany Museum of Art is asking people in Southwest Georgia who are sheltering at
home to use everyday objects around the house to recreate masterpieces in its Life Imitating Art challenge.

The local challenge is based on the Getty Center and Villa' s home art challenge that asked people to recreate
a Getty online collection artwork using three objects from around the house. The Getty challenge was inspired
by the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam and an Instagram account called Between Art and Quarantine.
We thought this would be a fun, entertaining activity for folks who are doing their part to prevent the spread of
COVID- 19 by staying at home," AMA Executive Director Andrew James Wulf, Ph. D., said. " Our staff jumped on
it over the weekend, recreating famous works by Bellini, Mantegna, Fuseli, Beckmann and Magritte."
Those images, with AMA staff posing in the photographs, have been posted on the AMA' s Facebook page
AlbanyMuseumOfArt),

its website ( albanymuseum. com/ life- imitating- art), and its Instagram ( AlbanyMuseum)

and Twitter ( AlbanyArtMuseum)

accounts.

We' re also extending a friendly challenge to our fellow Albany arts and cultural organizations to participate —
the Albany Area Arts Council, Georgia Artists Guild of Albany, Albany Symphony Orchestra, Theatre Albany,
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Flint RiverQuarium, Chehaw, Albany Civil Rights Institute," Wulf said. " We' re calling you out, partners! Let' s
see how creative everyone can be."

To participate in AMA Life Imitating Art, choose any work of art and create your own version of it. Once you' re
happy with your re- creation, post it on social media and tag the Albany Museum of Art so we can share your
masterpiece. We' ll also upload it to our website for visitors to view.

This is something the entire family can enjoy," AMA Education and Public Programming Director Annie
We have our daily Staying Inspired! art activity blog for children and parents, and our online
book club for adults, but this is something anyone can do together or alone, young or old."

Vanoteghem said. "

Some suggestions when you take the challenge:
Incorporate children and pets as models.
If you' re recreating a portrait or group scene, pay attention to facial expressions in the original and try
to capture the same expression( s).

Try to position yourself so that the light is similar to that in the original artwork.
If you have trouble recreating an artwork, take an abstract approach using objects to approximate the
colors and shapes.
Shoot more than one — multiple

photos will help ensure you get one you like. You can always delete

the others.

Unite your photo with the picture of the original. If you don' t have an app like PhotoShop, there are
free apps such as Layout or PicCollage that you can download onto your smartphone.
If you want to share your Life Imitating Art work internationally, in addition to the Albany Museum of
Art' s tag, include the hashtags # betweenartandquarantine and # tussenkunstenquarataine with any
Twitter or Instagram posting.
Above all else, have fun playing the challenge game!
PHOTO CAPTIONS

WULF: Albany Museum of Art Executive Director Andrew James Wulf, Ph. D., recreates
Self -Portrait in Tuxedo for the AMA' s Life Imitating Art social media challenge game.

Max Beckmann' s

HINTON:

Albany Museum of Art Director of Development and Membership Chloe Hinton and her daughter,
Francie, recreate Henry Fuseli' s The Nightmare for the AMAs Life Imitating Art social media challenge game.
HENDRICKS: Albany Museum of Art Director of Marketing Jim Hendricks recreates Rene Magritte' s The Son
of Man for the AMA' s Life Imitating Art social media challenge game.
VANOTEGHEM_ 01: Albany Museum of Art Director of Education and Public Programming Annie Vanoteghem
and her daughter, Ceci, recreate Andrea Mantegna' s Madonna and Child for the AMA' s Life Imitating Art social
media challenge game.

VANOTEGHEM_ 02: Albany Museum of Art Director of Education and Public Programming Annie Vanoteghem
poses her daughter, Ceci, to recreate Giovanni Bellini' s Madonna and Child for the AMA' s Life Imitating Art
social media challenge game.

CURRENT AMA EXHIBITIONS
Cut &

Paste: Works of Paper, works by 11 Georgia artists, is in the Haley Gallery.
Looking at America and Painting How I Want, What I Want and How I See It, works by Dean Mitchell,
is in the East Gallery.
Do Not Hand Me Over to the Impure Whiteness of Noon: A Hemings Elegy, works by Yanique
Norman, is in the West Gallery.
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ABOUT THE ALBANY MUSEUM

OF ART

The Albany Museum of Art is located at 311 Meadowlark Drive in Albany, Georgia, adjacent to Albany State
University West Campus just off Gillionville Road. The museum is accredited by the American Alliance of
Museums. The Albany Museum of Art is currently closed to the public in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic.
For more information about the AMA please visit our website, www. albanymuseum. com or call 229. 439. 8400.
Be sure to follow the @AlbanyArtMuseum

on Twitter, AlbanyMuseum

on Instagram and AlbanyMuseumOfArt

on Facebook.

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing and Public Relations
Albany Museum of Art
311 Meadowlark

Drive

Albany, GA 31707
Office: 229. 439. 8400
Mobile: 229. 878. 9041
albanymuseum.

com

jim. hendricksgalbanymuseum.

com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 118

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 6,
2020 3:
43 PM To:
Michael; Fields, Yvette; Trotter, Michael; AIIen, Kimberly Subject:

Monday,
McCoy,
Re:

20- 050

DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program

RFP

Great!

Thanks
so much! Georgia
Get
Outlook for Android From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>
Sent:

Monday, April 6,
2020 2:
21: 41 PM To:
Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>;
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
Fields, Yvette YFields@albanyga. gov>;
Trotter, Michael < MTrotter@albanyga. gov>Subject:RE:
20-050

DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program

RFP Received. I

have

made the change and will advertise today. Ms.Fields has approved the RFP. KlmIi eiirIlly

I110 Alleii Buyer I
Central Servics

Department Phone: 229.
302. 14 1 Fax:

2 9.

431. 2184 222 Dine

Avenue, Site 260 Albany, GA

3171 P.O.
Box 447

Albany, GA

3172 www. albanyga.
gov flI

I

Y

htl I

dMu7 u d

f^

Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

i..,

w
From:

Colier-

ga. us>
Sent: Monday,

April 6,
2020 3: 14 PM 119

To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;

Fields,

Yvette

YFields@albanyga. gov>; Trotter, Michael < MTrotter@albanyga. gov>
Subject:

Re: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab Program

RFP

Ms. Kimberly, please use the language below in the RFP under the background section:
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners anticipates serving between 750 to 2, 000 applicants. Because of
the time between the disaster date and the onset of applicant intake, there is some uncertainty in regards to
the exact amount of applicants at this time, therefore the anticipated number of applicants is only an estimate
and can change as the program intake moves forward.
Thanks!

Georgia

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea.

gov>

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 2: 02 PM
To: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@douehertyga.

us>

Subject: FW: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program RFP

Good afternoon, respond back thru email on whether to move forward as indicated by Mr. McCoy is
there a number I need to change for the list of applicants?

KlmIt eiirIlly I110 Alleii
Buyer I
Central

Services

Department

Phone: 229. 302. 14

1

Fax: 229. 431. 2184
222 Dine Avenue,

Site 260

Albany, CAA 3171
P. O. Box 447

Albany, CAA 3172
www. albanyga. gov
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From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dougherty, ea, us>
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 6: 16 PM
To: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@douehert .,

ga. us>; Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen( e albanyea. gov>;

YFields Salbanyea, eov>
120

Fields,

Yvette

Cc: Trotter, Michael < MTrotter_@albanyea.. ov>
Subject:

RE: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab Program

RFP

Approved.

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling2doueherty.

a, us>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 59 PM
eov>; Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea,

To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea,

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty a. us>;
Subject:

Re: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Trotter, Michael < MTrotter

Rehab Program

eov>
albanyea,

eov>

RFP

The Section 3 COVID FAQ is not a part of the RFP, its just for informational purposes. We had to wait on Mr.
McCoy to approve the number of applicants to list int he RFP.
Georgia

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea. gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 55 PM
To: Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea.

gov>

Cc: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBolling2cIougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy( @dougherty,
Michael < MTrotter
Subject:

albany

a,>

20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab Program

RFP

Ms. Fields will you proof and sign for advertisement.
lkiimlbeirly I .

Alllllll

iin

Buyer I

Central Services Department

Fax. 229. 431. 2184
222 Pine Av (;

eJ'

IJjJ..

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702

121

a, us>;

Trotter,

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regardIng Qty business are public records avallable to the pulalie and media uport request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

From: Allen, Kimberly < KWlen

alban

a

oy>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 08 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KWlen

alban

a

oy>

Subject:

l l ir

Ilk

i ° Illy I110 Allein

Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone:

229. 302. 141

Fax: 229. 431. 2184

222 Pine Avenue, Site 260

Albany, CAA 3171
P. O. Box 447

Albany, CAA 3172
www. albanyga. gov
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 3: 39 PM

Sent:
To:

Pauline

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Re: Library Hours

Subject:

Abidde

Thanks so much, Pauline. I will update the information for the library to the media and public. Stay safe! -

From: Pauline Abidde < PAbidde@docolib. org>
Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 11: 34 AM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>,
Cc: " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Pauline Abidde <

W

PAbidde@docolib. org>

Subject: RE: Library Hours
Hi Wendy,

Yes, we posted it to our Facebook page " until further notice". The threat of the spread of COVID- 19 is stronger than ever
and the need to continue social distancing and shelter in place orders are still in effect. We will remain closed to the
public until the county authorizes the opening of county buildings to the public.
Thanks,

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 6/ 20 9: 16 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: Pauline Abidde < PAbidde@docolib. org>, " Abidde,

Pauline" <

PAbidde@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Library Hours
Good morning, Pauline —

Wanted to check with you on the library hours. I think I saw a post where you guys are remaining closed until further
notice. Is this correct? If so, I' ll need to update our COVID19 Task Force press releases, as well as post this info on our
county social media pages to let the public know.
Thanks and stay safe!

eindy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer

123

DOUGI iER
COUNTY
cieorg
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
imaflL
wh I I

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

WebI Dougherty.

PUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broad prune records law.Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga. gov>
Monday, April 6, 2020 3: 22 PM
Collier -Bolling, Georgia; McCoy, Michael; Fields, Yvette; Trotter, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: 20- 050

DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program

RFP

Received. I have made the change and will advertise today. Ms. Fields has approved the RFP.
KlmIi eiirIlly I110 Alleii
Buyer I
Central

Services

Department

Phone:

229. 302. 14

1

Fax: 229. 431. 2184
222 Dine Avenue,

Site 260

Albany, CAA 3171
P. O. Box 447

Albany, CAA 3172
www. albanyga. Ojoy

d

J

i..,

w

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

f^

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 3: 14 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
YFields@albanyga.

Fields,

Yvette

gov>; Trotter, Michael < MTrotter@albanyga. gov>

Subject: Re: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program RFP

Ms. Kimberly, please use the language below in the RFP under the background section:
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners anticipates serving between 750 to 2, 000 applicants. Because of
the time between the disaster date and the onset of applicant intake, there is some uncertainty in regards to
the exact amount of applicants at this time, therefore the anticipated number of applicants is only an estimate
and can change as the program intake moves forward.
Thanks!

Georgia
125

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea, eov>

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 2: 02 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBolline(e doueherty. a, us>
Subject: FW: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program RFP

Good afternoon, respond back thru email on whether to move forward as indicated by Mr. McCoy is
there a number I need to change for the list of applicants?

KlmIt eiirIlly I110 Alleii
Buyer I
Central

Services

Department

Phone:

229. 302. 14

1

Fax: 229. 431. 2184
222 Dine Avenue,

Site 260

Albany, CAA 3171
P. O. Box 447

Albany, CAA 3172
www. albanyga. gov
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From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dougherty, ea, us>
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 6: 16 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBollingff douehert ., ga, us>; Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen( e albanyea, eov>;

Fields,

Yvette

YFields Salbanyea, eov>

Cc: Trotter, Michael < MTrotter_@albanyea.. ov>
Subject: RE: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab Program RFP

Approved.

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling2cloueherty.

a, us>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 59 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea, eov>; Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea, eov>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty a, us>;

Trotter, Michael < MTrotter

albanyea,

eov>

Subject: Re: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program RFP

The Section 3 COVID FAQ is not a part of the RFP, its just for informational purposes. We had to wait on Mr.
McCoy to approve the number of applicants to list int he RFP.
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Georgia

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea. gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 55 PM
To: Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea.

gov>

Cc: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBollingf dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dougherty,
Michael < MTrotter
Subject:

albany

20- 050 DOCO

a, us>;

Trotter,

a,>

Homeowner

Rehab Program

RFP

Ms. Fields will you proof and sign for advertisement.
lkiiiimlbeiiirly I .

A111 l l

iin

Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone. 229. 302. 1455
Fax. 229. 431. 2184

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regardIng Qty business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea.

gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 08 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea. gov>
Subject:

l l i r Ilk eiii°Illy I110 Allein
Buyer I
Central

Services

Department

Phone:

229. 302. 14

1
127

Fax: 229. 431. 2184

222 Pine Avenue, Site 260

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 128

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 3: 20 PM
COUNTYCOUNTY-

MANAGERSMANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:
Subject:

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.
AND- ADMINS] FW:

Another

ACCG. ORG

Clarification

This

article is an excellent expert opinion of my hypothesis below.https://
www.

forbes. com/ sites/ hershshefrin/ 2020/ 04/ 05/ great- depression- economics- 101/#
598a10115c26

John Maynard Keynes was not a monetarist( he doesn' t subscribe to QTM), but

Now

the labor supply shock upon the aggregate

demand curve of the pandemic is undeniable in any school of economic theory.The
challenge for policy makers is to aim for a stimul s package that is neither too weak and allows for deflation, nor too
strong and produces inflation."This
tells me that we plan our forward county financial model for Great Recession plus

only if fiscal and monetary policy finds

the perfect storm. Hopefully, we let the feds handle fiscal and monetary policy and pray that they don' t screw it up.
Meanwhile, state and local government should not try to do their own limited or fruitless forms of stimulus ( like supply
side tax policy). The
Knife From:

Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty. net>
Date:
Saturday, April 4,
2020 at 9:56 AM To:
County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Subject:
Re: Another

Clarification

I'

m not sure where the trail began on this thread, but

it was both humorous and informative. Our

special ops team had to

spend the rest of yesterday afternoon tying up telework, non-telework, furlough and surge personnel plans to get us through
the emergency state. While

I am not personally or profes ional y happy with the way the state or federal government is handling things, it gives
us all a rare opportunity of a lifetime to manage a very unique crisis. Although we will all have some challenges remaining
until April 13 and beyond, I hope the EO will give us all a lit le bit time over the next few days to think about recovery.
That will certainly be the next phase of crisis management we will be prepared for.
I
know that we here in BC have decided to focus the next ten business days on re -defining our financial model and breaking down the Stimulus I econmi and financial impact. IMHO, Stimulus II is a certainty. I predict either rampant inflation
or deflation, depending on consumer behavior in the next six months. We will have to watch how quantity theory
of money is applied, particularly with the velocity variable. The Feds have few tools left. With the quantity theory,
if you have too much money in the system, and GDP is low or negative, the prices for goods and services will put the
MR/ MC curves in disequilbrium for firms. Hence, either inflation or deflation of various goods and services in the short run. 129

In other words, we will need to have Black Swan budgets prepared for the next two fiscal years. That is scary to me,
because we cannot rely on the usual 12- 18 month lag in revenue erosion from a normal recession.
I hope the geniuses at OPB and Dorfman are looking at this as closely as we are. Stimulus I is already " fake money."
The Knife

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> on behalf of
O' Quinn, Michael" <

MOQuinn@ACCG.

ORG>

Reply -To: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Date: Friday, April 3, 2020 at 4: 51 PM
To: " COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG" < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Subject:

Re: Another Clarification

That was really inspiring — thanks for taking the time to share that. A glimpse into the future no doubt.

Michael A. O' Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St. N. E.,

Suite

700

GA 30303

Cell Phone: 404. 925. 0764

Email: moquinn@accg. ore

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Steve
Rapson

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 4: 43 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

When this all started several weeks ago...

Fayette County began the process of focusing our
energy and efforts on teleworking — with a primary focus for those employees who fall into the
non- exempt workforce — hourly and part- time employees. Since these employees unlike
exempt employees aren' t paid unless they have hours worked and have no vacation or medical
benefits. We figured we may find ourselves in the near future - being directed to have a Stay in -Place directive from the Governor or President. So we aggressively developed and began
compiling work assignments and tasks with these hourly employees in mind to ensure they still
have a paycheck if such a time comes in the future.
We made arrangements for teleworking and made sure that the basics were covered — that
employees understood that they still fall under the same policies and procedures at home as in
the work place. Work -from -home arrangements were meant to maximize time on the clock and
we encouraged managers to use Microsoft Teams for daily video chats to stay in touch with
130

each other while they work from home. Daily email exchanges, weekly meetings, weekly
reports, quick, daily, face- to- face, ( albeit virtually so) we realized were a great tool for staff to
stay in touch and provide accountability for their work performance.
We drilled into everyone that these tools help remote employees stay connected and
accountable but were nothing if you don' t have the right attitude and culture for
accommodating teleworking.

We also thought of this as opportunity, and if planned and managed successfully, could become
a productivity model for our future. Teleworking would just become another tool that we could
employ as a strategic talent management initiative for staff attraction, engagement and retention
while reducing costs for the county and the employee. Granted, some jobs are not conducive to
teleworking, such as positions that require an on -site presence. Others are more location
flexible, and some jobs have elements of both, where they require on -site availability on some
days, but include duties that can be conducted at home, such as report writing or customer
service interactions that take place over email and phone. We called it a millennial generation
experiment, since they value flexible work, and they' re quickly rising in significant numbers in
our workforce.
The desire for flexible schedules and remote work practices does makes sense
after all couple with our information technology advancements that seem to be growing
exponentially - remote teleworking becomes possible.
So we started thinking " out of the box" and left our old resistance, outdated norms and
technology limitations behind... We didn' t just limit ourselves to just a teleworking solution
either — other solutions were embraced like job sharing, having an employees work outside
their normal business hours, working on the weekend, working at night, going on non -paid
leave status — employees imaginations were the only limitation.
We developed

a solution —

and here we are...

we designed a teleworking plan — we

arrived at a viable option...

in a virtual world.

We ended up sending over 200 employees home — all with work assignments and mostly closed
our administrative offices to the public —we call it a strategic initiative — all county services
remain open, we' re still doing building inspections, issuing permits, paying vendors etc but
have left the brick and mortar world... for the most part behind... all our employees have work
assignments and are being managed and paid.
As Eric said, when the dust settles, we will reward those who worked the front line through all
of this and have another valuable management tool in our work shed.

I' m extremely proud of my directors creativity with implementing this teleworking plan: job
sharing, afterhours assignments, flexing weekends, rotating weeks, days, hours — their
imagination and flexibility in solving this new work environment has been nothing short of
amazing — their commitment in meeting their respective workloads and meeting their
employees needs is to be commended.
131

Steven " Sledgehammer"

Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770.305. 5100

Fayette Cou irmty offices aire :. IIIosed to IIFuulbllHc a irmt;tlll Alpirtlll 30, 2020, iin albu indaunce of cand;iourm :. ounceiriniing Coiroinaviirius
COVlllf - 10),

e ask ouir° urestdeint;s t;o:. oint;act; ius via IIFIIimoine, eirnatlll, or ouir° webstte to keep ainy exlposu ire to a urrifiniurmu urn

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of
Johnson,

Eric R.

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 4: 07 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Another

Clarification I

don' t plan to reopen our administrative offices to the public until this is over. I made the operational decision to shut them down.
We'

ve move most of those employees to working from home but have a few in locked buildings (to the public —I'm not locking
my employees in),
ad res ing activities that must be handled in a central location. Service impacts have been minimal
as we pushed to electronic or mail options and are waiving some late fees. We are still doing building inspections but
leaving those in oc upied structures to 3rd party inspectors. We are getting the hang of virtual Board meetings and staff
meetings and suspended most public hearings but held one virtual one last night. Court
buildings are,of course, open for limited activities. I

have no interest in taking on the Chief Justice of the Georgia Supreme

Court. We

started our budget process for 2021 with an expectation of a cur ent year 2(020) recession with revenue impacts possibly
extending into next year. Contrary
to that sense of doom, we are paying all employees ( including those of Consti utional Officers) regardless of whether
I supect that will be extended. When
we have work for them to do for at least four weeks starting this week --and
the dust settles, we will reward those who worked the front line through all of this —probably
with some added leave.
EIZ&

Eric
R.Johnson I County Manager Forsyth
County, Georgia From:
County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000.
ORG>On
Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 3:
35 PM 132

Behalf Of Joseph Saxon

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A00O. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

In Turner, the BOC decided that if we are the cause of the employee being off, we are going to pay them if we order a
shut down or an isolate to protect other staff ect. If they or someone they care for or are responsible for are ordered to
isolate or quarantine, for a period not exceeding two weeks, we are going to pay them. We will make use of the new
provisions in the law for the 80 hours.
Joe Saxon

From: County- managers- and- admins On Behalf Of Adam Brett
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 26 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

For those of you who have tax commissioners using a rotational schedule, how are you paying employees? Are you
requiring them to use personal leave on the " weeks off?" I have so far managed not to pay an employee not to work
and I would like that to continue.

Adam

Brett

County Administrator
Jefferson County GA
217 East Broad Street
Louisville

GA 30434

abretL@ieffersoncountyga..

gov

478- 625- 3332 Office
706- 318- 8575

Mobile

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A00O. ORG> On Behalf Of
rmmcduffie148

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 59 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

I' m in total agreement with Bill' s statement "

Classic case of trying to make everyone happy but instead making no one happy. Makes no sense to say everybody stay
home but let' s keep everything open and available to the public."
I' m calling my state legislators and screaming to them to do something about it. Please join me and call your state
delegations!!!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

William F. Lindsey" <

wflindsey@JOHNSONCO.

ORG>

4/ 3/ 20 1: 04 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject:

Re: Another

Clarification

133

Classic case of trying to make everyone happy but instead making no one happy. Makes no sense to say everybody stay
home but let' s keep everything open and available to the public.

Bill Lindsey
Johnson County Administrator

From: County- managers- and- admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORGj On Behalf Of
Joseph Saxon

Sent: Friday, April 03, 2020 12: 59 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

Wow, Just Wow.

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills,
Dave

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 57 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

Regina, here' s an idea. Might be a little hard to come by, but purchase medical scrubs for all your employees and equip
them with a face mask. Place a sign at the courthouse door that warns all who enter that your personnel are pulling
double duty as volunteers at the local hospital and they just got off their shift, so please disregard their attire. I bet you
won' t have many citizens in the courthouse!

Dave Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon

404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)

Fax)
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dwills@acce. ore

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A00O. ORG> On Behalf Of
rmmcduffie148

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Another

Clarification Disregard

this.I sent it before I read Michael' s email. He' s ad res ing exactly the points that I was looking to clarify. But again,
I must express my disdain. Opening to the public is not reassuring to my employees regarding their wellbeing and certainly
not a step in the direction of improving public health. How can we nest express our concerns to the Governor? Or
should we convince the gun lobbyists first?
Sent

from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy

smartphone Original

message From:

Regina

McDuffie < rmmcduffie148@WINDSTREAM.

4/3/ 20

COUNTY-

11: 49 AM ( GMT-

NET>
Date:

05: 00) To:

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG Subject:

Another

Clarification

Hi

Dave, My

interpretation is that the order does not facilitate the Courthouse and/
or offices to be closed to the public; the alternative is to practice social
distancing. However, as it encourages" teleworking, if pos ible", does
it allow us to close offices if we can establish clear avenues of conducting

business via mail, email, phone transfers, etc.?
Please
Regards,

Regina

M.McDuffie, County
S.Sumter

O. Box

297 Oglethorpe,

Ga

rmmcduffie148@windstream.
478)

Manager 121

St.P.

31068

Email:

net
472- 7021

office

135

Phone: (

advise. RMM

478)

244- 9102

mobile

Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 7: 01 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: curfews not mentioned

ACCG' s legal team is analyzing the document now. But in short, all local
orders are superseded. Stay tuned. I expect our legal team to have something
ready later this evening.
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Toby Harris
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 58 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] curfews

not mentioned Hello

everyone, So

does the Governor' s ex cutive order supersede any curfews or closer of local
churches set by local Governments? He
states the we can do no more or no less in the order. Any

thoughts? Thank
You,Toby

Harris County
Manager Brantley
County BOC Brantley
County Georgia 33
Allen Rd Nahunta,
Ga

31553 912.

462. 5256 Office n

n

136

Virus -free. n/ n w. av. com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 6,
2020 3:
14 PM To:
Kimberly; McCoy, Michael; Fields, Yvette; Trotter, Michael Subject:

Monday,
Allen,
Re:

20- 050

DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program

RFP

Ms.

Kimberly, please use the language below in the RFP under the background section:Dougherty
County Board of Commis ioners anticipates serving between 750 to 2,000 applicants. Because of the
time between the disaster date and the onset of applicant intake, there is some uncertainty in regards to the
exact amount of applicants at this time, therefore the anticipated number of applicants is only an estimate and
can change as the program intake moves forward. Thanks!
Georgia

From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>
Sent:

Monday, April 6,
2020 2:
02 PM To:
Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>
Subject: FW:
20-050

DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program

respond back

RFP Good

afternoon,

thru email on whether to move forward as indicated by Mr.McCoy is there a

number I need to change for the list of applicants? KlmIt eiirIlly

I110 Alleii Buyer I
Central Servics

Department Phone: 229.
302. 14 1 Fax: 2 9.
431. 2184 222 Dine

Avenue, Site 260

Albany, CAA

3171 P.O.
Box 447

Albany, CAA

3172 www. albanyga.
gov flI

I

Y
f^

htl I

dMu7 u d

i..,

w
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From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 6: 16 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.
us>;Allen,

Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

Yvette
gov>;
Fields,

YFields@albanyga.

gov>
Cc:

Trotter, Michael <MTrotter@albanyga. gov>
Subject:
RE: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab

Program RFP

Approved.

From:

Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@doueherty.

a,
us> Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 12:59 PM To:
Yvette < YFields@albanyea,
eov>;
Fields,

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea,

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC

dou herty a.us>; Trotter,

Re: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner Rehab

eov>
Cc:

Michael <MTrotter@albanyea,

Program RFP

eov>
Subject:

The

Section 3 COVID FAQ is not a part of the RFP, its just for informational purposes. We had to wait on Mr. McCoy
to approve the number of applicants to list int he RFP. Georgia
From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea.

gov>
Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 12:55 PM To:
Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea.

gov>
Cc:

Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBolline@dougherty. ga.
us>;McCoy,
MTrotter@albany

Michael <MMcCoy( @dougherty, a,
us>; Trotter,

a,>
Subject:

20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab

Program RFP

Ms.

Fields will you proof and sign for advertisement. lkiimlbeirly
II Al

iin
Buyer
.

I Central

Services Department Phone.
229. 302. 1455 Fax.
229. 431. 2184 Albany,

GA 31701 P.
O. Box

447 Albany,

GA

31702 139

Michael <

TY
w

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regardIng Qty business are public records avallable to the pulalie and media uport request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea. gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 08 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea.

gov>

Subject:

l l ir

Ilk

i ° Illy I110 Allein

Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone:

229. 302. 141

Fax: 229. 431. 2184

222 Nine Avenue, Site 260

Albany, CAA 3171
N. O. Box 447

Albany, CAA 3172
www. albanyga. gov

flI
i..,

I Y 4 htl I dMu7

u

d
w
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 3: 09 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

INVITATION: State, Local, Tribal Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 8, 1: 00 PM
Eastern

recipients

Time)

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders —

On Wednesday, April 8, at i:oo PM Eastern Time, please Senior Administration Officials for a briefing
call on COVID- 19 ( coronavirus). The primary focus of this week' s briefing call will be federal agency guidance
and implementation of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act. You can
find additional information from the U. S. Department of the Treasury bere. Registration instructions are
below — please read the RSVP instructions in their entirety before registering.

Briefing Call Registration
Date: Wednesday, April 8
Time: 1: oo PM Eastern Time ( please note time zone)
Call -In Registration:

CLICK HERE

Note: Please note the following information regarding registration.
Call -in lines are limited. RSVP' s will be allocated in the order they are received. Please register only if
you are able to join the call.
Upon successful registration, you will be directed to a separate webpage with confirmation details
and/ or receive dial -in instructions to the email address you use to register. Please ensure the email
address you register with is correct and check your spam/ junk folder after registration. If neither action
occurs, you did not successfully register.
If you are attempting to register but cannot " submit" your information, the call is at capacity.
141

Note that multiple people cannot dial -in using the same registration information. This will cause you to
be kicked - off the call.

Briefing Call Background: President Donald J. Trump Signs the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act ( CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional Leaders, on Friday,
March 27, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act. The $ 2. 2
trillion economic relief package provides American families, healthcare workers, and small businesses with the
economic support they need to get through this challenging time. The package includes $ 1, 200 payments to
qualifying Americans, $ too billion in direct support for hospitals, and over $ 37o billion to small business
owners to keep their employees on the payroll. It also includes direct relief for State, Tribal, and local
governments through the $ 15o billion Coronavirus Relief Fund. Each State will receive at least $ 1. 25 billion.
8 billion is set aside for tribal governments. This aid comes on top of the Family First Coronavirus Aid
Package, signed by President Trump on March 18, 2020. State/ Local/ Tribal provisions include:
15o billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be allocated primarily by a
State' s population with each State receiving at least $ 1. 25 billion.
34o billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the coronavirus outbreak.
5oo billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U. S. Treasury to support eligible businesses
and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a result of COVID- 19.
1oo billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost revenues not otherwise

reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID- 19.
3. 5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers, first responders, and
others on the frontlines of this crisis.
Fact Sheet: President Donald

merican

Workers

Coronavirus

U. S. Department of the Treasury Resources and Guidance: How the Treasu

ersart

ent is

Taking Action

Op -Ed: Ivanka Trump —
Op -Ed: Peter Navarro — How BusinessesAre S ep i

all Businesses
LTA. Cc llc

c rc

i

c

i

Tru

Administration

The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs ( WH IGA) will continue to share pertinent information as
it becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be of assistance. As a reminder,

WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country' s State and local elected officials and
Tribal Governments.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

William F. Crozer

Special Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

f
12

ONE

0y

COVID-

19:Important Resources for State, Local, and
Tribal Officials 142

Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Monday, March 16, the White House Coronavirus Task
Force issued guidelines to help protect Americans during the global coronavirus outbreak. To keep the
momentum going to # StopTheSpread and # BendtheCurve, on Tuesday, March 31, the White House
Coronavirus Task Force issued revised guidelines — o ays to Slo t e Srsread ( EWa ol) —to extend
the guidance for an additional 3o days. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are at risk, and
your activities can increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others. Everyone can do their part.
The recommendations are simple to follow but will have a resounding impact on public health.
Up -To -Date Information: The most up- to- date, verified information and guidance can be found via the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website — .
coronavijm5. yov.
The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

COVID- i9 Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed, state
managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance, including for critical
supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and
i)
Pande
ic® esonse and
recovery process via this important resource — Coronavirus ( C ecove
Federal®State®Local® ® bal Partners
rout
ice. FEMA' s public assistance guidance for
COVID- 19 response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of Homeland Security
DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19 emergency. DHS issued
revised guidance on March 28th ( see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
Infrastructure WorkgrS, Durin C ig Resrsouse). The guidance, and accompanying list, is
intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national
security. The list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to the
coronavirus

pandemic.

Fraud &

Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating,
and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and helpful
resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also

established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus- related scams.
VI - ig Screening Tool. Follow the White House

Social Media Resources: Download the Apple C
on Twitter and Faceboo .

Also follow HHS ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

and CDC ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

You

can also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing,
etc. on the White House' s YouTube page.
Mental Health Resources: Natural disasters — including such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak —
can be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Administration' s ( SAMHSA) Disaster Distress Helpline — 1- 800- 985- 5990 ( or text TalkWithUs to
66746) —

provides 24/ 7, 365- day- a- year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in
coping with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus
pandemic. Learn more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.
143

Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all U. S. government
activities related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel, immigration, and
transportation to education, find pertinent actions here. Each Federal Agency has also established a
dedicated coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They include:
S), Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS), Food and Drug
Health and Human Services (
Administration ( FDA), Department of Education (

of ), Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Small
Business Administration ( SBA), Department of Labor (___ I.),Department of Homeland Security (
Department of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs ( iTA), Environmental Protection Agency

S),

C), Department of Justice (
J),
EPA), Department of Energy ( DOE), Department of Commerce (
Revenue
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Department of the Treasury UST), Internal

Service (IRS),Office
Commission

and
of the Director of National Intelligence ( I),
U.S. Election Assistance

Q.

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications municeatlons to
or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 144

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

GOV>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 2: 54 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Fwd: A

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

net

I

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

ACCG. ORG

PoliceOne article from clooney@franklincosherif .

Sadly —

did get a reply. . Technically

this math is correct. Total
Cases 6,
742 — Hospitalized

1,
296 — Deaths

4 5, =
442 Quarantined

or Recovered The

problem is that DPH only the numbers are reported cumulatively, and only once, so the person
is counted when he/she is hospitalized and is still, and will always show up in this database
as hospitalized, even if they' re reported as died or have since recovered and are home sheltering
in place. As
it was explained to me, the database was set up quickly and not all exigencies were factored in,
the math proposed would therefore hospitalized would be overstated and Quarantined and Recovered
would be understated. See

the simplistic example below: White —

existing

daily reported Green —

new

cases (Over estimated to il ustrate variance)Yellow —

changes
what

for patients between hospitalized, died,quarantined or recovered. Blue —
DPH would report. Cateonln

1D1

Cf

6,

742 j

itaLed 19296

w000)

219

5010,

or Recovered 227

i;

et

Total

10,

242, Hosp'
00 0

Deaths

500

,'

7119

Quarantaned,

977
/

0

are overwhelmed so having them true -up and start reporting differently isn't'likely. Steven
Rapson Fayette

County 145

1,

1,

000 PDH

County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770.305. 5100

Fayette Cou irity offices aire :. IIIosed to IIFuulbllHc a irrt 1 Alpirflll 30, 2020, iin albu indaunce of cand;iourm :. ounceiriniing Coiroina iirius
COVlllD- 19)

e ask ouir° uresid rots to:. m; intact ius via IIFIIimoine, eirnafll, oir° ouir° website to keep ainy exposu ire to a urmfiniurmu urn

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Phyllis
Ayers

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 2: 21 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Fwd: A

problem in Stephens. If

y U

f e1ACJ1

Finance

PoliceOne article

from clooney@franklincosherif . net

Same

someone just happens to know the person we get enough details. J

C CY, Je Administrator/

Director/ Planning

Director Stephens

County Board of Commis ioners 706886- 9491

X303 ( o)706-

491- 0883 ( cell) payers@stephenscountyga.
com From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000.
ORG>On

Behalf Of Beth Thomas

Sent:

Monday, April 6,
2020 1:
49 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG Subject: [
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Fwd: A

PoliceOne article

from clooney@franklincosherif . net

We'

ve had an exposure from an asymptotic patient call for cardiac event. As part of the hospital' s proces to test
all new admissions, the patient was found to be COVID- 19 positive. The hospital did not notify us.We found
out from a confidential hospital employee who knew we transported the patient. The lack of sharing information
among fellow healthcare units is alarming. I complet ly understand the need for privacy and too many
people do search for gossip, but how do we bridge this gap so our frontline responders stay safe. With
two in quarantine, I may have to shut down a unit. Forwarded
message --------From:

Terry Harris <tharris@franklincountyga.

gov>
146

Date: Mon, Apr 6, 2020 at 1: 24 PM
Subject: Fwd: A PoliceOne article from clooney@franklincosheriff.
To: Beth Thomas <

net

bthomas@franklincountyga. gov>

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:
From: email- to- friend@policeone. c
Date: April 6, 2020 at 1: 08: 27 PM EDT

To: THarris@franklincountyga. gov
Subject: A PoliceOne article from clooney@franklincosheri.

net

A...._....._.__..._..__..._._._-.

clooney@frankiincosheriff.

net sent you the following:

Il: : e ' s tell hospitals they may sh ire iiinfoirirriadon about ; OVI' l ")-. 1 . 0 Ipadents with first
irespoi

deirs

More About PoliceOne

Product.

Forums &

Our Product Categories provide research and

Discuss relevant issues with fellow officers and learn

information

that support

Law Enforcement

informed

purchasing

for

professionals

more about what is going on at departments

across

the country

Dews

Up- to- date news and columnist

Chat:

Video

articles from

some of the nation' s top Law Enforcement

experts

Training

Find an upcoming training course in your area or
post events you would like to promote

147

An ever- expanding

library of videos related to news,

products, training and more

E

Beth Thomas

County Manager
Franklin County
PO Box 159 - 141 Athens Street
Carnesville, GA 30521

Phone 706. 384. 2483

Direet 706. 918. 3121

Fax 706. 384. 7089

This communication is a public record under the Georgia Open Records Law and is subject to public access
upon request.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written ceyrrmunications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tori

Branham <

tori. branham @acdv. com>Sent:

Monday,

April 6,
2020 2:
54 PM To:

mmccoy@dougherty.

ga.
us Subject:

Our

Priority Is Georgians With

the growing need for medical support and equipment, we would like the opportunity to speak with you in regards
to our customized medical vehicles. Now more than ever, our Medical Staff,State and Country is desperate need
of crucial treatment centers. With COVID- 19 spreading through the country rapidly, mobile top of the line medical treatment
and testing centers could provide medical staff and agencies with the sources needed to tackle and defeat this
wide spread virus. We

are Goergia company that cares a great deal about our fellow Georgian' s and their survival. We would be honored to
become apart of the solution for overcoming this pandemic and serving our fellow residents. Thank
you for your time and consideration! 0

At
ACDV, we
time. We

are working hard on finding ways to use our talents to help out during this trying
have a long history of providing support in our community, often

tackling new

and innovative projects that meet the unique needs of our clients. Our team takes pride in
our ability to make a difer nce in the world, regardless

II

1.
49

of the challenge. 439...

In
Copyright 02020 American Custom Design Vehicles, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
American

Custom

5045 McNeel

Design

Industrial

Vehicles
Blvd

Powder Springs, GA 30127- 5340

Add us to your address book

Tori

Branham

Sales/ Marketing Coordinator

Aiiyiei' Jcairi Custoiiyi Desigiri Vehiicles
5045 IMIJe6l Ilurudusiir41
IowdeiSpir' hrigs, GA
439 WO

www.

acdv. com

Please

M VD

30 I 2 7 770

visit our Google and Facebook accounts. Your reviews are greatly appreciated! httDS://
www.

iu

facebook. com/ACDVusa/ L9J

PUBLICRECORDS NOTICE: Georglahas

a very broad public records law,Most writtert communications to or from Qtyand County

officials regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 150

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 6,
2020 2:
12 PM To:
Kimberly Cc:
Michael; Fields, Yvette Subject:

Monday,
Allen,
McCoy,
Re:

I

20- 050

DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program

RFP

Once,

have confirmed the number that you are to include in the RFP, I wil respond . Georgia

From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>
Sent:

Monday, April 6,
2020 2:
02 PM To:
Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>
Subject: FW:
20-050

DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program RFP Good afternoon,

respond back thru email on whether to move forward as indicated by Mr.McCoy is there a
number I need to change for the list of applicants? KlmIt eiirIlly

I110 Alleii Buyer I
Central Servics
Department

Phone: 229.

302. 14 1 Fax:

2 9.

431. 2184 222 Dine
Avenue, Site 260

Albany, CAA

3171 P.O.
Box 447 Albany, CAA

3172

www. albanyga.

gov wW d

1W
r

Y '"
M

1a " f NRdfV hYu l'iitla ti'll'tr. , "w

1;
b" \,

From:

p^

o w,
rv'

McCoy,

Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday,
April 3,
2020 6: 16 PM To: Collier Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>;
Allen,Kimberly < KiAlen@albanyga.

gov>;Fields,

Yvette

YFields@albanyga.

gov> 153

Cc: Trotter, Michael < MTrotter@albanyga. gov>
Subject:

RE: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab Program

RFP

Approved.

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@doueherty.

a, us>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 59 PM
eov>; Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea,

To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea,

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty a. us>;
Subject:

Re: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Trotter,

Rehab Program

eov>

Michael < MTrotter@albanyea,

eov>

RFP

The Section 3 COVID FAQ is not a part of the RFP, its just for informational purposes. We had to wait on Mr.
McCoy to approve the number of applicants to list int he RFP.
Georgia

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea. gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 55 PM
To: Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea.

gov>

Cc: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy( @dougherty,
Michael < MTrotter@albany
Subject:

a,>

20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab Program

RFP

Ms. Fields will you proof and sign for advertisement.
lkiimlbeirly I .

Alllllll

iin

Buyer I

Central Services Department

Fax. 229. 431. 2184
222 Pine Av (;

eJ'

IJjJ..

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
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a, us>;

Trotter,

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regardIng Qty business are public records avallable to the pulalie and media uport request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

From: Allen, Kimberly < KWlen

alban

a

oy>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 08 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KWlen

alban

a

oy>

Subject:

l l ir

Ilk

i ° Illy I110 Allein

Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone:

229. 302. 141

Fax: 229. 431. 2184

222 Pine Avenue, Site 260

Albany, CAA 3171
P. O. Box 447

Albany, CAA 3172
www. albanyga. gov
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

COUNTY-

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

bthomas@FRANKLINCOUNTYGA.
Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 1: 49 PM

To:

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Beth Thomas

ACCG. ORG>

GOV>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Fwd: A PoliceOne article from clooney@fran

Subject: [

klincosheriff. net We'

ve had an exposure from an asymptotic patient call for cardiac event. As part of the hospital' s proces to test all new
admissions, the patient was found to be COVID- 19 positive. The hospital did not notify us.We found out from a confidential
hospital employee who knew we transported the patient. The lack of sharing information among fellow healthcare
units is alarming. I complety understand the need for privacy and too many people do search for gossip, but how
do we bridge this gap so our frontline responders stay safe. With
two in quarantine, I

may have to shut down a unit. Forwarded

message --------From:

Terry

Harris <tharris@franklincountyea.

Mon,

Apr

6,2020

Fwd: A
Beth

eov>
Date:
at 1: 24 PM Subject:

PoliceOne article from clooney@franklincosherif . net

Thomas < bthomas@franklincountyea.

To:

eov>
Sent

from my iPhone Begin
forwarded message: From:

email- to-friend@policeone. c

Date:

April 6,
2020 at 1:08: 27 PM EDT To:

THar is@franklincountyga. gov Subject:
A

PoliceOne article

from clooney@franklincosherif . net

net

clo ney@franklincosherif .

sent you the following: II::=

e ' s tel l hospitals they im y sh ire i nfoir madon albout OV: II:l")-1..
deirs 156

9 Ipadents with first irespoi

More About PoliceOne

Chat:

Product.

Forums &

Our Product Categories provide research and
information that support informed purchasing for

Discuss

Law Enforcement

the country

issues

with fellow

officers

and learn

more about what is going on at departments across

professionals

News

Up- to- date news and columnist

relevant

Video

An ever- expanding library of videos related to news,

articles from

some of the nation' s top Law Enforcement experts

products, training and more

Training

Find an upcoming training course in your area or
post events you would like to promote

IN

Beth Thomas
County Manager
Franklin County
PO Box 159 -

141 Athens Street

Carnesville, GA 30521

Phone 706. 384. 2483

Direct 706. 918. 3121

Fax 706. 384. 7089

This communication is a public record under the Georgia Open Records Law and is subject to public access upon
request.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records lava. Most written corrmunications to or from City and County
oeials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 157

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 1: 45 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Toby Harris <

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

AND- ADMINS] HIPAA

bccm@BTCONLINE.

NET>

ACCG. ORG

Yes,

I

also agree on this. I

have employees who are on edge and if we had real numbers to compare it does make a dif erence.

I'

m not looking to change our executive orders as well but the recovery count would make the numbers a real equation to
read and help us understand. Thank
You, Toby '
County
s
Manager Brantley
County BOC Brantley
County Georgia 33

Allen Rd Nahunta,
Ga
462. 5256

oo

31553 912.
Office

oR¢

cw: ai From:

County- managers- and-admins On Behalf Of Jason Rubenbauer Sent:
Monday, April 06,2020 1:
36 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: HIPAA

I

have been asking for this since the very beginning. Having a total case count without accounting for the recovered skews
the numbers and keeps the general public on edge. A
particular county near us had one of the first reported cases in our region and the individual has since been cleared for over
a month now. I

do understand the severity of this situation, but in order to truly depict the local/ regional impact on a daily/ weekly basis
for effective decision making, it would be nice to have the recovered cases reported. By no means does this mean we
will push to lift the executive order,but will help us keep our folks encouraged through these uncertain times for many.
Just

my two cents. From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS( LISTSERV,
Sent:

Monday, April 06,2020 12:53 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

Re: HIPAA

AND- ADMINS( LISTSERV,

158

ACCG, ORG

Subject:

ACCG, ORG>On

Behalf Of Steve Rapson

Joseph,

I share your frustration esp. when it comes to managing employees going into and out of
isolation &

quarantine.

If I have an employee who says —

my brother Jane Doe tested positive for the coronavirus; we
bench that employee for a 14 day quarantine... sure would be nice to validate that Jane Doe did
test positive —not that any employees of mine would take advantage of this situation... but the
CDC/ DPH knows who tested positive —just a confirmation would be nice part of a due
diligence process... just saying...
In other new s- I' m asking my DPH to consider helping me change the message in the public
and with my political folks with how we' re sharing this data... so the email below:
Doctor Obasanjo,

Why can' t we begin to change the conversation with our daily reporting.
If we get the " Hospitalized" allocated by county similar to how it' s being done with reported
cases &
deaths — then why can' t we use this math...
Total Cases 6, 742 — Hospitalized

1, 296 — Deaths 4 =

5, 442 Quarantined or Recovered

So why can' t we place a positive spin in our daily updates:
6, 742 Total Cases
1, 296 Hospitalized

19. 22%

4 Deaths 3. 25%

5, 442 Quarantined or Recovered 77. 53 %
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CSC ' IC- 1

Confirmed Cases.,,,

No, Cases Nj

Totall 6742

00011/ 6),
Hoy

pilalrzed 1296,

09,22%)
Deaths,

2,

19 (3 %)
COVID-

191C, onfurmedCases Sy No Nio
Deaths

County:
Fulton

Cases
970

28

Dougherty

688

3

1

Diekal b 549

19

Cobb

24

Gwillineft

410

7

Dayton

239

91

Hieniry

168

3,

Badow

160

7

CarroM

T5-

8

Lee 138

9

Cherokep.

124

5

Hall

117'

01

Dougllas

911

5

Chathami

90

3 Sumter

83

4

Floyd

82

13

Rockdale

77

2

r'

orsyth

73

Early 70

1

coweta

67

2

Steven

Rapson

Fayet e

474

County County

Manager, C.
P.
A.
sra son@fa t ecounty&
a.&
ov

770.305.

5100

Fayette Couirity offices

aire cdosedto pUlWic uirrtfll Alpirfll 30,2020, iin albuindaince of cautioin coinceiriniing Coiroinavi rius COVID- 19)
We
ask, ouir

uresideintsto cointact ius via ptioine, eirnafl, oir ouir websiteto keep airy exposuire to a urrtorkirruirr, From: County- managers-

and- adm ins COUNTY<MANAGERS- AND- ADML! S(
LISTSE i/,
ACC,® > On Behalf Of

Joseph Saxon 160

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 12: 16 PM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS]

HIPAA

I am bewildered. I have provided a link where the State of Alabama is releasing under strict guides the names of
those infected, to ensure self -isolation or quarantine is being carried out as directed. The State of California
actually has an app, for your phone as to those infected.
htt

s:// www.

overnin . com/ securit / AlabarTla- Shares- Addresses- Not- Names- of- COVID- 19-

Patients. htinPutm _ term= READ% 20I' 0RE& utm _ca%
bb

in° To20C1oes° o20Virtual° To20 4cutm

content= email& utm

20Lo
source= Act- 0n+ Software& utm

medium= email

I am also attaching a letter from DPH in which they state that their release of HIPAA information will be
business as usual, so that there will be " no fishing expeditions." I am also attaching the Civil Rights letter from
HHS as it outline under what exceptions HIPAA may be released and to whom. Locally our Sheriff had to force
DPH to issue an isolation order to a family whose members despite being tested positive and working in the
health care field, continued to place the community at risk. The information was given to the Sheriff not by
DPH as it should have, but by a citizen with whom the individual and confided that despite the diagnoses they

would go where they wanted when they wanted.
I am at a loss as to how we are to ensure that we lessen a serious and imminent threat to the health and safety of
the public, with out key first responders being given this information and our Sheriff ensuring that those ordered

to quarantine or isolate do so. Short of a court order for the release I see no way forward.
I am open to ideas and suggestions.
Joseph D. Saxon M. P. A.

Office of the County Manager
208 East College

Ave.

Ashburn, Georgia 31714
Office: 229- 567- 4313
Facsimile:

229- 5 67- 4794

Cellular: 229- 425 -7085

isaxon@) turnercount ,

cor ja.coni

Virus -free. vuvuvu. av. com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poballe records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 1: 21 PM
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: Getting Relief Funds for Dougherty Starts NOW

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Don' t know if you got this or if it' s legit?
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Localgov < media@localgov.

ore>

Date: April 6, 2020 at 1: 16: 27 PM EDT

To: whowell@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: Getting Relief Funds for Dougherty Starts NOW
Reply -To: astewart@azavar. com

0
Good Afternoon!

We hope you are doing as well as can be expected. We wanted to
put together vital information and resources for local governments
during this time. If we can provide any assistance in navigating the
reimbursement

process, please contact us.

Read the entire article here:

Getting Relief Funds for Your

Community Starts NOW.

Getting Relief Funds for

Dougherty Starts

162

Now

Last week, the United States Congress passed and the President
signed the Coronavirus Aid,

Relief, and Economic Security (

CARES)

Act. Many resources were included in this package to assist local
governments across the country through this crisis.
Through the bill, $ 45 Billion has been allocated

to bolster the

Federal Emergency Management Agency' s Disaster Relief Fund
along with an additional $ 150 Billion that has been set aside as part
of a Coronavirus Relief Fund. These funds are part of a total
package of $ 2 Trillion in spending that includes direct payments to
taxpayers,

support for businesses,

hospitals,

and others impacted

by COVID- 19.
Public

Assistance

Following the President' s National

Funds:

Emergency Declaration on March 13th, all local governments are
eligible to apply for Public Assistance Funds ( Category B:
Emergency

Protective

Measures).

The $ 45 billion allocation

in the

CARES Act will support these efforts. As typical through normal

Presidential Disaster Decelerations, local governments will need to
work with their state' s Emergency Management Agency to file a
Request for Public Assistance.

Here is a link to each state' s Emergency Management Agency
website where you will be able to apply for Public Assistance Funds.
Read the entire article here.

How Localgov Can Help: We understand that governments
nationwide are facing an unprecedented challenge to maintain
essential services.

Localgov can assist your community by

facilitating remote access to government services for citizens and
employees through our tax collection and accountability software.

163

Under the Presidential Disaster Declaration, Public Assistance

Funds

are potentially eligible to be spent on Localgov solutions as they
assist in temporary facilities for:
1.

Essential community services

2.

Provide protection for an eligible facility

3.

Remove health and safety hazards

4.

Allows for emergency operations centers to coordinate and
direct the response to a disaster

We have expert grant writing consultants that can help you submit
these activities so they can be potentially paid for by the disaster
relief fund.

If you have any questions about the reimbursements

outlined in this article or about how Localgov can help you during
this time, please contact us.

We are able to get you online in less than 24 hours, just let us
know you are ready!

Sincerely,
The

Localgov

Team
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Localgov <

media@localgov. org>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 1: 11 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Getting Relief Funds for Dougherty Starts NOW

0
Good Afternoon!

We hope you are doing as well as can be expected. We wanted to
put together vital information and resources for local governments
during this time. If we can provide any assistance in navigating the
reimbursement

process, please contact us.

Read the entire article here:

Getting Relief Funds for Your

Community Starts NOW.

Getting Relief Funds for
Dougherty Starts Now
Last week, the United States Congress passed and the President
signed the Coronavirus Aid,

Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES)

Act. Many resources were included in this package to assist local
governments across the country through this crisis.
Through the bill, $ 45 Billion has been allocated to bolster the

Federal Emergency Management Agency' s Disaster Relief Fund
along with an additional $ 150 Billion that has been set aside as part
of a Coronavirus Relief Fund. These funds are part of a total
package of $ 2 Trillion in spending that includes direct payments to

166

taxpayers, support for businesses, hospitals, and others impacted

by COVID- 19.
Public

Assistance

Funds:

Following the President' s National

Emergency Declaration on March 13th, all local governments are
eligible to apply for Public Assistance Funds ( Category B:
Emergency Protective Measures).

The $ 45 billion allocation

CARES Act will support these efforts. As typical through
Presidential

Disaster Decelerations,

in the

normal

local governments will need to

work with their state' s Emergency Management Agency to file a
Request for Public Assistance.

Here is a link to each state' s Emergency Management Agency
website where you will be able to apply for Public Assistance Funds.
Read the entire article here.

How Localgov Can Help: We understand that governments
nationwide are facing an unprecedented challenge to maintain
essential services. Localgov can assist your community by
facilitating

remote access to government services for citizens and

employees through our tax collection and accountability software.
Under the Presidential

Disaster Declaration,

Public

Assistance

Funds

are potentially eligible to be spent on Localgov solutions as they
assist in temporary facilities for:
1.

Essential community services

2.

Provide protection for an eligible facility

3.

Remove health and safety hazards

4.

Allows for emergency operations centers to coordinate and
direct the response to a disaster

We have expert grant writing consultants that can help you submit
these activities so they can be potentially paid for by the disaster

167

relief fund.

If you have any questions about the reimbursements

outlined in this article or about how Localgov can help you during
this time, please contact us.

We are able to get you online in less than 24 hours, just let us
know you are ready!

Sincerely,
The

Localgov

Team
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.
Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 12: 53 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

GOV>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

AND- ADMINS] HIPAA

ACCG. ORG

Joseph,

I

share your frustration esp.when it comes to managing employees going into and out of isolation &
quarantine.

If

I have an employee who says —
my

brother Jane Doe tested positive for the coronavirus; we bench
would be nice to validate that Jane Doe did test
that employee for a 14 day quarantine.. sure
the CDC/
positive —not that any employees of mine would take advantage of this situation... but
DPH knows who tested positive —just a confirmation would be nice part of a due diligence
process...
just
saying...In
other new sI' m asking my DPH to consider helping me change the message in the public and
the email below: Doctor
with my political folks with how we' re sharing this data...so
Obasanjo, Why

can' t we begin to change the conversation with our daily reporting. If
we get the "Hospitalized" allocated by county similar to how it's being done with reported cases &
deaths —
then
why can' t we use this math...Total
Cases 6,
742 — Hospitalized

1,
296 — Deaths

4 5, =
442 Quarantined

or Recovered So

why can' t we place a posit ve spin in our daily updates: 6,
742 Total Cases 1,
296 Hospitalized 19.
22%4

Deaths 3.
25% 5,

442 Quarantined or Recovered 77.
53 %
170
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Steven
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474

County County

Manager, C.
P.
A.
srapson@fayet countyga. gov 770.
305.
5100

Fayette Couirity offices

aire cdosedto pUlWic uirrtfll Alpirfll 30,2020, iin albuindaince of cautioin coinceiriniing Coiroinavi rius COVID- 19)
We
ask, ouir

uresideuntsto cointact ius via ptioine, eirnafl, oir ouir websiteto keep airy exposuire 'to a urrtorkirruirr, From: County- managers-

and- adm ins COUNTY<MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On Behalf Of

Joseph Saxon 171

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 12: 16 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS]

HIPAA

I am bewildered. I have provided a link where the State of Alabama is releasing under strict guides the names of
those infected, to ensure self -isolation or quarantine is being carried out as directed. The State of California
actually has an app, for your phone as to those infected.
htt

s:// www.

overnin . com/ securit / AlabarTla- Shares- Addresses- Not- Names- of- COVID- 19-

Patients. htinPutm _ term= READ% 20I' 0RE& utm _ca%
bb

in° To20C1oes° o20Virtual° To20 4cutm

content= email& utm

20Lo
source= Act- 0n+ Software& utm

medium= email

I am also attaching a letter from DPH in which they state that their release of HIPAA information will be
business as usual, so that there will be " no fishing expeditions." I am also attaching the Civil Rights letter from
HHS as it outline under what exceptions HIPAA may be released and to whom. Locally our Sheriff had to force
DPH to issue an isolation order to a family whose members despite being tested positive and working in the
health care field, continued to place the community at risk. The information was given to the Sheriff not by
DPH as it should have, but by a citizen with whom the individual and confided that despite the diagnoses they

would go where they wanted when they wanted.
I am at a loss as to how we are to ensure that we lessen a serious and imminent threat to the health and safety of
the public, with out key first responders being given this information and our Sheriff ensuring that those ordered

to quarantine or isolate do so. Short of a court order for the release I see no way forward.
I am open to ideas and suggestions.
Joseph D. Saxon M. P. A.

Office of the County Manager
208 East College

Ave.

Ashburn, Georgia 31714
Office: 229- 567- 4313
Facsimile:

229- 5 67- 4794

Cellular: 229- 425 -7085

isaxon@) turnercount ,

cor ja.coni

Virus -free. vuvuvu. av. com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poballe records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 11: 51 AM

Sent:
To:

Edmund

Subject:

RE: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

Wall

Report

Excellent. You' re a resilient man. Keep the faith!
From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 10: 28 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report
Yes sir.

Much.

I was just mentally wiped out after a week of Mom' s funeral and all.

Back to myself today
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 6, 2020, at 9: 48 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us> wrote:

I figured you had your wires crossed but it was ok. You' re my friend. Hope the tractor was as
therapeutic as you needed to it be.
From: Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Saturday, April 4, 2020 10: 07 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report
Good morning. I was sending you an email yesterday and said " Dougherty County is a client of mine?"
I have a friend in Birmingham, Alabama who is a lawyer for the City and Jefferson County. His name is
Michael Choy. For some damn reason i thought I was emailing him.
Michael McCoy is a class act.
I am gonna go outside and get on my tractor today. Thank you for checking on me. I need checking on.
Ed

Sent from my iPad
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On Apr 3, 2020, at 10: 45 PM, Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com> wrote:

You are class act too!

Thank you very much

https:// www. williamsfuneralhome. net/ obituaries/

I loved my Mom.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 8: 41 PM, McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Ed- You' ve had a helluva week but you weathered. You' re a class act.
Yeah I believe it' s going to be with us for a while although I' m hopeful
the infection rate will slow down. We' ve had a lot of deaths here.

I' m

ready for that to stop. I' m just as busy as I can be. Super close to the
fire as I have been around a lot of people and some haven' t made it. It' s
wild. Still standing on the front line my friend. Hope to keep it that
way. Praying for you my friend.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 3/ 20 6: 05 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the

Courthouse I Daily Report
Hey Chief. Dougherty County is a client of mine. They have been hit so
hard.

We buried her on
My Mom died in my arms last Sat nite.
Wed. I did a eulogy. Just 10 of us at graveside. Seats placed 6 feet
apart. My daughter Ellen moved to Denver. I told her to not fly or drive

here. They put the funeral on Facebook like for me and she got to see
it. My son made it.
It want the virus that got her. But her 86 th
birthday was 17 March and nobody could visit her in the nursing home.
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Debbie and i are hunkered down at the farm. We got chickens.
building a chicken coop tmrw.

I am

All my clients are shut down. Meetings are by Zoom if they have it alt
all.

Just incredible times. I don' t see how we are gonna miracle like come
out of it in May. The virus will always be with us. Once we go back to
regular, ain' t we all gonna catch it then like a cold or Flu?

How you doing?
Ed

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 3, 2020, at 5: 46 PM, McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?
Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
CCohilas@watsonspence.

Chris

Cohilas

com>

Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the

Courthouse I Daily Report

https: ZZwww. law. comZdailyreportonlineZ2020Z04Z03Zprobate-

iudges-

death- shows- how- covid- 19- came- into- the- courthouseZ

Sent from my iPad
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records
law. Most written communications to or from City and County officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the
public and media upon request. Your email communications

subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Pauline

Abidde <

PAbidde@docolib. org>
Monday, April 6, 2020 11: 34 AM
Howell, Wendy; Pauline Abidde

Sent:
To:
Cc:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

RE: Library Hours

Hi Wendy,

Yes, we posted it to our Facebook page " until further notice". The threat of the spread of COVID- 19 is stronger than ever
and the need to continue social distancing and shelter in place orders are still in effect. We will remain closed to the
public until the county authorizes the opening of county buildings to the public.
Thanks,

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 6/ 20 9: 16 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: Pauline Abidde < PAbidde@docolib. org>, "

Abidde,

Pauline" <

PAbidde@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Library Hours
Good morning, Pauline —

Wanted to check with you on the library hours. I think I saw a post where you guys are remaining closed until further
notice. Is this correct? If so, I' ll need to update our COVID19 Task Force press releases, as well as post this info on our
county social media pages to let the public know.
Thanks and stay safe!

Wendy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer

DOUGf- IERTY
4,Z-

Z!-

C0U N Ty

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
i:.::
irnaflL ,....._I_. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 11: 24 AM
mmccoy@ dougherty. ga. us

To:

How to gain the trust of your co- workers

Subject:

FE]
Created

April 6, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

To create real connections

at work and be someone

colleagues

can confide in, use

more than pleasantries with them but keep shared information confidential, writes
Deborah Grayson

Riegel. " Research shows that when employees feel higher levels of

authenticity at work, they report greater job satisfaction, engagement, and higher levels
of performance,"

she writes.

Full Story: Harvard Business Review online ( tiered subscription model) ( 4,/" 0

EJI

Best Practices for Live Streaming

i

Municipalities are leveraging live video to enable citizens
and board members to participate in public meetings,
ensuring that COVID- 19 and social distancing don' t widen
gaps between decision - makers and citizens. Here are 8 tips
to maximize the quality of your live video.
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ADVERTISEMENT:

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

N. Y. C.

i

Dispatchers in New York City have been fielding record numbers of 911 calls, resulting
in holds and longer wait times for less urgent calls. More than 1, 000 of the city' s police
officers have tested positive for coronavirus along with 282 other emergency
responders, making it even more difficult to respond promptly to calls.
Full Story: CNBC 4; 4,/ 0

Uj

City ,off
Mayor Claudia Sheinbaum of Mexico City has ordered
nonessential businesses such as shopping malls and department
stores to close in an effort to slow the spread of coronavirus.

The

city is also closing all large public parks.
Mexico City ( John Moore/ Getty
Images)

Full Story: Mexico News Daily ("4„ 1)

Ofilfilfil1

Free

eiar: A Plan to Re -open Our Communities

with RichardFlorida

Join us on Wednesday, April 8, as Richard Florida shares

his thoughts on the path forward, after the COVID- 19
pandemic. In this 90- minute webinar, we will shift our
thinking to what comes next and how you might re -think the
ways in which you work together with your staff to re -build

your cities, towns, and counties. Register Today!
W1192r11019919
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l

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Albuquerque, N. M., forges ahead with construction
Albuquerque,

N. M.,

is proceeding with $ 70 million in construction projects during the

coronavirus pandemic. City officials say that the work will help sustain the economy
during the broader shutdown and that improved infrastructure will speed the eventual
recovery.

Full Story: Albuquerque Journal ( N. M.) (

LEGISLATION,

free content) (; 4,/

0

POLICY AND GRANTS

r

Officials in Coos Bay and Coos County, Ore., have passed legislation banning
nonessential travel in the region and asking hotels and motels to restrict lodging to those
providing essential services. "

We want to have those nurses, doctors, and truck drivers

coming in, we just don' t want people who are just coming down here recreationally,"
says Coos County Commissioner Melissa Cribbins.
Full Story: The World ( Coos Bay -North Bend, Ore.) (

4, 2)

1111
PUBLIC

WORKS

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

Officials in Carson, Calif.,

are asking the Los Angeles County Metropolitan

Transportation Authority to shut down county bus services in an effort to halt the spread
of coronavirus. The city is working with ride -hailing service Lyft to provide city -subsidized
transportation

for residents

after a Metro bus driver died from COVID- 19 and two others

tested positive.
Full Story: KABC- TV ( Los Angeles) (

4/)
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Residents of Washington, Ind., will need to book their public transit rides ahead of time
starting this week, and rides will be limited to essential trips such as medical visits and

grocery shopping trips, says Washington Street Commissioner and Transit Manager
Bryan Sergesketter. "

We want to be able to continue to offer rides to those who really

have a need to get somewhere,"

Sergesketter

adds.

Full Story: The Washington Times - Herald ( Ind.) (

4/ 2)

MIND
RECOGNITIONS

AND

II
I I

I

I

TRANSITIONS

I M111011111111+`'

r

The city of DeFuniak Springs, Fla., officially hired Carisse LeJeune to fill the post of
deputy city manager last week. " We

are delighted to welcome her and her skills to our

administrative team as we now face difficult challenges and rapid growth in our
community,"

said City Manager Mell Smigielski.

Full Story: WJHG- TV ( Panama City, Fla.) (: /

31)

UNNUI
ICMA

NEWS

Free

i:

i ng

with Current Conditions
Join ICMA- RC on Monday, April 13, for a free webinar on how to make sense of current
market and economic conditions while managing your investments. It' s about being
prepared for different scenarios. Cris Vega, a certified financial planner, will help you
review your approach so you can stay on track to meet your investment goals. Register
today!

Ejumul

i:
Co
Workplace Conduct: How to Deal
with Water Cooler Talk
Water cooler talk: it' s in every organization.

Sometimes these conversations are

productive and help us bounce ideas off each other; sometimes they help us catch up
on colleague' s lives and help build workplace cohesion. But occasionally these
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conversations can become harmful to the organization, impacting morale and
productivity and creating obstacles to achieving our mission and goals. Join us,
Thursday, April 30, 1: 30 pm Eastern for this free, 90- minute webinar. Register today.

E11111

141.
LEARN MORE ABO1.)T ICMA:

I lorne I Abm,jt I News & Events Iorn GMA I Care Network SmartBrief

publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse

our porkHo Sign

Up I Update Profile I Advertis wiffi Srnar2rief Unsubscribe
I
US:FEEDBACK

Privacy policy CONTACT

I

ADVERTIS PUBLIC
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From:

Granicus

Webinars <

info@granicus. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 11: 04 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

How Clerks Go Virtual for COVID- 19

How to Update Public Meetings for
COVID- 19
How do clerks push forward on agendas and keep meetings open to the public
during this time of social distancing?
I akeop

r s

aa:

GNs °,

irfw

aal roe md[- fle

this Friday, April loth at 2 p. m. ET ( 11 a. m. PT)
to learn how clerks are transforming their processes. During this 30-minute discussion,
hear from your peers on:Best
practices for moving agenda approvals into a digital queue. How

to take public comments virtually before and during council meetings.
Greatest

hurdles and opportunities around bringing councils virtual.LJ .

91919

2020
Granicus, Inc. 1

19 Broadway, Suite 3600, Denver, Colorado 80202 If

you no longer wish to receive these emails you may i jf i

bv' f i1, c, at anytime. PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad pobl/e records law,Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 189
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From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Monday, April 6, 2020 10: 52 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Georgia Center for Nonprofits, Phoebe Update, Mediacom, USG &

Subject:

Suspends

Meal

Services,

Delta

SkyMiles,

Coronavirus

Task

GEMA

Force

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 6, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Center for Nonprofits Supports Georgia
Nonprofits through COVID- 19 Crisis
As nonprofits across the country deal with the rapid changes caused by
COVID- 19 —
while demand

prompting abrupt program shut -downs and interruptions
for essential

services

spikes — the Georgia Center for

Nonprofits has established an ever- growing hub of resources to help
them adapt, overcome, and continue serving communities in need.

a:..w.:._._..._.

LJ'.--::.
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Partner,

DCSS

News
Phoebe Reports Sunday COVID19 Numbers

CEO Assures

Mediacom

Employees of Continued Fulltime Employment,

USG,

GEMA

Benefits

Partner to Provide

Housing for Healthcare Workers
in Albany
DCSS Temporarily Suspends
Meal Services after Staff Member
Tested

Positive

for COVID- 19

Lee County Parents Voice
Concerns over E- learning
Delta Extends

Medallion

Status,

Club Memberships and More to
Support SkyMiles Members'
Future Travel

Georgia Coronavirus Task Force
Add 296 Hospital
COVID- 19 Patient

Beds for
Surge

Gov. Kemp Names New
Coronavirus

Task Force

Committee
Senators

Perdue,

Loeffler

Urge

Feds To Expedite

Foreign

Nurse

Visas During COVID- 19
UGA: Insights on Transitioning to
Online

Instruction

191

Hybrid

Home Schools

Offer

Recent Video

Options Amid Coronavirus

Uncertainty
SBA Issues Rules on Paycheck
Protection

Plan

US Tech Sector Employment

Appears to be Holding Steady in
Uncertain

USDA

Labor Market

Invests $ 65M in Rural

Community Facilities in 14 States
Phoebe Reports Thursday

Jay Sharpe of U Save It

COVID- 19 Numbers

Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

com

E

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

192

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

193

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Lj

Recent Features
Georgia

Chamber

CEO: The Current Job of Business

Our daily news feeds overwhelm us with statistics, predictions and
partisanship at every turn. Anxiety and worry consume many of our
friends and neighbors. We pour over our ledger sheets as we check in on
customers and clients. However, in this temporarily chaotic time, we want

to recognize the incredible sacrifice and leadership borne out of this crisis
and recommend

a few ways for how we all can rise to the challenge.

Georgia Banks Mobilized for Small Business Lending Program, SBA
Provides Helpful Clarity
Georgia' s banks are mobilizing to help distribute $

349 billion

in

emergency Small Business Administration ( SBA) loans to small

194

businesses

through

the Paycheck

Protection

CARES Act passed by Congress last week.
More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available

195

Program ( PPP),

part of the

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

196

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 10: 50 AM

Sent:
To:

Spencer

Lee

Subject:

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

Important

Updates

COVID-

19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Attachments:

image001 jpg; EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf; Statewide Shelter In Place
Handout. pdf

Importance:

High

Spencer — Attached

is the Governor' s Executive Order.

Other

Thanks.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 42 AM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update - GOVERNOR' S EXECUTIVE ORDER & Other

Important

Updates

Importance: High

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:
To: "

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG.

org>

4/ 2/ 20 6: 20 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG.

Subject:

ACCG

Afternoon

org>

COVID- 19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other

Important

Updates

Attac:lhed please Hind the (:f veirnor' s IExecutive Order regarding the slhelteir in li': IIa:: e:: Ieclairation
and additional linforlrr ation 1pirovu:: Ied li:: y tll e ( Soveirinoir' s office. ACC(S is working oin a sou irr"ulrr airy tl-mt will be li:: lsovu:" Ied as
IlloWrI

soon

1arlll Lw.

as possible.

Georgia Department of Public Health: New Data Supports Social Distancing Now More than Ever
The Georgia Department

of Public Health issued a caress release this afternoon

reiterating the importance

of social

distancing and explaining recent findings from the Centers from Disease Control
and Prevention.

Congressional

Research

The Congressional

Service

Releases

CARES Act Information

Research Service has released an overview of the allocations bar state from the Coronavirus

Relief

Fund. Coronavirus Relief Fund assistance is provided to state governments. Local governments serving a population of
at least 500, 000, as measured by the most recent Census data, may elect to receive direct assistance from the Treasury.
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Summary of April 1 White House COVID- 19 National Briefing
The White House held a COVID- 19 national briefing call with state and local officials on April 1, 2020. The purpose of
this call was to provide state and local elected officials with up- to- date information on COVID- 19 and pertinent
Administration and Task Force actions. The official summaLy of the call from the White House Office of
Intergovernmental

Affairs is now available.

Governor Kemp, DCH Announce Approval of 1135 Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® Waiver
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Health ( DCH) announced that the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) approved Georgia' s section 1135 waiver request on the temporary checklist,
granting the state a number of flexibilities

for Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® providers and members to combat the

COVID- 19 public health emergency. To read more, click here.

Notice for Using Auto -Dialers for County Messages
If your county uses, or is considering the use, of an automated dialing technology to make large numbers of telephone
by service providers or
calls to your community, there are
other entities.

Reminder on Important Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) Surveys
The 2020 Government Management Indicators ( GOMI) Survey and the 2020 Local Government Wage and Salary Survey
have gone live and are available for annual submissions.

Both surveys will require the DCA- issued CICOID/ Password.

If a

local official needs this information, they can email a request to DCA. Research dca, ea.g v and DCA will get it back to
them the same business day. As of now, the deadline for submission is June 30, 2020. DCA is monitoring the COVID 19
situation and may make adjustments as needed.

Other Federal Agency Updates
The U. S. Citizenship Immigration Services ( USCIS) offices will be closed to the public until May 4 unless the public
closures are extended further. Additional information can be found here.

E- Verify has extended the time frame for taking action to resolve actions due to tentative non confirmations. This has been done due to the closure to the public of Social Security Administration
offices. More details can be found here.

JW

r''

5

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office

Phone: (

Board Relations

404) 522- 5022

Cell Phone: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore
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bhallford@phoebehealth. com>

From:

Hallford,

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 10: 28 AM

To: '

Chris

Brad <

S. Cohilas';

Steiner,

Joseph

Scott;

Scott, Cedric;

Subadan,

Sharon;

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
Cc:

cchancy@redonemedical. com

Subject:

RE: Critical PPE Supplies Including CDC -Authorized Substitute N95 Masks

Chris —

thank you. I' ll pass this to our Supply Chain team so they can determine what resources this group may be able to

supply

us.

Brad

From: Chris S. Cohilas [ mailto: CCohilas@watsonspence.

com]

Sent: Monday, April 06, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: Hallford, Brad; Steiner, Joseph Scott; Scott, Cedric; Subadan, Sharon; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
Cc: cchancy@redonemedical.

com

Subject: FW: Critical PPE Supplies Including CDC -Authorized Substitute N95 Masks

WARNING:

This

email

DO NOT CLICK links

originated

outside

or attachments

of

unless

Phoebe

Putney

you recognize

Health

System.

the sender

and know the content

is

safe.

Caution:

This

email

may

not

be

from

the

address

list.

Beware

of

clicking

on

links

or

attachments.

I am connecting you to Cal Chancy.

See below.

From: Cal Chancy [ mailto: cchancy@redonemedical. com]
Sent: Sunday, April 05, 2020 4: 01 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas

Subject: Critical PPE Supplies Including CDC -Authorized Substitute N95 Masks
Good afternoon

Chris,

My name is Cal Chancy and I' m with a Service - Disabled Veteran -Owned Small Business called Red One Medical
in Savannah, GA. Annie Lee Livingston gave me your contact info because I feel that your relationships at the
state and national levels could be of great benefit for our efforts in supplying critical PPE to the healthcare
workers who are selflessly fighting for us on the front lines everyday against the COVID- 19 virus.
Please forward this email to anyone you think we may be able to help and Cc me so that I can field any
questions they may have. Thank you and stay safe!

E
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I N95mas/ rs bare been app ered Noe WON N/OSNto be eQunra/ entto N95 espirate s

Red One Medical

is a tier- 1 subcontractor

on the COVID19

Federal

Response

Task Force

in

support of the Department of State. We are eager to provide your team with all of the mission
critical PPE you so desperately need right now.
As such, we are now sourcing these items through multiple channels with access to large scale
medical manufacturing capacity in China. This means that we offer everything necessary to
protect our invaluable healthcare workers fighting on the front lines for us.
CDC - Authorized

Substitute

Disposable

Isolation

Disposable

Coveralls

N95 Masks ( KN95)

Gowns

3- Ply Procedural Masks
COVID- 19 Testing Kits
Non - Contact

IR Thermometers

Face Shields
Powder - Free Nitrile Gloves
Goggles
Disposable

Non - Skid Shoe Covers

Disposable

Surgical

Hand

Hats

Sanitizer

ICU Beds

Please contact us immediately so that we can learn more about your needs and thank you for
the opportunity to take care of your PPE requirements during these unprecedented times.
Your Long -Term Supply Chain Partner,

Cal Chancy - VP, Sales
Red One Medical
202

cchancv@redanemedical.

cam

912. 704. 5502

All the best,

Cal

Cal Chancy I VP, Sales

D 0cT11uFacT1620
N
Zone

Hisforicaliy
Urnd' erutiflzed Biusiness Zone eirviin:

e...
lDi sab llecl Veteirain... O%
Afim ecl Simall l l I Bus i m es & A
Medical &Pharmaceutical

IH11L) IBZone I Bus i m es Innovative

5

Solutions for A rasraca s Military Service Members Veteransand
h,GA
nna

3 East OI;IIetlhoirlpe Aveink.je,
Sk. ji e G, Savan ah,
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TAC Service

Desk

ejwfarms@aol. com>

From:

Edmund

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 10: 28 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

To:
Subject:

Wall <

Report

Yes sir.

Much.

I was just mentally wiped out after a week of Mom' s funeral and all.

Back to myself today
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 6, 2020, at 9: 48 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

I figured you had your wires crossed but it was ok. You' re my friend. Hope the tractor was as
therapeutic as you needed to it be.
From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Saturday, April 4, 2020 10: 07 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report
Good morning. I was sending you an email yesterday and said " Dougherty County is a client of mine?"
I have a friend in Birmingham, Alabama who is a lawyer for the City and Jefferson County. His name is
Michael Choy. For some damn reason i thought I was emailing him.
Michael McCoy is a class act.
I am gonna go outside and get on my tractor today. Thank you for checking on me. I need checking on.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 10: 45 PM, Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com> wrote:

You are class act too!

Thank you very much

https:// www. williamsfuneralhome.

net/ obituaries/
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I loved my Mom.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 8: 41 PM, McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Ed- You' ve had a helluva week but you weathered. You' re a class act.
Yeah I believe it' s going to be with us for a while although I' m hopeful
the infection rate will slow down. We' ve had a lot of deaths here.

I' m

ready for that to stop. I' m just as busy as I can be. Super close to the
fire as I have been around a lot of people and some haven' t made it. It' s

wild. Still standing on the front line my friend. Hope to keep it that
way. Praying for you my friend.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 3/ 20 6: 05 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the

Courthouse I Daily Report
Hey Chief. Dougherty County is a client of mine. They have been hit so
hard.

We buried her
My Mom died in my arms last Sat nite. She was
Wed. I did a eulogy. Just 10 of us at graveside. Seats placed 6 feet

on

apart. My daughter Ellen moved to Denver. I told her to not fly or drive
here. They put the funeral on Facebook like for me and she got to see
it. My son made it.

It want the virus that got her. But her 86 th
birthday was 17 March and nobody could visit her in the nursing home.
Debbie and i are hunkered down at the farm. We got chickens. I am
building a chicken coop tmrw.
All my clients are shut down. Meetings are by Zoom if they have it alt
all.
205

Just incredible times. I don' t see how we are gonna miracle like come
out of it in May. The virus will always be with us. Once we go back to
regular, ain' t we all gonna catch it then like a cold or Flu?
How you doing?
Ed

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 3, 2020, at 5: 46 PM, McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?
Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
CCohilas@watsonspence.

Chris Cohilas

com>

Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the

Courthouse I Daily Report

https:// www. law. com/ dailyreportonline/ 2020/ 04/ 03/ probate- iudgesdeath- shows- how- covid- 19- came- into- the- courthouse/

Sent from my iPad

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records
law. Most written communications to or from City and County officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the
public and media upon request. Your email communications

subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Monday, April 6, 2020 10: 19 AM
bhallford@ppmh. org'; Steiner, Joseph Scott; Scott, Cedric; Subadan, Sharon;

To: '

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
Cc:

cchancy@redonemedical. com

Subject:

FW: Critical PPE Supplies Including CDC -Authorized Substitute N95 Masks

I am connecting you to Cal Chancy.

See below.

From: Cal Chancy [ mailto: cchancy@redonemedical. com]
Sent: Sunday, April 05, 2020 4: 01 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas

Subject: Critical PPE Supplies Including CDC - Authorized Substitute N95 Masks
Good afternoon

Chris,

My name is Cal Chancy and I' m with a Service - Disabled Veteran -Owned Small Business called Red One Medical
in Savannah, GA. Annie Lee Livingston gave me your contact info because I feel that your relationships at the
state and national levels could be of great benefit for our efforts in supplying critical PPE to the healthcare
workers who are selflessly fighting for us on the front lines everyday against the COVID- 19 virus.
Please forward this email to anyone you think we may be able to help and Cc me so that I can field any
questions they may have. Thank you and stay safe!

We' re in this togethen
During this critical time, our team is working around the clock to provide
healthcare professionals with the PPE they need.
I M95mas/ rs pare been app eredbythe 000 andN/OSNto be eQunra/ entto N95 espi ate s
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Red One Medical

is a tier- 1 subcontractor

on the COVID19

Federal

Response

Task Force

in

support of the Department of State. We are eager to provide your team with all of the mission
critical PPE you so desperately need right now.
As such, we are now sourcing these items through multiple channels with access to large scale
medical manufacturing capacity in China. This means that we offer everything necessary to
protect our invaluable healthcare workers fighting on the front lines for us.
CDC - Authorized

Substitute

Disposable

Isolation

Disposable

Coveralls

N95 Masks ( KN95)

Gowns

3- Ply Procedural Masks
COVID- 19 Testing Kits
Non - Contact

IR Thermometers

Face Shields
Powder - Free Nitrile Gloves
Goggles
Disposable

Non - Skid Shoe Covers

Disposable Surgical Hats
Hand Sanitizer
ICU Beds

Please contact us immediately so that we can learn more about your needs and thank you for
the opportunity to take care of your PPE requirements during these unprecedented times.
Your Long -Term Supply Chain Partner,

Cal Chancy - VP, Sales
Red One Medical
cchancy@redonemedical.

com

912. 704. 5502

Stay safe,, Stay strong.
All the best,

Cal
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Cal Chancy I VP, Sales
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

Murray Barnes Finister LLP News Alert < cbrook@murraybarneslaw. com>
Monday, April 6, 2020 10: 15 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Murray Barnes Finister LLP News Alert

View this email in your browser

MURRAY BARNES FINISTER LLP

COVID- 19 Disclosures
Many cities, counties, school districts and other obligated persons (" Obligors")

have

recently or are about to file their annual financial information and operating data on
EMMA to comply with their existing continuing disclosure undertakings. A pressing

question for everyone, given the current COVID- 19 pandemic, is whether and to
what extent Obligors should provide COVID- 19 related disclosures.

Click here for more information.

0
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We appreciate

your business

and look forward to being of service to you.

This email was sent to mmccoygdougherty. ga. us
why did lgetthis?

unsubscribe

Murray Barnes Finister LLP - 3525 Piedmont

from this list

update subscription

preferences

Road - Building 5, Suite 515 - Atlanta, GA 30305 - USA

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broad prune records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 9: 56 AM

Sent:
To:

Subadan,

Subject:

FW:

Importance:

High

Foster

Sharon
Youth

Independence

Event

FYI

From: Cleveland - Leggett, Denise C < Denise. C. Cleveland- Leggett@hud. gov>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 9: 43 AM
Cc: Browder, Michael L < Michael. L. Browder@hud. gov>; Cleveland - Leggett,

Denise C < Denise. C. Cleveland-

Leggett@hud. gov>; Johnson, Shea D < Shea. D. Johnson@hud. gov>; Patterson, Christopher M
Christopher. M. Patterson@hud. gov>; Demarzo, Benjamin E < Benjamin. E. Demarzo@hud. gov>
Subject: Foster Youth Independence
Importance:

Event

High

Denise Orevefand-Leggett
Regional Administrator
Atlanta Regional Office - Region IV
Phone:

678- 732- 2200

Cell: 202- 706

Hello

Everyone,

I hope you are all staying safe during this unprecedented time dealing with COVID- 19. I have many ties and friends in the
city of Albany and my heart goes out to all of your residents. I had the pleasure of speaking with Mayor Dorough on
Friday who clearly is concerned for the citizens of his City. I understand that the City of Albany is particularly in a dire
situation due to the number of confirmed cases in Dougherty County ( includes Albany).
In light of your current situation, I am postponing the Foster Youth to Independence Grant Announcement Event with
Albany Housing Authority and the City of Albany that was scheduled for April 8, 2020 at 3 pm. We will be in touch at a
later date to reschedule this celebratory event.
We will keep you in our thoughts and prayers as we face COVID- 19 together.
Sincerely,
Denise

Denise Cleveland - Leggett
Regional Administrator
Atlanta Regional

Office - Region IV

212

Phone: 678- 732- 2200
Cell: 202- 706- 8183

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 9: 49 AM

Sent:
To:

Edmund

Subject:

RE: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

Wall

Report

I figured you had your wires crossed but it was ok. You' re my friend. Hope the tractor was as therapeutic as you needed
to it be.

From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Saturday, April 4, 2020 10: 07 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report
Good morning. I was sending you an email yesterday and said " Dougherty County is a client of mine?"
I have a friend in Birmingham, Alabama who is a lawyer for the City and Jefferson County. His name is Michael Choy. For
some damn reason i thought I was emailing him.
Michael McCoy is a class act.
I am gonna go outside and get on my tractor today. Thank you for checking on me. I need checking on.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 10: 45 PM, Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com> wrote:

You are class act too!

Thank you very much

https:// www. williamsfuneralhome.

net/ obituaries/

I loved my Mom.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 8: 41 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us> wrote:

Ed- You' ve had a helluva week but you weathered. You' re a class act. Yeah I believe it' s
going to be with us for a while although I' m hopeful the infection rate will slow down.

We' ve had a lot of deaths here. I' m ready for that to stop. I' m just as busy as I can
214

be. Super close to the fire as I have been around a lot of people and some haven' t made
it. It' s wild. Still standing on the front line my friend. Hope to keep it that way. Praying
for you my friend.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 3/ 20 6: 05 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse

Daily Report

Hey Chief. Dougherty County is a client of mine. They have been hit so hard.
We buried her on Wed. I did a
My Mom died in my arms last Sat nite. She was
eulogy. Just 10 of us at graveside. Seats placed 6 feet apart. My daughter Ellen moved
to Denver. I told her to not fly or drive here. They put the funeral on Facebook like for

me and she got to see it. My son made it.
Mom
It want the virus that got her. But her 86 th birthday was 17
March and nobody could visit her in the nursing home.
Debbie and i are hunkered down at the farm. We got chickens. I am building a chicken
coop tmrw.

All my clients are shut down. Meetings are by Zoom if they have it alt all.
Just incredible times. I don' t see how we are gonna miracle like come out of it in
May. The virus will always be with us. Once we go back to regular, ain' t we all gonna
catch it then like a cold or Flu?

How you doing?
Ed

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 3, 2020, at 5: 46 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?
Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < eiwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>
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Chris Cohilas

Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse

Daily Report

https:// www. law. com/ dailyreportonline/ 2020/ 04/ 03/ probate- judges- death- showshow- covid- 19- came- into- the- courthouse/

Sent from my Wad

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business
are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cleveland -

Leggett,

Denise

C<

Denise. C. Cleveland- Leggett@hud. gov>
Monday, April 6, 2020 9: 43 AM

Sent:
Cc:

Browder,

Michael

Christopher
Subject:

Foster

Importance:

High

Youth

L; Cleveland -

M; Demarzo,

Leggett, Denise

Benjamin

Independence

C; Johnson,

Shea

D; Patterson,

E

Event

Denise Orevefand-Leggett
Regional Administrator
Atlanta Regional Office - Region IV
Phone:

678- 732- 2200

Cell: 202- 706

Hello

Everyone,

I hope you are all staying safe during this unprecedented time dealing with COVID- 19. I have many ties and friends in the
city of Albany and my heart goes out to all of your residents. I had the pleasure of speaking with Mayor Dorough on
Friday who clearly is concerned for the citizens of his City. I understand that the City of Albany is particularly in a dire
situation due to the number of confirmed cases in Dougherty County ( includes Albany).
In light of your current situation, I am postponing the Foster Youth to Independence Grant Announcement Event with
Albany Housing Authority and the City of Albany that was scheduled for April 8, 2020 at 3 pm. We will be in touch at a
later date to reschedule this celebratory event.
We will keep you in our thoughts and prayers as we face COVID- 19 together.
Sincerely,
Denise

Denise Cleveland - Leggett
Regional Administrator
Atlanta

Regional

Office -

Region

IV

Phone: 678- 732- 2200
Cell: 202- 706- 8183

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 6, 2020 9: 41 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy; Spencer Lee

Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Update

FYI

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2020 4: 23 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Update

Good afternoon.

Our numbers and updates are below.

The volume of COVID- 19 patients is steady to decreasing slightly. While we are not yet ready to declare a flattening, but
we are pleased with the initial trend. This will be a key week to see what trends we truly have.
I want to share my experience here today. Evelyn, our CNO and I were bringing around a cart of snacks and such and we
were in the MICU talking to the staff and thanking them for their incredible work. They were sharing the story of a
patient whom they were getting ready to extubate from the ventilator. This patient was our second patient at Phoebe
and has been on the ventilator for almost 3 weeks. What I was able to witness... seeing the joy and tears from the staff
spoke volumes to what these warriors have seen for weeks now, including many deaths, was absolutely
AMAZING. People were literally clapping and urging this patient on to breath .... and she did! Chaplain Will was there as
well and was very emotional as he put on his PPE and went into this woman' s room to FaceTime with her family. They
were ecstatic to see their loved one and all were filled with much hope.

It has always been and continues to be a privilege to be here with people at the most vulnerable time of their life. This is
special work for sure.

Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications munleatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 220

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Monday, April 6, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy
In an airport city, coronavirus travel slump stokes budget worries; How Covid- 19 spread
in an Ohio health department; An Indiana city rolls out weekly testing of first responders

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web gage

It Can Happen to Anybody':

When Coronavirus Spreads at a

Local Health Department
IAA I I

L. I

I III

I I I

I

Six employees at the Toledo -Lucas County Health Department

tested positive for coronavirus. All were key to the department' s pandemic response plan,
leaving officials scrambling to find replacements.

One City Is Rolling Out Weekly Testing of First Responders
and City Workers
11WM (:

3(

I

The mayor of Carmel, Indiana said that regular testing of frontline workers

for Covid- 19 is critical to flattening the curve and saving lives.
Brought to you by Citrix
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With the spread of Covid- 19, government agencies need to protect their people and minimize disruptions to mission
critical operations. If you are like the majority of organizational
priority

leaders, your business continuity spend is a top

now.

Is there a complete approach to keep people productive during planned or unplanned disruptions? What are the best
practices for a complete business continuity strategy? Are there any technologies to provide secure access to apps
and data on any device, over any network or cloud?

Addiction Treatment Pivots for Coronavirus
Cllll fls if l IT V[ 11II

AIL. I

S

If I

I IL. I I' T I

Demand

for

addiction treatment

is

expected to

surge. The

Economy Is Ruined. It Didn' t Have to Be This Way. III:
II

I . III II
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I Almost 10 mil ion Americans have

already filed for unemployment benefits. Congress

can still act to stem the tide. Pandemic -

Stricken Cities Have Empty Hospitals, But Reopening
Them Is Dif icult ITIIII14 )
IMAI14

I

I TI' W I

Philadelphia, New

In

Orleans, and Los Angeles,

shuttered hospitals that once served the city' s poor and uninsured sit at the center of a public
health crisis that begs for exactly what they can offer: more space. Government

Secrecy is Growing During the Coronavirus Pandemic
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I Instead of limiting access, agencies

can use this crisis as an opportunity to make government even more accessible to the public

it serves. Brought
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Monday, April 6, 2020 7: 02 AM
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efl]ant N e tw..(...)
rk..Considered an "industry insider", thought -leader and an
independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in
both television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets.
Broadcast Retirement

Network (BRN)is the first lifestyle media platform focused helping Americans
achieve financial independence and to make retirement and ings culturally
relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most ortantly - No
agendas,

no sales

pitches, no product pushes. Our morning

show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can create
a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline
news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their 226
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Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
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Colleagues, With

many

of

our local programs and services being offered virtually and schools closed as a result of COVID- 19,

we are looking to provide temporary Wi- Fi hot spots throughout the community. One consideration is the
deployment of school buses in neighborhoods which would serve as a Wi-Fi location. People would not

get on the school bus to ensure safe social distancing measures. Are there other
innovative approaches you have implemented or are currently considering to provide WiFi during this time
especially for those in need who may not otherwise have internet access? Thank you! Shannon

Flanagan -Watson

ICMA- CM, MPA Deputy County
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Manager

County of Arlington
Arlington

VA

sflanagan- watson@arlingtonva. us
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The National Association for City Transportation Officials ( I, 8Q
has been compiling City responses and
actions related to maintaining transportation systems, parking, public transportation, supporting operations
e
staff and as well as other measures. „„
I„mIee[ has been very helpful to see how others are
ir,„ a; ; .
responding to this event and get more information on actions that might be of interest to your locality.

Hillary Orr
Deputy Director of Transportation
City of Alexandria, VA
hillary. orr@alexandriava. gov
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Our plan which will be voted on next Tuesday is to waive interest on property taxes for 60 days.

Jay Feyler
Town

Manager

Town of Union
Union ME

Townmanager@union. maine. gov
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Original

Message:

Sent: 04- 02- 2020 11: 32 PM
From: Mark Abeles- Allison

Subject: Fee deferments, payment plans, waivers or deadline extensions.
Fee deferment, payment plan, waiver or deadline extensions?
Is your county considering

fee deferments, payment plans, waivers or deadline extensions on payments

due to the county due to COVID19?
If so could you share details?
Thank you.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

tiagirlEwaa.@I gyf.!et . d.c.o::Ai:! I: my.:.oim
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Apr 3, 2020 1: 38 PM
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Thank you!!

Susan McLaughlin

City Manager
City of Farmer City
Farmer City IL
smclaughlin@cityoffarmercity.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 02- 2020 12: 45 PM
From: Kevin Knutson

Subject: There's a lot in the CARES Act that will impact local government
I read through the CARES Act a couple of times and noted numerous programs that local governments will
be able to access, in addition to the direct support for for localities of > 500, 000 population and State pass through for smaller organizations.

231

I' ve listed them in 8bl0g post:
EnvisiO

H0wthe CARES Act Will Benefit Local Government
and

School Districts Last

Friday, the president signed into 8
| w House
Bill 748, the "(|
OnDn8viruGAid,

Relief,

and ECOnOnniC Security Act."
In

it, the

Federal government authorized more

than $

2tri||

iOn in emergency relief aid for individual
taxpayers, businesses, public health
institutions, and

Gt818 and |OC8| governments.

Stay

safe! K8vin

Knutson | CMAr(| M

EnviGiO

8O|udOnG, Inc. Richmond
BC COITI
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3,
2O2O8: 25AM Hey

Kyle. I was able tOfind this MOU in NY, which may be Useful. will
also dOsome outreach and see ifvv8can find some other MOUGout there for you!Jason Grant Director

OfAdvocacy CMA

Washington DC
jgr8nt@iCnn8.
Org
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Apr

C} rigin8] M8GG8g8:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 02: 33 PM
From: Nv| 8 Krid| 8r

Subject: Additional Quarantine Space - Agreements/ MOU

The City of Delaware is exploring with our local University and with local hotels the possibility ofcreating 8D agreement
OrMC)UtOsecure facilities for additional quarantine space i
(
f needed) for our safety forces. We are having
internal COnv8nS81iOnG regarding liability,but would be interested if any com unites have created 8n8gr88m8nt/
MOUand would b8willing tOshare their agreement language Orcon ect further On this topic.I have attached a
DRAFT of

what we are working on,but has not yet been finalized. Thank you and stay safe! ny|
8 Kv| 8 Krid|8r
Assistant City

Manager City Of O8|

8vv8r8 O8|8w8r8
OH too previous next
Apr 3,
2O2O3:

48PM

view

iied, The City ofBoston

allac

shared their MOUwith

Suffolk University Boston. They have 8nagreement touse one of the Suffolk University dorm rooms for homeless sheltering,
and are using a non-profit partner to manage the facility. Hopefuly this will be Of use
to you and others! Jason Grant Director OfAdvocacy CMA Washington DC jgr8nt@iCnn8.
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Original

Message:

Sent: 04- 01- 2020 02: 33 PM
From: Kyle Kridler

Subject: Additional Quarantine Space - Agreements/ MOU

The City of Delaware is exploring with our local University and with local hotels the possibility of creating an
agreement or MOU to secure facilities for additional quarantine space ( if needed) for our safety forces. We
are having internal conversations regarding liability, but would be interested if any communities have
created an agreement/ MOU and would be willing to share their agreement language or connect further on
this topic.

I have attached a DRAFT of what we are working on, but has not yet been finalized.
Thank you and stay safe!
Kyle

Kyle Kridler

Assistant City Manager
City of Delaware
Delaware OH
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Can you share word document?

Thx.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn WI
markaa@bayfieldcounty.

org
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 03- 2020 03: 48 PM
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next

From: Jason Grant
Subject: Additional

Quarantine

Space - Agreements/ MOU

The City of Boston shared their MOU with Suffolk University Boston. They have an agreement to use one of
the Suffolk University dorm rooms for homeless sheltering, and are using a non- profit partner to manage
the facility. Hopefully this will be of use to you and others!

Jason Grant

Director of Advocacy
ICMA

Washington DC
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We have a small town, so I was able to tell our department managers not to buy anything at all without the
need for the expense being reviewed by me or the assistant city manager. We are also holding all vacant
positions open, except a police position already in process. This includes our city clerk position, which
means we have distributed those tasks among other staff, including myself.
As a coastal town, a large portion of our revenue is associated with tourism, so we know that we will take a
big hit here.

One challenge we have is that under our police contract, they earn time and a half during a state of
emergency. This is adding an enormous extent at a time our revenues are dropping.

Ann Marie Townshend AICP

City Manager
City of Lewes
Lewes DE
atownshend@ci. lewes. de. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 08: 28 AM

From: Ethan Manning
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Subject: Spending and Hiring Freeze
Like many local governments, we are freezing non -essential expenditures and hiring until we have a clearer
picture of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I' m curious what guidance folks are providing to their

department heads regarding spending or if you have any communications you would be willing to share.

Ethan Manning
Director of Finance

City of Newburyport
Newburyport MA
f .p:: : Iiair1!. I: IL!. I
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Apr 3, 2020 5: 34 PM
Aria (,`,oirtez

Does anybody have a framework to ensure that State and County governments release funds equitably to
There are many regions where County and State governments are far from

smaller communities?
responsive.

Ana Cortez MPA

MIT History
Helena MT
cortez- steiner@hotmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 03: 58 PM
From: Willie Morales
Subject: S. 3548 - CARES Act -

Funding -

Rural Communities

and Hospitals

Hello All,

I was wondering if any of you within your respective states and localities has begun the process of trying to
apply for assistance from Congresses' recent CARES Act to address the COVID- 19 Pandemic?
In particular, I am interested in hearing back from community leaders whom also have a hospital within their
jurisdiction. Our City is in rural MN and we have a small hospital. Our state health agency together with our
Governor Mandated that all elective surgeries be suspended. Elective surgeries being a significant revenue
driver for our hospital, important operational

losses are expected in terms of days of cash on hand. Our

hospital being in a vulnerable financial position might have its days of cash on hand metric reduced to zero
236

or negative numbers.

My hospital CEO will likely look into reducing unnecessary purchasing and reducing staff levels, but support
is still needed.

Any of you in a similar situation and have some recommendations?

Willie Morales, M. P. P

Appleton City Administrator
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Apr 3, 2020 3: 54 PM

Mr. Underkofler,

Thanks for the heads up. Good information.

Paul Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange

FL

alanmpa2005@yahoo. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 10: 04 AM
From: Richard Underkofler
Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

Hi Paul,

When I was City Administrator, the City of Mattoon, Illinois renovated a historic Illinois Central Train Depot.
Funding of the $ 2. 5 million project was provided by a federal grant from the 2005 Transportation Bill and
local fundraising. Now it' s an Amtrak Station and Railroad Museum operated by the Coles County Historical
Society. Check out websites of the City and the Historical Society for more information.
Contact City Administrator Kyle Gill at ( 217) 259- 5039 for the details.
Richard Underkofler
Retired Town Manager
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ICMA Life Member
9205 Idlewild Drive
Highland, IN 46322
Cell: ( 312) 550- 4478

Mail: ir.Air,ii,idei. of:lIleir76.@g.g.!':
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Richard Underkofler
Highland IN
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Thanks. It' s always good to know what not to do.

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
alanmpa2005@yahoo. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 06: 14 PM

From: Timothy Eggleston
Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

I have dealt with something similar here in Tipp if you own the property, which I assume you do. We have a
park and the school have a stadium on it. Short story, city owned it and for some reason, the schools
decided to lease it and take it over. Currently we have a group that is raising funds to bring it up to date. I
will try to be brief. The project was overseen by the schools and the non- profit raised the funds and let
contracts etc. The issue was that they were not being transparent in how much they had raised. Because
we shared the restrooms, the City contributed $ 250, 000 toward the $ 600, 000+ needed. As you could
guess, our funding was the only funding at the time and it wasn' t until a few months later a benefactor
stepped up and donated % 500, 000 to the project. Cty was threatened with liens. The contractor finally got
paid. I put a stop to the project until they can show in the future they have all the funding in place. My
suggestions are that you have an agreement that stipulates that the project will only move forward if the
funding is in place for each stage of the restoration. That all donations will be reported to the City. Raising
funds is one thing, overseeing the project is another. Sometimes the non -profits and/ or public does not
know our procedures and laws we work under. Just be cautious and make sure you have an agreement
that allows you to be the conductor and not a spector.
238

Timothy Eggleston ICMA- CM, MPA
City Manager
City of Tipp City
Tipp City OH
ggS.L ." : m.: j...Q.@.51!:t::!Lai I. c.o.U: ' i,
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Thanks,

I will get in touch with her.

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
alanmpa2005@yahoo. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 05: 31 PM
From: John Godwin
Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

We had a similar type thing in Paris, Texas recently with an historic theater owned by the city. We entered
into a long term management agreement with a new nonprofit which is charged with restoration followed by
maintenance, management, and operation. I no longer work in Paris, but the city engineer, Carla Easton,
who also serves on the nonprofit board, could provide you a copy of the agreement and answer questions
you might have.

John Godwin

MPA

MIT History
Rowlett TX
Q.

r i ua lilt r on' i
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Thanks Kevin,
Good to know.

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
alanmpa2005@yahoo. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 02- 2020 12: 37 PM
From:

Kevin

Knutson

Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

Paul

My first career was in the arts and I started working for a municipality for the first time running a performing
arts center and as a museum executive driector. In Coral Springs we tried both --the City owned and
operated the art museum, but supported an independent history museum. I managed both for the City and
we found that getting the City out of the philanthropic activity was very helpful. While the history museum
was operated and funded by the historical society ( we covered property costs), in the case of the art
museum, we actually created a 501( c)( 3) nonprofit to be the conduit for fundraising

and donations and

leased them the property and employees that they paid for with donated funds. Funding varied greatly from
year to year, so the City often had to budget for certain costs to ensure we didn' t have variation in our
costs.

Let' s chat as you proceed.
Kevin

Kevin Knutson ICMA- CM
Vice President

of Customer

Success

Envisio Solutions, Inc.
Richmond

BC
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Thanks. The first thing I thought of when I saw this was the Blues Brothers. And of course, wouldn' t you
know it, you guys mentioned that in the Whereas clauses.

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
alanmpa2005@yahoo. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 09: 52 AM
From: Steven Jones
Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

Nice to work on something not COVID. Here are two agreements with our museum. One relates to their
operations of the Old Joliet Prison, while the other relates to the museum property itself. Hopefully I these
will be useful for your purposes

Steven Jones

Interim City Manager
City of Joliet
Joliet IL

t0o
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Apr 4, 2020 5: 43 PM
Smerreri . or°u s

We mention it because....

Steven Jones
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next

Interim City Manager
City of Joliet
Joliet IL
sjones@joliet. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 03- 2020 04: 32 PM
From:

Paul

Rosen

Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

Thanks. The first thing I thought of when I saw this was the Blues Brothers. And of course, wouldn' t you
know it, you guys mentioned that in the Whereas clauses.

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
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We are going to use Zoom and Facebook Live streaming. Zoom gives us the ability to record the meeting
audio/ video) which we will upload to our website. We are developing policies and guidance documents
that will provide the framework for public participation.

Julie Kaylor CIVIC, CPM

Deputy County Administrator
County of Mathews
Mathews VA

jkaylor@mathewscountyva. gov

Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 09: 10 PM

From: Greg Sund
Subject: On- line Council Meetings

We purchased a Zoom subscription last week and have been testing it quite a bit and used it for several
different meeting types over the last week. We tested with a Special Council meeting this evening. A
242

couple Council members struggled to get on the call. The hard part is convincing people it is not
unachievable technology. In fact, if you phone into the meeting rather than using your computer, it is
essentially the same thing as the party lines of the past. If people in the 1930' s could handle party lines, I
think we can handle them today.

We tried to use the Facebook Live broadcast feature yesterday and

couldn' t get it to work. I did a little research and learned I needed to add a setting in Zoom to pull it off. The
hesitancy of using it is adding the setting seems to mean that anyone on the call can then Iivestream the
meeting or any part of it. Hence it would be possible for someone to take business out of context. While
this is okay, I am concerned that Council members may not like it.

Greg Sund
Interim City Administrator
City of Walsenburg
Walsenburg, CO
c.o.nll, Orignal

Message: Sent:
03- 24- 2020 07:40 AM From:
Edward

Lavallee Subject:

On-line Council Meetings Florida

has strict laws related to public meetings. City Council meetings require that a quorum be physically
present to conduct a meeting. Florida Sunshine Laws require transparency and public access to Council
meetings. The current restrictions on group gatherings due to the coronavirus threat creates challenge
for Councils to meet in compliance with these laws. Recently, Governor DeSantis issued an Executive
Order temporarily lifting certain public meeting requirements. As a result, the Venice City Council is
plan ing to hold its next Council meeting via remote electronic communication. Our IT staff is working to refine
the communication links to enable participants to connect remotely. Appreciating that the restrictions imposed
by the electronic connections will somewhat limit the interaction among council members, staff, and
citizens, during this time of restricted social gathering the council agendas will be limited to essential business
issues and time sensitive subjects. Edward

Lavallee MPA City

Manager City
of Venice North
Venice FL totter
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In Delaware, our Governor' s order allowed for teleconferences as long as the public can participate. We
implemented Zoom. After several hours of working with our Council last weekend, we held our first fully
remote Zoom meeting on Monday and it went well. We are planning to hold our regular Council meeting
that way on April 13.

After seeing some of the issues with Zoom security, we will be using Zoom to open and close meetings for
executive session, but we will use a secure conference call line for the executive session itself.

Ann Marie Townshend AICP

City Manager
City of Lewes
Lewes DE
atownshend@ci. lewes. de. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 09- 2020 05: 49 PM

From: Wally Bobkiewicz
Subject: Online City Council Meetings
My City Council is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting
next week. Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting?
Wally

Wally Bobkiewicz
City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah WA
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Here is a helpful link about how to use the controls in Zoom to prevent Zoombombing ( new word this week!)
www. 99Ma
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Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA

Georgetown

TX

kdaly@icma. org
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 09- 2020 05: 49 PM

From: Wally Bobkiewicz
Subject: Online City Council Meetings
My City Council is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting
next week. Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting?
Wally

Wally Bobkiewicz
City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah

WA

a.I!. I!. Y.b.@i s.s.gq.ga.Ib.. a.:.
ggv

You are subscribed to " ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us. To change your subscriptions, go
to I
To unsubscribe from this community discussion go to Qir°ur:rubsciriibe.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

georgia collierbolling < georgiacollierbolling@yahoo.

Sent:

Sunday, April 5, 2020 11: 13 PM
Burns, Andy
Vickery, Jason; Lowe, Bryan; Michael McCoy
Re: Dougherty County Project Overview - 4/ 3/ 20

To:
Cc:
Subject:

com>

Thanks Andy!
Georgia

On Sunday, April 5, 2020, 5: 22: 41 AM PDT, Burns, Andy < andy. burnsCa tetratech. com> wrote:

Good morning,
Attached is the project overview for the week ending 4/ 3.
Here are a few updates from the past week:
The Countywide Roads ( 79467) project was submitted to the CRC on 3/ 31. FEMA needed to fix the GPS
coordinates on the guardrail first.
The Countywide Traffic Signs ( 79474) project was submitted to the CRC on 4/ 1.
Heidi let us know that the contractor has finished work on the Southside Library but that she' s still waiting on
the final invoice. We' ll continue to stay in touch with her.

FEMA completed their insurance review of the parks project but determined that the Radium Springs Golf
Course shed should have been insured after the 2017 tornadoes. We asked the insurance carrier to confirm that

the shed wasn' t confirmed but are still waiting to hear back. We' ll follow up with them again tomorrow.
We had asked Tara about some outstanding payments and she sent over a list of items needed on 4/ 1. We' ll
review that list and start working on getting the County paid for those obligated projects.
Transitioning over to Covid- 19, we listened in on the applicant briefing on 3/ 31. We' ll continue to stay in touch with
GEMA about this process. In the meantime, please continue to document all of your emergency costs.
Let us know if you need anything.
Stay safe and have a great rest of your weekend.
Andy

Bu
1 = iinanciiall 1 : 3,ecoveiry SpeciialliiM
1 ( 515) 537 5578 ( andy. buiirns(q)tetirateclh. coiinrn

IMobiille +
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Sunday, April 5, 2020 10:42 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Weekend

Edition:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 5. 20

Good evening I hope everyone had a restful weekend. Here are the most recent COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits from the last

two days. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

The CDC is now urging all Americans to wear a face covering ( ideally a non -medical mask or scarf covering their
mouth and nose) when they leave their homes. They have published a Ci& A Waage for cloth face coverings and
have updated the prevention

page to include guidance on the use of cloth face coverings as a means to mitigate

spread of COVID- 19.

The CDC has started publishing " COVIDView,"

a weekly surveillance summary of U. S. COVID- 19 activity. The

report summarizes and interprets key indicators including information related to COVID- 19 outpatient visits,
emergency department visits, hospitalizations and deaths, as well as laboratory data.
The CDC has also released new guidance for how cruise ship passengers will be able to travel home. Previously,
passengers who were exposed to COVID- 19 but showed no symptoms were allowed to travel home on
commercial flights if they had no fever. With the newly released guidance, cruise companies will have to charter
flights to return passengers to their home cities. The decision was released as 1, 000 passengers were going to
disembark the Coral Princess, which docked in Miami on Saturday.
Tomorrow, the FDA will host a webinar for device manufacturers and industry to discuss and answer questions
on the recently issued, immediately -in -effect guidance on enforcement policy for PPE during COVID- 19.
This weekend on Meet the Press, while discussing an anticipated surge in COVID- 19 deaths, Surgeon General Dr.
Jerome Adams said, "

next week is going to be our Pearl Harbor moment... it' s going to be our 9/ 11 moment. It' s

going to be the hardest moment for many Americans in their entire lives."
FDA Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn said that researchers are trying to figure out if a manufactured version of
plasma from individuals who were previously exposed to COVID- 19 could be administered preventively.
Researchers are already studying whether using plasma from those who have recovered ( convalescent plasma)
could be used to treat people who are suffering from the disease.
Members of Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. House Dems are
expected to take the lead on a fourth package, and Speaker Pelosi has indicated that the infrastructure
framework from January will be the starting point of whatever bill they introduce. For a more thorough update
on the legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not
already receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email sfuller

ggagrou .

com.

No new members of Congress have tested positive for COVID- 19. Reps. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe
Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( RKY) remain the only members to test positive ( or be presumptive positive) at this point. Eight other members are
in self -quarantine and 29 have completed a self -quarantine.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 304, 826
d":. IIlose :. m; rota:.°":

4,„ 25 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day

before reporting.
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On Saturday and Sunday, the numbers in COVID- 19: U. S. at a Glance and the figure describing

o

the cumulative

total number of COVID- 19 cases in the United States will be updated.

These numbers

are

preliminary and have not been confirmed by state and territorial health departments. CDC will update
weekend numbers the following Monday to reflect health department updates.
The CDC is reporting 7, 616 deaths in the U. S. related to COVID- 19.

o

The state of New Jersey has now reported more deaths from COVID- 19 than it did from the September 11
terrorist

attacks.

Washington State will return 400 ventilators to the SNS after determining that other " hot spot" areas in the U. S.
could put them to better use. As of this afternoon, the state had 7, 498 known cases of COVID- 19 and 319
deaths.

A man who attended a funeral in Albany, Georgia infected a handful of other mourners, which snowballed into a
disaster for Dougherty County. The county has now reported 24 deaths, the highest of any county in the state.
Louisiana Gov. John Bel Edwards said today that his state could run out of ventilators by the end of this week if
they don' t see a downward trend in cases.
New York Mayor Bill de Blasio' s office released a video thanking EMS workers from Illinois, Florida,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Missouri, Georgia, Indiana, and Ohio who left their families to go to New York.
Experts have warned that other states are on pace to have epidemics as serious as that in New York. These
charts show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.

Nine states still do not have state- wide stay at home orders in place: North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Iowa, Wyoming, Utah, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. The Mayors of some cities in Wyoming, Utah, and Oklahoma
have issued orders to keep their residents inside, but the governors of those states have not announced blanket
executive

orders.

This resource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to

o

the COVID-

19 response.

This series of maps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tracker, created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel

o

restrictions.

Finally, this site offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing through may and can be
broken down by state.

o

Military/ Defense

Capt. Brett E. Crozier, the Navy captain who was removed from command of the aircraft carrier U. S. S. Theodore
Roosevelt, has tested positive for COVID- 19.
President Trump said 1, 000 additional military personnel are being deployed to New York to help the city
manage the coronavirus outbreak.

Defense Sec. Mark Esper sent a memo today that orders military personnel and other individuals on DoD
property to wear cloth face coverings in light of the CDC' s COVID- 19 guidance. The memo states that individuals
on DoD property will have to wear face masks when they are not able to maintain the recommended six feet of
social distance in public areas or work centers. The memo also advises DoD employees, family members, and
contractors to follow CDC guidelines on the use of cloth face coverings.
Due to security restrictions around military vessels issued by the FAA and the DoD, unmanned aircraft are not
allowed within 3, 000 feet laterally and 2, 000 feet vertically of the USNS Mercy, which docked last week at the
port of Los Angeles and began treating non- COVID- 19 patients.
As of Sunday morning, more than 21, 300 Air and Army National Guard professionals are supporting the COVID19 crisis response at the direction of their governors. That' s an increase of about 1, 600 Guard troops since
Friday. In addition, 18 states, two territories and the District of Columbia have now been approved for use
of federal funds for state missions under Title 32, with another 23 requests moving through the approval
process.

International

Affairs

249

PAHO has launched a new searchable

database that contains the latest guidance and research on the COVID- 19

pandemic from the Americas and affected countries worldwide. The press release is available here and the
database is available here.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson has been admitted to the hospital for tests just over a week after testing
positive for COVID- 19. He was taken to a hospital in London with a temperature and persistent symptoms.
This evening, in an incredibly rare but highly anticipated act, the Queen of England addressed her nation from
Windsor Castle. She thanks people for following government rules to stay home, and thanked key workers for all
they' ve done. In her address, the Queen said everyone who was following guidance to stay at home was
helping to protect the vulnerable and sparing many families the pain already felt by those who have lost loved
ones."

A second migrant facility in Greece has entered quarantine after a resident tested positive for COVID- 19. It
comes three days after a similar facility, where 23 asylum seekers were found to be infected, was put under
quarantine.

Spain has reported another encouraging drop in its death toll, though the country still remains second in the
world at 12, 400 deaths.
Italian health authorities said that the use of intensive care unit beds decreased for the first time since the

beginning of the outbreak.
In Jerusalem, Franciscan friars wearing surgical masks and gloves made house calls on Palm Sunday, delivering
olive branches to Christians who are self -isolating as a precaution against COVID- 19.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra

Modi asked the country' s 1. 3 billion citizens to observe nine minutes without

electricity this evening. He urged them to " challenge the darkness" of COVID- 19 by lighting candles and lamps.
On Friday, I wrote about England' s first emergency field hospital to treat COVID- 19 patients, which opened in
east London' s ExCel centre. The temporary NHS Nightingale Hospital can hold as many as 4, 000 patients. This
article gives more information on how it was built and how it functions.
Global Cases:

Lifestyle

1, 133, 758

Total Deaths:

62, 784

and Economy

Zoom, the videoconferencing service that has seemingly taken over the world in this time of self -isolation, has
experienced major privacy breaches ( including the hijacking of webcams and microphones) over the last few
weeks. This weekend, Zoom' s CEO apologized for falling short on security and promised to address concerns.
Zoom will pause the development of any new features to concentrate on safety and privacy issues.
A tiger at the Bronx Zoo has tested positive for COVID- 19 in what scientists believe is a case of human - to -cat

transmission. Several other big cats at the zoo showed symptoms of respiratory illness.
United Airlines is partnering with New York City to provide free round- trip flights for medical volunteers who
want to help in the frontline fight against the COVID- 19 crisis. The airline is working closely with the Mayor' s
Fund to Advance New York City and a network of medical volunteer organizations, including The Society of
Critical Care Medicine, to coordinate travel for doctors, nurses and other medical professionals from across the
country to help treat patients.
Duke researchers are responding to the dire shortage of PPE by decontaminating N95 masks so doctors can
reuse them to treat COVID- 19 patients. The scientists published their decontamination protocol here.
In his past two press briefings, President Trump has promoted the use of hydroxychloroquine, a drug that health
experts say lacks evidence of efficacy.
The Department of Labor reported today that employers cut 701, 000 jobs last month. Over the last two weeks,
more than 10 million Americans filed for unemployment.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media
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Daily WHO Situation Report WK4) WK5)

the

Listen tnDr. Tony Faucinnyesterday' s episode nfThe{} aily Resolve
Lives

air eaks

in the United States

tnSave

Frieden( former CDC Director

with Dr. Tom

and NYC Health Commissioner) Prevent Epidemics

has

published pLgg for personal anti the answer to the question, w"hy stay isolated

virus infection control. A look at

for two weeks after possible exposure?"Ten Weeks to

Crush the Curve Other tracking data

here. New England Journal
nfMedicine) Why the CoronavirusHas

Been SoSuccessful ( The Atlantic) Prevent Epidemics has
a fantastic annotated bi lography of COVID-19 publications that includes links to the original articles. View
its resources

here. Johns Hopkins data

capture (and,while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, reads This document
contains

useful information from the White House CnrnnavirusTask Force on measures to keep workplaces, schools, homes,
and

commercial

establishments

safe. ers

worldwide

Check
the CDC'

spage nn information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and returning tnthe U.
S,
and take a look attheir g2Ldance for_ businesses and employers. If any businesses are
interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation here.Businesses, hospitals, universities,
and

anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/7 hotline at77U' 4OO' 71UU.
Common Acronyms Centers for

Disease

Control

and Prevention ( CDC),
VVnr| d Health
Department of Health

and

Organization (

WHO),National Institutes nfHealth (N| H),
Personal Protective

Human Services ( HHS),Department of Defense ( DoD), Department of Homeland

Equipment ( PPE),

Security (

DHS),
United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA),Central Command CENTCOM), Department of Housing
and
Urban Development ( HUD),
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA),
Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA),
Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR), Biomedical
Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA),United States Trade Representative( USTR) Statistics 251
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, April 5, 2020 7: 34 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2020 6: 20 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Ostrander,

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

We currently have 16 employees that have tested positive. Officer
a ventilator per his sister.

is currently hospitalized and on

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 254

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, April 5, 2020 6: 26 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Pamela
Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thank you.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Johnson,

Pamela" <

PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 5/ 20 4: 22 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

Fw:

DCSO

Employees

COVID

ga. us>

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l: pjohnson@dougherty. ga. us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2020 10: 20 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty.
JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Ostrander,

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.
ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
has tested negative.
255

ga. us>; Brock, Allen

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 256

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Sunday, April 5, 2020 4:23 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Daily COVID- 19 Update

recipients

Good afternoon.

Our numbers and updates are below.

The volume of COVID- 19 patients is steady to decreasing slightly. While we are not yet ready to declare a flattening, but
we are pleased with the initial trend. This will be a key week to see what trends we truly have.
I want to share my experience here today. Evelyn, our CNO and I were bringing around a cart of snacks and such and we
were in the MICU talking to the staff and thanking them for their incredible work. They were sharing the story of a
patient whom they were getting ready to extubate from the ventilator. This patient was our second patient at Phoebe
and has been on the ventilator for almost 3 weeks. What I was able to witness... seeing the joy and tears from the staff
spoke volumes to what these warriors have seen for weeks now, including many deaths, was absolutely
AMAZING. People were literally clapping and urging this patient on to breath ....and she did! Chaplain Will was there as
well and was very emotional as he put on his PPE and went into this woman' s room to FaceTime with her family. They
were ecstatic to see their loved one and all were filled with much hope.

It has always been and continues to be a privilege to be here with people at the most vulnerable time of their life. This is
special work for sure.

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com

Phtoiebe
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The HIPAA Final
certain

Privacy Rule requires

Protected

Health
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healthcare.
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appropriate

authorization
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require

do

not

obligated

to
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law.

Unauthorized

PHI

law.

you

If

the

the
or

intended

reader
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in
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safe
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related
may

of

this
or

please
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agent

include

to

manner.

or

as

HIPAA)

the
to

immediately
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You
PHI

and

are

may

required

safeguard

not

us

s

after

recipient,

the

responsible

notify

person'
PHI

circumstances

consent

are

to safeguard
a

You,

secure

failure

to

or under

described in federal (

employee

recipient,

you

and

patient

re - disclosure

you to penalties

to

authorization.

additional

subject

recipient,

faxed

PHI)

from the patient

patient

maintain

without

being

covered entities

not
by

could

state

intended
deliver

and

it

to

destroy

the

related

message.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, April 5, 2020 4:23 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2020 10: 20 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.
ABrock@dougherty.

Ostrander,

ga. us>; Brock, Allen

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
has tested negative.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

District

6900 <

info@rotary6900. org>
Sunday, April 5, 2020 2: 26 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

District

6900

Challenge

0

Good afternoon District 69oo. On more than one occasion our District Governor, Jim Squire,

has said " Rotarians are people who turn their passions into compassion." Some of us are
suffering as we shelter in place with medical conditions including COVID- 19. Others are
wondering if they can take another month separated from friends and extended family.
One of the most important things you can do on this earth is to let other people know they are
not alone."

Shannon

This weeks challenge

L. Adler

to Rotarians

in District 69oo:

Call two fellow club members

and ask: 1).

What is your favorite treat to eat? 2). As a child, what did you do in the summer when school was
out?

Stay positive and wash your hands!!!!
Your District 69oo Family

A&

Club Director

23 days

Club Past President

f Rotary Chair

District Family

since last wild polio

cal

404. 915. 7986
Iisacarlisle05@comcast.

net

Distribution:

Manag

Email Preferences

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblie records law. Most written eeyrrmunications to or from City and County
ey eials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, April 5, 2020 1: 30 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: COVID Daily Update

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fyi

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

4/ 4/ 20 7: 50 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:

Subject: COVID Daily Update

Good evening.
Big day of results today between Quest and our new Cepheid rapid testing at Phoebe. Our pending results are below
800. This is promising, yet we only have approximately 600 of our rapid tests left and we are reserving those for
patients who may require admission. We continue to source additional supplies of the Cepheid testing cassettes.
I wanted to thank our elected officials locally, at the State as well as Federal. All have been incredibly supportive and are
working behind the scenes on our behalf to ensure our community members have what is needed to get through
this. Thank you to them all and thank you for the many well wishes, letters of support and countless prayers. They are
appreciated and felt.

Lastly ...I had a physician relay a comment made by an employee who he was talking to about this unprecedented
period. When he asked her what she thought about everything, she said, " I was built for this". We know how resilient
the people of SWGA are and know that our teams, our hospital and our community... ARE BUILT FOR THIS! Rest easy.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

s

•

n . • ,. * ,.

8!•

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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law.
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federal (

are not
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to

to
a

include
under
the

safeguard

person'

PHI

s
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TAC Service

Desk

k12@k12academics. com>

From:

K12 Academics <

Sent:

Sunday, April 5, 2020 12: 02 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

K12 Academics

Newsletter -

March

2020

View this email in your browser
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Affalirs

c Sdence :

Iirogiraims

Aucahon
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9 9 9 A. 9 9 9 A
Website

Traffic ( as of March

New [.'Ilrectules:

2020) :
Chemical Engineering SChQQIS
ChirQj2raCtir,

SChQQIS

Cognitive Science Schools

L
ESL Schools

Special

Needs Colleges

LI

2020 Traffic:
2, 650, 385 Unique Visitors /
Page

Views /

7, 775, 376 Uniqup.

18, 246, 804 Hits

Monthly Website Traffic:
868, 462 Unique Visitors /
Page

Views /

March

2020

2, 591, 792 Unique

New Coritera:

6, 082, 268 Hits
Traffic:

655, 660 Unique Visitors / 2, 558, 088 Unique
Page

Views /

6, 085, 971 Hits

Week of 3/ 29/ 20 ( 3/ 23/ 20/ 3/ 29/ 20):
154, 136 Unique Visitors /
Page

Views /

1, 242, 515 Hits

Week of 3/ 22/ 20 ( 3/

16/ 20- 3/ 22/ 20):

149, 673 Unique Visitors /
Page

Views /

Week of 3/

Week

Views /

Page

of 3/

Views /

Centers:

Abuse

2 Listings

1, 489, 606 Hits

Arizona Addiction

0- 3/ 8/ 20):

Scottsdale,

612, 534 Unique

1, 558, 690 Hits

Scottsdale

1/ 20 ( 2/ 24/ 20- 3/

152, 376 Unique Visitors /
Page

Substance

15/ 20):

516, 321 Unique

of 3/ 8/ 20

Views /

March 2020 ( contd)

541, 143 Unique

15/ 20 ( 3/ 9/ 20- 3/

158, 930 Unique Visitors /

Week

New Froffles

1, 211, 611 Hits

135, 040 Unique Visitors /
Page

February 2020 Website Updates

651, 464 Unique

Recovery Center -

AZ

Recovery Center- Scottsdale,

AZ

l/ 20):

542, 882 Unique

Summer Schools: I Listing

1, 380, 616 Hits

Bricks

4 Kiclz

New [.:3usl1kness / 1: Ieriew,:is
Truck Driving Schools: I Listing
Southern State Community College Truck
New

Business

in 2020:

161

new

businesses

Driving Academy-

in 2020 ( As of March 2020)

266

Wilmington,

OH

UK Independent
Website

Profiles

K12

March:

Academics

would

businesses

to the site for the Month

like to welcome

Schools: 1 Listing

Oxford Sixth Form College- Oxford, England

36 new
of March

Virtual Learning Environments: 1 Listing

3/ i/ 20- 3/ 31/ 2020):

Rrirkc 4 Kirh
Renewals
in

in

As of March

0•(

Businesses Renewed

0: .

2020).
Volunteer

Programs:

3 Listings

Cambridge Croquet Club- Cambridge, MA
Renewals
Renewed

Celebrate

26 Businesses

arc :

this month.

EnCorps

Fairfax,
STEM

Inc.,-

Fairfax,

Teachers

VA

Program-

California

INew 1:. 3 u S li i rn 55 Il i ardl,'n 2020
Arts Schools: 1 Listing
CHAMPS

Charter High School of the Arts- Los

Angeles,

All Girls Schools: 1 Listing

CA

Ursuline

Academy

of Dallas-

Dallas, TX

Charter Buses: 1 Listing
Burke

International

Tours,

Inc- Maiden,

NC

Beauty Schools: 1 Listing
Colleges/ Universities: 1 Listing
Dean College-

Franklin,

Cosmetology

MA

Center-

Academy at Douglas

Monessen,

Education

PA

Driving Schools: 1 Listing
Catholic Schools: 1 Listing

Cindy' s Driving School- Santa Maria, CA

Ursuline

Academy

of Dallas-

Dallas, TX

Educational Publishers: 1 Listing
Get Together Books- Sacramento,

CA
Charter

Financial
2020

Aid: 3 Listings

Fitness

and

Scholarship-

Denver,

PA Distance

Passaic,

com-

Denver,

Business

Learning

Charter

School —

Wexford, PA

2020 Mixed Martial Arts Scholarship by
MiddleEasy.

2 Listings

eAchieve Academy Wisconsin- Wisconsin

Educational

CO

Valuewalk

Schools:

CO

Studies

Scholarship

Program -

Driving Schools: 1 Listing

NJ

Allstars Driving School- Rocklin, CA
Graduate

Schools:

Morehead

State

Morehead,

KY

2 Listings

University

Graduate

School-

Film Schools: 1 Listing
Douglas

Graduate College, University of Oklahoma Health

Education

Center-

Monessen,

PA

Sciences Center- Oklahoma City, OK
Graduate Schools: 1 Listing
Independent

Schools: 2 Listings

Saint Anne Catholic

School-

Marietta,

GRACEPOINTSchool,-

UM School of Communication -

Las Vegas,
GA

Independent
International

Schools:

International

School of Lusaka-

University of

Miami- Coral Gables, FL

NV

Schools:

5 Listings

Mt. Calvary Lutheran School- Diamond Bar, CA

2 Listings
Lusaka,

The Branch School- Houston, TX

Zambia

Academy Schools - Tukwila, WA

Melbourne City College Australia- Victoria, Australia

Pathways School- Orlando, FL

Online Schools:

Ursuline Academy of Dallas,-

1 Listing

Dallas, TX

Bricks 4 Kiclz

Lutheran Schools: 1 Listing
School Assemblies:
Slapstick

Science-

Mike Artell-

Bethlehem

3 Listings
Brattleboro,

Covington,

Lutheran School- Lakewood,

CO

VT

LA

Music Lessons:

Magic by Dave Davis- Xenia, OH

Wehrli
Village,

267

1 Listing

Publications &
CA

Music Studio- Valley

School Vendors:

9 Listings

Ockers Company-

Brockton,

Online

MA

Schools:

2 Listings

Expressions Display & Flags USA LLC- Buford, GA

eAchieve Academy Wisconsin- Wisconsin

Arclight Dynamics-

PA Distance

Bend, OR

cyber security consulting
LED Team SignsPruTech

ops- Mt. Laurel,

Knoxville,

Solutions-

Iselin,

Learning

Pennsylvania

NJ

NJ

School Assemblies: I Listing
Joe Gandelman

Check Before Hire, LLC-

San Diego,

Environmental &

School -

TN

Say it Straight Training- Austin, TX

V. J.

Charter

Largo,

FL

Construction.

LLC-

Lithonia,

Comic Ventriloquist &

Friends -

CA

GA

School Vendors: 4 Listings
American Medical Certification

Association -

Fairfield, NJ
Ad Specialties &

More,

D& H Alternative

Risk Solutions, Inc.- Newton,

LTD.-

Norman,

OK

NJ

Thompson Educational Furnishings- Edmond,
OK

Special Education Schools: I Listing
Crystal Springs School- Assonet, MA

Study Abroad Programs: I Listing
Odyssey in Athens Study Abroad Program Athens,

Trade

Greece

Schools:

2 Listings

CDA Technical Institute- Jacksonville,
Cosmetology
Center-

Contact I I'
I ivakRflson,
C Ih7 i iis (

Academy at Douglas

Monessen,

FL

Education

PA

li il l
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Burns, Andy < Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Sunday, April 5, 2020 8: 23 AM
McCoy, Michael; georgia collierbolling
Vickery, Jason; Lowe, Bryan
Dougherty County Project Overview - 4/ 3/ 20
Dougherty County Project Overview 4- 3- 20. pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Good morning,
Attached is the project overview for the week ending 4/ 3.
Here are a few updates from the past week:
The Countywide Roads ( 79467) project was submitted to the CRC on 3/ 31. FEMA needed to fix the GPS
coordinates on the guardrail first.
The Countywide Traffic Signs ( 79474) project was submitted to the CRC on 4/ 1.
Heidi let us know that the contractor has finished work on the Southside Library but that she' s still waiting on
the final invoice. We' ll continue to stay in touch with her.
FEMA completed their insurance review of the parks project but determined that the Radium Springs Golf
Course shed should have been insured after the 2017 tornadoes. We asked the insurance carrier to confirm that

the shed wasn' t confirmed but are still waiting to hear back. We' ll follow up with them again tomorrow.
We had asked Tara about some outstanding payments and she sent over a list of items needed on 4/ 1. We' ll
review that list and start working on getting the County paid for those obligated projects.
Transitioning over to Covid- 19, we listened in on the applicant briefing on 3/ 31. We' ll continue to stay in touch with
GEMA about this process. In the meantime, please continue to document all of your emergency costs.
Let us know if you need anything.
Stay safe and have a great rest of your weekend.
Andy

Bu
1 = iinanciiall 1 : 3,ecoveiry SpecialiM
t ( 616) 537 6678 ( aimdy. buiirns(q)tetirateclh. coiinrn

IMobiille +

o
Tech I Co

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

G2Qaj-d has a Le-ri broad AL&Lk records law. Most writtel'? communications

to or from

officials regardIng Clty and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, April 4, 2020 10: 39 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Saturday, April 4, 2020 9: 43 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Ostrander,

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Saturday, April 4, 2020 7: 50 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
Big day of results today between Quest and our new Cepheid rapid testing at Phoebe. Our pending results are below
800. This is promising, yet we only have approximately 600 of our rapid tests left and we are reserving those for
patients who may require admission. We continue to source additional supplies of the Cepheid testing cassettes.
I wanted to thank our elected officials locally, at the State as well as Federal. All have been incredibly supportive and are
working behind the scenes on our behalf to ensure our community members have what is needed to get through
this. Thank you to them all and thank you for the many well wishes, letters of support and countless prayers. They are
appreciated and felt.

Lastly ...I had a physician relay a comment made by an employee who he was talking to about this unprecedented
period. When he asked her what she thought about everything, she said, " I was built for this". We know how resilient
the people of SWGA are and know that our teams, our hospital and our community... ARE BUILT FOR THIS! Rest easy.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

ejwfarms@aol. com>

From:

Edmund

Sent:

Saturday, April 4, 2020 10: 07 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

To:
Subject:

Wall <

Report

Good morning. I was sending you an email yesterday and said " Dougherty County is a client of mine?"
I have a friend in Birmingham, Alabama who is a lawyer for the City and Jefferson County. His name is Michael Choy. For
some damn reason i thought I was emailing him.
Michael McCoy is a class act.
I am gonna go outside and get on my tractor today. Thank you for checking on me. I need checking on.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 10: 45 PM, Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com> wrote:

You are class

act too!

Thank you very much

https:// www. williamsfuneralhome.

net/ obituaries/

I loved my Mom.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 8: 41 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Ed- You' ve had a helluva week but you weathered. You' re a class act. Yeah I believe it' s
going to be with us for a while although I' m hopeful the infection rate will slow down.
We' ve had a lot of deaths here. I' m ready for that to stop. I' m just as busy as I can
be. Super close to the fire as I have been around a lot of people and some haven' t made
it. It' s wild. Still standing on the front line my friend. Hope to keep it that way. Praying
for you my friend.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone
274

Original message -------From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 3/ 20 6: 05 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse

Daily Report

Hey Chief. Dougherty County is a client of mine. They have been hit so hard.
We buried her on Wed. I did a
My Mom died in my arms last Sat nite. She was
eulogy. Just 10 of us at graveside. Seats placed 6 feet apart. My daughter Ellen moved
to Denver. I told her to not fly or drive here. They put the funeral on Facebook like for

me and she got to see it. My son made it.
Mom

It want the virus that got her. But her 86 th birthday was 17

March and nobody could visit her in the nursing home.

Debbie and i are hunkered down at the farm. We got chickens. I am building a chicken
coop tmrw.

All my clients are shut down. Meetings are by Zoom if they have it alt all.
Just incredible times.

I don' t see how we are gonna miracle like come out of it in

May. The virus will always be with us. Once we go back to regular, ain' t we all gonna
catch it then like a cold or Flu?

How you doing?
Ed

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 3, 2020, at 5: 46 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?
Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
CCohilas@watsonspence.

Chris Cohilas

com>

Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse

Daily Report

https:// www. law. com/ dailyreportonline/ 2020/ 04/ 03/ probate- judges- death- showshow- covid- 19- came- into- the- courthouse/

275

Sent from my Wad
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business
are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email

communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Saturday, April 4, 2020 9: 57 AM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

m not sure where the trail began on this thread, but

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS] Another

ACCG. ORG

Clarification

I'

it was both humorous and informative. Our

special ops team had to

spend the rest of yesterday afternoon tying up telework, non-telework, furlough and surge personnel plans to get us through
the emergency state. While

I am not personally or profes ional y happy with the way the state or federal government is handling things, it gives
us all a rare opportunity of a lifetime to manage a very unique crisis. Although we will all have some challenges remaining
until

April 13 and beyond, I

hope the EO will give us all a lit le bit time over the next few days to think about recovery.

That will certainly be the next phase of crisis management we will be prepared for.
I
know that we here in BC have decided to focus the next ten business days on re -defining our financial model and breaking down the Stimulus I econmi and financial impact. IMHO, Stimulus II is a certainty. I predict either rampant inflation
or deflation, depending on consumer behavior in the next six months. We will have to watch how quantity theory
of money is applied, particularly with the velocity variable. The Feds have few tools left. With the quantity theory,
if you have too much money in the system, and GDP is low or negative, the prices for goods and services will put the
MR/ MC curves in disequilbrium for firms. Hence, either inflation or deflation of various goods and services in the short run. In

other words, we will need to have Black Swan budgets prepared for the next two fiscal years. That is scary to me, because
we cannot rely on the usual 12-18 month lag in revenue erosion from a normal recession. I
hope the geniuses at OPB and Dorfman are looking at this as closely as we are. Stimulus

I is already " fake money." The

Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Quinn, Michael" <MOQuinn@ACCG.

behalf of O'

ORG>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,2020 at 4:51 PM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG" C<OUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Re: Another

Clarification

That

was really inspiring —thanks

for taking the time to share that. A glimpse into the future no doubt. Michael

A.
O' Quinn County
Consulting Services Associate 277

191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St. N. E.,

Suite

700

GA 30303

Cell Phone: 404. 925. 0764

Email: moquinn@accg. ore
From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Steve
Rapson

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 4: 43 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

When this all started several weeks ago...

Fayette County began the process of focusing our
energy and efforts on teleworking — with a primary focus for those employees who fall into the
non- exempt workforce — hourly and part- time employees. Since these employees unlike
exempt employees aren' t paid unless they have hours worked and have no vacation or medical
benefits. We figured we may find ourselves in the near future - being directed to have a Stay in -Place directive from the Governor or President. So we aggressively developed and began
compiling work assignments and tasks with these hourly employees in mind to ensure they still
have a paycheck if such a time comes in the future.
We made arrangements for teleworking and made sure that the basics were covered — that
employees understood that they still fall under the same policies and procedures at home as in
the work place. Work -from -home arrangements were meant to maximize time on the clock and
we encouraged managers to use Microsoft Teams for daily video chats to stay in touch with
each other while they work from home. Daily email exchanges, weekly meetings, weekly
reports, quick, daily, face- to- face, ( albeit virtually so) we realized were a great tool for staff to
stay in touch and provide accountability for their work performance.
We drilled into everyone that these tools help remote employees stay connected and
accountable but were nothing if you don' t have the right attitude and culture for
accommodating teleworking.

We also thought of this as opportunity, and if planned and managed successfully, could become
a productivity model for our future. Teleworking would just become another tool that we could
employ as a strategic talent management initiative for staff attraction, engagement and retention
while reducing costs for the county and the employee. Granted, some jobs are not conducive to
teleworking, such as positions that require an on -site presence. Others are more location
flexible, and some jobs have elements of both, where they require on -site availability on some
days, but include duties that can be conducted at home, such as report writing or customer
service interactions that take place over email and phone. We called it a millennial generation
experiment, since they value flexible work, and they' re quickly rising in significant numbers in
our workforce.
The desire for flexible schedules and remote work practices does makes sense
after all couple with our information technology advancements that seem to be growing
exponentially - remote teleworking becomes possible.
278

So we started thinking " out of the box" and left our old resistance, outdated norms and
technology limitations behind... We didn' t just limit ourselves to just a teleworking solution
either — other solutions were embraced like job sharing, having an employees work outside
their normal business hours, working on the weekend, working at night, going on non -paid
leave status — employees imaginations were the only limitation.
We developed a solution — we
and here we are...

designed a teleworking plan — we

arrived at a viable option...

in a virtual world.

We ended up sending over 200 employees home — all with work assignments and mostly closed
our administrative offices to the public —we call it a strategic initiative — all county services
remain open, we' re still doing building inspections, issuing permits, paying vendors etc but
have left the brick and mortar world... for the most part behind... all our employees have work
assignments and are being managed and paid.
As Eric said, when the dust settles, we will reward those who worked the front line through all
of this and have another valuable management

tool in our work shed.

I' m extremely proud of my directors creativity with implementing this teleworking plan: job
sharing, afterhours assignments, flexing weekends, rotating weeks, days, hours — their
imagination and flexibility in solving this new work environment has been nothing short of
amazing — their commitment in meeting their respective workloads and meeting their
employees needs is to be commended.
Steven " Sledgehammer"

Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.
770. 305. 5100

gov
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of
Johnson,

Eric R.

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 4: 07 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Another

Clarification 279

I don' t plan to reopen our administrative offices to the public until this is over. I made the operational decision to shut them
down.

We' ve move most of those employees to working from home but have a few in locked buildings ( to the public — I' m not
locking my employees in), addressing activities that must be handled in a central location. Service impacts have been
minimal as we pushed to electronic or mail options and are waiving some late fees. We are still doing building inspections
but leaving those in occupied structures to 3rd party inspectors. We are getting the hang of virtual Board meetings and
staff meetings and suspended most public hearings but held one virtual one last night.
Court buildings are, of course, open for limited activities. I have no interest in taking on the Chief Justice of the Georgia
Supreme

Court.

We started our budget process for 2021 with an expectation of a current year ( 2020) recession with revenue impacts
possibly extending into next year.
Contrary to that sense of doom, we are paying all employees ( including those of Constitutional Officers) regardless of
whether we have work for them to do for at least four weeks starting this week -- and I suspect that will be extended.
When the dust settles, we will reward those who worked the front line through all of this — probably with some added
leave.

51ra
Eric R. Johnson I County Manager
Forsyth County, Georgia
From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Joseph
Saxon

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 35 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

In Turner, the BOC decided that if we are the cause of the employee being off, we are going to pay them if we order a
shut down or an isolate to protect other staff ect. If they or someone they care for or are responsible for are ordered to
isolate or quarantine, for a period not exceeding two weeks, we are going to pay them. We will make use of the new
provisions in the law for the 80 hours.
Joe Saxon

From: County- managers- and- admins On Behalf Of Adam Brett
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 26 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

For those of you who have tax commissioners using a rotational schedule, how are you paying employees? Are you
requiring them to use personal leave on the " weeks off?" I have so far managed not to pay an employee not to work
and I would like that to continue.

Adam

Brett

County Administrator
Jefferson County GA
217 East Broad Street
Louisville

GA 30434
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abretL@ieffersoncountyga..

gov

478- 625- 3332 Office
706- 318- 8575

Mobile

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of
rmmcduffie148

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 59 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

I' m in total agreement with Bill' s statement "

Classic case of trying to make everyone happy but instead making no one happy. Makes no sense to say everybody stay
home but let' s keep everything open and available to the public."
I' m calling my state legislators and screaming to them to do something about it. Please join me and call your state
delegations!!!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

William F. Lindsey" <

wflindsey@JOHNSONCO.

ORG>

4/ 3/ 20 1: 04 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject:

Re: Another

Clarification

Classic case of trying to make everyone happy but instead making no one happy. Makes no sense to say everybody stay
home but let' s keep everything open and available to the public.

Bill Lindsey
Johnson County Administrator

From: County- managers- and- admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORGj On Behalf Of
Joseph Saxon

Sent: Friday, April 03, 2020 12: 59 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

Wow, Just Wow.

281

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A00O. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills,
Dave

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 57 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

Regina, here' s an idea. Might be a little hard to come by, but purchase medical scrubs for all your employees and equip
them with a face mask. Place a sign at the courthouse door that warns all who enter that your personnel are pulling
double duty as volunteers at the local hospital and they just got off their shift, so please disregard their attire. I bet you
won' t have many citizens in the courthouse!

Dave Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon

404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)

Fax)

dwills@acce. ore

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A00O. ORG> On Behalf Of
rmmcduffie148

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Another

Clarification Disregard

this.I sent it before I read Michael' s email. He' s ad res ing exactly the points that I was looking to clarify. But again,
I must express my disdain. Opening to the public is not reassuring to my employees regarding their wellbeing and certainly
not a step in the direction of improving public health. How can we nest express our concerns to the Governor? Or
should we convince the gun lobbyists first?
Sent

from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy

smartphone 282

Original message

From:

Date:

Regina

McDuffie <

rmmcduffie148@WINDSTREAM.

NET>

4/ 3/ 20 11: 49 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject:

Another

Clarification

Hi Dave,

My interpretation is that the order does not facilitate the Courthouse
and/ or offices to be closed to the public; the alternative

is to practice

social distancing. However, as it encourages " teleworking, if possible",
does it allow us to close offices if we can establish clear avenues of

conducting business via mail, email, phone transfers, etc.?

Please

advise.

RMM

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
121 S. Sumter

St.

P. O. Box 297
Oglethorpe,

Ga

31068

Email: rmmcduffie148@windstream.
Phone: (

478)

478)

472- 7021
244- 9102

net

office
mobile

Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 7: 01 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: curfews not mentioned

ACCG' s legal team is analyzing the document now. But in short, all local
orders are superseded. Stay tuned. I expect our legal team to have something
ready later this evening.
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
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Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Toby Harris
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 58 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] curfews

not mentioned Hello

everyone, So

does the Governor' s ex cutive order supersede any curfews or closer of local
churches set by local Governments? He
states the we can do no more or no less in the order. Any

thoughts? Thank
You, Toby

Harris County
Manager Brantley
County BOC Brantley
County Georgia 33
Allen Rd Nahunta,
Ga

31553 912.

462. 5256 Office n

Virus -

free. www. av.com
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From:

NACo <

Sent:

Saturday, April 4, 2020 8: 06 AM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

This Week

in Photos

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

A "-....._..._..._.._.. ...

Gov. Asa Hutchinson

Mary Ann Borgeson @maryannborgeson

@AsaHutchinson

A "-....._..._..._.._.. ...

NACo President
Douglas County,
Rodgers discuss
practicing social

Mary Ann Borgeson and fellow
Neb. Commissioner Chris
county business while
distancing.

Craighead County, Ark. leaders and Ark. Gov.
Asa Hutchinson ( right) discuss response and

recovery efforts from a March 28 tornado.

Lesley Dahlkemper @LDahlkemper

Broward County Commission @browardinfo
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A `-.....-..._..._.......

Broward County, Fla. Mayor Dale V. C. Holness provides updates on county COVID- 19 response
efforts during a digital state of the county meeting; and Jefferson County, Colo. Commissioner
Lesley Dahlkemper discusses federal relief efforts, food and housing assistance for residents and
resources for small businesses in a telephone town hall.
Elisabeth Waldon @elisabethwaldon

Bernalillo County @BernCounty

Kent County, Mich. Administrative Health

Bernalillo County, N. M. Communication

Officer Adam

Services' Jorge Estrada shares social

London comments

on

coronavirus testing during a virtual town

distancing best practices in an instructional

hall.

video for residents.

Colorado Counties @COcounties

Susheela Jayapal @SusheelaJayapal
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A `-....._..._..._.......

Colorado Counties, Inc. conducts district meetings through teleconferencing technology; and
Multnomah County, Ore. Commissioners Susheela Jayapal, Jessica Pederson and Lori Stegmann
participate in a virtual 2020 Census kickoff meeting encouraging residents to be counted.
Hilda Solis @HildaSolis

Johnny Olszewski @BaItCoExec

Baltimore County, Md. Executive Johnny
Olszewski encourages residents to help
during the coronavirus pandemic, including
by donating blood.

Los Angeles County, Calif. Supervisor Hilda
Solis tours makeshift

beds donated

to the

county hospital for COVID- 19 patients.

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

287

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!
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Financial Security on Track, Student loan relief and Frontline healthcare workers
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Snyder currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor L]
the..B ad c..
al.;.t R e..tic..ell]eD t N e tw..(...)
c. h.Consider d an industr"
y insider",thought - leader and
an independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared
in both television and Drint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital

for

markets. Broadcast

Retirement Network (BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused helping
Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and ings
culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most ortantly No

agendas, no

sales pitches, no product pushes. Our

morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans Ilcan

create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering
headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals. Unlike
financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN
AM is a lifestyle show

that brings the

stories and

ideas of regular Americans

to

the forefront. We

engage

with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance, healthcare,
social

security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding the

future of financial security in America. The
hyperlinks above

take you to internet site(s)sponsored

and

maintained by

independent third

parties

that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained to
provide the author( s)
and their respective organizations

the

proper attribution for

developing the

original

content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for general
reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a reliable
source of information, we
do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the representations
of

such Websites.

The

information available

by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have

through

these

Web

sites has

an ability to alter the content, and

not been prepared

content will not

be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no responsibil ty
for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms, 290

conditions,

and privacy policy applying

to your use of the site. Expression

of opinions

contained

on

these hyperlinks may or may not be consistent with the opinions of The Morning Pulse, Inc.

Copyright @ 2020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 11: 41 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Pamela
Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thank you.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Johnson,

Pamela" <

PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 3/ 20 11: 31 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

Fw:

DCSO

Employees

COVID

ga. us>

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l: pjohnson@dougherty. ga. us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 2: 18 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty.
JOstrander@dougherty.

Ostrander,

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

have both tested positive.
292

Johnson,

Pamela

John

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 293

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 11: 32 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 2: 18 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Ostrander,

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

ejwfarms@aol. com>

From:

Edmund

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10:46 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

To:
Subject:

Wall <

Report

You are class act too!

Thank you very much

https:// www,williamsfuneralhome. net/ obituaries/

I loved my Mom.
Ed

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 8: 41 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Ed- You' ve had a helluva week but you weathered. You' re a class act. Yeah I believe it' s going to be with
us for a while although I' m hopeful the infection rate will slow down. We' ve had a lot of deaths

here. I' m ready for that to stop. I' m just as busy as I can be. Super close to the fire as I have been
around a lot of people and some haven' t made it. It' s wild. Still standing on the front line my friend.
Hope to keep it that way. Praying for you my friend.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 3/ 20 6: 05 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report
Hey Chief. Dougherty County is a client of mine. They have been hit so hard.
My Mom died in my arms last Sat nite. She was
We buried her on Wed. I did a eulogy. Just 10 of
us at graveside. Seats placed 6 feet apart. My daughter Ellen moved to Denver. I told her to not fly or
drive here. They put the funeral on Facebook like for me and she got to see it. My son made it.
Mom

It want the virus that got her. But her 86 th birthday was 17 March and nobody

could visit her in the nursing home.
295

Debbie and i are hunkered down at the farm. We got chickens. I am building a chicken coop tmrw.
All my clients are shut down. Meetings are by Zoom if they have it alt all.
Just incredible times. I don' t see how we are gonna miracle like come out of it in May. The virus will
always be with us. Once we go back to regular, ain' t we all gonna catch it then like a cold or Flu?
How you doing?
Ed

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 3, 2020, at 5: 46 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?
Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Chris Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>
Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report

https: ZZwww. law. comZdailyreportonlineZ2020Z04Z03Zprobate-

judges- death- shows- how- covid- 19-

came- into- the- courthouseZ

Sent from my iPad

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications
to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to
the public and media upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 59 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

4. 3. 2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation

related to COVID- 19. As legislative activity has slowed after the passage of

the third bill, the cadence of this update will reflect that change and will no longer be sent out daily ( until circumstances
change).

4. 3. 2020. COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

IV

Timeline: Earlier today, Speaker Pelosi signaled a sieniicant shift in what the fourth supplemental will include. She
indicated that she aims to have it look similar to COVID- III, as the acceleration of coronavirus has shown more action is

needed. Speaker Pelosi has not slowed development of an infrastructure bill, however, and it' s likely that whenever the
fourth supplemental is passed, Pelosi will push to pass an infrastructure package shortly after.
Speaker Pelosi has been adamant to maintain April 20 or soon after as the goal date for passage of a fourth
supplemental. However, according to the situational update given by D. C.' s Mayor Muriel Bowser today, D. C.' s peak in
infections could come as late as the end of June or early July, so the city may still be under a shelter -in -place order in
late April ( other estimates have the peak at April 15). Republican leadership has pushed back on a quick timeline for
the next package. Leader McConnell has said Congress should wait and see what the effects of the CARES Act are before
moving forward.
Politics and Process: Because much of the bill will likely be based off the Pelosi bill introduced last week, a long drafting
process will be unnecessary. The Energy and Commerce Committee and Ways and Means Committee have been
instructed to have health -related legislative language to Leadership by Tuesday, 4/ 7. They' ll be drafting throughout the
weekend. The House seems to be the driving body for this package, as Speaker Pelosi has already begun the process and
Republican leadership has pushed back on passing another bill quickly. There is some worry in the Republican
conference that because Pelosi has jumpstarted the process, a similar dynamic to Phase III could play out. The Speaker
has said that she would like the next bill to be bipartisan, but it' s unclear what the prospects for that is.
Policy: As mentioned earlier, Speaker Pelosi has indicated that the next supplemental will be similar to the recently passed CARES Act, with focuses on small business assistance, unemployment benefits, direct payments to individuals
and families, and additional funding for public health. Provisions from the Pelosi bill from last week will likely serve as
the bulk the bill. Provisions

could include:

Additional funding for health infrastructure, community health centers, and hospitals;
Additional loan assistance to small ( and possibly mid -sized) businesses;
Expansion and increased length of unemployment benefits;

Additional direct payments to individuals and families;
Additional funding and support for D. C.;
Hazard pay for:
o

1) federal workers ( 25%

o

2) other public sector workers ( nurses/ doctors, city/ state employees, ambulance drivers etc.),

pay increase during duration of crisis),
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3) private sector workers ( grocery store workers, " essential" workers, healthcare workers in private

o

settings).

Additional money for states and local governments to help offset revenue losses;
Additional student loan relief;
Increases in SNAP/ nutrition assistance;
Increases in rental assistance;

Additional funds for election assistance and vote -by -mail infrastructure/ implementation;
Additional oversight mechanisms and requirements;

Requirement of the appointment of a military czar to handle production/ distribution of critical medical
equipment;

Additional funding for the U. S. Postal Service;
Other actions to rescue distressed industries.

Supplemental

V and onward

Speaker Pelosi has reiterated her commitment to working on an infrastructure package, but it' s likely that will now come
after a CARES 2. 0. bill. Most of what may be included in the bill has already been crafted. Speaker Pelosi has indicated

ovine Forward Fra ework Democrats released in January will serve as the base of the infrastructure piece
of whatever bill Democrats introduce. Additionally, the LIFT Act, which covers the infrastructure pieces of the E& C

that the

jurisdiction, was released last May and is already in bill form. Additionally, there is an attitude among Democrats to
create a package that goes beyond traditional infrastructure and is forward -looking ( addresses climate change).
Democratic proposals for an infrastructure package will likely include:
434 billion for highway and transit programs, including $ 319 billion on highway investments, $

105 billion for

transit, and $ 10 billion for safety investments
o

Investments

o

Investments to develop electric charging stations and alternative fueling options for vehicles

in materials that reduce carbon pollution and are resilient to climate change

55 billion for rail investments, with a focus on high- speed options
30 billion for investments
o

in airports/ airways

Incentives for the development of sustainable aviation fuel/ new technology to reduce carbon pollution
from air travel

19. 7 billion for the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund
50. 5 billion for clean water/ wastewater
o $
o

investments

40 billion for the Clean Water State Revolving Fund
Establishment of new EPA program dedicated to mitigation of industrial chemical discharge, including
PFAS

25 billion for clean drinking water
o $
1. 5 billion for a new Low -Income Household Drinking Water Program — modeled

off LIHEAP — would

give money to states/ tribes to help individuals pay for drinking water
34 billion for clean energy
o
Modernization of the electric grid and make it more efficient and reliable as well as secure
o

Funding for energy efficiency ( retrofits, weatherization, conservation projects)

86 billion for broadband
o

investments

Would include provisions developed by Whip Clyburn' s Broadband Task Force ( draft legislation has yet
to be introduced)

o

Broadband Conduit Deployment Act, which would require roads receiving federal funding to include
placement of broadband conduits during construction

o

Digital Equity Act, which would create two programs within NTIA. One program would allocate money to
states for planning/ programing around digital equity and the other program would be competitive
grants for local governments/ organizations to increase affordability and provide training
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Include language from the Promoting Access to Broadband Act, which would help states raise awareness

o

around the FCC' s Lifeline program
12 billion for 9- 1- 1 modernization and public safety investments
Reinstatement of Build America Bonds

Inclusion of green energy tax incentives
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

III — Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law
shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.
Implementation

Speaker Pelosi announced

the creation of a House Select Committee

on the Coronavirus

Crisis, which will be focused

on oversight of how the funds appropriated in CARES and other supplementals is spent. Majority Whip Clyburn will chair
the committee. Other members of the committee have yet to be announced.
Title

I—

Small Business Loans

The Treasury Department released an interim final rule last night on the small business provisions in the bill.
Applications opened today for eligible entities ( other than independent contractors and the self- employed).
With such high demand, it' s likely that funding is exhausted within the next few days. Some lenders, mostly
larger banks, indicated that on such short notice, they would be unable to begin providing loans immediately.
See here for a memo Cornerstone put together on the interim final rule. There were several changes to initial
guidance,
o

notably:

Affiliation

rules are not vet included: " SBA intends to promptly

issue additional guidance with regard to

the applicability of affiliation rules."
o

Borrowers can apply to multiple programs if they own multiple businesses.

0

1099 employees are not eligible to be counted on payroll — they need to file for their own claims
applications open 4/ 10 for 1099 employees and self- employed).

o

Under the current rule, the definition of non -profits appears to be limited to (c)( 3) s and ( c)( 19) s, while
c)( 6) s and ( c)( 7) s are not included. The Hill has been active in their advocacy for non - profits and the SBA

loan program, so this exclusion could be changed in future legislation.
Treasury FAQs on the Paycheck Protection Program
o

Top -line overview of the program here

o

Lender information

o

Borrower information

o

Borrower application here

here
here

Senate Small Business Committee FAQ on Paycheck Protection Program here

FAQ on Small Business Administration' s loan programs here
Title

II — Individual

and Business Tax Relief

IRS has indicated that the earliest Americans could receive relief payments from CARES is during the week of
April 13. Those who will receive their relief through paper checks could take as long at 20 weeks to receive
payment.

After pushback from many Members of Congress, the IRS revised its earlier determination that those who do
not normally file a tax return would need to do so in order to receive relief. Its website now explains that the IRS
will use information from other federal forms ( Form SSA- 1099 or Form RRB- 1099) to disburse payments to
senior citizens, Social Security recipients, and railroad retirees who are not otherwise required to file a tax
return. IRS' s FAQ page on individual economic relief here.
Senate Finance Committee FAQ on the Employee Retention Tax Credit here

Treasury Guidance on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Treasury FAQ on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
299

House Ways and Means FAQ on Rebates here
House Ways and Means FAQ on Unemployment Compensation here
Title

III — Public Health Systems,

Factsheet on accelerated

Education, and Healthcare

and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here

House Energy and Commerce Republican Factsheet on relief for hospitals here
Title

IV — Economic Stabilization

The Treasury Department released guidance on payroll support to airline industry employees, and on loans to
the airline industry and businesses critical to national security. Guidance for payroll support here. Guidance on
procedures and minimum requirements for loans here. Treasury press release here.
Division

B — Appropriations

The guidance for distributing the $ 100 billion hospital/ health provider fund could be released by HHS as early as
today.
House Appropriations

overview for local governments/

nonprofits

here

Timeline — see below for a DRAFT outline of implementation

Implementation

dates

4/ 1—

DOL implements paid leave provisions

4/ 1—

DOT shall publish streamlined procedures for air carriers to apply for grants for Air Carrier Worker Support

Sec. 4113)
4/ 3 — SBA Paycheck

Protection Program opens for applications to all eligible entities ( other than independent

contractors and the self- employed)
4/ 6 —

DOT shall publish applications procedures for loans for businesses, states, and municipalities, including air

carriers (

Sec. 4003)

4/ 10 — SBA Paycheck
4/ 11—

Protection Program opens for application for independent contractors and self- employed

Treasury must submit by this date, a report to both Appropriations Committees with a plan on how

appropriations (+$

579M) will be used to implement payments

4/ 13 —

Treasury issue guidance on Coronavirus Relief Fund ($ 15013 to States/ Tribes/ local governments)

4/ 13 —

IRS payments begin this week for individuals with direct deposit

4/ 26 —

HUD Emergency Solutions Grants ( ESG) releases first tranche ($ 213)

based on normal formula allocated

within 30 days
4/ 26 — HUD CDBG releases first tranche ($ 213) based on normal formula within 30 days
4/ 26 —

Education Department will issue notice to invite applicants to Governor' s Emergency Funds. Secretary

will approve or deny no later than 30 days after receipt ( deadline fluctuates)
4/ 26 —

Education Department will issue notice to invite applicants to Elementary and Secondary School

Emergency Funds. Secretary will approve or deny no later than 30 days after receipt ( deadline fluctuates)
4/ 26 —

Election Security Grants must be issued to states

No specific statutory deadline for implementation
HUD CDBG releases third tranche ($ 213) based on a need - based formula

Congressional Oversight Commission publishes first report no later than 30 days after the first exercise of
authority by Treasury/ Federal Reserve
No deadline

written

for institutional

Indian Health Service ($

aid for higher education

institutions

1. 03B) has no statutory deadline to get funds out, but IHS is consulting with Tribes and

UIOs now and seems to already have a plan.
Defense Production

Act DOD provisions ($

113)

o

Funds are available upon enactment until expended.

o

Waives for two years requirement for congressional approval for projects in excess of $50 million and

o

Waives for one year from date of enactment provisions requiring a 30- day delay in projects over $ 50

o

All other funds expire Sept. 30, 2020.

another provision requiring the return of unobligated funds in excess of $750 million to Treasury.
million.
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Cornerstone resources on certain areas of the bill:

Memo for health care providers here
Memo on the Small Business Administration loan programs here
Memo outlining the workers and families assistance programs here
Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo outlining FEMA opportunities here
Memo on the bill' s higher education

provisions

here

Memo for non -profits here
Other

resources:

Speaker Pelosi COVID toolkit here

Updated Senate Republican Policy Committee memo here
Senate Republican COVID Policy Response overview here
Leader Schumer coronavirus
Supplemental

II — Families

First

resources

Coronavirus

page here

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

r.

Implementation: The IRS clarified that the payroll tax credits provided under FFCRA to businesses with 500 or fewer
employees will be based on the paid leave provided to employees from 4/ 1/ 2020 —12/ 31/ 2020.
Supplemental

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: House is in a pro forma session until April 20. D. C. is currently under a shelter -in -place order, and Maryland and
Virginia have similar orders in place. In a Dear Colleague on Tuesday, Speaker Pelosi advised members to keep their
schedule flexible and said that, in order to make up for lost time, the House may meet during weeks previously
scheduled as District Work Periods. The Senate is in recess until April 20.

Appropriations: As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Reports have indicated that it will
likely be delayed, however. Most House bills have subcommittee markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while
the Senate has not yet set its markup dates. This year' s NDAA markup has been " indefinitely postponed". Reps. Adam
Smith and Thornberry ( HASC Chair and RM) sent a letter to the committee members saying that they will schedule the
date of the markup once the House schedule for the next few months becomes clear.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person
voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. Last week, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms
and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting, including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. In
the Senate, Sens. Durbin, Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader
McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive.

Hearings and Meetings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some

committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee
has developed a " paper hearing" model in lieu of in -person hearings. The Senate Commerce Committee plans to hold a
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paper hearing next Wednesday on how big data has been used in response to coronavirus. The House Administration
Committee is working on a report on best tools to be able to do virtual meetings. Majority Leader Hoyer will likely be
sending out guidance on when the House will be able to come back to D. C.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 6): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), Rep. Joe
Cunningham (

D- SC), Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY)

Currently Self -Quarantined ( 8): Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen. Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Katie
Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA), Rep. Lizzie Fletcher ( D- TX), Rep. Josh Gottheimer ( D- NJ), Rep. Ayanna
Pressley ( D- MA)

Completed Quarantine ( 29): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Doug Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO),
Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( DNM), Rep. Gwen Moore ( D- WI), Rep. Stephanie Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. John Yarmuth ( D- KY), Rep. Adam Schiff ( D- CA), Rep.
Vincente Gonzalez ( D- TX), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep.
David Price ( D- NC), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Kathleen Rice ( D- NY), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Tom Cole ( ROK), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK)

If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Sierra Fuller

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

RNERSTO"'NE
Xcu"'
www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 10 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 3. 20

Good evening Here are the COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits heading into the weekend. As a reminder, this update does not
publish on Saturdays. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

The CDC is now urging all Americans to wear a face covering ( ideally a non -medical mask or scarf covering their
mouth and nose) when they leave their homes.
CMS released 2pdatedguidance for nursing homes attempting to mitigate the spread of coronavirus.
Recommendations include implementing symptom screening for all staff and residents, ensuring staff use
appropriate

PPE, and separating

staffing teams for residents.

HUD announced new CARES Act mortgage payment relief options for single family homeowners with FHA insured mortgages who are struggling financially due to the coronavirus pandemic.
o

HUD also issued availability of regulatory waivers for Continuum of Care, Emergency Solutions Grant,
Housing for Persons with AIDS, and Consolidated Plan requirements.

A bipartisan Senate group urged FDA Commissioner Stephen Hahn to ease federal guidance on alcohol in hand
sanitizer, asking the administration to allow the use of undenatured ( food -grade) alcohol as an acceptable
ingredient. Read the letter here.

The Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee scheduled a " n22t hearing" for April 9 on the
use of big data in the fight against coronavirus. The hearing will allow witnesses to answer lawmakers' questions
remotely with testimony posted online.
The FDA issued revised guidelines allowing blood donations from gay men who have refrained from sexual

contact for three months, replacing the previous one- year requirement.
CMS issued a third set of COVID- 19 FAQs about Medicaid and CHIP. A collection of all FAQs can be found here.

CMS issued new recommendations to state and local governments, as well as nursing homes, to help mitigate
the spread of COVID- 19 in nursing homes.
The Supreme Court has postponed oral arguments scheduled for the April session.
The CDC has started publishing " COVIDView," a weekly surveillance summary of U. S. COVID- 19 activity. The
report summarizes and interprets key indicators including information related to COVID- 19 outpatient visits,
emergency department visits, hospitalizations and deaths, as well as laboratory data.
As part of the response to COVID- 19, the FDA is taking the lead on a national effort to facilitate the development
of, and access to, two investigational

therapies derived from human blood.

The Trump administration will use a federal stimulus package to pay hospitals that treat uninsured people with
the new coronavirus as long as they agree not to bill the patients or issue unexpected charges.

On April 61h, the FDA will host a webinar for device manufacturers and industry to discuss and answer questions
on the recently issued, immediately -in -effect guidance on enforcement policy for PPE during COVID- 19.
Members of Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. House Dems are
expected to take the lead on a fourth package, and Speaker Pelosi has indicated that the infrastructure

framework from January will be the starting point of whatever bill they introduce. For a more thorough update
on the legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not
already receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email sfullerfcgagrou . com.
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Reps. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben
McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to test positive ( or be
presumptive positive) for COVID- 19. Eight other members are in self -quarantine and 29 have completed a self quarantine.

Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 239, 279
d":. IIIose :. m; rota:.°":

4,„ 25 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day

before reporting.
o

The CDC is reporting 5, 443 deaths in the U. S. related to COVID- 19.

New York recorded its highest daily death toll thus far. The state' s total death count is nearing 3, 000.
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said today that he signed an executive order giving him the authority to move
ventilators from hospitals with less need to hospitals with severe shortages. He also voiced his hope that this
could happen at a national level.

California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced a sweeping initiative to protect homeless people in the state by
relocating them into isolated hotel rooms. Gov. Newsom said the state had already procured nearly 7, 000 hotel
rooms, with a goal of obtaining a total of 15, 000 units, in counties with significant homeless populations. The
initiative is backed by FEMA and aims to help those experiencing homelessness who have tested positive for
COVID- 19, who have been exposed to coronavirus, or who are at high risk for the disease.

A COVID- 19 outbreak at a San Antonio, Texas nursing home has infected 66 of the facility' s 84 residents and
killed an additional resident, the largest spread of the virus at a Texas long- term care facility. Eight of the
facility' s workers have already tested positive, and a number of the staff members have worked at other nursing
homes in the San Antonio region.

Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey said today that pharmacists will be allowed to dispense emergency refills of
maintenance medications for a 90- day supply and an additional 90- day supply if needed.
The American Medical Association ( AMA) sent a letter to the National Governors Association ( NGA) urging all
states to issue statewide stay- at- home orders. The AMA also called on the NGA and governors to enact

emergency orders to close non -essential businesses, limit non -essential activities, and prohibit gatherings in
response to the COVID- 19 outbreak.

Ohio officials are sending letters to local judges suggesting they consider releasing a total of 38 prisoners of the
nearly 49, 000 in custody across the state. Of the 38, 23 are pregnant or imprisoned with babies they delivered
behind bars and the other 15 are over the age of 60 and within 60 days of being released. All are nonviolent
offenders who have had no major infractions in prison.
Alabama today became the forty- first state to issue a stay- at- home order.
o
This resource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID- 19 response.
o

This series of mashows

how states are responding to

COVID- 19, and this tracker, created

and maintained

by Multistate Associates, has an up- to-date list of executive orders and various travel restrictions.
o
Finally,

Defense

this site offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing through may and can be broken
down by state. Military/

DoD

is expanding its medical support to include treating COVID- 19 positive patients at convention centers in New
York City, New Orleans, and Dallas. Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mark Milley said he is reas es ing whether the Navy' s hospital ships will
serve COVID- 19 positive patients. Both hospital ships are currently only serving non-COVID- 19 patients. o
DoD

announced COVID-19 screening for care on the USNS Comfort will take place pier -side to relieve overwhelmed
NYC

hospitals. The

Army is as embling a 250- bed field hospital at CenturyLink Event Center in Seattle that will serve non-COVID19 patients. 304

The Navy and Marine Corps have partnered with FEMA and manufacturing institute America Makes to 3- D print
and distribute medical face shields.

International

Affairs

The Pan American Health Organization ( PAHO) launched an appeal yesterday for funds towards priority public
health measures to help Latin American and Caribbean countries. The funds will be used to implement PAHO' s
COVID- 19 Response Strategy. Further information is available here.
England' s Health Secretary Matt Hancock said at a briefing today that staying at home this weekend is not a
request for Brits, it is an instruction. The remarks came after the first of the country' s emergency field hospitals
to treat COVID- 19 patients opened in east London' s ExCel centre. The temporary NHS Nightingale Hospital will
be able to hold as many as 4, 000 patients.
A police robot has been deployed to patrol areas of Tunisia' s capital, Tunis, to ensure that people are observing
a coronavirus lockdown. If it spies anyone walking in the largely deserted streets, it approaches them and asks
why they are out. They must then show their ID and other papers to the robot' s camera, so officers controlling it
can check them.

A Russian doctor has been detained after she challenged the country' s official count of COVID- 19 cases.
A German cruise ship, the Artania, is defying orders to leave a port in Western Australia following a COVID- 19
outbreak onboard. The Australian Border Force ordered the Artania to depart Fremantle after most of the ship' s
passengers were evacuated and flown home. Around 450 people remain on board, most of them crew, and they
are asking to remain docked for another two weeks to ensure there are no further cases.

French authorities have boosted police checks to prevent anyone from trying to go away for the Easter holiday.
The remaining countries without reported cases of COVID- 19 are: Comoros; Kiribati; Lesotho; Marshall Islands;
Micronesia;

Nauru; North Korea; Palau; Samoa; Sao Tome and Principe; Solomon Islands; South Sudan;

Tajikistan; Tonga; Turkmenistan;
Global Cases:

972, 303

Tuvalu; Vanuatu; and Yemen.

Total Deaths:

50, 322

Lifestyle and Economy

The Department of Labor reported today that employers cut 701, 000 jobs last month. The number is expected
to worsen as more than 6. 6 million Americans filed for unemployment

over the last week.

The S& P 500 remains unstable and dropped another 1. 5 percent today.
The federal Bureau of Prisons is locking all its 146, 000 inmates in their cells for the next two weeks in an
unparalleled effort to slow the spread of the coronavirus. Keeping inmates in their cells is expected to disrupt
educational programs such as the ones offered through Second Chance Pell, a federal pilot program the Obama
administration initiated in 2015 to award financial aid for college classes in prisons.
American Airlines, Delta, United, and JetBlue all submitted applications for the government grants authorized
under the recent $ 2 trillion stimulus package. The major airlines have said that government assistance likely will
not be enough to get them through the current crisis.
According to a recent survey, about 50 percent of U. S. small businesses haven' t paid their full rent or
mortgage yet this month as a result of the pandemic.
In addition to equipment shortages, hospitals and pharmacies across the country are experiencing drug
shortages. The most commonly reported shortages are drugs used to keep patients' airways open, antibiotics,
antivirals, and sedatives. Last month, orders for antibiotics like azithromycin and antiviral medicines like ribavirin

nearly tripled.

Hallmark Cards ( which also includes Crown Media Family Networks and Crayola) is the latest large company to
furlough employees and cut pay for corporate employees. They have also closed all manufacturing and
distribution facilities for the time being.
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
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Wimbledon,

regarded as the world' s most prestigious

tennis tournament,

has been cancelled for the first time

since World War 11. Again, not a cruel April fools joke (that we know of- but I' m holding out hope).
o

Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here ( general), and
here ( sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 3)
Proiectine hosoital utilization durine the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the United States

Scientists probe how coronavirus might travel through the air

Listen to Dr. Tony Fauci on yesterday' s episode of The Daily
Resolve to Save Lives virtual media briefing with Dr. Tom Frieden ( former CDC Director and NYC Health
Commissioner)

Prevent Epidemics has published practical tips for personal anti -virus infection control.
Strategies from hospitals on the front lines of the COVID- 19 fight

A look at the answer to the question, " why stay isolated for two weeks after possible exposure?"
Ten Weeks to Crush the Curve

Other tracking data here.
Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)

Why the Coronavirus Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins°

please take social distancing

U, S, Hospitals

Face

Maior

Challenges

seriously

to save lives)

as Coronavirus

Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

safe.

Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (

USTR)

Statistics
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019 website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7 1h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup.

com

@cgagroup

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 8: 42 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
We received an additional 188 test results today, including 86 positives and 101 negatives. Unfortunately, we
also learned of 1 additional death. We are now able to highlight our wins, as well, with 152 patients recovered
and 6 COVID- 19 positive patients now extubated — 5 on our main campus and 1 at Phoebe Sumter. We still
have over 1, 200 test results pending system -wide.
As I mentioned last night, we now have the ability to perform rapid COVID- 19 tests in our lab on our main
campus, which we were able to fully bring online today. We' ve been working on this capability for a couple of
weeks and now have the reagents and equipment necessary to perform our own testing. Because we only
have a very limited number of these rapid test kits, we will focus on current inpatients who are awaiting results
and on patients being admitted to our hospitals. Knowing right away whether a patient is COVID positive will be
a great benefit for us. We will be able to admit them to the unit where they will receive the most appropriate
level of care, and it may help us conserve personal protective equipment ( PPE). Right now, every patient
under investigation for COVID- 19 is on full isolation protocol, often for a significant length of time, while we wait
for their test results. We are working to access more rapid test kits to expand these capabilities.
I continue to be amazed by the unwavering commitment of every member of the Phoebe Family. From our ER
and Critical Care teams to our Transporters and Environmental Services, every single person is dedicated to
doing what it takes to win the battle against this faceless enemy. I have never been prouder to be a member of
the Phoebe Family. Below is a link to an inspirational interview with Chris Cuomo and our very own Nurse
Carley — truly powerful! We have also included a link featuring our hospital hero' s.
https:// twitter. com/ CuomoPrimeTimeZstatusZ1245168082512945154

https:// youtu. be/ 3m382z1Rgrk

Together We Rise!
Peace ... Scott

r• • ! •

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 8: 41 PM

Sent:
To:

Edmund

Subject:

RE: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

Wall

Report

Ed- You' ve had a helluva week but you weathered. You' re a class act. Yeah I believe it' s going to be with us for a while
although I' m hopeful the infection rate will slow down. We' ve had a lot of deaths here. I' m ready for that to stop. I' m
just as busy as I can be. Super close to the fire as I have been around a lot of people and some haven' t made it. It' s wild.
Still standing on the front line my friend. Hope to keep it that way. Praying for you my friend.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>
Date:

4/ 3/ 20 6: 05 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report

To: "

Hey Chief. Dougherty County is a client of mine. They have been hit so hard.
We buried her on Wed. I did a eulogy. Just 10 of us at
My Mom died in my arms last Sat nite. She was
graveside. Seats placed 6 feet apart. My daughter Ellen moved to Denver. I told her to not fly or drive here. They put
the funeral on Facebook like for me and she got to see it. My son made it.
Mom had
the nursing home.

It want the virus that got her. But her 86 th birthday was 17 March and nobody could visit her in

Debbie and i are hunkered down at the farm. We got chickens. I am building a chicken coop tmrw.
All my clients are shut down. Meetings are by Zoom if they have it alt all.
Just incredible times. I don' t see how we are gonna miracle like come out of it in May. The virus will always be with
us. Once we go back to regular, ain' t we all gonna catch it then like a cold or Flu?
How you doing?
Ed

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 3, 2020, at 5: 46 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
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I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?
Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;

Chris

Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report

https:// www. law. com/ dailyreportonline/ 2020/ 04/ 03/ probate- judges- death- shows- how- covid- 19- came- into- thecourthouse/

Sent from my iPad
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ginger

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 7: 44 PM
McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nickerson <

Re: Absentee

gpnick02@yahoo. com>

Ballots

On the first March 27th Press Release ( page 8) on the Dougherty County website, there is information that I shared with
Wendy to give to the public. I am definitely on board with doing a PSA because we also began receiving phone calls in
the office today.

The Georgia Secretary of States ( SOS) office mailed out pre -filled absentee ballot application request to all registered
voters who are in an active voting status on this past Monday. The SOS wants to encourage voters to vote by mail due to
COVID- 19.

Once the application is signed and returned to the elections office, staff verifies the voters signature and places them in
the state election system as eligible to receive a ballot. The SOS has contracted with a vendor who will then mail the

counties voter a ballot. Once the voter completes the ballot then they would be responsible for returning it to their local
elections office in the state supplied envelopes.

Voters who have voted in the March PPP election will receive a May General Primary ballot which will include state and
local races.

Voters who did not vote in the a Presidential Preference Primary ( PPP) election will receive a ballot that includes the
presidential candidates, state and local races.
The local races include some of the following races;
Sheriff

County Commission

Races ( 1, 3 &

5)

School Board Districts ( 1, 3 & 5)
State

Representative

2nd Congressional

Districts ( 152,

153 &

154)

District

Wendy I look forward to getting together on Monday, April 6th or whenever your schedule permits.
Remain safe and have a good weekend!
Thanks,
Ginger

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 3, 2020, at 6: 07 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Ginger — One of Commissioner

Edwards constituents received an absentee ballot but she voted

already. She' s very concerned that other people may be experiencing the same thing and don' t know
what to do. I think we may need to put a PSA out. If you' re in agreement please work with Wendy to
get something out. Also, please provide me guidance as I' m sure other commissioners will be getting
similar

calls.

Thanks.
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Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

From:

Desk

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 7: 02 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

April 3, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

T,-,_,-":,-,"-",-,-","*"-"",

2

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I ", lACo, oiig/ coiioiiqi viiiuus
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APRIL 3, 2020

As of April 2, 243, 218 confirmed cases of COVID- 19 have been reported in counnty jurisdictions
across 50 states and the District of Columbia.

NACo' s Count

Explorer maps reported cases in each

M.-

county from February 15 to April 2.
Counties

and COVID- 19:Safer at Home Policies and Community

Mobility Thirtyeight states have issued safer at home policies, and
of Columbia, have

another six,plus the District

issued policies to close nonessential businesses. 118

counties

have issued their own safer at home policies. The policies all together impact
more than 300 million Americans. In

analysis, Google

addition to NACo' s safer at home policy

has released community mobility reports to provide insights

into what has changed in response to policies aimed at combating COVID19. 318

HOW COUNTIES ARE RESPONDING
San Miguel County, Colo., tests entire population to
determine restrictions needed to control virus
San Miguel County, Colo. is working with United Biomedical to test all 8, 000
residents for COVID- 19 antibodies, to learn whether a person has been
exposed to the virus. This evidence will help local officials decide how long

quarantines and other restrictions need to continue. San Miguel County is
acting as a pilot for this project, which United Biomedical

hopes to scale up to

large, metropolitan areas.

Suffolk County, N. Y., provides free childcare for workers on
the frontlines
Suffolk County Executive Steve Bellone announced the launch of Suffolk
Childcare Consortium,

which will provide free childcare for first responders,

medical professionals, transit workers and other essential workers. The
program is open Monday through Friday, from 7: 00 a. m. to 6: 30 p. m., and
children must be between the grades of pre- K and sixth grade and in good
health.

010
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U. S. Digital Response matches volunteers with county needs
The U. S. Digital Response is a new opportunity for counties to request
volunteer

assistance

in the areas

of data,

digital

and operational

capacities

of

government. Volunteers come from technology backgrounds, and over 3, 000
are available.
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Facilities, Emergency Response and Shelter -in -Place

DLR Group on Front Line of COVID- 19
Housing for Counties
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Rapid- Response

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

2 ---- ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 7: 02 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohnl978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy

Cc:

FW: Regional SBA Webinars- Pleasejoin us!

Subject:

FROM: DCA

Good morning,
As you know, this week, Congress passed Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES)
Act, a $ 2. 2 trillion stimulus package, and SBA programs are designed to lead the way in small
business recovery. The state of Georgia is laser -focused on economic recovery and appreciates
that small business ( companies with fewer than 500 employees) are lynchpin to our economy.
Yesterday, Governor Kemp announced the Georgia Department of Community Affairs, the
Georgia Department of Economic Development, and the Small Business Development Centers are

partnering to make sure that every small business in Georgia is aware of these programs. You
ressv.
r %c ® ov
can read the full press release at the following link: tt s: /
releases/ 2020®0® 02/ goy®kemp®university® eorias®
sbc®provide®overview®cares®act®funding
Beginning next week, we will conduct a series of webinars to help explain the small business
assistance in the CARES Act. Region 10' s webinar will be held on Monday, April 611 at 2: 00 p. m.
More information about these webinars and other tools to assist Georgia' s small businesses can
be found at:

ttp /

www. georgiasb

c. org[ georgic®small®business- recovery/

Please help us spread the word about these webinars and this vital information by sharing this
with your contacts and on your social media platforms.
Please let me know if you have any questions or if we can be of further assistance.
Many thanks,
Gina
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Gina Webb
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 6: 16 PM
Collier -Bolling, Georgia; Allen, Kimberly; Fields, Yvette

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Trotter,

Subject:

RE: 20- 050

Michael
DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program

RFP

Approved.

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 59 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga. gov>; Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyga. gov>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Trotter, Michael < MTrotter@albanyga. gov>
Subject: Re: 20- 050 DOCO Homeowner Rehab Program RFP

The Section 3 COVID FAQ is not a part of the RFP, its just for informational purposes. We had to wait on Mr.
McCoy to approve the number of applicants to list int he RFP.
Georgia

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea. gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 55 PM
To: Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyea. gov>
Cc: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dougherty, a, us>;

Michael < MTrotter@albany a,>
Subject:

20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab Program

RFP

Ms. Fields will you proof and sign for advertisement.
lkiimlbeirly I .

Alllllll

iin

Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone. 229. 302. 1455
Fax. 229. 431. 2184

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
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From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea. gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 08 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyea.

gov>

Subject:

l l ir

Ilk

i ° Illy I110 Allein

Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone:

229. 302. 141

Fax: 229. 431. 2184

222 Nine Avenue, Site 260

Albany, CAA 3171
N. O. Box 447

Albany, CAA 3172
www. albanyga. gov
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TAC Service

Desk

ejwfarms@aol. com>

From:

Edmund

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 6: 05 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

To:
Subject:

Wall <

Report

Hey Chief. Dougherty County is a client of mine. They have been hit so hard.
My Mom died in my arms last Sat nite. She was 86. We buried her on Wed. I did a eulogy. Just 10 of us at graveside.
Seats placed 6 feet apart. My daughter Ellen moved to Denver. I told her to not fly or drive here. They put the funeral
on Facebook like for me and she got to see it. My son made it.
Mom had Alzheimer' s. It want the virus that got her. But her 86 th birthday was 17 March and nobody could visit her in
the nursing home.
Debbie and i are hunkered down at the farm. We got chickens.

I am building a chicken coop tmrw.

All my clients are shut down. Meetings are by Zoom if they have it alt all.
Just incredible times. I don' t see how we are gonna miracle like come out of it in May. The virus will always be with us.
Once we go back to regular, ain' t we all gonna catch it then like a cold or Flu?
How you doing?
Ed

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 3, 2020, at 5: 46 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
wrote:>

I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?

Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
CCohilas@watsonspence.

Chris Cohilas

com>

Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the

Courthouse I Daily Report

https://

www. law.com/ dailyreportonline/ 2020/ 04/ 03/ probate-judges- death-

shows- how- covid- 19- came- into- the- courthouse/

Sent from my iPad
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 5: 47 PM

Sent:
To:

Edmund

Subject:

RE: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily

Wall

Report

I was interviewed by this reporter today. How you doing Ed?
Original Message ----From: Edmund Wall < ejwfarms@aol. com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Chris Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>
Subject: Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report

https://

www. law. com/ dailyreportonline/ 202O/ O4/ O3/ probate- judges- death- shows- how- covid- 19- came- into- the-

courthouse/

Sent from my iPad
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 5: 46 PM
Housley CIV Leonard A
RE: Prescribed Burning

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mr. Housley — This issue has been forwarded to the Albany Fire Department. Thanks.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A < leonard. housley@usmc. mil>
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 27 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Prescribed Burning
Mike/ Sharon,

Just an observation.

I noticed there is prescribed burning still going on in Albany. Many states and cities have halted prescribed burning as it
has the potential to impact people' s lungs regarding COVID- 19. I have shut down all prescribed burning on the base
until further notice.

There is a very large burn going on past Doublegate heading west a few miles. Smoke has traveled all the way to Point
North.

Is there any intent to shut down prescribed and land burning???
Thanks
Len

v/ r

Leonard " Len" Housley
Executive

Director

Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302

Albany GA 31704- 0302
Office: (

229) 639- 5202

Cell: ( 229) 376- 3069
Leonard. Housleyr@usmc. mil
htt

s://

www, alban r. marines, mil!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 5: 40 PM

Sent:
To:

Subadan,

Sharon

Subject:

RE: Prescribed Burning

Thanks

From: Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 54 PM
To: Housley CIV Leonard A < leonard. housley@usmc. mil>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
SBurns@albanyga. gov>

Subject: RE: Prescribed Burning
Chief Burns,
See below — please

handle asap.

S

lh

i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

IIIPS , '

11[

11

U E'

w„

C II,

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
W. •

y

N ftR f E@Y klrRkrW,N7N nwrr

Q"' m rimor&@Y 16tn1 V' f ,

From: Housley CIV Leonard A < leonard. houslgy@usmc, mil>
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 27 PM
To: Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadanSalban

r >;

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dou

Subject: Prescribed Burning
Mike/ Sharon,

Just an observation.

332

herty, a, us>

Burns,

Sebon

I noticed there is prescribed burning still going on in Albany. Many states and cities have halted prescribed burning as it
has the potential to impact people' s lungs regarding COVID- 19. I have shut down all prescribed burning on the base
until further notice.

There is a very large burn going on past Doublegate heading west a few miles. Smoke has traveled all the way to Point
North.

Is there any intent to shut down prescribed and land burning???
Thanks
Len

v/ r

Leonard " Len" Housley
Executive

Director

Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302

Albany GA 31704- 0302
Office: (

229) 639- 5202

Cell: ( 229) 376- 3069
Leonard. Housleyj2usmc. mil
htt

s://

www, alban r. marines, mil!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Friday, April 3, 2020 5: 12 PM

Sent:

Update:

More Resources to Implement Gov. Kemp' s

Executive Order; Mitigating COVID- 19 in Nursing Homes: Webinars for Small
Businesses on Coronavirus Funding

This m nuflII is Ilb
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Additional

Resources Related to Governor Kemp' s Shelter in Place Executive Order Essential
Business Questions: Under the Executive Order signed on Thursday, the Georgia Department of Economic Development (
GDEC) was designated to handle business -by business requests to be considered " Critical Infrastructure."
information to aid businesses and individuals regarding whether they should stay open is available

More

here.If
Business Guidance

they are still unsure of their designation after reading this information, they can submit a COVID- 19

Request

Form. Sheriff'

s Authority to Enforce: Governor Kemp signed an Executive Order earlier today giving Sheriffs and their respective
offices the authority to enforce his Executive Order signed on Thursday requiring residents and visitors to the
State of Georgia to shelter in place in their homes from April 3,
2020 at 6 p. m. to April 13, 2020 at 11: 59 p.
m. Click here for today' s Executive Order.Governor
Kemp Provides Overview of Federal Guidance to Mitigate COVID-19 in Nursing Homes Governor
Kemp has provided an overview of the recommendations President Trump and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) has issued, in consultation with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC),to help mitigate
the spread of COVID- 19 in nursing homes. Nursing homes, also known as skil ed nursing facilities, nursing facilities,
or long- term care facilities, have become an accelerator for COVID- 19.This is because residents, who are generally
comprised of a vulnerable population, are even more vulnerable to the complications of the virus in enclosed environments
like nursing homes. Webinars
Offered for Small Businesses on Coronavirus Relief Funding Earlier
this week, Congress passed the Coronavirus Aid,Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, a $
2. 2 tril ion stimulus
package. Small Business Administration Programs (SBA) are designed to lead the way in small business recovery.
Governor Kemp has announced the Georgia Department of Community Affairs,the Georgia Department of Economic
Development and the Small Business Development Centers are partnering to make sure that every small business
in Georgia is aware of these programs. Read the press release for more details on this announcement. Next week,
these organizations will conduct a series of webinars to help explain the small business assistance in the CARES Act.

Please

share this information with businesses in your community that may be interested. Other

Updates Federal

Emergency Management Agency F
( EMA) Advisory ( 4/
2/ 2020) 334

Beth Brown

ACM,

Director of Strategy, Innovation &

Ad—"

ujG

v`

G

C..

nta.

Board Relations

y.

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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TAC Service

From:

Desk

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.
Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 4:43 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

GOV>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

AND- ADMINS] Another

ACCG. ORG

Clarification

When

this all started several weeks ago...
Fayette

County began the process of focusing our energy
and efforts on teleworking — with
a primary focus for those employees who fall into the nonexempt workforce —
hourly
and part- time employees. Since these employees unlike exempt
employees aren' t paid unless they have hours worked and have no vacation or medical benefits.
We
figured we may find ourselves in the near future -being directed to have a Stay - in Place directive from the Governor or President. So we aggressively developed and began compiling
work assignments and tasks with these hourly employees in mind to ensure they still have
a paycheck if such a time comes in the future. We
made arrangements for teleworking and made sure that the basics were covered —that employees
understood that they still fall under the same policies and procedures at home as in the
work place. Work - from -home arrangements were meant to maximize time on the clock and we
encouraged managers to use Microsoft Teams for daily video chats to stay in touch with each
other while they work from home. Daily email exchanges, weekly meetings, weekly reports,
quick, daily, face- to-face, (albeit virtually so)
we realized were a great tool for staff to stay
in touch and provide accountability for their work performance. We
drilled into everyone that these tools help remote employees stay connected and accountable but
were nothing if you don' t have the right attitude and culture for ac ommodating
teleworking.We

also thought of this as op ortunity, and if planned and managed successfully, could become a
productivty model for our future. Teleworking would just become another tool that we could employ
as a strategic talent management initiative for staff attraction, engagement and retention while
reducing costs for the county and the employee. Granted, some jobs are not conducive to teleworking,
such as positions that require an on -site presence. Others are more location flexible,
and some jobs have elements of both, where they require on site
- availability on some days,
but include duties that can be conducted at home, such as report writing or customer service
interactions that take place over email and phone. We called it a milen ial generation experiment,
since they value flexible work,and they' re quickly rising in significant numbers in our
workforce. The
desire for flexible schedules and remote work practices does makes sense after
all couple with our information technology advancements that seem to be growing exponentially remote
teleworking becomes possible. 336

So we started thinking " out of the box" and left our old resistance, outdated norms and
technology limitations behind... We didn' t just limit ourselves to just a teleworking solution
either — other solutions were embraced like job sharing, having an employees work outside
their normal business hours, working on the weekend, working at night, going on non -paid
leave status — employees imaginations were the only limitation.
We developed a solution — we
and here we are...

designed a teleworking plan — we

arrived at a viable option...

in a virtual world.

We ended up sending over 200 employees home — all with work assignments and mostly closed
our administrative offices to the public —we call it a strategic initiative — all county services
remain open, we' re still doing building inspections, issuing permits, paying vendors etc but
have left the brick and mortar world... for the most part behind... all our employees have work
assignments and are being managed and paid.
As Eric said, when the dust settles, we will reward those who worked the front line through all
of this and have another valuable management

tool in our work shed.

I' m extremely proud of my directors creativity with implementing this teleworking plan: job
sharing, afterhours assignments, flexing weekends, rotating weeks, days, hours — their
imagination and flexibility in solving this new work environment has been nothing short of
amazing — their commitment in meeting their respective workloads and meeting their
employees needs is to be commended.
Steven " Sledgehammer"

Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.
770. 305. 5100

gov
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of
Johnson,

Eric R.

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 4: 07 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Another

Clarification 337

I don' t plan to reopen our administrative offices to the public until this is over. I made the operational decision to shut them
down.

We' ve move most of those employees to working from home but have a few in locked buildings ( to the public — I' m not
locking my employees in), addressing activities that must be handled in a central location. Service impacts have been
minimal as we pushed to electronic or mail options and are waiving some late fees. We are still doing building inspections
but leaving those in occupied structures to 3rd party inspectors. We are getting the hang of virtual Board meetings and
staff meetings and suspended most public hearings but held one virtual one last night.
Court buildings are, of course, open for limited activities. I have no interest in taking on the Chief Justice of the Georgia
Supreme

Court.

We started our budget process for 2021 with an expectation of a current year ( 2020) recession with revenue impacts
possibly extending into next year.
Contrary to that sense of doom, we are paying all employees ( including those of Constitutional Officers) regardless of
whether we have work for them to do for at least four weeks starting this week -- and I suspect that will be extended.
When the dust settles, we will reward those who worked the front line through all of this — probably with some added
leave.

51ra
Eric R. Johnson I County Manager
Forsyth County, Georgia
From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Joseph
Saxon

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 35 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

In Turner, the BOC decided that if we are the cause of the employee being off, we are going to pay them if we order a
shut down or an isolate to protect other staff ect. If they or someone they care for or are responsible for are ordered to
isolate or quarantine, for a period not exceeding two weeks, we are going to pay them. We will make use of the new
provisions in the law for the 80 hours.
Joe Saxon

From: County- managers- and- admins On Behalf Of Adam Brett
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 26 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

For those of you who have tax commissioners using a rotational schedule, how are you paying employees? Are you
requiring them to use personal leave on the " weeks off?" I have so far managed not to pay an employee not to work
and I would like that to continue.

Adam

Brett

County Administrator
Jefferson County GA
217 East Broad Street
Louisville

GA 30434

338

abretL@ieffersoncountyga..

gov

478- 625- 3332 Office
706- 318- 8575

Mobile

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of
rmmcduffie148

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 59 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

I' m in total agreement with Bill' s statement "

Classic case of trying to make everyone happy but instead making no one happy. Makes no sense to say everybody stay
home but let' s keep everything open and available to the public."
I' m calling my state legislators and screaming to them to do something about it. Please join me and call your state
delegations!!!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

William F. Lindsey" <

wflindsey@JOHNSONCO.

ORG>

4/ 3/ 20 1: 04 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject:

Re: Another

Clarification

Classic case of trying to make everyone happy but instead making no one happy. Makes no sense to say everybody stay
home but let' s keep everything open and available to the public.

Bill Lindsey
Johnson County Administrator

From: County- managers- and- admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORGj On Behalf Of
Joseph Saxon

Sent: Friday, April 03, 2020 12: 59 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

Wow, Just Wow.
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A00O. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills,
Dave

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 57 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject: Re: Another Clarification

Regina, here' s an idea. Might be a little hard to come by, but purchase medical scrubs for all your employees and equip
them with a face mask. Place a sign at the courthouse door that warns all who enter that your personnel are pulling
double duty as volunteers at the local hospital and they just got off their shift, so please disregard their attire. I bet you
won' t have many citizens in the courthouse!

Dave Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon

404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)

Fax)

dwills@acce. ore

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A00O. ORG> On Behalf Of
rmmcduffie148

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A00O. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Another

Clarification Disregard

this.I sent it before I read Michael' s email. He' s ad res ing exactly the points that I was looking to clarify. But again,
I must express my disdain. Opening to the public is not reassuring to my employees regarding their wellbeing and certainly
not a step in the direction of improving public health. How can we nest express our concerns to the Governor? Or
should we convince the gun lobbyists first?
Sent

from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy

smartphone 340

Original message

From:

Date:

Regina

McDuffie <

rmmcduffie148@WINDSTREAM.

NET>

4/ 3/ 20 11: 49 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject:

Another

Clarification

Hi Dave,

My interpretation is that the order does not facilitate the Courthouse
and/ or offices to be closed to the public; the alternative

is to practice

social distancing. However, as it encourages " teleworking, if possible",
does it allow us to close offices if we can establish clear avenues of

conducting business via mail, email, phone transfers, etc.?

Please

advise.

RMM

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
121 S. Sumter

St.

P. O. Box 297
Oglethorpe,

Ga

31068

Email: rmmcduffie148@windstream.
Phone: (

478)

478)

472- 7021
244- 9102

net

office
mobile

Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 7: 01 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: curfews not mentioned

ACCG' s legal team is analyzing the document now. But in short, all local
orders are superseded. Stay tuned. I expect our legal team to have something
ready later this evening.
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
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Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Toby Harris
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 58 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] curfews

not mentioned Hello

everyone, So

does the Governor' s ex cutive order supersede any curfews or closer of local
churches set by local Governments? He
states the we can do no more or no less in the order. Any

thoughts? Thank
You, Toby

Harris County
Manager Brantley
County BOC Brantley
County Georgia 33
Allen Rd Nahunta,
Ga

31553 912.

462. 5256 Office Virus -

free. www. av.com

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava.Most written commur?Jcatior?s to or from City artd C"
our?ty o
dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email commurticatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 342

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Top Five < news@e.
Friday, April 3, 2020 4: 16 PM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

routefifty. com>

TOP FIVE: Most Read Stories of the Week

Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Now Is the Time to Bea': City Officials Plead with Residents to Stop Flushina
Toilet Paper Alternatives
rnirna f' mallbirnain

The coronavirus- induced toilet paper shortage is causing people to resort to creative

alternatives. These can prove disastrous for sewer systems.
I I'° taad ulaaW

Lessons from States that Embraced Telework Before the Coronavirus
allllheii lin

I I'; aulrulr It

I I'° flidlhaurtf

Gureeun

COMMENTARY I How to avoid certain pitfalls now that many —or

most — employees

must

now

work from home.
I I'° taad ulaaW

Route Fifty eBook

12..w.,lE. inho, iU CimfCi. n _ giT '
public

uirli y_ C Illy; What are some of the issues around the latest technology

safety?

Ilin tlhlis eltoolVc.

Gunfire Detection Technology Spreads, Raises Privacy Concerns
Six U. S. Cities

Facebook

Make

Expands

the

List of Most

Tool That

Surveilled

Lets Local

Places

Governments

343

in the World

Send

Alerts

aimed at improving

And More.

Brought to you by Lenovo

Some States Stall Plastic Bag Bans During Coronavirus
KaleIII'......talll

Outbreak

1 Queiraulam

Lawmakers and some store chains are temporarily banning reusable bags amid fears that their
usage could help spread coronavirus.
I I':° teed ul aw

Amid Closures, Libraries Find New Ways to Provide Services
KaleIII'......talll

1 Queiraulam

As their branches close to protect public health, librarians turn to virtual programming and relief
efforts to continue serving their communities.
I I':° teed ul aw

Cities and Counties

Make Workforce

Cuts as Coronavirus

Financial

Toll

Mounts
li I I I I

uc lio

Cincinnati this week announced it would place hundreds of workers on unpaid temporary leave.
It' s just one of the places facing tough staffing decisions.
I ':° teed ul aw

11KA0i11

This message

I 1111

i IV//+,""

0., s

01111AII

Ili S11 I11WIIC' 1 l /

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive

it. Note: It may take our system

i, 011` UiAC+

0, S//

I ' 11fltJJ" C" V I ' 011IICN//

0, 011'' Oflll0," IlflIll fl

ga. us. You have been sent Top 5 of the Week because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Top 5 of the Week.

141
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City andCounty o dals
regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 344

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 29 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19: Gov. Kemp' s shelter -in - place order in effect at 6 p. m.

April 3, 2020
STATEWIDE

SHELTER - IN - PLACE

Gov. Brian Kemp' s executive order, which goes into effect today at 6 p. m. and
ends April 13, calls on all Georgians and visitors to shelter -in -place during the
COVID- 19 pandemic. The governor's order provides details on essential and
non - essential

businesses

1: 3ead tllhe order

tllh , m

and supersedes

mx mcut1ve suilruilnaiiim

local orders throughout
aiumd Ilf,

the state.

s,

The overview, prepared by our partners at the Georgia Chamber of
Commerce, includes:

A one -page summary of the Shelter - In - Place Executive Order

A copy of the Governor' s Executive Order
A copy of the 22- page handout from the Governor' s Office
Information from the Georgia Department of Economic Development' s
website

The Albany Area Chamber is committed to supporting the business community
and recognizes the critical role that business and industry are playing during
this pandemic. We will continue to provide information and resources, and will

continue to work with our partners to ensure the health and well- being of our
citizens.

The business community is a partner and leader in flattening the curve

of COVID- 19, with many organizations proactively and innovatively
modifying their operations to protect the public while allowing commerce
to flow. From new product lines that support public health efforts to new
methods of delivery of goods and services to corporate aid, businesses
have fortified their role as an essential public partner."
Barbara Rivera Holmes, president &

CEO,

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce

347

The AbIRM, Area Gharnber'S QVII

19 Resourue Genler provides information and tools

for employers. Follow us on Fc,?cebook for the most up- to- date alerts.

Unsubscribe

WMM

rnrnccovCcbdouaher-

tv. oa. us

Mffl

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to err from City and County
offidals regardmg City and County busies are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 26 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS] Another

ACCG. ORG

Clarification

Ha!

Ha! Yeah. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Rapson <srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

behalf of Steve

GOV>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,
2020 at 1:53 PM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Re: Another

Clarification I'

d save that email for budget time...
Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305.5100 Fayette

Couirmty offices are IIIosed
:. tm;:
IlPnlb ic,a irmtfl Alpirflll 30,2020, form albu indaunce of cantim;: urm :.
m;: unceirkng Coi:°
oinaviirius Ct;
Vlll D-10) e
ask, ouir° uresideints tm;::.
ointact
ius

via Ipllimm; one, eirnafll, or ouir° webske to I keep ainy ex:lposu ire to a ur ifrkirmu urn From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Quinn, Michael Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 1:
44 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Another Clarification

That' s

a go d one! I'
d love to see the TC try to explain that to the Governor! 349

Behalf Of O'

r

ir/%

III

Michael A. O' Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St. N. E.,

Suite

700

GA 30303

Cell Phone: 404. 925. 0764

Email: moguinn@accg, or6

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Beth
Thomas

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 23 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

My tax commissioner is of the opinion his office is non essential. Since all the deadlines are pushed back,
there is no need for them to be there. Anyone else hearing this? I know the guidance says that the orders
urge" [ tax commissioners] to stay open to receive applications and filings. Does it mandate it?

Beth Thomas
County Manager
Franklin County
PO Box 159 Carnesville,

141 Athens Street

GA 30521

Phone 706. 384. 2483

Direct 706. 918. 3121

Fax 706. 384. 7089

This communication is a public record under the Georgia Open Records Law and is subject to public access upon
request.

On Fri, Apr 3, 2020 at 1: 12 PM Steve Rapson < srapson@fayettecountyea.

eov> wrote:

We' re teleworking and keeping all services open - access building limited
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 3, 2020, at 1: 05 PM, Justin Strickland< istrickland@marioncountyga.

org> wrote:

I am also concerned. This means every public building has to be open to public foot traffic? We can
accomplish our business without being open to foot traffic and have been doing so for a few weeks
now. The courthouse has remained open to the public but that is it.
On Fri, Apr 3, 2020 at 12: 35 PM rmmcduffie148 < rmmcduffie148@windstream. net> wrote:

350

Disregard this. I sent it before I read Michael' s email. He' s addressing exactly the points that I was
looking to clarify. But again, I must express my disdain. Opening to the public is not reassuring to my
employees regarding their wellbeing and certainly not a step in the direction of improving public
health. How can we nest express our concerns to the Governor? Or should we convince the gun
lobbyists first?

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From:
Date:

Regina

McDuffie <

rmmcduffie148@WINDSTREAM.

NET>

4/ 3/ 20 11: 49 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: COUNTY- MANAGERSSubject:

Another

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Clarification

Hi Dave,

My interpretation is that the order does not facilitate the Courthouse
and/ or offices to be closed to the public; the alternative is to practice
social distancing. However, as it encourages " teleworking, if possible",
does it allow us to close offices if we can establish clear avenues of

conducting business via mail, email, phone transfers, etc.?

Please advise.

RMM

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
121 S. Sumter

St.

P. O. Box 297
Oglethorpe,

Ga

31068

Email: rmmcduffie148@windstream.
Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021
478)

244- 9102

net

office

mobile

Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 7: 01 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: curfews not mentioned

ACCG' s legal team is analyzing the document

now. But in short, all local

orders are superseded. Stay tuned. I expect our legal team to have something
ready later this evening.
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite 700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon

Cellular)

351

404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Fax)

dwills@accg. org
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Toby Harris
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 58 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] curfews

not mentioned Hello

everyone, So

does the Governor' s ex cutive order supersede any curfews or closer of local
churches set by local Governments? He
states the we can do no more or no less in the order. Any

thoughts? Thank
You, Toby

Harris County
Manager Brantley
County BOC Brantley
County Georgia 33
Allen Rd Nahunta,
Ga

31553 912.

462. 5256 Office Thanks,

Justin

Strickland County

Manager Marion
County Board of Com is ioners 0trickland@marioncount
r

ga.org 352

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Yancey Bros. Co. < news@yanceybros. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 22 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

A Message

to Our Customers:

COVID- 19 Update

Valued Customer,

Yesterday, Governor Kemp announced a statewide shelter in place order.

His

order rescinds and supersedes previous city and county ordinances, so we now
have one set of rules throughout the state.

Like most of you, because Yancey

Bros. is engaged in supporting Critical Infrastructure, we are permitted to continue
operations, subject to social distancing and enhanced health and safety
precautions.

Since this crisis began, we have remained

until the crisis passes.

open at all locations, and we will do so

We have employed extensive precautions to insure the

health and safety of our team and customers and to give maximum support to the
national effort to defeat this virus.

Further details around the actions we are taking

are summarized below and in the attached video.

The continued

to support you.

operation

of our customers

We are all in this together -

is essential

to Georgia,

and we are here

and we will prevail.

We have taken the following steps to keep our team members safe and ensure they
keep you and your team members safe when we are working together.

Expanded policies around sick leave and other time off to allow employees

time away from work if they are ill, have been exposed to COVID- 19, or
need to take care of their family.
2.

No handshakes.

Period.

354

3.

Limited in person meetings, particularly with larger groups. In person

meetings shall begin with a mandatory " Safety First" moment where each
participate confirms that he has washed his hands immediately before the
meeting and commits to wash them again at its conclusion.
4.

Follow the CDC' s recommended

safe distance between teammates

and

customers ( 6 feet).
5.

Elimination

of non -essential travel and meetings.

6.

More robust and frequent facility sanitizing protocols to ensure our facilities
are cleaned several times daily, especially high traffic and high touch areas
such as door knobs and counters.

7.

Although many jobs at Yancey Bros. cannot be done remotely, many can,
and, having those jobs done remotely is a benefit to all employees. If a job
can be done remotely, it should
be.

8.

All parts and rental counter chairs/ stools should be pulled 4 feet away from
the counter behind a tape line and NOT be close to the counter as they are
today and have been historically.

Business

Area Updates:

Product Support & Sales:

Our equipment sales and product support sales staff are available via
phone.

If you do not know who to contact for your specific needs, visit our

website for contact details at:

rItjgs // www. air ceyll ,ir...::. a , irn/ cointact::::uu / wont ; t ,
Parts:

Take advantage of online parts ordering
r t; ,,..s://

airts. cat. coim/ ori/

from us before visit Irk„;,;;,//

aince

Ibros.

If you haven' t bought parts online

y. cat. coir n/ to get started quickly.

Parts may also be ordered over the phone through any of our

s.,

Parts orders may be picked up at our Parts counters of take advantage of
curbside parts delivery, simply call the parts counter when you arrive at the
store and we will bring the parts to you.
Special financing is available through June, 2020 with 0% for up to 12
months and 1. 9%

up to 18 months

355

Service:

When dropping off a machine off for service, please call our service desk to
discuss your service needs rather than entering our facility.
Field service is available as normal, with social distancing in on -site
interactions.
Ask us about special offers and discounts
Undercarriage,

on Preventive

Maintenance,

Advansys teeth, Bucket Rebuilds and Customer Value

Agreements

Equipment

Rental:

Rental needs can be met by calling your rental representative or any of our
reir.itall IIocatlioir." s.

If you need a g,g,ii,„ k qL! t

on a rental machine we have Rental Reps ready

to respond.

Check out thewide,,,,
vairii_ ;t„y„ „

g u, li„ jp.r'n int we have to offer for daily, weekly

or monthly rentals.

We continue to deliver rental equipment to job sites as normal but are
practicing social distancing for everyone' s safety.
Power Generation:

Power Systems service technicians

are available for on -site inspection

and

maintenance of your equipment and will practice social distancing for the
safety of our team and yours.
Explore the Ip

p..[

fonoratlioin piroducts we have ready to send to your job

site

We have a p,ir, eiratp,ir; and I VAC ,pq,, i „ I ir ont ready to rent and deliver to your
site today.
Yancey' s I ,; , i „ ,

D

ir, , a 1 , Service
plr
l , p,a

i , oin

are open and ready to help with

the parts and service you need for your fleet of equipment.

Thank you for the opportunity to partner with you during these challenging
times.

If you have any questions, please reach out to us by phone or pirD_, lil .

And

we are constantly monitoring activity on IFacelbo.o,lk, JI ' iiirnikedj„ irk, .. F li„ tt.eir, I[. nst
and the Live Chat feature on our websites.

We are committed to serving your

needs and supporting you without interruption in the days ahead.
Trey Googe

356

President & CEO

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 2: 17 PM
Michael McCoy
One City Is Rolling Out Weekly Testing of First Responders and City Workers

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

One City Is Rolling Out Weekly Testing of First Responders

and City Workers

I I'; olaulna f'maIII ": ulaain

The mayor of Carmel, Indiana said that regular testing of frontline workers for Covid- 19 is critical
to flattening the curve and saving lives.
I I'° teed fl l l l aul' tliiallla

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

you have

opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive

one or two more newsletters.

Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

7m
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RPCORIDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Ted Young < Ted. Young@alliant. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 2: 03 PM

From:
Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject: [

Possible

recipients

SPAM -

IT Dept]

Alliant COVID- 19 articles: Business Interruption and Workers'

Comp
Attachments:

Alliant -

Importance:

Low

Workers compensation and COVID- 19. pdf; Alliant COVI D- 19. pdf

Business

Interruption

and

The recent COVID- 19 virus outbreak has led to uncertainty for many organizations and their insurance programs. I' ve
attached two articles addressing the coronavirus and its effect on business interruption and workers' compensation
these can also be found at on Alliant. com).

Please reach out to me if you have any questions or if you would like us to review your policies.
Stay safe and well,

e(,J IN.

ftxii°'
Iig

Senior Vice President
Alliant Americas
Monarch

Tower

3424 Peachtree Road NE
Suite 1400
Atlanta,

GA

30326

D 470 237 3060
C 678 332 1220
www. alliant. com
CA License

No. OC36861

r

1 Arliartl AMrrriCas iS a fti.
SlOIIMAMMA INSU11' ar rr;, SerWeS, iM,Important

note about mail service, remitting payment and reporting claims: A
number of our offices around the region are experiencing disruption with mail and deliveries. To make sure we receive your payment
timely please mail all checks to the lockbox address on your invoice and follow claim reporting procedures provided by your
claim advocate. Please contact us at any time if you have concerns or questions. 359

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vefy broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and Couaty
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 54 PM
Housley CIV Leonard A; McCoy, Michael; Burns, Sebon
RE: Prescribed Burning

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chief Burns,
See below — please

handle asap.

S

lh i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

11[

IIIPS , '

11

C II,

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
W. •

C p '°

m

f `

V4 i Yd"+ 1 k9i" fYl! Ngi@ Pr muk6ri nw,

o rimo r&@Y1JC. 16iF Wiif+

M. V .,

V

I'w„, [

ri„

UTA

From: Housley CIV Leonard A < leonard. housley@usmc. mil>
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 27 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Prescribed Burning
Mike/ Sharon,

Just an observation.

I noticed there is prescribed burning still going on in Albany. Many states and cities have halted prescribed burning as it
has the potential to impact people' s lungs regarding COVID- 19. I have shut down all prescribed burning on the base
until further notice.

There is a very large burn going on past Doublegate heading west a few miles. Smoke has traveled all the way to Point
North.

Is there any intent to shut down prescribed and land burning???
361

Thanks
Len

v/ r

Leonard " Len" Housley
Executive

Director

Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302

Albany GA 31704- 0302
Office: (

229) 639- 5202

Cell: ( 229) 376- 3069
Leonard, Housleyj2usrnc. mil
htt

s://

nr nrw aIbanor, marines, mil!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.
Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 53 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

GOV>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

AND- ADMINS] Another

ACCG. ORG

Clarification

I'

d save that email for budget time...
Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305.5100 Fayette

Cou irity offices are qJIosedtm;:
pUWic, a ir t 111 Alpirf 30,2020, form aIIl a indaunce of cautim;: urm :.
m;: urm: einrking Coiroinaviuruus COVlllD19)e
ask, ouir° uresid rots tm;::.
m;

intact ius via Ipllimm;: ine, eirnafll, or ouir° weIII site to IIkeep ainy exlposu ire to a ur ifrkirmu itn,From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Quinn, Michael

Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 1:
44 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Another Clarification

That' s

a go d one! I'
d love to see the TC try to explain that to the Governor! Michael A.

O'Quinn County Consulting
Services Associate 191 Peachtree
St. N.
E., Suite 700
30303

Atlanta, GA

Cell Phone:

404. 925. 0764 Email: 22guinn@accg.
org
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Behalf Of O'

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Beth
Thomas

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 23 PM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

A000. ORG

Subject: Re: Another Clarification

My tax commissioner is of the opinion his office is non essential. Since all the deadlines are pushed back,
there is no need for them to be there. Anyone else hearing this? I know the guidance says that the orders
urge" [ tax commissioners] to stay open to receive applications and filings. Does it mandate it?

Beth Thomas
County Manager
Franklin County
PO Box 159 -

141 Athens Street

Carnesville, GA 30521

Phone 706. 384. 2483

Direct 706. 918. 3121

Fax 706. 384. 7089

This communication is a public record under the Georgia Open Records Law and is subject to public access upon
request.

On Fri, Apr 3, 2020 at 1: 12 PM Steve Rapson < srapson@fayettecountyea.

eov> wrote:

We' re teleworking and keeping all services open - access building limited
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 3, 2020, at 1: 05 PM, Justin Strickland< istrickland@marioncountyga.

org> wrote:

I am also concerned. This means every public building has to be open to public foot traffic? We can
accomplish our business without being open to foot traffic and have been doing so for a few weeks
now. The courthouse has remained open to the public but that is it.
On Fri, Apr 3, 2020

at 12: 35 PM

rmmcduffie148 <

rmmcduffie148@windstream.

net> wrote:

Disregard this. I sent it before I read Michael' s email. He' s addressing exactly the points that I was
looking to clarify. But again, I must express my disdain. Opening to the public is not reassuring to my
employees regarding their wellbeing and certainly not a step in the direction of improving public
health. How can we nest express our concerns to the Governor? Or should we convince the gun
lobbyists first?

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone
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Original message -------From:
Date:

Regina

McDuffie < rmmcduffie148@WINDSTREAM.

NET>

4/ 3/ 20 11: 49 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject:

Another

Clarification

Hi Dave,

My interpretation is that the order does not facilitate the Courthouse
and/ or offices to be closed to the public; the alternative

is to practice

social distancing. However, as it encourages " teleworking, if possible",
does it allow us to close offices if we can establish clear avenues of

conducting business via mail, email, phone transfers, etc.?

Please

advise.

RMM

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
121 S. Sumter

St.

P. O. Box 297
Oglethorpe,

Ga

31068

Email: rmmcduffie148@windstream. net
Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021
478)

244- 9102

office

mobile

Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 7: 01 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: curfews not mentioned

ACCG' s legal team is analyzing the document now. But in short, all local
orders are superseded. Stay tuned. I expect our legal team to have something
ready later this evening.
Dave

Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite 700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Toby Harris
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 58 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] curfews

everyone, 365

not mentioned Hello

So does the Governor' s executive order supersede any curfews or closer of
local churches set by local Governments?
He states the we can do no more or no less in the order.

Any thoughts?
Thank You,

Toby Harris
County Manager
Brantley County BOC
Brantley County Georgia
33 Allen Rd
Nahunta,

Ga 31553

912. 462. 5256 Office

Thanks,

Justin Strickland

County Manager
Marion County Board of Commissioners
itrickland@marioncountyga.

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Housley CIV Leonard A < leonard. housley@usmc.
Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 27 PM
Subadan, Sharon; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
Prescribed Burning

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

mil>

smime. p7s

Mike/ Sharon,

Just an observation.

I noticed there is prescribed burning still going on in Albany. Many states and cities have halted prescribed burning as it
has the potential to impact people' s lungs regarding COVID- 19. I have shut down all prescribed burning on the base
until further notice.

There is a very large burn going on past Doublegate heading west a few miles. Smoke has traveled all the way to Point
North.

Is there any intent to shut down prescribed and land burning???
Thanks
Len

v/ r

Leonard " Len" Housley
Executive

Director

Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302

Albany GA 31704- 0302
Office: (

229) 639- 5202

Cell: ( 229) 376- 3069
Leonard. Housleyj2usmc. mil
https://

www. albany. marines. mil/
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TAC Service

Desk

ejwfarms@aol. com>

From:

Edmund

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 1: 21 PM
Michael McCoy; Chris Cohilas
Probate Judge' s Death Shows How COVID- 19 Came Into the Courthouse I Daily Report

To:
Subject:

https://

Wall <

www. law. com/ dailyreportonline/ 2020/ 04/ 03/ probate- judges- death- shows- how- covid- 19- came- into- the-

courthouse/

Sent from my iPad
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 3,
2020 12:59 PM To:
Kimberly; Fields, Yvette Cc:
Michael; Trotter, Michael Subject:

Friday,
Allen,
McCoy,
Re:

20- 050

DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program

RFP

The

Section 3 COVID FAQ is not a part of the RFP, its just for informational purposes. We had to wait on Mr. McCoy
to approve the number of applicants to list int he RFP. Georgia
From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>
Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 12:55 PM To:
Fields, Yvette < YFields@albanyga.

gov>
Cc:

Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty. ga.
us>;McCoy,
MTrotter@albanyga. gov>
Subject:
20- 050 DOCO Homeowner

Rehab

Program RFP

Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Trotter,

Michael <

Ms.

Fields will you proof and sign for advertisement. lkiiiimlbeiirly
II A1

llll
i n Buyer
.

I Central

Services Department Phone.
229. 302. 1455 Fax.
229. 431. 2184 Albany,

GA 31701 P.
O. Box

447 Albany,

GA 31702 Cra `

1)

i aNll'IY

81aY' PM' Irr yipmrcua, E110

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia

ltas a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to

or from City officials regardIng

Qty business are public records avallable to the public and media uport request Your email communications may be subject to
public disclosure. 369

From: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga. gov>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 08 PM
To: Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>

Subject:

lklirnIlk )eirly I110 AlIl ein Buyer I
Central Servics

Department Phone: 229.
302. 1451 Fax: 229.
431. 2184 222 Pine

Avenue, Site 260 Albany, GA

31701 P.O.
Box 447

Albany, GA

31702 www. albanyga.
gov 0

1

"

Y 0G E

RECORDS

10 R C"I PUBLIC

NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County officials regardIng
City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 370

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga. gov>
Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 56 PM

Sent:
To:

Fields, Yvette

Cc:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia; McCoy, Michael; Trotter, Michael

Subject:

20- 050

DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program

Attachments:

20- 050

DOCO

Homeowner

Rehab

Program - Final

RFP
Draft. doc;

20- 050

HUD

COMPLIANCE

PROVISIONS. docx; 20- 050 Section 3 COVID FAQ. pdf; 20- 050 Section 3
Requirements.

docx;

20- 050 Section-

3- Plan. docx

Ms. Fields will you proof and sign for advertisement.
A111 l l iin

llkiiiimlbeiirly I .
Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone.

229. 302. 1455

Fax. 229. 431. 2184

222 Pine Avenuel Suite 2)"

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City officials regardIng
Oty business are public records avallable to the public and medla upon?request Your emall communications may be subject to
public disclosure. From:

Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>
Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 12:08 PM To:
Allen, Kimberly < KiAllen@albanyga.

gov>
Subject:

llii

ICI Ilkei ° Illy I110 Allein 371

Buyer I

Central Services Department
Phone: 229. 302. 1451
Fax: 229. 431. 2184

222 Pine Avenue, Site 260

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 372

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jim Hendricks < jim. hendricks@albanymuseum. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 31 PM

Sent:
To:

Jim

Subject:

Enter Your View from Home in the Albany Museum of Art' s Art in Residence Contest
Art_in_ Residence_ Photojpeg; 200403_ Art_in_ Residence_ Contest. pdf

Attachments:

Hendricks

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing &

Public Relations

229. 878. 9041

jim. hendricks@albanymuseum. com

SHARE YOUR VIEW FROM HOME WITH AMA' S ART IN RESIDENCE CONTEST
Draw, Paint or Photograph

What You See from Your Own Porch or Yard

For Release April 3, 2020 —

Albany, GA] — With Georgia under a shelter in place order through late April,
the Albany Museum of Art is asking you to share what you see through our Art in Residence contest.
As all of us are sheltering in place, we battle inertia to stay creative," Albany Museum of Art Executive Director
revered poet once wrote, ` My mind to me a kingdom is.' So too can we

Andrew James Wulf, Ph. D., said. " A

allow ourselves to experience this at home. I cannot wait to see what our friends create."

The contest may inspire you to discover a new way of looking at the familiar surroundings of your home. You
do not have to be a professional artist. In fact, you may find you have a hidden talent for art. It' s easy to
participate.

Just grab some paper, a sketch pad or a camera and explore your yard. Look it over from your porch or a lawn
chair. Focus on the full landscape or a specific part, such as a beautiful flower in bloom, your pet relaxing in the
grass, kids playing games, a bird visiting a feeder or bath.
I think this is a great way to challenge and engage our AMA friends to look at their surroundings with a new
perspective and find some joy in what might be becoming mundane," Annie Vanoteghem, director of education
and public programming, said. " We are excited to still be a part of our community' s daily lives and want to
inspire some creativity."
373

Once your subject has been determined, draw, paint, sculpt or photograph it. Then send a photo of your
artwork to Vanoteghem at annie. vanoteghem@albanymuseum. com by Tuesday, April 14 at 5 pm.
Each person may submit one entry. There is no cost to enter. Please include Art in Residence Contest in the
subject line of your email.
Once all photos are received, they will be complied into an album on our Facebook page,
AlbanyMuseumOfArt. The artist whose entry receives the most " likes" from our Facebook community will be
awarded a one- year Supporting Membership to the AMA and AMA merchandise. AMA merchandise prizes will
be given to 2nd and 3rd place as well.
The complimentary Supporting Membership includes invitations to all AMA events; participation in the North
American Reciprocal Museum Program with admission and museum shop benefits at more than 800 museums
across the United States; a mailed copy of the AMA' s quarterly magazine, AMArt; discounts for AMA children' s
art camps, children and adult art workshops, classes and special programs, and discounts for birthday parties
conducted at the AMA.

Voting will end at 11 am Friday, April 17. The winner will be announced at noon Friday, April 17 on the AMA
Facebook page.
This will be a lot of fun," Vanoteghem said. " I can' t wait to see all the works of art!"

Email Vanoteghem at annie. vanoteghem@albanvmuseum. com with any questions about the contest.
CURRENT AMA EXHIBITIONS
Cut & Paste: Works of Paper, works by 11 Georgia artists, is in the Haley Gallery.
Looking at America and Painting How I Want, What I Want and How I See It, works by Dean Mitchell,
is in the East Gallery.
Do Not Hand Me Over to the Impure Whiteness of Noon: A Hemings Elegy, works by Yanique
Norman, is in the West Gallery.
ABOUT THE ALBANY MUSEUM OF ART

The Albany Museum of Art is located at 311 Meadowlark Drive in Albany, Georgia, adjacent to Albany State
University West Campus just off Gillionville Road. The museum is accredited by the American Alliance of
Museums. The Albany Museum of Art is currently closed to the public in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic.
For more information about the AMA please visit our website, www. albanymuseum. com or call 229. 439. 8400.
Be sure to follow the @AlbanyArtMuseum

on Twitter, AlbanyMuseum

on Instagram and AlbanyMuseumOfArt

on Facebook.

CAPTION: Albany Museum of Art Executive Director Dr. Andrew James Wulf captures the view from a window
at his home. The Albany Museum of Art is seeking entries from Southwest Georgia sheltering - at- home
residents for its new Art in Residence contest. Paint, draw, sculpt of photograph what you see in your yards to
enter. ( Photo: Albany Museum of Art/Andrew Wulf)

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing and Public Relations
Albany Museum of Art
311 Meadowlark

Drive
374

Albany, GA 31707
Office: 229. 439. 8400
Mobile: 229. 878. 9041
albanymuseum.

com

jim. hendricksC@albanymuseum.

com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written eorr murticeatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Hotels <

info@e. hyatt. com>

From:

Hyatt

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 22 PM

To:

Michael

Subject:

Distance Can' t Stop Us from Caring

Iie ry.C. . oiri,ll, i, i e.

V' i[.... I ...:.::.

a! mi.

Q.gstoin eir...Se!rv,lice.

t,

ccou.uirnt :

Dear Michael,

Eil

Ei]I hope you, your family and loved ones are staying healthy and well.

Eil

While many of us are practicing social distancing in the face of COVID- 19, it' s a priority for us to
stay close to you, understand how your lives are impacted and help where we can.
Our purpose at Hyatt - we care for people so they can be their best - is guiding our decisions as
14 we support you and your future travel with us. In that spirit, I' d like to share some additional

actions Hyatt is taking to care for World of Hyatt members and guests during this difficult time.

14
14

Waiving change and cancellation fees through June 30, 2020

le are adjusting
our policies to allow for flexibility regarding travel at this time by extending our 14
fee waivers through June 30, 2020. See below for details:

cancellation

Existing reservations for upcoming travel through June 30, 2020: All existing
reservations (

booked

April 1 or before)

for arrivals

through

June 30, 2020 can be

changed or cancelled at no charge up to 24 hours before your scheduled arrival. This
includes

Advance

Purchase

Rate reservations.

New reservations for any future travel: With some very limited exceptions noted
booked between April 2, 2020 and June 30, 2020 - for any future
arrival date - can be changed or cancelled at no charge up to 24 hours before your
scheduled arrival. This includes Advance Purchase Rate reservations. The only
below, reservations

exceptions

are reservations

booked

after April 1,

2020 at Destination

Residences

and

Special Events Rate reservations booked after April 1, 2020. The cancellation policies
for a Special Event Rate will be noted in the rate' s Rate Rules section when booking.
Reservations can be changed or cancelled up to 24 hours before a scheduled arrival
on hvatt. com or via the World of Hyatt app ( subject to the exceptions noted above).

376

14

These policies apply to reservations made through Hyatt directly. Guests who booked via online
travel agents or other third parties are advised to contact their booking provider for information
on their policies and for assistance. These policies do not apply to convention and group
business due to the contractual nature of these reservations. Guests with reservations at a Hyatt

Residence Club property who did not book through Hyatt channels should contact Hyatt
Residence Club.

Extending World of Hyatt loyalty program benefits
We are closely listening to our World of Hyatt members and using feedback to continually
evaluate ways to flex the program. To advance care and give members one less thing to worry
about during this incredibly challenging time, World of Hyatt benefits will be extended in the
following ways for all members globally:
More time to use points: We are suspending the forfeiture of points through
December 31, 2020. As a reminder, our general policy is that points do not expire, but .
they will be forfeited if a member' s account is inactive for 24 months.
More time to use earned awards: All unused Free Night, Suite Upgrade or Club
Lounge Access awards with expiration dates between March 1, 2020 and

December 31, 2020 will be extended to December 31, 2021. This includes existing
awards and awards that may be earned throughout this year with a 2020 expiration date.

The award extension will be generated by World of Hyatt —members
action. Awards that expired

between

March

1 and March 31,

do not need to take

2020 will be replaced with

new awards on April 20, 2020. All other qualifying, unused awards will be updated by the
20th day of the month in which the award would have originally expired.
More time for elite members to eniov their status and benefits: Status and benefits

will be extended for all existing elite members without having to re -qualify. This means
that whatever your status was as of March 31, 2020 — whether Discoverist, Explorist or
Globalist — it will be automatically updated to reflect a February 28, 2022 expiration date.
All elite tier extensions

should

be reflected

in members'

accounts

no later than

April 15, 2020.

On behalf of the entire Hyatt family, I want to reiterate that your safety and wellbeing remain our
highest priority. If you have any questions, please don' t hesitate to contact your nearest Global
Contact

Center,

reach out to Hyatt via WeChat ( WeChat

ID: HyattHotels)

or email

us

14

at worldofhyattghyatt. com. Also, please visit our COVID- 19 page for regular updates.
We thank you for your support. Our doors have been open for over 60 years, and they will be

1 4open

when you come back.

Ei]My best,

MARK HOPLAMAZIAN
President &

14

CEO

w
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

georgia collierbolling < georgiacollierbolling@yahoo.

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 12: 06 PM
Michael McCoy; yfields@albanyga. gov; Kimberly Allen
Georgia Collier -Bolling

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Fw: Section

Attachments:

Section 3 COVID FAQ_ Final. pdf

com>

3 COVID- 19 FAQ

Please see attached.

Georgia
Forwarded Message -----

From: Waller, Stephanie X < stephanie. x. wallerCa hud. gov>
To: " sec3biz- ICa hudlist. hud. gov" < sec3biz- I@hudlist.hud. gov>Sent:
Friday, April 3,
2020, 5:26: 07 AM PDT Subject:
Section

3 COVID- 19

FAQ Hello

AII—
I

hope everyone is doing well and remaining safe. For your information, attached is the Section 3 COVID- 19 FAQ for your information.
If you have any questions, please send them to section3ghud. aov.
Sincerely,

Stephanie
Waller

We

hope that you will want to continue receiving information from HUD. We
safeguard our lists and do not rent, sell, or permit the use of our lists by others, at any time, for any reason. Connect
with HUD on Social Media and follow Secretary Carson on Twitter and Facebook. PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law.Most wrlttert communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 380

TAC Service

Desk

From:

E- News Update from Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Friday, April 3, 2020 11: 39 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

UPDATED -- "

marketing@albanyga. com>

Small Biz, Big Hearts" Weekly Round Up - April 3
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Ibilr con init edto
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What

Illy

111 111 eiile this weelk just in case you missed
you a small business owner with

questions about the new SBA loans available to you?Join the U.S.Chamber
of Commerce and Inc. Magazine for an online National Small Business Town Hall today at
12 pm EST. REGISTER HERE. Your customers may be on self quarantine,
but that doesn' t mean you can' t stay connected and continue providing excellent service. Read
these tips on staying connected. Get answers to FAQs on the
Small
Business Administration'
across

s Payroll Protection Program outlined

the

nation and world

under

the

CARES Act. Companies

are

relying more on remote work. Here are ways to sustain productivity and keep your
employees getting critical work done. MEMBER SPOTLIGHT Small businesses in our community

have

always

proved to be "Albany Strong."
Read
about how U-Save- It Pharmacy is
adapting to continue to meet customer needs. The
Albany Area

Chamber is

highlighting

member

businesses, many of which are adapting, innovating,
giving and leading. Help us share the

message. And, remember to tell us what you are
doing in your business. SHARE YOUR BIZ! Is your business
open?

Let

your

online

fol owers know! Don' t forget to tag
the Albany Area Chamber of Commerce in your

Facebook posts as you update the
hours and processes for your business. 381

Have you implemented a creative strategy
during this time? Let us know! We may
share your story with our followers.

0
The.

lban

ge

AM "

tools for employers. Follow us on „, f„ m„„;

e

rovides information and

for the most up- to- date alerts.

0

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy@dougher-

ty. ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. corn in collaboration with

LJ
Try email

marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. lost written eorrmurticeatlor?s to or front C"lty artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 11: 31 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Johnson,
Kenneth;

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brad

Hallford

Irving, Tateshea
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

WE WILL NOT HAVE A CALL SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, BUT WILL
RESUME CALLS ON MONDAY!
I

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: hat s: llsk

383

e. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1438255#
Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

htt s:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: https:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill

Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I _. . ._

II.

dcruuglh ert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very baroad prune records law. Most written eorr murticeatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 11: 02 AM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order Beavis

and Butthead have the beach under control unless the Guv delegates them increased enforcement authority. Luckily
for all of you I have an 11: 00 meeting. TC
From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Boatright <sboatright@CO.

behalf of Shawn

CAMDEN. GA.US>Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,
2020 at 10: 44 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order We

do not have a beach here in Camden, but I di not see anything related to the closure of beaches. I asume the six feet
social distancing rule is in place there?We have implemented some very direct ordinances targeted to sway those who
are traveling from highly populated and infected areas, away from our community along the 1-95 corridor, in an effort
to reduce the impact upon our public safety personnel, including our hospital. Will
there be any language or upcoming additions regarding travelers coming from those states with high rates of infection?
If

not, how

does the State intend to address these concerns? Shawn

Boatright Deputy

County Administrator Camden

County Board of Commis ioners 200
East 4th Street P.
O. Box 99 Woodbine,
Georgia

31569 Work

Phone: (912)
Cell: 912)
(

510- 4306 Work

674- 4249 From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Scott

Behalf Of Johnson,

Sent:

Friday, April 3,2020 10:33 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: Governor' s Order CAUTION:

This

email originated from

outside your organization. Exercise

especially from unknown senders. 385

caution when opening attachments or

clicking links,

I have a 28ft boat so I can take 3 of you with me. Since I have a little more time on my hands now, let me know who
wants to go and when. Drinks will be provided.
Sent from my Whone

On Apr 3, 2020, at 10: 25 AM, Joey Brown< joey. brown@libertycountyga. com> wrote:
CAUMN: This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise caution before
clicking links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the sender.

I advised the wife this morning that I have to get a bigger boat to be safe
From: County- managers- and- admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG]
On Behalf Of Steve Rapson

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 22 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Question

How
do you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer
Department

of National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat how do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot
re good to go...so

they'

boat?image001.

jpg>
Obviously

some levity is needed today...
It'
s truly a brave new world. Food
for Thought The

phrase "brave

new world" originated

in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in Act

V,scene 1.
The

speaker is Miranda, the

daughter of Prospero, the

former Duke

of Milan. Prospero

entrusted his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero would

be free to study magic. Antonio took control and set Prospero and his young
daughter afloat in a boat that eventually landed on an island where the play is
set. The word "brave" as used in Shakespeare' s time meant not only bold, but also
showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses and was often used as
a word of approval or praise. The
phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if chal enging change, but also highlights
the naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the 386

world of perceived control that it brings, a feeling of hope, often due to great
societal change.

Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srason@fayettecountyga.

gov

770.305. 5100
image002. png>
Fayette Cou irity offices aire:. IIIosed tm;: IlFUblic a irmtflll Alpirflll 30, 2020, iin albu indaunce of cantim;:urm:. m;: unceiriniing
Coir°oinaviirius ] Ct; VIIID- 19),
e ask ouir° uresideints tm;::.

ointact ius via IIFIIimm; one, eirnafll, oir° ouir° website to keep airy exposu ire to a

urm i in f ormu irn

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On
Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.
ACCG. ORG> on

behalf of

Laura Bernstein < lbernstein@UGOCCC.

COM>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM
INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:

Friday, April 3,2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG" C<OUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order Amen,

Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave. Warmly,
Laura
Lee

Fri, Apr

Bernstein On

3,2020

at

gif>
387

9: 39 AM Regina

McDuffie < rmmcduffie148@windstream.

net>
wrote:
image003.

I guess I' ll be the first to say ...WTH? All of the measures to protect the employees and the general
public that our County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of
our services are considered " essential"

and/ or critical infrastructure

and staggered schedules will only

allow persons to pick up the bug while they' re " corona- cationing" and bring it back to work the next
day.

But on the other hand, it' s nice to know that I can still buy my " spirits", buy a gun and go play tennis
tomorrow.

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
image004. png>
121

S.

Sumter

St.

P. O. Box 297

Oglethorpe,

Email:

Ga

31068

rmmcduffie148CCwindstream.

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602

s

Georgia has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and Local Officials
and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request. Camden County policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. E- mail sent on the County system will be considered public and will
only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law. If you have received this email in error
please notify the Camden County, Georgia IT Division at 912- 510. 4357.
388

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Publiclnput.

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 57 AM
Michael McCoy
Virtual Meeting Best Practices — webinar highlight reel and presentation slides

To:
Subject:

com <

Updates@publicinput.

com>

Hi Michael —

In the brief time since

this webinar,

a number

of things

have

changed

and made

it even

more

critical

for

organizations to take action to provide secure, accessible public meetings. More headlines have covered
conferencing hijacking and the FBI officially released new guidelines on virtual conferences:
Do not " make [ virtual] meetings or classrooms public" OR " share a link to a
teleconference

or classroom on an unrestricted

publicly available social media post."

In light of this, we' ve added additional slides covering steps you can take to secure your meetings while
providing pathways for public access and moderated

comments:

1. Watch the webinar highlights

For your convenience,

we' ve created this abbreviated

version of " Virtual Meetings Best Practices"

to

review key points and share with your team.

2. Share

a PDF explainer

Need a simple pass - along to show best practices? We' ve put together a brief explainer on how video

conference tools are falling short — and a solution to keep public engagement on track while keeping
conversation civil.

3. Launch your Virtual Meetings Toolkit
Given the urgency of COVID- 19, we' ve created a no -commitment monthly plan for organizations
available at P- Card levels. These tools can be deployed same - day at a fixed rate of $ 799/ month. This
includes:

Full access to the Virtual Meetings Toolkit

Online engagement portal with subscriber signup and meeting listing
5 admin seats for one department

390

Engagement templates to quickly deploy best practices
Organizations

who are not current Publiclnput. com partners also have the option to purchase credit

packages for Email, Text, and Targeted Social communications

To get started, schedule an onboardin

on an as -needed basis.

call here.

Your in service,
The Publiclnput. com Team

0

Sc iit nri Lreh H n Ilidblidrilpir
16 %V st. N"I iitiri St,, I"

Unsubscribe

t , ono by Publiclnput. com
ili igh,, I°" dt °

I My Subscriptions

1601.

I Support

View this email in a browser

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very laroad poblie records lava. Most written commuoicatiorts to or from City artd C"ouaty
o dals regardlag City artd Couaty lausiaess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commuoicatio s may be subject to public disclosure.
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caleb@involved. vote>

From:

Caleb

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 53 AM
Michael McCoy

To:
Subject:

How

McDermott <

One

Councilman

Recruited

242 COVID-

19 Volunteers

Identify 1Ox More Volunteers Instantly
I ° i61bokeiin
242

Couincilhimain

I I G)
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dui°

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

TAC Service

Desk

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 52 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Routt County, Colo., hires interim manager

rEl
Created

April 3, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Winston Churchill led Britain through World War II by making tough decisions, projecting
a sense of confidence to the country and being personally affectionate even as he was
often severe about the work, writes Steve McKee. "

He could get very emotional, but

after bitterly criticizing you he had a habit of touching you, of putting his hand on your
hand --

like that --

as if to say that his real feelings for you were not changed,"

wartime official Lord Beaverbrook

said of Churchill.

Full Story: SmartBrief/ Leadership

5

394

British

Join the live discussion on April 7th with local government
leaders and OpenGov CEO, Zac Bookman, as they share how
they responded quickly in the crisis and have adapted to a
digital government. Register here!

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING

AND

FINANCE

Alexandria,

i

it retools budget

City Manager Mark Jinks is reworking the municipal budget for Alexandria, Va.,
city will likely face a $ 35 million shortfall rather than the expected $

but the

5 million to $ 10

million surplus, Mayor Justin Wilson said this week. The city' s budget planning process
will be restarted and community members will be able to give feedback, most likely
through online meetings.

Full Story: Alexandria Living Magazine ( Va.) (

4/ 1)

MUD
EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND

PUBLIC

SAFETY

York County, S. C., Sheriff Kevin Tolson is urging residents who call 911 to be truthful
with dispatchers about contact with coronavirus patients, suspected cases or recent
travel. "

All we ask is for you to tell us how you' re feeling, good or bad, so we can

prepare our deputies properly before they get to you,"
Full Story: The Herald ( Rock Hill, S. C.) (

Tolson says.

4/

MIND

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

395

The closure of parks and other outdoor areas due to the coronavirus pandemic doesn' t
need to keep people from reaping the health benefits of encountering nature, according
to the organizers of the City Nature Challenge, which begins later this month. The
challenge asks people to find wildlife and plants in their neighborhoods and report them
using the iNaturalist app.
Full Story: CityLab ( 4/

EJUJUJUJI
LEGISLATION,

POLICY

AND

GRANTS

r

r

r

The 2020 census is happening amid the coronavirus pandemic, and while the Census
Bureau has suspended field operations until the middle of the month, it expects to report

data to the president and the states on schedule. Several mayors have called for
extending the window of operations, though the bureau says the stay- at- home and other
coronavirus orders only underscore the importance of filling out the census either online
or via mail.

Full Story: Smart Cities Dive ( 3/: 1)

r

Officials in Shenzhen, China, have enacted the country' s first law banning the
consumption of cat, dog, snake, frog and turtle meat in the wake of the coronavirus
outbreak. The legislation stipulates that residents may cook and consume pigs, cows,
sheep, donkeys, rabbits, chickens, ducks, geese and pigeons, as well as seafood.
Full Story: Daily Mail ( London) (

4/ 1)

EJUJUJUJI
HUMAN

RESOURCES

AND

DEVELOPMENT

396

The New York City Department of Parks &
Li`.... -::..._..._._........_....

Recreation

has

created the Parks@Home website featuring video tours of parks,
meditation exercises and presentations by park rangers, among
other offerings. "

While our worlds have become smaller, we are

committed to bringing our 30, 000 acres of green space and our

Instagrarn/ NYC Parks)

countless free programs to you in your homes,"
Commissioner

Mitchell

Parks

Silver said.

Full Story: Brooklyn Reporter ( New York) ((3/ 31)

MIND
RECOGNITIONS

AND

TRANSITIONS

Officials in Routt County, Colo., have named a temporary replacement for City Manager

Tom Sullivan, who retired from his post in March after serving the city for nearly two
decades. Mark Collins, former city administrator in Sheridan, Wyo.,

will serve as interim

city manager until a permanent replacement is hired.
Full Story: The Steamboat Pilot & Today ( Steamboat Springs, Colo.) (

3/ 31)

5
ICMA NEWS

Free ®

Managing Stress i

World
When disaster hits, local government managers have the challenging task of providing
leadership to the community - often while dealing with the crisis in their own home. Now,
more than ever, local government managers must safeguard their emotional wellbeing
as they deal with extreme personal and professional stressors. Join David E. Morrison,
M. D.,

consultant, psychiatrist, and founder of Morrison Associates, Ltd.,

in an ICMA

teleconference on April 3, 2: 30 to 3 p. m. Eastern, when he will discuss how local
government managers can cope with stress during this global health crisis. Following his
presentation, there will be a Q& A session. Register today!

MUD

397

Coronavirus

Crisis

Community
Local government managers are responsible for coordinating their community' s
response to the developing COVID- 19 pandemic. In an effort to provide guidance
oriented to local government managers on COVID- 19, ICMA has curated considerations
for local preparedness, response, and recovery along with essential resources. Updated
daily, read now!

141.
LEARN MORE ABOUT ICM :

I. . . lorn

I AbcatA I News & Events I a orn GMA I Career Network

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profile I Advertise wuffi Smar2rief
Unsubscribe

I Privacy policy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK

398

I ADVERTISE

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 399
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From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10:48 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

28/

Wills

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG.

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ORG>

ACCG. ORG

s

Order Uhm...

boat unless social distancing requirements are disobeyed! Dave

6' full=

Executive

Director

Association

County Commissioners of Georgia 191
Peachtree St.,
NE, Suite
GA

700

Atlanta,

30303 404-

683- 1816 ( Verizon

Cellular) 404-

583- 7861 ( Direct

Fax) dwil s@acce.

ore From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Regina McDuffie

Sent:

Friday, April 3,2020 10:45 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[

in. RMM Regards,

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Governor' s

Order I' m

Regina

M.

McDuffie, County

Sumter
Box 297

Manager

St.

P.
O.

Oglethorpe, Ga

31068

O)windstream.
472-

0121 S.

Email:

rmmcduffieM&

net Phone: 478)
(

7021

office 478) 244-

9102

mobile From: County-

managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG>
On Behalf

Of Johnson, Scott

Sent: Friday,

April 3,
2020 10: 33 AM To: COUNTYMANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@
Governor'

s

LISTSERV. A000. ORG Subject: Re:

Order I have

a 28ft boat so I can take 3 of you with me.Since I have a little more time on my hands now, let me know who wants to
go and when. Drinks will be provided. Sent from
my iPhone 400

On Apr 3, 2020, at 10: 25 AM, Joey Brown< ioey. brown@Iibertycountyga. com> wrote:

CAUMN: This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise caution before
clicking links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the sender.

I advised the wife this morning that I have to get a bigger boat to be safe
From: County- managers- and- admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG]
On Behalf Of Steve Rapson

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 22 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Question

How
do you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer
Department

of National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat how do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot
re good to go...so

they'

boat?image001.

jpg>
Obviously

some levity is needed today...
It'
s truly a brave new world. Food
for Thought The

phrase "brave new world" originated in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in Act
V,scene 1.
The

speaker is Miranda, the

daughter of Prospero, the

former Duke

of Milan. Prospero

entrusted his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero would

be free to study magic. Antonio took control and set Prospero and his young
daughter afloat in a boat that eventually landed on an island where the play is
set. The word "brave" as used in Shakespeare' s time meant not only bold, but also
showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses and was often used as
a word of approval or praise. The
phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if chal enging change, but also highlights
the naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the world
of perceived control that it brings, a fe ling of hope, often due to great societal
change. Steven

Rapson Fayette

County 401

County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson @ fayettecountyga. gov
770.305. 5100
image002. png>
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On
Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.
ACCG.ORG>on

behalf of Laura Bernstein <lbernstein@UGOCCC.

COM>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM
INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>Date:

Friday, April 3,
2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS( @LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order Amen,

Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave. Warmly,
Laura
Lee

Bernstein On

Fri, Apr 3,
2020

at 9:39 AM Regina McDuffie <rmmcduffie148@windstream.

net>
wrote: image003.

gif>
I
gues I'
l be the first to say ...WTH? All of the measures to protect the employees and the general public
that our County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of our
services are considered " essential"

and/ or critical infrastructure and

persons to pick up the bug while they' re cor"
ona- cationing" and
402

staggered schedules will only allow

bring it back to work the next day.

But on the other hand, it' s nice to know that I can still buy my " spirits", buy a gun and go play tennis
tomorrow.(

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
image004. png>
121
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Sumter

St.
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Oglethorpe,

Email:

Ga

rmmcduffiel1&

31068

windst ream. net

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"ourtty
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Regina McDuffie < rmmcduffiel48

@W I N DSTREAM. N ET>
Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10:45 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

I' m in.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order County

RMM

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie,

S. Sumter

O. Box

St.P.

297 Oglethorpe,

Ga

rmmcduffie1490)

Manager 121

31068

Email:

windstream. net Phone: (

478) 472- 7021 office

478)

244- 9102 mobile From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Scott

Behalf Of Johnson,

Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 10:33 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: Governor' s Order I

have a 28ft boat so I can take 3 of you with me. Since I have a lit le more time on my hands now,let me know who wants
to go and when. Drinks will be provided. Sent
from my Whone On

Apr 3,2020, at 10: 25 AM, Joey Brown<ioey. brown@Iibertycountyga. com>
wrote: CAUMN:

This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise caution before clicking
links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the sender. I

advise the wife this morning that I have to get a big er boat to be safe From:
County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000.ORG] On
Behalf Of Steve Rapson Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 10:22 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Governor' s

Order Question 404

How do you regulate social distancing in a boat?
Answer

Department of National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per
they' re good to go... so how do you maintain six foot separation on a six

boat -

foot boat?

image001. jpg>

Obviously some levity is needed today...
It' s truly a brave new world.
Food for Thought

The phrase " brave new world" originated in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in
Act V, scene 1.

The speaker is Miranda, the daughter of Prospero, the former

Duke of Milan. Prospero entrusted his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero

would be free to study magic. Antonio took control and set Prospero and his
young daughter afloat in a boat that eventually landed on an island where the play
is set. The word " brave" as used in Shakespeare' s time meant not only bold, but
also showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses and was often used
as a word of approval or praise.
The phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if challenging change, but also
highlights the naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the
world of perceived control that it brings, a feeling of hope, often due to great
societal change.

Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srason@fayettecountyga. gov
770. 305. 5100
image002. png>
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On
Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
405

To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.
ACCG.ORG>on

behalf of Laura Bernstein <lbernstein@UGOCCC.

COM>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM
INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:

Friday, April 3,
2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG" C<OUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order Amen,

Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave. Warmly,
Laura
Lee

Bernstein On

Fri, Apr 3,2020 at 9:39 AM Regina McDuffie < rm

mccluf ie148 @windstream. net>
wrote: image003.

gif>
I
gues I'
l be the first to say ...WTH? All of the measures to protect the employees and the general public
that our County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of our
services are considered " essential" and/ or critical infrastructure and staggered schedules will only allow
persons to pick up the bug while they' re cor"
ona- cationing" and bring it back to work the next day.
But

on the other hand, it's nice to know that I can still buy my "spirits", buy
Regards,

Regina

M.McDuffie, County
png>
121
S. Sumter

St.P.

O. Box

297 406

Manager image004.

a gun and go play tennis tomorrow. (

Oglethorpe,

Email: rm

Ga

31068

cduffie1486a),windstrea .

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
sboatright@CO.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Shawn Boatright

CAM DEN. GA. US>

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10:44 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order We

do not have a beach here in Camden, but I di not see anything related to the closure of beaches. I asume the six feet
social distancing rule is in place there?We have implemented some very direct ordinances targeted to sway those who
are traveling from highly populated and infected areas, away from our community along the 1-95 corridor, in an effort
to reduce the impact upon our public safety personnel, including our hospital. Will
there be any language or upcoming additions regarding travelers coming from those states with high rates of infection?
If

not, how

does the State intend to address these concerns? Shawn

Boatright Deputy

County Administrator Camden

County Board of Commis ioners 200
East 4th Street P.
O. Box 99 Woodbine,
Georgia

31569 Work

Phone: (912)
Cell: 912)
(

510- 4306 Work

674- 4249 From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Scott

Behalf Of Johnson,

Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 10:33 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: Governor' s Order CAUTION:

This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when opening attachments or
clicking links, especially from unknown senders. I
have a 28ft boat so I can take 3 of you with me. Since I have a lit le more time on my hands now, let me know who wants
to go and when. Drinks will be provided. Sent
from my iPhone On

Apr 3,2020, at 10: 25 AM, Joey Brown<joey. brown@libertycountyga. com>
wrote: CAUMN:

This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise caution before clicking
links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the sender. I

advise the wife this morning that I have to get a big er boat to be safe 408

From: County- managers- and- admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG]
On Behalf Of Steve

Rapson

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 22 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Question

How
do you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer
Department

of National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat re good to go...so
how do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot

they'

boat?image001.

jpg>
Obviously

some levity is needed today...
It'
s truly a brave new world. Food
for Thought The

phrase "brave new world" originated in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in Act
V,scene 1.
The

speaker is Miranda, the

daughter of Prospero, the

former Duke

of Milan. Prospero

entrusted his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero would

be free to study magic. Antonio took control and set Prospero and his young
daughter afloat in a boat that eventually landed on an island where the play is
set. The word "brave" as used in Shakespeare' s time meant not only bold, but also
showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses and was often used as
a word of approval or praise. The
phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if chal enging change, but also highlights
the naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the world
of perceived control that it brings, a fe ling of hope, often due to great societal
change. Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P. A. sra on@fayet countyga.
gov 770.
305. 5100 image002.

png>
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On
Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.
ACCG. ORG> on

behalf of

Laura Bernstein < lbernstein@UGOCCC.

COM>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM
INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:

Friday, April 3,2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG" C<OUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order Amen,

Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave. Warmly,
Laura
Lee

Bernstein On

Fri, Apr 3,
2020

at 9:39 AM Regina McDuffie <rmmcduffie148@windstream.

net>
wrote: image003.

gif>
I
gues I'
l be the first to say ...WTH? All

of the measures to protect the employees and the general public

that our County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of our
services are considered " essential" and/ or critical infrastructure and staggered schedules will only allow
persons to pick up the bug while they' re c"
orona- cationing" and
But

bring it back to work the next day.

on the other hand, it's nice to know that I can still buy my "spirits", buy
Regards,

410

a gun and go play tennis tomorrow.(

Regina M. McDuffie,

County Manager

image004. png>
121

S.

Sumter
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Ga
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Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602
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Georgia has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and Local Officials
and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request. Camden County policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. E- mail sent on the County system will be considered public and will
only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law. If you have received this email in error
please notify the Camden County, Georgia IT Division at 912- 510. 4357. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a verybroad
pubfle records lava, Most writtert corn mumcatlor?s to or from Qty artd Courtty offidals regardmg C"lty artd C"ourtty busmess are public
records available to the pubfle artd medla uport request. Your emalf corn mumcatlor?s may be subject to publfe dfselosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10:42 AM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order In

From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Scott" SJ<
OHNSON@COLUMBIACOUNTYGA.

behalf of Johnson,

GOV>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,
2020 at 10: 33 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order I

have a 28ft boat so I can take 3 of you with me. Since I have a lit le more time on my hands now,let me know who wants
to go and when. Drinks will be provided. Sent
from my Whone On

Apr 3,2020, at 10: 25 AM, Joey Brown<joey. brown@libertycountyga. com>
wrote: CAUMN:
This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise caution before clicking
links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the sender. I

advise the wife this morning that I have to get a big er boat to be safe From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG] On
Behalf Of Steve Rapson

Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 10:22 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Governor' s

Order Question How

do
you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer Department
of

National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat -they'
re
good to go...
so how
do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot boat?
image001. jpg>
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Obviously some levity is needed today...
It' s truly a brave new world.
Food for Thought

The phrase " brave new world" originated in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in
Act V, scene 1.

The speaker is Miranda, the daughter of Prospero,

the former

Duke of Milan.

Prospero entrusted his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero

would be free to study magic. Antonio took control and set Prospero and his
young daughter afloat in a boat that eventually landed on an island where the play
is set. The word " brave" as used in Shakespeare' s time meant not only bold, but
also showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses and was often used
as a word of approval or praise.
The phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if challenging change, but also
highlights the naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the
world of perceived control that it brings, a feeling of hope, often due to great
societal change.

Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srqpson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770. 305. 5100
image002. png>
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On
Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife

413

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- ANDADMINS( @LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

on behalf

of Laura

Bernstein <

Ibernstein( @UGOCCC.

COM>

Reply -To: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Date: Friday, April 3, 2020 at 9: 43 AM
To: " COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG" < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Subject:

Re: Governor' s Order

Amen, Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave.
Warmly,
Laura

Lee Bernstein

On Fri, Apr 3, 2020 at 9: 39 AM Regina McDuffie < rm mccluffie148 @windstream. net> wrote:

image003. gif>
I guess I' ll be the first to say ...WTH? All of the measures to protect the employees and the general
public that our County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of
our services are considered " essential" and/ or critical infrastructure and staggered schedules will only
allow persons to pick up the bug while they' re " corona- cationing" and bring it back to work the next
day.

But on the other hand, it' s nice to know that I can still buy my " spirits", buy a gun and go play tennis
tomorrow. (

9

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
image004. png>
121
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Sumter
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Ga
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office
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Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 10:42 AM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

Important

Updates

COVID-

19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Attachments:

image001 jpg; EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf; Statewide Shelter In Place
Handout. pdf

Importance:

High

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Other

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG. org>

4/ 2/ 20 6: 20 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Brown, Beth" <
ACCG

Afternoon

B rown @ACCG.org>
Subject:

COVID- 19

Update - GOVERNOR'

S

EXECUTIVE ORDER &Other

Important

Updates

IlloWrI

lhed please fund the (:
f veirno" s IExecutive Order regarding the s lhetirin li':Iace declairation and
additional linforlrr ation 1pirovided li::
y tll e (Soveirnoir' office. ACC( Sis working oin a sou irr" ulrr airy tlmt will be li::
lsovide as soon
1oTlll _
E_
w. Atac:

as

possible. Georgia

Department of Public Health: New Data Supports Social Distancing Now More than Ever The
Georgia Department of Public Health issued a cares release this afternoon reiterating the importance of social distancing
and explaining recent findings from the Centers from Disease Control and
Prevention. Congressional

Research

Service

Congressional Research

Coronavirus

Releases CARES Act Information The

Service has released an overview of the allocations bar state from the Coronavirus Relief

Relief Fund assistance is provided to state governments. Local

Fund.

governments serving a population of at

least 500, 000, as measured by the most recent Census data, may elect to receive direct assistance from the Treasury. Summary
of April 1 White House COVID-19 National Briefing The
White House held a COVID- 19 national briefing call with state and local officials on April 1,
2020. The

purpose of this

call was to provide state and local elected officials with up-to-date information on COVID- 19 and pertinent Administration
and Task Force actions. The official summaryof the call from the White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
is

now available. 416

Governor Kemp, DCH Announce Approval of 1135 Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® Waiver
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Health ( DCH) announced that the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) approved Georgia' s section 1135 waiver request on the temporary checklist,
granting the state a number of flexibilities for Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® providers and members to combat the
COVID- 19 public health emergency. To read more, click here.

Notice for Using Auto -Dialers for County Messages
If your county uses, or is considering the use, of an automated dialing technology to make large numbers of telephone
by service providers or

calls to your community, there are
other entities.

Reminder on Important Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) Surveys
The 2020 Government Management Indicators ( GOMI) Survey and the 2020 Local Government Wage and Salary Survey
have gone live and are available for annual submissions. Both surveys will require the DCA- issued CICOID/ Password. If a
local official needs this information, they can email a request to DCA. Research dca, ea.p v and DCA will get it back to
them the same business day. As of now, the deadline for submission is June 30, 2020. DCA is monitoring the COVID 19
situation and may make adjustments as needed.

Other Federal Agency Updates
The U. S. Citizenship Immigration Services ( USCIS) offices will be closed to the public until May 4 unless the public
closures are extended further. Additional information can be found here.

E- Verify has extended the time frame for taking action to resolve actions due to tentative non confirmations. This has been done due to the closure to the public of Social Security Administration
offices. More details can be found here.

JW

r''

5

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office

Phone: (

Board Relations

404) 522- 5022

Cell Phone: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@acce.

ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Christy Coy I NICE < PSlnfo@nice.
Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 37 AM

Sent:

com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 9- 1- 1 Response webinar of interest today

Hi Michael,

We thought you and others in your organization would be interested in attending this complimentary COVID- 19 Q& A with 9- 1- 1 Center
Leaders webinar today. Participation in this webinar is worth one CDE ( Continuing Dispatch Education) credit.
Kind regards,

Christy Coy
NICE Public Safety

u-'-.._..._..._._...._.._..._.

f' I' f h e d tliis

f'' f '

dvrl1'°f

COVID- 19 Q& A with 9- 1- 1 Center Leaders
i""'ur° liiday, Amur°liHl 3,( 110") I 3.:')()

i . ui° urm F

Emergency communication centers are on the front line of the COVID- 19 pandemic and are
dealing with unprecedented challenges. There is no hard, fast playbook, and that makes
information sharing more important than ever.

We invite you to attend this brief interactive Q& A session with 9- 1- 1 center leaders from
the San Francisco Dept. of Emergency Services, the City of New Orleans Parish
Communication

District

and the Miami - Dade

Police

Department.

You' ll hear about their

journeys and what steps they' re taking to protect telecommunicators and help them deal
with added stress, how they' re coping with higher call volumes, what protocols and
screening questions they' re using, what has worked and what hasn' t, and what they' re
planning next.

This will be an interactive Q& A and information sharing session so please submit your
questions to II .
Iu,. .,: . .

I:....:...

418

Participation in this webinar is worth one CDE ( Continuing Dispatch Education) credit.
i) aul°°iellliis °: s

Tyrell Morris, Executive Director, City of New Orleans Parish Communications District
Deborah

Wesolowski,

Police

Communications

Coordinator,

Miami

Dade

Police

Department

Robert Smuts, Deputy Director, San Francisco Department of Emergency Management
Modeiiu°zt°ed by
Chris Wooten, Executive Vice President, NICE Public Safety

Scheduling Conflict? Il', g,M,eiir anyway and we' ll send you a link to the webinar archive so
you can watch it at your own convenience.

Co -hosted by
I.! LIL. n. 1 :',. 2.1. i

For questions, please contact

apcointl. org/ webinars
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Johnson, Scott

SJOHNSON@COLUMBIACOUNTYGA.

GOV>

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 33 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

image001

jpg;image002. png; image003. gif;image004. png I

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order Attachments:

have a 28ft boat so I can take 3 of you with me. Since I have a lit le more time on my hands now,let me know who wants
to go and when. Drinks will be provided. Sent
from my Whone On

Apr 3,2020, at 10: 25 AM, Joey Brown<joey. brown@libertycountyga. com>
wrote: CAUMN:

This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise caution before clicking
links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the sender. I

advise the wife this morning that I have to get a big er boat to be safe From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG] On
Behalf Of Steve Rapson

Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 10:22 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Governor' s

Order Question How

do
you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer Department
of

National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat they'
do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot boat?
good to go...
so how

re

image001. jpg>

Obviously some

levity is needed today.. It'
s
truly a brave new world. Food for
Thought 420

The phrase " brave new world" originated in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in
Act V, scene 1.

The speaker is Miranda, the daughter of Prospero, the former

Duke of Milan. Prospero entrusted his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero

would be free to study magic. Antonio took control and set Prospero and his
young daughter afloat in a boat that eventually landed on an island where the play
is set. The word " brave" as used in Shakespeare' s time meant not only bold, but
also showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses and was often used
as a word of approval or praise.
The phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if challenging change, but also
highlights the naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the
world of perceived control that it brings, a feeling of hope, often due to great
societal change.

Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srason@fayettecountyga. gov
770. 305. 5100
image002. png>
Fayette Couirmty offices aire:. IIIosed tm;: 112nlblic a irmtflll Allpirflll 30, 2020, iin albu indaunce of cantim;: urm:. m;: unceiriniing
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On
Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY - MANAGERS -AND ADM
INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>on

behalf of Laura Bernstein < lbernstein@UG0CCC.

00M>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM
INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:

Friday, April 3,
2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- 421

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Subject:

Re: Governor' s Order

Amen, Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave.
Warmly,
Laura

Lee Bernstein

On Fri, Apr 3, 2020 at 9: 39 AM Regina McDuffie < rm mccluffie148 @windstream. net> wrote:

image003. gif>
I guess I' ll be the first to say ...WTH? All of the measures to protect the employees and the general
public that our County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of
our services are considered " essential" and/ or critical infrastructure and staggered schedules will only
allow persons to pick up the bug while they' re " corona- cationing" and bring it back to work the next
day.

But on the other hand, it' s nice to know that I can still buy my " spirits", buy a gun and go play tennis
tomorrow.(

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager
image004. png>
121

S.

Sumter

St.

P. O. Box 297

Oglethorpe,

Email:

Ga

31068

rmmcduffie148CCwindstream.

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
422

office: 7o6- 989- 3602

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava, Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 25 AM
COUNTYCOUNTY-

Statewide

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:
Subject: [

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS] FW:

Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Executive Order

Attachments:

Shelter In Place Handout[ 2].
pdf; Summary of Executive Order Imposing Statewide
Shelter in Place asit Relates to Local Government 2020 04 02 (002). pdf Below

is a "profesional" email to our commissioners. Please
note the highlighted sentences. Meanwhile,

here' s what I wanted to say to them ( forgive the run- on sentence): Unless
you're a gro ming service, event venue, or dine -in restaurant, you can "essential y" do anything that you want as
long as your otherwise sheltering -in place, with less than ten strangers and you' re at least six feet apart, and agents of
the state will enforce it and we don' t have to anything for ten days."It
took nine pages to explain that?
Tt
K From:

Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty. net>
Date:
Friday, April 3,
2020 at 7:56 AM To:
Roy Thompson < roythompson1946@gmail.
Gibson <waltgibson@nctv.

com>,
Roy
Thompson < rhompson@bullochcounty.

com>,
Walter

Gibson <wgibson@bullochcounty.

net>,
Curt Deal <cdeal@bullochcounty.

net>,
Walter

net>,
Timmy Rushing trushing@bullochcounty.

net>,
Jappy Stringer jstringer@bullochcounty.

net>,
Anthony Simmons <adsimmons@nctv.

com>,
Ray
Mosley ray.

mosley@brodieintl. com>
Cc:
Jeff Akins <jakins@bullochcounty. net>,
Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty. net>,
Cindy Steinmann csteinmann@bullochcounty.
net>,
Cindy Mallett <cmallet @bullochcounty.
Governor'

s

Executive Order

net>
Subject:

Greetings,

Rather

than providing a copy of the Executive Order,I am providing two summaries that came from GEMA and ACCG.
The GEMA version may be more useful to citizens ( maybe), and the ACCG version is likely to be more useful in as es ing
internal county operations. Tersely: 1.
The

order commences today at 6:OOP and expires at 11: 59P on April 13.2.

All

local ordinances are suspended though the duration of this order (what was passed Tuesday including the curfew
is suspended). 3.

No

local enforcement of order; state only (Department of Public Safety, Public Health, DNR, etc.).
4.

Close

contact businesses, large event venues and dine -in portions of restaurant businesses are closed. 5.

Social

distancing is required and mass gathering of 10 or more is prohibited, with very minor exceptions. a.
This

applies to local government properties. 424

6.

Sheltering in place in your residence is required unless you are:
a.

Engaging in essential services ( broad).

b.

Working in critical infrastructure or basic operations ( broad).

c.

Performing necessary travel ( broad).

Though we will post the order and GEMA guidance on the county website ( not the ACCG document) and Facebook you
will obviously get questions. I think that it is fair to tell people that we are all trying to decipher what it means, but that
for immediate assistance they can contact the Governor' s Office at 404. 656. 1776. Or, they can find an electronic form to
fill out to his constituent services office at

S.

Meanwhile, this morning we will be trying to figure out how this impacts county operations. The order suggests to some
degree that we will be operating according to the status quo. However, leave requests primarily due to child care from
school closures are increasing among employees. We are still trying to assess essential versus non -essential personnel
for telework or furlough. We can' t even get laptops for telework requests because they can' t be delivered in a timely
way. We are looking at telework or staggered shift work and days of operation to minimize spread among employees
and to meet social distancing and gathering requirements.
All said, it is very messy and I fear that by the time we figure it out the order will expire unless it is amended or
changed. A lot of moving parts to say the least. We will keep you informed.
Tom

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 25 AM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order Now

you've done it Sledgeham er; It'
s a riddle. Uh....

uh.... huh,

huh, huh, huh. Hey

Butthead, you swim on one end of the boat, and I'
l swim on the other, and we' ll guide it in to bust those two chicks
on the shore who aren' t social distancing." Yeah,
Beavis, that

rocks ....
heh,

heh...heh, heh! We' re finally going to score!" TC

From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Rapson < srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

behalf of Steve

GOV>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,2020 at 10: 22 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG" C<OUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order Question

How
do you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer
Department

of National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat -they' re good
to go...so
how do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot boat?426

0

Obviously some levity is needed today...
It' s truly a brave new world.
Food for Thought

The phrase " brave new world" originated in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in Act V, scene
1.

The speaker is Miranda, the daughter of Prospero, the former Duke of Milan. Prospero

entrusted his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero would be free to study
magic.
Antonio took control and set Prospero and his young daughter afloat in a boat that
eventually landed on an island where the play is set. The word " brave" as used in Shakespeare' s
time meant not only bold, but also showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses
and was often used as a word of approval or praise.
The phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if challenging change, but also highlights the
naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the world of perceived control
that it brings, a feeling of hope, often due to great societal change.
Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770. 305. 5100

Fayette Couirity offices aire c. I Im; se
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From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Bernstein < lbernstein(

behalf of Laura

@UGOCCC. COM>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,
2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

I NSP LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Re: Governor'

Regina! The

s

Order Amen,

almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave. Warmly,

Laura
Lee

Fri, Apr

Bernstein On

3,2020

at

9: 39 AM Regina

McDuffie < rmmcduffie148@windstream.

net>
wrote:
I

gues I'
l be the first to say ...WTH? All

of the measures to protect the employees and the general public that our County
had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of our services are considered essential"
and/ or critical infrastructure and staggered schedules will only allow persons to pick up the bug while they'
re cor"
ona- cationing" and bring it back to work the next day.But

on the other hand, it's nice to know that I can still buy my "spirits", buy

Regina

M.
McDuffie, County Manager 428

a gun and go play tennis tomorrow. Regards,

P. O. Box 297

Oglethorpe,

Email:

rm

Ga

31068

cduffie1486a), windstrea .

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

ACCG. ORG>

on behalf of Joey Brown
joey. brown@LIBERTYCOUNTYGA. COM>
Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 25 AM

Sent:
To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order I

advise the wife this morning that I have to get a big er boat to be safe From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG] On Behalf Of Steve
Rapson

Sent:

Friday, April 3,
2020 10:22 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: COUNTY[

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Governor' s

Order Question How

do
you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer Department
of

National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat -they' re
do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot boat? 0 Obviously
go...
so how

good to

some

levity is needed today.. It'
s
truly a brave new world. Food for
Thought The phrase "

brave new
speaker

world" originated in

is Miranda, the daughter

Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in Act V, scene 1. The

of Prospero, the former

Duke of Milan. Prospero entrusted

his

kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero would be free to study magic. Antonio
took
control and set Prospero and his young daughter afloat in a boat that 430

eventually landed on an island where the play is set. The word " brave" as used in Shakespeare' s
time meant not only bold, but also showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses
and was often used as a word of approval or praise.
The phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if challenging change, but also highlights the
naive enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the world of perceived control
that it brings, a feeling of hope, often due to great societal change.
Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770.305. 5100

Fayette Cou irity offices aire:. IIIosed tm;: 112nlblic a irmtflll Allpirflll 30, 2020, iin albu indaunce of cantim;: urm:. m;: unceiriniing Coi:°oinaviirius
Ct; Vlll D- 1O)
e ask ouir° uresideints

tm;::.

ointact ius via Ilpl imm; one, eirnafll, oir° ouir° website to keep airy exposuire to a urmiiniurmu urn

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Bernstein < Ibernstein@UGOCCC.

behalf of Laura

COM>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,
2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order Amen,

Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave. 431

MANAGERS - AND ADM

Warmly,
Laura

Lee Bernstein

On Fri, Apr 3, 2020 at 9: 39 AM Regina McDuffie < rm mccluffie148 @windstream. net> wrote:

I guess I' ll be the first to say ...WTH? All of the measures to protect the employees and the general public that our
County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of our services are considered
essential" and/ or critical infrastructure and staggered schedules will only allow persons to pick up the bug while
they' re " corona- cationing" and bring it back to work the next day.

But on the other hand, it' s nice to know that I can still buy my " spirits", buy a gun and go play tennis tomorrow.(

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager

P. O. Box 297

Oglethorpe,

Email:

rm

Ga

31068

cduffieM& O)windstrea .

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602

432
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.
Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 22 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

GOV>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

AND- ADMINS] Governor'

ACCG. ORG

s

Order Question

How
do you regulate social distancing in a boat? Answer
Department

of National Resources advised that as long as they' re two persons per boat -they' re good
how do you maintain six foot separation on a six foot boat?F1
to go...so
Obviously

some levity is needed today...
It'
s truly a brave new world. Food
for Thought The

phrase "brave new world" originated in Shakespeare' s play The Tempest in Act V,scene 1.
The

speaker is Miranda, the

daughter of Prospero, the

former Duke of Milan. Prospero

entrusted

his kingdom to his brother Antonio so Prospero would be free to study magic.
Antonio
took control and set Prospero and his young daughter afloat in a boat that eventually
landed on an island where the play is set. The word "brave" as used in Shakespeare' s time
meant not only bold, but also showy or finely dressed, something that dazzled the senses and
was often used as a word of approval or praise. The
phrase used today, is meant to imply positive, if chal enging change, but also highlights the naive
enthusiasm we can have for technological wizardry and the world of perceived control that
it brings, a fe ling of hope, often due to great societal change. 434

Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770.305. 5100

Fayette Cou irity offices aire:. IIIosed tm;: 112nlblic a irmtflll Alpirflll 30, 2020, iin albu indaunce of cautim;:urm:. m;: ur ceiriniimg Coi:°oinaviirius
Ct; Vlll D- 19)
e ask ouir° uresideints tm;::.

ointact ius via IIFIIimm; one, eirnafll, oir° ouir° website to keep airy exposu ire to a urmfiniurmu urn

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 10: 15 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s Order Forgive

me. I

meant vulgar, not

vugar. Vugar

is typical y a given name to one of male gender in Azerbaijan. The
Knife From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Bernstein < lbernstein@UGOCCC.

behalf of Laura

COM>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Friday, April 3,
2020 at 9:43 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:
Re: Governor'

s

Order Amen,

Regina! The almighty dollar can cause a lot of folks to cave. Warmly,
Laura
Lee

Bernstein On

Fri, Apr 3,
2020 at 9:39 AM Regina McDuffie <rmmcduffie148@windstream.

net>
wrote: 435

I guess I' ll be the first to say ...WTH? All of the measures to protect the employees and the general public that our
County had put in place has been rescinded by the governor' s order. At this point, all of our services are considered
essential" and/ or critical infrastructure and staggered schedules will only allow persons to pick up the bug while
they' re " corona- cationing" and bring it back to work the next day.

But on the other hand, it' s nice to know that I can still buy my " spirits", buy a gun and go play tennis tomorrow.

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager

P. O. Box 297

Oglethorpe,

Email:

rm

Ga

31068

cduffieM& O)windstrea .

Phone: ( 478) 472- 7021

net

office

478) 244- 9102 mobile

Laura Lee Bernstein, County Manager
Board of Commissioners

215 McNaughton St.
Cusseta, Georgia 31805
office: 7o6- 989- 3602

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"ourtty
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Federal Funding Webinars < webinars@federalfundmanagement. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 59 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID-

19 Grants

viewing

this email?

Problem

Management —

From

Click here for our online

i

Use promo code I '
on this important

IIIII

I I"'"'

llllll °

a Recipient

version

for ° i

I Send

Perspective

to a friend

I ' rIII'

webinar.

II!

The unprecedented interruptions and disruptions caused by the coronavirus pandemic are leading
federal agencies to provide administrative relief to recipients and subrecipients as they try to keep
existing grant -funded programs operating. Policy guidance for managing these awards has been
spilling out of the Office of Management and Budget and its federal partners on an almost daily
basis. It' s intended to pare down the normal grant requirements and rebuild them for speedy
implementation.

While the government is providing " time -limited" relief, however, it is also cautioning that it is doing
so without compromising " accountability requirements." OMB has told the federal agencies what
kind of flexibility they are allowed. And some agencies are starting to extend certain flexibilities.
But there' s a lot of information out there — most of it presented from a federal government
viewpoint. And there are interpretive gaps that need filling.
We' ve organized this special webinar presented from a recipient and subrecipient
perspective. We' ll identify the types of relief that will apply automatically, as well as actions that
may need to be requested in order to sustain, restart or re -energize your existing grant -funded
programs. There will also be ample time for your specific questions.

0

You' ll get practical advice about:
The president' s national emergency declaration and why that' s important
OMB' s " administrative relief' directives: what they say and what they don' t say

439

The key role that FEMA and its disaster assistance experience is likely to play
Guidance issued about direct federal operations and how it might help recipients
How to craft internal policies that align with the time -limited federal guidance
Waiver authority for burdensome prior approvals
Justifications for sole source procurements involving emergency and exigent
circumstances

Applying federal cost principles to telework, shut -downs, leave utilization, cancellations
and other unique scenarios

I! I I I„

to register now!

il

Join Bob Lloyd, principal of Federal Fund Management AdvisorTM, and a respected authority on
policies and practices affecting the award, administration and oversight of federal grants,
contracts and subawards, for this detailed session that will help you manage grant awards during
this challenging

time.

Who Should Attend?

Sponsored projects administrators
Program managers
Principal investigators
Executives
Legal counsels
Finance directors
Human resources directors
Grant managers

THREE

EASY WAYS TO REGISTER:

Online at ,II ' ' ' , , „

i , d,ll l l '. t,l!LIp . I d.ii dd.!!
IT.. li! :'.:
By phone at 1- 888- 265- 0600

oinn

B Y..................
e- mail tog Tii vice +r. fed Tui allllf n. uiuimdui mamma d........................................................
Tui m iiit giiin

Attend this Live Webinar and Earn up to 2. 0 CPE Credits. I' leg iMeii ""I.": dadw
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Administering Your Federal Grants in a Crisis.
Level: Basic. Some knowledge of federal grant management and audit requirements is helpful.
Hand-out Materials: Attendees will receive presentation slides as well as access to background
documents.

Fields of study ( for NASBA CPE): Specialized Knowledge and Applications
dlllliidk IIIheire to view a list of all our upcoming and archived On -Demand webinars.

ili

To opt - out of mailings

related

to webinars,

please

440

click here.

-

To unsubscribe,

+
6+

please

click here.

f*

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 45 AM
McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Cc:

FW: Regional SBA Webinars- Pleasejoin us!

Subject:

FYI —

ensuring you received... too many names below.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

1DaJG- iERTY
aOTY
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Gina Webb < Gina. Webb@dca. ga. gov>
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 37 AM
To: Alicia Varnum ( calhounfc@yahoo. com) <
amandag@bainbridgecity.

andrewg@thomasville.

com>;

calhounfc@yahoo.

com>;

org; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.

April Norton < apriln@thomasville. org>;
bgrogan@selectmoultrie.

BHolmes@choosealbany.

ga. us>; Anthony Parker < aparker@albanytech. edu>;

Barbara Grogan ( bgrogan@selectmoultrie.

bjohnson . < bjohnson@gradyco.

com>;

com)

com)

org>; bmcinvale@southernregional.

edu; Dorough, Bo

Bob Alexander ( bob. alexander@cityofleesburgga. com)

bob. alexander@cityofleesburgga.

com>;

bookerl. gainor@yahoo. com; breddick ( breddick@swgrc. org)
Celia Bostwick < earlycoc@windstream.

breddick@swgrc. org>; Calhoun County < ccboc@windstream. net>;
chadwarbington@shuttersplus.

cityofbronwood@windstream.

connie. hobbs@bakercountyga.

com)

andrea@thomasvillechamber. com;

com>; Barbara Rivera. Holmes ( BHolmes@choosealbany.

bdorough@albanyga. gov>;

Warbington <

Amanda Glover ( amandag@bainbridgecity.

Amy Johnson < amy.johnson@moultriega. com>;

com>;

com>; City of Bronwood
Cole Posey < cposey@southern regionaLed u>;
Connie Hob s (

Chas Cannon < ccannon@ccboc.

net) < cityofbronwood@windstream.

com)connie.
<
hobbs@bakercountyga.

net>; Chad

net>;

com>;
Craig Bennett

cbennett@cityofpelhamga. com>;

Donald <DGray@albanyga. gov>;edadirector@windstream. net; ekwade4@gmail. com;
Heather White <
Forgey, Paul < PForgey@albanyga. gov>; George Anderson < beverly@decaturcountyga. gov>;
Gray Jr.,

HWhite@swgrc. org>;
Ware,Jawahn <
jayme@downtowncolquittga.

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>;
Jayme Smith jayme@downtowncolquit ga. com) <

com>; Jennifer

Burnum

jennifer@camillageorgia.

com>;

gradyjda@gmail. com>;Justin Strickland ( jstrickland@choosealbany.
com)jstrickland@choosealbany.
<
com>; justin.
cox@ccboc. com; KaCee Holt colquit mil ercoc@gmail. com>;
John

Hayes <

Karen

Singletary (

jhayes@cityofsylvester. com>;Julian

Brown <

ksingletary@cityofsylvester. com) ksingletary@cityofsylvester.
<
com>; karenrackley (karenrackley@msn.
Kimberly
Brooks
<
com)karenrackley@msn.
<
com>;
kbrooks@swgrc. org>;
Lauren Minor < lauren@bainbridgegachamber.
com>;Lisa

Calhoun <

cityofwhigham@windstream. net>;
Lynne

Jones

ga.gov)
lyn eJones@gdol. ga.
< gov>;
Molly Giddens < mgiddens@gachamber. com>;MSPurvis@southernco.
Paige

schalk@thomasvil e.

Gilchrist ( pgilchrist@mitchellcountyga. net) pgilchrist@mitchellcountyga.
<

lynne. jones@gdol.

com;

net>; Pam Schalk <

pam.

Hawkins
rhawkins@choosealbany. com>;
org>;
Paula Granger < countymanager@seminolecountyga. com>;Reedi
com;
Russell Gray < russellbgray@yahoo. com>; Savannah Hughes < tcchamberdirector@gmail.

rm@bainbridgedecaturga.

com>;sedwards. cotc@gmail.

szorn@rose. net) <
szorn@rose. net>;

Sherri

Spencer Mueller -

org>;
Steven
Suzanne

Angell <

com; Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.
Bailey (

gov>;Shelley

comanager@ bakercountyga. com)
comanager@bakercountyga. com>;

Early County ( spencer. mueller@earlycounty.

org)spencer. muel er@earlycounty.

City of Donalsonvil e ( shicks@donalsonvilega. org)shicks@donalsonvillega. org>;
sangell@swgrc. org>;
Tina Herring - Georgia Dept. of Economic 442
Hicks -

Zorn (

Development ( THerring@Georgia. org) < THerring@Georgia. org>; Tommie Beth Willis < tbwillis@moultriechamber.
Trey Gainous < trey@cairogachamber.

com>;

com>; Winston Oxford ( Winstono@lee. ga. us) < Winstono@lee. ga. us>

Subject: Regional SBA Webinars- Please join us!

Good morning,
As you know, this week, Congress passed Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES)
Act, a $ 2. 2 trillion stimulus package, and SBA programs are designed to lead the way in small
business recovery. The state of Georgia is laser -focused on economic recovery and appreciates
that small business ( companies with fewer than 500 employees) are lynchpin to our economy.
Yesterday, Governor Kemp announced the Georgia Department of Community Affairs, the
Georgia Department of Economic Development, and the Small Business Development Centers are

partnering to make sure that every small business in Georgia is aware of these programs. You
can read the full press release at the following link:

tt

s: /

v.

r %c ®

ov

ress-

cares®act-funding Beginning

releferview®

next week, we will conduct a series of webinars to help explain the small business assistance
in the CARES Act.Region 10' s webinar will be held on Monday, April 61"at 2:00 p.m. More
information about these webinars and other tools to assist Georgia' s smal businesses can be
found at:is®

small® business- recovery/ Please
help us spread the word about these webinars and this vital information by sharing this with
your contacts and on your social media platforms. Please
let me know if you have any questions or if we can be of further assistance. Many
thanks, Gina
Cornmunilty

Webb Ile
ion 11. 0 IIle Ili resein alive

A ff w,li I..
e: im more aMMnit ourcrommitPPent to

Georgia

II)
eIlia iftir neint of Cor nurrnunily Affairs P G
I13ox 678

Da son,

Georgia

39842

K/
IdbHe

i°
1ir Gina

404 387 1.4.29 PUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records law.Most written eommur?icatior?s to or from City artd Cour?ty o dals
regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email eommur?icatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 443

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 36 AM
Michael McCoy
Chris Clark: Current Job of Business, Phoebe Update, Thomas University, GA Banks
Mobilized for SMB Lending, Unemployment Claims, Shelter in Place

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 3, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Chamber CEO: The Current Job of Business
Our daily news feeds overwhelm us with statistics, predictions and
partisanship at every turn. Anxiety and worry consume many of our
friends and neighbors. We pour over our ledger sheets as we check in on
customers and clients. However, in this temporarily chaotic time, we want

to recognize the incredible sacrifice and leadership borne out of this crisis
and recommend

a few ways for how we all can rise to the challenge.

Georgia Banks Mobilized for Small Business Lending
Program, SBA Provides Helpful Clarity
Georgia' s banks are mobilizing to help distribute $ 349

billion in

emergency Small Business Administration ( SBA) loans to small
businesses

through

the Paycheck

Protection

CARES Act passed by Congress last week.

444

Program ( PPP),

part of the

News
Phoebe Reports Thursday
COVID- 19 Numbers

Thomas University Introduces
Justice Administration

as a New

Major

Processed
Claims

Unemployment

At Highest

Ever

Governor Kemp Issues Shelter in
Place Order
Georgia

Power Invites

Georgians

to Say ' Thank You' to Employees
during Thank a Lineman Month
Google For Startups Launches

Founders Academy For Georgia
Entrepreneurs

Via Digital

Workshops

Gov. Kemp, University of
Georgia' s SBDC

Provide

Overview of CARES Act Funding
Gov. Kemp, DCH Announce
Approval of 1135 Medicaid and
PeachCare

for Kids Waiver

445

Enrollment

Now Open

For Kia' s

Recent Video

The Great Unknowns Scholarship
Program

Senators Perdue, Loeffler Secure
Automatic

COVID- 19 Payments

For Seniors

The Home
Business

Depot Announces
Updates in Response

to COV I D- 19

Publix Now Offers Contactless

Pay Options

Kevin Shea on GEDA Events

Going Forward ( 1: 14)

SoftBank Group Announces End
of WeWork

Tender Offer

D

Because Closing Conditions Not
Met

Pretoria Fields Brewery Hand
Sanitizer

Now Available

to

Community
Albany Museum of Art Book Club
Is Going Virtual on Tuesday, April
7th

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

Jay Sharpe of U Save It

com

Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

Who Leave Your

Organization (

446

1: 33)

D

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

447

D

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

Lj

Recent Features
Phoebe Ramps Up Telehealth Services During COVID- 19 Pandemic
To continue to provide primary care services during the COVID- 19 public
health crisis, Phoebe has turned to telehealth technology so patients can
see their physicians and advanced practice providers (APP) without
leaving their homes.
SOS Reaffirms May 19 Primary Date; Provides More Information
There has been a lot of talk lately around Georgia' s planned May 19th
primary, including calls by one of the state' s top lawmakers to move the
election date into June because of concerns with the COVID- 19

outbreak. In an exclusive interview with InsiderAdvantage Monday,

448

Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger stood firm on his
commitment to the May 19 date.
More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available

449

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

450

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 07 AM

Sent:
To:

Barbara

Subject:

RE: Governors EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf
Summary of Executive Order Imposing Statewide Shelter in Place asit Relates to Local
Government 2020 04 02 ( 002). pdf

Attachments:

Rivera.

Holmes;

Subadan,

Sharon;

Cohilas,

Christopher

See attachment.

From:

Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes <

BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 8: 39 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

Cohilas,

Christopher

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Governors EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf
Thanks,

Sharon.

In reading the order, the Governor references the critical infrastructure

list from DHS, and also notes enforcement

of

local orders are suspended. There' s a lot of " pursuant to code" so there may be exceptions.
I' d like to discuss our order in light of the governor' s order.

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President and CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 W. Broad Ave. I Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700 1 albanyga. com I Facebook

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty,ea, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 7: 37: 53 PM
To: Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubad

Salbany >;

Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilasC dou herty, ea, us>;

Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes < BHolmes@a_1ban Ea. com>
Subject: RE: Governors EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf
Thanks

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Subadan,

Sharon" <

SdSubadan( @albanyg2. ov>

4/ 2/ 20 7: 08 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" <

Rivera.

Holmes" <

MMcCoyC@douherty,

BHolmesSalbanyBa.

a, us>, " Cohilas,

com>

Subject: Governors EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf
453

Christopher" <

CCohilasCdouherty,

ea, us>, " Barbara

FYI

Slllmiroiin Il f .,

Sulbaftin,

III411PS,

11[ 014k C114,

CIP14

Q-ty Manager
Office of the Q-ty Manager
11ione. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Rne Avenue, 2nd Hoor

Abany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Abany, GA 31702
wmitmkw

C

G E C

5

PUBLIC R EC0 RD S NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writtert comm ur?ica tior?s to or front City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor?request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to report this email as spam.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 06 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6

I' m with you.
Original Message ----From:

Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 03 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
It' s most condescending.

Sent from my Whone
On Apr 3, 2020, at 9: 00 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

From: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 45 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
FYI

From: Bob Langstaff
bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 35 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas
CCohilas@watsonspence.

com< mailto: CCohilas@watsonspence.

S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough @att. net<maiIto: bodorough@att.

com>>;

Kermit

net>>;
Cohilas, Christopher CCohilas@dougherty. ga.

us<
mailto:

CCohilas@dougherty.
CScott@albanyga.
kayful erandsons.

ga. us>>;Scott, Cedric

<
CScot @albanyga. gov<

mailto:

gov>>
Cc: Matt Fuller matt@

com<mailto:

matt@kayful lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon SdSubadan@albanyga. gov<
mailto:

SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>>;
Chad Warbington chadwarbington@shuttersplus.

mailto:

com<

chadwarbington@shuttersplus.
co

m»
Subject: RE:
Albany -

Dougherty

Coronavirus Emergency; Email #
6 Coronavirus Task Force
455

Members,

Thank you again for your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. City Commissioner Chad Warbington,
Matt Fuller, and I are still reviewing the Governor' s Order handed down today ( 4/ 2/ 20), but a few things need the
Coronavirus Task Force' s immediate attention.

1. Please confirm that the City of Albany and Dougherty County legal representatives agree that the Governor' s Order
preempts the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order adopted by the Mayor and Chairman.
People are already contacting

us, confused about how the Orders interact.

It would appear the Governor' s Order

trumps ours.

1.

Please confirm no additional local Orders are contemplated

in light of the Governor' s Order.

We would hate for folks to open back up for business, only to have to send folks home again or jump through
additional hurdles.

1. Please confirm how the Task Force recommends

for calls from individuals and business regarding the Governor' s

Order to be handled.

The Governor' s Order states that the GA Dept. of Econ. Development is authorized to issue guidance as to " Critical
Infrastructure" status. However, the Order does not state who will field questions from golf courses, gas stations, flower
shops, etc. We believe consistency is critical. Perhaps FAQ' s can be compiled locally, or the Chamber of Commerce can
be asked to assist.

A copy of the Governor' s Order and the official Handout for it are
attached. Online copies may be found here:
https:// gov. georgia. gov/ press- releases/ 2020- 04- 02/ governor- kemp- issues
shelter- place- order

Note on Page 3 of the Handout that it appears that no local ordinance can be any more or less restrictive. Also, note
on Page 3 of the Handout that only state law enforcement appears to be charged with enforcement of the Governor' s
Order at this time. Local law enforcement has not yet been deputized to enforce the Governor' s Order.
Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5 Chad Warbington, City
Commissioner Ward 4 Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2
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Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication,

the information contained herein

is attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of
the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the
unintended disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and
it does not constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is
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you may have of this communication.

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com< mailto: CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 4: 15 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>;
Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough@att. net< mailto: bodorough@att. net>>;

CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us< mailto: CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>;

Scott,

Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov< mailto: CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc: Matt

Fuller

matt@ kayfullerandsons. com< mailto: matt@kayful lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan,

Sharon

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov< mailto: SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 5

I don' t have time to provide a comprehensive
email....

response to this

But I will aim to answer some of the first question

1. We have been working within the taskforce to get a better break down from the testing facilities regarding who is a
doco citizen and who is not. Currently, PPMH is the largest source of testing and it has been working towards getting a
break down. As of the last report that I received ( not on new numbers recently released), DOCO was about 66 percent
of the positives that PPMH had. Also, please understand that the Health Department is testing health care workers and
People are also getting testing at certain medical facilities in DOCO. It
has been a challenge to get all of those providers reporting their numbers to the EMA so that they can be aggregated. I
say all of that to say this ....We are working very hard to try and get a more sophisticated breakdown of the positive tests
by county ....We hope to have that more refined in the next week. Everyone is working very hard on this... But your point
is well taken and something that we have been aiming to accomplish as well.

first responders.... Not sure of their breakdown....

Regarding backlog ... It appears that such is dwindling. We had a large number of tests just come back and we are
pleased to announce that there appear to be some significant developments in improving testing time. A lot of pressure
had to be placed on the previous testing vendor to get those batches back. I agree with all of your comments regarding
backlog ....It is frustrating and confuses the messaging and whether or not our efforts are in fact becoming effective.
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Goal is to have new testing stood up at PPMH shortly, which would allow results within 8 hours and more real time
reporting. Governor has been very helpful in getting the new testing in ... PPMH is however, still awaiting the cartridges
that go with the tests in order to get that new program up and running.
I will try and get you some additional responses later. Thank you very much for your input.
Cheers.

CSC

From: Bob Langstaff
bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3: 41 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.
Cohilas
bodorough@att. net<mai Ito:bodorough@att. net>>;
Chris S.
mailto:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

C ohilas@watsonpenc.

com<

com>>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

ga.

us<
mailto: C ohilas@dougherty. ga.us>;
Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.
gov< mailto:CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc:
Matt
Fuller

matt@

kayfullerandsons.

com<
mailto: matt@kayful
SdSubadan@albanyga.

lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon

gov<

mailto: SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>
Subject: RE:

Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #
5 Coronavirus

Task

Force Members, Thank you

again for your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. I know you are all working long, difficult hours to
help our community. Commissioner Fuller and I have some thoughts, questions and concerns we would like to share with
you as you continue your work on the Coronavirus Task Force.1.
Can

you please provide more detail concerning those who have tested positive for the Coronavirus in Dougherty County? We
understand

that HIPAA limits how much patient information can be shared. However, a little bit more information would be
helpful to the general public, and would not impose on anyone' s privacy rights. First,it
would be helpful to know when those who have tested positive were actually tested. As of 11: 28am on 3/
29/
20, the GA DPH reports that Dougherty County has 239 positive cases. According to the AJC, that number was 224 as of
7pm yesterday. Thus, it would ap ear that 15 new positive test results were received over that time period in Dougherty County.
This could give the public the false impression that the 3/
25/20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order adopted
by the Mayor and Chairman is not having the desired effect. However, it
has been repeatedly reported that there remains a substantial backlog on receiving the test results. Many results may
be coming in for persons who were exposed to the virus long before the Emergency Orders were implemented. As
of 11: 58am on 3/
29/ 20, Phoebe is reporting they are waiting on 1,
292 test results for their patients. As those
test results continue to trickle in over the next week or two,the public may lose hope if the results are not put into some
type of temporal context. Second, it

would be helpful for the public to know how many of the persons who tested positive participated in either one of
the two funerals held near the start of Dougherty County' s outbreak. Mayor Dorough is quoted in the AJC as saying that
is a discus ion for another day. https://
www. ajc. com/news/ state-- regional/ city- under- seige- coronavirus- 458

exacts- heavy- toll- albany/ xC9NO677gfDQSaGEQDXSAN/ While we understand his position, if we do not share the correct
information with the public, the public will be left to speculate or get the information for other sources.
In the article above, the AJC reports that two dozen family members affiliated with one funeral came down with flu like symptoms and that the first 20 Covid- 19 patients to go to Phoebe were somehow connected to the funeral services.

We don' t know how accurate any of that information is. We do know that NOT knowing the correct information could
give the public the false impression that the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order is not having the desired
effect. In the alternative, speculation about the sources of transmission could cause some to get the FALSE impression
that they are not at risk for contracting the virus themselves. Where there is a void of information, people will find
something to fill that void. It may be speculation or it may be inaccurate information.
Third, and for the same reasons stated above, it would helpful for the public to know how may who tested positive
were present at the courthouse when the juror who tested positive was present and how many were on the front lines
treating other Covid- 19 positive patients. We assume our Public Health Department is asking those who have tested
positive basic questions to help identify the sources of transmission, just as they would do for any other contagion.

1. Do we need to allocate financial resources to conduct swifter and more extensive testing for the virus in Dougherty
County?

Much has been said and written about the difficulty in obtaining swabs and test kits nationwide, as well as the delays
in obtaining test results. I understand Phoebe and the Task Force is working hard on solutions to those problems with
some promising solutions in the pipeline. However, Commissioner Fuller and I want to be absolutely certain that no
expense is spared in obtaining as swift and extensive testing as possible. If the City and County need to allocate
additional financial resources to assist, please let us know.

Commissioner Fuller and I have read that a very small town in Italy was able to " flatten the curve" of the coronavirus
by testing all of its residents. https:// news. sky. com/ story/ coronavirus- experiment- in- northern- italian- town- halts- allnew- infections- after- trial- 11959587 While total testing would be impossible to achieve in Albany -Dougherty County,
Commissioner Fuller and I believe that no expense should be spared in testing those persons whom we know have been
in close contact with infected persons.
Towards that end, we would like to know whether everyone who attended the two funerals and everyone who was

present at the courthouse when the juror who tested positive was present have been tested for the virus. If that has not
been done, we believe it should be done immediately. Similarly, those who attended any other gatherings where
infected persons were present should be tested. All those testing positive should be quarantined.

1. Please reconsider the closure of golf, tennis and pickleball courts.
The revised Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order dated 3/ 25/ 20 permits individuals to play golf, tennis, pickleball and
other sports so long as they do not congregate in groups of 10 or more and maintain six feet of social distancing
separation.

Under the Order, Essential Activities include:

Outdoor activity, such as, by way of example and without limitation, walking, hiking, running, or bicycling.
However, individuals shall not engage in team sports and/ or activities which result in the congregation

of ten ( 10) or

more persons. Individuals engaged in outdoor activities shall comply with Social Distancing Requirements.
Social Distancing Requirements means maintaining a minimum distance of six ( 6') feet from other individuals, washing
hands with soap and water for at least twenty seconds as frequently as possible or using hand sanitizer, covering coughs
or sneezes ( into the sleeve or elbow, not hands), regularly cleaning high - touch surfaces, and not shaking hands.
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It has been brought to our attention that, in contravention

of the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order, some

establishments have been directed to cease allowing golf, tennis, and pickleball to be played outdoors. We do not
believe these sports ( especially golf) pose any greater danger of virus transmittal than many other outdoor activities.
However, you do not have to take our word for it. Please consider the following:
In Raleigh, NC, they are encouraging golf and tennis:
https:// www. newsobserver. com/ news/ coronavirus/ article241562626. html

Although Disney closed all its theme parks, it remains open for golf:
https:// www. golfwdw. com/? CMP= OKC- 427_ GM_ WDW_ recreation_ waltdisneyworld
resortgolf_ NA

Connecticut
https://

lifted its ban on golfing:

www. hartfordbusiness. com/ article/ ct- reopens- golf-courses- with-

limitations- to- curb- covid- 19- outbreak

Myrtle Beach realized its error and did the same:

https:// www. myrtlebeachonline. com/ news/ coronavirus/ article241583986. ht
ml

The Golf Course Superintendents Association of America has many resources to help create a safe golfing
environment:

https:// www. gcsaa. org/ resources/ covid- 19- pandemic- resources.

However, the attached statement to

local governments appears to cover most everything to make golf safe.
We acknowledge that tennis and pickleball differs from golf in that participants in tennis and pickleball must touch the
same ball during play. However, at the very least, we should allow play to continue among members of the same
household.

There is simply no legitimate

reason to allow persons to break bread together around the dinner table while

they shelter in place, but refuse to allow them to enjoy a round of golf or a game of tennis or pickleball together
outdoors.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5 Matt Fuller, City Commissioner
Ward 2
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CONFIDENTIAL &

PRIVILEGED

Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication,

the information contained herein

is attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of
the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the
unintended disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and
it does not constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is
privileged, please immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which
you may have of this communication.

From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 6: 10 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.

bodorough@att. net<mai Ito:bodorough@att. net>>;
mailto: bdorough@albanyga.

gov;Chris S.Cohilas Cohilas@watsonpec. com<
mailto:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

ga.

us<
mailto: C ohilas@dougherty. ga.us>;
Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.
gov< mailto:CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc:
Matt
Fuller

matt@

kayfullerandsons.

com<
mailto:matt@kayful lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon
SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov<

mailto:SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>
Subject: RE:

Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email 4
#
Coronavirus

Task

Force Members, There is

one other gap in Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordina ce( which is based upon the Athens -Clarke County ordinance) that I
forgot to mention. I did

not have time to consult with Commissioner Fuller on

this one, but he

can weigh in on whether he

agrees with it.
I think tha the Ordinance needs to be clear that folks may leave their homes in order to leave the
city or county. I have
recivd a number of calls from people concerned that our Shelter in Place ordinance will prevent them from leaving town.
Some folks simply want to ride this thing out at their lake house or farm where no coronavirus cases have been reported.
Others want to go comfort family members living in other parts of the state with reported coronavirus cases.I
do not think we want to have folks stopped by law enforcement on their way out of town, and told to return to their homes.
As currently written, Mayor Dorough' s proposed Ordina ce allows people to return to their homes in Albany -Dougherty
County if they are currently away, but it does not allow them to leave Albany - Dougherty County except under
very limited circumstances. Thank you
for your consideration of these matters, Bob Langstaff, City 461

Commissioner Ward 5
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the information contained herein

is attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of
the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the
unintended disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and
it does not constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is
privileged, please immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which
you may have of this communication.

From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.

bodorough@att. net<mai Ito:bodorough@att. net>>;
mailto: bdorough@albanyga.

gov; Chris S. Cohilas Cohilas@wtsonpec. com<
mailto: CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

ga.

us<
mailto: C ohilas@dougherty. ga.us>;
Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.
gov< mailto: CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc:
Matt
Fuller

matt@

kayfullerandsons.

com<
mailto: matt@kayful
SdSubadan@albanyga.

lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon

gov<

mailto:SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>
Subject: RE:

Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email 3
#
Mayor

Dorough

and members of the Coronavirus Task Force,Commissioner Fuller

and I reviewed Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordina ce circulated today at 5:
13pm and attached hereto. Commissioner
Fuller

and

I want to be clear that we do NOT believe Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance is appropriate as

it would require the closure of most businesses in Albany -Dougherty County. 462

As we wrote in our Email # 2 submitted to you and the Task Force earlier today, we believe employers that can operate
with six ( 6) feet of separation

among employees

and customers should continue to do so. Towards that end, we renew

our suggestion that an Item xxiii be added under " Essential Businesses"

to read as follows:"

Any duly licensed business not otherwise restricted herein that operates with a minimum of six ( 6) feet of separation
between employees and other persons on the business premises at all times. Any such business shall insure such
separation is maintained at all times, including when employees and/ or other persons enter and exit the business.
Please note that under existing OSHA regulations, "

Each employer shall furnish to each of his employees employment

and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or
serious physical harm to his employees."— Section 5( a)( 1) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. Thus,
during the coronavirus pandemic, employers in Albany -Dougherty County are already required by federal law to provide
adequate separation among employees and other persons coming onto their business premises.
Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5 Matt Fuller, City Commissioner
Ward 2
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From:

Fuller,

Matthew

MFuller@albanyga. gov< mailto: MFuller@albanyga. gov>>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 21 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>

Subject: Fwd: Albany/ Dougherty County Ordinance

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "

borough, Bo"

bdorough@albanyga. gov< mailto: bdorough@albanyga. gov>>
Date: March 20, 2020 at 5: 13: 19 PM EDT
To: " Howard, Jon" <
MFuller@albanyga.

gov<

BJFletcher@albanyga.

JHoward @albanyga.gov<
mailto: JHoward @alb nyga. gov>>,
Fuller,Matthew" <
mailto: MFuller@albanyga. gov>>,
Fletcher, BJ"

gov<

maiIto:BJFletcher@aIbanyga. gov>>,
Warbington, Chad"
cwarbington@albanyga.
gov<
mailto:
cwarbington@albanyga.

gov>>,
Langstaff,

Bob"BLangstaf @albanyga.

gov<
mailto:

BLangstaff@albanyga.
mailto:

County

gov>>,
Young,
"
Demetrius" <
DYoung@albanyga.

gov<

DYoung@albanyga. gov>>Subject: Albany/ Dougherty

Ordinance Bo Dorough, Mayor

Office of

the

Mayor P.O.Box
383 Albany,

GA 31702

Phone: 229. 888.
2757
2959

Fax: 229. 888.

www. albanyga. gov<

http://
www.albanyga. gov/> PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE:
Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications

may be subject

to public disclosure. image002. jpg>
image004.

jpg>
image006.

jpg>
image008.
jpg>
GA
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 03 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
image002jpg; image004jpg; image006jpg; image008jpg

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

It' s most condescending.
Sent from my Whone

On Apr 3, 2020, at 9: 00 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

From: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 45 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
FYI

From: Bob Langstaff
bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 35 PM
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com< mailto: CCohilas@watsonspence.

S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough @att. net<maiIto: bodorough@att.

com>>;

Kermit

net>>;
Cohilas, Christopher CCohilas@dougherty. ga.

us<
mailto:

CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>>;Scott, Cedric
CScott@albanyga.
kayful erandsons.

gov>>
Cc: Matt Fuller

<
CScot @albanyga. gov<

mailto:

matt@

com<mailto:

matt@kayful lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon SdSubadan@albanyga. gov<
mailto:

SdSubadan@albanyga.

mailto:

gov>>;
Chad Warbington chadwarbington@shuttersplus. com<
chadwarbington@shuttersplus.

co m»
Subject: RE:
Albany Dougherty

Coronavirus Emergency; Email #6 Coronavirus Task Force

Members,

Thank you again for

your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. City Commissioner Chad Warbington, Matt Fuller,and I
are still reviewing the Governor' s Order handed down today ( 4/
2/
20),
but a few things

need the Coronavirus Task Force' s

immediate attention. 1.
Please confirm that

the City of Albany and Dougherty County legal representatives agree that the Governor' s Order preempts the 3/ 25/
20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order adopted by the Mayor and Chairman. 466

People are already contacting us, confused about how the Orders interact. It would appear the Governor' s Order
trumps ours.

1.

Please confirm no additional local Orders are contemplated in light of the Governor' s Order.

We would hate for folks to open back up for business, only to have to send folks home again or jump through
additional hurdles.

1. Please confirm how the Task Force recommends for calls from individuals and business regarding the Governor' s
Order to be handled.

The Governor' s Order states that the GA Dept. of Econ. Development

is authorized

to issue guidance as to " Critical

Infrastructure" status. However, the Order does not state who will field questions from golf courses, gas stations, flower
shops, etc. We believe consistency is critical. Perhaps FAQ' s can be compiled locally, or the Chamber of Commerce can
be asked to assist.

A copy of the Governor' s Order and the official Handout for it are
attached. Online copies may be found here:
https:// gov. georgia. gov/ press- releases/ 2020- 04- 02/ governor- kemp- issues
shelter- place- order

Note on Page 3 of the Handout that it appears that no local ordinance can be any more or less restrictive.
on Page 3 of the Handout that only state law enforcement

appears to be charged with enforcement

Order at this time. Local law enforcement has not yet been deputized to enforce the Governor' s Order.
Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5 Chad Warbington, City
Commissioner Ward 4 Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2
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Also, note

of the Governor' s
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From:

Chris S. Cohilas

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com< mailto: CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 4: 15 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>;
Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough@att. net< mailto: bodorough@att. net>>;

CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us< mailto: CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>;

Scott,

Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov< mailto: CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc: Matt

Fuller

matt@ kayfullerandsons. com< mailto: matt@kayful lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan,

Sharon

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov< mailto: SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 5

I don' t have time to provide a comprehensive response to this
But I will aim to answer some of the first question

email....

1. We have been working within the taskforce to get a better break down from the testing facilities regarding who is a
doco citizen and who is not. Currently, PPMH is the largest source of testing and it has been working towards getting a
break down. As of the last report that I received ( not on new numbers recently released), DOCO was about 66 percent
of the positives that PPMH had. Also, please understand that the Health Department is testing health care workers and
first responders.... Not sure of their breakdown....

People are also getting testing at certain medical facilities in DOCO. It
has been a challenge to get all of those providers reporting their numbers to the EMA so that they can be aggregated. I
say all of that to say this ....We are working very hard to try and get a more sophisticated breakdown of the positive tests
by county ....We hope to have that more refined in the next week. Everyone is working very hard on this... But your point
is well taken and something that we have been aiming to accomplish

as well.

Regarding backlog ...It appears that such is dwindling. We had a large number of tests just come back and we are
pleased to announce that there appear to be some significant developments in improving testing time. A lot of pressure
had to be placed on the previous testing vendor to get those batches back. I agree with all of your comments regarding
backlog ....It is frustrating and confuses the messaging and whether or not our efforts are in fact becoming effective.
Goal is to have new testing stood up at PPMH shortly, which would allow results within 8 hours and more real time
reporting. Governor has been very helpful in getting the new testing in ... PPMH is however, still awaiting the cartridges
that go with the tests in order to get that new program up and running.
I will try and get you some additional responses later. Thank you very much for your input.
Cheers.
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CSC

From: Bob Langstaff
bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3: 41 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.
Cohilas
bodorough@att. net<mai Ito:bodorough@att. net>>;
Chris S.
mailto: CCohilas@watsonspence.

C ohilas@watsonpenc.

com<

com>>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

ga.

us<
mailto: C ohilas@dougherty. ga.us>;
Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.
gov< mailto: CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc:
Matt
Fuller

matt@

kayfullerandsons.

com<
mailto: matt@kayful
SdSubadan@albanyga.

lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon

gov<

mailto: SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>
Subject: RE:

Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email 5
#
Coronavirus

Task

Force Members, Thank you

again for your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. I know you are all working long, difficult hours to
help our community. Commissioner Fuller and I have some thoughts, questions and concerns we would like to share with
you as you continue your work on the Coronavirus Task Force.1.
Can

you please provide more detail concerning those who have tested positive for the Coronavirus in Dougherty County? We
understand

that HIPAA limits how much patient information can be shared. However, a little bit more information would be
helpful to the general public, and would not impose on anyone' s privacy rights. First,it
would

be helpful to know when those who have tested positive were actually tested. As of

11: 28am on 3/
29/

20, the GA DPH reports that Dougherty County has 239 positive cases. According to the AJC, that number was 224 as of
7pm yesterday. Thus, it would ap ear that 15 new positive test results were received over that time period in Dougherty County.
This could give the public the false impression that the 3/
25/20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order adopted
by the Mayor and Chairman is not having the desired effect. However, it
has been repeatedly reported that there remains a substantial backlog on receiving the test results. Many results

may

be coming in for persons who were exposed to the virus long before the Emergency Orders were implemented. As
of 11: 58am on 3/
29/ 20, Phoebe is reporting they are waiting on 1,
292 test results for their patients. As those
test results continue to trickle in over the next week or two,the public may lose hope if the results are not put into some
type of temporal context. Second, it

would be helpful for the public to know how many of the persons who tested positive participated in either one of
the two funerals held near the start of Dougherty County' s outbreak. Mayor Dorough is quoted in the AJC as saying that
is a discus ion for another day. https://
www. ajc. com/news/ state-- regional/ city- under- seige- coronavirus- exacts- heavytoll-albany/ xC9NO67 gfDQSaGEQDXSAN/ While we

understand his position, if we do not share the correct information with

the public, the public will be left to speculate or get the information for other sources. In the
article above, the AJC reports that two dozen family members affiliated with one funeral came down with flu like
symptoms
and that the first 20 Covid- 19 patients to go to Phoebe were somehow connected to the funeral services. We don'
t know how accurate any of that information is.We do know that NOT knowing the correct information could give the
public the false impression that the 3/
25/20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order is not having the desired 469

effect. In the alternative, speculation about the sources of transmission could cause some to get the FALSE impression
that they are not at risk for contracting the virus themselves. Where there is a void of information, people will find
something to fill that void.

It may be speculation

or it may be inaccurate

information.

Third, and for the same reasons stated above, it would helpful for the public to know how may who tested positive

were present at the courthouse when the juror who tested positive was present and how many were on the front lines
treating other Covid- 19 positive patients. We assume our Public Health Department is asking those who have tested
positive basic questions to help identify the sources of transmission, just as they would do for any other contagion.

1. Do we need to allocate financial resources to conduct swifter and more extensive testing for the virus in Dougherty
County?

Much has been said and written about the difficulty in obtaining swabs and test kits nationwide, as well as the delays
in obtaining test results.

I understand

Phoebe and the Task Force is working hard on solutions to those problems with

some promising solutions in the pipeline. However, Commissioner Fuller and I want to be absolutely certain that no
expense is spared in obtaining as swift and extensive testing as possible. If the City and County need to allocate
additional financial resources to assist, please let us know.
Commissioner Fuller and I have read that a very small town in Italy was able to " flatten the curve" of the coronavirus
by testing all of its residents. https:// news. sky. com/ story/ coronavirus- experiment- in- northern- italian- town- halts- allnew- infections- after- trial- 11959587 While total testing would be impossible to achieve in Albany -Dougherty County,
Commissioner Fuller and I believe that no expense should be spared in testing those persons whom we know have been
in close contact with infected persons.
Towards that end, we would like to know whether everyone who attended the two funerals and everyone who was

present at the courthouse when the juror who tested positive was present have been tested for the virus. If that has not
been done, we believe it should be done immediately. Similarly, those who attended any other gatherings where
infected persons were present should be tested. All those testing positive should be quarantined.

1. Please reconsider the closure of golf, tennis and pickleball courts.
The revised Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order dated 3/ 25/ 20 permits individuals to play golf, tennis, pickleball and
other sports so long as they do not congregate in groups of 10 or more and maintain six feet of social distancing
separation.

Under the Order, Essential Activities include:

Outdoor activity, such as, by way of example and without limitation, walking, hiking, running, or bicycling.
However, individuals shall not engage in team sports and/ or activities which result in the congregation

of ten ( 10) or

more persons. Individuals engaged in outdoor activities shall comply with Social Distancing Requirements.
Social Distancing Requirements means maintaining a minimum distance of six ( 6') feet from other individuals, washing
hands with soap and water for at least twenty seconds as frequently as possible or using hand sanitizer, covering coughs
or sneezes ( into the sleeve or elbow, not hands), regularly cleaning high -touch surfaces, and not shaking hands.
It has been brought to our attention that, in contravention

of the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order, some

establishments have been directed to cease allowing golf, tennis, and pickleball to be played outdoors. We do not
believe these sports ( especially golf) pose any greater danger of virus transmittal than many other outdoor activities.
However, you do not have to take our word for it. Please consider the following:
In Raleigh, NC, they are encouraging golf and tennis:
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https:// www. newsobserver. com/ news/ coronavirus/ article241562626. html

Although Disney closed all its theme parks, it remains open for golf:
https:// www. golfwdw. com/? CMP= OKC- 427_ GM_ WDW_ recreation_ waltdisneyworld
resortgolf_ NA

Connecticut lifted its ban on golfing:
https://

www. hartfordbusiness. com/ article/ ct- reopens- golf-courses- with-

limitations- to- curb- covid- 19- outbreak

Myrtle Beach realized its error and did the same:

https:// www. myrtlebeachonline. com/ news/ coronavirus/ article241583986. ht
ml

The Golf Course Superintendents Association of America has many resources to help create a safe golfing
environment:

https:// www. gcsaa. org/ resources/ covid- 19- pandemic- resources.

However, the attached statement to

local governments appears to cover most everything to make golf safe.
We acknowledge that tennis and pickleball differs from golf in that participants in tennis and pickleball must touch the
same ball during play. However, at the very least, we should allow play to continue among members of the same
household.

There is simply no legitimate

reason to allow persons to break bread together around the dinner table while

they shelter in place, but refuse to allow them to enjoy a round of golf or a game of tennis or pickleball together
outdoors.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5 Matt Fuller, City Commissioner
Ward 2
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bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>

CONFIDENTIAL &

PRIVILEGED

Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication,

the information contained herein

is attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of
the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the
unintended disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and
it does not constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is
privileged, please immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which
you may have of this communication.

From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 6: 10 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.

bodorough@att. net<mai Ito:bodorough@att. net>>;
mailto: bdorough@albanyga.

gov;Chris S.Cohilas Cohilas@watsonpec. com<
mailto:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

ga.

us<
mailto: C ohilas@dougherty. ga.us>;
Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.
gov< mailto:CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc:
Matt
Fuller

matt@

kayfullerandsons.

com<
mailto: matt@kayful
SdSubadan@albanyga.

lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon

gov<

mailto: SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>
Subject: RE:

Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #
4 Coronavirus

Task

Force Members, There is

one other gap in Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordina ce( which is based upon the Athens -Clarke County ordinance) that I
forgot to mention. I did

not have time to consult with Commissioner Fuller on

this one, but he

can weigh in on whether he

agrees with it.
I think tha the Ordinance needs to be clear that folks may leave their homes in order to leave the
city or county. I have

recivd a number of calls from people concerned that our Shelter in Place ordinance will prevent them from leaving town.
Some folks simply want to ride this thing out at their lake house or farm where no coronavirus cases have been reported.
Others want to go comfort family members living in other parts of the state with reported coronavirus cases.I
do not think we want to have folks stopped by law enforcement on their way out of town, and told to return to their homes.
As currently written, Mayor Dorough' s proposed Ordina ce allows people to return to their homes in Albany -Dougherty
County if they are currently away, but it does not allow them to leave Albany - Dougherty County except under
very limited circumstances. Thank you
for your consideration of these matters, Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward
5 cid:image0 6.
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Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road

Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P. O. Box 1306

Albany, GA 31702
229)

436- 5725

229) 329- 4606 fax
bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>

CONFIDENTIAL &

PRIVILEGED

Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication, the information contained herein

is attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of
the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the
unintended disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and
it does not constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is
privileged, please immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which
you may have of this communication.

From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.

bodorough@att. net<mai Ito:bodorough@att. net>>;
mailto: bdorough@albanyga.
gov; Chris
mailto:

S. Cohilas Cohilas@watsonpec. com<
CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>>;
CCohilas@dougherty.

ga.

us<
mailto: C ohilas@dougherty. ga.us>;
Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.
gov< mailto:CScott@albanyga. gov>>
Cc:
Matt
Fuller

matt@

kayfullerandsons.

com<
mailto: matt@kayful
SdSubadan@albanyga.

lerandsons. com>>;
Subadan, Sharon

gov<

mailto: SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>>
Subject: RE:

Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #
3 Mayor

Dorough

and members of the Coronavirus Task Force, Commissioner Fuller

and I reviewed Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordina ce circulated today at 5:
13pm and attached hereto. Commissioner
Fuller

and

I want to be clear that we do NOT believe Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance is appropriate as

it would require the closure of most businesses in Albany -Dougherty County. As we
wrote in our Email # 2 submitted to you and the Task Force earlier today, we believe employers that can operate with six (
6)
feet of separation among employees and customers should continue to do so. Towards that end,we renew our suggestion
that an Item xxiii be added under " Essential Businesses"

to read

as follows:" 473

Any duly licensed business not otherwise restricted herein that operates with a minimum of six ( 6) feet of separation
between employees and other persons on the business premises at all times. Any such business shall insure such
separation is maintained at all times, including when employees and/ or other persons enter and exit the business.
Please note that under existing OSHA regulations, " Each employer shall furnish to each of his employees employment

and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or
serious physical harm to his employees."— Section 5( a)( 1) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. Thus,
during the coronavirus pandemic, employers in Albany -Dougherty County are already required by federal law to provide
adequate separation

among employees

and other persons coming onto their business premises.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5 Matt Fuller, City Commissioner
Ward 2

cid: image008. jpg@01D60996. 3B38A240]
Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.

Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road

Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P. O. Box 1306

Albany, GA 31702
229)

436- 5725

229) 329- 4606 fax
bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>

CONFIDENTIAL &

PRIVILEGED

Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication, the information contained herein

is attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of
the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the
unintended disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and
it does not constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is
privileged, please immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which
you may have of this communication.

From:

Fuller,

Matthew

MFuller@albanyga. gov< mailto: MFuller@albanyga. gov>>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 21 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com< mailto: bob@langstafflaw. com>>

Subject: Fwd: Albany/ Dougherty County Ordinance
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Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "

borough, Bo"

bdorough@albanyga. gov< mailto: bdorough@albanyga. gov>>
Date: March 20, 2020 at 5: 13: 19 PM EDT
To: " Howard, Jon" <
MFuller@albanyga.

gov<

BJFletcher@albanyga.

JHoward @albanyga. gov<
mailto: JHoward @alb nyga. gov>>,
Fuller, Matthew" <
mailto: MFuller@albanyga. gov>>,
Fletcher, BJ"

gov<

maiIto:BJFletcher@aIbanyga. gov>>,
Warbington, Chad"
cwarbington@albanyga.
gov<
mailto:
cwarbington@albanyga.

gov>>,
Langstaff,

Bob"BLangstaf @albanyga.

gov<
mailto:

BLangstaff@albanyga.
mailto:

County

gov>>,
Young,
"
Demetrius" <
DYoung@albanyga.

gov<

DYoung@albanyga. gov>>Subject: Albany/ Dougherty

Ordinance Bo Dorough, Mayor

Office of

the

Mayor P.O.Box
383 Albany,

GA 31702

Phone: 229. 888.
2757
2959

Fax: 229. 888.

www. albanyga. gov<

http://
www.albanyga. gov/> PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE:
Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure. image002. jpg>
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 3, 2020 9: 00 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

FW: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
GA Shelter in Place Governor 04. 02. 20. 01. pdf; Statewide Shelter In Place Handout. pdf

Attachments:

From: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 45 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
FYI

From: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 35 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough@att. net>;Cohilas,

CCohilas@watsonspencexom>;

Christopher

CCohilas@dougherty,—

Cedric <CScott@albanyga.
gov>
Cc:
a,
Scott,
>;
Matt

Fuller <matt@kayful erandsons.

com>;
Subadan,

shuttersplus.

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

Warbington chadwarbington
gov>;
Chad

com>
Subject:

RE: Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #
6

Cor navirus

Task Force Members, Thank

you again for your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. City Commissioner Chad Warbington, Matt
Fuller, and I are still reviewing the Governor' s Order handed down today (4/
2/ 20), but a few things need the Coronavirus
Task Force' s im ediate attention. 1.

Please

confirm that the City of Albany and Dougherty County legal representatives agree that the Governor' s Order
preempts the 3/25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order adopted by the Mayor and Chairman. People

are already contacting us,
confused about how the Orders interact. It

would appear the Governor' s Order trumps

ours. 2.

Please

confirm no additional local Orders are contemplated in

light of the Governor' s Order. We

would hate for folks to open back up for business, only to have to send folks home again or jump through additional
hurdles. 3.

Please

confirm how

the Task Force recommends for

calls from individuals and

business regarding the

Governor' s

to be handled. The

Governor' s Order states that the GA Dept. of Econ. Development is authorized to issue guidance as to "Critical Infrastructure"
status. However, the Order does not state who will field questions from golf courses, gas stations, flower
shops, etc. We believe consistency is critical. Perhaps FAQ' s can be compiled locally, or the Chamber of Commerce
can be asked to assist. 476

Order

A copy of the Governor' s Order and the official Handout for it are attached. Online copies may be found here:
hlace-

order Note

on Page 3 of the Handout that it ap ears that no local ordinance can be any more or less restrictive. Also, note on
Page 3 of the Handout that only state law enforcement appears

to be charged with enforcement of

the Governor'

s Order at this time. Local law enforcement has not yet been deputized to enforce the Governor' s Order. Thank

you for your consideration of these matters, Bob

Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5 Chad
Warbington, City Commissioner Ward 4 Matt
Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2 0*

00

LA

NGS AFF

LAW 0000

Robert

B.
Langstaf , Jr.
Langstaf
Law LLC 1916
Dawson Road Albany,

GA 31707 Mailing:
P.
O. Box 1306 Albany,

GA 31702 229)
436- 5725 229)
329- 4606 fax bob
@ langstaf law. com CONFIDENTIAL &

PRIVILEGED
otherwise

indicated

Unless

or

obvious from

the nature of

the above communication, the

information contained

herein

is

attorney -

client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of the individual
or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended disclosure
rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not constitute
legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please immediately
notify us by return email and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this communication.
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From:

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilaswatsonspence,

com>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 4: 15 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob

langstafflaw. com>; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough

Scott, Cedric < CScottSalbanyga,

att. net>;

CCohilas( e dougherty.

a, us;

gov>

Cc: Matt Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons. com>; Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan( @albanyga, gov>

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 5

I don' t have time to provide a comprehensive response to this email.... But I will aim to answer some of the first question
1.

We have been working within the taskforce to get a better break down from the testing facilities regarding who
is a doco citizen and who is not. Currently, PPMH is the largest source of testing and it has been working
towards getting a break down. As of the last report that I received ( not on new numbers recently released),
DOCO was about 66 percent of the positives that PPMH had. Also, please understand that the Health
Department is testing health care workers and first responders.... Not sure of their breakdown.... People are also
getting testing at certain medical facilities in DOCO. It has been a challenge to get all of those providers
reporting their numbers to the EMA so that they can be aggregated. I say all of that to say this ....We are working
very hard to try and get a more sophisticated breakdown of the positive tests by county.... We hope to have that
more refined in the next week. Everyone is working very hard on this... But your point is well taken and
something that we have been aiming to accomplish as well.
Regarding backlog ...It appears that such is dwindling. We had a large number of tests just come back and we are
pleased to announce that there appear to be some significant developments in improving testing time. A lot of
pressure had to be placed on the previous testing vendor to get those batches back. I agree with all of your
comments regarding backlog ....It is frustrating and confuses the messaging and whether or not our efforts are in
fact becoming effective. Goal is to have new testing stood up at PPMH shortly, which would allow results within
8 hours and more real time reporting. Governor has been very helpful in getting the new testing in ... PPMH is
however, still awaiting the cartridges that go with the tests in order to get that new program up and running.
I will try and get you some additional responses later. Thank you very much for your input.
Cheers.

CSC

From: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3: 41 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough@att. net>; Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas
CCohilas@c1ougherty,
Cc: Matt

watsonspence, com>;

ga, us; Scott, Cedric < CScott( e albanyga. gov>

Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons.

com>;

Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan( @albanyga, gov>

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 5
Coronavirus Task Force Members,

Thank you again for your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. I know you are all working long, difficult
hours to help our community. Commissioner Fuller and I have some thoughts, questions and concerns we would like to
share with you as you continue your work on the Coronavirus Task Force.
1.

Can you please provide more detail concerning those who have tested positive for the Coronavirus in Doughe
County?
478

We understand that HIPAA limits how much patient information can be shared. However, a little bit more information
would be helpful to the general public, and would not impose on anyone' s privacy rights.
First, it would be helpful to know when those who have tested positive were actually tested.

As of 11: 28am on 3/ 29/ 20,

the GA DPH reports that Dougherty County has 239 positive cases. According to the AJC, that number was 224 as of
7pm yesterday. Thus, it would appear that 15 new positive test results were received over that time period in
Dougherty County. This could give the public the false impression that the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place
Order adopted by the Mayor and Chairman is not having the desired effect.
However, it has been repeatedly reported that there remains a substantial backlog on receiving the test results. Many
results may be coming in for persons who were exposed to the virus long before the Emergency Orders were
implemented. As of 11: 58am on 3/ 29/ 20, Phoebe is reporting they are waiting on 1, 292 test results for their
patients. As those test results continue to trickle in over the next week or two, the public may lose hope if the results
are not put into some type of temporal context.
Second, it would be helpful for the public to know how many of the persons who tested positive participated in either
one of the two funerals held near the start of Dougherty County' s outbreak. Mayor Dorough is quoted in the AJC as
saying that is a discussion for another day. https:// www, aic, com/ news/ state-- reionallcity- under- sere- coronavirusexacts- heavy- toll- albanylxC9NO677fDSaGEgDXSAN/ While we understand his position, if we do not share the correct information
with the public, the public will be left to speculate or get the information for other sources. In
the article above, the AJC reports that two dozen family members affiliated with one funeral came down with flu like
- symptoms
and that the first 20 Covid- 19 patients to go to Phoebe were somehow connected to the funeral services. We

don'

t know how accurate any of that information is.
We do know that NOT knowing the correct information could give the
public the false impression that the 3/25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order is not having the desired effect. In the
alternative, speculation about the sources of transmis ion could cause some to get the FALSE impression that they are
not at risk for contracting the virus themselves. Where there is a void of information, people will find something to fill
that void. It may be speculation or it may be inaccurate information. Third,
and

for the same reasons stated above, it

at

the courthouse when

would helpful for the public to know how may who tested positive were present

the iuror who tested positive

was

present and

how many were on the front lines treating

other Covid- 19 positive patients. We assume our Public Health Department is asking those who have tested positive
basic questions to help identify the sources of transmis ion, just as they would do for any other contagion. 2.
Do

we need to allocate financial resources to conduct swifter and more extensive testing for the virus in Dougherty
County?Much

has been said and written about the difficulty in obtaining swabs and test kits nationwide, as well as the delays in obtaining
test results. I

understa Phoebe

and the Task Force is working hard on solutions to those problems with some

promising solutions in the pipeline. However, Commissioner Fuller and I want to be absolutely certain that no expense
is spared in obtaining as swift and extensive testing as possible. If
financial resources to assist, please let us know. Commissioner

the City and County need to allocate additional

Fuller and I have read that a very small town in Italy was able to fla"
t en the curve" of the coronavirus by testing
sky,
com/
st
o
ryl
c
oronavi
r
usexperimentinnorthern- Italian- town- halts- all-new- infectionsall of its residents. https://
news,
after-trial-11959587 While total testing would be impossible to achieve in Albany - Dougherty County, Commissioner
Fuller and I beliv that no expense should be spared in testing those persons whom we know have been in
close contact with infected persons. Towards
that end, we would like to know whether everyone who attended the two funerals and everyone who was present

at the courthouse when the juror who tested positive was present have been tested for the virus. If

that has not 479

been done, we believe it should be done immediately. Similarly, those who attended any other gatherings where
infected persons were present should be tested. All those testing positive should be quarantined.
3.

Please

reconsider

the closure

of golf, tennis and pickleball

courts.

The revised Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order dated 3/ 25/ 20 permits individuals to play golf, tennis, pickleball and
other sports so long as they do not congregate in groups of 10 or more and maintain six feet of social distancing
separation.

Under the Order, Essential Activities include:

Outdoor activity, such as, by way of example and without limitation, walking, hiking, running,
or bicycling. However, individuals shall not engage in team sports and/ or activities which result
in the congregation of ten ( 10) or more persons. Individuals engaged in outdoor activities
shall comply with Social Distancing Requirements.
Social Distancing Requirements means maintaining a minimum distance of six ( 6) feet from
other individuals, washing hands with soap and water for at least twenty seconds as frequently
as possible or using hand sanitizer, covering coughs or sneezes ( into the sleeve or elbow, not
hands), regularly cleaning high -touch surfaces, and not shaking hands.
It has been brought to our attention that, in contravention

of the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order, some

establishments have been directed to cease allowing golf, tennis, and pickleball to be played outdoors. We do not
believe these sports ( especially golf) pose any greater danger of virus transmittal than many other outdoor
activities. However, you do not have to take our word for it. Please consider the following:
In Raleigh, NC, they are encouraging golf and tennis:
https:// www. newsobserver. com/ news/ coronavirus/ article241562626. html

Although Disney closed all its theme parks, it remains open for golf:
https:// www, golfwdw, com/? CMP- OKC- 42i

GM

WDW

recreation

waltdisneyworldresortgolf

NA

Connecticut lifted its ban on golfing:
httos:// www. hartfordbusiness. com/ article/ ct- reooens- eolf- courses- with- limitations- to- curb- covid- 19- outbreak

Myrtle Beach realized its error and did the same:

https:// www, myrtlebeachonline, com/ news/ coronavirus

article241583986. html

The Golf Course Superintendents Association of America has many resources to help create a safe golfing environment:
https:// www, gcsaa, org/ resources/ covid- l9- pandemic- resources.

However, the attached statement to local

governments appears to cover most everything to make golf safe.
We acknowledge that tennis and pickleball differs from golf in that participants in tennis and pickleball must touch the
same ball during play. However, at the very least, we should allow play to continue among members of the same
household. There is simply no legitimate reason to allow persons to break bread together around the dinner table while
they shelter in place, but refuse to allow them to enjoy a round of golf or a game of tennis or pickleball together
outdoors.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
480

Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2
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P. O. Box 1306
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229) 436- 5725
229) 329- 4606 fax
bob @ langstafflaw. com
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From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 6: 10 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorou
CCohilas( @watsonspence,
Cc: Matt

hCc att. net>; mailto: bdoroueh

com>; CCohilas2dougherty,

Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons.

com>;

albanyea, eov; Chris S. Cohilas

ea, us; Scott, Cedric < CScott( e albanyga, gov>

Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan( @albanyga,

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 4
481

ov>

Coronavirus Task Force Members,

There is one other gap in Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance ( which is based upon the Athens -Clarke County ordinance)
that I forgot to mention.

I did not have time to consult with Commissioner

Fuller on this one, but he can weigh in on

whether he agrees with it. I think that the Ordinance needs to be clear that folks may leave their homes in order to
leave the city or county.
I have received a number of calls from people concerned that our Shelter in Place ordinance will prevent them from
leaving town. Some folks simply want to ride this thing out at their lake house or farm where no coronavirus cases have
been reported. Others want to go comfort family members living in other parts of the state with reported coronavirus
cases. I do not think we want to have folks stopped by law enforcement on their way out of town, and told to return to
their homes. As currently written, Mayor Dorough' s proposed Ordinance allows people to return to their homes in
Albany -Dougherty County if they are currently away, but it does not allow them to leave Albany -Dougherty County
except under very limited circumstances.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
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Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.

Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road

Albany, GA 31707
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P. O. Box 1306
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notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
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immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.

From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorou
CCohilas( @watsonspence.
Cc: Matt

com>;

hCc att. net>; mailto: bdoroueh

albanyea. gov; Chris S. Cohilas

CCohilas@dougherty, ea, us; Scott, Cedric < CScott( e albanyga. gov>

Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons.

com>;

Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan( @albanyga,

ov>

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 3
Mayor Dorough and members of the Coronavirus Task Force,

Commissioner Fuller and I reviewed Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance circulated today at 5: 13pm and attached
hereto.

Commissioner

Fuller and I want to be clear that we do NOT believe Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance is

appropriate as it would require the closure of most businesses in Albany -Dougherty County.
As we wrote in our Email # 2 submitted to you and the Task Force earlier today, we believe employers that can operate
with six ( 6) feet of separation among employees and customers should continue to do so. Towards that end, we renew
our suggestion that an Item xxiii be added under " Essential Businesses"

to read as follows:"

Any duly licensed business not otherwise restricted herein that operates with a minimum of six ( 6) feet of
separation between employees and other persons on the business premises at all times. Any such business shall
insure such separation is maintained at all times, including when employees and/ or other persons enter and exit
the business.

Please note that under existing OSHA regulations, " Each employer shall furnish to each of his employees employment

and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or
serious physical harm to his employees."— Section 5( a)( 1) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. Thus,
during the coronavirus pandemic, employers in Albany -Dougherty County are already required by federal law to provide
adequate separation among employees and other persons coming onto their business premises.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,

Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2

Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.
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Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road

Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P. O. Box 1306

Albany, GA 31702
229) 436- 5725
229) 329- 4606 fax
bob @ langstafflaw. com
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indicated

or obvious

from the nature

of the above

communication,

the information

contained

herein

is

attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.

From: Fuller, Matthew < MFullerSalbanyea, eov>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 21 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob@lanestafflaw. com>

Subject: Fwd: Albany/ Dougherty County Ordinance

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

borough, Bo" <

bjoroughf albanyea.. ov>

Date: March 20, 2020 at 5: 13: 19 PM EDT
To: " Howard, Jon" <
BJ" <

BJFletcher

11 oward

albanyea,

BLangstaff@albanyga,

albanyea,

eov>, "

eov>, "

Fuller,

Warbington, Chad" <

eov>, " Young,

Mayor

Office of the Mayor
P. O. Box 383

Albany, GA 31702
484

MFuller

cwarbineton

Demetrius" < DYoun

Subject: Albany/ Dougherty County Ordinance

Bo Dorough,

Matthew" <

albanyea,

eov>, "

Fletcher,

albanyea, gov>, " Langstaff,

Salbanyea, eov>

Bob"

Phone: 229. 888. 2757
Fax: 229. 888. 2959
www. albanya. gov
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 485

TAC Service

Desk

From:

E- News Update from Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Friday, April 3, 2020 8: 02 AM

Sent:
To:

bholmes@albanyga. com>

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: "

Small Biz, Big Hearts" Weekly Round Up - April 3

I Ilse

missed

Ibailr conniinittedto

lbi°

i

i nuthe inost

uI t

ate iiiinf iininnatlii in Heire' s

What

Illy 111 111 eiile this weelk just in case you
you a small business owner

if!Are

with questions about the new SBA loans available to you? Join the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce and Inc. Magazine for an online National Small Business Town Hall today
at 12 pm EST. Register here. Your customers may be on self quarantine, but that doesn' t mean you can' t stay con ect d and continue providing excel nt service.
Read these tips on staying connected. Get answers to FAQs on
the
Small Business
Companies

Administration' s Payroll Protection Program

across

the nation and

outlined

under

the CARES

Act.

world

are relying more on remote work. Here are ways to sustain productivity and keep
your employe s getting critical work done. MEMBER SPOTLIGHT Small businesses in our

community

have

always proved to be "Albany Strong."
Read about how U- Save-It Pharmacy
is adapting to continue to meet customer needs.
The Albany

Area Chamber

is

highlighting

member businesses, many of which are adapting,
innovating, giving and leading. Help us share

the message. And, remember to tell us what you
are doing in your business. SHARE YOUR BIZ!Is your
business

open?Let

your

online followers know! Don' t forget to
tag the Albany Area Chamber of Commerce in

your Facebook posts as you update
the hours and processes for your business.
486

Have you implemented a creative strategy
during this time? Let us know! We may
share your story with our followers.

0
The Albany Area Chamber is closely monitoring the rapidly evolving situation relative to
COVID- 19 and evaluating upcoming programs and events. Stay informed on the latest by
visiting The Albany Area Chamber' s COVID- 19 Business Resource Guide.

Unsubscribe

rnrncccv@douaherty.

ga. us

Sent by bholmes@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Try email

marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad public records law. lost written eorr murticeatlor?s to or front C"lty artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, April 3, 2020 7: 01 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Animal shelters report adoption spikes; One city is paying restaurants to make meals for

Subject:

homeless shelters; Governments split on whether gun stores are essential; Cities and
counties cut workforces as coronavirus financial toll mounts

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

One City Is Paying Restaurants to Make Meals for Homeless
Shelters
3( I I III"N I

The initiative in Cambridge, Massachusetts serves two purposes: ensuring

homeless people have meals and keeping local restaurants afloat during the pandemic.

Are Gun Stores Essential During a Pandemic?

Depends on

Where You Live
III"N I I III :

I ' 400 I: 3II. I :

I The U. S. Department of Homeland issued guidance that deems firearms

stores essential services, but state and local governments have drawn different conclusions on
whether gun stores should remain open.
Brought to you by Homeserve

488

fiiJ_
infiras-tiru tuire:_ _ _ rwiode tq l° d'u!

t1i 19 g and IPirotectlGi ro

14foimmeowi roeiUs

With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners do not know they are responsible for their
service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

ages.

Read_II oire,,

Cities and Counties Make Workforce Cuts as Coronavirus
Financial Toll Mounts
13IIII I I V., JC:A I

Cincinnati this week announced it would place hundreds of workers on unpaid

temporary leave. It' s just one of the places facing tough staffing decisions.

Fixing Backlogs: An Essential Skill for Leaders in a Crisis
III"N I I

I

I)

lMXIJ I

COMMENTARY I As demand for public services skyrockets in the

wake of the coronavirus pandemic, public officials need to work now to eliminate the bottlenecks
and expand capacity and efficiency.

Canceling Everything Was the Easy Part
aJV., JII I

I "`

I I

PiflI :] M I

A I IL. . ',

J If llC I

COMMENTARY I Shutting entire states down was

painful but clearly necessary. Governors still have many ugly choices ahead of them.

New York Wants Health Workers to Join the Fight Against

COVID- 19. Will It Pick Up Their Medical Bills if They Get Sick?
I['.

II14 CII

I

I I' I I

T) II

AIL. IIA CA

I

graduates and other health professionals to

Staes

are recruiting retirees, recent

help overwhelmed hospitals, but

if they contract

the virus while serving patients, they could be on the hook for any out-of-pocket medical costs.
Reopening

the Economy Is Pointles When Cities Are Under Siege
I
10I4A If:)
I I 10W, JS AII

IIA14 If lC I The

outbreak' s urban epicenters are responsible

for a disprop rtionate share of America' s GDP and jobs. Brought
to you by Homeserve fiitro _

infiUa tiUd

tuiUe:_
mode
_ _

tq l°
du! t1i

19 g and IPirotectlGi ro 14foi

remeowi roeiUs With

the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line repairs
is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners do

not know they are responsible for their 489

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure
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sent from Route Fifty to m c oy@dougherty. ga.us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you

to receive it.
Note: It
one

I

ages.

may take our system up

or two more newsletters. Thank

Executive

to two business days

you for reading Route

Media

Group, 600

to process your unsubscribe request

Fifty

have opted in

and during that time you may receive

Today. Government

New Hampshire Avenue

NW, Washington, DC
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RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law,Most writ encommunications municeatlons to
or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
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The Broadcast Retirement Network' s # BRNAM for Friday, April 3, 2020 1#

TWIF:

This Week in Finance I Special guest: Devin Banerjee, CFA, Senior Financial
Services Editor, Linkedln I Here are our top stories: 401( k) matches fall victim to
virus and Virus delivers blow to M& A activity I For more news and content each and

every day subscribe and visit www.broadcastretirementnetwork. com I The Morning
Pulse.
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Snyder currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor for
the..B a.. d pi,,, - Re.. tii.:.
el ] e..
nt N e Lw..(...)
i.°
k. Consider d an industr"
y insider",thought - leader and
an independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared
in both television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital
markets. The

Broadcast Retirement Network (BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused on
helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and savings
culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most importantly No

agendas, no

sales pitches, no

product pushes. Our

morning show, BRN AM,provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans an
create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering
headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial
goals. 493

Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general

reference

and educational

purposes

only. Although

we believe

the content provider to be a

reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

of such

Websites.

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility

for the use of or inability

to use such site and recommends

you review

the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent
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From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Friday, April 3, 2020 3: 37 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Thursday April 2, 2020
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plan, waiver or deadline extensions? Is

your county considering fee deferments, payment plans, waivers or deadline extensions on payments due
to the county due to COVID19? If
so could you share details?Thank
you.Mark

Abeles- Allison County

Administrator County
of Bayfield Washburn
WI

marka @bayfieldcounty.

org t0o
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Disclosures

the impact of the novel Coronavirus Disease ( COVID- 19) on their revenues and ability to finance essential
public services. The MSRB today began publishing a weekly summary to assist market participants,
policymakers and the general public with identifying disclosures submitted to the EMMA system by issuers
of municipal securities that reference COVID- 19.

MSRB data show that over the three- month period from January 1, 2020 through March 30, 2020, the
EMMA system received 506 COVID- 19- related continuing disclosures out of a total of 43, 667 continuing
disclosures, and 125 COVI D- 1 9- related primary market disclosures out of 2, 548 total primary market
disclosures.

Issuers in the state of California submitted

the highest number of disclosures

across all states

with a total of 97 COVID- 19- related primary market and continuing disclosures.
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I read through the CARES Act a couple of times and noted numerous programs that local governments will
be able to access, in addition to the direct support for for localities of > 500, 000 population and State pass through for smaller organizations.
Ul i e

I' ve listed them in a blog post: If. . Io

A[I3IVS Arm

11l1 IV:' eiruefim Il. . ocarl Goveirir°in' ierit aril ScI-,uooc l Districts

Envisio

How the CARES Act Will Benefit Local
Government

and School Districts

Last Friday, the president signed into law

LJ

House Bill 748, the " Coronavirus

Aid,

Relief, and Economic Security Act." In it,
the Federal government authorized more
than $

2 trillion in emergency relief aid for

individual taxpayers, businesses, public
health institutions, and state and local
governments.
View Ul iris on IV: irurr' isiio

Stay safe!

Kevin Knutson ICMA- CM
Envisio Solutions,
Richmond

Inc.

BC

kknutson@envisio. com
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Good Afternoon,

I am a member of ICMA and I specialize in Accessibility. I am often an expert witness on access related
cases and the majority of our clients are Cities and Counties because we develop ADA Transition Plans. I
499

was scheduled as a speaker tomorrow for the Northwest Regional meeting.
As we move through these difficult times, I want to remind you that two of the biggest areas entities are
getting hit for ( in terms of litigation) is not having websites accessible and not having accessible voting

locations. Having said that, I would caution you that if you are using an electronic process, especially if it' s
through your website, that you are making sure the entire process is fully compliant so you don' t end up
creating another problem for yourselves.
If you need help with this, please let me know and I' ll do what I can to help. You can respond here or email
me directly at kjavalos@accessology. com.
Stay safe and happy hand -washing!
Respectfully,

Kristi J. Avalos

President/ CEO, Accessology Too, LLC
f. . loli , ie
accessology. com
Home

LJ

Blending Communities and Their People
Our Services Our Events Accessology is
considered a national leader in providing
accessibility consulting services and is

dedicated solely to all facets of access
compliance.

While staying focused on

access issues is vital to our firm, it also

View Uiiis ori a, cc,ev'w"nap"
n

ggIq" I ':>

Kristi Avalos
President & CEO

Accessology Too, LLC
McKinney TX
kjavalos@accessology. com
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 05:59 PM From:
Mark

Abeles- Allison Subject:

Organization Meetings and Confidential Voting Our
new Board takes office on April 21.At

that meeting we elect a new County Board Chair. We
a confidential ballot/voting process. 500

do this through

We are hoping to do this remotely this year. Have you used an online voting system allowing for
confidential ballots?
Thanks.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn WI
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Hi, Mark:

We use a tool called Consensus that is a mobile app to help us with decision -making. It was piloted here
and was successful in two ways.

First, allowing us to " poll" our community on current issues that our City Council and/ or committees were
working on. The answers helped inform decision - making. The app allows for verified users and results, is
transparent as to the results ( but anonymous),

and can have a set time frame for responding. Second, they

have a closed cohort model that allows for only members of that cohort to vote. As it is a growing company,

the price is inexpensive and set up is quick!
e we

i. weiri, w„ s a, L I' d be happy to connect you, if you want to see a demo.

site is :..!!". .".."...,

Coralee

Coralee Holm

Director, Community Engagement &
City of South Burlington

Innovation

South Burlington VT
cholm@sburl. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 05: 59 PM
From: Mark Abeles- Allison

Subject: Organization Meetings and Confidential Voting
Our new Board takes office on April 21.

At that meeting we elect a new County Board Chair. We do this
501

through a confidential ballot/ voting process.
We are hoping to do this remotely this year. Have you used an online voting system allowing for
confidential ballots?
Thanks.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn WI
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this time, we have nothing specific to public safety. Our policy (attached) basically covers handling occurrences
of COVID- 19 exposure and compliant leave policies. Certainly you can be more generous with leave
time if you wish. However, you may have collective bargaining agreements to consider. Public Safety here
is only raising issues of hazard pay to which we are contemplating. If

further considered and approved,

we are thinking about applying the overtime rate for first -line, first responders. Possibly a 1. 25 rate
for certain non-exempt Public Safety who may be administrative or technical personnel with less exposure
risk.We are hopeful that any such pay would be reimbursable for FEMA- PA.I read it as eligible, but
FEMA' s guidelines are purposely vague. Tom
Couch County

Manager Bulloch
County, Georgia Thomas

Couch ICMA- CM County

Manager County
of Bulloch Statesboro
GA

tcouch@bul ochcounty.

net 02II2II
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Sent: 0401- 2020 05: 22 PM From: Catherine

Crosby Subject: FFCRA
and Public Safety 502
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Good evening,
Checking to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety.
public safety directors disagree on approach.

HR and our

Catherine Crosby MPA
Chief of Staff

City of Toledo
Toledo OH
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Apr 2, 2020 8: 20 AM

Tom, I only saw one page of your attachment. Does your policy outline how an employee tracks their time if
they are home due to self -quarantine or if they are " high -risk?" We are trying to determine triggers when we
simply cover their wages and when they must start to use their own sick leave or PTO.

Luke Nelson

City Manager
City of Norwalk
Norwalk

IA

Inelson@norwalk. iowa. gov
V° '
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Message: Sent:
04- 02- 2020 06:32 AM From:
Thomas

Couch Subject:

FFCRA and Public Safety At
this time, we have nothing specific to public safety. Our policy (attached) basically covers handling occurrences
of COVID- 19 exposure and compliant leave policies. Certainly you can be more generous with leave
time if you wish. However, you may have collective bargaining agreements to consider. Public Safety here
is only raising issues of hazard pay to which we are contemplating. If further considered and approved,
we are thinking about applying the overtime rate for first -line, first responders. Possibly a 1. 25 rate
for certain non-exempt Public Safety who may be administrative or technical personnel with less exposure
risk. We

are hopeful that any such pay would be reimbursable for FEMA- PA. I

FEMA' s guidelines are purposely vague.503

read it as eligible, but

Tom Couch

County Manager
Bulloch County, Georgia

Thomas Couch ICMA- CM

County Manager
County of Bulloch
Statesboro

GA

top

next

Apr 2, 2020 8: 51 AM

Collective bargaining agreements might be a factor. DOL issued temporary rules
1cll.

yesterday. .:

it°u

c rla

lip: /

limu: 1/
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Elizabeth Kellar

Director of Public Policy
ICMA
Washington

DC

ekellar@icma.

org
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 05:22 PM From:

Catherine Crosby Subject:
FFCRA and Public Safety Good
evening, previous
to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety. HR
safety directors disagree on approach. Catherine

Crosby MPA Chief
of Staff City

of Toledo Toledo
OH 504

and our public

Checking

tom

previous

next

Apr 2, 2020 8: 55 AM

My apologies.
I will attach after a morning staff meeting. I thought that the entire . pdf was attached.
TC

Thomas Couch ICMA- CM

County Manager
County of Bulloch
Statesboro

GA

tcouch@bullochcounty. net
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 02- 2020 08: 19 AM
From: Luke Nelson

Subject: FFCRA and Public Safety
Tom, I only saw one page of your attachment.

Does your policy outline how an employee tracks their time if

they are home due to self -quarantine or if they are " high -risk?" We are trying to determine triggers when we
simply cover their wages and when they must start to use their own sick leave or PTO.

Luke Nelson

City Manager
City of Norwalk
Norwalk

IA
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Pf is exempting Police and 911 Dispatch ( we do not have Fire/ EMS), from EFMLA, but including in EPSL.

James Hartshorn, MPA

Assistant City Manager
City of Pflugerville
Pflugerville TX

jartshorn@pflugervilletx. gov
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 05:22 PM From:

Catherine Crosby Subject:
FFCRA and Public Safety Good
evening, Checking
to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety. HR
safety directors disagree on approach. Catherine

and our public

Crosby MPA Chief
of Staff City

of Toledo Toledo
OH too
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have developed a list of e"mergency responders" who are exempt from eligibility for FFCRA leave. We have provided
that to our labor unions and will meet with them to discuss the impacts if they desire. Essentially, the list is all
of Fire sworn safety personnel, and the non -sworn that support fire like
( our EMS Administrator and nurse). IIV'°°
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Original Message------

Goodevening,
Checking to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety.
public safety directors disagree on approach.

HR and our

Catherine Crosby MPA
Chief of Staff

City of Toledo
Toledo OH

catherine. crosby@toledo. oh. gov
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The City of Arlington has exempted Civil Service Fire personnel, Police Officers and 911 Dispatchers from
the FFCRA; however, we have implemented a provision that provides worker's compensation benefits
under the worker' s compensation statute and the presumptive statute ( Chapter 607 of the Texas
Government Code), for any positive diagnosis of COVID- 19, during the period April 1 2020 through
December 31, 2020.

Gilbert Perales

Deputy City Manager
City of Arlington
Arlington

TX

gilbert. perales@arlingtontx. gov
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 05:22 PM From:

Catherine Crosby Subject:
FFCRA and Public Safety Good
evening, Checking
to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety. HR
safety directors disagree on approach. 507

and our public

Catherine Crosby MPA
Chief of Staff

City of Toledo
Toledo OH
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Olathe, KS is exempting first responders. However, we have also stated that we will provide the FFCRA
benefits to our first responders until such time as it impacts operations.

Dianna Wright ICMA- CM
Director of Resource Management

City of Olathe
Olathe KS

dswright@olatheks. org
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 05:22 PM From:

Catherine Crosby Subject:
FFCRA and Public Safety Good
evening, Checking
to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety. HR
safety directors disagree on approach. Catherine

Crosby MPA Chief
of Staff City

of Toledo Toledo
OH 508
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We exempted sworn police, fire, and 911 dispatchers but then adopted an almost identical local emergency
responder leave policy that gives us discretion on whether to grant the childcare related leave benefits of
the FFCRA ( see attached).

We felt like this childcare benefit created the greatest potential for large scale
utilization, so we wanted to keep our local discretionary authority.

Kirk Bednar

City Manager
City of Brentwood
Brentwood TN

kirk. bednar@brentwoodtn. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 05: 22 PM

From: Catherine Crosby
Subject: FFCRA and Public Safety
Good evening,
Checking to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety.
public safety directors disagree on approach.

HR and our

Catherine Crosby MPA
Chief of Staff

City of Toledo
Toledo OH
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We started with a request for Department Heads to only purchase essential supplies and services. One
quick response came from our Library. They said their eBooks were flying off the virtual shelves and they
asked about continuing those purchases. Given the need to provide services people sheltering - in -place, we
responded by encouraging

the purchase of eBooks and other similar services.

To us, this is essential.

Luke Nelson

City Manager
City of Norwalk
Norwalk IA

Inelson@norwalk. iowa. gov
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 08:28 AM From:

Ethan Manning Subject:
Spending and Hiring Freeze Like
many local governments, we

are freezing non essential expenditures and

hiring until we have a clearer picture

of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I'
m curious what guidance folks are providing to their department
heads regarding spending or if you have any communications you would be wil ing to share. Ethan

Manning Director
of Finance City

of Newburyport Newburyport
MA a.
leal.:!LI!.:!Lq. too

next
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2020 10:29 AM IK
airl II. N afeir previous

are considering a hiring freeze as well to address potential current year issues (no decision has been made,
but we are certainly exploring it).
With regard to FY 2021 revenue issues we are addressing it by creating
what I would call a non- traditional reserve. Instead of throwing our entire FY 2021 budget out the window
as I have seen some jurisdictions doing, we

are moving in a direction of adopting our budget as is, but

holding vacant any newly authorized positions and holding back on other newly approved expenditures until
we can advise our Board of Supervisors as to what can be safely unfrozen in a prioritzed way.This
approach lines up well with what we believe our worst case scenario is,
but obviously, we

are all dif erent.

This approach just happens to seem to align well with our situation, gives our elected officials flexibility
when it is needed most, and does not try to predict what the next six or twelve months will be like. 510

Karl Hafer

Team Lead - Department of Finance & Budget

County of Loudoun
Leesburg VA
karl. hafer@loudoun. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 10: 00 AM

From: Tanisha Briley
Subject: Spending and Hiring Freeze
I asked them all to limit spending to essential services in support of the City' s efforts to prevent, prepare for,
or respond to the coronavirus pandemic. I am developing more refined guidance as we get a better handle
on our revenue

projection

adjustments.

Tanisha Briley
City Manager
City of Cleveland Heights
Cleveland

Heights OH
c.o.U: ' ll

t0o
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I would be very interested in ANY communication pieces that the Finance area has put out to Dept Heads of
a jurisdiction on how to politely tell them that for the balance of FY2020 ( til June 30) we limit dollars going
out the door to only essential/ mission critical activities. We are a small jurisdiction in northeast Oregon and
we do not have a " measured" response plan to deal with what I consider to be tremendous unknowns on
both the revenue side ( cancelled events at community center, cancelled events at our tech/ events center,

lost parks &
group

rec revenue, etc.)

as well as on the expense side. Thanks in advance for any information this

can provide.

Mark Krawczyk
Director of Finance

City of Hermiston
Hermiston OR
mkrawczyk@hermiston. or. us
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 08:28 AM From:

Ethan Manning Subject:
Spending and Hiring Freeze Like
many local governments, we are freezing non essential expenditures and hiring until we have a clearer picture
of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I'
m curious what guidance folks are providing to their department
heads regarding spending or if you have any communications you would be wil ing to share. Ethan

Manning Director
of Finance City

of Newburyport Newburyport
MA naaral.
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next

previous

been pretty specific and have asked our departments and elected offices to restrict FY20 expenditures to
the extent possible and to provide us with an estimated dollar figure for FY20 "savings" so that we
can pair those estimates with our projected revenue shortfalls and determine if more restrictive measures need
also asked departments and elected offices to resubmit
to be taken ( hiring freeze, layoffs, etc.).
We' ve
-alary
FY21 budgets that reflect a salary freeze, a 20%
reduction from FY20 approved operational non s
and benefit) expenditures, and identification of essential capital projects only. As with the FY20 efforts, we'
ll pair the updated FY21 requests with updated FY21 revenue projections and make adjustments as necessary which could mean greater or lesser expenditure restrictions, depending on the fiscal picture we' re
seeing. Alyssa Watkins

Board of

County Commis ioners Administrator County of
Teton Jackson WY
awatkins@tetoncountywy. gov
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Message:

From: Ethan Manning
Subject: Spending and Hiring Freeze
Like many local governments,

we are freezing non - essential expenditures

and hiring until we have a clearer

picture of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I' m curious what guidance folks are providing to their
department heads regarding spending or if you have any communications you would be willing to share.

Ethan Manning
Director of Finance

City of Newburyport
Newburyport MA
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Here is a link to a free resource that I believe will help with spending and hiring freezes, Cash is King:
Short- term Strategies to Slow the Flow of Money Out the Door and Keep the Budget Balanced. GFOA
released the white paper this week to help local governments with the immediate financial impacts of
COVID 19. Please use and share freely.
WWI.

Christopher
Executive

Morrill ICMA- CM

Director/ CEO

Government

Finance Officers Association

Chicago IL
cmorrill@gfoa.

org
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 08: 28 AM

From: Ethan Manning
Subject: Spending and Hiring Freeze
Like many local governments, we are freezing non -essential expenditures and hiring until we have a clearer
picture of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I' m curious what guidance folks are providing to their
department heads regarding spending or if you have any communications

513

you would be willing to share.

Ethan Manning
Director of Finance

City of Newburyport
Newburyport MA
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Christopher - this is a popular question we' ve been getting. Title V of the CARES Act addresses the
Coronavirus Relief Fund. This fund is for States and local governments ( above 500, 000), tribe and
territories. For those counties and cities under 500, 000, they will work with their State for the funding. It
actually not an oversight. It was intentionally worded this way. The smaller counties and cities have not
been overlooked, they will just have to work with their State governments.
Happy to schedule a call to discuss further. Stay safe, stay inside, stay in touch.

Pamela Muse
Director of Strategic Alliances
eCivis Inc.
Pasadena CA

pmuse@ecivis. comDirector of Business Development
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 04: 31 AM
From: Christopher

Coffman

Subject: S. 3548 - CARES Act -

Funding -

Rural Communities

and Hospitals

as I understand the CARE ac, it only applies to cities and counties that have 5000, 000 population or
more. NLC are working on our behalf to address this apparent oversite.

Christopher Coffman CPM

City Manager
City of Granbury
Granbury TX
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Paul

My first career was in the arts and I started working for a municipality for the first time running a performing
arts center and as a museum executive driector. In Coral Springs we tried both --the City owned and
operated the art museum, but supported an independent history museum. I managed both for the City and
we found that getting the City out of the philanthropic activity was very helpful. While the history museum
was operated and funded by the historical society ( we covered property costs), in the case of the art

museum, we actually created a 501( c)( 3) nonprofit to be the conduit for fundraising and donations and
leased them the property and employees that they paid for with donated funds. Funding varied greatly from
year to year, so the City often had to budget for certain costs to ensure we didn' t have variation in our costs.
Let' s chat as you proceed.
Kevin

Kevin Knutson ICMA- CM
Vice President of Customer Success
Envisio Solutions, Inc.
Richmond

BC

kknutson@envisio. com
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Message: Sent:
03- 30- 2020 05:11 PM From:
Paul

Rosen

Contractual

Subject:

Relationships

with

know this is mundane in

Museums I

the face of Covid- 19, but

regular business continues as

well. We

have an historic train depot here in town. Right now it's just a shell of a building and not open to the public.
There

is a non- profit group that wants to raise money to help restore it and then run it as a museum for us. I'
ve never worked on a contractual relationship like this and it brings up so many questions (i.
e., how are donations
accounted for,
who' s responsible for what, etc.)?
Does

anyone have any partnerships like
how to structure ours?
Thanks

515

this that they' d be wil ing to pass along so we can get some ideas on

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
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local Chamber is co rdinating with small businesses to make sure they know how to access all resources
available to them through the federal government. We also have a person in our economic development
department

that works with small businesses. She

has been focused on outreach, understanding

their needs, and connecting them to the appropriate resources. Miami - Dade provided a model
for a small business program funded using CDBG. We are working with our HUD rep to see if it' s something
we can replicate. We also suspended payment for our revolving loan funds for six months. Catherine

Crosby MPA Chief
of Staff City

of Toledo Toledo
OH catherine.

crosby@toledo. oh.
gov V:
t

Original
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Sent: 0330- 2020 09: 41 AM From: Ellen
Foreman

Subject: Small

Business Question A number
of members have asked: Aside
"
from

the Fed' s,and the State, which we get no support from, what are
you all doing locally if anything to help your business community?" Please share
your examples and we'll do our best to make sure these are shared via the ICMA Blog. Thanks much,
Ellen Ellen
Foreman

MBA

Director

of

Marketing ICMA 516

State College PA
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Thanks to everyone for your contributions. Blog post can be found here: licn,ua; : oira Wo

Ellen

Foreman

1ppgis/

MBA

Director of Marketing
ICMA

State College PA
eforeman@icma.

org
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 30- 2020 09: 41 AM
From:

Ellen

Foreman

Subject: Small Business

Question

A number of members have asked: "

Aside from the Fed' s, and the State, which we get no support from,

what are you all doing locally if anything to help your business community?"

Please share your examples and we' ll do our best to make sure these are shared via the ICMA Blog.
Thanks much,
Ellen

Ellen

Foreman

MBA

Director of Marketing
ICMA

State College PA
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This is a tough question for us too.

We have one employee with a compromised immune system and

others that are single parents with kids out of school.

All of these could be equality issues.

We have identified a few categories although it isn' t a set policy at this point (this is all fluid and changing
rapidly).

1 Essential staff- either report to work or work from home.
2 Needed staff and can report to work - report to work or remain home and maintain " on -call" status

currently we have split shifts for laborers or admin works from home).
3 Needed staff but can' t report to work due to child care or other " high risk" situation such as compromised
immune system.

We are using CDC guidelines of what constitutes " high risk" and we are using the new Families First
Federal Law as a basis for decisions. We believe this is the best way to get beyond the equality question.
From there we are outlining triggers such as how the long the City will pay administrative leave and at what
point an employee would need to use their own sick leave/ PTO or other earned leave. Unfortunately, at
some point we must consider furloughing the employee which would allow them to draw unemployment.

Luke Nelson

City Manager
City of Norwalk
Norwalk

IA

Inelson@norwalk. iowa.gov
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Message: Sent:
03- 25- 2020 07:44 AM From:
Ann

Marie Townshend Subject:

Equity in Working from Home We
have a small staff, and we have gotten most of our staff set up to work from home now, except for the maintenance

and police departments, who are required to report. Some of our office staff don' t have work that
is portable, but

they are in the high risk age groups and have underlying medical conditions, so

we don'

t necsarily want them in the office. We are worried about equity, as it is not fair to pay everyone their regular
wages and have some working hard and others not working. I

have directed the managers of the employees

who do not have portable work to come up with work to do from home. Any other suggestions? Inequity
will lead to employee frustration and dissatisfaction. Ann

Marie Townshend AICP City

Manager City
of Lewes Lewes
DE 518
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Commenting to follow this post.

Catherine Crosby MPA
Chief of Staff

City of Toledo
Toledo OH

catherine.crosby@toledo. oh. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 24- 2020 10: 04 AM
From:

Benjamin

Bitter

Subject: Policies on Shifts for Essential

Employees

One idea to ensure continuity of service is to separate essential staff into two ( or more) shifts, and then
alternate work periods to provide adequate time for cleaning and separation. It also provides necessary
mental and physical rest amidst this trying environment.
Our community is considering moving towards shift schedules for our essential employees, but we are
currently operating under normal business operations. Have you already created a policy for your
community, authorizing alternating work shifts for essential employees?
Any help would be appreciated.
Thanks,

Benjamin

Bitter

Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Florence, AZ
V:
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Chair, ICMA Digital Strategies Advisory Board
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Hi Ben,

We sent a lot of our staff home with laptops or in some cases ( after we ran out of laptops) they just took
their whole desktop home. For those of us still in the office we come in early, come in late, work from home
one or two days, etc. We try to space out or work schedules so half staff is in one day and half the
other. For example, I work from home M, W, and every other Friday and then come into the office at 6 a. m.
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Working for now. We also WebEx all of our meetings including our daily

EOC meeting.
We don' t have a written policy but we did create a telecommuting policy two weeks ago to accommodate
this idea.

Hope you are hanging in there.
Not only is this a stressful time health wise, but the economic impacts of this pandemic will reverberate

months if not years for cities.
Antonia Graham

Deputy City Manager
City of Fullerton
agraham@cityoffullerton. com

Antonia Castro - Graham MPA

Deputy City Manager
City of Fullerton
Fullerton CA
agraham@cityoffullerton. com
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Message: Sent:
03- 24- 2020 10: 04 AM From:
Benjamin

Bitter Subject:

Policies

on Shifts for Essential Employees

One

idea to ensure continuity of service is to separate essential staff into two (or more) shifts, and then alternate
work periods to provide adequate time for cleaning and separation. It also provides necessary mental
and physical rest amidst this trying environment. Our
community is considering moving towards shift schedules for our essential employees, but we are currently
operating under normal business operations. Have you already created a policy for your 520

for

community, authorizing alternating work shifts for essential employees?
Any help would be appreciated.
Thanks,

Benjamin

Bitter

Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Florence, AZ
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We've been working through the details this week. With a workforce that's 98%
reiterated the management

represented, we' ve

right to make these changes via MOU with the unions prior to implementation.

Hopefully this document will be helpful - it' s pretty comprehensive of the departments/ services that may be
affected.

Douglas Matthews MPA

Deputy City Manager
City of Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids MI

dmatthews@grcity. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 24- 2020 10: 04 AM
From:

Benjamin

Bitter

Subject: Policies on Shifts for Essential

Employees

One idea to ensure continuity of service is to separate essential staff into two ( or more) shifts, and then
alternate work periods to provide adequate time for cleaning and separation.

mental and physical rest amidst this trying environment.

521

It also provides necessary

Our community is considering moving towards shift schedules for our essential employees, but we are
currently operating under normal business operations. Have you already created a policy for your
community, authorizing alternating work shifts for essential employees?
Any help would be appreciated.
Thanks,

Benjamin

Bitter

Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Florence, AZ
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PM

Thanks to everyone for your help. We drafted the four following policies, and placed them into effect
yesterday.

They include:
1.
2.

Essential Positions During a Pandemic - Gives list of positions that are declared " Essential"
Emergency Contingency; Social Distancing During an Emergency Pandemic - Provides framework
to employees to report to work in two shifts

3.
4.

Emergency Contingency for Families First Coronavirus Response Act - Updated with recent bill
passed on extension of benefits
Emergency Contingency for Emergency Telecommuting - Policy that allows for employees to

that

telecommute.

I have attached the Word/. doc files for your convenience. I am sure they can be improved upon, but we built
them from the ground up in just a matter of days.
Thanks again!

Benjamin

Bitter

Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Florence, AZ

Benjamin. Bitter@FlorenceAZ. gov
522

Chair, ICMA Digital Strategies Advisory Board
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Message: Sent:
03- 24- 2020 10: 04 AM From:
Benjamin

Bitter

Policies

Subject:

on Shifts for Essential Employees

One

idea to ensure continuity of service is to separate essential staff into two (or more) shifts, and then alternate
work periods to provide adequate time for cleaning and separation. It

also provides necessary mental

and physical rest amidst this trying environment. Our
community is considering moving towards shift schedules for our essential employees, but we are currently
operating under normal business operations. Have you already created a policy for your community,
authorizing

alternating

work shifts for essential employees? Any

help would be appreciated. Thanks,
Benjamin

Bitter

Assistant

to the Town Manager Town
of Florence, AZ
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our rural county here in California, our Board of Supervisors directed department heads to employee a
split shift policy beginning next week.As the Public Works Director, we're faced with a variety of both office
and field personnel at six dif erent locations with a variety of schedules to accommodate. We also don'
t have the infrastructure ( hardware, software, network) to support a robust telework policy. A few days ago
I created and implemented a split

shift policy that tries to best ac ommodate staff needs

while providing continuous

service to the community and also minimizes the use of telework except for those that have conditions
that put them or their families at increased risk. Feel free to use as necessary. 523

Joshua Pack PE
Director of Public Works and Transportation

County of Calaveras
San Andreas CA

jpack@co. calaveras. ca. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 02- 2020 01: 12 PM
From: Benjamin Bitter
Subject: Policies on Shifts for Essential

Employees

Thanks to everyone for your help. We drafted the four following policies, and placed them into effect
yesterday.

They include:
1.
2.

Essential Positions During a Pandemic - Gives list of positions that are declared " Essential"

Emergency Contingency; Social Distancing During an Emergency Pandemic -

Provides framework

to employees to report to work in two shifts
3.

4.

Emergency Contingency for Families First Coronavirus Response Act - Updated with recent bill
passed on extension of benefits
Emergency Contingency for Emergency Telecommuting - Policy that allows for employees to

that

telecommute.

I have attached the Word/. doc files for your convenience. I am sure they can be improved upon, but we built
them from the ground up in just a matter of days.
Thanks again!

Benjamin

Bitter

Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Florence, AZ
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The City of Arlington has also closed all playgrounds, basketball and volleyball courts along with all
recreation centers and libraries ( for foot traffic). Like everyone else we continue our on- line services, from

story telling to kid activities and fitness demonstrations. One example of a successful program is the
introduction of our " Backyard Bingo" board which has reached over 153, 000 individuals on Facebook. It is

the second -most shared post on any city feed this year. The Bingo board has also been shared by
numerous elementary schools across the country. The feedback has been so positive that we designed a
second Bingo board geared for younger kids that are not reading independently yet. Visit
www. facebook. com/ Arlington Parks/ for more information.

Gilbert Perales

Deputy City Manager
City of Arlington
Arlington

TX

gilbert. perales@arlingtontx. gov
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Message: Sent:
03- 23- 2020 07:56 PM From:
Martha

Bennett Subject:

We closed our playgrounds today After
my alma mater closed for the spring semester, the University President wrote an email to alumni about the "
Preparation Paradox,"which is says that everything you have to do to stop an exponential y growing epidemic
will seem like a gross overreaction if it works. If your efforts are successful, it wil seem to most people
that your actions were unnecessarily heavy- handed. But

if you fail, these disruptions of daily life will have

been woefully inadequate. Closing
the services that really connect people -playgrounds, ballfields, the courts, the events, the senior center,
the community gardens,the teen center, the library --has been among the hardest and most heartbreaking
things I have ever had to do in my career. While I know we are doing the right thing, it is more
painful than I expctd. Let us hope that we did it soon enough to protect our health care system, and let
us hope that a year from now, we actually feel like we did too much. Be
well everybody. And

be kind. Martha

Bennett ICMA- CM, MPP

City

Manager City
of Lake Oswego Lake
Oswego OR t0o
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Apr 2, 2020 1: 35 PM
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Over the weekend, the county in which I live, which had already taken the step of closing all playgrounds
and athletic fields, took down rims from backboards, tennis nets, etc, anything that might still entice young
folks to gather. Parks are still open for walking, biking, etc but there is now heightened ranger presence to
enforce distancing.

Tad McGalliard
Director,

Research &

Policy; Lead: Business Development

ICMA

Washington

DC

tmcgalliard@icma. org
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 23- 2020 07: 56 PM
From: Martha Bennett

Subject: We closed our playgrounds today
After my alma mater closed for the spring semester, the University President wrote an email to alumni about
the " Preparation Paradox," which is says that everything you have to do to stop an exponentially growing
epidemic will seem like a gross overreaction

if it works.

If your efforts are successful,

it will seem to most

people that your actions were unnecessarily heavy- handed. But if you fail, these disruptions of daily life will
have been woefully inadequate.

Closing the services that really connect people - playgrounds, ballfields, the courts, the events, the senior
center, the community gardens, the teen center, the library -- has been among the hardest and most
heartbreaking things I have ever had to do in my career. While I know we are doing the right thing, it is
more painful than I expected. Let us hope that we did it soon enough to protect our health care system, and
let us hope that a year from now, we actually feel like we did too much.
Be well everybody. And be kind.

Martha Bennett ICMA- CM, MPP

City Manager
City of Lake Oswego
Lake Oswego OR
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At my agency, we have a pretty limited infrastructure on both the hardware and software side, and it' s
unlikely that this situation is going to change rapidly enough to meet needs. As a result, my department has
turned to a few different off the shelf solutions. Similar to many of you, WebEx and Zoom have become life
savers, and I' ve set up a dedicated freeconferencecall. com phone number so my team and I can discuss
information as it' s available. We' ll be using Facebook Live to conduct a bid opening for a Public Works
project here in a week or two, and I' ve also taken limited opportunities to use Google Drive to collaborate on
some documents. One software platform we' ve seen tremendous success with is Basecamp. It' s a web based software that allows you to manage projects and teams remotely, share information and files, and
otherwise stay on top of business. We' ve expanded the use of this software to permit -based interactions like
encroachment and grading permits as well as map reviews performed by the County Surveyor. It's allowed
us to continue to provide many of the services that traditionally were only provided in person.

Joshua Pack PE
Director of Public Works and Transportation

County of Calaveras
San Andreas CA

jpack@co. calaveras. ca. us
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Message: Sent:
04- 01- 2020 09:10 AM From:
Theodore

Voorhees Subject:

Small

Town Changes My

most recent small County was in the middle of deploying M365 last fall and I know they are happy to have
additional tools to use during these extraordinary times.Having said that, a robust network is key to success.
Additionally, I suget contracting with cyber/ network contractors to do a security review to reduce
susceptibility to cyber attacks. Theodore

Voorhees ICMA- CM, MPA
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We put together a simple GIS map that allows restaurants to go online and fill out a short survey and then
their information is automatically posted to the online map so residents can see who is still open and at
what service level. We ended up opening it up to all restaurants in the county under the " we are all in this
together" philosophy.
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Kirk Bednar

City Manager

City of
Brentwood Brentwo d TN
kirk.bednar@brentwo dtn.
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03: 16 PM From: Karen Daly

Subject: Lone Tree
CO Supporting local restaurants Support local restaurants

during this difficult time by ordering take out or delivery. In Lone Tree?We' ve put together a list
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8:
50 AM Ira irudoiri IC:
oird previous Springfeld Township,

County, Pa held its first zoom meeting last week and it went pretty well. Being more of
the only mil ennial on staff, I was placed

in charge of managing and training the effort. We held three practice

runs (one for staff and two for our elected officials and solicitor) where we reviewed all the features and
explained how we were setting the meeting up for residents. As host, you have the ability 528

to disable all sound and video options for participants and mute them upon entry into the meeting ( board
and staff were manually unmuted and their video was enabled). Residents were asked to submit comments
via email or phone by one hour before the meeting.
We purchased the 12 month pro subscription, which gives you more controls as host and longer run times,
for around $ 120 for the year.
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Brandon Ford MPA

Assistant to the Township Manager

Township of Springfield
Springfield

PA

bford@springfieldmontco. org
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 14- 2020 09: 33 AM
From: David Pribulka

Subject: Online City Council Meetings
In Pennsylvania, we received a guidance from our state Office of Open Records informing municipalities
that we are permitted to host online official meetings via two- way communication platforms. We have not
yet committed to doing so for our council meetings or committee meetings, but I have instructed employees
to host Zoom meetings for internal and external groups where feasible. As Mark noted in his reply, there are
a myriad of cost- effective online engagement tools that allow for two- way dialogue and public participation.

The challenge for us, and I suspect many of you, is our aging population may not be able to participate if
they are unable to connect using those tools. Of course, one could argue that early -afternoon weekday
public meetings are exclusionary to young professionals, but I suppose that' s a different forum! Good luck!

David Pribulka

Township Manager
Township of Ferguson
State College PA

You are subscribed to " ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty.
to I

ga. us. To change your subscriptions,

go

To unsubscribe from this community discussion go to Qir°usubscirlibe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 11: 09 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

RE: COVID Related Supplies focused

Subject:

on small towns and rural areas

Thanks

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 21 PM
To: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>
Subject: FW: COVID Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural areas

From: Suzanne

Angell < saneell@swgrc.

ore>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: Alan Carson < alan. carson@thomasville. ore>; Alan Thomas < athomas@decaturcountyga.

balexander@lee.

ga. us>; Bubba Lamb < blamb@mitchellcountyga.

Rowland < crowland@worthcountyboc.
caddleton@cairocity.

net>;

cityofbronwood@windstream.

net>;

com>;
Marion

ga.
us>;Michael
ga.
us>;Paula

Carl

Chris Addelton

com>;

Davina

Driver

Deborah Pearce < deborahpearce@millerea. ore>; Jerry Permenter

Hay <
mhay01@windstream.

Branch city.
com>;
Kevin

Michael MMcCoy@doueherty.
net>;
McCoy,
Sistrunk msistrunk@lee.
stephenson@thomascountyga. gov>;
Mike

Stephenson< michael.

Granger< countymanaeer@seminolecountyea.

com>;
Pete
Dillard pete.

Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyea.
dil ard@moultriega. com>;
Subadan,
Mueller
com>;
Spencer

Hicks <
shicks@donalsonvil ega.

com>;

com>; Christ Dockery < cdockery@lee. ga. us>; Cory

ore>; Craig Bennett < cbennett@cityofpelhamga.

Hayes < ihayes@cityofsylvester.
iperm enter@mitchelIcountyga. net>;
John
manager@cityofdoerun.

Buddy Johnson < biohnson@gradyco. org>;

com>; Chas Cannon < ccannon@ccboc.

Chris Hobby < chrish@bainbridgecity.

Thomas < cthomas@colguittea.

net>;

eov>; Bob Alexander

eov>;
Sherry
Bailey comanager@bakercountyea.

<earlycc@alltel.

Sykes <steves@cityofcamil a.
net>;
Steve

org>;
Jackson, Tamara <TaJackson@albanyea.

com>;
Steven

Pierce
gov>;
Walt

cityofedison@gmail.

com>
Subject:
FW: COVID

Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural areas If

any of your EMA Directors are trying to order supplies from Global RRG using the toll free number listed below, please try
the highlighted information in my email below. Please feel free to contact me if you have any additional issues. From:
Suzanne

Angell Sent:

Thursday, April 2,2020 3:
31 PM To: '
colquit code@yaho .

com'

com>;
latrelle.
colq<
uit code@yahoo.

harrell@thomascountyga. gov>;
Marion
Hay <
mhay0l@windstream.
Chas Cannon <ccannon@ccboc.
FW: COVID

harrell@th'
omascountyga. gov' latrelle.

net>
Cc:

Youngquist'
< iim.
com>;
James
'

youngquist@icloud. com>
Subject:

Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural areas I

have had someone tell me that they are having trouble getting through to Global RRG at the toll free number. They are very
busy and apologize for any inconvenience, but I have a repres ntaive' s name and contact information that will hopefully
help.I just called him and he answered on the first ring. He did say emailing your orders and questions directly
to him is the best way to communicate. 530

His name is Caleb Morris and his direct number is 770- 868- 6308 and his email is caleb(a@globalrrg. com or you can use
info@globalrrg. com. Please let me know if you have any more problems reaching them or if you need additional
assistance from me. Thanks and stay well and safe!!!
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1 r' 1l1R.C"110 is an interdisciplinary group of caring
professionals provide solutions to needed areas. Currently, they are developing a
nationwide COVID- 19 response database. They have developed a needs -based
Floll"-,
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approach for procurement, distribution and financial assistance.
GRRG' s website is .
Their 1- 800 *

is 1-

800- 549- 5864

Ask for Mark Jensen

On 4/ 2/ 2020 8: 52 AM, Suzanne Angell wrote:

I hope you all are doing well. Please see below email from the
Director of SERDI ( Southeast Regional Directors Institute).

If you

have any of the needs as described below, please let me know and I
will send your information to Jim. Thanks!

Best

Regards,

Suzanne Angell*

Executive Director I SW Georgia Regional Commission

181 E. Broad Street I P. O. Box 346 1 Camilla, GA 131730

531

Office: ( 229) 522- 3552

Ext 103

Fax: ( 229) 522- 3558

Cell: ( 229) 344- 3182

From:*

Subject:*

James Youngquist < iim. youngquist@icloud. com>

COVID Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural

areas

To Southern State Regional Council Executive Directors:

I received a phone call this morning from one of my most trusted
personal and professional friends of many years. He is a local and
state government goods supplier/ director for this company with
warehouses and transport facilities located around the southeast.

They are trying to identifying particularly small town and rural
areas in the region that have law enforcement, EMS, public health,
emergency management or health care facilities that may be having a
hard time getting medical supplies that they need with the COVID- 19 situation.

If you have any of these local government needs or your local
532

health care facilities have needs please let me know and I can get
you connected with my colleague and the company.

Jim Youngquist

South East Regional Directors Institute

iim. youngquist@icloud. com< mailto: iim. youngquist@icloud. com>

http:// www. serdi. org < http:// www. serdi. org>

501- 766- 5659 cell/ text

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 45 PM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
GA Shelter in Place Governor 04. 02. 20. 01. pdf; Statewide Shelter In Place Handout. pdf

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

FYI

From: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 35 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

CCohilas@dougherty.

com>;

Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough@att. net>; Cohilas,

ga. us>; Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

Cc: Matt Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons. com>; Subadan,

Christopher

gov>

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>; Chad Warbington

chadwarbington@shuttersplus. com>

Subject: RE: Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 6
Coronavirus Task Force Members,

Thank you again for your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. City Commissioner Chad Warbington,
Matt Fuller, and I are still reviewing the Governor' s Order handed down today ( 4/ 2/ 20), but a few things need the
Coronavirus Task Force' s immediate attention.

1.

Please confirm
Order preempts

that the City of Albany and Dougherty
the

3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive

County

legal representatives

Shelter in Place Order adopted

agree that the Governor' s

by the Mayor and Chairman.

People are already contacting us, confused about how the Orders interact. It would appear the Governor' s Order
trumps ours.

2.

Please confirm no additional local Orders are contemplated in light of the Governor' s Order.

We would hate for folks to open back up for business, only to have to send folks home again or jump through
additional hurdles.

3.

Please confirm

how the Task Force recommends

for calls from individuals

and business

regarding

the Governor' s

Order to be handled.

The Governor' s Order states that the GA Dept. of Econ. Development is authorized to issue guidance as to " Critical
Infrastructure" status. However, the Order does not state who will field questions from golf courses, gas stations,
flower shops, etc. We believe consistency is critical. Perhaps FAQ' s can be compiled locally, or the Chamber of
Commerce can be asked to assist.

A copy of the Governor' s Order and the official Handout for it are attached. Online copies may be found here:
https:// gov, georgia, goy/ press- releases/ 2020- 04- 02/ governor- kemp- issues- shelter- place- order

Note on Page 3 of the Handout that it appears that no local ordinance can be any more or less restrictive. Also, note
on Page 3 of the Handout that only state law enforcement appears to be charged with enforcement of the
Governor' s Order at this time. Local law enforcement has not yet been deputized to enforce the Governor' s Order.

534

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,

Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Chad Warbington, City Commissioner Ward 4
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2

LANGSTAFF

LAW

Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.

Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road

Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P. O. Box 1306

Albany, GA 31702
229) 436- 5725
229) 329- 4606 fax
bob @ langstafflaw. com

CONFIDENTIAL &
Unless

otherwise

PRIVILEGED

indicated

or obvious

from the nature

of the above

communication,

the information

contained

herein

is

attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilasCe

watsonspencexom>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 4: 15 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob@lanestafflaw. com>; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorouh@att.
Cedric < CScottSalbanyea,

net>;
CCohilasC

dou herty, ea.us; Scott,

eov>
Cc:

Matt Fuller <matt@kayful erandsons.

com>;
Subadan,
Sharon < SdSubadan(

RE: Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #
5

535

@albanyga, ov>
Subject:

I don' t have time to provide a comprehensive response to this email.... But I will aim to answer some of the first question
We have been working within the taskforce to get a better break down from the testing facilities regarding who
is a doco citizen and who is not. Currently, PPMH is the largest source of testing and it has been working
towards getting a break down. As of the last report that I received ( not on new numbers recently released),
DOCO was about 66 percent of the positives that PPMH had. Also, please understand that the Health
Department is testing health care workers and first responders.... Not sure of their breakdown.... People are also
getting testing at certain medical facilities in DOCO. It has been a challenge to get all of those providers
reporting their numbers to the EMA so that they can be aggregated. I say all of that to say this ....We are working
very hard to try and get a more sophisticated breakdown of the positive tests by county.... We hope to have that
more refined in the next week. Everyone is working very hard on this... But your point is well taken and
something that we have been aiming to accomplish

as well.

Regarding backlog ... It appears that such is dwindling. We had a large number of tests just come back and we are
pleased to announce that there appear to be some significant developments in improving testing time. A lot of
pressure had to be placed on the previous testing vendor to get those batches back. I agree with all of your
comments regarding backlog ....It is frustrating and confuses the messaging and whether or not our efforts are in
fact becoming effective. Goal is to have new testing stood up at PPMH shortly, which would allow results within
8 hours and more real time reporting. Governor has been very helpful in getting the new testing in ... PPMH is
however, still awaiting the cartridges that go with the tests in order to get that new program up and running.
I will try and get you some additional responses later. Thank you very much for your input.
Cheers.

CSC

From: Bob Langstaff < bob@langstafflaw. com>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3: 41 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough@att. net>; Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas
CCohilas@c1ougherty,

watsonspence, com>;

ga, us; Scott, Cedric < CScott( e albanyga. gov>

Cc: Matt Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons. com>; Subadan, Sharon < 5d5ubadan( @albanyga, gov>

Subject: RE: Albany - Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 5
Coronavirus Task Force Members,

Thank you again for your continued work during this Coronavirus Emergency. I know you are all working long, difficult
hours to help our community. Commissioner Fuller and I have some thoughts, questions and concerns we would like to
share with you as you continue your work on the Coronavirus Task Force.
1.

Can you please provide

more detail

concerning

those who have tested

positive

for the Coronavirus

in Do

County?

We understand that HIPAA limits how much patient information can be shared. However, a little bit more information
would be helpful to the general public, and would not impose on anyone' s privacy rights.
First, it would be helpful to know when those who have tested positive were actually tested. As of 11: 28am on 3/ 29/ 20,
the GA DPH reports that Dougherty County has 239 positive cases. According to the AJC, that number was 224 as of
7pm yesterday. Thus, it would appear that 15 new positive test results were received over that time period in
536

Dougherty County. This could give the public the false impression that the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place
Order adopted by the Mayor and Chairman is not having the desired effect.
However, it has been repeatedly reported that there remains a substantial backlog on receiving the test results. Many
results may be coming in for persons who were exposed to the virus long before the Emergency Orders were
implemented. As of 11: 58am on 3/ 29/ 20, Phoebe is reporting they are waiting on 1, 292 test results for their
patients. As those test results continue to trickle in over the next week or two, the public may lose hope if the results
are not put into some type of temporal context.
Second, it would be helpful for the public to know how many of the persons who tested positive participated in either
one of the two funerals held near the start of Dougherty County' s outbreak. Mayor Dorough is quoted in the AJC as
saying that is a discussion for another day. https:// www, aic, com/ news/ state-- reionallcity- under- sere- coronavirusexacts- heavy- toll- albanylxC9NO6iifD5a0EgDXSAN/ While we understand his position, if we do not share the correct information
with the public, the public will be left to speculate or get the information for other sources. In
the article above, the AJC reports that two dozen family members affiliated with one funeral came down with flu like
- symptoms
and that the first 20 Covid- 19 patients to go to Phoebe were somehow connected to the funeral services. We don'
t know how accurate any of that information is.
We do know that NOT knowing the correct information could give the
public the false impression that the 3/25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order is not having the desired effect. In the
alternative, speculation about the sources of transmis ion could cause some to get the FALSE impression that they are
not at risk for contracting the virus themselves. Where there is a void of information, people will find something to fill
that void. It may be speculation or it may be inaccurate information. Third,
and

for the same reasons stated above, it

at

the courthouse when

would helpful for the public to know how may who tested positive were present

the iuror who tested positive

other Covid- 19 positive patients. We

was

present and

how many were on the front lines treating

assume our Public Health Department is

asking those who have tested positive

basic questions to help identify the sources of transmis ion, just as they would do for any other contagion. 2.
Do

we need to allocate financial resources to conduct swifter and more extensive testing for the virus in Dougherty
County?Much

has been said and written about the difficulty in obtaining swabs and test kits nationwide, as well as the delays in obtaining
test results. I understa Phoebe and the Task Force is working hard on solutions to those problems with some
promising solutions in the pipeline. However, Commissioner Fuller and I want to be absolutely certain that no expense
is spared in obtaining as swift and extensive testing as possible. If
financial resources to assist, please let us know. Commissioner

the City and County need to allocate additional

Fuller and I have read that a very small town in Italy was able to fl"
at en the curve" of the coronavirus by testing
northern- Italian- town- halts- all-new- infectionsall of its residents. https://news, sky, com/ storylcoronavirus- experiment- inafter-trial-11959587 While total testing would be impossible to achieve in Albany - Dougherty County,Commissioner
Fuller and I beliv that no expense should be spared in testing those persons whom we know have been in
close contact with infected persons. Towards
that end, we would like to know whether everyone who attended the two funerals and everyone who was present

at the courthouse when the juror who tested positive was present have been tested for the virus. If that has not been
done, we believe it should be done immediately. Similarly, those who attended any other gatherings where infected
persons were present should be tested. All
Please

those testing positive should be quarantined. 3.

reconsider the closure of golf, tennis and pickleball courts. 537

The revised Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order dated 3/ 25/ 20 permits individuals to play golf, tennis, pickleball and
other sports so long as they do not congregate in groups of 10 or more and maintain six feet of social distancing
separation.

Under the Order, Essential Activities include:

Outdoor activity, such as, by way of example and without limitation, walking, hiking, running,
or bicycling. However, individuals shall not engage in team sports and/ or activities which result
in the congregation of ten ( 10) or more persons. Individuals engaged in outdoor activities
shall comply with Social Distancing Requirements.
Social Distancing Requirements means maintaining a minimum distance of six ( 6) feet from
other individuals, washing hands with soap and water for at least twenty seconds as frequently
as possible or using hand sanitizer, covering coughs or sneezes ( into the sleeve or elbow, not
hands), regularly cleaning high -touch surfaces, and not shaking hands.
It has been brought to our attention that, in contravention

of the 3/ 25/ 20 Joint Executive Shelter in Place Order, some

establishments have been directed to cease allowing golf, tennis, and pickleball to be played outdoors. We do not
believe these sports ( especially golf) pose any greater danger of virus transmittal than many other outdoor
activities. However, you do not have to take our word for it. Please consider the following:
In Raleigh, NC, they are encouraging golf and tennis:
https:// www. newsobserver. com/ news/ coronavirus/ article241562626. html

Although Disney closed all its theme parks, it remains open for golf:
https://

www,

olfwdw, com/?

CMP- OKC- 42i

GM

WDW

recreation

waltdisneyworldresortgolf

NA

Connecticut lifted its ban on golfing:
httos:// www. hartfordbusiness. com/ article/ ct- reooens- eolf- courses- with- limitations- to- curb- covid- 19- outbreak

Myrtle Beach realized its error and did the same:

https:// www, myrtlebeachonline, com/ news/ coronavirus

article241583986. html

The Golf Course Superintendents Association of America has many resources to help create a safe golfing environment:
https:// www, csaa, ore/ resources/ covid- l9- pandemic- resources.

However, the attached statement to local

governments appears to cover most everything to make golf safe.
We acknowledge that tennis and pickleball differs from golf in that participants in tennis and pickleball must touch the
same ball during play. However, at the very least, we should allow play to continue among members of the same
household. There is simply no legitimate reason to allow persons to break bread together around the dinner table while
they shelter in place, but refuse to allow them to enjoy a round of golf or a game of tennis or pickleball together
outdoors.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,

Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
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Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2

Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.

Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road

Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P. O. Box 1306

Albany, GA 31702
229) 436- 5725
229) 329- 4606 fax
bob @ langstafflaw. com
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notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.

From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 6: 10 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorou
CCohilas( @watsonspence,
Cc: Matt

com>;

hCc att. net>; mailto: bdoroueh

CCohilas2dougherty,

Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons.

com>;

albanyea, eov; Chris S. Cohilas

ea, us; Scott, Cedric < C5cott( e albanyga, gov>

Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan( @albanyga,

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 4
Coronavirus Task Force Members,

539

ov>

There is one other gap in Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance ( which is based upon the Athens - Clarke County ordinance)
that I forgot to mention.

I did not have time to consult with Commissioner

whether he agrees with it. I think that the Ordinance

Fuller on this one, but he can weigh in on

needs to be clear that folks may leave their homes in order to

leave the city or county.
I have received a number of calls from people concerned that our Shelter in Place ordinance will prevent them from
leaving town. Some folks simply want to ride this thing out at their lake house or farm where no coronavirus cases have
been reported. Others want to go comfort family members living in other parts of the state with reported coronavirus
cases. I do not think we want to have folks stopped by law enforcement on their way out of town, and told to return to
their homes. As currently written, Mayor Dorough' s proposed Ordinance allows people to return to their homes in
Albany -Dougherty County if they are currently away, but it does not allow them to leave Albany -Dougherty County
except under very limited circumstances.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5

LANGSTAFF LAW
F

WM

Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.

Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road

Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P. O. Box 1306

Albany, GA 31702
229) 436- 5725
229) 329- 4606 fax
bob @ langstafflaw. com

CONFIDENTIAL &
Unless otherwise

PRIVILEGED

indicated

or obvious from the nature of the above communication,

the information

contained

herein is

attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.
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From: Bob Langstaff

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 48 PM
To: Kermit S. Dorough, Jr. < bodorough
CCohilas( @watsonspence,

com>;

att. net>; mailto: bdorouEh

CCohilas2dougherty2.

Cc: Matt Fuller < matt@kayfullerandsons. com>; Subadan,

albanyBa. gov; Chris S. Cohilas

us; Scott, Cedric < CScott( e albanyEa. gov>
Sharon < SdSubadan( @albanyga,

ov>

Subject: RE: Albany -Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email # 3
Mayor Dorough and members of the Coronavirus Task Force,

Commissioner Fuller and I reviewed Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance circulated today at 5: 13pm and attached
hereto.

Commissioner

Fuller and I want to be clear that we do NOT believe Mayor Dorough' s draft Ordinance is

appropriate as it would require the closure of most businesses in Albany -Dougherty County.
As we wrote in our Email # 2 submitted to you and the Task Force earlier today, we believe employers that can operate
with six ( 6) feet of separation among employees and customers should continue to do so. Towards that end, we renew
our suggestion that an Item xxiii be added under " Essential Businesses"

to read as follows:"

Any duly licensed business not otherwise restricted herein that operates with a minimum of six ( 6) feet of
separation between employees and other persons on the business premises at all times. Any such business shall
insure such separation is maintained at all times, including when employees and/ or other persons enter and exit
the business.

Please note that under existing OSHA regulations, " Each employer shall furnish to each of his employees employment
and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or
serious physical harm to his employees."— Section 5( a)( 1) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. Thus,
during the coronavirus pandemic, employers in Albany -Dougherty County are already required by federal law to provide
adequate separation among employees and other persons coming onto their business premises.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,

Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2

LANGSTAFF

LAW

Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.

Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road
541

Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P. O. Box 1306

Albany, GA 31702
229) 436- 5725
229) 329- 4606 fax
bob @ langstafflaw. com

CONFIDENTIAL &
Unless

otherwise

PRIVILEGED

indicated

or obvious

from the nature

of the above

communication,

the information

contained

herein

is

attorney -client privileged and confidential information/ work product. The communication is intended for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
immediately notify us by return e- mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.

From: Fuller, Matthew < MFullerSalbanyea, eov>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5: 21 PM
To: Bob Langstaff < bob@lanestafflaw. com>

Subject: Fwd: Albany/ Dougherty County Ordinance

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

borough, Bo" <

bjoroughf albanyea.. ov>

Date: March 20, 2020 at 5: 13: 19 PM EDT
To: " Howard, Jon" <
BJ" <

11 oward albanyea, eov>, "
BJFletcher @allbany a, eov>, " Warbington,

B1angstaff2a1banyga, eov>, " Young,

Fuller,

Chad" <

Mayor

Office of the Mayor
P. O. Box 383

Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229. 888. 2757

Fax: 229. 888. 2959
www. albaUga. gov
542

MFuller

cwarbineton

Demetrius" < DYoun

Subject: Albany/ Dougherty County Ordinance

Bo Dorough,

Matthew" <

albanyea,

eov>, "

Fletcher,

albanyea, gov>, " Langstaff, Bob"

Salbanyea, eov>

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 543

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 30 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 2. 20

Good evening Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

Members of Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. House Dems are
expected to take the lead on a fourth package, and Speaker Pelosi has indicated that the infrastructure
framework from January will be the starting point of whatever bill they introduce. For a more thorough update
on the legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not
already receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email sfullerfcgagrou . com.
Rep. Adam Schiff ( D- CA) is drafting legislation to establish a 9/ 11- style independent commission to review the
country' s coronavirus response. The legislation is " very preliminary" and will likely not be released until the
coronavirus crisis has subsided.
The FDA approved the first test for coronavirus antibodies for use in the U. S. While current tests can tell if a

person is still infected, the Cellex antibody test is the first to receive authorization and can tell whether a patient
has ever been exposed and if they might have some immunity.
o

A similar test, created by BioMedomics, has not been reviewed by the FDA but is permitted for

distribution and use under the public health emergency guidance the agency issued on March 161n
The FDA has published guidance to address the need for blood during the pandemic.
FEMA told the House Oversight Committee today that the 100, 000 ventilators promised by President Trump will
not be available until June. Following the release of this information, the President invoked the Defense
Production Act, which directs General Electric Co., Hill -Rom Holdings Inc., Medtronic Public Limited Co., ResMed

Inc., Royal Philips N. V., and Vyaire Medical Inc. to make ventilators. It also directs acting Homeland Security Sec.
Chad Wolf and HHS Sec. Alex Azar to " use any and all authority available under the Act to facilitate the supply of
materials" to these companies.

We can expect to see CDC guidance coming out soon recommending that everyone, not just health care
workers, wear face coverings in public settings. Previously, the recommendation was that healthy individuals do
not use face masks in an effort to save scarce supplies for health care workers. Now, however, individuals might

end up being encouraged to cover up in places like pharmacies and grocery stores to avoid unwittingly spreading
the virus. President Trump emphasized in his press briefing this evening that it would not be mandatory.
CMS has been hosting calls with a variety of clinicians, hospitals, and states to provide updates on their COVID19 efforts. Recordings of the calls with transcripts can be found here.

CMS released a summary of recent actions taken in response to COVID- 19 including the approval of additional
state Medicaid waivers and an amended state disaster plan for Arizona.
The Transportation Department announced it will release $ 25 billion in emergency grant funding to help city and
regional transit providers cope with economic pain from the coronavirus.
Speaker Nancy Pelosi created a special select bipartisan committee to oversee all aspects of the government' s
response to the virus, including how it distributes the newly allotted emergency funding. Majority Whip Jim
Clyburn will chair the House committee. Although the Committee will have bipartisan membership, its creation
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lacks bipartisan support. President Trump referred to it as a " witch hunt,"
Congress have said it is redundant with the CARES Oversight Committee

and multiple other members of

already in place.

Reps. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben
McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to test positive ( or be
presumptive positive) for COVID- 19. Twenty- eight other members are in self -quarantine and six members have
completed a self -quarantine.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 213, 144
d":. IIIose cointact":3, 245 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before
reporting. o
The
CDC is reporting 4,
513 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID- 19.Hundreds
of thousands of hoarded medical supplies, including 192,000 N95 respirator masks,are being sent to health
care workers in New York and New Jersey. The supplies were located by the FBI on Monday and seized by HHS
under

the
New

Defense

Production

Act. o

York State is particularly in need, as they face running out of masks in as few as six days. Delaware

Gov.John Carney issued an order limiting public gatherings to 10 people through May 151n Florida
welcomed ( begrudgingly) the Holland America cruise ships Zaandam and Rotterdam today at Port Everglades.
200 of the passengers are currently showing COVID-19 symptoms and four from the Zaandam had already
died.New
York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, and Laredo Mayor Pete Saenz have all told their
residents to use some form of face covering when going out in public. In Laredo, residents will receive fines of
up to $
1, 000 if they don' t cover their noses and mouths with "
some form of covering" when
open to the public, using public transportation, or pumping gas.Gov.

entering a building

Jay Inslee of Washington state extended the emergency stay home
- order through the end of May 41h.The order
kept in place and strengthened earlier restrictions, temporarily
to gyms, bars and nail salons. Mississippi

banning sporting events, concerts and going

Gov.Tate Reeves announced a shelter in place order that will begin tomorrow. Both the Governor and
Speaker of the House are doing Facebook Live sessions to communicate important information to citizens. o
This
resource from Bloomberg Law is a dat base of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to the
COVID- 19
This

response. o

series of maps shows how states are responding to

COVID- 19, and this tracker, created

and maintained

by Multistate Associates, has an up- to-date list of executive orders and various travel restrictions.
o
Finally,

Defense

this site offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing through may and can be broken
down by state. Military/

The

USNS Comfort, docked on the West Side of Manhattan, began treatine patients on Wednesday. The ship is serving
as a refer al hospital for non- COVID- 19 patients currently admitted to land - based hospitals. The
Pentagon confirmed it is se king 100,000 military -style body bags for potential civilian use as projections for U.
S. deaths in the coronavirus outbreak lie between 100, 000 to 240, 000. The

U.S. Army is working on plans to continue training large groups of troops amid the escalating coronavirus pandemic
by creating " safety

bubbles" around

groups of healthy soldiers. The plan would require testing an entire

company or battalion of soldiers for COVID- 19 and, if none test positive, send them into the field for a month
with prepackaged meals to do the kind of collective training exercises that social distancing guidelines have
made risky on military bases throughout the

U.S. NORTHCOM

announced that the U.S. military is deploying an additional 540 troops to the U.S.-Mexico border to assist
Border Patrol agents handling migrants who may be COVID- 19 positive. Social
distancing restrictions at the Air Force Academy have been relaxed after it reported two cadet suicides in less
than a week following attempts to slow the spread of the coronavirus. Emails obtained from the academy 546

show the Colorado Springs base had received complaints about how the policies made the school prison -like for
about 1, 000 cadets who remained on the campus. Cadets are now able to venture off campus for drive -through

food, wear civilian clothing on Fridays, and congregate

in small groups compliant with state guidelines.

Navy officials announced Thursday that Capt. Brett Crozier, commanding officer of the sidelined aircraft carrier
Theodore Roosevelt, has been relieved of duty in the wake of a leaked letter he penned pleading for U. S.
intervention to stifle a COVID- 19 outbreak on the 4, 800- person ship.
International

Affairs

China has rejected the American intelligence community' s claim that Beijing concealed the extent of
coronavirus, instead accusing the U. S. of seeking to shift the blame for its own handling of the outbreak.
After German Chancellor Angela Merkel described the coronavirus as the greatest challenge facing her country
since the end of World War II, Germany' s parliament made it possible again to suspend patent rights. Germany' s
law stipulates that patent holders must be indemnified, part of long- standing legislation allowing the
government to use a patent for the " public good." The association representing Germany' s biggest research focused drug makers has argued that patent protection limits would be unnecessary as market forces are
already a positive dynamic.
Russia sent a giant An- 124 Russian military transport plane full of masks and ventilators to the U. S. The plane
landed at Kennedy International Airport yesterday. Today, the Foreign Ministry in Moscow said that the U. S. and
Russia had evenly split the cost of the medical goods and that Russia could depend on future COVID- 19 aid from
the U. S.

Russian President Vladimir Putin extended the period for Russians to stay home from work until the end of the
month.

French police said on Thursday that a hall at Rungis, the world' s largest wholesale food market, near Paris,
would be turned into a temporary morgue. Nearly 5, 400 people have died from COVID- 19 in France, and an
additional 6, 000 or more are in intensive care. The morgue is expected to start operating on Friday.
Philippines' President Rodrigo Duterte warned people they could be shot dead if they caused trouble over
restrictions, saying the police and the military had the authority to shoot if their lives were in danger
Global Cases:
o

Lifestyle

896, 450

Total Deaths:

45, 526

per the latest figures from Johns Hopkins University, the number of cases is now more than one million.

and Economy
More than 6. 6 million Americans filed for unemployment

over the last week, more than twice the number from

the previous week ( which was four times higher than the previous record).

Banks are warning that the Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP), a $ 350 billion lending program for struggling
small businesses authorized by the CARES Act, will not be ready for its planned launch Friday. Lenders
responsible for providing forgivable loans to small businesses under the PPP say they have not been provided
necessary guidelines and caution that there may be delays in assistance to small businesses. A Treasury
Department fact -sheet on PPP can be found here.

A clinical trial for hydroxychloroquine, the drug used to treat malaria, lupus, and rheumatoid arthritis, will begin
this week to see if it is also effective in treating COVID- 19. The trial is set to begin later this month and will have
around 15, 000 participants.
In addition to equipment shortages, hospitals and pharmacies across the country are experiencing drug
shortages. The most commonly reported shortages are drugs used to keep patients' airways open, antibiotics,
antivirals, and sedatives. Last month, orders for antibiotics like azithromycin and antiviral medicines like ribavirin

nearly tripled.

The Democratic National Convention has been postponed until the week of August 171h, which is the week
before the Republican convention.

The S& P 500 saw an increase today of about 2 percent despite the horrific week of job losses.
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
547

Wimbledon,

regarded as the world' s most prestigious

tennis tournament,

has been cancelled for the first time

since World War 11. Again, not a cruel April fools joke (that we know of- but I' m holding out hope).
o

Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here ( general), and
here ( sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 2)

Listen to Dr. Tony Fauci on today' s episode of The Daily
Resolve to Save Lives virtual media briefing with Dr. Tom Frieden ( former CDC Director and NYC Health
Commissioner)

With a looming shortage of equipment for coronavirus patients in New York City, doctors say they may soon
need to make difficult choices, NYT article.

Prevent Epidemics has published practical tips for personal anti -virus infection control.
Strategies from hospitals on the front lines of the COVID- 19 fight

A look at the answer to the question, " why stay isolated for two weeks after possible exposure?"
Ten Weeks to Crush the Curve
In Zimbabwe. '

vou win coronavirus

or you win starvation'

Other tracking data here.
Treating

COVID- 19— Off-Label Drug Use, Compassionate Use, and Randomized Clinical Trials During Pandemics

JAMA)

Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)

Why the Coronavirus Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)
Coronavirus Drubs, Vaccine Are Many Months Away, Health Experts Say

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins°

please take social distancing

U, S, Hospitals

Face

Maior

Challenges

seriously

to save lives)

as Coronavirus

Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

safe.

5hortae of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID- 19 —

Navigating the Uncharted ( co- authored by Drs. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (

USTR)

Statistics
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

f

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 7: 13 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update
2020- 04- 02- Thank You from DWS!. pdf; 2020- 04- 01- Facebook Profile Frame
Instructions. pdf

Attachments:

recipients

Good evening.
Good news:

We extubated our 6th patient today and 115 have recovered.
We began to do our own testing this evening and can get results in under 2 hours. The not so great news is that
we only have 900 test kits and have been told by Cepheid that we would not get more until sometime in
May. We will prioritize these quick results for inpatients only. We believe this will provide us with 20 days or so
of kits.

We have signed an agreement with Augusta University to provide testing as they have capacity and deliver
results in 24- 48 hours. This will be much better than what we are getting with Quest ...3- 10 days.
Both Senator Loeffler and Senator Purdue personally called me today and we had productive conversations
where I stressed the importance of more Cepheid testing kits and support for our communities in SW Georgia,
our Hospitals and 4, 500 employees.

We are in daily contact with the Governor' s Office about what is happening here and how they can continue to
assist.

See the attached thank cards from Deerfield Students, a link to a CNN piece and tomorrow night we will share an
inspirational story from one of our own... Nurse Carley. Powerful!
https:// www. cnn. com/ videos/ us/ 2020/ 04/ 02/ aIbany- georgia- virus- surge- ip- vpx. cnn

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 33 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Camila

Subject:

Knowles;

Chris S. Cohilas

Re: COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

Mike, we are available the next three or four Mondays, but we do an all staff meeting at 10 where all of us share our
Intel and plan for the week. Is there any chance that we could do 11 instead of 10?
Louie Perry
Director and Principal
Cornerstone

Government

Affairs

202 448 9500

202 302 7833 cell

On Apr 2, 2020, at 5: 42 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Camila- We aren' t having a meeting this coming Monday ( April 61h). What do you future Monday' s look
like at 10 am?

Thanks.

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup. com>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7: 42 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>;

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Subject: Re: COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act
Michael,

Roping in Louie so we can tag team this one. We both have a 10 am. Would 11 am work by chance?
Thanks,
Camila

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 1, 2020, at 6: 15 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCo @dougherty. a. us> wrote:

Camila- We have a Commissioner that has requested a briefing on Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act. In particular she would like to know how
citizens and the county could benefit. Can you all make someone available on a Monday
at 10 am? Please let me know what Monday in April works best. Thanks.
I iiclhaellI McCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 33 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris Cohilas;

Cohilas,

Christopher;

Lamar

Hudgins;

vees70@yahoo.

com; Johnson,

Clinton; Gray, Russell; Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
McCoy, Michael; Ware, Jawahn; Clark, Bristria; Addison, Scott

Cc:
Subject:

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

Important

Updates

Attachments:

image001 jpg; EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf; Statewide Shelter In Place
Handout. pdf

Importance:

High

Commissioners:

Wendy IHo

COVID-

19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other

Please see below information ... thanks, stay safe.

ellll

Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::uraiill: ,....._I_. . ._

II. r

dc uuglh ert .

a. us

IIIIIIIIIIIII I I

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG. org>

4/ 2/ 20 6: 20 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

Brown, Beth" < B rown @ACCG. org>
Subject:

ACCG

Afternoon

COVID- 19

Update - GOVERNOR'

S

EXECUTIVE ORDER &Other

Important

Updates

IIIoWrI

Lw. AttacIhed please fund the (:
foveirlr oir's IExecutive fflsder Isu:sgairdling the sill-uelteir in 1place declairation and
additional linfoiri r"
uatioln li::
lsovu:" led li::
y tIhe ( Soveiri oir' s of ice. ACC( Sis working oin a sou irr" ulrr airy tJ-mt will be li::
lsovu:" led as soon
1arlll

as

possible. Georgia

Department of Public Health: New Data Supports Social Distancing Now More than Ever 557

The Georgia Department of Public Health issued a caress release this afternoon reiterating the importance of social
distancing and explaining recent findings from the Centers from Disease Control
and Prevention.

Congressional

Research Service Releases CARES Act Information

The Congressional Research Service has released an overview of the allocations by state from the Coronavirus Relief

Fund. Coronavirus Relief Fund assistance is provided to state governments. Local governments serving a population of
at least 500, 000, as measured by the most recent Census data, may elect to receive direct assistance from the Treasury.
Summary of April 1 White House COVID- 19 National Briefing
The White House held a COVID- 19 national briefing call with state and local officials on April 1, 2020. The purpose of
this call was to provide state and local elected officials with up- to- date information on COVID- 19 and pertinent
Administration and Task Force actions. The official summaLy of the call from the White House Office of
Intergovernmental

Affairs is now available.

Governor Kemp, DCH Announce Approval of 1135 Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® Waiver
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Health ( DCH) announced that the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) approved Georgia' s section 1135 waiver request on the temporary checklist,
granting the state a number of flexibilities

for Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® providers and members to combat the

COVID- 19 public health emergency. To read more, click here.

Notice for Using Auto -Dialers for County Messages
If your county uses, or is considering the use, of an automated dialing technology to make large numbers of telephone
by service providers or
calls to your community, there are
other entities.

Reminder on Important Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) Surveys
The 2020 Government Management Indicators ( GOMI) Survey and the 2020 Local Government Wage and Salary Survey
have gone live and are available for annual submissions. Both surveys will require the DCA- issued CICOID/ Password. If a
local official needs this information, they can email a request to DCA. Research dca, ea.g v and DCA will get it back to
them the same business day. As of now, the deadline for submission is June 30, 2020. DCA is monitoring the COVID 19
situation and may make adjustments as needed.

Other Federal Agency Updates
The U. S. Citizenship Immigration Services ( USCIS) offices will be closed to the public until May 4 unless the public
closures are extended further. Additional information can be found here.
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E- Verify has extended the time frame for taking action to resolve actions due to tentative non confirmations. This has been done due to the closure to the public of Social Security Administration
offices. More details can be found here.
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Beth Brown
I

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
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Office

Phone: (

Board Relations

404) 522- 5022

Cell Phone: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 32 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

RE: ACCG

Afternoon

Important

Updates

COVID-

19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other

Galaxy smartphone

Original message --------

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>

From: "
Date:
To: "

4/ 2/ 20 6: 30 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

Re: ACCG

Afternoon

ga. us>

COVID- 19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other

Important

Updates

Sure thing, drafting now. Thanks,

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 6: 29 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

FW: ACCG Afternoon

COVID- 19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other Important

Updates

Will you please send this to the Board. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG.

From: "
Date:

org>

4/ 2/ 20 6: 20 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Brown,
ACCG

Beth" <

Afternoon

B rown @ACCG.org>
Subject:

COVID- 19

1arlll Lw. AttacIhed

Update - GOVERNOR'

S

EXECUTIVE ORDER &Other

Important

Updates

IlloWrI

please flilru::I tIl e (:
fovelsnoir" s Executive ffls::
Ier Isegair:: Iliing tIhe s lheItirlilt:li':IIa: e::Ieclairaboin and

a::
I::luboir al li rufoir r" uaboin li::
lsovu:" Ied IE:y tIhe ( Sovelslnoir' s of ice. ACC( Suse wolslkling oin a sou irr" ulrr airy tJ-mt wlillll be li::
lsovu:" Ied as soon
as poss ble. Georgia

Department of Public Health: New Data Supports Social Distancing Now More than Ever 560

The Georgia Department of Public Health issued a caress release this afternoon reiterating the importance of social
distancing and explaining recent findings from the Centers from Disease Control
and Prevention.

Congressional

Research Service Releases CARES Act Information

The Congressional Research Service has released an overview of the allocations by state from the Coronavirus Relief

Fund. Coronavirus Relief Fund assistance is provided to state governments. Local governments serving a population of
at least 500, 000, as measured by the most recent Census data, may elect to receive direct assistance from the Treasury.
Summary of April 1 White House COVID- 19 National Briefing
The White House held a COVID- 19 national briefing call with state and local officials on April 1, 2020. The purpose of
this call was to provide state and local elected officials with up- to- date information on COVID- 19 and pertinent
Administration and Task Force actions. The official summaLy of the call from the White House Office of
Intergovernmental

Affairs is now available.

Governor Kemp, DCH Announce Approval of 1135 Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® Waiver
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Health ( DCH) announced that the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) approved Georgia' s section 1135 waiver request on the temporary checklist,
granting the state a number of flexibilities

for Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® providers and members to combat the

COVID- 19 public health emergency. To read more, click here.

Notice for Using Auto -Dialers for County Messages
If your county uses, or is considering the use, of an automated dialing technology to make large numbers of telephone
by service providers or
calls to your community, there are
other entities.

Reminder on Important Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) Surveys
The 2020 Government Management Indicators ( GOMI) Survey and the 2020 Local Government Wage and Salary Survey
have gone live and are available for annual submissions. Both surveys will require the DCA- issued CICOID/ Password. If a
local official needs this information, they can email a request to DCA. Research dca, ea.g v and DCA will get it back to
them the same business day. As of now, the deadline for submission is June 30, 2020. DCA is monitoring the COVID 19
situation and may make adjustments as needed.

Other Federal Agency Updates
The U. S. Citizenship Immigration Services ( USCIS) offices will be closed to the public until May 4 unless the public
closures are extended further. Additional information can be found here.

E- Verify has extended the time frame for taking action to resolve actions due to tentative non confirmations. This has been done due to the closure to the public of Social Security Administration
offices. More details can be found here.
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Phone: (

404)

Board Relations

522- 5022

Cell Phone: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 30 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: ACCG

Afternoon

Important

Updates

COVID- 19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other

Sure thing, drafting now. Thanks,

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 6: 29 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

COVID- 19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other Important

Updates

Will you please send this to the Board. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG. org>

4/ 2/ 20 6: 20 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Brown, Beth" <
ACCG

Afternoon

B rown @ACCG.org>
Subject:

COVID- 19

1oTlll _
E_
w. Atac:

Update - GOVERNOR'

S

EXECUTIVE ORDER &Other

Important

Updates

IlloWrI

lhed please Hind tll e (:
fovernor" s IExecutive Order regarding tll e s lhetirin li':Ia: e::Ieclairation and

additional information 1pirovu::Ied li::
y tll e (Sovelrnoir' s of ice. ACC( Sis working oin a sou irr" ulrr airy tlmt will be li::
lsovu:" Ied as soon
as

possible. Georgia

Department of Public Health: New Data Supports Social Distancing Now More than Ever The
Georgia Department of Public Health issued a nres release this afternoon reiterating the importance of social distancing
and explaining recent findings from the Centers from Disease Control and
Prevention. Congressional

Research

Service

Congressional Research

Coronavirus

Releases CARES Act Information The

Service has released an overview of the allocations bar state from the Coronavirus Relief

Relief Fund assistance is provided to state governments. Local

Fund.

governments serving a population of at

least 500, 000, as measured by the most recent Census data, may elect to receive direct assistance from the Treasury. Summary
of April 1 White House COVID-19 National Briefing The
White House held a COVID- 19 national briefing call with state and local officials on April 1,
2020. The

purpose of this

call was to provide state and local elected officials with up-to-date information on COVID- 19 and pertinent Administration
and Task Force actions. The official summaryof the call from the White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
is

now available. 563

Governor Kemp, DCH Announce Approval of 1135 Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® Waiver
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Health ( DCH) announced that the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) approved Georgia' s section 1135 waiver request on the temporary checklist,
granting the state a number of flexibilities for Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® providers and members to combat the
COVID- 19 public health emergency. To read more, click here.

Notice for Using Auto -Dialers for County Messages
If your county uses, or is considering the use, of an automated dialing technology to make large numbers of telephone
by service providers or

calls to your community, there are
other entities.

Reminder on Important Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) Surveys
The 2020 Government Management Indicators ( GOMI) Survey and the 2020 Local Government Wage and Salary Survey
have gone live and are available for annual submissions. Both surveys will require the DCA- issued CICOID/ Password. If a
local official needs this information, they can email a request to DCA. Research dca, ea.p v and DCA will get it back to
them the same business day. As of now, the deadline for submission is June 30, 2020. DCA is monitoring the COVID 19
situation and may make adjustments

as needed.

Other Federal Agency Updates
The U. S. Citizenship Immigration Services ( USCIS) offices will be closed to the public until May 4 unless the public
closures are extended further. Additional information can be found here.

E- Verify has extended the time frame for taking action to resolve actions due to tentative non confirmations. This has been done due to the closure to the public of Social Security Administration
offices. More details can be found here.

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Nvmn""''

t' wor "

Board Relations

Ac"`"'"""'
on

Office

Phone: (

404) 522- 5022

Cell Phone: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 30 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

Important

Updates

COVID-

19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Attachments:

image001 jpg; EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf; Statewide Shelter In Place
Handout. pdf

Importance:

High

Other

Will you please send this to the Board. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG.

org>

4/ 2/ 20 6: 20 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Brown,
ACCG

Beth" < B rown @ACCG. org>
Subject:

Afternoon

COVID- 19

1oTlll _
E_
w. Atac:

Update - GOVERNOR'

S

EXECUTIVE ORDER &Other

Important

Updates

IlloWrI

lhed please Hind tll e (:
f veirno" s IExecutive Order regarding tll e s lhetirin li':Ia: e::Ieclairation and

additional linforlrr ation 1pirovu::Ied li::
y tll e (Soveirnoir' office. ACC( Sis working oin a sou irr" ulrr airy tlmt will be li::
lsovu:" Ied as soon
as

possible. Georgia

Department of Public Health: New Data Supports Social Distancing Now More than Ever The
Georgia Department of Public Health issued a nres release this afternoon reiterating the importance of social distancing
and explaining recent findings from the Centers from Disease Control and
Prevention. Congressional

Research

Service Releases CARES Act Information The

Congressional Research

Coronavirus

Service has released an overview of the allocations bar state from the Coronavirus Relief

Relief Fund assistance is provided to state governments. Local

Fund.

governments serving a population of at

least 500,000, as measured by the most recent Census data,may elect to receive direct assistance from the Treasury. Summary
of April 1 White House COVID-19 National Briefing The
White House held a COVID- 19 national briefing call with state and local officials on April 1,
2020. The

purpose of this

call was to provide state and local elected officials with up-to- date information on COVID- 19 and pertinent Administration
and Task Force actions. The official summaryof the call from the White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
is

now available. 565

Governor Kemp, DCH Announce Approval of 1135 Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® Waiver
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Health ( DCH) announced that the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) approved Georgia' s section 1135 waiver request on the temporary checklist,
granting the state a number of flexibilities for Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® providers and members to combat the
COVID- 19 public health emergency. To read more, click here.

Notice for Using Auto -Dialers for County Messages
If your county uses, or is considering the use, of an automated dialing technology to make large numbers of telephone
by service providers or

calls to your community, there are
other entities.

Reminder on Important Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) Surveys
The 2020 Government Management Indicators ( GOMI) Survey and the 2020 Local Government Wage and Salary Survey
have gone live and are available for annual submissions. Both surveys will require the DCA- issued CICOID/ Password. If a
local official needs this information, they can email a request to DCA. Research dca, ea.p v and DCA will get it back to
them the same business day. As of now, the deadline for submission is June 30, 2020. DCA is monitoring the COVID 19
situation and may make adjustments as needed.

Other Federal Agency Updates
The U. S. Citizenship Immigration Services ( USCIS) offices will be closed to the public until May 4 unless the public
closures are extended further. Additional information can be found here.

E- Verify has extended the time frame for taking action to resolve actions due to tentative non confirmations. This has been done due to the closure to the public of Social Security Administration
offices. More details can be found here.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 18 PM

Sent:

Afternoon

Important

COVID-

19 Update -

GOVERNOR'

S EXECUTIVE

ORDER &

Other

Updates

Attachments:

EO- Order to Ensure Healthy GA. pdf; Statewide Shelter In Place Handout. pdf

Importance:

High

Attac:lhed please fund the (:f veirnor' s IExecutive Order regardling the slIhelteir in li': IIace declairation
and additional linforlrr ation 1pirovided li:: y tll e ( Soveirinoir' s office. ACC(
S is working oin a sou irr"ulrr airy tl-mt will be li:: lsovided as
IlloTI 1arlll Lw.

soon

as possible.

Georgia Department of Public Health: New Data Supports Social Distancing Now More than Ever
The Georgia Department of Public Health issued a caress release this afternoon reiterating the importance of social
distancing and explaining recent findings from the Centers from Disease Control
and Prevention.

Congressional

Research Service Releases CARES Act Information

The Congressional Research Service has released an overview of the allocations bar state from the Coronavirus Relief

Fund. Coronavirus Relief Fund assistance is provided to state governments. Local governments serving a population of
at least 500, 000, as measured by the most recent Census data, may elect to receive direct assistance from the Treasury.
Summary of April 1 White House COVID- 19 National Briefing
The White House held a COVID- 19 national briefing call with state and local officials on April 1, 2020. The purpose of
this call was to provide state and local elected officials with up- to- date information on COVID- 19 and pertinent
Administration and Task Force actions. The official summaLy of the call from the White House Office of
Intergovernmental

Affairs is now available.

Governor Kemp, DCH Announce Approval of 1135 Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® Waiver
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Health ( DCH) announced that the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS) approved Georgia' s section 1135 waiver request on the temporary checklist,
granting the state a number of flexibilities for Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids® providers and members to combat the
COVID- 19 public health emergency.

To read more, click here.

Notice for Using Auto -Dialers for County Messages
If your county uses, or is considering the use, of an automated dialing technology to make large numbers of telephone
calls to your community, there are
by service providers or
other entities.

567

Reminder on Important Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) Surveys
The 2020 Government Management Indicators ( GOMI) Survey and the 2020 Local Government Wage and Salary Survey
have gone live and are available for annual submissions. Both surveys will require the DCA- issued CICOID/ Password. If a
local official needs this information, they can email a request to DCA. Research dca, ea.p v and DCA will get it back to
them the same business day. As of now, the deadline for submission is June 30, 2020. DCA is monitoring the COVID 19
situation and may make adjustments

as needed.

Other Federal Agency Updates
The U. S. Citizenship Immigration Services ( USCIS) offices will be closed to the public until May 4 unless the public
closures are extended further. Additional information can be found here.

E- Verify has extended the time frame for taking action to resolve actions due to tentative non -confirmations. This
has been done due to the closure to the public of Social Security Administration offices. More details can be found
here.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

CRI

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 6: 01 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: <<

CPAs

and

NEW -

Advisors <

news@CRlcpa. com>

COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast

Articles

Series &

REGISTER TODAY - COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast Series

I I I °'

19 Qdiiidk

Friday, April 3

Wdbcast Seiiirliiib

VIC).... I

Qu. nik'*

Aids Maintainingng C iilrnan. Irncia. 1

Irntir() lls foir Goverlrnnlnei

As part of our response to the COVID- 19

V erinlote

outbreak, CRI' s professional task forces have

10: 00 am - 10: 30 am CDT

developed

a robust collection

Work

IC Irn rlilr

ntanll IC: Irflities

Illrn a.

lrnlrinl nlrnd:

of tools and

resources to help you make critical decisions

Monday, April 6

for both yourself and your business.

VID....I

The newest offering in our resource lineup is
our CO

lits Not foir VIIrofil: n,, a 9 (;:1Iritica. l

Governance Questions

IIIIIIt49 Quick IFlits webcasts series —

shorter format style virtual seminars

Quick

10: 00 am - 10: 30 am CDT

that are

jam packed with information, allowing for an
interactive question and answer session. We
VIID... I

invite you to explore the abundance of options

k) wilrng foir you. nlr Nonprofit

below and register for as many sessions as

2: 00 pm - 2: 30 pm CDT

you like.
Thank you for your interest and participation

Quick I Ilutsn. IIKeelp the (.""()Irnd. Irullau. nd: lioins

in

Tuesday, April 7

CRI' s educational offerings. Our top priority, in
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addition to your health and well- being, is to
VID 19 Quick I kts: [ 1iractica]

provide valuable information to support you

foir (' 111ornirnuinity [ 3a,irks

during this dynamic and unprecedented time.

10: 00 am - 10: 30 am CDT
These external webcasts do not currently qualify for CPE

VID 19 Quick I Iltsa. ('
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Local Goveirinirneints

RegIlster . 1......
oday!

11: 00 am - 11: 30 am CDT
SCHEDULE

AT A GLANCE
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to ('

VID
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19

Business

19

COVID- 19: Family Paid Leave Tax Credits
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Legislative Guidance & Government Initiatives
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U S

Senate

In the (", oroina, virus Aid, [ 161hlef, and

oin Il

Security Act

a,irch 25, 2020

Coronahrus Aid, Relief, and Elonoink Security Act
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I he I edeiral
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Considerations,

and Dedsive
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ReWed
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Main Street Lending
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In our efforts to respect your time and your inbox, we are trying to streamline our COVID- 1 9
communications for those in our audience who want to continue to receive them. We invite you to

sign up to receive our CO I

IIResou

irces e, coiir,iiniiir,iinitjiiriiliicatliloiiriis

for the latest news, updates,

and

CRI resources impacting you and your business amid the COVID- 1 9 outbreak.
J
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 5: 46 PM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

A message from NACo President Mary Ann Borgeson

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Av, :_._..._..._.._..._..._""

National County Government Month begins this week, and this year' s theme —Counties Matter
is more evident than ever. Counties are truly on the front lines of managing the coronavirus
pandemic. Nationwide, we are responsible for nearly 1, 000 hospitals, 1, 900 public health
departments, 800 long- term care facilities and many other functions that keep our residents
healthy and safe.

574

We at the National

Association

of Counties ( NACo)

cannot thank you enough for your service — every day of
the year and especially during this unprecedented public
health

crisis.

This is a very challenging time, but I am inspired to see
our nation' s counties, parishes and boroughs rising to
surmount unimaginable hurdles. And as the pandemic
unfolds, please know that you are not alone. NACo is
here for you. We are all in this together, and we are

Click here to see a video from NACo
President Mary Ann Borgeson.

stronger

when we are united

through

NACo.

Working with state associations of counties, our federal partners, and the private, non- profit and
academic sectors, NACo remains focused on our mission to strengthen America' s counties. Please
visit

ACo. org/ coronavirus to see the latest news and resources to support your efforts to

mitigate COVID- 19.

Though difficult days are likely ahead, there is no challenge too great for America' s county
governments. Together, we will continue to overcome obstacles and help our communities
thrive.

Stay healthy and strong,

Li

Hon. Mary Ann Borgeson
NACo President

COVID- 19
AA.

L

amid ..

and

Counties r COVID- 19 presentation
660

North

Capitol

Street, NW,

D.
C. 20001

Suite

400

575

Washington,

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 5: 42 PM

Sent:
To:

Camila

Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas; Louie Perry
RE: COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

Subject:

Knowles

Camila- We aren' t having a meeting this coming Monday ( April 61h). What do you future Monday' s look like at 10
am?

Thanks.

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup. com>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7: 42 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>;

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Subject: Re: COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act
Michael,

Roping in Louie so we can tag team this one. We both have a 10 am. Would 11 am work by chance?
Thanks,
Camila

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 1, 2020, at 6: 15 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dougherty,- a, us> wrote:

Camila- We have a Commissioner that has requested a briefing on Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security ( CARES) Act. In particular she would like to know how citizens and the county could
benefit. Can you all make someone available on a Monday at 10 am? Please let me know what Monday
in April works best. Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmccov _ doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Thursday, April 2, 2020 5: 30 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICYMI: Virtual meeting recordings with officials from SBA and Georgia DOL

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Conference recordings about economic recovery programs
Economic Iniury Relief

Small Business Administrator Ashley D. Bell and Director of Government
Guaranteed Lending for Synovus Joseph Shuford provide a detailed overview
of the economic injury relief programs available to small businesses.

Georqia

Department

of Labor

Georgia Department of Labor Commissioner Mark Butler and Georgia
Chamber

President &

CEO Chris Clark discuss

the expanded

rules and

regulations in place to assist both businesses and employees during the
Covid- 19 pandemic.

rim t sqquilnwily

per r (:"
r provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on , j,, mtrn,bs,
;, wok for the most up- to- date alerts.

O

V

Unsubscribe

mmccov@douaherty.

ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

LJ
Try email marketing

579

for free today!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 4:48 PM

Sent:
To:

Lamar

Hudgins

Subject:

RE: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business

Recovery Grant.

From:

Lamar

Hudgins <

Lhudgins@lraconstructors.

com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 35 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business Recovery Grant.
Couldn' t help it. O

From:

Lamar

Hudgins

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: ' Gray, Russell' < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>; Gloria Gaines
ggaines305@aol. com>; Gaines, Gloria < GGaines@dougherty. ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>;
Edwards, Victor < VEdwards@dougherty. ga. us>; Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael
M M cCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business Recovery Grant.
I saw that earlier.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 32 PM
To: Johnson,

Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ea. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>; Gaines,

GGaines@dougherty. ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.
Lhudgins@lraconstructors.

com>;

ga. us>;

Lamar

Edwards, Victor < VEdwards@dougherty. ga. us>;

Gloria

Hudgins
Cohilas,

Christopher

CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business Recovery Grant.

I have not heard of this Verizon grant aid before. Good information to know and share with interested citizens.
Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Commissioner Lorraine Cochran - Johnson < lciohnson@dekalbcounty

v>
a. o

Date: April 2, 2020 at 3: 08: 40 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" < RGray@dou herty.ga.us>

Subject: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business

Recovery Grant.
Reply -To: amslocum@dekalbcountyZa. gov

581

DeKalb

residents,

constituents,

and friends,

As we face these challenging times, it is my intent to make you aware of resources as they become available. I
am pleased to announce LISC and Verizon are currently providing grants of up to $ 10, 000 to businesses and
non -profits facing immediate financial pressure because of COVID- 19— especially entrepreneurs of color,
women -owned businesses and other enterprises in historically underserved communities who don' t have
access to flexible, affordable capital. The grant can be used for paying rent and utilities, meeting payroll,
paying outstanding debt to vendors, and other immediate operational costs. The first round of grant
applications is due this Saturday, April 4th. See below for additional details. Also, over the next few weeks I

582

583

Commissioner Lorraine Cochran - Johnson 1 1300Commerce

Drive, Manuel Maloof Building, 5dh

Floor,
Decatur,

CA3003O

Sent by lcjohnson@dekalbcountyga. gov in collaboration with

588

Try email marketing

for free today!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lamar

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 4:35 PM
McCoy, Michael

To:

Hudgins <

Lhudgins@lraconstructors.

com>

FW: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business

Subject:

Recovery Grant.

Couldn' t help it. O

From:

Lamar

Hudgins

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: ' Gray, Russell' < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>; Gloria Gaines
ggaines305@aol. com>; Gaines, Gloria < GGaines@dougherty. ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>;
Edwards, Victor < VEdwards@dougherty. ga. us>; Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael
M M cCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business Recovery Grant.
I saw that earlier.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 32 PM
To: Johnson,

Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

GGaines@dougherty.

ea. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>; Gaines,

ea. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.

Lhudeins@lraconstructors.

com>;

ea. us>;

Lamar

Edwards, Victor < VEdwards@doueherty. ga. us>;

Gloria

Hudgins
Cohilas,

Christopher

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business Recovery Grant.
CCohilas@dougherty. ea. us>;

I have not heard of this Verizon grant aid before. Good information to know and share with interested citizens.
Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Commissioner Lorraine Cochran - Johnson < lciohnson@dekalbcounty

a. gov>

Date: April 2, 2020 at 3: 08: 40 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

RGray@doughertyga.

us>

Subject: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business

Recovery Grant.
Reply -To: amslocum@dekalbcountyga. gov

590

DeKalb

residents,

constituents,

and friends,

As we face these challenging times, it is my intent to make you aware of resources as they become available. I
am pleased to announce LISC and Verizon are currently providing grants of up to $ 10, 000 to businesses and
non -profits facing immediate financial pressure because of COVID- 19— especially entrepreneurs of color,
women -owned businesses and other enterprises in historically underserved communities who don' t have
access to flexible, affordable capital. The grant can be used for paying rent and utilities, meeting payroll,
paying outstanding debt to vendors, and other immediate operational costs. The first round of grant
applications is due this Saturday, April 4th. See below for additional details. Also, over the next few weeks I
will be including previously shared information about the stimulus bill and grants for small business for your
convenience.

As we move towards a state- wide stay -in -place policy, please be careful and abide by the guidelines that we
have put in place to save lives. Daily we deal with an evolving virus in real time. Please do not underestimate
the magnitude of this situation as this pandemic has not peaked. As always, I am here to serve and look
forward to moving beyond these difficult times.
Your Commissioner,
Lorraine

Cochran - Johnson,

M. P. A.

Super District 7, DeKalb County

0

0

WE' RE AT YOUR SERVICE!

Have a DeKalb County District 7
Question

591

or Concern?

E- mail or call our office Monday - Friday,
8: 30 AM -

5 PM at 404. 371. 3681

and

staff person will gladly assist you.

Commissioner Lorraine Cochran - Johnson 1 1300 Commerce Drive, Manuel Maloof Building, 5th
Floor,
Decatur,

Unsubscribe

CA 30030

rarav( cbdouohertv.

oa. us

Sent by lcjohnson@dekalbcountyga. gov in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa very broad public records law. beret written commur?icatior?s to or from
City ar?d County officials regarding City ar?d County business are public records available to the public ar?d media
upon? request. Your email commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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a

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Rick Aronhalt,

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 4:34 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Upcoming Webinars on COVID- 19 Response and More

lCMA,

Director,

Online

membercommunications@icma.

Plus other trainin
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As COVID- 19 impacts communities across the globe, the importance of local
government leaders cannot be understated. In order to best serve our
members, we have a number of upcoming opportunities for you to hear from
experts discussing the current situation, and offering guidance about how to
gate the impact of the coronavirus on your community and local
ITM

We' ll continue to keep you up- to- date on the latest coronavirus news and
events on our web page: lcrTia org/ coronaVlrus.

LJ

Dealing with Your Own

tree®Coping Strategies in

the COVID- 19 World
FREE TELECONFERENCE]

1E) aW:: l::::'iidday, Apiid] l 3 J
1

0

100 p. irn

r

Join David E. Morrison, M. D., a consultant, psychiatrist, and
founder of Morrison

Associates,

Ltd., in an lCMA teleconference

about how local government managers can cope with stress during
593

this global health crisis. Following his brief presentation, there will
be a Q& A session.

LJ

Understanding the CARES Act and Other Recent
Federal

Legislation - for Local Governments

FREE WEBCAST]

1E) aW:: ruesday, Apiirl!]l 7 12:::00

100 I1P rn.

r

In response to the difficulties faced by cities, counties, and other
municipalities due to the public health and economic emergency

brought on by the COVID- 1 9 virus, the U. S. Congress and
1:" resident have enacted three pieces of legislation to provide relief
to local governments, states, health care entities, business, and
many other sectors. Join ICIVIA and Sustainable Strategies DC for a
webcast on the resources for local governments and communities
in these three federal response packages.

A

Moving Beyond the Current Crisis. A Plan to Re -Open
Our Communities

with Richard

Florida

FREE WEBINAR]

1E) aW:: Wednesday, Apiirl!]l 8 1 V: 00

2:::30 Ili, rn

r

1:: Iichard Florida joins us to share his thoughts on the path forward,
which will feature a 1 0- point plan to re -open our communities after
the COVID- 1 9 pandemic. In this 90- minute webinar, we will shift our
thinking to what comes next and how you might re -think the ways in
which you work together with your staff to re -build your cities,
towns,

and counties.

594

Li

The Rolein

LocalCOVID-

19 Responses

FREE WEBINAR]

Ip i r li 1 1

I)a
w::
Wedinesday,

1 1,,,,,,,

2 , 0 Illp , r m , Ilf; ; „ r

The Center for Flublic Safety Management ( CF'1S d) and the
Academy of International Mobile Healthcare Integration ( MINI) are
teaming up to bring insights into hove the COVID- 19 pandemic is
affecting EMS delivery, and some of the ' top challenges facing local
EMS agencies as they ' try to rnoot this crisis head- on.

Other Online Learning Opportunities
Lj

ut®
How to Deal With Water Cooler

Workplace
Talk

FREE COACHING

I)a
W::rh u r d y„

WEBINAR]

Ip i r li 1 30 1 1 , , , ,

100 Ilp r m , Ilf; ; „ r

Jain ICMA' s first Coaching Webinar of 2020 to learn about effective
tools that can help you effectively handle off -lino employee
conversations in your organization.

I

Financial Planning Series - Part One. I vest

for Today and Tomorrow

Bali

it

Current

Conditions
FREE WEBINAR]

I)aW::Il ormd y„

2, 0 Illp, rrm, Ilf; ;!„ r
Ipiirliilll ' 13 1 V,00 ,,,,,,,

This ' free webinar, brought to you by ICMA- FIC, will cover how to
make sense of current market and economic

managing your investments.

conditions

in

It' s about being prepared for

different scenarios. We' ll help you review your approach, so you
can stay on track towards meeting your goals.

595

Lj

Webinar
Seiirlies

Series-

113egiiin ,

Effective

edrne d y„ Il

Supervisoryradices

y ' 13 I I l errmlber I f: :' ee,

This series is designed as a primer for new supervisors.
only offers pragmatic recommendations

795
5

It not

about the day -'to -day

duties of a supervisor, but also offers guidance for addressing
the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek
to effectively communicate, motivate, and model ethical
decisions

Lj

to lead a team.

WebinarSeries-

Budgeting Guide -for Local

Government
Seiirlies

113egiiin , "'

rue d y„ Jurne 2 1 Il errmlber I f: :' ee,
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Back by popular demand, this three- part webinar series takes a
forward - looking, strategic approach to budgeting while showing
you how to improve the process and promote economic vitality in
your community.

IGMA
ssocii

Intern fiion l GltyfCounfy

RIPARRIA

Mainageirneint

tioin

777 North Capitol
Washington,

Street,

CIE Suite 500

CSC 20002- 4201

202) 962- 3660

Manage

Your Email

Il: : Irefereinces

This includes unsubscribing from selected emails

UnsuIbscrlilbe

By choosing this you will be removed from all ICMA email communications
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lamar

Sent:

Hudgins <

To:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 4:34 PM
Gray, Russell; Johnson, Clinton; Gloria Gaines; Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony; Edwards,
Victor; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael

Subject:

RE: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business

Lhudgins@lraconstructors.

com>

Recovery Grant.

I saw that earlier.

From: Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 32 PM
To: Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.
GGaines@dougherty.

Lhudgins@lraconstructors.

CCohilas@dougherty.

ga. us>; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>;

ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.
com>;

Lamar

Hudgins

ga. us>;

Cohilas,

ga. us>;

Edwards, Victor < VEdwards@dougherty.

Gaines,

Gloria

Christopher

ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business Recovery Grant.

I have not heard of this Verizon grant aid before. Good information to know and share with interested citizens.
Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Commissioner Lorraine Cochran- Johnson< 1_c_iohnson@dekalbcountyga. gov>
Date: April 2, 2020 at 3: 08: 40 PM EDT
To: "

Gray, Russell" <

RGray@doughertyga. us>

Subject: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business

Recovery Grant.
Reply -To: amslocum@dekalbcountyga. gov

LJ
E

DeKalb

residents,

constituents,

and friends,

As we face these challenging times, it is my intent to make you aware of resources as they become available. I
am pleased to announce LISC and Verizon are currently providing grants of up to $ 10, 000 to businesses and
non -profits facing immediate financial pressure because of COVID- 19— especially entrepreneurs of color,
women -owned businesses and other enterprises in historically underserved communities who don' t have
access to flexible, affordable capital. The grant can be used for paying rent and utilities, meeting payroll,
paying outstanding debt to vendors, and other immediate operational costs. The first round of grant
applications is due this Saturday, April 4th. See below for additional details. Also, over the next few weeks I
will be including previously shared information about the stimulus bill and grants for small business for your
convenience.
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As we move towards a state- wide stay -in -place policy, please be careful and abide by the guidelines that we
have put in place to save lives. Daily we deal with an evolving virus in real time. Please do not underestimate
the magnitude of this situation as this pandemic has not peaked. As always, I am here to serve and look
forward to moving beyond these difficult times.
Your Commissioner,
Lorraine Cochran - Johnson,

M. P. A.

Super District 7, DeKalb County

0

0

0

WE' RE AT YOUR SERVICE!

Have a DeKalb County District 7
Question

or Concern?

E- mail or call our office Monday - Friday,
8: 30 AM -

5 PM at 404. 371. 3681

and a

staff person will gladly assist you.
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Commissioner Lorraine Cochran - Johnson 1 1300 Commerce Drive, Manuel Maloof Building, 5th
Floor,
Decatur,

Unsubscribe

CA 30030

rarav( cbdougherty. ga. us

Sent by lcjohnson@dekalbcountyga. gov in collaboration with

LJ
Try email

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

marketing

for free today!

Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. Most written commur? icatior?s to err from

City ar?d County officials regarding City ar?d County business are public records available to the public ar?d media
upon? request. Your email commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 4:21 PM

Sent:
To:

Scott, Cedric

Subject:

FW: COVID Related

Supplies focused

on small towns and rural areas

From: Suzanne Angell < sangell@swgrc. org>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: Alan Carson < alan. carson@thomasville. org>; Alan Thomas < athomas@decaturcountyga. gov>; Bob Alexander
balexander@lee.

ga. us>; Bubba Lamb < blamb@mitchellcountyga.

Rowland < crowland@worthcountyboc. com>; Chas Cannon <

cityofbronwood@windstream.

Buddy Johnson < bjohnson@gradyco. org>;

ccannon@ccboc.

caddleton@cairocity. net>; Chris Hobby < chrish@bainbridgecity.
Thomas < cthomas@colquittga.

net>;

com>;

Carl

Chris Addelton

com>; Christ Dockery < cdockery@lee. ga. us>; Cory

org>; Craig Bennett < cbennett@cityofpelhamga.

com>;

Davina

Driver

Deborah Pearce < deborahpearce@millerga. org>; Jerry Permenter

net>;

jperm enter@mitchellcountyga. net>;
John
Hayes < jhayes@cityofsylvester.

Branch city.
com>;
Kevin

Hay <
mhay01@windstream. net>;
McCoy,
Michael MMcCoy@dougherty.
Stephenson <michael. stephenson@thomascountyga. gov>;
Mike Sistrunk msistrunk@lee.

manager@cityofdoerun. com>;
Marion

ga.
us>;Michael
ga.us>;Paula

Granger < countymanager@seminolecountyga.

com>;
Pete
Dillard pete.

dil ard@moultriega. com>;
Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.
com>;
Spencer
Mueller

Hicks <shicks@donalsonvil ega.

gov>;
Sherry
Bailey comanager@bakercountyga.

<earlycc@alltel.

Sykes <steves@cityofcamil a.
net>;
Steve

org>;
Jackson, Tamara <TaJackson@albanyga.

com>;
Steven

Pierce
gov>;
Walt

cityofedison@gmail.

com>
Subject:
FW: COVID

Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural areas If

any of your EMA Directors are trying to order supplies from Global RRG using the toll free number listed below, please try
the highlighted information in my email below. Please feel free to contact me if you have any additional issues. From:
Suzanne

Angell Sent:

Thursday, April 2,2020 3:
31 PM To: '
colquit code@yaho .

com'colquit code@yahoo.<
com>;
latrelle.

harrell@thomascountyga. gov>;
Marion
Hay <
mhay0l@windstream.
Chas Cannon <ccannon@ccboc.
FW: COVID

net>
Cc:

com>;
James
Youngquist'
'
< iim.

Related

Supplies

focused

on

harrel @t'
homascountyga. gov'
latrelle.
youngquist@icloud. com>
Subject:

small towns and rural areas I

have had someone tell me that they are having trouble getting through to Global RRG at the toll free number. They are very
busy and apologize for any inconvenience, but I have a repres ntaive' s name and contact information that will hopefully
help.I just called him and he answered on the first ring. He did say emailing your orders and questions directly
to him is the best way to communicate. His

name is Caleb Morris and his direct number is 770- 868- 6308 and his email is caleb( a@elobalrre. com or you can use info@globalr g.
com.Please let me know if you have any more problems reaching them or if you need additional assistance
from me.Thanks and stay well and safe!!!601
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l l kal@ u. ,

is an interdisciplinary group of caring
professionals provide solutions to needed areas. Currently, they are developing a
nationwide COVID- 19 response database. They have developed a needs -based
approach for procurement, distribution and financial assistance.
l " 11111sf° ,

l lf`

F Ii 114° o. lu : ui[] l"'`.,

GRRG' s website is .
Their 1- 800 *

is 1-

800- 549- 5864

Ask for Mark Jensen

On 4/ 2/ 2020 8: 52 AM, Suzanne Angell wrote:

I hope you all are doing well. Please see below email from the
Director of SERDI ( Southeast Regional Directors Institute).

If you

have any of the needs as described below, please let me know and I
will send your information to Jim. Thanks!

Best

Regards,

Suzanne Angell*

Executive Director I SW Georgia Regional Commission

181 E. Broad Street I P. O. Box 346 1 Camilla, GA 131730

Office: ( 229) 522- 3552

Ext 103

Fax: ( 229) 522- 3558
602

Cell: ( 229) 344- 3182

From:*

James Youngquist < iim. youngquist@icloud. com>

Subject:*

COVID Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural

areas

To Southern State Regional Council Executive Directors:

I received a phone call this morning from one of my most trusted

personal and professional friends of many years. He is a local and
state government goods supplier/ director for this company with
warehouses and transport facilities located around the southeast.

They are trying to identifying particularly small town and rural
areas in the region that have law enforcement, EMS, public health,
emergency management or health care facilities that may be having a
hard time getting medical supplies that they need with the COVID- 19 situation.

If you have any of these local government needs or your local
health care facilities have needs please let me know and I can get
you connected with my colleague and the company.

Jim Youngquist

603

South East Regional Directors Institute

iim. youngquist@icloud. com< mailto: iim. youngquist@icloud. com>

http:// www. serdi. org < http:// www. serdi. org>

501- 766- 5659 cell/ text

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
officials regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Suzanne

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 19 PM
Alan Carson; Alan Thomas; Bob Alexander; BubbaLamb; Buddy Johnson; Carl Rowland;
Chas Cannon; Chris Addelton; Chris Hobby; Christ Dockery; Cory Thomas; Craig Bennett;
Davina Driver; Deborah Pearce; Jerry Permenter; John Hayes; Kevin Branch; Marion Hay;
Michael McCoy; Michael Stephenson; Mike Sistrunk; Paula Granger; Pete Dillard; Sharon
Subadan; Sherry Bailey; Spencer Mueller; Steve Sykes; Steven Hicks; Tamara Jackson;

To:

Walt

Angell <

sangell@swgrc. org>

Pierce

FW: COVID Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural areas

Subject:

If any of your EMA Directors are trying to order supplies from Global RRG using the toll free number listed below, please
try the highlighted information in my email below. Please feel free to contact me if you have any additional issues.
From: Suzanne Angell

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 31 PM
To: ' colquittcode@yahoo. com' <

colquittcode@yahoo.

com>; '

latrelle. harrell@thomascountyga. gov'

latrelle. harrell@thomascountyga. gov>; Marion Hay < mhay0l@windstream. net>
jim. youngquist@icloud. com>

Cc: Chas Cannon < ccannon@ccboc. com>; ' James Youngquist' <
Subject:

FW: COVID Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural areas

I have had someone tell me that they are having trouble getting through to Global RRG at the toll free number. They are
very busy and apologize for any inconvenience, but I have a representative' s name and contact information that will
hopefully help. I just called him and he answered on the first ring. He did say emailing your orders and questions
directly to him is the best way to communicate.

His name is Caleb Morris and his direct number is 770- 868- 6308 and his email is caleb(a@elobalrre. com or you can use
info@globalrrg. com. Please let me know if you have any more problems reaching them or if you need additional
assistance from me. Thanks and stay well and safe!!!

1 l ol3,-,,
1] I I ,- ,]

lllll1R,(' 1,) " is an interdisciplinary group of caring
Pid l l lI.csp° i iiiiisc , IdiI14o.t:uiLl lf `.
professionals provide solutions to needed areas. Currently, they are developing a
nationwide COVID- 19 response database. They have developed a needs -based
approach for procurement, distribution and financial assistance.
a

11

GRRG' s website is .
Their 1- 800 *

is 1-

800- 549- 5864

Ask for Mark Jensen

On 4/ 2/ 2020 8: 52 AM, Suzanne Angell wrote:
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I hope you all are doing well. Please see below email from the
Director of SERDI ( Southeast Regional Directors Institute).

have any of the needs as described

If you

below, please let me know and I

will send your information to Jim. Thanks!

Best

Regards,

Suzanne Angell*

Executive Director I SW Georgia Regional Commission

181 E. Broad Street I P. O. Box 346 1 Camilla, GA 1 31730

Office: ( 229) 522- 3552

Ext 103

Fax: ( 229) 522- 3558

Cell: ( 229) 344- 3182

From:*

Subject:*

James Youngquist < iim. youngquist@icloud. com>

COVID Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural

areas

606

To Southern State Regional Council Executive Directors:

I received a phone call this morning from one of my most trusted
personal and professional friends of many years. He is a local and
state government goods supplier/ director for this company with
warehouses and transport facilities located around the southeast.

They are trying to identifying particularly small town and rural
areas in the region that have law enforcement, EMS, public health,
emergency management or health care facilities that may be having a
hard time getting medical supplies that they need with the COVID- 19 situation.

If you have any of these local government needs or your local
health care facilities have needs please let me know and I can get
you connected with my colleague and the company.

Jim Youngquist

South East Regional Directors Institute

iim. youngquist@icloud. com< mailto: iim. youngquist@icloud. com>

http:// www. serdi. org < http:// www. serdi. org>

501- 766- 5659 cell/ text
607

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 608

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 18 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Howell, Wendy

Cc:

The Coronavirus

Subject:

Relief Fund ( CARES Act, Title V): Background

and State and Local

Allocations

CARES Act Title V State and Local Allocations, by Congressional Research Service. pdf

Attachments:

See attachment.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 Y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmccov _ doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 4: 14 PM

To:

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] The

Subject: [

and
CARES

State

and

MANAGERS-

Local

Allocations

AND-

on behalf of Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG.

ORG>

ACCG. ORG

Coronavirus Relief

Fund (CARES

Act, Title V):
Background

Attachments:

Act Title V State and Local Allocations, by

Congres ional Research Service. pdf FYI.

Dave

Wills

Executive

Director

Association

County Commissioners of Georgia 191
Peachtree St.,
NE, Suite
GA

700

Atlanta,

30303 404-

683- 1816 ( Verizon

Cellular) 404-

583- 7861 ( Direct

Fax) dwil s@accg.

org

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County ey
vials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 610

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 4:09 PM

Sent:
To:

altongreene@gmail.

Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com

com>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 57 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.

Busy day today and we have now opened our 51h ICU with 4 of them for COVID- 19 positive or PUI' s in Albany. Our teams
in Sumter, Worth and Cuthbert are doing a fantastic job as well attending to our patients needs and providing emotional
support to our Phoebe Family members. It is a privilege each day to see them in action in a profession they all love.
You will see a new line below recognizing patients that are considered " recovered"... 91 as of today. We also extubated

our 51h patient today which is a big milestone for any patient who has been put on a ventilator. These are life changing
events for our patients, but also for our caregivers who pour their hearts into our community to help them recover and
is incredibly moving.

Lastly ...this link has a story by the Washington Post about our great community and COVID- 19.
https:// wapo. st/ 39xW8OG

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

s

•

n . • ,. * ,.

r• • ! •

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 59 PM

Sent:
To:

Spencer

Subject:

RE: Information on the Payroll Protection Program!

Thanks

From:

Allen ( ATL)

Spencer.

Spencer

Allen ( ATL) < spencer. allen@ioausa. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 1: 56 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Debbie

Burke ( ATL) < Debbie.

Burke@ioausa.

Subject: Information on the Payroll Protection

com>;

Sheila

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa.

com>

Program!

Mike,

I hope the attachments might help some of the businesses in Dougherty County stay open as we deal with the
COVID- 19 emergency! As I' m sure you' re aware, the Senate recently passed a bill that allows for businesses
with fewer than 500 employees to receive a loan to continue operations. If certain criteria are met, this loan

can be turned into a grant and the money does not have to be repaid. I have attached 4 files for your review:
An IOA pdf file that answers some frequently asked questions and explains the PPP in further detail.
The fact sheet from the Treasury.
The PPP Application.

The PPP calculator to help you determine the maximum loan amount and what the estimated forgiven
amount

would

be.

Mike, pls stay safe and well!
Best,

Spencer
Healthcare

R. Allen, Jr., CPBS
Strategist

SVP, Partner, National Advisory Board
Insurance Office of America

T 770- 250- 53061 M 404- 358- 7896
F 800- 568- 2991
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This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblr"e records law. Most
written eorr murueatlor?s to or from Qty artd County o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records avallable to the
public artd media upon request Your email eorr murueatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 59 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Hazardous

Mitigation

Grant

You' re welcome.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 57 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Yes. Thank you.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 43 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dou herty, ea. us>
Subject: RE: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Yes it' s the same thing...... HMG and HMGP. Tetra Tech is helping us with it. We haven' t received the grant. It will pay
for the generator and a safe room among other things. We are still in the application process. Hope this helps.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendlev@dou herty.ea. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 24 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.

a. us>

Subject: FW: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Michael,

I need to discuss this grant with you. They' re wanting an account number. Question: We paid several invoices to Tetra
Tech that reference HMG. Is this the Hazard Mitigation grant? I wasn' t aware that these invoices were related to a
grant.

616

Thanks,

I airtha IB. Hendley
Finance

Director

C-01,41, Y

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
1: urnaiill: mhendley

From: Mosley, Latonza < LMosle rSalba>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 33 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendle' @dou herty, ea. us>
Subject: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Good afternoon Mrs. Hendley. We are in the process of beginning our hazardous mitigation plan, and
I was wondering if you had the account number to charge? Kayren Tomlinson stated that the County
would be matching funds for this project. We have received an extension until April 6, 2021 to
complete due to COVID- 19. Could you please advise of any further documentation needed to move
this project forward?
Thanks,

I I aitoiliza lftsley, IIIIII3
Administrative

Manager

Albany Dire Department

P. O. Box 447

617
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 58 PM

Sent:
To: '

docthomas98@yahoo.

Subject:

FW: Information on the Payroll Protection Program!

Attachments:

I0A. COVID- 19 Payroll Protection Program FAQ 1- 0320. pdf; PPP Borrower Information
Fact Sheet Treasury. pdf; Borrower Paycheck Protection Program Application ( vl). pdf;
PPP Calculator .

com'

xlsx

FYI

From:

Spencer

Allen ( ATL) < spencer. allen@ioausa. com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 1: 56 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Debbie

Burke ( ATL) < Debbie. Burke@ioausa. com>; Sheila

Subject: Information on the Payroll Protection

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa. com>

Program!

Mike,

I hope the attachments might help some of the businesses in Dougherty County stay open as we deal with the
COVID- 19 emergency! As I' m sure you' re aware, the Senate recently passed a bill that allows for businesses
with fewer than 500 employees to receive a loan to continue operations. If certain criteria are met, this loan

can be turned into a grant and the money does not have to be repaid. I have attached 4 files for your review:
An IOA pdf file that answers some frequently asked questions and explains the PPP in further detail.
The fact sheet from the Treasury.
The PPP Application.

The PPP calculator to help you determine the maximum loan amount and what the estimated forgiven
amount

would

be.

Mike, pls stay safe and well!
Best,

Spencer
Healthcare

R. Allen, Jr., CPBS
Strategist

SVP, Partner, National Advisory Board
Insurance Office of America

T 770- 250- 53061 M 404- 358- 7896
F 800- 568- 2991
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This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broadpoblic records law. Most
written eorr murueatlor?s to or from Qty artd County o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records avallable to the
public artd media upon request Your email eorr murueatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 57 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Hazardous

Mitigation

Grant

Yes. Thank you.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 43 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Yes it' s the same thing...... HMG and HMGP. Tetra Tech is helping us with it. We haven' t received the grant. It will pay
for the generator and a safe room among other things. We are still in the application process. Hope this helps.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dou herty. ea. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 24 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty. a. us>
Subject: FW: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Michael,

I need to discuss this grant with you. They' re wanting an account number. Question: We paid several invoices to Tetra
Tech that reference HMG. Is this the Hazard Mitigation grant?
grant.
Thanks,

I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

621

I wasn' t aware that these invoices were related to a
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

Illolb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
1: maIL mhendley

From: Mosley, Latonza < LMosle rSalba>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 33 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendleyd0u2her1- y, aa, us>
Subject: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Good afternoon Mrs. Hendley. We are in the process of beginning our hazardous mitigation plan, and
I was wondering if you had the account number to charge? Kayren Tomlinson stated that the County
would be matching funds for this project. We have received an extension until April 6, 2021 to
complete due to COVID- 19. Could you please advise of any further documentation needed to move
this project forward?
Thanks,

1 1 ai,t lllli

lftsley, I I I I3

Administrative

Manager

Albany Dire Department

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

T

u

w,
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d

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 56 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

RE: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state

Thanks

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 17 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
FYI. Flagging this for you.

From:

Peeler,

Charles (

USAGAM) <

Charles. PeelerQusdoi. eov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 3: 48 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspencexom>;

Cc: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam, Liehtsey@usdoL

Michael Persley < mpersley@albany, ea. us>
ov>; Leary, Peter ( USAGAM) < Peter. Leary@usdoi.

ov>

Subject: Fwd: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Chris, Chief,

See below regarding DOJ grants available to help local law enforcement fight Covid- 19. Looks like money can be used
for officer PPE and overtime. Please forward to the appropriate folks in your organization. Thanks, Charlie
Charles

E.

Peeler

United States Attorney
Middle District of Georgia

Begin forwarded message:

From: "

Brady, Scott ( USAPAW)" < SBrady@usa. doi. gov>

Date: April 1, 2020 at 1: 46: 06 PM EDT
To: " Coleman, Russell ( USAKYW)" < RColeman1@usa. doLgov>, " Hurst,

usa, doi, gov>, "

mhurst
USAGAS)" <
Nicholas (

Charles ( USAGAM)" <

BChristine@usa, doi. gov>, " Freed,

USANV)" <

NTrutanich@usa.

Duncan, Rob ( USAKYE)" <
TGarrison@usa.
USAOKN)" <

Peeler,

Mike ( USAMSS)"

usa. doL ov>, " Christine, Bobby

David J. ( USAPAM)" < dfreed( e usa. doi, gov>, " Trutanich,

doi. eov>, " Town, Jay E. ( USAALN)" < JETown(

RDuncan@usa.

doi. eov>, " Martin,

CPeeler

doi. eov>, " Garrison,

Matt ( USANCM)" <

usa. doi.

ov>,

Timothy ( USAMOW)"

MMartinl( e usa. doi.

ov>, " Shores, Trent

rshores@usa. doi.gov>, " Downing, Timothy ( USAOKW)" < TDowninj2usa. doi. eov>, " Stuart,
doi. eov>, " Powell, Bill ( USAWVN)" < bpowell@usa. doi. gov>, " Blader,

Mike ( USAWVS)" <

MStuart2@usa.

Scott ( USAWIW)" <

Sblader( e usa, doi.

ov>

Subject: RE: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Sorry, forgot our summary, including the link to the BJA page for this grant:
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Award

Title

Deadline

Short Description

Eligibility

Coronavirus

Amounts

Emergency

vary

of local gov' t

Funding

PCCD for

villages,

in pra°venlgrag, preparing, fir, and responding,, to l:he

Program

all PA:

cities,

coronarnrus.

5/ 29/ 30

States, units

Supplemental

Link

The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding

CESF) Program will provide funding to assist
eligible states, local units of government, and tribes

e. g., towns,

17, 628, 002

Link

counties,

link

borough,

Allowable proJecIs andp ura;>rn ses include, b ul are nol:

other political

Ifiniled. la) a overifine, a: q unpaa eni ( including, plaii>
ertfo rcenrarierit and nraraeu: ica.pl pe rsorta.pl protective
cdluipnrierit), hiring, supplies ( such as gloves, nrraasks,

Direct

subdivisions,

grants vary

including law

by city and

enforcement,

sa.nrtitizer), lraaining , travel expenses, and addressing,

county
link

and law

the medical

enforcement

prisons, jails, and del.a, ndon camera.

needs aafinmaales

in slaal. e, local, and l:ri

aa: g

districts)

For assistance, applicants may contact the NCJRS
Response Center by telephone at 1- 800- 851- 3420;

via TTY at 301- 240- 6310 ( hearing
impaired only); by email at grantsCncjrs. sov; by fax
to 301- 240- 5830; or by web chat at
https:// webcontact.ncjrs. sov/ ncjchat/chat.jsp. The
NCJRS Response

Center hours of operation

are 10: 00 a.m. to 6: 00 p.m. eastern time, Monday
through Friday, and 10: 00 a. m. to 8: 00 p. m.
eastern time on the solicitation

close date.

From: Brady, Scott ( USAPAW)

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 1: 43 PM
To: Coleman, Russell ( USAKYW) < RCo1eman1

mhurst@usa. do'. gov>;

Peeler,

Charles ( USAGAM) <

BChristineC usa, doi eov>; Freed, David J. (
USANV) <

NTrutanich@usa.

usa. doj. gov>;

Hurst,

Mike ( USAMSS)

usa. doL ov>; Christine, Bobby ( USAGAS)
dfreed@usa. doj, gov>; Trutanich, Nicholas

CPeeler

USAPAM) <

doi. eov>; Town, Jay E. ( USAALN) < JETown@usa.

doi.

ov>; Duncan, Rob

USAKYE) <

RDuncan_@usa. doi. eov>; Garrison, Timothy ( USAMOW) < TGarrisonC usa. doi. eov>; Martin,
MMartinl
usa. doLgov>; Shores, Trent ( USAOKN) < rshores
usa. doj. gov>; Downing,
Timothy ( USAOKW) < TDowmn _@usa. doi. eov>; Stuart, Mike ( USAWVS) < MStuart2C usa. doi. eov>;
Matt ( USANCM) <

Powell, Bill ( USAWVN) < bpowe11@usa.

doi. gov>;

Blader,

Scott ( USAWIW) <

Sblader@usa.

doi.

ov>

Subject: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Importance: High

guys —
working

wanted to make sure you saw this and

on grants

on our office — getting

pu
it out to your partners.
p

ogether, pushing targeted emails out to strategic

partners - and we almost missed this one. It wasn' t on gLqDLs. gov; we only saw it bc we follow BJA and
OJ '

for
A Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Fundr •
municpalites for OT, for new staff, to purchase addtequipment, supplies, their

certain state/

local LE d

includiRg, alreadiN designated- amounts

coron ' ie_

a block grant for State Administering Agency;..
it'
Here
is

the tweet we

saw: 624

for larger cities and counties Ithere is also
s the PA Commission on Crime & Delinquency).

We retweeted it here, with some add' t d-

Here is some information on the grant. The link below and following lists the State Administering
Agency and contacts for each: https:// www. oip. gov/ funding/---state- administeringa,g,encies/ pennsylvania- state- administeri' ne,-agencies

Description

enforcement and medical personal protective equipment), hiring, supplies ( such as gloves, masks,
sanitizer), training, travel expenses, and addressing the medical needs of inmates in state, local, and
tribal prisons, jails, and detention centers.
MIT94T
I -0 7, rr"

I-

- - Tr
r5 C1' ,TT

throughout the state.

Yrk -v
7"Fro. 7
= 1FI-OmP MeMMM 7
a 777Y

See state amount here.

Designated municipal/ county/ tribal law enforcement can also apply for funding. Click on this
link which shows you the state. Click on the state to see which law enforcement agencies are
eligible to apply and the designated

amount. ( Note to LECs: If a specific jurisdiction is not

eligible to apply, they may wish to contact the SAA to determine how they can receive funding
through the state distribution.)

Eno
BJA has informed us that applicants will not have to certify compliance with 8 USC 1373
re: Communication between government agencies and Immigration and Customs
Enforcement).

Please feel free to send this out to fellow USAs far &

wide. Sorry if you' ve already seen this, but if you

haven' t, I hope this is helpful.

M
Scoff W. IBirady
United States Attorney
Western

District

of Pennsylvania

412.894Q25iscott. brad @usdoLJ. goy

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 43 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Hazardous

Mitigation

Grant

Yes it' s the same thing...... HMG and HMGP. Tetra Tech is helping us with it. We haven' t received the grant. It will pay
for the generator and a safe room among other things.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

We are still in the application

process.

Hope this helps.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 24 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Michael,

I need to discuss this grant with you. They' re wanting an account number. Question: We paid several invoices to Tetra
Tech that reference HMG. Is this the Hazard Mitigation grant?

I wasn' t aware that these invoices were related to a

grant.
Thanks,

I airtha IB. IHendley
Finance

Director
I

Ju73 El-. VIR`rY
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: Mosley, Latonza < LMosle rSalbanyga, eov>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 33 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dou herty, ea. us>
Subject: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Good afternoon Mrs. Hendley. We are in the process of beginning our hazardous mitigation plan, and
I was wondering if you had the account number to charge? Kayren Tomlinson stated that the County
would be matching funds for this project. We have received an extension until April 6, 2021 to
complete due to COVID- 19. Could you please advise of any further documentation needed to move
this project forward?
Thanks,
626

11

toiin

IIIftsley, Il 4113A

AdrnNstraflve Manager

Ababy

Hre Department Abany,

GA 31701 P.
O. Box

447 Abany,

GA 31702 TY

PIP

110

A,

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 627

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 41 PM
McCoy, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher
Louie Perry

To:
Cc:

com>

Subject:

FW: FTA Allocations from the CARES Act

Attachments:

table- 2- cares- act- apportionment- section- 5307- urbanized- area- formula. xlsx

Michael -

Looks like there is about $ 3. 8 million for Albany from the Federal Transit Administration in the CARES Act.
Take

care,

Camila

Cam' ila (Knowles
Principal &

Counsel I Government Relations

678. 391. 4547

M 404. 987. 7995

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 628

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 40 PM
Bertotti, Peggy

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Evan

Subject:

RE: N95

Evan —

Lefft
Mask

Specification

Sheet &

Order

Form

Please complete the hospital' s questions in the message below. Follow up with Ms. Bertotti. I don' t need to be

included in future correspondences.

Thanks.

From: Bertotti, Peggy < pbertott@phoebehealth. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 11 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: N95 Mask Specification

Sheet & Order Form

Importance: High

Hello Michael,

First of all thank you for your call / email. We appreciate your help in this time of COVID- 19 Crisis
In an effort to streamline the process, please provide us with answers to the following questions.
1.

What do you have?
Gloves — Nitrile or Vinyl
Gowns— Isolation/ Impervious/ fluid resistant/ Reusable
NOT STERILE

OR SURGICAL

GOWNS

Mask — Isolation/ Surgical/ N95
Hand Sanitizer
Disposable Stethoscopes

2.

Do you have FDA certification?

3.

How many do you have?
Boxes

Each

4.

How much can I get?

5.

What is the Cost?

6.

Where is the location of your items/ stock? If outside the US, Can you get if through customs?

7.

When can I get it? ETA from time PO is created to delivery?

8.

If you were able to answer the above questions, please send me of specification and quote.

629

Once we get your response back we will reach out to you to have final discussions.

Thank You

Peggy Bertotti

1/

r
0: 229- 312- 0801 /

Supply Chain Specialist
E: pbertotti@phoebehealth. com

F : 229- 312- 0805 /

Tower 1, 4th Floor, Suite 420
417 W. Third Ave. /

Albany, Ga. 31701

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 39 AM
phoebehealth. com>

To: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner_
Subject:

FW: N95 Mask Specification

WARNING:

DO

This

NOT

CLICK

email
links

Sheet &

originated
or

Order

Form

outside

attachments

of

unless

Phoebe
you

Putney

recognize

Health
the

System.

sender

and

know

the

content

is

safe.

This

Caution:

email

might

not

be

from

the

address

listed.

Use

special

caution

on

links

or

attachments.

Here' s the mask resource that my friend Arthur Johnson found from me. I just wanted to share. Some of my
departments have placed orders this week. All the best!
Scott —

From: Evan Lefft < evan@Ctsupolycompany, com>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 6: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2c1ougherty. a. us>
Subject:

N95 Mask Specification

Sheet &

Order

Form

Hello Mr. McCoy,
I hope that all is well. Per the request of Mr. Arthur Johnson, I have attached the Specification

Sheet for the N95 Mask,

as well as the order form. If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to let me or Mr. Johnson know.
Best

Regards,

Evan

Lefft

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
Disclaimer:

The

HIPAA

certain

Final

Privacy

Protected

Health

Rule

requires

Information (

covered
PHI)

entities

to

safeguard

related to a person' s
630

healthcare.

Information

appropriate

authorization

that

to

re -disclose

maintain

without

Unauthorized

subject

you

law.

you

If

recipient,

to

the

intended

the

related

PHI

a

safe

of

recipient,

you

this
or

and

patient
or

described

employee

to

patient

authorization.

in

re - disclosure

reader

the

the

additional

penalties

the
or

faxed

from

do not require patient

obligated

law.

being

message
agent

or

include
under

You,

safeguard

not

responsible

HIPAA)

the
to
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are

may

not

PHI

and

could

state

intended
deliver

please notify us immediately

message.

You

or as required by

federal (
are

after

recipient,

manner.

consent
to

PHI

circumstances

the

secure

failure

in

may

it

to

and destroy

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 32 PM
Johnson, Clinton; Gloria Gaines; Gaines, Gloria; Jones,Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; Edwards,
Victor; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

Fwd: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business

Subject:

Recovery Grant.

I have not heard of this Verizon grant aid before. Good information to know and share with interested citizens.
Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Commissioner Lorraine Cochran -Johnson < Icjohnson@dekalbcountyga. gov>
Date: April 2, 2020 at 3: 08: 40 PM EDT

Gray, Russell" < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Here' s a Few Updates on the Stimulus Bill and the Verizon- LISC Small Business Recovery

To: "

Grant.

Reply - To: amslocum@dekalbcountyga.

DeKalb

residents,

constituents,

gov

and friends,

As we face these challenging times, it is my intent to make you aware of resources as they become available. I
am pleased to announce LISC and Verizon are currently providing grants of up to $ 10, 000 to businesses and
non -profits facing immediate financial pressure because of COVID- 19— especially entrepreneurs of color,
women -owned businesses and other enterprises in historically underserved communities who don' t have
access to flexible, affordable capital. The grant can be used for paying rent and utilities, meeting payroll,
paying outstanding debt to vendors, and other immediate operational costs. The first round of grant
applications is due this Saturday, April 4th. See below for additional details. Also, over the next few weeks I
will be including previously shared information about the stimulus bill and grants for small business for your
convenience.

As we move towards a state- wide stay -in -place policy, please be careful and abide by the guidelines that we
have put in place to save lives. Daily we deal with an evolving virus in real time. Please do not underestimate
the magnitude of this situation as this pandemic has not peaked. As always, I am here to serve and look
forward to moving beyond these difficult times.
Your Commissioner,
Lorraine Cochran - Johnson,

M. P. A.

Super District 7, DeKalb County

632

A

WE' RE AT YOUR SERVICE!

Have a DeKalb County District 7
Question

or Concern?

E- mail or call our office Monday - Friday,
8: 30 AM - 5 PM at 404. 371. 3681

and a

staff person will gladly assist you.

Commissioner Lorraine Cochran - Johnson 1 1300 Commerce Drive, Manuel Maloof Building, 5th Floor,
Decatur,

CA 30030

Unsubscribe rgray@dougherty. ga. us

Sent by lcjohnson@dekalbcountyga. gov in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa very broad public records law. beret written commur?icatior?s to or from
City ar?d County officials regarding City ar?d County business are public records available to the public ar?d media
upon? request. Your email commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 28 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Hazardous

Mitigation

Grant

Yes

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Hendley, Martha" < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 2/ 20 3: 24 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

FW: Hazardous

Mitigation

ga. us>

Grant

Michael,

I need to discuss this grant with you. They' re wanting an account number. Question: We paid several invoices to Tetra
Tech that reference HMG. Is this the Hazard Mitigation grant? I wasn' t aware that these invoices were related to a
grant.
Thanks,

I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
liiiiurrnaiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

f1

flIM GI

From: Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 33 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

634

Good afternoon Mrs. Hendley. We are in the process of beginning our hazardous mitigation plan, and
I was wondering if you had the account number to charge? Kayren Tomlinson stated that the County
would be matching funds for this project. We have received an extension until April 6, 2021 to
complete due to COVID- 19. Could you please advise of any further documentation needed to move
this project forward?
Thanks,

l l, ,

toiinza

I

II ,

Administrative

Il

l lf

Manager

Albany Dire Department

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

I!

ili''; N, d111 P1( I YNJC

UEn7P r N+ in ws way

u

Cli'

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 28 PM

Sent:
To: '

docthomas98@yahoo.

Subject:

FW: Good Morning!

FYI - From the

com'

that died from COVID- 19 last night.

Original Message -----

From:

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 8: 37 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Good Morning!
Mike, thanks g FF or doing a beautiful job of holding this all together, and remaining cool and calm under pressure!
know you know by now that I' ve

I

and we' re all trying to figure out how to move forward from here. Stay

well!

Nancy

Sent from my Whone
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 27 PM

Sent:
To:

penny_ mack@yahoo. com

Subject:

FW: Good Morning!

From the

that died from COVID- 19 last night.

Original Message -----

From:

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 8: 37 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Good Morning!
Mike, thanks g FF or doing a beautiful job of holding this all together, and remaining cool and calm under pressure!
know you know by now that I' ve

I

and we' re all trying to figure out how to move forward from here. Stay

well!

Nancy

Sent from my Whone
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 27 PM
jamesmccoy254@yahoo. com'
FW: Good Morning!

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FYI - From the

that died from COVID- 19 last night.

Original Message -----

From:

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 8: 37 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Good Morning!
Mike, thanks g FF or doing a beautiful job of holding this all together, and remaining cool and calm under pressure!
know you know by now that I' ve

I

and we' re all trying to figure out how to move forward from here. Stay

well!

Nancy

Sent from my Whone
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 26 PM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

FW: Good Morning!

Ed;

Morris

Williams

sent me this message shortly after she

and was home on quarantine. A couple of

weeks ago I was in her office providing guidance because her staff was concerned about COVID- 19. Crazy.
Original Message -----

From:

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 8: 37 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Good Morning!
Mike, thanks g FF or doing a beautiful job of holding this all together, and remaining cool and calm under pressure! I
know you know by now that I' ve
and we' re all trying to figure out how to move forward from here. Stay
well!

Nancy

Sent from my iPhone
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications

may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 24 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: Hazardous

Mitigation

Grant

Michael,

I need to discuss this grant with you. They' re wanting an account number. Question: We paid several invoices to Tetra
Tech that reference HMG. Is this the Hazard Mitigation grant?

I wasn' t aware that these invoices were related to a

grant.
Thanks,

I airtha IB. IHendley
Finance

Director

011 T Y

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us
i

From: Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 33 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Hazardous Mitigation Grant

Good afternoon Mrs. Hendley. We are in the process of beginning our hazardous mitigation plan, and
I was wondering if you had the account number to charge? Kayren Tomlinson stated that the County
would be matching funds for this project. We have received an extension until April 6, 2021 to
complete due to COVID- 19. Could you please advise of any further documentation needed to move
this project forward?
Thanks,

1 1 aitoiliza IIIIII ,
Administrative

IIIIII3

Manager

Albany Dire Department
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P. O. Box 447
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PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Bertotti, Peggy < pbertott@phoebehealth. com>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 11 PM
M M cCoy@dougherty. ga. us'

Sent:
To: '
Subject:

RE: N95

Importance:

High

Mask

Specification

Sheet &

Order

Form

Hello Michael,

First of all thank you for your call / email. We appreciate your help in this time of COVID- 19 Crisis
In an effort to streamline the process, please provide us with answers to the following questions.
1.

What do you have?
Gloves — Nitrile or Vinyl
Gowns— Isolation/ Impervious/ fluid resistant/ Reusable
NOT STERILE

OR SURGICAL

GOWNS

Mask — Isolation/ Surgical/ N95
Hand Sanitizer
Disposable Stethoscopes

2.

Do you have FDA certification?

3.

How many do you have?
Boxes

Each

4.

How much can I get?

5.

What is the Cost?

6.

Where is the location of your items/ stock? If outside the US, Can you get if through customs?

7.

When can I get it? ETA from time PO is created to delivery?

8.

If you were able to answer the above questions, please send me of specification and quote.

Once we get your response back we will reach out to you to have final discussions.

Thank You

Peggy Bertotti

642

Peggy

r

1/

0: 229- 312- 0801 /

Supply Chain Specialist
E: pbertotti@phoebehealth.

F : 229- 312- 0805 /

com

Tower 1, 4th Floor, Suite 420
417 W. Third Ave. /

Albany, Ga. 31701

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoydouBherty, ga, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 39 AM
To: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner_

phoebehealth. com>

Subject: FW: N95 Mask Specification Sheet & Order

Form

WARNING:

of

This

email

DO NOT CLICK links

originated

outside

or attachments

unless

Phoebe

Putney

you recognize

Health

System.

the sender

and know the content

is

safe.

This

Caution:

email

might

not

be

from

the

address

listed.

Use

special

caution

on

links

or

attachments.

Here' s the mask resource that my friend Arthur Johnson found from me. I just wanted to share. Some of my
departments have placed orders this week. All the best!
Scott —

From: Evan Lefft < evan@Ctsupolycompany,

com>

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 6: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2c1ougherty.
Subject:

N95 Mask Specification

Sheet &

a. us>

Order

Form

Hello Mr. McCoy,
I hope that all is well. Per the request of Mr. Arthur Johnson, I have attached the Specification

Sheet for the N95 Mask,

as well as the order form. If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to let me or Mr. Johnson know.
Best

Regards,

Evan

Lefft

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
Disclaimer:

The

HIPAA

certain

Final

Privacy

Protected

Rule

Health

healthcare.

Information

appropriate

authorization

that

require patient

do not

obligated

to

re -disclose
law.

without

Unauthorized

subject
law.

maintain

you

to
or

faxed

from

PHI

covered

the

patient

in

a

safe

and

patient
or

described

in

of this message

employee

or

agent

or
You,

secure

consent

failure

entities

related

to you may

authorization.

re - disclosure

penalties
the

being

additional

If you the reader

recipient,

requires

Information ( PHI)

to

federal (

to

to
a

include
under

safeguard

person'

PHI

s

after

circumstances

the

recipient,

manner.

You

are

may

not

or as required by
safeguard
HIPAA)

PHI

and

could

state

are not the intended

responsible

643

to

deliver

it

to

the

intended

the

related

recipient,

please notify us immediately

message.
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and destroy

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Marcia

Sent:

L. Conner <

Thursday, April 2, 2020 3: 07 PM

mconner1@nfbpa. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Join in and Ask a Question for NFBPA' s COVID- 19 RESPONSE AMA!

u

We Are Excited to Announce Our First Multi -Day Ask Me
Anything about the COVID- 19 Response, and Best Practices.
Starting today reply to this AMA NFBPA Connect thread with your questions
related to the following topics:
How to manage stress, fears, and anxiety during this difficult time
COVID- 19 response from the perspective of a city leader
Here is who our event will feature:

@Gail Smith, Behavioral Clinical Account Manager, Cigna.

As a mental health therapist Gail can provide helpful hints and tips on how to
manage stress, fears, and anxiety during this difficult time.
@Darnell Brown, COO, City of Cleveland.
As a city leader, Darnell can share his expertise on COVID- 19 response.
Click the link above to ask your questions related to the topics listed.
Our experts will provide you with a response by the end of the week!
You can continue to ask questions until 12: 00 pm ET on Friday, April 3,
2020.

645

Unsubscribe

Mmffl=

rnrnccovCcbdouaher-

tv. oa. us

M

Sent by mconnerl@nfbpa. org in collaboration with

LJ
Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Olivia Harper < olivia. harper@samfulfillment. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 45 PM

To:

MICHAEL

Subject:

Notice: Federal Government Seeking DOUGHERTY CO LANDFILL' s Goods/ Services

MCCOY

1- 888- 299- 8277

MICHAEL,

ALERT — DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT RESPONSE

President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act in an effort to help the private sector ramp -up
manufacturing and distribution of emergency medical supplies and equipment to address the growing
Coronavirus ( COVID- 19) Pandemic.

The Act requires companies to prioritize contracts from the government and the materials, services,

and facilities to promote the national defense. While this provision has historically been used to ramp
up military production, in the midst of the Pandemic, the Act will be used immediately for medical
equipment and supplies, and may be used for other essential products and services to combat the
spread of the virus.

This presents federal contracting opportunities for small businesses across industries coming from
DHS, FEMA, DoD, CDC, NIH, VA to name a few. These agencies have immediate need for medical

equipment and supplies, and this may expand to other goods and service including IT support,
cybersecurity, staffing, training, janitorial, logistics, security and transportation services.

We can help you find these opportunities. Be part of the solution.
Call us at ( 888) 299- 8277 to get started.

The U.S. Federal Government is the single largest buyer of goods and services in the world. Our brief
introductory video will show you how we can help you grow. Our clients have been awarded
billions in contracts and grants over our 20- year history.
We would like to offer you a download to our free guide to federal contracting — "io Tins to Get Uou
Started as a Federal Contractor."

The federal government has been at the forefront of this national emergency and has committed its
full resources to address the pandemic. We have been working with our clients to ensure their federal
registrations are current and compliant.

Contact us today get registered, renewed or to review your current registration—

1- 888-

299- 8277

Reference your Cage Code: 30LL4
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Name:

DOUGHERTYCO

Business

Type:

Business

LANDFILL
or Organization

Last Updated By: MICHAEL MCCOY
Registration

Status:

Active

Activation

Date:

04/ 29/ 2019

Expiration

Date:

04/ 28/ 2020

Intended for mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us only - 30LL4. Please do not reply to this email, to speak to a
specialist please call 1- 888- 299- 8277 from 8: 3oam to 5: 3opm EST. This notification is an advertisement
powered by FedBiz Access 113oo Dr MLK Jr ST N St Petersburg, FL 33716. FBA is not a government
agency, we assist organizations in competing for government contract & grant opportunities. To
unsubscribe and no longer receive these notices please click on the unsubscribe link below.

Unsubscribe
N 1300

171 1,:

I Unsubscribe
i,

St IN Sulte

via email
100 " mint

I + ror, e rs, lburg,

I I

3371. 6

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava, Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 44 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

RE: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state

Thanks

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 17 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
FYI. Flagging this for you.

From:

Peeler,

Charles (

USAGAM) <

Charles. PeelerQusdoi. eov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 3: 48 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspencexom>;

Cc: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam, Liehtsey@usdoL

Michael Persley < mpersley@albany, ea. us>
ov>; Leary, Peter ( USAGAM) < Peter. Leary@usdoi.

ov>

Subject: Fwd: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Chris, Chief,

See below regarding DOJ grants available to help local law enforcement fight Covid- 19. Looks like money can be used
for officer PPE and overtime. Please forward to the appropriate folks in your organization. Thanks, Charlie
Charles

E.

Peeler

United States Attorney
Middle District of Georgia

Begin forwarded message:

From: "

Brady, Scott ( USAPAW)" < 56rady@usa. doi. gov>

Date: April 1, 2020 at 1: 46: 06 PM EDT
To: " Coleman, Russell ( USAKYW)" < RColeman1@usa. doLgov>, " Hurst,

usa, doi, gov>, "

mhurst
USAGAS)" <
Nicholas (

Charles ( USAGAM)" <

BChristine@usa, doi. gov>, " Freed,

USANV)" <

NTrutanich@usa.

Duncan, Rob ( USAKYE)" <
TGarrison@usa.
USAOKN)" <

Peeler,

Mike ( USAMSS)"

usa. doL ov>, " Christine, Bobby

David J. ( USAPAM)" < dfreed( e usa. doi, gov>, " Trutanich,

doi. eov>, " Town, Jay E. ( USAALN)" < JETown(

RDuncan@usa.

doi. eov>, " Martin,

CPeeler

doi. eov>, " Garrison,

Matt ( USANCM)" <

usa. doi.

ov>,

Timothy ( USAMOW)"

MMartinl( e usa. doi.

ov>, " Shores, Trent

rshores@usa. doi.gov>, " Downing, Timothy ( USAOKW)" < TDowninj2usa. doi. eov>, " Stuart,
doi. eov>, " Powell, Bill ( USAWVN)" < bpowell@usa. doi. gov>, " Blader,

Mike ( USAWVS)" <

MStuart2@usa.

Scott ( USAWIW)" <

5blader( e usa, doi.

ov>

Subject: RE: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Sorry, forgot our summary, including the link to the BJA page for this grant:
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Award

Title

Deadline

Short Description

Eligibility

Coronavirus

Amounts

Emergency

vary

of local gov' t

Funding

PCCD for

villages,

in pra°venlgrag, preparing, fir, and responding,, to l:he

Program

all PA:

cities,

coronarnrus.

5/ 29/ 30

States, units

Supplemental

Link

The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding

CESF) Program will provide funding to assist
eligible states, local units of government, and tribes

e. g., towns,

17, 628, 002

Link

counties,

link

borough,

Allowable proJecIs andpura;>
rn ses include, b ul are nol:

other political

Ifiniled. la) a overifine, a: q unpaa eni ( including, plaii>
ertfo rcenrarierit and nraraeu: ica.pl pe rsorta.pl protective
cdluipnrierit), hiring, supplies ( such as gloves, nrraasks,

Direct

subdivisions,

grants vary

including law

by city and

enforcement,

sa.nrtitizer), lraaining , travel expenses, and addressing,

county
link

and law

the medical

enforcement

prisons, jails, and del.a, ndon camera.

needs aafinmaales

in slaal. e, local, and l:ri

aa: g

districts)

For assistance, applicants may contact the NCJRS
Response Center by telephone at 1- 800- 851- 3420;

via TTY at 301- 240- 6310 ( hearing
impaired only); by email at grantsCncjrs. sov; by fax
to 301- 240- 5830; or by web chat at
https:// webcontact.ncjrs. sov/ ncjchat/chat.jsp. The
NCJRS Response

Center hours of operation

are 10: 00 a.m. to 6: 00 p.m. eastern time, Monday
through Friday, and 10: 00 a. m. to 8: 00 p. m.
eastern time on the solicitation

close date.

From: Brady, Scott ( USAPAW)

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 1: 43 PM
To: Coleman, Russell ( USAKYW) < RCo1eman1

mhurst@usa. do'. gov>;

Peeler,

Charles ( USAGAM) <

BChristineC usa, doi eov>; Freed, David J. (
USANV) <

NTrutanich@usa.

usa. doj. gov>;

Hurst,

Mike ( USAMSS)

usa. doL ov>; Christine, Bobby ( USAGAS)
dfreed@usa. doj, gov>; Trutanich, Nicholas

CPeeler

USAPAM) <

doi. eov>; Town, Jay E. ( USAALN) < JETown@usa.

doi.

ov>; Duncan, Rob

USAKYE) <

RDuncan_@usa. doi. eov>; Garrison, Timothy ( USAMOW) < TGarrisonC usa. doi. eov>; Martin,
MMartinl
usa. doLgov>; Shores, Trent ( USAOKN) < rshores
usa. doj. gov>; Downing,
Timothy ( USAOKW) < TDowmn _@usa. doi. eov>; Stuart, Mike ( USAWVS) < MStuart2C usa. doi. eov>;
Matt ( USANCM) <

Powell, Bill ( USAWVN) < bpowe11@usa.

doi. gov>;

Blader,

Scott ( USAWIW) <

Sblader@usa.

doi.

ov>

Subject: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Importance: High

guys —
working

wanted to make sure you saw this and

on grants

on our office — getting

pu
it out to your partners.
p

ogether, pushing targeted emails out to strategic

partners - and we almost missed this one. It wasn' t on gLqDLs. gov; we only saw it bc we follow BJA and
OJ '

for
A Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Fundr •
municpalites for OT, for new staff, to purchase addtequipment, supplies, their

certain state/

local LE d

includiRg, alreadiN designated- amounts

coron ' ie_

a block grant for State Administering Agency;..
it'
Here
is

the tweet we

saw: 650

for larger cities and counties Ithere is also
s the PA Commission on Crime & Delinquency).

We retweeted it here, with some add' t d-

Here is some information on the grant. The link below and following lists the State Administering
Agency and contacts for each: https:// www. oip. gov/ funding/---state- administeringa,g,encies/ pennsylvania- state- administeri' ne,-agencies

Description

enforcement and medical personal protective equipment), hiring, supplies ( such as gloves, masks,
sanitizer), training, travel expenses, and addressing the medical needs of inmates in state, local, and
tribal prisons, jails, and detention centers.
MIT94T
I -0 7, rr"

I-

- - Tr
r5 C1' ,TT

throughout the state.

Yrk -v
7"Fro. 7
= 1FI-OmP MeMMM 7
a 777Y

See state amount here.

Designated municipal/ county/ tribal law enforcement can also apply for funding. Click on this
link which shows you the state. Click on the state to see which law enforcement agencies are
eligible to apply and the designated

amount. ( Note to LECs: If a specific jurisdiction is not

eligible to apply, they may wish to contact the SAA to determine how they can receive funding
through the state distribution.)

Eno
BJA has informed us that applicants will not have to certify compliance with 8 USC 1373
re: Communication between government agencies and Immigration and Customs
Enforcement).

Please feel free to send this out to fellow USAs far &

wide. Sorry if you' ve already seen this, but if you

haven' t, I hope this is helpful.

M
Scoff W. IBirady
United States Attorney
Western

District

of Pennsylvania

412.894Q25iscott. brad @usdoLJ. goy

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 17 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

FW: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every

Subject:

state

FYI. Flagging this for you.

From:

Peeler,

Charles ( USAGAM) <

Charles. Peeler@usdoj. gov>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 3: 48 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.
com>; Michael Persley < mpersley@albany. ga. us>
Cc: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam. Lightsey@usdoj.

gov>; Leary, Peter ( USAGAM) < Peter. Leary@ usdoj. gov>

Subject: Fwd: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Chris, Chief,

See below regarding DOJ grants available to help local law enforcement fight Covid- 19. Looks like money can be used
for officer PPE and overtime. Please forward to the appropriate folks in your organization. Thanks, Charlie
Charles

E.

Peeler

United States Attorney
Middle District of Georgia

Begin forwarded message:

From: "

Brady, Scott ( USAPAW)" <

56rad @usa. doi. gov>

Date: April 1, 2020 at 1: 46: 06 PM EDT
To: " Coleman,

USAGAS)" <
Nicholas (

Russell ( USAKYW)" < RCo1eman1@usa. doLgov>, " Hurst, Mike ( USAMSS)"

usa, doi, gov>, "

mhurst

BChristine@usa,

USANV)" <

TGarrison@usa.

Charles ( USAGAM)" <

CPeeler

usa. doL ov>, " Christine, Bobby

doi. gov>, " Freed, David J. ( USAPAM)" < dfreed( e usa. doi, gov>, " Trutanich,

NTrutanich@usa.

Duncan, Rob ( USAKYE)" <

USAOKN)" <

Peeler,

doi. eov>, " Town, Jay E. ( USAALN)" <

JETown(

usa. doi.

ov>,

RDuncan@usa. doi. eov>, " Garrison, Timothy ( USAMOW)"

doi. eov>, " Martin,

Matt ( USANCM)" <

MMartinl( e usa. doi.

ov>, " Shores, Trent

rshores@usa. doi. gov>, " Downing, Timothy ( USAOKW)" < TDowninj2usa.

doi. eov>, " Stuart,

doi. eov>, " Powell, Bill ( USAWVN)" < bpowe11@usa. doi. gov>, " Blader,

Mike ( USAWVS)" <

MStuart2@usa.

Scott ( USAWIW)" <

5blader( e usa, doi.

ov>

Subject: RE: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Sorry, forgot our summary, including the link to the BJA page for this grant:

Title

Award

Deadline

Coronavirus

Amounts

Emergency

vary

of local gov' t

Funding

PCCD for

villages,

in pure° va:,nling, preparing, fix, and responding,,to i:he

Program

all PA:

cities,

coronavirus.

Supplemental

5/ 29/ 30

Short Description

Eligibility
States, units

e. g., towns,

17, 628, 002
link

counties,

borough,
652

The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding
CESF) Program will provide funding to assist
eligible states, local units of government, and tribes

Link
Link

Award

Title

Deadline

Short Description

Eligibility

other political

Link

Allowable prcJecls and p urc>rn ses include, b ul are not
Ifiniled R), overifine, a: q unpra eni ( including, pla.ri

Direct

subdivisions,

grants vary

including law

by city and

enforcement,

ertfo rc nrarierit and nrarieu: ica.pl pe rsorta.pl protective
cdluipnraierit), hiring, supplies ( such as gloves, nrri sks,

county
link

and law

sa.nrugclizer), lruining , travel expenses, and addressing,

enforcement

the medical

districts)

prisons, jails, and da°lenldam camera.

needs arfinmaales

in slale, local, and i:riba l

For assistance, applicants may contact the NCJRS
Response Center by telephone at 1- 800- 851- 3420;

via TTY at 301- 240- 6310 ( hearing
impaired only); by email at grantsCncjrs. sov; by fax

to 301- 240- 5830; or by web chat at
https:// webcontact.ncjrs. sov/ ncjchatichat.jsp. The
NCJRS

Response

Center hours of operation

are 10: 00 a.m. to 6: 00 p.m. eastern time, Monday
through Friday, and 10: 00 a. m. to 8: 00 p. m.
eastern time on the solicitation

close date.

From: Brady, Scott ( USAPAW)

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 1: 43 PM
To: Coleman,

Russell ( USAKYW) < RCo1eman1

mhurst@usa. do'. gov>;
BChristineC
USANV) <

Peeler,

usa, doi eov>;

NTrutanich@usa.

USAKYE) <

usa. doi. gov>;

Charles ( USAGAM) <

CPeeler

Freed, David J. ( USAPAM) <

Hurst,

Mike ( USAMSS)

usa. doL

ov>; Christine,

Bobby ( USAGAS)
dfreed@usa. doi. ov>; Trutanich, Nicholas

doi. eov>; Town, Jay E. ( USAALN) < JETown@usa.

doi.

ov>; Duncan, Rob

RDuncan_@usa. doi. eov>; Garrison, Timothy ( USAMOW) < TGarrisonC usa. doi. eov>;

Matt ( USANCM) <

MMartin1@usa. doL

ov>; Shores, Trent ( USAOKN) <

Timothy ( USAOKW) < TDowmn _@usa. doi. eov>;

Stuart,

Martin,

rshores( e usa. doi. eov>; Downing,

Mike ( USAWVS) <

MStuart2C

usa. doi. eov>;

Powell, Bill ( USAWVN) < bpowe11@usa. doi. gov>; Blader, Scott ( USAWIW) < 5bpader@usa. doi. ov>
Subject: BJA new Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) grants for every state
Importance:

guys —
working

High

wanted to make sure you saw this and

on grants

ogether, pushing targeted emails out to strategic

on our office — getting

partners - and we almost missed this one.

pu
it out to your partners.
p

It wasn' t on gEq91s. gov; we only saw it bc we follow BJA and

OJP' s twitter feeds.

for
A Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Fundr •
municpalites for OT, for new staff, to purchase addtequipment, supplies, their

certain state/

local LE d

includiRg, alreadiN designated- amounts

coron ' ie_

a block grant for State Administering Agency;..
it'
Here
is

d

the tweet we

saw: We -

it here, with some++
t

s the list of cities: 653

details: Here'

for larger cities and counties Ithere is also
s the PA Commission on Crime & Delinquency).

Here is some information on the grant. The link below and following lists the State Administering
Agency and contacts for each: https: www. oip. gov/ funding/- state- administeringa,genCies/ pennsylvania- state- administering 7a,gen_Cies
Description

The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding ( CESF) Program will provide funding to assist eligible
states, local units of government, and tribes in preventing, preparing for, and responding to the

enforcement and medical personal protective equipment), hiring, supplies ( such as gloves, masks,
sanitizer), training, travel expenses, and addressing the medical needs of inmates in state, local, and
tribal prisons, jails, and detention centers.
MIT94T

Your State Administering Agency ( SAA) ( updated link hhere) can apply for funding to distribute
throughout the state.

See state amount here.

Designated municipal/ county/ tribal law enforcement can also apply for funding. Click on this
link which shows you the state. Click on the state to see which law enforcement agencies are
eligible to apply and the designated amount. ( Note to LECs: If a specific jurisdiction is not
eligible to apply, they may wish to contact the SAA to determine how they can receive funding
1]

am
BJA has informed us that applicants will not have to certify compliance with 8 USC 1373
re: Communication between government agencies and Immigration and Customs
Enforcement).

Please feel free to send this out to fellow USAs far &

wide. Sorry if you' ve already seen this, but if you

haven' t, I hope this is helpful.

M
Scoff W. IBirady
United States Attorney
Westeirin District of Pennsylvania

412.894Q25iscott. brad @usdoLJ. goy

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tim

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 13 PM

Smith <

tim@alphainsightskits.

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID-

com>

19 Test Kits

I work with an organization that has developed a pro -active and near immediate testing solution.
Accuracy
FDA Approved: The product has Emergency Usage Authorization ( EUA) from the FDA.
No Rx Required: Does not require a prescription or a doctor to purchase or perform the test.
Results in 10 Minutes: Prick finger with lancet provided with your test -kit then apply to reader and wait
approximately 10 minutes
Simple to Use: Stand- alone, disposable kit comes in a single -unit sealed package the size of an
iPhone. Store at room temperature with a multi -year shelf life.
Available Now: We are producing 250, 000 a week right now and will double in the next 10 days.

10- Minute Test Kit with 99%

Pricing:
10, 000+ units: $

49. 95 per unit

5, 000 - 9, 999 units: $

59. 95 per unit

1, 000 - 4, 999 units: $ 69. 95 per unit

Let me know if we can help!

Be Safe!

Tim Smith
Alpha

Solutions,

LLC

716. 289. 0575

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 659

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M Nesmith@ACCG.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

ORG>

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 2: 03 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Local Declaration and County Closure Data for
Thursday Attachments:
Updated County Closures and Restrictions Tracking. xlsx;State and Local Declaration
List 04022020. xlsx;COVID- 19 Confirmed Cases Map- 42- 20. pdf; COVID- 19 County
Map_4-2- 20. pdf Good

04022020

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

afternoon, As

of noon today, 137 counties have declared a local state of emergency. Please contact me directly at mnesmith@ac g.
org if any changes need to be made for your county. Best,
Michele
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblle records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 660

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Spencer

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 1: 56 PM
Michael McCoy ( mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us)

To:

Allen ( ATL) < spencer. allen@ioausa. com>

Cc:

Debbie

Subject:

Information on the Payroll Protection Program!

Burke ( ATL); Sheila

Attachments:

I0A. COVID- 19 Payroll Protection Program FAQ 1- 0320. pdf; PPP Borrower Information
Fact Sheet Treasury. pdf; Borrower Paycheck Protection Program Application ( vl). pdf;
PPP Calculator .

Holt ( ATL)

xlsx

Mike,

I hope the attachments might help some of the businesses in Dougherty County stay open as we deal with the
COVID- 19 emergency! As I' m sure you' re aware, the Senate recently passed a bill that allows for businesses
with fewer than 500 employees to receive a loan to continue operations. If certain criteria are met, this loan

can be turned into a grant and the money does not have to be repaid. I have attached 4 files for your review:
An IOA pdf file that answers some frequently asked questions and explains the PPP in further detail.
The fact sheet from the Treasury.
The PPP Application.

The PPP calculator to help you determine the maximum loan amount and what the estimated forgiven
amount

would

be.

Mike, pls stay safe and well!
Best,

Spencer
Healthcare

R. Allen, Jr., CPBS
Strategist

SVP, Partner, National Advisory Board
Insurance Office of America

T 770- 250- 53061 M 404- 358- 7896
F 800- 568- 2991

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
661

distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblr"e records law. Most
written eorr murueatlor?s to or from Qty artd County o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records avallable to the
public artd media upon request Your email eorr murueatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 1: 32 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Engage Your Residents to Guide your COVID- 19 Response

FEI
Created for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

This is a paid advertisement for SmartBrief readers.
The content does not necessarily reflect the view of SmartBrief or its Association partners.

141
ll'-"

r,""-"'-"'-'-"""*"-""

I

E]

Join a Cohort of Communities Monitoring the
Physical,

Emotional and Economic Health of
their Residents

As you lead your community through this public health emergency, it has never
been more important to understand how your residents are coping. Collecting
quality community -level data in real time will help you better tailor your
Coronavirus outreach and response.

When you join our cohort you will get access to standardized surveys. You will
receive your real- time local results, but also contribute to state-wide metrics
and get access to benchmark reports.

663

This free offering combines National Research Center ( NRC)' s quality and
insights with the muscle of Polco' s communication

infrastructure.

You can

quickly deploy vetted surveys and the online results are easy to understand and
share with staff and stakeholders.

Experts with extensive experience in survey research, public health and local
government management have developed easily -deployable, pre -loaded
surveys

to assess:

The physical, emotional and economic health of your residents;
their needs and concerns related to COVID- 19
The economic

impact on local businesses

The steps are simple. (-.

p...tp....
1 .:". p.11,

and employers

access and publish the surveys on your

profile, share the survey link with your community ( email lists, newsletters,
social media, your website, etc.) and see your real- time results. As people
respond, they can register to receive future questions from you.
Visit! bl...... lrI.ii l e. for more specific information and updates on the COVID- 19
response

surveys.

Copyright Cc? * 2020 PofeoINationaf

Research

Center, All rights reserved.

About this email: SmartBrief will occasionally send emails from our business partners
promoting products and services likely to be of interest to our readers. The content of these
messages does not necessarily reflect the view of SmartBrief or its association partners.
Unsubscrlbe

I Privacy policy
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. M,

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 1: 16 PM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Cities and Counties Make Workforce Cuts as Coronavirus Financial Toll Mounts

Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Cities and Counties

Make Workforce

Cuts as Coronavirus

Financial

Toll

Mounts
I I'; li I I I I

uc lio

Cincinnati this week announced it would place hundreds of workers on unpaid temporary leave.
It' s just one of the places facing tough staffing decisions.
I I'° teed fl l l l aul' tliiollle

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive

it. Note: It may take our system

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

a
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

M.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 12: 53 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Minnick,

Subject:

FYI: Temporary Facilities
2- DISASTER RESPONSE EMERGENCY SERVICES ( 1). pdf; ATT00001. htm;
Brochure. Presentation. pdf; ATT00002. htm; COVID- 19- Qualifications. pdf; ATT00003. htm

Attachments:

FYI of information

Jawahn

Heidi

received.

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
00 I :

D UG.HEFITY
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 12: 17 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Temporary Facilities

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Jason Manti < jmanfl@VestaModular.

com>

Date: April 2, 2020 at 11: 56: 20 AM EDT
To: " Minnick, Heidi" <

Subject: Temporary

HMinnick_@douPherty. ga. us>

Facilities

I cam reaching out to let you know that our company, 111. 5IA Modular, has immediately available
buildings to offer In response to the National emergency needs for temporary beds, clinics, and
offic.elodrrrin space.
i11. 5I A Modular has extensive experience In providing rapid response modular solutions Ilrru the
coordination of providing modular buildings and containers, logistics of delivering units to the required
site location and handling the complete set up site In providing a turn -key solution.
We are ready at a moment' s notice and look forward to helping the notion get..Ilrru this challenging time.
Please contact me at any time, Cell # 8.1 3 2 6 7 57740r errand Lmonti@vestamodular. com.
667

rhank you for your time and consideration.

Jason Manti I Atlaii"Aa Biraii"idh Maii"iagENr'
VESTA

Modulair

iirviainti@vestairviodk.iIIair, coirvi wwwMESTAModular. com
O: 81. 7 Modk. flair x406
0: 81.3 267 5774
F:: 305 594 41.1. 6

695 Aflainta IHiil hway SE, Windeir, GA 30680

JUJUldli
Please note our corporate address has changed to: 1000 Town Center, Suite 975, Southfield, MI 48075

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most writtert communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upor? request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.

M

TAC Service

From:

Desk

Bang the Table < jess@bangthetable. com>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 12: 38 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Community Engagement Bulletin: Engaging Through a Crisis

Community

Engagement Bulletin

LI

Oinlkine delibeii'ative pii,ocesses rniini,oii, moim tii,adfioicall face to face pii,ocesses uu a that they i , equilk,e
souind fouindatioins Ibased oin a cleaii, set of opeii' atling Ilan, i i uculples, Uindeii, stainding these Ilan, i i uculples
Is the fiii' st step uuu udcauufufyuuug whetheii, you aii,e pii, epaii, ed foii, oiNHne ddubei, aflve dabggg aind Ihow
effectively you luaus thought about Ihow the pii, ocess will ennable oii, einhaince youii, coinsultatioin.

LJ

SOQIN,,,,
M GAG

A LYg d Ap roadhi

M

M

With

COVED 19 pii, ecautioinis ainid thie Inieed foci, phiysical distainidinig escalatlinig, we wainit to shiaim a few
tips ainid ii,eirndm thiat rinay Ipii, ove useful du ii, ing thiis finne. IRinid out 1how you caini use digital einigagenneinit

tools to suppoii' t social distainidinig duii,iinig thiis global Ihea1lthi cii,isis. M.

l llizii-i r
110

i

I I

It lIs imore crifical

that ever that coirnirnuinifies

have a trusted source for factual, up to date
linforimatioin. I earin lacew you cain Ihu° nes the power

of EingageirneintHIQ to Ikeep uesideints linfcrime
d,irneet irnsihnforimation

with facts, aind facilitate

discussioins over

distaince. See Ihow

our clkeints are coirnirnuinicatling oinlihne with
their coirnirnuinifies duriing the 0V[)
fl9ouflbreal, .
HEALING

TOGETHER

Community Engagement

in Emergency Management
and Disaster Recovery Phiree
Australkain
couincils share

coirnirnuinity
offlihne

their experieinces

usihing

eingageirneint oinlihne aind

to support

their coirnirnuinifies

imainaciing, survivi ng aind

liin

bouinciing Ibac

k from dif icult firnes. IF roirn
to recovery
speak from

disa ter dashboards'

ceintres, local couincils

the frointlkines of eirnergeincy

imainageirneint

aind disaster recovery. YOLflI'°°
l

CQIWMUI%I Y

QWI.

All

670

Coninectling Goveirinirneint

113eyoind 1 :. liingaglliirig Glfizeiirm:

if::' Amur IIkey issues to

Oiirgaiinllzafioiins

wrests

coiinslldeiir

to

I113ourmd of ri,rust

f'oiir effective

oiirfllliine d6logue

Coiirniirnuiirillty
I.Develop a stroing Igairtineirship

Stay coininected. With proper

with youir comirnuinity.

plaininiing, ordiine eingageirneint

the diffeireince

provides ain liruclluslive

requestling

coininectioin

Ibetweeru

couincil

I.Desigin a space for true

I earin

Ibetweeru

ordiine dialogue Iby clearly
explaiiniing the coinsultatioin

citizein

pairficipatioin aind Ibulillding

process to Ihellp imainage

aind coirnimuinity irneirnbeirs Iby

trustihing uelatioinships lieu youir

pairficipaint

building aind sustaiiniing vital

eingageirneint

expectatioins.

efforts.

Iost >

coinversafloins.

these

Coinsider

four lIssues whein

lauinchiing youir inext digital
project.
Iost >

AWOMMI' aih llff
v
hiiiing these difficult ecoinoirnic flimes, Ilocal
goveinnirneints aire searchiing for ways to Ihellp
sirnall Ibusliruc sses stay afloat without over
stafling their capabilifies aind capacity. I earin
how youir coirnimuinity eingageirneint site cain
serve as a ceintiral
visit aind access
resources,

o better respoinid to thie eirineirgiinig inieleds for
oindkinie einigageirineinit, we aire Ilauinichiliinig

weekly Opeini

e

lioini

Ibegliuriuriliurig April

T Our oindkinie coirinirinuinifty einigageirineinit tearn
ready to ainisweir ainiy questioinis

you. irinay

have airouinid coiniiniectihnig withi your
coirinirinuinifties

reirinotely.

671

Iloc>atioin for Ibusliruc sses to

real flime linforimatioin,

aind support.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Sheila

Sent:

Thursday, April 2' 2O2O12: OyPM
Michael McCoy ( mmooy@dougherty. ga. us); DominiqueHall; Spencer Allen (AJU; Debbie

To:

Holt ( ATL <

Shci| a. Holt@ioausa/ om>

From:

8urke( ATU Subject: [
OV|

D' 1yPlan

Do

Changes Attachments: attachmendo

not

d0ete or c[
iange any of flhe VHow ng text. When it'

s time, join your Webexmeeting here. Meeting number (access

cnde):
472G18331 Meeting password:
Join byphone

GPdk7XFkAn2

Tap

tocall infrom

amobile device ( attendees only) 1415-655- 0001 US
Toll 1415- 655- 0001 US
Toll Join from ovideo

system orapplication

Oi8J You can also dial 173.

243.

2.68 and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business

If you are a host,go ieire
' to

view host information. Need help? GOk} weblex ( OOO 673

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblr"e records law. Most
written eorr murueatlor?s to or from Qty artd County o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records avallable to the
public artd media upon request Your email eorr murueatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ryan

Sent:

Rasner <

Thursday, April 2, 2020 12: 03 PM

RRasner@russellinvestments.

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Special edition: Timely investment insights

com>

E

Slpecliall edlitlioin of tlimelly liinsli
As the world responds

Ihts firom IRussellll Investments

to the novel coronavirus

COVID- 19, our teams are

committed to providing you with timely investment insights on how to
navigate through the market uncertainty, volatility and change.
Here' s the latest from our strategists, portfolio managers, and analysts.
Stay informed. Su4ul

ir..

tp o u„ir„ I Ilpg. today for the latest news and

insights.

How will the CARES Act impact
pact

DB plans?

And what other funding relief may be on
the way?
The new stimulus package — the Coronavirus Aid,

Relief, and Economic Security Act ( CARES Act) —
was signed into law on March 27, 2020. While the
legislation

was not focused on defined benefit ( DB)

plans, a few law changes were included that affect

DB plan sponsors.

675

Reasons for hope
China' s successful containment of the coronavirus

and reopening of its economy serves as a hopeful

example for other countries battling the global
pandemic.

The coronavirus response: Why so much
talk about the U. S.?
Why is the U. S. relief package so much larger ( in
GDP %)

than other packages in Europe?

The answer

lies in key differences between America and many
European

nations.

We hope you and your family remain healthy and safe during this
unprecedented

time. Watch for periodic updates from us with more

information that may be of interest to you. Please reach out and let us
know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Ryan Rasner, CFA
DIRECTOR,

AMERICAS

INSTITUTIONAL

212- 702- 7972
RRasner@russellinvestments.

com

russellinvestments. com

Nothing contained in this material is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities, or investment
advice, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor a solicitation of any
type. The general information contained in this publication should not be acted upon without
obtaining specific legal, tax, and investment advice from a licensed professional.
Please remember that all investments carry some level of risk, including the potential loss of
principal invested. They do not typically grow at an even rate of return and may experience negative

676

growth. As with any type of portfolio structuring, attempting to reduce risk and increase return could,
at certain times, unintentionally

reduce returns.

Securities products and services offered through Russell Investments Implementation Services,
LLC, part of Russell Investments, a SEC Registered investment adviser and broker -dealer, member
FINRA, SIPC.

Russell Investments Implementation Services, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Russell
Investments

US Institutional

HoldCo.

Diversification does not assure a profit and does not protect against loss in declining markets.
Russell Investments' ownership is composed of a majority stake held by funds managed by TA
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris Voggesser < cvoggesser@goldenshovelagency. com>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 11: 23 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Checking in from Golden Shovel.

Hello Michael -

Chris from Golden Shovel Agency here. I hope this email finds you well. I' m sure you' re busy ( like we
are) responding to COVID- 19 needs in and around your community/ region. The effective recovery of
our communities and safety of our family members is paramount to what we accomplish daily.
You are not alone in these unprecedented

times.

In fact, this is a unique opportunity for community leaders to think beyond this current situation. We
are already helping leaders just like you develop new economic development priorities for the 2nd
half of the year. As the national leader in economic development communications, we are your best
resource

in times like this.

Below is a link to our Economic Development COVID- 19 Resources page that we launched within 24
hours to ALL our clients.

https://

www. goldenshovelagency. com/ covid- 19- resources

If you' re interested in a 15- minute conversation, just reply with a couple times that work for you.
We' re here to help.
Regards,

All the best,

Chris Voggesser, Territory Sales Manager
515- 344- 5060

P. S. Every month we invite industry thought leaders to host our FREE economic development
webinars. Check out our next webinar here.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 11: 19 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Waldport, Ore., taps its mayor for manager post

FE]
Created

April 2, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Everyone has a leadership role to play during a crisis, in part because " leadership
makes the greatest difference when the world around us is uncertain, when we are
unsure about what lies ahead," writes Michael

Useem of the Wharton School of the

University of Pennsylvania. Default to taking action " close to home" while emphasizing
personal, persistent communication, he writes.
Full Story: Knowledge@Wharton (

3/ 30)

EJI
BUDGETING

AND

FINANCE

i

Albuquerque officials
Officials in Albuquerque,

N. M.,

are hoping to get around $

ill hurt city
150 million in coronavirus

relief support from the federal government, but say the funding will not fill the gap left by
declining sales tax revenue during the pandemic. The city had previously approved a

679

1. 1 billion budget for fiscal 2020, which does not include extra costs for coronavirus
response efforts.

Full Story: Albuquerque Journal ( N. M.) (

free content) (( 3/: 1)

MIND

Webinar: Invest for Today and Tomorrow
On Monday, April 13, the ICMA University Online Classroom
will kick off a free webinar series from ICMA- RC covering
financial planning strategies that will help navigate the
complexities of preparing for retirement. Part One, Invest for
Today and Tomorrow —Dealing with Current Conditions,
focuses on making sense of current market and economic
conditions in managing your investments. Register today!

EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND

PUBLIC

SAFETY

1All ' MTIHM`€€

111+ +`

US cities are warning against people playing group sports, holding gatherings and using
equipment and courts at parks during the coronavirus pandemic. " If 10 or more of you
are together, you will receive a municipal ordinance violation," said St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Mayor Rick Kriseman.

Full Story: Boston Herald ((3/ 31), Tampa Bay Times ( St. Petersburg, Fla.) ( tiered
subscription model) ((3/: 1), Press & Sun - Bulletin ( Binghamton,

N. Y.) ( tiered subscription

model) ( 3/ 30)

00001

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Edinburgh,

is wheel at risk of being

The City of Edinburgh Council will decide remotely whether to approve a proposal to
remove the 42- meter- tall Ferris wheel at Princes Street Gardens in Edinburgh, Scotland,

680

over its potential risks to the surrounding trees. The attraction is also not supposed to be
moved to another location in the city or to another section of the parks.

Full Story: The Herald ( Glasgow, Scotland) ((1"30)

MIND
PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Fairfax County, Va., is suspending glass collection at its purple drop- off bins due to
concerns about the spread of coronavirus. Residents are advised to take glass materials
to the 1- 66 transfer station or 1- 95 landfill complex for recycling.
Full Story: Tysons Reporter ( Va.) (

3/ 30), WTOP- FM ( Washington,

D. C.) ( 3/ 30)

00001
HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

The Muscatine, Iowa, Parks and Recreation Department has created a webpage listing
coronavirus- safe activities for residents, including at- home workouts, printable activity
sheets and virtual tours. Parks and recreation

contests will be hosted on the

department' s Facebook page.
Full Story: Muscatine Journal ( Iowa) (

3/ 2. 7)

MIND
Miss. district launches meal delivery for students
Lj

Tupelo Public School District in Mississippi is working with the
Tupelo/ Lee County Hunger Coalition on a meal delivery service,
using school buses to transport food to students at eight sites.
The district also is continuing to provide grab -and -go meals at two

Plxabay)

area schools.

Full Story: Daily Journal ( Tupelo, Miss.) (

RECOGNITIONS

AND

TRANSITIONS

681

1"1)

City Council members in Waldport, Ore., have voted unanimously to hire Dann Cutter,
the current mayor, for the post of city manager. " The council and I have been very
pleased to work with Mayor Dann, and we were very impressed with his application for
the job and his interview with us,"

says council member Susan Woodruff.

Full Story: Newport News Times ( Ore.) (

ICMA

3/ 31)

NEWS

Free Teleconference:

Managing Stress i

World
When disaster hits, local government managers have the challenging task of providing
leadership to the community - often while dealing with the crisis in their own home. Now,
more than ever, local government managers must safeguard their emotional wellbeing
as they deal with extreme personal and professional stressors. Join David E. Morrison,
M. D.,

consultant, psychiatrist, and founder of Morrison Associates, Ltd.,

in an ICMA

teleconference on April 3, 2: 30 to 3 p. m. Eastern, when he will discuss how local
government managers can cope with stress during this global health crisis. Following his
presentation, there will be a Q& A session. Register today!

Coronavirus

Crisis

Community
Local government managers are responsible for coordinating their community' s

response to the developing COVID- 19 pandemic. In an effort to provide guidance
oriented to local government managers on COVID- 19, ICMA has curated considerations
for local preparedness, response, and recovery along with essential resources. Updated
daily, read now!
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FOLLOW ICMA ON TWITTER
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 11: 12 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

You' re welcome

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 02, 2020 9: 48 AM
To: Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
Thanks

From: Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty, ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 10 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty. a us>
Subject: RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
Good Morning,
The SOS will be mailing applications for absentee ballot request to all active voters. Once the application is completed
and mailed to our office we will verify the voter' s signature and place them in the state system as eligible to receive an
absentee ballot by mail. The SOS has hired a vendor to mail those ballot request out.
Thanks,

Ginger

IPm INiiclkeirsoin

Supervisor

I

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners /
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 3247

Voter Registration

IFax: 229. 438. 3975

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us

1: rnaiill: DC -Vote rRegistrationUse rs@dough ert a.
.
us

Michael Sent: Wednesday,
April 01,
2020 5: 56 PM 684

From: McCoy,

and Elections

To: Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson( e dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: FW: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
Ginger what' s the answer to Gloria' s question?

From: Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@ao1,

com>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 54 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas

1amarhudgins0bellsouth,
RGrayCcdougherty,

watsonspence, com>;

ne4->;

vees70

Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins

bellsouth. net)

yahoo. com; clintiohnl978@hotmaii. com; Gray, Russell

ga, us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones

dougherty, ga, us>; Addison, Scott < SAddisonCdougherty,

Howell, Wendy < WHowe11@c1ougherty. ga. us>;
Subject: Re: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
Spencer

Lee < s1ee817

ga, us>;

aol, com>

I thought the SOS was mailing ballots.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 1, 2020, at 5: 21 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy(e dougherty, ga, us> wrote:
FYI

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG> On

Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 52 AM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY -MANAGERS -AND -ADM INS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
This was just released:

FOR IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

April 1, 2020

Press Office: ( 470) 312- 2733

Statement from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming
May 19th Primary
Atlanta) - " I execute elections, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants tc
hold the election on May 19, we will support them and do our best to make it happen efficiently, safely and accurately.

If the General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger.

Dave Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite 700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Streetlogix <

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 10: 59 AM

webinars@streetlogix.

com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

WEBINAR: Manage Moo of your roads from home!

Manage 100% of your Roads
from Home
Work effortlessly with the most user-friendly,
cloud -based Trans

Webinar:

ortation. Asset Management Software

Tuesday, April 14,

2020 at 10: 00 AM ET

Got g6ling In 30 irmolinu tee oir Hess and tair et iroadwork liirnvestirm Oint that WEI alive your the " best
baing fair the buck".
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J61in ouir liirn depth deirno of the firm nspoirtaflon

asset irmmainageirneint

software' s functloir4hifies

that WEI dirllve gireateir vakie li rn youir erne Ibu dgetairy dllsckjssb iris, liirnclluAiirng:
easy and liirntitAfive dedisbin irmnakiirng tools to plain the irllght tireatiments at the irllght flime hl
enhanced Ibu dget plaininl ing functions actionaUle Ibaclkbirelpoirts
and

dashboards

l:::
lkjs, Stireeflogllx

supoirt integrating a wide inuirnbeir of paveirneint coindftbin linckAling 1:::
1GI,
and irmnoW Stireeflog

lx's

unpirecedented data vl sua lhlzafioin and Ibu dget qpfi rnl zafioirl tooIls einaUle irmnu irfldlpW
dhients to create defen§lUle data dirllvein CapftW Ilirmnlproveirmneirnt 1:::'
lainsw[ fllle sucefUHy jusfifylling Ibu

dgefing irequ ests. You won' t waint to subirTft a Ibu dget piroposW Wthout Stireeflogllxu M

Copyright

02020

StreetScan

Inc., All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
StreetScan

Inc.

151 S Bedford St Ste 2
Burlington,

MA 01803- 5228

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allison

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 56 AM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Certified Stormwater Inspector WEBINAR GA- Early Registration Discount
Reg Form_ DG2020. pdf

Attachments:

Greetings

Stormwater

Somerfield <

Allison@npdes.

com>

recipients

Professionals,

The safety and well- being of our customers and instructors are Priority One for National Stormwater Center. We are
implementing preventive measures due to the growing concerns regarding the COVID- 19 outbreak. Our Certified
Stormwater Inspector trainings have been changed to an online delivery via interactive webinars. Once registered, you
will receive an invitation via email from our webinar producer to gain access from your computer.
The following dates are classes that have been designed for your State permit:
Georgia

CS1 MS4 Webinar on June 18- 19, 2020

tt s: l rr des. co !

s -

stogy

te-

rerd- e sorrrrerlcsr-

s -

eon r- orrrrrre-

e inar

How to Register:

Call Kathleen at 1- 888- 397- 9414
Visit our website at www. npdes. com — Registration

is available on our website for all classes

Email form to info@npdes. com or Fax form to 410- 638- 2092

Please note: We. offer Early Registration and Multiple. Attendees discounts. See ottocfa
details. Payment is not due of the time of registration.

e t fog more.

Graduates of the Certified Stormwater Inspector course receive certification for 5 years and continuing education units,
and ongoing, unlimited support of the National Stormwater Center. This course is designed specifically for municipal
personnel and offers training and certification to demonstrate that our trained inspectors are qualified.

Inspectors

who

take our course learn:
How to inspect construction,
What

commercial, and industrial, and municipal activities

to inspect

The limits of their authority
Appropriate demeanor
Appropriate discretion
Clean Water Act

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination

System ( NPDES)

Six Minimum Control Measures

How to better implement and support your MS4 Stormwater programs
All of our instructors have stormwater enforcement experience at the Federal or State level. You can read more about
the instructor on the attached announcement.

We will continue to monitor this situation and respond based on the best advice of government agencies, public health
authorities, and medical professionals for all of our future training sessions. We appreciate your understanding during
this most difficult time. Please contact us with any questions or concerns.
We look forward to working with you.
690

Sincerely,
John Whitescarver,

Director

The National Stormwater Center

If you wish to opt out of receiving these emails, please reply with REMOVE in the subject line.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County lausmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 51 AM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Follow -Up: COVID- 19 Briefing Call with State - Local -Tribal Leaders ( April 1)

recipients

na; 71i
a/l; li,
71;mi ni 7,
1;

T I I FE

IV I I IT F.

I 1 0 U, S 1,;

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders —

Thank you for joining the White House COVID- 19 briefing call with Dr. Anthony Fauci ( Director, National
Institute ofAllergy and Infectious Diseases), Larry Kudlow ( Assistant to the President for Economic Policy),
and Senior Administration Officials from the U. S. Department of the Treasury ( USDT) y, White House Office of
Management and Budget ( OMB), White House Office of American Innovation ( OAI), U. S. Small Business

Administration ( SBA), U. S. Department of Labor, and U. S. Department of Homeland Security ( DHS). We
appreciate your partnership in this whole - of -government, all -of -America approach to # StopTheSpread and
BendTheCurve of COVID- 19 and recognize the important role you have in keeping Americans safe and
healthy. Below, please find a recap of the call as well important resources and guidance for State - Local -Tribal
officials. We hope that you will share the updated Coronavirus Guidelines for America broadly on social
media and directly with your colleagues.

COVID- 19: Important Resources for State, Local,
and Tribal Officials
Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Monday, March 16, the White House Coronavirus Task
Force issued guidelines to help protect Americans during the global coronavirus outbreak. To keep the
momentum going to # StopTheSpread and # BendtheCurve, on Tuesday, March 31, the White House
692

s to Slo
t e Spread ( Es a ol) —for an
Coronavirus Task Force issued revised guidelines — o
additional 3o days. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are at risk, and your activities can
increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others. Everyone can do their part. The
recommendations are simple to follow but will have a resounding impact on public health.
Up -To -Date Information: The most up- to- date, verified information and guidance can be found via the
corona
s.
ov.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website — ®

The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

COVID- ig Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed, state
managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance, including for critical
supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and
i
Pande
ic®Response and
recovery process via this important resource — Coronavirus ( C ecove
Federal®State®Local® ® bal Partners hi. FEMA' s public assistance guidance for
roue
COVID- 19 response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of Homeland Security
DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19 emergency. DHS issued
revised guidance on March 28th ( see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
iResponse). The guidance, and accompanying list, is
Infrastructure Worktra,During C ®
intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national
security. The list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to the
coronavirus

pandemic.

Fraud &

Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating,
and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and helpful
resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also

established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus- related scams.
Social Media Resources: Download the Apple COVID- ig Screening Tool. Follow the White House
on Twitter and Faceboo .

Also follow HHS ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

and CDC ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

You

can also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing,
etc. on the White House' s YouTube page.
Mental Health Resources: Natural disasters —

including such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak —
can be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Administration' s ( SAMHSA) Disaster Distress Helpline — 1- 800- 985- 5990 ( or text TalkWithUs to
66746) — provides 24/ 7, 365- day- a- year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in

coping with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus
pandemic. Learn more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.
Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all U. S. government
activities related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel, immigration, and
transportation to education, find pertinent actions here. Each Federal Agency has also established a
dedicated coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They include:
S), Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS), Food and Drug
Health and Human Services (
Administration ( FDA), Department of Education (

Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Small
Business Administration ( SBA), Department of Labor (___ I.),Department of Homeland Security ( DHS),
Department of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs
A), Environmental Protection Agency
of ),

C), Department of Justice (
J),
EPA), Department of Energy ( DOE), Department of Commerce (
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Department of the Treasury US T), Internal

Revenue Service ( IRS), Office of the Director of National Intelligence (
Assistance

Commission

C).
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I), and U. S. Election

1.

2.

Healthcare facilities share critical

needs with local emergency

supplies ar

t

not

available within

3.

th

management owcials, Requestsare fulfilled

state, territory or tribal government,
requests for resources

within the state and local government

are forwarded to FEM,, A.
as

structure and purchases are
If
reimbursable by HH .

quickly as possible, oGFEMA

l{

The

1

White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs W
( H IGA) will continue to share pertinent information as it
becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our office directly if we can be of assistance. As a reminder,
WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country' s State and local elected officials
and Tribal Governments. Sincerely,

The
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs William
F.
Crozer Special

Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director White
House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

f

White

House COVID-ig National Briefing Call Readout
April

1,
2020
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YOUR COMMITMENT'WILL MAKE ALL
DIFFERENCE,"
PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP

Towline - What You Need To Know

Reponses and recovery are locally executed, state managed, and federally supported ( Coronavirus Pande
ie®
e

Solutions
Deborah

won e and eeove °

ou

Fede°

al-State- Local- Tribal Partnership).

are coming from all levels of government to this shared challenge. To quote Ambassador
Birx, As
"

we started and —
we

will end with it's com unites that

will do this. There' s no

magic bullet. There' s no magic vaccine or therapy. It's just behaviors. Each of our behaviors translating into
something that changes the course of this viral pandemic over the next 3o days." On
March 27,President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates over $
2 tril ion to COVID19 response efforts. All

50 states, the District of Columbia, five territories and eighteen tribes are working directly with FEMA under
the nationwide gnitrgtagy for
COVID- 19.In addition, President Trump has approved
33 major disaster declarations for State COVID- 19 response. Approved declarations can be found ere.
It is important that mayors and county commissioners work closely with their local emergency management
officials who in turn work closely with state emergency management officials to fol ow long-established
emergency management protocol to track and work key priorities. FEMA
and DOD have released guidance for States and territories seeking approval from the President on National
Guard Title 32 Status. Pursuant to this approval, the Federal government will fund i00%
of the cost
share during approved timeframe. The Administration will continue to work with States approved for ioo %
cost
share to assess whether an extension of this level of support is needed. To date, 14 States have received
o) More information here.As
approval ( arc
22,
hiarch 28,
h
of March 31,at least 1.2 mil ion tests have been completed around the country with an average of ioo,
000 samples per day (and climbing). As of today, FDA has approved 20 dif erent emergency testing options.
For additional information on testing, the Food &Drug
Administration has setup a testing ebsite.
The website offers frequently asked questions relating to the development and performance of diagnostic
tests for COVID- 19,including information on what commercial laboratories are offering testing, utilizing
alternative swab supplies/ methods ( flexibilities in the types of swabs your healthcare professionals can
use),diversification

on the types of reagents that can be used, etc. Federal

agencies are working to increase supplies of personal protective equipment ( PPE) through new acquisition,
DOD allocation, increasing production, and ensuring effective strategies to ap ropriately manage
important resources. The Administration — led
by FEMA —is also marshalling resources from the private
sector —
and
the response from the private sector has been tremendous. (See Op -Ed from Peter W,

How Businesses Are Steing LTA, Colla orainct

Navarro -

Washington

Examiner -

Team

USA®

o Comipanies , loin T

it

T ru

A

in ®

anon;

n' s War on Coronavirus).

The Centers for Medicare &

Medicaid Services ( CMS) has issued an unprecedented array of temporary
regulatory waivers and new rules to equip the American healthcare system with maximum flexibility to
respond to COVID- 19. Made possible by President Trump' s recent emergency declaration and emergency
rule making, these temporary changes will apply immediately across the entire U. S. healthcare system for
the duration of the emergency declaration. More information here.
On Sunday, March 29, Vice President Mike Pence wrote a letter to America' s hospital administrators
thanking them for their tireless efforts to provide healthcare to Americans during this unprecedented
pandemic and outlined the Administration request that hospitals provide information on daily testing, daily
counts of patients, availability of hospital beds, and availability mechanical ventilators.
COVID- ic) Update and Overview - Dr. Anthony Fauci ( Director, National Institute o AllergU
and Infectious Diseases)

On Tuesday, March 31, the White House Coronavirus Task Force issued revised guidelines — ®
ar s to
ol)—for an additional 3o days. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy,
you are at risk, and your activities can increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others. Everyone
can do their part. The recommendations are simple to follow but will have a resounding impact on public
SlpMLLhe Spread ( EWa

health.

States, Tribes, and localities must continue to do their part to implement the guidelines and proper
mitigation

efforts.

Over the next two weeks, we need to be prepared for things to get worse before they get better. There are
early indications that mitigation efforts are making a difference, so now is the right time to double -down
and not let up to keep bending the curve down.
Models are based on assumptions. We can " anticipate" but " do not need to accept" the forecasting of these
models. Everyone needs to do their part and intensively adhere to the guidelines.
We must continue to take proper precautions even after the number of new cases begins to stabilize and the
curve begins to move in the right direction.

We are an extraordinary nation ... and
[
response] will require the American people to pull together."
Economic Update and Overview - Larry Kudlow ( Assistant to the President for Economic
Police &

Director, National Economic Council)

The first priority of the President and Administration is the health and safety of the American people. The
economy returning back to normal depends on how quickly the country can flatten the curve.
Key components of fiscal relief are unemployment insurance, unpaid leave support, and small business
payroll retention.
The CARES Act provides American families, healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic
support they need to get through this challenging time ( See White House Fact Sheet; See Op -Ed from
allBusinesses).
The $ 2. 2 trillion
Ivanka Trump —
economic relief package includes:
1, 200 tax free payments ( treated as refundable tax credits) to Americans;
15o billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments;
34o billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the coronavirus outbreak.
50o billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U. S. Treasury to support eligible businesses
and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a result of COVID- 19;
1oo billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost revenues not

otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID- 19;
3. 5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers, first responders, and
others on the frontlines of this crisis.

When we get to the other side, the economy will resume its upward course."
CARES Act Implementation -

State, Local, and Tribal Government

W.

Assistance

The U. S. Department of the Treasury has setup a website with up- to- date guidance on CARES Act
implementation.

States, territories, eligible units of local government, and Tribal governments will receive funds from the
Coronavirus Relief Fund. Treasury expects that the $ 15o billion provided to the Fund will be distributed no
later than April 24.
Distributions will generally be based on population, with a floor of $1. 25 billion for the 50 states.
Population data will be drawn from the latest vintage of the Census Bureau' s Population Estimates
Program.

Treasury is developing a website portal for units of local government to apply for direct funding equal to
45% of its pro rata share of the state' s allocation. Guidance will be provided regarding what jurisdictions are
eligible.

Funds distributed are an advance against eligible COVID- 19 expenditures above budgeted amounts.
Guidance on eligible expenditures is expected to be provided in the coming weeks; Treasury understands
that recipients of funds need this guidance before disbursements are made.
Treasury sees no prohibition on states providing funds to sub -grantees, but the use of funds by sub grantees must meet statutory use provisions

Treasury is partnering with the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the Interior in conducting
Tribal Consultations. The first Consultation will be held on Thursday, April 2.
Treasury welcomes the partnership with state and local leaders in the implementation of this fund.
Individual, Small Business and Unemployment

Assistance

Update

The Internal Revenue Service has setup a website with up- to- date guidance to help taxpayers, businesses
and others affected by the coronavirus.
Distribution of economic impact payments to individuals will begin in the next three weeks and will be
distributed automatically, with no action required for most people. Social security recipients, who are not
typically required to file a tax return, will auto aticaW receive economic impact payments. For
guidance, see Economic I

pact Pad

ants®

at You

eed ).

The Small Business Administration is offering low interest federal disaster loans for working capital to
small businesses and private, non- profit organizations all U. S. States and territories. Learn more here.
The CARES Act' s Paycheck Protection Program authorizes up to $ 349 billion for small businesses to be
applies towards job retention and certain other expenses. Small businesses and eligible non- profit
organizations, Veterans organizations, and Tribal businesses described in the Small Business Act, as well as

individuals who are self- employed or are independent contractors, are eligible if they also meet program
size

standards.

For a top -line overview of the program: Click Here
If you are a lender: Click Here
If you are a borrower: Click Here
For the application for borrowers: Click Here

March 28, the U. S. Department of Labor ( DOL) published more guidance to provide information to
employees and employers about how each will be able to take advantage of the protections and relief
offered by the Families First Coronavirus Response Act ( FFCRA) when it goes into effect on April 1, 2020.
More information here.

The Families First Coronavirus Recovery Act ( FFCRA), signed by President Trump on March 18, 2020
authorizes the U. S. Department of Labor to disburse $ 1 billion in grant funding to states for the
administration of unemployment insurance programs. The funding is available to states in two allocations.
23 states have applied for the first round of funding, and DOL is working with the Department of Treasury
to certify the funds.
Each state administers a separate unemployment insurance program, but all states follow the same
guidelines established by federal law. For more information regarding rules in your state, contact
with your state' s une ploy ent insuLance pr r .
The FFCRA also authorized emergency paid sick leave and an expansion of the Family and Medical
Leave Act. On April 1, 2020, DOL issued a 1gn1UqraMLn&
codifying in regulation previously
issued guidance regarding the implementation of the new leave benefits.
697

The CARES Act, in part, creates the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance Program which provides
unemployment compensation benefits for employees traditionally not eligible for these programs ( selfemployed, independent contractors, and those with limited work history). DOL anticipates additional
guidance on the implementation of the CARES Act in the near future.
On March 18, DOL announced availability of up to $ too Million in National Health Emergency Dislocated
Worker Grants ( DWGs) in response to COVID- 19. The DWGs are intended to provide eligible participants
with both disaster -relief employment and employment training services. These participants can include
dislocated workers, workers who were laid -off as a result of the disaster, self- employed individuals who are

unemployed or underemployed as a result of the disaster, and long- term unemployed individuals. Learn
more here.
Critical Infrastructure

Workforce

Guidance Update

Functioning critical infrastructure is imperative during the response to the COVID- 19 emergency for both
public health and safety as well as community well- being. Certain critical infrastructure industries have a
special responsibility in these times to continue operations. On Saturday, March 28, the Department of
Homeland Security ( DHS) — Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency ( CISA) — released updated
c
re workforce ( see Memorandum
on
guidance on t e essential c ®tical inrast
Identification of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers

The

list and guidance were initially published on March i6th in response to the COVID- 19 epidemic.
The guidance and accompanying list are intended to support State, Local, and industry partners in
identifying the critical infrastructure sectors and the essential workers needed to maintain the services and
functions Americans depend on daily and need to be able to operate resiliently during the COVID- 19
pandemic response. Notable additions to the guidance/ list from the March 16 release include:
Clarification that mining and related critical mineral activity is essential;
Clarification that construction activity necessary for infrastructure resilience is essential;
Clarification on essential retail activity, particularly as it relates to distribution centers necessary for
ecommerce and customer service activity for telecommunications vendors;
Clearer recognition of the cross - sector importance of hygiene products and sanitation services;
Enhanced detail on enabling functions for critical infrastructure, to include the commodity,
services, and logistics supply chains; and
The addition of firearm and ammunition manufacturing and distribution as essential
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing and executing response
activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in their communities, while the Federal
Government is in a supporting role. Officials should use their own judgment in issuing implementation
directives and guidance.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 48 AM

Sent:
To:

Nickerson,

Ginger

Subject:

RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Thanks

From: Nickerson, Ginger <GNickerson @dougherty.ga.
us>Sent:
Thursday, April 2,2020 9:
10 AM To:
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
RE: Election Day a
(ka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) Good
Morning, The
SOS will be mailing applications for absentee ballot request to all active voters. Once the application is completed and
mailed to our office we will verify the voter' s signature and place them in the state system as eligible to receive an absentee
ballot by mail. The SOS has hired a vendor to mail those ballot request out.Thanks,
Ginger

IPm

INi clkeirsoin Supervisor

I

C-

0 "T
04A

Y 0.
Dougherty

County Board of Commis ioners / Voter
Ihone: 229. 431. 3247

IFax:

Registration and

Elections 1:"

229. 438. 3975 Welk:

Dougherty. ga.us 1::::

rnail: DC -Vote rRegistrationUse rs@dough ert a.
. us From:

McCoy, Michael

Sent: Wednesday, April
01, 2020 5:
56 PM To: Nickerson, Ginger <
GNickerson( e dou

hert a..us>Subject:

FW: Election

Day (aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet) Ginger what' s
the answer to Gloria' s question? From: Gloria Gaines <

ggaines305@aol. com>Sent: Wednesday,

April

1,2020 5:
54 PM To: McCoy, Michael <
MMcCoy2dougherty. a.
us>

Cc: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>;
ne4->;
vees70yahoo.
com;
us>;
Jones, Anthony <
AnJones

Lamar Hudgins ( Lamarhud2ins@ bellsouth. net)1amarhudeins0belsouth,
clintiohn1978@hotmaii. com; Gray,
Russell RGrayCcdouherty, ea,

douherty,

Addison, Scott < SAddisonCdoueherty,
ga, us>;

ea. us>;
Spencer Lee < slee817 aol,

WHowe112c1oueherty,
Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You
- -Can - Eat Buffet) I thought

com>

ea, us>;
Howell, Wendy <

Subject: Re:

the SOS was mailing ballots. Sent from
my iPhone On Apr
1,2020, at 5:21 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCostI@dougherty, a,
us>
wrote: FYI From:
County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS(L15T5ERV, ACCG,

ORG>
On Behalf

Of

Wills, Dave Sent: Wednesday,

April 1,
2020 11: 52 AM To: COUNTYMANAGERS-

AND- ADMINSLI5T5ERV,

COUNTY - MANAGERS -

ACCG, ORG

Subject: Re: [

AND A
- DM INS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You
- -Can - Eat Buffet) This was

just released: FOR IMMEDIATE

RELEASE April

1,

2020 Pres Office: (

470) 312- 2733

Statement from

Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming May 19th
Primary Atlanta) -I
"
elctions, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants tc hold the
election on May 19, we will support them and do our best to make it happen ef icently, safely and accurately. If the
execute

General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too," Secretary of
State Brad Raffensperger. Dave Wills

Executive

Director

Association

County

Commissioners of Georgia 191 Peachtree
St.,NE, Suite
30303

700

Atlanta, GA

404- 683-

1816 ( Verizon

Cellular)

404- 583-

7861 ( Direct

Fax)

dwills@acce.

700

ore
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and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sheila

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 47 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa.

Cc:

Hall,

Subject:

Re: Covid-

com>

Dominique
19

Plan

Coverage

I can do that if you let me know the time.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 2, 2020, at 9: 45 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

10- 4.

Dominque -

From:

Sheila

Please set up the conference call number. Thanks.

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa.

com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 39 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Covid- 19 Plan Coverage

There are a few plan changes you might like to make regarding Covid- 19. Could we talk today to discuss?
I am available

anytime

after 11: 00.

Hope you all are staying safe.
Sent from my iPhone

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or
otherwise private correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original.
Any other use or distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a
very broad pubfle records lava, Most written communications to or from City and County of gals regardIng Qty and
County business are pubfle records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure.

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 46 AM

Sent:
To:

Sheila

Subject:

RE: Covid-

10- 4.

Dominque -

From:

Sheila

Holt ( ATL);
19 Plan

Hall,

Dominique

Coverage

Please set up the conference call number. Thanks.

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa.

com>

Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 39 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Covid- 19 Plan Coverage

There are a few plan changes you might like to make regarding Covid- 19. Could we talk today to discuss? I am available
anytime

after 11: 00.

Hope you all are staying safe.
Sent from my Whone

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblr"e records law. Most
written communications to or from Qty and County ey eials regardIng City and County business are public records avallable to the
public and media upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sheila

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 39 AM
Michael McCoy; Dominique Hall

To:
Subject:

Covid-

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa.

19 Plan

com>

Coverage

There are a few plan changes you might like to make regarding Covid- 19. Could we talk today to discuss? I am available
anytime

after 11: 00.

Hope you all are staying safe.
Sent from my Whone

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblr"e records law. Most
written communications to or from Qty and County ey eials regardIng City and County business are public records avallable to the
public and media upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 34 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook; brad. schrade@ajc. com; Thanawala,
Sudhin
Subject: "

PRESS

S.
RELEASE"

Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency

Operations Center COVID- 19 Update
Attachments:

for April 2, 2020

DOCOpresser_ DCUpdateCOVID19_ E00040220. pdf

Good morning, Media Partners:
Attached is the updated press release for Thursday from our COVID19 EOC Task Force.
You can also access this release at: https LNt, ly 342OzhE
1

1

Ef.

TE.

w;
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oot°rarebook pogo.Since we moited our press conferences to ootloy otloostloy
rl lay only, 11 will be sending updated press releases on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. Thanks
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for

your support, Wendy IHo

ellll Public
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also access this release at:h11ps://
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NOTICE: Georgia has a very baroad poblie records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey dale
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 31 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phoebe

Telehealth

Services,

Pretoria

Fields

Hand

Sanitizer,

AMA

Virtual

Mediacom, SOS Reaffirms Primary Date, Carl Vinson Institute

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 2, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Phoebe Ramps Up Telehealth Services During COVID19 Pandemic
To continue to provide primary care services during the COVID- 19 public
health crisis, Phoebe has turned to telehealth technology so patients can
see their physicians and advanced practice providers ( APP) without
leaving their homes.

SOS Reaffirms May 19 Primary Date;

Provides More

Information
There has been a lot of talk lately around Georgia' s planned May 19th
primary, including calls by one of the state' s top lawmakers to move the
election

date into June because

of concerns

with the COVID- 19

outbreak. In an exclusive interview with InsiderAdvantage Monday,
Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger stood firm on his
commitment to the May 19 date.

706

Art Club,

Carl Vinson Institute of Government Rapidly
Expanding Online Training Opportunities
The Carl Vinson Institute of Government is responding to coronavirusrelated postponements by increasing the number of online professional
development courses that are available for state and local government
officials.

News
Pretoria Fields Brewery Hand
Sanitizer Now Available to

Community
Albany Museum of Art Book Club
Is Going Virtual on Tuesday, April
7th

Amazon

Prime Video and

YouTube

Kids now Available

Mediacom

on

Xtream Video

Phoebe Reports Wednesday
COVID- 19 Numbers

Georgia

Power Offers Tips and

Resources For Customers To

Manage " Stay -At -Home" Energy
Use During COVID- 19 Pandemic
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Large Investment

Towards

New

Recent Video

Housing in Georgia
Discover Dunwoody CVB
Launches Search for Executive
Director

2020 Georgia

Smart

Communities Challenge
Announced

In Georgia, Better COVID Testing
Soon, and News of a Child

Recovering

Kevin Shea on GEDA Events

Going Forward ( 1: 14)

Georgia -based Footwear

Company Launches Comfort For
Frontline

Heroes

D

Campaign

UGA: What Happens

When

Sports Are Canceled?
PSC April 2nd Committee

Meetings to Be Held Online Only
Latest Survey Shows 1 in 5
Americans

Won' t Travel Again

Until 2021 -

Representing

Extreme Concern for Already

Jay Sharpe of U Save It

Struggling Airline Industry

Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

U. S. Foreclosure Activity In

Organization (

February 2020 Hits All -Time Low
Phoebe Reports COVID
Numbers,

Thanks

National

Guard

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

Who Leave Your

com

708

1: 33)

D

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

709

D

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

Recent Features
Georgia Power' s Beneficial Reuse Project at Plant Mitchell Will
Turned

Stored

Coal Ash into Portland

Cement

Georgia Power announced a new beneficial reuse project for coal ash
stored at Plant Mitchell, a retired coal- fired power station near Albany,
Georgia. The project at Plant Mitchell marks the first time that stored ash
from existing ash ponds at sites in Georgia will be excavated for
beneficial reuse as part of an ash pond closure project.
UPS Mobilizes

Against

Coronavirus

In Collaboration

With Global

Customers & U. S. Agencies
UPS announced

an unprecedented

increase

in efforts in coordination

with the President' s Coronavirus Taskforce, the Federal Emergency

710

Management Agency ( FEMA),

and State health agencies.

UPS

Healthcare and UPS operations all over the world are working with many
companies and agencies across the public and private sectors.
More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Available

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest Moon

Catering - Stewbo' s
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing Construction -

Available

LRA Constructors,

Inc.

Credit Union - Available

Cybersecurity -

Available

711

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

712

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.
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commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 9: 10 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Good Morning,
The SOS will be mailing applications

for absentee ballot request to all active voters. Once the application

is completed

and mailed to our office we will verify the voter' s signature and place them in the state system as eligible to receive an
absentee ballot by mail. The SOS has hired a vendor to mail those ballot request out.
Thanks,

Ginger IPm INiiclkeirsoin
Supervisor

I

C- 0 " T Y
0.

04A

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners /
1:" Ihone:

229. 431. 3247

Voter Registration and Elections

IFax: 229. 438. 3975

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us

1: rnaiill: DC -Vote rRegistrationUse rs@dough ert a.
.
us

From: McCoy,

Michael Sent: Wednesday,
April 01,2020 5: 56 PM To: Nickerson,
Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty.

ga. us>
Subject: FW:

Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You
- -Can - Eat Buffet) Ginger what'
s the answer to Gloria' s question? From: Gloria

Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> Sent: Wednesday,

April 1,
2020 5: 54 PM To: McCoy,
Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty. a.us>
Cc: Chris
S. Cohilas < C ohilasC watsonspencexom>;

Lamar

Hudgins (

vees70@yahoo. com;

lamarhudeins( e

ne4.>;

clintiohn1978@hotmaii. com; Gray,
Russell RGray@douherty, ea,

us>;
Jones, Anthony < AnJones douherty.

Howell, Wendy <
Addison, Scott < SAddisonCdoueherty, ea, us>;
ga. us>;

WHowell@doueherty, ea. us>;
Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>

Subject: Re:

Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You -Can - Eat Buffet) I thought

the SOS was mailing ballots. 714

bellsouth. net) lamarhudeins0bellsouth,

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 1, 2020, at 5: 21 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCosl(c douhertsl, a, us> wrote:
FYI

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINSLISTSERV, ACCG, ORG> On
Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 52 AM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINSLISTSERV,

ACCG, ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -ADM INS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)
This was just released:

FOR IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

April 1, 2020

Press Office: ( 470) 312- 2733

Statement from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming
May 19th Primary
I execute elections, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants tc
hold the election on May 19, we will support them and do our best to make it happen efficiently, safely and accurately.
Atlanta) - "

If the General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger.

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite 700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Suzanne

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 8: 53 AM
Alan Carson; Alan Thomas; Bob Alexander; BubbaLamb; Buddy Johnson; Carl Rowland;
Chas Cannon; Chris Addelton; Chris Hobby; Christ Dockery; Cory Thomas; Craig Bennett;
Davina Driver; Deborah Pearce; Jerry Permenter; John Hayes; Kevin Branch; Marion Hay;
Michael McCoy; Michael Stephenson; Mike Sistrunk; Paula Granger; Pete Dillard; Sharon
Subadan; Sherry Bailey; Spencer Mueller; Steve Sykes; Steven Hicks; Tamara Jackson;

To:

Walt

Angell <

sangell@swgrc. org>

Pierce

FW: COVID Related Supplies focused on small towns and rural areas

Subject:

I hope you all are doing well. Please see below email from the Director of SERDI ( Southeast Regional Directors
Institute).
If you have any of the needs as described below, please let me know and I will send your information to
Jim.

Thanks!

Best

Regards,

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR I SW GEORGIA REGIONAL COMMISSION
181 E. BROAD STREET I P. O. BOX 346 I CAMILLA, GA 131730
OFFICE: ( 229) 522- 3552 EXT 103
FAX: ( 229) 522- 3558
CELL: ( 229) 344- 3182

From: James Youngquist < jim. youngquist@icloud. com>
Subject:

COVID

Related

Supplies

focused

on small towns and rural areas

To Southern State Regional Council Executive Directors:

I received a phone call this morning from one of my most trusted personal and professional friends
of many years. He is a local and state government goods supplier/ director for this company with
warehouses and transport facilities located around the southeast.

They are trying to identifying

particularly

small town and rural areas in the region that have law

enforcement, EMS, public health, emergency management or health care facilities that may be
having a hard time getting medical supplies that they need with the COVID- 19 situation.
If you have any of these local government needs or your local health care facilities have needs
please let me know and I can get you connected with my colleague and the company.
Jim Youngquist

SouthEast Regional Directors Institute

jim. younaguist@icloud. com
www. serdi. org
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501- 766- 5659 cell/ text
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

Governor Brian Kemp' s Press Conference Briefing Comments

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Thursday, April 2, 2020 8: 30 AM

Sent:

Good morning!
Below you will find the remarks from Governor Brian Kemp' s press conference yesterday.

We will share the details of

the Executive Order as soon as it becomes available.

rmo,

sp Nn

Beth Brown

A1

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Ad--

jG-

gm'}

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

For Immediate

Release

Wednesday, April 1, 2020

Kemp, Toomey, Carden, Bryson Give COVID- i9
Update

GA — Today Governor Brian P. Kemp provided. an update on COVID- 19 in
Georgia by giving the following address to Georgians:

Atlanta,

I' m joined today by Department of Public Health Commissioner Dr. Kathleen Toomey,
Adjutant General Tom Carden, and Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland
Security Director Homer Bryson. All of the people operating under the direction of the
leaders standing with me are remarkable, working long hours on little sleep. I want to thank
these Georgians for their hard work and commitment to health and well- being of our
citizens. We are blessed to have the best and brightest on the front lines of this fight.

As of noon today, we now have 4, 638 cases in Georgia spanning 139 counties with 139
deaths due to COVID- 19. So far, the state lab has processed 2, 100 tests, and commercial
vendors have processed 18, 226 tests. As many of you know, testing in Georgia has increased
rapidly over the last couple of weeks, but our capacity was limited due by the number of
reliable and available tests. And as many of you here have reported, competition among
states for access to commercial labs is obviously at an all-time high. Testing is an important
tool for identifying cases earlier, targeting hot -spots in our state with more resources,
developing models, and providing timely information to the public.
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These tests are vital for our frontline workers, Georgia' s doctors, nurses, respiratory
therapists, first responders and law enforcement, as well as medically fragile populations,
including those living in long-term care facilities and the elderly. In short, tests define the
battlefield and help us develop a strategy to win the war.
Yesterday, we were proud to announce plans to quickly — and dramatically —increase the
availability of testing for COVID- 19 in Georgia. This proactive and timely initiative is
leveraging laboratory resources under the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public
Health Laboratory, and Emory University to rapidly enhance surge capacity. This is a
unique public -private partnership - which was announced and set into motion yesterday for us to start processing over 3, 000 samples a day.
From the beginning, we have used data, science, and the advice of healthcare professionals
to determine our preparedness and relief efforts. These new testing numbers will provide a
better picture of COVID- 19' s impact on our state and inform our decisions going forward. I
do want to pause and thank University System of Georgia Chancellor Steve Wrigley, Dr.
Kathleen Toomey, and their respective staff for their hard work on this important
partnership. We want to assure Georgians in every part of our state that expanding testing
remains a top priority for me and those who are with me today. The status quo is not
acceptable. We will continue to innovate and push so all Georgians who need to be tested
for COVID- 19 can do so in a safe, convenient way.
Since forming the Coronavirus Task Force in February, we have announced several orders
to keep our families and communities safe. We are in this fight together, and I want to share
once again — how we can flatten the infection curve in Georgia. To stop the spread, we
must practice social distancing. To mitigate the risk, it's best to stay at home. For the most
part, Georgians are heeding this advice, and we are grateful for that. Traffic —especially in
the metro area — has lessened dramatically. We have folks teleworking, attending church
online, getting take- out or delivery for meals, and postponing social events for the greater
good. These are personal choices, and they are not easy ones to make. But when Georgians
listen to the guidance provided and follow the orders issued, they are actively joining the
fight against COVID- 19. When hardworking Georgians limit their travel, limit their
interaction with others, and limit their activities, they are buying us more time to get
additional hospital beds ready, order supplies, and prepare for more positive cases.
All of us standing here know that this fight is won at the community level, not at the State
Capitol. We win this war by hunkering down and choppin' a lot of wood. At the President' s
coronavirus press briefings, Dr. Birx has echoed these truths. It'll be the hard work of people
in cities, towns, and communities across our nation, following the advice of healthcare
experts and making changes to their daily lives to fulfill a higher calling, and that' s what we
are seeing in Georgia. Our people are determined. We' re resilient. We will accept nothing
short of victory over this virus.
Look, we have challenges and plenty of opportunities ahead. I encourage my fellow
Georgians to hang in there. I know you are tired. I know you want to return to business as
usual, but we must first overcome the obstacles in our path. By doing that, we will get
through this together. These are unprecedented times, and state officials are taking historic
measures to meet the needs of healthcare providers, hospitals, patients, and communities
throughout

Georgia.

Teams

at the

State

Operations

Center

and

National

Stockpile

Warehouse are working around the clock, identifying needs, strengthening the supply
chain, and ensuring that we have a plan for any scenario.
As of this morning, we have 3, 520 medical -surgical beds, 450 critical beds, and 1, 006
ventilators available in our hospitals across the state. According to the Institute for Health
Metrics and Evaluation at the University of Washington, Georgia will reach peak hospital
capacity on April 23 — nearly three weeks from today. This model assumes that Georgians
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continue to abide by the state' s orders and use social distancing methods through the end
of May. These numbers update on a daily basis, and we are continuing to monitor capacity.
State officials are closely working with the Georgia Hospital Association and ambulatory
surgical centers to take a full inventory of beds and ventilators. We are spotting trends to
prepare for the days and weeks ahead. So far, we have purchased four medical pods, which
are basically steel shipping containers that have been converted to mobile units with beds
and equipment. Each unit offers twenty to twenty- four beds with a nursing station to treat
patients as they arrive. These will be state- owned assets that we can quickly deploy to hardhit areas. We have submitted a request to FEMA to staff these pods using military medical
providers.

To expand current bed capacity, I temporarily suspended certificate of need laws. Now,
healthcare administrators are re -configuring existing hospital wings or embarking on new
construction to address the looming concern. Commissioner Frank Berry with the
Department of Community Health is working with multiple hospital systems to re -open
closed facilities for use. I want to take this time to give a big shout -out to Phoebe Putney,
HCA Healthcare, and Piedmont for going above and beyond. These systems have engaged
with the state to reopen several facilities and bring hospital beds online as we prepare for
potential patient surge.
As many of you know, Dougherty County is one of the hardest hit areas in our state. To
date, we have shipped necessary supplies and plan more shipments based on the needs of
the Phoebe Putney system. The Department of Public Health has deployed an epidemiology
team in coordination

with the Centers

for Disease

Control

and Prevention.

We have also

deployed two Georgia National Guard medic teams to the county. These two Guard units
are assisting existing staff at Phoebe and a nearby nursing home facility on everything from
administrative needs to medical treatment. As General Carden will explain, these units are

new, created specifically for this purpose. That's an incredible testament to General Carden
and his team that they were able to identify, mobilize, and successfully deploy these soldiers
in such a short time period.
As reported, the state has worked closely with local health officials to establish more bed
capacity at Phoebe North and provide the staffing and equipment necessary to relieve
Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital. We expect Phoebe North to be completed and ready to
treat patients by early next week. I' ve talked to Scott Steiner, the CEO of Phoebe Putney,
multiple times over the last week, as well as Dougherty County Commission Chairman Chris
Cohilas, Lee County Commission Chairman Billy Mathis, and other local leaders. We are
doing everything in our power to ensure Dougherty County and surrounding communities
have the resources and support that they desperately need in this crisis.
As I mentioned

a moment

ago, the Georgia

National

Guard has identified

new teams to

replicate the units sent to Albany and Dougherty County at similar hot -spots across the
state. And just yesterday, the Georgia Guard announced another innovative way to stop the
spread of coronavirus across our state. This virus is deadly, but it is even more dangerous
if left unchecked in a long-term care facility. To assist the operators and managers of these
facilities in keeping their patients and residents safe, we will activate over ioo Guardsmen
to deploy to any long- term care facility, assisted living facility, or nursing home, with
COVID- 19 cases. These troops will implement infection control protocols and enhanced
sanitation methods to dramatically reduce COVID- 19 exposure among vulnerable
residents.

Going forward, I cannot overstate the importance of nursing home facilities and long- term
care homes following public health guidelines. Our Task Force is in regular communication
with the Georgia Health Care Association to make sure these facilities are receiving
accurate, up- to-date information from the Department of Public Health and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.

In the weeks to come, Georgia National Guard units will
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have boots on the ground to assist those operations and ensure that we' re protecting our
most vulnerable

citizens.

As I mentioned previously, on March 23, I issued an executive order banning gatherings
of more than ten people unless there is at least six feet between each person at all times and
requiring medically fragile Georgians to shelter in place through April 6, 2020. I' ve signed
several executive orders lifting restrictions on getting more doctors, nurses, pharmacists,
and pharmacy technicians to work; closing K- 12 schools through April 24, 2020; and
raising the amount of unemployment benefits available to Georgians facing financial
hardship.
I' ve also authorized the State Board of Education to waive certain state rules, regulations,

policies, procedures, and provisions to assist in the State' s response to COVID- 19; allowed
the use of real- time audio- visual technology to assist in notarizing real estate documents;
and, among other actions related to future revenue, directed the Commissioner of Revenue
to implement

waivers

for Conservation

Use Value Assessment

and Forest

Land

Use

Protection Act applications. I' ve transferred additional emergency funds to pay for more
supplies and equipment. All of these measures help us prepare for the weeks ahead as we
fight this pandemic facing our country. We are constantly reviewing the data, modeling,
and science.

I' d like to thank GEMA Director Bryson for completing the isolation site at the Georgia
Public Safety Training Center in a very short period of time. We currently have five patients
at the facility, which has a max capacity of forty individuals. Like the site at Hard Labor
Creek State Park, this facility is for patients that are not able to isolate themselves
otherwise, and we' ll continue to have this resource available for those individuals.

As we continue to fight this virus, our office is receiving reports that are concerning and
deserve the public' s immediate attention. We have been told by one Atlanta -area hospital
that they are seeing a 15 percent increase in domestic violence cases in their facility. This is
disturbing and cannot be tolerated. If you —or someone you know - needs help, please call
Georgia' s domestic violence hotline at 1- 800- 334- 2836. That' s 1- 800- 334- 2836•
We are also seeing a reduction in the reports of child abuse, likely as a consequence of our
educators not having as much face time with Georgia students. Teachers and
administrators

are often the first ones to see the signs of abuse, and with schools closed, we

must remain vigilant about this problem and work to remedy it. If you are a child in crisis
or know of someone who needs help, please reach out to the Georgia Department of Family
and Children Services at 1- 855- GACHILD. That' s 1- 855- 422- 4453•
And finally, my office has received dozens of calls and emails from many Georgians out of
work, many who have had their hours cut back, or business owners which have had to close
down. As someone who spent my entire career in the private sector, I know the economic
impact of this global pandemic. Georgians have to feed and clothe their families. They have
to pay rent, utilities, and gas. The reality is that government checks only pay for so much
and go so far. Hundreds of thousands of Georgians are facing financial ruin because of this
virus.

I was a builder and developer during the Great Recession. We were living hour to hour,
day to day. I' ve been there, trying to support my family. It' s absolutely frightening. So for
the waitress who has lost her job, or the small business owner who doesn' t know how they'll
make payroll this week, or the hourly worker who barely made rent today, I hear you. I' m
praying for you, and I' m working every day for you.
Commissioner Mark Butler has done a great job streamlining the unemployment benefit
process, and we were among the first states in the Southeast to be approved for expanded
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Small Business Administration loans. We' ve also extended the state tax filing deadline to
match the federal deadline and issued guidance to workers looking for hourly jobs to get
through the next few weeks. We will continue doing whatever it takes to keep you safe and
ensure a strong, prosperous future.
These are difficult moments as a nation and as a state, but these times also bring out the
best in us. They remind us of the good that still exists. I want to take a moment to offer my
thanks to many in our business community who have stepped up and done their part to
help fight COVID- 19.
Georgia' s own Home Depot is donating millions of dollars in PPE and other products,
prioritizing fulfillment of orders to hospitals, healthcare providers, and our first
responders.

Honeywell, an industrial technology manufacturer with a hub here in Atlanta, is ramping
up production of N95 masks from a new facility in Rhode Island and another facility in
Arizona that will come online in May. They've already doubled their production of N95
masks, and within the next ninety days, they will have five times the capacity to produce
these critical healthcare supplies.

In local communities across the Peach State, we' ve seen small businesses completely re purpose their staff and production lines to make other materials that are in short supply.
Not far from here, Old Fourth Ward Distillery has begun producing hand sanitizer. From
TSG Resolute in Americus to a partnership between Coca- Cola and Georgia Tech here in
Atlanta, businesses are finding innovative new ways to manufacture protective surgical
shield masks for healthcare

workers

on the front lines of this fight.

Over the past few days, the White House has issued a new federal timeline for mitigating
the spread of coronavirus. Public health officials are discouraging large group gatherings,
advising the elderly and anyone with underlying health problems to stay home, encouraging
people to telework, and keeping kids home from school until April 30.
Georgia' s orders reflect the guidance and direction from President Trump and his
Coronavirus

Task Force.

I have empowered

numerous

agencies

and officials

to enforce

them. The Department of Natural Resources will limit large gatherings with officials
patrolling bodies of water and campgrounds. They are monitoring coves where people tend
to congregate and, if necessary, using bullhorns to tell people to disband. Officials will
approach people and demand compliance with our orders for the well- being of our citizens
and state.

Local officials are also working hard to ensure compliance with local directives, which vary
by city and county across our state. Georgia State Patrol is prepared to take appropriate
action to ensure full compliance — no exceptions. The reality is that if you do not comply,
you are violating the law, and you can face stiff penalties. Even worse, you are endangering
the lives of those around you, your loved ones, and your fellow Georgians.
In Georgia, the safety and well- being of each citizen comes first. We will do what is
necessary if people fail to comply.
Thousands of Georgians have used the power of social media to tell people about these
orders and hold people accountable. Keep doing it, folks. It's a huge help. To all of the
people who have reported non -compliant businesses and organizations to our COVID- 19
hotline, thank you. We are following up on those complaints and getting companies to do
what' s right for their employees and the people they serve. Many of our state' s most loved
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brands are out there setting an example for others, like Home Depot and Chick- fil-A, and
we appreciate their leadership during these difficult moments.
Please stay safe, enjoy your time with your family, and follow our directives to mitigate the
spread of COVID- 19. Do your part to urge your friends, neighbors, and co- workers to do
the same.

In keeping with our promise to let the data and experts guide our decision -making, I am
announcing another measured, strategic step forward. Over the past forty- eight hours, the
modeling and data have dramatically changed for Georgia. The CDC has announced that
individuals can be infected and begin to spread coronavirus earlier than previously thought
even if they have no symptoms. From a public health standpoint, this revelation is a game changer. In addition, new models show that Georgia will need more time to prepare for
hospital surge capacity, and while we are making excellent progress, we have to be more
aggressive.

For these reasons, and in accordance with Dr. Toomey' s recommendation, I will sign an
executive order today closing K- 12 public schools through the rest of this school year.
Online learning will continue.
Tomorrow, I will sign a statewide shelter in place order, which will go into effect on Friday
and run through April 13, 2020, in line with our public health emergency order. Dr. Toomey
and I are finalizing the order to make sure it keeps our citizens — in every zip code — safe
and healthy. We are taking action to protect our hospitals, help our medical providers, and
prepare for patient surge. This action will ensure uniformity among jurisdictions for
Georgians sheltering in place and help families and businesses comply with its provisions.
We will publish the order tomorrow and issue detailed guidance so Georgians can get
prepared. We will continue to monitor the data and make adjustments as needed, keeping
members of the public informed every step of the way.
When I announced my campaign for Governor three years ago today, I told a crowded
room of supporters in Cobb County that there would be difficult days ahead but to
remember the words of Joshua 1: 9: ' Be strong and courageous! Do not be afraid. Do not be
discouraged. The Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.'
Years later, I still believe that with my entire heart. To our doctors, nurses, medical staff:
be strong and courageous. To our first responders, truck drivers, grocery store workers, and
food delivery workers: be strong and courageous. To mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers: be
strong and courageous. To the hardworking Georgians from every corner of our great state:
be strong and courageous.
We are in this together. You are not alone. Thank you, and God Bless."
Governor Kemp' s executive orders will be published. here once signed.

Press Contacts

Candice

Broce

Director of Communications &

Chief Deputy Executive Counsel
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
can(: ice. aroce () georgia. gov
Cody Hall
Press Secretary
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Barbara

Sent:

Thursday, April 2, 2020 8: 15 AM
Sharon Subadan; Mike McCoy( MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us); Chris

To:

Rivera.

Holmes <

BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

Cohilas( ccohilas@watsonspence. com); bodorough@att. net; Scott, Cedric
Subject:

CV- 19 update

Good morning. Below is the latest compilation of CV- 19 information.
Washington,

D. C.

Members of Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. House Dems are
expected to take the lead

aourtpac age an Speaker Pe osias indicated that the u. ni.ira.s... r:. ctuire Er.
ai.rrewoirlkfromJanuary will be the starting point of whatever bill they introduce. For a more thorough update on
the legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already
receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email s(
gII„ Ilir„giraau„
p.
lr
M.Drs.
Tony Fauci and Debbie Birx, two of the leading health officials on COVID- 19 issues for the U.S. government, agree
that the virus could ultimately kill between 100,000- 240, 000 Americans as predicted by models. They expect
deaths to peak in about two more weeks. Dr.
Fauci has reportedly required increased security due to threats to his personal safety as well as unwelcome communication
from

fervent admirers. FEMA

has a ituui. mair.co.Jn„
„
uir.ol „ wglbsliu e.,
to discern factual claims from fictional ones in regard to COVID- 19. The FDA
today announce rnulluu. pll..
actions taken in the ongoing response effort to the COVID- 19 pandemic including the
development of reference sequence data for the U.S.,
a constiuent update regarding guidance for flexibility for
chain restaurants, a warning let er to Neuro XPF ( cannabidiol products), and a diagnostics update. A prerelease of an i'rt"c"ll inCDC'

s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) examined presymptomatic transmission of

SARS-CoV- 2 coronavi
(
rus) based

on

reports of individual cases in China. The authors

found that people can

likely spread COVID- 19 both when asymptomatic and before the onset of symptoms. As governors
and state health officials scramble to come up with enough ventilators for hospitals, thousands of the reported
10, 000 necessary devices in the federal government' s stockpile are unusable. The contract to maintain the
stockpile lapsed last year, so new, functioning ventilators did not start being built until January. o On
related note, the stockpile of PPE like masks, gowns, and

a

gloves

is almost empty. So far, FEMA has

delivered more

than 11.6 mil ion N95 masks, 5.2 mil ion face shields, 22 million gloves, and 7,
140 ventilators. While
this sounds like a lot, burn rates ( the rate at which health care providers use the equipment) indicate
significantly more PPE is and wil continue to be needed. Reps. Nydia
Velasquez ( DNY),
Joe Cunningham ( D-SC),
Mike Kelly ( RPA),Mario Diaz- Balart (R-FL),
and Ben McAdams ( DUT)and Sen. Rand Paul ( RKY) remain the only members of Congress to test positive ( or be presumptive positive)
for COVID- 19. Twenty- eight other members are in self -quarantine and six members have completed a
self quar nti e. Read the
remarks by President Trump, Vice President Pence, and members of the COVID- 19 task force at yesterday' s
press briefing Iulr.Updates from
the States Out of

the cases under investigation detected by U.
S.surveilance, there are total cases: 186,101 d":.
IIIose
cointac":

3,128 The

CDC now updates data ua g„
t

„
af u..

qh r g„and data closes out the day before reporting. o

The CDC
is

reporting 3,603 deaths in the U.
S. related to COVID- 19.1,400 New

York Police Department members tested positive for COVID- 19.Nearly 17 percent of the department, or 6,
172

employees, are now out

sick. West Virginia has

postponed its democratic primary (Ira air 11

5?y

j, 2!!"to uYuir e

9"",..
They are the

15th state to do so.725

The LA Times has startedirIkiilr„ g COVID- 19 in California.
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said today that playgrounds in New York City will be closed because people are
not following social distancing standards. Parks and other open spaces will stay open.
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis is the most recent to issue a stay- at- home order for his state of 21 million. Florida is in
a unique situation because 25 percent of the population is over the age of 60, which classifies them as most
vulnerable. The governors of Georgia, Mississippi and Nevada also announced new plans for stay- at- home
orders.
o

Approximately three -fourths of Americans are either currently under stay at home orders or will be
soon.

o

This it souircfrom Bloomberg Law is a dat base of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to the

This. . :.

p

COVID- 19

response. o

a=?, ir r

a sows responding

ow

states are res on
in to COVID- 19 an t
uLa..

is......................
a lkeir created maintained and irii ._

by Multistate Associates, has an up- to-date list of executive orders and various travel restrictions.
Military/

Defense

The

e,p,qir,. e B oo,s e..Y.211.for disinfecting one day after the aircraft carrier' s com anding
Navy is evacuating the U_ rIh , ;;;;
officer sent a plea for help controlling a COVID- 19 outbreak. A skeleton crew will man critical
stations while the carrier is disinfected in Guam. R,

Pentagon has not yet sent the .....
yet „ R,....
R,, , y, lr t' ii,ll, tpir it
provided a ship ing location. Flight

of ered to HHS because the department has not The

testing and other priority test programs are it lr pl. D.,acialin

at Edwards Air Force Base, California,

and other locations, after a pause due to the COVID- 19 pandemic. Air
Force crews are practicing ` li c" I"at" io"
,
i,
n i' ii, nIr of" io"i,
n to stay healthy while flying critical airlift missions. Aircrews
are isolated before missions, go straight from their aircraft to their billets at base, and have their
food delivered once in lodging. The
U.S. Coast Guard says foreign cruise ships carrying more than 50 passengers will not be able to dock
at U. S. ports. The
Army' s Medical Command is using the Medical Technology Enterprise Consortium ( MTEC) to find vendors
who can build a national telemedicine network for coronavirus. The pre -announcement for Request
for Project Proposals can
be found h gire. International

Affairs

Global

COVID- 19 cases are nearing one million. Iran
has called for the U.S. to lift trade sanctions to make it easier for them to acquire medical equipment. Although
the U.S. reiterates that the sanctions exempt the sale of medicine and medical devices, American

secondary

sanctions on financial institutions and companies that do business with Iran have made it dif icult for Iran
to buy items like ventilators to treat COVID- 19 patients. p
Yesterday,

let
American senators an representatives sent
a to..
eir to,the Trump administration urging it o
suspend sanctions as a"humanitari n gesture to the Iranian people" and to find
" a way' to deliver direct

33

aid.Brazilian

President Jair Bolsonaro continues to defy his health ministry' s guidelines and rejects the general consensus
about the dangers of COVID- 19.Last week, he said that Brazilians are uniquely suited to fend off the virus
because they can be dunked in raw sewage without catching anything. Saudi
Arabia has asked Muslims to delay booking their Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina in July and August. Spain
has reported more than 9,
000 deaths to date, second only to Italy. Italy remains the worst -affected country,
with a total of 105, 792 confirmed cases and 13,155 deaths. 726

British Airways is expected to announced that it will suspend about 36, 000 employees. The decision will affect

all staff at Gatwick and London City Airport after the airline suspended its operations at both locations until the
crisis

is over.

Global Cases:

823, 626 Total Deaths: 40, 598

Lifestyle and Economy

The Dow and S& P 500 dropping 4. 4 percent each today was unfortunately not a cruel April fools joke. Overseas
markets also stumbled, with Japan' s Nikkei losing 4. 5 percent and Stoxx Europe falling 2. 9 percent. Economic
analysts say they predict the economic downturn could last into 2021.
Futures on Brent crude, the global oil benchmark, went down another 6. 1 percent, which was ushered along by
Saudi Arabia and Russia' s oil price war.
The severe shortage of tests and testing kits continues to be problem for health care providers; however,
waiting for test results is also an issue. Quest Diagnostics in New Jersey recently had a backlog of as many as
160, 000 COVID- 19 tests ( about half their total orders).

Forbes is keeping a running IIJs L of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its ownu.E.a"gIke it of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Wimbledon, regarded as the world' s most prestigious tennis tournament, has been cancelled for the first time
since World War 11. Again, not a cruel April fools joke (that we know of- but I' m holding out hope).
o
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found Iu" " Ir"g ( music), Ihl" Ir"g( tech), In2.!Lg ( general),
and Ilu"" Ir"g( sports/ entertainment).
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With a looming shortage of equipment for coronavirus patients in New York City, doctors say they may soon
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If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC
Foundation

lheire.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact
the

at..................................................
I 770488. 71. CC. hotline
Common

Acronyms Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC),World
Protective Equipment ( PPE),
Department

Health Organization ( WHO),National

of Health and Human Services ( HHS),Department

Institutes of Health ( NIH),Personal
of Defense ( DoD),Department

of Homeland Security (DHS),United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA),Central Command CENTCOM),
Department
of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD),
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),Transportation
Security Administration (TSA),
Department of Veterans Affairs (
VA),
Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and
Response ( ASPR),Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA), United States Trade Representative (
USTR)
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As referenced above- Brent crude has dropped dramatically.
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information, visit CDCs. N.Q..yel C.o.r.ofl..
qvif.ys 221 9. website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D. 202. 448. 9 588 M 220. 42 7 4 1....2 01
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7 Ih Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
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Census needs to shift strategy as response rate lags; Idaho now first state to ban
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View as a web page

Idaho Becomes First State to Ban Transgender Athletes From
Women' s Sports
3(

I I

III"N

Proponents

of the new law argue that a ban is intended

to create a " level

playing field." Opponents say that the policy is discriminatory and unnecessary.

Lessons from States that Embraced Telework Before the
Coronavirus
I IIIIII"NII

I III III . If I

now that many — or

IIII

1 III III

most — employees

III III: I

III :

COMMENTARY I How to avoid certain pitfalls

must now work from

home.

Brought to you by Homeserve
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With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners do not know they are responsible for their

732

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

ages.

Read_II 10oir ,

Under Pressure, Florida Governor Finally Orders Residents To
Stay Home
Ih lHH GXI I 1aldll if

Florida joins more than 30 other states and the District of Columbia in

I

moves that have similarly restricted residents and businesses. Gov. Ron DeSantis' decision
came as Texas and Pennsylvania

took similar action.

How Will Cities Avoid Bankruptcy?
If: &

Ih I

I I

I

III

local governments

I IL. .

I 14 If llC I

After the rush for ventilators and protective equipment,

need to worry about insolvency.

What' s Essential? Confusion Clouds Workers, Employers
L.

I' T

I I

I'

S I AII I

Rules vary state to state, city to city, and even hour to

hour.

Should We Wear Masks or Not? An Expert Sorts Through the
Confusion
l

10MASII

III

I

IL. S

14 I

COMMENTARY

I If you are coughing or

sneezing and therefore producing droplets that can contaminate other people or surfaces, wear

a surgical mask to protect others.
Brought to you by Homeserve
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With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners

do not know they are responsible for their

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure
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Snyder cur ently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor for the..
B a..
d tR
e..ti i.:.
ell]e.. n tN e Lw..(...)
i.°
k. Consider an " industry insider", thought -leader and an
independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in
both television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets.
Broadcast Retirement

Network (BRN)is the first lifestyle media platform focused helping Americans
achieve financial independence and to make retirement and ings culturally
relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most ortantly - No
agendas,

no sales

pitches, no product

pushes. morning show,

BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans create a
plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on 737

delivering headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals.
Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated

with The Morning

Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks

as provided are maintained

to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the
original content.

The links and content provided in The Morning

Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for

general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

of such

Websites.

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent

with the opinions

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.
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NSSF-Adjusted NICS Checks Jump 8o% for

91

March 2020

The March 2020 NSSF- adjusted National Instant Criminal
Background

Check System ( NICS) figure of 2, 375, 525 represents

an increase of 80. 4 percent compared to the March 2019 NSSF- adjusted NICS
fLqure of 1, 317, 114.

A Message from Galco Holsters

While it' s most famous as a concealment

holster — whether

for Sonny Crockett' s

Bren Ten or a real person' s daily carry gun — the Miami ClassicTM series of shoulder
systems also excels in another mission: a grab -and -go kit that can be shrugged on
at a moment' s notice to provide you with a pistol and two quick reloads. This ability
can be essential in fast- moving home defense or "bug out" situations.

Remington V3 Tac- 13 Wins Golden Bullseye Award

141

Remington Arms Company received an NRA Golden Bullseye
Award for the 2020 Tactical

Gun of the Year from the NRA

American Rifleman. The gun named was the Remington V3 Tac- 13 12 gauge.

739

IN

CMP: Cancellation of All Activities until May 4

141-

The Civilian Marksmanship Program has announced the
cancellation

of all activities

at its Alabama

and Ohio armories,

offices, stores, worksites, marksmanship centers and the CMP Talladega
Marksmanship Park until Monday, May 4, 2020, due to the COVID- 19 virus
pandemic.

Georgia Man Pleads Guilty to Attempt to Attack the White House
With Explosives

Hasher Jallal Taheb, 23, of Cumming, Georgia, has pleaded guilty to planning an
attack on the White House using weapons and explosives. As part of the plea
agreement, the defendant and the government agreed that the defendant should

receive a 15- year sentence of imprisonment.

SIG SAUER P22o LEGION iomm SAO

141-

SIG SAUER, Inc. is pleased to announce the expansion of the
LEGION series of pistols with the SIG SAUER P220 LEGION

10mm SAO.

IR
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Soaring Ammunition Market and a Record Week for
Distributors

The National Association of Sporting Goods Wholesalers' SCOPE
data platform reports another record week in firearms and
ammunition shipments. Ammunition sales nearly doubled for the week ending March
21.

Trijicon Inc. Licenses DLOC Mounting and Firearm Accessory
Portfolio

Trijicon Inc. announced that it has licensed DLOC Solutions' full mounting and
accessory portfolio and underlying technologies. The first of this family of products to
be produced by Trijicon will be quick -detach mounts for the Trijicon RMR and MRO.

Firearm Industry Excise Tax Filing and Payment Due Dates
Delayed by TTB
Following the direction of the Trump Administration to ease tax
burdens on American businesses during the COVID- 19 virus
pandemic, the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau announced it is
providing firearm and ammunition manufacturers and importers a 90- day delay
period from the required filing and payment dates of Pittman Robertson excise tax
payments.

SAF Rips " Everytown" Close Gun Shops Memo

141

The Second Amendment Foundation responded to a memorandum

issued by ' Everytown Law,' an arm of Bloomberg' s Everytown for
Gun Safety infringement lobbying group, calling the document " totally biased" and

741

written solely to support the emergency closure of American gun stores, using the
COVID- 19 crisis as an excuse.

Blackhawk Adds New Fits to A.R.C. Holster Line

141

Blackhawk

announced

that it has expanded

its line of Appendix

Reversible Carry Inside the Waistband holsters to fit popular
concealed carry pistols. The new A. R. C. IWB holsters are now available for use with
the SIG P365, SIG P356XL, Glock 48 and Smith & Wesson EZ 9/ 380 pistols.

Galco QuickTuk Cloud for Springfield XD Subcompacts

141

Galco introduces the QuickTuk Cloud inside the waistband holster

for the popular Springfield Armory XD Subcompact series. It
includes Galco' s patent -pending, tuckable polymer UniClip for excellent
concealment.

ff

Gun Primer' First Time Shooter Guide Magazine Available

141

Athlon Outdoors is committed to helping new gun owners get
access to valuable information for safe gun ownership. With that in

mind, we've made their Gun Primer magazine available as a free download.

April Shooting Industry: One -Stop SHOT Show Coverage

141

Shooting Industrys SHOT Show Review Issue presents a thorough
examination

of the 2020 event —

with a special

emphasis

on

identifying potential new sellers and how dealers can successfully carry them instore.

Gun Digest Media Presents Cartridges of the AR- 15
742

141-

Gun Digest Media announces the release of Cartridges of the AR-

15, authored by noted AR- 15 expert Patrick Sweeney. Sweeney

covers details on more than 50 cartridges that are available in dozens of calibers,

from . 22LR on up to the . 450 Bushmaster and everything in between.

Federal, the Official Ammunition of the " Crush with Lee &

Tiffany"
Federal Ammunition announces a new partnership with the popular
Tiffany." Federal will become
the official ammunition of The Lakoskys, a popular hunting couple, who have been
winning awards and leading ratings since the series launched on Outdoor Channel

141-

television series " Crush with Lee &

in 2008.

FEATURE

Skill Set: What a Difference
Since my last column seven days ago,
life in the U. S. has radically changed.
The Wuhan/ Chinese/ Corona/ Corvid

a Week Makes

deserted

roadways

are the' new normal.'

19

virus has affected every aspect of our
lives. Like it or not, this is " the end of the world as we know it." Make no mistake,

we' ll recover, but the future won' t look anything like what we remember as " normal.
Some shifts, socially/ economically will be difficult, at best. Some of the differences,
especially at an individual and family are refreshing and welcome.
This is the first paragraph of my Wire column from 17 December, 2019:
The holiday season is upon us, reminding us that 2019 is almost done. Which
leaves us wondering, " What comes next?" Standby, it' s the " Roaring 20' s." Up to
now this phrase referred to the 1920' s - in France, the 20' s were called the " annees
folles," or crazy years. The 20' s were a time of great social, cultural and economic
743

change across the world, especially in the United States. However, I think this next
may give last century' s 20' s a run for the title of " crazy.""

decade — the 2020' s —

We just entered the fourth month of the new " Roaring 20' s" and things are already
north of " crazy." "Stay- at- home" orders have become the norm. A significant chunk
of our economy has been shut down, so far with no end in sight. A concerning
number of people are calling for more draconian measures —even military
involvement - until this " crisis" has run its course. " Normal" has ground to a
screeching halt.
I was speaking with a friend - chief of a mid -size police department. I' m not sure
what I expected him to say, but what he told me was surprising. " I' m not getting any
information

from anyone," he said with disappointment, "

and what little I do get is no

help." One thing we both agreed on: a long- lasting event with extreme social
restrictions, high unemployment numbers and uncertainty about the future signals a
high probability of social/ civil unrest and an increase in violent crime — across all
demographics.

A
Yet, as in most times of trouble, some things are migrating back towards the center
and stability. The current situation is bringing families closer together, and time to
rediscover the wealth found in good kith and kin. Each day I pick someone I need to
reconnect with and call to check on their status. Communities, friends and neighbors

are assisting one another, making life a little easier. In many ways it' s back to
basics, with everyone focusing on matters of true importance.
I have a good friend who is a virologist and pathologist. Back when reports on this
virus were still novel and new, I asked his opinion on the possibility of this virus
being the " one," and becoming a real threat. " All I can tell you," he responded, " is
regardless of what you hear, good or bad, don' t believe it."
It' s like the weather —

the only thing I can tell you with certainty is what happened
yesterday. There' s no way you can plan; preparedness is the key. It' s not
complicated, just pay attention and keep working your O. O. D. A. Loop. Nobody
knows what we' ll be facing next week, except that we' ll face it together. Until then,
keep your powder dry, eyes on the horizon and nose in the wind.
Tiger McKee is director of Shootrite Firearms Academy, which is celebrating its
twenty- fifth anniversary. He is the author of The Book of Two Guns, AR- 15 Skills and
Drills, has a regular column in American

Handgunner and makes some cool knives

and custom revolvers. Visit Shootrite' s Facebook page for other details.
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Our new Board takes office on April 21.

At that meeting we elect a new County Board Chair. We do this

through a confidential ballot/ voting process.

We are hoping to do this remotely this year. Have you used an online voting system allowing for
confidential ballots?
Thanks.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty. org
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evening, Checking
to see how other communities are handling FFCRA as it relates to public safety. HR
safety directors disagree on approach. Catherine

Crosby MPA Chief
of Staff 748

and our public
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City of Toledo
Toledo OH

catherine. crosby@toledo. oh. gov
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The City of Delaware is exploring with our local University and with local hotels the possibility of creating an
agreement or MOU to secure facilities for additional quarantine space ( if needed) for our safety forces. We
are having internal conversations regarding liability, but would be interested if any communities have
created an agreement/ MOU and would be willing to share their agreement language or connect further on
this topic.

I have attached a DRAFT of what we are working on, but has not yet been finalized.
Thank you and stay safe!
Kyle

Kyle Kridler

Assistant City Manager
City of Delaware
Delaware OH
kkridler@delawareohio. net
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next

Obviously if there is someone who is willing to assume care of the pet in the home that is the best
choice. However, if the person is taken to the hospital and has no back- up pet caretaker, animal control
might have to take the pet into the shelter. Here is the National Animal Control Association' s statement
on removal of pets in homes of residents with COVID with precautions to keep your animal control workers
safe.

www. nacanet. org/ wp- content/ uploads/ 2020/ 03/...

Ledy VanKavage, Esq.
Sr. Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
618- 550- 9469 CELL

bestfriends. org

facebook. com/ bestfriendsanimalsociety I twitter. com/ bestfriends
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Like many local governments, we are freezing non -essential expenditures and hiring until we have a clearer
picture of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I' m curious what guidance folks are providing to their
department heads regarding spending or if you have any communications

you would be willing to share.

Ethan Manning
Director of Finance

City of Newburyport
Newburyport MA
emanning@cityofnewburyport.
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Apr 1, 2020 10: 01 AM
I.

I asked them all to limit spending to essential services in support of the City' s efforts to prevent, prepare for,
or respond to the coronavirus

pandemic.

I am developing

more refined guidance as we get a better handle

on our revenue projection adjustments.

Tanisha Briley
City Manager
City of Cleveland Heights
Cleveland

Heights OH

citymanager@clvhts. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 08: 28 AM

From: Ethan Manning
Subject: Spending and Hiring Freeze
Like many local governments, we are freezing non -essential expenditures and hiring until we have a clearer
picture of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I' m curious what guidance folks are providing to their
department heads regarding spending or if you have any communications you would be willing to share.

Ethan Manning
Director of Finance

City of Newburyport
Newburyport MA
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I' m interested in receiving this information

as well. We' ve not released official guidance, but did tell

departments we are freezing hiring and reviewing on a case by case basis. We will do the same for
expenditures.
I' ll keep you posted if we come up with official guidance.
751
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Catherine Crosby MPA
Chief of Staff

City of Toledo
Toledo OH

catherine.crosby@toledo. oh. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 08: 28 AM

From: Ethan Manning
Subject: Spending and Hiring Freeze
Like many local governments, we are freezing non -essential expenditures and hiring until we have a clearer
picture of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I' m curious what guidance folks are providing to their
department heads regarding spending or if you have any communications you would be willing to share.

Ethan Manning
Director of Finance

City of Newburyport
Newburyport MA
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has put a hiring freeze on also, unless it is a critical posit on such as a lineman. We had a part- time administrative
assistant leave due to her husbands relocation and we are not filling the position. Timothy Eggleston

ICMA-CM,MPA City Manager
City of
Tipp City Tipp City
OH egglestl 0@gmail.
com F Original

Mes age:
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Sent: 04- 01- 2020 08: 28 AM

From: Ethan Manning
Subject: Spending and Hiring Freeze
Like many local governments, we are freezing non -essential expenditures and hiring until we have a clearer
picture of the financial impacts of this pandemic. I' m curious what guidance folks are providing to their
department heads regarding spending or if you have any communications you would be willing to share.

Ethan Manning
Director of Finance

City of Newburyport
Newburyport MA
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City of Venice, Florida held its first virtual City Council meeting on Tuesday, March 31,2020. The meeting was successful,
with all seven Council members and three Charter officers interacting, as well as selected staff members. .
With

expert guidance from our IT Department the

necessary software

infrastructure was

installed

enabling participants to log in from remote locations. Each council member and staff participant was instructed
in advance of the meeting how to log in and participate. Most participants connected from their respective
office computers. Public live stream monitoring and public participation was effective as well. For this firsttime experience the meeting agenda was kept relatively short.No quasi- judicial hearings or other activities that might
involve substantial interactive dialogue. The virtual meeting option was made possible by our Governor' s Executive
Order temporarily suspending the state statute requirement that a quorum of council members be physically
Public Information Officer used several media portals to alert the
present to conduct a public meeting. .Our
public to the virtual meeting plan.Consistent with the State of Florida' s Sunshine Laws, the meeting was completely
open to public engagement. The local media was very helpful in promoting the meeting plan to citizens and
provided instructions for citizens to connect for interactive participation. We plan to continue the use of the virtual
meeting option while the coronavirus pandemic continues to threaten our community. Need

to Report an Issue? SeeClickFix Venice Connect is available as an app for Android and iPhone. Select
SeeClickFix from your app store on your device and choose Venice, Florida. There is also a link to the
program on the city' s website, www. venicegov. com,or go directly to SeeClickFix at venice.
seeclickfix. com/venice PLEASE

NOTE: This agency is a public entity and is subject to Chapter 119,Florida Statutes, concerning public
records. Email communications are covered under such laws; therefore, email sent or received on this
entity' s computer system,including your email address, may be disclosed to the public and media upon request.
If you do not want your email address released to a public records request, do not send electronic mail
to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing. 753
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Q iiiristqpjiieir Ceoffll , iialri
as I understand the CARE ac, it only applies to cities and counties that have 5000, 000 population or
more. NLC are working on our behalf to address this apparent oversite.

Christopher Coffman CPM

City Manager
City of Granbury
Granbury TX
ccoffman@granbury.

org
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 03: 58 PM
From: Willie Morales
Subject: S. 3548 - CARES Act -

Funding -

Rural Communities

and Hospitals

Hello All,

I was wondering if any of you within your respective states and localities has begun the process of trying to
apply for assistance from Congresses' recent CARES Act to address the COVID- 19 Pandemic?
In particular, I am interested in hearing back from community leaders whom also have a hospital within their
jurisdiction. Our City is in rural MN and we have a small hospital. Our state health agency together with our
Governor Mandated that all elective surgeries be suspended. Elective surgeries being a significant revenue
driver for our hospital, important operational losses are expected in terms of days of cash on hand. Our

hospital being in a vulnerable financial position might have its days of cash on hand metric reduced to zero
or negative numbers.

My hospital CEO will likely look into reducing unnecessary purchasing and reducing staff levels, but support
is still needed.

Any of you in a similar situation and have some recommendations?

Willie Morales, M. P. P

Appleton City Administrator
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I have dealt with something similar here in Tipp if you own the property, which I assume you do. We have a
park and the school have a stadium on it. Short story, city owned it and for some reason, the schools
decided to lease it and take it over. Currently we have a group that is raising funds to bring it up to date. I
will try to be brief. The project was overseen by the schools and the non- profit raised the funds and let
contracts etc. The issue was that they were not being transparent in how much they had raised. Because

we shared the restrooms, the City contributed $ 250, 000 toward the $ 600, 000+ needed. As you could
guess, our funding was the only funding at the time and it wasn' t until a few months later a benefactor
stepped up and donated % 500, 000 to the project. Cty was threatened with liens. The contractor finally got
paid. I put a stop to the project until they can show in the future they have all the funding in place. My
suggestions are that you have an agreement that stipulates that the project will only move forward if the
funding is in place for each stage of the restoration. That all donations will be reported to the City. Raising
funds is one thing, overseeing the project is another. Sometimes the non -profits and/ or public does not
know our procedures and laws we work under. Just be cautious and make sure you have an agreement
that allows you to be the conductor and not a spector.

Timothy Eggleston ICMA- CM, MPA
City Manager
City of Tipp City
Tipp City OH
egglestl 0@gmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 09: 52 AM
From: Steven Jones
Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

Nice to work on something not COVID. Here are two agreements with our museum. One relates to their
operations of the Old Joliet Prison, while the other relates to the museum property itself. Hopefully I these
will be useful for your purposes

Steven Jones

Interim City Manager
City of Joliet
Joliet IL
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Apr 1, 2020 9: 27 AM
J6iilr° u I . . idle We

have a couple of funds we' re working on to provide emergency low/no interest loans to local businesses,
but our focus of effort at the moment is gathering the data we need to inform future efforts. We'
ve partnered with our County visitors' association, chamber of commerce, and our two economic development
agencies to form a Recovery Working Group that has needs assessment surveys out to all of their
member businesses. The volume of responses we've received have been both encouraging ( lots of interest
in working together with more than 114 responses from businesses in a county of 70, 000 people) and

sobering ( the

need for immediate access to capital in lieu of revenue is tremendous). We'

re hoping to use this data help streamline business' s ac es to capital and make a unif ed case for support
to the state and federal governments. John

Liddle MA Deputy

County Manager County
of Sullivan Monticello
NY john.

liddle@co. sullivan. ny.us F
Orignal

Message: Sent:
03- 30- 2020 09:41 AM From:
Ellen

Foreman Subject:

Small

Business Question

A

number of members have asked: "Aside
from the Fed' s,and the State, which we get no support from, what
are you all doing locally if anything to help your business community?"Please

share your examples and we' ll do our best to make sure these are shared via the ICMA Blog. Thanks
much, Ellen
Ellen

Foreman MBA Director

of Marketing ICMA
State
College PA t.:

foit iitI!aIr,ii@I!..c.
I!it'iLa.!oi:. rg.. 756
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On a more micro level we have looked at where we might provide some relief regarding some city fees. Our
CM issued an emergency executive order that provides for a 120 day grace period for city business license
renewals, instead of the usual 30 days, so they effectively have more time to pay. It also suspends fees our
Fire District typically charges for fire prevention re -inspections, and suspends our usual administrative fees
for weed abatement. It also creates a hardship program for weed abatement costs, which we would usually
just impose and lien the property for those costs if they don' t pay. None of these things are major, but they
are something we can do to help ease burdens.

We are also discontinuing

business license enforcement

and most code enforcement during this time, and formal fire prevention inspections. We ARE doing
wellness checks at businesses using our Fire Prevention personnel, in lieu of those formal inspections.
Of course, where there is a life/ safety issue we will inspect and enforce.

Lori Sassoon

Deputy City Manager/ Administrative Services
City of Rancho Cucamonga
Rancho Cucamonga CA
lori. sassoon@cityofrc. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 30- 2020 09: 41 AM
From: Ellen Foreman
Subject: Small Business

Question

A number of members have asked: " Aside from the Fed' s, and the State, which we get no support from,
what are you all doing locally if anything to help your business community?"

Please share your examples and we' ll do our best to make sure these are shared via the ICMA Blog.
Thanks much,
Ellen

Ellen Foreman MBA

Director of Marketing
ICMA
State College PA
efoitt iitI!air,ii@I!.c.I!ti':a.:oirg.
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We' ve compiled a resource list small business owners on our website

www. twp. maplewood. nj. us/ smallbusiness
I' ve also pasted the list below that includes private and federal resources you can omit the NJ resources if
you' re located out of state.
Below are summaries of business assistance programs for businesses suffering economic hardship from
Covid- 19. You should consult the program websites ( or a financial advisor) for specific information and
qualifications based on your business.
NEW JERSEY RESOURCES

Check

Y our

sistarlrice IV: IIIi .q....................
lilbilllim Y........................................
Wizard
Y for these programs
eligibility
at the IV: I weir q..................
a ing Y...........................................................................
:
g
p g.....................

If you need help navigating the State and Federal programs:
Please reach out to these groups --click the 'counseling' button on the top of the page and enter your
information
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AT 9AM on April 3 A $

5 mil ion program that will provide grants up to $
5, 000 to small businesses in retail, arts, entertainment, recreation,
accommodation, food service, and other services —such
as repair, maintenance, personal salons),
and

laundry services —
to

stabilize their operations and reduce the need for layoffs or furloughs. w
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mil ion program that will provide working capital loans of up to $
100,

mil ion in revenues. Loans

000 to businesses with less than 5

made through the program will have ten-year terms with zero percent for the first

five years, then resetting to the EDA' s prevailng floor rate (capped at 3.00%)for

the remaining five years
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$
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New
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Jersey - based companies applying for State and US Small Business Administration programs. The
following organizations have been selected to provide application assistance to busines es: firiIcalYIru
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Description of all COVID- 19 business programs, including the

three above

State of INe

jeir'Sey
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19 Jobs arid IC hirl . IC:

aIoirm k Busines es across New Jersey need thousands of workers

for immediate hire NSDOIC....
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RESOURCES

What

Employers & Businesses

uavliiru What
:

Should Know -For

Employers rwu.

Employees Should Know -For Employees FEDERAL

The

Federal Government passed the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act on March
27.Portions

of this Act are intended to assist business owners with current needs. The

will be administered through the Sn41H I[
3usire The
than $
376

CARES Act programs

CARES Act represents more

billion in relief for small businesses. There

is signif cant overlap in the costs that can be covered by EIDL loans and PPP loans, but businesses cannot
receive assistance for the same economic loss under both programs. For example, if you use your EIDL
to cover payroll for certain workers in April, you cannot use PPP for payroll for those same workers in April,

although you could use it for payroll in March or for dif erent workers in April. C:
a ciieck Ap lication IV:

Iirotegtj, gri IC:
airc ira ii u IC: aIC: wiaIC:ndoaw Y..........................................................................................................(
e

starts April 3 The program

would provide cash -flow assistance through 100%
federally guaranteed loans to employers who maintain
their payroll during this emergency, with loan forgiveness of up to 8 weeks of payroll based on employee
retention and salary levels. You apply
for this loan with a bank or a mission - based lender. SBA has a free refer al service called Lender Match to
help find a lender near you. Sample Application
Ilir°
u".
ir C:

lisa response teir dva irice

Il..
oa ir Y..........................................................................................................................,
In

to the Coronavirus ( COVID- 19)
pandemic, small business owners are eligible to apply for an Economic Injury
Disaster Loan advance of up to $10, 000. This advance
will provide economic relief to businesses that are currently experiencing a temporary loss of revenue. Funds
will

be made available within three days of a successful ap lication. This loan

advance will not have

to be repaid. p.p.
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targeted, low -interest loans to small businesses and non - profits that have been severely impacted by the
Coronavirus. The SBA' s EIDL program provides small businesses with working capital loans of up
to 2
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Township Administrator

Assistant

Township

of Maplewood Maplewood
Township NJ gmichalowski@twp.
maplewood. nj.
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Message: Sent:

01-2020
11: 46 AM From: Lori Sassoon Subject:
Small

Business Question

On

a more

micro

level we have looked at where we might provide some relief regarding some city fees. Our CM issued an emergency
executive order that provides for a 120 day grace period for city business license renewals, instead of the
usual 30 days, so they effectively have more time to pay. It also suspends fees our Fire District typically charges
for fire prevention re inspections, and suspends our usual

administrative fees for weed abatement. It

also creates a hardship program for weed abatement costs, which we would usually just impose and lien
the property for those costs if they don' t pay. None of these things are major, but they are something we can
do to help ease burdens. We are also discontinuing business license enforcement and most code enforcement
during this time, and formal fire prevention inspections. We ARE doing wellness checks at businesses
using our Fire Prevention personnel, in lieu of those formal inspections. Of course, where there
is a life/safety issue we will inspect and enforce. 760

Lori Sassoon

Deputy City Manager/ Administrative Services
City of Rancho Cucamonga
Rancho Cucamonga

CA
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Hi Benjamin,

We have implemented staff preservation rotation schedules for front line employees. Department Directors
were asked to come up with plans based on their resource needs and therefore we have different
rotations.
For example for our Fleet Department, we sent 1/ 3 of the workforce home with pay for two
weeks, they will come back and then another 1/ 3 will go home. We' re sending them home with training
assignments

for their certifications

as well as to complete annual mandatory city required on- line refresher

training, e. g. ethics, anti discrimination, etc. For our bus system we have more flexibility as we have
reduced routes and routes that service the universities have been stopped.

Therefore about 1/ 2 of the staff

is on a rotational schedule. They too have been sent home with training assignments. We have
implemented these schedules for most of our departments that have essential staff.

Although we don' t have a policy, staff has been told that they' re not to leave the area, that they need to be

available in case we need them, and that failure to comply could result in disciplinary action. We' ve
modified our time keeping systems to ensure we' re tracking employee hours as they're on rotational
shifts. As we get out of this crisis, we will be codifying this into each departments COOP plans.
Hope this helps.
Raoul

Raoul Lavin

Assistant City Manager
City of Tallahassee
Tallahassee FL
raoul. lavin@talgov. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 24- 2020 10: 04 AM
From:

Benjamin

Bitter

Subject: Policies on Shifts for Essential

Employees
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One idea to ensure continuity of service is to separate essential staff into two ( or more) shifts, and then
alternate work periods to provide adequate time for cleaning and separation. It also provides necessary
mental and physical rest amidst this trying environment.
Our community is considering moving towards shift schedules for our essential employees, but we are
Have you already created a policy for your
community, authorizing alternating work shifts for essential employees?
currently operating under normal business operations.

Any help would be appreciated.
Thanks,

Benjamin

Bitter

Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Florence, AZ
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Chair, ICMA Digital Strategies Advisory Board
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Bayfield County Wisconsin held its first totally remote County Board meeting last night. We used the
Microsoft TEAMS platform. Most board members and public video conferenced in, several used the call in
telephone feature ( through the TEAMS app) we also called one board member through TEAMS. During the
meeting we shared the Agenda packet and video conference participant videos. The meeting was
recorded using TEAMS. We employed our first ever consent agenda to keep the meeting moving
Board members were enthusiastic. Members of the public listened in. Success!
swiftly.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty.
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Sent: 03- 24- 2020 07: 40 AM
From: Edward Lavallee
Subject: On- line Council Meetings

Florida has strict laws related to public meetings. City Council meetings require that a quorum be
physically present to conduct a meeting. Florida Sunshine Laws require transparency and public access to
Council meetings. The current restrictions on group gatherings due to the coronavirus threat creates
challenge for Councils to meet in compliance with these laws. Recently, Governor DeSantis issued an
Executive Order temporarily lifting certain public meeting requirements. As a result, the Venice City Council
is planning to hold its next Council meeting via remote electronic communication. Our IT staff is working to
refine the communication

links to enable participants to connect remotely. Appreciating

that the restrictions

imposed by the electronic connections will somewhat limit the interaction among council members, staff,
and citizens, during this time of restricted social gathering the council agendas will be limited to essential
business issues and time sensitive subjects.

Edward Lavallee MPA

City Manager
City of Venice
North Venice FL
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Whatever the legal constraints might be on remote meetings of governing bodies, running a virtual meeting
requires all of the skills required to run an effective physical meeting AND confronting the unique
challenges and forces at work when people participate remotely and in isolation.

A proactive approach to

keeping all participants engaged, reflective of the unique personality types and communications styles, is a
particularly important.
Here is a great and very timely article from the Harvard Business Review posted in early March on how to

run an effective virtual meeting that I keep going back to whenever I' ve participated in a remote that might
a....:...
have been better. IN.: I!. I:. I. c.irq.......

Robert Halpin

Collins Center for Public Management, University of Massachusetts at Boston
ICMA Life Member
bhalpin53@gmail. com
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Original

Message:

Sent: 03- 31- 2020 09: 10 PM

From: Greg Sund
Subject: On- line Council Meetings

We purchased a Zoom subscription last week and have been testing it quite a bit and used it for several
different meeting types over the last week. We tested with a Special Council meeting this evening. A
couple Council members struggled to get on the call. The hard part is convincing people it is not
unachievable technology. In fact, if you phone into the meeting rather than using your computer, it is
essentially the same thing as the party lines of the past.

If people in the 1930' s could handle party lines, I

think we can handle them today. We tried to use the Facebook Live broadcast feature yesterday and
couldn' t get it to work. I did a little research and learned I needed to add a setting in Zoom to pull it off. The
hesitancy of using it is adding the setting seems to mean that anyone on the call can then Iivestream the
meeting or any part of it. Hence it would be possible for someone to take business out of context.

While

this is okay, I am concerned that Council members may not like it.

Greg Sund
Interim City Administrator
City of Walsenburg
Walsenburg, CO
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City of Monroe will conduct its first Electronic meeting as a budget workshop on April 21 using ZOOM. Last
week the City used Business Skype as an alternative to being physically present, but limited Council
participation to those physically present due to not having in place Electronic Meeting Procedures. Those
procedures have been enacted for use during declared states of emergency.
For our staff, weve been conducting virtual / teleconference meetings for several years typically during
severe

weather conditions. Thus the challenges are not so much technology driven, but relate to our environment
of NC public policy and Governor' s Executive Orders affecting the size of gatherings.
Larry Faison
Monroe City Manager

Edward Faison

City Manager
City of Monroe
Monroe

NC

efaison@ec. rr. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 24- 2020 07: 40 AM
From: Edward Lavallee
Subject: On- line Council Meetings

Florida has strict laws related to public meetings. City Council meetings require that a quorum be
physically present to conduct a meeting. Florida Sunshine Laws require transparency and public access to
Council meetings. The current restrictions on group gatherings due to the coronavirus threat creates
challenge for Councils to meet in compliance with these laws. Recently, Governor DeSantis issued an
Executive Order temporarily lifting certain public meeting requirements. As a result, the Venice City Council
is planning to hold its next Council meeting via remote electronic communication. Our IT staff is working to
refine the communication links to enable participants to connect remotely. Appreciating that the restrictions
imposed by the electronic connections will somewhat limit the interaction among council members, staff,
and citizens, during this time of restricted social gathering the council agendas will be limited to essential
business issues and time sensitive subjects.

Edward Lavallee MPA

City Manager
City of Venice
North Venice FL
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Here is a draft template that may be useful.

Jason Grant

Director of Advocacy
ICMA

Washington DC

jgrant@icma. org
F

Original Message:
Sent: 03- 23- 2020 10: 00 AM
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From: Brianna Sunryd

Subject: Sample Memo for 1st Case of COVID- 19 in Community
Good morning,
I am wondering if any communities can share sample language that they used when announcing their first
confirmed case( s) of COVID- 19 in their community?
Best,
Brianna
Town of Amherst, MA

Brianna Sunryd
Student Chapter President

University of Massachusetts at Amherst Student Chapter
Town of Amherst, MA
ed u
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Congrats!!

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty.

org
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Message:

Sent: 03- 22- 2020 12: 39 PM
From: Ann Marie Townshend
Subject: Small Town Changes

As the manager of a small town of 3, 000 year- round residents, we have been limited in how we utilize
technology. We have no IT or communications

staff. This last week has caused us the rethink how we do

things and take a leap of faith in ourselves to deploy technology. We use iCompass for meeting and
agenda management. We had recently started streaming meeting audio. Now we are expanding to video
766

streaming. We are expanding our use of Zoom. We purchased laptops that will be deployed this week so
our staff can work remotely. And after much hesitation and support of friends and colleagues in ELGL, we
have launched a Facebook page. This is new territory for us, but we are committed to continuing to function
during this crisis. I would love to hear how other small towns have had to quickly go into the unknown.

Ann Marie Townshend AICP

City Manager
City of Lewes
Lewes DE
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Apr 1, 2020 5: 06 AM

If you have Office 365 you should check out the TEAMS application. We went from no users to
It allows very simple phone and teleconferencing. Type a name or names
and click the video icon and you are talking face to face. Amazing.
organization wide in 30 days.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty.
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Message: Sent:
03- 31- 2020 08:37 PM From:
Tyler

Thompson Subject:

Small

Town Changes Our

staff barely uses email now, and I'
d been slowly deploying Office 365,but with this coronavirus I'
ve been
taking it as an opportunity to move a lit le faster. Cartegraph offered a free, scaled down version of their
work management application to use for expense reimbursement tracking,so I jumped at that just yesterday
and am going to see if my people can adapt to it. We got most of our office staff using gotomypc to

remote login from their homes, and our phone system has an app that allows them to use their smartphone
just like the phone at their desk. We haven' t tried doing any remote council meetings yet,but I expct
we'll be needing to figure that out here in the next couple weeks. Tyler

Thompson CPFO, MPA

767

Village Administrator
Village of Georgetown
Georgetown

OH
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Does TEAMS avoid privacy issues of ZOOM?

Thanks.

Arthur Osten MPA
Fox River Grove IL
artosten@sbcglobal. net
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 01- 2020 05: 05 AM
From: Mark Abeles- Allison
Subject: Small Town Changes

If you have Office 365 you should check out the TEAMS application. We went from no users to
It allows very simple phone and teleconferencing. Type a name or names

organization wide in 30 days.

and click the video icon and you are talking face to face. Amazing.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI
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My most recent small County was in the middle of deploying M365 last fall and I known they are happy to
have additional tools to use during these extraordinary times. Having said that, a robust network is key to
success. Additionally, I suggest contracting with cyber/ network contractors to do a security review to
reduce susceptibility

to cyber attacks.

Theodore Voorhees

ICMA- CM, MPA

Powhatan VA
voorhees. ted@gmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 22- 2020 12: 39 PM
From: Ann Marie Townshend
Subject: Small Town Changes

As the manager of a small town of 3, 000 year- round residents, we have been limited in how we utilize
technology. We have no IT or communications staff. This last week has caused us the rethink how we do
things and take a leap of faith in ourselves to deploy technology. We use iCompass for meeting and

agenda management. We had recently started streaming meeting audio. Now we are expanding to video
streaming. We are expanding our use of Zoom. We purchased laptops that will be deployed this week so
our staff can work remotely. And after much hesitation and support of friends and colleagues in ELGL, we

have launched a Facebook page. This is new territory for us, but we are committed to continuing to function
during this crisis. I would love to hear how other small towns have had to quickly go into the unknown.

Ann Marie Townshend AICP

City Manager
City of Lewes
Lewes DE
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we' re a relatively big city, and even for us Office 365 has been a lifesaver! We've learned how to use
Teams ( which we pretty much never used before) to communicate and hold meetings. and since it' s web based, employees can work at home on their own computers or ipads and access their email, files, Teams
communication,

etc.

Lori Sassoon
769

Deputy City Manager/ Administrative Services
City of Rancho Cucamonga
Rancho Cucamonga

CA

lori. sassoon@cityofrc. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 08: 37 PM
From:

Tyler Thompson

Subject: Small Town Changes

Our staff barely uses email now, and I' d been slowly deploying Office 365, but with this coronavirus I' ve
been taking it as an opportunity to move a little faster. Cartegraph offered a free, scaled down version of
their work management application to use for expense reimbursement tracking, so I jumped at that just
yesterday and am going to see if my people can adapt to it. We got most of our office staff using gotomypc
to remote login from their homes, and our phone system has an app that allows them to use their
smartphone just like the phone at their desk. We haven' t tried doing any remote council meetings yet, but I
expect we' ll be needing to figure that out here in the next couple weeks.

Tyler Thompson

CPFO, MPA

Village Administrator
Village of Georgetown
Georgetown

OH
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l. . oirli Sa::r:: roori

yes, because you are signing in with your Microsoft credentials to access the Teams app and any particular
Team to which you belong.

Lori Sassoon

Deputy City Manager/ Administrative Services
City of Rancho Cucamonga
Rancho Cucamonga

CA

lori. sassoon@cityofrc. us
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Sent: 04- 01- 2020 08: 58 AM
From: Arthur Osten
Subject: Small Town Changes

Does TEAMS avoid privacy issues of ZOOM?

Thanks.

Arthur Osten MPA
Fox River Grove IL
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Our Mayor, Jeff Williams, announced he would donate $ 2, 500 to Mission Arlington for the first 100 photos
that residents uploaded to the City' s Facebook page featuring a to -go order or a delivery order purchased
from an Arlington restaurant. That donation was matched by the former president of the University of Texas
at Arlington. Hundreds of submissions have since poured in ... a heartwarming display for a long -serving
charitable organization helping our community' s most vulnerable.

Gilbert Perales

Deputy City Manager
City of Arlington
Arlington

TX

gilbert. perales@arlingtontx.
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Message: Sent:
03- 20- 2020 03:16 PM From:

Karen Daly Subject:
Lone Tree CO Supporting local restaurants Support

local restaurants during this difficult time by ordering take out or delivery. In Lone Tree?We' ve put together
our meal g
usinga I[::,
grie rir;e[:::
a 1s, for a chance to win a 25 ift card! gic Wimm;ir.r Karen

c ii a/ IL. c iru 1r;; IV::, at r.Post a photo Y
a
business at r lim c p l c iru mire . r
p............ list of restaurants open for
Y........................................................................................................................................................
of

Daly 771

Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA

Georgetown

TX
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The City of Hillsboro, Kansas is a 3, 000 population town and we will be using Zoom for the April 7th
I am doing 1: 1 training with each councilmember so they are familiar with Zoom --sort of starting
meeting.
out with cold water and then turning up the heat. Fortunately 2 of our 5 have worked with Zoom in their
other life and are eager to try this.
The Kansas Attorney General has given guidance for running an online meeting. Our open meeting law
has not been suspended. We have new instructions for speaking our names as we speak. On motions, we
will have a roll call instead of calling ayes/ nays.
A couple of weeks ago, I tried using the free version of Zoom for a Sunday School meet up. The free
version limits you to 40 minutes and it took us 35 to get everyone organized. The upside for the next
Sunday, we held our class on Zoom and it went off w/ o a hitch. I am hoping the things I learned from
Sunday School will transfer over to the Council Meeting.
Tonight I wrote meeting guidelines for our Mayor to read and to use to manage the meeting.

Send me an

email and I will forward a copy.
LP

Larry Paine
City Administrator
City of Hillsboro
Hillsboro KS
Ipaine@cityofhillsboro. net
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 09- 2020 05: 49 PM

From: Wally Bobkiewicz
Subject: Online City Council Meetings
My City Council is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting
next week. Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting?
772

Wally

Wally Bobkiewicz
City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah WA

top
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Apr 1, 2020 11: 30 PM

Our County Board had our first online meeting last night, March 31. We utilized Microsoft TEAMs, part of
the Microsoft Office 365 Suite It allows for board members and the public to log in to the meeting either by
phone or computer. We offered both phone and video access. This application allows for control of all
participants as well as the standard video conferencing features including recording. Both Board members
and the public were able to participate. We shared the screen with the agenda packet for all with
video.
We began our meeting by reading a script with remote meeting rules regarding how board
comments and voting would take place.
Our County staff have adopted TEAMS readily over the past three weeks. It allows for immediate video
and phone conferencing in addition to forming unique groups within which participants can share
information back and forth through chat, document sharing, voice and video. It is a game changer.
If you are interested in our script for the meeting or other details email met at
org. Stay well!

markaa@bayfieldcounty.

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty.
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 09- 2020 06: 15 PM
From:

Mark Vanderpool

Subject: Online City Council Meetings

773
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Not yet Wally but vv8are developing COndng8nCyo18nGfOrGuChinC| uding8nlo1Oy88U9| 8COnnnnudngGhOuld vv8need
tDclose City Hall. VV8are also developing messaging for the myriad 8'
gOv8rnm8ntoptions available to residents and
businesses like online payments, online permit ing, online police record requests, online 8SG8GGing, etc.Mark
Vanderpool City

Manager
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and County officials regarding City and

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaA|| en@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1' 2020 1129 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

EMS west station worked a cardiac arrest tonight at 22: 18pm Confidential Information

Importance:

High

Confidential Information

Mr. McCoy,

I am sorry to bother you so late but I thought you need to know that the West Station crew responded to 1628
Valencia St. for a female patient COVID- 19 in Cardiac Arrest. The crew worked the Cardiac Arrest with
transport to Phoebe Main. | just talked to the crew and they advised the Ecvvas still working the Cardiac Arrest
at 11: 20pm while they were leaving. There is hope but the situations is very very serious. Commissioner Gray
sent me a text advising that our crew was working inside
home. I will follow up in the morning
and advise you ofany information. m.

A. 11. 1 . en BMS
I)
ireotar 10augbeoly

CaurtyB. M.
S. 1436.
11.1oJmyra. ltd.AIbany,

Ga. 31701 229439- 7011
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regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media4por? request. Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 54 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 1. 20

Good evening Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

Members of Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. House Dems are
expected to take the lead on a fourth package, and Speaker Pelosi has indicated that the infrastructure
framework from January will be the starting point of whatever bill they introduce. For a more thorough update
on the legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not
already receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email sfuller

ggagrou . com.

Drs. Tony Fauci and Debbie Birx, two of the leading health officials on COVID- 19 issues for the U. S. government,
agree that the virus could ultimately kill between 100, 000- 240, 000 Americans as predicted by models. They
expect deaths to peak in about two more weeks.
Dr. Fauci has reportedly required increased security due to threats to his personal safety as well as unwelcome
communication

from fervent admirers.

FEMA has a rumor control website to discern factual claims from fictional ones in regard to COVID- 19.

The FDA today announced multiple actions taken in the ongoing response effort to the COVID- 19 pandemic,
including the development of reference sequence data for the U. S., a constituent update regarding guidance for
flexibility for chain restaurants, a warning letter to Neuro XPF ( cannabidiol products), and a diagnostics update.
A pre- release of an article in CDC' s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report ( MMWR) examined presymptomatic
transmission of SARS- CoV- 2 ( coronavirus)

based on reports of individual cases in China. The authors found that

people can likely spread COVID- 19 both when asymptomatic and before the onset of symptoms.
As governors and state health officials scramble to come up with enough ventilators

for hospitals, thousands of

the reported 10, 000 necessary devices in the federal government' s stockpile are unusable. The contract to
maintain the stockpile lapsed last year, so new, functioning ventilators did not start being built until January.
o

On a related note, the stockpile of PPE like masks, gowns, and gloves is almost empty. So far, FEMA has
delivered more than 11. 6 million N95 masks, 5. 2 million face shields, 22 million gloves, and 7, 140
ventilators. While this sounds like a lot, burn rates (the rate at which health care providers use the
equipment) indicate significantly more PPE is and will continue to be needed.

Reps. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben
McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to test positive ( or be
presumptive positive) for COVID- 19. Twenty- eight other members are in self -quarantine and six members have
completed a self -quarantine.
Read the remarks by President Trump, Vice President Pence, and members of the COVID- 19 task force at
yesterday' s press briefing here.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 186, 101
d":. IIIose cointact":3, 128 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before
reporting. 776

The CDC is reporting 3, 603 deaths in the U. S. related to COVID- 19.

o

1, 400 New York Police Department members tested positive for COVID- 19. Nearly 17 percent of the
department, or 6, 172 employees, are now out sick.

West Virginia has postponed its democratic primary from May 121h to June 91h. They are the 15th state to do so.
The LA Times has started tracking COVID- 19 in California.
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said today that playgrounds in New York City will be closed because people are
not following social distancing standards. Parks and other open spaces will stay open.
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis is the most recent to issue a stay- at- home order for his state of 21 million. Florida is in
a unique situation because 25 percent of the population is over the age of 60, which classifies them as most
vulnerable.

The governors of Georgia, Mississippi

and Nevada also announced

new plans for stay- at- home

orders.
o

Approximately three -fourths of Americans are either currently under stay at home orders or will be
soon.

o

This resource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID- 19 response.

o

This series of maps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tracker, created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

Military/ Defense

The Navy is evacuating the USS Theodore Roosevelt for disinfecting one day after the aircraft carrier' s
commanding officer sent a plea for help controlling a COVID- 19 outbreak. A skeleton crew will man critical
stations while the carrier is disinfected in Guam.

The Pentagon has not yet sent the 2, 000 ventilators it offered to HHS because the department has not yet
provided a shipping location.
Flight testing and other priority test programs are ramping up aeain at Edwards Air Force Base, California, and
other locations, after a pause due to the COVID- 19 pandemic.

Air Force crews are practicing " Isolation in motion" to stay healthy while flying critical airlift missions. Aircrews
are isolated before missions, go straight from their aircraft to their billets at base, and have their food delivered
once in lodging.
The U. S. Coast Guard says foreign cruise ships carrying more than 50 passengers will not be able to dock at U. S.
ports.

The Army' s Medical Command is using the Medical Technology Enterprise Consortium ( MTEC) to find vendors
who can build a national telemedicine network for coronavirus. The pre -announcement for Request for Project
Proposals ( RPP) can be found here.

International

Affairs

Global COVID- 19 cases are nearing one million.
Iran has called for the U. S. to lift trade sanctions to make it easier for them to acquire medical equipment.
Although the U. S. reiterates that the sanctions exempt the sale of medicine and medical devices, American

secondary sanctions on financial institutions

and companies

that do business with Iran have made it difficult for

Iran to buy items like ventilators to treat COVID- 19 patients.
o
Yesterday, 33 American senators and representatives sent a letter to the Trump administration, urging it
to suspend sanctions as " a humanitarian gesture to the Iranian people" and to " find a way' to deliver
direct aid.

Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro continues to defy his health ministry' s guidelines and rejects the general
consensus about the dangers of COVID- 19. Last week, he said that Brazilians are uniquely suited to fend off the
virus because they can be dunked in raw sewage without catching anything.
Saudi Arabia has asked Muslims to delay booking their Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina in July and August.

777

Spain has reported more than 9, 000 deaths to date, second only to Italy. Italy remains the worst -affected
country, with a total of 105, 792 confirmed

cases and 13, 155 deaths.

British Airways is expected to announced that it will suspend about 36, 000 employees. The decision will affect

all staff at Gatwick and London City Airport after the airline suspended its operations at both locations until the
crisis

is over.

Global

Lifestyle

Cases:

823, 626

Total Deaths:

40, 598

and Economy

The Dow and S& P 500 dropping 4. 4 percent each today was unfortunately not a cruel April fools joke. Overseas
markets also stumbled, with Japan' s Nikkei losing 4. 5 percent and Stoxx Europe falling 2. 9 percent. Economic
analysts say they predict the economic downturn could last into 2021.
Futures on Brent crude, the global oil benchmark, went down another 6. 1 percent, which was ushered along by
Saudi Arabia and Russia' s oil price war.

The severe shortage of tests and testing kits continues to be problem for health care providers; however,
waiting for test results is also an issue. Quest Diagnostics in New Jersey recently had a backlog of as many as
160, 000 COVID- 19 tests ( about half their total orders).

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Wimbledon, regarded as the world' s most prestigious tennis tournament, has been cancelled for the first time
since World War II. Again, not a cruel April fools joke ( that we know of- but I' m holding out hope).
o

Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here ( general), and
here ( sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 1)

With a looming shortage of equipment for coronavirus patients in New York City, doctors say they may soon
need to make difficult choices, NYT article.

Prevent Epidemics has published practical tips for personal anti -virus infection control.
Strategies from hospitals on the front lines of the COVID- 19 fight

A look at the answer to the question, " why stay isolated for two weeks after possible exposure?"
Ten Weeks to Crush the Curve
In Zimbabwe, ` you win coronavirus

or you win starvation'

Other tracking data here, here, and here.
Treating

COVID- 19— Off- Label Drug Use, Compassionate

Use, and Randomized Clinical Trials During Pandemics

JAMA)

Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)
Why the Coronavirus

Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)

Coronavirus Drubs, Vaccine Are Mang Months Away, Health Experts Say

In this article by Dr. Tom Frieden, he explains how we must continue to adapt our strategy to combat COVID- 19
as we learn more about it.

If it wasn' t already hard enough to get tested, hospitals are running low on the swabs needed to perform COVID19 tests.

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins°

please take social distancing

U, S, Hospitals

Face

Maior

Challenges

seriously

to save lives)

as Coronavirus

Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

safe.

Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide
778

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID- 19 —

Naviatin6 the Uncharted ( co- authored by Drs. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (

USTR)
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

f
www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 58 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

04. 01. 2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation

related to COVID- 19. As legislative activity has slowed after the passage of

the third bill, the cadence of this update will reflect that change and will no longer be sent out daily ( until circumstances
change).

4. 1. 2020. - COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

IV and onward

Timeline: Speaker Pelosi has voiced that she aims to have her package ready for when the Senate and House return at
the end of April but has recognized

that the timeline depends on whether Members will be able to safely vote.

Republican leadership has pushed back on a quick timeline for the next package. Leader McConnell has said Congress
should wait and see what the effects of the CARES Act are before moving forward. Notably, the President tweeted
yesterday about the need for an infrastructure bill, though he didn' t include a specific timeline. A signal that the
President wants to move quickly on a fourth package could pressure Republican leaders to move quicker than they' d
otherwise like.

Politics and Process: Speaker Pelosi has begun soliciting input for the next COVID- 19 package from rank and file

Democratic members. Members are submitting their requests to committee leadership and should wrap up submissions
later this week. As for process, the House seems to be the driving body for this package, as Speaker Pelosi has already
begun development of a bill. As mentioned in previous updates, Republicans may be less likely to compromise on this
package. Leader McConnell has signaled a return to regular order, stating that he will not allow Democrats to include
unrelated

policy priorities that would not otherwise

be able to pass.

Yesterday, the President called for a $ 2 trillion infrastructure package focused on jobs and rebuilding the country' s
infrastructure. However, the Administration has yet to put out any sort of infrastructure plan recently. In a call today,
Chairman DeFazio ( T& I) said that if the President insists on funding, he believes Republican leadership will move on
infrastructure.

Policy: While it is increasingly unclear whether and when the next supplemental will happen, it' s likely that the next bill
focuses on infrastructure as an economic stimulus and includes provisions aimed at helping the nation recover from the
current crisis. Speaker Pelosi has indicated

serve as the base of the infrastructure

that the

ovine Forward Fra

piece of whatever bill Democrats

ework Democrats released in January will

introduce. Speaker Pelosi held a press

conference via call today to discuss the infrastructure part of the bill. The call also included Majority Whip Clyburn,
Chairman Pallone ( E& C), and Chairman DeFazio ( T& I). She indicated that there will be further press calls with focused on
education, workforce, and small business.

Democratic proposals for the next supplemental will likely include:
10 billion for Community Health Centers
434 billion for highway and transit programs, including $ 319 billion on highway investments, $ 105
transit, and $ 10 billion for safety investments
o
Investments in materials that reduce carbon pollution and are resilient to climate change
783

billion for

Investments to develop electric charging stations and alternative fueling options for vehicles

o

55 billion for rail investments, with a focus on high- speed options
30 billion for investments

in airports/ airways

Incentives for the development of sustainable aviation fuel/ new technology to reduce carbon pollution

o

from air travel
19. 7 billion for the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund
50. 5 billion for clean water/ wastewater investments
o $
o

40 billion for the Clean Water State Revolving Fund
Establishment of new EPA program dedicated to mitigation of industrial chemical discharge, including
PFAS

25 billion for clean drinking water
o $
1. 5 billion for anew Low -Income Household Drinking Water Program — modeled

off of LIHEAP — would

give money to states/ tribes to help individuals pay for drinking water
34 billion for clean energy
o
Modernization of the electric grid and make it more efficient and reliable as well as secure
o

Funding for energy efficiency ( retrofits, weatherization, conservation projects)

86 billion for broadband investments
o

Would include provisions developed by Whip Clyburn' s Broadband Task Force ( draft legislation has yet
to be introduced)

o

Broadband Conduit Deployment Act, which would require roads receiving federal funding to include
placement of broadband conduits during construction

o

Digital Equity Act, which would create two programs within NTIA. One program would allocate money to
states for planning/ programing around digital equity and the other program would be competitive
grants for local governments/ organizations to increase affordability and provide training

o

Include language from the Promoting Access to Broadband Act, which would help states raise awareness
around the FCC' s Lifeline program

12 billion for 9- 1- 1 modernization
Reinstatement

and public safety investments

of Build America Bonds

Inclusion of green energy tax incentives
2- 4 billion for the creation of a vote -by -mail system
Additional funding for the U. S. Postal Service
Other key Democratic priorities will likely include provisions in the bill Speaker Pelosi released last week (Take
Responsibility for Workers and Families Act) that did not make it into CARES and expansions and plus ups for items that
were included ( education, state and local fund, family/ medical leave, SNAP). See here for the draft of Take
Responsibility for Workers and Families Act. Section by section here. One -pager here. Those priorities could include:
Ensuring coronavirus treatment costs are free
Additional support for state and local governments
Broadening family medical leave
Occupational Safety and Health Administration ( OSHA) workplace protections for those still working
Language giving OSHA the explicit ability to waive citations of staff who don' t have the PPE they need to follow
regulations

Possibly directing the President to appoint a head of supply chain management for PPE and ventilators.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

III — Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law
shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.

784

Implementation: The Treasury Department released guidance on payroll support to airline industry employees, and on
loans to the airline industry and businesses critical to national security. Guidance for payroll support here. Guidance on
procedures and minimum requirements for loans here. Treasury press release here.
The Treasury Department expects the guidelines and regulations related to the small business provisions within the bill
will be released within the next day or so. Certified SBA lenders will likely be able to begin processing loans later this
week.

New

Resources:

Senate Finance Committee FAQ on the Employee Retention Tax Credit here

Treasury FAQs on the Paycheck Protection Program
o

Top -line overview of the program here

o

Lender information

o

Borrower information

o

Borrower application here

here
here

Treasury Guidance on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Treasury FAQ on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
See below for resources on certain areas of the bill Cornerstone:

Memo for health care providers here
Memo on the Small Business Administration loan programs here
Memo outlining the workers and families assistance programs here
Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo on the bill' s higher education provisions here
Memo for non -profits here
Other

resources:

Speaker Pelosi COVID toolkit here

Senate Republican COVID Policy Response overview here
Factsheet on accelerated and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here
Senate Small Business Committee FAQ on Paycheck Protection Program here

FAQ on Small Business Administration' s loan programs here
House Ways and Means FAQ on Rebates here
House Ways and Means FAQ on Unemployment Compensation here

House Appropriations overview for local governments/ nonprofits here
Supplemental

II — Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

r.

Implementation: The IRS clarified that the payroll tax credits provided under FFCRA to businesses with 500 or fewer
employees will be based on the paid leave provided to employees from 4/ 1/ 2020 — 12/ 31/ 2020.
Supplemental

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: House is in a pro forma session until April 20. D. C. is currently under a shelter -in -place order, and Maryland and
Virginia have similar orders in place. An important

note: Virginia' s order has an end date of June 10. In a Dear Colleague
785

on Tuesday, Speaker Pelosi advised members to keep their schedule flexible and said that, in order to make up for lost
time, the House may meet during weeks previously scheduled as District Work Periods. The Senate is in recess until April
20.

Appropriations:

As of right now, the appropriations

markup schedule is unchanged.

Reports have indicated that it will

likely be delayed, however. Most House bills have subcommittee markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while
the Senate has not yet set its markup dates. This year' s NDAA markup has been " indefinitely postponed". Reps. Adam
Smith and Thornberry ( HASC Chair and RM) sent a letter to the committee members saying that they will schedule the
date of the markup once the House schedule for the next few months becomes clear.

Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person
voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. On Monday, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms
and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting, including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. In
the Senate, Sens. Durbin, Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader
McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive.

Hearings and Meetings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some

committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee
has developed a " paper hearing" model in lieu of in -person hearings. The House Administration Committee is working
on a report on best tools to be able to do virtual meetings. Majority Leader Hoyer will likely be sending out guidance on
when the House will be able to come back to D. C.

Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 6): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), Rep. Joe
Cunningham (

D- SC), Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY)

Currently Self -Quarantined ( 28): Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Doug
Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( D- NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice
D- NY), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Gwen Moore ( DWI),

Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Stephanie

Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. Joe

Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Tom Cole ( R- OK), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep. David
Price ( D- NC), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO), Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen.
Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA),
Completed Quarantine ( 6): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ)
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9597

M 202. 329. 2469

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Barbara

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 07 PM
Mike McCoy ( MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us)

To:

Holmes <

BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

Fw: Recommended changes to COVID- 19 Exec Order

Subject:

Barbara

Rivera.

Rivera

Holmes

I President &

CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700 1 albanyga. com I Facebook

IMMERMINEMINIM

From:

Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes < BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7: 00 PM
To: Warbington,

Chad < cwarbington@albanyga.

MikeMcCoy@dougherty.

gov>; Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>; Mike McCoy

ga. us>; Russell Gray < russellbgray@yahoo. com>; Persley, Michael < MPersley@albanyga. gov>;

Brooks, Barry < BBrooks@albanyga.
Subject: Re: Recommended

gov>

changes to COVID- 19 Exec Order

I apprecriate yesterday' s call to learn about how major retail is modifying operations to comply with orders,
and in many cases proactively making significant adjustments to protect customers and their employees. I also
appreciate Chad and Russell' s work to provide recommendations.
My feedback:

Use the occupancy rate as the baseline and determine any modified occupancy as a percentage of
that.

o

o

There' s lack of uniformity otherwise. Ex: a 100, 000 sf store at 200 max is a ratio of 1 customer
per 500 sf. A 99, 999 sf store at 100 is 1: 999. A 20, 000 sf store at 25 is 1: 800. Also, convenience
stores vary significantly in footprint.
Further, as we' ve discussed, lines will become an even greater issue as occupancy rates are
lowered.

Recommend modifications such as one- way aisles and shield guards as best practices vs. requirements
in an executive order.

Weddings, funerals, churches already included in 10 people or less. Modify language.
Clarifications can be provided in the FAQs, which can be reorganized by business sector.
o

788

The Albany -Dougherty COVID poster could be a useful tool for business. Would this be a downloadable
file that business would print, fill and post, or an official document issued by city -county for each
business? My concern would be inaccurate information in a download -print -fill.
I look forward to our discussion tomorrow.

Barbara

Barbara

Rivera

Holmes

I President &

CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700 1 albanyga. com I Facebook

From: Warbington, Chad < cwarbington@albanyga. gov>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 4: 01 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.
Holmes <

BHolmes@albanyga.

com>;

gov>; Mike McCoy < MikeMcCoy@dougherty.

Recommended

changes

Barbara

Rivera.

Russell Gray < russellbgray@yahoo. com>; Persley, Michael

MPersley@albanyga. gov>; Brooks, Barry < BBrooks@albanyga.
Subject:

ga. us>;

gov>

to COVID- 19 Exec Order

See the attached rough draft recommendations that Russell and I want give to the Mayor and
Chairman. Please reply back ASAP with your input for any changes. I plan to speak with the Mayor later today
and Russell with the Chairman. It will be up to them whether to take any of these recommendations. Thanks
for participating on the conf call yesterday and I look forward to hearing your input.
Thanks,

Chad
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 57 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.

Busy day today and we have now opened our 51h ICU with 4 of them for COVID- 19 positive or PUI' s in Albany. Our teams
in Sumter, Worth and Cuthbert are doing a fantastic job as well attending to our patients needs and providing emotional
support to our Phoebe Family members.

It is a privilege each day to see them in action in a profession they all love.

You will see a new line below recognizing patients that are considered " recovered"... 91 as of today. We also extubated

our 51h patient today which is a big milestone for any patient who has been put on a ventilator. These are life changing
events for our patients, but also for our caregivers who pour their hearts into our community to help them recover and
is incredibly moving.
Lastly ...this link has a story by the Washington Post about our great community and COVID- 19.
https:// wapo. st/ 39xW8OG

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 8: 18 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

naco@naco. org>

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

April 1, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

1,
2020 Census

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I `, lAo, oii.
g/coiiou i vius APRIL

Count Begins Amid COVID- 19 With
more than $1

tril ion in federal funding apportioned each

year based on Census results, an

accurate, complete count is crucial to county governments and our residents. As local leaders
and Complete County Committees respond
COVID- 19) outbreak, many

to the unforeseen challenges

of the coronavirus (

plans are in flux. Despite these setbacks, counties

efforts to collect residents' information for the 2020 Census. 793

are kickstarting

COVID- 19: COUNTY DECLARATIONS &

No known local policy

POLICIES

County with an emergency

County with a safer -at- home or

declaration

business closure policy

Click here to view the full map on County Explorer.

Counties and COVID- 19: Safer at Home Orders
Though reluctant to adopt measures that may impact local economies,
counties recognize that " safer at home" policies and closures of nonessential
businesses can help to curb the spread of COVID- 19. NACo released an analysis

of "safer at home policies" which identifies policy trends and components.
Ultimately, local leaders, in consultation

with state partners and in line with

federal guidance, should decide which measures are needed to protect
communities.

11 , 10

U7am

FEDERAL POLICY NEWS & RESOURCES
794

New FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Releases Guidance on
Supply Procurement
FEMA and the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services have

collaborated to form the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, one of eight
COVID- 19 focused task forces under the National Response Coordination

Center ( NRCC). The group is tasked with addressing the limited supply of
critical protective and life- saving equipment

and has released a fact sheet

detailing their four pronged approach to locating available critical resources.
WOU11110

am

U. S. Department of Labor: Families First Coronavirus
Response Act Q& A
The U. S. Department
being implemented

of Labor has developed an FAQ for employer provisions
under the Families First Coronavirus

Response Act, the

second legislative package to be passed by Congress on COVID- 19.

NACo Blog: Congress completes third COVID- 19 legislative
package containing key county priorities
Over the course of just a few weeks, Congress and the Trump Administration
have made swift progress on the legislation to address the COVID- 19
pandemic, with three sweeping legislative packages signed into law in March
alone, each containing funding and resources for counties.
WOU11110

am

795

HOW COUNTIES ARE RESPONDING

796

Harris County, Texas, partners with nonprofits to inform
residents

about 2020 Census

In Harris County, Texas, the Harris County/ Houston Complete Count
Committee

has been partnering with nonprofits to include messaging about

the 2020 Census at their COVID- 19 aid events. For example, staff members

with Epiphany Community

Health Outreach Services provide information

and

answer questions about the Census between each day during an ongoing food

pantry event for residents in need.
WOU11110

am

Prince George' s County, Md., hosts Virtual Census Day Town
Hall
In Prince Goerge' s County, Md., the county' s Memorial Library System has
rolled out virtual programming

like the Virtual Census Day Town Hall to help

keep the interest strong and completion rates high for the 2020 Census.

Pennsylvania counties reevaluate Census strategies to reach
residents

online

In Erie County, Pa., the county' s " census ambassadors" are using YouTube

videos to answer questions for the public about the census and share updates.
Lehigh County, Pa., is turning to more traditional advertising techniques,
promoting the 2020 Census locally on Fox, ESPN, other channels and various
radio stations.

NACo PARTNER RESOURCES
E

Association of American Railroads: Freight Railroads and Their
u;

u;

797

El

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

L] ---- ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7:42 PM
McCoy, Michael
Chris S. Cohilas; Louie Perry
Re: COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act
image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

com>

Michael,

Roping in Louie so we can tag team this one. We both have a 10 am. Would 11 am work by chance?
Thanks,
Camila

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 1, 2020, at 6: 15 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Camila- We have a Commissioner that has requested a briefing on Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security ( CARES) Act. In particular she would like to know how citizens and the county could
benefit. Can you all make someone available on a Monday at 10 am? Please let me know what Monday
in April works best. Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7: 00 PM

Sent:
To:

Gloria

Gaines

Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins( lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net); vees70@yahoo. com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; Jones, Anthony; Addison, Scott; Howell,
Wendy; Spencer Lee
RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Subject:

He is Commissioner. However, State law requires people to have the ability to vote in person. Therefore, we
must set up and run early and election day polling locations. If social distancing recommendations are
maintained, this will be challenging. Securing enough poll workers is another concern since the average age of
volunteers is estimated to be 70, which falls into the high -risk category for COVID- 19. The SOS' s statement
was in reference to concerns about the practicality of May 191". Some want the date moved back. The SOS is
letting folks know he doesn' t have the authority set or move the election date. Thanks.

From: Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 54 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>; Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net)
lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>;

vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell

RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>; Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>;

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>; Spencer Lee < slee817@aol.
Subject: Re: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)

com>

I thought the SOS was mailing ballots.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 1, 2020, at 5: 21 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyCe douherty, a, us> wrote:
FYI

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG> On

Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 52 AM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY -MANAGERS -AND -ADM INS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
This was just released:

FOR IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

April 1, 2020

Press Office: ( 470) 312- 2733
800

Statement from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming
May 19th Primary
I execute elections, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants tc
hold the election on May 19, we will support them and do our best to make it happen efficiently, safely and accurately.
Atlanta) - "

If the General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger.

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to err from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 6:47 PM

Sent:

Afternoon

COVID-

19 Update:

Governor

Announces

Statewide

Shelter

in Place

to

Start Friday; Free Access to Esri GIS Software for Counties; Apple Releases new
COVID- 19 App

This m nuflII is Ilb
afr- iif

tif °

t o°

iii

en't "to couaty,. Ihaiiiiffrfmen, ffniian gem fr- ads

ther- s on our

connnnission and

tat
°

as

f

mif iiii °tf r, a to"ts fr- and .

Illlerllks.

Nlbas

II

needed. ed.
Governor

Brian Kemp Orders Shelter in Place Statewide from April 3 through April 13 and Closes Public Schools through
the End of the Year At

a pres conference this afternoon, Governor Brian Kemp announced he will sign an Executive Order to shelter in place on
Thursday that will go into effect on Friday, April 3 through Monday, April 13.He also announced that public schools will
remain closed through the end of the year. The Executive Order is not yet available and will include more details regarding
the shelter in place order. ACCG will analyze and provide guidance on the Executive Order as soon as possible.
A transcription of the Governor' s com ents usually is posted on his website following the briefing, but it was not
available at the time this update was released. You can check his website later this evening to see if it has been updated.
Statement

from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming May 19th Primary The
following statement was released from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger earlier today. I
excut elections, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants to hold the election
on May 19,we will support them and do our best to make it hap en efficiently, safely and accurately. If the General
Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"said Secretary
of State Brad Raffensperger. Two
Recent Governor' s

Executive Orders

of Interest Executive

Order Directine the Commissioner of

Revenue to Implement Waivers Related to Conservation Use

Value Executive

Order Authorizing the Use of Real - Time Audio -Visual Communication TechnoloBy to Assist in NIotarizin6 Real
Estate Documents Counties

Offered up to Six Months of Free Access to Esri GIS Software The
Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA),
(
in partnership with Environmental Systems Research Institute Esri),
has
announced free access to software solutions and licensed datasets to assist non-federal governmental entities responding
to COVID- 19.As a result of the current health crisis, county governments can now obtain free access to Esri software
solutions for up to six months to help counties respond to COVID- 19.Esri provides geographic information system (
GIS) software, web GIS and geodatabase management applications. To access Esri' s free COVID- 19 resources, visit:
httpL. Lwww.esri. comlen- us ldisaster- response/ request- assistance

and complete the form. New COVID-

19 Screening App and Online Tool Available In partnership
with the White House Coronavirus Task Force and the U.S.Department of Health and Human Services, including the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), Apple has released an app and website that guides Americans through
a series of questions about their health and exposure to determine if they should seek care for COVID- 19
symptoms. The tool provides CDC recommendations on next steps including guidance on social distancing 802

and self -isolating, how to closely monitor symptoms, recommendations on testing, and when to contact a medical
provider. Users can download the free app from Apple' s App Store by searching Apple COVID- 19 or access the tool
online

at www. ap2le. comLcovid19.

I

ACi
Ad-

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jGc

gia' sGq

b...

Office

Phone: (

Board Relations

404) 522- 5022

Cell Phone: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 6: 15 PM

Sent:
To:

Camila

Knowles

Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

Camila- We have a Commissioner that has requested a briefing on Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
CARES) Act. In particular she would like to know how citizens and the county could benefit. Can you all make someone
available on a Monday at 10 am?

Please let me know what Monday in April works best. Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7
COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

Ind"ED I'm 0
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ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 56 PM

Sent:
To:

Nickerson,

Ginger

Subject:

FW: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Ginger what' s the answer to Gloria' s question?

From: Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 54 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>;

RGray@dougherty.

com>;

Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net)

vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell

ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.

ga. us>; Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>;
Subject: Re: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)

I thought the SOS was mailing ballots.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 1, 2020, at 5: 21 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy(e douherty, a, us> wrote:
FYI

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG> On

Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 52 AM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY -MANAGERS -AND -ADM INS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
This was just released:

FOR IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

April 1, 2020

Press Office: ( 470) 312- 2733

Statement from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming
May 19th Primary
Atlanta) - " I execute elections, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants tc
hold the election on May 19, we will support them and do our best to make it happen efficiently, safely and accurately.

807

If the General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger.

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gloria

Gaines <

ggaines305@aol. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 54 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net); vees70@yahoo. com;

Cc:

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; Jones, Anthony; Addison, Scott; Howell,
Wendy; Spencer Lee
Re: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Subject:

I thought the SOS was mailing ballots.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 1, 2020, at 5: 21 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCostI@dougherty,

a, us> wrote:

FYI

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG> On

Behalf Of Wills, Dave

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 52 AM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY -MANAGERS -AND -ADM INS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
This was just released:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 1, 2020

Press Office: ( 470) 312- 2733

Statement from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming
May 19th Primary
I execute elections, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants tc
hold the election on May 19, we will support them and do our best to make it happen efficiently, safely and accurately.
Atlanta) - "

If the General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger.

Dave

Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree

St.,

NE, Suite 700
809

Atlanta,

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 26 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: FOLLOWUP -

10- 4.

Kenneth

NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental
Funding Program Formula Grant Solicitation Released

Thanks.

From: Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 02 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: FOLLOWUP - NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program Formula
Grant Solicitation Released

I got Lt Hill looking into this from a law Enforcement stand. I' ll keep you inform.
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam. Ughtsey@usdoi. gov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 46: 53 AM
To: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam, Liehtseypusdoi. gov>

Subject: FOLLOWUP - NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program Formula Grant
Solicitation

All — If
link.

Released

you have questions about the State Administering Agency ( SAA), here is a better

The one I provided was technology specific which may not be helpful ( or as up to

date).

Click on the state and it will give you multiple contacts.

If the information

on this site,

still isn' t accurate, let me know, and I' ll send a note to BJA.

Additionally, here are some BJA responses to a few questions that I' ve received today.
Can the local government submit expenses for EMS/ Fire as well as LE? Yes. This

program allows for expanded use outside of law enforcement, including other
disciplines.

How were the municipalities/ counties/ tribes selected to receive their own
allocation?

BJA informed me that the program is modeled ( per the law) on FY19 Justice

Assistance Grant (see page 1 of the solicitation). If a municipality/ county/ tribe was not
a JAG recipient in FY19, there will not be a separate allocation.

BJA recommends

that

those entities reach out to the SAA to see about requesting funding through the state' s
allocation.

815

MAIWA
Law Enforcement

Coordinator

Public Information Officer

U. S. Attorney' s Office
Middle District of Georgia
P. O. Box 1702

Macon, GA 31202
478- 621- 2603 ( Work)
478- 731- 1824 ( Cell)

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication may contain law enforcement sensitive privileged
attorney/client communications or work product, and is not subject to disclosure. It is solely for the use of the
intended recipients. Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited. If you believe that you
have received this e- mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, and permanently delete the e- mail, any
attachments, and all copies from your computer

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 23 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: First Responder COVID- 19 testing:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 31 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Chris
Subject: FW: First Responder

Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

COVID- 19 testing:

Importance: High

Info is below if you want to call and get tested.

From: " Allen, Sam" <

SaAllen( @do gherty. a. us>

Date: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 at 3: 50 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowe lCc dou hert .

To: "

a. us>

Subject: First Responder COVID- 19 testing:
Wendy,

The phone number and information is listed below. Might be something that you , Mr. McCoy and Mr. Addison might
want to take. Dr. Ruis told me that they have extra kits available for first responder testing. Ems Staff and law have been
going to DPH on South Slappey and taking the drive up test. If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DCXK HE FY
0000ftNIE" -

01141-y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us

From: Vick, Robert < Robert. VickPdph, ga, eov>

Sent: Sunday, March 22, 2020 12: 21 AM
817

To: Subject:

FW: Urgent Message for EMA Directors and Healthcare

Importance:

URGENT

From:

High

INFO

Clifton,

Subject:

Facilities

REGARDING

TESTING

Sue < Sue. Clifton

FOR

FIRST

RESPONDERS!!

dph.ga, gov>

RE: Urgent Message for EMA Directors and Healthcare

Importance:

Facilities

High

This is a follow- up to our email yesterday regarding Public Health establishing a Federal SPOC ( specimen point of
collection) to provide COVID 19 testing. Testing at this SPOC will be limited to First Responders and Healthcare workers
who have direct patient contact ( regardless of symptoms), and people aged 65 or older who have respiratory symptoms
and fever.

The SPOC will be a drive -through process, set up at Dougherty County Health Department, 1710 S. Slappey Blvd., in
Albany.

Appointments

are required.

Public Health' s Call Center will go live tomorrow afternoon ( Sunday March 21")
individuals

at 1: 00 P. M.

After that time,

meeting the above stated criteria can begin calling after Public Health' s call center at 229- 352- 6567 for an

appointment. Appointments will be available as early as Monday.
Please share this information with appropriate personnel.
Thank you for all you do to keep our community safe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 818

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 5: 21 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy; Spencer Lee
FW: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Cc:
Subject:

FYI

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Wills,
Dave

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 52 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day a
(ka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) This
was just released: FOR

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April

1,
2020 Press

Office: (470) 312- 2733 Statement

from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming May 19th Primary
Atlanta) - "
I

excut elections, I don' t create them. If

the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants to hold

the election on May 19, we will support them and do our best to make it hap en efficiently, safely and accurately. If
the General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"said
of State Brad Raffensperger. Dave

Wills Executive
Director

Association

County Commissioners of Georgia 191
Peachtree St.,
NE, Suite
GA

700

Atlanta,

30303 404-

683- 1816 ( Verizon

Cellular) 404-

583- 7861 ( Direct

Fax) dwil s@acce.

ore

819

Secretary

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 820

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 4:29 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

THURSDAY: COVID- 19 Update from Georgia Department of Labor Commissioner
Butler

19

Chamber

members:

Please join the Albany Area Chamber and the Georgia Chamber this Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 10
a. m. for a virtual conference call with Georgia Department of Labor Commissioner, Mark Butler.
Commissioner

Butler

will share

an overview

of the expanded

rules &

resources

recently

announced by the Department as part of the state' s COVID- 19 response. A summary of these
expanded rules, designed to assist both employees and employers, can be found here.
UPDATED information for the virtual conference call:
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Please click this URL to join. https://

zoom. us/ a/ 193691200

Or join by phone:
Dial( for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location; should you get a busy

signal or no answers, please call the next number on the list until you get through):
US: + 1 312 626 6799
or + 1 646 558 8656
or + 1 253 215 8782
or + 1 301 715 8592
or + 1 346 248 7799
or + 1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 193 691 200

International numbers available: https://

zoom. us/ u/ acVVZM7WaV

Questions

All questions should be submitted

IN ADVANCE through www. sli. do using code # 2957to enter

the forum. Please submit your questions by 5 p. m. by today, April 1. Questions will NOT be taken

during the call. We will work through as many as we can over the call and do appreciate your
commitment

to leadership as we all work toward economic recovery following this pandemic.

r provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on ,Filctrn,bs, wok for the most up- to- date alerts.

0

822

Mark

i I

I I i I!

Unsubscribe

I I I!

I I I I i I

I I

I

R

I i I I!

i 1! 1 KWIGDM

V lEzark1l

V

rnrnccoy( cbdouaher- ty. ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M Nesmith@ACCG.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

ORG>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 3: 26 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Declaration and County Closure Update Attachments:
Updated County Closures and Restrictions Tracking. xlsx;State and Local Declaration
List 04012020. xlsx;COVID- 19 Confirmed Cases Map- 41- 20. pdf; COVID- 19 County
Map_4-1- 20. pdf Good

04012020

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

afternoon, As

of 2:30, 133 counties and at least 177 cities had declared states of emergency. Upson County' s came in too late
today to add to the maps but it is contained with the spreadsheets. Let
me know if there are any mistakes for your county by contacting me directly at mnesmith@ac g. org.
Best,
Michele
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblle records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 824

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Santura

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 3: 07 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject: [

Possible

Pegram <

spegram@ sea porttransportationservices.

com>

recipients

SPAM -

IT Dept] **

FDA &

CE ( European

standard) - approved

PPE

medical

supplies available

Importance:

Low

https:// www. usma, o
rs. org/issues/ covid- 19/ supplies/

e__.._.__..._._

L^...,._....._

Supply Resources for Cities
Back to COVID- 19 I lome Page Various manufacturers
and other businesses have reached out to the

Conference of Mayors with the goal of selling much needed equipment directly to cities. Find these offers
below, broken out by resource type. Notice: The United
States Conference
lists businesses

of Mayors

which

Business

F7esource

Page

are

IF YOU OR ANY OFFICE / DEPARTMENT YOU ARE AFFILIATED WITH IS
LOOKING FOR FDA & CE ( European standard) -approved Medical Masks, COVID- 19

Testing Kits and/ or other preventative items, PLEASE CALL ME AT YOUR EARLIEST
CONVENIENCE! I CAN INTRODUCE YOU TO A THOROUGHLY -VETTED,
REPUTABLE

SOURCE ( who is a retired senior U. S. diplomat) AND SOMEONE

WHO

HAS DIRECT ACCESS TO ' LARGE VOLUME AMOUNTS' OF PPE SUPPLIES FOR
SALE AT SOME OF THE LOWEST PRICES PER UNIT. ***

Kind Regards,

Santura Pegram, Director of Public & Intergovernmental

Relations

Seaport Transportation Services LLC - Seaport 2 LLC
110 East Broward Blvd.
Suite 1700
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33301
USA
305. 834. 2864 - ( Direct)
1. 888. 428. 4880 - ( Office)
spegram@ seaporttransportationservices.

com

www. seaportway. com
828

Genius is evenly distributed across zip codes,
but opportunity is not."
Herman J. Russell, Developer)
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava, Most written corn municatlons to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 16 PM

Sent:
To:

Tara Teuta

Subject:

RE: EM- 3464 COVID-

I knew you' d have ya boys back!(

19 Applicant

Briefings

Thank you!

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Don' t you worry about a thing. I got you noted and present.
Sent from my Mobile device.

On Apr 1, 2020, at 2: 14 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyCSdougherty,- a, us> wrote:

Understood.

Just don' t want to get dinged for not participating.

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@

ema, ea, eov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dou herty. a. us>
Subject: Re: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Sorry Mike, we have over 300 people on the call
Get Outlook for iOS

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty, ea. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 09: 40 PM
To: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta( @eema, ga, gov>
Subject: RE: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Tara —

How do we get credit for attending the Applicant Briefing?

From: Tara Teuta < Tara.Teuta@ ema, ea, eov>
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dou herty. a. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:
833

No roll call.

Thanks.

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for
COVID- 19. The Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is
authorized to provide emergency protective measures ( Category B) under the

Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is
conducting Applicant Briefings via webinar. The Briefings will explain the Public
Assistance Process and the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement

for cost

incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non

Profits. Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am,

Wednesday April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2nd, 2020 at
10: 30am.

Plan to attend one of the Applicant Briefings. WebEx access

information is provided below:
WEBEX
Applicant !Briefings

Tuesday, March 31,
Meeting number ( access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone

f 855 2°1?8'2'

b 1310 US TOLL FREE

f 4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767264 f O(
a ra i.-

rr; l: xrm '

rti i" i
834

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6 767264 C,( Pra(

ri1, 2020

Wednesday,
04:00) Eastern
00 pm I IJTC- (

2:

Time ((
JS &
Canada)

I

170 561 Meeting

number (access code):618
password: pPfXdxbQ793 Join

by phone I
ap to caH ii fi, oii a i obHi: ! 011
282 633() US

y)855

TOLL FREE 4

f 5 655 ( I(
XI3 US TOLL Sk)'.'
a (:'.,
aH
in

nuirfl' ers, A
(

from a video system or

free restrk",

tk)
ns Join

application Dial

6 f 8 f 7( 156 You

can also dial 173. 243. 2.68 and enter your meeting number. Join
using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business Dial
6 f 8 f 7( 156 i"

ia( 835

I

hr. Meeting

Thursday,
10- 30 am I (

April 2, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern

Time ( US &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

1 1 hr.

619 267 380

Meeting password: j79nFMeZTD3

Join by phone
I ap to caH ii fi,oiii a iiobHi:::!f ii::W c:!
855 2 1?8'2 1 (

011 y)

b31310 Us TOLL FREE

4 f 5 655 ( I( X13 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 926 738( X

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 926 738( 1,(&

Need help? Go to

ra(

weblex (

011' 1 1

If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to contact me.

Thanks,

Tara

Tara Teuta

836

Grants

Specialist

Public Assistance

Supervisor
Department

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency
Post Office
Atlanta,

Cell:

Box 18055

Georgia

30316- 0055

404- 623- 3305

Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov
image001. png>

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tara Teuta <

Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 16 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: EM- 3464 COVID-

Attachments:

image001. png

19 Applicant

Briefings

Don' t you worry about a thing. I got you noted and present.
Sent from my Mobile device.

On Apr 1, 2020, at 2: 14 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Understood. Just don' t want to get dinged for not participating.

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Sorry Mike, we have over 300 people on the call
Get Outlook for iOS

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty, ea, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 09: 40 PM
To: Tara Teuta < Tara. TeutaQeema,

ga, gov>

Subject: RE: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Tara —

How do we get credit for attending the Applicant Briefing?

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@

No roll call.

Thanks.

ema, ea, eov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dou

herty. a. us>

Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for
COVID- 19. The Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is
authorized to provide emergency protective measures ( Category B) under the
Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal funding.
838

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is
conducting Applicant Briefings via webinar. The Briefings will explain the Public
Assistance

Process and the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement

for cost

incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties, Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non

Profits. Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am,

Wednesday April 1st, 2020 at 2:00pm and Thursday April 2nd, 2020 at
10: 30am.

Plan to attend one of the Applicant Briefings.

information is provided below:
WEBEX
Applicant !Briefings

Tuesday, M'arch 31,
Meeting number ( access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone

f 855 2° 1?8'2'

b 1310 US TOLL FREE

f 4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767261

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

839

WebEx access

Dial 6

767264 ,(

Pra(

ri1, 2020

Wednesday,
04:00) Eastern
00 pm I IJTC- (

2:

Time ((
JS &
Canada)

I

170 561 Meeting

number (access code):
618
password: pPfXdxbQ793 Join

by phone I
ap to caH ii fi, oii a i obHi: ! 011

y)855

2 1?8' 2 1 3( 31 0 Us TOLL FREE 4
f 5 655 ( I(
XI3 US TOLL Sk)'.'
a (:'.,
aH
in
from a

nuirfl' ers (A

video system

or

free restrk",

tk)ns Join

application Dial

6 f 8 f 7( 156 You

can also dial 173. 243. 2.68 and enter your meeting number. Join
using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business Dial
6 f 8 f 7( 156 i"

ia( 840

I

hr. Meeting

Thursday,
10- 30 am I (

April 2, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) 1

Meeting number ( access code):

1 hr.

619 267 380

Meeting password: j79nFMeZTD3

Join by phone
I ap to ca

ii fi, oiii a iiob k::! f ii::W c:!

011 y)

855 21?8'21 ( b31310 Us TOLL FREE
4 f 5 655 ( I( X13 US TOLL

Join from

a video

system

or application

Dial 6 f 926 738( X

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 926 738( 1,(&

Need help? Go to

ra(

weblex (

011' 1 1

If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to contact me.

Thanks,

Tara

Tara Teuta
Grants
Public

Specialist
Assistance

Supervisor
Department

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency
841

Post Office
Atlanta,

Cell:

Box 18055

Georgia

30316- 0055

404- 623- 3305

Tara. Teuta@Rema. ga. gov
image001. png>

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.

842

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 14 PM

Sent:
To:

Tara Teuta

Subject:

RE: EM- 3464 COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

Understood. Just don' t want to get dinged for not participating.

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Sorry Mike, we have over 300 people on the call
Get Outlook for iOS

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty,ea, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 09: 40 PM
To: Tara Teuta <Tara. Teuta@ ema. a, gov>
Subject: RE: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Tara —

How do we get credit for attending the Applicant Briefing?

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@

No roll call.

Thanks.

ema, ea, eov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty. a us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients are Counties, Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
843

There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday
2020 at 10: 30am.

April 1st, 2020 at 2: OOpm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

WebEx access information is provided below:

WEBEX
Applicant Briefings

Tuesday,
10- 30 am ( (

March 31, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern

Time ( US &

Meeting number (access code):

1 hr.

Canada) (

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone
I ap to call Iii 9ron7 a iiobH , c; l pia, (
f 855 2' a8?x2,:1

a1li i

l

011r )

r31310 US TOLL FREE

f 4. 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767261

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6 f 767264

i ia( a V

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

April 1, 2020

IJ TCj- 04: 00) ] Eastern Time (( 1S &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

844

1 hr.

Plan to attend one of the

Join by phone
I ap to a. gall lii fi, oiii a iiiobili:: f; ii::Wic:!

011 y)

fi"3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

8 51115

4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL
3() V'. a
Join from

in nuirfl'.' ers, (
a video

system

A free

restrk"Itk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156 f,( J&

Thursday,
10- 30 am I (

I

i" ia( "

April 2, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) 1

Meeting number ( access code):

1 hr.

619 267 380

Meeting password: j79nFMeZTD3

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!f;ii::Wic(

a1li

i

l

011 y)

845

f 855 282 633O

US TOLL FREE

f 4. 5 655 ( I( X13 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 926...

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
i ia( a V

Dial 6 f 9267 38( 1 (&

Need help? Go to

weble

x(

011' 1 u

If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to contact me.

Thanks,

Tara

Tara Teuta
Grants
Public

Specialist
Assistance

Supervisor
Department

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency
Post Office
Atlanta,

Cell:

Box 18055

Georgia

30316- 0055

404- 623- 3305

Tara. Teuta@Rema. ga. gov

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
846

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tara Teuta <

Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 13 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: EM- 3464 COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

Sorry Mike, we have over 300 people on the call
Get Outlook for iOS

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 09: 40 PM
To: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>
Subject: RE: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Tara —

How do we get credit for attending the Applicant Briefing?

No roll call.

Thanks.

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

2020 at 10: 30am. Plan to attend one of the

WebEx access information is provided below:

kill DI I]
847

Tuesday,

March 31, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) 1

10- 30 am I (

Meeting number ( access code):

1

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacqvJz677

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi,oiii a iiobHi:::!

011 y)

855 21?8'2,:1 ( r31310 Us TOLL FREE
4

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Sk)'.' a (:'.,aH

in nuirfl'' ers (

A free

restrk",tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6 f 767264 f,( Pra(

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

April 1, 2020

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to a. gall lii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!

011 y)

i f 855 282 633() US TOLL FREE

i f 4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

848

I hr.

aH
Join from

in nuirfl'.' ers (

a video

system

restrk"Itk) ns

A free (:'.,aHHrxi
or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7056

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7056

i" ia(

Thursday,

April 2, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) 1

10- 30 am I (

Meeting number ( access code):

1 hr.

619 267 380

Meeting password: j79nFMeZTD3

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!f;ii::Wic(

a1li

i

l

011 y)

855 282 6330 US TOLL FREE
4

5 655 0003 US TOLL

Sk)'.' a (:'.,aH
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers, (

a video

system

A free (:'.,aHHrx

restrk",tk) ns

or application

849

Dial 6 f 926. 7

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
i ia( a V

Dial 6 f 9267 38( 1 (&

Need help? Go to

weble

x(

011' 1 u

If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to contact me.

Thanks,

Tara

Tara Teuta
Grants
Public

Specialist

Supervisor

Assistance

Department

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency
Post Office
Atlanta,

Cell:

Box 18055

Georgia

30316- 0055

404- 623- 3305

Tara. Teuta@Rema.

ga. gov

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.

850

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 10 PM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Lessons from States that Embraced Telework Before the Coronavirus

Subject:

Problems viewing?

Lessons

View as a web page

from States that Embraced

Il allllheiiIiin

I I'; ail i , elt

Telework

Before the Coronavirus

I ':° flidlha ux°l G ul, eeun

COMMENTARY I How to avoid certain pitfalls now that many —or

most — employees

must

now

work from home.
I I'° teed fl l l l aul' tliiallla

tAH111

This message

I 1111 i IV//+,""

V.,

i<; Ill 1 Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

US//

IPHIItJJ" C" V I ' 011IICN//

0, I1` JS 0110," Ililllh11

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

you have

opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive

one or two more newsletters.

Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

7m
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

851

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2: 10 PM

Sent:
To:

Tara Teuta

Subject:

RE: EM- 3464 COVID-

Tara —

19 Applicant

How do we get credit for attending the Applicant Briefing?

Briefings

No roll call.

Thanks.

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

10: 30 am ( (

2020 at 10: 30am.

WebEx access information is provided below:

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern

Time ( US &

Meeting number (access code):

Canada) (

1 hr.

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677
852

Plan to attend one of the

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!
fi" 3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

851115
4

011 y)

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

3()'.'a
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers, (
a video

system

A free

restrk" Itk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6f 767264 f,( Pra(

April 1, 2020

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to CaH II 91, 0111 a IIobHI:::!f;ii:::ViC(
855 282 633() US TOLL

4

a1li

l

011 y)

FREE

5 655 ( XIC13 US TOLL

Sk) G'. a(:'., aH un nuirfl'.' ers, (

A free

restrk",tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

i" ia(

853

I hr.

April

U

619 267 380

Meeting number ( access code):

Grants Specialist
Supervisor

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Public

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

oe

FREE

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O,(&0a(|
C`v
C 0

questions

please

don'

t

hesitate

tncontact me.Tara If you have any Tara

Teuta

Assistance Department
Georgia

Emergency

and Homeland

Management
Security

Agency Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta,Georgia
3U316' UUSS
623'

Cell: 404'

3305

854

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 855

TAC Service

Desk

kcullen@bidnet. com>

From:

Kim Cullen <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 1: 31 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Emergency procurement webinar recording available

To view this email

as a web

page,

go here.

Michael,

Sorry you missed our webinar providing an overview of useful solicitation tools to help you
and your team easily, effectively and digitally manage your procurement process online

during the continued impact of the COVID- 19 crisis. We have attached the recording for
your convenience. Remember, we are all in this together, and we are here to help you
help your local community.
It I mlllll

IIIII 1

s

There is zero commitment to use our procurement platform after the crisis is over.

Simply use our services when and how you need to at no cost. We are truly here to
help you manage through this unprecedented time.
Simply reply to this email or call 800- 835- 4603, option 3 for our Buyer Support team with

any questions or to let us know that you would like to start issuing solicitations today.
Stay safe and healthy,
Kim Cullen

Director of Marketing
800- 835- 4603

856

Ihis einnaiill

was

seinit

to:

urruirriicc

@d uugllreu°°ty. gam

191-

his einnaiill was seinit Ihy: I13ldlNet
1. 5 Il.3irlitiislh Ainneirlicainn Il. Mvd, I . . aUlhainn, New York ' 12' 1' 10 USA

We irespect

youir irlighrU

to Ipirlivacy

view

Manage

our policy
Subscriptions

I Update

Profile

I Unsubscribe

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writ encommunications munlceatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 857

TAC Service

Desk

info@accela. com>

From:

Accela <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 1: 14 PIVI

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

COVID- 19 Solution Webinar Series] Temporary Occupancy

I orwird

v(, ir,
As cases of the coiroinavirus (COV0 19)rise, gl(l")

conventJoin

centers, ciruise
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house, and

61ri us

1
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0VIU
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I I 11'

rnporary Ocupancy Friday, April
3rd 10:00
AM PDT 1 1:0 PM EDT 60-Minute
Webinar FtEGISTEft
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IOW >
Am,flIa

I rinporary Oc up(!
aricy sohitJoin hilghhghts [c)
Ibe

cover d kidlude 858
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Wolb View
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Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County officials regardIng City
and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure. 859

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 12: 03 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s of ice is deploying National Guard
to Assisted Living &
Nursing
Homes Sent

Sent:
To:
Subject:

from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy

smartphone Original

message From:
Steve

Rapson < srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

4/1/ 20

8:30 AM ( GMT-

GOV>
Date:
05: 00) To:

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Governor' s office is deploying National Guard to Assisted Living & Nursing Homes

Morning

folks...

Found this
out late yesterday and confirmed it this morning. The below
weblink article outlines this newest initiative. httsm//wwwowsbtvoco

news! local/
Z05

atlanta/®ve_®
t_nildeployseor- t®
guard- assiste- liviETV _FA
YVV

I/Governor'

s

office

is deploying National Guard to Assisted Living &
Nursing Homes to
help ensure these facilities
get a significant cleansing top to bottom to prevent further coronavirus cases. If you'
ve had cases in these facilities, they will be calling those facilities and offering this service free of
charge, my understanding is these requests will be made directly to facility leadership. If a
facility accepts/ request the service, your EMA folks should be notified so they can enter a
resource request into the GEMA/ HS WebEOC system. This is a

little dif erent than the normal flow,

but it will work and they should know where the National Guard would be deploying but won'
t necessarily know the date/time. So be on
the lookout and have your public safety reach out to those facilities and alert them to advise you if
they' re going to accept this free cleansing...861

I say this only because my Marine Corps roots see several hummers with camouflaged troops
rolling into the county and parked in front of such a facility... certainty a worthy service - but
also heck of a great photo op and panic starter too.
Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770.305. 5100

Fayette Couirity offices
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to time public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

862

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Sandy Bamford < sandy@familyliteracyconnection. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 51 AM
Adamcak, Patricia; allison. flory@scouting. org; Allyson Stauffer; Alvita Swain; Alvita
Swain;

Anderson,

Esther;

Angela

Hines; Angie

Barber; Angie

Barber; Angie

Elliott;

artrevia polite; Ashley Goodine; Ava Holmes; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Barbara Turner;
Barlow, Sharonda; Barlow, Sharonda; Barwick, Donna Kaye; Becky Boyd; Berryhill, Roslyn;
BJ Jackson; Brian Ramey; Brianna Michell; Bridgett Bennett; Brittney Newton; Brown,
Barbara; Calvin &
Ida Austin; CaMia Hopson; Carolyn White; Catherine Bracy; Cathy
Jones;

Chavarla

Tolbert;

Cheryl

Calhoun;

Cheryl

Johnson;

Cheryl

Vinson;

Cheryl

Vinson;

Cheryl Vinson; Cindy Wisham; Collette Jenkins; Cory Wise; Crystal Hatcher; Dan Gillan;
Dana Gray; Danita Wiggins; Danita Wiggins; David Blackwell; David Smith; Dawn
McCune;

De VerneauAnna;

Debra

Mcfaddon-

Bryant;

Denovia

Lowe;

dhill@libertyhouseofalbany. com; dhird@dch. ga. gov; Diane Rogers; Dieudonna Harris;
Dinetha Rayner; dknolen@dhr. state. ga. us; dohe7848@bellsouth. net; Dougherty CASA;
Dr. Irma

Gibson;

Dr. Morris

V. Jones;

dstorm@bellsouth.

net; Ebonee

Kirkwood;

edwilliams@albanycsb. org; efvm_ firstlady@bellsouth. net; ejack2010@yahoo. com;
ericajohnson3@yahoo. com; Erma Campbell; Extension Serv; family finesse; Faye
Everson; Felicia Simmons; felisa. postell@gacrs. org; Furro, Tonyesima R.;
g3s8h@bellsouth. net; Gloria Pinkston; gmills42@yahoo. com; Greta Perry; Gwendolyn
Seabrooks; Gwendolyn Seabrooks; Helen Martin; Henry Davis; Herman Whitfield;
Howard, LaTorey; hpatel@albanycsb. org; Ingram, Shirley; Ivette Rivera; Ivy Laing; Jacob
Hardwick; Jamencia Thompson; Jamie Hurst; Janice Hood; Jay Houston; Jene Brands;
Jennifer Myrick; Jeremiah. McKeown@gdol. ga. gov; Jerry Wessels; Jershaun Roberts;
Jessica Sheets; Joanna Jackson -Turner; Joanne Hines; Joffe Wright; Juanita Nixon; Judy
Bowles;

Julie

Miller;

Karen

Lawrence;

Karen

Lawrence;

Katherine

Handwerk;

Katherine) @gacfca. org; Kathie Rigsby; Kathy Shemwell; Kathy Shemwell; katrina99
@yahoo. com; Kayla Averett;
Kenneth

Koneri;

Kevin

Sproul;

Ken Bevel;

Kenia

Kiandra

Stevens;

Rawles;
Kiara

Kenneth
Griffin-

Cutts; Kenneth

Zanders;

Douglas;

Kim Walker;

Kim

Wyche; Kimberly C. C Smith; Kimberly Oliver; Kimberly Scott; Kiva HAII- Brady; Kricket
Robinson; Kristi Hodge; kwwalker1 @dhr. state. ga. us; Ladonna Urick; Ladonna Urick;
Lafawnda. Hugley@amerigroup. com; Larry Gilbert; Laurie Bryant; Ibph@swgrl. org;
LeDora Ann. Inman; Leclurica Gaskins; Lesia Irvin; Leslie Lamb; liharris@albanyga. gov;
lillie_whitfield@yahoo. com; Lion' s Learning Center; Lisa Spears; Lori Loughmiller; Lykesa
Bridges; Malloy, Jalaysia; maplewilliams@yahoo. com; maricka1986@yahoo. com; Marion
Stephens; Mary Josey; Mary Martinez; mbailey@albanycsb. org; McBride, Eddie;
mdanielsfaithcommunityoutreach@yahoo. com; Melissia Arnold; Michael Mccoy; Michael
White; Michelle Williams; miricke@bellsouth. net; Misty Gillam; Monica Daniels; Monty
Cox; Nedra

Fortson;

Neoka

Jones;

Ostrander,

Marie;

Pamela

Johnson;

Pamela

Lofton;

patbarnett@sbandtbank. com; Patrice Williams; Patricia Gilbert -Parker;
patricia. maples@docoschools. org; patricia. thompson@catapultlearning. com;
paul@mchsi. com; Paulette Richmond; Phyllis Rolle; Pinneice Mosely; Quanta Bell;
Quantavious

White; Quenton

Tazelaar;

Rachael

Oliver; Rachel

Ortegon;

rahabhaven@gmail. com; ramonadnealy@yahoo. com; Rashaunda Fleming; Rashonda
Carter -

rlcarte. s06506; richardwdavis73@bellsouth. net; Robert Collins; Rosalynn Fowler-

Fliggins; ru2s2@bellsouth. net; ruby. salaam@docoschools. org; Rukeyah Muwwakkil;
Salinda Barber; Sandra E. Handwerk; Sandra Mitchell; Sandy Bamford; Sandy Bamford;
sbrantley9082@yahoo. com; Scooter Courtney; Sencarda Jordan; Shahenna Sturgess;
shanina

roberts;

Sharon

Peoples;

Shaundra

Stephens;

Shayna

Greene;

sheffield1914

@yahoo. com; Sheila Chatmon; sheneka. riggins@aaphc. org; Sigma Iota; Simone Turner;
sjones@swgacac. com; Solomon Loud Jr.; Sonja Tolbert; Special Olympics;
863

To:

stefanie. lilypad@gmail.

com;

Sue

Rowland;

Sumner,

J. D.; Tamaro

Hayes;

@yahoo. com; Tandrea

Sears; the_ mom1 @yahoo. com; Thelma Johnson;

tamikia_ 07

Therapeutic

Riding Ctr; Tiffany Carr; Tiffany Mallard; Timothy Sweet- Holp; Tina Cruz;
tmhigh@dhr. state. ga. us; Tommie Terrell; Tosha Dean; Tracy Hawkins; Trina Peterson;
Tsuccessful5@aol. com; twill- 03@hotmail. com; Tywannda Kiegler;

vicki. phillips@asurams. edu; W. J. Young; walker; Wallace Civ Dana L; Warren Frelot;
Washington,

Jwana

L.; Watisha Williams; wdukes_ 2000@yahoo. com; White, Treena Q;

Williams, Angela D; Yolanda Daniels; Yovanni Young
Fwd: FW: Today is Census Day — please spread the message

Subject:

Please share this message widely!

From: Gaye Morris Smith < gaye@eafcp. ore>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 22 AM
To: Rachael Oliver < ROliver@eafcp. ore>

Subject: Today is Census Day —please spread the message

View this email in your browser

Happy Census Day!

We' ve all been working up to this date for a year now. There' s a tremendous amount of
anxiety and stress in our state and around the world brought on by this pandemic, and I

hope you' re safe and well. Hopefully this information regarding the 2020 Census will be a
bit of a reprieve and an easy way to help your community.

As of yesterday, 34% of Georgians have completed the form. We highly encourage you all

to check 2020cernsus„ g.......................................................................................................................................................................
oyZp..!Zires ornse crates„ htirM or cernsushairdtocourntir nal s2020„ usf to
track the response rate in your area. Both maps are updated daily.

Please spread the message that today is Census Day. The next one won' t happen for
another 10 years, and Georgia has 66% more to go.

864

0

While the COVID- 19 pandemic has caused much difficulty, it' s vital that all Georgians
know the 2020 Census is still happening. Here is a summary of key updates regarding
Census operations due to coronavirus:

Information about operations, updates, outreach ideas, and resources, including social
media graphics, is available at, y, ir oirnecouirnits a oir/

oiroirnviiira

As always, please feel free to contact Cali John at c.al irq
Rice at it ,

e

c ,

g&

s.

g , r„ irgii voiic, ,,.....
oirg or Rebecca

ip; ga if you would like help shifting your Census outreach plan or

have any questions. Thank you for your continued help to make sure Georgia receives as
accurate a count as possible so we can secure the funding and resources our communities
need for the next 10 years.

Every. One. Counts.

Gaye Smith

EM
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 54 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

RE: FYI- Comm. Johnson FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon

Subject:

Update:

Words of Wisdom

from Dougherty County; Rules & Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion &
More

O
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

E) aJG4-iERTY
000"%%

45:

CQ

TY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 21 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: FYI- Comm. Johnson FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County;
Rules &
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More
How did you know?(

@

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Ware, Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty.

ea. us>

4/ 1/ 20 11: 18 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@doueherty. Pa. us>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. Pa. us>
Subject: FYI- Comm. Johnson FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

To: "

Greetings -

You probably had your hand in this feature by Comm. Johnson; but keeping you in the loop. No response needed

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

IDCÀK- IERTY
CQUNT
4"ar,

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

Gandhi
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From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 6: 04 PM
To: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules &
Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More
This emaflII is Ilb i i i
a fr-iif

tif °

m f ° t "to couaty,. Ihaiiiiffrfmm f ,

ffniian gem

thers on your connnnission and ta
°

t o°

fr- ads

f

mif iiii °tf r, a to"ts fr- and .

Illlm

Requirements

f rks. Nlbas

II

f as needed. ed.
Words

of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19 Clinton
Johnson is in the middle of a war zone —
the
zone being Dougherty County and the war being against the unseen, but
deadly enemy, COVID- 19.Like a seasoned veteran, Johnson, who serves on the Dougherty County Commission and the
ACCG Board of Managers as an At -Large member, has
bringing

learned lessons from the conflict. "It

pain and heartache [ that] is unreal." For

is a silent killer,"said

Johnson, "

more on Johnson' s perspective, click here. State

Rules and Federal Requirements Regarding EMS and Hospital Diversions As
local and regional hospitals take in more COVID- 19 patients, estimates are that demand will exceed capacity, leading hospitals
to go on diversion. This situation means that hospitals which otherwise accept patients with emergency medical
conditions, via EMS transport, will divert EMS to other hospitals because they do not have the medical capacity to
provide care.EMS providers are likely to contact county leadership when this situation occurs. Learn more about the
state rules and federal reauirements related

to hosaital diversions here. Governor

Kemp,University System of Georgia Announce COVID-19 Testing Ramp -Up Governor
Brian P.Kemp has announced a laboratory surge capacity plan to quickly increase the availability of polymerase
chain reaction ( PCR) testing for COVID- 19 in Georgia. This initiative leverages the collective laboratory resources
under the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public Health Laboratory, and Emory University. The ramp -up of
laboratory testing surge capacity begins today. Upon implementation, labs will process over 3,
000 samples per day. Other
Resources: FEMA

Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four -Pronged Approach to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment
in

COVID- 19

Fight ( March

19 Resource Guide —
Information

L

pm

31,2020) COVID-

Provided

by

U. S. Senator David

Perdue' s

Office JW

Beth Brown a

Directo

of Strategy, Innovation & Board

Relations dam ',

d°"°'`'("°''
Office: (
°"'" "

404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844
262- 5092

Cell: (

Email:

org PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. F-

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Sandy Bamford < sandy@familyliteracyconnection. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 51 AM
Adamcak, Patricia; allison. flory@scouting. org; Allyson Stauffer; Alvita Swain; Alvita
Swain;

Anderson,

Esther;

Angela

Hines; Angie

Barber; Angie

Barber; Angie

Elliott;

artrevia polite; Ashley Goodine; Ava Holmes; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Barbara Turner;
Barlow, Sharonda; Barlow, Sharonda; Barwick, Donna Kaye; Becky Boyd; Berryhill, Roslyn;
BJ Jackson; Brian Ramey; Brianna Michell; Bridgett Bennett; Brittney Newton; Brown,
Barbara; Calvin &
Ida Austin; CaMia Hopson; Carolyn White; Catherine Bracy; Cathy
Jones;

Chavarla

Tolbert;

Cheryl

Calhoun;

Cheryl

Johnson;

Cheryl

Vinson;

Cheryl

Vinson;

Cheryl Vinson; Cindy Wisham; Collette Jenkins; Cory Wise; Crystal Hatcher; Dan Gillan;
Dana Gray; Danita Wiggins; Danita Wiggins; David Blackwell; David Smith; Dawn
McCune;

De VerneauAnna;

Debra

Mcfaddon-

Bryant;

Denovia

Lowe;

dhill@libertyhouseofalbany. com; dhird@dch. ga. gov; Diane Rogers; Dieudonna Harris;
Dinetha Rayner; dknolen@dhr. state. ga. us; dohe7848@bellsouth. net; Dougherty CASA;
Dr. Irma

Gibson;

Dr. Morris

V. Jones;

dstorm@bellsouth.

net; Ebonee

Kirkwood;

edwilliams@albanycsb. org; efvm_ firstlady@bellsouth. net; ejack2010@yahoo. com;
ericajohnson3@yahoo. com; Erma Campbell; Extension Serv; family finesse; Faye
Everson; Felicia Simmons; felisa. postell@gacrs. org; Furro, Tonyesima R.;
g3s8h@bellsouth. net; Gloria Pinkston; gmills42@yahoo. com; Greta Perry; Gwendolyn
Seabrooks; Gwendolyn Seabrooks; Helen Martin; Henry Davis; Herman Whitfield;
Howard, LaTorey; hpatel@albanycsb. org; Ingram, Shirley; Ivette Rivera; Ivy Laing; Jacob
Hardwick; Jamencia Thompson; Jamie Hurst; Janice Hood; Jay Houston; Jene Brands;
Jennifer Myrick; Jeremiah. McKeown@gdol. ga. gov; Jerry Wessels; Jershaun Roberts;
Jessica Sheets; Joanna Jackson -Turner; Joanne Hines; Joffe Wright; Juanita Nixon; Judy
Bowles;

Julie

Miller;

Karen

Lawrence;

Karen

Lawrence;

Katherine

Handwerk;

Katherine) @gacfca. org; Kathie Rigsby; Kathy Shemwell; Kathy Shemwell; katrina99
@yahoo. com; Kayla Averett;
Kenneth

Koneri;

Kevin

Sproul;

Ken Bevel;

Kenia

Kiandra

Stevens;

Rawles;
Kiara

Kenneth
Griffin-

Cutts; Kenneth

Zanders;

Douglas;

Kim Walker;

Kim

Wyche; Kimberly C. C Smith; Kimberly Oliver; Kimberly Scott; Kiva HAII- Brady; Kricket
Robinson; Kristi Hodge; kwwalker1 @dhr. state. ga. us; Ladonna Urick; Ladonna Urick;
Lafawnda. Hugley@amerigroup. com; Larry Gilbert; Laurie Bryant; Ibph@swgrl. org;
LeDora Ann. Inman; Leclurica Gaskins; Lesia Irvin; Leslie Lamb; liharris@albanyga. gov;
lillie_whitfield@yahoo. com; Lion' s Learning Center; Lisa Spears; Lori Loughmiller; Lykesa
Bridges; Malloy, Jalaysia; maplewilliams@yahoo. com; maricka1986@yahoo. com; Marion
Stephens; Mary Josey; Mary Martinez; mbailey@albanycsb. org; McBride, Eddie;
mdanielsfaithcommunityoutreach@yahoo. com; Melissia Arnold; Michael Mccoy; Michael
White; Michelle Williams; miricke@bellsouth. net; Misty Gillam; Monica Daniels; Monty
Cox; Nedra

Fortson;

Neoka

Jones;

Ostrander,

Marie;

Pamela

Johnson;

Pamela

Lofton;

patbarnett@sbandtbank. com; Patrice Williams; Patricia Gilbert -Parker;
patricia. maples@docoschools. org; patricia. thompson@catapultlearning. com;
paul@mchsi. com; Paulette Richmond; Phyllis Rolle; Pinneice Mosely; Quanta Bell;
Quantavious

White; Quenton

Tazelaar;

Rachael

Oliver; Rachel

Ortegon;

rahabhaven@gmail. com; ramonadnealy@yahoo. com; Rashaunda Fleming; Rashonda
Carter -

rlcarte. s06506; richardwdavis73@bellsouth. net; Robert Collins; Rosalynn Fowler-

Fliggins; ru2s2@bellsouth. net; ruby. salaam@docoschools. org; Rukeyah Muwwakkil;
Salinda Barber; Sandra E. Handwerk; Sandra Mitchell; Sandy Bamford; Sandy Bamford;
sbrantley9082@yahoo. com; Scooter Courtney; Sencarda Jordan; Shahenna Sturgess;
shanina

roberts;

Sharon

Peoples;

Shaundra

Stephens;

Shayna

Greene;

sheffield1914

@yahoo. com; Sheila Chatmon; sheneka. riggins@aaphc. org; Sigma Iota; Simone Turner;
sjones@swgacac. com; Solomon Loud Jr.; Sonja Tolbert; Special Olympics;
869

To:

stefanie. lilypad@gmail.

com;

Sue

Rowland;

Sumner,

J. D.; Tamaro

Hayes;

@yahoo. com; Tandrea

Sears; the_ mom1 @yahoo. com; Thelma Johnson;

tamikia_ 07

Therapeutic

Riding Ctr; Tiffany Carr; Tiffany Mallard; Timothy Sweet- Holp; Tina Cruz;
tmhigh@dhr. state. ga. us; Tommie Terrell; Tosha Dean; Tracy Hawkins; Trina Peterson;
Tsuccessful5@aol. com; twill- 03@hotmail. com; Tywannda Kiegler;

vicki. phillips@asurams. edu; W. J. Young; walker; Wallace Civ Dana L; Warren Frelot;
Washington,

Jwana

L.; Watisha Williams; wdukes_ 2000@yahoo. com; White, Treena Q;

Williams, Angela D; Yolanda Daniels; Yovanni Young
Fwd: FW: Today is Census Day — please spread the message

Subject:

Please share this message widely!

From: Gaye Morris Smith < gaye@eafcp. ore>

Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 22 AM
To: Rachael Oliver < ROliver@eafcp. ore>

Subject: Today is Census Day —please spread the message

View this email in your browser

Happy Census Day!

We' ve all been working up to this date for a year now. There' s a tremendous amount of
anxiety and stress in our state and around the world brought on by this pandemic, and I

hope you' re safe and well. Hopefully this information regarding the 2020 Census will be a
bit of a reprieve and an easy way to help your community.

As of yesterday, 34% of Georgians have completed the form. We highly encourage you all

to check 2020cernsus„ g.......................................................................................................................................................................
oyZp..!Zires ornse crates„ htirM or cernsushairdtocourntir nal s2020„ usf to
track the response rate in your area. Both maps are updated daily.

Please spread the message that today is Census Day. The next one won' t happen for
another 10 years, and Georgia has 66% more to go.

870

0

While the COVID- 19 pandemic has caused much difficulty, it' s vital that all Georgians
know the 2020 Census is still happening. Here is a summary of key updates regarding
Census operations due to coronavirus:

Information about operations, updates, outreach ideas, and resources, including social
media graphics, is available at, y, ir oirnecouirnits a oir/

oiroirnviiira

As always, please feel free to contact Cali John at c.al irq
Rice at it ,

e

c ,

g&

s.

g , r„ irgii voiic, ,,.....
oirg or Rebecca

ip; ga if you would like help shifting your Census outreach plan or

have any questions. Thank you for your continued help to make sure Georgia receives as
accurate a count as possible so we can secure the funding and resources our communities
need for the next 10 years.

Every. One. Counts.

Gaye Smith
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG.

ORG>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 52 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

This

was just released: FOR

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April

1,
2020 Press

Office: (470) 312- 2733 Statement

from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Regarding the Upcoming May 19th Primary
Atlanta) - "
I

excut elections, I don' t create them. If the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor wants to hold
the election on May 19,we will support them and do our best to make it hap en efficiently, safely and accurately. If
the General Assembly and the Governor wants to move the election to June or July, we will support them in that too,"said
of State Brad Raffensperger. Dave

Wills Executive
Director

Association

County Commissioners of Georgia 191
Peachtree

St.,
NE,
Suite

GA

700

Atlanta,

30303 404-

683- 1816 ( Verizon

Cellular) 404-

583- 7861 ( Direct

Fax) dwil s@acce.

ore

From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>On

Behalf Of Eric Mosley

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 1:
38 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Election Day a
(ka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) The
Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commis ioners are very concerned about the upcoming May election.
It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications to all registered voters
in our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction with this massive mailing operation, counties will still be
responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, 873

Secretary

our poll workers are 65+ year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to
interact with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory
to what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!

TROT
Ili,

BOARD

u
F COMMISSIONERS

STDRT HEPLET

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

aWgaamt

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalie records lava. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 50 AM
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon;
Jordan, Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary;
Persley, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin; Fowler,
Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov;
Chris S. Cohilas;

Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Subadan,
Jackson,

Sharon

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

Purpose:

Your presence is requested on behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott at this virtual press conference. Our
city and county leaders will be conducting an update on the Coronavirus.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 875

TAC Service

Desk

From:

To:
Cc:

Sharon <

Dorough,

Bo; Cohilas,

Christopher

Howell, Wendy; COA- PIO Team; Scott, Cedric; McCoy, Michael
COVID- 19 Religious Leaders Meeting 04.02 Agenda
2020 - COVID- 19 Religious Leaders Meeting 04. 02. docx

Subject:

2020 -

Attachments:

Mayor &

Subadan,

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 43 AM

Sent:

Chair,

Please see attached the suggested agenda for tomorrow' s conference call.

The call -in information

has already been emailed.
S

lh i ir oiin Il f .,

Sulbaftin,

II

IIIPS , '

11[

11

U E'

w„

C II,

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223
FINIIIII

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
ft

f•

y
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

Remote Engagement During COVID 19 Crisis <
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 33 AM

info@mail. trainhr. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Are You Prepared? How to Keep Remote Engagement During COVID 19 Crisis

If you are unable to see the message

For

Human

Resource

below, click here to view.

Professionals

ME=

rffl'V'MM=

MO.Mmm

condition, employers are feeling the growing concerns. irnoire

017-

5

877

14

Mffq3,qM=

1

rrainHR
NetZealous LLC, 39658 Mission Boulevard, Fremont, CA 94539, USA.
www. trainhr. com

Toll Free : + 1- 800- 385- 1627

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Audio

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 32 AM
Michael McCoy
Reminder: White House COVID- 19 Briefing with State and Local Leaders on April 01,

To:
Subject:

2020

Conference

at

1: 30 PM

Notification <

Eastern

noreply@event-

services. com>

Time

Dear Michael,

Here is your personalized dial -in information for the audio conference White House COVID- 19
Briefing with State and Local Leaders.

The conference begins at 1: 30 PM Eastern Time on April 01, 2020; you may join 10 minutes prior.
Dial -in: 1- 877- 369- 5243 or 1- 617- 668- 3633 or Find an Alternate Number
Access

Code:

0350732#

Attendee ID: 1508#

Add to your calendar
Need assistance with your audio?

Please dial 888- 796- 6118.

FE
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 31 AM
McCoy, Michael; Chris Cohilas
FW: First Responder COVID- 19 testing:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Importance:

High

Info is below if you want to call and get tested.

From: " Allen, Sam" <

SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Date: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 at 3: 50 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: First Responder COVID- 19 testing:
Wendy,

The phone number and information is listed below. Might be something that you , Mr. McCoy and Mr. Addison might
want to take. Dr. Ruis told me that they have extra kits available for first responder testing. Ems Staff and law have been
going to DPH on South Slappey and taking the drive up test. If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DCX)GHE FY
0000ftNIE" -

01141-y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. gov>
Sent: Sunday, March 22, 2020 12: 21 AM
To: Subject:
Importance:

URGENT

FW: Urgent

Message

for EMA Directors

and Healthcare

High

INFO

REGARDING

TESTING

FOR FIRST

RESPONDERS!!

880

Facilities

From: Clifton, Sue < Sue. Clifton( e dph. a, Bov>
Subject:

RE: Urgent

Importance:

Message

for EMA Directors

and Healthcare

Facilities

High

This is a follow- up to our email yesterday regarding Public Health establishing a Federal SPOC ( specimen point of
collection) to provide COVID 19 testing. Testing at this SPOC will be limited to First Responders and Healthcare workers
who have direct patient contact ( regardless of symptoms), and people aged 65 or older who have respiratory symptoms
and fever.

The SPOC will be a drive -through process, set up at Dougherty County Health Department, 1710 S. Slappey Blvd., in
Albany.

Appointments

are required.

Public Health' s Call Center will go live tomorrow afternoon ( Sunday March 21") at 1: 00 P. M. After that time,
individuals meeting the above stated criteria can begin calling after Public Health' s call center at 229- 352- 6567 for an
appointment. Appointments will be available as early as Monday.
Please share this information with appropriate personnel.
Thank you for all you do to keep our community safe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Broughton,

Monique <

MBroughton@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 25 AM

Sent:
To:

Dorough,

Bo; Chris

S. Cohilas;

Cohilas,

Christopher;

Subadan,

Sharon;

Scott,

Cedric;

Howell, Wendy; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; McCoy, Michael; Jackson, Tamara; Carter, Steven;
Tolbert,

Sonja

Subject:

COVID-

Attachments:

attachment.

19 Religious

Leaders

Conference

Call

ics

Please join the meeting from your smartphone.
Dial in using your phone.
I ... y. 7...:...".....
United States
j....
7............:..
1.
Access

Code:

208- 571- 605

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 24 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

New assistant manager arrives in Pflugerville, Texas

FE1
Created

April 1, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

r

11+`

r

r

An " idea market," which collects and rewards ideas from employees,

can be a helpful

way to circulate ideas, while having an employee buddy system can offer other forms of
support during this time, writes Alex " Sandy" Pentland. " Strong evidence shows that
such sharing between people bolsters mental health and that having a specific person to
turn to in a time of need or crisis is especially helpful,"

Pentland writes.

Full Story: MIT Sloan Management Review ( tiered subscription model) (: / , )

EJI
EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND

PUBLIC

SAFETY

911 centers in Butler County, Ohio, have reported receiving more calls reporting large
groups of people out in public and open businesses that that they' re concerned are
violating the state' s stay- at- home order due to the coronavirus pandemic. "

I don' t need

to be sending my officers to a park to tell 20 people that [ they] need to stand further

883

apart --

we just don' t have the resources for it right now, so I would hope people use

common

sense,"

says Butler County Sheriff Chief Deputy Anthony Dwyer.

Full Story: The Journal -News ( Hamilton, Ohio) ( free

registration) ( 3/"30)

EIIII
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Phoenix was once labeled as the least sustainable city in the US, but now diverts 36%
of its waste from landfills after registering a 16%

diversion

rate in 2012, writes Hana

Schank. Special containers for yard waste, curbside collection for Goodwill store
donations and recycling education initiatives allowed the city to make the improvement.
Full Story: Fast Company online (: /

2. 7)

00001

LEGISLATION,

POLICY

AND

GRANTS

r

r.

Massachusetts' MS4 program has granted $

200, 000 for stormwater management efforts

to three coalitions that work with cities in the southeastern portion of the state.
Ultimately, resources from MS4 reduce budgetary demands on our local communities
and save taxpayers money," state Sen. Marc Pacheco said.

Full Story: Wicked Local ( 3/ 25)

EJI

More parks closed because of coronavirus
California' s state parks have closed off vehicle traffic, while San
Diego and San Mateo County have closed all access to help
prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Officials in Dallas and
Chicago threatened to close parks if people don' t practice social
Schooner Gulch State Beach
Facebook/ Galifornia State

distancing.

Parks)

884

Full Story: KNSD- TV ( San Diego) (

125), Mountain View Voice ( Palo Alto, Calif.)

127), KXA - TV ( Dallas - Fort Worth) (' 1"30), Block Club Chicago (' 1"2,)

HUMAN

RESOURCES

The Suffield,

Conn.,

AND

DEVELOPMENT

Parks and Recreation Department is offering online exercise

classes and virtual tours of museums, along with weekly activity kits for teens and adults
with special needs.

Full Story: The Hartford Courant ( Conn.) (

3/ 2('`)

00001

Officials in Toronto are procuring the use of empty hotel rooms and vacant residential
buildings to ensure homeless people are able to practice social distancing during the
current pandemic. The city also plans to open a recovery center for people in shelters
who test positive for coronavirus infection.
Full Story: CityNews ( Toronto)/ The Canadian Press ( 3/ 29)

Ejujujull
RECOGNITIONS

AND

TRANSITIONS

Officials in Pflugerville, Texas, this week welcomed Amy Giannini, who began serving as
the city' s assistant city manager. Giannini holds a license to practice as a civil engineer
and has worked in public service for the past decade.
Full Story: Patch ( 3/ 30)

MUD
ICMA

WorldFree

NEWS

Teleconference:

Managing Stress in a COVID- 1cS,

When disaster hits, local government managers have the challenging task of providing
leadership to the community - often while dealing with the crisis in their own home. Now,
more than ever, local government managers must safeguard their emotional wellbeing
as they deal with extreme personal and professional stressors. Join David E. Morrison,
M. D.,

consultant, psychiatrist, and founder of Morrison Associates, Ltd.,

in an ICMA

teleconference on April 3, 2: 30 to 3 p. m. Eastern, when he will discuss how local
government managers can cope with stress during this global health crisis. Following his

presentation, there will be a Q& A session. Register today!

MIND
Coronavirus

Crisis

Community
Local government managers are responsible for coordinating their community' s

response to the developing COVID- 19 pandemic. In an effort to provide guidance
oriented to local government managers on COVID- 19, ICMA has curated considerations
for local preparedness,

response, and recovery along with essential resources. Updated

daily, read now!

5

12-LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:

I. . . lorn

I AIbotA I News & luaus l a orn GMA I Career Network

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profule I
Unsubsoribe

dver ise wuffi Smar2rief

I Privacy poluoy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK I ADVERTISE
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 21 AM
Ware, Jawahn; Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:

RE: FYI- Comm. Johnson FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon

Subject:

Update:

Words of Wisdom

from Dougherty County; Rules & Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion &
More

How did you know?(

@

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Ware,

Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 1/ 20 11: 18 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: "

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>, " McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FYI- Comm. Johnson FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More
Greetings -

You probably had your hand in this feature by Comm. Johnson; but keeping you in the loop. No response needed

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

1DaJC+ iERTY
COUNTY
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG.org>
Sent:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 6:
04 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County;Rules &Requirements
This
EMS Hospital Diversion &More
m nuflI is Ilb iiiiii m
r- i l

tift°

o° ther-

I ° t " to coulaty,. Ihaiiiilr

s oln your . onnni" missio

mi"men, Iniian gem Ir- ads f

mii i f

i" tI r, " tots r- and 6lerks.

Regarding

Nlbas II

a

taff as needed. ed. Words
of
and s°

Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19 Clinton Johnson
is in the middle of a war zone — the zone
being Dougherty County and the war being against the unseen, but deadly
enemy, COVID-19.Like a seasoned veteran, Johnson, who serves on the Dougherty County Commission and the ACCG
Board of Managers as an At -Large member, has learned
pain

and heartache [ that] is unreal." For more

lessons from the conflict. "It is

on Johnson' s perspective, click here.

a silent kil er," said Johnson, "

bringing

State Rules and Federal Requirements Regarding EMS and Hospital Diversions
As local and regional hospitals take in more COVID- 19 patients, estimates are that demand will exceed capacity, leading
hospitals to go on diversion. This situation means that hospitals which otherwise accept patients with emergency
medical conditions, via EMS transport, will divert EMS to other hospitals because they do not have the medical capacity
to provide care. EMS providers are likely to contact county leadership when this situation occurs. Learn more about
the state rules and federal requirements

related to hospital diversions here.

Governor Kemp, University System of Georgia Announce COVID- 19 Testing Ramp -Up
Governor Brian P. Kemp has announced a laboratory surge capacity plan to quickly increase the availability of
polymerase chain reaction ( PCR) testing for COVID- 19 in Georgia. This initiative leverages the collective laboratory
resources under the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public Health Laboratory, and Emory University. The ramp -up
of laboratory testing surge capacity begins today. Upon implementation, labs will process over 3, 000 samples per day.
Other Resources:

FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four -Pronged Approach to Securing Needed Supplies and
Equipment

in COVID- 19 Fight ( March 31, 2020)

COVID- 19 Resource Guide — Information

011

JW=
AWW-.

Provided

by U. S. Senator

David Perdue' s Office

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &

Board Relations

in°`"``"'

i

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@accg.

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 18 AM
Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

FYI- Comm. Johnson FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update:

Subject:

Words of Wisdom from

Dougherty County; Rules & Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion &

More

Greetings -

You probably had your hand in this feature by Comm. Johnson; but keeping you in the loop. No response needed

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

1XDUC;"'*
FiEF-)T̀Y
COUNTY
7 dFY°

GG^

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG.org>
Sent:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 6:
04 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules &Requirements
This
EMS Hospital Diversion &More
m nuflI is Ilb i i i
if tiff° t

o° ther-

en'

t to couat
"
y,. Ihaiiiiffrfmen,

ffniian gem fr- ads f

s on your connnnission and °tat as

mii i f

i° tffr, a " tots fr-and . Il erlks.

Nlbas

Regarding

II

afr-

needed. ed. Words
of

Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19 Clinton Johnson
is in the middle of a war zone — the zone
being Dougherty County and the war being against the unseen, but deadly
enemy, COVID-19.Like a seasoned veteran, Johnson, who serves on the Dougherty County Commission and the ACCG
Board of Managers as an At -Large member, has learned
pain

and heartache [ that] is unreal." For more

lessons from the conflict. "It is

a silent kil er," said Johnson, "

bringing

on Johnson' s perspective, click here.State Rules

and Federal Requirements Regarding EMS and Hospital Diversions As local
and regional hospitals take in more COVID- 19 patients, estimates are that demand will exceed capacity, leading hospitals to
go on diversion. This situation means that hospitals which otherwise accept patients with emergency medical conditions,
via EMS transport, will divert EMS to other hospitals because they do not have the medical capacity to provide
care. EMS providers are likely to contact county leadership when this situation occurs. Learn more about the state
rules and federal requirements related to

hospital diversions here. Governor Kemp,

University System of Georgia Announce COVID- 19 Testing Ramp - Up Governor Brian
P.
Kemp has announced a laboratory surge capacity plan to quickly increase the availability of polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) testing for COVID-19 in Georgia. This initiative leverages the collective laboratory resources under
the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public Health Laboratory, and Emory University. The ramp up of laboratory
testing surge capacity begins today. Upon implementation, labs will
890

process over 3,
000 samples per day.Other Resources:

FEMA_Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four -Pronged Approach to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in
COVID- 19 Fight ( March 31, 2020)
COVID- 19 Resource Guide — Information

ACM
Ad--

ing G—

gn'. C ...

fi...

Provided

by U. S. Senator

David Perdue' s Office

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 11: 13 AM
McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy
FYI - Live Stream today at 4 FW: Media Advisory: Gov. Kemp, DPH, GEMA, and Georgia
Guard Provide COVID- 19 Response Update - 4:00 p. m. Today

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FYI

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

E)CUG.HEFITY
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG.org>
Sent:
Wednesday, April 1,
2020 11:00 AM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
FW: Media Advisory: Gov. Kemp, DPH, GEMA, and Georgia Guard Provide COVID-19 Response Update -4:
00 p.
m. Today Please

see the notice below regarding a briefing with Governor Brian Kemp and other state leadership at 4:00 p.m. today.
ACM

Beth
ingG—

gn'

sC...fivs.

Office: (

Brown Director

of Strategy, Innovation &Board
404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844
262-

5092

Cell: (

Email:

ore

Immediate Release

Tuesday,

March 31,2020 892

For

Relations Ad--

UPDATED: Media Advisory: Gov. Kemp, DPH,
GEMA, and Georgia Guard Provide COVID- ig
Response Update

GA — At the Georgia State Capitol, Governor Kemp, Georgia Department of
Public Health Commissioner Dr. Kathleen Toomey, Georgia Emergency Management and
Homeland Security Agency Director Homer Bryson, and Georgia National Guard Adjutant
General Tom Carden will give a briefing on COVID- 19 from the Georgia State Capitol.

Atlanta,

WHO:

Governor

Brian

P.

Kemp;

Dr.

Kathleen

Toomey,

Commissioner,

Georgia

Department of Public Health; Homer Bryson, Director, Georgia Emergency Management
and Homeland Security Agency; Adjutant General Tom Carden, Georgia National Guard
WHEN: Wednesday, April 1 at 4: 00 PM
WHERE: Liberty Plaza, Georgia State Capitol
RSVP: The briefing will be held outside at Liberty Plaza. All media wishing to attend will
be directed by state staff to observe social distancing during the press conference.
The briefing will be live streamed at fay ebook. coin/ GovKeinlp or glpb. org/ coronavirus.

Press Contacts

Candice Broce - Director of Communications &

Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cans. ice. broce () georgia. gov
Cody Hall - Press Secretary
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cos. y. ua ((

hgeorgia. gov

893

Chief Deputy Executive Counsel

Powered by Mad Mimi@
A GoDaddy@ company
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

Media Advisory: Gov. Kemp, DPH, GEMA, and Georgia Guard Provide COVID- 19
Response Update - 4:00 p. m. Today

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 59 AM

Sent:

Please see the notice below regarding a briefing with Governor Brian Kemp and other state leadership at 4: 00 p. m.
today.

ACM
Ad--

ingG— gn'. 0...

fivs.

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

For Immediate

Release

Tuesday, March 31, 2020

UPDATED: Media Advisory: Gov. Kemp, DPH,

GEMA, and Georgia Guard Provide COVID- ig
Response Update

Atlanta,

GA — At the Georgia State Capitol, Governor Kemp, Georgia Department of
Public Health Commissioner Dr. Kathleen Toomey, Georgia Emergency Management and
Homeland Security Agency Director Homer Bryson, and Georgia National Guard Adjutant
General Tom Carden will give a briefing on COVID- 19 from the Georgia State Capitol.

WHO:

Governor

Brian

P.

Kemp;

Dr.

Kathleen

Toomey,

Commissioner,

Georgia

Department of Public Health; Homer Bryson, Director, Georgia Emergency Management
and Homeland Security Agency; Adjutant General Tom Carden, Georgia National Guard
WHEN: Wednesday, April 1 at 4: 00 PM

WHERE: Liberty Plaza, Georgia State Capitol
RSVP: The briefing will be held outside at Liberty Plaza. All media wishing to attend will
be directed by state staff to observe social distancing during the press conference.
The briefing will be live streamed at fay ebook. coin/ GovKeinlp or g1pb. org/ coronavirus.

Press

Contacts

Candice Broce - Director of Communications &

Chief Deputy Executive Counsel

Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cans. ice. broce () georgia. gov
Cody Hall - Press Secretary
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cos. y. ua ((

hgeorgia. gov

Powered by Mad MimiOO
A GoDaddyOO company
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very baroadpoblle records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sproul,

Kevin <

KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 57 AM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Cc:

Persley, Michael; Johnson, Kenneth; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Fw: COVID- 19 GSA # 26; County and City Ordinances
Putnam County Resolution No. 1 - 031720. pdf; Putnam County Resolution No. 2. pdf;
Putnam County Resolution No. 3. pdf; Eatonton Declaration of Emergency No. 1. pdf;
Eatonton Declaration No. 2. pdf; Eatonton Resolution No. 3. pdf; Eatonton Resolution No.
4. pdf; Brevet Deputy Sheriff Oath. doc

Subject:
Attachments:

Christopher;

Dorough,

Bo

FYI!

From: Howard Sills < sheriffsills@putnamcountysheriff. org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 01, 2020 9: 13 AM
To: Terry Norris < jtnorris@georgiasheriffs. org>; Christie Luman < CLuman@georgiasheriffs.

org>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Resolution, Ordinance, Enforcement, etc.
Importance:

High

Sheriffs have no authority to enforce county ordinances unless they are granted authority to do by the
county commission.
Sheriffs also have no authority to enforce any city ordinance unless a city
government gives a sheriff the authority to. Neither county commissioners nor city governments can
make a sheriff enforce their ordinances.
Sheriffs can voluntarily enforce both county and city
ordinances, but only after being given the authority to do so by formal resolutions.
City ordinances have no applicability outside a city' s geographic limits and county ordinances have no
authority nor applicability inside the corporate limits of any municipality. City ordinances are tried in
city courts and the Magistrate Courts are the courts of original jurisdiction for violations of county
ordinances ( O. C. G. A.§ 15- 10- 2). In Putnam County, by virtue of a local act of the Georgia General
Assembly, the State Court has concurrent jurisdiction with the Magistrate Court to try county
ordinance

violations.

Any person can be authorized to enforce city or county ordinances and it is not necessary that the
ordinance enforcer be a certified peace officer unless they are arresting someone for violating an
ordinance.
All ordinances are tried upon citations and the citation must be personally served on the
violator by someone authorized by the government entity that promulgated the ordinance
O. C. G. A.§ 15- 10- 62).

You CANNOT ARREST a person for violating a county ordinance except for ordinances for
Disorderly Conduct, Public Drunkenness, and Loitering ( O. C. G. A.§ 15- 10- 62).

Soon after the Coronavirus/ COVID- 19 became a clear threat I asked my county commissioners to
pass a resolution declaring a " Local State of Emergency". They did so on March 17t". One of the
primary reasons for doing such was to better enable the county to receive federal funding for costs
expended during the crisis at some later date. Secondly, Putnam County' s code of ordinances
897

provided a codified prohibition against " price gouging" during a local state of emergency that
immediately went into effect by operation of law upon such a declaration ( see the attachment titled
Putnam County Resolution No. 1 ").

On March 23rd my county commissioners met again and amended our existing Disorderly Conduct
ordinance and defined Disorderly Conduct to include any person who violates any prohibition,
prescription, or procedure enacted by resolution during the time of a Local State of Emergency ( see
Putnam County Resolution No. 2"). The purpose of that was to enable us, if necessary, to arrest
people for violating the terms of the resolution. Without making a violation of the resolution an act of
Disorderly Conduct the only thing we could do to a person for not abiding by a resolution during a
declared emergency was to issue them a citation for the violation.

On March 24t" there was a joint meeting of Putnam County Board of Commissioners and Mayor and
City Council of Eatonton. At that meeting the county commissioners passed a resolution with specific
prohibitions related to the Coronavirus ( see attachment " Putnam County Resolution No. 3") and the
City of Eatonton declared a " Local State of Emergency" and amended their Disorderly Conduct
ordinance using language that mirrored the Putnam County resolution ( See Eatonton Declarations
Nos. 1, 2, & 3). The city further authorized me to enforce city ordinances during the time period of the
Local State of Emergency" ( See Eatonton Resolution No. 4). 1 have also temporarily deputized all
properly certified Eatonton City Police Officer for the time period of our Local State of Emergency
See attachment titled " Brevet Deputy Sheriff Oath").
The previously mentioned actions have served us well so far and I believe they have us on a sound
legal foundation for any action we may have to take during this crisis.
Governor Kemp has declared a statewide " State of Emergency" which was ratified by the General
Assembly in accordance with the provisions of O. C. G. A.§ 38- 3- 5. Governor Kemp has further issued
various executive orders prohibiting gatherings of people, and other activities to prevent the spread of
COVID- 19. His current executive order specifically says that the Georgia Dept. of Public Health,
assisted by the Georgia Dept. of Public Safety, is in charge of enforcing his orders. Further pursuant
to O. C. G. A.§ 38- 3- 5, Governor Kemp is in command of all civil authorities and has full legal power to
command the sheriffs of Georgia to enforce his orders, etc. during the time period of the " State of
Emergency". I do think it would be best from a legal standpoint that the governor actually direct
sheriffs to enforce his executive orders before a sheriff took any action on his/ her own to do
so.
Should the governor direct sheriffs to enforce his orders and people fail to comply with
instructions to cease and desist their actions or fail to disperse, etc., I think the only thing those
violating the orders can be charged with is the crime of " Reckless Conduct", O. C. G. A.§ 16- 5- 60( b).
Please call if I can be of any further assistance.
HRS

Sheriff Howard R. Sills

Putnam County, Georgia
Eatonton,

GA

31024- 3637

706) 485- 8557
706) 485- 4840 ( fax)
478) 288- 7965 ( cell)

M.
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raponte@childcarenetwork. com>

From:

Roe Aponte <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 47 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Fwd:

Attachments:

CoronavirusDiscountsCN13 (

Essential

Workers

Childcare

1). pdf

Greetings,

Thank you for your leadership as the nation faces this unprecedented COVID- 19 pandemic. Childcare Network
is here to help. We are remaining open to serve families, especially first -responders and medical staff in your
community, and would like your help in spreading the word.
We are here to help overcome any
pandemic, please encourage them
fully -equipped facilities and trained
providing safe and quality childcare

childcare challenges. Any business that employs staff essential to this
to reach out to any of our local childcare programs. We stand ready with
staff to support families that need care. We are here to work with you on
for those you serve.

We continue to keep a close watch and follow national and local guidance to make future operating decisions.
We are following strict health and safety protocols, which include an enhanced drop- off and pick- up routine, to
ensure that our schools remain safe havens for teachers and families.

Please reach out to me to discuss your needs and how we can support you and your community at this time.
Sincerely,

Roe A ponte
Sa. ho o (

Iflevem e nt Manager 1Ch ldcare ( Awork, &: S uub:°
6053 Veteir ins IPairlkway, I[ 3uullHiing 300 I Coluruinilmis, G : u:. 909
l e llelpll° oon

Yi 1, ° u.., 285

www. childcarenetwork.

se lll:°eti, choo s

2511.
com
1.
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From:

NICE Public Safety < PSlnfo@nice. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 32 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

APCO Webinar:

COVID- 19 Q& A with 9- 1- 1 Center

Leaders

Invitation to ARCO COVID- 19 9- 1- 1 Response Webinar

COVID- 19 Q& A with 9- 1- 1 Center Leaders
I.

Alsur° li l l,

AN'.) Is ui° ur„ m F°°IC°

Emergency communication centers are on the front line of the COVID- 19 pandemic and are
dealing with unprecedented challenges. There is no hard, fast playbook, and that makes
information sharing more important than ever.

We invite you to attend this brief interactive Q& A session with 9- 1- 1 center leaders from
the San Francisco Dept. of Emergency Services, the City of New Orleans Parish
Communication

District and the Miami -Dade Police Department. You' ll hear about their

journeys and what steps they' re taking to protect telecommunicators and help them deal
with added stress, how they' re coping with higher call volumes, what protocols and
screening questions they' re using, what has worked and what hasn' t, and what they' re
planning next.

This will be an interactive Q& A and information sharing session so please submit your
questions to".IL)-, S I u. R. 1 . ' . . ":.

i illy .

Participation in this webinar is worth one CDE ( Continuing Dispatch Education) credit.
I) aui°°4ll Ists

Tyrell Morris, Executive Director, City of New Orleans Parish Communications District
Deborah Wesolowski, Police Communications Coordinator, Miami Dade Police Department

Robert Smuts, Deputy Director, San Francisco Department of Emergency Management

901

Modeii°zted Il y
Chris Wooten, Executive Vice President, NICE Public Safety

Scheduling Conflict? Reg Meir anyway and we' ll send you a link to the webinar archive so you

can watch it at your own convenience. Co

-

hosted by For
questions, please

contact apcointl.

org/webinars 14
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From:

Jim Hendricks < jim. hendricks@albanymuseum. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 31 AM

Sent:
To:

Jim

Subject:

Albany Museum of Art Book Club Is Going Virtual on Tuesday, April 7
200401_ Online_ Book_ Club. pdf

Attachments:

Hendricks

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing

Public Relations

229. 878. 9041 ( cell)
iim. hendricksaalban

museum. com

ALBANY MUSEUM OF ART BOOK CLUB OFFERS ONLINE MEETING

Virtual Book Club Meeting Is Set for Tuesday, April 7 at 6 pm
For Release April 1, 2020 —

Albany, GA] — The COVID- 19 pandemic has brought to an end even small
gatherings, but members of the AMA Art Lovers Book Club have a new way to get together — a virtual club
meeting.

A live online club meeting has been scheduled for 6 pm on Tuesday, April 7. The club will discuss the novel 1,
Juan de Pareja by Elizabeth Borton de Trevino.
Depending on interest, we' ll have two sessions available," Albany Museum of Art Director of Education and
Public Programming Director Annie Vanoteghem said. " We want to keep each of the virtual meetings to six or
seven participants so everyone can have the chance to share their thoughts on this fascinating story."
In keeping with local shelter -in -place directives, the AMA has been closed to the public since March 18 and
has postponed or cancelled events at the museum.
We are delighted to offer this alternative book club gathering as we acknowledge the need for creative human
contact in this unusual period of social distancing," AMA Executive Director Andrew James Wulf, Ph. D., said.
Whether it be the discussion of a fascinating piece of art -infused literature or partaking in our online family
activities, the AMA continues to care for all of our Albany neighbors and our friends further afield. Let us be that
break you take each day to feed your soul with the arts."
903

To sign up for the book club meeting, email Vanoteghem at annie. vanoteghem@albanymuseum. com. She will
send you an invitation to a Google Hangouts meeting for the book club. Vanoteghem and Wulf each will
facilitate one of the meetings.

It' s easy. All you have to do is click on the link when it' s time for the club meeting to start," Vanoteghem said.
You can join using your laptop, desk computer, tablet or cellphone."
The dynamics will be different from a physical meeting, she noted. " Several of our club members have already
read the novel and were looking forward to this meeting," Vanoteghem said. " Under the circumstances, this is
the best way we can get together and talk about something we all enjoy —a great book."
Trevino won a Newberry Award for 1, Juan de Pareja, which is inspired by a real portrait that Diego Velazquez,
an important painter of the Spanish Golden Age and lead painter for King Phillip IV' s court, painted of his slave
Juan de Pareja.

Written in Pareja' s voice, the novel tells the story of the man born into slavery in Seville, Spain, in the 1600s.
He becomes a valued part of the Velazquez household, helping the artist in his studio. Forbidden by law to
engage in the art, Pareja paints secretly, but later becomes a notable painter in his own right.
Vanoteghem said the club, which concludes its first series with the April 7 meeting, will return to its schedule of
meeting every other month beginning in May. She said the meetings will be in person or online, depending on
the situation.

We are excited that the first season of art lovers book club was such a hit," she said. " We

really appreciate our
regular crowd for showing up with so much to share. Some friendships have been made among the group, and
we are hoping it will continue to grow next season! Season two will start in May!"
Information on the club can be found on the AMA' s website at albanymuseum. com/ ama- art- lovers- book-

club. html and on the AMA' s Facebook page, AlbanyMuseumOfArt.
CURRENT AMA EXHIBITIONS
Cut &

Paste: Works of Paper, works by 11 Georgia artists, is in the Haley Gallery.
Looking at America and Painting How I Want, What I Want and How I See It, works by Dean Mitchell,
is in the East Gallery.
Do Not Hand Me Over to the Impure Whiteness of Noon: A Hemings Elegy, works by Yanique
Norman, is in the West Gallery.
ABOUT THE ALBANY MUSEUM

OF ART

The Albany Museum of Art is located at 311 Meadowlark Drive in Albany, Georgia, adjacent to Albany State
University West Campus just off Gillionville Road. The museum is accredited by the American Alliance of
Museums. The Albany Museum of Art is currently closed to the public in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic.
For more information about the AMA please visit our website, www. albanymuseum. com or call 229. 439. 8400.
Be sure to follow the @AlbanyArtMuseum on Twitter, AlbanyMuseum on Instagram and AlbanyMuseumOfArt
on Facebook.

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing and Public Relations
Albany Museum of Art
311 Meadowlark

Drive
904

Albany, GA 31707
Office: 229. 439. 8400
Mobile: 229. 878. 9041
albanymuseum.

com

jim. hendricksC@albanymuseum.

com
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From:

Johnson,

Kenneth <

KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 02 AM
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: FOLLOWUP NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental
Funding Program Formula Grant Solicitation Released

Sent:
To:
Subject:

I got Lt Hill looking into this from a law Enforcement stand. I' ll keep you inform.
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam. Lightsey@usdoj. gov>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 46: 53 AM
To: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam. Lightsey@usdoj.

gov>

Subject: FOLLOWUP - NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program Formula Grant
Solicitation Released

All — If
link.

you have questions about the State Administering Agency (SAA),

here is a better

The one I provided was technology specific which may not be helpful ( or as up to

date).

Click on the state and it will give you multiple contacts.

If the information

on this site,

still isn' t accurate, let me know, and I' ll send a note to BJA.

Additionally, here are some BJA responses to a few questions that I' ve received today.
Can the local government submit expenses for EMS/ Fire as well as LE? Yes. This
program allows for expanded use outside of law enforcement, including other
disciplines.

How were the municipalities/ counties/ tribes selected to receive their own

BJA informed me that the program is modeled ( per the law) on FY19 Justice
Assistance Grant (see page 1 of the solicitation). If a municipality/ county/ tribe was not
allocation?

a JAG recipient in FY19, there will not be a separate allocation.

BJA recommends that

those entities reach out to the SAA to see about requesting funding through the state' s
allocation.

Law Enforcement
Public

Information

Coordinator
Officer

U. S. Attorney' s Office
Middle District of Georgia
P. O. Box 1702
906

Macon, GA 31202
478- 621- 2603 ( Work)
478- 731- 1824 ( Cell)

CONFIDENTIALITY

NOTICE: This communication may contain law enforcement sensitive privileged

attorney/ client communications or work product, and is not subject to disclosure. It is solely for the use of the
intended recipients.

Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited.

If you believe that you

have received this e- mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, and permanently delete the e- mail, any
attachments, and all copies from your computer

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Association County Commissioners of Georgia <
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 10: 00 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ACCG County Line, April 2020

Mobile phone users can view an optimized

version

newsletter@ news 1. naylorconnect. com>

here.

If you cannot see this email properly, you can view this email as a web page.
You are receiving

this email because

you are a member

of ACCG.

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter,

you can unsubscribe.

it

Vol.

14. No. 4

91County

ACCG COVID- ig Resource Page
officials are collectively working together to keep residents protected. RIn

efforts to assist in ke ping county officials informed, ACCG has established a
resource page for COVID- 19.Be sure to regularly monitor this page to receive
state and federal updates. A

Read

--

More...a

1JSDA

Extends ReConnect

Program

Application Deadline

to April i r,,,,,
The U.S.
the

Department of Agriculture (

USDA) has extended

the

application Rv: L:eadline

for ReConnect Pilot Program to April 15.This program provides grants and loans

to help fund the cost of construction, improvement or acquisition of facilities
and equipment needed to provide high-speed broadband ACCG connectivity to
areas.2019- 2020 ACCG

rural

2020 Census

Outreach:

Social Media The

2020 Census

officially launched today! Don' t let social distancig halt all f your census
outreach, use social media to keep constituents engaged and informed. Check out
these tips for promoting Census participation via social media. Read More...
Gov.

Kemp and

D(.,,
A Launch New Resources for Georgians to Access
High Speed
- Internet 908

Board of Read More...
Manaqers

Gov. Brian Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA)

D. ecently launched a new website to provide centralized information regarding
how to find public WiFi, reduced -cost internet services, and access to
devices.
Read More...

ACCG Workers' Compensation Fund Safety Grants
Employee Safety Grant Program cycle will begin on May 1, 2020.

L4JThe
Applications

Compensation

will be accepted
Fund

members

until August 31.
are encouraged

All eligible Workers
to take advantage

of the

opportunity to recieve funding for training, equipment and/ or services to reduce
workplace

injuries.

Read More...

GA Smart Communities Challenge Informational
e

roar

Interested in participating in the 2020 Georgia Smart Communites Challenge? Sign
up for an informative webinar taking place Monday, April 6, to learn everything your
county needs to know about the challenge. Register Today!
Read More...

We would appreciate your comments or suggestions. Your email will be kept private and confidential.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records lava. Most written commur?Jcatior?s to or from City artd Cour?ty
ey dale regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon? request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 59 AM
Michael McCoy
Plant Mitchell Project, Phoebe Update, Meals for First Responders, Voting in a Crisis,

Sent:
To:
Subject:

UPS/

FEMA,

Stimulus

Plan,

Rural

Hospitals,

Great

Farm

Takeout

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 1, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Power' s Beneficial Reuse Project at Plant
Mitchell Will Turned Stored Coal Ash into Portland
Cement
Georgia Power announced a new beneficial reuse project for coal ash
stored at Plant Mitchell, a retired coal- fired power station near Albany,
Georgia. The project at Plant Mitchell marks the first time that stored ash
from existing ash ponds at sites in Georgia will be excavated for
beneficial reuse as part of an ash pond closure project.
UPS Mobilizes Against Coronavirus In Collaboration
With Global Customers & U. S. Agencies
UPS announced an unprecedented increase in efforts in coordination

with the President' s Coronavirus Taskforce, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency ( FEMA),

and State health agencies.

910

UPS

Healthcare and UPS operations all over the world are working with many
companies and agencies across the public and private sectors.

What 2020 Stimulus Plan Can Do for Economy
The U. S. Congress has passed a $ 2 trillion emergency relief bill that will
expand unemployment insurance, provide $ 1, 200 stimulus checks in
emergency financial relief to most American adults and provide life
preservers to distressed businesses impacted by the COVID- 19
epidemic. The bill, touted as the largest economic stimulus package in
U. S. history, was passed by the U. S. Senate and U. S. House this week
and is signed by the president.

News
Phoebe

Reports

COVID

Numbers, Thanks National Guard

Albany Restaurant Extends Free
Meals to First Responders

Congressman Bishop Creates
Covid- 19 Resource
Second

Guide

Congressional

For

District

Sheriff Sproul: Voting in a Crisis

911

Georgia Economy Best Able to
Withstand Coronavirus Crisis in

US, According to Analysis
USG Working to Supply Critical
Medical

Supplies

in Fight Against

COVID- 19

Georgia Senators Ask

Administration To Help Rural
Hospitals During COVID- 19
Outbreak
Atlanta

Gas Light Unveils

Plans

to Hire 200 Workers Across
Georgia

Support

Local Farmers

with the

Great Farm Takeout

Gov. Kemp, Carden Deploy
Soldiers

to Fight COVID- 19 in

Long -Term Care Facilities
Goodbye

Mattresses,

Hello

Masks: Ga. Manufacturers Help
in Virus Response

The Conference

Board

Consumer Confidence Index

Declined Sharply in March
Largest

U. S. International

Broadcaster Moves Global

Newsrooms Remotely into
Journalists' Homes During
COVID- 19 Pandemic

912

Cars. com Tracks

Impact of

Recent Video

COVID- 19 on U. S. Auto Industry
11

Phoebe Reports Monday COVID19 Numbers
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

Kevin Shea on GEDA Events

Going Forward ( 1: 14)
D

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

Who Leave Your

Organization (

913

1: 33)

D

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

914

D

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

Recent Features
Timely New Research Provides Business Insights into Georgians'
Societal Mindset, Guides Decision -making About Corporate
Citizenship
Today goBeyondProfit released its second annual Corporate Generosity
Research Report which unveils the strong mindset present as Georgia
entered COVID- 19 upheaval and provides insights to guide business
leaders' decision -making.
DCA Launches New Resources for Georgians to Access High Speed Internet

Governor Brian P. Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community

915

Affairs ( DCA) launched
connect

a new website

to high- speed internet throughout

More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

to inform

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available

916

Georgians

the state.

about ways to

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=
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Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

917

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.
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The Broadcast Retirement Network' s # BRNAM for Wednesday, April 1, 2020

1 Special guest: Rivka Liss -Levinson, Ph. D.,

Director

of Research

at the Center for

State and Local Government Excellence I Here are our top stories: The public health
workforce and Individual Healthcare Marketplaces for Retiree Healthcare I For more
news and content each and every day subscribe and

visit www. broadcastretirementnetwork. com I The Morning Pulse. Retirement News
that Matters.

Independent.

Unbiased.

Information

for All.
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Jef reyH.

currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor or the - °¢
ark; a^. alpt,,,Re. trl..n;
;reDtN e;t;
wc.h. Consider d an " industry insider", thought -leader and an
independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in
both television and urint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets.
he Broadcast

Retirement Network (BRN)is the first lifestyle media platform focused n helping
Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and savings culturally
relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most importantly - No
agendas,

no sales

pitches, no product

pushes. Our morning

show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans an create
a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline
news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals.
Unlike financial
shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN AM
is a lifestyle show that

brings the stories and ideas of regular Americans to the

forefront. We engage

with

a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance, healthcare, social
security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding the future
of financial security in America. 921

The hyperlinks

above take you to internet

site( s) sponsored

and maintained

by independent

third

parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the
original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for

general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information,
representations

of such

we do not guarantee

Websites.

The information

the accuracy
available

of the information

through

these

or warranty

the

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored

by The Morning

Pulse, Inc. in the future.

The Morning

Pulse,

Inc. assumes

no

responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,
conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent

with the opinions

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.

Copyright @ 2020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desk

Elena

Grissom <

Elena@zencity. io>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 26 AM
Michael McCoy
COVID- 19 - Understanding residents' pain -points

Hi Michael,

I hope this email finds you well amidst everything that' s going on.
I wanted to share some of the work that we' re currently doing with our partner counties to help navigate the COVID- 19
crisis. As a quick recap, ZgDcity aggregates and analyzes online resident discourse to build a more comprehensive
picture of their communities' pain -points.
We' re currently working with over 120 cities across the country, such as Upson County and Savannah, in order to save
teams time in staying on top of resident feedback, and tracking the effectiveness of city messaging. The infographic below
highlights the main topics of concern across our cities over the past week. You can find the full data report here.

923

mop

zenclt,y

924

nn

I' d love to show you the ways in which we are currently walking alongside counties to better determine the needs of their
residents at this crucial time. We would be eager to support your work in Dougherty County as well. Please let me know if
you' re free for brief 15 minute intro - I know how valuable your time is!
Best wishes to you and your community,

191
Elena Grissom • Government Solutions Specialist

214 273- 1766 1 Zencity. io

We salute the local government teams that are on the coronavirus frontlines. We' ve been working closely with
our customers to support
their efforts m mana
m
the crisis. Learn more
pp
managing

sire,
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TAC Service

Desk

Mats Systems

Inc. <

info@mobi- mat. com>

From:

Deschamps

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 9: 00 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Continuity of Mobi- mat®

operations and deliveries

View this email in your browser

www. mobi- mat. com

Dear Valued Customers,
Dear Partners,
Dear Friends,

We are reaching out to inform you that we have experienced some disruptions due
to the COVID- 19 outbreak.

Deschamps Mats Systems is operating following the safety recommendations from
the government.

To

ensure

our

employees'

safety,

our New Jersey

office

is

temporally closed and all the team is working remotely.

We can recommend to contact DMS by email
c

Southeast: Scull Greg

im ( AL- DC- FL- GA -KY -

LA -MO - MS -NC -SC -TN -VA WV)
Northeast :

Brett Gray

Northeast:

Liam Torney

DE -MD -PA -NYC- NJ

0,1'

CT- MA- ME- NH- NY

c , 1'

RI - VT)
Western : Glen Bruce Ilbii°°iice westcoa tsalllc ii'
CO - HI -ID - KS - MT - ND - NE - NM —
NV-

no l,
li ui , na.( fii

c

ii

AK-

OK- OR- SD- TX- UT- WA - WY) 926

AR- AZ - CA -

For any other request, please email (

J rng,!

02„ ,

your request will

be redirected to the right person.

We are expecting to resume normal business on May 1st, 2020.
Of course, due to these unprecedented times, the situation may change at any
moment.

We hope you and your family stay safe.

Best regards,
The DMS Team

A-'_""_'__'_'__-'_'_"'_'

Stay connected

MIMIMIMI
Copyright 0 2020 Deschamps Mats Systems Inc,, All rights reserved.

You are receiving

Our mailing

this e- mail because you are a faithful) Mobi- Mat® &

Mobi- Chair® Newsletter reader

address is:

Deschamps Mats Systems Inc.
218 Little Falls Road, Unit 12
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009

Add us to

our address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can gRjate your preferences

or unsubscribe

from this list.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson
GOV>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 1, 2020 8: 31 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Governor' s of ice is deploying National Guard to Assisted
Living &
Nursing
Homes Morning

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

folks...
Found
this out late yesterday and confirmed it this morning... The
below weblink article outlines this newest initiative. httpsm//

wwwowsbtvoco

newsllocallatlanta/

governor- delo seoria- national- guard- assiste- liviETV _

FA

Z05

YVV

Governor'
I/

s

office is deploying National Guard to Assisted Living & Nursing Homes
to help ensure these
facilities get a significant cleansing top to bottom to prevent further coronavirus cases. If
you' ve had cases in these facilities, they will be calling those facilities and offering this service free
of charge, my understanding is these requests will be made directly to facility leadership. If
a facility ac epts/ requests the service, your EMA folks should be notified so they can enter
a resource request into the GEMA/ HS WebEOC system. This is a little dif erent than the normal

flow, but it will work and they should know where the National Guard would be deploying but
won' t necessarily know the date/ time. So be
on the lookout and have your public safety reach out to those facilities and alert them to advise you
if they' re going to accept this free cleansing... I say
this only because my Marine Corps roots see several hummers with camouflaged troops rolling into
heck
the county and parked in front of such a facility...certainty a
worthy service - but also
of a great photo op and panic starter too. Steven Rapson
Fayette County

County Manager,
C.
P.
A. srapon@fayet countyga. gov
770.
305.

5100 932

Fayette Couinty offices
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

United Way of Southwest Georgia < info@unitedwayswga. org >
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7: 50 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

United Way of Southwest Georgia' s COVID- 19 Response

0
United Way of Southwest Georgia

is Here For Our Community In Times of Need!

A message from our CEO, Shaunae Motley
Dear Friends of United Way of Southwest Georgia,
As COVID- 19 ( Coronavirus) continues to spread across our region, please know

that United Way of Southwest Georgia is here for our communities in times of
need. Our number one concern is the safety of our team, our local United Way
partner agencies, families, and the communities we serve.
Our board has taken protective measures to make sure our deeply mission - driven
team continues to serve those who now need us more than ever. The United Way
building is closed however team members are working virtually during normal
business hours and beyond.

As citizens of Southwest Georgia, we have proven to be some of the strongest
people during times of crisis and will come through this even stronger. Official and
up- to- date information can always be found on our website and social media
platforms. Please reach out to us if you need anything, even if it's just a listening
ear.

Best wishes for good health and safety,

934

Shaunae Motley, CEO

United Way of Southwest Georgia

United Way has taken significant steps to address community needs during
this time of unprecedented

global crisis. We have remained on the front lines,

delivering high -demand resources to those need and providing individuals with
personalized help during this crisis.
United Way is uniquely positioned to effectively know the needs of our
community. Not only are we partnering with community partners through our
community impact fund, but we also want to help other nonprofits in the

community that meet a variety of needs.
We also want to provide you with the most up-to- date resources and programs
from our partner agencies, school system and more. Our website will be
updated routinely with the most up- to- date information.
www .

fir .

0
COVID- 19 Community Relief Fund
A COVID- 19 Response &

Recovery Fund has been established for our
communities. Over the next couple of weeks, we will carefully consider the needs
of our community and support local nonprofits that are responding to individuals
facing loss of income due to business closures. Learn more and make a donation
today: www. unitedwayswga. org/give.

0
Urgent Need: Neighbors Helping Neighbors Program
Neighbors Helping Neighbors is a mutual aid program that brings together
partners and volunteers in an effort to provide solutions and support to those in
need. Screened volunteers will be matched with a medically fragile and/ or
homebound individual to deliver essential groceries and/ or products to their
doorstep. More info at: www. unitedwayswga. org/ neighbors- mutual- aidprogram.

0

2- 1- 1: Get Help. Get Connected

935

We are updating our 211 database daily with new resources and programs in
response to COVID- 19. Individuals

and families impacted and in need of support

can call 211 or 229- 888- 6126 to get quickly connected to local agencies that
provide: food, housing, and utility assistance; heath and medical needs, and aging
services and many more. Our 2- 1- 1 team is on the front line and continues to
answer calls daily. For non -emergency calls only. More info at:
https:// www. unitedwayswga. org/ support- 2- 1- 1

0

Aow Can You Support COVID- 19 Relief
Response?
MAKE A DONATION
100%

of the funds raised will be used to help local nonprofits meet the needs of the
vulnerable populations including those needing food, families facing loss of income due to
business closures, health issues and those experiencing housing crisis.

Text: FIGHT COVID to 313131
Mail a check to:

United Way of Southwest Georgia

PO Box 70429, Albany, Georgia 31708

Being neighborly is something that kind of comes natural in Southwest Georgia.
It' s just in our blood. And now, more than ever, it' s time to band together and
support your community ( while social distancing)! Thanks to Fast Copy & Blueprint
for this partnership!
ALL T- SHIRT PROCEEDS

WILL GO TO UNITED

COVID- 19 COMMUNITY

936

WAY OF SOUTHWEST
RELIEF

FUND

GEORGIA' S

If you have any questions or new programming updates, please email Cindy
Wisham at cindy.wisham@unitedwayswga. org.

Unsubscribe

rnrnccovCcbdouahertv.

oa. us

Sent by info@unitedwayswga. org in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy
Closed libraries find new ways to provide services; Judges take up coronavirus abortion
bans; Utah charts its economic rebound; Trump administration issues final auto

Sent:
To:
Subject:

emissions rollback

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Judges Take Up Abortion Bans Put in Place During
Coronavirus Pandemic
I

J3(1'III

I J

Federal judges on Monday blocked Texas, Ohio, and Alabama from

forcing abortion clinics to close. A day later, a federal appeals court panel temporarily reinstated
the Texas limits.

A State Tries to Chart its Economic Rebound From a Pandemic
I JII I I I V JC:A I

Utah has drafted a plan meant to serve as a road map for both public health and

economic policies during the coronavirus crisis.
Brought to you by Homeserve
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With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners

938

do not know they are responsible for their

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

ages.

Trump Administration
I' 400 I: 311. I:

J I " N IIJII III :
1. 5%

I

Issues Final Auto Emissions Rollback

The new standards will require automakers to reduce vehicle emissions by

each year, as opposed to 5% reductions required under an Obama- era rule.

What Will Happen When Red States Need Help?
III:

I

I I:

I " N I 1 IOIL..AS I

A I IL. JJ14 If IIC I

President Trump' s targets have been Democratic

leaders. But the outbreak isn' t going to stay confined to Democratic states.

How Food Stamps Can Help People During Hard Economic
Times Like These
I SAG'

If JJJJII::

E J: JII"N JJII I JJ If 11014 I

COMMENTARY I The SNAP food aid program

helps low- income families put food on the table and injects money straight into struggling local
economies. It will be critical throughout the crisis the coronavirus is stoking.

He Was Ordered to Self -Isolate. He Didn' t. Now He' s Facing
Criminal Charges.
aJ011: J11 S ( 3011 I I : I " N
station

III JJII V., JII I . I CA

store in southeastern

I

Illinois.

A man with coronavirus symptoms walked into a busy gas
Prosecutors

there charged

him with reckless conduct,

saying the man " showed a willful and wanton disregard for the safety of others."

States, Hospitals Grapple With Medical Rationing
1C.r IIJJII : I

JJII IL. . JJV

I S I A 1 III 11ITE

I States say they don't understand the criteria the federal

government has been using in allocating limited medical resources from the U. S. stockpile.
Brought to you by Homeserve
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With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners do not know they are responsible for their
service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure
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was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.
it. Note: It may take our system

one or two more newsletters.

Government

up to two business

Thank you for reading

Executive

ga. us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because
days to process your unsubscribe

Route

you have opted

request and during that time you may

Fifty Today.

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Wednesday, April 1, 2020 3: 20 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Tuesday March 31, 2020
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Hello All,

I was wondering if any of you within your respective states and localities has begun the process of trying to
apply for assistance from Congresses' recent CARES Act to address the COVID- 19 Pandemic?
In particular, I am interested in hearing back from community leaders whom also have a hospital within their
jurisdiction. Our City is in rural MN and we have a small hospital. Our state health agency together with our
Governor Mandated that all elective surgeries be suspended. Elective surgeries being a significant revenue
driver for our hospital, important operational losses are expected in terms of days of cash on hand. Our

hospital being in a vulnerable financial position might have its days of cash on hand metric reduced to zero
or negative numbers.

My hospital CEO will likely look into reducing unnecessary purchasing and reducing staff levels, but support
is still needed.

Any of you in a similar situation and have some recommendations?

Willie Morales, M. P. P

Appleton City Administrator
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Friends Animal Society' s COVID- 19 network animal shelter and rescue resource site's COVID-

19 section has added additional resources for your city' s shelters. Webinar &
online

learning The
Town Hall on 3/26 had 606 individual registrants and just under 400 registrants attend the live event and
over 130 views since posting the recorded version. We

will host these every Thursday at 6pm EST. This week' s topic is COVID- 19:Pets &

Transport

You

register below. Please let your shelters know about this resource. register.
gotowebinar. com/register/ 5937904155622693902 Ledy

VanKavage, Esq. Sr.
Legislative Attorney Best
Friends Animal Society 618550- 9469 CELL

bestfriends.

org facebook.
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National

Animal

Care &

Control

Association

40960 California

Oaks

Rd. # 242 Murrieta,

CA 92562 ( 913)

768- 1319 naca@nacanet. org www. nacanet. org NACA Statement on Bite ( quarantine Requirements

Curing The COVID- 19 Pandemic

Ledy VanKavage, Esq.
Sr. Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
618- 550- 9469 CELL

bestfriends. org

facebook. com/ bestfriendsanimalsociety

I twitter. com/ bestfriends
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work on something not COVID. Here are two agreements with our museum. One relates to their operations of
the Old Joliet Prison, while the other relates to the museum property itself. Hopefully I these wil be
useful for your purposes Steven Jones

Interim City

Manager City of
Joliet Joliet IL
sjones@joliet. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 30- 2020 05: 11 PM
From:

Paul

Rosen

Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

I know this is mundane in the face of Covid- 19, but regular business continues as well.

We have an historic train depot here in town. Right now it' s just a shell of a building and not open to the
public.

There is a non- profit group that wants to raise money to help restore it and then run it as a museum for us.
I' ve never worked on a contractual relationship like this and it brings up so many questions ( i. e., how are
donations accounted for, who' s responsible for what, etc.)?

Does anyone have any partnerships like this that they' d be willing to pass along so we can get some ideas
on how to structure ours? Thanks

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange

FL
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Hi Paul,

When I was City Administrator, the City of Mattoon, Illinois renovated a historic Illinois Central Train Depot.
Funding of the $ 2. 5 million project was provided by a federal grant from the 2005 Transportation Bill and
local fundraising. Now it' s an Amtrak Station and Railroad Museum operated by the Coles County Historical
Society. Check out websites of the City and the Historical Society for more information.
Contact City Administrator Kyle Gill at ( 217) 259- 5039 for the details.
Richard Underkofler
Retired Town Manager
ICMA Life Member
9205 Idlewild Drive
Highland, IN 46322
945

Cell: ( 312) 550- 4478
Mail: runderkofler76@comcast. net

Richard Underkofler
Highland IN
runderkofler76@comcast.

net
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 30- 2020 05: 11 PM
From: Paul Rosen
Subject: Contractual

Relationships

with Museums

I know this is mundane in the face of Covid- 19, but regular business continues as well.

We have an historic train depot here in town. Right now it' s just a shell of a building and not open to the
public.

There is a non- profit group that wants to raise money to help restore it and then run it as a museum for us.
I' ve never worked on a contractual

relationship like this and it brings up so many questions ( i. e., how are

donations accounted for, who' s responsible for what, etc.)?

Does anyone have any partnerships like this that they' d be willing to pass along so we can get some ideas
on how to structure ours? Thanks

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
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We had a similar type thing in Paris, Texas recently with an historic theater owned by the city. We entered
into a long term management agreement with a new nonprofit which is charged with restoration followed by
maintenance, management, and operation. I no longer work in Paris, but the city engineer, Carla Easton,
who also serves on the nonprofit board, could provide you a copy of the agreement and answer questions
you might have.
946

John Godwin MPA

MIT History
Rowlett TX

johngodwin540@gmail. com
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Message:

Sent: 03- 30- 2020 05: 11 PM
From:

Paul

Rosen

Subject: Contractual Relationships with Museums
I know this is mundane in the face of Covid- 19, but regular business continues as well.

We have an historic train depot here in town. Right now it' s just a shell of a building and not open to the
public.

There is a non- profit group that wants to raise money to help restore it and then run it as a museum for us.

I' ve never worked on a contractual relationship like this and it brings up so many questions ( i. e., how are
donations accounted for, who' s responsible for what, etc.)?

Does anyone have any partnerships

like this that they' d be willing to pass along so we can get some ideas

on how to structure ours? Thanks

Paul

Rosen

Assistant City Manager
City of Port Orange
Port Orange FL
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Beautiful!

Dr. Maria Church
Chief Executive Officer
947
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Government Leadership Solutions
Scottsdale AZ
Maria. Church@GovernmentLeadershipSolutions.

com
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 30- 2020 12: 37 PM

From: Eric Hardy
Subject: Small Business Question

Local governments, including the County of Buncombe and the City of Asheville, are teaming up with
Business Leaders from the Asheville -Area Chamber of Commerce, Mountain BizWorks, and the Land of

Sky Regional Council to launch the Orie I[ 33uirucoin, ulb
center. The mission of the One Buncombe

IC urid, a centralized COVID- 19 donation and relief

Fund is to support the basic needs of individuals who have lost

employment due to COVID- 19 and to provide bridge funding to our small businesses during the COVID- 19
crisis.

The One Buncombe Fund provides a secure and immediate way to donate to the response effort.
Small businesses in Buncombe County NC impacted by COVID- 19 will be eligible for low interest loans up
10, 000 with no payments due for up to 6 months. Loans will be designed to provide low-cost " bridge

to $

funding" to help businesses stay open and limit job losses until businesses can qualify for longer term

disaster funding from SBA or others. At this time, small businesses are defined as businesses with less
than 50 employees. Loan underwriting and administration will be provided by Mountain BizWorks, a nonprofit Community Development Financial Institution.
Eligible uses include payroll, accounts payable, fixed debts, or other bills the business is unable to pay due
to COVID impact.

In addition to Buncombe County and Mountain Bizworks, other funding partners to date include Asheville
Area Chamber of Commerce, City of Asheville, Land of Sky Regional Council, Town of Montreat, Explore
Asheville, Biltmore Lake Charitable

Fund, and Ramble Charitable Fund.

Eric Hardy
Director of Performance Management

County of Buncombe
Asheville NC
rr.Jrpg.g11:r l . f.gg jJrll1y,:, ,[g,
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The Borough of State College has partnered with the Downtown State College Improvement District and
the local Chamber of Commerce to be a resource for all small businesses.

These local organizations

are

well equipped to assist all their members ( small businesses) get the resources they need to be resilient
during this unprecedented event.
Outside of those partnerships, our health officer regularly sends emails and resources to all local food
establishments to help them keep operating while also limiting the local impact. This has been well received
and limited confusion about what they're allowed and not allowed to do under the governor's orders.

Douglas Shontz MPA
Assistant to the Manager
State College PA
dshontz@statecollegepa. us

Original Message:
Sent: 03- 30- 2020 09: 41 AM
From:

Ellen

Foreman

Subject: Small Business

Question

A number of members have asked: " Aside from the Fed's, and the State, which we get no support from,
what are you all doing locally if anything to help your business community?"

Please share your examples and we' ll do our best to make sure these are shared via the ICMA Blog.
Thanks much,
Ellen

Ellen

Foreman

MBA

Director of Marketing
ICMA

State College PA
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We purchased a Zoom subscription last week and have been testing it quite a bit and used it for several
different meeting types over the last week. We tested with a Special Council meeting this evening. A
couple Council members struggled to get on the call. The hard part is convincing people it is not
unachievable technology.
In fact, if you phone into the meeting rather than using your computer, it is
essentially the same thing as the party lines of the past. If people in the 1930' s could handle party lines, I
think we can handle them today. We tried to use the Facebook Live broadcast feature yesterday and
couldn' t get it to work. I did a little research and learned I needed to add a setting in Zoom to pull it off. The
hesitancy of using it is adding the setting seems to mean that anyone on the call can then Iivestream the
meeting or any part of it. Hence it would be possible for someone to take business out of context. While
this is okay, I am concerned that Council members may not like it.

Greg Sund
Interim City Administrator
City of Walsenburg
Walsenburg, CO
Greg. sund@gmail. com
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Message:

Sent: 03- 24- 2020 07: 40 AM
From: Edward Lavallee
Subject: On- line Council Meetings

Florida has strict laws related to public meetings. City Council meetings require that a quorum be
physically present to conduct a meeting. Florida Sunshine Laws require transparency and public access to
Council meetings. The current restrictions on group gatherings due to the coronavirus threat creates
challenge for Councils to meet in compliance with these laws. Recently, Governor DeSantis issued an
Executive Order temporarily lifting certain public meeting requirements. As a result, the Venice City Council
is planning to hold its next Council meeting via remote electronic communication. Our IT staff is working to
refine the communication links to enable participants to connect remotely. Appreciating that the restrictions
imposed by the electronic connections will somewhat limit the interaction among council members, staff,
and citizens, during this time of restricted social gathering the council agendas will be limited to essential
business issues and time sensitive subjects.

Edward Lavallee MPA

City Manager
City of Venice
North Venice FL
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Our staff barely uses email now, and I' d been slowly deploying Office 365, but with this coronavirus I' ve
been taking it as an opportunity to move a little faster. Cartegraph offered a free, scaled down version of
their work management application to use for expense reimbursement tracking, so I jumped at that just
yesterday and am going to see if my people can adapt to it. We got most of our office staff using gotomypc
to remote login from their homes, and our phone system has an app that allows them to use their

smartphone just like the phone at their desk. We haven' t tried doing any remote council meetings yet, but I
expect we' ll be needing to figure that out here in the next couple weeks.

Tyler Thompson CPFO, MPA
Village Administrator
Village of Georgetown
Georgetown

OH

tyler. thompson@georgetownohio. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 22- 2020 12: 39 PM
From: Ann Marie Townshend
Subject: Small Town Changes

As the manager of a small town of 3, 000 year- round residents, we have been limited in how we utilize
technology. We have no IT or communications staff. This last week has caused us the rethink how we do
things and take a leap of faith in ourselves to deploy technology. We use iCompass for meeting and
agenda management. We had recently started streaming meeting audio. Now we are expanding to video
streaming. We are expanding our use of Zoom. We purchased

laptops that will be deployed this week so

our staff can work remotely. And after much hesitation and support of friends and colleagues in ELGL, we
have launched a Facebook page. This is new territory for us, but we are committed to continuing to function

during this crisis. I would love to hear how other small towns have had to quickly go into the unknown.

Ann Marie Townshend AICP

City Manager
City of Lewes
Lewes DE
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Here' s what Adams County CO is doing:
Good afternoon Adams County Team,

Thank you for all the hard work you' ve been doing during this difficult and uncertain time. More than ever,
your expertise and customer service skills are vital to providing essential functions to our residents who
need our services. The Leadership Team appreciates your dedication, and we have been working with
People & Culture to create a pay structure for March and April that includes COVID- 19 pay when
applicable. The following outlines the structure we will be using while our buildings through April.

Employees working from home beginning March 23, 2020
Exempt — Exempt employees

working from home will receive their full regular pay. Exempt

employees must be available during their regular schedule, or an alternative schedule approved by
their supervisor, and have at least one official communication

with their supervisors per week.

Please log all COVID- response- related hours on your calendar or on a spreadsheet.

Non- exempt — Non- exempt

employees working from home will receive their full pay, whether they
work the full 40 hours or not. We will discontinue building closure pay (overtime for all hours
worked), given during the initial building closure. Non- exempt employees must be available during
their regular schedule, or an alternative schedule approved by their supervisor, and must have
communication with their supervisors at least one time per week. They will receive overtime pay for
any hours worked over 40 in a work week as usual.

Employees working on -site and/ or directly with the public beginning March 23, 2020
In addition to the pay plan outlined above, employees required to work on -site and/or personally interact
with the public or outside agencies for a significant portion of their work week will receive a stipend in their
paycheck.

Any March stipends earned will be provided on the April paycheck because of the current timing of payroll.
Directors will provide the information to payroll. Directors will work with supervisors and managers to
determine the positions that fit the stipend criteria. Directors are encouraged to rotate employee schedules

when possible to minimize the number of weeks any one employee is working in an exposed environment.

Employees who are not working from home or on -site beginning March 23, 2020

952

Employees who are not working from home or on -site because the nature of their job does not allow
them to or there is no work to do, will be paid their full base salary as long as they are available
during their regular schedule and have communication with their supervisors at least one time per
week.

Please note, at some point in the future we may identify this group as a pool of employees who are
available to be reassigned to another department to work that is needed and not staffed adequately.
Employees who are not working due to COVID- related challenges including dependent care,
quarantine requirements, or due to COVID- like symptoms must contact Rosetta Gallardo
ra a; I IIa.irk) p@.a;W.g.2my,,g[g) to discuss leave options including FMLA and Emergency Paid Sick Leave.

Employees with scheduled time off during building closure
Employees who will be taking time off during the building closure must use their applicable paid
leave accruals ( vacation or sick).
Accruals can be entered into their JDE timecard as usual.

Employees on FMLA or a leave of absence during building closure
Employees on FMLA/ leave of absence during the building closure will have their accruals used in
accordance with Adams County policy and the provisions of the New Federal Emergency Paid FMLA and
Sick Leave mandates. Please contact Rosetta Gallardo ( irga; IIWWWIIairjca;;; j cgcrJ with questions.

Thank you for your dedication and commitment to our residents.

We are Adams!

Raymond H. Gonzales

County Manager
ADAMS COUNTY, COLORADO

4430 S. Adams County Parkway

953

Brighton, CO 80601

Office: 720. 523. 68291 Mobile: 720. 556. 4086
j.c.og.g.7.:.g[ g

Our buildings remain closed to the public through 4119120 as most employees work from home. Find
gjd ?dgtE","s here.
corninunL

Karen Daly
Mountain Plains Regional Director
ICMA
Georgetown

TX

kdaly@icma. org
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Message:

Sent: 03- 20- 2020 11: 46 AM
From:

Edward Shikada

Subject: Benefits for Essential Workers

Anyone providing special benefits for essential workers, such as pay or other? We' re considering options,
at this time only indirect - providing hotel rooms ( option for those not wanting to go home on workdays) and
possibly per diem.

Edward Shikada ICMA- CM, PE

City Manager
City of Palo Alto
Palo Alto CA

You are subscribed to " ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty.
to I

To unsubscribe from this community discussion

954

ga. us. To change your subscriptions,

go to I. fir°ur:rubsciriibe.

go

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 19 PM
McCoy, Michael; Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net); vees70
@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305
@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Howell, Wendy
Re: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County;
Rules &
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Congrats Commissioner Johnson on your words of wisdom.
Commissioner

Jones

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

3/ 31/ 20 6: 25 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Chris S. Cohilas" <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

com>, "

Lamar Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net)"

net>, vees70@yahoo. com, clintjohn1978@hotmail.

com, "

Gray, Russell"

RGray@dougherty. ga. us>, " Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)" < ggaines305@aol. com>,
Jones, Anthony" < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: " Addison,

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

WHowell@dougherty.

ga. us>, Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>, " Howell, Wendy"

ga. us>

Subject: FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules &
Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

Requirements

He' s featured in today' s ACCG COVID- 19 update. See his " Words of
Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19" piece by clicking " click here" in the first paragraph of the email
Commissioners -

Kudos

to Commissioner

Johnson!

message below. Thanks.

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG.org>
Sent:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 6:
03 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County;Rules &Requirements
This
EMS Hospital Diversion &More
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Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID-19 Clinton Johnson
is in the middle of a war zone — the zone
being Dougherty County and the war being against the unseen, but deadly
enemy, COVID- 19. Like a

seasoned veteran, Johnson, who serves on the Dougherty County Commission and the ACCG

Board of Managers as an At -Large member, has learned
pain

and heartache [ that] is unreal." For more

lessons from the conflict. "It is

a silent kil er," said Johnson, "

on Johnson' s perspective, click here.956

bringing

State Rules and Federal Requirements Regarding EMS and Hospital Diversions
As local and regional hospitals take in more COVID- 19 patients, estimates are that demand will exceed capacity, leading
hospitals to go on diversion. This situation means that hospitals which otherwise accept patients with emergency
medical conditions, via EMS transport, will divert EMS to other hospitals because they do not have the medical capacity
to provide care. EMS providers are likely to contact county leadership when this situation occurs. Learn more about
the state rules and federal requirements

related to hospital diversions here.

Governor Kemp, University System of Georgia Announce COVID- 19 Testing Ramp -Up
Governor Brian P. Kemp has announced a laboratory surge capacity plan to quickly increase the availability of
polymerase chain reaction ( PCR) testing for COVID- 19 in Georgia. This initiative leverages the collective laboratory
resources under the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public Health Laboratory, and Emory University. The ramp -up
of laboratory testing surge capacity begins today. Upon implementation, labs will process over 3, 000 samples per day.
Other Resources:

FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four -Pronged Approach to Securing Needed Supplies and
Equipment

in COVID- 19 Fight ( March 31, 2020)

COVID- 19 Resource Guide — Information

Provided

by U. S. Senator

David Perdue' s Office

Beth Brown

AI

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
c`

G- diOffice: (

pft.

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@accg.

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 45 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

3. 31. 2020

Good evening Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

After last week' s passage of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act, members of
Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. For a more thorough update on the
legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already
receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email sfullerSic agroup, com.
The HHS Assistant Secretary for Health and U. S. Surgeon General issued an oKaen letter to the health care
community stressing the need to aggressively implement the following four measures:
o
Rigorous adherence to all social distancing measures, including limitations on gatherings and travel. This
is the best way to reduce infections and thus demand for ventilators.
o
Optimize the use of mechanical ventilators, which includes canceling elective surgeries as well as
transitioning other medical equipment for mechanical support for respiratory failure.
o

Judicious, data -driven requests and usage of the SNS of ventilators and equipment. To be able to

allocate ventilators where they are most needed, all states must be data -driven in their requests based
on the actual capacity for mechanical ventilation, including anesthesia machine conversions.
Increasing the capacity of the SNS through federal procurement. The SNS will receive at least an
additional 20, 000 mechanical ventilators by mid -May 2020.
The FDA created the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program ( CTAP), as the federal government' s primary
organization to develop and test COVID- 19 treatments. CTAP will have a major focus on public private
partnerships. CTAP is currently exploring antiviral drugs like remdesivir that might treat the specific virus, as well
as host targets, such as interleukin- 6 ( IL- 6) receptor inhibitors that may be helpful in reducing lung inflammation
and improving lung function in COVID- 19 patients. Work is also ongoing to evaluate whether existing therapies
such as chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine ( with or without other medications) help treat patients with
o

COVID-

19.

CDC Director Dr. Robert Redfield said today that as many as one -quarter of individuals infected with COVID- 19
may never show symptoms, one of many reasons the virus has spread so widely.
CMS is publishing daji y news alerts. that summarize recent CMS actions in response to COVID- 19.
Rep. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY) is still the most recent member of Congress to receive a presumptive positive test
result for COVID- 19. She joins Reps. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben
McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY). Twenty-eight other members are in self -quarantine and six
members have completed a self -quarantine.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases:

6,

d":. IIlose cointact": 2,

919 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before
reporting. o
The
CDC is reporting 2,
860 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID- 19.California
Gov.Gavin Newsom said that 170 ventilators that were shipped to California by the federal government
needed repairs over the weekend. 958

California

Gov. Gavin Newsom unveiled a new website enlisting retired physicians,

student doctors and nurses at

the end of their training to contribute to the " human capital surge" of medical professionals. The website also
calls for dentists, paramedics, behavioral health professionals, respiratory therapists and other medical
professionals.

Testing continues to be a prominent state issue. State and local governments still do not have access to the tests
they need, and data collection has been particularly challenging. Domo' s trackiDE site has a map of state testing,
which might be useful to those working on state - level issues.

According to the American Health Care Association ( AHCA) states should direct nursing homes to create
segregated units for COVID- 19 patients as the facilities take on more overflow patients from nearby hospitals
overwhelmed by the pandemic.
o
The AHCA also recommended moving nursing home residents to other facilities to establish dedicated
COVID- 19 treatment centers that can take hospital discharges. The CDC has reported that at least 147

nursing homes in 27 states have at least one COVID- 19 infection.

The pandemic has shed light on socioeconomic health disparities across the U. S., but the New York City subway
system ( MTA) has become a prime example. While ridership of the MTA has decreased significantly, system data
shows that the steepest declines have been in Manhattan, where the median household income is the highest in

the city. Meanwhile, some stations in Bronx neighborhoods with high poverty rates have largely retained their
ridership. Many residents have said they cannot afford to stop riding MTA trains because they have no other
means of transportation and still must go to work.
Maryland, Virginia, and D. C. are now all under stay at home orders by their respective governors. Virginia Gov.

Ralph Northam signed his state' s into place until June 10th, the latest one so far.
o

Approximately three -fourths of Americans are either currently under stay at home orders or will be
soon.

o

This resource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to

o

This series of maps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tracker, created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel

the COVID-

19 response.

restrictions.

Military/ Defense

Acting Defense Department inspector general Glenn Fine will oversee spending of the $ 2 trillion coronavirus
relief package. Fine will chair the Pandemic Response Accountability Committee, which is composed of other
inspectors general from throughout the federal government.
A 450- person Navy medical unit has been put on " prepare to deploy" orders to ship out to Texas and New
Orleans over the next several days to aid in COVID- 19 relief efforts.

Rep. Max Rose ( D- NY), a captain in the Army National Guard, was activated this week for relief efforts in New
York City and will serve as an operations officer over the next few weeks. His office says it will continue to
conduct normal constituent services in his absence.

The Air Force is relaxing hair length

roomine standards for airmen to prevent the spread of COVID- 19. Shaving

and other standards related to dress and appearance remain in place.
The annual six- month rotation of Marines to Australia has been delayed as COVID- 19 continues to spread,

according to the U. S. Marine Corps Forces Pacific. Nearly 2, 500 Marines were slated to participate in this year' s
iteration of training in Australia.
The Pentagon recently ordered a 60- day stop -movement order that will impact exercises, deployments, and
permanent change -of -station moves. In all, nearly 90, 000 troops will be impacted by the order.
International

Affairs

The WHO has updated operational planning guidelines in balancing the demands of responding directly to
COVID- 19 while maintaining essential health service delivery, and mitigating the risk of system collapse.
Countries should identify essential services that will be prioritized in their efforts to maintain continuity of
959

service delivery and make strategic shifts to ensure that increasingly limited resources provide maximum benefit
for the population.
o

Examples of essential health services include routine vaccination,

reproductive

health services ( care

during pregnancy and childbirth), management of mental conditions, and managing auxiliary services
basic diagnostic imaging, laboratory services, blood bank services).
One of Russia' s lead doctors for COVID- 19 coordination has tested positive less than a week after meeting ( and
shaking hands) with President Vladimir Putin. A Kremlin spokesman

has said that Mr. Putin has been tested

regularly and remains healthy. Russia' s cases have increased fivefold in the last week.
Crew members on the Zaandam,

a Holland America Line cruise ship that' s carrying two people infected with the

deadly coronavirus and still in search of a port, say they aren' t being tested for the pathogen or adequately
quarantined if they get sick.
o
The shortage of staff on the Zaandam means that workers are not being quarantined for the
recommended 14- day period. The ship, which was supposed to dock in Florida, is carrying over 2, 500
guests and crew members.
Countries in Asia are again tightening their borders as they fear a second wave of new infections coming in from
elsewhere. Following a recent uptick in cases tied to international travelers, China, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Taiwan all barred foreigners from entering in any capacity. Japan has barred visitors from most of Europe, and is

considering denying entry to travelers from countries including the U. S. South Korea imposed stricter controls,
requiring incoming foreigners to quarantine in government facilities for 14 days upon arrival.
Experts continue to scrutinize the accuracy of death and case rate reporting out of China, North Korea, and

Indonesia. As mentioned yesterday, China was not originally including asymptomatic patients in its statistics,
despite that being the WHO' s recommendation for reporting.
On a more positive note, in Afghanistan, landlords have waived rent, tailors have handed out thousands of
homemade face masks, and youth groups and athletes have delivered food to hospitals and families in
destitution.
Global Cases:

750, 890

Total Deaths:

36, 405

Lifestyle and Economy
The COVID- 19 pandemic

led U. S. stocks to their worst quarter since 2008, with the S& P 500 crawling to the

quarter' s finish line down 20 percent ( down 1. 6 percent today alone). The Dow lost 23 percent this quarter, its
lowest since 1987.

Abbott Laboratories shares surged in U. S. trading after the company unveiled a coronavirus test that can tell if
someone is infected in as quickly as five minutes, and is so small and portable it can be used in almost any
health- care setting. The stock gained as much as 13 percent in New York, the biggest intraday gain since 2002.
The shares were up 9. 9 percent to $ 81. 94 this morning in New York.
After HHS announced partnerships with Johnson & Johnson and Moderna as they develop COVID- 19 vaccines,
NPR published this piece outlining how BARDA will support the companies in their work.
A recent case stud r found that only half of patients had a fever at the time of hospital admission, which suggests
that fever may not be a useful criterion to determine the severity of COVID- 19 and that diagnostic algorithms
which require fever for COVID- 19 testing may delay diagnosis. The majority of patients had chronic illnesses
before their admission to the ICU. Although the case fatality rate was higher in persons 65 years of age or older,
it was still substantial ( 37 percent) in persons younger than 65 years of age.
o
Regarding antiviral interventions, 7 patients received compassionate -use remdesivir, but there was
insufficient information to report associated outcomes.

The American Academy of Otolaryngology -Head and Neck Surgery proposed adding anosmia and dysgeusia to
the list of screening tools for possible COVID- 19 infection. Anecdotal

evidence from around the world has shown

that anosmia ( lack of sense of smell) and dysgeusia ( lack of taste) are significant symptoms associated with
COVID- 19.

Following a vote from the NCAA' s Division I Council, schools can now allow athletes in spring sports to extend
their eligibility for another season. Teams can have more athletes on scholarship to account for incoming
recruits and players with extended eligibility.
960

o

Basketball, hockey, and rifle athletes who saw their championship competitions cancelled are not
eligible for the new rules.

Spirit Airlines Inc. is temporarily suspending all service at five airports in the Northeast, including New York' s La
Guardia and New Jersey' s Newark International. The airline is also halting service to Hartford, Connecticut, and

two destinations in Upstate New York: Niagara Falls and Plattsburgh. The hiatus will last until at least May 41n
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

Facebook announced today that it would give out $ 25 million in grants to local news organizations and spend
75 million in marketing that will go to news outlets internationally.
The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Following the multiple cruise ship infections over the last couple of months, Nature published an article
examining what the cruise ship outbreaks taught us about COVID- 19.

Toronto has cancelled all events through June 301h, including the city' s Pride Parade.
o

Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and
here ( sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 3 31)

Prevent Epidemics has published practical tips for personal anti -virus infection control.
In Zimbabwe, ` you win coronavirus

or you win starvation'

Other 1tLraqLcki_ng data
Treating

COVID- 19— Off-Label Drub Use, Compassionate Use, and Randomized Clinical Trials Durin& Pandemics

JAMA)

Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)

Why the Coronavirus Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)
Coronavirus Drubs, Vaccine Are Mang Months Away, Health Experts Say

In this article by Dr. Tom Frieden, he explains how we must continue to adapt our strategy to combat COVID- 19
as we learn more about it.

If it wasn' t already hard enough to get tested, hospitals are running low on the swabs needed to perform COVID19 tests.

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins: please take social distancin6 seriously to save lives)
U, S, Hospitals

Face

Maior

Challenges

as Coronavirus

Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

Shortage of personal protective equipment endanerin

safe.

health workers worldwide

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID- 19 —

Navieatine the Uncharted ( co- authored by Drs. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
961

Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (

USTR)
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 17 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Attachments:

image002. png; image003. png

Wow, what a story

Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government

Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 31, 2020, at 8: 26 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us> wrote:
FYI

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 7: 44 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Update

Good evening.
Our volume of patients with suspected COVID- 19 continues to be steady as does our resulting from
Quest Laboratory.

Today, Phoebe has stood up our 41h ICU to exclusively care for COVID- 19 patients, totaling 49 beds. This
puts us at 21 ICU beds above our normal capacity.
I wanted to clarify a comment I made last night about Phoebe North and our collaborative

work with the

Governor' s Office to bring it up as a COVID surge facility. As you are aware we still operate an
emergency room, an inpatient unit, an inpatient rehabilitation unit as well as support services such as
radiology. What we have discussed with the Governor' s Office is the ability to bring 27- 101 beds on- line
in phases. To do this, 101 hospital beds including 27 ICU beds would need to be purchased as well as all
associated

equipment

like pumps, ventilators

and IT equipment.

One of the most important

components of this plan is staff to operate these surge beds. The State has contracted with Jackson
Healthcare to assist with this as we will need 68 employees to open the first 27 beds including 48 nurses
and 8. 5 providers ( physicians and advanced practice practitioners). To realize the full 101 bed surge
facility we will need 228 employees including 148 nurses and 26 physician/ APP providers. As you can
see in order to do this quickly we absolutely

need the strength of the State of Georgia and the

Governor' s Office.

Some good news ...we discharged a COVID positive patient today whom was in our ICU and ventilated for
more than a week, but removed from the ventilator last Friday. This patient was watching TV on
Saturday and walked out of the hospital today to cheers from the staff. Everyone really needed to see
this and hear about this and of course the patient was very emotional. We have also began to look at
those that are considered " recovered". We have defined this as someone that has tested positive and
recovered at home for 14 days from the date of collection of the specimen.

Also included will be

admitted positive patients who have been discharged and are 10 days past the discharge date. So far
we have had 78 recovered.

Our teams continue to amaze with their courage and professionalism and our community outreach is
inspiring. We know everyone is hurting and sacrificing. Check out this story below that features a
Phoebe Physician Intensivist and a Nurse.

httl2s://

abcnews.go. com/ 2020/ video facing- immense- risk-health- care- workers- rise- challenge-

69887074

Thank you for all that you do for Phoebe and our communities.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President & Chief Executive Officer

1

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Glen

Gahan <

ggahan@SSGI. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 28 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

SSG

Attachments:

Invoice -

SSGI Mutual of Omaha Bank Operating Acct EFT Instructions3. pdf; IMPORTED FROM
PDF PRINT

March

2020

DRIVER. PDF;

BD List. PDF

Mike,

Attached is our invoice for services rendered to the pension plan for the quarter ended March 2020. We are e- mailing this
invoice in light of the current coronavirus situation we are all going through. If you would like to have a paper copy of our
invoice, please advise.
In addition, we are offering direct EFT payment, if you so desire. Attached are instructions for completion of payment of
the invoice via EFT. Otherwise, our mailing address is:
Silverstone Group
PO Box 542006
Omaha,

NE 68154

Please call if you have any questions and I hope you and your family stay safe! Thanks.
Illeun C

Gahaiin,

IIF' SA

Principal

SilverStone Group LLC, a HUB International Company
HUB International
11516

Miracle

Great Plains

Hills Drive,

Suite

100

Omaha, NE 68154
Office: 402- 964- 5490
Mobile: 402- 669- 3112
Toll -free: 80 0- 288- 5501

ggahan@ssgi. com

wCenter.

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the recipient named above. If you are not the
named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e- mail. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received this e- mail by mistake and delete this e- mail from your system. All e- mail sent to or from the
SilverStone Group, a HUB International company, corporate e- mail system is subject to archiving, monitoring and/ or
review by SilverStone Group personnel. Computer viruses can be transmitted via email. The recipient should check this
e- mail and any attachments for the presence of viruses. SilverStone Group accepts no liability for any damage caused by
any virus transmitted by this e- mail.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 26 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohnl978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Howell, Wendy

Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Update

FYI

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 7: 44 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Update

Good evening.
Our volume of patients with suspected COVID- 19 continues to be steady as does our resulting from Quest Laboratory.

Today, Phoebe has stood up our 41h ICU to exclusively care for COVID- 19 patients, totaling 49 beds. This puts us at 21
ICU beds above our normal capacity.
I wanted to clarify a comment I made last night about Phoebe North and our collaborative work with the Governor' s
Office to bring it up as a COVID surge facility. As you are aware we still operate an emergency room, an inpatient unit,
an inpatient rehabilitation unit as well as support services such as radiology. What we have discussed with the
Governor' s Office is the ability to bring 27- 101 beds on- line in phases. To do this, 101 hospital beds including 27 ICU
beds would need to be purchased as well as all associated equipment like pumps, ventilators and IT equipment. One of
the most important components of this plan is staff to operate these surge beds. The State has contracted with Jackson
Healthcare to assist with this as we will need 68 employees to open the first 27 beds including 48 nurses and 8. 5
providers ( physicians and advanced practice practitioners). To realize the full 101 bed surge facility we will need 228
employees including 148 nurses and 26 physician/ APP providers. As you can see in order to do this quickly we
absolutely need the strength of the State of Georgia and the Governor' s Office.
Some good news ...we discharged a COVID positive patient today whom was in our ICU and ventilated for more than a
week, but removed from the ventilator last Friday. This patient was watching TV on Saturday and walked out of the
hospital today to cheers from the staff. Everyone really needed to see this and hear about this and of course the patient
was very emotional. We have also began to look at those that are considered " recovered". We have defined this as
someone that has tested positive and recovered at home for 14 days from the date of collection of the specimen. Also
included will be admitted positive patients who have been discharged and are 10 days past the discharge date. So far
we have had 78 recovered.

Our teams continue to amaze with their courage and professionalism and our community outreach is inspiring. We
know everyone is hurting and sacrificing. Check out this story below that features a Phoebe Physician Intensivist and a
Nurse.

https://

abcnews. go. com/ 2020/ video/ facing- immense- risk- health- care- workers- rise- challenge- 69887074

Thank you for all that you do for Phoebe and our communities.

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I
0: 229- 312- 8065

President & Chief Executive Officer
E: ssteine- r@phoebehealth.

com

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 22 PM

Sent:
To:

monamccoy@hotmail.

Subject:

com'

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

W9

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 7: 44 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
Our volume of patients with suspected COVID- 19 continues to be steady as does our resulting from Quest Laboratory.

Today, Phoebe has stood up our 41h ICU to exclusively care for COVID- 19 patients, totaling 49 beds. This puts us at 21
ICU beds above our normal capacity.
I wanted to clarify a comment I made last night about Phoebe North and our collaborative work with the Governor' s
Office to bring it up as a COVID surge facility. As you are aware we still operate an emergency room, an inpatient unit,
an inpatient rehabilitation

unit as well as support services such as radiology.

What we have discussed with the

Governor' s Office is the ability to bring 27- 101 beds on- line in phases. To do this, 101 hospital beds including 27 ICU
beds would need to be purchased as well as all associated equipment like pumps, ventilators and IT equipment. One of
the most important components of this plan is staff to operate these surge beds. The State has contracted with Jackson
Healthcare to assist with this as we will need 68 employees to open the first 27 beds including 48 nurses and 8. 5
providers ( physicians and advanced practice practitioners). To realize the full 101 bed surge facility we will need 228
employees including 148 nurses and 26 physician/ APP providers. As you can see in order to do this quickly we
absolutely need the strength of the State of Georgia and the Governor' s Office.
Some good news ...we discharged a COVID positive patient today whom was in our ICU and ventilated for more than a
week, but removed from the ventilator last Friday. This patient was watching TV on Saturday and walked out of the
hospital today to cheers from the staff. Everyone really needed to see this and hear about this and of course the patient
was very emotional. We have also began to look at those that are considered " recovered". We have defined this as
someone that has tested positive and recovered at home for 14 days from the date of collection of the specimen. Also
included will be admitted positive patients who have been discharged and are 10 days past the discharge date. So far
we have had 78 recovered.

Our teams continue to amaze with their courage and professionalism and our community outreach is inspiring. We
know everyone is hurting and sacrificing. Check out this story below that features a Phoebe Physician Intensivist and a
Nurse.

https://

abcnews. go. com/ 2020/ video/ facing- immense- risk- health- care- workers- rise- challenge- 69887074

Thank you for all that you do for Phoebe and our communities.
Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott
971

J. Scott Steiner
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 19 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Howell, Wendy

Cc:
Subject:

COVID-

Attachments:

COVID- 19 Confirmed Cases Map- 3- 31- 20. pdf; COVID- 19 County Map_ 3- 31- 20 ( 1). pdf

19

Commissioners- Please find attached the modified state map that shows both declaration counties and the numbers of
cases confirmed by county. We are # 2 per capita behind Fulton. Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 Y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 7: 44 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
Our volume of patients with suspected COVID- 19 continues to be steady as does our resulting from Quest Laboratory.

Today, Phoebe has stood up our 41h ICU to exclusively care for COVID- 19 patients, totaling 49 beds. This puts us at 21
ICU beds above our normal capacity.
I wanted to clarify a comment I made last night about Phoebe North and our collaborative work with the Governor' s
Office to bring it up as a COVID surge facility. As you are aware we still operate an emergency room, an inpatient unit,
an inpatient rehabilitation unit as well as support services such as radiology. What we have discussed with the
Governor' s Office is the ability to bring 27- 101 beds on- line in phases. To do this, 101 hospital beds including 27 ICU
beds would need to be purchased as well as all associated equipment like pumps, ventilators and IT equipment. One of
the most important components of this plan is staff to operate these surge beds. The State has contracted with Jackson
Healthcare to assist with this as we will need 68 employees to open the first 27 beds including 48 nurses and 8. 5
providers ( physicians and advanced practice practitioners). To realize the full 101 bed surge facility we will need 228
employees including 148 nurses and 26 physician/ APP providers. As you can see in order to do this quickly we
absolutely need the strength of the State of Georgia and the Governor' s Office.
Some good news ...we discharged a COVID positive patient today whom was in our ICU and ventilated for more than a
week, but removed from the ventilator last Friday. This patient was watching TV on Saturday and walked out of the
hospital today to cheers from the staff. Everyone really needed to see this and hear about this and of course the patient
was very emotional. We have also began to look at those that are considered " recovered". We have defined this as
someone that has tested positive and recovered at home for 14 days from the date of collection of the specimen. Also
included will be admitted positive patients who have been discharged and are 10 days past the discharge date. So far
we have had 78 recovered.

Our teams continue to amaze with their courage and professionalism and our community outreach is inspiring. We
know everyone is hurting and sacrificing. Check out this story below that features a Phoebe Physician Intensivist and a
Nurse.

https://

abcnews. go. com/ 2020/ video/ facing- immense- risk- health- care- workers- rise- challenge- 69887074

Thank you for all that you do for Phoebe and our communities.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. iphoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 7: 27 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Same,

if

we have enough GSU student refugees. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Joey
Brown<joey. brown@LIBERTYCOUNTYGA. COM>
Reply To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 at 5:29 PM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:

Re:Election Day aka
(
COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) Good
thought Ben.Thanks for sharing. From:
County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG] On Behalf Of Ben
Taylor Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 5:
27 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: COUNTY[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You -Can - Eat Buffet) We are
currently training our recreation staff to be poll workers as a secondary plan. Recreation, of
during this period. Ben Taylor

course, is closed in Bryan County

County Administrator

Bryan County,
Georgia From: County-

managers- and-admins [mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV, ACCGeORG] On Behalf
Sent: Tuesday,

March 31,2020 5: 04 PM To: COUNTYMANAG

ERS- AND- ADMINS( LISTSERV, ACCGeORG Subject:

Re:Election

Day (aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet) 978

Of Wills, Dave

Hi Eric,

I thought I would share some details that might be of interest to you about the May primary issue.
Although I do not think the media has reported widely on details of the plan to mail absentee ballot applications,
Secretary of State Brad Rappensperger met telephonically with the ACCG Executive Committee of the Board of
Managers on Friday of last week and said that mailing of the ballot applications would be done at state expense and that
upon receiving completed applications from voters, county elections officials would only have to scan a barcode in order
to populate a dataset which would then be uploaded to a third -party vendor already retained by the state, which will
then mail the absentee ballots to voters. So the state would be picking up the entire tab for that process. The issue for
county elections officials, based on what I heard, is that if a lot of people vote by absentee ballot (which is obviously the
goal to minimize the number of in -person voters), it will take longer on election night to process those and get a final
count.

Pasted below is a summary of notes from the conference call that Secretary of State Rappensperger had with the
Executive Committee. The Secretary said he did not have statutory authority to move the May Primary out to June. He
further noted that because the state must comply with federal law governing elections, that the window of time in

which an election could be held beyond May 19 was limited. It seems that if the May 191h primary will be delayed, the
General Assembly will need to change the law, and even then will be constrained by federal law, apparently meaning
that the primary could not take place later than early to mid -June. With the Legislature currently recessed due to the
virus, it is unclear when they will reconvene, so it calls into question whether the law can be changed quickly enough,
not to mention that while Speaker Ralston has been advocating for delaying the general election primary, I don' t recall
anyone on the Senate side being quoted in the media, nor the Governor.

Below is a summary of some of the key points from the discussion held on Friday. This information was
distributed to counties on Friday by ACCG. I have added additional comments after the bullet points.
Election Date: During a declared State of Emergency issued by the Governor or President, an election may be
postponed by the Secretary of State for not more than 45 days. Governor Brian Kemp declared the State of
Emergency in Georgia on March 14, 2020. The following week, Secretary Raffensperger announced that Georgia' s
Presidential Preference Primary Election, scheduled for March 24, would be combined with the Primary Election set
for May 19, 2020. The Primary Election date is set by state statute and cannot be moved. Furthermore, this date
occurs after April 13, the date upon which Georgia' s current State of Emergency is set to expire. Therefore, the
Secretary of State does not have authority to postpone the General Primary at this time, and even if a state of
emergency does exist at that time, the PPP has already been extended the maximum amount it can be and would
have to go forward on May 19. Any change to the May 19 General Primary date would have negative repercussions
on county elections officials'

ability to administer the remaining elections in 2020, particularly the November

2020

general election.

Absentee

Ballot

Requests:

Due to public health concerns and the increased interest in voting absentee to minimize

risks posed by COVID- 19, the Secretary of State' s office has taken steps to send out a uniform absentee ballot
application to all active Georgia voters. This application will include the individual' s name, address and voter
registration identification

number, as well as a bar code.

Completed

applications

will be returned to county

elections offices where the bar code will be scanned and the data populated to the state' s voter registration system
to facilitate the verification of the absentee ballot request. Upon verification, they will be uploaded in batches to a

mail vendor, secured by the Secretary of State' s office, which will mail the absentee ballot. This uniform process
established by the Secretary of State' s office will maintain consistency throughout the state and eliminate postage
costs for counties to mail absentee ballot applications and ballots.

979

In Person Voting: State law requires people to have the ability to vote in person. Therefore, counties must set up
and run early and election day polling locations. If social distancing recommendations are maintained, this will be
challenging. The Secretary of State' s office is ordering disinfecting wipes and sprays to provide to counties to use in
polling locations. Securing enough poll workers is another concern since the average age of volunteers is estimated
to be 70, which falls into the high -risk category for COVID- 19. The goal is to provide counties additional resources to
handle the increased interest in absentee voting while simultaneously helping counties cope with the increased
difficulties of in -person voting due to social distancing, thus minimizing risks to poll workers and in -person voters.

Fraud Concerns: The Georgia General Assembly took steps following the 2018 elections to reduce the potential for
fraud, especially through ballot harvesting. Absentee ballots may only be sent to the individual who requested it,
and the only person who can complete, handle or return that ballot is the individual to whom it was sent or a family
member who lives in the same household. The Secretary of State' s office will widely publicize this information and
investigate any anomalies identified.
One thing to consider is that while time is short to do this, with so many newly unemployed people being potentially
available to serve as poll workers, it might be wise to advertise or otherwise try to recruit some workers who are in the
less vulnerable

demographic

vis- a- vis the virus. Too, based on what I have been told from another county official, some

of the poll workers who are in the most susceptible demographic group have indicated they will not work the polls
because of fear of contracting the virus. We are all in an unfortunate, unprecedented situation.
I hope this information helps everybody understand the issues a little better. Feel free to pose any questions to me or
the policy team led by Clint.
Please continue your endeavor to stay safe!
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG>

On Behalf Of Eric

Mosley

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1: 38 PM
To: COUNTY -MANAGERS -AND -ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
The Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commissioners are very concerned about the upcoming May
election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications to all registered
voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction with this massive mailing operation, counties will still
be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you,
our poll workers are 65+ year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to
interact with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory
to what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!

980

TROUP COUNTY
1Il1l1

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

STAKT HEPLET I

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

r-g
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Nathan

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 6: 45 PM
Michael McCoy

To:

Lee, CivicPulse <

nathanlee@civicpulse. org>

Thank You and CivicPulse First Report on COVID- 19

Subject:

Dear Mr. McCoy,

We just completed our first report in our special -issue series on local governance and COVID- 19. This report is based on
the over 400 local government officials across 45 states that responded to our national survey. Below are two of the key
findings in the report:

Mixed Satisfaction with Level of Coordination. Local officials vary in their satisfaction with the degree of
coordination they are receiving from higher levels of government.
2.

Local Economy is a Top Concern. Local officials' number one concern is economic distress. They also express
concerns about healthcare capacity ( particularly lack of testing) and disruption to public services

If you have comments or feedback, you can reply to this email —we read everything! In addition, we send out a handful
of short surveys over the course of the year that provide the basis for our reports. If you are willing to support our
mission of providing high quality insights about local government, please join our survey panel. Of course, you are never
obligated to participate in any survey, and your responses are always kept confidential.
Thank you for all that you do for your communities and our country.

In solidarity,
Nathan

Nathan

Lee, PhD

Stanford University
Founder and Managing Director of CivicPulse

Click

here

to unsubscribe

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broadpoblie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey vials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 6: 25 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

Cc:

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Howell, Wendy
FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County;
Rules &
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

Subject:

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

Commissioners Kudos to Commissioner
Johnson!
He' s featured in today' s ACCG COVID- 19 update. See his " Words of
Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19" piece by clicking " click here" in the first paragraph of the email

message below. Thanks.

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 6:
03 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
Regarding

ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules &Requirements
This
EMS Hospital Diversion &More
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Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19 Clinton Johnson
is in the middle of a war zone — the zone
being Dougherty County and the war being against the unseen, but deadly
enemy, COVID-19.Like a seasoned veteran, Johnson, who serves on the Dougherty County Commission and the ACCG
Board of Managers as an At -Large member, has learned
pain

and heartache [ that] is unreal." For more

lessons from the conflict. "It is

a silent kil er," said Johnson, " bringing

on Johnson' s perspective, click here. State Rules

and Federal Requirements Regarding EMS and Hospital Diversions As local
and regional hospitals take in more COVID- 19 patients, estimates are that demand will exceed capacity, leading hospitals to
go on diversion. This situation means that hospitals which otherwise accept patients with emergency medical conditions,
via EMS transport, will divert EMS to other hospitals because they do not have the medical capacity to provide
care. EMS providers are likely to contact county leadership when this situation occurs. Learn more about the state
rules and federal requirements related to

hospital diversions here. Governor Kemp,

University System of Georgia Announce COVID-19 Testing Ramp -Up Governor Brian
P.
Kemp has announced a laboratory surge capacity plan to quickly increase the availability of polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) testing for COVID- 19 in Georgia. This initiative leverages the collective laboratory resources under
the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public Health Laboratory, and Emory University. The ramp up of laboratory
testing surge capacity begins today. Upon implementation, labs will

process over 3,
000 samples per day.Other Resources:

FEMA_Supply

Chain Task Force Leads Four -Pronged Approach to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID- 19
Fight (March 31, 2020) COVID- 19
Resource Guide —Information Provided

by

U.
S. Senator David Perdue' s Office
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Board Relations
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Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County; Rules
Requirements Regarding EMS Hospital Diversion & More

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 6: 03 PM

Sent:
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Words

of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID- 19 Clinton
Johnson is in the middle of a war zone —
the
zone being Dougherty County and the war being against the unseen, but
deadly enemy, COVID- 19.Like a seasoned veteran, Johnson, who serves on the Dougherty County Commission and the
ACCG Board of Managers as an At -Large member, has
bringing

learned lessons from the conflict. " It

pain and heartache [ that]is unreal." For

is a silent killer,"said

Johnson, "

more on Johnson' s perspective, click here. State

Rules and Federal Requirements Regarding EMS and Hospital Diversions As
local and regional hospitals take in more COVID- 19 patients, estimates are that demand will exceed capacity, leading hospitals
to go on diversion. This

situation means that hospitals which otherwise accept patients with emergency medical

conditions, via EMS transport, will divert EMS to other hospitals because they do not have the medical capacity to
provide care.EMS providers are likely to contact county leadership when this situation occurs. Learn more about the
state rules and federal requirements related

to hospital diversions here. Governor

Kemp, University System of Georgia Announce COVID- 19 Testing Ramp -Up Governor
Brian P.
Kemp has announced a laboratory surge capacity plan to quickly increase the availability of polymerase
chain reaction ( PCR) testing for COVID- 19 in Georgia. This initiative leverages the collective laboratory resources
under the University System of Georgia, Georgia Public Health Laboratory, and Emory University. The ramp -up of
laboratory testing surge capacity begins today. Upon implementation, labs will process over 3,
000 samples per day. Other
Resources: FEMA_

Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four -Pronged Approach to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID19

Fight ( March

31,2020) COVID-

19 Resource Guide —
Information
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ingGm
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Ben Taylor < btaylor@BRYAN-

COUNTY. ORG>
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 5: 27 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

We

are currently training our recreation staff to be poll workers as a secondary plan.Recreation,
County during this period. Ben

of course, is closed in Bryan

Taylor County

Administrator Bryan
County, Georgia From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: 000NTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Wills,
Dave

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 5:
04 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) Hi
Eric, I

thoug I would share some details that might be of interest to you about the May primary issue. Although
I do not think the media has reported widely on details of the plan to mail absentee ballot applications, Secretary
of State Brad Rappensperger met telephonically with the ACCG Executive Committee of the Board of Managers
on Friday of last week and said that mailing of the ballot applications would be done at state expense and that upon
receiving completed applications from voters, county elections officials would only have to scan a barcode in order to
populate a dataset which would then be uploaded to a third - party vendor already retained by the state, which will then
mail the absentee ballots

to voters. So

the state would be picking up the entire tab for that process. The

issue for county

elections officials, based on what I heard, is that if a lot of people vote by absentee ballot w
( hich is obviously the goal
to minimize the number of in -person voters),it

wil take longer on election night to process those and get a final count.

Pasted

below is a sum ary of notes from the conference call that Secretary of State Rappensperger had with the Executive
Committee. The Secretary said he did not have statutory authority to move the May Primary out to June. He further
noted that because the state must comply with federal law governing elections, that the window of time in which

an election could be held beyond May 19 was limited. It se ms that if the May 191h primary will be delayed, the General
Assembly will need to change the law, and even then will be constrained by federal law, apparently meaning

that the primary could not take place later than early to mid -June. With the Legislature currently recessed due to the
virus, it is unclear when they will reconvene, so it calls into question whether the law can be changed quickly enough,
not to mention that while Speaker Ralston has been advocating for delaying the general election primary, I don' t recall
anyone on the Senate side being quoted in the media, nor the Governor.

Below is a summary of some of the key points from the discussion held on Friday. This information was
distributed to counties on Friday by ACCG. I have added additional comments after the bullet points.
Election Date: During a declared State of Emergency issued by the Governor or President, an election may be
postponed by the Secretary of State for not more than 45 days. Governor Brian Kemp declared the State of
Emergency in Georgia on March 14, 2020. The following week, Secretary Raffensperger announced that Georgia' s
Presidential Preference Primary Election, scheduled for March 24, would be combined with the Primary Election set
for May 19, 2020. The Primary Election date is set by state statute and cannot be moved. Furthermore, this date
occurs after April 13, the date upon which Georgia' s current State of Emergency is set to expire. Therefore, the
Secretary of State does not have authority to postpone the General Primary at this time, and even if a state of
emergency does exist at that time, the PPP has already been extended the maximum

amount it can be and would

have to go forward on May 19. Any change to the May 19 General Primary date would have negative repercussions
on county elections officials' ability to administer the remaining elections in 2020, particularly the November 2020
general election.

Absentee

Ballot

Requests:

Due to public health concerns and the increased interest in voting absentee to minimize

risks posed by COVID- 19, the Secretary of State' s office has taken steps to send out a uniform absentee ballot
application to all active Georgia voters. This application will include the individual' s name, address and voter
registration identification number, as well as a bar code.

Completed applications will be returned to county

elections offices where the bar code will be scanned and the data populated to the state' s voter registration system
to facilitate

the verification

of the absentee

ballot request.

Upon verification,

they will be uploaded

in batches to a

mail vendor, secured by the Secretary of State' s office, which will mail the absentee ballot. This uniform process
established by the Secretary of State' s office will maintain consistency throughout the state and eliminate postage
costs for counties to mail absentee ballot applications and ballots.

In Person Voting: State law requires people to have the ability to vote in person. Therefore, counties must set up
and run early and election day polling locations. If social distancing recommendations are maintained, this will be
challenging. The Secretary of State' s office is ordering disinfecting wipes and sprays to provide to counties to use in
polling locations. Securing enough poll workers is another concern since the average age of volunteers is estimated
to be 70, which falls into the high -risk category for COVID- 19. The goal is to provide counties additional resources to
handle the increased interest in absentee voting while simultaneously helping counties cope with the increased
difficulties of in -person voting due to social distancing, thus minimizing risks to poll workers and in -person voters.

Fraud Concerns: The Georgia General Assembly took steps following the 2018 elections to reduce the potential for
fraud, especially through ballot harvesting. Absentee ballots may only be sent to the individual who requested it,
and the only person who can complete, handle or return that ballot is the individual to whom it was sent or a family
member who lives in the same household. The Secretary of State' s office will widely publicize this information and
investigate any anomalies identified.
One thing to consider is that while time is short to do this, with so many newly unemployed people being potentially
available to serve as poll workers, it might be wise to advertise or otherwise try to recruit some workers who are in the
less vulnerable demographic vis- a- vis the virus. Too, based on what I have been told from another county official, some
of the poll workers who are in the most susceptible demographic group have indicated they will not work the polls
because of fear of contracting the virus. We are all in an unfortunate, unprecedented situation.
987

I hope this information helps everybody understand the issues a little better. Feel free to pose any questions to me or
the policy team led by Clint.
Please continue your endeavor to stay safe!
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Eric
Mosley

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1: 38 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
The Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commissioners are very concerned about the upcoming May
election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications to all registered
voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction with this massive mailing operation, counties will still
be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you,
our poll workers are 65+ year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to
interact with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory
to what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!

TROT TP Cuo"' UNTY
l lu

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

STAKTHE1;! l

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

vvJVJ. troupcounty
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

SWGRC <

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 5: 25 PM

srhymes@swgrc. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Georgia Manufacturing Extension Partnershipc

The Georgia Manufacturing Extension Partnership ( GaMEP) is

building up resources on its website for helping employers
during the Covid- 19 crisis, including several free webinars
happening this week:
Upcoming

Webinars

Tues. March 31 ( 3: 15- 4: 15 pm): COVID- 19: Resources for Success — Click

here for more

information and to register

Wed. April 1 ( 3: 15- 4: 15 pm): A Call to Action for Manufacturers: Meeting the Need for Critical
Medical Supplies — Click here for more information and to register
Partner Webinars

Mon. March 30 ( 1: 00- 2: 30 pm): CARE Act ( learn about the key stimulus bill) — Click

here to ioin

the call

Thurs. April 2 ( 9: 15- 10: 00 am): Workforce Alternatives to Adjust During Changing Times
Click here for more information

and to register

Unsubscribe

mmccov@douaherty.

ga. us

Sent by srhymes@swgrc. org in collaboration with

LJ
Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety !grand public records law. Most written communications to err from C"lty ano' County
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communications may be subject to public disclosure.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo County News < naco@naco.
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 5: 07 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

County News Now -

March

31,

org>

2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here
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Counties get creative to navigate
coronavirus

crisis

Dealing with the coronavirus has meant rethinking operations for many counties,
from limiting public interactions to " flatten the curve," rethinking service delivery
and assessing personnel.

990

31, 2020

National County Government Month takes on
new meaning amid coronavirus pandemic
There is no clearer demonstration of this year' s National
County Government

Month theme —

Counties

Matter —

than

the public health emergency we are facing across the country.

Recording: National Call on Federal COVID- 19
Response Efforts
NACo held a national call March 30 on the latest federal

COVID- 19 response efforts, featuring speakers from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
f

Sheltering homeless residents is a key part of
counties' coronavirus fight
The coronavirus poses a unique challenge to people who are
homeless

and the counties

who serve them.

County -installed hotspots bring broadband to
rural areas
Goochland

County, Va. installed external and internal hotspots

at certain county facilities in an effort to expand broadband
internet

Legislative Updates
991

access.

FCC chairman proposes new telehealth
program with COVID- 19 Congressional relief
funding
The proposal would help eligible health care providers
purchase telecommunications,

broadband

connectivity

and

devices necessary for providing telehealth services.
f

Department of Homeland Security announces
IT resources to aid counties in response to
COVID- 19
County governments

can now obtain free access to Esri

software solutions for up to six months to help aid COVID- 19
response.

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency releases updated essential workers
guidance for states and localities
CISA collaborated with state and local governments, other

federal agencies and the private sector while updating this
guidance.

Phase III COVID- 19 legislation partially unlocks
Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund for dredging
projects
The provision is a win for counties who have long supported

unlocking the HMTF and using the entirety of its funds to be
used exclusively on harbor maintenance

projects.

U

E

The Latest From NACo

992

E

S

DLR Group on front line of COVID- 19 rapid response quarantine housing for counties
The national architecture and engineering firm is working with
King County, Wash.
NOINVOW

Freight railroads and their employees are

helping counties battle the COVID- 19 pandemic
The Association of American Railroads and NACo share a goal:
to slow the spread of the virus to limit the fatality rate in the
U. S. and position the nation to come out of this crisis stronger
than before.
NOINVOW

Achievement Awards Deadline Extended to April 13

County leaders are working hard responding to the coronavirus pandemic. For that reason, we
are extending the deadline to submit Achievement Awards to April 13. Submit your innovative
county program at www. naco. org/ achievementawards.

FY 2020 Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program
The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program will provide funding to assist eligible
states, local units of government and tribes in preventing, preparing for and responding to the
coronavirus. Allowable projects and purchases include, but are not limited to, overtime,
equipment ( including law enforcement and medical personal protective equipment), hiring,
supplies ( such as gloves, masks, sanitizer), training, travel expenses, and addressing the medical
needs of inmates in state, local, and tribal prisons, jails and detention centers. Learn more.
Apply Now: Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Program Grants
Applications are now being accepted for the Department of Justice' s Justice and Mental Health
Collaboration Program grants. This program provides support to law enforcement and other
criminal justice agencies to partner with mental health agencies and reduce crime and recidivism
associated with people with mental illnesses. Applications are due May 18. Learn more and
apply.

Apply Now: Comprehensive Opioid, Stimulant, and Substance Abuse Site -based Program
Applications are now being accepted for the Department of Justice' s Comprehensive Opioid,
Stimulan, and Substance Abuse Site -based Program. The purpose of this program is to provide
financial and technical assistance to develop, implement, or expand comprehensive efforts to
identify, respond to, treat, and support those impacted by illicit opioids, stimulants and other
drugs. Applications are due May 21. Learn more and apply.

Upcoming Events
993

C01" flill

Ri 111 0

Cyber Security in a Time of Crisis:

2020 NACo Annual Conference

Technology Resources

July 17- 20 1 Orange County, Fla.

3 p. m. — 4 p. m. EDT

r-----------------------------I

EVENTS

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG.

ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 5: 04 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Hi

Eric, I

thoug I would share some details that might be of interest to you about the May primary issue.Although
I do not think the media has reported widely on details of the plan to mail absentee ballot applications, Secretary
of State Brad Rappensperger met telephonically with the ACCG Executive Committee of the Board of Managers
on Friday of last week and said that mailing of the ballot applications would be done at state expense and that upon
receiving completed applications from voters, county elections officials would only have to scan a barcode in order to
populate a dataset which would then be uploaded to a third - party vendor already retained by the state, which will then
mail the absentee ballots to voters. So the state would be picking up the entire tab for that process. The issue for county
elections officials, based on what I heard, is that if a lot of people vote by absentee ballot w
( hich is obviously the goal
to minimize the number of in -person voters),it

wil take longer on election night to process those and get a final count.

Pasted

below is a sum ary of notes from the conference call that Secretary of State Rappensperger had with the Executive
Committee. The Secretary said he did not have statutory authority to move the May Primary out to June. He further
noted that because the state must comply with federal law governing elections, that the window of time in which

an election could be held beyond May 19 was limited. It se ms that if the May 191h primary will be delayed, the General
Assembly will need to change the law, and even then will be constrained by federal law,apparently meaning that
the primary could not take place later than early to mid -June. With the Legislature currently recessed due to the virus,
it is unclear when they will reconvene, so it calls into question whether the law can be changed quickly enough, not
to mention that while Speaker Ralston has been advocating for delaying the general election primary, I don' t recal anyone
on the Senate side being quoted in the media, nor the Governor. Below

is a sum ary of some of the key points from the discussion held on Friday. This information was distributed
to counties on Friday by ACCG. I have added additional comments after the bullet points. Election
Date:During

a declared State of Emergency issued by the Governor or President, an election may be postponed

by the Secretary of State for not more than 45 days. Governor Brian Kemp declared the State of Emergency
in Georgia on March 14,2020. The following week,Secretary Raffensperger announced that Georgia' s Presidential
Preference Primary Election, scheduled for March 24,would be combined with the Primary Election set for
May 19, 2020. The

Primary Election date is set by state statute and cannot be moved. Furthermore,

this

date occurs

after April 13, the date upon which Georgia' s cur ent State of Emergency is set to expire. Therefore, the Secretary
of State does not have authority to postpone the General Primary at this time, and even if a state of emergency
does exist at that time, the PPP has already been extended the maximum amount it can be and would have
to go forward on May 19.Any change to the May 19 General Primary date would have negative repercussions on
county elections officials' ability

to administer the remaining elections in 2020, particularly

the November 2020 general

election. Absentee
Ballot

Requests: Due

to public health concerns and the increased interest

in voting absentee to minimize risks

posed by COVID- 19,the Secretary of State' s of ice has taken steps to send out a uniform absentee ballot

application to all active Georgia voters. This application will include the individual' s name, address and voter
registration identification number, as well as a bar code.

Completed applications will be returned to county

elections offices where the bar code will be scanned and the data populated to the state' s voter registration system
to facilitate the verification

of the absentee

ballot request.

Upon verification,

they will be uploaded

in batches to a

mail vendor, secured by the Secretary of State' s office, which will mail the absentee ballot. This uniform process
established by the Secretary of State' s office will maintain consistency throughout the state and eliminate postage
costs for counties to mail absentee ballot applications and ballots.

In Person Voting: State law requires people to have the ability to vote in person. Therefore, counties must set up
and run early and election day polling locations. If social distancing recommendations are maintained, this will be
challenging. The Secretary of State' s office is ordering disinfecting wipes and sprays to provide to counties to use in
polling locations. Securing enough poll workers is another concern since the average age of volunteers is estimated
to be 70, which falls into the high -risk category for COVID- 19. The goal is to provide counties additional resources to
handle the increased interest in absentee voting while simultaneously helping counties cope with the increased
difficulties of in -person voting due to social distancing, thus minimizing risks to poll workers and in -person voters.
Fraud Concerns: The Georgia General Assembly took steps following the 2018 elections to reduce the potential for
fraud, especially through ballot harvesting. Absentee ballots may only be sent to the individual who requested it,
and the only person who can complete, handle or return that ballot is the individual to whom it was sent or a family
member who lives in the same household. The Secretary of State' s office will widely publicize this information and
investigate any anomalies identified.
One thing to consider is that while time is short to do this, with so many newly unemployed people being potentially
available to serve as poll workers, it might be wise to advertise or otherwise try to recruit some workers who are in the
less vulnerable

demographic

vis- a- vis the virus. Too, based on what I have been told from another county official, some

of the poll workers who are in the most susceptible demographic group have indicated they will not work the polls
because of fear of contracting the virus. We are all in an unfortunate, unprecedented situation.
I hope this information helps everybody understand the issues a little better. Feel free to pose any questions to me or
the policy team led by Clint.
Please continue your endeavor to stay safe!
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Eric
Mosley

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1: 38 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
The Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commissioners are very concerned about the upcoming May
election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications to all registered
voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction with this massive mailing operation, counties will still

be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you,
our poll workers are 65+ year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to
interact with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory
to what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!

TROT
Ili, BOARD

u
F COMMISSIONERS

STDRT HEPLET

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

aWgaamt
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commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 5: 02 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks! The concerns shared are the same concerns that I and my fellow collages have about advance voting and
election.

Thanks,

Ginger

IP. INiiclkeirsoin

Supervisor

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners /
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 3247

Voter Registration

and Elections

IFax: 229. 438. 3975

e15: Dougherty. ga. us
I: : rnaiill:

DC -Vote rRegistrationUse rs dough

ert a.
.

us Imm

From:
McCoy, Michael Sent:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 4:
36 PM To:
Nickerson, Ginger <GNickerson@dougherty.

ga.
us> Subject:

RE: Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) It

likely will be.An new amended order will come out April 7th that will replace and extend the current Order.
I

gues I discus ed this was someone else.Sent

from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone Original

message -------From: "
Nickerson,

Ginger" G<
Nickerson@

dou herty. a.us> Date:

3/31/ 20 4:25 PM (GMT- 05:00) To: "
McCoy,

Michael" <MMcCov@dou

herty.a.us> go

Subject: RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)

No, we did not discuss. I did share this information with Wendy. Has the shelter in place
been extended to April 30th in Dougherty County?
Thanks,

Ginger IP. INiickeirsoin
Supervisor

I

C- 0 " T Y
0.

04A

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners /
1:" Ihone:

229. 431. 3247

Voter Registration and Elections

IFax: 229. 438. 3975

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
I: : rnaflL DC -Vote rRegistrati onUse rsi doughert .a. us

From: McCoy,

Michael Sent: Tuesday,
March 31,2020 4: 01 PM To: Nickerson,
Ginger < GNickerson(

e

dou

hert . a. us>

Subject: FW:

Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You -Can - Eat Buffet) We discussed
this I believe. From: County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS( LISTSERV, ACCG,

ORG>On Behalf

Of Eric Mosley Sent:

Tuesday,

March 31,2020 1: 38 PM To: COUNTYMANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS(

LISTSERV,

ACCG,

ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Election Day (aka COVID- 19 All You
- -Can - Eat Buffet) The Troup
County Board of Elections and Board of Commissioners are very concerned about the upcoming May election. It
is my understanding that the Secretary of State's Office wil be mailing out applications to all registered voters in
our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction with this massive mailing operation, counties will still be responsible
for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our poll
workers are 65+
year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact with
thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory to what
we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and hopefully your
voices to stand up to the Secretary of State's Office. Who' s with me! 9M

TROUP COUNTY
1Il1l1

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

STAKT HEPLET I

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M NeSmith@ACCG.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4: 56 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Declaration and Map Updates image001.
png On

Attachments:

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

We' ll fix it.

Sent from my iPhone

Mar 31,2020, at 4:39 PM, Steve Rapson <srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov>
wrote: FYI

We'

re colored wrong —
Emergency

Declaration and Voluntary Shelter -in PlaceSteven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305.5100 image001.
png>
Fayette

Couirmty offices aire IIIosed
:. tm;:
IlPnll ic, a irmtfl Alpirflll 30,2020, iin aIIl a indaunce of cantim;: urm :.
m;: unceirkng Coir°
oinaviirius ] COVIIID- 19),
e
ask, ouir° uresideints tm;::.
ointact
ius

via Ipllimm; one, eirnafll, oir°ouir° weIII site to I keep ainy ex:Iposu ire to a urns

in f ormu irn From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf

Of Michele NeSmith Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 4:
37 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Daily

Declaration and Map Updates Good

afternoon, As

of now, there are 130 counties and at least 177 cities that have declared a local state of emergency.
1001

We have modified our map so that it shows both declaration counties and the numbers of cases
confirmed by county. Note that all the case confirmation data comes directly from the 12: 00
DPH report.

I have heard from quite a few counties that have updated their declarations today. These
changes

should

be included.

Please contact me directly at mnesmith(eaccg, or if there are any mistakes/ changes that need
to be incorporated.

Best,
Michele

Emergency Ordinance, Rev.. docx>
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4: 52 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

for me. I

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Tom Couch

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

WJCL

don' t know which of my quotes Jackson Kurtz will use: Health

v.
wealth? We

choose health!"We

will educate before we enforce ...we will not be punitive, but we will be proactive!" Jim
Harbaugh has one more season in my book, or he can take his khaki act somewhere else!"
TC
On

3/31/ 20, 4: 48 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Joey Brown" C<OUNTY- MANAGERS- ANDACCG.ORG on behalf of joey. brown@LIBERTYCOUNTYGA. COM>
wrote: Normally

ADMINS@LISTSERV.

I am a lit le tardy getting to the house to watch the 6:00 version of the news. Today, however, I would not miss
it for the world!! Original

Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG] On Behalf Of Tom
Couch Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 4:
46 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

Re: C[
OUNTY-

MANAGERS-

ACCG.

AND- ADMINS]

Ordinance citations

our Chairman after the meeting. I will

ORG

Subject:

He

cornered

put a blindfold on with a lit cigaret e in my mouth and my pistol at my side

at 6:00 P. M. On 3/
31/ 20, 4: 07

PM, " County- managers-

and-admins on behalf of William F.Lindsey" COU<
NTY- MANAGERS -

LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of wflindsey@JOHNSONCO. ORG> wrote: Knife,

AND -ADM

INS@

I

guess

the hometown reporter Dal Cannady and WTOC can' t have the exclusive scoop. Oh well...Bill Lindsey
Johnson County
Original Message ----From: County-

managers- and-admins [mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG]
On Behalf Of Tom
Couch Sent: Tuesday,

March 31,2020 3: 54 PM To: COUNTYMANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

Ordinance

citations

I

ACCG. ORG

Subject: Re:

was

told today to start drafting shelter/ stay in place. Three weeks

ago wealth prevailed over health. 1003

I could have saved four days since our last meeting on Friday doing that instead.
We must have done something wrong because satellite trucks are pulling in the parking lot. Savannah media only
covers us for bloody murders or GSU football games.
I promised Mr. Wills that I would temper my tongue until the pandemic is over.
Tt K

On 3/ 31/ 20, 3: 26 PM, "

County- managers- and- admins on behalf of Steve Rapson" <

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

GOV> wrote:

Knife - what do you know - Sledgehammer is taking a softer approach - who knew...
Steven

Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770. 305. 5100

Fayette County offices are closed to public until April 30, 2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus
COVID- 19).

We ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minimum.
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of
Tom Couch

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 20 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

External Email*

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS]

Ordinance

citations

Be cautious of sender, content, and links

We are about to find out....

On 3/ 31/ 20, 2: 57 PM, "

County- managers- and- admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of MMcCoy@DOUGHERTY.

COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

GA. US> wrote:

Dougherty
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of
Toby Harris

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 43 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG
Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS]

Ordinance

Hello everyone,

1004

citations

How are Counties working with Office or the Sheriff on enforcing the ordinances?
I. E. A salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance.
What counties are issuing them citations?

Thank You,

Toby Harris
County Manager
Brantley County BOC
Brantley County Georgia
33 Allen Rd
Nahunta,

Ga 31553

912. 462. 5256

Office

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or
from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your email communications

may be subject to public disclosure.

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG.
https:// u2305648. ct. sendgrid. net/ Is/ click? upn= AggitBalTagrfnOsScuTwWoqoMo7-

2BgRuXtANzwM IrSXlckmZED5xdvgovtt4ayZO9YTTwcSRABEm- 2BLsLXiUgWlm Ura4Vixkv9l- 2FRoT- 2FGR3fBPj2F11FFbMuNIXHIuBGZLSHC5kB7x1hx7SHfGtTXYtBh5hyQLOuevMoCGbHnzgNzFLBFZzWVgor3nlHwh-

2FPvRmcEWj- 2FZYMtHD19Vr5EzW7hNm3Mohe4iloXzZOf5LF2FctoCBAtzlcRhPsPf3YAgYglJjBpvJ7XtFWep7xPN

2BxMM-

2BOkD7H- 2F3hfmOB- 2Ft5yCts1x7mLIn8pETLUSwP2J6NQ8-

BT1L4-

2B1uZp7297EEsDcKeSKbpkCGjrbdFsaeb9wOQXPiHxmuoPuhmaBikZjPtkYGgh5fKZ1F-

2B36CAxknWZvLpoPMiQ1QKC4NNzCwA3Sd-

2FKORLOXVf2xbnH KBY61JpOhM M H8ip6X3NHZsegyYbysUWbgQnpUu-

2FijAf- 2FdkUU4VDsg299VKoJuA2BnX5K6uRWXVtgQS23Mg5A3DOnJOENb2xo00QJwCv9U

COM 1m BAAMa6gWcD09ykgeEo-

UOQSebylzvhR6pSevoVX4CRmLEwhzfAzeYnrQGbPiwgDBTf61V

2BeO8rQ1Zy- 2FTvC- 2B5Qfstmu5lGQwOCCbYwakVxlkxAVzJDO-

2BfIQ9wNQOMF1kccHckcg3lFgSgMH1DKXEYtbdgifpilD2BXGbOMjYIH9PM

Ds4TLZkcdhKylJwoYQiffwo97fN

2FONpMYa2czsH81FPvDimQRLUkGBCLRckwKoF90jxaoOnUBpkYygCzQQa-

2 B37jtvvo5Xj M i uc- 2BwXE- 2Fxg3- 2FYwtjZ6yCAG8P8Am 1ORBju DFZTI RKg- 2 FWfSto31 K9G02 FWpZThZ- 2FDH2BBo5GBGOw9N

ESYUXDsLYdVtLNcyLJ1871F97B7KGOYuPo033FWRLk4gBhAeGUzum

LzPMsbhv7DScmjepsi

NobsjgxsCTls-

2FzG1zxTV65svf3dm DpNmM hebrciTdHJC4Z- 2F9cUynm9m FcwtTNjzOegaRmhLVVQV- 2BZA4CPRpGR33T2TgS2BppOn2MOzho7gC5bFn6nDeTaWnnQKxrggof3aNOk2FCBv2iUxrPvSGDPNGZXNiIW70H-

2FMd5O9rFmD3LMICFBKZydPDWE6JcOBgKDtadCSQ6CG14-

2BkPISyWIPWV9EaX4MGzH9xwxE9-

2BUE7tjmbaJn Bfipu9gb8jcT9gSYDAj7tJFPmQWI H- 2Fc- 2FWHKQLg3Sl NwOMj- 2FGQTCVGmWnBn2BMNJcXWOZhgvbsJOQZ2ai9Fd4llsGHsj7TNPm-

2FdtYvllv4SPMQbxygbal-

2Fi7oYGWg8lg2- 2FgrJrW5vETpbOngcts8SxDLU09E8ts6Kgxx6tAPNn9PgVkM
2FgJnXljOMd109LHeL9zOWr4E94POmCsVzgCDAjTSDTOm

2F7918pV467K2EVwVhr7Kaoj8jwZa4g-

2Bm706DZgj9DzGbBLUU

2Fm-

HPC81oAHNrKEkXFFA4Xh-

HYKZSBaYnQ4Vxyr9em9X7nVLV-

2BItfxPKY01QBpwY2LoyOYpjMQEzBAwggEdoEZWztyuiZfgCtOWNCapOcJW7cMZBt-

2BVIatkOVfEy- 2BCXhwx5FFFadtQiroLbZ4yLPDn9p8WHZfcr3XEkii6z31YJ
2F4PFgOuTFzrLtKfBNtgtiES3i4seYemoxH

2FInMSktbnflHhcoltNrE1-

RuPTzQF-

LUYIKQU9Yg1J 1J3mdnWsliy8ccg9tR9Zl KTIjR4-

2FxfHfrcMsyYHN3JgWs73cBFXfeLOX2TNL8yv2Rls7luXE-

UiUgaDUvxg2iEnolNhfXDrm2Lzd3S2Je4zlaJbV-

1005

2Fj8TtKzsfSs5lBgXujM

2B7T-

16tDZGxZ17gBF-

2BotaIEtYSvN

Ism nU- 2B- 2FZRCk2c4QijrLc4yodbZ5uWN8J7EEQWz7bZLmdgl8tUQ7aM

U- 2FZdidW1870rY1DvLH1G-

2BWciMcR8Adxpni D37sNhRohScly9suCNVcC6pQP02Gmps72bctNma8hAT3OYeY4gXOTAE4DBr9Qg6DYU

N Nlw6lhWcz

yd- 2BGmrWJczpZpc56BKAaH6m4TWcRHKOWwCnpOAsQGs8zWPRrZi8575LjgoBKdBKof946dZ2H- 2B- 2BrtxkkgRsi NdIApl_ IAn3pm7Q5FsZsyTgWyOiYOTTyu0t6Nhz5sJvEM HhEgGTQxFHIYLtRgCNRwtLv7BJn1FTAkh2F8kYN LGGvcae8RM NQPuiSaF3Zp6N7pd-

2FxM5OzMWeD4BVIIdQD-

2BmTvHCVQglze3o- 2BOSSBcyL-

2ByCgJOYgngvToaeE2FZ8VzTvl5Kiu51NpDinGaklhgHwnGRkhxlaW5eNoImOsEkSG7GXd4ypOKxP7013iB8Za8aVOcAQJyXiz80WiX9kSc50WcZO

bAe
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

ACCG. ORG>

on behalf of Joey Brown
joey. brown@LIBERTYCOUNTYGA. COM>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:48 PM

Sent:
To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

Normally

I am a lit le tardy getting to the house to watch the 6:00 version of the news. Today, however, I would not miss it
for the world!! Original

Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Tom
Couch Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 4:
46 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: C[
OUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

cornered our Chairman after the meeting. I

citations

He

wil put a blindfold on with a lit cigaret e in my mouth and my pistol at my

side at 6:00 P.M. On
3/ 31/ 20, 4: 07 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Wil iam F.
Lindsey"< COUNTY -

MANAGERS -

AND -ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of wflindsey@JOHNSONCO. ORG>
wrote: Knife,
I

gues the hometown reporter Dal Cannady and WTOC can' t have the exclusive scoop. Oh

well...Bill

Lindsey Johnson
County Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Tom
Couch Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 3:
54 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

Re: Ordinance

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.
citations

ACCG. ORG

Subject:

I

was told today to start drafting shelter/ stay in place. Three

weeks ago wealth prevailed over health. I

could have saved four days since our last meeting on Friday doing that instead. We
must have done something wrong because satellite trucks are pulling in the parking lot.Savannah

us for bloody murders or GSU football games. I
promised Mr.Wills that I would temper my tongue until the pandemic is over. TtK
1007

media

only covers

On 3/ 31/ 20, 3: 26 PM, "

County- managers- and- admins on behalf of Steve Rapson" <

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

GOV> wrote:

Knife - what do you know - Sledgehammer is taking a softer approach - who knew...
Steven

Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770. 305. 5100

Fayette County offices are closed to public until April 30, 2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus
COVID-

19).

We ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minimum.
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 20 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERSSubject:

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS-

External Email*

AND- ADMINS]

ACCG. ORG
Ordinance

citations

Be cautious of sender, content, and links

We are about to find out....

On 3/ 31/ 20, 2: 57 PM, "

County- managers- and- admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of MMcCoy@DOUGH ERTY. GA. US> wrote:

COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

Dougherty

Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Harris Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 2:
43 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance citations

Hello

everyone,

How are

Counties working with Office or the Sherif on enforcing the ordinances?I.
E.
A salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance. What counties
are issuing them citations? Thank You,

Toby Harris

County Manager
1008

Behalf Of Toby

Brantley County BOC
Brantley County Georgia
33 Allen Rd
Nahunta,

Ga 31553

912. 462. 5256

Office

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications

may be subject to public disclosure.

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG.
https:// u2305648. ct. sendgrid. net/ Is/ click? upn= AggitBalTagrfnOsScuTwWoqoMo7-

2BgRuXtANzwM IrSXlckmZED5xdvgovtt4ayZO9YTTwcSRABEm- 2BLsLXiUgWlm Ura4Vixkv9l- 2FRoT- 2FGR3fBPj2FIlFFbMuNIXHIuBGZLSHC5kB7x1hx7SHfGtTXYtBh5hyQLOuevMoCGbHnzgNx6bBfBgS2TmwAYBcUxkPdt2BPsEIpGRZi96stCNEEUR2BtGrrz5vM

DCadzDZp8Mkz26sGET3k3ugZnpMyBtcvlp4gi

1p8hKA11

UuE11xGKO7zdGggTYs5VumgvFM-

2FnVA8JCR5Vaor28a81j5YKbxp8Rr4tmwFOjQdGlxtE51ELtXCcZGBX7xBLrfYlzbSl2FRYkg47gUnjgdTWAEdh90x1Oc6eUcLe4Fr3bCY5ts08lM

KISx2ry7mi298MOGECOv699TIejR3tvAcliM

U9YTUPgmJbgZKCBJ

OYywf3K2cynaeiHBmYN6xKBAgMf9AbNFfJmOPASMkFmvANYsHhFVzksNhAnB2gRmCcW2SjG6W2S20o9A-

2B9C9Uab7XEswnPld69CweylFHp3ZSo-

2B4cfAuZKvnVEM

2FmOlk88SOF-

U HAXtHWUcrp- 2BrOxSakldceXUivA-

2BXxL4EsZKWblgu54idn5KuySkVRg1NOBH2wTADrs7KEyBxdFcSg5byOg2h43eyLhZ5pRSWpB104WuiuGjAy8Ebu9MO7GRU

npSUEgQfWNjZJM-

2FjpXR4VIsb1tLZTgOEzCbAlsOhc7vKERrCrPwScRBfktZuRHFQ-

2 BIcPECKOSsr3ohgcBzDJ

U3sFLHObXd9freZnfzxZNkLrSFTtav9V77Em

2F6FmbgkCygystLUWiyiZDN

2B6- 2FWsWWSInFgo5aU-

F3Md N DMxWa55VVsC2L60gV21S-

D8WRu7lJS2O9S4QOIJQv9eAk6BMJOugYvwObtvGaAsYah2QYz6Mueplo87-

2BRdzLYw-

2FoBBL2FOr1Sbf3bRr8GnQ4Ur3fHfr3yHbFUF2Pxup1g9cCRwkwlQLu7aLBzCAugSlkRNLbJ3HVFxeu8Q9VgnzCu42P3CUD5E5a4Quu
LTXOzDyN4KBkpZZlFfg68SKTYRQCiac3e2Fbo8DkXWEF23hfb4ta90LOoDxkoKLZ5gK6AKYD1vHPgcSWTgflrHOlrTdZHJh5O2PVrouf4AkKgRWYnwRIVe55jg6iotJ6xLD

xbHELmk- 3Do2x3_ IAn3pm7Q5FsZsyTgWyOiYOTTyu0t6Nhz5sJvEM

HhEgE7QN UjhsOxdeCNE6XioYskCAcOYdU-

2BVY5te6GWIGXrS67NinbKyFd- 2BnsYnK3GzGgxSXCIT1XgJp- 2B- 2B2BMoUNfNElualgcorLAFw2MmGMShykOtxLwRVQQjR9Ls2W6aGfaOKULRzGZZs8loGlagtj2GY9R9Npc3bnwRja5zt3eElfkNj
U3N- 2FkWHOdkG447DM4teMhwFEBwwgp-

2BT9BeOSgJdFe
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:46 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

cornered our Chairman after the meeting. I

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Tom Couch

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

He

wil put a blindfold on with a lit cigaret e in my mouth and my pistol at my

side at 6:00 P.M. On
3/31/ 20, 4: 07 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Wil iam F.
Lindsey"< COUNTY -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of wflindsey@JOHNSONCO. ORG>
wrote:

MANAGERS - AND

ADM

Knife,

I

gues the hometown reporter Dal Cannady and WTOC can't have the exclusive scoop.Oh

well...Bill

Lindsey Johnson
County Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Tom
Couch Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 3:
54 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

Re: Ordinance

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.
citations

ACCG. ORG

Subject:

I

was told today to start drafting shelter/ stay in place. Three

weeks ago wealth prevailed over health. I

could have saved four days since our last meeting on Friday doing that instead. We
must have done something wrong because satellite trucks are pulling in the parking lot.Savannah media only covers
us for bloody murders or GSU football games. I
promised Mr.
Wills that I would temper my tongue until the pandemic is over. TtK
On

3/31/ 20, 3: 26 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Steve Rapson" <COUNTY -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of srapson@FAYET ECOUNTYGA. GOV>
wrote:

what
Rapson

do you know -Sledgehammer

is taking a softer approach -who

Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P. A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov
305. 5100 1010

770.

MANAGERS - AND ADM

Knife -

knew...Steven

Fayette County offices are closed to public until April 30, 2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus
COVID-

19).

We ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minimum.
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 20 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERSSubject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

External Email*

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS]

ACCG. ORG
Ordinance

citations

Be cautious of sender, content, and links

We are about to find out....

On 3/ 31/ 20, 2: 57 PM, "

County- managers- and- admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of MMcCoy@DOUGH ERTY. GA. US>wrote:

COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

Dougherty

Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Toby

Harris Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 2:
43 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance citations

Hello

everyone,

How are

Counties working with Office or the Sherif on enforcing the ordinances?I.
E.
A salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance. What counties
are issuing them citations? Thank You,

Toby Harris

County Manager
Brantley County
BOC Brantley County
Georgia 33 Allen
Rd Nahunta, Ga
31553

912. 462.

5256 Office PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your
email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 1011

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG.
https:// u2305648. ct. sendgrid. net/ Is/ click? upn= AggitBalTagrfnOsScuTwWoqoMo72BgRuXtANzwM IrSXlckmZED5xdvgovtt4ayZO9YTTwcSRABEm-

2BLsLXiUgWKU- 2BIsNZVI BU-

2BPw6YtjVcaOMRBPeWulnmyJva8BW6GGi2og6zlAjc2ObC1iOtCBPm2FxbJuzkaNDcTQm LE3- 2BfFO7Hk9VXZXd6xoL9mGB7L2F14Bu3fNM24uS-

2FRxDI1BMgT64u9dHIVen3GbV3-

2FMgDNeLD3z6Xlt4wgcwVAH3tT9eMWk-

2FRtmX9DX6m9rzgUFLycLSBQCc-

2FM7-

2FFu04wVhHM Myf-

2BNsALr6cwDE8sWk3PVM-

2FyMeZZ6ZSoOxWyJlfmONiXFegJ3ZHrDbOzAglk2FGtBJ Kke8K8CTfWJyhgJ

KjOu66J01

WDlo6RK6DN3z3RUKcoN3cYdl-

E4wf8hxAgE34k9L5CkwYDXBwTJgF8C4bdgSVLWDp2sgyBpschPcuT1bc85dRJ5gpYeyT6

2Fmv9FDQYRFCurE4cdleSEic9yvHmh-

2FO5Vt3VR1Q_ IAn3pm7Q5FsZsyTgWyOiYOTTyu0t6Nhz5sJvEM HhEgGlatdg5iJcsKxpLHBA- 2BZPByvU4rlpdy2BQ1quCpad5zABGM-

2FKX1tzkZADOUrJKZgp9a-

2BAOBDDYDp7YEh6sBmngG4JwU-

2FcS8JpH4EMRSdGfUPwZ9gkll6KULwRVg1SlhNTMXd3HYweFA4HokH-

2BcNJgmCPH NIWXHWuoY69CXy-

2BtKzXPIYslJfl9MyVu8LFoHJ02hlcO3afNymTLvFgOUlo
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2B5-

TAC Service

From:
Tuesday,
McCoy,
CDBGCDBG-

Desk

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
March 31,2020 4:
44 PM To:
Michael Subject:
DR CORVID- 19 QUESTIONS issued today from HUD via the Exchange Attachments:
DR- COVI D19- FAQs. pdf Mr.

McCoy, Attached

are the recent CDBG-DR CORVID- 19 QUESTIONS issued today from HUD via the Exchange. When you get
a moment take a look. Georgia
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 1013

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

ACCG. ORG>

GOV>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:39 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Declaration and Map Updates Attachments:
Ordinance, Rev..
docx FYI

Emergency

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

We'

re colored wrong —
Emergency

Declaration and Voluntary Shelter -in Place-Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P. A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov
305. 5100 Fayette

770.

Couirmty offices are qJIosedtm;piublHc, a irmtfl Alpirflll 30,2020, form albu indaunce of cantim;: urm :.
m;: unceirkng Coi:°
oinaviirius COVlllD10)e
ask, ouir° uresideints tm;::.
ointact
ius

via Ipllimm; one, eirnafll, or ouir° website to I keep ainy ex:lposu ire to a ur ifrkirmu urn From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>On

Behalf Of Michele Nesmith

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 4:
37 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Daily Declaration and Map Updates Good

afternoon, As

of now, there are 130 counties and at least 177 cities that have declared a local state of emergency. We
have modified our map so that it shows both declaration counties and the numbers of cases confirmed by county.
Note that all the case confirmation data comes directly from the 12: 00 DPH report. 1014

I have heard from quite a few counties that have updated their declarations today. These changes should be
included.

Please contact me directly at mnesmith(eacc, or if there are any mistakes/ changes that need to be
incorporated.

Best,
Michele

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobllc records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M Nesmith@ACCG.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:38 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Declaration and Map Updates Attachments:
19 Confirmed Cases Map- 3-31- 20. pdf; COVID- 19 County Map_3-31- 20 ( 1).pdf; State
and Local Declaration List 03312020. xlsx;03312020 Updated County Closures and Restrictions
Tracking.xlsx Good

COVID-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

afternoon, As

of now, there are 130 counties and at least 177 cities that have declared a local state of emergency. We
have modified our map so that it shows both declaration counties and the numbers of cases confirmed by county.
Note that all the case confirmation data comes directly from the 12:00 DPH report. I
have heard from quite a few counties that have updated their declarations today.These changes should be included.
Please

contact me directly at mnesmith@ac g. org if there are any mistakes/ changes that need to be incorporated.
Best,

Michele
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblle records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1016

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:36 PM

Sent:
To:

Nickerson,

Ginger

Subject:

RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

It likely will be. An new amended order will come out April 7th that will replace and extend the current Order.
I guess I discussed this was someone else.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "

Nickerson,

3/31/ 20

Ginger" <

4:25 PM ( GMT-

GNickerson @dougherty.ga.
us>Date:

05: 00) To: "

Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.
ga.
us>Subject:
RE: Election Day a
(ka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) No,

McCoy,

we did not discuss. I did share this information with Wendy. Has the shelter in place been
extended to April 301h in Dougherty County?Thanks,
Ginger

IP.INi ckeirsoin

Supervisor

Dougherty

County Board of Commis ioners / Voter
Ihone: 229. 431. 3247
dbe

Dougherty.

IFax:

Registration and

229. 438. 3975 V

ga.us I::::

rnail: DC - Vote rRegistrationUse rs dough ert .

a.
us

Imm From:

McCoy,
Michael Sent: Tuesday,
March 31,2020 4: 01 PM To: Nickerson,
Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty.

ga. us>
Subject: FW:

Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You
- -Can - Eat Buffet) 1017

Elections 1:"

We discussed this I believe.

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINSLISTSERV, ACCG, ORG> On Behalf Of Eric
Mosley

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1: 38 PM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG

AND- ADMINS(

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
The Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commissioners are very concerned about the upcoming May
election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications to all registered
voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction with this massive mailing operation, counties will still
be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you,
our poll workers are 65+ year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to
interact with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory
to what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!

0"

111J+-%

MNTY

TRCu
HERET

BOARD

1111i,
4
F

COM IS ONERS START

Eric

Mosley County
Manager Troup
County Board of Commis ioners 100
Ridley Avenue LaGrange,
GA

30240 Office: (

706) 298- 3643 Mobile: (
706)

302- 4891 W.

W.w.troupcount PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalie records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1018

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Nickerson, Ginger < GNickerson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:26 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

No, we did not discuss. I did share this information with Wendy. Has the shelter in place
been extended to April 30th in Dougherty County?
Thanks,

Ginger IP. INiiclkeirsoin
Supervisor

I

C- 0 " T Y
0.

04A

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners /
1:" Ihone:

229. 431. 3247

Voter Registration and Elections

IFax: 229. 438. 3975

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
I: : rnaiill:

DC -Vote rRegistrationUse rs dough

ert a.
.

us From:

McCoy, Michael Sent:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 4:
01 PM To:
Nickerson, Ginger <GNickerson@dougherty.

ga.
us> Subject:

FW: Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) We
discussed this I beliv. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS( LISTSERV,

ACCG, ORG> On

Behalf Of Eric Mosley

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 1:
38 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS( LISTSERV,

ACCG, ORG

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Election

Subject: [

Day (aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) The

Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commis ioners are very concerned about the upcoming May election.
It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications to all registered voters
in our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction with this massive mailing operation, counties will still be
responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our
poll workers are 65+year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact
with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This

all seems very contradictory 1019

to what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!

TROTUTP
l lu

B

uNTY

ARD OF COMMISSIONERS

STAKT HEPLET I

Eric Mosley
County Manager
Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

W.W.w.,.1..rQ.Wg2!!! AYz ". Or

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

MILLER, JASON C < jm6261 @att. com >
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:23 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Cc:

OHR, JEFFREY

Subject:

AT& T support during COVID- 19 outbreak -

M
BUSINESS

CONTINUITY

AT&T

In theface of unpredictaUle events, we are Ihere to h6lp you ,stay
connected, corrumunicate and c6klaboratefrorri anywhere, I ee p your
network aarm ' data secure, and ease sorrie of the burden on your technicaIlI

To assist you as you assess your Business Continuity plans, here is our Business Continuity link:
tts:l/www. business. att.com/ aboutlbusiness- continuity. tml.
On this site you will find valuable information on ways we are here for you today and
tomorrow.

In addition, under the Quick Resources section you will find a helpful Disaster Preparedness
Planning Guide.
Jeff and I are committed to being here for you, let us know where you need assistance.
Best regards,

Jason
Client

Miller
Solutions

Executive

2

AT& T Business

Local Government and Education
1021

706- 413- 8216

jasonmillerff att. com

i
wAT, &

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1022

TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:07 PM
Burns, Andy; georgia collierbolling
Vickery, Jason; Lowe, Bryan
RE: EM- 3464 Applicant Briefing

Thank you Andy!

From: Burns, Andy < Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 01 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; georgia
Cc: Vickery, Jason < Jason. Vickery@tetratech. com>; Lowe,
Subject: EM- 3464 Applicant Briefing

collierbolling <

georgiacollierbolling@yahoo.

com>

Bryan < Bryan. Lowe@tetratech. com>

Hi,

I listened in on the EM- 3464 ( Covid- 19) applicant briefing today. GEMA said that FEMA is kind of figuring this thing out
on the fly because they' ve never had to deal with a pandemic of this size before.
They said that the rules have changed and policies are being rewritten and that we should expect there to be a bit of
confusion in the beginning.
With that being said, there was not a whole lot of new information. They talked about the PA process, getting registered
on Grants Portal and EMgrants, and submitting an RPA, all of which you' re already aware of and have completed.

The biggest takeaway that I had is that they will be sending out a form in a few days that will allow the County to seek
reimbursement while only providing limited documentation. We' ll see what that form looks like and go from there.

The other takeaway was that we can seek reimbursement without having a FEMA POC, which sounds like there are
going to be so many applicants that FEMA is promoting a kind of self -serve reimbursement process. Again, we' ll wait to
see how that process actually looks in practice.

At this point, the declaration is still open ended, so the County is able to claim costs dating back to January 20th and on
into the future. The standard time period for eligible emergency work is six months, which would put the end date at
July 20th, but we' ll see how long this virus goes because I' d have to imagine that they' ll extend that.
While we wait for further guidance, the most important thing is to make sure that the County continues to document
your emergency work.

Let me know if there' s anything that you need from us in the meantime.
Andy

1023

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

wflindsey@JOHNSONCO.
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:07 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

on behalf of William F. Lindsey

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

ORG>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

Knife,

I

gues the hometown reporter Dal Cannady and WTOC can' t have the exclusive scoop. Oh

well...Bill

Lindsey Johnson
County Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Tom
Couch Sent:

Tuesday, March

31,2020 3:
54 PM To:

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: Ordinance

citations

I

was told today to start drafting shelter/ stay in place. Three

weeks ago wealth prevailed over health. I

could have saved four days since our last meeting on Friday doing that instead. We
must have done something wrong because satellite trucks are pulling in the parking lot.Savannah media only covers us
for bloody murders or GSU football games. I
promised Mr.Wills that I would temper my tongue until the pandemic is over. Tt
K On

3/31/ 20, 3: 26 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Steve Rapson" <COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of srapson@FAYET ECOUNTYGA. GOV>
wrote: Knife -

what
Rapson

do you know -Sledgehammer

is taking a softer approach -who

knew...Steven

Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P. A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305. 5100 Fayette

County offices are closed to public until April 30,2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus COVID19).
We

ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minmum. 1025

Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 20 PM
To: COUNTYSubject:

MANAGERS-

Re: [ COUNTY-

Email* Be

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

cautious of sender, content, and

ACCG. ORG
citations

External

links We

are about to find out....
On

3/31/ 20, 2: 57 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <COUNTY -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of M cCoy@DOUGH ERTY. GA.US>wrote: Dougherty

MANAGERS - AND

ADM

Original

Message ----From: County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf

Of Toby Harris

Sent: Tuesday,

March 31,2020 2: 43 PM To: COUNTYMANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

ACCG. ORG

AND- ADMINS]

Ordinance

citations Hello

Subject: [ COUNTY-

everyone, How

are Counties

working with Office or the Sheriff on enforcing the ordinances? I.
E.A

salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance. What counties are
issuing them citations? Thank You, Toby

Harris County

Manager Brantley
County BOC
Brantley County Georgia
33 Allen Rd
Nahunta, Ga 31553
912. 462. 5256
Office PUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE:

Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure. This email has

been checked for viruses by AVG. 1026

https:// u2305648. ct. sendgrid. net/ Is/ click? upn= AggitBalTagrfnOsScuTwZljQlooDbWCz8KG9E74s6c-

3DuMxm_ IAn3pm7Q5FsZsyTgWyOiYOTTyuOt6Nhz5sJvEM HhEgHdFGkcnPicjHYdCpUYpFBj6Nfj- 2FP- 2BwYL2BFbS4hxrxlgFGbMAWL2hLbFfW05Ji5QmTNDGYEUaOz8iQeSbgBOr152K5ycP5JC6xRPBb5uE8shuGKcgGAsW-

2FffnlgPdOVDIDrvw8rLG8fUDY4LWOAoU-

2FAr3n2UhgjwbwS3MRbkJRohk-

2FoLkSMgBncpY7gvWByLoaOe2gLBdZ7A2L3SO
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2B1Ptdk-

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:06 PM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Cc:

McCoy, Michael; Hall, Dominique
RE: Status of Dougherty County EMS Day 21 COVID- 19

Subject:

Scott

Confidential

Sensitivity:

No sir not yet, I talked to Vince last week and he stated he will advise us when he receives any notifications from the
shipping dept. He did request to get us moved up on the ship out list due to our situation. I will try to make contact with
him for any updated information.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73
w.

J'4T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 -701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naiill: SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 50 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Status of Dougherty County EMS Day 21 COVID- 19
Sensitivity: Confidential
Sam,

Thanks for the detailed report and your diligence in keeping your department safe as they serve the community.
Have you received any updates on the shipping date for the new Pathogends?
Thanks,
Scott

On Mar 31, 2020, at 3: 36 PM, Allen, Sam < SaAIIen@clougherty.

1028

a. us> wrote:

03/ 31/ 2020

Scott,

I have finally hand time to sit down and put together a report on the operations of Dougherty County
EMS. Over all the staffing is going very well and everyone is working in a safe manner. The employees
have pulled together and positive comments
Staff status as of today: 67 employees
Affected staff as related to COVID 19:

We have not been advised any exposures or additional negative test results from the First responder
COVID - 19 testing. We learned on the
situation that one positive test can result in 2 or
possibly 3 ems employees being sent home due to riding in the cab of the ambulance and working a 12
or 24 hour shift. We have now made the following changes to normal daily routine activities at all
Dougherty

EMS Stations:
1.

All staff must wear N- 95 mask, eye protection and gloves when they are in the front or
back of the Ambulance at all times no exceptions. This will prevent an exposure to an
employee if their partner was to test positive for the virus.

2.

Staff must wear a surgical mask at all times when they are inside a ems building. The
only time they can remove it is if they are in their bedroom or office with the door
closed.

3.

All staff must wear N- 95 Mask, eye protection gloves and tyvex suit if the patient is a

4.

confirmed COVID- 19 patient or high suspicion at all times and place a surgical mask on
the patient immediate on contact with ems staff.
Limited access to ems stations to limit possible exposure to other employees.

5.

The Pathogend

machine has been used over 60 times to decontaminate

Ambulances

and the EMS South Station was decontaminated after finding out B. Erickson/ J.
Varnadoe situation Sat. 03/ 28/ 2020.

1029

6.

Call volume is running around 80 to 90 calls per day with our normal volume at 60 per
day. On average we respond to about 1/ 3 of all calls being COVID- 19 related patients.

7.

Medical Supplies are holding steady and we are expecting a delivery this week from Ga.
Dep. Of Health.
Hand sanitizers are being used on and after every call or entry and exit of a building.
Daily conference calls to update staff at the start of each shift with the most current

8.
9.

information and new policies that have been put into place. Staff are encouraged to ask
questions so that we can make sure they fully understand our operation procedures.
Overall the department is functioning in a very good operation and hopefully we will move thru this
situation with limited issues and keep our staff protected from the virus. One last thing I just realized
that rain is a N- 95' s worst enemy as it can degrade the mask and have to be replaced. Our backup supply
will be used for a rainy day, no pun intended!
Thanks,
Sam

airn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
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a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:05 PM
Kathleen Tremblay; Collier -Bolling, Georgia
Tommy Lowmon
RE: Weekly Meeting Request

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thank you for your support and consideration during this challenging time for us.

From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>

Subject: FW: Weekly Meeting Request
Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.

Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
CII:.113G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia 1 '.) e1partiment of Cornimunity Affairs
Direct 404 679 5240

ka q h I?. 9. °. i....P. reryIL. P. w. i..t..0" ".° D i.°......i...D.: i...g? 11/

in

From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: igeedy( ldngsland eorgia. com; Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@doueherty, ga. us>;
tstegall@cityofbrunswick-

Travis Stegall

ea, eov>

Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tomm . Lowmon@dca. ga. gov>; Crystal Gaillard < CrystaI. Gaillard@dca.ja.f v>; McCoy, Michael

MMcCoyC douherty, a, us>;

Lee Spell < IspellCekineslandeeoreia, com>

Subject: Weekly Meeting Request
Good morning,

As we move closer to the implementation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program ( HRRP) in your
community I would like to begin regularly scheduled phone calls to discuss successes, challenges, needs for Technical
Assistance, budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful
and want to do everything we can to assist.

1031

I would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 81h or 91h. If you
can please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each
week, I would be appreciative. Once we have agreed upon a day and time I will send a recurring meeting invitation.
To facilitate the initial discussion( s) I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is
designed as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It will be built upon
as we move forward. There is a suggested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form. I
am asking all subrecipients to begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call.
You can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The DCA CDBG- DR
team will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
C11'.1IIG I :) III IProject Manager

Georgia I ) eIlia rtir neint of Cornirnunity Affairs 0
II• xecu flue (Park South, III

Aullan

a,
Georgia 3032 I..
e: im more aMMxit our cor mitPP ent to i°
1i r sari ryLr„ i„,!'„
U. PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written eommurtieatior? s to or from City artd County o
dals regardmg City artd County busil are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email eommurtieatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 1032

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:03 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program
Formula

Kenneth

Grant

Solicitation

Released

How do we apply?

From: Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 50 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program Formula Grant Solicitation
Released

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam. Ughtsey@usdoi. gov>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 35: 14 PM
To: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam, Liehtsey( e usdoi. gov>

Subject: NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program Formula Grant Solicitation
Released

Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance
Coronavirus

Date opened:
Date closes:

er e cy Supplemental Funding ProgramSolicitation

Formula

Grant

March 30, 2020

May 29, 2020

Link to announcement
Link to solicitation

Description

The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding (CESF) Program will provide funding to
assist eligible states, local units of government, and tribes in preventing, preparing for, and
responding to the coronavirus.

Allowable projects and purchases include, but are not limited to, overtime, equipment
including law enforcement and medical personal protective equipment), hiring, supplies ( such
as gloves, masks, sanitizer),

training, travel expenses, and addressing the medical needs of

inmates in state, local, and tribal prisons, jails, and detention centers.

1033

Who Can Apply:

Your State Administering Aency ( AA) can apply for funding to distribute throughout
the state.

See state amount here.

Designated municipal/ county/ tribal law enforcement can also apply for funding. Click
on this link which shows you the state. Click on the state to see which law enforcement
agencies are eligible to apply and the designated amount. (

Note to LECs:

If a specific

jurisdiction is not eligible to apply, they may wish to contact the SAA to determine how
they can receive funding through the state distribution.)
NOTE

BJA has informed us that applicants will not have to certify compliance with 8 USC 1373
re:

Communication between government agencies and Immigration and Customs

Enforcement).

Feel free to disseminate this information to your contacts.

Law Enforcement
Public

Information

Coordinator
Officer

U. S. Attorney' s Office
Middle District of Georgia
P. O. Box 1702
Macon,

GA 31202

478- 621- 2603 ( Work)
478- 731- 1824 ( Cell)

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication may contain law enforcement sensitive privileged
attorney/ client communications

or work product, and is not subject to disclosure.

It is solely for the use of the

intended recipients. Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited. If you believe that you
have received this e- mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, and permanently delete the e- mail, any

attachments, and all copies from your computer

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1034

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:02 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

won' t be hard ...we

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

It

reap what we sow. On

3/ 31/ 20, 4: 01 PM, "Bryan

Aasheim" < BAasheim@CANDLERCO-

GA. GOV> wrote:

t wor y Knife. It' s the media, they' re only there to help. If

Aasheim

AND-

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Tom Couch

Don'

you don' t mind, please try to keep them over there. Bryan

Candler

County County
Administrator baasheim@candlerco-

ga.
gov 912.
685. 2935 Original

Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 3:
54 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

Re: Ordinance

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.
citations

ACCG. ORG

Subject:

I

was told today to start drafting shelter/ stay in place. Three

weeks ago wealth prevailed over health. I

could have saved four days since our last meeting on Friday doing that instead. We
must have done something wrong because satellite trucks are pulling in the parking lot.Savannah

media

only covers

us for bloody murders or GSU football games. I
promised Mr.Wills that I would temper my tongue until the pandemic is over. TtK
On

3/31/ 20, 3: 26 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Steve Rapson" <COUNTY -

MANAGERS -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of srapson@FAYET ECOUNTYGA. GOV>
wrote: Knife -

what
Rapson

do you know - Sledgehammer
Fayette

County 1035

is taking a softer approach - who

knew...Steven

AND -ADM

County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770. 305. 5100

Fayette County offices are closed to public until April 30, 2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus
COVID- 19).

We ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minimum.
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 20 PM
To: COUNTYSubject:

MANAGERS-

Re: [ COUNTY-

External Email*

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS]

ACCG. ORG
Ordinance

citations

Be cautious of sender, content, and links

We are about to find out....

On 3/ 31/ 20, 2: 57 PM, "

County- managers- and- admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of MMcCoy@DOUGH ERTY. GA. US> wrote:

COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

Dougherty

Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Harris Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 2:
43 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance citations

Hello

everyone,

How are

Counties working with Office or the Sherif on enforcing the ordinances?I.
E.
A salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance. What counties
are issuing them citations? Thank You,

Toby Harris

County Manager
Brantley County
BOC Brantley County
Georgia 33 Allen
Rd Nahunta, Ga
31553

912. 462.

5256 Office 1036

Behalf Of Toby

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications

may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

BAasheim@CANDLERCOSent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:01 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

t wor y Knife. It' s the media, they' re only there to help. If

Aasheim

AND-

GA. GOV>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Bryan Aasheim

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

Don'

you don' t mind, please try to keep them over there. Bryan

Candler

County County
Administrator baasheim@candlercoga.
gov 912.
685. 2935

Original

Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 3:
54 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: Ordinance

citations

I

was told today to start drafting shelter/ stay in place. Three

weeks ago wealth prevailed over health. I

could have saved four days since our last meeting on Friday doing that instead. We
must have done something wrong because satellite trucks are pulling in the parking lot.Savannah media only covers us
for bloody murders or GSU football games. I
promised Mr.
Wills that I would temper my tongue until the pandemic is over. Tt
K On

3/31/ 20, 3: 26 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Steve Rapson" <COUNTY -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of srapson@FAYET ECOUNTYGA. GOV>
wrote:

what
Rapson

do you know -Sledgehammer

is taking a softer approach -who

Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P. A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov
305. 5100 1038

770.

MANAGERS - AND ADM

Knife -

knew...Steven

Fayette County offices are closed to public until April 30, 2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus
COVID-

19).

We ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minimum.
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Tom
Couch

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 20 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERSSubject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

Email* Be

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

cautious of sender, content, and

ACCG. ORG
citations

External

links We

are about to find out....
On

3/31/ 20, 2: 57 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <COUNTY -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of M cCoy@DOUGH ERTY. GA.US>wrote: Dougherty

MANAGERS - AND

ADM

Original

Message ----From: County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf

Of Toby Harris

Sent: Tuesday,

March 31,2020 2: 43 PM To: COUNTYMANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

ACCG. ORG

AND- ADMINS]

Ordinance

citations Hello

Subject: [ COUNTY-

everyone,

How

are Counties

working with Office or the Sheriff on enforcing the ordinances? I.
E.A
salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance. What counties are
issuing them citations? Thank You, Toby

Harris County

Manager Brantley
County BOC
Brantley County Georgia
33 Allen Rd
Nahunta, Ga 31553
912. 462. 5256
Office PUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE:

Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure. 1039
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4:01 PM

Sent:
To:

Nickerson,

Ginger

Subject:

FW: Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can - Eat Buffet)

We discussed this I believe.

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Eric
Mosley

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1: 38 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All -You -Can -Eat Buffet)
The Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commissioners are very concerned about the upcoming May
election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications to all registered
voters in our counties to request absentee ballots.

In conjunction

with this massive mailing operation,

counties will still

be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you,
our poll workers are 65+ year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to
interact with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory
to what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!

TROT
1I

1,

BOARD

u
F COMMISSIONERS

START HEPLET

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

aWgaamt

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad pobalie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey vials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 54 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

was told today to start drafting shelter/ stay in place. Three

AND-

NET>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Tom Couch

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

I

weeks ago wealth prevailed over health. I

could have saved four days since our last meeting on Friday doing that instead. We
must have done something wrong because satellite trucks are pulling in the parking lot.Savannah
for bloody murders or GSU football games. I

media only covers us

promised Mr.
Wills that I would temper my tongue until the pandemic is over. Tt
K On

3/31/ 20, 3: 26 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of Steve Rapson" <COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of srapson@FAYET ECOUNTYGA. GOV>
wrote: Knife -

what
Rapson

do you know - Sledgehammer

is taking a softer approach - who

knew...Steven

Fayette

County County
Manager, C.P. A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305. 5100 Fayette

County offices are closed to public until April 30,2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus COVID19).
We

ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minmum. Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 3:
20 PM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

Re: COUNTY[

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.
MANAGERS-

Be cautious

ACCG. ORG

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance citations

of sender, content, and

links

Subject:

External

Email*

We are

about to find out....On 3/

31/ 20, 2: 57

PM, " County- managers-

and-admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <COUNTY - MANAGERS -

LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of MMcCoy@DOUGH ERTY. GA.
US>
wrote: 1042

AND -ADM

INS@

Dougherty
Original Message -----

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of
Toby Harris

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 43 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERSSubject: [

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

ACCG. ORG

citations

Hello

everyone, How

are Counties working with Office or the Sheriff on enforcing the ordinances? I.
E. A salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance. What
counties are issuing them citations? Thank

You, Toby

Harris County
Manager Brantley
County BOC Brantley
County Georgia 33
Allen Rd Nahunta,
Ga

31553 912.

462. 5256 Office PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request.
Your

email communications may

be subject to public disclosure. 1043

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 50 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Cc:

McCoy, Michael; Hall, Dominique
Re: Status of Dougherty County EMS Day 21 COVID- 19
image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Subject:
Attachments:

Sensitivity:

Sam

Confidential

Sam,

Thanks for the detailed report and your diligence in keeping your department safe as they serve the community.
Have you received any updates on the shipping date for the new Pathogends?
Thanks,
Scott

On Mar 31, 2020, at 3: 36 PM, Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

03/ 31/ 2020

Scott,

I have finally hand time to sit down and put together a report on the operations of Dougherty County
EMS. Over all the staffing is going very well and everyone is working in a safe manner. The employees
have pulled together and positive comments
Staff status as of today: 67 employees
Affected staff as related to COVID 19:

1044

We have not been advised any exposures or additional negative test results from the First responder
COVID - 19 testing. We learned on the
situation that one positive test can result in 2 or
possibly 3 ems employees being sent home due to riding in the cab of the ambulance and working a 12
or 24 hour shift. We have now made the following changes to normal daily routine activities at all
Dougherty

EMS Stations:
1.

All staff must wear N- 95 mask, eye protection and gloves when they are in the front or
back of the Ambulance at all times no exceptions. This will prevent an exposure to an
employee if their partner was to test positive for the virus.

2.

Staff must wear a surgical mask at all times when they are inside a ems building. The
only time they can remove it is if they are in their bedroom or office with the door
closed.

3.

All staff must wear N- 95 Mask, eye protection gloves and tyvex suit if the patient is a
confirmed COVID- 19 patient or high suspicion at all times and place a surgical mask on

4.

the patient immediate on contact with ems staff.
Limited access to ems stations to limit possible exposure to other employees.

5.

The Pathogend

machine has been used over 60 times to decontaminate

Ambulances

and the EMS South Station was decontaminated after finding out B. Erickson/ J.
Varnadoe
6.

7.

8.
9.

situation

Sat. 03/ 28/ 2020.

Call volume is running around 80 to 90 calls per day with our normal volume at 60 per
day. On average we respond to about 1/ 3 of all calls being COVID- 19 related patients.
Medical Supplies are holding steady and we are expecting a delivery this week from Ga.
Dep. Of Health.
Hand sanitizers are being used on and after every call or entry and exit of a building.
Daily conference calls to update staff at the start of each shift with the most current
information and new policies that have been put into place. Staff are encouraged to ask
questions so that we can make sure they fully understand our operation procedures.

Overall the department is functioning in a very good operation and hopefully we will move thru this
situation with limited issues and keep our staff protected from the virus. One last thing I just realized
that rain is a N- 95' s worst enemy as it can degrade the mask and have to be replaced. Our backup supply
will be used for a rainy day, no pun intended!
Thanks,
Sam

airn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
liiiiurnaflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 1046

TAC Service

From:

Desk

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 37 PM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Cc:

McCoy, Michael; Hall, Dominique
Status of Dougherty County EMS Day 21 COVID- 19

Subject:

Scott

Confidential

Sensitivity:

03/ 31/ 2020

Scott,

I have finally hand time to sit down and put together a report on the operations of Dougherty County EMS. Over all the
staffing is going very well and everyone is working in a safe manner. The employees have pulled together and positive
comments

Staff status as of today: 67 employees
Affected staff as related to COVID 19:

We have not been advised any exposures or additional negative test results from the First responder COVID - 19 testing.
We learned on the
situation that one positive test can result in 2 or possibly 3 ems employees being sent
home due to riding in the cab of the ambulance and working a 12 or 24 hour shift. We have now made the following
changes to normal daily routine activities at all Dougherty EMS Stations:
1.

All staff must wear N- 95 mask, eye protection and gloves when they are in the front or back of the
Ambulance at all times no exceptions. This will prevent an exposure to an employee if their partner was
to test positive for the virus.

1047

2.

3.

Staff must wear a surgical mask at all times when they are inside a ems building. The only time they can
remove it is if they are in their bedroom or office with the door closed.
All staff must wear N- 95 Mask, eye protection gloves and tyvex suit if the patient is a confirmed COVID19 patient or high suspicion at all times and place a surgical mask on the patient immediate on contact
with ems staff.

4.

Limited access to ems stations to limit possible exposure to other employees.

5.

The Pathogend

machine has been used over 60 times to decontaminate

Ambulances

and the EMS South

Station was decontaminated after finding out B. Erickson/ J. Varnadoe situation Sat. 03/ 28/ 2020.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Call volume is running around 80 to 90 calls per day with our normal volume at 60 per day. On average
we respond to about 1/ 3 of all calls being COVID- 19 related patients.
Medical Supplies are holding steady and we are expecting a delivery this week from Ga. Dep. Of Health.
Hand sanitizers are being used on and after every call or entry and exit of a building.
Daily conference calls to update staff at the start of each shift with the most current information and
new policies that have been put into place. Staff are encouraged to ask questions so that we can make
sure they fully understand our operation procedures.

Overall the department is functioning in a very good operation and hopefully we will move thru this situation with
limited issues and keep our staff protected from the virus. One last thing I just realized that rain is a N- 95' s worst enemy
as it can degrade the mask and have to be replaced. Our backup supply will be used for a rainy day, no pun intended!
Thanks,
Sam

airn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director
uuuu
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 -701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
elE: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 27 PM
COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY-

Emergency

Ordinance, Rev..
docx Knife -

what

do you know - Sledgehammer

Rapson

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

GOV>

To:

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

ACCG. ORG>

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

is taking a softer approach - who

ACCG. ORG

citations

Attachments:

knew...Steven

Fayette

County County
Manager, C.P. A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305. 5100 Fayette

County offices are closed to public until April 30,2020, in abundance of caution concerning Coronavirus (COVID- 19).
We

ask our residents to contact us via phone, email, or our website to keep any exposure to a minmum. Original
Message ----From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 3:
20 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: C[
OUNTY-

MANAGERS-

Email* Be

AND- ADMINS] Ordinance

cautious of sender, content, and

citations

External

links We

are about to find out....
On

3/31/ 20, 2: 57 PM, "County-

managers- and-admins on behalf of McCoy, Michael" <COUNTY -

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG on behalf of M cCoy@DOUGH ERTY. GA.US>wrote: Dougherty

MANAGERS - AND

ADM

Original

Message ----From: County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
On Behalf
Tuesday,

March 31,2020 2: 43 PM To: COUNTYMANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

MANAGERS-

ACCG. ORG

AND- ADMINS]

Ordinance

citations

Subject: [ COUNTY-

Hello

everyone,

How are

Counties working with Office or the Sherif on enforcing the ordinances?1049

Of Toby Harris Sent:

I. E. A salon being open and not willing to follow State and local ordinance.
What counties are issuing them citations?

Thank You,

Toby Harris
County Manager
Brantley County BOC
Brantley County Georgia
33 Allen Rd
Nahunta,

Ga 31553

912. 462. 5256 Office

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

ACCG. ORG>

on behalf of Joey Brown
joey. brown@LIBERTYCOUNTYGA. COM>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 41 PM

Sent:
To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)
Add

me to that concerned group From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG] On Behalf Of Ben
Taylor Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 2:
02 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:COUNTY-[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Election Day ( aka COVID- 19 All You
- -Can - Eat Buffet) I am

very concerned as well!Sent from
my Phone On Mar

31, 2020, at 1:40 PM, Eric Mosley wrote: The

Troup

County Board of Elections and Board of Commissioners are very concerned about the upcoming May
election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State's Office wil be mailing out applications to
all registered voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In conjunction

with this massive mailing

operation, counties will still be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all
polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our poll workers are 65+
year old senior who are
at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact with thousands of voters during
early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory to what we have been
preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and hopefully your
voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s
Eric

Mosley

County Manager
Troup County
Board of Commissioners 100 Ridley
Avenue LaGrange, GA
30240

Office: (706)

298- 3643
302-

4891

Mobile: ( 706)
image002. gif>

image003. gif>
image004. gif>
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with me! image001. gif>

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

klewis@TWIGGSCOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 19 PM
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

US>

To:
Subject: [

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Kelvin Lewis

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)
We

are likely all concerned about these upcoming activities. Would

be nice to get all citizens, especially at risk seniors, to

vote absentee. What

other remedies are being proposed to the SOS?Take

care. Kelvin

C.Lewis/ County Administrator Twiggs

County Board of Commis ioners P.
O. Box

202/ Jeffersonvil e,

GA

945- 3629/ 478- 945- 3988

31044 478-

Fax

klewis@tWi

Sscounty us From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Ben Taylor

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 2:
02 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:Election Day a
(ka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) I

am very concerned as well! Sent
from my Phone On

Mar 31, 2020, at 1: 40 PM, Eric Mosley wrote:

The

Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commis ioners are very concerned about the upcoming
May election. It

is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Of ice will be mailing out applications

to all registered voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In

conjunction with this massive

mailing operation, counties will still be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening
all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our poll workers are 65+year old senior who
are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact with thousands of voters
during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory to what we 1053

have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and
hopefully your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me!
image001. gif>

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

vvJVJ. troupcounty
image002. gif>
image003. gif>
image004. gif>

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalie records lava. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

DHeadley@DAWSONCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of David Headley
ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 16 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

How

true! The saving grace to that burr under the saddle, is we may get reimbursed for it but I won' t hold my breath. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31,2020 2:
12 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:Election Day a
(ka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) You
know where The Knife sits, but

don' t sit on The Knife....It

may save me some money on buying too many of these infrared thermometers that we will never use again except at the
County Xmas party, someday. Tt
K From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS( a?
LISTSERV, ACCG, ORG>on

behalf of Ben

Taylor <btaylor( eBRYAN-COUNTY, ORG>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINSELISTSERV, ACCG,ORG>Date:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 at 2:02 PM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS( @LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY-

LISTSERV,

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS

ACCG, ORG> Subject:

Re: Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) I
am very concerned as well! Sent
from my Phone On

Mar 31, 2020, at 1: 40 PM, Eric Mosley wrote:

The

Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commis ioners are very concerned about the upcoming
May election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications
to all registered voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In

conjunction with this massive

mailing operation, counties will still be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening
all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our poll workers are 65+year old senior who
are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact with thousands of voters
during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory to what we have
been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and hopefully
your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me! 1055

image001. gif>

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

image003. gif>
image004. gif>

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 12 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

You

know where The Knife sits, but

don' t sit on The Knife....It

may save me some money on buying too many of these infrared thermometers that we will never use again except at the
County Xmas party, someday. Tt
K From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Taylor < btaylor@BRYAN-

COUNTY.

behalf of Ben

ORG>Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 at 2:02 PM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:

Re: Election Day a
(ka COVID- 19 All -You - Can -Eat Buffet) I
am very concerned as well! Sent
from my Phone On

Mar 31,2020, at 1:40 PM, Eric Mosley <emosley@troupcountyga.

gov>
wrote: The

Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commis ioners are very concerned about the upcoming
May election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications
to all registered voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In

conjunction with this massive

mailing operation, counties will still be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening
all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our poll workers are 65+year old senior who
are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact with thousands of voters
during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory to what we have
been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and hopefully
your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me! image001.
gif>
Eric

Mosley County
Manager Troup

County Board of Commis ioners 100
Ridley Avenue LaGrange,
GA

30240 Office: (

706) 298- 3643 1057

Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891
Or

image003. gif>
image004. gif>

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Ben Taylor < btaylor@BRYAN-

COUNTY. ORG>
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 02 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)

image001.

gif;image002. gif;image003. gif;image004. gif I

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Attachments:

am very concerned as well! Sent
from my Phone On

Mar 31,2020, at 1:40 PM, Eric Mosley <emosley@troupcountyga.

gov>
wrote: The

Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commis ioners are very concerned about the upcoming
May election. It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Office will be mailing out applications
to all registered voters in our counties to request absentee ballots. In

conjunction with this massive

mailing operation, counties will still be responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening
all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our poll workers are 65+year old senior who
are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact with thousands of voters
during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory to what we have
been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and hopefully
your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Of ice. Who' s with me! image001.
gif>
Eric

Mosley County
Manager Troup

County Board of Commis ioners 100
Ridley Avenue LaGrange,
GA

30240 Office: (

706) 298- 3643 Mobile: (
706)

302- 4891 vvJVJ.

troupcountyf image002.

gif>
image003.
gif>
image004.
gif>
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 2: 00 PM
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us

Sent:
To:

New Insights for Your COVID- 19 Response

Subject:

View this email in your browser

Pr„II „

pr t ,,,,,,Ile
,iro
,. i i, l

Ilf eae

irolll

Ilf el

it

Georgia CEO and goBeyondProfit bring you this especially timely research into
what Georgians see and value. It clarifies the strong mindset present as
Georgia entered COVID- 19 disruption and provides relevant insights to guide
CEO' s decision - making.
Research shows Georgians will reward companies that act today and
contribute to the well- being of their employees and community. Corporate
generosity in the good times is easy — it' s moments like these that define truly
great companies and the people that lead them.
We ................................................
t, ,,,,,, ,!!,.!',,,,,,
i „ Irn.sii,
2y!2.gf,i„ Ind',,,,,
t,1„ , , , ', ,

hts Ilhell full i n the weelks a irtd it ri o nt l h s a lh ead

Copyright Oc 2020 Georgia

CEO, All rights reserved.

You are receiving the Albany CEO Briefing because you subscribed on AlbanyCEO. com

Our mailing address is:
Georgia

CEO

2800 Old Dawson
299

1061

Road

Albany, GA 31707

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these ernails?
You can gpdate- your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
officials regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1: 39 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Pamela

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thanks

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 04 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy
i

C- 0
0.

4T
04A

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U: ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile:

229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Dina 11.: 1aioh son((i)doughert

From:

Willis,

Shannon < ShWillis

a.us

doueherty.

a. us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 38 AM
To: Sproul,

Kevin < K5proul@doughertyga.

dou
Cates,

Lee <LCates@douehert .

ga.us>;Ostrander,

John

hert , ea. us>Cc:
a.
us>; Brock,

a,
us> Subject:

DCSO

us>; Hayes, Terron < THayesdoufherty,

Employees COVID 19.xlsx 1063

Allen <ABrock@doueherty. ga.
us>;Johnson,

Pamela

PJohnsoniSdoughertyr,-

JOstrander

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
officials regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

emosley@TROUPCOUNTYGA.

on behalf of Eric Mosley

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1: 38 PM
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

GOV>

To:
Subject: [

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Election Day (
aka COVID- 19 All -You - Can - Eat Buffet)
The

Troup County Board of Elections and Board of Commis ioners are very concerned about the upcoming May election.
It is my understanding that the Secretary of State' s Of ice will be mailing out applications to all registered voters
in our counties to request absentee ballots. In

conjunction with

this massive mailing operation, counties

will still be

responsible for hosting the weeks of early voting and opening all polls on the day of the election. I am sure like you, our
poll workers are 65+year old senior who are at high risk during this current pandemic and will be required to interact
with thousands of voters during early election and on the day of the election. This all seems very contradictory to
what we have been preaching now for 30 days to general public. I would greatly appreciate your thoughts and hopefully
your voices to stand up to the Secretary of State' s Office. Who' s with me! 0

Cuo"'

TR

1BOARD

UNTY 11

COMMISSIONERS STAKT HEPLET

OF

Eric Mosley

County Manager
Troup County

Board of Commissioners 100 Ridley
Avenue LaGrange, GA
30240

Office: (706)

298- 3643
302-

4891

Mobile: ( 706)
PUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad lrubalie records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County ey vials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 1065

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Kenneth <

KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 50 PM
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Formula

Grant

Solicitation

Released

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam. Lightsey@usdoj. gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 35: 14 PM
To: Lightsey, Pam ( USAGAM) < Pam. Lightsey@usdoj.

gov>

Subject: NEW GRANT FUNDING: Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program Formula Grant Solicitation
Released

Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance
Coronavirus

Date opened:
Date closes:

er e cy Supplemental Funding ProgramSolicitation

Formula

Grant

March 30, 2020

May 29, 2020

Link to announcement
Link to solicitation

Description

The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding (CESF) Program will provide funding to
assist eligible states, local units of government, and tribes in preventing, preparing for, and
responding to the coronavirus.

Allowable projects and purchases include, but are not limited to, overtime, equipment
including law enforcement and medical personal protective equipment), hiring, supplies ( such
as gloves,

masks, sanitizer),

training, travel expenses, and addressing the medical needs of

inmates in state, local, and tribal prisons, jails, and detention centers.
Who Can Apply:
Your State Administering
the state.

Aency (

AA) can apply for funding to distribute throughout

See state amount here.

Designated municipal/ county/ tribal law enforcement can also apply for funding.

Click

on this link which shows you the state. Click on the state to see which law enforcement
agencies are eligible to apply and the designated amount. ( Note to LECs: If a specific
1066

jurisdiction is not eligible to apply, they may wish to contact the SAA to determine how
they can receive funding through the state distribution.)
NOTE

BJA has informed us that applicants will not have to certify compliance with 8 USC 1373
re:

Communication between government agencies and Immigration and Customs

Enforcement).

Feel free to disseminate this information to your contacts.

Law Enforcement

Coordinator

Public Information Officer

U. S. Attorney' s Office
Middle District of Georgia
P. O. Box 1702

Macon, GA 31202
478- 621- 2603 ( Work)
478- 731- 1824 ( Cell)

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication may contain law enforcement sensitive privileged
attorney/client communications or work product, and is not subject to disclosure. It is solely for the use of the
intended recipients. Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited. If you believe that you
have received this e- mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, and permanently delete the e- mail, any
attachments, and all copies from your computer

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1067

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
McCoy, Michael; Collier -Bolling, Georgia
Tommy Lowmon
FW: Weekly Meeting Request

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

CDBG- DR WorkPlan Template Suggested Use. docx; CDBG- DR WorkPlan Template. xlsx

Attachments:

Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.

Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
0I::1II3G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia 1 '.) e1partiment of Cornimunity Affairs
Direct 404 679 5240
I

nqhl";,"^:

u gre: ypkwl nrn"""° Oa n D; n¢. 1g:^.`

From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: jgeedy@kingslandgeorgia.

com; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga. us>; Travis Stegall

tstegall@cityofbrunswick- ga. gov>
Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; Crystal Gaillard < Crystal. Gaillard@dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>; Lee Spell < Ispell@kingslandgeorgia.

com>

Subject: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning,
As we move closer to the implementation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program ( HRRP) in your
community I would like to begin regularly scheduled phone calls to discuss successes, challenges, needs for Technical
Assistance, budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful
and want to do everything we can to assist.

I would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 81h or 91h. If you
can please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each
week, I would be appreciative. Once we have agreed upon a day and time I will send a recurring meeting invitation.
To facilitate the initial discussion( s) I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is
designed as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It will be built upon

1068

as we move forward. There is a suggested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form
am asking all subrecipients to begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call.
You can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The DCA CDBG- DR
team will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
C11'.1IIG I ) III IProject Manager

Georgia Il) eIlia iftir neint of Cornirnunity Affairs 60

olf,nI r'nuiur",iil"ty Affa.I I I" s
I.. e: im more aMMxit ourcrommitPPent

15 /// ,

Il.xeculiv ( Park

South, III

Aullan

a,
Georgia 30329 kathkl

to i° 1ir

en

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writtert eommurtieatior? s to or from City artd Courtty o
dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email eommurtieatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 1069

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 31 PM
Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Legislative

Update

03. 27. 2020.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 37 PM
To: Gaines, Gloria < GGaines@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Chris

S. Cohilas ( CCohilas@watsonspence.

com) < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Lamar

Hudgins

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net) < lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>; vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray,
Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Legislative Update 03. 27. 2020.

Commissioner

Gaines-

Per your request please find below an update from Cornerstone

on the COVID- 19 stimulus

legislation passed by Congress. Thanks.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation related to COVID- 19.

3. 27. 2020 - COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

IV and onward

Timeline: Speaker Pelosi and others have agreed on drafting a fourth supplemental — unclear what will be included yet.
On the House floor today, Speaker Pelosi called COVID- III a " down payment," saying that the nation will need infusions
of funding for hospitals, health care workers, and emergency services personnel. However, Leader McCarthy has said
that drafting a fourth supplemental may be " premature". The House is in recess until March 31. The Senate is in recess
until April 20.

It' s likely that the next COVID- 19 bill focuses on rebuilding the country' s infrastructure and recovery from the current
crisis. In addition to infrastructure, a bill could include investment in clean energy ( Democrats had previously pushed to
include clean energy tax credits, climate resilient infrastructure and other measures in COVID- III). Other Democratic
priorities may include federal action on housing and childcare affordability. Republican priorities may include additional
tax relief for businesses and individuals, as well as rollback of and flexibility for certain industries and regulations.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

III — COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

After the Senate passed the bill unanimously ( 96- 0) Wednesday night, the House passed the package today. The House
had three hours of debate, where members emphasized the problems with the bill but, for the most part, reiterated
their support. Democrats voiced their concern about leaving out taxpaying immigrants, the amount of Money dedicated
to corporations, and the lack of an election contingency plan ( i. e vote -by -mail process). Some conservatives pointed to
the high price tag and a few stated their flat- out opposition for the bill. Most members, while pointing to the problems
they had with the bill, urged their peers to support the measure as it provided critical emergency funding for public
health infrastructure,

small businesses, and workers.
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In a tweet earlier today, Rep. Massie indicated he intended to call for a roll call on the vote. Multiple members,
including, it appears, Speaker Pelosi and Leader McCarthy, attempted to persuade him to not call for recorded vote.
However, after debate ended, he requested a recorded vote, which failed ( one fifth of members needed to stand in

support of that motion for it to pass). Rep. Massie then objected on the basis that a quorum ( two- thirds of the House,
i. e. 216 members) was not present ( and therefore voting could not occur). House leadership had marshalled enough
members back to D. C. for a quorum to be present, and thus the bill was passed by voice vote. At 4pm the President
signed the bill into law.

Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here. Section summaries below:
Small Business Loans ( Title 1) —
Individual

Relief ( Title 11) —

Committee section by section here and one pager here, minority one pager here

summary here

Business Tax Relief ( Title 11) —

summary here

Health Care Infrastructure Support ( Title III) —
Education (

also Title III) —

majority summary here, minority summary here

Senate Finance Jurisdiction
Economic

Stabilization (

Title

Health Provisions ( still Title III) —
IV) —

section by section here

summary here

See here for summary on specific worker protections

o

Appropriations —

Committees'

majority summary here, minority summary here

summaries

majority section by section here, minority summary here
below:

Senate Agriculture Committee minority summary here
Senate Banking Committee majority summary here, minority summary here
Senate Commerce Committee minority summary here
Senate Homeland and Government Affairs Committee minority summary here
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs summary here
Senate Judiciary Committee minority summary here
Senate Veterans Affairs Committee
Supplemental

II — COVID- 11, Families

First

minority summary here

Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

Supplemental

I—

r.

COVID- 1, Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress
Session: House is in recess until March 31. Senate is in recess until April 20.

Appropriations: As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Most House bills have
subcommittee markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining

and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous,

in - person

voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. On Monday, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms
and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting, including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. In
the Senate, Sens. Durbin, Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader
McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive.
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Hearings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some committee staff are

working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee has developed a
paper hearing"

model in lieu of in - person hearings.

Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 3): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL)
Currently Self -Quarantined ( 28): Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Doug
Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( D- NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice
D- NY), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Gwen Moore ( DWI),

Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Stephanie

Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. Joe

Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Tom Cole ( R- OK), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep. David
Price ( D- NC), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO), Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen.
Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA)
Completed Quarantine ( 6): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ),
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9597

M 202. 329. 2469

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 31 PM
Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Legislative

Update

03. 27. 2020.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 37 PM
To: Gaines, Gloria < GGaines@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Chris

S. Cohilas ( CCohilas@watsonspence.

com) < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Lamar

Hudgins

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net) < lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>; vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray,
Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Jones, Anthony < AnJones@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Legislative Update 03. 27. 2020.

Commissioner

Gaines-

Per your request please find below an update from Cornerstone

on the COVID- 19 stimulus

legislation passed by Congress. Thanks.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation related to COVID- 19.

3. 27. 2020 - COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

IV and onward

Timeline: Speaker Pelosi and others have agreed on drafting a fourth supplemental — unclear what will be included yet.
On the House floor today, Speaker Pelosi called COVID- III a " down payment," saying that the nation will need infusions
of funding for hospitals, health care workers, and emergency services personnel. However, Leader McCarthy has said
that drafting a fourth supplemental may be " premature". The House is in recess until March 31. The Senate is in recess
until April 20.

It' s likely that the next COVID- 19 bill focuses on rebuilding the country' s infrastructure and recovery from the current
crisis. In addition to infrastructure, a bill could include investment in clean energy ( Democrats had previously pushed to
include clean energy tax credits, climate resilient infrastructure and other measures in COVID- III). Other Democratic
priorities may include federal action on housing and childcare affordability. Republican priorities may include additional
tax relief for businesses and individuals, as well as rollback of and flexibility for certain industries and regulations.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

III — COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

After the Senate passed the bill unanimously ( 96- 0) Wednesday night, the House passed the package today. The House
had three hours of debate, where members emphasized the problems with the bill but, for the most part, reiterated
their support. Democrats voiced their concern about leaving out taxpaying immigrants, the amount of Money dedicated
to corporations, and the lack of an election contingency plan ( i. e vote -by -mail process). Some conservatives pointed to
the high price tag and a few stated their flat- out opposition for the bill. Most members, while pointing to the problems
they had with the bill, urged their peers to support the measure as it provided critical emergency funding for public
health infrastructure,

small businesses, and workers.
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In a tweet earlier today, Rep. Massie indicated he intended to call for a roll call on the vote. Multiple members,
including, it appears, Speaker Pelosi and Leader McCarthy, attempted to persuade him to not call for recorded vote.
However, after debate ended, he requested a recorded vote, which failed ( one fifth of members needed to stand in

support of that motion for it to pass). Rep. Massie then objected on the basis that a quorum ( two- thirds of the House,
i. e. 216 members) was not present ( and therefore voting could not occur). House leadership had marshalled enough
members back to D. C. for a quorum to be present, and thus the bill was passed by voice vote. At 4pm the President
signed the bill into law.

Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here. Section summaries below:
Small Business Loans ( Title 1) —
Individual

Relief ( Title 11) —

Committee section by section here and one pager here, minority one pager here

summary here

Business Tax Relief ( Title 11) —

summary here

Health Care Infrastructure Support ( Title III) —
Education (

also Title III) —

majority summary here, minority summary here

Senate Finance Jurisdiction
Economic

Stabilization (

Title

Health Provisions ( still Title III) —
IV) —

section by section here

summary here

See here for summary on specific worker protections

o

Appropriations —

Committees'

majority summary here, minority summary here

summaries

majority section by section here, minority summary here
below:

Senate Agriculture Committee minority summary here
Senate Banking Committee majority summary here, minority summary here
Senate Commerce Committee minority summary here
Senate Homeland and Government Affairs Committee minority summary here
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs summary here
Senate Judiciary Committee minority summary here
Senate Veterans Affairs Committee
Supplemental

II — COVID- 11, Families

First

minority summary here

Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

Supplemental

I—

r.

COVID- 1, Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress
Session: House is in recess until March 31. Senate is in recess until April 20.

Appropriations: As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Most House bills have
subcommittee markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining

and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous,

in - person

voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. On Monday, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms
and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting, including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. In
the Senate, Sens. Durbin, Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader
McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive.
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Hearings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some committee staff are

working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee has developed a
paper hearing"

model in lieu of in - person hearings.

Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 3): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL)
Currently Self -Quarantined ( 28): Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Doug
Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( D- NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice
D- NY), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Gwen Moore ( DWI),

Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Stephanie

Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. Joe

Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Tom Cole ( R- OK), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep. David
Price ( D- NC), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO), Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen.
Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA)
Completed Quarantine ( 6): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ),
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9597

M 202. 329. 2469

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Microsoft

Outlook

M icrosoftExchange329e71

ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@CityofAlbanyGA.

onmicros

oft. com>
Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 15 PM
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us

To:
Subject:

Undeliverable:

Attachments:

RE: COVID- 19

RE: COVID-

19

0
Your message to IIIMCI[::All:::X.... o::::::::
.......CIIty,,

20of..ii. 0Alllbanyou::::::::
l::.:xc1lhange 1 20Adirniinstiradve,, 20Groulp.. 112011 811::: Y111111:

Your

email
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o=Clty+20of. Recipient To

R
Outdated To
address

stop

How to

Fix It I MCEAEX-_
your email program from using outdated address information, clear the recipient Auto - Complete Identify the
recipient who didn' t receive your message by looking at the To or CC information located IMCEAEX' or
imceaex' didn' t receive your message. Click New
mail (in Outlook)

or New

Email ( in Outlook

on the

web). In the

To box, start typing the recipient' s name or email address until the recipient' s name ap ears in Use the
Down Arrow and Up Arrow keys to select the recipient, and then press the Delete key to de In the
To box retype the recipient' s email

ad res and then

resend the message. If the

problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If you' re an email admin, refer to the Was this

helpful? Send feedback

to Microsoft. More Info

for Email Admins Status code:
550 5.7.11 The recipient

email address is a LegacyExchangeDN ad res , which isn't used by the Office 365 service. You might see this er synchronize your
on premises
- directory with Office 365. If clearing the recipient Auto - Complete List from the user' s Outlook 1076

Then synchronize the directory again.
For more information, see Fix email delivery issues for error code 5. 1. 11 in Office 365.
Original

Message

Details

Created Date:

3/ 31/ 2020 4: 15: 24 PM

Sender Address:

MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us

Recipient

IMCEAEX-- o= Clty+ 20of+ 20AIbany- ou= Exchange+ 2OAdministrative+ 2OGroup+ 20+ 28FYDIBOHF23S

Address:

Subject:

RE: COVI D- 19

Error Details
Reported

error:

550 5. 7. 11 RESOL VER.ADR.ExRecipNotFound; Recipient not found by Exchange Legacy encapsulated er

DSN generated by:

SA9PR09MB5614. namprd09. prod.outlook.com
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COVID-

RE:

Subject:

19

Thread - Topic:

COVID-

Thread - Index:

AdYHdHQVHL1?) Y3FkURaC9kOEbTa6lXgAAnADcj

Date:

31

Tue,

Message -

Mar

19

2020

16:

15:

24

00000

ID:

SA9PR09MB536OD13739AD04454D7DOC9E87C80@SA9PR09MB5360.

namprdO9.

prod.

caul look.

com',,

29BC80@BN8PR09MB3490.

namprd09.

prod.

outlook.

com',,

29BC80@BN8PR09MB3490.

namprd09.

prod.

outlook.

com',,

namprdO9.

prod.

caul look.

com',,

References:

BN8PR09MB3490064F9OF79DE3D36E681
In - Reply - To:
BN8PR09MB3490064F9OF79DE3D36E681
Accept -

Language:

en - US

Content - Language:
XX-

MS-

Has-

MS-

TNEF-

en - US

Attach:
Correlator:

SA9PR09MB536OD13739AD04454D7DOC9E87C80@SA9PR09MB5360.
MIME - Version:

1.

X- Originating-

IP: [

X-

MS-

66. 110. 195. 2541
Emaii

PublicTrafficType:

Return - Path:

MMcCoyMougherty.

X- MS- Office365X-

0

MS-
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6284114f-
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 15 PM
Brown, Linda; Addison, Scott; Stokes, Larissa; Buckley, Geraldine; Ware, Jawahn

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Hall,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19

Dominique

I' m sorry you are not well and do appreciate your concerns. Your leave request is approved. I pray that
you have a full and speedy recovery. Thanks.

From:
Tuesday, March 31,2020 12:05 PM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>;Addison,
Geraldine < GBuckley@dougherty.

Brown, Linda <Ibrown@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Ware,

Scott <SAddison@dougherty.
Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Stokes,

Larissa;

Buckley,

ga.
us> Cc:

ga.
us>Subject:

COVID- 19 Good

afternoon all,
have

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1079

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

Summary and Presentation from GEMA Call on FEMA Public Assistance Program
DR- 4501 COVID 19. pdf

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 05 PM

Sent:

Attachments:

rllmis iunfoirimatioin is Ibeiung sein'; to all1cou irmty m.Ilmairne, mainageirs aind adimiunistiratm;: r'
s PI ease slllmaire with otllheir staff-espeq-.
lllly
nneeded,
Attached
youir° E A Diir° ector°s.-•
as
you will find the presentation GEMA shared as an overview of the FEMA Public Assistance Program during the first
of three scheduled webinars held earlier today. Participating in one of these GEMA webinars is a required step in the
process to be considered for reimbursement. Details on the two remaining calls are at the bottom of this email. Here
are a few important notes from this briefing: This
is a new and different disaster and FEMA is working hard to make the Stafford Act work for this pandemic.

FEMA

guidance (rules, policies, etc.)
is

coming to GEMA every day and continues to change. FEMA

knows that they need to get the Public Assistance Program money flowing. They are working on an expediated
process that should be available in the next few days. The
information that GEMA is sharing is the best available today but is subject to change. If
you have previously registered in the FEMA system (presumably from a previous event),
you

can use that existing registration

and do not have to reapply for credentials; however, FEMA is asking for all information to be uploaded through
this portal. See
make sure that
the list of eligible organizations in the PowerPoint on pages 5 6; —

those organizations are

aware that

they may qualify (i.
e., scho ls for providing meals to students). Like
all disaster declarations, documentation is EXTREMELY important. Make

sure you are carefully documenting all expenses

and can provide a nar ative to go along with them. The
qualifying starting date for expenses related to COVID- 19 is January 20,2020. GEMA

also recommended that you download and review the FEMA Public Assistance Prora and

Polio Guide. ACCG

highly recommends that you click on the direct link and watch the presentation and listen to the audio using that
method as it was much clearer than listening to the meeting by phone only.Details
for the April 1 Webinar at 2 p. m. Direct
Link: htt
s: ema,

webex, com

MTID= mbafe2dOa20f15186565f325f8f957d4d

webs

n

sites

ems

meetin

Meeting

number ( access

code):618

password needed, just hit #
1080

170 561 No

download

43650073ace74c51aab21a1dce28c6371siteurl- e

ma&

Join by phone
Tap to call in from a mobile device ( attendees only)
1- 855- 282- 6330 US TOLL FREE

Details for the April 2 Meeting at 10: 30 a. m.
Direct Link:
https://

ema, webex, com/ webalapng/

sites/ Tema/ meetin

download

f3d8c99ada20444492436878d78a8468.

siteurl- ge

ma& MTID= m40f63c9395f209bed2ac05d81093493c

Meeting number ( access code): 619 267 380

No password needed, just hit #
Join by phone
Tap to call in from a mobile device ( attendees only)
1- 855- 282- 6330

i

ACi
Ad—"

ujG

US TOLL

FREE

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
v`

G

Board Relations

cqu b...

Office

Phone: (

404) 522- 5022

Cell Phone: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busmess are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 05 PM
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott; Stokes, Larissa; Buckley, Geraldine; Ware, Jawahn

Cc:

Brown,

Linda

Subject:

COVID-

19

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1082

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 04 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy
w

EXXXK-`H E
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 38 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Ostrander,

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Desk

Burns, Andy < Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 01 PM
McCoy, Michael; georgia collierbolling
Vickery, Jason; Lowe, Bryan
EM- 3464 Applicant Briefing

Hi,

I listened in on the EM- 3464 ( Covid- 19) applicant briefing today. GEMA said that FEMA is kind of figuring this thing out
on the fly because they' ve never had to deal with a pandemic of this size before.
They said that the rules have changed and policies are being rewritten and that we should expect there to be a bit of
confusion in the beginning.
With that being said, there was not a whole lot of new information. They talked about the PA process, getting registered
on Grants Portal and EMgrants, and submitting an RPA, all of which you' re already aware of and have completed.

The biggest takeaway that I had is that they will be sending out a form in a few days that will allow the County to seek
reimbursement while only providing limited documentation. We' ll see what that form looks like and go from there.

The other takeaway was that we can seek reimbursement without having a FEMA POC, which sounds like there are
going to be so many applicants that FEMA is promoting a kind of self -serve reimbursement process. Again, we' ll wait to
see how that process actually looks in practice.

At this point, the declaration is still open ended, so the County is able to claim costs dating back to January 20th and on
into the future. The standard time period for eligible emergency work is six months, which would put the end date at
July 20th, but we' ll see how long this virus goes because I' d have to imagine that they' ll extend that.
While we wait for further guidance, the most important thing is to make sure that the County continues to document
your emergency work.
Let me know if there' s anything that you need from us in the meantime.
Andy

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1084

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 58 AM
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon;
Jordan, Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary;
Persley, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam;
Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes;
charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas
Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

Purpose:

Your presence is requested on behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott at this virtual press conference. Our
city and county leaders will be conducting an update on the Coronavirus.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1085

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tia Jacobs < tjacobs@mercatus. gmu. edu>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 41 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Pandemic Policy Response: Emergency Occupational License Reforms

Dear Mr. McCoy,

I apologize, but the link you just received to the Mercatus Center' s HOAP project was not correct. Here is the correct link to
the Prerelease

for our 2020 Healthcare

Openness and Access Project.

As always, please let me know if you have any questions or would like to speak with any of our scholars.
Sincerely,
Tia L. Jacobs
State

Outreach

Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University

Dear Mr. McCoy,

In response to the ongoing COVID- 19 public health and economic crisis, the Mercatus Center at George Mason
University is publishing timely, short -essays to address pressing policy questions affecting Congress, state and

local governments, and the American economy.
Mercatus published a policy brief authored by Edward J. Timmons titled, " A Primer on Emergency
Occupational Licensing Reforms for Combating COVID- 19."

Timmons describes the strain on the American

healthcare system and why occupational licensure creates additional barriers in times of emergency.
He gives examples of reforms that would help expand and provide flexibility for the healthcare workforce to
enhance the response of our healthcare delivery system, including:
Blanket Expansion of Medical Scope of Practice

Waiving Licensure Requirements
Temporary Out -of -State Licenses
In this polices, Timmons also explores reforms that would have a moderate effect on our healthcare system,

including allowing retired personnel to practice, waiving fees, and extending the expiration of licenses.
Additionally, Mercatus has pre -released the 2020 Healthcare Openness and Access Project (HOAP), as
policymakers look to find ways to improve the delivery of healthcare in their respective cities and states.
As always, the Mercatus Center is eager to serve as a resource for public policy research, especially in these
uncertain times. If you would like to discuss these policies in depth, please do not hesitate to contact me. I
would be glad to connect you to the author.
Sincerely,

1086

Tia L. Jacobs
State Outreach Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University
0: (703) 993- 9112
C: ( 262) 498- 7526
www. mercatus. Qrg
Unsubscnbe

191
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Mark

Sexton <

mark. sexton@gema. ga. gov>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 35 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Cc:

Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael; Steiner, Joseph Scott; C Scott; Stock, Kenneth;
Persley, Michael; Rowe, Stacey

Subject:

Re: Important --

Attachments:

image001 jpg

Hospital

Pod

Issue

Excellent.

Thank you all.
Mark

J. Mark Sexton
GEMA/ HS

On Mar 31, 2020,

at 11: 33 AM,

Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

wrote:

Great. Thank you Sharon.

From: Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 31 AM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>;

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;

com>; Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>

Cc: mark. sexton@gema. ga. gov; Stock, Kenneth < kstock@albanyga.
MPersley@albanyga.
Subject:

gov>; Rowe, Stacey < SRowe@albanyga.

RE: Important -- Hospital

gov>; Persley, Michael

gov>

Pod Issue

Chris,

Our Albany Utilities team is already engaged with the power supply request — Utility
Engineering called me this morning to confirm. Water and sewer likewise — no capacity
issues which would cause any limitations.
I' m copying Chief Persley on the homeless concerns. In my opinion, this would be an
ideal assignment for outside LE — I encourage him to discuss on the call later today.
S
Ih

i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain, I I

IIIPS , '

11[

11

C II,

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager

WWWWWROW1 " I
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401 dune Avenue, 2nd Hoor

P. O. Box 447

Abany, GA 31702

image001Jpg>

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilasC@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 21 AM
To: Subadan,

Sharon <

S

ubadanC

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dou herty, a, us>;
hoebehealth. com>; Scott, Cedric < CScott( e albanyea, eov>
albany

a,

ov>;

Cc: mark. sexton[ e eema. Ea. gov
Subject: Important -- Hospital Pod Issue
Importance:

High

Dear Team:

Following our task force phone call this morning, I had a phone conference with Mark Sexton of
GEMA. He has been tasked with getting a 24 bed POD facility to our community. It is to be staged at
Phoebe North in the parking lot. This is a great resource that will better allow Phoebe North to serve as
a COVID- 19 surge facility as the number of COVID cases in SOWEGA grows. This facility will be trucked in
and placed down in the parking lot. They have asked for our assistance on a couple of important items:
1.

They need a different transformer to be able to operate this facility. Thus, they need some help
from Albany Utilities in order to be able to get that accomplished. Sharon — I have explained
that you are the go -to person for their utility needs and that you can help them with this.

2.

They will need to tie into the water line and sewage line their at Phoebe. They will need
assistance with this.

3.

They may need some help with keeping any nearby homeless populations out of the facility as it
is being constructed and put together.

The contract that the Governor has authorized is set for it to be up and running by April 281h. I have
assured GEMA that our team can help with making sure that permitting and other bureaucratic items
can be expedited.

I would ask that our team communicate directly with Mark Sexton on this item so that we can make best
use of this important

resource to our community

and the region.

Respectfully,
Christopher

S. Cohilas

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 1089

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 33 AM
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael; Steiner, Joseph Scott; Scott, Cedric
mark. sexton@gema. ga. gov; Stock, Kenneth; Persley, Michael; Rowe, Stacey

To:
Cc:
Subject:

RE: Important --

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Hospital

Pod

com>

Issue

Great. Thank you Sharon.

From: Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 31 AM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>;

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;

com>; Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

Steiner, Joseph

gov>

Cc: mark. sexton@gema. ga. gov; Stock, Kenneth < kstock@albanyga. gov>; Persley, Michael < MPersley@albanyga. gov>;
Rowe, Stacey < SRowe@albanyga.
Subject:

RE: Important -- Hospital

gov>
Pod Issue

Chris,

Our Albany Utilities team is already engaged with the power supply request — Utility Engineering
called me this morning to confirm. Water and sewer likewise — no capacity issues which would cause
any limitations.
I' m copying Chief Persley on the homeless concerns. In my opinion, this would be an ideal
assignment for outside LE — I encourage him to discuss on the call later today.

Ih

i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain, I I

IIIPS , '

11[

C II,

11

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
wmitmkw
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From: Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilasC

watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 21 AM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadanC albany a, ov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2_ ougherty. a. us>; Steiner, Joseph Scott
ssteiner( c phoebehealth. com>; Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyea,
Cc: mark. sexton
Subject:

Important -- Hospital

Importance:

eov>

eema, fa, Lov

Pod Issue

High

Dear Team:

Following our task force phone call this morning, I had a phone conference with Mark Sexton of GEMA. He has been
tasked with getting a 24 bed POD facility to our community. It is to be staged at Phoebe North in the parking lot. This is
a great resource that will better allow Phoebe North to serve as a COVID- 19 surge facility as the number of COVID cases
in SOWEGA grows. This facility will be trucked in and placed down in the parking lot. They have asked for our assistance
on a couple of important items:

1.

They need a different transformer to be able to operate this facility. Thus, they need some help from Albany
Utilities in order to be able to get that accomplished. Sharon — I have explained that you are the go -to person
for their utility needs and that you can help them with this.

2.

They will need to tie into the water line and sewage line their at Phoebe. They will need assistance with this.
They may need some help with keeping any nearby homeless populations out of the facility as it is being
constructed and put together.

3.

The contract that the Governor has authorized is set for it to be up and running by April 281h. I have assured GEMA that
our team can help with making sure that permitting and other bureaucratic items can be expedited.
I would ask that our team communicate directly with Mark Sexton on this item so that we can make best use of this
important resource to our community and the region.
Respectfully,
Christopher

S. Cohilas

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1091
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From:

Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 31 AM
Chris S. Cohilas; McCoy, Michael; Steiner, Joseph Scott; Scott, Cedric
mark. sexton@gema. ga. gov; Stock, Kenneth; Persley, Michael; Rowe, Stacey

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

RE: Important --

Hospital

Pod

Issue

Chris,

Our Albany Utilities team is already engaged with the power supply request — Utility Engineering
called me this morning to confirm. Water and sewer likewise — no capacity issues which would cause
any limitations.
I' m copying Chief Persley on the homeless concerns. In my opinion, this would be an ideal
I encourage him to discuss on the call later today.

assignment for outside LE —

41
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City Manager
Office of the City Manager

Fax. 229. 431. 3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
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From:

Chris

M. V .,

V

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 21 AM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.
ssteiner@phoebehealth.

gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Steiner, Joseph Scott

com>; Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

Cc: mark. sexton@gema. ga. gov
Subject:

Important -- Hospital

Importance:

Pod Issue

High

Dear Team:

1092

gov>

Following our task force phone call this morning, I had a phone conference with Mark Sexton of GEMA. He has been
tasked with getting a 24 bed POD facility to our community. It is to be staged at Phoebe North in the parking lot. This is
a great resource that will better allow Phoebe North to serve as a COVID- 19 surge facility as the number of COVID cases
in SOWEGA grows. This facility will be trucked in and placed down in the parking lot. They have asked for our assistance
on a couple of important items:

1.

2.
3.

They need a different transformer to be able to operate this facility. Thus, they need some help from Albany
Utilities in order to be able to get that accomplished. Sharon —I have explained that you are the go -to person
for their utility needs and that you can help them with this.
They will need to tie into the water line and sewage line their at Phoebe. They will need assistance with this.
They may need some help with keeping any nearby homeless populations out of the facility as it is being
constructed and put together.

The contract that the Governor has authorized is set for it to be up and running by April 281h. I have assured GEMA that
our team can help with making sure that permitting and other bureaucratic items can be expedited.
I would ask that our team communicate directly with Mark Sexton on this item so that we can make best use of this
important

resource to our community

and the region.

Respectfully,
Christopher

S. Cohilas

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 27 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Don' t add your emotional fuel to the fire

FE]
Created

March 31, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Control your frustrations by learning how to pause and process while giving people
space to vent without adding your emotional fuel, writes Lolly Daskal. " Controlling your
emotions is a big part of the emotional intelligence needed for great leadership,
especially in times of change and challenge,"
Full Story: Lolly Daskal (: /

she writes.

2'`)

EI

Free Guide:

Government Strategies

Communicate During

r

Crisis

Responding to a crisis affecting your community quickly,
effectively, and empathetically is one of the most important
duties for public servants. Learn four key ways technology can
help support your government during and in the aftermath of a

crisis. Get the guide here!

1094

ADVERTISEMENT:

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Shanghai closes indoor attractions to curb outbreak
Major tourist attractions that reopened earlier this month in

Shanghai, China, will be closed indefinitely starting Monday in an
effort to contain the spread of the coronavirus.

The closure

applies to the indoor areas of 37 outdoor attractions, including
Performance at Shanghai Wild
Animal Park ( Mark Ralston/ AFP

via Getty Images)

Chenshan Botanical Garden, Shanghai Wild Animal Park and City
Beach.

Full Story: Shine ( 3/"29),

Forbes ( 3/ 2

David Pedri, county manager for Luzerne County, Pa., on Saturday announced the
formation of a COVID- 19 Crisis Management Team made up of local officials, first
responders and members of the community to address the ongoing coronavirus
outbreak and its effects on the county. The team members will focus on 10 aspects of
county life, including health, education and emergency management.
Full Story: The Citizens' Voice ( Wilkes- Barre, Pa.) (

3/ 28)

J J 11 Maintain yr

oe

Continuity

irii

A crisis ev nt

that

prevents public governing bodies from holding live meetings can
significantly impact governance continuity. iCompass, a Diligent
Brand

put

together critical tips and best practices

for local governments to effectively navigate crises of any
kind. Learn more. ADVERTISEMENT:' _.. . .1095
._. ._. ._._. . . ._._.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

The coronavirus pandemic is likely only in its first phase, with subsequent waves ahead,
writes Richard Florida, who says it' s imperative

that cities around the world make

permanent adjustments as they allow activities to resume. He explains some of the
changes that will be needed to support transportation,

large- scale infrastructure,

small

businesses and other aspects of city life.

Full Story: CityLab ((: /2. 7)

EIIII

Businesses in Goshen County, Neb., that have taken a financial hit because of the
coronavirus pandemic will be able to apply for grants funded by the local economic
development

tax. "

Keeping it local is our number one objective as these business

owners are the heart and soul of Goshen County," says CEO Lisa Miller.
Full Story: Star -Herald ( Scottsbluff, Neb.) (: /

2,= ),

KSNB- TV ( Hastings, Neb.) (: / 2. 7)

MIND

Free Webinar: The Economic Impact of Library
Innovation

11
Join us for a 30- minute webinar on Wednesday, April 1 to
see how innovative libraries that provide non- traditional
services, connect to civic engagement,

respond to

community need, and co -locate services produce
quantifiable economic impact. It' s all about aligning services
and intersecting delivery with everyday community life.
Register now!
UMNUMMMUM

LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

1096

New Yorkers who fail to comply with the social distancing rules adopted to slow the
spread of the coronavirus

can now be fined as much as $

500, New York City Mayor Bill

de Blasio said. The fines will be handed out to people found in public areas who don' t
disperse when ordered or who return to the area later, he said.

Full Story: Politico (: /

9)

U0001
S. C.

during

Officials in Horry County, S. C., have enacted emergency legislation that bars short- term
rentals and amusement - type activities in incorporated parts of the county until at least
April 30. Golf courses and airports in the county will remain open, but officials are
encouraging residents to practice social distancing.

Full Story: WPDE- TV ( Myrtle Beach, S. C.) ( 3/ 2'`)

00001
PUBLIC

WORKS

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

Brookhaven, Ga., six other cities and four community improvement districts are in the
initial stages of proposing a plan to the Georgia Department of Transportation that would
include room for multiuse trails when toll lanes are added to the top end of Interstate 285
in the Atlanta area. The GDOT, which would not be asked to pay for the trails, said it
would consider reviewing the plan.
Full Story: Reporter Newspapers ( Atlanta area) (

3/ 2. 7)

EJUJUJUJI
ICMA

WorldFree

NEWS

Teleconference:

Managing Stress in a COVID- 1cS,

When disaster hits, local government managers have the challenging task of providing
leadership to the community - often while dealing with the crisis in their own home. Now,
more than ever, local government managers must safeguard their emotional wellbeing

1097

as they deal with extreme personal and professional stressors. Join David E. Morrison,
M. D.,

consultant, psychiatrist, and founder of Morrison Associates, Ltd.,

in an ICMA

teleconference on April 3, 2: 30 to 3 p. m. Eastern, when he will discuss how local
government managers can cope with stress during this global health crisis. Following his
presentation, there will be a Q& A session. Register today!

MIND
f""

oronavirus Crisis Response: Resources for Your
ommunity

Local government managers are responsible for coordinating their community' s

response to the developing COVID- 19 pandemic. In an effort to provide guidance
oriented to local government managers on COVID- 19, ICMA has curated considerations
for local preparedness,

response, and recovery along with essential resources. Updated

daily, read now!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 21 AM
Subadan, Sharon; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; Steiner, Joseph Scott; Scott, Cedric
mark. sexton@gema. ga. gov

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Important --

Importance:

High

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Hospital

Pod

com>

Issue

Dear Team:

Following our task force phone call this morning, I had a phone conference with Mark Sexton of GEMA. He has been
tasked with getting a 24 bed POD facility to our community. It is to be staged at Phoebe North in the parking lot. This is
a great resource that will better allow Phoebe North to serve as a COVID- 19 surge facility as the number of COVID cases
in SOWEGA grows. This facility will be trucked in and placed down in the parking lot. They have asked for our assistance
on a couple of important items:

1.

They need a different transformer to be able to operate this facility. Thus, they need some help from Albany
Utilities in order to be able to get that accomplished. Sharon — I have explained that you are the go -to person
for their utility needs and that you can help them with this.

2.

They will need to tie into the water line and sewage line their at Phoebe. They will need assistance with this.
They may need some help with keeping any nearby homeless populations out of the facility as it is being
constructed and put together.

3.

The contract that the Governor has authorized is set for it to be up and running by April 281h. I have assured GEMA that
our team can help with making sure that permitting and other bureaucratic items can be expedited.
I would ask that our team communicate directly with Mark Sexton on this item so that we can make best use of this
important resource to our community and the region.
Respectfully,
Christopher

S. Cohilas

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1100

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lockette, Willie < WLockette@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 05 AM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Notes from Judicial Council Teleconference on Monday
Superior_ Court_ COVID- 19_ conferences_ entered. pdf; AO 47 Remote Swearing - in of
Witnesses in Depositions in CivilCases. pdf

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fyi

Kisa

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: David Mixon < davidmixon@bellsouth.
Date:

net>

3/ 31/ 20 10: 54 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Chief Judge Howard E. McClain" < h_ mcclain@windstream. net>, " Chief Judge J. Kevin Chason"

jkevinchason@gmail. com>, "

Chief Judge Richard M. Cowart" < rcowart@lowndescounty.

com>, " Chief Judge T. Craig
bill. reinhardt@tiftcounty. org>, " Lockette, Willie"
WLockette@dougherty. ga. us>, Heather Lanier <judgeheatherlanier@gmail. com>, Judge Brian McDaniel
bam@southerniudicialcircuit. com>, Judge Clay Tomlinson < tomlinsonclayton@gmail. com>, " Marshall, Denise"
dmarshall@dougherty. ga. us>, Judge Henry Balkcom < scjhlb@gmail. com>, " Judge James E. Hardy" < jhardy@rose. net>,
Judge
James G.Tunison Jr."
jgtunison@gmail.
<
Melanie
Cross" melan
com>,
Judge Jim Prine <jlprinel@yahoo. com>,
Judge
" B.

Earnest" <

scjtce@gmail. com>, " Chief Judge William D. Reinhardt II" <

ie.cross @tiftcounty. org>,
Darrisaw,
"
Victoria" <
Senior

Judge

VDarrisaw@dougherty.

McLane" < mclane_ a@bellsouth.

A.
Wallace"
Cato" awcato@bellsouth.
us>,
Senior Judge

Carson Dane Perkins Sr daneperki
<ns@windstream. net>, " Senior

com>, "
Senior
Arthur

ga.

Judge

Gary C.McCorvey" <gary. mccorvey@tiftcounty.

net>,
Senior
"
Judge

J.
Richard Porter

Judge

Frank D.Horkan"<fdh@southernjudicalircut.

org>,
Senior
"

III"
judgejrp@syrupci
<
ty. net>,

net>,

Judge

Senior Judge
Judge

Joe C.Bishop" <scj b@windstream. net>, Senior
"

Judge

John D.Crosby" <judgecrosbyga@gmail. com>, Senior

Loring A.Gray Jr." <gagrays@yahoo. com>,

Judge

Tracy Moulton <judgel@windstream. net>Subject: Notes

Senior

H.

from Judicial Council Teleconference on Monday Sent on
behalf of Judge Tunison **Judges, Below
is

a summary of the main topics of Monday' s J.
C. we kly COVID- 19 meeting: 1. The
tol ing effect of the Emergency Order: all classes of courts are receiving questions from lawyers/parties about the
tolling application to many dif erent situations. Presiding Justice Nahmias stated the rule acts as a freeze on
all deadlines, and at the end of the emergency order, that same time period that existed for the deadline before
the order is the same time period that is available afterwards. Also,concerning deadlines that do not
expire during the emergency order, for example, a statute of limitation to file,
the period of time of the judicial emergency
is not counted as running against the statute of limitation deadline. 2.
You
should expect and consider planning for an extension to the order that expires April 13.No time was given. 1101

3. USCR 9. 1 and 9. 2 covering video court conferencing was modified last week, and approved by the Supreme
Court, to relax the requirement that your video court hearing had to be physically open to the public. This is
accomplished by new notice requirements. See Sidebar and JC website for the new rule.
4. See the new court reporter rule allowing oaths via video conference

rather than requiring the reporter to

be physically present to administer the oath.
5. Judge LaGrua asks that you contact her with questions or concerns, including circumstances of closing the
courthouse. Chief Justice Melton ordered the closure of Albany' s courthouse yesterday.
6. In partnership with the GA Dept. of Health, some best practice guidelines have been made available on
screening people at the courthouse. That information is available here: https:// georgiacourts. gov/ covid- 19preparedness/ along with other useful info.
7. As an FYI, the State Bar offices are currently closed thru April 7.

If I can assist, please contact me and I hope everyone remains safe and healthy.
Jim
c 229- 300- 6070
Jim Tunison

327 North Ashley St.
Valdosta, GA 31601
229. 671. 2670

David A. Mixon

2nd District Court Administrator
PH

229- 293- 9413

FX

229- 293- 9414

C

229- 412- 5521

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1102

TAC Service

Desk

From:

CRI

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 11: 02 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: <<

CPAs

and

NEW -

Advisors <

news@CRlcpa. com>

COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast

Series

REGISTER TODAY - COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast Series

I I I °'

19 Qdiiidk

Tuesday,

Wdbcast Seiiirliiib

VIIIC)...

March 31

i 9 Qu.niic* I Ilitsa: Il anlilrn Street Lending

11: 00 am - 11: 30 am CDT

As part of our response to the COVID- 19

outbreak, CRI' s professional task forces have
developed

a robust collection

V11D... 19 Quick I Ilitsa

of tools and

a. rnd (')

resources to help you make critical decisions

I 1an.lrn, l[: Iirod.er;t, Adapt,

vercorne to Sta.laii ize your Gover nnnei nt

I Irntity

for both yourself and your business.

1: 00 pm - 1: 30 pm CDT

The newest offering in our resource lineup is
our CO

IIIIIIt49 Quick IFlits webcasts series —

shorter format style virtual seminars

VID...i 9 Quick

that are

lids &

C3A C:, ()

IrnoilInk, IIrnju. nIry

D I ', ; a a',,;
to
it Lo a.l n', ; a

jam packed with information, allowing for an

3: 00 pm - 3: 30 pm CDT

interactive question and answer session. We
invite you to explore the abundance of options
below and register for as many sessions as

Wednesday, April 1

you like.
Thank you for your interest and participation

VIID... i 9 Quick I Ilits:a Il llean.11d: lhcanlre UIpdanteS

in

10: 00 am - 10: 30 am CDT

CRI' s educational offerings. Our top priority, in

1103

addition to your health and well- being, is to
provide valuable information to support you
during this dynamic and unprecedented time.

VID

1

Quick I hits ('.)

pein I ()

irurn:

I IIow to

Work Secuir6ly I irorn Il lloIYine
These external webcasts do not currently qualify for CPE

1: 00 pm - 1: 30 pm CDT

RegIlster . 1......
oday!

VID 1 9 Quick 1 Ilulua [

3usiness Illrnteirlru. nll. ti oin

Loss [ 1e( xweiry
SCHEDULE

AT A GLANCE

RECENT COVID- 1 9 QUICK HITS
RECORDINGS

2: 00 pm - 2: 30 pm CDT

Friday, April 3
VID I 9 Quick I Iktsna Maintaining I iina,incia]
intir() lIs foir Goveirinrneinta] [
1ernote

Work

IC Irn rlilr

intities

Illrn

a,

IrnlYlnl nlrnd:

10: 00 am - 10: 30 am CDT

Monday, April 6
VID I 9 Quick I Ilutsn.

INot foir [ Iirofilts & (' 1 1 riticall

Governance Questions
10: 00 am - 10: 30 am CDT

VID

I

Quick I Ilutsn. IKeep the (.""()inUritxflJ! oins

k) wiing foir youir Nonprofit

2: 00 pm - 2: 30 pm CDT

Tuesday, April 7
VID I 9 Quick I IktsIF1Iractica] foir ('

1 1ornirnuinity [ 3a,irks 10:
00 am - 10:

Lj

30 am CDT 1104

Business Interruption
3usiness

Illnteirlru. nptioirn.

3usiness

lintenruption

the

Loss Recovery

IV IIa . lrnlrnlilrn ""(

a u. nlr INext Steps and Setting

Lossesaking

an linsuirance (" I'
laJilnUndeirstandlino

3a.
[ sks of 3[usiness linterruption (" I'
laJin1s 11oininecting

the IC otsI[ 3usiness linterupo[ Ianiniing As IIt 161a.
[tes to 11,
(' C) VID 19 Business Stabil zation

Maintaining [ iinan(,,
Clllointir() IIs ulrn

ial

a, Disrupted [ Iein ote Work

Youir I['))
u.n" ulrnes& n Ilinnipirovise, Adapt,('.) veircoinne

Goveirininneint

IC

Adapt, (') veircoinne. Cash

intities [ Ian, [: Iirotect,

Sta, Jbilhlziing

:

Protection

Dowin Market
Strategies

to IV

Iqplleinish You[) alance

Sheet

and [Iirospeir COVID-

19:

Family Paid Leave Tax Credits 111oiroinavirus [ lespoinse [
Ia,(,

VID 1 IC anilhes

IC iirst [Iaid II

eave IC bdeiral

IC Irea , suiry and H[IS ['()
stpoine Il rncoIYlne

Government
a
S

IC

Initiatives

Iirovsin ulrn [:
the

Senate oin

If

March

161hlef,

1 iredts ('
Cll hart
U S

IC a

a,
x [ li Ih ng and [

linnipoirtant

Iayinneint IDeadlulrnr na

1 1oiroinavirus

Legislative Guidance &

IC

('
1 1oiroinavirus Aid, [ 161hlef, and

2E), 2020

and Security

Cwo 11, C)

ka,qe [ Iha,se

Security

Act

Iassed U

Aid,

Act

iinan(,,
ial [

lepoirtino hnnp hlcalioins of CCMID 1 9

3usine lin ipact,

Cloliritical ("01()
irnsli( Jeira, dal()Inns,and Decisive Actions [ 161a.ted to oiroi(";
naviirus C
IC edeiral [ lesiRte IC

akes

IMoire Aggiressive Actions Main

Street

Lending Main Street
II eindhnqIlintiroduction to the [Iaycheck [ Iirotectioin [ Iirogirannl

1105

the

C&[ I[ ES Act, Division (' 11,

Assistan(,,e R) Seveirdy Distiressed Sectors foir the United

States C xx) inanny

Small
C&[ I[

Business
Acid. [

Administration (

Iaycheck [

SBA) Disaster

Iirote( Aioin [ Iirogirann

Loan [:() iroiveiness

and &

Loans

EM [ Ecoinornk, Ilirnju iry Disaster Loan

and Advancles

canannic, Ilirnju iry Disaster Loans
C&[ I[ ES Act, )

lvisk in A

Sinna,]Hl [ 3usiness

Assistance
I

Keepino W( irkeirs [ Iaid and

C Jinpk) yed Act
S[ 3A R) [ Iirovide [: canannic, Ilirnju iry Disaster Loans fbir (".,C) VID 1

If161aled [(

Ianoinnilc

Disruptions

Industries &

Services

Construction
ontiracturs and ("X) VID

9

Cyl)eirsecuirity
Ybeirsecuirity
iinaindldl

IC lilnaua foir Working firoinn Il lIoinne

IIIoralstitutioins

11,C) VID MLoan Modification foir

IC inacil linstitutions

ancl

1C1heiir ustoinneirs

Goveirinirineint

IlMooraill

irofit Maintaining

IC inacl Clllointir( As nirn a, Disrupted[ Ieinnote
IC

M[') and

Iirotect,
aint es[: Ian, [:

II IVYD Guidance nirn [lespoinse

Work Goveirininneint

Adapt, C)veircoin e C)

to

11,
('
C) VID 1

9 [ Iandein k,

Flealthicaire

Loino

IC eirn Care ('10,

C) VID 9

[Iirqparalion

Chest [

Iira,( Aices foir INofn Acute Care E:int ies During ("OC) VID 1 9 Disruption Iiroposed
Il

leathcre[ 161hlef

3 Sti nnn. flus IC3nllll [ Iirovisioins

foir IV Iuiral IC :a,(, ilhlties

foir II leathcre 1106

and [Iirovideirs

Ihase

Aural s u rain ce

linsuiraincle ['()

lIicyh() lIdeir ("" onsideiralions

fbir (" X) VID

19

In our efforts to respect your time and your inbox, we are trying to streamline our COVID- 1 9
communications for those in our audience who want to continue to receive them. We invite you to

sign up to receive our CO I

Resouirces

e, coiir,iiniiir,iinitjiiriiliicatliloiiriis

for the latest news, updates,

and

CRI resources impacting you and your business amid the COVID- 1 9 outbreak.
11, C) VID

fl'rli

9

ernessage was sent to inninniccoy@dougheirty ga us firoirn:
Carr, IRliggs &

lingirairn CPAs and Advisors

inews(

CRIqpa, coirn

I 117 IBolll Weevil Circle
Enterprise,

Alabairna

36330

United

States

FM
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Minnick,

Heidi <

To:

Johnson,

Leisa

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 52 AM

Sent:

Subject:

You are most welcome.

We are in this together.

Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 10: 46 AM, Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us> wrote:

Thank you Heidi. I am grateful. Leisa
From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 29 AM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

The public defenders office will be fogged at 12: 30 today. Please do not go back into the offices until
tomorrow morning. All cups and any areas staff may eat at will need to be washed and wiped down.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 8: 07 AM, Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson2doueherty,

a, us> wrote:

Yes, it is, truly heartbreaking. Thank you Heidi.

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnickSdou

herty,&a. us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 03 AM
To: Johnson,

Leisa < LeJohnson@douherty,

a, us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty. a.us> Subject:
Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office Good

Morning, I
wil reach out to our vendor and see when we can have this office fogged and sanitized.

I'
l let you know as soon as I hear back. 1108

I pray your for your team. This is heartbreaking.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020,
LeJohnson

Hello

dou

at 7: 53 AM, Johnson,

hert .

a. us>

Leisa

wrote:

Heidi,

An employee in my office tested positive for the coronavirus. My staff is
concerned about returning to the office, room 100 in the courthouse. I
was informed the jury assembly room and the DA' s office were cleaned
and sanitized in the courthouse. Was the PD' s Office cleaned as well? If

not, what is the procedure for making that happen?
Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most
writtert commurueatior?s to or from Qty artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd
Courtty busmess are pulalie records a vallable to the public artd media uport
request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Leisa <

To:

Minnick,

Heidi

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
RE: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

LeJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 46 AM

Sent:

Subject:

Thank you Heidi. I am grateful. Leisa

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 29 AM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office
The public defenders office will be fogged at 12: 30 today. Please do not go back into the offices until tomorrow morning.
All cups and any areas staff may eat at will need to be washed and wiped down.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 8: 07 AM, Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@doueherty. ga. us> wrote:

Yes, it is, truly heartbreaking. Thank you Heidi.

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnickCedouherty,

a, us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 03 AM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@douEherty.

a. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCo oSdou herty. a. us>
Subject: Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office
Good Morning,
I will reach out to our vendor and see when we can have this office fogged and sanitized. I' ll let you
know as soon as I hear back.

I pray your for your team. This is heartbreaking.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 7: 53 AM, Johnson,

Hello

Leisa < Lejohnson2doueherty,

a, us> wrote:

Heidi,

An employee in my office tested positive for the coronavirus. My staff is concerned
about returning to the office, room 100 in the courthouse. I was informed the jury
1110

assembly room and the DA' s office were cleaned and sanitized in the courthouse. Was
the PD' s Office cleaned as well? If not, what is the procedure for making that happen?
Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert
commumcatlor?s to or from City artd County of gals regarding City artd County busies are public
records avallable to the pulalie artd media upon request. Your email commumcatlor?s may be
subject to public disclosure.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 42 AM

Sent:
To: '

docthomas98@yahoo.

Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com'

com>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 7: 44 PM
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening,
Today was a busy day ...many new PUI patients and more than 30 admissions and/ or transfers. This tells us that we have
not yet flattened the curve. In addition, we saw an overall increase in deaths where the patient tested positive for
COVID- 19. These deaths have occurred over the last 3- 5 days and were confirmed with results in the last 24 hours with

the exception of one patient who had previously tested positive. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families.
Good news ...we installed the needed software/ hardware on our laboratory equipment from Cepheid and are now
awaiting quality control testing kits as well as the reagents needed to run our own COVID- 19 tests. We are pushing hard
on this and have asked the Governor' s Office to assist. We have asked for 5, 000 testing kits this week and every week
thereafter.

Another potential piece of good news is that we expect to hear from the Governor' s Office tomorrow if the funding will
be approved to open Phoebe North as a COVID- 19 surge facility. A significant amount of work has gone into this
proposal and we expect good news on that with a key component being additional staff to assist with this surge volume.
We have also had good news come out of the patient outcome side as we have seen some patients being weaned off
ventilators. There are only a few, but the results are promising as different therapies are being tried with some success.
Lastly, I had the opportunity to deliver hundreds of cupcakes today that were donated by an anonymous source for our
teams. We went from the top to the bottom of our facility in Albany and like my visits to Sumter, Worth and Cuthbert, I
found our teams to be in amazingly good spirits. There were some tired eyes, but it renewed by belief that we have
some of the most dedicated and compassionate healthcare warriors around. They amaze me.
Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 42 AM
jamesmccoy254@yahoo. com'
FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 7: 44 PM
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening,
Today was a busy day ...many new PUI patients and more than 30 admissions and/ or transfers. This tells us that we have
not yet flattened the curve. In addition, we saw an overall increase in deaths where the patient tested positive for
COVID- 19. These deaths have occurred over the last 3- 5 days and were confirmed with results in the last 24 hours with

the exception of one patient who had previously tested positive. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families.
Good news ...we installed the needed software/ hardware on our laboratory equipment from Cepheid and are now
awaiting quality control testing kits as well as the reagents needed to run our own COVID- 19 tests. We are pushing hard
on this and have asked the Governor' s Office to assist. We have asked for 5, 000 testing kits this week and every week
thereafter.

Another potential piece of good news is that we expect to hear from the Governor' s Office tomorrow if the funding will
be approved to open Phoebe North as a COVID- 19 surge facility. A significant amount of work has gone into this
proposal and we expect good news on that with a key component being additional staff to assist with this surge volume.
We have also had good news come out of the patient outcome side as we have seen some patients being weaned off
ventilators. There are only a few, but the results are promising as different therapies are being tried with some success.
Lastly, I had the opportunity to deliver hundreds of cupcakes today that were donated by an anonymous source for our
teams. We went from the top to the bottom of our facility in Albany and like my visits to Sumter, Worth and Cuthbert, I
found our teams to be in amazingly good spirits. There were some tired eyes, but it renewed by belief that we have
some of the most dedicated and compassionate healthcare warriors around. They amaze me.
Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 42 AM

Sent:
To:

penny_ mack@yahoo. com

Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 7: 44 PM
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening,
Today was a busy day ...many new PUI patients and more than 30 admissions and/ or transfers. This tells us that we have
not yet flattened the curve. In addition, we saw an overall increase in deaths where the patient tested positive for
COVID- 19. These deaths have occurred over the last 3- 5 days and were confirmed with results in the last 24 hours with

the exception of one patient who had previously tested positive. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families.
Good news ...we installed the needed software/ hardware on our laboratory equipment from Cepheid and are now
awaiting quality control testing kits as well as the reagents needed to run our own COVID- 19 tests. We are pushing hard
on this and have asked the Governor' s Office to assist. We have asked for 5, 000 testing kits this week and every week
thereafter.

Another potential piece of good news is that we expect to hear from the Governor' s Office tomorrow if the funding will
be approved to open Phoebe North as a COVID- 19 surge facility. A significant amount of work has gone into this
proposal and we expect good news on that with a key component being additional staff to assist with this surge volume.
We have also had good news come out of the patient outcome side as we have seen some patients being weaned off
ventilators. There are only a few, but the results are promising as different therapies are being tried with some success.
Lastly, I had the opportunity to deliver hundreds of cupcakes today that were donated by an anonymous source for our
teams. We went from the top to the bottom of our facility in Albany and like my visits to Sumter, Worth and Cuthbert, I
found our teams to be in amazingly good spirits. There were some tired eyes, but it renewed by belief that we have
some of the most dedicated and compassionate healthcare warriors around. They amaze me.
Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tia Jacobs < tjacobs@mercatus. gmu. edu>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 37 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 Pandemic Policy Response: Emergency Occupational License Reforms

Dear Mr. McCoy,

In response to the ongoing COVID- 19 public health and economic crisis, the Mercatus Center at George Mason
University is publishing timely, short -essays to address pressing policy questions affecting Congress, state and

local governments, and the American economy.
Mercatus published a policy brief authored by Edward J. Timmons titled, " A Primer on Emergency
Occupational Licensing Reforms for Combating COVID- 19."

Timmons describes the strain on the American

healthcare system and why occupational licensure creates additional barriers in times of emergency.
He gives examples of reforms that would help expand and provide flexibility for the healthcare workforce to
enhance the response of our healthcare delivery system, including:
Blanket Expansion of Medical Scope of Practice

Waiving Licensure Requirements
Temporary Out -of -State Licenses

In this policy brief, Timmons also explores reforms that would have a moderate effect on our healthcare system,
including allowing retired personnel to practice, waiving fees, and extending the expiration of licenses.
Additionally, Mercatus has pre -released the 2020 Healthcare Openness and Access Project (HOAP), as
policymakers look to find ways to improve the delivery of healthcare in their respective cities and states.
As always, the Mercatus Center is eager to serve as a resource for public policy research, especially in these
uncertain times. If you would like to discuss these policies in depth, please do not hesitate to contact me. I
would be glad to connect you to the author.
Sincerely,
Tia L. Jacobs
State Outreach Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University
O: ( 703) 993- 9112
C: ( 262) 498- 7526
www. mercatus. M
Unsubscribe

A -PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad pobllc records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Olivia Harper < olivia. harper@samfulfillment. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 32 AM

To:

MICHAEL

Subject:

Notice: Federal Government Seeking DOUGHERTY CO LANDFILL' s Goods/ Services

MCCOY

1- 888- 299- 8277

MICHAEL,

Government Buys More in Time of Crisis

The federal government has embarked on an aggressive public -private partnership to immediately
deal with this national emergency.
The federal government has been at the forefront of this national emergency and has committed its
full resources to address the pandemic. We have been working with our clients to ensure their
federal

registrations

are current

and compliant.

Contact us today get registered or to review your current registration — 1-

888- 299-

8277

To address the Coronavirus pandemic, the federal government will need to rely on all resources
available, which will result in mass purchases from federally registered vendors and GSA Schedule
holders. They have also increased the Micro -Purchase Threshold from $ 10, 000 to $ 20, 000 for crisis
related goods/ services inside the US and $ 30, 000 outside the US.
This will include federal contracting opportunities for small businesses across industries coming from
DHS, FEMA, DoD, CDC, NIH, VA to name a few. These agencies have immediate need for medical

equipment and supplies, IT support, cybersecurity, staffing, janitorial, logistics, security and
transportation

services.

We can help you find these opportunities.

Be part of the solution.

Call us at ( 888) 299- 8277 to get started.
Reference your Cage Code: 301- 1- 4
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From:

Glen

Gahan <

Glen

Gahan

ggahan@SSGI. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 15 AM

Sent:
To:
Subject: [

4/ 1 Webinar] Market Outlook: How the Coronavirus Crisis May Impact Your Corporate
Retirement

Plan

Please join us tomorrow if your schedule permits to gain insights on the market' s impact on retirement plans. I think it will focus more on
Defined Contribution plans than Defined Benefit plans, but will be informative nonetheless. I hope you are staying safe and healthy
during these unprecedented times.
Glen

The spread of COVID- 19 has disrupted global economic activity, bringing an end to an
11- year bull market. Volatility of this scale can make it difficult to cut through the noise
for a clear outlook on the market.

Join us on Wednesday, April 1 at 12: 00 pm CT for market insights from Jack Manley, a
Global Market Strategist on the J. P. Morgan Asset Management Global Market

Insights Strategy Team. This plan sponsor webinar is intended for business owners,
executives and HR leaders with questions on how to navigate current market volatility.
What we' ll cover:

Current impacts of the novel coronavirus on the global economy
Potential future economic implications of the pandemic
Practical tips and considerations

for investing in times of market volatility

Understanding the long- term economic outlook can be crucial to navigating the ups
and downs of the market. If you' re looking for an overview of potential impact that looks
beyond today' s headlines, be sure to join us.

1124
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This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the recipient named above. If you are not the
named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e- mail. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received this e- mail by mistake and delete this e- mail from your system. All e- mail sent to or from the
SilverStone Group, a HUB International company, corporate e- mail system is subject to archiving, monitoring and/ or
review by SilverStone Group personnel. Computer viruses can be transmitted via email. The recipient should check this
e- mail and any attachments for the presence of viruses. SilverStone Group accepts no liability for any damage caused by
any virus transmitted by this e- mail.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 14 AM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Christopher;

Cohilas,

Christopher(

Other);

Edwards,

Victor;

Edwards,

Victor;

Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gray, Russell; Johnson, Clinton; Johnson, Clinton;
Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins
McCoy, Michael

Cc:
Subject:

DCJF Inmate Population Reports for March 2020 and 1st Quarter of 2020

Attachments:

DCJF Inmate Population Reports for March 2020 and 1st Quarter of2020. docx

Greetings -

Please see the information

below and attached.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D"aJC+iERTY
a0TY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 13 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty.
GEdwards@dougherty.

ga. us>; Darrisaw, Victoria < VDarrisaw@dougherty.

ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Lockette,

Willie

KDJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>; Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

WLockette@dougherty.

ga. us>; Marshall, Denise < dmarshall@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael

MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>; Edwards, Greg

ga. us>; Johnson, Kenneth

ga. us>; Mull, Evonne < EMull@dougherty. ga. us>; Persley, Kim < kimberly. persley@dcs. ga. gov>;

Persley, Michael < MPersley@albanyga. gov>; Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>;
JWare@dougherty. ga. us>; Windham, Richard < RWindham@dougherty. ga. us>

Ware, Jawahn

Subject: FW: DCJF Inmate Population Reports for March 2020 and 1st Quarter of 2020

Our numbers are abnormally low due to our COVID- 19 response. Everyone stay safe and know how much we appreciate
all you are doing during these trying times.
Chf. O

From: Adams, Shirley

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 57 AM
Subject: DCJF Inmate Population Reports for March 2020 and 1st Quarter of 2020

Good morning,
The attachment contains the Dougherty County Jail Facility Inmate Population Reports for March 202o and ist
Quarter of 2020.
Respectfully,

1126

Lt. Shirley Adams
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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From:

Ostrander,

John <

To:

JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 13 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Darrisaw, Victoria; Edwards, Greg; Hayes, Terron; Johnson, Kenneth;
Johnson, Leisa; Lockette, Willie; Marshall, Denise; McCoy, Michael; Mull, Evonne; Persley,
Kim; Persley, Michael; Sproul, Kevin; Ware, Jawahn; Windham, Richard

Subject:

FW: DCJF Inmate Population Reports for March 2020 and 1st Quarter of 2020

Attachments:

DCJF Inmate Population Reports for March 2020 and 1st Quarter of2020. docx

Sent:

Our numbers are abnormally low due to our COVID- 19 response. Everyone stay safe and know how much we appreciate
all you are doing during these trying times.
Chf. O

From: Adams, Shirley

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 57 AM
Subject: DCJF Inmate Population Reports for March 2020 and 1st Quarter of 2020

Good morning,
The attachment contains the Dougherty County Jail Facility Inmate Population Reports for March 202o and ist
Quarter Of 2020.
Respectfully,

Lt. Shirley Adams
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1128

TAC Service

Desk

Safety National < SafetyNational@mvsend.
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 10: 04 AM

From:
Sent:

com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Safety National Statement on COVID- 19 Support and Response

Link to view in browser

IN

Since 1942, Safety National has played a vital role when catastrophic events occur. We have
consistently responded during the worst times of crisis and, although the COVID- 19 pandemic is
unprecedented,

our commitment

to our broker partners,

policyholders,

reinsurance

cedants, and

other business associates, will not waver.

While we are working remotely to ensure the safety of our employees,

their families and our

community, we can assure you that all of our operating systems are accessible and our rigorously
tested business continuity plan is in place. We are committed to providing the responsive,

relationship -based customer service that you have come to expect from Safety National.
Safety National' s Vision Statement details our pledge to be First with Clients, First with Co Workers, and First with Community. During this extreme time of need, those three tenets served as
our guiding principles to determine

how to best support those that depend on us.

Premiums & Payroll Audits

We will continue to comply with all regulatory guidance around COVID- 19 and work with our clients
to make reasonable

accommodations

related to their insurance policies or reinsurance

contracts.

Safety National has always been a partner you can count on for flexibility and customization of
your insurance

and reinsurance

programs.

If there are concerns regarding

late payment of

premiums or premium adjustments due to payroll reductions, contact your broker to set up a
discussion with your Safety National representative.
NCCI recently issued a FAQ document addressing many issues around wages, premiums, payroll
reporting and coverage. This resource provides some guidance on how these issues are being
addressed:

COVID- 19 and Workers' Compensation:

What You Need to Know — Frequently

Asked

Questions.

Workers' Compensation Reporting & Claims Handling
Safety National' s primary ( including deductible) and self-insurance workers' compensation policies
all specifically cover any claims deemed compensable by the applicable jurisdiction. Safety
National does not determine what is compensable. Please consult with your claims administrator
on this issue because the determination

is fact -specific on a case -by -case basis.

Our claims analysts and medical management experts are fully accessible and operational,
1129

actively working in tandem with our third -party administrator partners. You may report a claim
through our website or by calling 888- 995- 5300.
Because of new regulatory reporting requirements associated with this pandemic, please instruct
your claims administrator to report any claims involving a CONFIRMED COVID- 19 DIAGNOSIS to
Safety National.

a. All claims should be fully investigated to determine compensability based on the
applicable facts and requirements

of the jurisdiction.

This includes an assessment

of the

likelihood that the virus was contracted at the workplace.

b. Claim coding —The Workers' Compensation Insurance Organizations ( WCIO) has issued
a statement regarding coding, which should be in place by April 1, for claims in December
2019 and going forward. More details on the WCIO can be found at their website:
www. wcio. org.

i. Cause Code 83 for Pandemic
ii. Nature Code 83 for COVID- 19
iii. CAT code 12

Contact Us

We have established this general guide to help our clients during this challenging and
unpredictable

time. If there are issues specific to your account, please contact your broker to set

up a discussion with the appropriate Safety National representative.
As always, your Safety National representative is available to help and will be responsive to your
needs. To contact your representative, you may use our contact us form or reach out directly.
Please stay safe and healthy

Safety National, 1832 Schuetz Rd., St. Louis, MO 63146
To learn why you received this and how to remove yourself from the list, see Privacy Policy
Review / edit information about you I Unsubscribe

w

Generated

by

Learn

more
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Families

First Coronavirus

New

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 41 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Last Call to Register: Employers Playbook for the Families First Coronavirus Act

If you are unable to see the message

For

Human

Resource

Response

Act < info@mail. trainhr. com>

From:

below, click here to view.

Professionals

3
1111 ;

g 0M.
11

1131

I! 11l! q! 1

01

mffinrom

NetZealous LLC, 39658 Mission Boulevard,

Fremont, CA 94539, USA.

www. trainhr. com

Toll Free : + 1- 800- 385- 1627

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 41 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook; brad. schrade@ajc. com
Subject: "

PRESS

RELEASE"

Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency

Operations Center COVID- 19 Update
Attachments:

for March 31, 2020

DOCOpresser_ DCUpdateCOVID19_ E00033120. pdf

Good morning, Media Partners:
Attached is the updated press release for today from our COVID19 EOC Task Force.
You can also access this release at: https LNt, ly 2ynu5Va
m
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From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 31 AM
Michael McCoy
Broadband Access, Phoebe Update, County Courthouse, Albany Labor Force,
GBP Corporate Generosity Report, Georgia Film Industry, ' Delta Clean'

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

March 31, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

DCA Launches New Resources for Georgians to
Access High -Speed Internet
Governor Brian P. Kemp and the Georgia Department of Community
Affairs ( DCA) launched
connect

a new website

to inform

to high- speed internet throughout

Georgians

about ways to

the state.

Timely New Research Provides Business Insights into

Georgians' Societal Mindset, Guides Decision -making
About Corporate Citizenship
Today goBeyondProfit released its second annual Corporate Generosity
Research Report which unveils the strong mindset present as Georgia
entered COVID- 19 upheaval and provides insights to guide business
leaders' decision -making.

1134

News
Phoebe Reports Monday COVID19 Numbers

Dougherty County Courthouse
Closing to the Public
Albany Adds to Labor Force
Starting in February
Albany Utilities Closes Drive- thru
Georgia' s Film Industry on an
Indefinite Intermission: ' Our
World Just Stopped'

Delta Clean' Delivers New
Standard

of Airline Cleanliness,

Now and Always

Georgia

National

Guard

Deploys

Medical

Support Teams to Fight

COVID- 19

Secretary Raffensperger
Encourages

Those Who Can To

Support Local Businesses During
Pandemic
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U. S. Census

Bureau

Director

Recent Video

Steven Dillingham on 2020
Census

Update

Habitat for Humanity International
Welcomes Olivia Wong to Board
of Directors

Georgia 4- H Hosts First Virtual
Cloverleaf Project Achievement
Contest

BBVA Research

Weighs

in on

U. S. Economic Recovery from

Kevin Shea on GEDA Events

the Infection

Going Forward ( 1: 14)
Facebook
Support

Spends $ 100M to

D

Local News Amid

Pandemic

Phoebe Reports Sunday COVID19 Numbers

President Trump Approves Major
Disaster

Declaration

for Georgia

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1136

1: 33)

D

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)
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D

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

n.

6 . :..:..-

aw,:._._..._.

Lj.

Recent Features
These are Challenging Times in Southwest Georgia.': Gov. Brian
Kemp Pens COVID- 19 Op- ed
In February, I assembled and announced a Coronavirus Task Force to
prepare for —and

respond to —

an epidemic that was infecting China, and

quickly making its way across the globe. Now, weeks later, that virus is a
pandemic that is quickly threatening the health and well- being of our
entire

state.

Gov. Kemp Names Appointments to Supreme Court of Georgia,
Georgia Court of Appeals

Governor Brian P. Kemp announced his selection of Judge Carla Wong
McMillian to serve on the Supreme Court of Georgia and Judges Verda

1138

M. Colvin and John A. " Trea"

Pipkin

III to serve on the Georgia

Appeals.

More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available
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Court of

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

1140

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 23 AM
McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FYI _

National

Call tomorrow

FW: ACCG

Afternoon

COVID-

19 Update:

White

House

Briefing Call with Dr. Fauci on Wednesday; Lessons Learned from the Spanish Flu; GTA
Seeks County Wi- Fi Hotspot Info. and More

FYI

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

E)CUG.HEFITY
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG.org>
Sent:
Monday, March 30,2020 5:
28 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
ACCG Afternoon COVID-19 Update: White House Briefing Call with Dr.Fauci on Wednesday; Lessons Learned from
the Spanish Flu;GTA Seeks County WiFi Hotspot Info.and More trite
III-Iouse State aind I.
t;::.al I urieflng Callllll with Dir.Aurml° IIImm; my IFanci edinesday,
Alll urilll 1 at 1:30 IIF',urn, State
and local officials are invited to participate in a briefing call on Wednesday, April 1,
at 1:30 p.m. with Dr. Anthony Faud (
Director, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases),Larry Kudlow (Assistant to the President for Economic
Policy)and Senior Administration Officials. Please note that Administration call participants are subject to change.
The purpose of this call is to provide state and local elected officials with up-to-date information on COVID- 19 and
pertinent Administration and Task Force actions. Registration instructions are below. Please read the RSVP instructions
in their entirety before registering. ACCG also will monitor the call and provide a sum ary in Wednesday' s afterno n
update. Briefing

Call

Registration Date:

Wednesday,

April 1 Time:

1:

30 PM ET (please note time zone) Call -

In Registration: CLICK
Call -

HERE Note:

in lines are limited. Please register only if you are able to join the call. State and local leaders ( especially staff)
working

in the same office are encouraged to

register once as a group and use one call -in line ( where

appropriate

and with proper social distancing) to maximize the number of people who can join. Upon successful
registration, you will receive dial in
- details to the email address you use to register. Note that multiple
people cannot dial i-n using the same registration information. Lessons
Learned Regarding Flattening the Curve from the Spanish Flu 1142

A century ago the Spanish flu swept across America, taking many lives. A recently released National Geographic article,
How some cities ' flattened the curve' during the 1918 flu pandemic," provides further insight into the importance of
maintaining physical distance from other people who might be infected with COVID- 19.
Georgia Receives Federal Approval of Major Disaster Declaration

President Donald Trump has declared a major disaster declaration for all 159 Georgia counties due to the impacts from
the Coronavirus pandemic. The declaration for federal assistance currently covers Emergency Protective Measures,
which are those actions taken to eliminate or lessen immediate threats to lives, public health, or safety. This declaration
also allows federal agencies to provide direct assistance to the State of Georgia.

To read more, click here.

U. S. Department of Labor Releases Q& A on Families First Coronavirus Response Act

The U. S. Department of Labor released information on Friday and over the weekend providing guidance on the
implementation

of the Families First Coronavirus Act.

Please note that Questions 52- 54 address public sector

employees and appear to clarify that the Emergency Family Medical Leave Act and the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act
apply to all local governments,

regardless

of size.

In addition, Question 57 defines " emergency

responder."

DCA and GTA Creating Wi- Fi Hotspot Inventory to Aid Student Access to Online Learning
The Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) and the Georgia Technology Authority ( GTA) are taking an inventory of
Georgia' s Wi- Fi hotspots in order to assist those who don' t have adequate home internet access. The goal is to identify
Wi- Fi hotspots with and without public Wi- Fi availability for student access for continuity of learning. Please complete
this Wi- Fi Hotspot Inventory for county facilities that have Wi- Fi accessibility and return it to Bill Price at the Georgia
Technology Authority by emailing bill. price@gta. ga. gov. For questions, please call Bill Price at ( 404) 326- 9462.
DPH and OEMS Guidance for First Responder Agencies

The Georgia Department

of Public Health and the Georgia Office of EMS and Trauma recently released guidance for first

responder agencies who treat or come into contact with possible COVID- 19 patients when 1) responding to a 9- 1- 1 call
and 2) transporting a patient who presents with signs and symptoms consistent with COVID- 19 and obtaining the COVID19 status of a patient. Because of the increase in community spread of and limited testing for COVID- 19, first
responders should take precautions when responding to all calls. Please make sure that your EMS, fire department and
law enforcement personnel have received this information.

USDA Extends ReConnect Program Application

Deadline to April 15

The U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA) has extended the application deadline for the ReConnect Pilot Program to

April 15. This program provides grants and loans to help fund the cost of construction, improvement or acquisition of
facilities and equipment needed to provide high- speed broadband connectivity to rural areas.
Other Updates

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 3/ 30/ 2020)

i

ACi
Ad-

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jGc

gia' sGq

b...

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 08 AM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

GEMA

Importance:

High

recipients

Webinars

to Explain

FEMA' s Public

Assistance

Process

fllimis iunfoirumatioin is Ibeiung sein'; tm;: cou irity m. Ilimaiirirmein aind ur iaurmageii° s,/ adur iiurmistu° atoii:'s Youir EIMA Diire:.°toir sIliioiWlld Ihave
allliready ureceived urmotificatioin albou t tIhese webiinairs; Ilhoweveir, ACCG waunted to make su ire that your are aware of tIheirn
as w6l1GEMA

is offeir° iing tIhe saurme webiinair° oin tlhiree sepairate dates tIhe
.-•

fii°st of wllimicti is today at 10: 30 a,urn GEMA

Webinars to Explain FEMA' s Public Assistance Process The

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency (GEMA) has set up three opportunities to participate
in a webinar to learn about FEMA' s Public Assistance Process. The webinar will provide an overview of the steps
required to receive reimbursement for costs incurred due to COVID- 19.All county EMA Directors should be aware of
these webinars; however, county chairs and managers/ administrators also may participate. The
same webinar will be offered on the following three dates and will last one hour. Please

seethe details below for the

call details: Tuesday,

March 31 at 10: 30 a.m. Wednesday,
April 1 at 2:00 p.m. Thursday,
April 2 at 10: 30 a.m. Details
for March 31 Meeting: Direct
Link: https://
gema.
MTI

webex. comZwebappngZsites/ gema/meeting/ download/ b40eb5ba591244ae94f8cf5elc649d6b? siteurl=
ge

ma&

D=
m bf27506234e728bd30e9238ab4650 Meeting

number (access

code):617

672 641 No

password needed, just hit Join
#
by phone Tap
to call in from a mobile device (attendees only)1855- 282- 6330 US TOLL FREE Details

for the April 1 Meetine Direct

Link: https://
gema.
MTID=

webex. com/webappng/ sites/gems/ meeting/ download/ 43650073ace74c51aab21aldce28c637? siteurl=
ge ma&

mbafe2d0a20f15186565f325f8f957d4d

Meeting

number ( access

code):618

password needed, just hit #
1145

170 561 No

Join by phone
Tap to call in from a mobile device ( attendees only)
1- 855- 282- 6330 US TOLL FREE

Details for the April 2 Meeting
Direct Link:
https:// gema. webex. com/ webappng/ sites/ gema/ meeting/ download/ f3d8c99ada2O444492436878d78a8468?

siteurl= ge

ma& MTID= m40f63c9395f209bed2ac05d81093493c

Meeting number ( access code): 619 267 380

No password needed, just hit #
Join by phone
Tap to call in from a mobile device ( attendees only)
1- 855- 282- 6330

i

ACi
Ad—"

ujG

US TOLL

FREE

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
v`

G

Board Relations

cqu b...

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Matt Petro <

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 9: 04 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Federal

Attachments:

Coronavirus Federal Stimulus Package CARES Act Summary. pdf

matt@retailstrategies. com>

Stimulus

Package -

Small

Business

and

Municipalities

Michael,

I hope all is as well as possible in Dougherty. Retail Strategies will be hosting a webinar today (Tuesday, March 31) at 11
AM EST with ICSC' s VP of Tax Policy, Phillips Hinch, and our small business expert, Jenn Gregory, to discuss how to use
the tools the Federal Government is providing through the stimulus ( CARES Act) ( link to register for the webinar).
In addition,

I wanted to share a document our team created that summarizes

the Coronavirus

Stimulus package as it

relates to everyday Americans, small businesses, municipalities, and non -profits ( attached and link). Please feel free to
share both resources with anyone who would benefit. If you miss the webinar, you can watch on -demand using the
same link to register.

Thanks, and stay safe!

Matthew

Petro

Chief Development

Officer

cell 205. 427. 7030

retail Istrategies

The Information
to whom

Contained

it is addressed

privileged information.
copying,

distribution

prohibited
immediately

in this communication
and others

is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity

authorized

to receive

If you are not the intended
or taking

any action

and may be unlawful.
by responding

it. It may contain

in reliance

If you have received

on the contents

of this information

this communication

in error, please

to this email and then delete it from your system.

liable for the proper and complete

transmission

confidential

or legally

recipient you are hereby notified that any disclosure,

of the information

contained

The company

is strictly
notify us
is neither

in this communication

nor

for any delay in its receipt.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey vials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Minnick,

Heidi <

To:

Johnson,

Leisa

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 29 AM

Sent:

Subject:

The public defenders office will be fogged at 12: 30 today. Please do not go back into the offices until tomorrow morning.
All cups and any areas staff may eat at will need to be washed and wiped down.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 8: 07 AM, Johnson,

Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us> wrote:

Yes, it is, truly heartbreaking. Thank you Heidi.

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 03 AM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

Good Morning,
I will reach out to our vendor and see when we can have this office fogged and sanitized. I' ll let you
know as soon as I hear back.

I pray your for your team. This is heartbreaking.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 7: 53 AM, Johnson,
Hello

Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us> wrote:

Heidi,

An employee in my office tested positive for the coronavirus. My staff is concerned
about returning to the office, room 100 in the courthouse. I was informed the jury
assembly room and the DA' s office were cleaned and sanitized

in the courthouse.

Was

the PD' s Office cleaned as well? If not, what is the procedure for making that happen?
Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broadpublic records law.Most wrlttert communications
to or from City and County offidals regardIng City and County business are publle 1148

records avallable to the pulalle and medla upon request. Your emall communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Minnick,

Heidi <

To:

Johnson,

Leisa

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 21 AM

Sent:

Subject:

I have emailed the vendor and expect to receive a response soon.

Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 8: 07 AM, Johnson,

Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us> wrote:

Yes, it is, truly heartbreaking. Thank you Heidi.

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 03 AM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office
Good Morning,
I will reach out to our vendor and see when we can have this office fogged and sanitized. I' ll let you
know as soon as I hear back.

I pray your for your team. This is heartbreaking.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 7: 53 AM, Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.
Hello

ga. us> wrote:

Heidi,

An employee in my office tested positive for the coronavirus. My staff is concerned
about returning to the office, room 100 in the courthouse. I was informed the jury
assembly room and the DA' s office were cleaned and sanitized in the courthouse. Was
the PD' s Office cleaned as well? If not, what is the procedure for making that happen?

Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County of gals regardIng City and County business are public
records avallable to the lrubfic and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Leisa <

To:

Minnick,

Heidi

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

LeJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 08 AM

Sent:

Subject:

Yes, it is, truly heartbreaking. Thank you Heidi.

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 03 AM
To: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

Good Morning,
I will reach out to our vendor and see when we can have this office fogged and sanitized. I' ll let you know as soon as I
hear back.

I pray your for your team. This is heartbreaking.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 7: 53 AM, Johnson,
Hello

Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us> wrote:

Heidi,

An employee in my office tested positive for the coronavirus. My staff is concerned about returning to
the office, room 100 in the courthouse. I was informed the jury assembly room and the DA' s office were
cleaned and sanitized in the courthouse. Was the PD' s Office cleaned as well? If not, what is the

procedure for making that happen?
Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 1151

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Minnick,

Heidi <

To:

Johnson,

Leisa

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Re: Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 8: 04 AM

Sent:

Subject:

Good Morning,
I will reach out to our vendor and see when we can have this office fogged and sanitized. I' ll let you know as soon as I
hear back.

I pray your for your team. This is heartbreaking.
Heidi

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 31, 2020, at 7: 53 AM, Johnson,
Hello

Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us> wrote:

Heidi,

An employee in my office tested positive for the coronavirus. My staff is concerned about returning to
the office, room 100 in the courthouse. I was informed the jury assembly room and the DA' s office were
cleaned and sanitized in the courthouse. Was the PD' s Office cleaned as well? If not, what is the

procedure for making that happen?
Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 1152

TAC Service

From:

Desk

Johnson,

Leisa <

To:

Minnick,

Heidi

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Cleaning the Public Defender' s Office

LeJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 7: 54 AM

Sent:

Subject:

Hello

Heidi,

An employee in my office tested positive for the coronavirus. My staff is concerned about returning to the office, room
100 in the courthouse. I was informed the jury assembly room and the DA' s office were cleaned and sanitized in the
courthouse. Was the PD' s Office cleaned as well? If not, what is the procedure for making that happen?
Thank you,
Leisa Johnson

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1153

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy
City officials plead with residents to stop flushing toilet paper alternatives; Extended
income tax deadline a budget curveball for states; Arrests and fines for social - distancing

Sent:
To:
Subject:

scofflaws; State legislatures scramble to meet

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Extended Income Tax Deadline Is Yet Another Coronavirus
Budget Curveball for States
13IIII I I V., JCA I Shiftng

the due date for income tax filings to July from April will likely create some

budget gaps that states will have to manage in the final months of their fiscal years. State

Legislatures Scramble to Meet in the Age of Coronavirus II
I L.

I I

I I

I

U., JII III

Lawmkers

across the country rushed to pass resolutions permitting

virtual meetings and remote voting, efforts they said were necessary to adhere to social
distancing guidelines and protect legislators. Brought
to you by Homeserve giliiing.
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With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners

do not know they are responsible for their

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

ages.

Read_II 10oir ,

Stay -At -Home Scofflaws Face Fines, Arrest for Social
Distancing Failures
III"N I I I I :

I ' 400 I: 3II. I :

Local authorities are beginning to crack down on those who blatantly

I

violate orders banning large public gatherings, while trying to make it harder for people to break
the rules in public spaces like parks.

Mayors to Governors: Toughen Up!
IIII

I 3011 S If Alf:

I

I

S I A I I : I I III :

Mayors are trying to protect their communities.

Watch New Orleans
V11'

T', J II' I

II l

I

IL. I 14

If lC I With the country' s atention turned north, the coronavirus

pandemic is exploding in Louisiana. Feeling

Coronavirus as

Overwhelmed? Approach

a Chal enge to

Be Met, Not a Threat to Be Feared III:
II

I'

T'

Ih

I MI', J

014 I

COMMENTARY

I

The

way people process threatening

events matters a lot for how well they' ll manage this period of uncertainty. Brought to
you by Homeserve fiifro _IliffirastiU

tuire:_ _ _ uid'

e tq l°
d' u! tluir o g

and IPirotecfli 14feimmeewir oeiUs With

current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions

the

from citizens facing expensive service line repairs is

a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners do not know they are responsible for their service lines.
Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as the infrastructure
ages. 11KA0
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message

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us.
You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you have opted in to
receive it. Note: It may
or

take our system up to

two more newslet ers. Thank you

two business days to

for reading Route Fifty

process your unsubscribe request and

Today. 1155

during that time you may receive one

ff
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1156

R
The Broadcast Retirement Network' s # BRNAM for Tuesday, March 31, 2020

1 Special guest: Daniel Kline, Senior Technology and Consumer Products Reporter,
The Motley Fool I Here are our top stories: The Coronavirus Revives Facebook as a
News Powerhouse and Layoffs Accelerate Across Silicon Valley Startups I For
more news and content each and every day subscribe and

visit www. broadcastretirementnetwork. com I The Morning Pulse. Retirement News
that Matters.

Independent.

Unbiased.

Information

for All.
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Jeffrey H. Snyder currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor
for the..B ad c..al.;.t R e..ti c..ell] eD t N etw..(...)
c.h. Considered an " industry insider", thought -leader
and an independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has
appeared in both television and Drint discussing the issues related to retirement and the
capital markets.
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he Broadcast Retirement Network ( BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused
n helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and
savings culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most
importantly - No agendas, no sales pitches, no product pushes.
Our morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans
an create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on
delivering headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their
financial goals.
Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide

the author( s) and their respective

organizations

the proper attribution

for developing

the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

prepared

of such

Websites.

by nor does The Morning

The information

available

through

these

Web sites

Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content,

has not been

and content

will

not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,
conditions,

and privacy policy applying

to your use of the site. Expression

of opinions

contained

on

these hyperlinks may or may not be consistent with the opinions of The Morning Pulse, Inc.

Copyright 02020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

The Tactical

Sent:

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 4: 54 AM

Wire <

mailer@thetacticalwire. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

The Tactical Wire : Tuesday, March 31

Stoeger PCP XMi Air Rifle Wins Red Dot Award

The Stoeger PCP XM1 Air Rifle received the prestigious 2020 Red Dot Award for
best Product Design in the Compressed -Air Rifle category.

A Message From Hornady Security

More and more people are realizing the need and advantages of storing firearms in
safe, yet accessible devices. By utilizing patented RFID technology, Hornady
Security@ RAPiD@ Safes offer the quickest, most dependable access to your firearm
while providing unmatched security from unauthorized users. Simply place the
included RFID wristband, key fob or decal over the safe' s reader and it immediately
opens for rapid retrieval of your firearm.

Henry " Exhibition Edition" Rifles
The Henry Repeating Arms Company and High Caliber Gifts, LTD have jointly
announced the first " Exhibition Edition" of Henry Big Boy Silver, Golden Boy Silver
and . 45- 70 rifles. This marks the first time in Henry history that an edition of the
iconic Big Boy Silver, Golden Boy Silver and 45- 70 rifles have been made available
with rare Exhibition Grade black walnut stocks, the highest grade of black walnut
available.
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IN

Galco Holsters for Taurus G3 91nm Pistol
Galco introduces a wide range of their holsters for the Taurus G3 pistol. These
include belt holsters, premium IWB designs, Carry Lite IWBs, shoulder holster
systems

and more.

New York Shutters Kimber NY Facilities
Due to the New York state decision to shutter non -essential businesses as part of

the COVID- 19 response plan, Kimber Mfg. Inc. has stopped production at its New
York facilities. Production continues at Kimber's new, state- of-the- art Troy, Alabama
manufacturing facility.

Otis Technology Joins the Fight Against COVID- i9
Otis Technology has partnered with Saint Lawrence Spirits to make, bottle and
distribute hand sanitizer to first responders in desperate need during the COVID- 19
pandemic. In addition, Otis Technology began using its facilities — that normally
manufacture firearms maintenance equipment for military, law enforcement and non
sworn citizens — to immediately begin manufacturing personal protective equipment.

11
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SAF: Defendants Added in Calif. Lawsuit

Attorneys for the Second Amendment Foundation and its partners in a federal civil
rights lawsuit in California have filed a revised complaint, adding to the list of
defendants to include the City of Los Angeles and Mayor Eric Garcetti, and the City
of Burbank and City Manager Justin Hess.

NSSF: Trump Administration Designates Industry as " Critical
Infrastructure"

The National Shooting Sports Foundation is grateful for the Department of
Homeland Security' s inclusion of the firearm industry' s manufacturing, distribution,
retail and range businesses

as essential

critical services that should remain open

during the COVID- 19 pandemic. NSSF has been working closely with the Trump
Administration and DHS to convey the important role the firearm and ammunition
industry performs for national security, public safety, and the ability for continued
exercise of individual constitutional liberties and self- protection.

SAF: NJ Gun Shops Open

The Second Amendment Foundation declared victory when New Jersey Gov. Phil
Murphy backed away from his earlier position on gun shop operations in the state
during the current COVID- 19 panic, and will now allow operations by appointment.

IN

ALLEN EZ Aim Pull- N- Shoot Target Dispensing Systems
The ALLEN EZ Aim Pull- N- Shoot Target Dispensing System has a roll of paper
flaking targets housed inside. Once a target is shot, the next clean target may be
effortlessly pulled downward from the dispenser. Each dispenser holds up to 8
clean targets per roll.
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MTM CASE- GARD Side -Slide Pistol Ammo Box

MTM announced availability of the Side -Slide Pistol Ammo Box. It holds up to 50
rounds of pistol ammunition and features a slide -top lid for easy access.

Single -Blade Pen Knives by Bear & Son Cutlery
Bear &

Son Cutlery delivers a classic knife design for 2020 with the new 31/ 2- inch
One Blade Pen, an American - made, single -blade pocket knife that is comfortable to
carry all day.

Legacy Sports International Offering Howa 150o and Remington
70o BDL Magazine Conversion Kits
The Ammo Boost Magazine Conversion Kit for Howa 1500 and Remington 700 BDL

rifles allow you to adapt your rifle to 5 or 10- round configurations. MSRPs begin at
69/ complete

kit.

Media Lodge Expands Original Video Content

Media Lodge is offering its partners the opportunity to showcase their products
through digital media campaigns and original video productions reaching firearms
and hunting enthusiasts during the `stay- at- home' crisis. It' s a good time for it, as a
large percentage of the surge in gun and ammo sales are apparently to first time gun
owners.

Tactical Life' s Complete Book Of Reloading Goes Digital
Athlon Outdoors announces the free Tactical Life Reloading Zone video series. It' s a
spin- off of their annual print publication TL' s The Complete Book Of Reloading,
which is available for purchase.
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RCBS, Hoppe' s and Champion Continue Support of Precision
Rifle Series

RCBS and Hoppe' s, along with Champion Traps & Targets, is pleased to announce
their continued sponsorship of the Precision Rifle Series for 2020. All three brands
are committed to helping the organization to grow the sport of precision rifle shooting
across the country.

Editor' s Notebook: Illumination
The current crisis is an opportunity to examine products that arrived before it. Time
to shed light on some gear to help you get around in darkness and another item to
assist in illumination

of another

sort.

While the grid is ( still) up, it' s easy to forget you may need to have illumination tools
near to hand. As we've seen some recent violent storm activity unrelated to human
illness, it' s a good time to check out your various emergency lighting provisions;
fresh batteries all around and charging those that are rechargeable. Consider that
emergency radio too ...
The most recent light additions to the stock include a more -or -less standard form

factor tactical light with an incredible amount of illumination power, a " carry everywhere" rechargeable penlight and a rather strange flat flashlight with
considerable promise.

The first light is the Fenix PD35 TAC

LED, this one wearing a Cerakote
finish called " Patriot." Apropos for the current ` wartime'

sentiment,

the " battle worn"

American flag pattern is provided by BlownDeadline. While the Cerakote gives the
light an interesting appearance, it' s the 1, 000 lumens output that' s striking. Likewise,
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the light seems to be quite well made. It' s powered by a single 18650 battery ( not
included) or by 2 CR123 lithium batteries. The light functions through a tail switch in
the end cap of the light. A mode switch is on the side of the light' s barrel. In outdoor
mode, the light can provide the maximum, 1, 000 lumens, down to `eco' mode at 8
lumens — the latter running for around 140 hours!
The tail switch functions as a momentary switch or can be `clicked' constant on.
Flats machined onto the sides of the tail cap and the front housing unit prevent
rolling when the light is laid upon a surface. The light is `waterproof' rated to IPX- 8
standard, underwater up to 6 1/ 2 feet for 30 minutes.
The Fenix PD 35 TAC LED is 5. 4" long, an inch in diameter — like many competing
tac lights. Empty weight is just over three ounces. The light is supplied with a nylon
holster, a lanyard, spare O- rings ( I' m glad someone thought of this) and a spare
rubber boot" switch cover. The finish is appealing, the utility is thus far as good as it
gets. It' s something to look at if you' re ready for a new light.
One of my favorite " handy" lights has
The Stylus •

IS13 arrives with a ( welcomed)

holster

been from the Stylus line of Streamlight

as it' s big for a penlight. It' s big in capabilities too, as it' s
rechargeable through it' s protected mini- USB port,

Inc. The newest

is the Stylus

Pro USB

penlight. Upgraded to 350 lumens with
a slimmed down barrel, the

rechargeable light has a forward -sliding
protective sleeve for the charging port,

141
a micro- USB.

Very similar to earlier efforts, the new light has high ( 350 lumens, 1 1/ 2 hour runtime,
109 meter beam throw) and low ( 90 lumens, 58 meter distance, 3 1/ 2 hour runtime)

modes. The light is therefore useful for lighting up a room or for trying to find a lost
pin or spring on the floor. You can charge through the micro- USB port using the
supplied cable by simply plugging into a 110VAC plug adapter, from the port on your
computer or from a larger battery source.
Measuring only 5. 95 inches long, the Stylus Pro USB weighs only 1. 8 ounces. It is
water- resistant and impact -resistance tested to one meter. The battery reaches a
complete

charge

in around 2 1/ 2 hours. The Streamlight

Stylus

Pro USB retails for

98. 31, and is supplied with a USB cord, removable pocket clip and holster.
In the "very interesting" category, an alternative format flashlight, there' s the
SureFire Stiletto. I' ve had this one a while and it bears explaining. Back many years
ago, I was rounded up, along with Mike Boyle ( Cpt., NJ Game & Fish) and several
others by a company wanting to delve into flashlights. The message from us, as a
group, was to " deep- six" the nonsense; cops want something easy to use without
complexity. The more " modes" one has, the less likely they'd have the right mode for
the right time. This didn' t set well with marketing types. One of our number — and I
have no recollection of who it was, but it was brilliant — said that the battery set the
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form factor for the light. Want to design a semi -auto pistol?
then you can build the gun around it.

First have the magazine,

Same with flashlights; the battery drives the envelope. Build a flat battery, he said,
and you can have an outstanding light. SureFire' s come dangerously close with the
Stiletto. It' s flat, see the image. It has a pair of switches, the admin switch on the
side and the " tactical switch," a momentary high -only, where the end cap would be
on the `pipe bomb' style flashlight. It' s rechargeable through a micro- USB port. It has
a pocket clip and is the relative form factor of a modern one -hand opening knife.
The body of this light is polymer and the lighting element receiver is aluminum. A
similar SureFire light that has an aluminum body ( with slightly more weight and a
higher price) available in the " Pro" model.

Light modes are 5- lumens ("

I dropped my keys"), 250 lumens (" I need to see the
room") and the high output 650- lumens. At its highest output, assuming a fresh
charge, you can expect up to 1 3/ 4 hours of runtime. You get two hours in the mid
range and up to 30 hours at low output.
I love the design and the concept. Wearing it inside the waist —as I sometimes do a
knife — I get some "white light NDs," indicating the side -switch is too easy to activate.
Conversely, the tail switch takes some strength to reliably activate.
This is an early example of the breed and they made have straightened it out in

recent production. It' s clearly a great idea and a wonderful future for flashlights
design — I applaud the effort.

Another form of " illumination,"

is to

broaden one' s mind. In keeping with
that, available from the Gun Digest Store, we have the Tactical Gun Digest: The

World's Greatest Tactical Gun Book. Like Gun Digest traditionally but geared to the
operational use of the firearm, there' s product coverage and plenty more.
The gear covered includes rifles, shotguns, optics and support stuff. The 400 page
volume ( 192 pages in color) includes pieces on concealed carry handguns,
ammunition, shotguns, long- range rifles and carbines. We have some of our
favorites writing the articles, including ( but not limited to) Tactical Wire' s own Tiger
McKee, Dave Workman, Mas Ayoob, Pat Sweeney, Scott Wagner and Yamil Sued.
Articles include " Perspectives on Home Defense Shotguns" by Massad Ayoob, a
piece on " CCW Insurance" by Dave Workman, " Zeroing the AR" by Tiger McKee and
a great " Photo Essay: Inside the IDPA" by Yamil Sued.
While I' ve got you, I took some gear in to a local gunshop today. There was a young
couple, the young lady component of which was buying a sidearm. No other
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customers were around but the shelves showed that the crowd had already been
and gone.
While " Mothers Demand Action" apparently demands that governors shut down gun
shops in the states during the current emergency ( according to an account on social
media), the young lady I saw was taking a step to take care of herself and her family.
That' s a much better plan than making demands on politicians.
Rich Grassi

Click here to unsubscribe

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgla has a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from Qty and
County of gals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and medla upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 3: 06 AM
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To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
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Animal Society has put together resources for your animal control, private animal shelters and adoption agencies,
and rescues

to deal with Covid- 19 issues. It is

important that essential functions emergency intakes

and adoptions, foster -care to keep space available continue during these times.)For 1170

more information please feel free to contact us.

Ledy Van Kavage Esq
Senior Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
Maryville IL

Iedyv@bestfriends.

org
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With new COVID- 19 funding packages, there' s
billion for state and local governments on the

over $ 150

in e.

Pamela Muse
Director of Strategic Alliances
eCivis Inc.
Pasadena

CA

pmuse@ecivis. comDirector of Business Development
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next

Over the past few weeks, we offered members the opportunity to beta test our new members -only
community. I' d like to thank the 200 members who participated in the test for providing us great feedback
especially as they have been able to share ideas and resources during the coronavirus crisis. Now, we' ve
officially launched ICMA Connect to all members!
You put tremendous value on the networking and educational opportunities we provide through our
conferences and programs throughout the year. To build on that value, ICMA Connect offers members an
environment to connect, engage and share critical industry information and best practices in real time.
This new community will also help ICMA communicate more dynamically with our members, by responding
more quickly to your needs and receiving your input on important issues impacting the profession. This will

only strengthen our ability to advance our mission to support, advance, and promote our profession.
ICMA Connect is an evolving community. We will introduce new tools in the coming weeks to enhance your
experience. We look forward to your feedback and suggestions on how we can make ICMA Connect a
member benefit you can' t do business without.

Sincerely,
Marc A. Ott

Marc Ott
Executive Director
ICMA
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A number of members have asked: " Aside from the Fed' s, and the State, which we get no support from,
what are you all doing locally if anything to help your business community?"

Please share your examples and we' ll do our best to make sure these are shared via the ICMA Blog.
Thanks much,
Ellen

Ellen

Foreman

MBA

Director of Marketing
ICMA

State College PA

1172

eforeman@icma. org
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governments, including

the County of Buncombe and the City of Ashevil e, are teaming up with Business

Leaders from the Ashevil e - Area Chamber of Commerce, Mountain

BizWorks, and

the Land of Sky

Regional Council to launch theOrie.....
I[
33u..irp„ c„on,ib„e IC qr„ i„ d,a centralized COVID- 19 donation and relief center. The
mission of the One Buncombe Fund is to support the basic needs of individuals who have lost employment due

to COVID- 19 and to provide bridge funding to our small businesses during the COVID- 19 crisis. The
One

Buncombe Fund provides a secure and immediate way to donate to the response effort. Small businesses
in Buncombe County NC impacted by COVID- 19 will be eligible for low interest loans up to 10,
$
with no payments due for up to 6 months. Loans will be designed to provide low- cost "
bridge funding" to

000

help

busines es stay open and limit job losses until businesses can qualify for longer term disaster funding

from SBA or others. At this time, small businesses are defined as businesses with less than 50
employees. Loan underwriting and administration will be provided by Mountain BizWorks, a non-profit Community
Development Financial Institution. Eligible uses
include payroll, accounts payable, fixed debts, or other bills the business is unable to pay due to COVID
impact. In addition

to Buncombe County and Mountain Bizworks, other funding partners to date include Asheville Area Chamber
of Commerce, City of Asheville, Land of Sky Regional Council, Town of Montreat, Explore Asheville, Biltmore
Lake

Charitable Fund, and Ramble

Charitable Fund. Eric Hardy

Director of
Performance Management County of

Buncombe Ashevil e NC
eric.hardy@buncombecounty.
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From:

Ellen

Foreman

Subject: Small Business

Question

A number of members have asked: " Aside from the Fed's, and the State, which we get no support from,
what are you all doing locally if anything to help your business community?"

Please share your examples and we' ll do our best to make sure these are shared via the ICMA Blog.
Thanks much,
Ellen

Ellen Foreman MBA

Director of Marketing
ICMA

State College PA
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We' re using Cisco Webex which has a 90 day free trial for all Council Meetings, Sub Committees etc.
We then stream the council meeting over YouTube going to a screen capture with StreamLabs.
The public can e- mail us directly for public comment, call in, or use youtubes chat feature.

We've got one in the books so far and it is working well for us.

Glenn Michalowski

MPA

Assistant Township Administrator
Township of Maplewood

Maplewood Township NJ
gmichalowski@twp. maplewood. nj. us

Original Message:
Sent: 03- 24- 2020 07: 40 AM
From: Edward Lavallee
Subject: On- line Council Meetings

Florida has strict laws related to public meetings. City Council meetings require that a quorum be
physically present to conduct a meeting. Florida Sunshine Laws require transparency and public access to
Council meetings. The current restrictions on group gatherings due to the coronavirus threat creates
1174

challenge for Councils to meet in compliance with these laws. Recently, Governor DeSantis issued an
Executive Order temporarily lifting certain public meeting requirements. As a result, the Venice City Council
is planning to hold its next Council meeting via remote electronic communication. Our IT staff is working to
refine the communication

links to enable participants to connect remotely. Appreciating

that the restrictions

imposed by the electronic connections will somewhat limit the interaction among council members, staff,
and citizens, during this time of restricted social gathering the council agendas will be limited to essential
business issues and time sensitive subjects.

Edward Lavallee MPA

City Manager
City of Venice
North Venice FL

e.lavalIlI.t.e.@yg. i!.
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A follow up to my last post. We did conduct our first council meeting using Zoom webinar. We had council
members in attendance but the staff were all participating remotely. The public had to register as
participants and could hear and see the meeting. They could submit comments through the chat
opportunity via Zoom. That maintains a record of the comments. The Mayor was able to read the
comments aloud in the meeting. We had about 30 members of the public sign in and we got very positive
feedback from them.

Our IT staff did a great job of setting it up.

Julie Couch
Town

Manager

Town of Fairview
Fairview

TX

jcouch@fairviewtexas. org
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Message:

Sent: 03- 25- 2020 10: 02 AM
From: Julie Couch
Subject: On- line Council Meetings

We are a small town in the Dallas area. We are going to have our first meeting using the Zoom web
app. Some of our participants will be remote and some will be in the meeting maintaining our 10 person
1175

and 6 foot limits. We have used Zoom for remote staff briefings as well and it works well. We are including
a link on our agenda for residents to hear and see the meeting and to be able to text in questions and
comments.

Julie Couch
Town

Manager

Town of Fairview
Fairview

TX
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We've created a portal with all of our communications involving COVIDI9 and information you can view it
here.

www.twp. maplewood. nj. us/ covidl 9

Glenn Michalowski

MPA

Assistant Township Administrator
Township of Maplewood
Maplewood Township NJ

gmichalowski@twp. maplewood. nj. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 23- 2020 10: 00 AM
From: Brianna Sunryd

Subject: Sample Memo for 1st Case of COVID- 19 in Community
Good morning,
I am wondering if any communities

can share sample language that they used when announcing their first

confirmed case( s) of COVID- 19 in their community?
Best,
Brianna
Town of Amherst, MA

1176

Brianna Sunryd
Student Chapter President

University of Massachusetts at Amherst Student Chapter
Town of Amherst, MA
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You are subscribed to ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty.
to I

ga. us. To change your subscriptions,

go

To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to, Qirisubsciribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

District

6900 <

info@rotary6900. org>
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

District

Conference

Cancelled.

District

Celebration

Scheduled.

0

Good morning District 69oo Rotarians. I hope all of you are well and finding
innovative ways of enjoying time with your families and communicating with your
fellow Rotarians. I have enjoyed seeing so many ways that club Presidents are
reaching out on a regular basis to club members, and how many clubs are having
virtual meetings and Family of Rotary virtual events.
I think I have always been a kind of glass half full guy, and I am optimistic that each
new day will bring good news that the Coronavirus has flattened in new cases or
even turned downward. That will certainly happen one day, hopefully soon, but
probably not in time to hold the successful District Conference that we were all
excited about 3o days from now.
I am therefore cancelling the District Conference as planned, and scheduling a
District Celebration Saturday, June 13'h, at the Bibb Mill Event Facility in
Columbus, GA on the banks of the beautiful Chattahoochee River. Taking a page
from the District Conference we will be celebrating at Jimmy' s Fish Camp with a
Happy Hour from 11: 3o AM to 12: 30 PM followed by a Lunch and Awards
Presentations. Stay tuned for more information on the event and how to register.
For those who have registered for the District Conference your registration fee will
be automatically refunded to your credit card within the next 10 days. You do not
have to send a request for your refund. Likewise, if you made a hotel reservation
with the information provided on the District website your reservation will
automatically be cancelled. If you made your reservation outside the District
reservation blocks directly with the hotel or central reservations you will have to
personally cancel your reservation. Please let me or District Conference Chairman
PDG Blake McBurney, dgblakemcbiai40gmail. com, know if you have any
questions.

Stay safe and stay well.

1178

District Governor

Sheffield Leadership Award 2013- 1
Follow

e Award 2015- 1

B: 404. 667. 6000

dgiim20l9@squirefamily. net

Distribution:

Manag

Email E[2!2L2nm

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1179

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Monday, March 30, 2020 10: 22 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

3. 30. 20

Happy Monday!

Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

After last week' s passage of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act, members of
Congress are now looking ahead to a fourth supplemental funding package. For a more thorough update on the
legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already
receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email sfullersic agroup, com.

President Trump on Sunday issued a major disaster declaration for Washington, D. C., marking the 22nd
state/ territory to receive a major disaster declaration and federal assistance from FEMA. The declaration allows
states and territories to access federal funds to combat the coronavirus.

The Capitol Visitor Center and House and Senate office buildings will be closed to the public though May 1st.
The Department of Labor ( DOL) has posted additional Questions and Answers regarding implementation of
certain provisions of the Families First Coronavirus Response Act ( FFCRA).
HHS accepted 30 million doses of hydroxychloroquine sulfate donated by Sandoz, the Novartis generics and
biosimilars division, and one million doses of chloroquine phosphate donated by Bayer Pharmaceuticals, for
possible use in treating patients hospitalized with COVID- 19 or for use in clinical trials. According to HHS, these
and other companies

may donate additional

doses, and companies

have ramped up production

to provide

additional supplies of the medication to the commercial market. Despite relatively scant evidence that the drug
actually has an effect on COVID- 19 patients, hospitals are getting desperate and are already using the drugs on
severely ill patients. The mentioned drugs are the same ones used to treat malaria, as well as a slew of other
illnesses whose patients are now facing a shortage of drugs on which they rely.
o

The FDA had already issued an Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA) to BARDA to allow
hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate products donated to the Strategic National
Stockpile ( SNS) to be distributed and prescribed by doctors to hospitalized teen and adult patients with
COVID- 19, as appropriate, when a clinical trial is not available or feasible.

CMS today announced an array of temporary regulatory waivers and new rules to increase flexibility within the
health care system and improve response to COVID- 19.

Rep. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY) is the most recent member of Congress to receive a presumptive positive test
result for COVID- 19. She joins Reps. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben
McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY). Twenty- eight other members are in self -quarantine and six
members have completed a self -quarantine.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 140, 904
d":. IIIose cointact":2,

351, The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before

reporting. o
The
CDC is reporting 2,
405 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID- 19.

California

Gov. Gavin Newsom announced

the release of the state' s emergency

stockpile of 21 million N95

respirators, all of which are ex fired. While the expired masks still have effective filtering capacity, the elastic
bands may have lost their resilience.
New York City' s 911 system has reportedly been completely overwhelmed by COVID- 19 medical distress calls.
On a typical day, the system will receive about 4, 000 emergency medical services ( EMS) calls; however, on
Thursday of last week, the service received more than 7, 000 calls. The record for amount of calls in a day was
broken three times in the last week.

Also in New York City, Mayor Bill de Blasio received 250, 000 facemasks for health workers as a donation from
the United Nations.

Governors across the country continue to express concern at the lack of testing available for their residents.
Montana, for example, was attempting to perform contact tracing ( tracking people who have had contact with
individuals who test positive) but they do not have adequate testing to keep up.
Maryland, Virginia, and D. C. are now all under stay at home orders by their respective governors. Virginia Gov.

Ralph Northam signed his state' s into place until June 10th, the latest one so far.
o

Approximately three -fourths of Americans are either currently under stay at home orders or will be
soon.

o

This resource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID- 19 response.

o

This series of maps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tracker, created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

Military/ Defense

The USNS Comfort arrived in New York this morning. The 1, 200- person vessel will take on non- COVID- 19
patients facing life -threatening ailments to alleviate the burden of the city' s increasingly overflowing hospitals.
The Navy' s other hospital ship, the Mercy, arrived in Los Angeles Friday with an identical mission.
o

The Defense Logistics Agency ( DLA) is contributing over $ 2 million in pharmaceuticals and medical
supplies, 975, 000 gallons of fuel, as well as food and repair parts for both the USNS Comfort and Mercy.

The USS Theodore Roosevelt, a 5, 000- person aircraft carrier that usually patrolls the Pacific and South China Sea,
remains docked in Guam as the number of infected sailors continues to rise. Infections started cropping up after
an early March port call in Vietnam, which Pentagon leaders say had about 16 known virus cases at the time.
Defense Sec. Mark Esper says he will leave key decisions about how to address the outbreak to local
commanders.

The Marine Corps said today it is temporarily halting the arrival of all new recruits to its boot camp in Parris
Island, South Carolina, due to the threat of COVID- 19.

A New Jersey Army National Guard soldier died from COVID- 19 on Saturday after being hospitalized for the
illness on March 21. New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy identified the soldier as a drilling Guardsman and physician' s
assistant originally from Jackson, New Jersey. This marks the first death of a service member from COVID- 19.
Last week, the Army sent more than 800, 000 former soldiers with medical training an email to gauge their
interest in assisting with the coronavirus pandemic response, and received more than 9, 000 responses. This
week, the number of responses has climbed to more than 17, 000.

The number of Guard troops mobilized in the effort to cope with the pandemic continues to grow. As of
yesterday morning, more than 14, 830 Air and Army National Guard professionals are supporting the COVID- 19
crisis response at the direction of their governors.
The Army' s Medical Command is using its Other Transaction Agreement (OTA) with the Medical Technology
Enterprise Consortium ( MTEC) to develop COVID- 19 treatments.
International Affairs

Austria will require all residents to wear face masks when they shop for groceries starting this week, joining the
growing ranks of experts who have questioned the prevailing guidance that healthy people don' t need to wear

masks. The WHO has asserted from the beginning that masks should only be worn by the sick and health care
providers, which has caused tension all over the world because of the PPE shortage. On the other hand, places
like Hong Kong, where wearing masks started almost immediately, have managed to contain outbreaks.
In Israel, COVID- 19 is spreading nearly eight times faster in ultra -Orthodox communities than in others. In the
Tel Aviv suburb of Bnei Brak, where 95 percent of the residents are ultra -Orthodox, the number of confirmed
cases nearly doubled in the last three days, from 267 on Friday to 508 today.
China' s claims that spread has mostly stopped are being questioned. While the official Chinese count is only
82, 000 confirmed cases, the number only includes individuals who test positive AND get sick. It excludes anyone
who is asymptomatic. Health officials will be keeping a close eye on cases as China begins to lift lockdown
measures.

Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez of Spain has tightened lockdown
to leave their homes. This will last until at least April 91n

restrictions,

now allowing only essential workers

Italian government officials have voiced that their national lockdown will also be extended beyond April 3rd
Timing will be decided by the Prime Minister and the cabinet.
Individuals in Britain should not expect things to go back to normal in fewer than six months. Their lockdowns
will be reassessed every three weeks.
Facebook and Twitter took down posts featuring Brazil' s president, Jair Bolsonaro, over the past two days after
he claimed that the anti -malaria drug hydroxychloroquine was a " cure everywhere" for the coronavirus and
called for an end to social distancing and shelter -in -place measures in Brazil.
Global Cases:

Lifestyle

693, 224

Total Deaths:

33, 106

and Economy

The S& P rose 3 percent today despite last night' s futures report. Johnson &
promising gains following recent announcements of vaccines and testing.

Johnson and Abbott Labs both saw

Oil prices continue to plunge around the world. In the U. S., the West Texas Intermediate was down more than 5
percent at $ 20. 25/ barrel. While some of this is due to the price war between Saudi Arabia and Russia, analysts
say that it is mostly caused by the pandemic.
The American Enterprise Institute ( AEI) released a road map for navigating the COVID- 19 pandemic in the United
States. It outlines specific directions for adapting the public -health strategy and suggests milestones for
identifying when the country should reopen.
Several sports companies have pledged to use their manufacturing capabilities to produce medical equipment
for hospitals nationwide.

Ford Motor and General Electric' s health care division said today that they together planned to produce 50, 000
ventilators over the next 100 days to help meet the needs of hospitals during the coronavirus pandemic. Ford
plans to continue making about 30, 000 ventilators a month once the initial batch has been made. Ford will use a
plant in Rawsonville, Michigan, and about 500 workers to make the medical devices.
Johnson &

Johnson announced a $ 50 million commitment to support frontline health workers battling COVID-

19.

Macy' s, which also owns Bloomingdale' s and Bluemercury, said today that with stores closed and sales down, it
would furlough the majority of its 125, 000 employees.
Similarly, Gap, which also owns Old Navy and Banana Republic, said on Monday it would furlough nearly 80, 000
store employees in the United States and Canada.

The spread of COVID- 19 in prisons continues to be a big concern as social distancing is pretty much impossible
and hand sanitizer is usually banned. Defense lawyers, elected officials, health experts, and even prosecutors
have said there needs to be increased efforts to release inmates to help slow the spread.
Facebook announced today that it would give out $ 25 million in grants to local news organizations and spend
75 million in marketing that will go to news outlets internationally.
The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
You can now pay a virtual visit to museums, aquariums, concert halls, and more through this Forbes list.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

Following the multiple cruise ship infections over the last couple of months, Nature published an article
examining what the cruise ship outbreaks taught us about COVID- 19.
Tech companies

are crucial

players

in the coronavirus

response,

Are the

contributing

what' s most needed?

The latest major event cancellation from COVID- 19 is Queen Elizabeth II' s annual birthday parade, which was

supposed to take place on June 131h in London.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and

o

here ( sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 3 30)
Scientists Identify 69 Drugs to Test Against the Coronavirus
In Zimbabwe, ` you win coronavirus

or you win starvation'

Other 1tLraqLcki_ng data
COVID- 19— Off- Label Drug Use, Compassionate

Treating

Use, and Randomized Clinical Trials During Pandemics

JAMA)

Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)
Why the Coronavirus

Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)

Coronavirus Drubs, Vaccine Are Many Months Away, Health Experts Say

In this article by Dr. Tom Frieden, he explains how we must continue to adapt our strategy to combat COVID- 19
as we learn more about it.

If it wasn' t already hard enough to get tested, hospitals are running low on the swabs needed to perform COVID19 tests.

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins°

please take social distancing

U, S, Hospitals

Face

Maior

Challenges

seriously

to save lives)

as Coronavirus

Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

safe.

Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-

19 —

Navigating the Uncharted ( co- authored by Drs. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (
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For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 37 PM

Sent:
To:

Gaines,

Cc:

Chris

Gloria

S. Cohilas (

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com);

Lamar

Hudgins

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net); vees70@yahoo. com; clintjohnl978@hotmail. com; Gray,
Russell; Jones, Anthony
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Legislative

Update

03. 27. 2020.

Commissioner Gaines- Per your request please find below an update from Cornerstone on the COVID- 19 stimulus
legislation passed by Congress. Thanks.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation related to COVID- 19.

3. 27. 2020 - COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

IV and onward

Timeline: Speaker Pelosi and others have agreed on drafting a fourth supplemental — unclear what will be included yet.
On the House floor today, Speaker Pelosi called COVID- III a " down payment," saying that the nation will need infusions
of funding for hospitals, health care workers, and emergency services personnel. However, Leader McCarthy has said
that drafting a fourth supplemental may be " premature". The House is in recess until March 31. The Senate is in recess
until April 20.

It' s likely that the next COVID- 19 bill focuses on rebuilding the country' s infrastructure and recovery from the current
crisis. In addition to infrastructure, a bill could include investment in clean energy ( Democrats had previously pushed to
include clean energy tax credits, climate resilient infrastructure and other measures in COVID- III). Other Democratic
priorities may include federal action on housing and childcare affordability. Republican priorities may include additional
tax relief for businesses and individuals, as well as rollback of and flexibility for certain industries and regulations.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

III — COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

After the Senate passed the bill unanimously ( 96- 0) Wednesday night, the House passed the package today. The House
had three hours of debate, where members emphasized the problems with the bill but, for the most part, reiterated
their support. Democrats voiced their concern about leaving out taxpaying immigrants, the amount of Money dedicated
to corporations, and the lack of an election contingency plan ( i. e vote -by -mail process). Some conservatives pointed to
the high price tag and a few stated their flat- out opposition for the bill. Most members, while pointing to the problems
they had with the bill, urged their peers to support the measure as it provided critical emergency funding for public
health infrastructure,

small businesses, and workers.

In a tweet earlier today, Rep. Massie indicated he intended to call for a roll call on the vote. Multiple members,
including, it appears, Speaker Pelosi and Leader McCarthy, attempted to persuade him to not call for recorded vote.
However, after debate ended, he requested a recorded vote, which failed ( one fifth of members needed to stand in

support of that motion for it to pass). Rep. Massie then objected on the basis that a quorum ( two- thirds of the House,
i. e. 216 members) was not present ( and therefore voting could not occur). House leadership had marshalled enough

10

members back to D. C. for a quorum to be present, and thus the bill was passed by voice vote. At 4pm the President
signed the bill into law.

Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here. Section summaries below:
Small Business Loans ( Title 1) —
Individual

Relief ( Title 11) —

Committee section by section here and one pager here, minority one pager here

summary here

Business Tax Relief ( Title 11) —

summary here

Health Care Infrastructure Support ( Title III) —
Education (

also Title III) —

majority summary here, minority summary here

Senate Finance Jurisdiction
Economic

Stabilization (

Title

Health Provisions ( still Title III) —
IV) —

section by section here

summary here

See here for summary on specific worker protections

o

Appropriations —

Committees'

majority summary here, minority summary here

summaries

majority section by section here, minority summary here
below:

Senate Agriculture Committee minority summary here
Senate Banking Committee majority summary here, minority summary here
Senate Commerce Committee minority summary here
Senate Homeland and Government Affairs Committee minority summary here
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs summary here
Senate Judiciary Committee minority summary here
Senate Veterans Affairs Committee
Supplemental

minority summary here

II — COVID- 11, Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

Supplemental

I—

r.

COVID- 1, Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress
Session: House is in recess until March 31. Senate is in recess until April 20.

Appropriations:

As of right now, the appropriations

markup schedule is unchanged.

Most House bills have

subcommittee markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person
voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. On Monday, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms
and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting, including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. In
the Senate, Sens. Durbin, Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader
McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive.

Hearings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some committee staff are

working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee has developed a
paper hearing" model in lieu of in -person hearings.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 3): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL)
11

Currently Self -Quarantined ( 28): Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Doug
Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( D- NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice
D- NY), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Gwen Moore ( DWI),

Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Stephanie

Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. Joe

Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Tom Cole ( R- OK), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep. David
Price ( D- NC), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO), Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen.
Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA)
Completed Quarantine ( 6): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ),
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9597

M 202. 329. 2469

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Cour?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

com>

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 21 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

03. 30. 2020.

Good evening,
Hope you had a restful weekend. Please see below for updates on legislation related to COVID- 19. As legislative activity
has slowed after the passage of the third bill, the cadence of this update will reflect that change and will no longer be
sent out daily ( until circumstances change).
3. 30. 2020 - COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

IV and onward

Timeline: House and Senate leadership have been in contact about the timeline for the next package. Speaker Pelosi has
voiced that she aims to have her package ready for when the Senate and House return at the end of April. Republicans

have pushed back on the quick timeline and do not see the next package moving as quickly as the last couple. This week,
most staff and committees are taking a breather from drafting bills and are focusing on COVID III implementation. Many
are sending bipartisan letters clarifying the intent of COVID III, often at the request of agencies.
Policy: It' s likely that the next COVID- 19 bill focuses on infrastructure as an economic stimulus and includes provisions
aimed at recovering from the current crisis. Which committees will play the lead role will depend on what issues remain
or develop) over the next few weeks, but it is likely that the committees focused on health ( House E& C, Senate HELP),
transportation/ infrastructure ( House T& I, Senate Commerce, Senate EPW), and finance ( House W& Ms, Senate Finance)

will be significantly involved in drafting the next bill.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

III — Coronavirus

Aid, Relief, and Economic

Security ( CARES) Act

After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law
shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.
Implementation: The Treasury Department expects the guidelines and regulations related to the small business
provisions within the bill will be released within the next day or so. The certified SBA lenders will likely be able to begin
processing loans later this week.
See below for resources on certain areas of the bill Cornerstone:

Memo for health care providers here
Memo on the Small Business Administration loan programs here
Memo outlining the workers and families assistance

programs here

Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo on the bill' s higher education provisions here
Memo for non - profits here
Other

resources:

Speaker Pelosi COVID toolkit here

Senate Republican COVID Policy Response overview here
13

Factsheet on accelerated

and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here

Senate Small Business Committee FAQ on Paycheck Protection Program here

FAQ on Small Business Administration' s loan programs here
House Ways and Means FAQ on Rebates here
House Ways and Means FAQ on Unemployment Compensation here

House Appropriations overview for local governments/ nonprofits here
Supplemental

II — Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is Ihere.

Supplemental

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: House is in recess until March 31, but will be in a pro forma session until April 20. Senate is in recess until April
20.

Appropriations:

As of right now, the appropriations

markup schedule is unchanged.

Most House bills have

subcommittee markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person
voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. On Monday, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms
and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting, including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. In
the Senate, Sens. Durbin, Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader
McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive.

Hearings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some committee staff are

working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee has developed a
paper hearing" model in lieu of in -person hearings.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 6): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), Rep. Joe
Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY)
Currently Self -Quarantined ( 28): Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Doug
Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( D- NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice
D- NY), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Gwen Moore ( DWI),

Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Stephanie

Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. Joe

Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Tom Cole ( R- OK), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep. David
Price ( D- NC), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO), Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen.
Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA),
Completed Quarantine ( 6): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ)
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 03 PM
Cook, Larry
RE: Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule

Sent:
To:
Subject:

You' re welcome.

From: Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 57 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>; Dyes, Benita < BDyes@dougherty.

ga. us>; Mathis, Chuck

CMathis@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
RE: Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule Thanks
Mike, We

will check on the mask tomorrow. I wil keep you informed as to our status.. Larry
From:

McCoy, Michael <MMcCoyC dougherty, ga,
us>Sent:
Monday, March 30,2020 8:
54 PM To:
Cook, Larry <LCook dougherty. ga.us>Cc:
Addison, Scott <SAddison(

e dougherty, ea,us>;Dyes,

Benita < BDyes@dougherty,

ga.
us>;Mathis,

Chuck

CMathis

ga, us>;Hall,

Dominique < DoHa11@dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
RE: Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule Approved.
doughert ,

I'
m going to send you a vendor' s information that sells N95 masks. Purchase

what you need. This

is a great plan. I aprecit you and your leadership team being sensitive to your employees concerns and developing
this action plan.Please let me know if I may be of further assistance. Stay well! From:

us> Sent:
Cook, Larry <LCookC doughert . a.
Monday, March 30,2020 8:
30 PM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoyC dougherty. ga.
us>Cc:

Addison, Scott <SAddisonC

dougherty. ga.us>;Dyes,

Benita < BDyes@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Mathis,

Chuck

CMathis

doughert ,
ga, us>;Hall,
Dominique < DoHa11@dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule Mike,

In

review of the current situation, regarding the Covid- 19 Virus Pandemic, I submit the following recommendation for your
review. I

would suggest making an adjustment to Public Work' s daily work schedule in order to alleviate unnecessary exposure to
Public Works Employees, while in the work place or on their way to the work site.We have previously made several adjustment
in the areas of Minimizing the number of employees in an area, Maintaining the suggested distance 16

between employees while in these areas, and Explaining the importance of cleaning and washing our hands on a
regular basis. I have sensed an uneasiness among our employees in recent days, especially since we have had several
employee placed on Admin. Leave for a variety of reasons. These employees are not only worried about themselves, but
are concerned about family members and potential exposure to their family.
While I understand we must provide the basic services to the citizens we serve and would not suggest anything that
would deter us from providing that service at an acceptable level, I would like to recommend that Public Works adopt
the following temporary schedule for one month thru April until Friday May V.
1)

Split each of our PW Divisions into two crews for each division

2)

Crew # 1 would report for work on week one and Crew # 2 would report the second week

3)

Restrict the number of employees to no more than two employees per transport vehicle. We currently have to
put three or four in some vehicles
Admin Leave would be provided to the crew that is require to be quarantined at home for that week.

4)

I have prepared a work scheduled and assignment list for each employee to assure that we continue to provide the
services that we are required to provide to the county facilities we service.
I understand other Departments have had to make adjustments in their work schedule by allowing some or all
employees to work from home, but this ability is not available to the employees we have working in the field. I am
concerned that if we do not make some adjustments,

we will continue to see employees remove themselves from the

work place. I do have an organizational chart of the employees, the crews and week they would be allowed to be
sheltering at home. Again, this would be a temporary change, that could be discontinued if the situation improves
sooner.

I hope you see the benefit of making this adjustment and I would like to implement this adjustment beginning this Wed.
April 15t

Thanks for your consideration.....

o u gfiettcv e u nt* 9uPfic `UJat&
229- 43C- 612C

Cfftce

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 59 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy; Spencer Lee

Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19

Update

FYI

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 7: 44 PM
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Update

Good evening,
Today was a busy day ...many new PUI patients and more than 30 admissions and/ or transfers. This tells us that we have
not yet flattened the curve. In addition, we saw an overall increase in deaths where the patient tested positive for
COVID- 19. These deaths have occurred over the last 3- 5 days and were confirmed with results in the last 24 hours with

the exception of one patient who had previously tested positive. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families.
Good news ...we installed the needed software/ hardware on our laboratory equipment from Cepheid and are now
awaiting quality control testing kits as well as the reagents needed to run our own COVID- 19 tests. We are pushing hard
on this and have asked the Governor' s Office to assist. We have asked for 5, 000 testing kits this week and every week
thereafter.

Another potential piece of good news is that we expect to hear from the Governor' s Office tomorrow if the funding will
be approved to open Phoebe North as a COVID- 19 surge facility. A significant amount of work has gone into this
proposal and we expect good news on that with a key component being additional staff to assist with this surge volume.
We have also had good news come out of the patient outcome side as we have seen some patients being weaned off
ventilators. There are only a few, but the results are promising as different therapies are being tried with some success.
Lastly, I had the opportunity to deliver hundreds of cupcakes today that were donated by an anonymous source for our
teams. We went from the top to the bottom of our facility in Albany and like my visits to Sumter, Worth and Cuthbert, I
found our teams to be in amazingly good spirits. There were some tired eyes, but it renewed by belief that we have
some of the most dedicated and compassionate healthcare warriors around. They amaze me.
Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 57 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule

Thanks

Scott;

Dyes,

Benita;

Mathis,

Chuck;

Hall, Dominique

Mike,

We will check on the mask tomorrow. I will keep you informed as to our status..
Larry

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 54 PM
To: Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>; Dyes, Benita < BDyes@dougherty. ga. us>; Mathis, Chuck

CMathis@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
RE: Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule Approved.

I'
m going to send you a vendor' s information that sells N95 masks. Purchase

what you need. This

is a great plan. I aprecit you and your leadership team being sensitive to your employees concerns and developing
this action plan.Please let me know if I may be of further assistance. Stay well! From:
Cook, Larry <LCook@dougherty.

ga.
us>Sent:

Monday, March 30,2020 8:
30 PM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>Cc:
Addison, Scott <
SAddison@dougherty. ga.
us>;Dyes, Benita < BDyes@dougherty. ga.
us>;Mathis,
Subject: Temporary
ga.
us>;Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.us>
Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule Mike, In

Chuck

CMathis@dougherty.

review

of the current situation, regarding the Covid-19 Virus Pandemic, I submit the following recommendation for your review.
I

would

suget making an adjustment to Public Work' s daily work schedule in order to alleviate un eces ary exposure to Public
Works Employees, while in the work place or on their way to the work site. We have previously made several adjustment in
the areas of Minimizing the number of employees in an area, Maintaining the suggested distance between employees
while in these areas, and Explaining the importance of cleaning and washing our hands on a regular basis.
I have

send an uneasiness among our

employees in recent

days, especially since

we have had several employee placed

on Admin. Leave for a variety of reasons. These employees are not only worried about themselves, but are concerned
about family members and potential exposure to their family. While I
understand we must provide the basic services to the citizens we serve and would not suggest anything that would deter
us from providing that service at an ac eptable level, I would like to recommend that Public Works adopt the following
temporary schedule for one month thru April until Friday May V.
21

1)

Split each of our PW Divisions into two crews for each division

2)

Crew # 1 would report for work on week one and Crew # 2 would report the second week

3)

Restrict the number of employees to no more than two employees

4)

put three or four in some vehicles
Admin Leave would be provided to the crew that is require to be quarantined at home for that week.

per transport vehicle. We currently have to

I have prepared a work scheduled and assignment list for each employee to assure that we continue to provide the
services that we are required to provide to the county facilities we service.
I understand other Departments have had to make adjustments in their work schedule by allowing some or all
employees to work from home, but this ability is not available to the employees we have working in the field. I am
concerned that if we do not make some adjustments,

we will continue to see employees remove themselves from the

work place. I do have an organizational chart of the employees, the crews and week they would be allowed to be
sheltering at home. Again, this would be a temporary change, that could be discontinued if the situation improves
sooner.

I hope you see the benefit of making this adjustment and I would like to implement this adjustment beginning this Wed.
April 15t

Thanks for your consideration.....

o u gfiettcv e u nt* 9uPfic `UIat&
229- 43C- 612C

Cfftce

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 54 PM
Cook, Larry

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule

Scott;

Dyes,

Benita;

Mathis,

Chuck;

Hall, Dominique

Approved. I' m going to send you a vendor' s information that sells N95 masks. Purchase what you need.
This is a great plan. I appreciate you and your leadership team being sensitive to your employees concerns and
developing this action plan. Please let me know if I may be of further assistance. Stay well!
From: Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 30 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Dyes, Benita < BDyes@dougherty. ga. us>;
us>Subject:
CMathis@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule Mike,

Mathis, Chuck

In

review of the current situation, regarding the Covid- 19 Virus Pandemic, I submit the following recommendation for your
review. I

would suggest making an adjustment to Public Work' s daily work schedule in order to alleviate unnecessary exposure to
Public Works Employees, while in the work place or on their way to the work site. We have previously made several adjustment
in the areas of Minimizing the number of employees in an area, Maintaining the suggested distance between
employees while in these areas, and Explaining the importance of cleaning and washing our hands on a regular
basis. I

have sensed an uneasiness among

our employees in

recent days, especially

since we have had several employee

placed on Admin. Leave for a variety of reasons. These employees are not only worried about themselves, but are
concerned about family members and potential exposure to their family. While
I understa we

must provide the basic services to the citizens we serve and would not suggest anything that would

deter us from providing that service at an acceptable level, I

would like to recommend that

Public Works adopt the

fol owing temporary schedule for one month thru April until Friday May V.
1)
Split

each of our PW Divisions into two crews for each division 2)

Crew #

1

Restrict

the number of employees to no more than two employees per

Admin

three or four in some vehicles 4)
Leave would be provided to the crew that is require to be quarantined at home for that week. I

would report for work on week one and Crew #2

would report the second week 3)

transport vehicle. We

currently have to put

have prepared a work scheduled and assignment list for each employee to assure that we continue to provide the services
that we are required to provide to the county facilities we service. I

understa other Departments have had to make adjustments in their work schedule by allowing some or all employees
to work from home, but this ability is not available to the employees we have working in the field. I am concerned
that if we do not make some adjustments, we

will continue to see employees remove themselves from the work

place. I do have an organizational chart of the employees, the crews and week they would be allowed to be 23

sheltering at home. Again, this would be a temporary change, that could be discontinued if the situation improves
sooner.

I hope you see the benefit of making this adjustment and I would like to implement this adjustment beginning this Wed.
April Is'.

Thanks for your consideration.....

o u gfiettcv e u nt* 9ub is `UIat&
229- 43U- 612U

Cfftce

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 30 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Temporary Adjustment to Public Works Daily Work Schedule

Scott;

Dyes,

Benita;

Mathis,

Chuck;

Hall, Dominique

Mike,

In review of the current situation, regarding the Covid- 19 Virus Pandemic, I submit the following recommendation for
your

review.

I would suggest making an adjustment to Public Work' s daily work schedule in order to alleviate unnecessary exposure
to Public Works Employees, while in the work place or on their way to the work site. We have previously made several
adjustment in the areas of Minimizing the number of employees in an area, Maintaining the suggested distance
between employees while in these areas, and Explaining the importance of cleaning and washing our hands on a
regular basis. I have sensed an uneasiness among our employees in recent days, especially since we have had several
employee placed on Admin. Leave for a variety of reasons. These employees are not only worried about themselves, but
are concerned about family members and potential exposure to their family.
While I understand we must provide the basic services to the citizens we serve and would not suggest anything that
would deter us from providing that service at an acceptable level, I would like to recommend that Public Works adopt
the following temporary schedule for one month thru April until Friday May V.
1)

Split each of our PW Divisions

2)

Crew # 1 would report for work on week one and Crew # 2 would report the second week

into two crews for each division

3)

Restrict the number of employees to no more than two employees per transport vehicle. We currently have to

4)

put three or four in some vehicles
Admin Leave would be provided to the crew that is require to be quarantined at home for that week.

I have prepared a work scheduled and assignment list for each employee to assure that we continue to provide the
services that we are required to provide to the county facilities we service.
I understand other Departments have had to make adjustments in their work schedule by allowing some or all
employees to work from home, but this ability is not available to the employees we have working in the field. I am
concerned that if we do not make some adjustments,

we will continue to see employees remove themselves from the

work place. I do have an organizational chart of the employees, the crews and week they would be allowed to be
sheltering at home. Again, this would be a temporary change, that could be discontinued if the situation improves
sooner.

I hope you see the benefit of making this adjustment and I would like to implement this adjustment beginning this Wed.
April 15t

Thanks for your consideration.....

o u gfiettcv e u nt* 9uPfic `UIat&
229- 43C- 612C

Cfftce
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TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 7:44 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening,
Today was a busy day ...many new PUI patients and more than 30 admissions and/ or transfers. This tells us that we have
not yet flattened the curve. In addition, we saw an overall increase in deaths where the patient tested positive for
COVID- 19. These deaths have occurred over the last 3- 5 days and were confirmed with results in the last 24 hours with

the exception of one patient who had previously tested positive. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families.
Good news ...we installed the needed software/ hardware on our laboratory equipment from Cepheid and are now
awaiting quality control testing kits as well as the reagents needed to run our own COVID- 19 tests. We are pushing hard
on this and have asked the Governor' s Office to assist. We have asked for 5, 000 testing kits this week and every week
thereafter.

Another potential piece of good news is that we expect to hear from the Governor' s Office tomorrow if the funding will
be approved to open Phoebe North as a COVID- 19 surge facility. A significant amount of work has gone into this
proposal and we expect good news on that with a key component being additional staff to assist with this surge volume.
We have also had good news come out of the patient outcome side as we have seen some patients being weaned off
ventilators. There are only a few, but the results are promising as different therapies are being tried with some success.
Lastly, I had the opportunity to deliver hundreds of cupcakes today that were donated by an anonymous source for our
teams. We went from the top to the bottom of our facility in Albany and like my visits to Sumter, Worth and Cuthbert, I
found our teams to be in amazingly good spirits. There were some tired eyes, but it renewed by belief that we have
some of the most dedicated and compassionate healthcare warriors around. They amaze me.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 6: 05 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Pamela

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thanks

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 47 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: taiohrisonC(z} dc>udicrty,ga,us

From:

Willis,

Shannon < ShWillis

doueherty. a. us>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 32 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@doughertyga.
hert
Lee < LCates@douehert .

a. us>;
Johnson, Pamela <
PJohnson0doughert-

us>
Subject: DCSO
Employees

us>; Hayes, Terron < THayesdouhertyEa.

us>;
Ostrander, John

JOstrander

dou

, ea. us> Cc: Cates,

COVID 19.
xlsx 30

r,
a,
us>; Brock, Allen

ABrock@douehert . Ea.

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
officials regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 52 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Clinton

Subject:

RE: INVITATION:

State &

Local Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 1, 1: 30 PM

ET)

Thanks

Commissioner.

From: Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 4: 26 PM
To: vees70@yahoo. com; Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>; ccohilas@watsonspence. com; McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>; Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>; Jones,
Anthony < AnJones@dougherty.
Subject: Fwd: INVITATION:

ga. us>; Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>

State &

Local Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 1, 1: 30 PM ET)

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Crozer,

William

F. EOP/ WHO" < William. F. CrozerSwho.

eop, eov>

Date: March 30, 2020 at 4: 17: 33 PM EDT
Subject: INVITATION:

State &

Local Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 1, 1: 30 PM ET)

State and Local Elected Officials —

On Wednesday, April i, at 1: 30 PM ET, please join Dr. Anthony Fauci ( Director, National
Institute ofAllergy and Infectious Diseases), Larry Kudlow ( Assistant to the President for
Economic Policy), and Senior Administration Officials for a briefing call on COVID- 19
coronavirus).
Please note that Administration call participants are subject to change. The
purpose of this call is to provide State and local elected officials with up- to- date information on
COVID- 19 and pertinent Administration and Task Force actions. Registration instructions are
below — please read the RSVP instructions in their entirety before registering. We encourage you
to share this invitation with your county and/ or municipal colleagues as well as public health
officials. If you have a particular question you would like addressed during the call, please flag
those for our team.

Briefing Call Registration
Date: Wednesday, April 1
Time: 1: 30 PM ET ( please note time zone)
Call -In Registration:

CLICK HERE
32

Note: Call -in lines are limited. Please register only if you are able to join the call.
State and local leaders ( especially staffs working in the same office are
encouraged to register once as a group and use one call -in line ( where
appropriate and with proper social distancing) to maximize the number ofpeople
who can join. Upon successful registration, you will receive dial -in details to the
email address you use to register. Note that multiple people cannot dial -in using
the same registration

information.

Recent Actions
President Donald J. Trump Signs the Coronavirus

Aid, Relief, and Economic

Security Act ( CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional
Leaders, on Friday, March 27, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act ( CARES). The $ 2. 2 trillion economic relief package provides American
families, healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic support they need to get
through this challenging time. The package includes $ 1, 200 payments to qualifying Americans,
too billion in direct support for hospitals, and over $37o billion to small business owners to
keep their employees on the payroll. It also includes direct relief for State, Tribal, and local
governments through the $ 15o billion Coronavirus Relief Fund. Each State will receive at least
1. 25 billion. $8 billion is set aside for tribal governments. This aid comes on top of the Family
First Coronavirus Aid Package, signed by President Trump on March 18, 2020.
State/ Local/ Tribal provisions include:
15o billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be allocated
primarily by a State' s population with each State receiving at least $ 1. 25 billion.
34o billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the coronavirus
outbreak.

50o billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U. S. Treasury to support eligible
businesses and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a result of
COVID- 19.
1oo billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost

revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID- 19.
3. 5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers, first
responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

Fact Sheet: President Donald J. Trump Is
American
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Homeland Security (DHS) Releases

Workers

oratin

with

TrImW-

Updated Essential Critical Infrastructure

Guidance for States and Localities Functioning

critical infrastructure is imperative during the response to the COVID- 19
emergency for both public health and safety as well as community well-being. Certain critical infrastructure
industries have a special responsibility in these times to continue operations. On Saturday,
March 28,the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Cybersecuri
— ty &
Infrastructure
Security Agency C
( ISA) released
—
updated guidance on the essential critical
infrastructure workforce (see
Infrastructure Workers

Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical

The

guidance and accompanying
list are intended to support State, Local, and industry partners in identifying the
critical infrastructure sectors

and the essential workers needed to maintain the services and functions

Americans depend on daily and need to be able to operate resiliently during the COVID19 pandemic response. State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsiblefor
implementing and executing response activities, including 33

decisions about access and reentry, in their communities, while the Federal
Government is in a supporting role. Officials should use their own judgment in
issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Centers for Disease Control ( CDC) and Prevention Issue Travel Advisor for New

York, New Jersey, and Connecticut
Saturday, March 28, CDC issued a travel advisory for New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut
urging residents to refrain from non -essential domestic travel for 14 days effective immediately.
The Domestic Travel Advisory does not apply to employees of critical infrastructure industries,
including but not limited to trucking, public health professionals, financial services, and food
supply. These employees of critical infrastructure, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security
ere) have a special responsibility to maintain normal work schedule. The Governors
of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut will have full discretion to implement this Domestic
Travel Advisory. Learn more here.
President Trump Invokes Defense Production Act ( DPA) Requiring General
Motors

to Produce

Ventilators

Statement from the President: President Trump signed a Presidential Memorandum
directing the Secretary of Health and Human Services to use any and all authority available
under the Defense Production Act to require General Motors to accept, perform, and prioritize
Federal contracts for ventilators. Our negotiations with GM regarding its ability to supply
ventilators have been productive, but our fight against the virus is too urgent to allow the giveand- take of the contracting process to continue to run its normal course. GM was wasting time.
Today' s action will help ensure the quick production of ventilators that will save American lives.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs ( WH IGA) will continue to share pertinent
information as it becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be

of assistance. As a reminder, WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the
country' s State and local elected officials and Tribal Governments.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental
William

Affairs

F. Crozer

Special Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

COVID- 19: Important Resources for State,
Local, and Tribal Officials

34

Coronavirus Guidelines for America: The White House Coronavirus Task Force issued
to Slo t

e

Srsread ( EWa

ol)—
to
help

protect all Americans during
the global Coronavirus outbreak. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are
at risk —and your activities can increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others.
Everyone can do their part. The recommendations are simple to fol ow but will have a
resounding impact on public health. Up To -Date Information: The most up-to- date, verified information and guidance can be found
via the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website www.
coronayjjm5Zgy. The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be
guidelines — jaays

viewed live here. COVID-

i9 Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed,
state managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance,
including for critical supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible.
Learn more about the response and recovery process via this important resource —
Corod
Recovery Through Federal -State -Local Tribal Partnership. FEMA' s public as i tance guidance for COVID-19 response efforts
can be found here. Critical Infrastructure
Workforce Guidelines: On

March

16th, the Department of Homeland Security (

DHS)issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19
emergency. The guidance, and accompanying list, is intended to help State, local, tribal and
territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The
list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard. More here. Coronavirus Fact
vs.
Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the
response to the coronavirus pandemic. Fraud Scam
&
Protection:

The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating, and
prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and
helpful resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade
Commission has also established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid
coronavirus- related scams. Social Media
Resources: Download the

Apple C VI iScrening Tool.

Follow

Twitter and Faceboo . Also follow HHS ( T tter/Faceboo
®
) and
You

can

also

the White House on
CDC

social distancing, etc. on the

t®
ter/ Faceboo )

White House' s YouTube page. Mental Health Resources:
as the coronavirus outbreak — can
and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse

Natural disasters —
including
be overwhelming

T

find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation,
such pandemics

and Mental Health Administration' s SAMHSA)
( Disaster

Distres 35

Helpline —

1- 800- 985- 5990 ( or text TalkWithUs to 66746) — provides 24/ 7, 365- day- a- year

crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in coping with the mental or
emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus pandemic. Learn more
about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.

Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all
U. S. government activities related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to
travel, immigration, and transportation to education, find pertinent actions here. Each
Federal Agency has also established a dedicated coronavirus website, where you can find
S),
important information and guidance. They include: Health and Human Services (
Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS), Food and Drug Administration ( FDA),
Department of Education (

of ),

Department of Agriculture ( ES

A), Small Business

Administration ( SBA), Department of Labor (POI.), Department of Homeland Security
S), Department

of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs

Protection Agency ( EPA), Department of the Interior (__

A), Environmental

I),

Department of Energy ( DOE),
Department of Commerce (
C), Department of Justice (
J), Department of Housing
and Urban Development ( HUD), Department of the Treasury ( IJST), Office of the Director
and
of National Intelligence ( I),
U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EA2Q. PUBLIC
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 50 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Confirmation: White House COVID- 19 Briefing with State and Local Leaders on April

Sent:
To:
Subject:

01,

2020

at

1: 30 PM

Eastern

Time

FYI

From:

Audio

Conference

Notification <

noreply@event-

services.

com>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 45 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Confirmation: White House COVID- 19 Briefing with State and Local Leaders on April 01, 2020 at 1: 30 PM
Eastern

Time

Dear Michael,

Here is your personalized dial -in information for the audio conference White House COVID- 19
Briefing with State and Local Leaders.

The conference begins at 1: 30 PM Eastern Time on April 01, 2020; you may join 10 minutes prior.
Dial - in: 1- 877- 369- 5243 or 1- 617- 668- 3633 or Find an Alternate

Number

Access Code: 0350732#
Attendee

ID: 1508#

Add to your calendar

Need assistance with your audio?

Please dial 888- 796- 6118.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 37

TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 49 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID. docx
Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID. docx; ATT00001. txt

Original Message -----

From: Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 4: 30 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID. docx

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 49 PM

To:

Johnson,

Clinton

Subject:

RE: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID. docx

Commissioner this piece is excellent. I would like to suggest ( if it' s not too late) that you add that our 911 was not
inundated with non - emergency

calls relative to COVID- 19 because of the Phoebe hotline and our EOC info line. These

numbers were made available from the outset of the outbreak. Many county' s didn' t do this and their 911 has been
blowing up. Not good. Thanks.
Original Message -----

From: Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 4: 30 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID. docx

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Audio

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 45 PM
Michael McCoy
Confirmation: White House COVID- 19 Briefing with State and Local Leaders on April 01,

To:
Subject:

2020

Conference

at

1: 30 PM

Notification <

Eastern

noreply@event-

services. com>

Time

Dear Michael,

Here is your personalized dial -in information for the audio conference White House COVID- 19
Briefing with State and Local Leaders.

The conference begins at 1: 30 PM Eastern Time on April 01, 2020; you may join 10 minutes prior.
Dial -in: 1- 877- 369- 5243 or 1- 617- 668- 3633 or Find an Alternate Number
Access

Code:

0350732#

Attendee ID: 1508#

Add to your calendar
Need assistance with your audio?

Please dial 888- 796- 6118.

FE
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 40

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 42 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

THIS THURSDAY: COVID- 19 Update from GA DOL Commissioner

Mark Butler

x

To all Chamber members:

website

here.

Due to the high -demand teleworking has placed on the conferencing industry, we have
been asked to encourage as many of you as possible to join our call through your
computer systems at the following link:
Join Zoom Meeting
zo om. us// 8818 044738
hLt//
Meeting ID: 881 804 4738

Dial -in options from your mobile phone include the following lines. Should a line be busy,
please try another number from this list until you are connected into the conference:
One tap mobile
13126266799,, 8818044738# US ( Chicago)
16465588656,, 8818044738# US ( New York)

Dial by your location
1 312 626 6799

US ( Chicago)

1 646 558 8656 US ( New York)
1 346 248 7799

US ( Houston)

1 669 900 9128 US ( San Jose)
1 253 215 8782

US

1 301

US

715 8592

Meeting ID: 881 804 4738
Find your local number: htti?s: Hzoom. us/ u/ acVyZM7Way
Questions

All questions should be submitted IN ADVANCE through www. slijo using code # 2957to
enter the forum. Please submit your questions by 5: OOPM on Wednesday, April 1,
2020. Questions will NOT be taken during the call.
We will work through as many as we can over the call and do appreciate your commitment

to leadership as we all work toward economic recovery following this pandemic.
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The Albanj &

M glamber' s ( N2111D 19 Resout' Ce (: enler provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on F,Icebook for the most up- to- date alerts.

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy@dougher-

ty. ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Li
Try email

marketing

PUBLIC

for free today!

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has
very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City ano' County
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 38 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: White House Briefing Call with Dr. Fauci on
Wednesday; Lessons Learned from the Spanish Flu; GTA Seeks County Wi- Fi Hotspot

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Info.

and

More

Wendy — Please register us for the briefing following the instructions in the email below. Thanks.

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Monday, March 30,2020 5:
27 PM Subject:
ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: White House Briefing Call with Dr.Fauci on Wednesday; Lessons Learned from
the Spanish Flu;GTA Seeks County WiFi Hotspot Info.and More Amite
III-Iouse State aind I.:;::.
all
I urief ingCallllll with Dir.Aurml°

IIImm; my IFanci edinesday,

Alll urilll 1 at 1:30 IIF',urn, State
and local officials are invited to participate in a briefing call on Wednesday, April 1,
at 1:30 p.m. with Dr.Anthony Fauci (
Director, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases),Larry Kudlow (Assistant to the President for Economic
Policy)and Senior Administration Officials.Please note that Administration call participants are subject to change.
The purpose of this call is to provide state and local elected officials with up-to-date information on COVID- 19 and
pertinent Administration and Task Force actions. Registration instructions are below. Please read the RSVP instructions
in their entirety before registering. ACCG also will monitor the call and provide a sum ary in Wednesday' s afterno n
update. Briefing

Call Registration Date:
Wednesday,

April 1 Time:

1:

30 PM ET (please note time zone) Call -

In Registration: CLICK
Call -

HERE Note:

in lines are limited. Please register only if you are able to join the call. State and local leaders (especially staff)
working in the same office are encouraged to register once as a group and use one call -in line ( where appropriate
and with proper social distancing) to maximize the number of people who can join. Upon successful
registration, you

will receive dial in details to the email address you use to register. Note

that multiple

people cannot dial in using the same registration information. Lessons

Learned Regarding Flattening the Curve from the Spanish Flu A
century ago the Spanish flu swept across America, taking many lives. A
some cities 'flattened the curve' during the 1918 flu pandemic," provides

recently released National Geographic article, How
further insight into the importance of maintaining

physical distance from other people who might be infected with COVID- 19.Georgia
Receives Federal Approval of Major Disaster Declaration President

Donald Trump has declared a major disaster declaration for all 159 Georgia counties due to the impacts from the
Coronavirus pandemic. The declaration for federal assistance currently covers Emergency Protective Measures, which
are those actions taken to eliminate or lessen immediate threats to lives, public

health, or

safety. This

declaration also

allows federal agencies to provide direct assistance to the State of Georgia. To read more, click here. U.
S. Department of Labor Releases Q&
A on Families First Coronavirus Response Act 43

The U. S. Department of Labor released information on Friday and over the weekend providing guidance on the
implementation

of the Families First Coronavirus Act.

Please note that Questions 52- 54 address public sector

employees and appear to clarify that the Emergency Family Medical Leave Act and the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act
apply to all local governments, regardless of size. In addition, Question 57 defines " emergency responder."
DCA and GTA Creating Wi- Fi Hotspot Inventory to Aid Student Access to Online Learning
The Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) and the Georgia Technology Authority ( GTA) are taking an inventory of
Georgia' s Wi- Fi hotspots in order to assist those who don' t have adequate home internet access. The goal is to identify
Wi- Fi hotspots with and without public Wi- Fi availability for student access for continuity of learning. Please complete
this Wi- Fi Hotspot Inventory for county facilities that have Wi- Fi accessibility and return it to Bill Price at the Georgia
Technology Authority by emailing bill. price@gta. ga. gov. For questions, please call Bill Price at (404) 326- 9462.
DPH and OEMS Guidance for First Responder Agencies

The Georgia Department

of Public Health and the Georgia Office of EMS and Trauma recently released guidance for first

responder agencies who treat or come into contact with possible COVID- 19 patients when 1) responding to a 9- 1- 1 call
and 2) transporting a patient who presents with signs and symptoms consistent with COVID- 19 and obtaining the COVID19 status of a patient. Because of the increase in community spread of and limited testing for COVID- 19, first
responders

should take precautions

when responding

to all calls.

Please make sure that your EMS, fire department

and

law enforcement personnel have received this information.

USDA Extends ReConnect

Program Application

Deadline to April 15

The U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA) has extended the application deadline for the ReConnect Pilot Program to

April 15. This program provides grants and loans to help fund the cost of construction, improvement or acquisition of
facilities and equipment needed to provide high- speed broadband connectivity to rural areas.
Other Updates

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 3/ 30/ 2020)
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Monday, March 30, 2020 5: 27 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: White House Briefing Call with Dr. Fauci on
Wednesday; Lessons Learned from the Spanish Flu; GTA Seeks County Wi- Fi Hotspot
Info.

Amite I I- Iouse State aind I.:;::.

and

recipients

More

alll I uriefing Callllll with Dir. Aurml;Il mm; my IFanci

edinesday, Alll urilll 1 at 1: 30 IIF', urn,
State and local officials are invited to participate in a briefing call on Wednesday, April 1, at 1: 30 p. m. with Dr. Anthony
Fauci ( Director, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases), Larry Kudlow ( Assistant to the President for
Economic Policy) and Senior Administration Officials. Please note that Administration call participants are subject to
change. The purpose of this call is to provide state and local elected officials with up- to- date information

on COVID- 19

and pertinent Administration and Task Force actions. Registration instructions are below. Please read the RSVP
instructions in their entirety before registering. ACCG also will monitor the call and provide a summary in Wednesday' s
afternoon update.

Briefing

Call Registration

Date:

Wednesday, April 1

Time:

1: 30 PM ET ( please note time zone)

Call -In Registration: CLICK HERE
Note:

Call -in lines are limited. Please register only if you are able to join the call. State and local leaders ( especially
staff) working in the same office are encouraged to register once as a group and use one call -in line (where
appropriate and with proper social distancing) to maximize the number of people who can join. Upon
successful

registration,

you will receive dial - in details to the email address you use to register. Note that

multiple people cannot dial -in using the same registration information.
Lessons Learned Regarding Flattening the Curve from the Spanish Flu
A century ago the Spanish flu swept across America, taking many lives. A recently released National Geographic article,
How some cities ' flattened the curve' during the 1918 flu pandemic," provides further insight into the importance of
maintaining physical distance from other people who might be infected with COVID- 19.
Georgia

Receives

Federal

Approval

of Major Disaster

Declaration

President Donald Trump has declared a major disaster declaration for all 159 Georgia counties due to the impacts from
the Coronavirus pandemic. The declaration for federal assistance currently covers Emergency Protective Measures,
which are those actions taken to eliminate or lessen immediate threats to lives, public health, or safety. This declaration
also allows federal agencies to provide direct assistance to the State of Georgia. To read more, click here.
U. S. Department of Labor Releases Q& A on Families First Coronavirus Response Act

The U. S. Department of Labor released information on Friday and over the weekend providing guidance on the
implementation

of the Families First Coronavirus Act.

Please note that Questions

52- 54 address public sector

employees and appear to clarify that the Emergency Family Medical Leave Act and the Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act
apply to all local governments, regardless of size. In addition, Question 57 defines " emergency responder."
DCA and GTA Creating Wi- Fi Hotspot Inventory to Aid Student Access to Online Learning
The Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) and the Georgia Technology Authority ( GTA) are taking an inventory of
Georgia' s Wi- Fi hotspots in order to assist those who don' t have adequate home internet access. The goal is to identify
45

Wi- Fi hotspots with and without public Wi- Fi availability for student access for continuity of learning. Please complete
this Wi- Fi Hotspot Inventory for county facilities that have Wi- Fi accessibility and return it to Bill Price at the Georgia
Technology Authority by emailing bill. price@gta. ga. gov. For questions, please call Bill Price at (404) 326- 9462.
DPH and OEMS Guidance

for First Responder

Agencies

The Georgia Department of Public Health and the Georgia Office of EMS and Trauma recently released guidance for first
responder agencies who treat or come into contact with possible COVID- 19 patients when 1) responding to a 9- 1- 1 call
and 2) transporting a patient who presents with signs and symptoms consistent with COVID- 19 and obtaining the COVID19 status of a patient. Because of the increase in community spread of and limited testing for COVID- 19, first
responders should take precautions when responding to all calls. Please make sure that your EMS, fire department and
law enforcement personnel have received this information.

USDA Extends ReConnect Program Application

Deadline to April 15

The U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA) has extended the application deadline for the ReConnect Pilot Program to

April 15. This program provides grants and loans to help fund the cost of construction, improvement or acquisition of
facilities and equipment needed to provide high- speed broadband connectivity to rural areas.
Other Updates

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 3/ 30/ 2020)
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sent:
To:

TaJackson@albanyga. gov> on behalf of Subadan, Sharon
SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Monday, March 30, 2020 4:39 PM
Warbington, Chad; McCoy, Michael; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Gray, Russell; Brooks, Barry
Jackson,

Tamara <

Subject:

COVID-

Attachments:

attachment.

19
ics

Dial -In #: ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1193021
Passcode: 3234
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 49

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Desk

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 4:30 PM
McCoy, Michael
Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID. docx
Words of Wisdom from Dougherty County about COVID. docx; ATT00001. txt

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications

may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 4:26 PM
vees70@yahoo. com; Gloria Gaines; ccohilas@watsonspence. com; McCoy, Michael; Gray,
Russell; Spencer Lee; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins
Fwd: INVITATION:
State &
Local Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 1, 1: 30

Sent:
To:

Subject:

PM

ET)

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Crozer,

William

F. EOP/ WHO" <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>

Date: March 30, 2020 at 4: 17: 33 PM EDT
Subject: INVITATION:

State &

Local Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April 1, 1: 30 PM ET)

State and Local Elected Officials —

On Wednesday, April i, at 1: 30 PM ET, please join Dr. Anthony Fauci ( Director, National
Institute ofAllergy and Infectious Diseases), Larry Kudlow ( Assistant to the President for
Economic Policy), and Senior Administration Officials for a briefing call on COVID- 19
coronavirus).
Please note that Administration call participants are subject to change. The
purpose of this call is to provide State and local elected officials with up- to- date information on
COVID- 19 and pertinent Administration and Task Force actions. Registration instructions are
below —please read the RSVP instructions in their entirety before registering. We encourage you
to share this invitation with your county and/ or municipal colleagues as well as public health
officials. If you have a particular question you would like addressed during the call, please flag
those for our team.

Briefing Call Registration
Date: Wednesday, April 1
Time: 1: 30 PM ET ( please note time zone)
Call -In Registration:

CLICK HERE

Note: Call -in lines are limited. Please register only if you are able to join the call.
State and local leaders ( especially staff) working in the same office are
encouraged to register once as a group and use one call -in line (where
appropriate and with proper social distancing) to maximize the number ofpeople
who can join. Upon successful registration, you will receive dial -in details to the
email address you use to register. Note that multiple people cannot dial -in using
the same registration

information.
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Recent Actions
President Donald J. Trump Signs the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act ( CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional
Leaders, on Friday, March 27, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act ( CARES). The $ 2. 2 trillion economic relief package provides American
families, healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic support they need to get
through this challenging time. The package includes $ 1, 200 payments to qualifying Americans,
too billion in direct support for hospitals, and over $ 37o billion to small business owners to
keep their employees on the payroll. It also includes direct relief for State, Tribal, and local
governments through the $ 15o billion Coronavirus Relief Fund. Each State will receive at least
1. 25 billion. $8 billion is set aside for tribal governments. This aid comes on top of the Family
First Coronavirus Aid Package, signed by President Trump on March 18, 2020.
State/ Local/ Tribal provisions include:
15o billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be allocated
primarily by a State' s population with each State receiving at least $ 1. 25 billion.
34o billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the coronavirus
outbreak.

50o billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U. S. Treasury to support eligible
businesses and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a result of
COVID- 19.
1oo billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost

revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID- 19.
3. 5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers, first
responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

Fact Sheet: President Donald J. Trump Is Providing Econo

is Relic

American

to

oronavirus

Op -Ed: Ivanka Trump — E
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elf
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e ® caps

all

Businesses

Op -Ed: Peter Navarro — How Businesses Are StCppjpq Q11, Collaborating with
TrumaAdministration

Department

of Homeland Security ( DHS) Releases Updated Essential Critical

Infrastructure

Workers Guidance for States and Localities

Functioning critical infrastructure is imperative during the response to the COVID19 emergency for both public health and safety as well as community well- being. Certain critical
infrastructure industries have a special responsibility in these times to continue operations. On
Saturday, March 28, the Department of Homeland Security ( DHS) — Cybersecurity &
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) —released updated guidance on the essential
critical infrastructure

workforce ( see Memorandum

on Identification

of Essential

Critical Infrastructure Workers

The guidance and
accompanying list are intended to support State, Local, and industry partners in identifying
the critical infrastructure sectors and the essential workers needed to maintain the services and

functions Americans depend on daily and need to be able to operate resiliently during the
COVID- 19 pandemic response. State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are
responsiblefor implementing and executing response activities, including
decisions about access and reentry, in their communities, while the Federal
Government is in a supporting role. Officials should use their own judgment in
issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Centers for Disease Control ( CDC) and Prevention Issue Travel Advisor for New

York, New Jersey,, and Connecticut
Saturday, March 28, CDC issued a travel advisory for New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut
urging residents to refrain from non -essential domestic travel for 14 days effective immediately.
52

The Domestic Travel Advisory does not apply to employees of critical infrastructure industries,
including but not limited to trucking, public health professionals, financial services, and food
supply. These employees of critical infrastructure, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security
ere) have a special responsibility to maintain normal work schedule. The Governors
of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut will have full discretion to implement this Domestic
Travel Advisory. Learn more here.
President Trump Invokes Defense Production Act ( DPA) Requiring General
Motors to Produce

Ventilators

Statement from the President: President Trump signed a Presidential Memorandum
directing the Secretary of Health and Human Services to use any and all authority available
under the Defense Production Act to require General Motors to accept, perform, and prioritize
Federal contracts for ventilators. Our negotiations with GM regarding its ability to supply
ventilators have been productive, but our fight against the virus is too urgent to allow the giveand- take of the contracting process to continue to run its normal course. GM was wasting time.
Today' s action will help ensure the quick production of ventilators that will save American lives.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs ( WH IGA) will continue to share pertinent
information as it becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be

of assistance. As a reminder, WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the
country' s State and local elected officials and Tribal Governments.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

William F. Crozer

Special Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

f

COVID- 19: Important Resources for State,
Local, and Tribal Officials
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Coronavirus

Guidelines

for America: The White House Coronavirus Task Force issued

to Slo t

e

Srsread ( EWa

ol)—
to
help

protect all Americans during
the global Coronavirus outbreak. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are
at risk —and your activities can increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others.
Everyone can do their part. The recommendations are simple to fol ow but will have a
resounding impact on public health. Up To -Date Information: The most up-to- date, verified information and guidance can be found
via the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website www.
coronayjjm5Zgy. The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be
guidelines — jaays

viewed live here. COVID-

i9 Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed,
state managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance,
including for critical supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible.
Learn more about the response and recovery process via this important resource —
Corod
Recovery Through Federal -State -Local Tribal Partnership. FEMA' s public as i tance guidance for COVID-19 response efforts
can be found here. Critical Infrastructure
Workforce Guidelines: On

March

16th, the Department of Homeland Security (

DHS)issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19
emergency. The guidance, and accompanying list, is intended to help State, local, tribal and
territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The
list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard. More here. Coronavirus Fact
vs.
Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the
response to the coronavirus pandemic. Fraud Scam
&
Protection:

The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating, and
prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and
helpful resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade
Commission has also established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid
coronavirus- related scams. Social Media
Resources: Download the

Apple C VI iScrening Tool.

Follow

Twitter and Faceboo . Also follow HHS ( T tter/Faceboo
®
) and
You

can

also

the White House on
CDC

social distancing, etc. on the

t®
ter/ Faceboo )

White House' s YouTube page. Mental Health Resources:
as the coronavirus outbreak — can
and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse

Natural disasters —
including
be overwhelming

T

find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation,
such pandemics

and Mental Health Administration' s SAMHSA)
( Disaster

Distres 54

Helpline —

1- 800- 985- 5990 ( or text TalkWithUs to 66746) — provides 24/ 7, 365- day- a- year

crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in coping with the mental or
emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus pandemic. Learn more
about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.

Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all
U. S. government activities related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to
travel, immigration, and transportation to education, find pertinent actions here. Each
Federal Agency has also established a dedicated coronavirus website, where you can find
S),
important information and guidance. They include: Health and Human Services (
Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS), Food and Drug Administration ( FDA),
Department of Education (

of ),

Department of Agriculture ( ES

A), Small Business

Administration ( SBA), Department of Labor (POI.), Department of Homeland Security
S), Department

of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs

Protection Agency ( EPA), Department of the Interior (__

A), Environmental

I),

Department of Energy ( DOE),
Department of Commerce (
C), Department of Justice (
J), Department of Housing
and Urban Development ( HUD), Department of the Treasury ( IJST), Office of the Director
and
of National Intelligence ( I),
U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EA2Q. PUBLIC
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ClearGov

Team <

newsletter@cleargov. com>

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 3: 32 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ClearGov Monthly -

March

Edition

m"......._..._..._.._........_..".

2 ,

ON THE BLOG
What a week
ClearGov founder and CEO Chris Bullock shares learnings from

local governments navigating the " new normal."
11ead iniore

Using Social Medfafar COVID- 19 Updates
Links to helpful social media resources for local officials leading

their communities through challenging times.
11ead iniore

Massachusetts" New School F` undfng 1:` ormula
State asks superintendents to clearly communicate how they' ll
direct funding to the students, schools, and communities

that

need it most.
11ead iniore

I I'

M arvth l "

Ill .

IFlou In u l

Watch three short videos we featured in honor of Black History
Month.

11ead iniore

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Better IBu

yX

tIiIn

for Iflemot

TOMORROW!

I.

Explore a simpler, less stressful, and more efficient way to collaborate

on your budget ...

wherever you are.

Wed., April 1 @ 3 PM ( EDT):

I I I I ICI ig ,t ' "
I

Ii I

I

11egisteir

l i

IlNow

Switch

Discover how to revolutionize the way you engage with residents about finances, capital

improvements, and department performance.
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from

Wed., April 15 @ 3 PM ( EDT):

11eglistcu° I o

SUCCESS STORY

tt
Town of Natick, Massachusetts

Assistant finance director Sean O' Brien plays a key role in producing the annual budget for
the Town of Natick, a process that used to involve multiple spreadsheets, reams of paper,
and lots of manual data reconciliation. Ii= liir d out how he and his Finance Committee are using
ClearGov Budgets to save time, energy, and trees.
Having the budget online eliminates version control issues and lets everyone
know where we are in the process. Instead of calling or emailing department

heads, I can just go into ClearGov and access all the requests and supporting
documentation

in one place."

Sean O' Brien — Special

Assistant

to the Finance

Director

Remrd th e dull success atoiry

WHAT WE' RE READING
Virtual IMeeflliumg

Ilwforout Have to Be a Bore

How Social (Media Its IElevating IEiumgageinieint for ILocal Goveirinimeint
Coiumoinavlir us air d School ( Relevant news, information,
C

and resources, hosted by EdWeek)

IlD- t9: ILocal Action "IIraclkeium ( Powered by NLC and updated every 5 minutes)

tg of the world' s beef virtual imu euiin aiu d art gallery tours
break and a little inspiration
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a in case you just need a
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Monday, March 30, 2020 3: 31 PM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

State Legislatures

Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

State Legislatures
Kale
l't ' I I'

Scramble to Meet in the Age of Coronavirus

I I

Scramble

to Meet in the Age of Coronavirus

1 Queii' lull

Lawmakers across the country rushed to pass resolutions permitting virtual meetings and remote
voting, efforts they said were necessary to adhere to social distancing guidelines and protect
legislators.
I I teed fr l l l aultliiollle

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

you have

opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M Nesmith@ACCG.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

ORG>

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 2: 57 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Declaration and Map Update Attachments:
19 Confirmed Cases Map- 3-30- 20. pdf; COVID- 19 County Map_3-30- 20. pdf; 03302020
Updated County Closures and Restrictions Tracking. xlsx;State and Local Declaration

COVID-

MANAGERS-

List

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

03302020. xlsx

ACCG. ORG

Good

afternoon, Please

see attached. As

of this moment, 121

counties and 173 cities are known to have declared. If

the information

for your county needs to be updated or corrected, email me directly at mnesmith@ac g. org.
Thanks!
Michele
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblle records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 60

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Family Golf Week < gordon@golf holiday. ccsend. com> on behalf of Family Golf Week
info@familygolfweek.

com>

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 2: 03 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Tournament status update regarding COVID- 19

I

i r si lily: - I I G i ° r 1E IG - ' , , "

7511

A MESSAGE REGARDING COVID- 19

To all participants and friends of Family Golf Week, Parent
Child & Father Son Team Classic. Please allow us to take a

moment to provide a brief update in reference to COVID- 19.
We are continuously evaluating the status of the event with the
best interests of our players in mind. We intend to provide an
official update on May 1st. At this time we are hopeful to
operate the tournament as scheduled though are actively

looking at postponement scenarios should it be necessary.
Given the fluid nature of the situation we are aware those plans
could change.
With that said, we are fortunate to have time on our side and

will not implement any changes until deemed ultimately
necessary. We thank you for your patience.

We hope you and your loved ones stay safe in this challenging
situation.

When we have a further update, we will relay it to

you.

61

If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to call us at 1800- 506- 7511.

Thank you again and all the best to you and

your golfing tamily.

Golf Tourism Solutions 1 1705 N Oak Street, Suite 6, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
Unsubscribe

mmccov( cbdouaherty.

ga. us

Sent by info@familygolfweek. com in collaboration with

LJ
Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to err from Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Olivia Harper < olivia. harper@samfulfillment. com>

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 1: 42 PM

To:

MICHAEL

Subject:

Re: Federal Government Seeking DOUGHERTY CO LANDFILL' s Goods/ Services

MCCOY

1- 888- 299- 8277

MICHAEL,

Government Buys More in Time of Crisis

Don' t let COVID- 19 slow down your business. The federal government has embarked on an
aggressive public -private partnership to immediately deal with this national emergency.
The federal government has been at the forefront of this national emergency and has committed its
full resources to address the pandemic. We have been working with our clients to ensure their
federal

registrations

are current

and compliant.

Contact us today get registered or to review your current registration — 1-

888- 299-

8277

To address the Coronavirus pandemic, the federal government will need to rely on all resources
available, which will result in mass purchases from federally registered vendors and GSA Schedule
holders. They have also increased the Micro -Purchase Threshold from $ 10, 000 to $ 20, 000 for crisis
related goods/ services inside the US and $ 30, 000 outside the US.
This will include federal contracting opportunities for small businesses across industries coming from
DHS, FEMA, DoD, CDC, NIH, VA to name a few. These agencies have immediate need for medical

equipment and supplies, IT support, cybersecurity, staffing, janitorial, logistics, security and
transportation

services.

We can help you find these opportunities.

Be part of the solution.

Call us at ( 888) 299- 8277 to get started.
Reference your Cage Code: 301- 1- 4

ouir F edeiral SAM Regia•tira'lJoim Expiring on 0 / 28/ 2020 (
be iirm llligilble fit federal asm a

Illril' j
:

Inactive and/

r ax., o Vjlfil, al, ec.,Jre, Ilbg: l ri gov to rerrlie /c irnplete

fir a:ms°'a' lista inc "1,
888.

it lincornplete SAM Regia•tiratil lrm,s iamy

ird,°' )Slgrii

29 8277 63

y uir SBA IFlir fill it call

Name:

DOUGHERTYCO

Business

Type:

Last Updated
Registration

Business

LANDFILL
or Organization

By: MICHAEL
Status:

MCCOY

Active

Activation

Date:

04/ 29/ 2019

Expiration

Date:

04/ 28/ 2020

Intended for mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us only - 301- 1- 4. Please do not reply to this email, to speak to a specialist please call 1- 888- 2998277 from 8: 30am to 5: 30pm EST. This notification is an advertisement powered by FeclBiz Access 11300 Dr MLK Jr ST N St
Petersburg, FL 33716. FBA is not a government agency, we assist organizations in competing for government contract & grant
opportunities. To unsubscribe and no longer receive these notices please click on the unsubscribe link below.

Unsubscribe
N 1300

171 1,:

I Unsubscribe
i,

St IN Sulte

via email
100 " mint

I + ror, e rsburg,

I I

3371. 6
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o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 1: 29 PM
McCoy, Michael
Forgey, Paul
FW: [ COUNTY -CLERKS] Updated 2020 Census Guidance and 2019 County Population

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Estimates
Attachments:

Released

Updated What Your County Needs to Know about 2020 CensusCollections and
Outreach in Lieu of COVID 19 03102020. docx; Census 2010- 19 Changes_ 3- 30- 20. xlsx

Greetings -

Ensuring you received. NO response needed

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D"aJC+iERTY
a0TY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: county - clerks < COUNTY- CLERKS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Butler, Nicole

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 1: 02 PM
To: COUNTY-

CLERKS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY -CLERKS] Updated 2020 Census Guidance and 2019 County Population Estimates Released
Message Sent on Behalf of Michele NeSmith, ACCG Research and Policy Development Director

Good afternoon,

The U. S. Census Bureau has released the 2019 county population estimates. These are attached along with a
comparison of your county' s population increase or decline from 2010. In that this week is the official launch
of the 2020 Census, I thought this information may be of particular interest to your county.
Also, the Census Bureau announced on Friday they were delaying field operations an additional two weeks for
the 2020 Census

and will begin

on April 15, 2020. Attached

is an updated

overview

of census

operations

and

amended outreach suggestions.

Please let me know if you have any questions.
Best,
Michele

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Ted Young < Ted. Young@alliant. com>
Monday, March 30, 2020 1: 04 PM

From:
Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

NEW

recipients

Compliant

with

Alliant

Podcast -

Latest

COVID

Developments

CARES

Act DOL

Guidance

e(,J IN.

ft'.
1i11°' Ii g

Senior Vice President
Alliant Americas
Monarch

Tower

3424 Peachtree Road NE
Suite 1400
Atlanta, GA 30326
D 470 237 3060
C 678 332 1220
www. alliant. com
CA License No. OC36861

AtlianI A t OWS iS a ri VNOII Of A1004 Irtsu ante

er

r. sm itic,

Important note about mail service, remitting payment and reporting claims:
A number of our offices around the region are experiencing disruption with mail and deliveries. To make sure we receive your
payment timely please mail all checks to the lockbox address on your invoice and follow claim reporting procedures provided by
your claim advocate. Please contact us at any time if you have concerns or questions.

From: Ari McKee -Arnold

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 12: 20 PM
To: Ari McKee - Arnold < Ari. McKee- Arnold@alliant.
Cc:

Ida Lieske <

Ida. Lieske@alliant.

com>;

Blake

com>

E. Chapman <

Blake. Chapman@alliant.

com>;

Robert Sherlock

rsherlock@alliant. com>;

Subject:

NEW Compliant

Robert

Shine < Robert. Shine@alliant.

with Alliant Podcast -

com>

Latest COVID Developments

CARES Act DOL Guidance

The podcast is available on our external Coronavirus Resources page and will release on Alliant' s corporate
social media channels ( Linkedln

y i i, 11'i
i

n

Il k

a,

I

j/

and Twitter) at 9: 15am PST/ 10: 15am MT/ 11: 15amCST/

i a U ru,A UI r % 1'1'i „ i r U 111 '; y ; ,,,

n

II II

I I I I1 1

II . ,

n

12: 15pmET.

U

II

II

Il

II

II

II ii

IIIIIII

II II

Join Kristine Blanco, Director of Employee Benefits Compliance and Diana Craig, an Alliant
compliance attorney, as they discuss the CARES Act ( stimulus package), important DOL
guidance on the FMLA expansion and paid sick leave provisions.
Listen to the

o cast here and visit

Iliant' s Coronavirus

Resources website for additional

insights and tools.

Alliant remains steadfastly committed to serving as a pillar of strength for the valued clients and communities we
serve. We know this is a stressful time and are here to support you.

Creative. Experienced. Engaged. Responsive. That' s the Alliant difference.
Iliant

enefits. co

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County buslI are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Georgia Environmental Finance Authority < publicaffairs@gefa. ccsend. com>
of Georgia Environmental Finance Authority < publicaffairs@gefa. ga. gov>
Monday, March 30, 2020 1: 02 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Reminder: Solar Resiliency Technical Assistance Workshop ( Webinar)

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here
Hi, just a reminder that you' re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Georgia
Environmental Finance Authority. Don' t forget to add publicaffairs@gefa. ga. gov to your address book so we' ll
be sure to land in your inbox!
You may unsubscribe

if you no Ion er wish to receive our emails.

In accordance with safety precautions regarding the COVID- 19 virus and in keeping with the
Governor's Declaration of a Public Health State of Emergency, the Solar Resiliency Technical
Assistance Workshop will be conducted via webinar on Thursday, April 2, from 9: 30 a.m. to 11: 30
a. m. EDT. Webinar participants will learn how solar + battery storage systems can increase the

resiliency of critical government facilities during a natural or human -made disaster. The webinar will
also cover how local governments can apply for a fully funded solar resiliency feasibility study.
By participating in this webinar, you will:
Discover GEFA's available funding opportunities for performing solar resiliency feasibility
studies;

Hear from energy engineers, solar installers, utility representatives, and battery storage
experts; and

Gain a better understanding of critical infrastructure resiliency.
Webinar participation is strongly encouraged, but not required to be eligible to receive GEFA
funding. Use the link in the instructions below for access to the webinar.***
Please click on the link below to access the webinar.

http:// hi- line- engineering. adobeconnect.com/srtap
The session will open at 9: 00 a. m. EDT for those who need to test audio/ visual equipment. The
webinar will begin at 9: 30 a. m. EDT.
W.

on behalf

Audio: There are three options for the audio for this webinar.

If you have a microphone and speakers on your computer, you can use them to listen and

communicate during the webinar.
If you do not have a microphone or prefer to participate via conference call, you can use the

dial -out' feature prompted after clicking on the webinar link. Simply type in your direct phone
number in the area provided and click the ' Join' button and you will receive a phone call
connecting you to the conference line ( recommended if using phone).
You may also manually dial -in to the conference line if you prefer by using the dial -in
information. Toll -free number ( US and Canada): 888- 858- 6021. Conference code:
5424696904.

If you have any trouble accessing the webinar or receiving the handouts, please call or email Rachael
Harms at 334- 728- 2141 or rchael. harms@gdsassociates. com.

We look forward to having you in the webinar.
Energy Resources Division
Georgia Environmental Finance Authority
Georgia Environmental Finance Authority, 233 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 900,
Harris Tower, Atlanta,

GA 30303

SafeUnsubscribeTM m mccoy@ doughert . ga us
Forward email I Update Profile I About our service provider
Sent by publicaffairs@gefa. oa. 00v in collaboration with

Try email

marketing

for free today!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M Nesmith@ACCG.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 12: 59 PM
COUNTYCOUNTY-

AND-

ORG>

To:
Subject:

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

MANAGERSMANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.
AND- ADMINS] Updated

2020

ACCG. ORG
Census

Guidance

and

2019

County

Population Estimates Released Attachments:
What Your County Needs to Know about 2020 CensusCollections and Outreach

Updated

in Lieu of COVID 19 03102020. docx;Census

2010- 19 Changes_ 330- 20. xlsx Good

afternoon, The

U.S. Census Bureau has released the 2019 county population estimates. These are attached along with a comparison
of your county' s po ulation increase or decline from 2010. In that this week is the official launch of
the 2020 Census, I thoug this information may be of particular interest to your county. Also,
the Census Bureau announced on Friday they were delaying field operations an additional two weeks for the
2020 Census and

will begin on

April 15, 2020.

Attached

is

an updated overview

of

census operations

and

amended

outreach suggestions. Please

let me know if you have any questions. Best,
Michele
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From: [

nunty- managers' and' admins <[OUNTY'
NS@L| STSERV. AI[GDRG>
GDRG>

on

MANAGERS-

behalf of Harding, Schuyler

ADM|

SHavding@A[[

Sent:

Monday,

March 3O' 2O2O12: 41 PM To:

COUNTY'

MANAGERS-

OUNTY'

4ND'

AND- ADM| NS@L| STSERV. A[[
GDRG
Subject: [[

MANAGERS' AND' ADM| NS] FVV: State and Local [ OV| D' 19 Facebo kTmin g Hi

All —
Please

see the below COVID-19 training opportunity for state and local government officials hosted by Facebook. Please share
this information with your PlOs and members of you county communications departments/ teams.Best,
Schuyler
AdvanGing

Harding Director

Georgia' s Counties, Schuyler

nfCommunications

Direct:

404)

589'

404)

shardino(

780'

7808
1954

(

Mobile: (
Email:

@acco. onz At

atime when it's hard [ Oengage with your community iDperson, FacebOOkis a great tool for making personal connections
and getting critical information out.With ongoing news a[
OUDd C[)\/
I[]19,
FacebOOk

is

actively working to provide our community with reliable iDfO[Dla[ iOD from trusted health authorities

and offer resources [Ogovernments, emergency service organizations, and others iDneed. 71

Join the Facebook

Politics &

Government

Outreach

Team to learn about tips and tools that State

Local Government partners can leverage on Facebook during this unprecedented time,
and have
your questions answered in real time. To sign up for one of the three training sessions we are
offering, click

the corresponding link

Mar

30, 2020 4:
00 —5:

Here

I

Apr
Here

Apr

00 PM ED Register

1,2020 2:
00 —3:

Itlednsday,

00 Pili ED+ Register

Friday,

3,2020 12:00 —
1:

Here

below: Monday,

00 PM EDT Register

After

registering, you

will receive a confirmation email

containing information about joining the webinar.

Please

share with any State and Local government agencies, elected officials, or their staff across
the nation who may be interested. 72

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 12: 40 PM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

FW:

Dominique

Attachments:

Ms. Hall- Please complete the highlighted blue area in the attached letter.

Thanks.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 5: 06 PM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
FW: Judge Solomon FYI

From:

Spencer

Lee <
slee817@aol.

com>
Sent:

Tuesday, March 24,2020 4:
13 PM To:
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty.
RMad ine@watsonspence.

ga.
us>;c ohilas@watsonspence.

com

com Cc:

Subject:

Judge

and Mike, What do you think about a pos ible settlement offer with Judge

we need to meet and discuss?

Spencer
Original

Message ----From:

Frances Clay <
FCIayPchrkglaw.
Spencer

Lee (
slee817gaol.

com>
To:

com) slee817C@aol
<
.

com>
Sent:

Tue, Mar 24, 2020 3:
33 pm Subject:
Herbie
I

attorneys and

staff at Chambless, Higdon, Richardson, Katz &
Griggs
are presently working staggered schedules
and remotely due to the CDC guidelines for the COVID- 19 virus. We remain open for business and will continue
to respond to your emails and work on all cases. You may also call (478) 745- 1181, x 108 and leave a mes age
because those are forwarded to my email and answered regularly. Faxes and mail are also continuing to
be processed. Frances

L.
Clay I Chables, Higdon, Richardson, Katz &
Griggs, LLP Highridge
Centre 13920 Arkwright Road, Suite 405 1 Macon, GA 31210 P.
O. Box 18086 1 Macon, GA 31209- 8086 478803- 4346 (direct) 1 478- 745- 1181 ( main) 1 478- 746- 9479 (fax) fclayochrkglaw.
com
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CHAMBLESS, HIGDON,

l

Z
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 12: 33 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Reminder: National Call on Federal COVID- 19 Response Efforts

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES III°,lAo, oii.
g/coiiou i viu. a MARCH

30,
2020 REMINDER:

NATIONAL

CALL ON FEDERAL COVID-19 RESPONSE EFFORTS Join
the National Association of Counties ( NACo) for a membership call today at 4 p. m. EDT, with
special guests from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC).
Today,
Monday, March 30,2020 4
p. m. EDT Please
RSVP here to receive dial i-n instructions. SPEAKERS

INCLUDE: Hon.

Mary Ann Borgeson, NACo President, Commissioner, Douglas County, Neb. Dr.
Henry Walke, CDC COVID- 19 Response Deputy Incident Manager/ Jurisdictional Support Unit
Dr.

Jonathan Yoder,CDC COVID- 19 Response Community Interventions Lead 76

Dr. Ryan Fagan, CDC COVID- 19 Response Health Systems and Worker Safety Task Force Lead
Dr. Aron Hall, CDC COVID- 19 Response Epidemiology Task Force Lead

ADDITIONAL COVID- 19 RESOURCES FROM NACo
NACo releases

new COVID- 19 resources

NACo released a comprehensive analysis of the CARES Act, including a section by -section breakdown

outlining items of significance

parishes and boroughs.

for America' s counties,

NACo also released a comprehensive

slide deck on

counties and COVID- 19.
LEARN

MORE

14191
Counties and COVID- 19: Safer at Home Orders
Though reluctant to adopt measures that may impact local economies,
counties recognize that safer at home policies and closures of nonessential

businesses can help to curb the spread of COVID- 19. NACo released analysis of
safer at home policies which identifies policy trends and components.

Ultimately, local leaders, in consultation with state partners and in line with
federal guidance, should decide which measures are needed to protect
communities.

CALL RECORDING: Rural Stakeholder COVID- 19 Briefing
Rural leaders from across the country joined federal agencies,

including the

U. S. Departments of Homeland Security and Agriculture, Federal
Communications Commission, Small Business Administration and the

Environmental

Protection Agency, to discuss efforts aimed at ensuring rural

communities are provided essential resources to combat the COVID- 19 crisis.

77

CALL RECORDING: NACo Membership Call on Federal
COVID- 19 Response
NACo held a membership

Efforts
call to provide an update on the CARES Act,

highlighting key portions of the legislation for counties.

0101

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

2 .. . ....... . ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georglahas a vely broad public records law, Most writtert communications to or from Qtyand
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Monday, March 30, 2020 12: 09 PM
Dorough, Bo; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Fowler, Michael; Scott, Cedric; Howell, Wendy;

Sent:
To:

Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice,

Gary; Persley, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen,
Sam; Sproul, Kevin; jaustin@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes;
charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas
Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

RLEASE
Li'

E OIIN

BE I I' JIEII ' i' IIN I

IE III °T FI " " " "

FACEE100K

XWDC FI

IF[[

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

C

IL. L -,'i'] N RRJESS

INIINIIEII. ' 1 .

SO,, IIPIILIE

COIIN IIF IE I I' JIEINC IE
IIF" I'. IIF" I I

IIF"II

I ' IIF" I ' . "

i']L.L BE '

Ti' JIE

II'

i' IIN

TO NWTE YOU11t, RFIGNES.,

TFIXNKS,
LIII

Purpose:

Your presence is requested on behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott at this virtual press conference. Our
city and county leaders will be conducting an update on the Coronavirus.
Please see the CALL -IN information below.

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1318188#
Passcode:

8188

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 47 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 32 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.
ABrock@dougherty.

Ostrander,

ga. us>; Brock, Allen

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

ICMA < membercommunications@icma.

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 33 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA

CONNECT

IS BACK!

New

Look,

org>

New

Features,

More

Resources

to Lead

Your

Community

Get the su
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

ort of 12, QQQ+

port

rnernbers

s

ou lead

our communit

throu

h the COVID- 19 crisis

I
IIIII

VVVVV

MR)

1UHICA11111111yVU11

UIIUVVZ)

Cll.

We are excited to bring you the redesigned ICMA Connect!
This member - only community has been relaunched exclusively to provide ICMA Members with
opportunities to connect, communicate and collaborate with your peers.

The now online community features a discussion forum as well as a library for sharing documents,
resources, links and more. Now, you can interact with ICMA members around the world wherever and
whenever you need to. You' ll have instant access to the local government professionals that make up
ICAM' s membership. The more you participate, the stronger our new community will be!

Getting Started is Easy!
Login

t Il ttllps, Hcolnlnect, liicii[n , org, using your ICMA Member Account username and

password.
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2.

Complete your pro tile.
Your profile details will already appear from our member database,
but we encourage you to complete your profile with as much information as possible.

3.

Browse - through - the community. Keep up with the current conversations

in the ICMA All -

Members group. There may an opportunity to add your insight to a discussion thread already
started by your peers.
4.

Post a message. Got a question? Your colleagues have the answer! Go to Discussions, then
Post a Message to send a message to your colleagues in your communities.

5.

Share. Just like the " take a penny, leave a penny" model, if you find something useful on

ICMA Connect, we hope you will share something of your own! You might even ask your
peers for feedback on your work. To share a document, go to Resources, then Add a New
Entry.

You have been automatically

subscribed to receive a daily digest of posts to the ICMA All -Members

discussion group. If you' d like to change your notification settings, you can do so under the My
Account tab on your 1proflille 1page.

Please Whitelist" or "allow sender" for " mailo) connectedcornmunity. org " and
donotreply(? connectedcornrnunity. org" to have community ernail notifications and messages
delivered to your inbox.

10MA

INEIZINE

linterinafloinal City/Couinty Il ainageirneint

Associatioin
777 North Capitol
Washington,

Street,

NE Suite 500

DC 20002- 4201

202) 962- 3680

Mainage

Your Email

This includes unsubscribing

1: Ireffereinces

from selected emails

MuMMEM

By choosing this you will be removed from all ICMA email communications

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad loupe records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 25 AM
mmccoy@ dougherty. ga. us
Mitchell County, N. C., selects new manager

To:
Subject:

FE]
Created

March 30, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Ise your time in isolation to become more creative
Turning to creative arts such as journaling, cooking, painting or
reading can help ease anxiety, provide a sense of control and
reveal new skills during this time of social distancing, writes
Lauren

Clark. "

One of the joys that will arise from this current

situation is that humanity will become more creative, and ...

Pixabay)

closer!" she writes.

Full Story: Thrive Global ( 3/ 25)

5
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

co
i ied by coronavirus risk
President Donald Trump sent a letter to US governors telling them that the
administration

is developing new criteria that would classify US counties into low-,

medium- or high - risk " with respect to continued risks posed by" the emerging

83

coronavirus. Trump said the categories will be accompanied with new guidelines that
can be used by local and state policymakers on whether to retain, increase or decrease
their social distancing guidelines and other coronavirus mitigation efforts.
Full Story: Reuters ( 3/ 2°`), CNBC ( 3/"2°`)

EJI
it

Officials

More cities and counties around the US have closed public playgrounds to help curb the
coronavirus. However, trails and parks in many areas are still open.
5), KAAL- TV ( Austin, Minn.) (: /

Full Story: KSHB- TV ( Kansas City, Mo.) (: /
Lansing Info ( Mich.) (

5), East

3/ 2'`)

00001

Free Webinar: The Economic Impact of Library
Innovation

Join us for a 30- minute webinar on Wednesday, April 1 to
see how innovative libraries that provide non- traditional
services, connect to civic engagement, respond to

community need, and co -locate services produce
quantifiable economic impact. It' s all about aligning services
and intersecting delivery with everyday community life.
Register now!
Mizanymmmum

ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND

SUSTAINABILITY

r

A porous concrete blanket from ArmorFlex was recently used in a drainage ditch in
Siloam Springs, Ark. The blanket, which resembles conventional

concrete blocks, allows

stormwater to sink into the ground and permits vegetation to grow, improving water
filtration.
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Full Story: Northwest Arkansas Democrat - Gazette ( Fayetteville)/ Siloam Springs
Herald - Leader ( Ark.) ( 3/ 25)

EIIII

Free Webinar: Tools and Techniques for Managing
COVID- 19 Recovery Costs
Federal funding programs provide an opportunity for your
community to better respond to and recover from the
COVID- 19 crisis. Join us Tuesday, March 31 for this free
webinar that will take you through a toolkit that you and your
teams can utilize to track disaster related costs. Register
now.

m

LEGISLATION,

POLICY

AND

immtrmmalmal

GRANTS

Authorities in Bristol, Va., are implementing changes to the city' s transit and waste
collection programs as they work to curb the spread of coronavirus. Transit services will
be available by appointment only and all trash must be put out for collection in garbage
cans provided by the city.
Full Story: WJHL- TV ( Johnson City, Tenn.) (

1"2 7)

EUDDI
PUBLIC

WORKS

Authorities

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

in Concord and Kannapolis,

N. C., have decided to waive fares for Rider

Transit services in Cabarrus County for the duration of the coronavirus pandemic.
Riders are asked to board buses using the rear doors wherever possible to limit the risk
of spreading infection.

Full Story: WBTV- TV ( Charlotte, N. C.) (

3/ 2'`)
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HUMAN

RESOURCES

AND

DEVELOPMENT

Cannes offers homeless shelter in filmfestival
Officials in Cannes, France, have opened the Palais des Festivals to homeless people
after the city' s iconic film festival was postponed because of the coronavirus pandemic.
The town has set up beds, showers, a dining area and a communal space for playing
games or watching TV in the venue.
Full Story: Reuters ( 3/ 2 4 )

MUD
RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

Mitchell
The Board of Commissioners in Mitchell County, N. C.,

earlier this month selected former

Avery County Manager Timothy Greene to fill the post of county manager. "

Tim has

many years of experience in county government in the area," said Commissioner Steve
Pitman.

Full Story: Mitchell News -Journal ( Spruce Pine, N. C.) (: /

2('`)

MI
ICMA

NEWS

Free ®

Managing Stress i

World
When disaster hits, local government managers have the challenging task of providing
leadership to the community - often while dealing with the crisis in their own home. Now,
more than ever, local government managers must safeguard their emotional wellbeing
as they deal with extreme personal and professional stressors. Join David E. Morrison,
M. D.,

consultant, psychiatrist, and founder of Morrison Associates, Ltd.,

in an ICMA

teleconference on April 3, 2: 30 to 3 p. m. Eastern, when he will discuss how local
government managers can cope with stress during this global health crisis. Following his
presentation, there will be a Q& A session. Register today!

0.

CommunityCoronavirus

Crisis Response:

Resources for Your

Local government managers are responsible for coordinating their community' s

response to the developing COVID- 19 pandemic. In an effort to provide guidance
oriented to local government managers on COVID- 19, ICMA has curated considerations
for local preparedness,

response, and recovery along with essential resources. Updated

daily, read now!

J J J J

12-LEARNMORE ABOUT ICM :

I. . . lorn

I AbcatA I News & Events l a orn GMA I Career Network

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profile I Advertise wuffi Smar2rief
Unsubscribe
CONTACT

I Privacy policy

US: FEEDBACK
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. E.

TAC Service

Desk

Clinton

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 08 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:

Johnson <

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com>

From:

Fw: Words of Wisdom

Subject:

Dave asked me for words of wisdom, that' s a strange way of describing my words but I guess pain and anguish
has a way of teaching powerful lessons. Give me your thoughts and let me know what I missed.

From: Clinton Johnson < clintjohn1978@hotmail.

com>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 10: 23 AM
To: Clinton Johnson < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>; Dave Wills < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: Words of Wisdom

Dave see below please.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Clinton Johnson < clintjohn1978@hotmail. com>
Date: March 30, 2020 at 10: 21: 14 AM EDT
To: " Johnson,

Subject:

Re:

Clinton" <

ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Words of Wisdom

Dave,

I spent some time last night and this morning reflecting on the " wisdom" this pandemic has
taught us here in Albany- Dougherty. There were a couple of things that came to my heart that I
think could help others.
Please use the power you have under an executive order to Shelter in Place ( SIP) your citizens
and definitely define that order in accordance with the examples ACCG has provided to county
leadership. Please make sure citizens understand the impact of social distancing as you define
essential businesses and non essential businesses. I would make this a regional county order,
working with other cities and counties in the area to make sure guidelines are as congruent as
possible because many citizens work in one county but live in another. This could be potentially
disastrous

to containment.

get this information

Look to the Chambers

of Commerce

and Regional

Commissions

to

out.

Please include your business community through Chamber of Commerce and or Regional
Commission. Those organizations can work closely with your local businesses and discuss CDC
Guidelines for safe distancing and continue to have those business produce goods and services.
I think one other thing that our hospital system did here that was phenomenal, and that was to
setup a hotline specifically for novel Coronavirus Covid- 19. I think Phoebe Putney was ahead of

the game by creating this special number. I have been hearing on national news about the hard
time the other big cities were having with overcrowded 911 calls.
I think it is important to use social media to get out the facts and do it fast to dispel the heavy
doses of misinformation being consumed by the public.
Please empower your Emergency Management Agency very similar to that of natural
disaster. The pain and heartache this outbreak has brought into our community is
unreal. When you couple that with not being able to bury love ones in the traditional way and
meeting with families to console. Many of these deaths happened in isolation and that is
heartbreaking. Please empower your mental health community to have the resources to
provide safe community services to the public, especially the impact on many people of the
being sheltered in place.
Dave these are my thoughts, people should not see this as a ways or means to ostracize people
or other cultures, it has been a silent killer. Of course continue to use social distancing and safe
hand washing practices as guided by CDC.
Thanks,
Clinton

From: Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 42 AM
To: clintjohn1978@hotmail. com < clintjohn1978@hotmail. com>
Subject:

Fwd: Words of Wisdom

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Wills,

Dave" <

DWills@accg. org>

Date: March 29, 2020 at 6: 53: 00 PM EDT
To: Chris Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence. com>, " Johnson,

ClJohnson@dougherty.

Clinton"

ga. us>

Subject: Words of Wisdom

Chris and Clinton,

I remain mindful that Dougherty County has the highest per capita rate of diagnosed
COVID- 19 cases in Georgia. I am also mindful that the lessons you all are learning could
be helpful to other counties if shared.

If you are willing to pen words of advice to your fellow county commissioners across
Georgia about how to respond effectively to the continued spread of the virus, I' d like to

share them with the ACCG membership.
If you are willing to do so, I am certain your peers around the state will be appreciative.
90

Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

ACCG
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite 700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 589- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org
www. accg. org

Sent from my iPhone
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business
are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Reduction

in Your

Workforce <

info@ mail. trainh r. corn >

Sent:

Monday, March 30, 2020 10: 50 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Preparing for a Reduction in Your Workforce

If you are unable to see the message

For

Human

Resource

below, click here to view.

Professionals

I

agirinart

017-

1111

1111

gpill III
i.

International
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Business Award, Brenda is an experienced
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I

11111111

practicing Human Resource professional ar3i-q

NetZealous LLC, 39658 Mission Boulevard,

Fremont, CA 94539, USA.

www. trainhr. com

Toll Free : + 1- 800- 385- 1627

TAC Service

Desk

Hines <

scottabmc@gmail. com>

From:

Scott

Sent:
To:

Monday, March 30, 2020 10: 34 AM
pdice@dougherty. ga. us; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; jbattle@dougherty. ga. us;
saallen@dougherty. ga. us; dohall@dougherty. ga. us; ksproul@dougherty. ga. us

Cc:

Alyssa

Subject:

Scott Hines Covid 19 test kits in less than 10 min for results

Attachments:

Customer

Powers

Hines

Agreement

updated.

doc;

Lateral

Flow

20200214. pdf; ABMC Customer Application -

COVID-

April

2019

19 IgG- IgM
PDF. PDF;

PI - Generic

IMG_ 2418. JPG

Good morning County Commissioners,
I am working with my daughter in law who works with ABMC and is overwhelmed with
orders, but we want to help as many as possible and provide the new Covid- 19 test
kits that " American Bio Medica Corp." has available that can test for the virus in
roughly 10 minutes or less. It is simply a pinprick and a test on a strip. These test kits
are in the process of being approved by the FDA but presently have a EUA to make
these instant POC tests available right now.

I have attached some information about the kits along with this information below.
ABMC is taking pre -orders for POC instant Covid- 19 tests now. We are working with our partners to be able to meet all of
our customer's test needs. The instant Covid- 19 test costs $ 7 per test. We are requiring a minimum order of 100 tests. You
can order more but at this time no less than 100 tests. Delivery time depends on the size of the order, the time the order is
excepted and the production at our facility. The price can also change but at this time I have not heard of an increase in
pricing. Larger orders are taking priority and it might be in your best interest to reach out to other counties for one large

order or simultaneous orders from each county. This could be helpful to get the kits faster and possibly better pricing. I have
attached the PI for this test for your review. If you are interested in placing an order please let me know.
These are great numbers! ( see page 2 of the PI attached) Clinical Performance for IgM Test:
Relative Sensitivity: 95. 7%, Relative Specificity: 97. 3%, Overall Agreement: 96. 8%
Clinical Performance

for IgG Test:

Relative Sensitivity: 91. 8%, Relative Specificity: 96. 4%,

Overall Agreement:

95. 0%

These are now able to be offered due to the FDA' s recent update on these tests:

Finally, our updated policy provides recommendations for test developers who may wish to develop serological tests for
use during this coronavirus outbreak. Serological tests measure the amount of antibodies or proteins present in the blood
when the body is responding to a specific infection. We recognize that serology tests are less complex than molecular tests

and are solely used to identify antibodies, which limits their effectiveness for diagnosis; however, as stated in the updated
guidance, the FDA does not intend to object to the distribution and use of serology tests to identify antibodies to SARS- CoV2 where the test has been validated, notification is provided to the FDA, and warning statements are included with the tests,
for example, noting the test has not been reviewed by the FDA and results from antibody testing should not be used as the
sole basis to diagnose or exclude SARS- CoV- 2 infection or to inform infection status."
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If you could forward this to the proper person or provide me with a name, phone
number, or email of someone that might want to purchase the test kits from your
County or State. This will help to expedite testing. As you can imagine these kits are
selling fast and I am concerned that the wait time could be longer as we continue to
get new large orders each day.
Please let me know you have received this. This is a time -sensitive problem and theses
kits need to be distributed

to all.

Best regards,
Scott Hines
Phone: 813- 494- 2917
Email: Scottabmc@gmail.

com

Alyssa Powers Hines
Ahines@abmc. com
Phone: 518- 487- 9259
ABMC. com
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 95

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 10: 19 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza; Sproul, Kevin;
Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org;
Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara
Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col. AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph
Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubin jordan; Young CIV Colie; Fleming, A. L.;

Sent:
To:

Peeler, Charles (

USAGAM);

bhallford@phoebehealth.
Cc:

david@withperfection.

com;

Dorough,

Bo;

com

Irving, Tateshea
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

Subject:
Attachments:

on

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

W.

Meeting extension: 1438255#
Passcode: 6789

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: bMpsjIca 11. lifesize. comLotherways-LI-4382 55

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.

A A [

P]P]
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d media upor? request. Your email commur?icatior?
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 10: 18 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Johnson,
Kenneth;

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

bhallford@phoebehealth.

com

Irving, Tateshea
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

on

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.

W.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„ 6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hops:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: hat s:// call. lifesize. com/ othe

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill

Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I _. . ._

II.

dcruuglh ert .

a. us

191191191191
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very baroad prune records law. Most written eorr murticeatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 59 AM
Michael McCoy
Gov. Kemp on Challenges in SWGA, Phoebe Update, Congressman Bishop, Supreme
Court of Georgia, Georgia Declared Federal Disaster, Voting in May

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

March 30, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

These are Challenging Times in Southwest Georgia.':
Gov. Brian Kemp Pens COVID- 19 Op-ed
In February, I assembled and announced a Coronavirus Task Force to
prepare for —and

respond to —

an epidemic that was infecting China, and

quickly making its way across the globe. Now, weeks later, that virus is a
pandemic that is quickly threatening the health and well- being of our
entire

state.

Gov. Kemp Names Appointments to Supreme Court of
Georgia, Georgia Court of Appeals
Governor Brian P. Kemp announced his selection of Judge Carla Wong
McMillian

to serve on the Supreme

M. Colvin and John A. " Trea"

Pipkin

Court of Georgia

and Judges Verda

III to serve on the Georgia

Appeals.

105

Court of

All Georgia Voters will have the Chance to Vote by
Absentee Ballot in May Primary
Georgia' s 6. 9 million active voters can expect to receive

mail from the

Secretary of State' s office in the upcoming weeks. It will be an application
for absentee voting in the upcoming May 19 Primary.

News
Phoebe Reports Sunday COVID19 Numbers

President Trump Approves Major
Disaster Declaration for Georgia

Congressman Bishop Supports
Third Coronavirus Supplemental
Georgia

Southwestern

Encourages

Students

for

Summer and Fall 2020 to Apply
Now

Containment Vessel Top Placed
for Vogtle Unit 4

Mercer University School of
Engineering Releases Design

106

Files on Surgical

Mask Prototype

Recent Video

Following Successful Fit Test
Gov. Kemp, Williams: Officials
Will Enforce Social Distancing at
Parks, Lakes

Near -term Responses

to Ease

COVID- 19 Impact on Georgia

Publix Offering Rent Relief in
Publix- owned Shopping Centers
Senators Perdue, Loeffler
Kevin Shea on GEDA Events

Announce $ 6M FEMA Grant

Going Forward ( 1: 14)
Early Data Show Average Age of
Georgia

D

Deaths from Virus Much

Lower Than Global

Figure

How Breweries Are Shifting Their
Business

Model As The

Coronavirus

Continues

To Cause

Restrictions

COVID- 19: When

a Recovery?

Might We See

Three

Possible

Scenarios

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Phoebe Reports Thursday

Pharmacy, Working with

COVID- 19 Numbers
Georgia

Small

Businesses

Employees

Organization (

Plead

Need for Speed on U. S. Stimulus
Dollars

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

Who Leave Your

com
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1: 33)

D

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

108

D

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

Recent Features
Georgia Dept. of Labor Extend Unemployment Benefits for
Georgians

Governor Brian P. Kemp and the Georgia Department of Labor ( GDOL)
addressed

the unprecedented

as witnessed

demand

for economic

in the recent unemployment

claims

relief for Georgians

numbers

released

this

morning by the US Department of Labor. This morning, Governor Kemp
signed an Executive Order allowing GDOL Commissioner Mark Butler to
issue two new emergency rules.
Georgia Chamber Provides Business Guidance During COVID- 19
The Georgia Chamber is providing business guidance regarding state

109

and local ordinances. Recommendations include up- to- date information
based

upon regulations

as of March 25, 2020 at noon.

More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available
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Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

ill

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt -out instantly by visiting this page.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 9: 27 AM
Ware, Jawahn; Cook, Larry; Donaldson, Anthony; Trotter, Michael; Smith, Christopher;
Allen, Sam; Josey,Shonna
Dyes, Benita; Brown, Jeremy; Fields, Yvette; Williams, Tequila; Hill, Annie; Roberts,
Richard; Minnick, Heidi; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael; Clark, Bristria

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Re: IMPORTANT

CHANGE

TO TODAYS

COMMISSION

MEETING

FW: Commission

Meeting ( March 30th)

Good morning,
Just a reminder that once you are in the call, please mute your phones unless you are speaking. This will help us to
eliminate background noise, which can make it difficult for everyone to hear.

IPI ease alllso be Ilrm llridfutlll ; Iliia; ;

Ilii s umee'ding wElllll be We stireallrned oin outer Facebm;im;ilk, IlPage, as wtMllllll as OhainindM 26, so the

F' albll i. wElllll be aIbIIIe to Ilheair° wlliiat your are sayiing if youtur° Iplliim; one is not umutted,
Thanks

everyone,

Wendy Ise

ellll

Public Information

Officer

iERTY
4,Z-

Z!-

CC) U NTy

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3006

Molbiille:

229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::urnaiill:

I _ ra......._

93 "1

II_@ cN uiglhert .

U

a. us

IIII

From: " Ware, Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: Monday, March 30, 2020 at 8: 52 AM
Cook, Larry" < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>, " Donaldson, Anthony" < ADonaldson@albanyga. gov>, " Trotter,

To: "

Michael" <

MTrotter@albanyga. gov>, "

Smith,

Christopher" <

ChSmith@dougherty. ga. us>, "

Allen, Sam"

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>, " Josey, Shonna" < SColley@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: " Dyes, Benita" <

BDyes@dougherty. ga. us>, " Brown, Jeremy" < JEBrown@dougherty.

YFields@albanyga. gov>, "
ga.
us>,Rober"ts,

Williams, Tequila" <

TeWiIlia ms@aIbanyga. gov>,
Hill,

Richard" <
RRoberts@dougherty.

ga.
us>,Min"nick,

ga. us>, "

Fields, Yvette"

Annie"
" AHil @dougherty.
Heidi" HMin

SAddison@dougherty.
nick@dougherty. ga.us>,
Howell, Wendy" <
WHowell@doughert"
y. ga. us>,
Addison, Scott"
113
us>,
McCoy, Michael" <
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
" us>,
Clark, Bristria"

ga.
"

"

BClark@dough erty.ga.us>Subject:
IMPORTANT CHANGE TO TODAYS COMMISSION MEETING FW:Commission Meeting (March 30th) Greetings I

apolgize for the late notice. Please

be advised that the County Commission meeting will be held virtually this morning. You
can read the information from the bottom up with the call in number. I

have reattached the agenda and provided the

packet for you. I
do understand that the agenda has a physical location. The
do not report to Room 100. Sincerely,

information was distributed prior to the meeting change so please

Certified

County Clerk/ Procurement Manager DD,

JG"'
HER'TY00%<
Z._!

r

6er ^

We

must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma

Gandhi From:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
Monday, March 30,2020 6:
41 AM To:
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>Cc:
ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty. ga.
us>;ALL

ELECTED & APPOINTED

OFFICIALS <

DC- ElectedAp ointedOficals@dougherty. ga.
us> Subject:

Re:Commission Meeting (March 30th)Good
morning, I
sent you all the CALL -IN info yesterday afternoon for today' s com is on meeting, but in case you missed it,
I' m resending.
Here'

s

the CALL - IN

info: Call

in by Phone ( audio only)United
States: 1
+

312) 584- 2401 Meeting
(

extension: 1318188# Passcode:
8188

Text

me if you have trouble getting through. Thanks
and stay safe, Wendy
Howell PIO,
Dougherty

Co.Government Sent

from my iPhone 114

On Mar 29, 2020, at 9: 57 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCo @doughert .
All — In

a. us> wrote:

compliance with our COVID- 19 Order ( social distancing), tomorrow' s Commission Meeting will be

held via Lifesize. Lifesize is a video conferencing
component.

The meeting

platform.

However, we will only use the audio

start time is10 a. m. as usual and will be livestreamed

on Facebook and

Channel 16. Please do not come to Room 100 of the Government Center. If your department has an
agenda item that requires your participation, a dial in number will be sent to you by Wendy Howell.
Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty.

a. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmeeov _ doughert .

uunage0

a. us

Plpg

hrnage00

PIpg <

uuna,„ e005 PIpg:!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgla ltas a very broad public records law. beret written eeyrrmurticeatior?s to or from
City artd County officials regarding City artd County business are public records available to the public artd media
upon? request Your email eeyrr murticeatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 8: 52 AM
Cook, Larry; Donaldson, Anthony; Trotter, Michael; Smith, Christopher; Allen, Sam; Josey,

Sent:
To:

Shonna
Cc:

Dyes, Benita; Brown, Jeremy; Fields, Yvette; Williams, Tequila; Hill, Annie; Roberts,
Richard; Minnick, Heidi; Howell, Wendy; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael; Clark, Bristria
IMPORTANT CHANGE TO TODAYS COMMISSION MEETING FW: Commission Meeting

Subject:

March
Attachments:

30th)

image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg; 2020. 03. 30
SCM Packet. pdf; 2020. 03. 30 Agenda SCM. pdf

Greetings -

I apologize for the late notice.

Please be advised that the County Commission meeting will be held virtually this morning.
You can read the information from the bottom up with the call in number. I have reattached the agenda and provided
the packet for you.
I do understand that the agenda has a physical location. The information was distributed prior to the meeting change so
please do not report to Room 100.
Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

E)CUG-HEFITY
o-

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 6: 41 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Commission Meeting ( March 30th)
Good morning,
I sent you all the CALL -IN info yesterday afternoon for today' s commission meeting, but in case you missed it, I' m
resending.

Here' s the CALL -IN info:

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
116

United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension:
Passcode:

1318188#

8188

Text me if you have trouble getting through.
Thanks and stay safe,
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government

Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 29, 2020, at 9: 57 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCo @doughert .

a. us> wrote:

All — In

compliance with our COVID- 19 Order ( social distancing), tomorrow' s Commission Meeting will be
held via Lifesize. Lifesize is a video conferencing platform. However, we will only use the audio
component. The meeting start time is10 a. m. as usual and will be livestreamed on Facebook and
Channel 16. Please do not come to Room 100 of the Government Center. If your department has an
agenda item that requires your participation, a dial in number will be sent to you by Wendy Howell.

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty.

a. us

l:.::
irnaiill: mmeeov _ doughert .

uunage0

a. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgla ltas a very broad public records law. beret written eeyrrmurticeatior?s to or from
City artd County officials regarding City artd County business are public records available to the public artd media
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Monday, March 30, 2020 7: 26 AM
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon;
Jordan, Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary;
Persley, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam;
Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes;
charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas
Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

Purpose:

Your presence is requested on behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott at this virtual press conference. Our
city and county leaders will be conducting an update on the Coronavirus.
Please see the CALL -IN information below.

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1318188#
Passcode: 8188
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 118

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Monday, March 30, 2020 7: 03 AM
Michael McCoy
State AGs take on price gouging; States start banning reusable bags at grocery stores;
Libraries and universities part of makeshift medical supply - making network; Cities report
being critically short on supplies; Democrats say more financial help needed f

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Some States Stall Plastic Bag Bans During Coronavirus
Outbreak
I I

L. IIII III

I

Lawmakers and some store chains are temporarily banning

reusable bags amid fears that their usage could help spread coronavirus.

We' re Doing What We Can': How a Makeshift Network Is Filling
in the Gaps with Medical Supplies
IIWM (

3( 1I I : IIM& 14 I

A shortage of necessary medical supplies like face masks has engaged a

broad coalition of helpers, from those at home with just a sewing machine and fabric to public
libraries with 3D printers.
Brought to you by Homeserve

fiiJ_
infrastiUV tyire:_ _ _uJ

to I° dg! t1i 19 g and I rotecfii

14 eimm

119

e

irro

iUs

With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners

do not know they are responsible for their

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

ages.

Read- 110one,

Nearly 200 Cities Short on Supplies for Dealing With
Coronavirus, Mayors Report
JIIII I I V.JC:A I

The U. S. Conference of Mayors says new survey findings show shortages of

essential items have reached " crisis proportions."

Trump Signs Coronavirus Aid Package —But Democrats Say
More Help Needed for States and Cities
III"NJIIJII JII:

II140I: JI. II: I

The

House approved the Coronavirus Aid,Relief, and Economic Security Act

on Friday and President Trump later signed the measure into law. But lawmakers said they expect
to address the growing financial needs of local governments in a fourth bill.Coronavirus

Shows Cracks in the Gig Economy CXJ
J011

IE J I If 0', J I COMENTARY

I The coronavirus has exposed the problematic nature of the

gig economy on workers' pay and benefits. The

Four Possible Timelines for Life Returning to Normal J011
II

I " NJ JII II I J I I

I E A II IL. X14 If IC I The

coronavirus outbreak may last for a year or two, but some

elements of pre -pandemic life will likely be won back in the meantime. One

Governor' s Actions Highlight the Strengths —and
of
IEJIL...AJ I Absent fedral

State - Led Interventions MAX

direction, states and

Retired Doctors

Shortcomings —

cities have been left to go their own way. Help Wanted:

And Nurses Don Scrubs Again In Coronavirus

Fight IC.
r
IIII IL. I II : J1" NJID

II J I I I JIL. II II I " T WS I Some governs

JII :JO J I J I & I

have issued pleas for retired medical

professionals to join the fight against coronavirus. Brought to
you by Homeserve giliii rog.

Ili rol iU tiru tq'

iU ._
G.ul_
i'_

to,I.

u.ca,

lui rog.gimp.IP. iroteEkiiui9A. I4i.oinl o i iU , 120

With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners

do not know they are responsible for their

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

11KAO

message was

I

1 1111

PV//

ages.

i" lOS01lA11

IlfSll

Iif°tlICI I / +011`
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4 AC:

O

S/ II'

Iifl° t!
A+."Y'

If' 01 I+: Y//
Ofl`,

O011: 0,"
IIfIIIllfl This

sent from Route Fifty to m c oy@dougherty. ga.us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you

to receive it.
Note: It

may take our system up

to two business days

to process your unsubscribe request

have opted in

and during that time you may receive

one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today. U--

Government
Executive

Media

Group, 600

New Hampshire Avenue

NW, Washington, DC

20037 PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law,Most writ encommunications municeatlons to
or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 121

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, March 30, 2020 6:41 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

ALL COUNTY

Subject:

Re: Commission Meeting ( March 30th)
image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Attachments:

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Good morning,
I sent you all the CALL -IN info yesterday afternoon for today' s commission meeting, but in case you missed it, I' m
resending.

Here' s the CALL - IN info:

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension:
Passcode:

1318188#

8188

Text me if you have trouble getting through.
Thanks and stay safe,
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 29, 2020, at 9: 57 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoK@doughert .
All — In

a. us> wrote:

compliance with our COVID- 19 Order ( social distancing), tomorrow' s Commission Meeting will be

held via Lifesize. Lifesize is a video conferencing

platform.

However, we will only use the audio

component. The meeting start time is10 a. m. as usual and will be livestreamed on Facebook and
Channel 16. Please do not come to Room 100 of the Government Center. If your department has an
agenda item that requires your participation, a dial in number will be sent to you by Wendy Howell.
Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty.
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

a. us
doughert .

uunage0

a. us

Plpg

irnage00

PIpg <

uuna,„ e005 PIpg:!
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 123

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jeffrey H . Snyder, Lead Anchor < jeffrey. snyder@themorningpulse. com>
Monday, March 30, 2020 6: 01 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

The Morning Pulse -

1

-

11-

1 11-

111- 111- -

111*11-

Retirement

News that Matters -

Monday, March 30, 2020

111- 1
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W

retirement
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that matters.

30, 2020
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cur ently

serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse,Inc and lead anchor or the..ad.eas.
°¢
t....
R(;
tir..
efl]an. t...
Net.w.rk.. Considered an in"dustry insider", thought l-eader and an independent voice
on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in both television
and urint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets. The Broadcast
Retirement Network (

BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused n helping Americans achieve
financial independence and to make retirement and savings culturally relevant. The
content is informative and engages the viewer.Most importantly - No agendas, no
sales

pitches, no

product pushes. Our

morning show, BRN

AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans an create a plan
of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline news via
brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals. 126

Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general

reference

and educational

purposes

only. Although

we believe

the content provider to be a

reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

of such

Websites.

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility

for the use of or inability

to use such site and recommends

you review

the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent
R`

t

a-'

with the opinions

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.

I

ti -

i

Copyright 02020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.
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The Morning Pulse, Inc. • 4 Beacon Way • Jersey City, NJ 07304 • USA

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 11: 00 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Weekend

Edition:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

3. 29. 20

Good evening Here are this weekend' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests,
and take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

On Friday, the House passed and the President signed the $ 2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security ( CARES) Act. The bill text is available here, and a section - by -section is here. For further details on the
COVID- 19 legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update email. If you do not already
receive the update, please email Sierra Fuller ( sfuller@cgagroucom).

President

Trump has extended the federal government' s social - distancing guidelines through the end of April. The
CDC issued a domestic travel advisory for residents of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. Individuals from
those three states are urged to refrain from non -essential domestic travel for two weeks effective yesterday.

The travel advisory does not apply to essential emplo rees.o
CISA

updated their guidance on the essential critical infrastructure workforce on Saturday. CMS

announced the expansion of its accelerated and advanced payment program for Medicare participating health
care providers and suppliers, to ensure they have the resources needed to combat COVID- 19.The program
expansion includes changes from the recently enacted CARES Act.Today,
CMS sent a let er to the nation' s hospitals on behalf of Vice President Pence requesting that they increase
their data reporting. The Administration is requesting that hospitals report COVID- 19 testing data to HHS,
in addition to daily reporting regarding bed capacity and supplies to the CDC National Healthcare Safety Network (
NHSN) COVID- 19 Patient Impact and Hospital Capacity Module. The
FDA published a staement providing a status update and details on recent actions, including a partnership with
FEMA on supply chain issues. White

House officials coordinated the delivery of 130, 000 N95 masks, 1.
8 mil ion face masks and gowns, 10 mil ion
gloves, and thousands of thermometers to New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. A commercial airline carrying
the PPE and medical supplies arrived from Shanghai today. o
Flights
will arrive in Chicago tomorrow and Ohio on Tuesday, and supplies will be distributed from there to
other states using private sector distribution. Not all incoming supplies will come from China. The U.S. is
working with manufacturers in Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and other countries as well. o
Significantly

more PPE and medical equipment is stil urgently needed. President

Trump and VP Pence met today with supply chain executives from Fed Ex,Owens & Minor, Charles Mills,
Medline Industries, UPS, and others, in an effort to talk through current COVID-19-related supply chain issues.
Yesterday,

Judge Dolly M.Gee of the United States District Court ordered the government to make "
continuous efforts"
to release migrant children from custody. She cited reports that four children being held at a federaly licensed
shelter in New York had tested positive for COVID- 19. Reps.

Joe Cunningham ( DSC) and Mike Kelly (R-PA) are the most recent members of Congress to test positive for
COVID- 19.Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) and Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart ( R-FL) and Ben McAdams ( DUT) tested positive previously.
Twenty- eight other members are in self - quarantine and six members have completed a self - quarantine.
Updates

from the States 128

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 22, 6
d":. IIIose cointact":1, 26 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before
reporting. o
The
CDC is reporting 2,
112 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID- 19.o
A
note from the CDC: On Saturday and Sunday, the numbers in COVID- 19:U. S. at a Glance and the figure describing
the cumulative total number of COVID- 19 cases in the United States will be updated. These numbers
are preliminary and have not been confirmed by state and territorial health departments. CDC will
update weekend numbers the following Monday to reflect health department updates. New
York Gov. Andrew Cuomo has extended the nonessential business

closure until April 151h as the New York death

toll surpassed 1,
000. An

emergency field hospital has opened in Central Park, Manhattan. Today, volunteers and officials from Samaritan'
s Purse, an organization that provides medical aid around the globe, set up a 68- bed facility in the park'
s East Meadow, across the street from Mount Sinai Hospital. The facility will hold eight intensive care units with
ventilators and will be staf ed by about three to four doctors and several more nurse practitioners. In
Texas, Gov. Greg Abbott is now requiring that all individuals who have returned from New Orleans by road must
self -quarantine for 14 days. The original order had extended only to those who had flown in from New Orleans,
but now any Texas residents returning by air from Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Miami, or any California airport
must stay at home for two weeks or be subject to a 1,
$ 000 fine or 180 days in jail. Delaware
Gov.John Carney has amended a recent emergency declaration to state that any traveler coming into the
state must self -quarantine for two weeks. Oklahoma
Gov.Kevin Stitt updated a previous executive order that now mandates that travelers from the New York
tri-state area, California, Louisiana, and Washington state stay indoors for 14 days upon return. Utah
Gov. Gary Herbert is the most recent to have issued a staewide" stay safe, stay home" n
( ot

quite to the level

of shelter - in place)-order. The order will remain in effect until April 131n o
This

resource from Bloomberg Law is a dat base of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to the

This

series of maps shows how states are responding to

COVID- 19

response. o

COVID- 19, and this tracker, created

and maintained

by Multistate Associates, has an up- to-date list of executive orders and various travel restrictions.
Military/

Defense

V.

A. officials in New York will open up 50 beds to non - veteran patients in New York City as part of the department'
s atempt to backstop community health needs in the event of a national emergency. President
Trump and Defense Secretary Mark Esper traveled to Norfolk, Virginia to see off the USNS Comfort. The
1,200- person vessel is scheduled to arrive in New York early this week to take on non- COVID- 19 patients facing
life threatening ailments to alleviate the burden of the city' s increasingly overflowing hospitals. The Navy'
s other hospital ship, the Mercy, arrived in Los Angeles Friday with an identical mission. o
The

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) is contributing over 2
$

mil ion in pharmaceuticals and medical supplies,

975, 000 gallons of fuel, as well as food and repair parts for both the USNS Comfort and Mercy. The
Pentagon' s logistcs agency has modified an existing contract and will spend $84. 4 mil ion to buy 8,000 ventilators
from Zoll Medical Corp.,Combat
with

Medical Systems LLC,Hamilton Medical Inc.,
and

VyAire Medical Inc.,

an initial delivery of 1,400 by early May. Army,

Navy, Air Force, and Homeland Security secretaries are authorized to order troops and members of the Ready
Reserve to active duty,under President Trump' s ex cutive order.The Order limits units to 1 mil ion members
on active duty at any one time for up to 24 consecutive months.The
Army Corps of Engineers has assessed 81 out of a potential 114 facilities to potential y serve as hospitals during
the COVID- 19 pandemic. The corps is already in the process of converting New York City' s Javits Center
into a 2, 900- room hospital and it is expected to open tomorrow. Several
next week in cities like Sacramento, Seattle, and

been targeted as such a facil ty. 129

Chicago, where

more sites are expected to be in use

the McCormick Place Convention Center

has

International

Affairs

India is facing serious challenges with their country -wide lockdown. Hundreds of thousands of migrant workers
are now homeless and jobless and have begun traveling on foot to get home. Prime Minister Narendra Modi
apologized to the country for having to implement the lockdown, but emphasized the need to take precautions
against

COVID-

19.

Greenland' s capital, Nuuk, has banned the sale of alcohol after authorities noted a rise in domestic abuse since

the government ordered people to stay home to stave off the coronavirus.
Syria reported its first death from COVID- 19. It came close to a week after the country announced its first
confirmed case. Before officially reported cases, the Syrian government closed schools, limited working hours,
banned gatherings, postponed elections, and built quarantine centers. There is now an evening curfew between
6pm and 6am.

Starting tomorrow, people in Moscow cannot leave their homes except for emergencies, to get groceries, or
walk their dogs. People can still enter and leave the Russian city.
Italy is nearing 100, 000 cases of COVID- 19, and nearly 11, 000 deaths.
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa ( UNECA) Executive Secretary Vera Songwe said a $ 100 billion
emergency economic stimulus package is needed to allow African countries to bolster hospitals and social safety
nets while implementing social distancing policies that experts say can stave off the virus' s spread.
Portugal will treat all foreigners with open applications to stay in the country as permanent residents to ensure
migrant communities have access to vital public services during the coronavirus pandemic.
England' s deputy chief medical officer said that Britain' s lockdown could last up to six months if they aren' t
careful.

The Zaandam cruise ship mentioned last week will finally be allowed to transit the Panama Canal; however, the
vessel has not yet been given permission to dock in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. According to Holland America, 180
people, including 110 crew, have flulike symptoms aboard the ship, and at least two people have tested positive
for COVID- 19.
Global Cases:

Lifestyle

634, 835

Total Deaths: nearly 30, 000

and Economy

Monday morning trading in Hong Kong has begun and the S& P 500 futures dropped 1. 4 percent, indicating that
we could have another tough week ahead of us. Despite record -breaking gains last week, both the S& P 500 and
the Dow are down more than 20 percent overall in 2020.
Health insurance companies Cigna and Humana have agreed to protect their customers from out- of-pocket
costs if they require treatment for COVID- 19. Last week, Aetna insurance said it would also waive cost -sharing
related to hospital stays.

Producers and distributors of medical supplies across the country are raising red flags about what they say is a
lack of guidance from the federal government about where to send their products, as hospitals compete for
desperately needed masks and ventilators to combat the spread of the novel coronavirus. To date, the
Administration has not provided formal guidance about where manufacturers can distribute their products.
The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
You can now pay a virtual visit to museums, aquariums, concert halls, and more through this Forbes list.
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

Following the multiple cruise ship infections over the last couple of months, Nature published an article
examining what the cruise ship outbreaks taught us about COVID- 19.
Tech companies

are crucial

players

in the coronavirus

response,

Are the

contributing

what' s most needed?

The latest major event cancellation from COVID- 19 is Queen Elizabeth II' s annual birthday parade, which was

supposed to take place on June 131h in London.
o

Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and
here ( sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

130

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 3 28) ( 3 29)

Principal deputy director of the CDC Dr. Anne Schuchat gives an interview warning that New York' s COVID- 19
outbreak is only a preview of the bigger picture.
Treating

COVID- 19— Off- Label Drub Use, Compassionate

Use, and Randomized Clinical Trials Durin& Pandemics

JAMA)

Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)
Why the Coronavirus

Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)

Coronavirus Drubs, Vaccine Are Mang Months Away, Health Experts Say

In this article by Dr. Tom Frieden, he explains how we must continue to adapt our strategy to combat COVID- 19
as we learn more about it.

Still not sure what social distancing is? Watch this video.
A fi ure in Prevent Epidemics highlights the association between age and severity of COVID- 19 illness.
If it wasn' t already hard enough to get tested, hospitals are running low on the swabs needed to perform COVID19 tests.

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to " flatten the curve"

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins°

please take social distancing

U, S, Hospitals

Face

Maior

Challenges

seriously

to save lives)

as Coronavirus

Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

Shortaee of oersonal orotective eouioment endaneerine

safe.

health workers worldwide

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID- 19 —

Naviatin

the Uncharted ( co- authored by Drs. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common

Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (

USTR)

Statistics
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 9: 57 PM

Sent:
To:

ALL COUNTY

Cc:

Howell, Wendy
Commission Meeting ( March 30th)

Subject:

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

All — In

compliance with our COVID- 19 Order ( social distancing), tomorrow' s Commission Meeting will be held via
Lifesize. Lifesize is a video conferencing platform. However, we will only use the audio component. The meeting start

time is10 a. m. as usual and will be livestreamed on Facebook and Channel 16.

Please do not come to Room 100 of the

Government Center. If your department has an agenda item that requires your participation, a dial in number will be
sent to you by Wendy Howell. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 8: 59 PM

Sent:
To:

Mull,

Subject:

RE: covid19

Evonne

Thanks you Mrs. Mull. Stay well!

From: Mull, Evonne < EMull@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 11: 56 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: covid19

I understand and will trudge on, however just telling you I am not the only one who will probably be asking you that
question.

So you can be prepared for their questions. Thanks Mike, Be Safe

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 6: 01 PM
To: Mull, Evonne < EMu1_1_@douEherty. a. us>
Subject: RE: covid19

Good evening Evonne - Unfortunately the County dosen' t determine who gets tested for COVID- 19. I' d love to have
everyone in our whole organization tested as we' ve had positives throughout. Due to the scarcity of tests this is not
possible. There is a screening process that the Health Care System uses to determine who gets tested. It' s based on
you' re symptomatic ( fever, cough, shortness of breath). We' ve been told they will not be testing the " worried well".
good news for some in the courthouse is that all public safety personnel can be tested without being screened. They

if
The

can go and be tested without question. Also the program will permit persons over 65 and health care workers to do the
same. This program is being administered by the Department of Health. I understand the concerns but at this moment
there aren' t enough tests to accommodate everyone that wants a test. Although this is the case the good news is the
vast majority of people that test positive will survive and only have mild symptoms. Let' s keep practicing CDC guidelines
and continue to work our way through this challenging situation.
anytime.
Thanks for reaching out.

We will

All be alright.

Please contact me

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Mull, Evonne" < EMull@dougherty. ga. us>

3/ 28/ 20 1: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" <

Subject:

MMcCoyC@douherty,

a, us>

covid19

Hey Mike, I wanted to reiterate my question to you about testing all county employees in the courthouse.
opinion of many who
136

I have the

Feel it is only right to know if the person or persons they are working with are positive for this virus. It does not seen to
be abating in our
Building. So please think about how this could be brought about. I appreciate your patience with me.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 8: 52 PM

Sent:
To:

Kenneth

Subject:

RE: [ External]

Dyer
FW:

EM- 3464

COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

You' re welcome.

From: Kenneth Dyer < kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: [ External]

FW: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

Thanks

KEN

Kenneth Dyer
Superintendent

Dougherty County School System
Phone:

229. 431. 1285

FAX: 229. 431. 1276

www. docoschools. on

Sent from my Whone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 7: 29 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoySdou

herta.

us> wrote:

FYI

From:

Tara

Teuta <Tara.

Teuta@ ema, ea, eov> Sent:

Thursday, March 26,2020 4:
58 PM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoyC@dou herty.a.us> Subject:
EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings As

promised. Good

Afternoon: A

Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13,2020 for COVID19.The
Federal Emergency Management Agency (
FEMA) is authorized
to provide emergency protective measures (Category B)
under the Public
Assistance program at 75 percent federal funding. 138

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is
conducting Applicant Briefings via webinar. The Briefings will explain the Public
Assistance

Process and the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement

for cost

incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties, Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non

Profits. Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am,

Wednesday April 1st, 2020 at 2:00pm and Thursday April 2nd, 2020 at
10: 30am.

Plan to attend one of the Applicant Briefings.

information is provided below:
WEBEX
Applicant !Briefings

Tuesday, M'arch 31,
Meeting number ( access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone

f 855 2° 1?8'2'

b 1310 US TOLL FREE

f 4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767261

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

139

WebEx access

Dial 6

767264 ,(

Pra(

ri1, 2020

Wednesday,
04:00) Eastern
00 pm I IJTC- (

2:

Time ((
JS &
Canada)

number (access code):618

I

170 561 Meeting

password: pPfXdxbQ793 Join

by phone I
ap to CaH I f1, 01 1 a I obHI: ! f
282 633()US

f 5 655 ( XIC13
a (:'.,
aH
in

i :::V C:!011

TOLL FREE

y)855

4

US TOLL Sk)'.'
nuirfl' ers (A

free restrk",

tk)ns Join

from a video system or application Dial

6 f 8 f 7( 156 You

can also dial 173. 243. 2.68 and enter your meeting number. Join
using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business Dial
6 f 8 7( 156 i"

ia( 140

I

hr. Meeting

April

U

Meeting number (access code):

619 267 380

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

FREE

oe

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'
a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173.243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O, q&
0a( I
"

Need help?
GOk} weblex (

fyou have any

O

questions

please

don' t hesitate tncontact me.Tara Tara Teuta Grants Specialist Supervisor Public

Assistance

Department Georgia
Emergency
Homeland

Management
Security

and
Agency

Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta, Georgia 3U316'
UUSS 141

Cell:

404- 623- 3305

Tara. Teuta@Rema. ga. gov

image003. png>

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to

or from City

and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 142

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 8: 51 PM

Sent:
To:

Duane

Eggert

Subject:

RE: [ EXTERNAL]

COVID-

19 Notice

You' re welcome.

From: Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 11: 29 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: [ EXTERNAL] COVID- 19 Notice

Thanks Mike. I will take a look at the records to make sure the CareHere staff and no other Dougherty Employees were
exposed ( only if) any of the names you submitted were seen in our Clinic.
Regards,

Duane

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 7: 29 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herta.

Sheriff'

us> wrote:

Positives

From: Duane Eggert < deggert_@carehere. com>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 6: 47 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCo iSclougherty, ga. us>
Subject: Re: [ EXTERNAL] COVID- 19 Notice

Thanks Mike. I appreciate the assistance. Please let me know if there' s anything else we can do from
our end. And if you wish me to research any Dougherty County patients that could' ve possibly visited
the clinic within the last month, I will be happy to do that as well.
Warmest

regards,

Duane

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 6: 37 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCo @doughert .

See attached.

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty.
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmeeov _

a. us
doughert .

a. us

un',: gei: 0 ° P' pg
un',:,

wei:. 0

P' pg
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a. us> wrote:

iirii a, we00

PII^, „

iirii a, we005 PII^,

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County of gals regardIng City and County business are public
records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.

DOCOadvisory_ DCSONotice. pdf>

Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries
and may be privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message
is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you.
Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries and may be
privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
Thank you.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 8: 50 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Cc:

Addison,

Scott; Spencer

Lee

FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update:

Subject:

Clarification

of ACCG Executive Committee

Support for SOS Elections Approach; Isolation and Quarantine Information; Federal

Relief Funds, FEMA Advisory
Fund Analysis NACo DRAFT. pdf; FEMA_ COVID_ Advisory_ 3. 28. 20. pdf

Attachments:

State

FYI

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 3: 24 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>
Subject: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: Clarification of ACCG Executive Committee Support for SOS Elections

Approach; Isolation and Quarantine Information; Federal Relief Funds, FEMA Advisory
This m nuflII is Ilb

iii

en't "to couaty,. Ihaiiiiffrfmen, ffniian gem fr- ads

iift wi° th ather- s an our

cannnnissian and

f

mif iiii °tf r, a to"ts fr- and .

Illlm

rlks. Nlbas

share

Clarification
taff,
°

of ACCG' s Sup ort Regarding Changes for May 19t"General Primary Election As
noted in yesterday' s COVID- 19 email update to all counties, the Executive Committee of ACCG' s Board of Managers met
telephonically with Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Friday to discuss temporary, limited changes related only to
the May 19 General Primary election. The Executive Committee subsequently voted unanimously to support holding the
General Primary election on May 19 and to support the Secretary of State mailing an absentee ballot application for the
May 19th General Primary election to every registered voter.Isolation
and Quarantine Information: Understanding the Dif erence and Following CDC Guidance ACCG
appreciates the information below,provided by Dr. Audrey Arona, MD, and appreciates Newton County Commissioner
and ACCG Board of Managers member Nancy Schulz for her role in securing the statement from Dr.Arona.
Isolation

of ill indiv duals and self -quarantine of exposed individuals are important parts of limiting disease transmission,
however many people get confused about the information. I have defined both below and added
some additional information that is]
[ pertinent. Isolation:
Isolation

measures are put in place for ill individuals with a goal of keeping them away from other individuals, including
those in the home. Current isolation guidance for individuals with confirmed or suspected COVID- 19 include
staying isolated at home for a minmum of 7 days. In order to come off of isolation, CDC' s guidance states:
146

People with COVID- 19 who have stayed home ( home isolated) can stop home isolation under the
following conditions:
If you will not have a test to determine if you are still contagious, you can leave home after
o

these three things

You have

have

happened:

had no fever for at least 72 hours ( that is three full days of no fever without

the use medicine

that reduces

fevers)

AND

other symptoms have improved ( for example, when your cough or shortness of breath
have improved)
AND

o

at least 7 days have passed since your symptoms first appeared
If you will be tested to determine if you are still contagious, you can leave home after these
three things

have happened:

You no longer

have a fever ( without

the use medicine

that reduces

fevers)

AND

other symptoms have improved ( for example, when your cough or shortness of breath
have improved)
AND

you received two negative tests in a row, 24 hours apart. Your doctor will follow CDC
guidelines.

Quarantine:
Current

recommendations

for individuals

who are [ in] close contact ( household,

close coworkers,

exposed

healthcare workers, etc.)

of an individual with confirmed ( or highly suspected) COVID- 19 include being
quarantined for 14 days following their last exposure to the ill individual. The individuals placed on quarantine
are not ill, but may potentially become ill following their exposure to the ill person. The incubation period for
COVID- 19 is 2 - 14 day s( average of 5 days), so it is important that these exposed individuals stay away from
others to ensure that if they do become sick, they do not potentially make other people sick. Once an
individual completes their 14 day quarantine period, they are released from quarantine.
At this point, it is not known if ill individuals can get this infection again. It is also very important to know that
individuals who are quarantined can become sick at any time following an exposure.
Audrey Arona, MD
CEO/ District Health Director

Gwinnett, Newton, and Rockdale County Health Departments
State Stabilization Fund ( Information Provided by NACo)
The National Association of Counties ( NACo) drafted the attached preliminary analysis of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act ( CARES Act) passed yesterday by Congress and signed by the President, and of the US Census
data on units of local government above 500, 000. NACo has also begun running various funding formula scenarios for
the overall state allocation, as well as how the US Treasury might interpret the 45% allocation for areas with multiple,
overlapping counties and cities with 500K plus population. The bill was fairly vague so presumably Treasury will have
discretion at some level.

Again, two key points:

147

Please review and understand the limitations on the eligible use of these specific funds. NACo is working on
expanding eligibility to include " lost revenues", not just expenses tied directly to COVID- 19 that were NOT
previously budgeted

Counties remain eligible for a number of other funding streams in the package...
HUD CDBG ( formula and competitive

grants), EDA $ 1. 5 billion in competitive

HHS/ CDC, FEMA disaster relief,

grants, etc. -

see the

NACo

analysis

for more specifics

FEMA Covid- 19 Update
Attached is the latest update from FEMA.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 8: 47 PM
Burns, Andy; georgia collierbolling
Vickery, Jason; Lowe, Bryan
RE: Dougherty County Project Overview - 3/ 27/ 20

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thanks Andy. I doubt the location had insurance coverage but you can double check with the carrier. Hope all is well in
Jordan!

From: Burns, Andy < Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; georgia
Cc: Vickery, Jason < Jason. Vickery@tetratech. com>; Lowe,
Subject: Dougherty County Project Overview - 3/ 27/ 20

collierbolling <

georgiacollierbolling@yahoo.

com>

Bryan < Bryan. Lowe@tetratech. com>

Good afternoon,

Attached is the project overview for the week ending 3/ 27.
A few updates from last week:

FEMA revised the DDD for the Countywide Roads ( 79467) to update the GPS coordinates. Can you please login
to Grants Portal and sign that DDD? As soon as you do that, FEMA said they would send it to the CRC for scope
and cost development.

The Countywide

Traffic

Signs ( 79474)

FEMA

cost estimate

came to $ 50, 259. 20. However,

Public Works

sent over

the final invoice after the project had already been costed out, and the invoice total came to $60, 481. 85. 1 asked
FEMA to hold up this project until we can upload all of the documentation. At that point, they should rework the
project so that you get reimbursed for the full amount.
I asked Tara about the status of payment for Debris Removal - Pre/ Post- Corps ( 79003), but didn' t get a response.
I' ll follow up again with her. I' m sure she' s busy with all that' s going on.
We answered the Park Damages County Wide ( 79841) RFI by providing all of the requested insurance
documents. However, once the insurance specialist completed their review, they determined that the Radium
Springs Golf Course shed had been damaged in the 2017 tornadoes and that the County was required to insure
it but didn' t. Here' s the email from FEMA:

Damage # 254832;

Radium Springs Golf Course - Damage Amount $ 20, 384. 68

Site damaged by windstorm to include shed. The Radium Springs Golf Course Shed building was
previously claimed to FEMA under DR4297GA- PW00144, a building wind insurance requirement was
placed on this location in the amount of $25, 118. 74.

149

Based on available insurance information, the applicant has failed to obtain and maintain wind insurance

on this location as previously required by FEMA. Per FEMA Recovery Policy FP 206- 086- 1, if an applicant
does not comply with the insurance requirement

in accordance

with this policy and applicable

legal

authorities, FEMA will deny or de -obligate assistance in the current disaster and deny future assistance
for that facility.

This project will be reduced ( 5906) due to the failure to " Obtain and Maintain Insurance".

The reduction

amount is $ 20, 384. 68.

Can you confirm that it wasn' t insured? I can get with the insurance carrier to have them double check as well.

Moving on to EM- 3464 ( Covid- 19), we' ll plan on listening in on the applicant briefing on Tuesday, 3/ 31, and keep you
updated on that front.

Please let us know if you need anything. Stay safe and have a great weekend.
Andy

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 8: 43 PM

Sent:
To:

Lamar

Hudgins

Subject:

RE: Golfing with COVID- 19

r1
LJ

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 6: 20 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Golfing with COVID- 19
You, too.

Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 28, 2020, at 6: 04 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us> wrote:
Yeah I expected that. Your response was great and appropriate.

Appears to me you' ve done this

before.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudeins@bellsouth.
Date:

net>

3/ 28/ 20 5: 32 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: Golfing with COVID- 19

To: "

FYI

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudeins@bellsouth. net>
Date: March 28, 2020 at 5: 26: 01 PM EDT

To: Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com>
Subject: Re: Golfing with COVID- 19
Bobby, the co. Comm. doesn' t vote on this. Once an emergency has been declared, the
emergency task Force makes these decisions. Thanks, Lamar

151

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 28, 2020, at 5: 03 PM, Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com>
wrote:

I understand that the Commission will vote as to the closure of

Stonebridge Golf Course. I think we need an outlet during these
troubled times, and being out side in the fresh air and sunshine is what
we need. We are taking all necessary precautions as outlined below.

1. We are staying 6 ft. apart. The restaurant and bar are closed . We do

not meet in groups.
2. The carts are sanitized. Only 1 person is allowed in a cart.
3. Golfers are not touching the golf pins or raking traps. Golfers are not
touching anybody else' s equipment.

4. Golfers are carrying their own PPE and sanitizers, Lysol, Clorox, etc.

I would ask you to vote against the closure of golf courses. If they do not
comply with these measures, take action then.

Bobby Tripp
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sheila

Sent:

Sunday, March 29, 2020 7: 31 PM
Nancy Clark ( ATL); Debbie Burke ( ATL)

Cc:

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa.

Fwd: Impact of COVID- 19 on Employer

Subject:

com>

Provided

Employee

Benefits -

Complimentary

Webinar - Attorney Advertising

Our partner, ForclHarrison, is offering another webinar. The link to register is below.
Topics will include furloughs and layoffs on health and welfare plans, retirement plans, and executive
compensation.

Please feel free to others in your organization

who might benefit from this informative

webinar.

SHARE

THIS

Impact of COVID- 19 on Employer Provided Employee
Benefits -

Complimentary Webinar

MEET THE PRESENTER

153

irs.jt,sda , March 3 I,

020
Tiffany D. Downs

tttt Ipirn :

Partner

tttt Ipirn I °, a "ntf,irlrtl

Atlanta,

Georgia

Office

tlrfr) wn,;( Z!) fr) fhnrruson

About the Program

corn

P: 404- 888- 3961...................................

Businesses in the U. S. need to be prepared to deal with
COVID- 19 in the workplace.
iiffair

Join FordHarrison

Iowir s, Head of the Employee

Partner

Benefits

Practice Group, for an in depth discussion on the impact of COVID- 19 on workplace employee
benefits.

Topics will include furloughs and layoffs on health and welfare plans, retirement plans, and

executive

compensation.

Continuing

Education

FordHarrison

is recognized by SHRM to offer Professional

SHRM- CPSM

or SHRM- SCPSM.

This course

is approved

Development Credits ( PDCs) for the
for 1 hour of PDCs.

This program is also pre -approved by HRCI for 1 hour of PHR, GPHR, and SPHR recertification
credit.

Registration

To register for this complimentary session, chick Ilheire.

FH PROMISE
We Will Make Your Job Easier I We Will Know Your Business And Needs I We Will Be Proactive And Accessible
We Will Manage Your Costs Like Our Own I We Will Use Our Best Resources To Provide Cost -Effective, Quality Work Product

FOLLOW FORDHARRISON
ft.-(
bs n:e::. I . . jLjKa. a: V .

uh:!; a; f. I . V: . s _

tjr1r2K I

Vc. 9.nA. :`

u; (

Pursuant to the CAN- SPAM Act, this communication

Ac G( e

may be considered an advertisement

or solicitation.

If you would prefer not

to receive future marketing and promotional mailings, please submit your request electronically at unsubscribeca fordharrison. com
or by postal mail to FordHarrison

LLP, Attn: Marketing Department, 271 17th Street, N. W., Suite 1900, Atlanta, GA 30363. Be

sure to include your email address if submitting by postal mail.

Disclaimer: The information contained in this material is not intended to be considered legal advice and should not be acted upon

as such. Because of the generality of this material, the information provided may not be applicable in all situations and should not
be acted upon without legal advice based on the specific factual circumstances.

ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT-

PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL

The information contained in this message from Ford & Harrison

LLP and any attachments

are privileged

and confidential

and intended only for the named recipient( s). If you have received this message in error, you are prohibited from reviewing,
copying, distributing or using the information. Please contact the sender immediately by return email and delete the original
154

message

and attachments.

In the absence of an executed

engagement

letter or fee contract, no attorney client relationship

is established by this communication.
Circular 230 Disclosure: Any tax advice contained in this e- mail or any attachment hereto is not intended to be used, and
cannot be used, to avoid U. S. federal, state or local tax penalties,

or to promote,

market or recommend

to another party any

transaction or matter addressed herein. Each taxpayer should seek advice from an independent tax advisor based on the

taxpayer' s particular circumstances.

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblr"e records law. Most
written eorr murueatlorts to or from Qty artd County o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records avallable to the
public artd media upon request Your email eorr murueatlorts may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Sunday, March 29, 2020 4:49 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good afternoon.

The good news is that we continue to receive a significant amount of test results including 364 in the last 24 hours. We
still have 1, 200 results pending but as you can see we are making progress. Our teams continue to be well fed by so
many community donations, and they are responding... amazing caregivers who sacrifice unbelievably.
Key areas of focus this week are:
Getting our Cepheid testing platform up and running. We are reliant upon this vendor to deliver, but have been
told the software/ hardware will be completed by the end of the day tomorrow and if the test kits ( reagents)
arrive as well, it is possible we could be doing our own testing by the end of the week. At full capacity we would
be able to result 292 per day.
Continuing work with the Governor' s Office, the National Guard and the DPH on standing up Phoebe North as a
COVID Receiving Center. We continue to make good progress on this and it appears possible to make this
happen in 3 weeks or so.

Supporting our teams, physicians and patients ...we plan to roll -out Ipad' s tomorrow so patients can
communicate with family members via Facetime.
Take a moment to see the pictures below where we have had many people come by to " Chalk our Walk' s".

These

are

just a few of dozens of the well wishes.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

S
President & Chief Executive Officer
r

8!•

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
Executive

Assistant:

Felicia

Lewis

1 www. phoebehealth. com

E- flewis@phoebehealth.
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Disclaimer:

The HIPAA Final
certain

Privacy Rule requires

Protected
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 2: 38 PM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Test Results

Dominique

No. Yall will continue to work from home.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Hall, Dominique" < DoHall@dougherty.

ga. us>

3/ 29/ 20 1: 00 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: COVID- 19 Test Results

FYI

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

March
Hall,

29,2020

at 11: 40: 53 AM EDT To: "

Dominique" < DoHall@dougherty.

ga.
us>,Addi"son,

Scott" <
SAddison@dougherty.

ga.
us>Subject:

COVID- 19 Test Results My

from my iPhone PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or
from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public
and media upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 160

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hall,

Dominique <

Fwd:

COVID-

DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 1: 01 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

19 Test

Results

FYI

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

March
Hall,

29,2020

ga.
us>Date:
at 11: 40: 53 AM EDT To: "

Dominique" < DoHall@dougherty.

ga.
us>,Addis"on,

Scott" <
SAddison@dougherty.

ga.
us>Subject:

COVID- 19 Test Results My

from my iPhone PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or
from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public
and media upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 161

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Mull,

Evonne <

EMull@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 11: 56 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: covid19

I understand and will trudge on, however just telling you I am not the only one who will probably be asking you that
question.

So you can be prepared for their questions. Thanks Mike, Be Safe

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 6: 01 PM
To: Mull, Evonne < EMull@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: covid19

Good evening Evonne - Unfortunately the County dosen' t determine who gets tested for COVID- 19. I' d love to have
everyone in our whole organization

tested as we' ve had positives throughout.

Due to the scarcity of tests this is not

possible. There is a screening process that the Health Care System uses to determine who gets tested. It' s based on if
you' re symptomatic ( fever, cough, shortness of breath). We' ve been told they will not be testing the " worried well". The
good news for some in the courthouse is that all public safety personnel can be tested without being screened. They
can go and be tested without question. Also the program will permit persons over 65 and health care workers to do the
same. This program is being administered by the Department of Health. I understand the concerns but at this moment
there aren' t enough tests to accommodate everyone that wants a test. Although this is the case the good news is the
vast majority of people that test positive will survive and only have mild symptoms. Let' s keep practicing CDC guidelines
and continue to work our way through this challenging situation. We will All be alright. Please contact me
anytime.
Thanks for reaching out.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Mull, Evonne" < EMull@dougherty. ga. us>

3/ 28/ 20 1: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" <

Subject:

MMcCoyC@douherty,

a, us>

covid19

Hey Mike, I wanted to reiterate my question to you about testing all county employees in the courthouse. I have the
opinion of many who

Feel it is only right to know if the person or persons they are working with are positive for this virus. It does not seen to
be abating in our
Building. So please think about how this could be brought about. I appreciate your patience with me.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wills,

Dave <

To:

Wills,

Dave

Cc:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

Version 2, Guidance on Essential and Critical Infrastructure

Attachments:

Version_ 2. 0_-_

DWills@ACCG. org>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 10: 37 AM

Sent:

CISA_ Guidance_ on_ Essential_ Critical_ Infrastructure_ Workers. pdf; Essential
Services 2020 03 24, Final. pdf

This m nuflII is Ilb
afr- iift

tiff°

iii

en' t "to couaty. Ihaiiiiffrfme ,

Iml o° ther-s on your connnnission and tat
°

ffniian gem fr- ads
as

f

mif iiii °tf r, a to"ts fr- and .

Illlerllks.

Nlbas

II

needed. ed.
If

your county has declared a state of emergency, enacted restrictions on business or industry and identified essential and
critical infrastructure workers, you are encouraged to consult the attached publication released late on Saturday by the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA),to determine if your county' s identifcation of essential and critical
infrastructure workers needs to be amended. If

your county has not declared a state of emergency but plans to do so and enact restrictions on business or industry, you
are likewise encouraged to consult the publication to guide you in determining which workers should be identified as
essential. As

noted by CISA: This

list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal directive or standard. Additionally,
this advisory list is not intended to be the exclusive list of critical infrastructure sectors,
workers, and functions that should continue during the COVID- 19 response across all jurisdictions.
Individual jurisdictions should add or subtract essential workforce categories based on their
own requirements and discretion. ACCG

has received numerous requests from business and industry asking us to intervene with counties which have issued
orders for the closure of certain business interests. As noted in the information distributed by ACCG on Wednesday, "
is commit ed to providing its members with information we believe you need and will benefit from,but
ACCG is not going to lobby individual counties on behalf of businesses or industries." We have, however, catalogued and

ACCG

listed such requests here. GEMA

has also received similar requests and this morning stated that they adhere to the guidelines issued by CISA. PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

Working Remotely During COVID- 19 <
Sunday, March 29, 2020 10: 18 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID-

19 -

Working Remotely for Business Continuity

If you are unable to see the message

For

info@mail. trainhr. com>

Human

Resource

below, click here to view.

Professionals

Do you need to work from home due to the Covid- 19 virus or other " unexpected" reasons? Working
111

1111

1

11

1

11115101

1 1` 11111511rp 11 ir

irnoire

017-

via I I I' MINIK"I I I I I

5

14

ffqk

I

something quite different ....irnoire
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i

11111

NetZealous LLC, 39658 Mission Boulevard,

Fremont, CA 94539, USA.

www. trainhr. com

Toll Free : + 1- 800- 385- 1627

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 5: 33 AM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Clinton

Subject:

RE: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General Primary Election

They are being very supportive and I' m sure you' re appreciative. I' m looking forward to the day
that this thing slows down.

The stats are sobering.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Johnson,

Clinton" <

ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

3/ 29/ 20 4: 18 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General Primary Election

Subject: Re: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General Primary Election

Thank you for the update!
Clinton, lifting you and your community in prayer.
FYI to all - today we Declared a state of emergency in Habersham and approved a shelter in place
resolution. Happy to share for any who wish you review.
Best, — nc

Sent from my Whone

On Mar 28, 2020, at 3: 40 PM, Terrell < walterthudson@hotmail.

com> wrote:

Thanks for the update. TH

On Mar 28, 2020, at 3: 34 PM, Mills, Cindy J. < CJMills( e forsythco, com> wrote:
Thanks for the update. Continued

prayers for Clinton and all of his

citizens.

Cindy J. Mills
Vice - Chair

Forsyth County BOC/ D4
166

Subject: RE: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General
Primary Election

Prayers for Dougherty County and Clinton.
Charlotte

From: Wills, Dave < DWiIIs@ACCG.

ore>

Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 3: 11 PM
To: Ben Hayward < bha1ward@cami11aea.

net>;

Billy Pittard

rea, eov>; Carvel Lewis < cclewisaol, com>;

bpittard( eoelethorpecount

Nash, Charlotte < Charlotte. Nash Qewinnettcount
Mills < cjmills@forsythco.

com>;

cr hnson(e douehert r, ga. us>;

Clinton

r, com>; Cindy Jones

Johnson

Darriel Nobles

ddnobl( sSbellsouth, net>; Daryl Hall < dhall, cc
Sikes < dsikes. toombsco
FFav17@aol. com>;

email, com>; David

Frederick Favors

email, com>;

mail, com>; Henry R.

Harry Lange < traildad. hl

charter. net>; Jamie Lamar Deloach

Craig < henrycraig1
ia 2iedeloachdistrict3@gmaii. com>; Jeff Rader
irader@dekalbcounty a, eov>; Jimmy Kitchens
iimm . kitchens. atp( e emaii. com>; John Daniell

idaniell( e? oconee, ea. us>; Johnny Davis < ioadavis52@bellsouth. net>;
avis( e ieffersoncount

Johnny Davis <

Lamar

klittle( e co. walton, ea. us>;

rea

ov>; Kevin

keannon( e dekalbcountyea.

commissioneriSunion—, --

m>;

oy>;

Gannon

Paris

Lisa Ritchie < Iritchie@hallcount . ore>;

Liz Hausmann< liz. hausmannSfultoncountvea.
marc. demott

Kathie

Little

ccboc. com>; Megan

eov>;

Marc DeMott

Martin < mmartin( cJarrard-

davis. com>; Melissa Hughes< melissa. huehes( Stiftcounty, org>; Nancy

Schulz < nschu1z,2@co. newton, ea. us>; Nancy Thrash
commissionerthrash@emaii.
ncrawford

com>; Natalie Crawford

habershamea. com>; Pat Farrell

patfarre11@be11south.

net>; Rick Muggridge < rick_@c1wbinsurance. com>;

Scott Johnson < siohnson@columbiacounty2a,
sistiehudson(

@aol, com>;

Hudson

Steve Taylor <taylorsffbartowea. ore>;

Andrews < scandrews1r@iuno,

walterthudson(

eov>; Sistie

com>;

@hotmail, com>;

Susan

Terrell Hudson

Tom McMichael

tdmcmichael( @cox. net>

Subject: RE: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General
Primary Election
Good Afternoon,

The statement below will be sent out in today' s email update to
counties concerning COVID- 19 issues. It is intended to clarify the action
taken by the Executive Committee yesterday. As worded in yesterday' s
email to all counties, the message was construed by some readers to
address elections generally, rather than the limited action taken only in

reference to the May 191h General Primary.
Clarification of ACCG' s Support Regarding Changes for May 191h
General Primary Election
167

As noted in yesterday's COVID- 19 email update to all counties, the
Executive Committee of ACCG' s Board of Managers met telephonically
with Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Friday to discuss temporary,
limited changes related only to the May 19 General Primary election.
The Executive Committee subsequently voted unanimously to support
holding the General Primary election on May 19 and to support the
Secretary of State mailing an absentee ballot application for the May
19th General Primary election to every registered voter.
Even as you all continue making decisions to safeguard your citizens
against the virus, please remain mindful about and prayerful for the
situation in Dougherty County, Clinton Johnson' s home. The estimated
population of Dougherty County is about 90, 000. Today' s numbers,
updated at Noon, show that Dougherty continues to have the highest
per capita rate of diagnosed cases of COVID- 19 and the highest number
of deaths in Georgia. By comparison, Fulton County, with an estimated
population of 1, 060, 000, has just less than double the number of cases.
Put another way, in Dougherty County one out of every 439 people has
been diagnosed positive. In Fulton it' s one out of every 2842 people. If
Fulton experienced the same rate of positive cases that Dougherty has,
there would be 2415 positive diagnosed cases there, or nearly 12 times
the rate of proven infection in Dougherty County.

COVID- 19 Confirmed Cases By
County:

No.

No.

Cases

Deaths

Fulton

373

12

Dekalb

240

2

Dougherty

205

13

Cobb

181

8

Gwi n nett

129

1

Bartow

116

1

I trust that you all are continuing to be as safe as possible. Have a good
evening social distancing!
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

ore

From:

Dave

Wills,

Cellular)
Fax)

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 10 PM
To: Ben Hayward < bhayward_@camillaga. net>; Billy Pittard
bpittard( e oelethorpecountyea.
Charlotte Nash < charlotte. nash

ov>; Carvel Lewis < cclewis
gwinnettcounty. com>;
168

aol, com>;

Cindy Jones

Mills <cjmills_@forsythco. com>;
cliohnson@cIouehertY.

ga. us>;

Clinton

Johnson

Darriel Nobles

ddnoblesSbellsouth, net>; Daryl Hall < dhaII. cc
Sikes < dsikes. toombsco
aoI. com>;

FFav17

Craig < henrycraigl

emaiI. com>;

David

Frederick Favors

emaiI. com>;

Harry Lange < traildad, hl

gmaiI. com>; Henry R.

charter. net>; Jamie Lamar Deloach

iamiedeloachdistrict3gmail, com>; Jeff Rader
dekalbcounta.

irader
kitchens.

atp emaii.

oconee,

ov>;

ea.
us>;Johnny

Davis <
idavis

ief ersoncountyea.

Kitchens iimm .

Jimmy

Daniell idaniell

com>;
John

Davis <ioadavis52

bellsouth.

net>;
Johnny

Gannon kgannon(
ov>;
Kathie

Little
e dekalbcountyea. ov>;
Kevin

e co. walton, a.us>; Lamar

Paris

klittle(

commissioneriSunion—, --

Ritchie <Iritchie@hallcount .

m>;
Lisa

org>;
Liz

DeMott marc.
Hausmann< Iiz.hausman Sfultoncountvea. eov>;
Marc

demott ccboc.
com>;
Melissa

nschulz,

com>;
Megan

Hughes< melissa.

Martin <
mmartin(

huehes( Stiftcounty, org>;
Nancy
Schulz <

2@co. newton, ea.us>;Nancy

emaiI. com>;Natalie
habershamea.

@ arrard- davis.

com>;
Pat

Thrash commissionerthrash(
Crawford ncrawford
Farrell patfarreII@bellsouth.

net>;
Rick
Muggridge < rick_
@cIwbinsurance. com>;
Scott
Johnson <siohnson@columbiacounty2a,

Hudson sistiehudson(
eov>;
Sistie

@aoI. com>;Steve
scandrewsl(

Taylor <taylors@bartowea.

@iuno, com>;
Terrell

@hotmaiI.

com>;
Tom

Andrews <
org>;
Susan

Hudson walterthudson(

McMichael tdmcmichael(

@cox. net>Subject:

Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General Primary
Election Good

Evening, This
morning ACCG received a request from the Secretary of State' s of ice
to have the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers meet telephonically

with the Secretary and other staff. The meeting was held at
1:00 pm today. Secretary Brad Raffensperger introduced the subject of
the necessity of moving the Presidential Primary, which would have taken

place on Tuesday of this week, to May 191h and his subsequent decision
to mail, in advance of the May 191h General Primary election, an
absentee ballot application to every registered voter in Georgia, anticipating
that

many voters who would otherwise stay away from the polls

on May 19 or in the early voting period because of COVID- 19 fears, would
vote by absentee ballot,thus helping maximize the opportunity for
people to exercise their right to vote without taking an unneces ary risk.
Ryan

Germany, General Counsel for the Secretary of State, provided an indepth explanation of the issues involved, of the laws that govern what
the Secretary is authorized to do while the state is under a declar tion
of an emergency, and fielded and answered questions from several
members of the Executive Committee, after which Secretary Raffensperger
asked the Executive Committee to consider issuing a staement
of support for continuing with the General Primary on May 169

191h and in support of providing an absentee ballot application to every
registered voter. In response, the Executive Committee voted

unanimously to support both positions.
A more detailed explanation

was sent out this evening in Beth Brown' s

daily update to counties on matters related to COVID- 19. A copy of that
is pasted below my signature line. Minutes of the meeting will be sent
to the Board in accordance with ACCG' s bylaws.

Thank you for continuing to support the ACCG Executive Committee and
the ACCG staff as we continue addressing the myriad issues that have
arisen from the pandemic.
I trust you all are exercising recommended precautions and that you will
remain

safe!

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St.,

NE,

Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org

Earlier today, the ACCG Executive Committee was invited to participate
in a conference call with Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger to
provide an elections update. Following the discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to support Secretary Raffensperger' s
approach to the election calendar for the remainder of the 2020 cycle

and facilitating an improved, uniform absentee ballot application and
mail process to minimize risks posed to voters, county election officials,
and poll workers by COVID- 19.
Below is a summary of some of the key points from this discussion: •
Election Date: During a declared State of Emergency issued by the
Governor or President, an election may be postponed by the Secretary
of State for not more than 45 days. Governor Brian Kemp declared the
State of Emergency in Georgia on March 14, 2020. The following week,
Secretary Raffensperger announced that Georgia' s Presidential
Preference Primary Election, scheduled for March 24, would be
combined with the Primary Election set for May 19, 2020. The Primary
Election date is set by state statute and cannot be moved. Furthermore,
this date occurs after April 13, the date upon which Georgia' s current

State of Emergency is set to expire. Therefore, the Secretary of State
does not have authority to postpone the General Primary at this time,
and even if a state of emergency does exist at that time, the PPP has
already been extended the maximum amount it can be and would have
to go forward on May 19. Any change to the May 19 General Primary
date would have negative repercussions on county elections officials'
ability to administer the remaining elections in 2020, particularly the

November 2020 general election.
170

Absentee

Ballot

Requests:

Due to public health concerns and the

increased interest in voting absentee to minimize risks posed by COVID19, the Secretary of State' s office has taken steps to send out a uniform
absentee ballot application to all active Georgia voters. This application
will include the individual' s name, address and voter registration
identification

number, as well as a bar code.

Completed applications

will be returned to county elections offices where the bar code will be
scanned and the data populated to the state' s voter registration system
to facilitate the verification of the absentee ballot request.

Upon

verification, they will be uploaded in batches to a mail vendor, secured
by the Secretary of State' s office, which will mail the absentee
ballot. This uniform process established by the Secretary of State' s
office will maintain consistency throughout the state and eliminate
postage costs for counties to mail absentee

ballot applications

and

ballots.

In Person Voting: State law requires people to have the ability to vote
in person.

Therefore, counties must set up and run early and election

day polling locations. If social distancing recommendations are
maintained, this will be challenging. The Secretary of State' s office is
ordering disinfecting wipes and sprays to provide to counties to use in
polling locations. Securing enough poll workers is another concern
since the average age of volunteers is estimated to be 70, which falls

into the high -risk category for COVID- 19. The goal is to provide counties
additional

resources to handle the increased

interest in absentee voting

while simultaneously helping counties cope with the increased
difficulties of in -person voting due to social distancing, thus minimizing
risks to poll workers and in -person voters.
Fraud Concerns: The Georgia General Assembly took steps following
the 2018 elections to reduce the potential for fraud, especially through
ballot harvesting. Absentee ballots may only be sent to
the individual who requested it, and the only person who can complete,
handle or return that ballot is the individual to whom it was sent or a

family member who lives in the same household. The Secretary of
State' s office will widely publicize this information and investigate any
anomalies identified.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Sunday, March 29, 2020 4: 19 AM
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General Primary Election

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Subject: Re: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General Primary Election

Thank you for the update!
Clinton, lifting you and your community in prayer.
FYI to all - today we Declared a state of emergency in Habersham and approved a shelter in place
resolution. Happy to share for any who wish you review.
Best, — nc

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 28, 2020, at 3: 40 PM, Terrell < walterthudson@hotmail.

com> wrote:

Thanks for the update. TH

On Mar 28, 2020, at 3: 34 PM, Mills, Cindy J. < CJMills( e forsythco, com> wrote:

Thanks for the update. Continued prayers for Clinton and all of his
citizens.

Cindy J. Mills
Vice - Chair

Forsyth County BOC/ D4
Subject: RE: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General
Primary Election

Prayers for Dougherty County and Clinton.
Charlotte

From: Wills, Dave < DWiIIs@ACCG. ore>

Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 3: 11 PM
To: Ben Hayward < bhayward@camillaga.
bpittard@oelethorpecount rea.

net>;

Billy Pittard

ov>; Carvel Lewis < cclewis@aol, com>;

Nash, Charlotte < Charlotte. NashQgxwinnettcounty, com>; Cindy Jones
Mills < cjmills@forsythco.

com>;

Clinton

Johnson

crao hnson( e doueherty, ga. us>; Darriel Nobles
172

ddnoblesSbellsouth, net>; Daryl Hall < dhall, cc
Sikes < dsikes. toombsco

gmail, com>; David

Frederick Favors

gmail, com>;

FFav17@aol. com>;

mail, com>; Henry R.

Harry Lange < traildad. hl
Craig < henrKcraig1@charter. net>; Jamie Lamar

Deloach

iamiedeloachdistrict3gmail, com>; Jeff Rader
dekalbcounta.

irader
kitchens.

atp gmaii.

oconee,

ov>;

ga.
us>;Johnny

Davis <idavis
dekalbcountyga.

ief ersoncountyga.

Kitchens iimm .

Jimmy

Daniell idaniell

com>;
John

Davis <ioadavis52

bellsouth.

net>;
Johnny

Gannon kgannon
ov>;
Kathie

Little
gov>;
Kevin

co. walton. ga.us>;Lamar

Paris

klittle

commissioneriSunion—, --

Ritchie <Iritchie@hallcount .

m>;
Lisa

org>;
Liz

DeMott
Hausmann< Iiz. hausman Sfultoncountvea. eov>;
Marc

demott ccboc.
com>;
Melissa

com>;
Megan

Hughes<melissa.

Martin <mmartin(

marc.

cJarrard- davis.

hughes( Stiftcounty, org>;
Nancy
Schulz <

nschu1z, 2@co.newton. ga.us>;Nancy

Thrash commissionerthrash@gmaii.

com>;
Natalie
Crawford ncrawford
habershamga.

com>;
Pat

Farrell patfarre11@be11south.

net>;
Rick
Muggridge < rick_
@c1wbinsurance. com>;
Scott
Johnson< siohnson@columbiacounty2a.

Hudson sistiehudson(
gov>;
Sistie

@aol, com>;Steve
scandrews1(

Andrews <
Taylor <taylors@bartowga. org>;
Susan

@iuno, com>;Terrell

@hotmail,

com>;
Tom

Hudson walterthudson(

McMichael tdmcmichael(

@cox. net>Subject:

RE: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General Primary
Election Good
Afternoon, The

statement below will be sent out in today' s email update to counties
concerning COVID- 19 issues. It

is intended to clarify the action taken

by the Executive Committee yesterday. As worded in yesterday' s email
to all counties, the message was construed by some readers to address
elections generally, rather than the limited action taken only in reference

to the May 191h General Primary. Clarification
of ACCG' s Sup ort Regarding Changes for May 191h General
Primary Election As
noted in yesterday' s COVID- 19 email update to all counties, the Executive
Committee of ACCG' s Board of Managers met telephonically with
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Friday to discuss temporary, limited
changes related only to the May 19 General Primary election. The
Executive Committee subsequently voted unanimously to support holding
the General Primary election on May 19 and to support the Secretary
of State mailing an absentee ballot application for the May 19th
General Primary election to every registered voter.Even
as you all continue making decisions to safeguard your citizens against
the virus, please remain mindful about and prayerful for the situation
in Dougherty County,Clinton Johnson' s home. The estimated population
of Dougherty County is about 90,000. Today' s numbers, 173

updated at Noon, show that Dougherty continues to have the highest
per capita rate of diagnosed cases of COVID- 19 and the highest number
of deaths in Georgia. By comparison, Fulton County, with an estimated
population of 1, 060, 000, has just less than double the number of cases.
Put another way, in Dougherty County one out of every 439 people has
been diagnosed positive. In Fulton it' s one out of every 2842 people. If
Fulton experienced the same rate of positive cases that Dougherty has,
there would be 2415 positive diagnosed

cases there, or nearly 12 times

the rate of proven infection in Dougherty County.

COVID- 19 Confirmed Cases By
County:

No.

No.

Cases

Deaths

Fulton

373

12

Dekalb

240

2

Dougherty

205

13

Cobb

181

8

Gwi n nett

129

1

Bartow

116

1

I trust that you all are continuing to be as safe as possible. Have a good
evening social distancing!
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

ore

From:

Dave

Wills,

Cellular)
Fax)

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 10 PM
To: Ben Hayward < bhayward@camillaga. net>;

Billy Pittard

bpittard( e oelethorpecount rea. ov>; Carvel Lewis < cclewis
Charlotte Nash < charlotte. nash@gwinnettcount
Mills < cimills2forsythco.
cliohnson@douehertY.

ddnobi

com>;
ga. us>;

Clinton

Johnson

Darriel Nobles

Sbellsouth, net>; Daryl Hall < dhall. cc

Sikes < dsikes. toombsco

aol, com>;

r, com>; Cindy Jones

email. com>;

David

Frederick Favors

email. com>;

FFav17@aol. com>;

Harry Lange < traildad. hl@ mail. com>; Henry R.
Craig < henrycraig1f charter. net>; Jamie Lamar Deloach
iamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail,

com>;

Jeff Rader

irader@dekalbcounty

a, gov>; Jimmy Kitchens

iimm . kitchens. atp( e

mail, com>; John Daniell

idaniell( e oconee. a. us>; Johnny Davis < ioadavis52@bellsouth. net>;
Johnny Davis <
k annon

avis( e ieffersoncount

dekalbcountyea.

klittle( e co. walton,
commissioner

a, us>;

a

oy>; Kathie

Gannon

ov>; Kevin Little
Lamar

uniongov. com>;

Paris

Lisa Ritchie < Iritchie
174

hallcount . orb>;

Liz Hausmann< liz. hausmannSfultoncountyea.
marc, demott

eov>;

Marc DeMott

ccboc. com>; Megan Martin < mmartin( @jarrard-

davis. com>; Melissa Hughes< melissa. huehes( Stiftcounty, org>; Nancy

Schulz < nschu1z, 2@co. newton, ea. us>; Nancy Thrash
commissionerthrashgmail,

com>; Natalie Crawford

ncrawfor6Shabershamga. com>;

Scott Johnson < siohnson

columbiacountyga.

gov>; Sistie

aol, com>; Steve Taylor < taylors

sistiehudson

Andrews <

Pat Farrell

bellsouth. net>; Rick Muggridge < rick@c1wbinsurance. com>;

patfarrell

scandrewsl

Hudson

bartowea. org>;

Susan

iuno. com>; Terrell Hudson

walterthudsonhotmail, com>; Tom McMichael

tdmcmichael( e cox. net>

Subject: Executive Committee Action Regarding May 19 General
Primary Election

Good Evening,
This morning ACCG received a request from the Secretary of State' s
office to have the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers meet

telephonically with the Secretary and other staff. The meeting was held
at 1: 00 pm today. Secretary Brad Raffensperger introduced the subject
of the necessity of moving the Presidential Primary, which would have

taken place on Tuesday of this week, to May 191h and his subsequent
decision to mail, in advance of the May 191h General Primary election,
an absentee
anticipating

ballot application

to every registered

voter in Georgia,

that many voters who would otherwise stay away from the

polls on May 19 or in the early voting period because of COVID- 19 fears,
would vote by absentee ballot, thus helping maximize the opportunity
for people to exercise their right to vote without taking an unnecessary
risk.

Ryan Germany, General Counsel for the Secretary of State, provided an
in- depth explanation of the issues involved, of the laws that govern
what the Secretary is authorized to do while the state is under a
declaration

of an emergency,

and fielded and answered questions from

several members of the Executive Committee, after which Secretary
Raffensperger asked the Executive Committee to consider issuing a
statement of support for continuing with the General Primary on May

191h and in support of providing an absentee ballot application to every
registered voter. In response, the Executive Committee voted

unanimously to support both positions.
A more detailed explanation was sent out this evening in Beth Brown' s
daily update to counties on matters related to COVID- 19. A copy of that
is pasted below my signature line. Minutes of the meeting will be sent
to the Board in accordance with ACCG' s bylaws.

Thank you for continuing to support the ACCG Executive Committee and
the ACCG staff as we continue addressing the myriad issues that have
arisen from the pandemic.
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I trust you all are exercising recommended precautions and that you will
remain

Dave

safe!

Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org

Earlier today, the ACCG Executive Committee was invited to participate
in a conference call with Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger to
provide an elections update. Following the discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to support Secretary Raffensperger' s
approach to the election calendar for the remainder of the 2020 cycle

and facilitating an improved, uniform absentee ballot application and
mail process to minimize risks posed to voters, county election officials,
and poll workers by COVID- 19.
Below is a summary of some of the key points from this discussion: •
Election Date: During a declared State of Emergency issued by the
Governor or President, an election may be postponed by the Secretary
of State for not more than 45 days. Governor Brian Kemp declared the
State of Emergency in Georgia on March 14, 2020. The following week,
Secretary Raffensperger announced that Georgia' s Presidential
Preference Primary Election, scheduled for March 24, would be
combined with the Primary Election set for May 19, 2020. The Primary
Election date is set by state statute and cannot be moved. Furthermore,
this date occurs after April 13, the date upon which Georgia' s current

State of Emergency is set to expire. Therefore, the Secretary of State
does not have authority to postpone the General Primary at this time,
and even if a state of emergency does exist at that time, the PPP has
already been extended the maximum

amount it can be and would have

to go forward on May 19. Any change to the May 19 General Primary
date would have negative repercussions on county elections officials'
ability to administer the remaining elections in 2020, particularly the
November 2020 general election.
Due to public health concerns and the
increased interest in voting absentee to minimize risks posed by COVIDAbsentee

Ballot

Requests:

19, the Secretary of State' s office has taken steps to send out a uniform
absentee ballot application to all active Georgia voters. This application
will include the individual' s name, address and voter registration
identification

number, as well as a bar code.

Completed applications

will be returned to county elections offices where the bar code will be
scanned and the data populated to the state' s voter registration system
to facilitate the verification of the absentee ballot request.

Upon

verification, they will be uploaded in batches to a mail vendor, secured
by the Secretary of State' s office, which will mail the absentee
ballot. This uniform process established by the Secretary of State' s
176

office will maintain consistency throughout the state and eliminate
postage costs for counties to mail absentee ballot applications and
ballots.

In Person Voting: State law requires people to have the ability to vote
in person. Therefore, counties must set up and run early and election
day polling locations. If social distancing recommendations are
maintained, this will be challenging. The Secretary of State' s office is
ordering disinfecting wipes and sprays to provide to counties to use in
polling locations. Securing enough poll workers is another concern
since the average age of volunteers is estimated to be 70, which falls

into the high -risk category for COVID- 19. The goal is to provide counties
additional resources to handle the increased interest in absentee voting
while simultaneously helping counties cope with the increased
difficulties of in -person voting due to social distancing, thus minimizing
risks to poll workers and in -person voters.
Fraud Concerns: The Georgia General Assembly took steps following
the 2018 elections to reduce the potential for fraud, especially through
ballot harvesting. Absentee ballots may only be sent to
the individual who requested it, and the only person who can complete,
handle or return that ballot is the individual to whom it was sent or a

family member who lives in the same household. The Secretary of
State' s office will widely publicize this information and investigate any
anomalies identified.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Saturday, March 28, 2020 8: 37 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Dashboard

recipients

Good evening ...we are now in our 201h day of intense battle with this virus. No two days are alike but that does not
deter us ...we' ve got this! Our employees, medical staff and community continue to amaze.
Here

are some

updates:

We received an additional 250 test results in the last 24 hours with 159 negative and 91 positive.
We were pleased to welcome General Thomas Carden, Adjutant General of the GA National Guard and General
Randall Simmons, Assistant Adjutant General to our main campus today. The generals and their team saw the
Phoebe Command Center in action and spent an hour and a half talking to our leaders. General Carden told us,
Y' all are doing amazing work. It will be a big help to take this information back to the Governor, and it will help
others around the state."
The National Guard now has three medical teams deployed to assist with COVID- 19 response at Phoebe.

group of 29 includes one physician,

The

several advanced practice providers, several nurses and 20 emergency

medical technicians. We appreciate their service to our country and their support of Phoebe and our
community during these challenging times.
Our plan to use Phoebe North to increase our COVID- 19 critical care capacity has been formally submitted to the
state for review.

Be safe

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

i,,.

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardln g City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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Desk

From:

Lamar

Sent:

Saturday, March 28, 2020 6: 20 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Golfing with COVID- 19

To:
Subject:

Hudgins <

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

You, too.

Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 28, 2020, at 6: 04 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
Yeah I expected that. Your response was great and appropriate.

Appears to me you' ve done this

before.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudeins@bellsouth.
Date:

net>

3/ 28/ 20 5: 32 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: Golfing with COVID- 19
FYI

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

Date: March 28, 2020 at 5: 26: 01 PM EDT

To: Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com>
Subject: Re: Golfing with COVID- 19
Bobby, the co. Comm. doesn' t vote on this. Once an emergency has been declared, the
emergency task Force makes these decisions. Thanks, Lamar
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 28, 2020, at 5: 03 PM, Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com>
wrote:

I understand that the Commission will vote as to the closure of

Stonebridge Golf Course. I think we need an outlet during these
181

troubled times, and being out side in the fresh air and sunshine is what
we need. We are taking all necessary precautions as outlined below.

1. We are staying 6 ft. apart. The restaurant and bar are closed . We do
not meet in groups.
2. The carts are sanitized. Only 1 person is allowed in a cart.
3. Golfers are not touching the golf pins or raking traps. Golfers are not
touching anybody else' s equipment.
4. Golfers are carrying their own PPE and sanitizers,

Lysol, Clorox, etc.

I would ask you to vote against the closure of golf courses. If they do not
comply with these measures, take action then.

Bobby Tripp
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 6: 04 PM

Sent:
To:

Lamar

Hudgins

Subject:

RE: Golfing with COVID- 19

Yeah I expected that. Your response was great and appropriate.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Appears to me you' ve done this before.

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth.
Date:

net>

3/ 28/ 20 5: 32 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.
Subject: Fwd: Golfing with COVID- 19

ga. us>

FYI

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudeins@bellsouth.

net>

Date: March 28, 2020 at 5: 26: 01 PM EDT

To: Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com>
Subject: Re: Golfing with COVID- 19
Bobby, the co. Comm. doesn' t vote on this. Once an emergency has been declared, the emergency task
Force makes these decisions. Thanks, Lamar

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 28, 2020, at 5: 03 PM, Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com> wrote:

I understand that the Commission will vote as to the closure of Stonebridge Golf Course.

I think we need an outlet during these troubled times, and being out side in the fresh air
and sunshine is what we need. We are taking all necessary precautions as outlined
below.

1. We are staying 6 ft. apart. The restaurant and bar are closed . We do not meet in
groups.

2. The carts are sanitized. Only 1 person is allowed in a cart.
183

3. Golfers are not touching the golf pins or raking traps. Golfers are not touching
anybody else' s equipment.
4. Golfers are carrying their own PPE and sanitizers,

Lysol, Clorox, etc.

I would ask you to vote against the closure of golf courses. If they do not comply with
these measures,

take action then.

Bobby Tripp
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 6: 01 PM

Sent:
To:

Mull,

Subject:

RE: covid19

Evonne

Good evening Evonne - Unfortunately the County dosen' t determine who gets tested for COVID- 19. I' d love to have
everyone in our whole organization
possible.

tested as we' ve had positives throughout.

Due to the scarcity of tests this is not

There is a screening process that the Health Care System uses to determine who gets tested.

It' s based on if

you' re symptomatic ( fever, cough, shortness of breath). We' ve been told they will not be testing the " worried well". The
good news for some in the courthouse is that all public safety personnel can be tested without being screened. They
can go and be tested without question. Also the program will permit persons over 65 and health care workers to do the
same. This program is being administered by the Department of Health. I understand the concerns but at this moment
there aren' t enough tests to accommodate everyone that wants a test. Although this is the case the good news is the
vast majority of people that test positive will survive and only have mild symptoms. Let' s keep practicing CDC guidelines
and continue to work our way through this challenging situation. We will All be alright. Please contact me
anytime.
Thanks for reaching out.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Mull, Evonne" < EMull@dougherty. ga. us>

3/ 28/ 20 1: 55 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

ga. us>

covid19

Hey Mike, I wanted to reiterate my question to you about testing all county employees in the courthouse. I have the
opinion of many who

Feel it is only right to know if the person or persons they are working with are positive for this virus. It does not seen to
be abating in our
Building. So please think about how this could be brought about. I appreciate your patience with me.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Lamar

Sent:

Saturday, March 28, 2020 5: 32 PM
Michael McCoy
Fwd: Golfing with COVID- 19

To:
Subject:

Hudgins <

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net>

FYI

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudeins@bellsouth.

net>

Date: March 28, 2020 at 5: 26: 01 PM EDT

To: Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com>
Subject: Re: Golfing with COVID- 19
Bobby, the co. Comm. doesn' t vote on this. Once an emergency has been declared, the emergency task
Force makes these decisions. Thanks, Lamar

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 28, 2020, at 5: 03 PM, Robert Tripp < btripp215@aol. com> wrote:

I understand that the Commission will vote as to the closure of Stonebridge Golf Course.

I think we need an outlet during these troubled times, and being out side in the fresh air
and sunshine is what we need. We are taking all necessary precautions as outlined
below.

1. We are staying 6 ft. apart. The restaurant and bar are closed . We do not meet in
groups.

2. The carts are sanitized. Only 1 person is allowed in a cart.
3. Golfers are not touching the golf pins or raking traps. Golfers are not touching
anybody else' s equipment.

4. Golfers are carrying their own PPE and sanitizers, Lysol, Clorox, etc.

I would ask you to vote against the closure of golf courses. If they do not comply with
these measures,

take action then.

Bobby Tripp
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 186
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From:

Burns, Andy < Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 4: 34 PM
McCoy, Michael; georgia collierbolling
Vickery, Jason; Lowe, Bryan
Dougherty County Project Overview - 3/ 27/ 20
Dougherty County Project Overview 3- 27. pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Good afternoon,

Attached is the project overview for the week ending 3/ 27.
A few updates from last week:

FEMA revised the DDD for the Countywide Roads ( 79467) to update the GPS coordinates. Can you please login
to Grants Portal and sign that DDD? As soon as you do that, FEMA said they would send it to the CRC for scope
and cost development.

The Countywide

Traffic

Signs ( 79474)

FEMA

cost estimate

came to $ 50, 259. 20. However,

Public Works

sent over

the final invoice after the project had already been costed out, and the invoice total came to $60, 481. 85. 1 asked
FEMA to hold up this project until we can upload all of the documentation. At that point, they should rework the
project so that you get reimbursed for the full amount.
I asked Tara about the status of payment for Debris Removal - Pre/ Post- Corps ( 79003), but didn' t get a response.
I' ll follow up again with her. I' m sure she' s busy with all that' s going on.
We answered the Park Damages County Wide ( 79841) RFI by providing all of the requested insurance
documents. However, once the insurance specialist completed their review, they determined that the Radium
Springs Golf Course shed had been damaged in the 2017 tornadoes and that the County was required to insure
it but didn' t. Here' s the email from FEMA:

Damage # 254832;

Radium Springs Golf Course - Damage Amount $ 20, 384. 68

Site damaged by windstorm to include shed. The Radium Springs Golf Course Shed building was
previously claimed to FEMA under DR4297GA- PW00144, a building wind insurance requirement was
placed on this location in the amount of $25, 118. 74.
Based on available insurance information, the applicant has failed to obtain and maintain wind insurance

on this location as previously required by FEMA. Per FEMA Recovery Policy FP 206- 086- 1, if an applicant
does not comply with the insurance requirement

in accordance

with this policy and applicable

legal

authorities, FEMA will deny or de -obligate assistance in the current disaster and deny future assistance
for that facility.

This project will be reduced ( 5906) due to the failure to " Obtain and Maintain Insurance".

The reduction

amount is $ 20, 384. 68.

Can you confirm that it wasn' t insured? I can get with the insurance carrier to have them double check as well.
187

Moving on to EM- 3464 ( Covid- 19), we' ll plan on listening in on the applicant briefing on Tuesday, 3/ 31, and keep you
updated on that front.

Please let us know if you need anything. Stay safe and have a great weekend.
Andy

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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Sent:
To:

Cc:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 4: 25 PM
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon;
Jordan, Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary;
Persley, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam;
Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes;
charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas
Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Canceled:

Attachments:

attachment.

Importance:

High

Press

Conference:

EMA

Coronavirus

Update

ics

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:
Sent:
To:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 4: 16 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Johnson,
Kenneth

Subject:
Attachments:

COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

usting the time for our daily
resurne our regular 10arn call Tuesday morning. Thanks.
on

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#
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Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1438255#
Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: bMpsjIca 11. lifesize. comLotherways-LI-4382 55

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Desk

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 4: 14 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

on

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.
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Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„ 6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hops:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: hat s:// call. lifesize. com/ othe

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill

Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wills,

Dave <

To:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update:

DWills@ACCG. org>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 3: 24 PM

Sent:

Clarification

of ACCG Executive Committee

Support for SOS Elections Approach; Isolation and Quarantine Information; Federal

Relief Funds, FEMA Advisory
Fund Analysis NACo DRAFT. pdf; FEMA_ COVID_ Advisory_ 3. 28. 20. pdf

Attachments:

State

This m nuflII is Ilb

iii

en't "to couaty,. Ihaiiiiffrmen, ffniian gem fr- ads

iift wi° th ather- s an our

cannnnissian and

f

mif iiii °Imfr, a to"ms fr- and .

Illlm

rlks. Nlbas

share

tat
° , Clarification

of ACCG' s Sup ort Regarding Changes for May 19t"General Primary Election As
noted in yesterday' s COVID- 19 email update to all counties, the Executive Committee of ACCG' s Board of Managers met
telephonically with Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Friday to discuss temporary, limited changes related only to
the May 19 General Primary election. The Executive Committee subsequently voted unanimously to support holding the
General Primary election on May 19 and to support the Secretary of State mailing an absentee ballot application for the
May 19th General Primary election to every registered voter. Isolation
and Quarantine Information: Understanding the Dif erence and Following CDC Guidance ACCG
appreciates the information below,provided by Dr. Audrey Arona, MD, and appreciates Newton County Commissioner
and ACCG Board of Managers member Nancy Schulz for her role in securing the statement from Dr.Arona.
Isolation

of ill indiv duals and self -quarantine of exposed individuals are important parts of limiting disease transmission,
however many people get confused about the information. I have defined both below and added
some additional information that is]
[ pertinent. Isolation:
Isolation

measures are put in place for ill individuals with a goal of keeping them away from other individuals, including
those in the home. Current isolation guidance for individuals with confirmed or suspected COVID- 19 include
staying isolated at home for a minmum of 7 days. In order to come off of isolation, CDC' s guidance states:
People

with COVID- 19 who have stayed home (home isolated) can stop home isolation under the following
conditions: o
you will not have a test to determine if you are still contagious, you can leave home after these
If

three things have happened: You

have had

no fever for at least 72 hours ( that

is three full days of no fever without the

use medicine that reduces fevers)AND
other

symptoms have improved ( for example, when your cough or shortness of breath have
improved) AND
194

o

at least 7 days have passed since your symptoms first appeared
If you will be tested to determine if you are still contagious, you can leave home after these
three things

have happened:

You no longer

have a fever ( without

the use medicine

that reduces

fevers)

AND

other symptoms have improved ( for example, when your cough or shortness of breath
have improved)
AND

you received two negative tests in a row, 24 hours apart. Your doctor will follow CDC
guidelines.

Quarantine:
Current recommendations for individuals who are [ in] close contact ( household, close coworkers, exposed
healthcare

workers,

etc.)

of an individual with confirmed ( or highly suspected) COVID- 19 include being
quarantined for 14 days following their last exposure to the ill individual. The individuals placed on quarantine
are not ill, but may potentially become ill following their exposure to the ill person. The incubation period for
COVID- 19 is 2 - 14 day s( average of 5 days), so it is important that these exposed individuals stay away from
others to ensure that if they do become sick, they do not potentially make other people sick. Once an
individual completes their 14 day quarantine period, they are released from quarantine.
At this point, it is not known if ill individuals can get this infection again. It is also very important to know that
individuals who are quarantined can become sick at any time following an exposure.
Audrey Arona, MD
CEO/ District Health Director

Gwinnett, Newton, and Rockdale County Health Departments
State Stabilization Fund ( Information Provided by NACo)
The National Association of Counties ( NACo) drafted the attached preliminary analysis of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) passed yesterday by Congress and signed by the President, and of the US Census
data on units of local government above 500, 000. NACo has also begun running various funding formula scenarios for
the overall state allocation, as well as how the US Treasury might interpret the 45% allocation for areas with multiple,
overlapping counties and cities with 500K plus population. The bill was fairly vague so presumably Treasury will have
discretion at some level.

Again, two key points:
1.

2.

Please review and understand the limitations on the eligible use of these specific funds. NACo is working on
expanding eligibility to include " lost revenues", not just expenses tied directly to COVID- 19 that were NOT
previously budgeted
Counties remain eligible for a number of other funding streams in the package... HHS/ CDC, FEMA disaster relief,
HUD CDBG ( formula and competitive grants), EDA $ 1. 5 billion in competitive grants, etc. - see the NACo analysis
for more specifics

FEMA Covid- 19 Update
Attached is the latest update from FEMA.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson
GOV>

Sent:

Saturday, March 28, 2020 1: 41 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Closure and Declaration Update County

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Appreciate your efforts...
Steven Rapson

Fayette County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305.5100 Fayette

Couirity offices are i.
Ilosed to IIP: ilbl Hc, uirrtfll Alpirflll 30,2020, Puri albu indaunce of ca:itim;: urm :.m;: unceirkng Coiroinaviirius COVlllD10)e

ask, ouir° uresideints to i.
ointac ius via Iplliim; one, eirnafll, or ouir° website to I keep ainy exposu ire to a ur ifrkir uirn, From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Michele Nesmith

Sent:

Saturday, March 28,2020 1:
14 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Daily

Closure and Declaration Update Good

afternoon, We

have identified 113 counties and 171 cities that have declared a local state of emergency. We are also seeing
a trend of counties and cities updating their existing declarations to incorporate more stringent measures.
I

do not anticipate sending out an update tomorrow, but should resume providing updates and maps to our members
on Monday. Please

contact me directly at mnesmith( eaccg,or if I ned to make any adjustments to the information provided
for your county. 197

Stay safe!
Best,
Michele

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Top Five < news@e. routefifty. com>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 12: 02 PM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

TOP FIVE: Most Read Stories of the Week

Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Is America Ready for a Second Wave of Coronavirus?
rnirna f' malll irnain

A resurgence of the virus would strain local health systems already close to a breaking point —
but they might be more prepared the second time around.
I I':° teed ul aw

States and Cities Turn to Empty Hotel Rooms to House Homeless and People
III With Coronavirus
li I I I I IL u c lio

Hotel rooms left vacant as people stopped traveling because of the coronavirus could be used to
house mildly ill patients and homeless people currently living outside or in shelters.

Route Fifty eBook

Ilssrw

lui ro_

iu y_ i m' !

uwi ro y_IIIVi rogirrefi,

Discover how local governments

across the country are changing the way they recruit and retain top talent, manage

retirements, and create workplace programs that work for employees.

Brought to you by Workday
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Governor

Reiterates Importance

Attendee

Tests Positive for Virus

Kale I I'. . .

talll

of Social Distancing

after ' Coronavirus

Party'

1 Queiraula

Kentucky Gov. Andy Beshear had a hard time containing his frustration this week.
I I'° teed ul aw

Real ID Deadline Postponed Due to Coronavirus
indilrea IlM6bll l

President Trump pushed back the Oct. 1 deadline that would have required Americans to have
Real ID compliant

driver' s licenses

and other identification

cards in order to board an airplane.

I I'° teed ul aw

Move by Fed May Help Shore Up Short -Term Borrowing for States and
Localities
li I I I I

u c lio

The municipal bond market is experiencing a massive crunch as investors react to the
coronavirus

pandemic.

I I'° teed ul aw

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive
you may receive

it. Note: It may take our system

one or two more newsletters.

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +,"

Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent Top 5 of the Week because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

Thank you for reading Top 5 of the Week.

A
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent:

Saturday, March 28, 2020 11: 29 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Re: [ EXTERNAL]

COVID-

19 Notice

Thanks Mike. I will take a look at the records to make sure the CareHere staff and no other Dougherty Employees were
exposed ( only if) any of the names you submitted were seen in our Clinic.
Regards,

Duane

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 7: 29 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

202

From: Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 6: 47 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: [ EXTERNAL] COVID- 19 Notice

Thanks Mike.

I appreciate the assistance.

Please let me know if there' s anything else we can do from

our end. And if you wish me to research any Dougherty County patients that could' ve possibly visited
the clinic within the last month, I will be happy to do that as well.
Warmest

regards,

Duane

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 6: 37 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCo @doughert .

See attached.

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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a. us> wrote:

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County of gals regardIng City and County business are public
records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.

DOCOadvisory_ DCSONotice. pdf>

Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries
and may be privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message
is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you.

Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries and may be
privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
Thank you.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 9: 46 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook; brad. schrade@ajc. com
Subject:

Re: "

PRESS

RELEASE"

Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency

Operations Center COVID- 19 Update
Attachments:

for March 28, 2020

DOCOpresser_ DCUpdateCOVID19_ EOCDay 13.pdf My

apologies, everyone. I forgt to include the attachment. Please see attached. Thanks, From: "

Howell,

ga.
us> Date:
Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.
Saturday, March 28,2020 at 9:32 AM To:
Carlton Fletcher -Albany Herald<carlton. fletcher@albanyherald. com>,
News - WFXL
com>,
matt.

"reed

@ceonews. com"matt.
< reed @ceonews. com>,
News -

com>,
dave. "miller@walb. com"
dave.
< miller@walb. com>,
Albany

newsdesk@wfxl.
WALB

SW Georgian theaswgeorgian@gmail.

com>,
Alan
Mauldin< alan. mauldin@albanyherald. com>,
News - Albany
com>,
brian.
cook@southgatv.

com>,
brad.

RELEASE" Dougherty

PRESS

"
roche@southgatv.

com"brian.
<roche@southgatv. com>,
Samantha
"
schrade@ajc.

com" brad.
<

news@walb.

Herald news@albanyherald.
Cook

samantha.

schrade@ajc. com>
Subject: "

County Emergency Management Agency

Emergency Operations Center

COVID-19 Update for March 28,2020 Good

morning, Media Partners: Attached

is the updated press release for today from our COVID19 EOC Task Force. You
can also access this release at:
httLs:// bit.

1

DE

1y/ 2UHfXxB W

ill

hold our doily press conferenre of 1pm today in Room 100 ofthe Go:lo omoot Center of 222
Pine Aitenue. If you are unable to make it,
we will be streaming as we haite been on our rounty o:
to omoot racebo kpogo @Dougherty(. ountyGeorgiaGotternment. Thanks
for your support, Wendy

Ise ellll

Public

Information Officer
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Ihone: 229. 302. 3006 Molb
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lle: 229. 854. 0006 222

Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia
Dougherty. ga.
us 205

31701 Welt:
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11"M(
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, March 28, 2020 9: 33 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook; brad. schrade@ajc. com
Subject: "

PRESS

RELEASE"

Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency

Operations Center COVID- 19 Update

for March 28, 2020

Good morning, Media Partners:

Attached is the updated press release for today from our COVID19 EOC Task Force.
You can also access this release at: https:// bit. ly/ 2UHfXxB

REMINDER:

We

ill hold our doily press conferenre of 1pm today in Room 100 ofthe Goltoromoot Center of
you are 0000 to moo it, we will be streaming as we haite been on our t000ty
oitoromoot racebook pogo @Dougherty(. ountyGeorgiaGottemment.

222 Pine Aitenue..

Thanks for your support,

Wendy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
4,Z-

Z!-

C0 U N T y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Saturday, March 28, 2020 8: 06 AM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

This Week

in Photos

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

A "-.....-..._..._.._.. ...

Thomas Nelson @OutagamieExec

Mary Ann Borgeson @maryannborgeson

A "-.....-..._..._.._.. ...

NACo President Mary Ann Borgeson reiterates the importance of supporting aging populations, who
are among the most vulnerable to the COVID- 19 pandemic; and Outagamie County, Wis. Executive
Thomas Nelson films daily one -minute video messages featuring coronavirus impacts and
responses.

ACrain' s Detroit Business @crainsdetroit

Janice Hahn @SupJaniceHahn[

208

A `-....._..._..._.......

Los Angeles County, Calif. Supervisor Janice
Hahn welcomes the arrival of the hospital ship
USNS Mercy to help address the potential
increase of coronavirus patients.
Angela Alsobrooks

Macomb County, Mich. Executive Mark Hackel
provides the latest local coronavirus updates
during a news conference.

1 11ose " Pepe" Diaz @CommishDiaz

@CEXAlsobrooks

A `-....._..._..._.......

Prince George' s County, Md. Executive Angela Alsobrooks announces a coronavirus screening site in
the parking lot of FedEx Field; and Miami -Dade County, Fla. Commissioner Jose Diaz discusses
possible testing sites with the Florida National Guard.

15dPickens County GA Qa pickensgagov

Greg Summers Qa GregSummersTLN

209

A `-.....-..._..._.......

Lancaster County, S. C. Emergency Management

Pickens County, Ga. officials participate in a

Director Darren Player provides a coronavirus

update to a livestreamed meeting of the county

teleconference with Georgia Emergency
Management on personal protective equipment

council.

distributions.

IICA @WisCounties

Bd of Commissioners

@FranklinCoOhio

A `-.....-..._..._.......

The Wisconsin Counties Association Board makes use of teleconferencing technology to receive a
COVID- 19 federal relief package update from U. S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, while the Franklin County,
Ohio Board of Commissioners maintains its weekly briefing while practicing social distancing.
NACo' s County Tech Xchange has developed a COVID- 19 software guide to support county IT
efforts.
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660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.
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El
The Broadcast Retirement Network' s # BRNWeekly for Saturday, March 28, 2020 1

Special guests: I Emile Hallez, Devin Banerjee, CFA and Brian Graff I Here are your
top stories: Annuities, hard hit by COVID- 19, give retirees one less option, Stimulus
approved: Mission Accomplished? and Help on the Way for Retirement Savers I For
more news and content each and every day visit
i i e i n eri 1 , 1- 1`
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Jeffrey

Snyder cur ently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor or the ..
B a..
d pt,,,1 e..tr .en
; ; e..n;tNet;w k.
°Considered an " industry insider", thought -leader and an
independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in
both television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets.
The Broadcast

Retirement Network (BRN)is the first lifestyle media platform focused n helping
Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and savings culturally
relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most importantly - No
agendas,

no sales

pitches, no product

pushes. Our morning

show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can create
a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline
news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals. Unlike financial
shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN AM
is a lifestyle show that

brings the stories and ideas of regular Americans to the

forefront. We engage

with

a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance, healthcare, social
security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding the future
of financial security in America. The hyperlinks
above take you to internet site( s)
sponsored and maintained by independent third parties that
are unaffiliated with The

Morning Pulse, Inc. The

hyperlinks

as provided

are maintained to provide

the author( s)
and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the original content.
The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for general reference
and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a reliable source

of information, we do
such

Websites. The

not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the representations of

information

available through

these

nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc.have

an

monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc.in

the future. The Morning

Web

sites

has not been prepared by

ability to alter the content, and content

Pulse, Inc.assumes

will not be

no 213

responsibility

for the use of or inability

to use such site and recommends

you review

the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent

with the opinions

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.

Copyright 02020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.

This email was sent to mmccoygdougherty. ga. us
why did 1 get this?
The Morning

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences

Pulse, Inc. • 4 Beacon Way • Jersey City, NJ 07304 • USA

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Kenneth Dyer < kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 36 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: [ External]

FW:

EM- 3464

COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

Thanks

KEN

Kenneth Dyer
Superintendent

Dougherty County School System
Phone:

229. 431. 1285

FAX: 229. 431. 1276

www. docoschools. ore

Sent from my Whone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 7: 29 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

FYI

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for
COVID- 19. The Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is
authorized to provide emergency protective measures ( Category B) under the
Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is
conducting Applicant Briefings via webinar. The Briefings will explain the Public
Assistance

Process and the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement

incurred during COVID- 19.
215

for cost

Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties, Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non

Profits. Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am,

Wednesday April 1st, 2020 at 2:00pm and Thursday April 2nd, 2020 at
10: 30am.

Plan to attend one of the Applicant Briefings.

information is provided below:
WEBEX

Applicant Briefings

Tuesday,

March 31, 2020

10- 30 am ( ( UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) (

Meeting number ( access code):

1 hr.

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone

f 855 2° 1?8'2'

b 1310 US TOLL FREE

f 4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767261

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6: f d b e'

b 1 C.

r i

is

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

IJ

April 1, 2020

j- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( 1S &

Canada)

216

11 hr.

WebEx access

Meeting number ( access code):

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to CaH I f1, 0111 a IIobHI:::!f ii:::V C:!
855 282 633C) US TOLL

011 y)

FREE

4 f 5 655 ( XIC13 US TOLL
Sk),.' a (:,.,aH

in nuirfl,, ers (

A free

restrk,,,tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8

7( 156

i" ia(
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April

U

Meeting number ( access code):

619 267 380

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

oe

FREE

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O, q&
0a( I
"

Need help?
GOk} weblex (

fyou have

O

any

questions

please

don' t hesitate tncontact me.Tara Tara Teuta Grants Specialist Supervisor Public

Assistance

Department Georgia
Emergency

Management

Homeland Security

and
Agency

Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta, Georgia 3U316'
UUSS Cell: 404' 623'
3305
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Tara. Teuta@Rema. ga. gov
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 50 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: FYI

Attachments:

image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Thanks

Sent from my Whone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 5: 41 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

FEMA Administrator

Pete Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency

Managers

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Administrator Pete Gaynor sent a letter to emergency
manaeement directors across the country today outlining seven critical steps to immediately consider
and act upon. He called the response to COVID- 19 a locally -executed, state -managed, federally supported effort.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

uµna, wn, 003 PIpg
uµna, wn, 00

PII^ g

uµna, wn, WS PII^ g

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 39 PM
Scott, Cedric; Persley, Michael; Johnson, Kenneth; Sproul, Kevin; Conley, Troy; Elder,
Gregory L.; Fowler, Michael; Sims, Shelia
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott

Subject:

Fw: Letter from DPH Commissioner

Attachments:

03- 27- 2020 -

and OEMS Director - First Responder

Agencies

Receiving Information about the COVID- 19 Status of Patients
Letter from DPH Commissioner and OEMS RegardingSharing
Information with EMS. pdf

of

Good evening,
The attached information from DPH gives a breakdown of listing COVID- 19 patient addresses into the 911 CAD
request for first responding agencies. After review of all information DPH will not be providing a numeric
address for known COVID- 19 quarantine addresses. Due to the person may not be there or at another location
the safety of the first responder must always be on alert for COVID- 19 patients. I have been working with our
local DPH to try to get this approved but at this time the request lines have been closed and we must continue
to follow our local procedures.
Presently Albany 911 does a great job asking specific questions as related to COVID- 19 potential patients and
then passing information along to responding 911 agencies. After reading the attached letter we must
continue the procedures that we already have in place. Georgia Department of Public Health suggest that all
agencies to treat each call as if the person/ patient does have COVID- 19 to help prevent any possible exposure
case.

Just wanted to keep all agencies updated on COVID- 19 information.
Thanks,
Sam

1:'IMS . Diree toy°

Dougherty County 1". M. S.
1. 436 1 . 1allimyra lltd.

A.Ilba¶iy, Ga. 31.701
229....439...70 A. A.

SaAllen pdougherty_.ga. us

From: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. gov>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 04 PM
To:

Subject: FW: Letter from DPH Commissioner and OEMS Director - First Responder Agencies Receiving Information about
the COVID- 19 Status of Patients

Please review the attached letter for DPH Commissioner!!!!!

221

From: Newton, David < david. newton@dph. ga. gov>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 6: 48 PM
Subject: Letter from DPH Commissioner and OEMS Director - First Responder Agencies Receiving Information about the
COVID- 19 Status of Patients

To ALL EMS Agencies in GA,

We have received several questions recently from first responders in both Georgia and Alabama about the ability of a
first responder agency or transporting EMS agency to know the COVID- 19 status for those they care for. To clarify
previous guidance that has been issued, there are two situations related to first responder agencies ( EMS, Fire, Law
Enforcement) who treat or come into contact with possible COVID- 19 patients that are addressed in the attached letter:
1) responding to a 911 call; and 2) transporting a patient who presents with a signs and symptoms consistent with
COVID- 19 and obtaining the COVID- 19 status on the patient. The attached letter is from DPH Commissioner Kathleen E.
Toomey, M. D., M. P. H. and Office of EMS Director David Newton.
The role that our first responders and transporting EMS agencies play is critical to our efforts in the COVID- 19 public
health emergency. We hope that this guidance

helps hospitals, acute care facilities, and county health departments

maintain an open line of communication with the first responder agencies and transporting EMS agencies that care for
our communities.

David

David Newton, DrPH( c), MPH,

NRP

Director

Georgia Office of EMS and Trauma
Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
1680 Phoenix Blvd, Ste 200
Atlanta, Georgia 30349- 5576
Mobile: 678- 373- 7138

david. newton@dph. ga. gov I www. ems. ga. gov
Public, Safety Agencies ( EMS, Pwar°e, taw
info
information

ifor°cer ent) and Public, SaPty Personnel need to check. for updated COVID- 19

on the Georgia Office of EMS and 7°r°a;a a web site as well as the CDC and Georgia Department of Public'
ffealth Coronavar°us web pages:
CDC https:// www. cdc. eov/ coronavirus/

2019- ncov/ index. html

Georgia Department of Public, tlea lth: https:// dph. georgia. gov/ novelcoronavirus
Georgia Office of EMS a;nd Irra;urna O . S) m https:// dph. georeia. eov/ EMS

Reader Advisory Notice: Email to and from a Georgia state agency is generally public record, except for content that is
confidential under specific laws. Security by encryption is applied to all confidential information sent by email from the
Georgia Department of Health. This message is only intended for specific receipient( s) and may contain privileged,
private or sensitive information. If you received this message in error, please delete it and contact me.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 222

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 09 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

3. 27. 20

Good evening Here are the COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits heading into the weekend. As a reminder, this update is not
published on Saturdays. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

Earlier today, the House passed and the President signed the $ 2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security ( CARES) Act. The bill text is available here, and a section - by -section is here. For further details on the
COVID- 19 legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update email. If you do not already
receive the update, please email Sierra Fuller ( sfuller@cgagroup. com). We are now looking ahead to COVID- IV!
President Trump today invoked the Defense Production Act to require General Motors to produce more
ventilators. Hospitals across the country have expressed an acute need for materials to help manage the
increased number of hospitalizations, and the ventilators are crucial for treating the respiratory issues
associated with COVID- 19.
o

The President also named Peter Navarro as the national Defense Production Act policy coordinator for
the federal government. He said Navarro has been doing that job over the past few weeks but
announced him as the coordinator for the first time this afternoon.

The CDC published an article in its Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report ( MMWR) that examines pre- and
asymptomatic cases of COVID- 19 in the nursing home residents in King County, Washington. The findings
highlight the difficulty of identifying the virus and mitigating the spread based on symptom diagnosis alone.
The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA) to allow for the emergency use of certain ventilators,
anesthesia gas machines modified as ventilators, and positive pressure breathing devices modified as ventilators
collectively referred to as " ventilators"), ventilator tubing connectors, and ventilator accessories that the FDA
determines meet specified criteria for safety, performance, and labeling in health care settings.
The CDC was expected to release new guidance on Thursday for the National Park Service, but those guidelines
have still not been published as of Friday afternoon.
Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) and Reps. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL) and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) are still the only members of
Congress who have tested positive for COVID- 19. Twenty- eight other members are in self -quarantine. Six
members have completed a self -quarantine.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 85, 356
d":. IIIose cointact":1,

326 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before

reporting. o
The

CDC is reporting 1,
246 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID- 19. o

Although

it has not been verified by the CDC, it is being widely reported that the U.S. has topped 100,
000 cases. The

United States Conference of Mayors surveyed officials in 213 municipalities and found serious shortages that

underscored the scope
" and severity" of

the COVID- 19 crisis. More than 90 percent — or

did not have an adequate supply of face masks for police officers, firefighters, and

192 cities —said

they

emergency workers. In addition,

92 percent of cities reported a shortage of test kits and 85 percent did not have a suf icent supply of ventilators
available to local health facilities. 223

Eight states are currently closed for the remainder of the school year, with multiple others being closed into
May or until further notice. This resource continues to track school closures. Particularly in places like New York
City, where around 114, 000 children live in shelters or unstable housing, school closures remain a health and
safety

concern.

CMS approved its 341h state Section 1135 Medicaid waiver request. The waivers offer states flexibilities to focus
their resources on combatting

the COVID- 19 pandemic. Today, Connecticut,

Delaware,

Minnesota,

Pennsylvania,

and Wyoming received waivers.
Louisiana officials are fast -tracking licenses for new doctors and nurses, and in one case moving up the date a
medical school' s students will receive their diplomas, to increase the number of health care providers in the
fight against the coronavirus.

Utah Gov. Gary Herbert is the most recent to have issued a statewide " stay safe, stay home" ( not quite to the

level of shelter -in -place) order. The order will remain in effect until April 131n
o

This resource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID-

o

19 response.

This series of maps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tracker, created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

Military/ Defense

The USNS Mercy arrived in Los Angeles today to support the city' s COVID- 19 response. The vessel, which has
1, 000 hospital beds and more than 800 Navy medical personnel and support staff, will be treating non- COVID- 19
patients to allow local health professionals to treat those suffering from the virus.
The Army received 9, 000 responses after sending more than 800, 000 former soldiers with medical training an
email to gauge their interest in assisting with the coronavirus pandemic response. The Army Medical Command
plans to use the volunteers to fill in for current Army personnel who might be sent to help civilian leaders
domestically.
VA leaders warned that the outbreak " could last 18 months or longer" and that nearly one- third of its workforce
may be sidelined by the illness. There have been 571 confirmed cases of coronavirus among patients at VA
medical centers across the country. The VA' s emergency response plan can be found here.
The Navy is allowing current sailors to extend enlistments and veterans to return to the fleet after the Pentagon
suspended travel, deployments,

and exercises across all branches.

International Affairs

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson has tested positive for COVID- 19.
South Africa implemented a stay at home order for the next three weeks starting today. The lockdown of 59
million people is the biggest action taken on the continent thus far to combat COVID- 19. South Africa confirmed
its first case only three weeks ago, but already has over 1, 000 now.

France announced that its lockdown would be extended until at least April 151h, and prime minister Edouard
Philippe said it could be extended again if necessary.
Italy' s daily death toll continues to rise, reaching 950 between Thursday and Friday alone. The national death toll
is now over 9, 000, far higher than in any other country.
Four people have died aboard Holland America cruise ship the Zaandam off the coast of Panama. The cruise liner
is currently waiting to cross the Panama Canal after it was not allowed to dock in South America. It has also not
been given permission

to cross the canal to dock in Ft. Lauderdale,

Florida. The ship departed from Argentina

on

March 71h and was originally scheduled to reach Chile on March 215t, but was forced to reroute as more nations
close their ports to ships with outbreaks on board.
A few days after authorities relaxed lockdowns in Hubei province, China, violence erupted on a bridge between
the Hubei and Jiangxi provinces. The confrontation came after authorities in Jiangxi blocked entry to people
from Hubei.
Global Cases:

509, 164

Total Deaths:

23, 335
224

Lifestyle and Economy

Well, it was a nice run. The S& P 500' s three- day rise came to an end, dropping more than 3 percent today.
o
Stocks in Europe also dropped today.
The Trump administration isprepahn0tnsuspendcnUectionnfimpnrttarifffor
relief from COVID- 19 effects. Companies would

Officials said there

three months tngive U.S.companies financial

still be liable for the tarif satalater date not yet determined).

would be no formal changes to tariff policy. There were 3.

3 million unemployment insurance claims filed last week, the highest since 1982 at which point there were 695,
000 in a week. The 3. 3 million figure is around five times more than during the peak of the Great Reces ion. Apple released
a

COVID- 19 gpp and website to provide the latest information and guidance from the CDC for users across the
U.S.
The app and website, developed in partnership

with

the CDC, contain a new

screening tool and set of

resources to help people stay informed. The New York
Times has started its own tracker nfcases inthe U.
S.tnfill inthe gaps left byagency data. Forbes iske ping arunning LisLnfall major international airline [OV|
D'19' re|
atedchange and cancellation policies. Following the multiple cruise ship infections over the last couple of
months,

Nature published an article examining what the cruise ship outbreaks taught usabout COV|D'
19. st
needed? The| atestmajnrev ntcanceUatin fnomCOV| D'19isOweenE| izabethU' sannua| birthdaypanade, vvhichvvas supposed tntake place
nnJune 131hinLondon.
o Ustsnfcance| edcnferncesandevntscabefnudhe[ e(
music),|
ere( tech),|
ere(

0enena|),and ere( spnrts/ entertainment). Helpful Articles/
Media

Daily WHO
of

Dr.Anne

the

Situation Report (

l/
27)

Principal

deputy

director

CDC

Schuchat

gives an interview warning

that New

York' s COVID-19 outbreak isonly apreview nfthe bigger picture. nclomized Clinical Trials DuLb&22n UAMAj New England Journal
nfMedicine) Why the Cor navirusHas Been SoSuc es ful ( The Atlantic) In

this article by Dr. Tom
Frieden,
he explains how we

must continue to adapt our strategy to
combat COVID- 19 asvvelearn more about it.
Still not sure what social distancing is?Watch this video.A f ure in
Prevent Epidemics highlights the as ociation

between age and severity of COVID-19 illness. fitwasn' t
already hard enough tnget tested, hospitals are needed tnperform [OV|D'19tegs. Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic
annotated bibliography of COVID-19 publications that includes links to the

original articles. View

its resources

here.

no how to fla"
t en the curve"Johns Hopkins data capture ( and,while you're admiring that
Hopkins resource, reads This document contains
useful information from

the White House

CnrnnavirusTask Force on measures to keep workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial establishments
safe.

ers worldwide Check the CDC'spage nn information for travel for further insight into restrictions
for

individuals

leaving

and returning

tnthe

U.
S,and

take a look at heir g2Ldance for_businesses and employers. cn' authnredbyDrs. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)
225

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (

USTR)
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 05 PM
Trotter, Michael; Donaldson, Anthony; Allen, Sam; Cook, Larry; Dyes, Benita; Fowler,
Michael; Hall, Dominique; Hendley, Martha; Ware, Jawahn; Johnson, Kenneth; Johnson,
Pamela; Josey, Shonna; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; McCoy, Michael; Minnick, Heidi;

Sent:
To:

Nickerson,
Cc:

Ginger;

Ostrander,

John;

Addison,

Scott;

Smith,

Christopher

Fields, Yvette; Williams, Tequila; Allen, Kimberly; Brown, Jeremy; Hill, Annie
Dougherty County Agenda for Monday, March 30, 2020
2020. 03. 30 Agenda SCM. pdf

Subject:
Attachments:

Greetings -

Please see the attached agenda for Monday.
To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per
the order, we only request your attendance if you have an item pertaining to your department on the agenda. At the
close of business with your department, please exit the room.
If you need to see the packet, please do so by visiting:
htt a:/

www, doueherty, Pa, us content

1800/ 2883 380018 default, aspx

Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
I

MIK 3HEwry'
COUNTY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
1: plhone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaiill: Lware@dough ert a.
.

InkId" t

us 9 .

3
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad !rube records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 230

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 57 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

03. 27. 2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation related to COVID- 19.

3. 27. 2020 - COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

IV and onward

Timeline: Speaker Pelosi and others have agreed on drafting a fourth supplemental — unclear what will be included yet.
On the House floor today, Speaker Pelosi called COVID- III a " down payment," saying that the nation will need infusions
of funding for hospitals, health care workers, and emergency services personnel. However, Leader McCarthy has said
that drafting a fourth supplemental may be " premature". The House is in recess until March 31. The Senate is in recess
until April 20.

It' s likely that the next COVID- 19 bill focuses on rebuilding the country' s infrastructure and recovery from the current
crisis. In addition to infrastructure, a bill could include investment in clean energy ( Democrats had previously pushed to
include clean energy tax credits, climate resilient infrastructure and other measures in COVID- III). Other Democratic
priorities may include federal action on housing and childcare affordability. Republican priorities may include additional
tax relief for businesses and individuals, as well as rollback of and flexibility for certain industries and regulations.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

III — COVID- III, Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act

After the Senate passed the bill unanimously ( 96- 0) Wednesday night, the House passed the package today. The House
had three hours of debate, where members emphasized the problems with the bill but, for the most part, reiterated
their support. Democrats voiced their concern about leaving out taxpaying immigrants, the amount of Money dedicated
to corporations, and the lack of an election contingency plan ( i. e vote -by -mail process). Some conservatives pointed to
the high price tag and a few stated their flat- out opposition for the bill. Most members, while pointing to the problems
they had with the bill, urged their peers to support the measure as it provided critical emergency funding for public
health infrastructure,

small businesses, and workers.

In a tweet earlier today, Rep. Massie indicated he intended to call for a roll call on the vote. Multiple members,
including, it appears, Speaker Pelosi and Leader McCarthy, attempted to persuade him to not call for recorded vote.
However, after debate ended, he requested a recorded vote, which failed ( one fifth of members needed to stand in

support of that motion for it to pass). Rep. Massie then objected on the basis that a quorum ( two- thirds of the House,
i. e. 216 members) was not present ( and therefore voting could not occur). House leadership had marshalled enough
members back to D. C. for a quorum to be present, and thus the bill was passed by voice vote. At 4pm the President
signed the bill into law.

Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here. Section summaries below:
Small Business Loans ( Title 1) —
Individual

Relief ( Title 11) —

Committee section by section here and one pager here, minority one pager here

summary here

Business Tax Relief ( Title 11) —

summary here

Health Care Infrastructure Support ( Title III) —

majority summary here, minority summary here
232

Education (

also Title III) —

majority summary here, minority summary here

Senate Finance Jurisdiction Health Provisions ( still Title III) —
Economic

Stabilization (

IV) —

summary here

See here for summary on specific worker protections

o

Appropriations —

Committees'

Title

section by section here

summaries

majority section by section here, minority summary here
below:

Senate Agriculture Committee minority summary here
Senate Banking Committee majority summary here, minority summary here
Senate Commerce

Committee

minority summary here

Senate Homeland and Government Affairs Committee minority summary here
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs summary here
Senate Judiciary Committee minority summary here
Senate Veterans Affairs Committee minority summary here
Supplemental II — COVID- II, Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

Supplemental I —

r.

COVID- I, Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress
Session: House is in recess until March 31. Senate is in recess until April 20.

Appropriations: As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Most House bills have
subcommittee markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining

and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous,

in - person

voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. On Monday, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms
and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting, including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. In
the Senate, Sens. Durbin, Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader
McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive.

Hearings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some committee staff are

working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee has developed a
paper hearing" model in lieu of in -person hearings.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 3): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL)
Currently Self -Quarantined ( 28): Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Doug
Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( D- NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice
D- NY), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Gwen Moore ( DWI),

Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Stephanie

Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. Joe

Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Tom Cole ( R- OK), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep. David
Price ( D- NC), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO), Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen.
Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA)

233

Completed Quarantine ( 6): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ),
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

ffirmossm

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9597

M 202. 329. 2469

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 31 PM

Sent:
To:

Duane

Eggert

Subject:

RE: CAREHERE

COVID-

19 BULLETIN,

26 MARCH

2O20

Thanks

From: Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 52 PM
To: Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere.

com>

Cc: Diana Miller < dmiller@carehere. com>; Scott Roark < sroark@carehere. com>; Tiffany
tbishop@carehere. com>;

Merrill Dozier < mdozier@carehere. com>; Tisha

Ledrick Crenshaw < Irenshaw@carehere. com>; Michelle

Anglea <

Strawbridge <

manglea@carehere.

Bishop
tstrawbridge@carehere.

com>;

com>

Subject: CAREHERE COVID- 19 BULLETIN, 26 MARCH 2O20

Please see the most recent Bulletin from Care ere Leadership outlining key factors of Covid- 19, and the steps being
taken to reduce the incidence and spread. If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me at anytime,
24/ 7.

Duane A. Eggert, MA, MPH, CHES
Caurelll°°I'leire
1: 1111° ectoir of Cllliirnlic Services
901)

481- 2300

deggertgCareldere. com
www. CareHere. com

Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries and may be
privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
Thank you.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 30 PM

Sent:
To:

Kenneth

Subject:

FW: EM- 3464

Dyer
COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

W9

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

Tuesday,

2020 at 10: 30am.

WebEx access information is provided below:

M' arch 31,

Meeting number (access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677
238

Plan to attend one of the

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!
fi" 3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

851115
4

011 y)

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

3()'.'a
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers, (
a video

system

A free

restrk" Itk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6f 767264 f,( Pra(

April 1, 2020

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to CaH II 91, 0111 a IIobHI:::!f;ii:::ViC(
855 282 633() US TOLL

4

a1li

l

011 y)

FREE

5 655 ( XIC13 US TOLL

Sk) G'. a(:'., aH un nuirfl'.' ers, (

A free

restrk",tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

i" ia(

239

I hr.

April

U

619 267 380

Meeting number ( access code):

Grants Specialist
Supervisor

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Public

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

oe

FREE

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O,(&0a(|
C`v
C 0

questions

please

don'

t

hesitate

tncontact me.Tara If you have any Tara

Teuta

Assistance Department
Georgia

Emergency

and Homeland

Management
Security

Agency Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta,Georgia
3U316' UUSS
623'

Cell: 404'

3305

240
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to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 30 PM

Sent:
To:

Tara Teuta

Subject:

RE: EM- 3464 COVID-

Thanks

19 Applicant

Briefings

Tara!

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

10: 30 am ( (

2020 at 10: 30am.

WebEx access information is provided below:

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern

Time ( US &

Meeting number (access code):

Canada) (

1 hr.

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677
242

Plan to attend one of the

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!
fi" 3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

851115
4

011 y)

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

3()'.'a
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers, (
a video

system

A free

restrk" Itk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6f 767264 f,( Pra(

April 1, 2020

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to CaH II 91, 0111 a IIobHI:::!f;ii:::ViC(
855 282 633() US TOLL

4

a1li

l

011 y)

FREE

5 655 ( XIC13 US TOLL

Sk) G'. a(:'., aH un nuirfl'.' ers, (

A free

restrk",tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

i" ia(

243

I hr.

April

U

619 267 380

Meeting number ( access code):

Grants Specialist
Supervisor

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Public

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

oe

FREE

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O,(&0a(|
C`v
C 0

questions

please

don'

t

hesitate

tncontact me.Tara If you have any Tara

Teuta

Assistance Department
Georgia

Emergency

and Homeland

Management
Security

Agency Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta,Georgia
3U316' UUSS
623'

Cell: 404'

3305

244
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 29 PM

To:

Duane

Eggert

Subject:

RE: [ EXTERNAL]

COVID-

19 Notice

Positives

246

From: Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 6: 47 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: [ EXTERNAL] COVID- 19 Notice

Thanks Mike. I appreciate the assistance. Please let me know if there' s anything else we can do from our end. And if you
wish me to research any Dougherty County patients that could' ve possibly visited the clinic within the last month, I will
be happy to do that as well.
Warmest

regards,

Duane

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 6: 37 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dou herty, a. us> wrote:

See attached.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty.

a. us

l:.::
irnaiill: mmeeov _ doughert .

a. us

uµn,:, wn, 003 PIpg
uµn,:, wn, 00

PII^ g

uµn,:, wn 005 PII^ g

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.

DOCOadvisory_ DCSONotice. pdf>

Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries and may be
privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
Thank you.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 28 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FYI

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 06 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
Someone had to remind me that today was Friday...(
Some streaming thoughts:

By the end of the day tomorrow we expect to have more than 20 folks from the National Guard here to assist
with various functions.

We expect 1 physician, 4 nurses, 2 physician assistants,

3 advanced

practice

practitioners and 10 other folks to assist with non -clinical tasks. We are appreciative of the State and our local
elected officials for these resources

Testing as you will see below continues to be a challenge. We have reached out to the most senior person at
Quest to facilitate faster resulting. They have promised to look into it. On the bright side, we are working hard
to install the software for new testing by Cepheid by the end of Monday. If we can get our hands on reagents
we can begin doing our own testing that will allow for 96 tests and results every 8 hours. This is an area of focus
for us.

Today we received donations from M& M/ Mars here in town of 100 boxes of Combo' s and Peanut M& M' s for
our teams. We have also received many other donations of food and cards and well wishes from our Boards,
community members and various organizations. We are truly coming together as one community through this
very difficult time.
Check out this video produced by Sherwood Baptist Church that we have sent to all Phoebe Family Members.
https:// www. youtube. com/ watch? v= tQ9BmGEowhl&

Be safe... Together

feature= youtu. be

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHEPresident & Chief Executive Officer
4•

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
Executive

Assistant:

Felicia

Lewis

1 www. phoebehealth. com

E- flewis@phoebehealth.
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Disclaimer:

I,)

The

HIPAA

Final

Protected

Privacy

Rule

Health

requires

Information

being

authorization

from

do

patient

not

require

to

disclose
Unauthorized

maintain

without

additional

faxed

in

to penalties described
the

or

the

of

employee

a

safe

and

recipient,

please

related

message. PUBLIC

may

message
agent

notify

secure

consent
failure

in

this

or

intended

you

responsible

include

PHI

after

not

healthcare.

appropriate

that

the

are

or
safeguard

the
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohnl978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Cc:

Addison,

Scott; Spencer

Subject:

Scott Steiner

Lee

Update

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 06 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Update

Good evening.
Someone had to remind me that today was Friday...(
Some streaming thoughts:

By the end of the day tomorrow we expect to have more than 20 folks from the National Guard here to assist
with various functions.
practitioners

We expect 1 physician, 4 nurses, 2 physician assistants,

and 10 other folks to assist with non - clinical tasks.

3 advanced

We are appreciative

practice

of the State and our local

elected officials for these resources.

Testing as you will see below continues to be a challenge. We have reached out to the most senior person at
Quest to facilitate faster resulting. They have promised to look into it. On the bright side, we are working hard
to install the software for new testing by Cepheid by the end of Monday. If we can get our hands on reagents
we can begin doing our own testing that will allow for 96 tests and results every 8 hours. This is an area of focus
for us.

Today we received donations from M& M/ Mars here in town of 100 boxes of Combo' s and Peanut M& M' s for
our teams. We have also received many other donations of food and cards and well wishes from our Boards,
community

members and various organizations.

We are truly coming together as one community through this

very difficult time.
Check out this video produced by Sherwood Baptist Church that we have sent to all Phoebe Family Members.
https:// www. youtube. com/ watch? v= tQ9BmGEowhl& feature=youtu. be

Be safe... Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHEPresident & Chief Executive Officer
4•

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
Executive

Assistant:

Felicia

Lewis

1 www. phoebehealth. com

E- flewis@phoebehealth.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 25 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

March

27, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

MARCH 27, 2020

NACo releases new COVID- 19 resources
NACo released a comprehensive

analysis of the CARES Act, including a section -

by -section breakdown outlining items of significance for America' s counties,
parishes and boroughs.

NACo also released a comprehensive

slide deck on

counties and COVID- 19, as well as a policy brief on safer at home orders.
LEARN

MORE

NACo STATEMENT

ON PASSAGE

OF THIRD CORONAVIRLIS

141141

Join NACo for a national membership call with CDC officials
on Monday, March 30
Join NACo for a membership call on Monday, March 30 at 4 p. m. EDT, with
special guests from the Centers for Disease Control and Preventions ( CDC).
DATE:

March

30, 2020

TIME: 4: 00 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in details.

COVID- 19: COUNTY DECLARATIONS &

POLICIES

As of March 27, 2020, nearly 700 counties have declared a state of emergency to activate additional funding and
jurisdictional

flexibility and respond more quickly to the unfolding crisis. Over 100 of these counties - along with

22 states - have also enacted safer at home policies to protect residents and curb the spread of COVID- 19. Visit
our interactive County Explorer map below and click on each county or state to view the official orders.

252

Click here to view the County Explorer map in full screen.

Counties and COVID- 19: Safer at Home Orders
County officials are working around the clock to ensure residents'

safety and

well- being during the COVID- 19 pandemic. Though reluctant to impose
measures that may impact local economies,
home policies and closures of nonessential

counties recognize that safer at
businesses

can help to curb the

spread of COVID- 19. NACo released analysis of safer at home policies which
identifies policy trends and components.

HOW COUNTIES ARE RESPONDING

253

Sheltering homeless residents key in counties' coronavirus
fight
The coronavirus

poses a unique challenge to people who are homeless and the

counties who serve them. For shelters, like those in Multnomah County, Ore.,
reacting to the coronavirus brings up the issue of capacity.

Victoria County, Texas, keeps residents informed with daily
broadcasts
To make sure residents are up to date on the latest developments

in the

county, Victoria County, Texas, goes live every day at 3 p. m. ( CDT) on
Facebook, television stations and radio stations to update the public on the
county' s COVID- 19 response. The county has also set up a drive- thru testing
site for residents

with

a doctor' s order.

Flagler and Volusia Counties, Fla., partner to provide
resources to families
In Florida, Flagler and Volusia Counties partner together in their shared

Healthy Start program to deliver the most up- to-date and relevant information
for children and families. Included online is information for pregnant and
nursing mothers to protect themselves

and their babies, for parents to talk

with their children and for parents to help keep their young children on a
productive

schedule,

among

254

other

resources.

FEDERAL POLICY NEWS & RESOURCES
CALL RECORDING: Rural Stakeholder COVID- 19 Briefing
Rural leaders from across the country joined federal agencies, including the
U. S. Departments
Communications

of Homeland Security and Agriculture,
Commission,

Small

Business

Federal

Administration

and the

Environmental Protection Agency, to discuss efforts aimed at ensuring rural
communities

are provided essential resources to combat the COVID- 19 crisis.

010
CALL RECORDING: NACo Membership Call on Federal
COVID- 19 Response Efforts
NACo held a membership call to provide an update on the CARES Act,
highlighting key portions of the legislation for counties.

Families First Coronavirus Response Act Notice —Frequently

Asked Questions
The U. S. Department
under

the Families

of Labor issued an FAQ on the posting requirements

First Coronavirus

255

Response

Act.

NACo PARTNER RESOURCES
E

E

Management

Assistance

Tuesday, March 31, 2020 / 1: 00 p. m. - 2: 00 p. m. EDT

E

Chamber
Business

256

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

2 .. . ....... . ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

AUBLIC
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 10 PM
Burns, Andy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: EM- 3464 COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

Great!

From: Burns, Andy < Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 33 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

I' ll plan on listening in to one of them. Thanks.

Bu
1 = iinanciiall 1 : 3,ecoveiry SpecialiM
IMobiille + 1 ( 515) 537 5578 ( and

burns

tetratech. com

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 31 AM
To: Burns, Andy <Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Subject: FW: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

FYI

From: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@ ema, ea, eov>
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty. a. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19.
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency

The

protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
258

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar. The Briefings will explain the Public Assistance Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients are Counties, Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

2020 at 10: 30am.

WebEx access information is provided below:

Tuesday, March 31,
Meeting number ( access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone
I ap to call Iii 9ron7 a iiobH , c; l pia, (
f 855 2' a8?x2,:1

a1li

i

l

011r )

r31310 US TOLL FREE

f 4. 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL
Sk) G'.: ('.,
Join from

aH un ivairl. xr; rs (:
a video

system

11 free

ir; t::atrk""1t, k) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 767261

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

259

Plan to attend one of the

Dial 6 f 767264 f,( Pra(

Wednesday,

April 1, 2020

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

2: 00 pm I (

Meeting number (access code):

Canada)

I

I hr.

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to caH ii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!

011 y)

855 21?8'21 ( 3 31310 Us TOLL FREE
4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL
Sk)'.' a (:'.,aH
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers (

a video

system

A free

restrk",tk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

i" ia(

260

April

U

Meeting number ( access code):

619 267 380

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

1- 855--

oe

on yj

FREE 1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O, q&
0a( I
"

Need help?
GOk} weblex (

fyou have any

O

questions

please

don' t hesitate tncontact me.Tara Tara Teuta Grants Specialist Supervisor Public

Assistance

Department Georgia
Emergency

Management

Homeland Security

and
Agency

Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta, Georgia 3U316'
UUSS Cell: 404' 623'
3305
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PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 06 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
Someone had to remind me that today was Friday...(
Some streaming thoughts:

By the end of the day tomorrow we expect to have more than 20 folks from the National Guard here to assist
with various functions. We expect 1 physician, 4 nurses, 2 physician assistants, 3 advanced practice
practitioners and 10 other folks to assist with non -clinical tasks. We are appreciative of the State and our local
elected officials for these resources

Testing as you will see below continues to be a challenge. We have reached out to the most senior person at
Quest to facilitate faster resulting. They have promised to look into it. On the bright side, we are working hard
to install the software for new testing by Cepheid by the end of Monday. If we can get our hands on reagents
we can begin doing our own testing that will allow for 96 tests and results every 8 hours. This is an area of focus
for us.

Today we received donations from M& M/ Mars here in town of 100 boxes of Combo' s and Peanut M& M' s for
our teams. We have also received many other donations of food and cards and well wishes from our Boards,
community members and various organizations. We are truly coming together as one community through this
very difficult time.
Check out this video produced by Sherwood Baptist Church that we have sent to all Phoebe Family Members.
https:// www. youtube. com/ watch? v= tQ9BmGEowhl& feature= youtu. be

Be safe... Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner,

FACHEPresident &

Chief Executive

Officer

4•

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
Executive Assistant:

Felicia Lewis

1 www. phoebehealth. com

E- flewis@phoebehealth.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 6: 47 PM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Re: [ EXTERNAL]

Attachments:

COVID-

19 Notice

image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Thanks Mike. I appreciate the assistance. Please let me know if there' s anything else we can do from our end. And if you
wish me to research any Dougherty County patients that could' ve possibly visited the clinic within the last month, I will
be happy to do that as well.
Warmest

regards,

Duane

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 27, 2020, at 6: 37 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

See attached.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image00l. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty.

a. us

l:.::
irnaiill: mmccov _ doughert .

a. us

uµna, wn, 003 PIpg
uµna, wn, 00

PII^ g

uµna, wn 005 PII^ g

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications

to err from

City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.

DOCOadvisory_ DCSONotice. pdf>

Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries and may be
privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this

265

communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
Thank you.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 6: 37 PM

Sent:
To:

Duane

Eggert

Subject:

COVID-

Attachments:

DOCOadvisory_ DCSONotice. pdf

19 Notice

See attached.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
WebDougherty. ga.us l:.::
irnail: mmccov _ doughert .

a.us

A///////%/////%'%

PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: C`
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 6: 25 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

RE: Invoice 0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins

Subject:

You' re welcome.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>
Subject: RE: Invoice 0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins

Thanks

From: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: Broughton,
SdSubadan@albanyea.

Monique < MBroughton @albanyea. eov>;
McCoy,

Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty.

ga.
us>;Subadan,

Sharon <

eov>
Cc:

Whitley - Banks, Phyllis < PBanksRE: Invoice

Whitley@albanyea. eov>;
Mosley,
Latonza < LMosley@albanyea.

gov>
Subject:

0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins Good

afternoon, I

am copying Mrs.Mosley on this email. She can address this request for us. I wil ask her to note that this service was for the
daily Coronavirus Press Conference. Thanks
From:

Broughton,

Monique < MBroughton

@albanyea. eov>
Sent: Friday,

March 27,2020 3: 30 PM To: McCoy,
Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>;
Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyea.
a I ba nyga. eov>Cc:Whitley Banks, Phyllis <PBanks- Whitley@albanyea.
Invoice

0000001

eov>Subject: Fw:

from Sylvia Spraggins Good Afternoon,

Please see

below the invoice for the interpreter. Thanks 11

i

Il 4toin l

If ormabon

Il in i llllit Ilfiur°, Pueubiic

Officer Phone.229.
302. 1341 Fax. 229.
883. 4776 268

iin

eov>;
Scott,Cedric

CScott

@

P. O. Box 1788

1k• • •

I Iftl lrf l'tlN Ydr auMiu rm emm a '

D, k i A

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regardIng Qty business are public records avallable to the pulalle and medla uport request Your emall communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

From:

Sylvia

Spraggins <

support@aynax.

com>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 17 PM
To: Broughton,
Invoice

Monique < MBroughton @albanyea. eov>
Subject:

0000001 from

Sylvia Spraggins You

have received an invoice from Sylvia Spraggins for 180.
$00. To view, print or download a PDF copy of your invoice, click
the link below: https://

www.

aynax. com/ vrml- 81fg- zq73. view Best

regards, Sylvia

Spraggins ( trs0578@aol. com)
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request.
Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 269

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 53 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 45 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting
Sure, it' s my understanding it will be, but I' ll be sure. Thanks,

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy(@dou herty, a, us>
Date: Friday, March 27, 2020 at 5: 38 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell(c dou herty, ga. us>
Subject: RE: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting
From: "

Wendy — We need to livestream on FB and Channel 16. Get with TAC. Thanks.

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowe11@doueherty.. a. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 00 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCo _@dougherty. ga. us>; Addison, Scott < SAddison( @doueherty, ea, us>
Subject: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting
For Board Members:

To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, the general public will not be allowed to attend. Media and person( s) on the agenda will be escorted in with
media being allowed to remain for the duration, but other individuals slated to present on the agenda, will come in
solely for their part and exit accordingly.
For County Department

Managers:

To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, we only request your attendance if you have an item pertaining to your department on the agenda. At the close
of business with your department, please exit the room.

eirndy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 48 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Cc:

Addison,

Scott; Spencer
STATE

Lee

Subject:

UPDATED

Attachments:

COVID- 19 County Map_ 3- 27- 20. pdf

SIP AND

EMERGECNY

DECLARATION

MAP

Commissioners- Please find attached the updated ACCG state map showing counties that have emergency declarations
and SIP Orders.

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 Y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cammack Retirement Group < cmca u ley@ cam m ackreti
Cammack Retirement Group < info@cammackretirement.
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 47 PM

Sent:

rem ent. ccsend. com > on behalf of
com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

CARES Act Relief Bill: Retirement Plan Provisions and Economic Impact
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of the COVI D- 1 9 pandemic. The bill was passed by the Senate on March 261h and will
become law, as soon as it is signed by the President.
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7aTrMr77rN ffW'061171077f' 57The CARES Act waives the 10% early withdrawal penalty tax for
distributions of up to $ 100, 000 per year from retirement plans/ I RAs. The legislation allows
retirement plans to permit distributions for individuals certifying that they meet one of the
following conditions:
treatment —

Diagnosed with COVI D- 1 9
Spouse or dependent diagnosed with COVID- 1 9

Experience adverse financial consequences as a result of being quarantined,
furloughed, laid -off, reduced work hours, inability to work due to lack of child care
because of COVID- 1 9, the closing or reducing hours of a business owned or
owerated
I OrINS11 I

bi

the individual

due to COVID- 1 9

I

or other factors,

as determined

bv

KAJ LOMMY 110,10MUSH11VIEUM1101

Tax on the income from the distribution can be paid ratably over a three- year period.
Individuals also have the ability to repay the amount into the plan over the next three

taxes. Thus, a participant can receive the entire amount of the distribution or elect to
withhold

taxes, subject to recordkeeper

restrictions.
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Retirement plan sponsors can double the current retirement plan loan limits to the
of the participant' s vested account balance in the plan, but

lesser of $ 100, 000 or 100%

nly for individuals affected by COVI D- 1 9, as described above. It is important to note that
this is an optional provision; plan sponsors can also elect to keep existing loan limits in
place.
Loan repayment

due dates,

from the date of enactment

of the Act ( expected

in the next

day or two) through December 31, 2020, are extended by one year, with the term of the
loan being extended by one year as well. Participants may still elect to pay their loans on
time, but they will not be penalized if they are up to one year late for each payment due
during this period.

Changes to loan repayment schedules will likely require significant effort to execute, on
the part of retirement plan recordkeepers. Thus, plan sponsors should work with their
recordkeeper( s) to confirm how quickly the provision can be administered.
Required Minimum Distributions ( RMDs) are waived for 2020 — RMDs for retirement
A
CU
plans and IRAs, which were quite complicated for 2020 due to the
are waived for this year. Participants who have already taken their 2020
distribution cannot repay it to the plan or otherwise roll it over. Thus, they will be

responsible for the taxes due on that distribution for 2020.
IftaTm

WX" Lj-, In,#
this Act, the DOL could delay deadlines for requirements ( such as Form 5500 filings), as
result of terrorism or military action. With the CARES Act, the DOL can also postpone
deadlines for public health emergencies. Note that the DOL has not actually postponed
the Form 5500 submission deadline for 2019 ( which, for calendar year plans, is July 31

a

2020, unless extended to October 15 1h by the plan sponsor), but this gives them the ability
to do so.

Delayed contributions for Defined Benefit ( DB) plans — Single - employer defined
benefit plans may delay the due date for any contribution otherwise due during 2020. On
January 1, 2021, contributions for 2020 are due with interest.
A D13 plan' s status for benefit restrictions, as of Dec. 31, 2019, will apply throughout 2020,
such that a plan sponsor may elect to treat the plan' s adjusted funding target attainment
percentage for the last plan year ending before Jan. 1, 2020 as the adjusted funding target
attainment percentage for plan years which include calendar year 2020.

The CARES Act provides for the immediate adoption of these provisions, even if the plan
does not currently allow for in- service distributions or loans, provided that the plan is
amended on or before the last day of the first plan year beginning on or after Jan. 1, 2022
January 1, 2024 for governmental plans), or later, if prescribed by the Treasury

Secretary. Simply put, plan sponsors can make changes now and amend their plans later.
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Other Assistance

Beyond retirement, the CARES Act provides much needed relief for individuals and

businesses affected by the COVID- 1 9 pandemic. Some of these general provisions
include:

One- time direct payments to Americans of $ 1, 200 per adult earning up to $ 75, 000
per year and $ 2, 400 to a married couple earning up to $ 150, 000 per year, with $ 500
payments per child.
An increase in unemployment insurance of $ 600 per week, added onto the standard
state jobless payments, through the end of July, and significant expansion of
unemployment eligibility requirements
Monetary assistance and tax relief to both large and small businesses, as well as
healthcare entities and state and local governments
A tax- free student loan repayment benefit that permits employers to provide up to
5, 250 in student

loan repayment

assistance

Changes to health insurance provisions to facilitate COVID- 1 9 treatment
A major point of disagreement

in the bill for Democrats and Republicans was the amount

of relief for workers and the oversight over the $ 500 billion in corporate aid, much of whicr

will go toward backstopping
create

an oversight

Federal Reserve loans. The two parties ultimately agreed to

board to monitor

the corporate

aid.

The stimulus package should help Americans impacted by the COVI D- 1 9 pandernic over
the course of the next six to eight weeks. During that time, no one should be evicted,
student loan payments are suspended, and many Americans will be provided funds to
help obtain the essentials.

hAw the virus has spread.
The Economic

Impact

Despite the news of 3. 2 million unemployment claims in Iflarch, equity markets continued
their three- day rally, with stocks closing positive on Thursday, March 26 — due in large part
to the likely passage of the much -anticipated stimulus package. There is little debate that
without these sweeping measures on the part the government, there would be massive
unemployment and despair in the United States.

From a fiscal standpoint, the federal government will be drastically expanding its budget
deficit to deal with the crisis, from $ 1. 1 trillion, or 4. 9% of Gross Domestic Product ( GDP),
owever,

to 10% to

this is not the first time the federal

government has engaged in deficit spending to handle a crisis. The Federal Reserve
Fed) has also cut its overnight rate to zero, which allows the federal government access

to inexpensive borrowing. While the CARES Act is not a permanent increase in
government spending, it is possible that there may need to be additional expenditure.

MININIVA116*
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scenario, the Fed may need to raise interest rates and sell some of its Treasury bonds to
curtail it.

on -

Ultimately, the staggering deficit spending is preferable to allowing the economy to
collapse. While the amount of the stimulus package is unprecedented, its ultimate success
will likely depend on the spread of the virus.
To view this update online, please click hen?. To read more about the impact of COVID-

19 on retirement plans, visit the A"nomdedge Center on our website.
Please contact your Cammack Retirement Group consultant or
with any questions.

Cammack Retirement Group
New York, NY 140 Wall Street, 56th Floor I New York, NY 10005 1 P: 212. 227. 7770
Wellesley, MA 1100 William Street, Suite 215 1 Wellesley, MA 02481 1 P: 781. 237. 2291
Lexington, KY* 1948 Village Green Avenue I Lexington, KY 40509 1 P: 859. 492. 1765
info@cammackretirement.
com I www. cammackretirement. com

1010101
Investment products available through Cammack LaRhette Brokerage, Inc
Investment advisory services available through Cammack LaRhette Advisors, LLC
Both located at 100 William Street, Suite 215 1 Wellesley, MA 02481 1 P: 781. 237. 2291 1 F: 781. 237. 8536

Note: This feature is to provide general information only, does not constitute legal advice, and cannot be
used or substituted

for legal or tax advice.

Opinions

expressed

are those

of the author

and do not

necessarily represent the opinions of Cammack Retirement Group.

OJEDIRM
Unsubscribe mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Sent by info@cammackretirement. com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
offidals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 45 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sure, it' s my understanding it will be, but I' ll be sure. Thanks,

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Friday, March 27, 2020 at 5: 38 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting
Wendy — We need to livestream on FB and Channel 16. Get with TAC. Thanks.

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 00 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting
For Board Members:

To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, the general public will not be allowed to attend. Media and person( s) on the agenda will be escorted in with
media being allowed to remain for the duration, but other individuals slated to present on the agenda, will come in
solely for their part and exit accordingly.
For County Department

Managers:

To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, we only request your attendance if you have an item pertaining to your department on the agenda. At the close
of business with your department,

Wendy IHo

please exit the room.

ellll

Public Information

Officer
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 42 PM

Sent:
To:

Scott, Cedric

Subject:

FYI

FEMA Administrator

Pete Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency

Managers

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Administrator Pete Gaynor sent a letter to emergency management
directors across the countr r today outlining seven critical steps to immediately consider and act upon. He called the
response to COVID- 19 a locally -executed, state -managed, federally -supported effort.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 40 PM

Sent:

Afternoon

COVID-

19 Update:

ACCG

Executive

Committee

Supports

Elections Approach; NACo Analysis of 3rd COVID- 19 Relief Legislation
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ACCG

Executive Committee Supports the Elections Approach Outlined by Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Earlier
today, the ACCG Executive Committee was invited to participate in a confer nce call with Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger
to provide an elections update. Following the discussion, the Executive Committee voted unanimously to support
Secretary Raffensperger' s ap roach to the election calendar for the remainder of the 2020 cycle and facilitating an
improved, uniform absentee ballot application and mail process to minimize risks posed to voters, county election officials,
and poll workers by COVID- 19.ACCG encourages you to review the key points fro this discussion and share them
with your Elections Supervisor. NACo

Provides an Analysis of the Supplemental Coronavirus Aid Relief and Economic Security Act The
National Association of Counties ( NACo) has

released an analysis of the third COVID- 19 Supplemental Coronavirus

Aid

Relief and Economic Security Act.Passage of this legislation will provide two trillion in funding for COVID- 19 relief efforts,
including direct loans and grants to major industries and small businesses, direct payments to taxpayers and expanded
unemployment benefits. FEMA

Administrator Pete

Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers

Federal

Emergency Management Agency FEMA)
(
Administrator Pete Gaynor sent a let er to emergency management directors
across the country today outlining seven critical steps to immediately consider and act upon. He
to COVID- 19 a local y - executed, state -managed, federally -supported effort.County

called the response

Strategies for Addressing COVID-19 Concerns Counties
continue to share best practices and great ideas through the ACCG listservs. Below

are a few tips pulled from today'

s exchanges: Non Emergency Calls

to 9-1- 1 Centers — With

shelter in place and social distancing recommendations throughout the

state, some counties are experiencing increased non emergency
- calls to 9-1- 1 Centers. Henry County has added a
Police Supervisor and a EMS Supervisor to screen non e-mergency calls and determine an appropriate response.
The

EMS Supervisor acts as a triage officer and screens COVID calls to determine the best course of action to

help reduce exposure among first responders. Athens - Clarke County has set up a hotline for these calls that is staf ed
by employees who are working from home. 280

Checking Temperatures before Entering County Facilities —Some counties are using non- invasive temperature
devices ( temperature " guns") provided by the EMS Department to screen people before allowing access to the
courthouse and county offices. If a person has a temperature of 100 degrees or higher, they are not allowed to
enter.

Other Updates

Federal

Emergency

Management

Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 3 2i/ 2020)

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 281

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Broughton,

Monique <

MBroughton@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 39 PM
Scott, Cedric; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Mosley, Latonza

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Re: Invoice 0000001

Subject:

from Sylvia Spraggins

Thank you.
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City officials regardIng
Qty business are public records avallable to the public and medla upon?request Your emall communications may be subject to
public disclosure. From:

Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

gov>
Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 5:
26 PM To:
Broughton, Monique <MBroughton

@albanyga. gov>;
McCoy, Michael <

MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov> Cc:
Whitley Banks, Phyllis <PBanks- Whitley@albanyga.
Invoice

0000001

gov>;
Mosley, Latonza <

LMosley@albanyga.

gov> Subject: RE:

from Sylvia Spraggins Good afternoon,

I am

copying Mrs. Mosley on this email. She can address this request for us.
I will ask her to note that this service was for the daily
Coronavirus Press Conference. Thanks 282

From: Broughton, Monique < MBroughton @albanyga. gov>
Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 3:
30 PM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>;Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.
@ a I ba nyga.gov>Cc:
Whitley - Banks, Phyllis <PBanks- Whitley@albanyga. gov>
Subject:
Fw: Invoice

gov>;
Scott, Cedric

CScott

0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins Good

Afternoon, Please

see below the invoice for the interpreter. Thanks
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IfformaG: on Officer Phone.
229. 302. 1341 Fax.

229. 883. 4776 P.

O. Box

1788 W. •
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or front City officials regardIng
Qty business are public records avallable to the pulalle and medla upon request Your emall communications may be subject to
public disclosure. From:

Sylvia

Spraggins < support@aynax.

com>
Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 3:
17 PM To:
Broughton,

Monique < MBroughton

0000001

from Sylvia

@albanyea. eov>
Subject: Invoice
Spraggins You have

received an invoice from Sylvia Spraggins for 180.00.
$
To view, print or download a PDF copy of your invoice, click the
link below: https://www.

aynax.

Sylvia

com/ vrml- 81fg- zq73. view Best regards,

Spraggins (

trs0578@aol. com) PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City 283

and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 38 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wendy — We need to livestream on FB and Channel 16. Get with TAC. Thanks.

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 00 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.
Subject: For Monday' s Virtual Meeting

ga. us>

For Board Members:

To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, the general public will not be allowed to attend. Media and person( s) on the agenda will be escorted in with
media being allowed to remain for the duration, but other individuals slated to present on the agenda, will come in
solely for their part and exit accordingly.
For County Department

Managers:

To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, we only request your attendance if you have an item pertaining to your department on the agenda. At the close
of business with your department,

Wendy IHo

please exit the room.

ellll

Public Information

Officer
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
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communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

Scott, Cedric

Subject:

RE: Invoice 0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins

Thanks

From: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: Broughton, Monique < MBroughton @albanyga. gov>;
McCoy,
SdSubadan@albanyga.

Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Subadan,

Sharon <

gov>
Cc:

Whitley - Banks, Phyllis <PBanks- Whitley@albanyga. gov>;
Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga.
RE: Invoice

gov>
Subject:

0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins Good

afternoon, I

am copying Mrs.Mosley on this email. She can address this request for us. I wil ask her to note that this service was for the
daily Coronavirus Press Conference. Thanks
From:

Broughton,

Monique < MBroughton

@albanyea. eov>
Sent: Friday,

March 27, 2020 3: 30 PM To: McCoy,
Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>;
Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyea.
a I ba nyga. eov>Cc: Whitley -

Banks, Phyllis <PBanks- Whitley@albanyea.
Invoice

0000001

eov>Subject: Fw:

from Sylvia Spraggins Good Afternoon,

Please see

below the invoice for the interpreter. Thanks 11
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regardIng Qty business are public records avallable to the pulalle and medla uport request Your emall communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

From:

Sylvia

Spraggins <

support@aynax.

com>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 17 PM
To: Broughton, Monique < MBroughton @albanyga. gov>
Subject:
Invoice

0000001 from

Sylvia Spraggins You

have received an invoice from Sylvia Spraggins for 180.
$00. To view, print or download a PDF copy of your invoice, click
the link below: https://

www.

aynax. com/ vrm 181fg- zg73. view Best

regards, Sylvia

Spraggins ( trs0578@aol.

com)PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request.
Your

email communications may

be subject to public disclosure. 287

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

Duane

Eggert

Subject:

FW: COVID19

Update -

State

Courts

FYI

From: Howell, Wendy
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 9: 51 AM
To: ALL CITY &

COUNTY

USERS

Subject: COVID19 Update - State Courts

Good morning, I' m sending the correspondence below on behalf of Mr. McCoy:
Dougherty County Team:

We received notice today that an employee working in the State Courts of Dougherty County tested positive for the
Coronavirus ( COVID19). As a result, the State Courts will close through April 3rd, in compliance with the standard

quarantine period ordered for the virus and any individuals coming into contact with someone testing positive, per
the Center for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines.
The general public and any other individuals, including employees of the city and county, who may have visited the
State Courts of Dougherty County for more than 10 minutes on any given day through March 20th, should
quarantine at home for 14 days, starting with the last day the employee was in this branch, which was March 20th.

For example, if the last day visiting this branch was March 10tn, the individual would need to quarantine through
March 24tn ( 14 days). During the quarantine, these individuals should keep to themselves for the 14- day period. If
they develop symptoms to include fever, cough, and shortness of breath, they should consult with their healthcare
provider immediately for guidance on the next steps.

County employee confidentiality will be followed by Dougherty County, as required by the Americans with
Disabilities

Act ( ADA),

which limits disclosure of information on employee medical problems, illnesses, and potential

disabilities. In addition, HIPAA regulations will be followed to protect the identity and health information of the
employee.

The State Courts of Dougherty County will remain closed through April 3rd, reopening on April 6tn
Please contact me with any questions or concerns.

Thanks,

Michael McCoy

County Administrator

288
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 27 PM
Broughton, Monique; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Mosley, Latonza

Sent:
To:
Cc:

RE: Invoice 0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins

Subject:

Good afternoon,

I am copying Mrs. Mosley on this email. She can address this request for us. I will ask her to note that this service was for
the daily Coronavirus Press Conference.
Thanks

From: Broughton, Monique < MBroughton @albanyga.gov>
Sent:
Friday, March 27,2020 3:
30 PM To:
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>;Subadan,

Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>;
Scott, Cedric

CScott

@ a I ba nyga. gov>Cc:
Whitley - Banks, Phyllis < PBanksFw: Invoice

Whitley@albanyga. gov>
Subject:

0000001 from Sylvia Spraggins Good

Afternoon, Please

see below the invoice for the interpreter. Thanks

in
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From: Sylvia Spraggins < support@aynax. com>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 17 PM
To: Broughton,
Invoice

Monique < MBroughton @albanyea. eov>
Subject:

0000001 from

Sylvia Spraggins You

have received an invoice from Sylvia Spraggins for 180.
$00.To view, print or download a PDF copy of your invoice, click
the link below: https://

www.

aynax. com/ vrm 181fg- zg73. view Best

regards, Sylvia

Spraggins ( trs0578@aol.

com)PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request.
Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 291

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 27 PM

Sent:
To:

Duane

Eggert

Subject:

FW: NOTICE: COVID19 Positive Cases in Dougherty County Library and HR

FYI

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 5: 05 PM
To: ALL CITY &

COUNTY USERS < AIICity& CountyUsers@albanyga.

gov>

Subject: NOTICE: COVID19 Positive Cases in Dougherty County Library and HR

Good afternoon, I'm sending the email below on behalf of Mr. McCoy...
Dougherty County Team:
We received notice today that an employee working in the Central Branch of the Dougherty County Library tested
positive for the Coronavirus ( COVID 19). As a result, the Central Branch, as well as all branches of the Dougherty
County Library System, will close through March 27th, in compliance with the standard quarantine period ordered for
the virus and any individuals coming into contact with someone testing positive, per the Center for Disease Control
CDC) guidelines.

The general public and any other individuals, including employees of the city and county, who may have visited the
Central Branch for more than 10 minutes on any given day through March 13th, should quarantine at home for 14
days, starting with the last day the employee was in this branch, which was March 13th. For example, if the last day

visiting this branch was March 10t", the individual would need to quarantine through March 24t" ( 14 days). During
the quarantine, these individuals should keep to themselves for the 14- day period. If they develop symptoms to
include fever, cough, and shortness of breath, they should consult with their healthcare provider immediately for
guidance on the next steps.

In addition, we received notice today that an employee from the Dougherty County Human Resources division
tested positive for COVID19. The general public and any other individuals, including employees of the city and
county, who may have visited the County Human Resources office for more than 10 minutes on any given day
through March 16th, should quarantine at home for 14 days, starting with the last day the employee was in
this department, which was March 16th. For example, if the last day visiting this branch was March 16th, the

individual would need to quarantine through March 31st ( 14 days). During the quarantine, these individuals should
keep to themselves for the 14- day period. If they develop symptoms to include fever, cough, and shortness of
breath, they should consult with their healthcare provider immediately for guidance on the next steps.

County employee confidentiality will be followed by Dougherty County, as required by the Americans with
Disabilities

Act ( ADA),

which limits disclosure of information on employee medical problems, illnesses, and potential
292

disabilities. In addition, HIPAA regulations will be followed to protect the identity and health information of the
employee.

All branches of the Dougherty County Library System will reopen to employees on Monday, March 3Ot", but will
remain closed to the public through April 6t". The Dougherty County Human Resources department has been closed
and teleworking since March 17i" and will continue teleworking until further notice.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns.

Thanks,

Michael McCoy

County Administrator

Cindy IHo
Public

elill

Information

Officer
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
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o dals regardi g City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon? request. Your email
ceyrrrrrrurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 21 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Ruis, Charles
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:
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This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#
294

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

Additional numbers: bMps! 1call. lifesize. comLnumbers
Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 5: 00 PM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Cc:

McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
For Monday' s Virtual Meeting

Subject:

For Board Members:

To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, the general public will not be allowed to attend. Media and person( s) on the agenda will be escorted in with
media being allowed to remain for the duration, but other individuals slated to present on the agenda, will come in
solely for their part and exit accordingly.
For County Department Managers:
To comply with the orders set forth by our Chairman and Center for Disease Control ( CDC) guidelines in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) Pandemic and social distancing, we will be holding a virtual type meeting beginning with this

Monday ( March 301h) meeting. In order to practice social distancing and limit the number of individuals gathered per the
order, we only request your attendance if you have an item pertaining to your department on the agenda. At the close
of business with your department, please exit the room.

Wendy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006
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222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, March 27, 2020 4: 31 PM
Michael McCoy
Nearly 200 Cities Short on Supplies for Dealing With Coronavirus, Mayors Report

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Nearly 200 Cities Short on Supplies for Dealing With Coronavirus,

Mayors

Report
I I'; li I I I I

uc lio

The U. S. Conference of Mayors says new survey findings show shortages of essential items
have reached " crisis proportions."
I I'° teed fr l l l aul' tliiollle

KAH111

This message
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was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive

it. Note: It may take our system

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //
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VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

a
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 55 PM
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon;
Jordan, Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary;
Persley, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam;
Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes;
charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas
Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

Purpose:

Your presence is requested on behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott at this press conference. Fire Chief
Scott will be conducting an update on the Coronavirus.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 298

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 42 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

All —

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„ 6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hatps: f/ call. lifesize. corn numbers
299

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: https:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written eorr murticeatlor?s to or front C"lty artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

crowland@WORTHCOUNTYBOC.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Carl Rowland
COM>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 25 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Screening the Public Worth

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County is doing the same. Carl
Rowland County

Administrator Worth

County 201
N Main Street Sylvester,
GA

31791 229-

776- 8200 office 229288- 9620 mobile crowland@worthcountyboc.
com

From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Steve
Rapson

Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 1:
58 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:
Re: Screening the Public Fayette

County has been using these at the Jail and Courthouse — they

work great. Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P. A. sra
son@fat ecountao

ov

770.305.

5100 Fayette Cou

irity offices are qJIosedtm;:piublHc, a irrt 1 1 Alpirfl l 30, 2020, form albu indaunce of cautim;:urm :.m;:
unceinrking Coirnavus Ct;
VlllD19), e ask,
ouir° uresid rots tm;::.
m;intact

ius via IlPl imm;: ine, eirnafll, or ouir° webske to IIkeep ainy exposu ire to a urrif rkirmu urn 301

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINSa

LISTSERi/, ACCG, ORG> On Behalf Of

O' Quinn, Michael

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 1: 56 PM
To: COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINSaLISTSERi/,

ACCG, ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Screening the Public

I have been contacted by a county that has access to temperature " guns" through its EMS Department. This
county plans to use these non- invasive temperature reading devices to screen people wishing to access the
courthouse and county offices. If a person has a temperature of 100 degrees or higher they will not be allowed
to enter. I read of a grocery store chain in Atlanta doing the same thing. This does not seem to be any more
invasive than the metal detector " wands" that have been in use for years.
The CDC seems to be saying the benchmark is 100. 4 degrees or higher.
If your county has access to this type of equipment and is able to set up screeners at public entrances, it may
relieve anxiety with county staff, courthouse personnel, and Constitutional Officers who are reluctant to interact
with the public.

Michael A. O' Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St. N. E.,

Suite

700

GA 30303

Cell Phone: 404. 925. 0764

Email: moquinn@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalie records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M Nesmith@ACCG.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

ORG>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 19 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Declaration, Closure, and Maps Updates Attachments:
Updated County Closures and Restrictions Tracking. xlsx;State and Local Declaration
List 03272020. xlsx;COVID- 19 Confirmed Cases Map- 3-27- 20. pdf; COVID- 19 County
Map_3-27- 20. pdf Good

03272020

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

afternoon, Please

see the attached. As of this moment, there are 112 county and 149 city declarations that have been identified.
Of

note, there has been a regional directive for the South Health District which is included. Let

me know if any changes are needed. Best,
Michele
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblle records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 303

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, March 27, 2020 3: 04 PM
Michael McCoy
House Passes Coronavirus
Aid Package — But Democrats Say More Help Needed for

Sent:
To:
Subject:

States

Problems viewing?

House

Cities

View as a web page

Passes

Needed

and

Coronavirus

Aid Package — But Democrats

Say More Help

for States and Cities

Aindii, ea IlMdbll

l

The House approved the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act Friday, but
lawmakers said they expect to address the growing financial needs of local governments in a
fourth bill.
I I'° teed fl l l l aul' tliiallla

tAH111

This message
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was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive
you may receive

it. Note: It may take our system

one or two more newsletters.
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ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

0
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Matt

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 2: 27 PM

To:

Matt

Subject:

A Note from Cornerstone

Attachments:

A Note from Cornerstone Public Affairs ( 3. 27. 20). pdf

Paul <

mpaul@cgagroup.

com>

Paul

Public Affairs

Good Afternoon,

Please find a note ( attached and pasted below) from the Cornerstone Public Affairs team developed at the
request of clients and other friends of the firm. Please do not hesitate to let us know if we can be of
assistance.

C U`R N Eff" R S T0'N E
A N El \ 4 P L...::"

L. i.... r:. q',

rC I I I.: ' .

x( vl P/\ N ' Y

While we remain hopeful that the COVID- 19 infection curve will quickly flatten and we' ll all be able to get back to
business as usual, signs are increasingly pointing to a much longer period of social isolation and business
disruption than originally anticipated. As we vigilantly monitor this volatile crisis, we see continuing and important
opportunities for leaders like you to keep your employees, clients and customers connected by providing interim
measures of support that will go a long way toward easing fears and deepening loyalty going forward.
For your employees:

With Congress approving a stimulus package that will has a direct impact on businesses and workers,
commit to being as transparent as possible with your employees about how this federal action will affect
your operations going forward.
Provide via email clear information about unemployment benefits that may be available to your qualifying
employees. The federal government is allowing states flexibility to amend their laws in response to the
COVID- 19 pandemic. Find more official information here.
o

California

and

Washington,

for

example,

are

among

states

expediting

their

unemployment

benefits process. Some states are also taking steps to provide unemployment and leave benefits
to people diagnosed with or caring for family members diagnosed with COVID- 19.
Continue to provide via regular email information from state and federal health officials about when
employees should seek a COVID- 19 test, where to get tested in your area, and how those tests may be
paid for. Go to this link to access your state' s health department website for more information.
Provide via email other important information from official state and federal health officials, including a
link to https:// www. usa. gov/ coronavirus where your employees can find comprehensive information on
the government' s response to the pandemic -from benefits affecting your employees who may be
veterans or have family members receiving Medicare coverage, to guidance for travelers and college
students.

Consider ways your company can assist in organizing simple daily life help for employees in need, from
food delivery to connecting them with a ride for essential appointments.
o
If your technology allows, create a dedicated phone line staffed by a live person/ people
coordinating help as well as providing testing info and the latest best practices from state and
311

federal health officials. Ideally, this would be separate from your call -in number for benefits
information.

Let your employees know that they are not alone, and that you are also thinking about their mental health
and wellbeing during this unprecedented and isolating time.
o
Frequently provide contact information where your employees may confidentially access counsel
or referral for mental health issues they may be experiencing.
o
Consider bringing your people together by organizing virtual gatherings via social media, perhaps
establishing a time to watch a lighthearted or empowering movie " together".
For your clients and customers:
Continue to share via your social media channels updates on the status of your operations and outline
specific proactive measures you are taking to ensure customer and client safety, if this applies.
Reiterate that you and your management team are continuing to closely monitor official reports about
the pandemic' s spread and are following guidelines from state and federal officials.
Assure customers and clients that you and your team are also following closely ongoing state and federal
action that will affect your business, and that you will keep them updated as details pertinent to your
operations are finalized.

Reiterate health safety tips to ensure all are doing their part to flatten the curve of infection.
Inform them that you and your management team are working hard every day, doing everything possible
to ensure that once the crisis passes, your business or organization will be well -positioned to come back
strong.

And, again, send a strong, consistent message from leadership that no matter what happens, you are
going to keep fighting with strength and optimism to ensure that your business or organization — with the
help of loyal customers and clients -- will emerge from this very difficult crisis with renewed resolve and
vigor.

The Cornerstone

Public Affairs Team

Matt Paul

Principal I Public Affairs
D 515. 207. 7962

M 515. 229. 0125

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

E
www. cgagroup.

com

S

@cgagroup

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wendell

Strickland <

grant@strongsidesolutions.

com>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 2: 08 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Declining Tax Revenues: Manage the Financial Impact of COVID- 19 With Your Existing
Budget

Assets

2:A..:ry;.I: iL s.. ".P:!: iaH!L.. in....7.2! .IC. . I LIroyc: u. r

0

II

II

eadeirs
Giiity ............

i

It' s inevitable: declining tax revenues
will impact your city in 2020.
Aside from the immediate challenges city leaders face during this
unprecedented time for your communities, the long- term outcome is a
substantial hit to your budget.
Pay attention to declining revenue in 2020 due to COVID- 19.
Sales revenue is down.

Businesses will be unable to pay taxes.
Hotel taxes will go unpaid.
Tourism revenue
New business

won' t recover.

will hit a standstill.
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Copyright

Oc 2020 Strongside

Solutions,

All rights reserved.

You are receiving this email because you opted in via our website.

Our mailing address is:
Strongside

Solutions

13680 Highway 9 N Ste G200
Milton,

GA 30004- 5178

Add us toyour

address

book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can gpdate- your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
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officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

emosley@TROUPCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Eric Mosley

GOV>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 2: 04 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Screening the Public Troup

MANAGERS-

County has also been utilizing them as well. We
Center and at our jail.From:

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

have them positioned at the entrances to the Government

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

behalf of Steve Rapson <

GOV>
Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 1:
58: 22 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:Screening the Public Fayette

County has been using these at the Jail and Courthouse —they

work great. Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P. A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov
305. 5100 Fayette

770.

Couirmty offices are qJIosedtm;:
piublHc, a irmtfl Alpirflll 30,2020, form albu indaunce of cantim;: urm :.
m;: unceirkng Coiroinaviirius Ct;
Vlll D-10) e
ask, ouir° uresideints tm;::.
ointact
ius

via IIPIIimm;: ine, eirnafll, or ouir° website to I keep ainy exposu ire to a ur ifrkinu itn,From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTYQuinn, Michael

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>On

Behalf Of O'

Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 1:
56 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Screening the Public I

have been contacted by a county that has access to temperature " guns" through its EMS Department. This county
plans to use these non-invasive temperature reading devices to screen people wishing to access the 316

courthouse and county offices. If a person has a temperature of 100 degrees or higher they will not be allowed

to enter. I read of a grocery store chain in Atlanta doing the same thing. This does not seem to be any more
invasive than the metal detector " wands" that have been in use for years.
The CDC seems to be saying the benchmark is 100. 4 degrees or higher.
If your county has access to this type of equipment and is able to set up screeners at public entrances, it may

relieve anxiety with county staff, courthouse personnel, and Constitutional Officers who are reluctant to interact
with the public.

Michael A. O' Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St. N. E.,

Suite

700

GA 30303

Cell Phone: 404. 925. 0764

Email: moquinn@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalie records lava. Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

COUNTY-

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

ACCG. ORG>

GOV>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 1: 58 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Screening the Public Fayette

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

County has been using these at the Jail and Courthouse —they

ACCG. ORG

work great. Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305.5100 Fayette

Cou irity offices are IIIosed
:. tm;:
IlPUb ic,a ir t 111 AIpirfl 30,2020, form albu indaunce of cautim;: urm :.
m;: unceirkng Coiroinavirus COVlllD10)e
ask, ouir° uresid rots tm;::.
m;

intact ius via IIPIIimm;: ine, eirnafll, or ouir° website to IIkeep ainy e:Iposuire to a ur ifrkirnu itn,From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Quinn, Michael

Behalf Of O'

Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 1:
56 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Screening the Public I

have been contacted by a county that has access to temperature " guns" through its EMS Department. This county
plans to use these non-invasive temperature reading devices to screen people wishing to access the courthouse
and county offices. If a person has a temperature of 100 degrees or higher they will not be allowed to
enter. I read of a grocery store chain in Atlanta doing the same thing. This does not seem to be any more invasive
than the metal detector "wands" that have been in use for years. The
CDC seems to be saying the benchmark is 100. 4 degre s or higher. If
your county has access to this type of equipment and is able to set up screeners at public entrances, it may relieve
anxiety with county staff,courthouse personnel,and Constitutional Officers who are reluctant to interact with
the public. 318

Michael A. O' Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

St. N. E.,

Suite

700

GA 30303

Cell Phone: 404. 925. 0764

Email: moquinn@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
officials regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 12: 46 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook
Cc:

Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo. com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark, Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol. com;

Ramona Madding
Subject:

MEDIA

ADVISORY**

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office Employees Tests Positive for

COVID19
Attachments:

DOCOadvisory_ DCSONotice. pdf

Good afternoon, Media Partners:

Please see the attached advisory for public dissemination. You can also access this advisory at: h11gs://

1bit. IyZ2UK6xS1

Thanks for your support,

Wendy IHo
Public

ellll

Information

Officer

iERTY
CC) U N Ty

4,Z-

Z!-

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::urnaiill:

I _ . . ._

11_

a glhert .

93 "1 ( M

a. us

IIII
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ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Carter,

Steven <

Carter@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 12: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

ALL CITY USERS;

Cc:

ALL CITY &

COUNTY

USERS

COA- TAC All Users; Stock, Kenneth; Collier, Stephen; Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael;
Addison,

Subject:

Scott

TAC Service Delivery

Good afternoon,

For the safety and wellbeing of our staff, as of 12: 00 PM today, the Technology & Communications
department has moved to a completely virtual service delivery model. To the extent possible, we will
continue to support all City and County departments remotely. We are not scheduling office visits at
this time. Please plan appropriately and allow time for us to service your request. Under these
circumstances, an unplanned or last- minute request may be impossible to fulfill.
There are three ways to request service from anyone in the TAC Department.
1.

2.

3.

Visit

io and choose the assistance you require from the Service
Catalog. Your network user name and password works for login. Please include a screenshot
of the problem you are attempting to describe.
Email the Service Desk at e j2@al any a. ov and fully describe your issue. BossDesk will
create a ticket from that email and send you a copy. Please include a screenshot of the
problem you are attempting to describe.
Call 229- 302- 1100, option # 1, and describe your issue to our staff. One of our technicians will
enter your ticket into BossDesk and assist with your problem.
tt s.J al anyoa.

oss

es .

If it becomes necessary for a technician to touch a device physically, we will schedule an
to meet at 401 Pine Ave. During the meeting, we will attempt to diagnose further and
resolve your technical issues. If a resolution is not immediately available, we will keep the device, fix
it if possible, and schedule another appointment for you to pick it up. If we cannot fix it, we will let
you know. To minimize exposure of our personnel, scheduled meetings are the last option, not the
appointment

first option.

Before appointments are scheduled, please do not be offended when you are asked if you or anyone
you have had contact with is exhibiting signs or symptoms of Covid- 19. If the answer is yes, we will
not be able to make an appointment. Please do not be offended when our technicians meet you
wearing Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE). This is for your protection as well as ours.
I know many of our staff are working from home. We cannot schedule visits to homes under any
circumstances.

Please do not ask our techs to do so.

We have tools that will allow us to connect to

your device even at your homes. We will make every effort to diagnose and resolve your issue
remotely before offering an appointment.
These are dangerous times.

Please be patient with us as we work to improve our virtual service
delivery options. If you have questions or concerns, please let me know.

327

Thank you and stay safe out there.
Steve in C& fte ir, 114113A, CGC[ O
Chief Informabon Officer

Technology and CommuNcaflons
Flione.

229. 302. 1101

401 Rne Avenue

Abany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Abany, GA 31702

ev
90140

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hall,

Dominique <

DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 12: 18 PM
McCoy, Michael; Ware, Jawahn

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: FYI FW: Families

First Coronavirus

Response

Act

Thanks Jawahn. It applies to all governmental entities despite the size.

HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
f" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

doughert .

a. us

p

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 11: 08 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: FYI FW: Families First Coronavirus

Response Act

Thanks

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@douRherty,

Ra. us>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 10: 42 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHaII@douRhert . ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dougherty, Ra. us>
Subject: FYI FW: Families First Coronavirus

Response Act

Greetings -

We have more than 500 employees, but I wanted you have to this information in case you receive questions.

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

0'

T

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: county- clerks< COUNTY- CLERKS( SLISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Brandt, Leslie
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 10: 36 AM
329

To: COUNTY-

CLERKS(

LISTSERi/,

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY - CLERKS]

ACCG, ORG

Families First Coronavirus

Response Act

Sorry everyone, I see the Q& A was not attached in my previous email for the FFCRA.

From: county - clerks < COUNTY- CLERKS( SLISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Brandt, Leslie

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 38 AM
To: COUNTY-

CLERKS(

LISTSERi/,

ACCG, ORG

Subject: Families First Coronavirus

For anyone

Response Act

who hasn' t seen,

the Families

First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( FFCRA)

federal

posting was released yesterday. I' ve also attached a helpful Q& A regarding the new act.

Georgia Open Records Act: Under Georgia law, all information, including e- mail, written letters, documents and phone
messages, sent to the County Board of Commissioners and County offices and employees is subject to Public Records
law. This includes the sender' s e- mail address, home address or phone number if shown in the message, the content of
the message and any associated

attachments

to the mail.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Office of Intergovernmental

From:

Affairs ( IGA) <

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 12: 15 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

FEMA

Attachments:

FEMA_ COVI D_ Advisory_ 3. 27. 20. pdf

and

Our

Partners

Continue

IGA@messages. dhs. gov>

to Support

State - Managed

Coronavirus

Response

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) regarding an update
on the whole of government response to COVID- 19.

March 27, 2020

1 1J°

Al ., 4rll <<

fr'

A

d,v Go

FEMA

and Our Partners Continue to Support State Managed
Coronavirus Response
My
current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to those places around
Administrator Pete Gaynor The
the country that need them the most. "FEMA
—

federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus ( COVID- 19)
pandemic. The

health and safety of the American people is our top priority. We

are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flat en the curve: Stay
home as much as much as possible. If
you need to go out, practice social distancing. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners are
with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government response to
the COVID- 19 pandemic and protect the public. Seventeen states and 4 tribes have issued shelter -in
orders in addition to eight states that have issued partial or localized orders and one state has that issued
for certain at risk-groups only. On

working
fight
place
orders

March 22,President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California, New York and
Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local emergency assistance efforts.

This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts,on a 331

fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary.
Additional

states can request this assistance

and those requests will be considered.

On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501( b) of Stafford
Act. The President' s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing to request individual
emergency declarations. In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey,
New York, North Carolina, Maryland, Missouri, Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster
declarations

to assist with additional needs identified in these states.

As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N- 95 masks, 20 million surgical/ face masks, 3. 1 million

face shields, nearly 6, 000 ventilators, 2. 6 million gowns, and 14. 6 million gloves. We are sending more every
day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts, Community
Based Testing Sites ( CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress, Defense Production Act,
Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and the Strategic
National Stockpile.

FEMA COVID Advisory

3. 27. 20. pdf

I Iavnirn,, Ln• ouulhlie vk. wMi n,, Llhs r nes a, e?
View it as a webpa e.
You

sire suailbscii• nll-)
ed Lo ulpda es ffn• oirn Lihe U.S. Llelpan• Luuueirnl of I>
lon leliairnd SecuunlLy Manage

Subscriptions I

Privacy I

Help C'

oirn ne(A w i Lih DI IS:Facebook

I Twiter I Insta ram LinkedIn

I Fhckr I YouTbe U.

S. Department of Homeland Security www.
dhs. t ov U.

S. Department of Homeland Security •www. dhs. gov •202- 282- 8000 PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava.Most written commurucatior? s to or from City artd C"
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cdals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email commur?
icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure. 332

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tia Jacobs < tjacobs@mercatus. gmu. edu>
Friday, March 27, 2020 11: 33 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 Pandemic Policy Response: Public - Private Virtual School Partnerships and
Federal Flexibility for Schools

Dear Mr. McCoy,

In response to the ongoing Coronavirus public health and economic crisis, Mercatus is publishing timely, short essays to address pressing policy questions affecting Congress, state and local governments, and the American
economy.

As more states make the decision to cease classroom learning for the remainder of the school year, the potential
of moving 41 million students online will be no easy task. Today, an essay by Jonathan Butcher titled, "

Public -

Private Virtual School Partnerships and Federal Flexibility for Schools During the Coronavirus," argues that
policymakers should look to existing state charter school laws for examples of ways to offer flexibility to
traditional school districts. In addition, schools should create public -private partnerships with existing virtual
providers to serve student learning.

The main benefits to these policy changes include:
Decisive and quick action by policymakers and educators will prevent students from falling behind

before the next school year.
These changes allow teachers and parents to see what the future of learning could be for millions of
students.

Should you have any questions or would like to learn more about this timely report, please do not hesitate to
contact

us.

Sincerely,
Tia L. Jacobs
State Outreach Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University
O: ( 703) 993- 9112
C: ( 262) 498- 7526
www. mercatus. M
Unsubscribe

191
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad pobllc records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 11: 24 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris Cohilas

Cc:

McCoy, Michael

Subject:

FW: Order

Attachments:

03. 22 FINAL

ORDER. 2. docx

Chris —

Please see amended order attached.

It was certainly not my intention to delete any other provisions

and he was

provided the order the other day to proof before he signed and did not note this at all.
If this version is acceptable on your end, please let me know and I' ll print it to have for you to sign at the press
conference today.
Thanks,

Wendy Ise

ellll

Public Information

Officer

OUGHERTY

D4,Z-

Z!_

C0U NTy

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
E.::irnaflL ,....._I_. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

From: " Dorough,

Bo" <

a. us

bdorough@albanyga. gov>

Date: Friday, March 27, 2020 at 11: 19 AM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>

To: "

Cc: " Subadan, Sharon" <
Subject:

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>, "

Tolbert, Sonja" <

STolbert@albanyga. gov>

Order

Wendy:
You deleted the provision authorizing liquor stores to stay open when you amended the order to allow
restaurants to sell alcohol with deliveries and take- out orders.

I have added that provision to xiii of

Article 2, paragraph 6( c). The language allowing schools to continue to provide food services to students
334

is now xiv, and the following subsections have been renumbered. The provision authorizing liquor stores
to operate is now xxiii.

I have also included language which excludes healthcare professionals and first responders from Article
3, being the provision which required anyone who has tested positive or is awaiting the results of a test
to remain in his or her home, for the duration of this Order, or until he or she receives confirmation that
the results of the tests were negative".

Please forward this document to Mr. Cohilas for his review. I will execute the revised Order at the press
conference

this afternoon

if these changes

are acceptable.

Sincerely,

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P. O. Box 383

Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229. 888. 2757

Fax: 229. 888. 2959
www. albanyga. gov
OVA

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 11: 08 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware,

Subject:

RE: FYI FW: Families

Jawahn;

Hall,

Dominique
First Coronavirus

Response

Act

Thanks

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 10: 42 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
us>;McCoy,
FYI

FW: Families

Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga.
us> Subject:

First Coronavirus Response Act Greetings -

We

have more than 500 employees, but I wanted you have to this information in case you receive questions. Jawahn

E.
Ware Certified
County Clerk/ Procurement Manager 1X-_

X)
G4-iERTY CO'
Y

must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma

We

Gandhi From:

county - clerks <
COUNTY- CLERKS( SLISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Brandt, Leslie Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 10:36 AM To:
COUNTY-

CLERKS(

Re: COUNTY
[-

LISTSERi/,

everyone, I

Brandt

ACCG,

CLERKS] Families

ORG

Subject:

First Coronavirus Response

see the Q&
A

Act Sorry

was not attached in my previous email for the FFCRA. Leslie

o

umwur" From:

county - clerks <
COUNTY- CLERKS( SLISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Friday, March 27,2020 9:
38 AM 336

Behalf Of Brandt, Leslie Sent:

To: COUNTY-

CLERKS(

LISTSERi/,

ACCG, ORG

Subject: Families First Coronavirus

For anyone

Response Act

who hasn' t seen,

the Families

posting was released yesterday.

First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( FFCRA)

federal

I' ve also attached a helpful Q& A regarding the new act.

Leslie Brandt

I '
Y

Georgia Open Records Act: Under Georgia law, all information, including e- mail, written letters, documents and phone
messages, sent to the County Board of Commissioners and County offices and employees is subject to Public Records
law. This includes the sender' s e- mail address, home address or phone number if shown in the message, the content of
the message and any associated

attachments

to the mail.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written commurucatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Dawn

M. Bauman,

CAE <

government@caionline. org>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 11: 07 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

HOA &

Condo

COVID- 19 Resources

To view the mobile/web version of this e- mail, click here.

Dear Mr. Michael McCoy,
Condominiums, homeowners associations, and housing cooperatives are facing unique challenges related to COVID19. Community Associations Institute ( CAI) has established a resource center to help community association boards
and residents navigate the issues their communities are encountering: www. caionline. org/ coronavirus.
aa: I : aa: P101111. TH:

011.
W,Pl1Vatell] Lee]

JiIJiLei ZIIII W/eF&11i103/ eII IQZ[

eel Z61911MLei : IZIII &I FAQs about community as ociatons and

COVID- 19,including common area restrictions ( gyms, pools, playgrounds, etc.),
board
elections, guest
restrictions, etc.COVID- 19 sample forms and

meetings

and

templates

for association boards. Government Action

Regarding Community

Associations &

COVID-19.CAI is closely

monitoring the latest policy and health updates
related to COVID- 19 and its impact on the 73. 5 million Americans living in com unity associations. There
are many uncertainties about
the severity and impacts of this disease, and CAI remains commit ed to helping the people living and working
in community associations navigate this unique period of risks and challenges. CONTACT US ANYTIME CAI recognizes
the

amount of

work you and your staff dedicate to representing your constituents' needs and serving the public. If you or
your staff have any questions, would like CAI to connect you with a local homeowners association or condominum community, or if
we can provide you with resources, please don' t hesitate to reach out to my team at aovernmentacaionline. ora. Thank you for
your

leadership

Stay safe and healthy, E
Dawn M.Bauman, CAE

338

Senior Vice President,

Government &

Public Affairs

Community Associations Institute ( CAI)
dbauman9caionline. org
703- 970- 9224

P. S. Stay informed of trending community association issues and legislative updates by following us on Twitter and
I nstagram.

This e- mail was sent to inform you of CAI products, services or events. For more information, please visit
www.caionline. org.

Update My E- mail Address

I Manage My Email Subscriptions

I Unsubscribe

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava, Most written commualeatlorts to or from Qty artd
Couaty of gals regardlag Qty artd Couaty buslrtess are public records avallable to the public artd media upon request. Your email
commuoieatiorts may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 10: 52 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Forecast: Post- coronavirus world will embrace city tech

FE]
Created

March 27, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Take advantage of disruption

improve your skills

Use the time you' ve been given when life takes an unexpected turn to create goals that
further your skills and craft a plan to achieve them, writes Ken Downer. "[
new ' normal' becomes, we have a unique opportunity to shape it,"

W] hatever the

he writes.

Full Story: Rapid Start Leadership ( 3/ 24 )

EI
BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Morgan

Hill, Calif.,

City Manager Christina Turner says it' s difficult to predict how the

loss of revenue from sales tax and recreational programming fees will affect city
finances. "

We continue to explore steps to lessen the impacts to the city' s fiscal

sustainability in general and the recreation services program in particular,"
Full Story: Morgan Hill Times ( Calif.) (

J J 340

3/ 24 )

she says.

Free Webinar: The Economic Impact of Library
Innovation

Join us for a 30- minute webinar on Wednesday, April 1 to
see how innovative libraries that provide non- traditional
services, connect to civic engagement,

respond to

community need, and co -locate services produce
quantifiable economic impact. It' s all about aligning services
and intersecting delivery with everyday community life.
Register now!

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Parking enforcement officials in Richmond, Ky., are issuing warnings on vehicles parked
in front of restaurants in an effort to keep those spaces free for delivery and pickup as
restaurants struggle to stay afloat amid outbreak fears. City Manager Rob Minerich has
reassured concerned residents that the city will not issue parking tickets under the new
policy.

Full Story: Richmond Register ( Ky.) (

3/"24 )

MIND

Fire and EMS agencies around the country have launched social
media campaigns asking people to stay home to avoid spreading
the coronavirus. They are using hashtags such as
StayHomeForUs,#
Facebook/ Fallon Ambulance
service)

ICameToWorkForYou

Full Story: FireRescuel ( 3/ 24 )

51113.1

341

and # AlwaysOpen.

Free Webinar: Tools and Techniques for Managing
COVID- 19 Recovery Costs
Federal funding programs provide an opportunity for your
community to better respond to and recover from the

COVID- 19 crisis. Join us Tuesday, March 31 for this free
webinar that will take you through a toolkit that you and your
teams can utilize to track disaster related costs. Register
now.

m

immtrmmalmal

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

ABI Research forecasts that, just as science and technology were shaped by significant
stock market crashes and World War II, they will be shaped by the coronavirus
pandemic, with improvements particularly noticeable in resilience -focused smart city
tech. A company whitepaper outlines how the pandemic could affect global short- and
long- term concerns, and how companies can prosper as the coronavirus subsides.
Full Story: FleetNews ( UK) (

3/"25)

EI
PUBLIC

WORKS

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

Transport for London has lifted all tolls on roads in the city in response to the
coronavirus pandemic. Without tolls, essential workers will be allowed to travel more
efficiently on public roads, according to the organization.

Full Story: Traffic Technology Today ( UK) (: /

00001

342

3)

The Harris County Toll Road Authority in Houston has lifted all tolls through April 29 as a
way to ease travel for essential workers. Harris County Judge Lina Hidalgo ordered nonessential workers to stay home as much as possible through April 3 to help combat the
spread of the coronavirus.

Full Story: KTRK- TV ( Houston) (

3/ 2

MIND
HUMAN

RESOURCES

AND

DEVELOPMENT

W. Va. districtdelivery
A West Virginia school district has overhauled its meal service program after a two- day
pause to address workers' concerns about staying healthy during the coronavirus
outbreak. Instead of delivering food more frequently, the relaunched program will deliver
a full week' s worth of meals every Monday along bus routes.

Full Story: MetroNews (West Virginia) ('3/ 25)

00001
ICMA NEWS

Coronavirus
As the virus continues to spread, ICMA has gathered some resources to support local
governments. View the Coronavirus Resources on our website.

MIND
inar] The Economic Impact of LibraryInnovation
Libraries have long been valuable community resources, but today' s innovative services
mean modern libraries yield huge returns on investment, presenting community leaders
with a tremendous opportunity. What do modern libraries offer? Join us for a 30- minute
webinar to see how innovative libraries that provide nontraditional services connect to
civic engagement, respond to community need, and co -locate services produce
quantifiable economic impact. It' s all about aligning services and intersecting delivery
with everyday community life. Learn more and register today!

00001
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12-LEARN MORE ABOIJT ICMA:

I lorne I Abm,jt I News & Events lJorn GMA I Career Network

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Proffle I Adver ise wiffi Srnar2rief
Unsubscribe

I Privacy poficy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK I ADVERTISE
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 10: 42 AM
Hall, Dominique; McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FYI FW: Families

Attachments:

Q&

A-

First Coronavirus

Response

Act

FFCRA. pdf

Greetings -

We have more than 500 employees, but I wanted you have to this information in case you receive questions.

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Uc3HEF"I"Y
COUNTY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: county -clerks < COUNTY- CLERKS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Brandt, Leslie
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 10: 36 AM
To: COUNTY-

CLERKS@LISTSERV.

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY - CLERKS]

ACCG. ORG

Families First Coronavirus

Response Act

Sorry everyone, I see the Q& A was not attached in my previous email for the FFCRA.

From: county -clerks < COUNTY- CLERKS( SLISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Brandt, Leslie
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 38 AM
To: COUNTY-

CLERKS(

LI5T5ERV, ACCG, ORG

Subject: Families First Coronavirus

For anyone

Response Act

who hasn' t seen,

the Families

posting was released yesterday.

First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( FFCRA)

federal

I' ve also attached a helpful Q& A regarding the new act.

345

Leslie

Brandt

Georgia Open Records Act: Under Georgia law, all information, including e- mail, written letters, documents and phone
messages, sent to the County Board of Commissioners and County offices and employees is subject to Public Records
law. This includes the sender' s e- mail address, home address or phone number if shown in the message, the content of
the message and any associated attachments to the mail.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records lava. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City artd C"our?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
commurticatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

Blaine. Williams@ACCGOV.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Blaine Williams

COM>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 10: 08 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS][EXT] Re: Non - Emergency Call Volume We

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

have set up a hotline staffed by workers who are at home. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Adam Brett

Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 9:
31 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

EXT] Re: Non - Emergency Call Volume EXIFinf].

aRNAL SENDER: inf].
R: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do

not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. We
have not seen an increase in volume in Jef erson County. Adam
Brett

County

Administrator Jefferson
County GA 217
East Broad Street Louisville
GA

30434 abretL@ief ersoncountyga..

gov
625- 3332

Office 706-

318- 8575

Mobile

478-

From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV, ACCG,ORG>On

Behalf Of Eric Mosley

Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 8:
31 AM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS( LISTSERV,

ACCG, ORG

Subject:

Non -Emergency Call Volume Now
that we all are in a Declar tion of Emergency in a majority our counties I am sure that your 911 Centers have become
the 411
" Center" for the COVID- 19.All the local idiots of our community now call 911 to inquire about anything from
curfew hours to the take out menu at the local Chinese Restaurant. I am just interested how you all are coming up with
ideas to handle all the incoming calls from citizens either to complain about citizens breaking the new ordinances and
other idiotic questions. Sorry for all the comments about idiots but we have surplus of them right now and it's be n a
real y long week. 348

TROUP COUNTY
1I11
STAKT HE1;

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
l

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

atng

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poballe records lava, Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gaskins

Lequrica <

lgaskins@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 47 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: Update — Thank

You

You too sir

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 46 AM
To: Gaskins Lequrica < lgaskins@albanyga. gov>
Cc: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Update — Thank You

Thank you. Stay safe!
From: Gaskins Lequrica < leaskins@albanyga..

ov>

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 45 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCo _@dougherty. a. us>
Cc: Ware, Jawahn <JWareC dou herty, a. gs>
Subject: Update — Thank You

Good Morning Mr. McCoy,
I hope that you are off to a great start this Friday morning.

Recently, you inquired about the proposed Home
As a result, I planned to come to the
County Commission meeting to provide an update. Since this inquiry, the conversation about the project has
been delayed and the impact of the COVID- 19 pandemic has halted any new discussions or movement with
2 Suites hotel that was slated for development

at the Mule Barn site.

the project.

Providing any updates at this time would be theoretical information that might not necessarily reflect future
Should you desire, I am still available to provide an update when the project is more active and back
in the pipeline of discussion. Please let me know if this is okay with you.

actions.

In the meantime, please let me know if I can be of any assistance in answering any questions.
Thank you.
1 eqUirica Gasidlins, NISVVI
Downtown
ADICA &

Manager &
DDA Executive

Director

Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229. 302. 1392
Fax: 229. 431. 3223
401 Pine Avenue, Suite 200

Albany, GA 31701

350

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 46 AM

Sent:
To:

Gaskins

Lequrica

Cc:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: Update — Thank

You

Thank you. Stay safe!

From: Gaskins Lequrica < lgaskins@albanyga. gov>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 45 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Update — Thank You

Good Morning Mr. McCoy,
Recently, you inquired about the proposed Home
As a result, I planned to come to the
County Commission meeting to provide an update. Since this inquiry, the conversation about the project has
been delayed and the impact of the COVID- 19 pandemic has halted any new discussions or movement with
I hope that you are off to a great start this Friday morning.
2 Suites hotel that was slated for development

at the Mule Barn site.

the project.

Providing any updates at this time would be theoretical information that might not necessarily reflect future
Should you desire, I am still available to provide an update when the project is more active and back
in the pipeline of discussion. Please let me know if this is okay with you.

actions.

In the meantime, please let me know if I can be of any assistance in answering any questions.
Thank you.
1 eqUirica Gasidlins, NISVVI
Downtown
ADICA &

Manager &
DDA Executive

Director

Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229. 302. 1392
Fax: 229. 431. 3223
401 Pine Avenue, Suite 200

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov

352
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officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 45 AM
Gaskins Lequrica; McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Update — Thank

You

Thank you!
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D0JC)--iERTY
Mal

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Gaskins Lequrica < lgaskins@albanyga. gov>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 45 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Update — Thank You

Good Morning Mr. McCoy,
I hope that you are off to a great start this Friday morning.

Recently, you inquired about the proposed Home
As a result, I planned to come to the
County Commission meeting to provide an update. Since this inquiry, the conversation about the project has
been delayed and the impact of the COVID- 19 pandemic has halted any new discussions or movement with
2 Suites hotel that was slated for development

at the Mule Barn site.

the project.

Providing any updates at this time would be theoretical information that might not necessarily reflect future
Should you desire, I am still available to provide an update when the project is more active and back
in the pipeline of discussion. Please let me know if this is okay with you.

actions.

In the meantime, please let me know if I can be of any assistance in answering any questions.
Thank you.
1 eqUirica Gasidlins, NISVVI
Downtown
ADICA &

Manager &
DDA Executive

Director

Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229. 302. 1392
Fax: 229. 431. 3223
401 Pine Avenue, Suite 200

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
354
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Gaskins

Leclurica <

lgaskins@albanyga. gov>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 45 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

Update -

Thank

You

Good Morning Mr. McCoy,
Recently, you inquired about the proposed Home
As a result, I planned to come to the
County Commission meeting to provide an update. Since this inquiry, the conversation about the project has
been delayed and the impact of the COVID- 19 pandemic has halted any new discussions or movement with
I hope that you are off to a great start this Friday morning.
2 Suites hotel that was slated for development

at the Mule Barn site.

the project.

Providing any updates at this time would be theoretical information that might not necessarily reflect future
Should you desire, I am still available to provide an update when the project is more active and back
in the pipeline of discussion. Please let me know if this is okay with you.

actions.

In the meantime, please let me know if I can be of any assistance in answering any questions.
Thank you.
1 eqUirica Gasidlins, VVISVVI
Downtown
ADICA &

Manager &
DDA Executive

Director

Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229. 302. 1392
Fax: 229. 431. 3223
401 Pine Avenue, Suite 200

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 356

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 42 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

GDOL

Extend

Essential

Unemployment

Business',

Benefits,

Phoebe

Update,

Georgia

Small

Opportunity Zone, Regions Bank, Video: GEDA Events

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

March 27, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Dept. of Labor Extend Unemployment
Benefits for Georgians
Governor Brian P. Kemp and the Georgia Department of Labor ( GDOL)
addressed

the unprecedented

as witnessed

demand

for economic

in the recent unemployment

claims

relief for Georgians

numbers

released

this

morning by the US Department of Labor. This morning, Governor Kemp
signed an Executive Order allowing GDOL Commissioner Mark Butler to
issue two new emergency rules.
Video:
Kevin

Kevin Shea on GEDA Events Going Forward

Shea,

President

Businesses,

of the Georgia

Economic

Developer' s Association,

talks about some changes they have made because of COVID- 19 and
some events that are still on the schedule.

357

News
Phoebe Reports Thursday
COVID- 19 Numbers

Georgia Small Businesses Plead
Need for Speed on U. S. Stimulus
Dollars

Defining What' s an ` Essential
Business' is up for Debate
around Georgia

Summary: Senate Passes Phase
III of the Federal

Coronavirus

Relief Legislation

Gov. Kemp Closes K- 12 Public
Schools Through April 24th
U. S. Department

of Commerce

Invests $ 2. 5M to Establish
Business

Incubator

New

in Valdosta

Opportunity Zone
Regions

Bank Announces

Special Financial Assistance
amid Coronavirus

Concerns

As Virus Spreads, a Growing
Fear of Overwhelmed

Georgia

Hospitals

358

Habitat

CEO to White House:

Recent Video

Nation Must Support Low- income
Families

and the Organizations

Who Serve Them

Businesses Bracing for Major
Disruptions

from COVID- 19

according to S& P Global Market
Intelligence Survey
USDA

Feeds Kids, Helps

Families During COVID- 19
Emergency
Jay Sharpe of U Save It

Phoebe Wednesday COVID- 19

Pharmacy, Working with

Update

Employees
What Georgia' s Mayors

Who Leave Your

Organization (

and

1: 33)

County Leaders Were Told about
E

the Pandemic

Revised Albany and Dougherty
County Shelter -In - Place Order
Released

Dougherty County Magistrate
Court to Close

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

359

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

360

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Georgia Chamber Provides Business Guidance During COVID- 19
The Georgia Chamber is providing business guidance regarding state
and local ordinances. Recommendations include up- to- date information
based upon regulations as of March 25, 2020 at noon.
Corsica

Technologies:

How Does A Rise in Remote

Workers

Effect

Cyber Security?
Businesses around the world are proving their resilience during the
current state of pandemic brought on by Coronavirus or COVID- 19 by
embracing remote work. Traditional commuters are now connecting
remotely to their office networks and using video conferencing at an
increasing rate. This sudden change is proving to be a challenge for

361

broadband Internet providers worldwide by increasing traffic and straining
their systems

like never before.

More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available

362

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

363

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt -out instantly by visiting this page.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 43 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook
Subject: "

PRESS

RELEASE"

Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency

Operations Center COVID- 19 Update
Attachments:

for March 27, 2020

DOCOpresser_ DCUpdateCOVID19_ EOCDay 12.pdf Good

morning, Media Partners: Attached
is the updated press release for today from our COVID19 EOC Task Force. You can also access this release at:
htt
s://
bit,
l r/ 39pe9y r REMINDER:

ill

hold our doily press conferenre of 1pm today in Room 100 ofthe Goltoromoot Center of 222
are 0000 to moo it,
we will be streaming as we haite been on our t000ty oitoromoot
Facebook pogo @Dougherty(. ountyGeorgiaGottemment. Thanks

Pine Aitenue.. you

for your support, Wendy

IHo ellll

Public

Information Officer

DOUC

I iERTY 4,
Z-Z!C

0UN TyDougherty

County Board of Commis ioners/ Administration
Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006 Molb

lle.:229.

f"

854. 0006 222

Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701 Web:
Dougherty. ga.us l:.::
irnaflL,. ._ I

hi

I. _......._
dcru glh
ert .
a. us 911

uViPl UBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very baroad !puke records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Olivia Harper < olivia. harper@samfulfillment. com>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 30 AM

To:

MICHAEL

Subject:

Re: Federal Government Seeking DOUGHERTY CO LANDFILL' s Goods/ Services

MCCOY

1- 888- 299- 8277

MICHAEL,

Government Buys More in Time of Crisis

Don' t let COVID- 19 slow down your business. The federal government has embarked on an
aggressive public -private partnership to immediately deal with this national emergency.
The federal government has been at the forefront of this national emergency and has committed its
full resources to address the pandemic. We have been working with our clients to ensure their
federal

registrations

are current

and compliant.

Contact us today get registered or to review your current registration — 1-

888- 299-

8277

To address the Coronavirus pandemic, the federal government will need to rely on all resources
available, which will result in mass purchases from federally registered vendors and GSA Schedule
holders.

In addition

the Micro - Purchase

threshold

related goods/ services inside the US, and $

of $ 10, 000 has been raised to $ 20, 000 for disaster

30, 000 outside the US.

This will include federal contracting opportunities for small businesses across industries coming from
DHS, FEMA, DoD, CDC, NIH, VA to name a few. These agencies have immediate need for medical

equipment and supplies, IT support, cybersecurity, staffing, janitorial, logistics, security and
transportation

services.

We can help you find these opportunities.

Be part of the solution.

Call us at ( 888) 299- 8277 to get started.
Reference your Cage Code: 301- 1- 4
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DOUGHERTYCO

Business

Type:

Business

LANDFILL
or Organization

Last Updated By: MICHAEL MCCOY
Registration

Status:

Active

Activation

Date:

04/ 29/ 2019

Expiration

Date:

04/ 28/ 2020
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TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 36 AM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

It' s not access to face masks that should worry us about coronavirus —

recipients

it' s America' s

nursing shortage

Good Morning.
I know this subject will not come as a surprise to any of you but I think it speaks to the layers of challenges in our
Healthcare System that affects all Hospitals and certainly Phoebe Putney Health System.
While there will be much work to do post this viral season and much of what we called " normal" before will no longer
be, the appetite for more people in the nursing field will only increase and as a community

we must come together as

one to innovate to fill this gap.
Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

From: Harrington, Rebecca< rharrington@TheLeadershipInstitute.

1 www. phoebehealth. com

corn >
Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 9:
14 AM To:
Members of The Leadership Institute<MembersofTheLeadershipinsti ute@TheLeadershipinsti ute. com>
Subject:
LI Lit Serv: It's not access to face masks that should worry us about coronavirus —it's America' s nursing shortage
WARNING:

This

NOT

CLICK

email
links

originated
or

outside
attachments

of

unless

Phoebe

you

Putney
recognize

Health

the

System.
sender

DO

and

know

the

content

is

safe.

Caution:

This

email

might

not

be

from

the

address

listed. Use

special

caution

on

March

13,2020 - 12: 30 PM EDT It'

s not access to face masks that should worry us about coronavirus —
it's America' s nursing shortage GETTY
IMAGES 368

links

or

attachments.

BY SHARI COSTANTINI, OPINION CONTRIBUTOR The views expressed by contributors are their own and not the view of
The Hill

As the United States continues to address an outbreak of the novel coronavirus that has confounded

governments across the world, our already - frayed health care system is quietly incubating a deadly
disease of its own: An acute nursing shortage that will undermine patient safety and confidence at a
critical time for public health.
Before it' s all over, this pandemic will expose what those in the industry have known for decades. America
doesn' t have enough nurses, and it' s the country' s caregivers and most vulnerable populations that will
pay the price.

Indeed, the real question isn' t whether we' ll have enough protective gear like face masks for our health
care professionals, but whether we' ll have enough caregivers when this crisis reaches a crescendo.
Even before the coronavirus,

our system was on the verge of collapse.

An estimated 200, 000 nursing positions are projected to go unfilled at hospitals across the country this
year. All told, one -in - eight nursing positions will go unstaffed. Analysts believe about one- third of the
country' s nurses - more than one million

altogether -

will retire within the next decade as the post -World

War II Baby Boom generation ages into their sunset years.

At the same time, demand for care by an aging population is skyrocketing. Seventy- five percent of
Americans over 65 are living with multiple chronic conditions.

In an attempt to bridge this widening deficit, U. S. health care providers have begun increasingly relying on
foreign - educated nurses and clinicians. By some estimates, as much as 16 percent of US nurses were
foreign - educated.

Foreign -educated health care professionals are vital to preserving the United States' delicate health care
staffing balance. Still, one of the country's most significant sources of foreign health care talent has been
recently stung by a complicated, bureaucratic visa apportionment system that has effectively blocked all
employment - based health care immigration.

About one- third of foreign - educated U. S. nurses emigrated from the Philippines. But the country recently

saw all employment -based ( EB3) visas frozen amid a visa retrogression by the Department of State,
driven by the surging demand for visas from individuals already in the U. S. adjusting status to an
immigrant visa.

Congress determines the number of immigrant visas that can be issued each year while the Department
of State administers them, regulating the number and type of visas offered to individual countries relative
369

to global demand. The agency has broad authority to freeze all or certain types of visas from countries if it
believes the cadency of immigration is surging too high.
Because the Philippines

is such a vital source of health care talent, the Department

of State' s decision to

retrogress immigrant visas means America will be denied more nurses at precisely the moment we need
them most.

But why should ordinary Americans care about the legal ability of a hospital to recruit and hire a foreign educated nurse from the Philippines or anywhere else? Simple: That nurse has a material impact on the

care and welfare of their family. Even without the strain of the outbreak, we know that increasing a nurse' s

workload by just one patient increases patient mortality by 7 percent.
And in the context of coronavirus, which has disproportionately
immunosuppressed

and acutely affected elderly and

populations in Asia and Europe, nurses will play an outsized and crucial role in

delivering health care.
Worse, we know based on the experience of other countries that coronavirus is a caregivers' illness. In

Italy' s Lombardo region, one of the country' s hardest - hit, as much as 10 percent of all nurses and
doctors have been infected and placed in quarantine.

If the United States already has too few nurses to meet pre- coronavirus demand for care, what would
happen in the event of sustained transmission of a deadly pathogen that also claims 10 percent of health
care workers?

Now, more than ever, America needs its nurses, and every corner of government should be working in
concert to make it happen.

Shari Costantini is a registered nurse who has spent two decades working to address chronic clinician
shortages in the United States. She is the chief executive officer of Avant Healthcare Professionals and

serves as president of the American Association of International Healthcare Recruitment ( AAIHR).
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TAC Service

From:

Desk

New

Families

First Coronavirus

Response

Act < info@mail. trainhr. com>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 37 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Employers Playbook for the Families First Coronavirus Act

If you are unable to see the message

For

Human

Resource

below, click here to view.

Professionals

3
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g 0M.
11
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NetZealous LLC, 39658 Mission Boulevard,

Fremont, CA 94539, USA.

www. trainhr. com

Toll Free : + 1- 800- 385- 1627

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
March 27,2020 9:
36 AM To:
Michael Subject:

Friday,
McCoy,
Re:

EM- 3464

COVID- 19

Applicant Briefings

Got

it.Get
Outlook for Android From:

McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
Friday, March 27,2020 8:
31: 56 AM To:
georgia collierbolling< georgiacollierbolling@yahoo.

com>;
Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga.
us>Subject:

FW: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings FYI

From:

Tara

Teuta <Tara.

Teuta@gema. ga.gov> Sent:

Thursday, March 26,2020 4:
58 PM To:
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga.
us>Subject:

EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings As

promised. Good

Afternoon: A

Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13,2020 for COVID- 19.The Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency protective
measures (Category B)
under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal funding.
Georgia
Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency (GEMA) is conducting Applicant
Briefings via webinar. The

Briefings will

explain the Public Assistance Process

and the

steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.Eligible
Subrecipients are

Counties, Cities, State

Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits. Please

forward this information to all potential applicants in your area. There
will be 3
( ) three briefings held on,Tuesday March 31,2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday April

1st,2020 at 2:00pm and Thursday April 2",
2020 at
Briefings. WebEx

10: 30am. Plan

access information is provided below: 373

to attend one of the Applicant

Tuesday,

March 31, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) 1

10- 30 am I (

Meeting number ( access code):

1

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacqvJz677

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi,oiii a iiobHi:::!

011 y)

855 21?8'2,:1 ( r31310 Us TOLL FREE
4

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Sk)'.' a (:'.,aH

in nuirfl'' ers (

A free

restrk",tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6 f 767264 f,( Pra(

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

April 1, 2020

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to a. gall lii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!

011 y)

i f 855 282 633() US TOLL FREE

i f 4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

374

I hr.

aH
Join from

in nuirfl'.' ers (

a video

system

restrk"Itk) ns

A free (:'.,aHHrxi
or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7056

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7056

i" ia(

Thursday,

April 2, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) 1

10- 30 am I (

Meeting number ( access code):

1 hr.

619 267 380

Meeting password: j79nFMeZTD3

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!f;ii::Wic(

a1li

i

l

011 y)

855 282 6330 US TOLL FREE
4

5 655 0003 US TOLL

Sk)'.' a (:'.,aH
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers, (

a video

system

A free (:'.,aHHrx

restrk",tk) ns

or application

375

Dial 6 f 926. 7

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
i ia( a V

Dial 6 f 9267 38( 1 (&

Need help? Go to

weble

x(

011' 1 u

If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to contact me.

Thanks,

Tara

Tara Teuta
Grants
Public

Specialist

Supervisor

Assistance

Department

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency
Post Office
Atlanta,

Cell:

Box 18055

Georgia

30316- 0055

404- 623- 3305

Tara. Teuta@Rema.

ga. gov

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Burns, Andy < Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 33 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: EM- 3464 COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

I' ll plan on listening in to one of them. Thanks.

Bu
1 = iinanciiall 1 : 3,ecoveiry SpecialiM
1 ( 515) 537 5578 ( aimdy. huiirims( q)tetiratecllh. coiinrn

IMobiille +

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 31 AM
To: Burns, Andy <Andy. Burns@tetratech. com>
Subject: FW: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

FYI

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19.
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency

The

protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings will explain the Public Assistance Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.

377

There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday
2020 at 10: 30am.

April 1st, 2020 at 2: OOpm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

WebEx access information is provided below:

WEBEX
Applicant Briefings

Tuesday,
10- 30 am ( (

March 31, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern

Time ( US &

Meeting number (access code):

1 hr.

Canada) (

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone
I ap to call Iii 9ron7 a iiobH , c; l pia, (
f 855 2' a8?x2,:1

a1li i

l

011r )

r31310 US TOLL FREE

f 4. 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767261

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6 f 767264

i ia( a V

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

April 1, 2020

IJ TCj- 04: 00) ] Eastern Time (( 1S &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

378

1 hr.

Plan to attend one of the

Join by phone
I ap to a. gall lii fi, oiii a iiiobili:: f; ii::Wic:!

011 y)

fi"3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

8 51115

4 f 5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL
3() V'. a
Join from

in nuirfl'.' ers, (
a video

system

A free

restrk"Itk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156 f,( J&

Thursday,
10- 30 am I (

I

i" ia( "

April 2, 2020

UTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time ( US & Canada) 1

Meeting number ( access code):

1 hr.

619 267 380

Meeting password: j79nFMeZTD3

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!f;ii::Wic(

a1li

i

l

011 y)

379

f 855 282 633O

US TOLL FREE

f 4. 5 655 ( I( X13 US TOLL

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 926...

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
i ia( a V

Dial 6 f 9267 38( 1 (&

Need help? Go to

weble

x(

011' 1 u

If you have any questions please don' t hesitate to contact me.
Thanks,

Tara

Tara Teuta
Grants
Public

Specialist

Supervisor

Assistance

Department

Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency
Post Office
Atlanta,

Cell:

Box 18055

Georgia

30316- 0055

404- 623- 3305

Tara. Teuta@Rema.

ga. gov

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 32 AM
georgia collierbolling; Collier -Bolling, Georgia

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: EM- 3464

COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

W9

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

Tuesday,

2020 at 10: 30am.

WebEx access information is provided below:

M' arch 31,

Meeting number (access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677
381

Plan to attend one of the

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!
fi" 3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

851115
4

011 y)

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

3()'.'a
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers, (
a video

system

A free

restrk" Itk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6f 767264 f,( Pra(

April 1, 2020

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to CaH II 91, 0111 a IIobHI:::!f;ii:::ViC(
855 282 633() US TOLL

4

a1li

l

011 y)

FREE

5 655 ( XIC13 US TOLL

Sk) G'. a(:'., aH un nuirfl'.' ers, (

A free

restrk",tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

i" ia(

382

I hr.

April

U

619 267 380

Meeting number ( access code):

Grants Specialist
Supervisor

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Public

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

oe

FREE

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O,(&0a(|
C`v
C 0

questions

please

don'

t

hesitate

tncontact me.Tara If you have any Tara

Teuta

Assistance Department
Georgia

Emergency

and Homeland

Management
Security

Agency Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta,Georgia
3U316' UUSS
623'

Cell: 404'

3305

383

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 384

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 32 AM
Burns, Andy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: EM- 3464

COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

W9

From: Tara Teuta < Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: EM- 3464 COVID- 19 Applicant Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

Tuesday,

2020 at 10: 30am.

WebEx access information is provided below:

M' arch 31,

Meeting number (access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677
385

Plan to attend one of the

Join by phone
I ap to caH Iii fi, oiii a iiobHi:::!
fi" 3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

851115
4

011 y)

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

3()'.'a
Join from

in nuirfl'' ers, (
a video

system

A free

restrk" Itk) ns

or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6f 767264 f,( Pra(

April 1, 2020

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to CaH II 91, 0111 a IIobHI:::!f;ii:::ViC(
855 282 633() US TOLL

4

a1li

l

011 y)

FREE

5 655 ( XIC13 US TOLL

Sk) G'. a(:'., aH un nuirfl'.' ers, (

A free

restrk",tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

i" ia(

386

I hr.

April

U

619 267 380

Meeting number ( access code):

Grants Specialist
Supervisor

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Public

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

oe

FREE

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O,(&0a(|
C`v
C 0

questions

please

don'

t

hesitate

tncontact me.Tara If you have any Tara

Teuta

Assistance Department
Georgia

Emergency

and Homeland

Management
Security

Agency Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta,Georgia
3U316' UUSS
623'

Cell: 404'

3305

387
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

abrett@JEFFERSONCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Adam Brett
GOV>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 31 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Non- Emergency Call Volume We

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

have not seen an increase in volume in Jef erson County. Adam
Brett

County

Administrator Jefferson
County GA 217
East Broad Street Louisville
GA

30434 abretL@ief ersoncountyga..

gov
625- 3332

Office 706-

318- 8575

Mobile

478-

From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Eric Mosley

Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 8:
31 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Non -Emergency Call Volume Now
that we all are in a Declar tion of Emergency in a majority our counties I am sure that your 911 Centers have become
the 411
" Center" for the COVID- 19.All the local idiots of our community now call 911 to inquire about anything from
curfew hours to the take out menu at the local Chinese Restaurant. I am just interested how you all are coming up with
ideas to handle all the incoming calls from citizens either to complain about citizens breaking the new ordinances and
other idiotic questions. Sorry for all the comments about idiots but we have surplus of them right now and it's be n a
real y long week. TROTUP

U
1,
BOARD

11

OF COMMISSIONERS START

HEPLET Eric

Mosley County
Manager Troup

County Board of Commis ioners 100
Ridley Avenue LaGrange,
GA

30240 Office: (

706) 298- 3643 Mobile: (
706)

302- 4891 W.

W.w.troupcount 389
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tommy Parker

tparker@ M U RRAYCOU NTYGA. GOV>
Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 9: 21 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Non- Emergency Call Volume Attachments:
911.pdf We

WhenToCall_

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

used this graphic. Tommy

Parker Murray
County Commissioner' s Office County
Manager/ Financial Officer Office:
706- 517- 1400 Ext. 1367

Mobile:

706- 260- 9292 WarkerQmurraLcountLqa

gov

121

N. 41" Ave. Chatsworth,
Ga. 30705 wwwomurra
county aooro From:

Eric

Mosley < emosley@TROUPCOUNTYGA.

GOV>
Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 8:
31 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Non -Emergency Call Volume Now
that we all are in a Declar tion of Emergency in a majority our counties I am sure that your 911 Centers have become
the 411
" Center" for the COVID- 19.All the local idiots of our community now call 911 to inquire about anything from
curfew hours to the take out menu at the local Chinese Restaurant. I am just interested how you all are coming up with
ideas to handle all the incoming calls from citizens either to complain about citizens breaking the new ordinances and
other idiotic questions. Sorry for all the comments about idiots but we have surplus of them right now and it's be n a
real y long week. TR

OTu
1,

BOARD

F

1I
COM IS ONERS START

HEPUT Eric

Mosley County
Manager Troup

County Board of Commis ioners 100
Ridley Avenue LaGrange,
GA

30240 Office: (

706) 298- 3643 Mobile: (
706) 302- 4891 391
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
bjohnson@CO.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Brad Johnson

HENRY. GA. US>

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 58 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Non- Emergency Call Volume Good

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Morning Eric,In
Henry County we have added a Police Supervisor and a EMS Supervisor to our 911 Center. The purpose is the
non -emergency calls for PD are screened by the appropriate supervisor and the response is dictated by them.
For example, if some one is calling about overcrowding at a restaurant, the PD Supervisor will take the call
and then make a call to the place of business to recommend compliance. If ad itonal calls come in then a unit
is sent out.The same PD Supervisor will also speak to the 911 callers about un-necessary questions like,What
restaurants are open? After the caller talks directly to a police officer and is advise what 911 is for, the caller
seems to get it.Our

EMS Supervisor acts as a triage officer and screens COVID Calls. If it meets criteria set forth by our Medical Director,
we only send a QRV with two medics to evaluate the patient and determine a care plan, which may be
contacting private physician and not transporting to hospital. This has really help not to expose unneeded personnel
to every patient. Seems
to be working well.Brad

Johnson, Deputy County Manager Henry
County Government 140
Henry Parkway McDonough,
Georgia

30253

11

Every.

One. Counts! hen
rycountycensus. com From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
emosley@TROUPCOUNTYGA.

GOV>
Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 08:30 To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG <COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-393

behalf of Eric Mosley <

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Subject: Non -Emergency Call Volume
CAUTIOFJ.' Phs ernafl oirighnated froirn outsIIde of' the oirgainzatJoin,. Do ICiot ch6k hinks oropein attachirneints

unless you recoginIlze the sender and kinomi the cointeint Is safe,.
Now that we all are in a Declaration of Emergency in a majority our counties I am sure that your 911 Centers have
become the " 411 Center" for the COVID- 19. All the local idiots of our community now call 911 to inquire about anything
from curfew hours to the take out menu at the local Chinese Restaurant. I am just interested how you all are coming up
with ideas to handle all the incoming calls from citizens either to complain about citizens breaking the new ordinances
and other idiotic questions. Sorry for all the comments about idiots but we have surplus of them right now and it' s been
a really long week.

J+_%

TROT TP C u
Ili, BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
STDRT HEPLET I

Eric Mosley
County Manager

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

W.W.w.,.
1..rQ.Wg2!!! 1tY9 ". Or

FYI,
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commur?Jcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG.

Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 38 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Non- Emergency Call Volume Eric,

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ORG>

ACCG. ORG

my response does not directly answer your question, but I wanted to note that on yesterday' s GEMA call they reported
as follows: 911

is working on an infographic that will address individuals that are calling 911 to report non emer
- gencies,

calls —
GEMA

specifically businesses or private citizens that are not adhering to social distancing or closure orders. Encourage
people NOT to use 911 for such calls. ACCG
is working closely with GEMA, as

are local EMAs. If

we learned of additional information

of

value concerning how

to

address or mitigate the improper use of 9-1- 1, we will certainly share that information. Stay
safe!! Dave
Wills Executive
Director

Association

County Commissioners of Georgia 191
Peachtree St.,
NE, Suite
GA

700

Atlanta,

30303 404-

683- 1816 ( Verizon

Cellular) 404-

583- 7861 ( Direct

Fax) dwil s@acce.

ore

From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Eric Mosley

Sent:

Friday, March 27,2020 8:
31 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Non -Emergency Call Volume Now
that we all are in a Declar tion of Emergency in a majority our counties I am sure that your 911 Centers have become
the 411
" Center" for the COVID- 19.All the local idiots of our community now call 911 to inquire about anything from
curfew hours to the take out menu at the local Chinese Restaurant. I am just interested how you all are coming up with
ideas to handle all the incoming calls from citizens either to complain about citizens breaking the new ordinances and
other idiotic questions. Sorry for all the comments about idiots but we have surplus of them right now and it's be n a
real y long week. 0

Cuo"'

TR

BOARD
HEPLET Eric

Mosley County
Manager 395

UNTY 11L

OF COMMISSIONERS STAKT

Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

emosley@TROUPCOUNTYGA.
Sent:

Friday, March 27, 2020 8: 31 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject: [

MANAGERS-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Eric Mosley

GOV>

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Non- Emergency Call Volume Now

that we all are in a Declar tion of Emergency in a majority our counties I am sure that your 911 Centers have become
the 411
" Center" for the COVID- 19.All the local idiots of our community now call 911 to inquire about anything from
curfew hours to the take out menu at the local Chinese Restaurant. I am just interested how you all are coming up with
ideas to handle all the incoming calls from citizens either to complain about citizens breaking the new ordinances and
other idiotic questions. Sorry for all the comments about idiots but we have surplus of them right now and it's be n a
real y long week. TROTUT

Cu 111,
BOARD

COMMISSIONERS START HEPLET

OF

Eric Mosley

County Manager
Troup County
Board of Commissioners 100 Ridley
Avenue LaGrange, GA
30240

Office: (706)

298- 3643
302-

4891

Mobile: ( 706)
W. W.

w.troupcountPUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad pobalie records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County ey vials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 397

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, March 27, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Switch to telework comes with challenges for local governments; Trail use way up as

Subject:

coronavirus stifles other activities; California and New York extend mortgage relief to

homeowners; Is America ready for a second wave of coronavirus?

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Trail Use Way Up as Coronavirus Stifles Other Activities
13IIII I I V., JCA

I"

People are craving outlets for their physical and mental well being,"

said an

expert. But this has created concerns that people are too crammed together in these open
spaces.

Is America Ready for a Second Wave of Coronavirus?
3(

I I

III"N

A resurgence of the virus would strain local health systems already close

to a breaking point —but they might be more prepared the second time around.
Brought to you by Affigent

l± mmmg KiMq[ giili9A. Te_ I1hnoI2g1J1I_ _ ira. n.sf mimiUmm! ORTo,info,iUiUo " ,_

Artificial intelligence,

5G, cloud, edge computing, robotics and more all demonstrate

potential to transform the way government organizations
everywhere

modernize

I I is..
i., 1uo j2day.

their

IT infrastructure

exciting promise in their

operate and execute on the mission. As organizations

and implement

398

software - defined

data

centers

and solutions

to take

advantage of these new tools, many government entities are already realizing some extraordinary wins in the ways
that emerging tech can boost mission delivery.

California, New York Extend Mortgage Relief to Homeowners
I" 40 I: 3II. I :

III"" I I I I :

I Action taken by the states will temporarily halt foreclosure proceedings and

allow residents to defer mortgage payments.

Public Health Officials To Newsom: Lockdown Won' t Work
Without Enforcement
A I I

I

If

I

I I

I

Il. if I I I " III

I

Relying on social pressure as the primary tool

to persuade people to comply threatens to slow progress.

Covid- 19 Shows Us Why We Should Keep ICE Out of Hospitals
AIL. I

I'

IfD: I

UImT)

All Ill

I

COMMENTARY I Fearing Trump' s immigration police, people are

avoiding health care facilities. That's dangerous, particularly now.

The Child -Care Crisis Is Even Worse for Health -Care Workers
I II

A I IL. . X14 If llC I

Medical professionals need to be at work more

urgently than ever, but their child care has essentially evaporated. Eager ( but fragile) networks of
volunteers have stepped in to help.

Crowdsourcing to Fight a Pandemic
III

1

aJ

1all

I" I

I

I"

III

II111 1 If

COMMENTARY

I Cities are rapidly

sharing ideas to identify which actions work best to protect residents hardest hit by the
coronavirus.

Brought to you by Affigent

I6, mmmg, Il iMg[ giilimA. Te_ I noml 2 _ I _ _ TimmmiT fm mimiUmmuiORToi mm, imiUow'.s_I I, .i iummn,.
,' T m ' gy

Artificial intelligence, 5G, cloud, edge computing, robotics and more all demonstrate exciting promise in their
potential to transform the way government organizations operate and execute on the mission. As organizations
everywhere

modernize

their

IT infrastructure

and implement

software - defined

data

centers

and solutions

to take

advantage of these new tools, many government entities are already realizing some extraordinary wins in the ways
that emerging tech can boost mission delivery.
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This message
in to receive
receive

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.
it. Note: It may take our system

one or two more newsletters.

Government

up to two business

Thank you for reading

Executive

ga. us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because
days to process your unsubscribe

Route

you have opted

request and during that time you may

Fifty Today.

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 400
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The Broadcast Retirement Network' s # BRNAM for Friday, March 27, 2020 1 #

TWIF:

This Week in Finance Special guest: Devin Banerjee, CFA, Senior Finance Editor,
Linkedln I Here are our top stories: An historic stimulus clears the Senate and
Pandemic threatens billions in credit card losses I For more news and content each
and every day subscribe and visit www. broadcastretirementnetwork.

com I The

Morning Pulse. Retirement News that Matters. Independent. Unbiased. Information
for All.
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Jeffrey H. Snyder

currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor for the..
B
ad c..
al.;. t R e..ti c..
ell]eD tN e Lw..(. .c.
) h.Considered an i"ndustry insider",
thought - leader and an independent
voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in both
television and Drint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets. Broadcast
Retirement Network (

BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused helping Americans achieve
financial independence and to make retirement and ings culturally relevant.
The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most ortantly - No agendas,
no

sales pitches, no product pushes. Our morning show,

BRN AM,provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can create a
plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline news
via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals. Unlike
financial shows
which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN AM is
a lifestyle show that brings

the stories and ideas of regular Americans to the forefront. We engage with

a

range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance, healthcare, social security,
home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding the future of
financial security in America. The hyperlinks above
take you

to internet site( s)sponsored and maintained

unaffiliated with The Morning

Pulse, Inc. The

hyperlinks

by
as

independent third

provided are

parties that

are

maintained to provide the

author( s)
and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the original content. The
links and

content provided in The Morning Pulse and The

Weekly Pulse are for general reference and

educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a reliable source of
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 10: 33 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

3. 26. 20

Good evening Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise.
Washington. D. C.

Late last night the Senate voted 96- 0 to pass the $ 2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
CARES) Act. The bill text is available here, and a section -by -section is here. The bill is expected to pass the
House tomorrow and be signed by the President shortly after. For further details on the COVID- 19 legislative
landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update email. If you do not already receive the update,
please email Sierra Fuller ( sfuller(@cgagroup. com).
FEMA has a " How to Help" website for COVID- 19 which includes donations, volunteering, and private sector
subcategories.

The EPA is relaxing enforcement of multiple environmental regulations because of worker shortages and travel
restrictions caused by COVID- 19, per a memo circulated today. This has caused a stir in the environmental
activism community as many facilities benefiting from the relaxed standards are still operating under full
capacity.

President Trump sent a letter to America' s governors today saying the federal government hoped to provide a
risk assessment for individual counties in conjunction with increased testing capabilities. In the letter, the
President says that counties will be classified as high, medium or low risk to help local policymakers make
decisions about whether to maintain, increase, or relax social distancing standards.
NIAID' s Dr. Tony Fauci said today the Phase I vaccine trials have begun and that he hopes larger Phase II or
Phase III trials can begin by the middle of summer.
HHS banned the hoarding or price -gouging of N95 respirator masks, ventilators, gloves, and other personal
protective equipment. The hoarding ban includes hydroxychloroquine after reports of the drug selling out at
pharmacies. The list of banned materials can be found here.
The House Committee on Homeland Security compiled this resource guide for DHS' s response to COVID- 19.
Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) and Reps. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL) and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) are still the only members of
Congress who have tested positive for COVID- 19; however, 26 other members are now in self -quarantine. Four
members have completed a self -quarantine.
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 68, 440
d":. IIIose cointact":1,

074 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day before

reporting. o
The
CDC is reporting 994 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID- 19.Since these numbers closeout the day before
reporting, deaths in the U.S. have now exceeded 1,
000. Despite
some optimism yesterday, New York' s hospitalzed patient population increased by 40 percent in one day.
Of those hospitalized, about one f-ifth were in intensive care.The

Ohio legislature moved the official primary date to April 281h and created a new plan, under which approximately
7.
8 mil ion registered voters in Ohio will receive postcards with instructions for applying for a 405

ballot. Ballots postmarked by April 271h will be counted in the primary. Voters who are disabled or who do not
have a permanent address will be allowed to vote in person at their local elections boards.
COVID- 19 " hot spots" are popping up in Midwestern cities like Detroit and Chicago.
Colorado Gov. Jared Polis has issues a statewide

stay at home order, and has also signed an executive order to

limit evictions, foreclosures, and public utility disconnections to provide relief to Coloradans affected by COVID19.
o

This series of maps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tracker, created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

Military/ Defense

The Navy has begun testing all 5, 000 people aboard the aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt after eight
sailors tested positive for the coronavirus.
There are 227 cases of COVID- 19 among active duty service members, up from 133 on Monday. The rate of
service member cases is about 175 per million troops, which surpasses the U. S. at a large rate of 135 per million.
More than 11, 400 Guard troops have been mobilized in an effort to combat COVID- 19. Governors across all 50
states, Puerto Rico, Guam, the U. S. Virgin Islands, and Washington D. C. have mobilized components

of their

Army and Air National Guard to assist in their state' s response to the COVID- 19 pandemic. Additionally, eight
states have approved the use of Dual -Status Commanders, giving them the authority to command active and
reserve component

troops under control of a state' s governor.

DoD' s Office of Industrial Policy has a website offering resources for industry navigating responses to COVID- 19.
The Navy is making opportunities available for current sailors to extend enlistments and for veterans to return
to the fleet as measures to boost manning during and after the pandemic. The decision comes on the heels of a
DoD- wide order to suspend all travel, deployments,

and exercises across the entire military as the Pentagon

struggles to mitigate the spread of COVID- 19.

In an effort to deal with COVID- 19 impacts, the Air Force will move to four -week repeating cycles for basic
training recruits and will test an alternate location to train them. The changes will reschedule the March 31s'
arrival date for the next batch of trainees, and decrease the number reporting for training by about a third.
The USNS Comfort is set to leave Norfolk, VA this weekend and arrive in Manhattan by Monday, three weeks
earlier than originally anticipated.
International

Affairs

The U. S. now has the highest number of confirmed COVID- 19 cases globally ( more than both China and Italy).
China has closed its borders to foreign nationals who live there starting Saturday at midnight. The government
announced that it would suspend entry for nearly all foreign nationals holding valid visas and residence permits,
including all visa -free transit policies. It does not apply to visas issued to diplomats or flight crew, or to people
traveling to China for " necessary economic, trade, scientific or technological activities or out of emergency
humanitarian needs."

Minors from Central America who arrive alone at the U. S. border are being turned away without the usual legal
process under the new locked -down border policy in an effort to curb the spread of COVID- 19. The new policy,
issued as a public health measure under the legal authority of the surgeon general, bans tourist traffic along the
borders with Mexico and Canada, and says that migrants who cross illegally or who present themselves for
asylum can be returned to their countries immediately, without access to the legal process they would have
gone through in the past.
Spain had to send about 9, 000 faulty test kits back to China after they did not meet required criteria. The test
kits originally came from an unlicensed company.
G20 members committed to strengthen WHO' s mandate in coordinating the pandemic response and called for
full funding of WHO' s Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan after WHO Director -General called on the G20
to " fight, unite, and ignite" against COVID- 19. The G20 also pledged to work together to increase research and

406

development funding for vaccines and medicines. The leaders promised to spend $ 5 trillion on the world
economy to soften the blow to social, economic, and financial markets.
Global Cases:

462, 684

Total Deaths:

20, 834

Lifestyle and Economy

The S& P 500 remains on the rise today, jumping another 6 percent. Over the last three days, the S& P 500 has
increased by approximately 17 percent, which makes it the best three- day run since 1933.
There were 3. 3 million unemployment insurance claims filed last week, the highest since 1982 at which point
there were 695, 000 in a week. The 3. 3 million figure is around five times more than during the peak of the Great
Recession.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

Following the multiple cruise ship infections over the last couple of months, Nature published an article
examining what the cruise ship outbreaks taught us about COVID- 19.

If you' re looking for a way to entertain your young children during these times of telework, check out
operationstorytime, where beloved children' s authors are reading their books and posting the videos.
The New York Times offers 10 ways to ease your COVID- 19 anxiety in this article.
The NCAA will reduce its direct distribution to Division I conferences and schools for 2020 by about $ 375 million
to $ 225 million following the cancellation of March Madness.
Tech companies are crucial players in the coronavirus response, Are the

contributing what' s most needed?

Colleges and universities continue to cancel in -person classes to switch to a virtual curriculum. Other schools
have decided to cancel the remainder of the spring semester, having varied impacts on students and student athletes. Continually updated lists of college/ university decisions are outlined in this article and this article.
The American Society of Clinical Oncology is moving its annual meeting to a virtual format in late May. The event
is one of the largest medical meetings in the world and is closely watched by investors for market -moving news
about cancer treatments.

Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and

o

here ( sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 3 26
Treating

COVID- 19— Off- Label Drug L) se, Compassionate

L) se, and Randomized Clinical Trials During Pandemics

JAMA)

Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)

Why the Coronavirus Has Been So Successful ( The Atlantic)
Coronavirus Drubs, Vaccine Are Many Months Away, Health Experts Say

In this article by Dr. Tom Frieden, he explains how we must continue to adapt our strategy to combat COVID- 19
as we learn more about it.

Still not sure what social distancing is? Watch this video.
A figure in Prevent Epidemics highlights the association between age and severity of COVID- 19 illness.
If it wasn' t already hard enough to get tested, hospitals are running low on the swabs needed to perform COVID19 tests.

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Wh

outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to " flatten the curve"

Johns Hopkins data capture ( and, while you' re admiring that Hopkins resource, Coronavirus plea from Johns
Hopkins° please take social distancing seriously to save lives)
L1, S, Hospitals Face Maior Challenges as Coronavirus Spreads

This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial

establishments

Helpful guidance from Bio
407

safe.

Hospital Workers Make Masks From Office Supplies Amid U. S. Shortage
List of EPA' s ReEaistered Antimicrobial

Products for Use Against Novel Coronavirus SARS- CoV- 2, the Cause of

COVID- 19

Shortage of personal protective equipment endan erin

health nrorkers worldwide

Check the CDC' s page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U. S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-

19 —

Naviatin

the Uncharted ( co- authored by Drs. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common

Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), United States Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command
CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), United States Trade
Representative (
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 10: 14 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

03. 26. 2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation related to COVID- 19.

3. 26. 2020 - COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

III — Coronavirus

Aid, Relief, and Economic

Security ( CARES) Act

Timeline: After a party line vote rejecting the an amendment to limit some of the UI provisions the Senate passed the
third coronavirus package by a unanimous vote of 96- 0. The House plans to vote on the measure tomorrow. The
House will convene at 9am and proceed to take up the bill. There will be two hours of debate (there are several
Republicans who want to speak on the bill). After debate ends, there will be either a vote by unanimous consent or a
voice vote. It is unclear whether there would be a quorum if a Member chooses to call for a quorum vote. In the event a
Member calls for a vote, whether procedural or a roll call vote on passage, the vote will be held open for 24 hours, and
more Members will have to fly back. House Democratic Whip Jim Clyburn send around floor update advising Members
that it is possible this measure will not pass by voice vote. The guidance encouraged Members to follow the advice of
local and state health officials but encouraged Members who are willing and able to be in D. C. for the vote tomorrow.
Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms and the Attending Physician released guidance for the vote, including
procedures

for voting in shifts if a roll call vote is called.

Process and Politics: While a unanimous vote in the Senate on a bill costing upwards of $2 trillion is certainly unusual
and perhaps unprecedented), many expected that would be enough momentum to pass the House by unanimous
consent. However, there have been grumblings from both the progressives and conservatives about the bill, and
passage by UC or voice vote is looking less guaranteed.
Late in the process negotiations shifted the bill in Democrats' favor, leaving some Republicans frustrated. While this
context might not matter for this bill' s passage, Republicans may be less willing to compromise and include Democratic
priorities in later supplementals.

Policy: Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here. Committee summaries here:
Small Business Loans ( Title 1) —
Individual Relief ( Title 11) —

Committee section by section here and one pager here, minority one pager here

summary here

Business Tax Relief ( Title 11) —

summary here

Health Care Infrastructure Support ( Title III) — majority summary
Education (

also Title

III) —

majority summary here, minority summary here

Senate Finance Jurisdiction
Economic
o

Stabilization (

Title

Health Provisions ( still Title III) —
IV) —

section by section here

summary here

See here for summary on specific worker protections

Appropriations —

Committees'

here, minority summary here

majority section by section here, minority summary here

summaries below:

Senate Agriculture Committee minority summary here
Senate Banking Committee majority summary here, minority summary here
412

Senate Commerce

Committee

minority summary here

Senate Homeland and Government Affairs Committee minority summary here
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs summary here
Senate Judiciary Committee minority summary here
Senate Veterans Affairs Committee minority summary here
Supplemental IV and onward

Speaker Pelosi and others have agreed on drafting a fourth and fifth supplemental — unclear what will be included yet.
However, Leader McCarthy has said that drafting a fourth supplemental may be " premature". Speaker Pelosi has
indicated that she aims to have the next COVID- 19 bill focus on infrastructure and recovery. Rep. DeFazio ( Chair T& I) had
said that he wants to put an infrastructure bill on the floor in May.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

II — Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the bill 90- 8 Wednesday afternoon and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text
here. Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is Ihere.

Supplemental

I—

Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress
House is in session and will reconvene tomorrow at 9am. Senate has recessed until April 20.

As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Most House bills have subcommittee markup dates
the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
more members of Congress have begun self -quarantining and the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person
voting may become more difficult. Remote voting is being discussed to some extent in both chambers. On Monday, the
House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting options. The report discusses unanimous consent,
proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote voting. Additionally, the Attending Physician of
Congress is working on a plan ensure members are able to vote on the floor safely. Similarly, in its notice of the vote
Sunday, the Senate Cloakroom encouraged members to socially distance during votes. In the Senate, Sens. Durbin,
Portman, and Klobuchar working on a way for Senators to vote remotely, but Leader McConnell, as of right now, is not
supportive.

While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some committee staff are working to
see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Armed Services Committee has developed a " a er
hearin " in lieu of in person hearings.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)

Tested Positive ( 3): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL)
Currently Self -Quarantined ( 31): Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ), Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Matt
Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), Rep. Doug Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Ann Wagner
R- MO), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( D- NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice ( D- NY), Rep. Kendra Horn ( DOK), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Gwen Moore ( D- WI), Rep. Frederica Wilson ( DFL), Rep. Stephanie

Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Tom Cole ( R-

OK), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep. David Price ( D- NC), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ),
Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO), Sen. Mike Lee ( R- UT), Sen. Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter
D- CA), Rep. Josh Harder ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA)
413

Completed Quarantine ( 4): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer(

D- VA)

If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

ffirmossm

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9597

M 202. 329. 2469

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Parker, Dr.Anthony < aparker@albanytech. edu>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 9: 07 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

MESSAGE

Attachments:

ATC_ Comm_ 032620. pdf

recipients
TO THE ALBANY

TECHNICAL

COLLEGE

COMMUNITY -

March

26, 2020

COVID- 19 ( Novel Coronavirus) has changed the nature of collegiate instruction. During a time when skills
taught at technical colleges are more valuable, we have temporarily modified normal operations. We don' t
know when we will invite students back to campus. However, we will be prepared and ready. We pledge that
we will provide a safe learning environment and a quality educational experience. To that end, we will:

Develop a process for each student enrolled in the spring to complete their course work and to
be fairly evaluated.
All current courses have been converted

to online or web -enhanced /

hybrid formats.

Students applying for non -health technology programs will be exempt from the Accuplacer
admissions

test.

Each student will be offered a revised graduation plan.
Application

fees will be waived

for the summer

semester.

Classrooms, labs and instructional equipment will be thoroughly cleaned before faculty and
students come back on campus.

The fall term will contain three overlapping condensed terms.
The spring graduation will be re -scheduled during the summer.
COVID- 19 has challenged

our region in a manner that we all hoped could have been avoided.

We don' t know

exactly when we will be able to restore the entire course catalog. However, we promise that the educational
experiences that we provide will be different and, more importantly, will be more relevant. We are Albany /
Southwest Georgia strong. That' s not just a slogan. We have survived two tornados and a hurricane.
Somehow, our community will make it through this challenge.
We look forward to seeing you when the doors open. We will let you know as soon as we have revised our
calendar.
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ANTHONY O. PARKER, PH. D.
President

P 229. 430. 0656
F 229. 430. 3594
E aparkergalbanytech.

B..
2013 I.'
PFIOD

edu

y

P 100
CER

Albany Technical College
1704 S. Slappey Blvd.
Albany, Georgia 31701
http:// www. albanytech. edu

COMMUNITY
COLLE,GE WEEK

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Parker, Dr.Anthony < aparker@albanytech. edu>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 8:40 PM
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Brian Doug herty( briandougherty@scaeagles. com);

Sent:
To:

ChanduKuntawala ( Kuntawala_ Chandrakant@bah. com); Chris Hatcher - HTS

Construction, Inc ( chris. hatcher@4cacademy. org); David Clifton
david. clifton@usmc. mil); Heather Sharpe; jaustin@ppmh. org; Kenneth Dyer;
Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Mike McCoy ( mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us);
sdsubadan@albany. ga. us
Subject:

MESSAGE

Attachments:

TO THE ALBANY

ATC_ Comm_ 032620. pdf

TECHNICAL

COLLEGE

COMMUNITY -

March

26, 2020

COVID- 19 ( Novel Coronavirus) has changed the nature of collegiate instruction. During a time when skills
taught at technical colleges are more valuable, we have temporarily modified normal operations. We don' t
know when we will invite students back to campus. However, we will be prepared and ready. We pledge that
we will provide a safe learning environment and a quality educational experience. To that end, we will:

Develop a process for each student enrolled in the spring to complete their course work and to
be fairly evaluated.
All current courses have been converted

to online or web -enhanced /

hybrid formats.

Students applying for non -health technology programs will be exempt from the Accuplacer
admissions test.

Each student will be offered a revised graduation plan.
Application

fees will be waived

for the summer

semester.

Classrooms, labs and instructional equipment will be thoroughly cleaned before faculty and
students come back on campus.

The fall term will contain three overlapping condensed terms.
The spring graduation will be re -scheduled during the summer.
COVID- 19 has challenged

our region in a manner that we all hoped could have been avoided.

We don' t know

exactly when we will be able to restore the entire course catalog. However, we promise that the educational
experiences that we provide will be different and, more importantly, will be more relevant. We are Albany /
Southwest Georgia strong. That' s not just a slogan. We have survived two tornados and a hurricane.
Somehow, our community will make it through this challenge.
We look forward to seeing you when the doors open. We will let you know as soon as we have revised our
calendar.
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ANTHONY O. PARKER, PH. D.
President

P 229. 430. 0656
F 229. 430. 3594
E aparkergalbanytech.
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2013 I.'
PFIOD
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y

P 100
CER

Albany Technical College
1704 S. Slappey Blvd.
Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Parker, Dr.Anthony < aparker@albanytech. edu>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 8:40 PM
Bob Langstaff; Braun, Brian H.; Brenda F. Owens; BruceAustin; Bucky Leach; BurtRiles;
Buton Newcomb; Charlie Kelly; Chuck Logan; Col. Alphonso Trimble; Darrisaw, Victoria;

Sent:
To:

David

Blitch;

David

Guerra;

David

Guillebeau;

David

Rowland;

Davis

Gill;

Davis,

Nathan;

Dennis H. Harrell; dhardin@mandhbenefits. com; Dr. Charles Gillespie; Dr. Chris Smith;

Dr. John Culbreath; Dr. John Dixon; Dr. Melvyn P. Murphy; Dr. Richman Margeson; Dr.
Tim Darden; Dr. Tripp Morgan; Father Reed Freeman; Fowler, Michael; Frank Bo Byrd, IV;
Fred F. Sharpe; Fred Finney; Gary N. Huffman; Graham Edwards; Greg Edwards; Hilliard
Burt; J. M. Yielding; J. P. Champion III; James E. Reynolds; James H. Moore, III; James Sims;

James Wilson; Jay Sharpe; Jeff Lanier; Jeff Wight; jessewayjr@aol. com; Joe Dent; Joel
Callins;

Joel

Wernick;

John

L. Reese, 111;

Joyce

Weiser;

Jud

Savelle;

Judge

John

M.

Stephenson; jwillcox@mcdr- law. com; Keith Pflepsen; Kim Colby; Lamar Hudgins; Larry
Walden;

Lawrence

Chad

Hancock,

III; Ivburkart@bellsouth.

net;

Marshall,

Denise;

Matt

Reed; McCoy, Michael; Michael Moss; Miles Espy; Milton Jordan; Pace Burt; Pam
Simmons; Parker, Dr. Anthony; Paul Moore; Pete Pines; Reed Mitchel; Rick Doherty; Rick
Newell; Ritchey M. Marbury III; Robert S. Fletcher; Ronald DonCrews; Ross Harrison;
Sherman Willis; Stephenson, John; Steve Allen; TaryBrown; Temp Davis, III; Terry L. Kile;
Tim McLean; Tommy Coleman; Tommy Sharpe; Tommy Sullivan; Trey Newell; Troy
Puckett; Victor C. Sullivan, III; William Ashberry, Jr.; William Calhoun; William Hancock;
William

I Coleman,

Jr.; Wright

Subject:

MESSAGE

TO THE ALBANY

Attachments:

ATC_ Comm_ 032620. pdf

E. Woodall

TECHNICAL

COLLEGE

COMMUNITY -

March

26, 2020

COVID- 19 ( Novel Coronavirus) has changed the nature of collegiate instruction. During a time when skills
taught at technical colleges are more valuable, we have temporarily modified normal operations. We don' t
know when we will invite students back to campus. However, we will be prepared and ready. We pledge that
we will provide a safe learning environment and a quality educational experience. To that end, we will:

Develop a process for each student enrolled in the spring to complete their course work and to
be fairly evaluated.
All current courses have been converted

to online or web -enhanced /

hybrid formats.

Students applying for non -health technology programs will be exempt from the Accuplacer
admissions

test.

Each student will be offered a revised graduation plan.
Application

fees will be waived

for the summer

semester.

Classrooms, labs and instructional equipment will be thoroughly cleaned before faculty and
students come back on campus.

The fall term will contain three overlapping condensed terms.
The spring graduation will be re -scheduled during the summer.
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COVID- 19 has challenged

our region in a manner that we all hoped could have been avoided.

We don' t know

exactly when we will be able to restore the entire course catalog. However, we promise that the educational
experiences that we provide will be different and, more importantly, will be more relevant. We are Albany /
Southwest Georgia strong. That' s not just a slogan. We have survived two tornados and a hurricane.
Somehow, our community will make it through this challenge.
We look forward to seeing you when the doors open. We will let you know as soon as we have revised our
calendar.

ANTHONY

O. PARKER,

PH. D.

President

P 229. 430. 0656
F 229. 430. 3594
E aparkergalbanytech.

edu

ALBA. 2013

100

PF•10DUCE

Albany Technical College
1704 S. Slappey Blvd.
Albany, Georgia 31701
http:// www. albanytech. edu

COMMUNITY
UNITY
OLLE,GI= WEED

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Thursday, March 26, 2020 7: 00 PM

Sent:

marketing@albanyga. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19: Federal aid update + Chamber

Business

Resource

Center

March 26, 2020
Legislative

Update

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act or the " CARES Act" passed the
U. S. Senate late Wednesday and is headed to the U. S. House of Representatives

for

consideration. This is a $ 2 trillion stimulus bill which will provide economic relief to
individuals, families, small businesses and other sectors of the United States economy
that took a hard hit due to the pandemic. Once this is passed in the House and signed by
President Trump, most provisions are available to individuals and businesses almost
immediately.
Summary of Key CARES Act Provisions

Adapted from the National Manufacturing Association Summary)
Business Provisions

500 billion in loans to eligible businesses
Targeted

at companies

that do not receive

adequate

relief from other

provisions of the bill, located in the U. S. and with a predominantly U. S.
employee

base

Eligible businesses must maintain employment
September

levels from March 24, 2020 to

30, 2020

Prohibits stock buybacks, dividend payments and increasing compensation for
certain

high wage employees

46 billion set aside for the airline industry: $ 25B for passenger airlines; $

4B for

cargo air carriers; and $ 17B for businesses important to national security

350 billion in small business loans administered nominally through the SBA, called the
Paycheck

Protection

Program."

Loans will be administered

through

local and regional

banks; any federally regulated bank may become an SBA lender for this purpose. The
Department of the Treasury will issue regulations for these loans quickly. SBA lenders will
be able to determine eligibility credit worthiness by determining whether a borrower was

operational on March 1, 2020 and had employees that they paid salaries and payroll tax.
The government guarantee of 7( a) loans would be increased to 100% through the end of
2020, at which point the guarantee would return to 75%
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for loans over $ 150, 000 and 85%

for loans less than or equal to $ 150, 000. The complete deferment of 7( a) loan payments
are permitted for up to one year.

Targeted at companies with less than 500 employees or otherwise specified by
SBA standards

Loans can be used for payroll, mortgages, rent, insurance premiums and utility
payments.

Up to $ 10 million per company available

Cannot apply for SBA disaster loan related to COVID 19 and loans under this
program at the same time

Loans can be forgiven up to the amount spent by the borrower during the eight
weeks from loan origination on payroll costs up to $ 100, 000 in wages,
mortgage

interest,

rent or utilities

Forgiveness is reduced by layoffs or pay reductions in excess of
25%.

Forgiveness is not treated as taxable income

Additionally, $ 24 billion is set aside for relief to stabilize the farm economy.
Tax Provisions

Companies may use tax losses in 2018, 2019 and 2020 to offset income from
the prior five years.
The maximum

amounts

of business

interest

deductions

are increased

for 2019

and 2020 from 30% of to 50%.

Allows an employer to defer its share of 2020 payroll tax and pay them over
two years.
The 2018 tax reform bill imposed a one- time tax on earnings held overseas,

which could be paid over eight years. The IRS has taken the position that
companies cannot receive refunds until the eight -year period is completed. The
bill overturns the IRS position.
Creation of a new, temporary refundable payroll tax credit for companies who
keep workers on their payroll during the COVID- 19 pandemic, up to $5, 000 per
worker.

Companies may accelerate recovery of Corporate Alternative Minimum Tax
AMT) Credits.

Businesses in retail, restaurants and hotels to write off certain facilities

improvements immediately.
Health Care Provisions
150 billion for hospitals and other health facilities, which will come from the

Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS) and more funding for small
and rural

hospitals

Provides permanent liability protections for makers of PPE that are called for
public health emergency countermeasures.
Clarifies no COVID- 19 cost sharing for private insurance, requires free vaccine
coverage without cost sharing following current vaccine practices guidelines
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and includes a range of public health measures to address COVID- 19 treatment
and response, including liability protections for doctors who volunteer.
Removes barriers and facilitates telehealth services, especially for high
deductible health plans that utilize health savings accounts.
Provides $ 200 million to boost telehealth services.

Labor Provisions

Sets a cap on maximum payments employers will be required to pay for new
emergency paid leave requirements. The provision also allows employers to
receive an advance tax credit on paid leave rather than having to be reimbursed
on the back end.
Provides

individuals

an additional $

600 per week for up to four months on top
of state unemployment benefits. The provision also establishes short- term
compensation programs for states like Georgia that allow for employers to
reduce workers' hours while still providing employees a pro -rated
unemployment

benefit.

Individual Provisions

CARES Act provides checks of up to $ 1, 200 to single individuals and $ 2, 400
married couples ( as well as $ 500 per child). Check amounts begin to reduce
income

exceeds

a threshold

amount ($ 75, 000 for individuals/$

to
as

150, 000 for

married filers) and are completely eliminated once income reaches $ 99, 000 for
198, 000 for joint filers with no children.
Waives the 10% penalty for distributions from certain retirement plans. Only
individuals/$

applicable to individuals diagnosed with COVID- 19, whose spouse or
dependents

have

consequences

been diagnosed

or who experience

adverse

financial

from the virus.

Other Provisions

25 billion for food assistance programs
30 billion for emergency education funding for colleges, universities, states
and school

districts

Waives the matching requirement for campus -based aid programs and it will
allow institutions to transfer unused work study funding as a supplemental
grant. This can be distributed to students who were unable to work due to
workplace closures. Additionally, students who had to dropout due to COVID19, grades will not affect federal academic requirements.

The Albany Area Chamber and its Board of Directors is committed to
supporting the business community,
playing a critical role during this
unprecedented
businesses

pandernic. We are actively asking the public and our

toadhere •

guidance from e• eand

make the necessary organizational adjustment
to

local authoritiesand situation.

in response to current 423

The Albany Area Chamber calls on neighboring communities, businesses and
chambers of commerce to align to guidelines in an effort to protect our local,
regional and statewide citizenry and economies.

The Alb, in,j, Area Gharnber': 2 Q=201:2- 19 Resowze Genler provides information and tools
for employers. Follow us on Fc,?cebook for the most up- to- date alerts.

a .. . .......

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy( cbdouaher- ty. ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to err from City and County
offidals regardmg City and County busies are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Barbara

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 6: 21 PM
Louie Perry
Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles; Chris S. Cohilas

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rivera.

Re: Updated

Holmes <

COVID

BHolmes@albanyga.

Phase

III CARES

Act /

com>

Tax, Stabilization, &

UI Summary

Hiya back LP. Thanks for sharing.
Barbara

Rivera

Holmes

I President &

CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue

Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700

1 albanyga. com

From: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 17 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas

Cc: Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Subject: Re: Updated COVID Phase III CARES Act / Tax, Stabilization, &

UI Summary

Thanks. Hey Babs.
Louie Perry
Director and Principal
Cornerstone

Government

Affairs

202 448 9500

202 302 7833 cell

On Mar 26, 2020,

at 3: 48 PM,

Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

wrote:

Thanks Louie ... I am copying Barbara so that she sees this as well. Very good update.
From: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 11: 03 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Cc: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.
Subject:

com>;

Mike McCoy < mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

com>; Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>

Updated COVID Phase III CARES Act / Tax, Stabilization, &

UI Summary

Mike and Chris,

The below summary is the full detail on the TAX provisions

of the Cares Act. We will send a summary

tomorrow on the Small Biz section, the part that has the loans and grants for small businesses. NOTE
that they included a new wad of money - 150 Billion for states, local governments etc. We should get
some of that.
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After a long several days of negotiating, the Senate tonight at last reached final agreement on COVID
Phase III stimulus legislation expected to score in the range of approximately $ 2 Trillion over 10
years.

We do not expect further modifications

at this time, but as always and especially on something

this broad, usual caveats and caution are warranted

until the President signs this into law. An unofficial

W& M breakdown of the projected costs is attached in an image, which is slightly behind the draft and
leaves out a handful of items but is in the ballpark of a correct score.

The Senate is expected to vote imminently, following a likely -to -fail vote on an amendment by Sens.
Sasse, Scott, and Graham to limit some of the UI provisions. The House is expected to attempt
unanimous consent sometime Thursday or Friday, with fallback options developing if such an attempt
fails. Text is attached.

Highlights of tax, stabilization, and Unemployment Insurance ( UI) pieces are described below, with key
changes since the weekend highlighted.

Highlights - Individual Grants and Tax Relief (Title II, Subtitle B): The legislation provides for several
individual tax benefits for tax year 2020:
Cash Grant Tax Rebates: Similar to rebates enacted in 2001 and 2008, the Treasury Secretary
has authority to establish a regulatory scheme to make advance payments of these rebates " as
rapidly
o

o

o

o

as possible":

Maximum grant of $1, 200 ($ 2, 400 joint) per taxpayer, limited to net income tax liability
plus grant of $500 per child;
No phase -in or other limitation for low- income taxpayers ( such limitation from the
original version of the policy has been removed);
Cash grant tax rebate is treated as a fully refundable tax credit, therefore available to
taxpayers with net negative income tax liability;
Phases out by 5% of the excess of AGI over $ 75, 000 ($ 150, 000 joint), fully phased out at
99, 000 ($ 198, 000 joint) and Secretary may apply 2018 amounts to determine the
phase -out;

o

Rebate denied to nonresident aliens, dependents, and estates or trusts;

o

ITIN Required;

o

Rebate is available for residents of U. S. territories

and possessions;

Retirement fund early withdrawals up to $ 100, 000 for qualified purposes, with no penalties
and income tax payable over up to 3 years;
Charitable contribution deduction enhancements, only for tax year 2020:
o
Above -the -line charitable deductions for non -itemized taxpayers up to $300;
o

Limits on corporate giving increased from 10% ( non- food) and 15% ( food) to 25% of
income.

Exclusion from gross income for employer -provided educational assistance ( Sec. 2206): From
date of enactment through January 1, 2021, payments by employers to lenders or to employees
of principal or interest on qualified education debt are tax-free, up to $5, 250, with no doubledipping with the existing §

127 exclusion

or the § 221 deduction
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on student loan interest.

Highlights -

Business Tax Relief ( Title II, Subtitle C)

Employee retention payroll tax credit
o
Payroll tax credit for a fixed percentage ( 50%) of eligible wages, up to $ 10, 000 per
employee for 2020;
o

Excess of credit over payroll tax liability are refundable, similar to payroll credits in
COVID-

II;

Available for employers with a business that was already carrying on a trade or business
in calendar year 2020; and
1) has been fully or partially suspended during a calendar quarter in 2020 due
to an order from a governmental authority related to COVID- 19; or
2) during a period beginning with the first quarter in which gross receipts for
the business were less than 50% relative to the same quarter in 2019, and

ending on the first quarter for which gross receipts exceed 80%
quarter in 2019;
Tax- exempt 501( c) organizations are explicitly included;

relative to that

No double- dipping allowed with the COVID Phase II FMLA and emergency leave payroll
tax credits.

Interest expense limitation
o

Limitation threshold increased from 30% of EBITDA to 50%

of EBITDA for tax years

beginning in 2019 and 2020;
o

Election allowed for taxpayers to measure the limitation against their 2019 income for
2020;

Delay of all employer -side OASDI payroll taxes ( 6. 2%, not the Medicare/ HI 1. 45%), payable
over two years with half due by 12/ 31/ 21 and the remainder due by 12/ 31/ 22;
Net Operating Loss tax relief
o
Carryback: NOLs from tax years 2018, 2019, or 2020 may be carried back five years;
o

Limitation:

80%

Income limitation suspended

for losses arising in taxable years

beginning before 12/ 31/ 20;
Corporate AMT Credits treated as refundable for taxable years beginning in 2018 and beyond;
Technical

correction

repatriation

to TCJA: two of the three Technical

refunds of overpayments

Corrections

to TCJA from the base text

and downward attribution) have been removed, while

QIP Remains:
o

Qualified improvement

property: confirming

repairs and improvements

are eligible for

a 15- year class life and eligible for bonus depreciation/ full expensing;
Alcohol

excise taxes on hand sanitizer:

exemption

for alcohol excise taxes for hand sanitizer

produced during 2020 related to COVID;
Aviation excise taxes: taxes for airline tickets, segments, and cargo, and aviation fuel, from date
of enactment through 12/ 31/ 20.

Highlights, Emergency Economic Stabilization ( Titles IV and V)
500 billion ( up from $ 208 billion) in Treasury -Administered loans at a rate determined by the
Secretary:
o $

25 billion ( down from $ 50, with the remaining $ 25 re -designated as grants, below) to
passenger

o $

air carriers;

4 billion ( down from $ 8, with the remaining $ 4 re -designated as grants, below) to
cargo

air carriers;

o $

17 billion to " businesses

o $

454 ( up from $425) billion for all other businesses;

critical to maintaining

427

national security;"

o

Procedures

and regulations

due no more than 10 days after enactment;

Limitations and Handcuffs on loan recipients more broadly include:
o

Compensation

limitation:

Loan recipients

must not increase the compensation

of any

officer or employee who earned $ 425, 000 in 2019, for the period between 3/ 24/ 20 and
3/ 1/ 22;
o

Employment levels: Loan recipients must " maintain its existing employment levels as of
March 24, 2020 ( changed from March 13), to the extent practicable" and not to reduce
employment by more than 10% from such date;

o

Dividends

and Share repurchases ( buybacks):

Loan recipients

must agree not to

repurchase equity / engage in stock buybacks while loan is outstanding or for 12 months
thereafter.

Nonprofits and mid -size businesses with between 500 and 10, 000 employees are now explicitly
carved into the $ 454 billion allocated for stabilization loans, with a new program to be stood up
carrying a specific set of restrictions:
o

Interest on loans not to exceed 2%,

with no principal or interest payments due within 6

months;
o

Funds required to be used to maintain at least 90% of recipient' s workforce, at full
compensation

o

and benefits, through 9/ 30/ 20;

Within 4 months of termination

of the public health emergency,

a commitment

to

restore 90% of the workforce as it existed on 2/ 1/ 20;
o

o

Majority of employees must be based in United States and the recipient will agree not
to outsource jobs for the term of the loan plus two years;
Recipient will pay no dividends and perform no share buybacks during the term of the
loan;

o

Recipient will not abrogate collective bargaining agreements for the term of the loan
plus two years and will remain neutral in union organizing efforts during the term of the
loan.

Air Carrier Worker Support ( Title IV, Subtitle B, Sec. 4112): $

32 Billion in grants to be used
explicitly for the continuation of employee wages, salaries, and benefits:
o $

25 Billion in grants to air carriers;

o $

4 Billion in grants to cargo air carriers;

3 Billion in grants to contractors.
Conflicts of Interest ( Sec. 4019): Entities are prohibited from applying for any stabilization loan
or grant relief in any covered person owns, directly, or indirectly, a controlling interest in such
o $

applying entity.

Covered persons include POTUS, VPOTUS, cabinet officials, members of

Congress, and their direct family members.
Congressional

Oversight Commission ( Sec. 4020) is established to oversee the economic

stabilization loan and grant programs.
Coronavirus

Relief Fund ( Title V, Sec. 5001): $

governments,

local governments,

150 billion reserved for payments to state

and tribes, at least $ 3 billion of which is reserved for DC and

8 billion of which is reserved for tribal governments.

Highlights, Unemployment Insurance ( Title II, Subtitle A): Several expansions to UI, including but not
limited to:

Emergency

eligibility expansion ( Sec. 2102): Expansion during 2020 for UI to cover individuals

not otherwise covered by UI under a variety of conditions, including:
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o

COVID- 19 diagnosis of the individual or a family member, family care obligations and
school closures, or self -quarantine advice from a health provider;

o

Very notably,

eligibility

but not actually

includes

individuals

laid off or unemployed)

who are unable

because

or unavailable

to work

their place of employment

is closed

as a direct result of the COVID- 19 public health emergency";
o

Does not include employees who can telework with pay or who are receiving paid leave
benefits.

Emergency increase ( Sec. 2104): For both regularly eligible individuals and those covered by the
expansion, weekly UI payments are increased by $ 600 per week through July 31, 2020 ( often
described as a " four month" expansion);

Funding: Reportedly and in text, no new obligations for employers as a result of these
expansions and increases.

As always, happy to follow up on any items of further interest,

Louie

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to report this email as spam.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Info Update: Clarity on Social Distancing; Essential Services
to Consider; Governor' s Town Hall Meeting Tonight @ 8 p. m. and More

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 5: 34 PM

Sent:
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Clarity

on Social Distancing Guidelines for Grocery Stores and other Essential Services Governor
Brian Kemp' s Executive Order issued on March 23,2020 included the following statement: That
"

no business, establishment

or corporation, non-profit corporation, or organization shall allow more than ten (10) persons to be gathered
at a single location Jsuch gathering requires persons to stand or to be seated within six 6)
( feet of any other person."
ACCG

has learned the statement is being widely misinterpreted. The
or hardware store) is

10-person limit in a single location (such as a grocery

required only if the business cannot physically allow people to have at least six (6) feet between

where they are standing or sitting. Depending on the size of the business, it should be able to ac ommodate more
than ten people while still adhering to the six-foot social distancing requirement. If there are concerns about cashier
or check- out areas, businesses can station cones or other physical markers six feet apart or mark off distances of six
feet on the floor with readily visible tape to maintain physical distancing requirements. ACCG encourages county officials
to work with local businesses to help them understand this portion of the Executive Order.More

Essential Services

for Counties to Consider As

counties implement or amend emergency declarations listing essential services, ACCG encourages the review of a list of
businesses and organizations that have requested to be included in this designation. This list will be regularly updated and
is found under "ACCG Resources for County Officials" on our COVID- 19 page. ACCG

Updates Model Resolution Waiving Penalties and Interest Associated with Late Property Tax Filing and Payment Based
on questions that have been posed in response to the Department of Revenue' s March 23,2020 Bulletin and ACCG'
s earlier model resolution, ACCG has prepared a revised model resolution for counties that wish to consider waiver
of penalties and interest associated with late property tax filings and payments. REMINDER:

Governor

Brian Kemp to Hold Town Hall Meeting Tonight at 8 p. m. Governor

Brian Kemp has scheduled a tel vised town hall meeting tonight, Thursday, March 26,at 8 p. m. to discuss the state'
s response to COVID- 19.The town hall meeting will air on WSB- TV Channel 2,
FOX 5 Atlanta, 11 Alive, CBS 46 and Univision
34 Spani(
sh language). In
addition, Georgia Public Broadcasting will run the program on its 9 tel vison stations
and 18-station radio network. Other officials scheduled to participate include Department of Public Health Commissioner
Dr.
Kathleen Toomey, Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms and Georgia Department of Emergency Management /
Homeland
Security Agency Director Homer Bryson. These individuals will each join the town hall meeting
from separate television studios in Atlanta. 430
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 5: 30 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Dashboard

recipients

Good evening,
The Phoebe Family continues to inspire us each and every day. This also goes for our incredible community
here in SW Georgia where we continue to get prayers, well wishes, food and much more. We are blessed to
be here doing this incredible work. Caring for people at their most vulnerable time is a privilege.
Here are a few updates:

4.

The safety of our patients, team members and community is, and always will be, Phoebe' s top
priority. Throughout the COVID- 19 public health crisis, we have made every effort to follow the ever evolving guidance issued by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Georgia
Department
of Public Health ( DPH).
On a joint call yesterday with both of these agencies, we were
advised of yet another change in the DPH guidelines, and we have once again changed our course to
follow their directives. They are now stating that all symptom -free Phoebe employees who test
positive for COVID- 19 will need to stay out of work 7 days from the date the test was performed. We
have communicated this to our team and regret the many changes to this policy in the last 5 days.
We continue to see extended resulting of lab testing. We now have 1, 442 pending results. Quest had
promised faster resulting ( 2- 3 days) but this has not come to fruition. Our team is now looking at other
options and we have approved the purchase of the Cepheid testing platform, that was recently
approved by the FDA, and are working to get installed at Phoebe in the coming weeks. This platform
promises to deliver 96 results every 8 hours. We continue to bring the issues with resulting times to
both Quest and Lab Corp Leadership as well as the Governor' s Office.
In the last 24 hours we have had success with some hospitals taking transfers, some of which are
COVID positive or PUI' s. We transferred 19 patients which has provided some needed breathing room
and prevented us from going on full diversion.
Phoebe Sumter continues to be challenged with slow resulting and diversion because of it.

Incredible care is happening here and starting tomorrow we will include our trendline for positive cases so you
can see when we flatten our curve ...which we hope is very soon.
Peace ... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President & Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M Nesmith@ACCG.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

AND-

ORG>

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 5: 00 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject: [

MANAGERS-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Daily Declaration and County Facility Closure Updates
with

COVID-

Maps

Attachments:

19 County Map_3-26- 20. pdf; 03262020 Updated County Closures and Restrictions
Tracking. xlsx;State and Local Declaration List 03262020. xlsx;COVID- 19 Confirmed
Cases Map- 3-26- 20 (1).pdf Good

afternoon, Please

see today' s daily reports attached. As of this moment, we have found 107 county declarations and 131 city
declarations. Note that the date of the original county declaration has been added. We will continue to add
executive order

addition to

and amended declaration

the spreadsheets, ACCG

dates

has

to that section. In

created two

maps. One

that tracks counties that

have declared with

curfew

and shelter in place information and a second map that shows declaration counties and counties that have
been reported by DPH to have one or more cases. As you all know, the DPH data may not necessarily be correct (
sometimes the person is counted in the county where the hospital is located and not where they are from)
but we thought it would be interesting to show. We will continue to build upon this information. Please
email any questions or cor ections directly to me at mnesmith@ac g. org.
Best,
Michele
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tara Teuta <

Tara. Teuta@gema. ga. gov>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 58 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

EM- 3464

COVID-

19 Applicant

Briefings

As promised.

Good Afternoon:

A Nationwide Emergency Declaration was issued on March 13, 2020 for COVID- 19. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) is authorized to provide emergency
protective measures ( Category B) under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal
funding.
Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security Agency ( GEMA) is conducting
Applicant Briefings via webinar.

The Briefings

will explain the Public Assistance

Process and

the steps to take in order to receive reimbursement for cost incurred during COVID- 19.
Eligible Subrecipients

are Counties,

Cities, State Agencies and Certain Private Non Profits.

Please forward this information to all potential applicants in your area.
There will be ( 3) three briefings held on, Tuesday March 31, 2020 at 10: 30am, Wednesday

April 1st, 2020 at 2: 00pm and Thursday April 2",
Applicant Briefings.

Tuesday,

2020 at 10: 30am.

WebEx access information is provided below:

M,arch 31,

Meeting number ( access code):

0

617 672 641

Meeting password: PQacgvJz677

Join by phone
436

Plan to attend one of the

I ap to caH Iii fi,oiii a iiobHi:::!
851115

4

011 y)

fi" 3' 3KI US TOLL FREE

5 655 ( I( XI3 US TOLL

3()'.'a

in nuirfl'' ers, (

restrk"Itk) ns

A free

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 767264

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business

Dial 6f 767264 f,( Pra(

April 1, 2020

Wednesday,
2: 00 pm I (

IJTC- 04: 00) Eastern Time (( JS &

Meeting number ( access code):

Canada)

I

618 170 561

Meeting password: pPfXdxbQ793

Join by phone
I ap to CaH II 91, 0111 a IIobHI:::! f;ii:::ViC(
855 282 633() US TOLL
4

a1li

l

011 y)

FREE

5 655 ( XIC13 US TOLL

Sk) G'. a(:'., aH un nuirfl'.' ers, (

A free

restrk", tk) ns

Join from a video system or application

Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

You can also dial 173. 243. 2. 68 and enter your meeting number.
Join using Microsoft Lync or Microsoft Skype for Business
Dial 6 f 8 f 7( 156

i" ia(
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I hr.

April

U

619 267 380

Meeting number ( access code):

Grants Specialist
Supervisor

Meeting p@SSVVOnd: j79nFMeZT[ l3

Public

Join byphone
TaptooaU

n from

1- 855--

a mobUedev

31OUsTOLL

oe

FREE

on yj

1-

415- 655- O003USTOLL S|),.'

a|

aU-

iin nU0 eCS | T(

U- free (:,., aUirx

nSstriCti)

ns

Join

from ovideo system orapplication Dial 61B26738O{

0 C

0

You

can

also dial 173. 243. 2.G8and enter your meeting number. Join using Microsoft
LyncorMicrosoft Skypefor Business Dial 61B26738O,(&0a(|
C`v
C 0

questions

please

don'

t

hesitate

tncontact me.Tara If you have any Tara

Teuta

Assistance Department
Georgia

Emergency

and Homeland

Management
Security

Agency Post Office Box 1OUSS Atlanta,Georgia
3U316' UUSS
623'

Cell: 404'

3305

438
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 56 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook
Cc:

Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo. com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark, Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol. com;

Ramona Madding
Subject:

MEDIA

ADVISORY**

Additional Dougherty County Employees Tests Positive for

COVID19
Attachments:

Media

DOCOadvisory_ CoDeptNotice032620.

pdf

Partners:

Please see the attached advisory for public dissemination. You can also access this advisory at: httgs:// bit. 1y 3agSkQo
Thanks for your support,

Wendy IHo
Public

ellll

Information

Officer

iERTY
CC) U N Ty

4,Z-

Z!-

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::urnaiill:

I _ . . ._

11_

a glhert .

93 "1 ( M

a. us

IIII
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 52 PM

To:

Duane

Cc:

Eggert

Diana Miller; Scott Roark; Tiffany Bishop; Merrill Dozier; Tisha Strawbridge; Ledrick
Crenshaw;

Michelle

Subject:

CAREHERE

COVID-

Anglea

Attachments:

Corona Client Lead ership. FINAL. 20200326. pdf

19 BULLETIN,

26 MARCH

2O20

Please see the most recent Bulletin from CareHere Leadership outlining key factors of Covid- 19, and the steps being
taken to reduce the incidence and spread. If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me at anytime,
24/ 7.

Duane A. Eggert, MA, MPH, CHES
Caurelll°°I'leire
1: 1111° ectoir of Cllliirnlic Services
901)

481- 2300

degaertgCareldere. com
www. CareHere. com

Note: The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries and may be
privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,
or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
Thank you.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 52 PM
Vicky Ngoie

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Spurgeon

Subject:

Robinson

RE: COVID- 19 Upcoming Webinar and Applicant Briefing

Thanks

From: Vicky Ngoie < vngoie@mpact-

consulting. com>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 3: 29 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Spurgeon

Robinson < srobinson@mpact-

consulting. com>; Vicky Ngoie < vngoie@mpact- consulting. com>

Subject: COVID- 19 Upcoming Webinar and Applicant Briefing
Importance: High

Hello Mr. McCoy,

I trust all is well. I would like to share with you information received pertaining to the PA COVID- 19 as it
continues to impact the nation. Attached, please find a FEMA PDAT Webinar schedule and a COVID- 19
Applicant Briefing schedule provided by the State of Florida, I know this isn' t your state but it doesn' t hurt to
register for information purpose until further information is received for your state. FEMA guidance may also
be located

at

https://

www. fema. gov/ news- release/ 2020/ 03/ 19/ coronavirus- covid- 19- pandemic- eligible-

emergency- protective- measures. As always, if further assistance is needed, please do not hesitate to contact
me, stay safe!

Vicky Ngoie, MBA, PMP

MPACT Strategic Consulting LLC
A federal Small Business 8( a) Program Participant
c: ( 407) 738- 5197

MPACTI'`m.mll Solufloins, I ' rrn' eirl'm̀.mll Illi'em lllls,
www. mpact- consulting. com

This email and any attachments to it are intended only for the identified recipients. It may contain proprietary or otherwise
legally protected information of MPACT. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete or otherwise destroy the email and
all attachments immediately.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Rick Aronhalt,

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 4:47 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Upcoming COVID- 19 Webinars

lCMA,

Director,

Online

membercommunications@icma.

Plus other trainin
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillillillillillillilliillillillillillillilliillillilillillillillillilillillillillillillillillillilliillillillillillillilliillillilillillillillillilillillillillillillillillillilliillillillillillillilliillillilillillillillillilillillillillillillillillillilliilililI
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As COVID- 19 impacts communities across the globe, the importance of local
government leaders cannot be understated. In order to best serve our
members, we have a number of upcoming opportunities for you to hear from
experts discussing the current situation, and offering guidance about how to
gate the impact of the coronavirus on your community and local
ITM

We' ll continue to keep you up- to- date on the latest coronavirus news and
events on our web page: lcrTia org/ coronaVlrus.
A

Coronavirus- 1CMA Community Conversation on
Recovering -from Economic Disasters
FREE TELECONFERENCE]

I) aW:: I::::'iidday,, Il

iir6h' 17 12: 30

100 p rn

r

Jeff Finkle, president and CEO of the International

Economic

Development Council ( IEDC), will provide an update on COVID- 19.
He will describe lessons learned from past experiences in emerging
from economic

disasters

443

and share important

information

about

resources that communities can tap in the weeks and months
ahead to help there recover from this disaster. Following his brief
presentation, ICIVIA members will have the opportunity to ask

Tools and Techniques -for Managing COVID- 19
Recovery Costs
FREE WEBINAR]

I)aW::..
ruesd y, Marchlh

1 I 1....,

00 Ilp, urn. Ilf;,;. r

Experts from ICIVIA Strategic 1:' artner Hagerty Consulting will join us
to discuss federal ' funding programs that provide an opportunity for
your community to better respond to and recover from the ongoing
COVID- 19 crisis. In an effort to help you proactively navigate ' these
complex programs and track eligible costs incurred, this webinar
will take you through a toolkit that you and your teams can utilize.
We' ll also have time for Q& A in this fast- moving situation.

Moving Beyondthe Current Crisis. A Plant
Our Communities

Re -Open

with RichardFlorida

FREE WEBINAR]

I)aW::Wednesday,

Ipiirliilll 8 J V:00.......

0 Ilp rn, Ilf;,;. r

1=Iichard Florida joins us to share his thoughts on the path forward,
which will feature a 10- point plan to re -open our communities after
the COVID- 19 pandemic. In this 90- minute webinar, we will shift our
thinking to whet comes next and how you might re -think the ways in
which you work together with your staff to re -build your cities,
towns,

and counties.

444

Other Online Learning Opportunities
El

The Economic Impact of Library Innovation
FREE WEBINAR]

1E) aW:: Wednesday, Apiirl1] 1, 1:: 00 Ilp rn
A 30- minute webinar

r

focused on how innovative

libraries

that

provide non- traditional services, connect to civic engagement,
respond to community need, and co -locate services produce
quantifiable economic impact. It' s all about aligning services and
intersecting delivery with everyday community life.

A

ICIVIA- RC Financial Planning Series
FREE WEBINAR]
Seurliie

I113egiiin&,

Il oinday, Apiirl!]l ' 13, ' 1 : 00 Ilp rn i : : r

This series of webinars, brought to you by ICIVIA- FIC, will cover
financial planning strategies that will help you and your staff
members navigate the complexities of preparing for retirement.
You' ll hear from two ICMA- FIC certified financial planning experts
present the following seminars: Invest for Today and Tomorrow
Dealing with Current Conditions; Social Security for the Flublic
Sector; Beneficiary Decisions; and the 10 Question Fletiree
Guide.

A

Webinar
Seurliie

cries®Effective Supervisory Practices

I113egiiin&:

edinesday, Il

y, 13 I Il ernbeir 1 : ' ee:

795

This series is designed as a primer for new supervisors. It not
only offers pragmatic recommendations

about the day- to- day

duties of a supervisor, but also offers guidance for addressing
the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek
to effectively communicate, motivate, and model ethical
decisions

to lead a team.
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Li

Webinar

cries® A Budgeting Guide -for Local

Government
Seiirlies

I113egiiin&:"'

ruesday, Juine 2 IJ I I

rnbeir 1 : :'

395

Back by popular demand, this three- part webinar series takes a

forward -looking, strategic approach to budgeting while showing
you how to improve the process and promote economic vitality in
your community.

IGMA

linterinafloinal Glty/Couinty Il ainageirneint

Associatioin

777 North Capitol Street, NE Suite 500
Washington,

DC 20002- 4201

202) 962- 3680

Manage

Your Email

1: Ireffereinces

This includes unsubscribing from selected emails

Uinsubscribe

By choosing this you will be removed from all lCMA email communications

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 18 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Cc:

Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles; Barbara Rivera. Holmes

Subject:

Re: Updated

COVID

Phase

III CARES

Act /

Tax, Stabilization, &

UI Summary

Thanks. Hey Babs.
Louie Perry
Director and Principal
Cornerstone

Government

Affairs

202 448 9500

202 302 7833 cell

On Mar 26, 2020,

at 3: 48 PM,

Chris S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

wrote:

Thanks Louie ...I am copying Barbara so that she sees this as well. Very good update.

From: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 11: 03 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Cc: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

com>;

Mike McCoy < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us>

com>; Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>

Subject: Updated COVID Phase III CARES Act / Tax, Stabilization, &

UI Summary

Mike and Chris,

The below summary is the full detail on the TAX provisions of the Cares Act. We will send a summary
tomorrow on the Small Biz section, the part that has the loans and grants for small businesses. NOTE
that they included a new wad of money - 150 Billion for states, local governments etc. We should get
some of that.

After a long several days of negotiating, the Senate tonight at last reached final agreement on COVID
Phase III stimulus legislation expected to score in the range of approximately $ 2 Trillion over 10
years. We do not expect further modifications at this time, but as always and especially on something
this broad, usual caveats and caution are warranted

until the President

signs this into law.

An unofficial

W& M breakdown of the projected costs is attached in an image, which is slightly behind the draft and
leaves out a handful of items but is in the ballpark of a correct score.

The Senate is expected to vote imminently, following a likely -to -fail vote on an amendment by Sens.
Sasse, Scott, and Graham to limit some of the UI provisions. The House is expected to attempt
unanimous consent sometime Thursday or Friday, with fallback options developing if such an attempt
fails. Text is attached.
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Highlights of tax, stabilization, and Unemployment Insurance ( UI) pieces are described below, with key
changes since the weekend highlighted.

Highlights - Individual Grants and Tax Relief (Title II, Subtitle B): The legislation provides for several
individual tax benefits for tax year 2020:
Cash Grant Tax Rebates: Similar to rebates enacted in 2001 and 2008, the Treasury Secretary
has authority to establish a regulatory scheme to make advance payments of these rebates " as
rapidly

as possible":

o

Maximum grant of $1, 200 ($ 2, 400 joint) per taxpayer, limited to net income tax liability
plus grant of $500 per child;

o

No phase - in or other limitation for low- income taxpayers ( such limitation from the

original version of the policy has been removed);
o

o

Cash grant tax rebate is treated as a fully refundable tax credit, therefore available to
taxpayers with net negative income tax liability;
Phases out by 5% of the excess of AGI over $ 75, 000 ($ 150, 000 joint), fully phased out at
99, 000 ($ 198, 000 joint) and Secretary may apply 2018 amounts to determine the
phase -out;

o

Rebate denied to nonresident aliens, dependents, and estates or trusts;

o

ITIN Required;

o

Rebate is available for residents of U. S. territories and possessions;

Retirement fund early withdrawals up to $ 100, 000 for qualified purposes, with no penalties
and income tax payable over up to 3 years;
Charitable contribution deduction enhancements, only for tax year 2020:
o
Above -the -line charitable deductions for non -itemized taxpayers up to $300;
o
Limits on corporate giving increased from 10% ( non- food) and 15% ( food) to 25% of
income.

Exclusion from gross income for employer -provided educational assistance ( Sec. 2206): From
date of enactment through January 1, 2021, payments by employers to lenders or to employees
of principal or interest on qualified education debt are tax-free, up to $5, 250, with no doubledipping with the existing §

Highlights -

127 exclusion

or the § 221 deduction

on student loan interest.

Business Tax Relief ( Title II, Subtitle C)

Employee retention payroll tax credit
o
Payroll tax credit for a fixed percentage ( 50%) of eligible wages, up to $ 10, 000 per
employee for 2020;
o

Excess of credit over payroll tax liability are refundable, similar to payroll credits in
COVID-

II;

Available for employers with a business that was already carrying on a trade or business
in calendar year 2020; and
1) has been fully or partially suspended during a calendar quarter in 2020 due
to an order from a governmental authority related to COVID- 19; or
2) during a period beginning with the first quarter in which gross receipts for
the business were less than 50% relative to the same quarter in 2019, and

448

ending on the first quarter for which gross receipts exceed 80%

relative to that

quarter in 2019;
Tax- exempt 501( c) organizations

are explicitly included;

No double- dipping allowed with the COVID Phase II FMLA and emergency leave payroll
tax credits.

Interest expense limitation
o

Limitation threshold increased from 30% of EBITDA to 50%

of EBITDA for tax years

beginning in 2019 and 2020;
o

Election allowed for taxpayers to measure the limitation against their 2019 income for
2020;

Delay of all employer -side OASDI payroll taxes ( 6. 2%, not the Medicare/ HI 1. 45%), payable
over two years with half due by 12/ 31/ 21 and the remainder due by 12/ 31/ 22;
Net Operating Loss tax relief
o
Carryback: NOLs from tax years 2018, 2019, or 2020 may be carried back five years;
o

Limitation:

80%

Income limitation suspended

for losses arising in taxable years

beginning before 12/ 31/ 20;
Corporate AMT Credits treated as refundable for taxable years beginning in 2018 and beyond;
Technical

correction

repatriation

to TCJA: two of the three Technical

refunds of overpayments

Corrections

to TCJA from the base text

and downward attribution) have been removed, while

QIP Remains:
o

Alcohol

Qualified improvement property: confirming repairs and improvements are eligible for
a 15- year class life and eligible for bonus depreciation/ full expensing;
excise taxes on hand sanitizer:

exemption

for alcohol excise taxes for hand sanitizer

produced during 2020 related to COVID;
Aviation excise taxes: taxes for airline tickets, segments, and cargo, and aviation fuel, from date
of enactment through 12/ 31/ 20.

Highlights, Emergency Economic Stabilization ( Titles IV and V)
500 billion ( up from $ 208 billion) in Treasury -Administered loans at a rate determined by the
Secretary:
o $

25 billion ( down from $ 50, with the remaining $ 25 re -designated
passenger

o $

4 billion ( down from $ 8, with the remaining $ 4 re -designated as grants, below) to
cargo

o $
o $
o

as grants, below) to

air carriers;

air carriers;

17 billion to " businesses

critical to maintaining

national security;"

454 ( up from $425) billion for all other businesses;
Procedures and regulations due no more than 10 days after enactment;

Limitations and Handcuffs on loan recipients more broadly include:
Compensation limitation: Loan recipients must not increase the compensation of any
officer or employee who earned $ 425, 000 in 2019, for the period between 3/ 24/ 20 and
3/ 1/ 22;

Employment levels: Loan recipients must " maintain its existing employment levels as of
March 24, 2020 ( changed from March 13), to the extent practicable" and not to reduce
employment by more than 10% from such date;
Dividends

repurchase

and Share repurchases (

buybacks):

Loan recipients

must agree not to

equity / engage in stock buybacks while loan is outstanding

thereafter.
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or for 12 months

Nonprofits and mid -size businesses with between 500 and 10, 000 employees are now explicitly
carved into the $ 454 billion allocated for stabilization loans, with a new program to be stood up
carrying a specific set of restrictions:
0

Interest on loans not to exceed 2%,

with no principal or interest payments due within 6

months;
o

Funds required to be used to maintain at least 90% of recipient' s workforce, at full
compensation

o

Within 4 months of termination of the public health emergency, a commitment to
restore

o

o

and benefits, through 9/ 30/ 20;

90% of the workforce

as it existed on 2/ 1/ 20;

Majority of employees must be based in United States and the recipient will agree not
to outsource jobs for the term of the loan plus two years;
Recipient will pay no dividends and perform no share buybacks during the term of the
loan;

o

Recipient will not abrogate collective bargaining agreements for the term of the loan
plus two years and will remain neutral in union organizing efforts during the term of the
loan.

Air Carrier Worker Support ( Title IV, Subtitle B, Sec. 4112): $

32 Billion in grants to be used
explicitly for the continuation of employee wages, salaries, and benefits:
o $

25 Billion in grants to air carriers;

o $

4 Billion in grants to cargo air carriers;

3 Billion in grants to contractors.
Conflicts of Interest ( Sec. 4019): Entities are prohibited from applying for any stabilization loan
or grant relief in any covered person owns, directly, or indirectly, a controlling interest in such
o $

applying entity.

Covered persons include POTUS, VPOTUS, cabinet officials, members of

Congress, and their direct family members.
Congressional

Oversight Commission ( Sec. 4020) is established to oversee the economic

stabilization loan and grant programs.
Coronavirus Relief Fund ( Title V, Sec. 5001): $ 150 billion reserved for payments to state
governments, local governments, and tribes, at least $ 3 billion of which is reserved for DC and
8 billion of which is reserved for tribal governments.

Highlights, Unemployment Insurance ( Title II, Subtitle A): Several expansions to UI, including but not
limited to:

Emergency eligibility expansion ( Sec. 2102): Expansion during 2020 for UI to cover individuals
not otherwise covered by UI under a variety of conditions, including:
o
COVID- 19 diagnosis of the individual or a family member, family care obligations and
school closures, or self -quarantine advice from a health provider;
o

Very notably,

eligibility

includes

individuals

who are unable

or unavailable

to work

but not actually laid off or unemployed) because their place of employment is closed
as a direct result of the COVID- 19 public health emergency":
o

Does not include employees who can telework with pay or who are receiving paid leave
benefits.

Emergency increase ( Sec. 2104): For both regularly eligible individuals and those covered by the
expansion, weekly UI payments are increased by $ 600 per week through July 31, 2020 ( often
described as a " four month" expansion);

Funding: Reportedly and in text, no new obligations for employers as a result of these
expansions and increases.
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As always, happy to follow up on any items of further interest,

Louie

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Cour?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tia Jacobs < tjacobs@mercatus. gmu. edu>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 4: 15 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 Pandemic Policy Response: Three Ways That Policymakers Can Make It Easier
for Healthcare

Professionals

Dear Mr. McCoy,
Our nation' s healthcare providers are at the forefront of the COVID- 19 crisis, and policymakers
should ensure that regulations are not standing in the way of efficient and effective delivery of
healthcare. Mercatus scholar Matt Mitchell makes recommendations in his policy brief, " First, Do

No

Harm: Three Ways that Policymakers Can Make It Easier for Healthcare Professionals to Do Their
Jobs."

His key recommendations are listed below:
State Certificate -of -need ( CON) regulations limit the ability of healthcare professionals to open
new facilities, expand existing ones, or offer new services to their communities. These
regulations are associated with higher costs and lower -quality care. Policymakers should
consider reforming or eliminating their state' s CON regulations during the crisis. Mitchell
discusses

CON laws and COVID- 19 in more detail in his recent blog post.

With overcrowded hospitals and social distancing, telemedicine is an important front-line tool to
diagnose and treat coronavirus. Policymakers should consider reforming their health laws so
that physical examinations and telepresenters are not required for patients to participate in
telehealth during the crisis.
Scope -of -practice laws limit autonomy in the tasks nurses, nurse practitioners, physicians'
assistants, and other health care providers may do in the course of caring for patients.
Policymakers should consider adjusting regulations that limit full practice authority and grant
these health care practitioners the autonomy to write prescriptions and order tests during the
crisis.

Increasing access to care is important at all times and in all locations, but more importantly, in the
midst of a global pandemic. There will be many lessons to learn from the policy changes that occur
over the coming weeks and months in the healthcare space.
Should you have any questions or would like to speak to the author of this timely report, please do not
hesitate

to contact

me.

Sincerely,
Tia L. Jacobs
State Outreach

Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University
O: ( 703) 993- 9112
C: ( 262) 498- 7526
www. mercatus. org
Unsubscribe
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 3: 54 PM
Michael McCoy
Is America Ready for a Second Wave of Coronavirus?

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Is America Ready for a Second Wave of Coronavirus?
I I'; olaulna f'maIII ": ulaain

A resurgence of the virus would strain local health systems already close to a breaking point —
but they might be more prepared the second time around.
I I' ° teed fu' l l l aul' tliiallla
v

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

you have

opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive

one or two more newsletters.

Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

7m
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RPCORIDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 3: 50 PM

Sent:
To:

Hayes,

Terron

Cc:

Sproul,

Kevin;

Subject:

COVID-

19 Positive

Johnson,

Pamela

Employee

Guidance

Chief Hayes -

This is the CDC guideline for employers with a positive employee: If an employee is confirmed to have
COVID- 19 infection, employers should inform fellow employees of their possible exposure to COVID- 19 in the workplace

but maintain Conf delltlpllty as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act ( ADA). The fellow employees
should then self -monitor for symptoms ( i. e., fever, cough, or shortness of breath).

You may get questions because in
your department' s case we are not going to self quarantine the entire department. Should you get feedback from
employees let' s discuss and handle on an individual basis. As you are aware, your department is an essential service and
we simply can' t shut it down.

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

Ind,ED 0 0
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 3:48 PM
Louie Perry; Mike McCoy

To:
Cc:

Camila

Subject:

RE: Updated

Knowles;

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Barbara

COVID

Rivera.

Phase

com>

Holmes

III CARES

Act /

Tax, Stabilization, &

UI Summary

Thanks Louie ...I am copying Barbara so that she sees this as well. Very good update.

From: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 11: 03 PM
To: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Cc: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

com>;

Mike McCoy < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us>

com>; Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>

Subject: Updated COVID Phase III CARES Act / Tax, Stabilization, &

UI Summary

Mike and Chris,

The below summary is the full detail on the TAX provisions of the Cares Act. We will send a summary tomorrow on the
Small Biz section, the part that has the loans and grants for small businesses. NOTE that they included a new wad of
money - 150 Billion for states, local governments etc. We should get some of that.
After a long several days of negotiating, the Senate tonight at last reached final agreement on COVID Phase III stimulus
legislation

expected to score in the range of approximately $ 2 Trillion over 10 years.

We do not expect further

modifications at this time, but as always and especially on something this broad, usual caveats and caution are
warranted until the President signs this into law. An unofficial W& M breakdown of the projected costs is attached in
an image, which is slightly behind the draft and leaves out a handful of items but is in the ballpark of a correct score.

The Senate is expected to vote imminently, following a likely -to -fail vote on an amendment by Sens. Sasse, Scott, and
Graham to limit some of the UI provisions. The House is expected to attempt unanimous consent sometime Thursday or
Friday, with fallback options developing if such an attempt fails. Text is attached.

Highlights of tax, stabilization, and Unemployment Insurance ( UI) pieces are described below, with key changes since
the weekend highlighted.

Highlights - Individual Grants and Tax Relief (Title II, Subtitle B): The legislation provides for several individual tax
benefits for tax year 2020:
Cash Grant Tax Rebates: Similar to rebates enacted in 2001 and 2008, the Treasury Secretary has authority to
establish a regulatory scheme to make advance payments of these rebates " as rapidly as possible":
o

Maximum grant of $1, 200 ($ 2, 400 joint) per taxpayer, limited to net income tax liability plus grant of
500 per child;
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o

No phase -in or other limitation for low- income taxpayers ( such limitation from the original version of
the policy has been removed);

o

Cash grant tax rebate is treated as a fully refundable tax credit, therefore available to taxpayers with net
negative income tax liability;
Phases out by 5% of the excess of AGI over $ 75, 000 ($ 150, 000 joint), fully phased out at $ 99, 000
198, 000 joint) and Secretary may apply 2018 amounts to determine the phase -out;

o

o

Rebate denied to nonresident aliens, dependents, and estates or trusts;

o

ITIN Required;

o

Rebate is available for residents of U. S. territories

and possessions;

Retirement fund early withdrawals up to $ 100, 000 for qualified purposes, with no penalties and income tax
payable over up to 3 years;

Charitable contribution deduction enhancements, only for tax year 2020:
o
Above -the -line charitable deductions for non -itemized taxpayers up to $300;
o
Limits on corporate giving increased from 10% ( non- food) and 15% ( food) to 25%

of income.

Exclusion from gross income for employer -provided educational assistance ( Sec. 2206): From date of
enactment through January 1, 2021, payments by employers to lenders or to employees of principal or interest
on qualified education debt are tax- free, up to $ 5, 250, with no double- dipping with the existing § 127 exclusion
or the § 221 deduction

on student loan interest.

Highlights - Business Tax Relief ( Title II, Subtitle C)

Employee retention payroll tax credit
o
Payroll tax credit for a fixed percentage ( 50%) of eligible wages, up to $ 10, 000 per employee for 2020;
o
Excess of credit over payroll tax liability are refundable, similar to payroll credits in COVID- II;
o
Available for employers with a business that was already carrying on a trade or business in calendar year
2020; and

1) has been fully or partially suspended during a calendar quarter in 2020 due to an order from
a governmental authority related to COVID- 19; or
2) during a period beginning with the first quarter in which gross receipts for the business were
less than 50% relative to the same quarter in 2019, and ending on the first quarter for which
gross receipts exceed 80% relative to that quarter in 2019;
o

Tax- exempt 501( c) organizations

o

No double- dipping allowed with the COVID Phase II FMLA and emergency leave payroll tax credits.

Interest expense
o

are explicitly included;

limitation

Limitation threshold increased from 30% of EBITDA to 50%

of EBITDA for tax years beginning in 2019

and 2020;
o

Election allowed for taxpayers to measure the limitation against their 2019 income for 2020;

Delay of all employer -side OASDI payroll taxes ( 6. 2%, not
half due by 12/ 31/ 21 and the remainder due by 12/ 31/ 22;
Net Operating Loss tax relief

the

Medicare/

HI 1. 45%),

payable over two years with

o

Carryback:

NOLs from tax years 2018, 2019, or 2020 may be carried back five years;

o

Limitation:

80%

Income limitation suspended for losses arising in taxable years beginning before

12/ 31/ 20;

Corporate AMT Credits treated as refundable for taxable years beginning in 2018 and beyond;
Technical

correction

to TCJA: two of the three Technical

Corrections

to TCJA from the base text ( repatriation

refunds of overpayments and downward attribution) have been removed, while QIP Remains:
o

Qualified improvement

property: confirming

repairs and improvements

are eligible for a 15- year class

life and eligible for bonus depreciation/ full expensing;
Alcohol excise taxes on hand sanitizer: exemption for alcohol excise taxes for hand sanitizer produced during
2020 related to COVID;
458

Aviation excise taxes: taxes for airline tickets, segments,

and cargo, and aviation fuel, from date of enactment

through 12/ 31/ 20.

Highlights, Emergency Economic Stabilization ( Titles IV and V)
500 billion ( up from $208 billion) in Treasury -Administered loans at a rate determined by the Secretary:
o $
25 billion ( down from $ 50, with the remaining $ 25 re -designated as grants, below) to passenger air
carriers;
o $
o $
o $
o

4 billion ( down from $8, with the remaining $4 re -designated as grants, below) to cargo air carriers;
17 billion to " businesses critical to maintaining national security;"
454 ( up from $ 425) billion for all other businesses;
Procedures and regulations due no more than 10 days after enactment;

Limitations and Handcuffs on loan recipients more broadly include:
o
Compensation limitation: Loan recipients must not increase the compensation of any officer or
o

employee who earned $ 425, 000 in 2019, for the period between 3/ 24/ 20 and 3/ 1/ 22;
Employment levels: Loan recipients must " maintain its existing employment levels as of March 24, 2020
changed from March 13), to the extent practicable" and not to reduce employment by more than 10%
from such date;

o

Dividends and Share repurchases ( buybacks): Loan recipients must agree not to repurchase equity /
engage in stock buybacks while loan is outstanding

or for 12 months thereafter.

Nonprofits and mid -size businesses with between 500 and 10, 000 employees are now explicitly carved into the
454 billion allocated for stabilization loans, with a new program to be stood up carrying a specific set of
restrictions:
o

Interest on loans not to exceed 2%,

o

Funds required to be used to maintain at least 90% of recipient' s workforce, at full compensation

with no principal or interest payments due within 6 months;
and

benefits, through 9/ 30/ 20;
o

Within 4 months of termination

of the public health emergency,

a commitment

to restore 90% of the

workforce as it existed on 2/ 1/ 20;
o

o

Majority of employees must be based in United States and the recipient will agree not to outsource jobs
for the term of the loan plus two years;
Recipient will pay no dividends and perform no share buybacks during the term of the loan;

Recipient will not abrogate collective bargaining agreements for the term of the loan plus two years and
will remain neutral in union organizing efforts during the term of the loan.
Carrier Worker Support ( Title IV, Subtitle B, Sec. 4112): $ 32 Billion in grants to be used explicitly for the
o

Air

continuation

of employee wages, salaries, and benefits:

o $

25 Billion in grants to air carriers;

o $

4 Billion in grants to cargo air carriers;

o $

3 Billion in grants to contractors.

Conflicts of Interest ( Sec. 4019): Entities are prohibited from applying for any stabilization loan or grant relief in
any covered person owns, directly, or indirectly, a controlling interest in such applying entity. Covered persons
include POTUS, VPOTUS, cabinet officials, members of Congress, and their direct family members.
Congressional

Oversight Commission ( Sec. 4020) is established to oversee the economic stabilization

loan and

grant programs.
Coronavirus Relief Fund ( Title V, Sec. 5001): $ 150 billion reserved for payments to state governments, local
governments, and tribes, at least $ 3 billion of which is reserved for DC and $ 8 billion of which is reserved for

tribal governments.
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Highlights, Unemployment Insurance ( Title II, Subtitle A): Several expansions to UI, including but not limited to:
Emergency eligibility expansion ( Sec. 2102): Expansion during 2020 for UI to cover individuals not otherwise
covered by UI under a variety of conditions, including:
o
COVID- 19 diagnosis of the individual or a family member, family care obligations and school closures, or
self -quarantine advice from a health provider;
o

Very notably,

eligibility

includes

laid off or unemployed)

because

individuals

who are unable

their place of employment

or unavailable

to work ( but not actually

is closed " as a direct result of the COVID-

19 public health emergency":
o

Does not include employees who can telework with pay or who are receiving paid leave benefits.

Emergency increase ( Sec. 2104): For both regularly eligible individuals and those covered by the expansion,
weekly UI payments are increased by $600 per week through July 31, 2020 ( often described as a " four month"
expansion);

Funding: Reportedly and in text, no new obligations for employers as a result of these expansions and increases.

As always, happy to follow up on any items of further interest,

Louie

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 3:48 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

COVID-

Chief -

Kenneth
19 CDC

Guidelines

This is the CDC guideline for employers with a positive employee: If an employee is confirmed to have COVID- 19

infection, employers

should inform fellow employees of their possible exposure to COVID- 19 in the workplace

but

aintain confidentiality as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act ( ADA). The fellow employees should
then self -monitor for symptoms ( i. e., fever, cough, or shortness of breath).

You may get questions because in your
department' s case we are not going to self quarantine the entire department. Should you get feedback from
employees let' s discuss and handle on an individual basis. As you are aware, your department is an essential service and
we simply can' t shut it down. Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

RINS

0004%<

COUZY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

A
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N
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Vicky Ngoie < vngoie@mpact- consulting. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 3: 29 PM
McCoy, Michael
Spurgeon Robinson; Vicky Ngoie
COVID- 19 Upcoming Webinar and Applicant Briefing
EM 3432 Applicant Briefing Schedule ( 2). pdf; PDAT Webinar Schedule ( 2). pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

High

Hello Mr. McCoy,

I trust all is well. I would like to share with you information received pertaining to the PA COVID- 19 as it
continues to impact the nation. Attached, please find a FEMA PDAT Webinar schedule and a COVID- 19
Applicant Briefing schedule provided by the State of Florida, I know this isn' t your state but it doesn' t hurt to
register for information purpose until further information is received for your state. FEMA guidance may also
be located at https:// www. fema. gov/ news- release/ 2020/ 03/ 19/ coronavirus- covid- 19- pandemic- eligible-

emergency- protective- measures. As always, if further assistance is needed, please do not hesitate to contact
me, stay safe!

Vicky Ngoie, MBA, PMP

MPACT Strategic Consulting LLC
A federal Small Business 8( a) Program Participant
c: ( 407) 738- 5197
MPACTI'` m. mll Solufloins,

I I' rrn' eirl'`m.mll Illi' em lllls,

www. mpact- consulting. com

This email and any attachments to it are intended only for the identified recipients. It may contain proprietary or otherwise
legally protected information of MPACT. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited.

If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete or otherwise destroy the email and
all attachments immediately.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Shaun

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 3: 38 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Public Services During a Crisis

McGrath <

shaun. rncgrath@seeclickfix. corn>

0
IIII

s e rybe S a

IUV

IIIIII

Mention

citizen request management and potholes come to mind —not

pandernics.

However, SeeClickFix' s flexiblity allows staff to manage inquiries coming
in from Facebook, phone calls,website, andmobile apps while working remotely. Here
are some examples from clients coping with COVI D-1 9. E] ........
463 . .. ......

Continue to accept requests and inquiries online and in- app while government
offices are closed so you can get to them when normal operations resume.

I

IM P=-

SIBU

Allow staff to enter requests remotely. Even if issues don' t " belong" to them.
Make everyone with staff login credentials
customer

service

a " 311 " call taker and improve the
experience.

Link to key resources within your local government with mobile buttons.
El ........

Keep government running while staff are working remotely.
1.)

Log in with staff credentials
2.) Click the wrench
3,) Work from anywhere

Clients are creating new request categories in SeeClickFix to help with COVID19 compliance and for neighbors to request help from one another.

464

Unsubscribe

SeeClickFix
770 Chapel

St

FLR 3
New Haven, Connecticut

06510

191
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
March 26,2020 3:
13 PM To:
Michael Subject:

Thursday,
McCoy,
CDBG-

CROVID-

CDBG-

19

Attachments:

COVID- 19-Q- A- Using- CDBG- Funds- Staff- Costs- Unused- Partial y- Utilized- Space. pdf
Take a

look. This applies to DCDBG-DR as well. You should be charging the space over in the candy room for the offices
to CDBG- DR. Georgia

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o dals regardIng
City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure. 466

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Courtney Hall < chall@retailstrategies. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 3: 00 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

What the Stimulus Package Means for Municipalities

Congress' $ 2 trillion Coronavirus

Stimulus

Package

is the rare legislative

agreement that will have an immediate and lasting impact on citizens around the

country. The Senate passed the bill 96- 0, and the House is set to follow suit
tomorrow.

State and local governments will receive $ 150 billion and the package includes a
huge loan package designed to help keep small businesses afloat.

Join Retail Strategies as we discuss the details of the package and what it means
for municipalities and the commercial real estate industry.

Tuesday, March 31
10- 11 AM CST

0
IMIMUMUMME-1

Retail Strategies,

2200 Magnolia

Ave. South, Suite 100, Birmingham,
p Vw:

q.. yWuro

469

muk

Alabama, 205. 314. 0386

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
March 26,2020 2:
51 PM To:
Michael Subject:
CDBG COVID- 19 Q&A: Staf Costs and Unused and Partial y Utilized Space AN

Thursday,
McCoy,
Fw:

From:

HUD Exchange Mailing List ne<
ws@hudexchange. info>
Sent:
Thursday, March 26,2020 2:
33 PM To:
Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>
Subject: CDBG
COVID- 19 Q&
A:Staff Costs and Unused and Partially Utilized Space Is this
email not displaying correctly? View

Programs

I

I

Resources

Training

19 Q&
A:Staff
Unused and

CDBG

it

in your browser. Home I

COVID-

Costs and

Partially Utilized Space

This question
and answer provides information on the eligible use of Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) funds

for

costs associated with staff

who are on leave due

to the closure of the grantee or subrecipient' s office,and the costs of the grantee or

subrecipient' s unused or partially utilized space in response to COVID-19. View the
CDBG COVID- 19 Q&
A: Using CDBG Funds for Staff Costs and Unused and Partially Utilized
Space. View all
CDBG infectious disease response resources. 471

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Office of Intergovernmental

Sent:

Affairs ( IGA) <

Thursday, March 26, 2020 2: 04 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID-

Attachments:

FEMA_ COVI D_ Advisory_ 3. 26. 20. pdf

19 Federal

Response

Efforts

IGA@messages. dhs. gov>

Continue

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
Intergovernmental

Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) regarding an update
on the whole of government response to COVID- 19.

March 26, 2020

1 1J°

Al ., 4rll <<

fr'

A

d,v Go

COVID-

19 Federal Response Efforts Continue My
current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to those places around
Administrator Pete Gaynor The
the country that need them the most. "FEMA
—
federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus ( COVID- 19)

pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority. We
are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flat en the curve: Stay
home as much as much as possible. If
you need to go out, practice social distancing. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners are working
with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government response to fight
the COVID- 19 pandemic and protect the public. Sixteen
states and 4 tribes have issued full stay- at-home orders; in addition to eight states that have issued partial
or localized orders, and one state that has issued orders for certain at risk-groups only. On
March 22,President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California, New York and
Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local emergency assistance efforts.
This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a ful y
reimbursable basis and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states

can request this assistance and

those requests will be considered. 473

On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501( b) of Stafford
Act. The President' s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing to request individual
emergency declarations.
In addition, the states of California,

Florida, Iowa, Louisiana,

New York, North Carolina, Texas and

Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these
states.

Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face shields,
coveralls and gloves. Many supplies have already arrived and additional supplies are en route to these
designated areas. The U. S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route and expected to be operational by April 1 to
support Los Angeles with additional hospital beds and medical staff. The U. S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is
expected to be operational by April 4 to support New York City. FEMA issued a $ 350 million Mission
Assignment to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care facilities in New York.
Four sites have been selected.

Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts, Community
Based Testing Sites ( CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress, Defense Production Act,
Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and information on
the Strategic National Stockpile.

FEMA

COVID

Advisory

3. 26. 20
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Publiclnput.

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 1: 49 PM
Michael McCoy

To:
Subject:

com <

Updates@publicinput.

com>

You' re invited: Virtual Meetings Webinar Illy Why conferencing tools are failing the
public

process -

and what to do about it

In light of the sweeping societal changes brought on by COVID- 19, many of our local government

partners are facing a new challenge:
How can we keep critical processes on track if we can' t hold meetings?

To move quickly, many teams have tried deploying off -the -shelf conferencing

tools and social media live

streaming. However it' s becoming clear that these approaches have serious tradeoffs, leaving elected
officials frustrated and reconsidering virtual public meetings altogether:
We probably will have to suspend public comment if we go to virtual meetings because
there really is no way to do it ...We want to make sure the rules are being followed just
as if we were in person [ but] don' t want anything to turn into a circus."

Clayton County, GA Commission Chair Jeff Turner!
Several public failures of conferencing

tools have highlighted

important " must - haves"

when implementing a virtual meeting solution:
1.

Provides away for multiple presenters to participate remotely

2.

Provides an alternative to " chat" windows to capture, moderate, and retain all public comments

3.

Provides access for residents with limited internet access

4.

Provides ways to participate without registration

or software downloads

We' re hosting a webinar next Wednesday at 2pm ET to dive into what' s behind these requirements - and
how teams are complying with federal and state records laws when conducting virtual public meetings.

Virtual Meetings Best Practices Webinar

Wed, Apr 01 2: 00 pm

Please let us know if you will attend:

Add to calendar:

Goggle

Outlook Apple

Topics covered:

Assessing your organization' s public meetings needs

Frustrations and risks arising from using conferencing software for public meetings
Approaches that address questions around access and public records

475

Live demonstration

of new Publiclnput. com virtual meeting tools and conferencing

integrations

You may also view without registering at https: llpublicinput. com/ virtual- meetings.
We understand

the urgency of the situation, and are doing everything we can to help teams move

quickly in this new environment. If you would prefer to learn more about the virtual meetings toolkit
with a 15- minute call, we are scheduling those here.

Yours in public service,
The Publiclnput. com Team

0
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tia Jacobs < tjacobs@mercatus. gmu. edu>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 1: 06 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

COVID- 19 Pandemic Policy Response: Using Surplus Federal Real Property to Increase
Hospital Capacity

Dear Mr. McCoy,
In response to the ongoing COVID- 19 public health and economic crisis, Mercatus is publishing
timely, short -essays to address pressing policy questions affecting Congress, state and local
governments, and the American economy.
Dan Lips, the Director of Cyber and National Security with the Lincoln Network, authored an essay
titled " Use Surplus Federal Real Property to Expand Medical and Quarantine Capacity for COVID19." He recommends that state and local governments and private -sector partners quickly review
currently available surplus federal real properties and identify opportunities to use those properties to
expand hospital and quarantine capacity as needed. Transferring surplus federal real property to
states, local governments, and medical institutions would be a cost- effective way to begin to expand
hospital and quarantine capacity at the state and local level.
If you have any questions, or if you would like to discuss this piece further, please do not hesitate to
contact

me.

Sincerely,
Tia L. Jacobs

State Outreach Associate

Mercatus Center at George Mason University
O: ( 703) 993- 9112
C: ( 262) 498- 7526
www. mercatus. org
Unsubscribe

191
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

CRI

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 11: 58 AM

CPAs

and

Advisors <

news@CRlcpa. com>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Senate Passes Updated Economic Relief Plan

CRI Coronavirus ( COVID- 19) Updates and Alerts

P
r ilc
ini f r
IhnidVu6s and IBuslhnes On March 25,
i.
iI rt
I
Senate
II i f l
I'
2020,

the United States Senate passed the Coronavirus Aid,Relief, and Economic Security Act ("
CARES Act").
move
to
the
United
States
House
of
Representatives
this
week,
and
The Cares Act will
the president is expected to sign it after it' s pas ed by Congres . The CARES Act is
one of several phases of legislation meant to address the various impacts of the coronavirus pandemic in the
United States and contains the following key provisions: Economic Stabilization and Assistance
for Severely Distressed Sectors Keeping American Workers Paid
and Employed Act Unemployment Insurance Provisions Rebates
and

Other

Individual

and Business Provisions Supporting America' s Healthcare

System Coronavirus Relief Fund and
Miscellaneous

Provisions

Read on by

clicking

below to learn more about the CARES Act and what this new legislation could mean for you and
your business. Be sure to check

our website often as CRI will continue to monitor the U.
S. government

response to the COVID-19 pandemic and other actions to keep you as informed as possible. ea11
rn 111111 MOr11
481

e

In our efforts to respect your time and your inbox, we are trying to streamline our COVID- 19
communications

for those in our audience who want to continue to receive them. We invite you to sign

up to receive our CO I I IN':' t) 19 IlResou ircea &, couriin

riinuunliicat liion s for the latest news, updates, and

CRI resources

impacting you and your business amid the COVID- 19 outbreak. fl'

iis rrra age

was saint to urnurnic: c:
oy dougheirty
IRiggs

Ilirngirairn

ga us tiroirn: Carr,

CPAs and Advisors rna

CRIIclpa.

ccirn 1117

IBoll Weevil Circle Enterprise,
Alalbairrrra

36330

United

States
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tim

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 11: 23 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

tim@alphainsightskits.

com>

Covid- 19 Self -Test Kits***

Subject: ***

Administrator

Smith <

McCoy,

As all our Communities struggle to adapt to the impact of Covid- 19 Pandemic, we think we can help by offering
a pro -active and near immediate testing solution.
10- Minute Self -test Kit with 99% Accuracy
FDA Approved: The product has Emergency Usage Authorization ( EUA) from FDA. The EUA code is
PEUA200124.
No Rx Required:

Does not require a prescription or a doctor to purchase or perform the test. This is a

self -test.
Results in 10 Minutes:

Prick finger with lancet provided with your test -kit then apply to reader and wait

10 minutes

Simple to Use: Stand- alone, disposable kit comes in a single -unit sealed package the size of an
iPhone. Store at room temperture with a multi -year shelf life.
Available Now: We are producing 250, 000 a week right now and will double in next 10 days.
Let me know if you have any questions!

Be Safe!

Tim Smith
Alpha

Solutions,

LLC

716. 289. 0575

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from Cityand County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Office of Intergovernmental

Sent:

Affairs ( IGA) <

Thursday, March 26, 2020 11: 22 AM

IGA@messages. dhs. gov>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the REAL ID Enforcement Deadline

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the REAL ID Enforcement Deadline
Due to circumstances resulting from the COVID- 19 pandemic and the national emergency
declaration, the Department of Homeland Security, as directed by President Donald J.
Trump, is extending the REAL ID enforcement deadline beyond the current October 1,
2020 deadline. I have determined that states require a twelve- month delay and that the new
deadline for REAL ID enforcement is October 1, 2021. DHS will publish a notice of the
new deadline in the Federal Register in the coming days.
The federal, state and local response to the spread of the Coronavirus

here in the United

States necessitates a delay in this deadline. Our state and local partners are working
tirelessly with the Administration to flatten the curve and, therefore, we want to remove any
impediments to response and recovery efforts. States across the country are temporarily
closing or restricting access to DMVs. This action will preclude millions of people from
applying for and receiving their REAL ID. Extending the deadline will also allow the
Department to work with Congress to implement needed changes to expedite the issuance
of REAL IDs once the current health crisis concludes.

Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be the
top priority for the President of the United States and the Department of Homeland
Security."
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U. S. Department of Homeland Security • www.dhs. gov • 202- 282- 8000
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Desk

Mull,

Evonne <

EMull@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 11: 18 AM
McCoy, Michael
covid-

19

Mike, Good morning, I must report that one of my Employees has tested positive for the virus. Her test was on the 215t
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 11: 17 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Reminder: National Call on Federal COVID- 19 Response Efforts

naco@naco. org>

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I ", lACo, oiig/ coiioiiqi viiiu. s
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MARCH 26, 2020

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

2 .. . ....... . ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 10: 53 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Stay positive to avoid feeling overwhelmed

in a crisis

FE]
Created

March 26, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Don' t allow yourself to be overwhelmed by the negative news about the pandemic,
writes Gordon Rudow, and instead focus on connecting with your team members and
uplifting them. " We can accelerate a positive path forward by taking control of our brains,
caring deeply for those around us, and managing the challenge in a way that brings out
the best, rather than the worst, in our collective humanity,"

he writes.

Full Story: Oliver Wyman ( 3/ 2020)

EJI

Modern Governance is the practice of empowering leaders
with the technology, insights, and processes required to fuel
good governance. Take this survey to help us establish
current governance practices. Enter for a chance to win one

489

of ten $ 25 Amazon Gift Cards or donate that amount to a

charity of your choice.

ADVERTISEMENT:

EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND

PUBLIC

SAFETY

151

Residents of a small Maryland city will be able to contact medical specialists through an
online portal during the coronavirus outbreak. The pilot project, on which the city is

collaborating with Sprint, Amazon and two other companies, is based on Seat Pleasant,
Md.' s smart city platform and the MimiRX app.
Full Story: mHealth Intelligence ( 3/ 23)

EIIII

A number of tourist attractions in Shanghai, China, including Shanghai Haichang Ocean
Park, have introduced a virtual queuing system to prevent gatherings and ensure
contactless entry, while also improving visitor experience. Shanghai Happy Valley also
installed 16 virtual queuing machines at its two roller coasters, allowing guests to finish

queuing within two minutes through procedures such as QR code scanning and facial
recognition.

Full Story: Shine ( 3/"22)

EUNNI

E

Free Webinar: Tools and Techniques for Managing

COVID- 19 Recovery Costs
Federal funding programs provide an opportunity for your
community to better respond to and recover from the
COVID- 19 crisis. Join us Tuesday, March 31 for this free
webinar that will take you through a toolkit that you and your

490

teams can utilize to track disaster related costs. Register
now.

Muffliffifflumm

ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND

SUSTAINABILITY

Hornick, Iowa, is still recovering from flooding caused by heavy rain and snowmelt in
March 2019. Many residents lack flood insurance, and Mayor Scott Mitchell said
recovery could last two to four years.
Full Story: Claims Journal/ The Associated Press ( 1"23)

Officials in Ann Arbor, Mich.,

have postponed festivities planned to mark the city' s 50th

celebration of Earth Day on April 19, 2020, until next year amid concerns about the
ongoing coronavirus outbreak. The city is encouraging residents to celebrate Earth Day
privately and has offered a list of tips on how to do so.
Full Story: MLive ( Michigan) (

1"24 )

UNNNI

PUBLIC

WORKS

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

W. Va. cityi

it stripper

Paden City, W. Va., has made progress over the last month on the construction of a
facility that will use air stripper equipment to remove perch Ioroethylene from the city' s
water supply. Paden City considers the project essential infrastructure, and work on it
will continue even as many other businesses close due to the coronavirus pandemic,
Mayor Clyde Hochstrasser said.

Full Story: WTOV- TV ( Steubenville, Ohio) (

3/ 23)

491

Data analytics helps transitadjust
Declines in traffic due to the spread of the coronavirus present an
opportunity for cities to use transportation data analysis, writes
Phil Goldstein. The data can be used to determine where

cutbacks in service levels may be needed.
Marcelo Endelli/ Getty Images)

Full Story: StateTech magazine online ( 3/"24 )

Ofilfilfil
HUMAN

RESOURCES

AND

DEVELOPMENT

Recreation and park agencies around the country are providing fitness classes and
other activities for all ages on social media so people can stay busy during the
coronavirus pandemic. The city of Las Cruces, N. M., is partnering with the National
Fitness Campaign so residents can do indoor workouts.

Full Story: WTNH- TV ( New Haven, Conn.) (: /

3), The News &

Record ( Greensboro,

N. C.) ( 3/ 24 ), The Las Cruces Bulletin ( N. M.) ( 3/"24 ), Eagle Herald ( Marinette, Wis.)
2)

5
ICMA NEWS

As the virus continues to spread, ICMA has gathered some resources to support local
governments. View the Coronavirus Resources on our website.

Libraries have long been valuable community resources, but today' s innovative services
mean modern libraries yield huge returns on investment, presenting community leaders
with a tremendous opportunity. What do modern libraries offer? Join us for a 30- minute
webinar to see how innovative libraries that provide nontraditional services connect to
civic engagement, respond to community need, and co -locate services produce

492

quantifiable economic impact. It's all about aligning services and intersecting delivery
with everyday community life. Learn more and register today!

EJEJEJEJ-1

LEARN MORE ABOLT ICMA:

I lorne I Abm,jt I News & Events lJorn GMA I Career Network

FOLLOW

ICMA

ON

TWITTER

141

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profile I Adver ise wiffi Srnar2rief
Unsubscribe

I Privacy policy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK I ADVERTISE
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wendell

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 10: 28 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Declining Tax Revenues: Manage the Financial Impact of COVID- 19 With Your Existing
Budget

Strickland <

grant@strongsidesolutions.

com>

Assets

y:A..:ry;.I: iL s.. ".P:!: ia H!L.. in....y.2! .IC. . I LIroyc: u. r

0

II

II

eadeirs
Giiity ............

i

It' s inevitable: declining tax revenues
will impact your city in 2020.
Aside from the immediate challenges city leaders face during this
unprecedented time for your communities, the long- term outcome is a
substantial hit to your budget.
Pay attention to declining revenue in 2020 due to COVID- 19.
Sales revenue is down.

Businesses will be unable to pay taxes.
Hotel taxes will go unpaid.
Tourism revenue
New business

won' t recover.

will hit a standstill.

494

495

Copyright

Oc 2020 Strongside

Solutions,

All rights reserved.

You are receiving this email because you opted in via our website.

Our mailing address is:
Strongside

Solutions

13680 Highway 9 N Ste G200
Milton,

GA 30004- 5178

Add us toyour

address

book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can gpdate- your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 9: 58 AM
Michael McCoy
GA Chamber Provides Business Guidance, Phoebe Update, Shelter -In - Place, County

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Magistrate

Court, Corsica

Technologies,

Truist

Commits $

2M to SMBs

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

March 26, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Chamber Provides Business Guidance During
COVID- 19
The Georgia Chamber is providing business guidance regarding state
and local ordinances. Recommendations include up- to- date information
based upon regulations as of March 25, 2020 at noon.

Corsica Technologies: How Does A Rise in Remote

Workers Effect Cyber Security?
Businesses around the world are proving their resilience during the
current state of pandemic brought on by Coronavirus or COVID- 19 by
embracing remote work. Traditional commuters are now connecting
remotely to their office networks and using video conferencing at an
increasing rate. This sudden change is proving to be a challenge for
broadband Internet providers worldwide by increasing traffic and straining
their systems like never before.

497

News
Phoebe Wednesday COVID- 19
Update

What Georgia' s Mayors and

County Leaders Were Told about
the Pandemic

Revised Albany and Dougherty
County Shelter -In -Place Order
Released

Dougherty County Magistrate
Court to Close

Lee County Schools Extend
Closure

over COVID- 19

Coronavirus Task Force
Members

Set for Statewide

Town

Hall on COVID- 19 Response

Georgia Senators Deliver Historic
Relief For American

Workers,

Businesses During COVID- 19
Crisis
Truist Commits $ 2M to Support

Small Businesses Affected by the
COVID- 19 Pandemic

498

Local

Farmers

Move Online To

Recent Video

Stay In Business Amid Pandemic
11

UGA: Takeout is a Low -Risk

Option

Georgia Insurance and Safety
Fire Commissioner John F. King:
Utilize Telemedicine Over In Person

Doctor Visits

Superintendent

Woods:

Georgia

Will Immediately Apply for
Federal Assessment

Waiver

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Publix Stores to Have Barriers for

Pharmacy, Working with

Cashiers

Employees

as Virus Spreads

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

Teleworking: Maximize
E

Productivity for Business
Continuity
Lee, Dougherty County Leaders
Discuss COVID- 19
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

499

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

500

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Jud Savelle:

Guidance

on Disinfectant

Application

and Contractor

Services

Many contractors today are selling several disinfectant products and
application methods for customers in the Albany area. Like any disaster
or contamination

situation,

consumers

should be educated

on the

products and services they are purchasing. Not all disinfecting products
and methods are safe and reliable, and not all contractors selling
disinfecting services are properly trained to apply them. The following
guidelines can help guide consumers in purchasing services.
Gov. Kemp Calls on Georgia Businesses to Aid with Critical Health
Care Needs

Governor Brian P. Kemp called on all Georgia businesses who are able

501

to help the state provide, produce, distribute, or store critical health care
items needed to fight the spread of COVI D- 1 9.
More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available

502

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

503

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt -out instantly by visiting this page.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 9: 38 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook
Subject: "

PRESS

RELEASE"

Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency

Operations Center COVID- 19 Update
Attachments:

for March 26, 2020

DOCOpresser_ DCUpdateCOVID19_ EOCDay11. pdf

Good morning, Media Partners:
Attached is the updated press release for today from our COVID19 EOC Task Force. You can also access this release at:
htt

s://

bit, l r/ 2JfN—

III

PfP2PP' m

Avenue.

lr;m will

t c

r t t; P y

I;mrence at

m tc t;ay In Room flfl of the Government Center at ' ' ' Pine
you are unable to make it, we will be streaming as we have been can our county government racebook gage
rr;m a a

@Dou li:;mt°ty(.'ountyGf,!orgi4yGov:;mt°nm:;mnt.
Thanks for your support,

Wendy IHo
Public

ellll

Information

Officer

iERTY
4,Z-

Z!-

C0U N Ty

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I _. . ._

II.

dcruuglh ert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 9: 29 AM

Sent:
To:

Broughton,

Subject:

Accepted:

Attachments:

attachment.

When:

Mar 26, 2020

Monique
COVID-

19 Religious

Leaders

Conference

Call

ics

11: 00: 00 AM

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Governing < eventreg@governing. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 9: 17 AM
Michael McCoy
Learn how to effectively move government services online

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Michael,

In today' s world, offering citizens reliable and responsive digital services isn' t an option — it' s

an imperative. Your

constituents want convenient online and mobile transactions every day. But as the COVID- 19 crisis shows, digital
information and transactions become even more important to government service delivery strategies during
disruptive or unplanned events.

Join us March 31 at 11 am PT / 2 pm ET to learn how your agency can use cloud based and open technologies to
deliver content and transactions to stakeholders that are contextually relevant to their needs, and available on any
device or operating system. Our panel of experts will explain how to overcome common barriers and help you put
practical solutions to work.
You' ll learn how digital native services, open standards and shared platforms can help your agency move faster on
digital services. And you' ll see how agencies are using new technologies and citizen -centric approaches to deliver
real -world results.

Don' t miss this important webcast! The first 60 people to log -on will qualify to receive a $ 10 Amazon gift card - you
must be a public sector professional and you must stay logged on for the entire duration of the webinar in order to
qualify for the gift card.
We hope you will join us,

Brittany

Brittany Roberts
Registration

Coordinator

Governing
broberts@governing.

com

916- 932- 1388 direct
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

CRI

Sent:

Thursday, March 26, 2020 8: 55 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

NEW -

CPAs

and

Advisors <

news@CRlcpa. com>

COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast

Series

REGISTER TODAY - COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast Series
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part of our response to the COVID- 19 outbreak,
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addition to your health and well- being, is to

Division
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Thursday, March 26, 2020 7: 30 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

RESCHEDULED:

marketing@albanyga. com>

SBA COVID- 19 Economic Relief Program Conference Call

X

To all Chamber members:

In light of the pending U. S. Senate Bill and the latest stimulus package coming out
of Congress,

the Georgia

Chamber

and U. S.

all Business

Administration (

SBA)

will be postponing this extremely important call, rescheduling it for TUESDAY,
March 31, 2020 @ 1: 00 PM EST. Please make this important adjustment to your calendar
and join us for an overview of this expanded strategy for economic injury disaster relief
presented by SBA Regional Administrator Ashley Daniel Bell.
Due to the high -demand teleworking has placed on the conferencing industry, we have
been asked to encourage as many of you as possible to join our call through your
computer systems at the following link:
Join Zoom Meeting
9 1 9 044738
.................................................

Meeting ID: 881 804 4738

Dial -in options from your mobile phone include the following lines. Should a line be busy,
please try another number from this list until you are connected into the conference:
One tap mobile
13126266799,, 8818044738# US ( Chicago)
16465588656,, 8818044738# US ( New York)

Dial by your location
1 312 626 6799 US ( Chicago)
1 646 558 8656 US ( New York)
1 346 248 7799 US ( Houston)
1 669 900 9128 US ( San Jose)
1 253 215 8782 US
1 301

715 8592 US

Meeting ID: 881 804 4738
Find your local number: ] Upszoorii

ii us,' uaCVyZM zEay Questions

All

questions should be submit ed IN ADVANCE through www. sli.do using code #2957 to enter
the forum. IPIIe< S61' subirnit youir questions Iby 5:DO IRM oin IMoir (.1ay IMa irclh 30, 2020
We will work through as many as we can over the call and do appreciate your commitment
to leadership as we all work toward economic recovery following this pandemic.
521

The Albanj &

M glamber' s ( N2111D 19 Resout' Ce (: enler provides information and tools for
employers. Follow us on F,Icebook for the most up- to- date alerts.

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy@dougher-

ty. ga. us

Sent by marketing@albanyga. com in collaboration with

Li
Try email

marketing

PUBLIC

for free today!

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has
very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City ano' County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 7: 03 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Coronavirus slams state unemployment systems; Senate bill includes school, transit and

Subject:

hospital funding; Americans say they are social distancing; Kentucky governor
exasperated by reports of ' coronavirus party'

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Schools, Transit, Hospital Funding Included in Senate
Coronavirus Bill
III"N I I III :

I' 400 I: 3II. I:

I Senate leaders agreed on package that includes $ 340 billion for relief

efforts boosting schools, hospitals and state and local governments, as well as a $ 150 billion
fund specifically to help states and localities fight the pandemic.

Americans Say They Are Taking Social Distancing More
Seriously, Poll Shows
I(

3(
1'III

efforts

to isolate

I

New polling shows that, on the whole, Americans say they are stepping up

themselves —

but some demographics are being more cautious than others.

Brought to you by Homeserve

fiiJ_
infirastiUV tuire:_ _ _ u-id'e tq l° d'u!

tluirro g and IRrotecfii

14foimmeowirroeiUs

With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners do not know they are responsible for their

523

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

ages.

Read_II 10oir ,

Governor Reiterates Importance of Social Distancing after
Coronavirus Party' Attendee Tests Positive for Virus
IAA I I

L. IIII III

frustration

I I I

Kentucky Gov. Andy Beshear had a hard time containing his

this week.

Grocery Stores Are the Coronavirus Tipping Point
1IGA l l I1AZ& 1

Il

II

IL. I I" 4 If lC I Even

one of the last bastions of normal American life

could

not escape the outbreak. Don'

t Halt Social Distancing. Instead,
1014 IL...

I I" T)A& I

IH& l I

SJ III I

Do It Right. III
I fA II IL. I " 4 If lC I COMENTARY

I

I Ther are two

things the United States must do to beat the coronavirus. Prisons

Are Bacteria Factories'; Elderly
lD IM014 II I

S

II AI II I : I I :" You'

Most at Risk Vl

re going to see devastation that' s unbeli vable."

Some

States Are Reporting Incomplete COVID-19 Results, Blurring
The Full Picture III
II

IVJ KA

II SI III

II I . AIL. III

W

:
I

Marylnd,

Ohio and others are reporting only positive

tests,which skews tracking and an understanding of how the virus spreads. Brought
to you by Homeserve fiM_

Ili firas- tiru tuire:_ u__

id' e tq l°
d' u!t1u19

g and IPirotecfii 14foimmeowi

the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding

roeiUs With

questions from citizens facing expensive service line repairs

is a task no municipal official has time for.Yet many homeowners do not know they are responsible for their service
lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as the
infrastructure ages.
Read_
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This message
in to receive
receive

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.
it. Note: It may take our system

one or two more newsletters.

Government

up to two business

Thank you for reading

Executive

ga. us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because
days to process your unsubscribe

Route

you have opted

request and during that time you may

Fifty Today.

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 525
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jeffrey H . Snyder, Lead Anchor < jeffrey. snyder@themorningpulse. com>
Thursday, March 26, 2020 6: 01 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

The Morning Pulse - Retirement News that Matters - Thursday, March 26, 2020

1
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retirement

MARCH

news

that matters.

26, 2020
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for

H.
Snyder currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor L]
the..B a.. d t
R e..tii.:.
el ] e..
nt N e tw..(...)
i.°
k. Consider d an industr"
y insider",thought - leader and
an independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared
in both television and Drint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital
markets. e

Broadcast Retirement Network (BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused helping
Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and zings
culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most portantly No

agendas, no

sales pitches, no product pushes. Our

morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can
create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering
headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial
goals. Unlike
financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN
AM is a lifestyle show

that brings the stories and ideas of regular Americans to

the forefront. We

engage

with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance, 528

healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties

that are unaffiliated

with The Morning

Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks

as provided are maintained

to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the
original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general

reference

and educational

purposes

only. Although

we believe

the content provider to be a

reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

prepared

of such

Websites.

by nor does The Morning

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content,

and content

will

not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility

for the use of or inability

to use such site and recommends

you review

the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent

with the opinions

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 36 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 15. 20

Good evening,
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation,
check out the archives.

Washington. D. C.

Senators released two documents today, A Roadmap to Reopening by Ensuring a Speedy and Ubiquitous Lab
Testing System ( RESULTS) and a report from DPCC: U. S. LaEgs the World in Testing, Leads the World in COVID- 19

Cases. The reports outline Democrats' proposals to rapidly expand testing capacity. Democrats note in the
report that the U. S. is testing around one in every 273 people for COVID- 19, while South Korea and Germany
have been testing one in every 100 people.
Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi ( D- IL) sent a letter to Philips North America Corporation requesting information and
documents regarding its foreign sales of ventilators, after entering into contract with HHS to provide ventilators
to the U. S. stockpile. In the letter, Rep. Krishnamoorthi says Philips has been selling ventilators to foreign clients
at much higher prices than what it would have received from HHS.
Democratic Whip Dick Durbin ( D- IL) led a letter signed by 37 senators to President Trump urging him to
automatically extend work authorizations for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals ( DACA) and Temporary
Protected Status ( TPS) recipients and other impacted immigrants.

Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Frank Pallone ( D- NJ) sent a letter to CMS Administrator Seema
Verma today urging the agency to release demographic data on the health outcomes of COVID- 19 based on
race, ethnicity, and gender.

His letter comes after multiple data sources continue to show that COVID- 19

disproportionately affects individuals from racial and ethnic minority communities. In New York City, Latino and
African American

residents had double the age -adjusted death rates as compared to white residents. In Chicago,

64. 6 percent of deaths and 49. 6 percent of total cases are among African American residents, despite African
Americans only making up approximately 30 percent of the city' s population.
Senators Lisa Murkowski ( R- AK), Sherrod Brown ( D- OH), and Debbie Stabenow ( D- MI) led a bipartisan group of
senators in urging the Trump Administration to provide relief for local farmers who are struggling as the nation
works to combat the spread of COVID- 19. In a letter sent to USDA Sec. Sonny Perdue, the senators urged USDA
to ensure that a portion of the $ 9. 5 billion they secured in the CARES Act goes to local farmers who sell directly
to consumers, schools, institutions, food hubs, regional distribution centers, retail markets, farmers markets,
and restaurants.

The CDC published two new articles in the Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report: Characteristics of Health
Care Personnel with COVID- 19 and Transmission of COVID- 19 to Health Care Personnel During Exposures to a
Hospitalized

Patient.

The Washington Post published a copy of a CDCIFEMA framework for reopening the country which includes
multiple phases. The first is to roll out a national communication

campaign and community

readiness

assessment until May 15t. From then until May 151h, the government would ramp up manufacturing of testing
kits and PPE, and increase emergency funding. Various reopening would start after that, based on location.
The CDC has posted multiple new guidance documents on its COVID- 19 dashboard, including a social media
too kit, guidance for caring for someone at home, and information for people at higher risk of getting sick.

There are multiple upcoming CDC Clinician Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA) calls and webinars.
Registration

is not required. View the schedule here.

CMS announced

Medicare will nearly double payments for certain lab tests that use high - throughput

technologies to rapidly diagnose COVID- 19. High -throughput lab tests can process more than 200 specimens a
day using highly sophisticated equipment that requires specially trained technicians and more time -intensive
processes to assure quality. Medicare will pay laboratories for the tests at $ 100 effective yesterday.
The latest CMS news updates can be viewed in the daily roundup.
NIH recently conducted a 2LUdy that showed N95 respirators can be decontaminated effectively and maintain
functional integrity for up to three uses. The experiment tested four decontamination methods: vaporized
hydrogen peroxide ( VHP), 70- degree Celsius dry heat, ultraviolet light, and 70 percent ethanol spray. Of those,
VHP was the most effective decontamination

method, because no virus could be detected after only a 10-

minute treatment. UV and dry heat were acceptable decontamination procedures as long as the methods are
applied for at least 60 minutes.

Through HRSA, HHS has awarded $ 90 million for Ryan White HIV/ AIDS Program recipients across the country to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to COVID- 19. This funding is provided by the FY20 CARES Act. This funding
supports 581 Ryan White HIV/ AIDS Program recipients across the country, including city/ county health
departments,

health clinics, community - based organizations,

state health departments,

and AIDS Education

and

Training Centers, in their efforts to prevent or minimize the impact of this pandemic on people with HIV.
The House and Senate will both remain recessed until May. House and Senate leadership continue to engage in
negotiations about additional supplemental funding packages ( COVID 3. 5, COVID IV, and COVID V), particularly
now that the Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP) funding has run out, but nothing has been formally agreed
upon or introduced. For a more thorough update on the federal legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already receive that update and would like to subscribe,
please email sfuller2cgagroup, com.
Reps. Neal Dunn ( R- FL), Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to have tested
positive for COVID- 19 ( or be presumptive positive).
Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 605, 390 and 24, 582
deaths The CDC data closes out the day before reporting.
California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced today that the state would be providing $ 125 million in disaster relief
assistance for undocumented immigrants impacted by the COVID- 19 crisis. Gov. Newsom said the state will
provide $ 75 million in disaster relief assistance which will be supplemented by $ 50 million from Grantmakers
Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees. The $ 75 million Disaster Relief Fund will support undocumented
Californians who are ineligible for unemployment

insurance benefits and disaster relief as a result of their

immigration status. About 150, 000 undocumented

adults in the state will receive a one- time cash benefit of

500 per adult with a cap of $1, 000 per household.
Yesterday, Louisiana Gov. John Bel Edwards postponed Louisiana' s Presidential Preference Primary election until

July 111h
D. C. Mayor Muriel Bowser extended the District' s public health emergency and closure of schools until May 151h
and announced that other COVID- 19 restrictions in the city, including nonessential business closures, a stay- athome order, and a ban on gatherings of 10 or more people are also extended.
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer' s stay- at- home policies led to protests in the streets of Lansing. Two
conservative groups, Michigan Conservative Coalition and Michigan Freedom Fund, organized the
demonstration, dubbed " Operation Gridlock."

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced a new order today which states New Yorkers will have to wear masks
while in public spaces where they cannot maintain social distancing, effective Saturday. While disobeying does
not come with a penalty, Gov. Cuomo said that the state could make it a civil violation if people do not comply
voluntarily.

Gov. Cuomo also announced that New York would donate 100 ventilators to Maryland and 50 to Michigan.

Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan emphasized that it is still too early to reopen the state but said he will begin rolling
out a plan to reopen parts of the state economy as conditions allow. Gov. Hogan outlined four things that must

be in place before Maryland could begin lifting lock down orders: a dramatic ramping up of testing; a fully
implemented

surge expansion

in hospitals; the acquisition

of sufficient PPE; and a quadrupling

of the state' s

contact tracing workforce to deploy 1, 000 people to identify and track every coronavirus patient in the state.
Today, Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine approved the release of 105 nonviolent inmates, increasing the number of early
releases in the state to about 500 in an effort to mitigate the spread of COVID- 19 in the prison system. All
individuals were previously scheduled for release within 90 days, and all will undergo testing before being
released. Last week, more than 300 inmates were released.

Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam extended his shutdown order for nonessential businesses until May 8th, two weeks
longer than the original order. The state' s stay- at- home order is still in effect through June 101n
Mississippi Gov. Tate Reeves announced that the Mississippi Home Corporation has a program to help those at
risk of losing their homes due to job loss as a result of the COVID- 19 crisis. The program can provide short-term
help with a one-time payment or up to six months of mortgage payment relief while a homeowner tries to find
work.

Johns Hopkins University launched its newest COVID- 19 U. S. map as a resource for media, policymakers, and
communities to view a collection of critical public health data in one online destination and better understand
and track the COVID- 19 pandemic

in populations

both large and small across the country.

Useful state data:
o

If llhe s „ c..I.h aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.

o

This lr e sou lr.ce..from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to

o

This

the COVID- 19 response.

IrJ..es
or ima„ s shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tiraa: keir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

o

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by
state.

Military/ Defense

DHS and USDA announced a temporary rule change that allows H- 2A petitioners with a valid temporary labor
certification to employ certain foreign workers who are currently in H- 2A status immediately after USCIS
receives the H- 2A petition. The rule change also allows H- 2A workers to stay beyond the three- year maximum
allowable period of stay in the U. S.
There are now over 2, 800 confirmed COVID- 19 cases among service members, up 8 percent from yesterday.
DoD' s total COVID- 19 cases, which includes troops, civilians, dependents and contractors,
o

is 5, 088.

DoD continues to provide daily updates on total cases across the Department, but does not disclose
specific figures at the unit, installation, or combatant command level, citing the need for " operational
security."

Secretary of Defense Mark Esper said the USS Theodore Roosevelt could be back at sea in weeks while the Navy
reported COVID- 19 cases among the ship' s crew increased to more than 600 sailors.
o

Former Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus said the Navy should bring all ships into port, quarantine the
majority of crews, and sanitize the ships to avoid a COVID- 19 outbreak similar to the USS Theodore
Roosevelt.

Veterans homes in 16 states have reported at least one case of COVID- 19. The VA reported 4, 468 positive
COVID- 19 cases across its health system.

Seven medical crew members of the USNS Mercy docked off Los Angeles have been infected with COVID- 19,
according to the Navy. More than 100 others are quarantined off the ship after officials determined they worked
in close contact with those who are sick.

International

Affairs

South Korean President Moon Jae- in' s governing party won in a landslide victory today. Voters were encouraged
by the government' s response to COVID- 19 and their efforts to control the spread of the virus. It is the first time
in 16 years that left -leaning parties secured a parliamentary majority.
Around the world, opinion polls show boosts in approval

ratings for leaders who were unpopular

before the

pandemic, like Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte of Italy and Prime Minister Sebastian Kurz of Austria. Even those
who were already highly regarded, like Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany and Prime Minister Mark Rutte of
the Netherlands,

have seen an increase in their approval ratings.

WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom

Ghebreyesus

said he is " reviewing the impact on our work of any

withdrawal of U. S. funding" and is working with partners to fill financial gaps. " The United States has been
long- standing and generous friend to WHO, and we hope it will continue to be so," he added.
A study by researchers at the London School of Economics found that as many as half of COVID- 19- related
deaths in Italy, Spain, France, and Ireland were in nursing homes.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel announced the first steps for lifting COVID- 19 restrictions, with some

a

nonessential stores to open next week and schools to start again next month. The social distancing standards of

only being allowed to meet with one non -family member will stay in place until May 3rd
Guatemala' s health minister retracted a claim he made yesterday that more than half of all deportees from the
U. S. carry the virus. Instead, Hugo Monroy said 75 percent of deportees on a single flight in March had tested
positive for COVID- 19, which concerned the Guatemalan government.
President of Brazil Jair Bolsonaro continues to reject the urges from his health minister and country' s governors
to take strong action against COVID- 19, arguing that any form of a shutdown would create severe economic
hardship and unemployment. Bolsonaro continues to interact with supporters on the streets, often drawing
crowds.

Denmark reopened schools and day care centers today.
Romania is the first E. U. nation to ban the export of agricultural goods ( specifically barley, oats, corn, rice, wheat
flour, oilseed, and sugar) to countries outside the bloc in order to secure domestic supply during the pandemic.
Over 650 French sailors from the aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle have contracted Covid- 19, according to the
French defense ministry.
Belgium now has the second highest death rate in the E. U. for COVID- 19. With a population of only 11. 5 million,
the country' s 4, 440 deaths from the virus puts their death rate at 383. 1 per million residents. They now trail only
Spain.

Global Cases:

1, 914, 916

Total Deaths:

123, 010

Lifestyle and Economy

Although the standard has been to keep six feet of space between individuals to stop the spread of COVID- 19
germs, researchers from M. I. T. found that a sneeze could send particles as far as 26 feet. This 3D simulator from
the New York Times gives an incredible breakdown of how particles travel between humans.
Amazon said that it might temporarily halt its operations in France after a court ruled that it had failed to
adequately protect workers from the virus and that it must restrict deliveries to food, hygiene, and medical
products until it addressed the issue. Amazon contested the findings of the ruling.
Based on the news that Germany, Europe' s largest economy, was talking of easing its COVID- 19 lockdown, and
after Gov. Andrew Cuomo said New York had made advances on the virus testing front, the Dow fell 1. 85
percent and both the S& P 500 and Nasdaq dropped, too.
College Board announced it will cancel the SAT college admission test on June 61h because of COVID- 19. The idea

of an at- home test format has been floated but is an unlikely alternative unless schools stay closed in the fall.
The COVID- 19 pandemic has forced hundreds of clinical trials to grind to a halt, stalling research into cancer,
strokes, dementia, and more. Read about it here.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.

Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here ( general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 15)
Coronavirus

Vaccine

Prospects

The NIH Office of Portfolio Analysis ( OPA) has developed a comprehensive, expert- curated portfolio of COVID- 19

publications and preprints. The portfolio includes peer -reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from
medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.
Rural hospitals shut out of stimulus loans face financial crisis

Feeling useless° the effect of unemployment on mental health in the Great Recession
We need an army'° Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to carbine disease spread
Suicide Mortality and Coronavirus Disease 2019— A

Perfect

Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
Compassionate

Use of Remdesivir for Patients with Severe Covid- 19

Contact Lens Wear and Coronavirus

Wh
Safet

daily death tolls have become unusually important in understanding the coronavirus pandemic
at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic° How to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

If a coronavirus vaccine arrives, can the world make enoueh?

COVID- 19 school closures, and child poverty° a social crisis in the making
Covid- 19 — The Law and Limits of C uarantine
The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health cares

stem

The COVID- 19 Pandemic in the USA Clinical Update Developing Covid- 19 Vaccines at Pandemic Speed
Projecting hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

Johns Hopkins d t „ a jpj.gIr ,
Other tracking data Ilh lre..
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
heir°,

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)
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Senior Associate I Government Affairs
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Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 16 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

4. 15. 2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation

related to COVID- 19. As legislative activity has slowed after the passage of

the third bill, the cadence of this update will reflect that change and will be sent out on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
evenings ( until circumstances

change).

4. 15. 2020. COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

3. 5 — Interim Emergency Coronavirus Relief
Timeline: There was some hope earlier this week that a deal could come together before the Senate' s pro forma session

tomorrow

at 3pm, but as of right now, nothing is expected to move. While there is no deal on the immediate

horizon,

discussions will continue through the weekend. Each side seems to be waiting to see which party will pay the political
price for inaction. There remains a sense of urgency to act, particularly given extended time period before Congress
returns to session and the announcement that the SBA' s Paycheck Protection Program ran out of funding this evening.
Soon after the announcement, Leader McConnell and Leader McCarthy released a statement similar to the one released
over the weekend, placing blame on Democrats and their insistence on inclusion of other priorities.
it seems like quiet conversations are
continuing about what Republicans may be willing to add to a potential package that provides the additional funding for
PPP. Democrats are still pushing for the items outlined in the statements made by Speaker Pelosi and Leader Schumer.
Process/ Policy: While the public line is that negotiations "

remain stalled",

Leader McConnell may have some fractures in his caucus on additional funding and wants support from the
Administration for any possible deal before he goes to sell his members on the deal.
For background, Republicans have supported simply adding more funding to the SBA program, while Democrats
have advocated for the inclusion of funding for hospitals and state and local governments among other things.
Republican bill ( as of 4/ 9) here. Democratic bill ( as of 4/ 9) here. Summary of the Democratic bill ( as of 4/ 9) here.
Something else to watch: Reps. Chris Pappas and Brian Fitzpatrick will be leading a letter to House and Senate
leadership requesting the inclusion of language in the next coronavirus relief bill that would make 501( c)( 6) s
eligible for Economic Injury Disaster Loans and the Paycheck Protection Program. They sent out a Dear
Colleague requesting co- signers last week. A similar letter for 501( c)( 3) s is in the works. Similarly, Speaker Pelosi
sent around a Dear Colleague yesterday encouraging members to weigh in with the Federal Reserve in favor of
including nonprofits and universities in its Main Street Lending Program.
Supplemental IV —CARES 2. 0.

Timeline/ Process: The work on the bill continues and committees/ members are pressing forward, with new requests
from offices still coming in. Timing is still very up in the air. The House announced earlier this week that the House will
now reconvene May 4, instead of April 21, as was originally intended. There' s an awareness that timing may coincide
with when D. C. may reach the peak, so floor schedules are could shift further. It' s unclear whether the scope of the
interim package —like whether additional funding for hospitals and state and local governments is included —will affect
the timing and scope of the next package.
Policy: While the next package will likely stay within the outline of CARES, including plus ups for programs funded and
created under the bill, the increasingly grave impacts of coronavirus may push lawmakers to consider the inclusion of

other provisions and the creation of new programs. The bill Speaker Pelosi introduced while CARES was being negotiated
included multiple provisions and funding increases that did not make it into the final bill. Some of those provisions and
increases are being considered for the next package.
Earlier today, Senate Democrats simultaneously released a report on the lack of testing capacity in the United
States and a white paper outlining strategies to build capacity and develop a national strategy on the issue. See
here for the report. See here for the white paper. See here a one pager. It is unclear in which supplemental

a

policy proposal regarding testing would be included.
Supplemental

V —Economic Stimulus

While Chairman DeFazio ( T& I) has said he aims to introduce an infrastructure bill by May, that timeline is looking
increasingly optimistic. The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee is moving forward with that timeline
and is aiming to have the bill be as comprehensive as possible as a starting place. A large package like this needs to be
legislated in regular order, so moving forward while remote is a challenge. WRDA may be included in the package but is
moving through an appropriations - like process already, with requests coming in from various offices.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

111— Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act
After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law

shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.
New information
4/ 15 —
o

and guidance:

Treasury press release on lapse in funding for PPP here
Note: "

By law, the SBA will not be able to issue new loan approvals once the programs experience a

lapse in appropriations."
4/ 13 —

Title

I—

Treasury issued an updated FAQ on the PPP here

Small Business Loans

The Treasury Department has released affiliation guidelines for the small business loan program.
The Treasury Department released an interim final rule last week on the small business provisions in the bill.
Treasury and the SBA announced earlier this evening that the Paycheck Protection Program ran out of funding
this evening. Press release here. The SBA has been approving approx. $ 40 billion/ day. See here for a memo
Cornerstone put together on the interim final rule. See here for a report from SBA on approvals through 4/ 13.
Treasury FAQs on the Paycheck Protection Program
o

Top -line overview of the program here

o

Lender information

o

Updated ( as of 4/ 13) FAQ here

here, Borrower information

here, borrower application

here

Title II — Individual and Business Tax Relief

IRS guidance on deferral of payroll taxes here
House Ways and Means factsheet on Economic Impact Rebate portal here
IRS has indicated that the earliest Americans could receive relief payments from CARES is this week. Those
who will receive their relief through paper checks could take as long at 20 weeks to receive payment.
IRS' s FAQ page on individual

economic

relief here.

Treasury Guidance on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Treasury FAQ on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Title III — Public Health Systems, Education, and Healthcare

HHS issued guidance last Friday announcing the formula and mechanism in which hospitals will receive the first
30 billion in relief funding. The money will not have to be repaid and can be used for a variety of uses. The first
tranche will go to hospitals based on their Medicare FFS reimbursements in 2019. As total FFS payments were
484 billion in 2019, a provider can estimate their payment by dividing their 2019 Medicare FFS ( not
including Medicare Advantage) payments they received by 484 and multiply that ratio by 30. If the providers
approx. $

10

total 2019 Medicare FFS payments were Y, then ( Y _ 484) x 30 = amount of relief. State by state breakdown of
first payment here.
o
HHS is working on developing a plan in the next seven to ten days for how to disburse another $30
billion for Medicaid -heavy providers and potentially a focus on pumping money to providers in hotspots.
Factsheet on accelerated and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here
Secretary DeVos indicated last week that she would be moving to " immediately distribute" the $ 6 billion in
CARES for emergency financial aid grants to college students. The grants can be used by college students for
technology, course materials, food, housing, and healthcare. DeVos will be distributing the funding to colleges,
which will then distribute the aid among students. The Department did not issue guidance on how colleges are
to structure the program, but colleges will be required to sign a form certifying that the funds were used in
accordance with the law. See here for the specific allocations for each college.
Title

IV — Economic

Stabilization

The Treasury Department released guidance on payroll support to airline industry employees, and on loans to
the airline industry and businesses critical to national security. Guidance for payroll support here. Guidance on
procedures and minimum requirements for loans here. Treasury press release here.
Treasury Q& A on Loans to Air Carriers and Eligible Businesses and National Security Businesses here. Loan
application here.
Division

B — Appropriations

Last week the FCC announced a two- part, $ 200 million COVID- 19 telehealth program. The press release may be
found here. and the FCC order approved on Wednesday ( 4/ 8) can be found here.
On Monday ( 4/ 13), Treasury officially launched its web portal for payments to state, local, and tribal
governments. Treasury announced that eligible government entities must provide required information by
Friday, April 17 to receive payment within the 30- day window allowed under CARES and those that miss that
deadline may not receive funding. Submission page here. Some highlights from the announcement below:
o

Funds are only allowed to be used for expenses which:
Are necessary expenses during the coronavirus emergency;
Were not accounted in the most recent budget ( as of March 27, 2020);
Were incurred between 3/ 1/ 2020 — 12/ 30/ 2020.

o

Eligible local governments

are those below the state level ( county, municipality

etc.) with a population

higher than 500, 000. See here for data sources and the distribution methodology. See here for a list of
eligible local government units.
o

Amounts paid to governments will be based on population and the amounts allocated to states will be
reduced by the total amount provided to local governments in the state.

o

Payments to Tribal Governments will be determined by the Treasury Secretary in consultation with the
Interior Secretary and Tribes. Consultation has not yet been completed.

Cornerstone resources on certain areas of the bill:

Memo for health care providers here

Memo on the Small Business Administration loan programs here
Memo outlining the workers and families assistance programs here
Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo outlining FEMA opportunities here
Memo on the bill' s higher education provisions here
Memo for non - profits here
Memo on CARES Act and Airports here
Memo on the status of business operations

Supplemental

II — Families First Coronavirus

Response

in Mexico here

Act ( HR 6201)
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The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

Supplemental

r.

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: The House announced on Monday that it would not reconvene before May 4. D. C. is currently under a stay- athome order, and Maryland and Virginia have similar orders in place. In a Dear Colleague last week, Speaker Pelosi
advised members to keep their schedule flexible and said that, in order to make up for lost time, the House may meet
during weeks previously scheduled as District Work Periods. The Senate is in recess until April 20.
Appropriations/ NDAA: Subcommittee markups have officially been postponed. While timing continues to be unclear,
House Appropriations Committee ( HAC) will likely stick to the original subcommittee order of markups, just shifting
everything back by 2- 3 weeks. As of today, HAC majority had distributed 302bs to clerks but has not shared with the
minority. HAC subcommittees are continuing to work at basically the same schedule they had planned before COVID- 19
and believe they can get to a 95% solution once members get back in town. The House may try to hold markups soon
after whenever the next package is passed, when members have returned D. C. The Senate Appropriations Committee
SAC) has floated two different allocations to subcommittee clerks, the differentiating factor between the two
allocations being how VA Choice is treated. SAC has given subcommittees direction to stick with the original plan of
marking up all of the bills in June.
This year' s NDAA markup has been " indefinitely postponed". Reps. Adam Smith and Thornberry ( HASC Chair and RM)
sent a letter to the committee members saying that they will schedule the date of the markup once the House schedule
for the next few months becomes clear. SASC Chairman Inhofe has said he aims to writing the FY21 NDAA by the end
of May but is flexible considering the circumstances.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being
discussed to some extent in both chambers. The House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting
options. The report discusses unanimous consent, proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote
voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting in -person,
including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. Leader McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive of any
form of remote voting.
Other Floor Action: The House issued guidance last week indicated that Floor materials are to be submitted through a

secure email address instead of dropped off at the Speaker' s Lobby or Cloakrooms. Members are still allowed to drop off
materials in person. Speaker' s Dear Colleague on the guidance here.
Hearings and Meetings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some

committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Rules Committee
Democrats released a one -pager guidance on " paper hearings", which stated " paper hearings" are not official
hearings. The Senate Sergeant at Arms is exploring technology that would allow for remote hearings, though Leader
McConnell remains opposed to any form of remote voting. Under current rules, the House does not allow virtual
hearings. Chairman

McGovern

has been contemplating

changing the rules on this and could issue guidance soon. The

House Administration Committee is working on a report on best tools to be able to do virtual meetings. The Senate has
advised offices to avoid using the video conferencing app Zoom over data security concerns. The Senate has not yet
officially banned the application though.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)
Tested Positive ( 1):

Rep. Neal Dunn ( R- FL)
12

Currently Self -Quarantined ( 1): Rep. Mikie Sherrill ( D- NJ)

Recovered ( 6): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY)

Completed Quarantine ( 36): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Doug Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO),
Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( DNM), Rep. Gwen Moore ( D- WI), Rep. Stephanie Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. John Yarmuth ( D- KY), Rep. Adam Schiff ( D- CA), Rep.
Vincente Gonzalez ( D- TX), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep.
David Price ( D- NC), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Kathleen Rice ( D- NY), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Tom Cole ( ROK), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Sen. Mike

Lee ( R- UT), Sen. Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA), Rep. Lizzie Fletcher ( D- TX),
Rep. Josh Gottheimer ( D- NJ), Rep. Ayanna Pressley ( D- MA)
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Sierra Fuller

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

f
www. cgagroup.

com

@cgagroup

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Cour?ty
o dals regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 16 PM
McCoy, Michael; Chris S. Cohilas; Gray, Russell; vees70@yahoo. com; Gloria Gaines;
Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins
Fwd: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent:
To:

Subject:

FYI

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Date: April 15, 2020 at 6: 19: 03 PM EDT

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
Thank you all for your support and continued concern for our communities and the Phoebe
Warriors. We are just as anxious to get back to normal for our personal and professional lives ...yet we
have undoubtedly have a new normal coming.
Below you will see an additional chart that provides perspective on the percentage of positive COVID
tests that we are seeing each day. This shows a promising trend and appears that the shelter in place
orders are working in slowing the spread of this virus. By no means are we suggesting that those
restrictions should be lifted, in reality we need to remain vigilant to continue this downward trend.
A great story ...today, Easter Seals distributed boxes of food to members of the community and cars
were lined up down Palmyra Road waiting this morning. An employee who works at Phoebe North was
on his way to work and noticed the line of cars. He emailed Joe Austin asking if there would be an
opportunity to provide a monetary donation to a food drive that we are helping to set up to benefit the
SWGA community ...a " Phoebe gives back" event. Not something we are making public, just more of an
internal community support project. This employee offered to give his stimulus check to the effort
saying, " all of us at Phoebe are still working and aren' t struggling to make ends meet at all, yet we are
still receiving the stimulus checks ...I don' t need this money and I think a lot of other Phoebe employees
feel the same way ...we could donate the money to those in need in our community'.

Gives

goosebumps!!!

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President & Chief Executive Officer

1

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
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1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 01 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fwd:

COVID

Notification

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Vick, Robert" <

Robert. Vick@dph. ga. gov>

Date: April 10, 2020 at 3: 49: 32 PM EDT
To: " Allen,

Sam" <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>, " Roberts, Richard" < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: FW: COVID Notification

We are starting to receive reports of patients that tested positive. Many more reports will be sent.
From: Dailey, EJ < EJ. Dailey@dph. ga. gov>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 2: 37 PM
To: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. gov>
Subject: COVID Notification
Importance:

High

03/ 02/ 2020

Incident Number:

20006269

Date:

DOUGHERTY COUNTY

To: Phoebe Putney Memorial

04/ 06/ 2020

EMS

Hospital

Respectfully,

Ej Dailey
Regional EMS Director
Office of EMS and Trauma - Region 3
Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &

Response

Georgia Department of Public Health
1680 Phoenix Blvd.
Suite 200
Atlanta,

Memorial Hospital

listed

03/ 25/ 2020

20006269

COUNTY EMS

GA 30349

404- 597- 9775 ( Cell)
17

ei, daile C2dph. a. gov

Ism
enc k%
s, (EMS, Fire, Law Enforcement)
ent)

Public' .Sa;P, P; y

and Public, .Sa;P,fety Persoraraa; l raeed to check. or

a fulated information on the Georgia Office of EMS and Traumaa web site as well as the CDC and
Georgia ef)artr ent of Public, FPea lth CoronavPrus web pages:
CDC https:// www, cdc, ov coronavirus/ 2Q19- ncov index, html

Georgia PaaPPc FPeaPtPa: https1/ dph. eoria. Eovnovelcor navirus Georgia 0
https:/ dph. geor
ffice c,F
' S .a; nd ° ra;aama; O S) m
ia.gov EMS Reader Advisory

Notice: Email to and from a Georgia state agency is generally public record,except for content that
is confidential under specific laws. Security by encryption is applied to all confidential information sent
by email from the Georgia Department of Health.This message is only intended for specific receipient(
s)
and may contain privileged, private or sensitive information. If you received this message in
error, please delete
NOTICE: Georgia

it and contact me. PUBLIC RECORDS
has

a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from

City and County

officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your
email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 18

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

Fwd:

COVID-

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 59 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

19 NOTIFICATIONS

TO 911

PSAPs

AND

FIRST

RESPONDER

AGENCIES

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

david. newton@dph. ga. gov" < david. newton@dph. ga. gov>

Date: April 14, 2020 at 6: 45: 32 PM EDT
To: " Allen,

Sam" <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 NOTIFICATIONS TO 911 PSAPs AND FIRST RESPONDER AGENCIES

To All EMS Agency Directors, Medical Directors, Communications Officers, and Infection Control
Officers, and All Regional EMS Directors,

It is essential that EMS and other first responders are informed of any potential exposure to patients who
test positive for COVID- 19. The health and safety of our first responders is extremely important and
notifying them in a timely manner of any exposure to COVID- 19 allows them to keep themselves, their
families, and the general public safe, and helps us to reduce the spread of COVID- 19.
The attached document details our approach for notifying the public safety community of any potential
exposure, and is two -pronged:
Prospective — (p1

of the attached document) -

GEMA/ HS will have access to a limited data set

from DPH of all of the COVID- 19 cases in Georgia.

The data will include

address,

Date of Onset,

and List Removal Date. This data will be shared by GEMA/ HS with the 911 PSAPs so that any
first responder being dispatched to an address with a confirmed case during the 21 day period
following Date of Onset will be notified of the presence of a confirmed case at that address. ???
o
NOTE: It is important to understand that most cases of COVID- 19 in the community are
not known so precautions should be taken to protect all first responders on all calls,
regardless of whether the address has been flagged. The list provided will only contain
the address of those persons who are known to be positive following a test and cannot be
assumed to contain the locations of all persons who are capable of transmitting SARSCoV- 2, the virus causing COVID- 19. 911 PSAPs should continue to ask the COVID- 19
screening questions for all requested responses.
Retrospective ( pp 2- 4 of the attached document)
o
Hospital notifications —hospitals/ acute care facilities will be asked to notify the
Regional EMS Director of any confirmed case at their location. The Regional EMS
Director will use that to notify the first responder agencies of a potential exposure.
o
Case list from DPH data — each Regional EMS Director will be given the daily cases
reported in SENDSS ( the DPH data system where COVID- 19 cases are reported). They
will then search the EMS Patient Care Report data ( GEMSIS Elite) to see if there are any
recent patient contacts recorded in the EMS data. If there are, then the Regional EMS
Director will notify any of the agencies that may have come into contact with the patient
for the 2 weeks prior to the Date of Onset.

19

We feel that using this two -pronged approach will allow DPH and GEMA/ HS to notify first responders in a
timely manner, and help us to reduce the spread of COVID- 19.
Should you have any questions regarding this, please attend our weekly call this Friday, 4/ 17/ 2020 at
11 am. There is a limit of 1000 people on the call, so if there are multiple people at your agency who want
to attend, please attend from the same computer while maintaining social distancing in compliance with
the Governor' s orders.

Here is the meeting information:
Date: Every Friday
Time: 11 am — 11: 30am

Join By Computer:
Meeting link: https:// gdph. webex. com/ gdph/ i. php? MTID= mf2edd98ccb696dcf692bd835lce6fcO4
Meeting number: 715 519 577
Password: xQ3vt7geh33

Join By Phone (while we have a phone option, it is recommended that you be on the WebEx so you can
see the presentation):
Call -in Number: + 1- 408- 418- 9388 United States Toll
Access code: 715 519 577

Georgia

Office of EMS and Trauma

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 20

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 57 PM
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: DPHencrpt Agency Notification

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fyi

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Vick, Robert" <

Robert. Vick@dph. ga. gov>

Date: April 14, 2020 at 11: 42: 04 PM EDT
To: " Allen,

Sam" <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>, " Roberts, Richard" < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: DPHencrpt Agency Notification

The below PCR information is from patients( s) that our agency has transported and/ or responded to in
Region 8 and the person has been confirmed positive for COVID- 19.
We recommend that you use the report numbers below to identify the staff that came in contact with
these patients and take any actions necessary

per the current CDC guidelines/ recommendations.

If we are notified of additional cases that your agency responded to, we will send the information to you
as we receive it.

490414

DOUGHERTY
7580337

COUNTY

7580337

COUNTY

490414

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 25/ 2020

200053

4/ 6/ 2020

200062

4/ 6/ 2020

200062

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

2/ 8/ 2020

200023

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490367

7516861

COUNTY

490367

7516861

COUNTY

498566

7470261

COUNTY

493875

7575498

COUNTY

493875

7575498

COUNTY

490642

7608698

COUNTY

490642

7608698

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490642

7618103

COUNTY

490642

7618103

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
491573

6953024
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COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
497312

7618086

COUNTY

497312

7618086

COUNTY

490666

6791220

COUNTY

490666

7000596

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

1/ 24/ 2020

200015

2/ 12/ 2020

200026

4/ 7/ 2020

200063

2/ 10/ 2020

200025

2/ 2/ 2020

20002C

2/ 10/ 2020

200025

3/ 26/ 2020

200054

4/ 1/ 2020

200059

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

4/ 13/ 2020

200067

4/ 13/ 2020

200067

4/ 2/ 2020

200060

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

4/ 11/ 2020

200066

4/ 11/ 2020

200066

4/ 2/ 2020

200060

4/ 1/ 2020

200059

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

4/ 1/ 2020

200058

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490608

7586547

COUNTY

492094

6969198

COUNTY

489879

6874795

COUNTY

492094

6978226

COUNTY

489877

7480133

COUNTY

493511

7536258

COUNTY

493511

7536264

COUNTY

493511

7536264

COUNTY

490242

7546533

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490242

7546533

COUNTY

490214

7636897

COUNTY

490214

7636897

COUNTY

489873

7545834

COUNTY

489706

7530995

COUNTY

489706

7530995

COUNTY

493164

7625303

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
493164

7625303

COUNTY

489652

7545822

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490673

7536258

COUNTY

490673

7536264

COUNTY

490673

7536264

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
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EMS

DOUGHERTY
495632

7580288

COUNTY

495632

7580321

COUNTY

495632

7580328

COUNTY

496119

7608668

COUNTY

496119

7608668

COUNTY

496062

7608765

COUNTY

496062

7608765

COUNTY

495113

7599041

COUNTY

495018

7599083

COUNTY

EMS

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

4/ 6/ 2020

200063

4/ 6/ 2020

200062

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 9/ 2020

200064

4/ 8/ 2020

200064

4/ 8/ 2020

200064

3/ 31/ 2020

200058

4/ 3/ 2020

200060

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

3/ 30/ 2020

200057

4/ 14/ 2020

200068

4/ 10/ 2020

200065

4/ 11/ 2020

200066

4/ 4/ 2020

200061

4/ 12/ 2020

200066

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
490046

7531735

COUNTY

490046

7555031

COUNTY

497913

7618082

COUNTY

490360

7530981

COUNTY

497367

7645497

COUNTY

498856

7618104

COUNTY

7625296

COUNTY

498717

7561886

COUNTY

498717

7631433

COUNTY

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY

498791

EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY
EMS

DOUGHERTY

Robert Vick, Regional EMS Director
Office of EMS and Trauma Region 8
Health Protection

Emergency Preparedness &

Response

Georgia Department of Public Health
1680 Phoenix Blvd, Suite 200
Atlanta, Georgia 30349
404- 989- 5173 ( Cell)

Robert. vickS?.

sov

Please Note: (`

DPH online:

Iuang e (A Address

mLE .

dph. Yeorgia. Yov/ ems
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EMS

DPH facebook:

www. facebook. cofYi/ Gaf) Pf1

DPH Twitter: www. tritter. com/ GaDPfl

Igo

IN

I

III

W

f

Public Safety Agen cies ( EMS, Fire, Law Enforcement) and Publi,c Safety Personnel need to check for updated i
and Trauma web site as weH as, the CDC and G'eorgia Department of Public Health Coro
CDC- https:// www.cdc. gov/ coronavirus/--2019- ncov/ index. html
Georgia Public Health: https:// dph. georgiai. gov/ novelcoronavirus

Georgia ofice of EMS and' Trauma ( 10EMS). https:// dphi. georgia. gov/ E
PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

Georgia has a very broadpoblic

records law. Most writtert communications

to or from

City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upor? request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 21 PM
Mike McCoy; Clinton Johnson
Fwd: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting
Changes to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation - DEADLINE: April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

To:
Subject:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

I have not had time to review this. But I trust Commissioner Johnson. Please have this ready for my signature tomorrow.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: " Johnson,

Clinton" <

ClJohnson@dougherty.

ea. us>

Date: April 15, 2020 at 5: 10: 19 PM EDT
To: " Chris S. Cohilas" <

ccohilas@watsonspence.

com>, "

Cohilas,

Christopher"

CCohilas@doueherty. ga. us>, " Gray, Russell" < RGray@doueherty. ga. us>, " McCoy, Michael"
MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>, " Jones, Anthony" < AnJones@dougherty.
vees70@yahoo. com>,

ea. us>, "

vees70@yahoo. com"

Gloria Gaines < ggaines305@aol. com>

Subject: Fwd: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to 4th
COVID- 19 Relief Legislation -

DEADLINE:

April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

Please Review, Mr. Chairman

it' s your name is required.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

April

Brown, Beth" < BBrown @ACCG. ore>
Date:

15, 2020

at 4:30: 21 PM EDT Subject:

ACCG Action Alert:Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes
to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation - DEADLINE: April 16 at 5:00 p.m. ACCG

has been notified by the National Association of Counties ( NACo) that Congressional
House and Senate leadership are working with legislative counsel to write the
text for the next coronavirus relief package. While the negotiation process could be lengthy,
once they have the legislative text written, it becomes significantly more difficult
to get changes made. In
yesterday' s afterno n update, ACCG shared a let er to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi
and Minority Leader Chuck Schumer in support of this legislation that included requests
to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use of the CDGB 25

formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local
governments to $ 250 billion.
ACCG has prepared a letter to go to Georgia' s Congressional delegation outlining these
concerns and requesting their support and action to get these changes made.
Counties are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter so show their support by emailing
your chairman' s name to bbrown@accg. org by 5: 00 p. m. on Thursday, April 16.
Additionally, NACo has provided sample messages below to post via Twitter to make
your voices heard to Congress, President Trump and U. S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin.
Congress

Thank you [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for supporting direct & flexible
funding for #cou irRiE! n as we confront # Ca°:D Ills 19. Counties are on the front lines:
https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19aN:;

rurirnqunKiu

a7

41r

tNCou ir0JE! n ask [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] to support direct relief funding
for counties — current CDBG formula proposal is not the answer.
Courirnq E! SMa

qer

President Trump

POTUS @rE01: noi naW Iiruirip, we urge you to support direct and flexible
federal funding for counties as we respond to the # COVID19 crisis. # CourirR
are on the front lines of this pandemic —visit

E!s

https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about

the INcou irRy role.

N :; °

ru.rirnq a nKnll

a q q eir

Sec. Mnuchin

@USTreasury Sec. G K: gr, r , irnirw irnu. ra nuirn ., we urge you to support direct and
flexible federal funding for counties as we respond to the tNCO:D lll:n I9 crisis.
tNCou ir0JE! n are on the front lines of this pandemic —

visit

https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about

the INcou irRy role.

N :; °

ru.rirnq a nKnll

a q q eir

If you have any questions, please contact Clint Mueller at cmueller@accg. org or
Kathleen Bowen at kbowen@accg. org.

AC=

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@accg.

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert
communications to or from City and County of gals regardIng City and County business are public
records avallable to the public and media uport request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 09 PM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: <

Admin>

RE: COVID-

19 Update

Thanks

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Ware, Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 15/ 20 9: 07 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject: < Admin> RE:

ga. us>

COVID- 19 Update

See below for Admin

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D0U(>--1E TY
C' UT"

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .

OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees — NONE
Number in hospital — N/ A

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) — N/

A

Number Returned to work —N/ A

Thanks

27

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 08 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject: <

Admin>

RE: COVID-

19 Update

See below for Admin

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DOUG

TY
C' UT

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
OFFICIALS<

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .

DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@joughert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since

we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —

NONE

Number in hospital — N/ A

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) — N/

A

Number Returned to work —N/ A

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

I.
m

OU

Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 04 PM

Sent:
To:

Subadan,

Sharon

Subject:

RE: GREAT

Airport

News!

Congratulations! This is outstanding. Good job!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Subadan,

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>

4/ 15/ 20 7: 24 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Cohilas,
Cc: "

Sharon" <

Christopher" <

CCohilas@dougherty.

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

FW: GREAT

Airport

ga. us>

ga. us>

News!

I thought you could use a little good news.

Cheers!

S

Ih i ir o in Il f .,

Sullbadain,

II

IIIPS , '

11[

11

C II,

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702

y

N ftR f E@Y klrRkrW,N7N nwrr

U E )'C.

N

W.

From: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 22 PM
To: COA- Board of Commissioners < COA- BoardofCommissioners@albanyga.
31

gov>

Cc: COA- Executive List < COA- Executive List@albanyga. gov>; Fmiddleton3@mchsi. com; aparker@albanytech.
cbg9ll@imagesbycbg. com; hillsmanassociates@bellsouth. net; ken@kenhodgeslaw. com;
Kuntawala_ chandravadan@bah.
PIOTeam@albanyga.

com; Davis, Deborah < DebDavis@albanyga.

gov>; Davis, Nathan < CNDavis@albanyga.

gov>;

edu;

COA- P10 Team < COA-

gov>

Subject: GREAT Airport News!

Mayor, Commissioners & Aviation Commission,

On Tuesday, April 14, 2020, the U. S. Transportation Secretary announced $ 10 billion in relief to
commercial and general aviation airports. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
CARES) Act Airport Grant Program. The funding will support continuing operations and replace lost
revenue resulting from the decline in passenger traffic and airport business due to the COVID- 19
crisis.

FAA has determined that the City of Albany' s Southwest Georgia Regional Airport CARES Act Airport
is $ 18, 017, 560. This grant can be used for operating expenses, capital
improvements, salaries, or any expense that is airport -related and approved by the FAA. We will
prioritize operating expenses and loss of revenue, after which we will seek to pursue needed capital
Grant allocation

improvements.

Some of you may recall that, with the assistance of our lobbyists, we submitted an aggressive
request to our elected officials and GDOT/ FAA partners last year seeking grant funding for the capital
improvements at ABY. We have done our due diligence by identifying potential capital improvement
projects at the airport, including the General Aviation terminal replacement and parking, storage
hangars, a replacement ARF truck, and T- hangars.

I believe this proactivity and advocacy helped to highlight our needs in Albany and positioned us for
Other airports in Columbus, Macon, and Valdosta only received

this significant allocation.
approximately $

1M each.

The CARES Act Airport Grant is 100%

federal share and has no expiration date. The grant will apply
to expenditures as of January 2020. Grant agreements will be issued in April of 2020 and will contain
CARES ACT and standard federal grant conditions.
FAA is encouraging airports to use the CARES Act funds immediately to offset losses due to COVID19, and it will also help stimulate the economy to include DBE participation in capital projects.
Please join us in celebrating this AMAZING win for Albany. Thank you for your continued support.

lh i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

IIIPS , '

11[

11

II,

0IP14

City Manager
Office of the City Manager

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

32

P. O. Box 447

wMaRiko • •

y

N ftR f E@Y klrRkrW,N7N nwrr

U E

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 48 PM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Christopher

Cc:

McCoy, Michael

Subject:

RE: GREAT

Airport

News!

Yes — all capital improvements with FAA approval.
S

Ih i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

11[

IIIPS , '

11

C II,

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
ft

f•

C p '°

m

f"

V4 i Yd"+ 1 k9i" fY l! Ngi@ Pr muk6ri nw,

o rimo r&@Y1JC. 16iF Wiif+

M. V .,

V

I'w„, [

UTA

ri„

From: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 45 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: GREAT Airport News!

Will this include the FBO?

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 15, 2020, at 7: 24 PM, Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan

I thought you could use a little good news.

Salbany >

Cheers!

S

Ih i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain, I I

IIIPS , '

11[

11

C II,

C IIIPIII

City Manager
34

wrote:

Office of the City Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702

p: ,.

gfl'

o

V E C)

From:

Subadan,

Sharon < S

ubadanC

W i P

albanyga, eov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 22 PM
To: COA- Board of Commissioners<

COA- BoardofCommissioners@alban

COA- Executive List COA< Exec utiveLisaov>;Fmiddleton3_
cbe9112ima

com;

yea,eov> Cc:

aparker albanytech. edu;

esbycb ,com; hillsmanassociatesC bellsouth, net; ken@kenhodeeslaw. com;Kuntawala

chandravadan

bah. com; Davis,

1310 Team <
Subject:

@mchsi.

GREAT

C0A- P10Team( Salbanyea,

Deborah DebDavis@albanyga,

eov>;COA-

eo,,>;
Davis, Nathan

CNDavis

albanyea,

eov>

Airport

News! Mayor, Commissioners & Aviation

Commission, On

Tuesday, April

14, 2020, the U. S.Transportation Secretary an ounced$ 10 billion in relief to commercial
and general aviation airports. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES)
Act Airport Grant Program. The funding will support continuing operations and
replace lost revenue resulting from the decline in passenger traffic and airport
business due to the COVID- 19 crisis. FAA has determined

that the City of Albany' s Southwest Georgia Regional Airport CARES Act Airport
This grant can
be used for operating expenses, capital
improvements, salaries, or any expense that is airport -related and approved
by the FAA.We will prioritize operating expenses and loss of revenue, after which
we will seek to pursue needed capital improvements. Some of you
Grant allocation is 18,017,
$
560.

may recall that, with the assistance of our lobbyists, we submit ed an aggressive request to
our elected officials and GDOT/ FAA partners last year seeking grant funding for
the capital improvements at ABY. We have done our due diligence by identifying potential capital
improvement projects at the airport, including the General Aviation terminal replacement
and parking, storage hangars, a replacement ARF truck, and T-hangars.
35

I believe this proactivity and advocacy helped to highlight our needs in Albany and
positioned us for this significant allocation. Other airports in Columbus, Macon, and
Valdosta only received approximately $ 1M each.
The CARES Act Airport Grant is 100% federal share and has no expiration date. The

grant will apply to expenditures as of January 2020. Grant agreements will be issued in
April of 2020 and will contain CARES ACT and standard federal grant conditions.
FAA is encouraging airports to use the CARES Act funds immediately to offset losses
due to COVID- 19, and it will also help stimulate the economy to include DBE
participation in capital projects.
Please join us in celebrating this AMAZING win for Albany. Thank you for your
continued support.
S
lh

i ir oiin Il f .,

Sulbaftin, I I

IIIPS , '

11[

11

II,

0IP14

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
W

Fa•

C, ;

v Vi 1 Yd4

anw

aw,

V ,„ „. V

d'

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 45 PM

Sent:
To:

Subadan,

Sharon

Cc:

McCoy, Michael

Subject:

Re: GREAT Airport

News!

Will this include the FBO?

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 15, 2020, at 7: 24 PM, Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyBa, Bov> wrote:

I thought you could use a little good news. Cheers!
S
lhairoin I1 1).,

Sulbadain, I I

IIIPS , ';

gf; Clll

CIII ,

CIIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
W

F-

A

C, (;

Yd4
v

From:

Subadan,

m V„.

Sharon <

S

V

ubadanC

Y"

d I d

albanyga, eov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 22 PM
To: COA- Board of Commissioners< COA- BoardofCommissioners@alban yea,eov>Cc:
COA-

Executive

List

<
COA-

Exec

utiveLisaov>; Fmiddleton3_

ima esbycb , com;

cbe911

chandravadan
131O
Subject:

GREAT

bellsouth,

com;

Team <

COA- PIOTeam( Salbanyea,

Airport

37

aRarker albanytech. edu;

net; ken@kenhodeeslaw.

bah. com; Davis,

News! Mayor, Commissioners & Aviation

Commission,

hil smanassociatesC

@mchsi.

Deborah DebDavis@albanyga,

com; Kuntawala

eov>;COA-

eo,,>;
Davis, Nathan

CNDavis

albanyea,

eov>

On Tuesday, April 14, 2020, the U. S. Transportation Secretary announced $ 10 billion in
relief to commercial and general aviation airports. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security ( CARES) Act Airport Grant Program. The funding will support
continuing operations and replace lost revenue resulting from the decline in passenger
traffic and airport business due to the COVID- 19 crisis.

FAA has determined that the City of Albany' s Southwest Georgia Regional Airport
is $ 18, 017, 560. This grant can be used for
operating expenses, capital improvements, salaries, or any expense that is airport related and approved by the FAA. We will prioritize operating expenses and loss of
revenue, after which we will seek to pursue needed capital improvements.
CARES Act Airport Grant allocation

Some of you may recall that, with the assistance of our lobbyists, we submitted an
aggressive request to our elected officials and GDOT/ FAA partners last year seeking
grant funding for the capital improvements at ABY. We have done our due diligence by
identifying potential capital improvement projects at the airport, including the General
Aviation terminal replacement and parking, storage hangars, a replacement ARF truck,
and T- hangars.

I believe this proactivity and advocacy helped to highlight our needs in Albany and
positioned us for this significant allocation. Other airports in Columbus, Macon, and
Valdosta only received approximately $ 1M each.
The CARES Act Airport Grant is 100%

federal share and has no expiration date. The

grant will apply to expenditures as of January 2020. Grant agreements will be issued in
April of 2020 and will contain CARES ACT and standard federal grant conditions.
FAA is encouraging airports to use the CARES Act funds immediately to offset losses
due to COVID- 19, and it will also help stimulate the economy to include DBE
participation in capital projects.
Please join us in celebrating this AMAZING win for Albany. Thank you for your
continued support.
S

lh i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

IIIPS , '

11[

11

II,

0IP14

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany,I

GA 31702
38
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 44 PM

Sent:
To:

Subadan,

Sharon

Cc:

McCoy, Michael

Subject:

Re: GREAT Airport

Attachments:

image001 jpg

News!

Sharon;

I would hug and kiss you right now. However, social distancing prevents that.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 15, 2020, at 7: 24 PM, Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan

Salbany >

I thought you could use a little good news.

wrote:

Cheers!

S

lhairoin I11D., Sulbadain, I I

IIIPS ,

11[ 014k CIII ,

CIIIPIII

City Manager

Office of the City Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
ivDiN

image001jpg>

From:

Subadan,

Sharon < S

ubadanC

albanyga, eov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 22 PM
To: COA- Board of Commissioners<

COA- BoardofCommissioners@albanyea.

Cc: COA- Executive List < COA- Exec utiveLisaov>;
edu;

cbe911 ima esbycb , com; hil smanassociatesC

Kuntawala

chandravadan

@mchsi.

bellsouth,

Team <COA- PIOTeam(

gov>

com;aRarker albanytech.

net;ken@kenhodeeslaw.

bah. com; Davis, Deborah

COAP10
eov> Subject:

Airport

Fmid leton3_

DebDavis@albanyga,

com;

eov>;

Salbanyea, eo,,>;
Davis, Nathan

CNDavis

albanyea,

GREAT

News! Mayor, Commissioners &

Aviation Commission,

On Tuesday,

April 14,2020, the U.S.Transportaion Secretary announced $10 billion in relief to
commercial and general aviation airports. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief,and 40

Economic Security ( CARES) Act Airport Grant Program. The funding will support
continuing operations and replace lost revenue resulting from the decline in passenger
traffic and airport business due to the COVID- 19 crisis.

FAA has determined that the City of Albany' s Southwest Georgia Regional Airport
This grant can be used for
operating expenses, capital improvements, salaries, or any expense that is airport related and approved by the FAA. We will prioritize operating expenses and loss of
revenue, after which we will seek to pursue needed capital improvements.
CARES Act Airport Grant allocation is $ 18, 017, 560.

Some of you may recall that, with the assistance of our lobbyists, we submitted an
aggressive request to our elected officials and GDOT/ FAA partners last year seeking
grant funding for the capital improvements at ABY. We have done our due diligence by
identifying potential capital improvement projects at the airport, including the General
Aviation terminal replacement and parking, storage hangars, a replacement ARF truck,
and T- hangars.

I believe this proactivity and advocacy helped to highlight our needs in Albany and
positioned us for this significant allocation. Other airports in Columbus, Macon, and
Valdosta only received approximately $ 1M each.
The CARES Act Airport Grant is 100%

federal share and has no expiration date. The

grant will apply to expenditures as of January 2020. Grant agreements will be issued in
April of 2020 and will contain CARES ACT and standard federal grant conditions.
FAA is encouraging airports to use the CARES Act funds immediately to offset losses
due to COVID- 19, and it will also help stimulate the economy to include DBE
participation in capital projects.
Please join us in celebrating this AMAZING win for Albany. Thank you for your
continued support.
S
lh

i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

IIIPS , '

11[

11

II,

0IP14

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

Albany, GA 31701
P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
iwDAN
u g_.?

image001] pg>
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 24 PM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Christopher

Cc:

McCoy, Michael

Subject:

FW: GREAT

Airport

I thought you could use a little good news.

News!

Cheers!

S

lh i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain,

II

11[

IIIPS , '

11

C II,

I'w„, [

ri 6TA

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
ft

f•

C p '°

m

f"

V4 i Yd"+ 1 k9i" fY l! Ngi@ Pr muk6ri nw,

o rimo r&@Y1JC. 16iF Wiif+

From: Subadan,

M. V .,

V

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 22 PM
To: COA- Board of Commissioners < COA- BoardofCommissioners@albanyga. gov>
Cc: COA- Executive List < COA- Executive List@albanyga. gov>; Fmiddleton3@mchsi. com; aparker@albanytech. edu;

cbg911@imagesbycbg. com; hillsmanassociates@bellsouth. net; ken@kenhodgeslaw. com;
Kuntawala_ chandravadan@bah. com; Davis, Deborah < DebDavis@albanyga. gov>; COA- 1310
PIOTeam@albanyga.

Team < COA-

gov>; Davis, Nathan < CNDavis@albanyga. gov>

Subject: GREAT Airport News!

Mayor,

Commissioners &

Aviation

Commission,

On Tuesday, April 14, 2020, the U. S. Transportation Secretary announced $ 10 billion in relief to
commercial and general aviation airports. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
CARES) Act Airport Grant Program. The funding will support continuing operations and replace lost
revenue resulting from the decline in passenger traffic and airport business due to the COVID- 19
crisis.
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FAA has determined that the City of Albany' s Southwest Georgia Regional Airport CARES Act Airport
This grant can be used for operating expenses, capital
improvements, salaries, or any expense that is airport -related and approved by the FAA. We will
prioritize operating expenses and loss of revenue, after which we will seek to pursue needed capital
Grant allocation is $ 18, 017, 560.

improvements.

Some of you may recall that, with the assistance of our lobbyists, we submitted an aggressive
request to our elected officials and GDOT/ FAA partners last year seeking grant funding for the capital
improvements at ABY. We have done our due diligence by identifying potential capital improvement
projects at the airport, including the General Aviation terminal replacement and parking, storage
hangars, a replacement ARF truck, and T- hangars.

I believe this proactivity and advocacy helped to highlight our needs in Albany and positioned us for
Other airports in Columbus, Macon, and Valdosta only received

this significant allocation.
approximately $

1M each.

The CARES Act Airport Grant is 100%

federal share and has no expiration date. The grant will apply
to expenditures as of January 2020. Grant agreements will be issued in April of 2020 and will contain
CARES ACT and standard federal grant conditions.
FAA is encouraging airports to use the CARES Act funds immediately to offset losses due to COVID19, and it will also help stimulate the economy to include DBE participation in capital projects.
Please join us in celebrating this AMAZING win for Albany. Thank you for your continued support.

lh i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain, I I

IIIPS , '

11[

11

II,

0IP14

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone. 229. 431. 3234
Fax. 229. 431. 3223

Flat

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
ftf•
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 6: 18 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
Thank you all for your support and continued concern for our communities and the Phoebe Warriors. We are just as
anxious to get back to normal for our personal and professional lives ...yet we have undoubtedly have a new normal
coming.

Below you will see an additional chart that provides perspective on the percentage of positive COVID tests that we are
seeing each day. This shows a promising trend and appears that the shelter in place orders are working in slowing the
spread of this virus. By no means are we suggesting that those restrictions should be lifted, in reality we need to remain
vigilant to continue this downward trend.

A great story ...today, Easter Seals distributed boxes of food to members of the community and cars were lined up down
Palmyra Road waiting this morning. An employee who works at Phoebe North was on his way to work and noticed the
line of cars. He emailed Joe Austin asking if there would be an opportunity to provide a monetary donation to a food
drive that we are helping to set up to benefit the SWGA community ...a " Phoebe gives back" event. Not something we
are making public, just more of an internal community support project. This employee offered to give his stimulus check
to the effort saying, " all of us at Phoebe are still working and aren' t struggling to make ends meet at all, yet we are still
receiving the stimulus checks ...I don' t need this money and I think a lot of other Phoebe employees feel the same
way ...we could donate the money to those in need in our community'. Gives me goosebumpsM
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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Disclaimer:

The

HIPAA

certain

Final

Privacy

Protected

healthcare.

Information

appropriate

authorization

that

to

re -disclose

maintain

without

Unauthorized

requires

covered

Information ( PHI)

being

PHI

the

patient

authorization.

in

entities

related

to

to
a

faxed to you may include

from

do not require patient

obligated

law.

Rule

Health

a

safe

additional

and

patient

re - disclosure

or

or

under

You,

the

secure

failure

to

PHI

s

after

circumstances
recipient,

manner.

consent

safeguard

person'

You

are

may

not

or as required by
safeguard

PHI

could

subject you to penalties described in federal ( HIPAA) and state
law.
If you the reader of this message are not the intended
recipient,

or

the

employee

or

agent

responsible
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to

deliver

it

to

the

intended

the

related

recipient,

please notify us immediately

and destroy

message.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Kenneth <

KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 5: 43 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fwd:

Attachments:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Re: COVID-

19 Update

As of today, I found out that

She received her results yesterday.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 10 PM
To: McCoy, Michael
Subject: Fwd: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Number of positive employees- 2
Number in the hospital - none
Number of Recoveries - 2
Number returned to work - 1.

One is providing care for their spouse.
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Microsoft Outlook
MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@CityofAlbanyGA.

onmicrosoft.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 00: 08 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
Subject: Undeliverable:

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

ga. us>

Re: COVID- 19 Update

0
Your message couldn' t be delivered to multiple groups.

The groups at dougherty. ga. us only accept
messages from people on their allowed senders list,
and your email address isn' t on the lists.
KDJohnson

Office 365

Multiple groups

Sender

Action
Sender

Reauired

not allowed

Couldn' t deliver to the following groups:
DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us, DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

50

ga. us

APPOINTED

How to Fix It

Ask the owner of the group to grant you permission to send to the
group, and then try to send a message again. If the group belongs to a
different organization than yours, contact the organization' s customer
service department for assistance. If the group is in your organization
and you don' t know who the group owner is, you can find it by doing
the following in either Outlook on the web or Outlook:
Open your Sent folder, and then select the original message.

If you' re using Outlook on the web, select the group name located
on the To or CC line. If you' re using Outlook, double- click the group
name on the To or CC line.

In Outlook on the web, from the pop- up dialog box, choose Owner.
In Outlook, choose Contact. The owner' s name is listed under
Owner.

The owner of the group may have intentionally chosen to restrict who
can send messages to it, and they may not want to adjust the existing
restriction. In this case, you' ll have to contact the group members by
some other means, such as sending an email message to their
individual email addresses or contacting them by phone.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5. 7. 724

This error occurs when the owner of the distribution group or security group has set up
the group to accept messages only from certain addresses. Even a group owner may not
be automatically granted permission to send messages to the group.
To fix this issue, the group owner must add the sender' s address to the group' s allowed
senders list. Usually this issue can only be fixed by the group owner.
For more information and steps to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues for error
code 5. 7. 124 in Office 365.

Original
Created

Message
Date:

Sender Address:
Recipient Address:

Details
4/ 14/ 2020 9: 00: 07 PM

KDJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us

DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us, DC-

ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update
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ga. us

Error Details
Reported

error:

550 5. 7 724 RESOLVER. RST RestrictedToGroupPermission;
authorized

to send to the distribution

list because

not

the distribution

list is set up to accept mail from list members only, or specific
recipients

DSN generated by:

only

SA9PR09MB5661. namprd09. prod.outlook.com

Message Hops
HOP

TIME ( UTC)

FROM

TO

WITH

SA9PR09MB5696. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

SA9PR09MB5696. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

mapi

SA9PR09MB5696. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

SA9PR09MB5661. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

4/ 14/ 2020
1
9: 00: 07 PM

4/ 14/ 2020
2
9: 00: 08 PM
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Microsoft SMTP

en
R
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7 F.
EiT) A 0 @ SA 9 F, 0 9 A

Serve cipher=
TLSECDHE-

o u I- o o k o ni, >

SA91 71.)AO@SA91F,

091AE31: 513160

Fo: SA91 71.)AO@SA91F,

091AE31: 513160

Content -

Language:

en - us

X- MS- Has- Attach:
X-

MS-

TNEF-

yws

Correlator:

SA91' 1t09M15696E1

AA1'?,CA4A1a' 51EAE7C1FEEFDAO@SA9PR091c1B5696.

MIME - Version:

1A

X- Originating-

IP: [

X-

MS-

MS-

ForefrontSRV:;

agnostic:

AnKspam-

IPV: NLI;
INB;

SFV:

9a97:

9067:

c518:

fc73:

outloo1c.

com,,,

d2611

Report:

SKI;

ga. us

Carrelation-

0ob- TLC- 00BClassifiers:

1;

DIR:

Filtering-

TrafficType&

X-

bl6b:

prod.

Emaii

KDJohnsonMougherty.

X- MS- Office365-

X- MS-

1005:

PublicTrafficType:

Return - Path:

X-

2600:

namprdO9.

Id:

4d076255-

fd96- 44ab- ab6O-

O8d7eOb6d054

SA9PR091a1B5661:
OLMA502;
CIP:

255.

H: SA9PR09MB5696.

255.

255.

255;

namprdO9.

CTRY:;

prod.

LANG:

outlook.

en;

SCL:

com; PTR:;

CAT:

NONE;

SFTY:;

SFS:

SFP:;

X-

Microsoft-

AnKspam:

BCLA;

X-

Micronaft-

Antispam-

Message-

Infa:

XvFY8o2ZNSQyBuMUMTfdNiZqoIETr7LCXio5FlCNb9u5IGVGAlpf85EkbOXm9dSRaIM18Nrx4abcOTaIaAiTqOPM1
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Eff5rtKbiZ8ErkaNhJHrAnGUwjODD9y1

c

XnN/ AINbJKoVIwtjLS8CZ

J9PSNcb1syC8Loly4E8EdNrN6aiDwant7y6'
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SOosbeyEdI8LDmgNqdSSLGJoUwMrTG4X5TOrCg7fkfQxe8S/

07irqDVRb/

GGUX117uN6MAipCgznbMZY8PZT19UMOfli.

sIXMHOM3e3Zj3Hi4NfNEy2d36LCIOJkOOJk8E4AoihefqaOZeEB9IFOSdNE2bPLZNmJvinTSlwe9AQuNwagIKzeLQ

X-

MS-

Exchange-

AntiSpam-

MessageData:
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update: ACCG Overview to Help Explain Shelter in Place &
State Authorizes Ballot Drop Boxes for June Primary Election

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 5: 41 PM

Sent:

This m nu li l l l is Il m li l 1
m„." Im„. Il

III
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Releases Overview of the Requirements of Governor Kemp' s Shelter in Place Executive Orders to Aid in Public Education
In

response to requests from county officials to help with public education, ACCG has developed an overview of the requirements
of Governor Brian Kemp' s Shelter in Place Executive Orders.County officials are encouraged to share this information
with their communities, the local media and others to help residents adhere to the Shelter in Place requirements.
Two

in

versions of this information are

Place Requirements — with

available: Shelter

in Place Requirements — without

Endnotes and Shelter

Endnotes. State

Authorizes Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes for June Primary Election Today
the Georgia State Election Board approved a new, emergency rule authorizing counties to establish absentee ballot
drop boxes on county property for the state' s June 9 primary elections amid the COVID- 19 pandemic. This rule only
applies to the June 9 primary and drop boxes are optional for counties to employ, can be located outside or inside, must
be securely fastened and monitored by video cameras for security, can open beginning April 21,and ballots must be
collected daily by election workers. While providing the boxes would be optional and at county expense, the Secretary
of State' s Of ice has stated that they are looking into whether federal funding is available to assist counties in this
regard. ACM

Beth
ing

G—
gn'.

C ...
fi...

Office: (

Brown Director

of Strategy, Innovation &Board
404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844

Relations Ad--

Cell: (

262- 5092 Email:

ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 5: 10 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Cohilas, Christopher; Gray, Russell; McCoy, Michael; Jones, Anthony;

Sent:
To:

vees70@yahoo.
Subject:

com;

Gloria

Gaines

Fwd: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting
DEADLINE: April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

Changes to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation -

Please Review, Mr. Chairman it' s your name is required.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

April

Brown, Beth" <

15, 2020

B rown @ACCG.org>
Date:

at 4:30: 21 PM EDT Subject:

ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to 4th COVID19 Relief Legislation - DEADLINE: April 16 at 5:00 p.m. ACCG

has been notified by the National Association of Counties ( NACo) that Congressional House and Senate
leadership are working with legislative counsel to write the text for the next coronavirus relief package.
While

the negotiation process could be lengthy, once they have the legislative text written, it becomes

significantly more difficult to get changes made. In
yesterday' s afterno n update, ACCG shared a let er to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority
Leader Chuck Schumer in support of this legislation that included requests to allocate resources
directly to counties, to modify the use of the CDGB formula currently proposed and to expand the
relief funding available to local governments to 250 $
billion. ACCG
has prepared a let er to go to Georgia' s Congresional delegation outlining these concerns and requesting
their support and action to get these changes made. Counties
are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter so show their support by emailing your chairman' s name
to b rown@ac g. org by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 16.Additionally,
NACo has provided sample messages below to post via Twitter to make your voices heard to
Congress, President Trump and U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin. Congress
Thank

you M[EMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for supporting direct flexible
&

funding for 1Ncou

irdJE! a as we confront 1N1:O: DVID1. 9.
Counties are on the front lines: https://
www.

naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19a 1N1:;:u. irnq u,KuIV aq q,ir 55

tNCou ir0JE! n ask [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] to support direct relief funding for counties —
current CDBG formula proposal is not the answer. tN; rruirnq: uK l aq:q: eir
President

Trum

POTUS @irE011: of n,) W I iruirip, we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for
Courir0JE! n are on the front lines of this pandemic

counties as we respond to the # COVIDI 9 crisis. #

visit https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the

tNcou irRy role. N :; : rurirnq a nKnll a q q eir
Sec. Mnuchin

we urge you to support direct and flexible federal
funding for counties as we respond to the tNCO VIDI9 crisis. # Cou ir0JE! n are on the front lines
@USTreasury

Sec

G K: q: , r , irnirw irnu. na nuirn .,

of

this pandemic —visit https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more
about the # cou irRy role.

N°

ru.rirnqu

Kell

a ggeir

If you have any questions, please contact Clint Mueller at cmueller@accg. org or Kathleen Bowen at
kbowen@accg. org.

Beth Brown

CMIDirector
Office: (

of Strategy, Innovation &

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@acce.

ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poblie records law. Most writtert communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
uport request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 57 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

RE: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes
DEADLINE: April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation -

Got it —thank

you!

Beth Brown

AC=
Ad---

Director

j G-

gm'.

G-

t-.

of Strategy, Innovation &

Board Relations

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 55 PM
To: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>
Cc: Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Subject: RE: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to 4th COVID- 19 Relief
Legislation - DEADLINE: April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.
Christopher

Cohilas —

Chairman Dougherty County Board of Commissioners

From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. ore>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 29 PM
Subject: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to 4th COVID- 19 Relief
Legislation Importance:

DEADLINE:

April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

High

ACCG has been notified by the National Association of Counties ( NACo) that Congressional House and Senate leadership
are working with legislative counsel to write the text for the next coronavirus

relief package.

While the negotiation

process could be lengthy, once they have the legislative text written, it becomes significantly more difficult to get
changes made.

In yesterday' s afternoon update, ACCG shared a letter to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer in support of this legislation that included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use
of the CDGB formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to $ 250 billion.
ACCG has prepared a letter to go to Georgia' s Congressional delegation outlining these concerns and requesting their
support and action to get these changes made.
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Counties are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter so show their support by emailing your chairman' s name to
bbrown@accg. org by 5: 00 p. m. on Thursday, April 16.
Additionally, NACo has provided sample messages below to post via Twitter to make your voices heard to Congress,
President Trump and U. S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin.
Congress

Thank you [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for supporting direct & flexible funding for tNcou irRJE! n as we
confront tNCOVIIC: 19. Counties are on the front lines: https:// www. naco. orgZresources/ counties- matter- covid- 19.
Co u. r in q u E! S lM

tNCou ir0JE! n ask [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] to support direct relief funding for counties —current
formula proposal is not the answer. tN:; rrurirnq unKpll aq q eir

CDBG

President Trump

POTUS @rE01: of naW I iruirip, we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as we
llln 19 crisis. # Cou ir0 E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic —visit
https:// www. naco. orgZresources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.
respond to the tNCOD

Co u. r in q u E! S lM a g q e r

Sec. Mnuchin

@USTreasury Sec G K q , r , irnirw irnu aa nuirn ., we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as
we respond to the # COMIDI crisis. tNCourirR E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic — visit
https:// www. naco. orgZresources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.
Cou. rirnquE! S l Ma qer

If

you have any questions, please contact Clint Mueller at cmueler@ac e. ore or Kathleen Bowen at kbowen@ac e. org.
A1

u Nu Beth

asp

Brown Director

of Strategy, Innovation &Board
jc—

gm'.°

Qu

t—.
Office: (

404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844

Relations Ad---

Cell: (

262- 5092 Email:

ore

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writtert communications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 58

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 56 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes
to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation - DEADLINE: April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Importance:

High

See bottom of message below and add to our social media platforms. Thanks.

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:
29 PM Subject:
ACCG Action Alert:Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation DEADLINE: April 16 at 5:00 p.m. Importance:
High

ACCG

has been notified by the National Association of Counties ( NACo) that Congressional House and Senate leadership are
working with legislative counsel to write the text for the next coronavirus relief package. While the negotiation process
could be lengthy, once they have the legislative text written, it becomes significantly more difficult to get changes
made. In

yesterday' s afterno n update, ACCG shared a let er to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader Chuck Schumer
in support of this legislation that included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use of
the CDGB formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to 250 $
billion. ACCG
has prepared a let er to go to Georgia' s Congresional delegation outlining these concerns and requesting their support
and action to get these changes made. Counties
are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter so show their support by emailing your chairman' s name to b rown@ac g.
org by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 16.Additionally,
NACo has provided sample messages below to post via Twitter to make your voices heard to Congress, President
Trump and U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin. Congress
Thank

you MEMBER
[
OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for supporting direct flexible
&
1N1:n°:
DVI 1. 9.
Counties are on the front lines: https:// www.

funding for 1Ncou irRJE! n as we confront

naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19. 1N

1:o u in q i E! S lM @ q q e it 1N1

ouirdJE! n ask[ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] to support direct relief funding for counties —current
proposal is not the answer. 1N1:;:
uirnq unK IIVaq gear 59

CDBG

formula

President Trump

POTUS @irE!@l1: of n,) W I iruirip, we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as we
respond to the tNCOD
https://

llln 19 crisis. # Cou ir0 E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic — visit

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.

Co u.r in q u E!S lM a q q e it

Sec. Mnuchin

@USTreasury Sec GK q,

r, irnirw irnuna nuirn.,

we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as

we respond to the # COMIDI crisis. tNCourir0 E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic —
https://

visit

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.

Cou. rirnquE! SllMagear

If

you have any questions, please contact Clint Mueller at cmueler@ac e. ore or Kathleen Bowen at kbowen@ac e. org.
I"

Director P

If Beth

Brown I

of Strategy, Innovation &Board
wgG—

ga'.

C—
fi—

Office: (

404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844

Relations M--

Cell: (

262- 5092 Email:

ore

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 60

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 55 PM

Sent:
To:

Brown,

Cc:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

Beth

RE: ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes
DEADLINE: April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation -

Christopher

Cohilas —

Chairman Dougherty County Board of Commissioners

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:
29 PM Subject:
ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to 4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation DEADLINE: April 16 at 5:00 p.m. Importance:
High

ACCG

has been notified by the National Association of Counties ( NACo) that Congressional House and Senate leadership are
working with legislative counsel to write the text for the next coronavirus relief package. While the negotiation process
could be lengthy, once they have the legislative text written, it becomes significantly more difficult to get changes
made. In

yesterday' s afterno n update, ACCG shared a let er to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader Chuck Schumer
in support of this legislation that included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use of
the CDGB formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to 250 $
billion. ACCG
has prepared a let er to go to Georgia' s Congresional delegation outlining these concerns and requesting their support
and action to get these changes made. Counties
are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter so show their support by emailing your chairman' s name to b rown@ac g.
org by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 16.Additionally,
NACo has provided sample messages below to post via Twitter to make your voices heard to Congress, President
Trump and U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin. Congress
Thank

you MEMBER
[
OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for supporting direct flexible
&
1N1:n°:
DVI 1. 9.
Counties are on the front lines: https:// www.
u ingiiE! SnIV@ qET

funding for 1Ncou irRJE! n as we confront

naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19. Co

1N1

ouirdJE! n ask[ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] to support direct relief funding for counties —current
proposal is not the answer. 1N1:;:
uirnq unK IIVaq gear President
Trump 61

CDBG

formula

POTUS @irE!@l1: n of n@W I iruirip, we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as we
llln 19 crisis. # Cou ir0 E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic— visit

respond to the tNCOD
https://

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.

Co u.r in q u E!S lM a q q e it

Sec. Mnuchin

@USTreasury Sec GK q, r, irnirw irnuna nuirn., we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as
we respond to the # COMIDI crisis. tNCourir0 E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic —visit
https://

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the tNcou irRy role.

Cou.rirnquE! SllMagear If

you have any questions, please contact Clint Mueller at cmueler@ac e. ore or Kathleen Bowen at kbowen@ac e. org.
I

I" P

If Beth

Brown Director

of Strategy, Innovation &Board
wgG—

ga'.

C—
fi—

Office: (

404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844
262-

5092

Relations M--

Cell: (

Email:

ore

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 62

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 53 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Me too!

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 44 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

That' s as of today and I hope it remains this way!
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@douherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 39 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley1Sdou2her1- y, aa, us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thanks

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendle@dou herty. a.us> Sent:
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:
38 PM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoyC dou herty,&a.us>; ALL COUNTY
ga.
us>;ALL

ELECTED & APPOINTED

ga.
us> Subject:
RE: COVID- 19 Update I

airth IBm IHendley Finance
Director
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DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManae rs@douehert .

OFFICIALS < DC-

ElectedAp ointedOficals@doueherty.

r-""X7%
AJ( iry
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

Illolb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : rnaiill: mhendley

01
10/1//'

0
From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
OFFICIALS<

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeersoSdouehert .

DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@joughert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees — NONE
Number in hospital — N/ A

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —

N/ A

Number Returned to work —N/ A

Thanks

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

U"IfTy
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::rnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

N

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:44 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

That' s as of today and I hope it remains this way!
I aIrtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

lgl pq F101

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 39 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thanks

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@douherty,

a, us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 38 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyr@dougherty. ga. us>;
DeptManaeers@douehert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

ElectedAppointedOfficials@doueherty.

ALL COUNTY
APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

I aIrtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
65

DEPARTMENT
OFFICIALS <

DC-

MANAGERS <

DC-

1: rnaiill: mhendley

dougherty. Za. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC dougherty, ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC- DeptMana ersoSdou herty

aa. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@jougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since

we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees — NONE
Number in hospital — N/ A

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —N/

A

Number Returned to work —N/ A

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::rnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

Ind,ED I'm 0
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City artd County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

C.

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:40 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Cases dating back to January 05, 2020

Thanks

Sam
Scott

Sam.

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 26 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Cases dating back to January 05, 2020
Mr. McCoy,
This is a copy of the information

from DPH on COVID 19 patients that we have responded

to. The earliest date of a

COVID- 19 case is January 05, 2020 and the report details a classic COVID 19 patient. We started full PPE' s on March 11,
2020 after being notified by Phoebe of current COVID- 19 patients. Also I took a screenshot of the EMS confirmed COVID19 cases starting on March 11 to present and it shows the trending path is slowly leaning downward.
January 2020 = 3 confirmed cases by DPH
February 2020 = 6 confirmed cases by DPH

March 2020 = 29 confirmed cases by DPH
April 2020 = 56 confirmed cases by DPH
They have advised we will be receiving more information from DPH on confirmed cases.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:39 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thanks

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4: 38 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ALL COUNTY
APPOINTED

DEPARTMENT
OFFICIALS <

MANAGERS <

DC-

DC-

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty, ga, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@doughert . ga. us>; ALL ELECTED &
OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —

NONE

Number in hospital — N/ A

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —N/

A

Number Returned to work —N/ A

Thanks
70

is greatly appreciated.

Please

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

A, FFPRE
g/

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgial?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:38 PM
McCoy, Michael; ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS; ALL ELECTED &

Sent:
To:

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

I airtha IBm IHeindlley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us
0,

ch

IM EvP13

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees — NONE
Number in hospital — N/ A

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —N/

A

Number Returned to work —N/ A

Thanks

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

I.
m

OU

Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
72

is greatly appreciated.

Please

Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
WebDougherty. ga.us 1::.::
hert . a. us I
irnaflL mmeeoy y
dou

I

Aro"0'

is'

Ga PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
d County officials
regardmg Oty ar?
d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor?request. Your email commur?
icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure. 73

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:29 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

ACCG Action Alert: Counties Urged to Sign On to ACCG Letter Supporting Changes to
4th COVID- 19 Relief Legislation - DEADLINE: April 16 at 5: 00 p. m.

Importance:

High

recipients

ACCG has been notified by the National Association of Counties ( NACo) that Congressional House and Senate leadership
are working with legislative counsel to write the text for the next coronavirus relief package. While the negotiation
process could be lengthy, once they have the legislative text written, it becomes significantly more difficult to get
changes made.

In yesterday' s afternoon update, ACCG shared a letter to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer in support of this legislation that included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use
of the CDGB formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to $ 250 billion.
ACCG has prepared a letter to go to Georgia' s Congressional delegation outlining these concerns and requesting their
support and action to get these changes made.
Counties are urged to sign on to this ACCG letter so show their support by emailing your chairman' s name to
bbrown@accg. org by 5: 00 p. m. on Thursday, April 16.
Additionally, NACo has provided sample messages below to post via Twitter to make your voices heard to Congress,
President Trump and U. S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin.
Congress

Thank you [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] for supporting direct & flexible funding for 1Ncou irRJE! n as we
confront 1N1: a°: DlrlID1. 9. Counties are on the front lines: https:// www. naco. orgZresources/ counties- matter- covid- 19.
1N1: ouirnq iE!SlM@q q er

1N1ou irdJE! n ask [ MEMBER OF CONGRESS HANDLE] to support direct relief funding for counties —current
formula proposal is not the answer. 1N1:;rauirnq unK l aq q eir

CDBG

President Trump

POTUS @irE!@lI : of nald I iruirip, we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as we
respond to the 1N1:;a° DlrlID1.9 crisis. 1N ou ird E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic —visit
https://

www. naco. orgZresources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the 1Ncou i my role.

1N 1:o u in q i E!S lM a q q e it

Sec. Mnuchin

@USTreasury Sec G K q , r , irnirw irnu aa nuirnl., we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as
we respond to the 1N1:; a°: DlrlID1.9 crisis. 1NCou irR E!s are on the front lines of this pandemic —visit
74

https://

www. naco. orgZresources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more about the # cou irRy role.

Co u.r in q u E!S lM a q q e it

If you have any questions, please contact Clint Mueller at cmueller@acce. ore or Kathleen Bowen at kbowen@acce. org.

ACi
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i

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jG— gia' sG—

t-.

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 4:26 PM
McCoy, Michael

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Dougherty County EMS COVID- 19 Cases dating back to January 05, 2020
04- 15- 2020 Notification by DPH of COVID 19 Patienttransports. docx

Attachments:

Scott

Mr. McCoy,
This is a copy of the information

from DPH on COVID 19 patients that we have responded

to. The earliest date of a

COVID- 19 case is January 05, 2020 and the report details a classic COVID 19 patient. We started full PPE' s on March 11,
2020 after being notified by Phoebe of current COVID- 19 patients. Also I took a screenshot of the EMS confirmed COVID19 cases starting on March 11 to present and it shows the trending path is slowly leaning downward.
January 2020 = 3 confirmed cases by DPH
February 2020 = 6 confirmed cases by DPH

March 2020 = 29 confirmed cases by DPH
April 2020 = 56 confirmed cases by DPH
They have advised we will be receiving more information from DPH on confirmed cases.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 3: 29 PM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Call on Congress to support county COVID- 19 response efforts

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Response

Efforts

As congressional and White House leaders negotiate the next federal relief package, please help
us communicate the county role in COVID- 19 response efforts. Share our latest video andtwopager with President Trump, members of Congress and U. S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin.
@[ INSERT MEMBER

OF CONGRESS

HANDLE] #

Counties urge Congress to allocate direct, flexible funding

to counties, as most states mandate implementation of public health &
responsibilities to #county govts. Learn more at https:// www. naco. org/

emergency
resources/

response
counties- matter-

covid- 19

@[ INSERT MEMBER

OF CONGRESS

HANDLE], [

INSERT

STATE

ABBREVIATION]`

s # counties

urge

a more

equitable distribution of local gov`t #COVIDI9 relief funds —using the CDBG formula is not the answer.
Learn about # county roles & responsibilities at https:// www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid19 # CountiesMatter

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump,

we urge you to support direct and flexible federal funding for counties as

we respond to the # COVIDI9 crisis. #
https://

2

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter- covid- 19 to learn more # CountiesMatter

@USTreasury
counties
https://

Counties are on the front lines of this pandemic —visit

Sec. @stevemmnuchinl,

as we respond

to # COVIDI9. #

we urge you to support direct & flexible federal funding for
Counties are on the front lines of this pandemic —

visit

www. naco. org/ resources/ counties- matter-covid- 19 to learn more # CountiesMatter
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A.

Click

ere to access all of

NACo' s curated

social

media posts and graphics
on COVID- 19.

HELP NACo ESTIMATE

COVID- 19 IMPACT ON COUNTY

FINANCES

Help NACo estimate the cumulative impact of COVID- 19 on county finances and budgets by
taking a quick, five minute survey. The results will allow NACo to ensure the needs of county
leaders are accurately understood and adequately met in upcoming federal legislation
responding to COVID- 19. If you are not the right person to respond to questions on the county' s
budget, please forward the survey to the appropriate employee in your county's finance or
budget department.

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service

Desk

alphonso. trimble@usmc. mil>

From:

Trimble

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 3: 05 PM

To:

Barbara

Col Alphonso <

Rivera.

Holmes;

Chris

Cohilas( ccohilas@watsonspence.

com);

borodough@albanyga. gov; Sharon Subadan; Mike McCoy ( MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us);
Scott, Cedric
Cc:

Wendy Howell

Subject:

Re: [ Non- DoD Source]

Attachments:

smime. p7s

U. S Chamber --

return -to -work

Thanks ma' am and much appreciated. Really great insight!! Thanks for sharing...
Regards,

Col Trimble

Original message
From: "
Date:

Barbara

Rivera.

Holmes" <

BHolmes@albanyga.

com>

4/ 15/ 20 2: 41 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Chris

Cohilas (

ccohilas@watsonspence.

Subadan < sdsubadan@albanyga.
Cedric" <

com)" <

ccohilas@watsonspence. com>,

gov>, " Mike McCoy ( MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us)" <

borodough@albanyga. gov, Sharon
mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us>, "

Scott,

CScott@albanyga. gov>, Trimble Col Alphonso < alphonso. trimble@usmc. mil>

Cc: Wendy Howell < whowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: [

Non- DoD Source]

U. S Chamber --

return -to -work

Team --

As I shared yesterday, the U. S. Chamber of Commerce on Monday provided to Congress initial considerations
intended to spur thought and discussion for developing a national return -to -work plan. Much remains
uncertain -will communities be charged to develop and implement local return -to -work plans or will the
approach be more macro at a state or federal level? Regardless, our work on this must begin now; the

guidance of the U. S Chamber provides a starting point for local discussion and strategy so that we may better
prepare ourselves, our citizens and our businesses.
Returning to work will be gradual, phased - in, and will vary by factors such as location, sector, business type
or size, and the health status of workers. It also will require continued social distancing, expanded use of
personal protective equipment, and other counter- measures."
America

will need to return

to work, and commerce

must flow. The return - to -work approach

must be strategic

and phased to minimize the second wave of COVID- 19, which has already presented in Japan.
Here, the U. S Chamber' s thoughts

to Congress,

which

are divided

into three

main categories:

essential

services and resources; resolution of regulatory and legal liability issues; and support for business and
individuals.
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I look forward to our local discussions on this as part of our responsiblity to protect our community and
support our economy.

Barbara

Barbara

Rivera

Holmes

I President &

CEO

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229. 434. 8700 1 albanyga. com I Facebook

rul
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TAC Service

Desk

info@mail. centralsquare. com>

From:

CentralSquare <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2: 35 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

Possible
COVID-

Importance:

SPAM -

IT Dept] Online Citizen Reporting available at no cost to help manage

19

Low

At CentralSquare, we understand the critical role you serve as public servants and first
responders, and the extra strain you are under during the COVID- 19 crisis. As you are forced to
rapidly adapt to the changing environment, we want to offer our customers al solution for Online
Citizen Reporting free of charge to help you manage through this challenging time.
If you are interested in implementing this complimentary solution at no cost through December 1,
2020, please contact your sales representative.

Online Citizen Reporting
Reduce person -to -person exposure by enabling citizens to report crimes online. CentralSquare
creates a portal for your agency so that your citizens can report crimes online such as
abandoned vehicles, theft and violation of a Shelter in Place ordinance. ( More information here)

Additionally, if you need resources for 9- 1- 1 call taking training to help ramp up new team
members, we have complimentary videos available. Contact TraininaHelp@CentralSquare. com
for more information.

We are honored to partner with you and agencies like Anderson County, South Carolina, who

shared how the current crisis is changing their day-to- day routine for their 911 dispatchers ( two minute video here).

We are here to serve you. Please reach out to CentralSquareReadiness@centralsquare. com if
you have suggestions for additional ways we can help support the very important work you are
doing to help keep our communities safe.
Thank you,
Your CentralSquare

Team

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

info@mail. centralsquare. com>

From:

CentralSquare <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2: 01 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

Possible

Importance:

SPAM -

IT Dept] Software available at no cost to help manage COVID- 19

Low

At CentralSquare, we understand the critical role you serve as public servants and first
responders, and the extra strain you are under during the COVID- 19 crisis. As you are forced to
rapidly adapt to the changing environment, we want to offer our customers several solutions free
of charge to help you manage through this challenging time.

If you are interested in implementing any of these complimentary solutions at no cost through
December 1, 2020, please contact your sales representative.
Online Citizen Reporting
Reduce person -to -person exposure by enabling citizens to report crimes online. CentralSquare
creates a portal for your agency so that your citizens can report crimes online such as
abandoned vehicles, theft and violation of a Shelter in Place ordinance. ( More information here)

Freedom Smartphone App
CentralSquare' s iOS/ Android app helps agencies be more efficient and flexible in situations
where public safety personnel need to work from different environments and provides an easy
way to quickly allow supplemental resources from another agency receive dispatches and
communication

digitally with your ONESolution

CAD and RMS. Current ONESolution

MCT

customers can take advantage of this no cost offer for Freedom. Agencies that already own
Freedom
Digital

can utilize this offer to increase

Evidence

Management

their device count/ licenses. ( More information

here)

System ( DEMS)

Use DEMS to collect, track and share digital evidence. All authorized users, including
investigators, the public and attorneys will have access to upload, view and share digital files in a

Shelter environment without any personal contact. Officers can make requests to any citizen or
business owner that may have relevant footage or images and these files can be shared directly

to DEMS. Officers will also be able to use the tablet and phone -based version of DEMS to collect
and share their own digital evidence

from anywhere. ( More information

here)

Additionally, if you need resources for 9- 1- 1 call taking training to help ramp up new team
members, we have complimentary

videos available. Contact TrainingHelpOCentralSquare.

com

for more information.

We are honored to partner with you and agencies like Anderson County, South Carolina, who
shared how the current crisis is changing their day- to- day routine for their 911 dispatchers ( two minute video

here).

W,

We are here to serve you. Please reach out to CentralSquareReadiness@centralsquare.

com if

you have suggestions for additional ways we can help support the very important work you are

doing to help keep our communities safe.
Thank you,
Your CentralSquare

Team

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1: 47 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Tentative Acceptance Emergency Management

Sent:
To:
Subject:

WIN

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 58 AM
To: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

ga. us>

Emergency

Management

FYI

Btw- I' ve not approved this.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty. a us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
01

D C(JC3— RT
a)
Qww

va, a
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Ware,

Gandhi

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinaneuPa, edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!

Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
JC]"
, 41 EFsTYa)
Dougherty
County Board of Commis ioners/ Administration
plhone. 229. 302. 3001 Fax:

1:

229. 438. 3967 222

Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701 Web:
Dougherty. ga.us l:.::

irnail: Lware@dough ert a.
. us

PUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety brand poblie remands law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey eials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 92

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 1: 37 PM
Michael McCoy
A Nonprofit Connects Tech Volunteers with Governments that Need Help

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Need Help With Covid- 19 Tech? This Nonprofit

Connects

Volunteers

with

Governments
I I

Kale
l't ' I I'

1 Queii' lull

The U. S. Digital

Response,

a new nonprofit,

dispatches

tech - sector volunteers

to assist

governments with coronavirus- related projects.
I I'° teed fl l l l aul' tliiollle

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive

it. Note: It may take our system

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

a
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:

Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 51 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Mental

Attachments:

ONDCP COVID Fact Sheet. pdf

recipients

Health

and

COVID-

19 -

Resources and Guidance for State and Local Leaders

State and Local Leaders,

President Donald J. Trump is committed to providing Americans with the unprecedented mental health
resources they need during this challenging time. On Thursday, April 9, President. Trump, Vice President Mike
Pence, First Lady Melania Trump, and Second Lady Karen Pence spoke by telephone with hundreds of
American mental health professionals, leaders, and advocates to discuss the effects COVID- 19 is having on the
American people. This COVID- 19 call was the first to bring these four influential leaders together on one issue.
The President recognized that a great number of Americans are enduring hardships — including loneliness
from social distancing, despair from being out of work, anxiety from the danger of the virus, and grief from the
loss of a loved one. President Trump thanked the doctors, counselors, and many other mental health
professionals for providing vital mental health services during this time through tele- health.

The White House and Administration are committed to providing Americans with vital mental health resources
and services especially through expanding telehealth services, continuing the Administration' s efforts to
combat drug demand and the opioid crisis. Below, please find additional information and resources. Attached,
also find a helpful Fact Sheet from the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy ( ONDCP) outlining
efforts and resources to ensure that prevention, treatment, recovery support services, and safe and effective
pain management remain available nationwide. We also want to share examples of State and Local leaders
95

addressing mental health needs in their communities and welcome awareness and engagement around your
efforts.

Sincerely,
The White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

William F. Crozer

Special Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

O: 202- 456- 8491 1 C: 202- 881- 8545 1 E: William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov

STATE AND LOCAL COVID- 19 MENTAL HEALTH
INITIATIVES
Below are examples of State and Local leaders promoting mental health awareness and resources aid the
COVID- 19 pandemic. We welcome awareness over your own respective initiatives.
Ohio Governor DeWine urged suprt rourss to check in with people with serious mental illness or
addiction and highlighted the need to get the suicide hotline sent out to more people.
Rhode Island Governor Gina Raimondo offered resources to those struggling with mental health
during this time.
Tennessee Governor Bill Lee addressed the collateral impact on mental health that COVID- 19 takes and
highlighted the state' s crisis hotline while working with the Tennessee Department of Mental Health and
Substance Abuse Services to expand telehealth access.

Indiana Governor Eric Holcomb said that mental health crisis calls are increasing and will issue guidance
for Hoosiers on the tools available to help them out with mental health issues and will increase staffing at these
centers.

Minnesota Governor Tim Walz si ned an Executive order expanding mental health counseling options
for Minnesotans. Specifically, the Executive Order authorized out- of-state mental health providers to treat
Minnesota patients via telehealth services
Illinois Governor J. B. Pritzker announced the launch of a new Remote Patient Monitoring Program and
mental health support line. Ca114Calm, operated by the Illinois Department of Human Services' Mental Health
Division, is a free -of -charge emotional support text line for Illinois residents experiencing stress and mental
health issues related to COVID- 19.
The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services launched a warmline to help
Michiganders with persistent mental health issues amid the COVID- 19 pandemic. The peer -operated warmline
is intended to act as a resource for people experiencing depression, anxiety, or other mental illnesses.
The Texas Health &

Human Services Commission established a hotline and texting service on Mental

Health.

San Diego, California Mayor Kevin Faulconer and San Diego County Supervisors announced a
25 Million partnership for a Behavioral Health Fund dedicated to assessment, treatment, detoxification, crisis
stabilization, residential treatment and supportive housing.
San Jose, California Mayor Sam Liccardo hosted a Facebook Live session on mental health during the
coronavirus

crisis.

W.

The Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health ( DMH), the largest county mental health
department in the United States, has scaled resources and provided coronavirus- specific guidance for
individuals during the pandemic. More here.
In Coconino County, Arizona, the Emergency Operation Center ( EOC) Liaisons distributed Mental
Health resource listing ( including crisis line) to numerous.
Pima County, Arizona worked with SoAZ NAMI ( National Alliance for Mental Illness) to put their
Ending the Silence" online, and to market it to local schools, public ( traditional and charter) and private.
Ending the Silence is a National Program, usually taught in person to Middle and High School Students
In Arapahoe County, Colorado, Aurora Mental Health continues to pro ®de

all core services. Crisis,

withdrawal management ( detox), and residential services are face- to- face, and all other services have

transitioned to phone ( allowed in Colorado for indigent and Medicaid clients) and telehealth.
In Tennessee, Shelby County is free
offeringpffering teletherapy services to all county employees. In
Indiana, Noblesville Mayor Chris Jensen held a Facebo k Live with a licensed therapist in his city to
discuss tips on how families and individuals can care for their mental health. In

Georgia, Athens -Clarke County Mayor Kelly Girtz gave a brief video update on the County' s response
to COVID- 19 and highlighted mental health considerations &shelter - in place-orders. In
Georgia, the DeKalb Community Service Board (CSB) has gone to telehealth services for clients that wish
to maintain social isolation while accessing mental health services. The CSB pharmacy services have arranged
for same -day delivery of medication refill to their homes for all clients using telehealth access. More information
here.In

Florida, Tallahassee Mayor John Dailey led a discus ion about anxiety and new routines citizens can
take to keep up on their mental health. DuPage
County, Illinois established an on -site 12 bed crisis residential program that remains open and available
to community members who are having a mental health crisis and not in need of an inpatient level of care
as well as implementation of a health screening for anyone in need. FEDERAL

RESOURCES AND GUIDANCE 97

Resources and Initiatives
Telehealth: Under the President' s leadership and at the direction of the White House Task Force, the
Trump Administration has taken historic steps to expand Americans' access to telehealth, so that patients,
particularly our Medicare beneficiaries, can receive a wider range of services without having to travel to a
healthcare facility ( read more from Surgeon General Jerome Adams and CMS Administrator Seema
Verma — Telehealth Plays Bi Role in Coronavir
Cure). States are also examining their own
policies to determine if there are undue barriers to maximizing telehealth service delivery for their
residents in this time of national emergency. States have broad authority to deliver and reimburse Medicaid
covered services through telehealth modalities, and additional federal approval is often not required to do
so. The Centers for Medicare &

Medicaid Services ( CMS) has issued guidance on telehealth reimbursement
and coverage options in the Medicaid program here.
Supplemental Grant Funding: On April 3, SAMHSA announced it will fund $ iio million in emergency
grants to provide treatment for substance use disorders/ serious mental illness during the coronavirus
pandemic. The grants are available to State governments, the District of Columbia, Territories, and
Federally recognized American Indian and Alaska Native Tribes. As the Trump administration responds to
meet the needs of Americans affected by the coronavirus pandemic, the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration ( SAMHSA) is announcing emergency grants to help Americans dealing
with substance use disorders and/ or serious mental illness. The agency has announced it is accepting
applications for fiscal year ( FY) 202o Emergency Grants to Address Mental and Substance Use Disorders
During COVID- 19 ( Short Title: Emergency COVID- 19). The grants total $ iio million and will provide up to
2 million for successful state applicants and up to $ 500, 000 for successful territory and tribal applicants
for 16 months. More details here.

Move Your Way Campaign: Move Your Way is a physical activity campaign from the U. S. Department
of Health and Human Services to promote the recommendations from the Physical Activity Guidelines for
Americans. The Move Your Way tools, videos, and fact sheets on this page have tips that make it easier to
get a little more active. And small changes can add up to big health benefits! Learn more here.
Office of National Drug Control Policy — COVID- ig Fact Sheet: During the COVID- 19 crisis, the
White House Office of National Drug Control Policy ( ONDCP) is leading efforts to ensure that prevention,
treatment, recovery support services, and safe and effective pain management remain available nationwide.
The Trump Administration is mobilizing the Federal Government to ensure the approximately 20 million
Americans who struggle with the disease of addiction can access and continue to receive treatment and

recovery support services, while keeping themselves and healthcare professionals safe from unnecessary
exposure to COVID- 19. See attached.
The President' s Roadmap to Empower Veterans and End a National Tragedy of Suicide
PREVENTS):
On Friday, April 3, Second Lady Karen Pence announced her new role as lead ambassador
W.

for PREVENTS on behalf of the White House Coronavirus Task Force ( see Second Lady Karen Pence
Ta ® n

Lead

oe in Suicide Prevention Initiative During CLoronavirusOutbreak). PREVENTS
focuses on a holistic public health approach to ending Veteran suicide. The Initiative seeks to change the
culture surrounding mental health and suicide prevention through enhanced community integration,
prioritized research activities, and implementation strategies that emphasize improved overall health and
well- being. The goal of PREVENTS is to prevent suicide — among not just Veterans but all Americans. By
adopting a holistic public health approach, PREVENTS is acting on the knowledge that suicide prevention
is everyone' s business, and that by working together, locally and nationally, we can prevent suicide. Learn
more here.

Guidance
Managing & Recognizing Stress: The outbreak of COVID- 19 may be stressful for people. Fear and

anxiety about a disease can be overwhelming and cause strong emotions in adults and children. Coping
with stress will make you, the people you care about, and your community stronger. S arin the
facts about COVID- 19 and understanding the actual risk to yourself and people you care about can make
an outbreak less stressful. When you share accurate information about COVID- 19 you can help make
people feel less stressed and allow you to connect with them. Learn more about joking care o your
emotional health. Everyone reacts differently to stressful situations. How you respond to the outbreak
can depend on your background, the things that make you different from other people, and the community
you live in. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration' s ( SAMHSA' s) Disaster Distress
Helpline: 1- 800- 985- 5990 or text TalkWithUs to 66746. ( Try 1- 800- 846- 8517)

Guidance for Parents and Caregivers: Children and teens react, in part, on what they see from the
adults around them. When parents and caregivers deal with the COVID- 19 calmly and confidently, they can
provide the best support for their children. Parents can be more reassuring to others around them,
especially children, if they are better prepared. There are many things you can do to support your child:
Take time to talk with your child or teen about the COVID- 19 outbreak. Answer questions ands are
facts about COVID- 19 in a way that your child or teen can understand. Learn more about helping
children

cone.

Guidance for Responders and Providers: Responding to COVID- 19 can take an emotional toll on
you. There are things you can do to reduce secondary traumatic stress ( STS) reactions: Acknowledge that
STS can impact anyone helping families after a traumatic event; and learn the symptoms including physical
fatigue, illness) and mental ( fear, withdrawal, guilt) Learn more tins for taking care o
yourself during emergency response.
Guidance for Persons Released from Quarantine: Being separated from others if a healthcare
provider thinks you may have been exposed to COVID- 19 can be stressful, even if you do not get sick.
Everyone feels differently after coming out of quarantine. Some feelings include: Sadness, anger, or
frustration because friends or loved ones have unfounded fears of contracting the disease from contact with
you, even though you have been determined not to be contagious; and guilt about not being able to perform
normal work or parenting duties during quarantine. Children may also feel upset or have other strong
emotions if they, or someone they know, has been released from quarantine. You can help your child
co

e.

Digital Mental Health —Innovating

in a Time of High Anxiety: In this time of increased anxiety
i
s( Cuande
and p , ical distancing due to the corona
ic, many people are looking
for digital technology solutions to help them manage their mental health. Mental health apps are one of the
fastest -growing sectors of the digital marketplace, with more than io, 000 apps available. These apps claim
to, among other things, boost your mood, increase your sleep, and even help you manage your addiction.
The National Institute of Mental Health takes a look here.
U. S. Department

of Veterans Affairs Resource —

How To Manage Stress and Anxiety During
the COVID- ig Outbreak: Taking care of your well- being, including your mental health, is essential
during this time. Everyone reacts differently to stressful situations. Many people may experience stress,
fear, anxiety, or feelings of depression. This is normal. There are things that you can do to manage your
stress and anxiety. VA has provided resources here.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 38 PM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: Tentative

Acceptance -

Emergency Management

Thank you.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 23 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

10- 4; it was meant as a compliment.

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

JERT Y
j
Aa a

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance -

Pa. us>

Emergency

Management

Mrs. Ware — I appreciate the thanks but I' m not aware of any shadowing opportunities that occurred during any of the
disasters. Shadowing to me implies physical presence and that didn' t occur relative to emergency management for any
of the disasters. I support your growth and development but " shadowing" would be a misrepresentation relative to past
or present disasters. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2douPherty, Pa. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:

101

When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane

uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance Greetings

Emergency

Management

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',—
JURT,Y
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
1: plhone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 36 PM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

RE: Tentative

Dominique
Acceptance -

Emergency Management

n

From: Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 29 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

All of that was in the paragraph I erased. I was thinking the same thing. lol

HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

p

doughert .

a. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 19 PM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHaII.@douRherty, ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

That too. I never agreed to this in the first place. And the whole shadowing thing got me because that never
occurred. She' s not an emergency management expert and never shadowed me during any disaster.

From: Hall, Dominique < DoHall@douRherty, ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 05 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty, Ra. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

I erased an entire inappropriate paragraph. However, didn't you prohibit traveling?

HR Director

104
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
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a. us
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From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 57 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHa11. @doughert ., ga. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

Can you believe this?
From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2douPherty, Pa. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part of facilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
01
111—
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi
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From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinaneuPa, edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
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County Board of Commis ioners/ Administration
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

Bang the Table < jess@bangthetable. com>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 34 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

See Projects from the City of Somerville, Tigard, and Hillsborough

T..,-.=

11-

r-.- ........ . .. ......

2
I IIII

SRI

I I I I I III 1!

1111

1

11111

liIllI ilolIIIII

I

Find inspiration in these consultations for their best practice methodology a
use of digital engagement tools.

With Iphysical distaiiI imeasures causiing

I

Ibig Impact oin Ibusliinesses llin the City of Somerville,

CouiiI IIJ a dedicated Ileac afloin to Iprovlide llinfcairimatlioin to Impacted workers aind busiinesses.
Utiliziling theill, 011I eingageirneint

platforim,

SorreiNdge,

updates, ainsweiiI firequently asked questioins llin

the City lIs effideinfly Iprovliding

firnely

in calf, ein space, as well as offeiiI rewurces

aind weekly virtual towin Ihall irneeflings for busiiness owiners duriing this uinceiiI fume.

INow imore thain ever, Clig it

Ikii ows It' s liirmpertaint to support Ilocal Ibusliinesses. IBuyliing gift cards

aind ordeiiI take out or delivery coin ease the Iloss of ireveinue for liiiIll
lIs imaki ng sure the coirnirnuinity Ikii ows what lIs opein aind available. With

in

Ibusline, aind

the City

lintei I crowd sourced

irnap,the City of Clig it lIs highlightling Ilocal shops opein for busiiness while also Iprovlicl ing local
busiiness owineirs a Story Ibcard to share leesw they' re ciiIly Ikcacalgliing busiiness iruiiI through

the COVIHID 19 Ipindeirnlic. 107

I I. . . .

As Ihoirnetoilets

are t1kely

e t'flin

it ore use these days, City officials llin IHIiIIIISborough North

Carolkina are educafling their coirnirnuinity

oin the costly dairnage that cain Ibe caused II flushiing

more thain the 31::" s. With ain eintertaiiniing video ( aind offeiiiing eirnergeincy toilet Ipalper support),
see Ihow the city Its Ihall pli naducate

what the three 1:::
1' s Ilinclude aind Ihow sewer IbIIOckling " flushable

wipes"

cain cause expeinsilve repairs llin the Ihoirna aind to city IpumIps. linterested

to see who' s usihing IEii gageirneintHIQ llin your area?II

et' s c[ iat. PUBLIC
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hall,

Dominique <

DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 29 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Tentative Acceptance Emergency Management

Sent:
To:
Subject:

All of that was in the paragraph I erased. I was thinking the same thing. lol

HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

doughert .

a. us

p

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 19 PM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
RE: Tentative Acceptance -Emergency Management That
too.I nevr agreed to this in the first place. And the whole shadowing thing got me because that never occurred.
She' s not an emergency management expert and never shadowed me during any disaster. From:

Hall, Dominique < DoHall@douRherty,

ga.
us> Sent:

Wednesday, April 15,2020 12:05 PM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy2dougherty, Ra.
us>Subject:
RE: Tentative Acceptance -Emergency Management I

erased an entire inappropriate paragraph. However, didn' t you prohibit traveling?HR

Director D.

ac)-IER 1 C,
OU T
a>GR=

tm:,
axs Dougherty

County Board of Commis ioners/ Human
Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax:

Resources 1:"

229. 434. 2662 222

IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II Wdb:
Dougherty. ga.us 1::::
urnaflL dohall p

a.
us
doughert .
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From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoydouPherty, ga, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 57 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall

dougherty.

Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

a. us>

Emergency

Management

Can you believe this?

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@c1ougherty. Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2c1ouPherty, Pa. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
ol
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane

uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire-

110

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone" 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 23 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Tentative Acceptance Emergency Management

Sent:
To:
Subject:

10- 4; it was meant

Jawahn

as a compliment.

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
I", -

3 JERTY
DaJG.
cajq,Y
Qw,r.",
fva',
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Mrs. Ware —

I appreciate the thanks but I' m not aware of any shadowing opportunities that occurred during any of the

disasters. Shadowing to me implies physical presence and that didn' t occur relative to emergency management for any
of the disasters. I support your growth and development but " shadowing" would be a misrepresentation relative to past
or present disasters. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2douPherty, Pa. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.

112

Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',JEFRT,
—Y
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CCXJWII, y
Qw

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane

uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance Greetings

Emergency

Management

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Ware
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
1: plhone": 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michae|< MMc[ oy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 21 PM

Sent:
To:

Smith,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Christopher

From: Smith, [

hhstnpher< ChSmith@dnu0herty. 0a. us^
Sent: Wednesday, April 1S, 2U2U9: 47AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCny@dnu0herty. 0a. us>
Subject: RE: COV| D' 19Update

Mr. McCoy,
Numbernfpnsitiveemp|
Number inhospital

nyees—

U

U

Number nfRecoveries ( or recovering) —U
Returned tnwork U

Number

We

have not had anyone test positive. We

have had 2 employe s self quarantine and they have returned to work. Thanks,

CammlpbeUUSmmlith

Solid
Waste Director X

i

ERTYDougherty

County Solid Waste Nhmme
2293U2322S Mmb0e
229. OS4. 2UUO 9UUGaissertRoad

Albany,

Georgia

317US Web

Enna0k
11
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McCoy, Michael Sent:
Tuesday, April 14,2U2U4: 1OPM To:
ALL

COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

COVID- 19 Update 114

ALL

ELECTED & APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Subject:

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

RINS

0004%<—

COUZY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
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irnaiill:
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doughert .
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eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 19 PM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

RE: Tentative

Dominique
Acceptance -

Emergency Management

That too. I never agreed to this in the first place. And the whole shadowing thing got me because that never
occurred. She' s not an emergency management expert and never shadowed me during any disaster.

From: Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 05 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

I erased an entire inappropriate paragraph. However, didn't you prohibit traveling?

HR Director

J

COUNTY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone. 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
e.15: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

p

doughert .

a. us

y

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 57 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall@douRherty, Ra. us>

Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Can you believe this?

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@douRherty.

Ra. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty, Ra. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 14t" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
116

I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',JURT,Y
ca)W11, Y
Qw

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane

uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

C]"
41 EFsTYa)
Dougherty
County Board of Commis ioners/ Administration
plhone: 229. 302. 3001 Fax:

1:

229. 438. 3967 222

Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701 Welk:
Dougherty. ga.us l:.::
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regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 16 PM

Sent:
To:

georgia collierbolling

Subject:

FW: Tentative

Acceptance -

Emergency Management

FYI

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance Mrs. Ware —

Emergency

Management

I appreciate the thanks but I' m not aware of any shadowing opportunities that occurred during any of the

disasters. Shadowing to me implies physical presence and that didn' t occur relative to emergency management for any
of the disasters. I support your growth and development but " shadowing" would be a misrepresentation relative to past
or present disasters. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty. a us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane <kkin ane u aedq>
Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
I
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ca)W11, Y
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
1: Ihone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@ dough e rtX.Za.0 s

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broadtoublic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 16 PM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Scott

Subject:

FW: Tentative

Acceptance -

Emergency Management

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance Mrs. Ware —

Emergency

Management

I appreciate the thanks but I' m not aware of any shadowing opportunities that occurred during any of the

disasters. Shadowing to me implies physical presence and that didn' t occur relative to emergency management for any
of the disasters. I support your growth and development but " shadowing" would be a misrepresentation relative to past
or present disasters. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty. a us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane <kkin ane u aedq>
Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
I
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
1: Ihone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broadtoublic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

FW: Tentative

Dominique
Acceptance -

Emergency Management

W9

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance Mrs. Ware —

Emergency

Management

I appreciate the thanks but I' m not aware of any shadowing opportunities that occurred during any of the

disasters. Shadowing to me implies physical presence and that didn' t occur relative to emergency management for any
of the disasters. I support your growth and development but " shadowing" would be a misrepresentation relative to past
or present disasters. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty. a us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane <kkin ane u aedq>
Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
I
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
1: Ihone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@ dough e rtX.Za.0 s

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broadtoublic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Tentative Acceptance Emergency Management

Sent:
To:
Subject:

W9

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Tentative Acceptance Mrs. Ware —

Emergency

Management

I appreciate the thanks but I' m not aware of any shadowing opportunities that occurred during any of the

disasters. Shadowing to me implies physical presence and that didn' t occur relative to emergency management for any
of the disasters. I support your growth and development but " shadowing" would be a misrepresentation relative to past
or present disasters. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

Pa. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty. a us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane <kkin ane u aedq>
Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
I
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
1: Ihone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broadtoublic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
offidals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 15 PM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: Tentative

Mrs. Ware —

Acceptance -

Emergency Management

I appreciate the thanks but I' m not aware of any shadowing opportunities that occurred during any of the

disasters. Shadowing to me implies physical presence and that didn' t occur relative to emergency management for any
of the disasters. I support your growth and development but " shadowing" would be a misrepresentation relative to past
or present disasters. Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
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Y
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
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To: Claire Kinane < kinane

uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hall,

Dominique <

DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 12: 05 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Tentative Acceptance Emergency Management

Sent:
To:
Subject:

I erased an entire inappropriate paragraph. However, didn' t you prohibit traveling?

HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

doughert .

a. us

p

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 57 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall @dougherty. ga.
us>Subject:
FW: Tentative Acceptance -Emergency Management Can
you believe this?
From:

Ware, Jawahn < JWare@douRherty.

Ra.
us>Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10:19 AM To:
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy2dougherty, Ra.
us>Subject:
FW: Tentative Acceptance -Emergency Management Thank

you Mr. McCoy - The
plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141"during our Clerk' s Confer nce. Here
is more about the session the coordinator provided: I
would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14.
1 would like
this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19.This is the official description: When
disaster strikes,it's crit cal that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an emergency,
the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/county clerks
are undoubtedly part of facilitatingthis leadership process.This advanced course will cover a variety of 129

emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
ol
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Ware,

Gandhi

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane

uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management
Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!

Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 58 AM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Scott

Subject:

FW: Tentative

Acceptance -

Emergency Management

W9

Btw- I' ve not approved this.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Ware,

Gandhi

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane@uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management
131

Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective

pertaining to COVID- 19.

My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!

Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 57 AM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

FW: Tentative

Dominique
Acceptance -

Emergency Management

Can you believe this?

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
01
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We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane@uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance Greetings

Emergency

Management

Claire-

133

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective

pertaining to COVID- 19.

My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 55 AM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Tentative Acceptance Emergency Management

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Can you believe this?

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it' s critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
01

D C(JC3- RT
a)
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane@uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance Greetings

Emergency

Management

Claire-

135

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective

pertaining to COVID- 19.

My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',JEFRT,
—Y
110

12-

CCXJWII, y
Q a

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone. 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@dough ert a.
.

us Ind

r%
ti
0

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law.Most written eommurtieatior? s to or from City artd County o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 54 AM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: Tentative

Acceptance -

Emergency Management

This will be a good course. I can' t commit to your participation at this time because it' s too far out and I' m not sure
what our circumstances
no approval.

are going to be in September.

Our first obligation

is to the Board.

So at this time there will be

Thanks.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Tentative Acceptance - Emergency Management

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',—
JURT,Y
110

12-

CCXJWII, y
Q a

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Ware,

Gandhi

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane@uea. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance -

Emergency

Management
137

Greetings

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective

pertaining to COVID- 19.

My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!

Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',JEFRT,
—Y
110

12-

CCXJWII, y
Q a

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone. 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@dough ert a.
.

us PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law.Most written eommurtieatior? s to or from City artd County o
dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email eommurtieatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 138

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 50 AM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Pamela
Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thanks

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 33 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: taiohrisonC(z} dc>udicrty,ga,us

From:

Willis,

Shannon < ShWillis

doueherty.

a. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 28 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@doughertyga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayesdouhertyEa.
hert

,

Lee < LCates@douehert . a. us>;
Brock, Allen <
ABrock_
us>
Subject: DCSO

Employees

us>;
Ostrander, John

JOstrander

dou

ea. us>Cc: Cates,

COVID 19.
xlsx Kendrick Pollard

139

@doueherty, ea.
us>;
Johnson, Pamela PJohnsoniSdoughertyr,-

a,

Please note that some of the return dates that are listed are an appx date due to doctor' s advising different
things. Employees can return to work as long as they are cleared by a doctor and have a return to duty excuse.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

kcullen@bidnet. com>

From:

Kim Cullen <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 46 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Webinar invite: Benefits of digital sourcing

To view this email

as a web

page,

go here.

Learn the benefits of digital sourcing
Michael,

As many of us start to think of the changes to how we conduct business over the next few
months and beyond, we would like to offer some help to make sourcing a more touchless,
streamlined and efficient process. We are all in this together, and we are here to help you
help your local community during the COVID- 19 crisis and beyond. Simply use our
procurement platform when and how you need to at no cost. There is zero
commitment to use our procurement platform after the crisis is over. And it will
remain no cost to use our core purchasing solution, even after the crisis is in the
distant past. We are truly here to help you manage through this unprecedented time.
We invite you to read below and join us for a review of these features via webinar next
Iw, y.L.. L. Ii,
020. We will be covering a brief training and overview of these
important tools available for your procurement needs:
Electronic Bid Submission ( EBS)

It is even more important at this time of social distancing and working remotely that in person bid openings are put on pause. View the gg'id<, g Oe to IBS and join us on the
webinar next week for a quick demonstration of the online tool.
Vendor Search for specific needs

As you and your colleagues are looking for vendors to provide essential goods or services
during this COVID- 19 crisis, our vendor database is completely searchable and filterable
by location ( down to County), NIGP/ NAICS category code and more.

Adding contacts- End Users, Emergency Management &
141

others

You can add non -procurement contacts that need access to the vendor search and/ or to
publish emergency quotes and needs. We will show you how simple adding any contact
and assigning a privilege role to that user is on the webinar.
Quotes, RFIs & other informal

solicitations

In addition to any formal solicitations that you may still have to publish over the upcoming
weeks, informal quotes and RFIs can also be issued through the platform.
Communication tools to contact Vendors

In addition to automatically matched vendors, you can use the Courtesy Email feature to
notify vendors that you already work with about the solicitation. Utilize the online
communication tab for general notices or attachments from your organization. And, use an
addendum for any date or time changes, electronic bid submission updates, and other
substantive

information.

Please feel free to reach out to request quick training or join us on the webinar next week,
Wednesday, April 22, 2020, by registering t' lei,r .

Sincerely,
Kim Cullen

Director of Marketing
800- 835- 4603

h
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PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Broughton,

Monique <

MBroughton@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 32 AM

Sent:
To:

Subadan,

Sharon;

Dorough,

Bo; Cohilas,

Christopher;

Scott,

Cedric;

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Jordan, Rubin; Mosley, Latonza;
Jackson,

Tamara

Subject:

COVID-

Attachments:

attachment.

Join the meeting: htt s.

19 Faith - Base

Leaders

Teleconference

ics

call, lifesizecloudxom/

1941589

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: Ilm:

aN://

Gully:

m. Ilii mauil

m. Ilas..

aslru/

Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1941589#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1941589#

Additional

numbers:

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1941589 with the keypad.

Other ways to call :

Dau

a

m" ull

muVII

I1

4V

u:mllwa"

u°

A
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 20 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Gold mine seen as danger to Nev. wetlands

FE]
Created

April 15, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Knowing your strengths and your purpose can help you maintain energy during stressful
times, which is good for any leader' s self -care and also for the teams they lead, write
Nicholas

Eyrich,

David Fessell and Gretchen

Spreitzer. " Invest in relationships that

energize so you can be, as much as possible, a person who helps energize others," they
write.

Full Story: SmartBrief/ Leadership ( 4, 13)

DI

4

We need your help to inform communities recovering from
the COVID- 19 crisis. National Research Center is surveying
residents to understand their physical, emotional and
economic health. We' ll report crucial results to local

144

governments. Thank you for sharing this survey with
your community.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING

AND

FINANCE

El Paso, Texas, faces $ 26M

in lost revenue from pandemic

Business closures prompted by the spread of coronavirus -- and the resulting decline in
sales tax revenue --

has left El Paso, Texas, facing $ 26 million in lost revenue this year.

City Manager Tommy Gonzalez has proposed cutting municipal staff salaries to make
up some of the difference, as well as reducing city services and halting construction
projects.

Full Story: KDBC- TV ( El Paso, Texas) (

11

4, r13)

COVID- 19

GovPilot is providing easy to use software applications to
local governments that address their specific needs in
response to Coronavirus.

On April 16th at 2pm EST

GovPilot will share its free software and demonstrate its

Expense Tracking module designed with input from Camden

County, NJ officials. Register Now.
ADVERTISEMENT: _........_..._..._._......._._.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

145

The city of Kent, Ohio, has installed " thin gold line" banners along
its Main Street Bridge to honor dispatchers during National Public

Safety Telecom municators Week. "We

have 12 [ dispatchers]

in

Kent and, frankly, the respect needs to go with them because
Facebook/ Kent Police
Department)

when somebody dials 911, these young ladies and gentlemen are
there to serve the citizens of Kent,"

Full Story: Record - Courier ( Ravenna, Ohio) (

says Mayor Jerry Fiala.

4 /' 13)

NINI N

Government employees in Mexico City have been tasked with helping respond to the
city' s coronavirus outbreak and are delivering thermometers and medical supplies to
residents who have reported symptoms. The city is also checking on elderly residents
and providing food and financial aid to vulnerable people.
Full Story: Voice of America ( 4 /' 1 0)

UNNUI

E

Maintain

yr

ce Continuity ir i

A

crisis event that prevents public governing bodies from holding
live meetings can significantly impact governance continuity.
iCompass, a

Diligent Brand put together critical tips

and best practices for local governments to effectively navigate

crises of any kind. Download your copy now. ADVERTISEMENT: : _.. . . ._. ._. ._._. . . ._._.
ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND

in Hen epin County, Minn., are

SUSTAINABILITY

Officials

hoping to see 75%
of

food waste produced in the

county recycled or composted by 2030 under an ordinance that levies fines against organizations
who don' t comply." There'

s a huge opportunity to divert all that food waste 146

from landfills and have it made into something new," says Mallory Anderson, a county
water reduction and recycling specialist.

Full Story: Great Lakes Echo ( Michigan State University) ( 4/

1 4)

E10001
LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

HOAs exempt from Calif.

ordinance

The city of Ventura, Calif., is allowing residents to live in RVs on private property
temporarily as a measure to limit the spread of the coronavirus. The ordinance does not
override HOA restrictions on parking or the use of RVs as dwellings, but HOAs can
waive their rules in response to the pandemic.
Full Story: Ventura County Star ( Calif.) (

free content) ( 4 r„ )

00001
PUBLIC

WORKS

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

Gold mine seen as danger to Nev. wetlands
Nevada Gold Mines wants to pump the water table down about 1, 000 feet to extend its
operations in the Long Canyon Gold Mine, but critics say the plan would endanger
nearby wetlands and deprive area water users. The project would pull as much as
43, 000 gallons of water per minute from Goshute Valley, establishing the highest mine
dewatering rate in the state, say environmentalists.
Full Story: The Associated Press ( 4/ 1 0)

EJUJUJUJI
HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Pratt, Kan.,

City Manager Bruce Pinkall had generous praise in an online meeting last

week for the way city employees are responding to the coronavirus crisis. "

It' s been an

amazing process how we' ve changed and adapted and are still able to provide services
to our community,"

he said.

Full Story: Leavenworth Times ( Kan.) (

4 r' tl 4 )

147

ICMA

NEWS

Join us, Friday, April 17, for this 90- minute webinar on the first principles of cutback

budgeting, lessons from real -world experience during the Great Recession, and
exploration

of how simulation software can be used to frame the fact -based trade- off

discussions your public entity will need to have, both internally and externally, in the
near future. Case studies from local governments of all sizes will be profiled to show
how online public engagement can help provide essential feedback to governments
making these difficult choices. Register today! For more information and resources, visit
ICMA' s Coronavirus Resources page. Get more content about COVID- 19 -

subscribe

today!

00001

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series robust online program is
accessible to you live and on demand and is a must for any local government
professional looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen
communication with staff members. Get ready to build your management skills and
address the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to effectively
communicate,

motivate, and model ethical decisions to lead a team. Program begins

May 13, register today!

MIND

al.
LEARN MORE

I. . . lorn

BO1.)T lCM

w

I AIbotA I News & luaus l a orn ICMA I Career Network
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SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porkHo
Sign Up I Update Profule I
Unsubsoribe

dver ise wuffi Smar2rief

I Privacy poluoy

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK

I ADVERTISE
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 13 AM
Michael McCoy
Dr. Anthony Parker on COVID- 19 & ATC, Phoebe

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gamble,

Georgia

Chamber,

Gov.

Update

Update,

on COVID-

SWGA

Airports,

19, GA Healthcare

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 15, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Dr. Anthony Parker of Albany Tech: COVID- 19 and the

Albany Tech Student Pipeline
The need for the Alaska oil pipeline became apparent during the Arab oil
embargo of 1973. Gasoline prices increased from $. 28 per gallon to $.

60

per gallon in 45 days. To complicate matters, gas could only be
purchased on odd or even days, depending on the last number on your
license plate. In addition to this, you could only purchase five gallons at a
time.

Georgia Chamber CEO Chris Clark: Act Now
As leaders begin discussions about reopening the economy, we know
that it does not signal an end to the pandemic nor an abatement of the
financial crisis for which we all face an inevitably long and rather costly
recession. It is instead a call for the business community to engage and
the government to prepare and consider additional action at the local,
state and federal

levels.

150

DCSS,

Proctor

News
Phoebe Reports Tuesday
COVID- 19 Numbers

Southwest Georgia Airports Get
nearly $ 20M from CARES

Act

Dougherty County School
System Approves Grading,
Promotion and Retention Policy
Albany Proctor & Gamble Factory
Ramps up Production Amid
Pandemic

Georgia Announces Increased

Staffing in Healthcare Facilities
for COVID- 19

Governor Kemp Delivers Update
on COVID- 19

Georgia Has 3 Business Grad

Schools in Top 50 of US
Sen.

Brandon

Beach Announces

Georgia Economic Rebound Act
Severe

Damage,

Multiple

Fatalities Caused by This
Weekend' s Tornadoes

151

Gov. Kemp Designates Auxiliary

Recent Video

Emergency Management
Workers, Emergency
Management

Georgia

Advanced

Registered

11

Activities

Practice

Nurses

Seek

Temporary Suspension of
Practice

Restrictions

All Together

Collaboration

Beer

Encourages Craft Brewers To

Support Others Even While They
Suffer Themselves

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with

CFOs Say Normal Economic

Employees

Activity Returns in the Third

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

Quarter of 2020

E

New Vehicle Sales Drop in March
to Close a Down First Quarter in
2020, Edmunds Forecasts

Phoebe Reports Monday COVID19 Numbers

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

152

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

153

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Georgia

Receives

More Than $ 522M In Federal

Funds To Address

Impact Of Coronavirus

Governor Brian P. Kemp, announced the availability of $ 522, 237, 467

in

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act funds for
Georgia' s transit operators which is made available by the Federal
Transit Administration (

FTA).

The CARES Act was signed into law by

President Trump on March 27, 2020.
DCA Announces

Annual

CDBG

Competition

The Community Development Block Grant Program ( CDBG) provides
funding to assist a wide range of eligible activities, including housing
improvement projects, public facilities such as water and sewer lines,
buildings

such as local health centers

154

or head start centers,

and

economic development projects. All projects must substantially benefit
low and moderate income persons.
More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available

155

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

156

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sheila

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 06 AM
Alonza Lewis III ( AloLewis@dougherty. ga. us); Chief Johnson
kdjohnson@dougherty. ga. us); Chuck Mathis ( cmathis@dougherty. ga. us); DebbieBurke
ATL); Dominique Hall; Jawahn Ware Oware@dougherty. ga. us); John Ostrander
Oostrander@dougherty. ga. us); Lekesha Walker ( lewalker@dougherty. ga. us); Martha
Hendley ( mhendley@dougherty. ga. us); Michael McCoy ( mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us);

To:

Holt ( ATL) < Sheila. Holt@ioausa.

Scott Addison;

SpencerAllen (

com>

ATL)

Subject:

COVID-

19

Attachments:

IOA. COVID- 19 Guidance for Group Health Plan Particpants03O- O320. pdf; IOA. COVID- 19
Planning and Response Overview. pdf; FAQ - COVID- 19 03. 18. 20. pdf

Dear Dougherty County Team:

We hope you and your families are safe and well in these trying times. We at IOA have been diligently working to
understand, digest and assemble pertinent COVID- 19 related information. We understand that your in -boxes are being
inundated these days and we want to be respectful of that. As such, we have attached a few items we thought you
would find helpful.

Additionally, we have created a website where we are continuing to update hourly/ daily as this situation is fluid and
This will give you the opportunity to access information on your own time and when you need it most.
ever changing.
IOA COVID- 19 web address: h11gs://

wwwJoausa. comIcovid- 19I

We thank you for being a part of our IOA family. Please feel free to contact us should you have any questions.
Thank you.

HIA,

Sheila °,
Account

Executive —

Employee

Insurance Office of America

101

East

Savannah,

Southfield
GA

Drive

31419

sheila. holt@ioausa. com
O ( 770) 250- 5311
C ( 912) 433- 8748

www. ioausa. com

INSURANCE

OFFICE OF AMERICA ex

perience the edge 159

Benefits Group

This electronic message is for the designated recipient only and may contain confidential, proprietary, or otherwise private
correspondence.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original. Any other use or
distribution of this information is strictly prohibited. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a vety broad poblr"e records law. Most
written eorr murueatlor?s to or from Qty artd County o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records avallable to the
public artd media upon request Your email eorr murueatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 04 AM
Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Broughton,
Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary; Persley, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher;
McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com;
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas; Subadan, Sharon;

Whitley -Banks, Phyllis
Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 161

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 02 AM
Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Broughton,
Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary; Persley, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher;
McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com;
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas; Subadan, Sharon;

Whitley -Banks, Phyllis
Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 162

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 11: 02 AM
Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Broughton,
Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary; Persley, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher;
McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com;
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas; Subadan, Sharon;

Whitley -Banks, Phyllis
Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 33 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: DCSO

Attachments:

DCSO

Employees

Employees

COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
PUione:

229. 302. 3603 Mobile:

229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l: pjohnson@dougherty. ga. us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 28 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty.
JOstrander@dougherty.

Ostrander,

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
Please note that some of the return dates that are listed are an appx date due to doctor' s advising different
things. Employees can return to work as long as they are cleared by a doctor and have a return to duty excuse.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County offidals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 164

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 19 AM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Tentative Acceptance Emergency Management

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thank you Mr. McCoy The plans are for this class to be held on Monday, September 141" during our Clerk' s Conference.
Here is more about the session the coordinator provided:
I would like to offer a 3- hour Emergency Management course on Monday afternoon, September 14. 1 would
like this elective course to be specifically focused on COVID- 19. This is the official description:
When disaster strikes, it's critical that government takes a proactive role in its duty to serve the people. In an
emergency, the need for strong leadership and emergency management is greater than ever, and city/ county
clerks are undoubtedly part offacilitating this leadership process. This advanced course will cover a variety of
emergency situations that may befall local jurisdictions, action plans before and after these scenarios, and loc
al/ national agencies that may provide aide during disaster.
Thank you for allowing me to shadow you behind the scenes ( from all our disasters); this made me prepared
to be this facilitator.

Sincerely,

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',JURT,Y
ca)W11, Y
Qw

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Ware,

Gandhi

Jawahn

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 43 AM
To: Claire Kinane < kinane@uga. edu>

Subject: Tentative Acceptance Greetings

Emergency

Management

Claire -

Thank you for considering me to be a facilitator for the proposed Emergency Management course from the county
clerk' s perspective pertaining to COVID- 19.
My supervisor County Administrator Michal McCoy has provided me tentative approval to participate.
So as of now, please list me as yes!
165

Thank you for this wonderful honor.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Da.,
Y,3',JEFRT,
—
Y
CCXJWII' y

110

12_'

Q a

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone.

229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@dough ert a.
.

us PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad !rube records law.Most written eommurtieatior? s to or from City artd County o
dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email eommurtieatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 166

TAC Service

Desk

info@accela. com>

From:

Accela <

Sent:

Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10: 06 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

COVID-

19 Webinar

Series]

Non - Essential

Business

Enforcement;

Unauthorized

Occupancy

I orwird

Wolb View

Loc4l and state governimients aire luirn4ig [ c) Acceki fc)ir uHance on how [ c) mia4ita4i
D

bus4iess contJnuity and
aH
Ty,
wst

th6ir' COV0 19

mianage, 1e, imq.)(')

ir'air'y occul[.)ancy needs duiring COV0 19"

2web4iairs on s[.)
ecf ic sohitoins agencies, can qu ddy stand u[.)
c) oda

[

res[. X)IMA? r"
Enlfbrce

I.

Inati' dwrized Wednesday,
ten't Wednesday,

April 15th 12:
00 PM PDT 13: 00 PM EDT 30-

April 15th 10:
Minute Webinar 167
00 AM PDT 1 1: 00 PM EDT 2 "-," ...........
_-"-_-'_'

30- Minute Webinar

When

homeless

citizens

are not

able to isolate at home, they may
The spread

find alternatives such as vacant

of COVID- 19 has

required governments to quickly

homes

identify what constitutes a

become a public safety concern.
Accela can help agencies with

business as " essential". Accela

or buildings,

which

can

can help guide communities
through this process by providing

occupancy information

an online

field as well as provide a way for

resource

file complaints

for citizens

about

mobile

to

non-

citizens

solutions

to report

structures

essential business that may be
open and not complying with the
latest mandates. It can also help
agency staff capture data on
potential violators and follow- up

to collect

which

in the

vacant

become

occupied.

Webinar will cover:

on a citizen report in a timely

Online compliant /

manner.

occupied structures

report

Mobile inspections

Webinar will cover:

Collect occupancy details
Reports

What is meant by " essential •
business"

i:tEGI

Process for citizens to report
non - compliant

TEFL INJO'"

businesses

Capture and route inspection

data on potential violators
Provide follow- up to citizens
after reconciliation
complaint

FtEGI

of

submission

TEFL INJO

Each we,Ninair wflHl IpIra:: viic e
Iriief lilt'"Irr; lroduor; liam: lr'" Ir N-) rlhe iu.jllll sulir, E, o

A da iio
in,
of iha'

cc

la's Ir'" ew COV0

19 ,

fa':":aU njir': d ° (fl wr; IIoY"' s caUpaUNHI [ Ja' s and u° aa':": cases,
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a G

of

Acc(,flla is pr(!par(!d, to partru! r with any agencyto (!risur(! fh(!y cari support, fh(,?i"1r
citim? ns

r(! gard1(! ss of r(! sourcx? coristrairas. ff we cwi Ihe,Al p you get,

seirvIIces (-Mfl4ie, oir ff you have, as ° 4.)ecffic COV0 1. 9 req.)oimx, wxcasE, you Wwit 10 cuss
that, codld he,Ap youir coin,ii miumity, flease,
[.
doiWt hestate, to reach, o4fl:,. FINs eiinad

was senL Lo iiniincc¢ my@dou jglh('mirLy, a,,
a,uis, Ifyou no ongeir
wislh Lo receive Llhese eiin a fls,you iinay ulpd, iLn yoin, nirmifll pi,Mni, mnces a L a ii uy Lhne, PUBLIC RECODS NOTICE: Georgia

has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County officials regardIng City and
County business are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure. 169

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 54 AM
Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Broughton,
Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary; Persley, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher;
McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com;
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas; Subadan, Sharon;

Whitley -Banks, Phyllis
Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 54 AM
Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Broughton,
Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary; Persley, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher;
McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com;
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov; Chris S. Cohilas; Subadan, Sharon;

Whitley -Banks, Phyllis
Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Jackson,

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 171

TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

Mosley, Latonza < LMosley@albanyga. gov>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 51 AM
Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon;
Jordan, Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; Rice, Gary;
Persley, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin; Fowler,
Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; charles. ruis@dph. ga. gov;
Chris S. Cohilas;

Cc:

Tolbert,

Sonja;

Subadan,
Jackson,

Sharon

Tamara;

Ware, Jawahn;

Ostrander, Marie; Wilson,

Jamie;

Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga. com;
katrina. chambers@dph. ga. gov
Subject:

Press Conference:

Attachments:

attachment.

EMA Coronavirus

Update

ics

Purpose:

Your presence is requested on behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott at this virtual press conference. Our
city and county leaders will be conducting an update on the Coronavirus.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 178

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Smith, Christopher < ChSmith@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 47 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Mr. McCoy,
Number of positive employees —

0

Number in hospital - 0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) — 0
Number Returned to work - 0

We have not had anyone test positive. We have had 2 employees self quarantine and they have returned to work.
Thanks,

Carnll, bellll Smiitlh
Solid Waste Director

r.X. )

iERTY

o--

Y

C
Dougherty County Solid Waste
Nhoirne: 229. 302. 3225
Mobile229.

854. 2008 900

Gaissert Road Albany,

Georgia

31705 Well:

Doueherty. ea.
us Firnaik
chsmith( @douehertv. ea.
us Im

0 rii/

i%
PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from City and County officials
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. From:

McCoy,

Michael

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 4:
18 PM To:
ALL

COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

COVID- 19 Update All

ALL

ELECTED & APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Subject:

—

At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since we
started tracking this information. What I'
d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made because
we've had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please provide
me the following information for your department: Number
of positive employees —179

Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

a0
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgial?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 40 AM

Sent:
To:

penny_ mack@yahoo. com

Subject:

FW:

Pandemic

Budget

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Impact

and

Response

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 32 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Pandemic Budget Impact and Response

Nicely but sternly stated!
I airtha IBm IHeindlley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@douBherty, ga, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

OFFICIALS<
Subject:

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS <

DC- DeptManaBers@douBherty

DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

Pandemic

Budget

Impact

aa. us>; ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

and Response

Management Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of "Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately
be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to refocus back to our financial planning and management given the
current crisis.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year
Lune 30th) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is

unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided.
Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in
181

order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and

layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to
be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing
more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did
during the great recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be
increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse
effect on revenue. However, there will be exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted

service escalator,

it will

be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local

governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am
confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urrnaflL

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

Ind,ED U 0
PUBLIC R E C0 RD S N0TIC6: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City artd County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 34 AM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

Thank you! @
From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 32 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Pandemic Budget Impact and Response

Nicely but sternly stated!
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

D0-,
J( 30

ry
cCu,q,.ry

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .

OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .
Subject:

Pandemic

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Budget Impact and Response

Management Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and

fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of "Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately
be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to refocus back to our financial planning and management given the
current crisis.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year
June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is
unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided.

Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in
183

order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and

layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to
be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing
more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did
during the great recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be
increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse
effect on revenue. However, there will be exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted

service escalator,

it will

be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local

governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am
confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urrnaflL

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

Ind,ED U 0
PUBLIC R E C0 RD S N0TIC6: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written communications to or from City artd County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 32 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

Nicely but sternly stated!
I aIrtha IBm IHelndlley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

lgl pq F101

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: Pandemic Budget Impact and Response

Management Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of " Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately

be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19. Now it's time to refocus back to our financial planning and management given the
current crisis.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year
June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is
unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures

should be avoided.

Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in
order to avoid more drastic measures

in the immediate

future, such as reductions

in force, furloughs, and

layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to
be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing

more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did
during the great recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.
Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of

rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be
185

increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse
effect on revenue.

However,

there will be exceptions.

For example,

if there' s a contracted

service

escalator,

it will

be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local

governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am
confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 28 AM

Sent:
To:

Pauline

Abidde

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you.

From: Pauline Abidde < PAbidde@docolib. org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 02 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Good morning,
Library:

Number of positive employees—
Number in hospital -

1

0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) — 1
Number Returned to work - 1

Pauline

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 14, 2020, at 4: 19 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us> wrote:

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in
organization since we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the
progress that has been made because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to
work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please provide me the following information for your
department:

Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 19 AM

Sent:
To:

Darrisaw,

Victoria

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you Judge. Hope all is well with you and your family.

From: Darrisaw, Victoria < VDarrisaw@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 32 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

For my office:

No employees tested positive
None are in the hospital

None are recovering

We are distance working at present
Thanks so much for all you do.
VSD

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 18 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since

we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iiclhaellI McCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 9: 18 AM

Sent:
To:

Duke,

Megan

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you.

From: Duke, Megan < MDuke@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 48 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Mathis, Chuck < CMathis@dougherty. ga. us>; Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>;
BDyes@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Update

Good Morning,
Please find the below data as requested. Thank you.
Number of positive employees — 1
Number in hospital - 0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —

1

Number Returned to work - 0

Megain Duke

Asset hnvein'toiry Cointird Coordinator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners - Public Works Dept.
Phone: 229. 430. 6120 Direct: 229. 302. 3263 Fax: 229. 438. 6128

2038 Newton Road, Albany, GA 31701
Well, Dougherty. ga. us
make au_berg a. us

From: Mathis, Chuck < CMathis( e doueherty, ea, us>

Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 37 AM
To: Duke, Megan < MDukePdoueherty.

a. us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Update
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Dyes,

Benita

Please respond to Mr. McCoy' s request.
From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoydouherty, ga, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS <

DC- DeptManaeers

OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@joughert .

douehert . ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Duke,

Megan <

MDuke@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 48 AM
McCoy, Michael
Mathis, Chuck; Cook, Larry; Dyes, Benita

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Update

Good Morning,
Please find the below data as requested. Thank you.
Number of positive employees — 1
Number in hospital - 0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —

1

Number Returned to work - 0

Megain

Asset Ihnve t iry Cointird Coordinator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners - Public Works Dept.
Phone: 229. 430. 6120 Direct: 229. 302. 3263 Fax: 229. 438. 6128

2038 Newton Road, Albany, GA 31701
Well, Dougherty. ga. us
make

u hart . ga. us

From: Mathis, Chuck < CMathis@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 37 AM
To: Duke, Megan < MDuke@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Update

Please respond to Mr. McCoy' s request.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
OFFICIALS<

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .

DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update
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ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

is greatly appreciated.

Please

provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

U"IfTy
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Darrisaw, Victoria < VDarrisaw@dougherty. ga. us>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 8: 32 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

For my office:
No employees

tested positive

None are in the hospital

None are recovering

We are distance working at present
Thanks so much for all you do.
VSD

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:

McCoy,

Michael

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 18 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

City leaders say some states still need to step up Covid- 19 response; Half of cities

Subject:

expect to cut public services; Too much food at farms, too little food in stores; The
pandemic response measures state and local governments should move on now

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Half of Cities Expect to Cut Public Services Due to Pandemic
III"N I I III :

I' 400 I: 3II. I:

I As local leaders urge more funding for cities, Congress is locked in a

stalemate over funding priorities.

Too Much Food at Farms, Too Little Food in the Stores
I I

I

I III I I

departments

I

Faced with a supply chain disrupted by the coronavirus, agriculture

and farm bureaus are striving to connect farmers with food banks and potential

buyers.

Brought to you by Homeserve
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With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners
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do not know they are responsible for their

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure

ages.

The Pandemic Response Measures State and Local
Governments Should Move On Now
IIJII CII I

J If 1: I I " N &

1" TI: J I ", JA

I% 1

1C J11 I I I

I

COMMENTARY I State and local officials have

initiated many measures to mitigate the consequences

of the coronavirus.

However, there is still

much more for them to do.

The City That Has Flattened the Coronavirus Curve
V. J J JII IL. . I

CII 1 1 1JJ11" N :

A I IL. . JJ14 If IIC I

Mayor London Breed' s early and aggressive moves

to contain the outbreak have made San Francisco a national model in fighting the pandemic.

There' s Been a Spike in People Dying at Home in Several
Cities. That Suggests Coronavirus Deaths Are Higher Than
Reported.
JACK CII I I V_ JIM, I . IISA SCII"NJC <

A0

CII JJII VJII I. IICA I

Coronavirus death counts are

based on positive tests and driven by hospital deaths. But data from major metropolitan areas
shows a spike in at- home deaths, prompting one expert to say current numbers were just " the tip
of the iceberg."

Health Coverage for Unemployed Harder to Come By in Some
States
1C.r IIJJII : I

JJII IL. . JJV

I S I A I III IT[

I

In the 14 states that declined

to expand

Medicaid

under

the Affordable Care Act, many people are struggling to get coverage at a time of a spreading
lethal virus.

Stay -At -Home Orders Can Be Dangerous for Victims of
Domestic Violence. But Help Is Still Available.
JJ I I

L. IIJJII CII

I CV

I

Roughly half of agencies providing help to victims of domestic

violence are closed during the coronavirus outbreak, but many have transitioned to virtual or
phone

services.

Brought to you by Homeserve
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With the current crisis facing cities and their residents, fielding questions from citizens facing expensive service line
repairs is a task no municipal official has time for. Yet many homeowners

do not know they are responsible for their

service lines. Statistics show that more than 240, 000 water main breaks are reported annually, and are worsening as
the infrastructure
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jeffrey H. Snyder, Lead Anchor ' geffrev.snvder@themonningpu| se. com>
Wednesday, April 15' 20207: 01 AM

Sent:
To:

mmooy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

The Morning Pulse

Wednesday, April 15' 2020: Employers suspending employer

matching contributions
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goals. Jeffrey

currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor or the..ad.
°¢
eas. t....
Retir..efl]an. t...
N et.w. rk..Considered an " industry insider",
thought - leader and an independent
voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in both
television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets. Broadcast
Retirement Network (

BRN)is the first lifestyle media platform focused helping Americans achieve
financial independence and to make retirement and ings culturally relevant.
The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most ortantly - No agendas,
no sales pitches, no product pushes. Our morning show,
BRN AM,provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can create a
plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline news
via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their 202
H.
Snyder

Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general

reference

and educational

purposes

only. Although

we believe

the content provider to be a

reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

of such

Websites.

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility

for the use of or inability

to use such site and recommends

you review

the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent
R

y`

t
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with the opinions
t: -

of The Morning

Pulse,

Inc.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Pauline

Abidde <

PAbidde@docolib. org>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7: 02 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Attachments:

image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Good morning,
Library:

Number of positive employees—
Number in hospital -

1

0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —

1

Number Returned to work - 1

Pauline

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 14, 2020, at 4: 19 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in
organization since we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the
progress that has been made because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to
work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please provide me the following information for your
department:

Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
204
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very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2: 44 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Tuesday April 14, 2020
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www. maddiesfund. org/ pet-foster- stimulus- grant. htm

Due to the COVID- 19 pandemic, foster care is being embraced like never before. The Pet Foster Care
Stimulus Grant is designed to assist shelter and rescue organizations in providing the best care
possible 'to' the animals in foster care and help manage your population through foster care.
wwwr r "'i fdires hai1( I. c) rg,

Ledy VanKavage, Esq.
Sr. Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
618- 550- 9469 CELL

bestfriends. org

facebook.com/ bestfriendsanimalsociety I twitter.com/ bestfriends
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1. f .dy.....a!DLII . ayag.e,
Hosted by Marc Peralta, Senior Director, National Mission Advancement, Best Friends Animal Society

Panelists:

Scott Giacoppo -

Director

of Shelter Outreach,

Best Friends and Board

President

of

NACA
Christina

Snow -

Shannon

Neal -

Animal

Protection

Chief Animal

Dr. Josh Fisher -

Manager,

Control

Pima Animal

Officer, Jefferson

Care Center

Parish

Animal

Services

Director, Charlotte Mecklenburg Animal Care and Control

You can sign up below
bit. ly/ 2K6JTyg

Ledy VanKavage, Esq.
Sr. Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
618- 550- 9469

CELL

bestfriends. org

facebook. com/ bestfriendsanimalsociety

I twitter. com/ bestfriends
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dly. Has
anyone come across good data/ guidelines for the opening and then safe operating of local swimming pools?
Karen

Daly Mountain
Plains Regional Director ICMA
Georgetown

TX

kdaly@icma.

org F
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While nearly all communities are still monitoring and waiting for the curve to flatten nationally and within
their respective communities, most of the conversations I' ve had with colleagues in terms of recovery
planning and operations is that disaster recovery plans are largely focused on natural and or man- made
disasters. I' ve been researching and have yet to find much resources on recovery planning/ operations
considerations

for a viral pandemic.

Former Governor Terry McAuliffe and retired -General Stanley McChyrstal teamed up and authored an
article, "

How to win the fight against a virus that knows no

boundaries."

WWW. cnn. corms

0201041091opinionsl..

I encourage you to read the article, but would like to share one paragraph, " Today' s front line is made up of
doctors, nurses, and first responders all putting their lives at risk to treat and save Americans. Government
leaders must never forget that their job is not to tell these men and women how to do their jobs. Instead,
we] must enable the front line to be as effective as possible. Leaders set the tone for the fight; they don' t

fight themselves. They must provide a consistent, honest, and hopeful message. [ Local government
managers] across the country need to pick up the phone and work together to break down our artificial
silos, learn from each other, share best practices, offer resources, understand what' s working and
what isn' t [ emphasis added], and coordinate our messaging. All of this is done to support those on the
front -lines --

our structural challenges cannot stand in the way."

mayors" with with " we" and " local government

NOTE: I' ve substituted " Governors and

managers" as it relates to council manager government form

of governments.
Ideally. through this ICMA Connect Group we' ll be able to support one another and learn from each other in
sharing best practices, what's working and what isn' t, as well as what others are doing as we undertake
recovery planning to be ready to help our communities recover from this viral pandemic.
Here at St. Lucie County, Florida we' ve held our Recovery Team Planning Kickoff meeting and assigned
Recovery Support Function ( RSF) Team Leads and established which RSF' s will be activated ( fully or
partially).
At this time are planning to activate RSF- 1 ( Community Coordination and Capacity Building),
RSF- 2 ( Economic Recovery), RSF- 3 ( Health, Social Services & Education), RSF- 4 ( Housing) and RSF- 6
Natural and Cultural Resources). Attached you will find our COVID- 19 Incident Recovery Support Org.
Chart.

Each RSF Lead/ Team is tasked with developing an incident specific recovery plan with the following
structure, of which the Recovery Project Director and EM Planner ( and others as may be necessary) will
assist as warranted:

Overview of RSF and primary purpose ( mission clarity and validation)
Immediate and Mid -Term Goals ( these should be ranked/ ordered in terms of recovery priorities)
Anticipated or known impacts, needs or issues that will require a recovery response
Actionable solutions for each identified impact, need or issue ( and consistent with goals)
List of capabilities, capacity and resources necessary to support executing recovery operations
209

Identification of gaps or shortages in resources
Implementation plan to deploy and activate recovery operations
The above mirror and or are closely aligned to the SLC Disaster Recover Plan, we see this incident specific
plan consistent with and incorporated as a future appendix to the Disaster Recovery Plan.
Would love to hear what other communities are doing and what insights you can offer?

John Titkanich AICP, ICMA- CM
Innovation and Performance Division Director

St. Lucie County, Florida
jtitkanich@protonmail. com
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Mark,

Regarding your questions
1) We have installed temporary plexiglass at our service counters which may become permanent. Although
that issue has been overcome by events since we shut down city hall and other city buildings to public
access. However, we are still servicing the public digitally and through our utility billing drive-thru window
which has seen a tripling in use by customers. Building permits and planning zoning plans & applications
now are deposited at the drive-thru. We have installed sanitization gel stations at every service counter and
elevator door. In addition, we have installed hand wash stations at major employee entrances.

2) We have instituted temporary work from home policy for those positions that were feasible. Until there is
a vaccine or those who are immune can be identified, we are discussing and evaluating what our remote

work policy should be after the first wave of this pandemic in our area. We don' t have an answer yet.
Also, we are discussing and considering the following measures regarding reopening operations:
A gradual scale back of the current social distancing and teleworking
When possible, have electronic as opposed to face to face meetings ( We are using MS Teams)
Have employees < 65 years of age who have no underlying

health conditions return first

Continue social distancing ( We are currently doing split shifts for field opertions in Public Works and
Utilities to minimize grouping)

Allow or encourage face covering ( masks), especially for those working with the public
Child care will continue to be an issue, be flexible with employees with young children ( I think that
this is covered well under the E- FMLA)
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Return to work for anyone who has tested positive should require the following 3 components
No fever for 72 hours without the use of fever -reducing medicines
Other symptoms are improving ( for example, a cough)
o
o
o

Minimum of 7 days since symptoms first appeared

Temperature screening
Recommend color -coded wristbands to indicate screening. Rotate the color so that it is clear
that the screening has been done each day.
Recommend a single point of entrance where possible. For example: Use the side door of
City Hall for all employees, set up a tent outside the building for screening. Employees would
be screened from a distance with questions and sent home if any symptoms are reported. If
o

o

no symptoms, the temperature is taken and the wristband is issued.
o

Employees who report to the department without wristband are immediately sent for

o

Train and assign staff whose regular work is disrupted such as the lifeguards to the

screening.

screening locations

Continued cleaning of all facilities with special attention to high frequency touched surfaces in
buildings and vehicles

Jason Yarborough

ICMA- CM

Assistant City Manager
City of North Port
North Port FL

yarborough. jason@gmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 12- 2020 08: 51 PM
From: Mark Abeles- Allison
Subject: Office Preparations

for Return and Transitions

Back

Good Evening:
Two questions:
1. We are starting to think about our office environments in the future as Stay at Home orders are lifted and
employees and the public return to our facilities.
I saw a lot of plexiglass at polling places, is this something you are considering for your more heavily
Are you considering any office reconfigurations, moving desks further
from reception staff? Will you instruct staff to wear PPE in the office?
trafficked office reception areas?

Are there other safety precautions for staff and the public you are considering?
2. As Stay at Home orders are lifted do you have a philosophy regarding remote office worker return?
A. At least one person to be physically present in each office?
B. Consideration

for at -risk employees?

C. Timeline you are considering?
211

D. Other?

Thank you very much!

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn WI
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most cases, the Mayor and City Council will set the tone for additional pay,leave, etc. Our Mayor and City
Council genuinely love and appreciate the staff and the staff know it.
It also helps to be in a non - union state.
At

this time, the City of Bro khaven is only considering suspending the leave accrual cap and annual leave carryover
cap as well as allowing all employees with at least 160 hours of accrued leave to sell up to 80 hours

of earned leave. We

believe it is very likely staff will not be able to take a meani gful vacation during 2020

and we did not want staff to forfeit any earned leave. This

approach will put some money in folks' pockets

and draw down an accrual liability on the balance sheet. With
that said, if

etc.,we

FEMA loosens the pre -crisis policy requirement for hazard pay, or this drags out much longer,

will probably revisit the topic. Christian

Sigman ICMA- CM City

Manager City
of Bro khaven Brookhaven
GA
sigman@brookhavenga.

christian.

gov
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Message: Sent:
04- 08- 2020 12: 03 PM From:
De' Carlon Seewood Subject:

Hazard Pay for Essential Employees 212
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We have received requests from labor groups; asking for hazard pay during the current pandemic. What
approaches are other communities taking when it comes to hazard pay? Who' s providing some type of
hazard pay for essential employees?

What is that amount or percentage of pay? How did you determine

the amounts of compensation?
employees?

De' Carlon

Are there other types of benefits being provided to essential
Thank you for your assistance.

Seewood

Deputy City Manager
City of Columbia
Columbia MO

deca irlloir,iI. eewood@.g.g.l!qi:.
' g.:.p.g7.
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Apr 14, 2020 10: 06 AM
Scott Nicewairrier,

I appreciate the thoughts on the "concept" of hazard pay. We have 4 Unions operating within the City, and
each are passive aggressively began their inquiries of this. We will not be in a position to pay, unless some
Federal package including money specifically for this is provided. The other ideas expressed will be on the
table for our management

team to discuss.

Thanks again for the great dialogue on this subject.

Scott Nicewarner

City Administrator
City of Hagerstown, MD
snicewarner@hagerstownmd. org
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Message:

Sent: 04- 13- 2020 07: 37 AM
From:

Michael

Dutton

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
I think your analysis is spot on. John' s reasoning with your twist on delivering the message should be the
right approach.

In my town, we have been quite proactive about protecting employees, and this has

worked to make sure everyone feels like they are in it together - from the finance clerk to the fire chief. We
also have two large state facilities ( a state university and a large prison complex) which our EMS
services. We had a lot of communication problems with the prison complex early on, and used some
political muscle to get the message to our governor.

He fixed the problem quickly.

In short, we leveraged

our strengths in many different ways to demonstrate how important all our staff is during a crisis. Every city
and town will have a slightly different approach to the question of " hazard pay," but the overarching theme
213

should be that everyone is working to support the greater good. That is municipal service in a nutshell.

Michael Dutton Esq, ICMA- CM, JD
Town

Administrator

Town of Bridgewater
East Falmouth MA
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Good Morning Mr. Matthews,
If you could forward me a copy of the MOU you entered with your labor groups that would be very helpful
as we are considering a similiar thank you for our essential employees.

Pietro Scalera ICMA- CM
Village Administrator
Village of Bloomingdale
Bloomingdale IL
scalerap@vil. bloomingdale. il. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 10- 2020 09: 10 AM
From: Douglas Matthews

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
We' ve decided to provide additional leave benefits for those required to report to work, typically at 8 hours

per work week. These hours expire 18- 24 months after we " return to normal" and are not cashable. The net
expense really only hits us with Fire, where shifts are backfilled with overtime. Overall, it has given us an
opportunity to recognize their work without creating a significant fiscal burden on the back end. It also
provided us an opportunity to ensure management rights for personnel reassignment and alteration of shift
work w/ o the risk of grievance. Happy to share a copy of the MOU we secured with one of our labor groups
if it helps.

Douglas Matthews MPA

Deputy City Manager
City of Grand Rapids

214

Grand Rapids MI

You are subscribed to ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us. To change your subscriptions,

go

to III y 5gbsciripfloiris. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Qirisubsciribq.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 03 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 14. 20

Good evening,
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation,
check out the archives.

Washington. D. C.

President Trump today announced the formation of 17 " Great American Economic Revival Industry Groups" that
have been tasked with mapping out the best way to reopen the U. S. economy.
Education Sec. Betsy DeVos announced today that career and technical education ( CTE) programs can donate or
loan personal protective equipment ( PPE) to public and private healthcare centers.
Sec. DeVos also announced that nearly $ 3 billion will be allocated to governors to continue education for K- 12
students throughout the crisis. The money comes from the Governor' s Emergency Education Relief (GEER) Fund,
authorized through the CARES Act, and is an emergency block grant.
o
DeVos will also allocate $ 6 billion to colleges and universities to provide direct emergency cash grants to
students.

Sens. Chuck Schumer ( D- NY), Patty Murray ( D- WA), and Ron Wyden ( D- OR) sent a letter yesterday to HHS Sec.
Alex Azar calling on the Administration to quickly and efficiently allocate the remainder of the Public Health and
Social Services Emergency Fund ( PHSSF) to healthcare providers.
o

In their letter, the senators voiced their concern for a more targeted distribution of funds to COVID- 19
hot spots." Currently, $

30 billion of the total $ 100 billion allocated will be dedicated to all providers
enrolled in Medicare Parts A and B based purely on their claim value.
The CDC published two new articles in the Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report: Characteristics of Health
Care Personnel with COVID- 19 and Transmission of COVID- 19 to Health Care Personnel During Exposures to a
Hospitalized

Patient.

The CDC has posted multiple new guidance documents on its COVID- 19 dashboard, including useful information
about testing in the U, S,

The latest CMS news updates can be viewed in the daily roundup.
The NIH Office of Portfolio

Analysis ( OPA) has developed

a comprehensive,

expert- curated

portfolio

of COVID- 19

publications and preprints. The portfolio includes peer -reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from
medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.
The House and Senate will both remain recessed until May. House and Senate leadership continue to engage in
negotiations about additional supplemental funding packages ( COVID 3. 5, COVID IV, and COVID V), but nothing
has been formally agreed upon or introduced. For a more thorough update on the federal legislative landscape,
please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already receive that update and
would like to subscribe, please email sfuller(@cgagroup. com.
Reps. Neal Dunn ( R- FL), Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to have tested
positive for COVID- 19 ( or be presumptive positive).
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Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 579, 005
close contact":

14, 728 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day

before reporting.
o

The CDC is reporting 22, 252 deaths in the U. S. related to COVID- 19.

Mississippi Gov. Tate Reeves announced today that public schools in Mississippi will be closed for the remainder
of the 2019- 2020 school year. School districts have been asked to submit plans for continued distance learning
through the end of this school year.
The United States Conference of Mayors ( USCM) and the National League of Cities ( NLC) released findings of a

surge that reported nearly nine in 10 cities expect a budget shortfall due to the impact of COVID- 19 on their
economies. The findings were drawn from responses of more than 2, 400 cities and indicated that, without

federal support, many will be forced to furlough or lay off city employees and cut back on critical services.
The USCM sent a letter to the leadership of the U. S. House of Representatives and U. S. Senate urging that the
Interim Supplemental" currently being negotiated provide $ 53. 55 billion in emergency fiscal assistance through
the Community Development Block Grant ( CDBG) structure for America' s cities.
At least 45 residents of a nursing home in Virginia have died from COVID- 19, the highest death toll reported at a
long- term care facility in the U. S.
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis said Monday that teams of National Guard personnel were being dispatched to
dozens of nursing homes and assisted -living facilities where COVID- 19 cases have been found, to test residents
and staff for the virus.

New York City has revised its death counting methodology to now include people who had never tested positive
for the virus but were presumed to have died because of it. The new standard sharply increased the city' s death
toll by more than 3, 700, which means there have now been over 10, 000 deaths from COVID- 19 in New York City.
Yesterday, two groups of governors announced that they were forming regional working groups to help plan
when it would be safe to begin to ease coronavirus- related restrictions to reopen their economies. In the East,

the governors of Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and Rhode Island
plan to establish a committee of public health officials, economic development officials, and their chiefs of staff
to navigate easing their mitigation

strategies.

Governors Jay Inslee ( Washington),

Gavin Newsome ( California),

and Kate Brown ( Oregon) have created the " Western States Pact" to work together on a joint approach to
reopening their states' economies.
o

Today, California Gov. Gavin Newsom said that the state would eventually revisit its broad -based stayat- home orders with the possibility of replacing them with more localized and less restrictive measures.
He warned that, when things get back to normal, masks and face coverings will likely be commonplace
for quite a while. Gov. Newsom also said patrons of restaurants are likely to have their temperature
taken before being seated and will be served by someone in a mask and gloves. The Governor outlined
several indicators that the state will try to meet before rolling back protective measures, which Oregon
and Washington are likely to follow:
expanding testing and contact tracing, with the goal of isolating infected patients;
reducing the exposure of vulnerable people, such as the homeless and the elderly;
the ability of hospitals to handle a surge of patients;

a plan for businesses, schools and other facilities to open while maintaining social distancing;
and

a plan to reinstitute restrictions if infections rise again.
Johns Hopkins University launched its newest COVID- 19 U. S. map as a resource for media, policymakers, and
communities to view a collection of critical public health data in one online destination and better understand
and track the COVID- 19 pandemic

in populations

both large and small across the country.

Useful state data:
o
o

Ifllhe s „ a. I.h aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.
This lr e sou lrce. from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID- 19 response.
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o

Irji s„ of ima„ s shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this tiraa: keir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel

This

restrictions.

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by

o

state.

Militarv/

Defense

Four more USS Theodore Roosevelt sailors with COVID- 19 have been hospitalized in Guam, one day after a
fellow crew member died from the illness.
o

The Navy is holding the carrier USS Harry S. Truman, which has been operating in the Arabian and
Mediterranean Seas, at sea indefinitely to protect the crew from COVID- 19.

DoD has confirmed it will extend the 60- day ban on all nonessential military travel that is set to end May 111h
Final details of the modified stop -movement order will be released later this week.
With thousands of unused beds in New York' s Javits Center and on the USNS Comfort, hundreds of military
health workers are directly assisting New York' s medical centers where hospital -acquired COVID- 19 cases have
sidelined civilian staff.

A man in Atlanta was charged with wire fraud for attempting to sell 125 million nonexistent N95 masks to the
VA for $ 750 million.

Defense Sec. Mark Esper and NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg will host a virtual meeting tomorrow to
discuss the alliance' s efforts to defeat COVID- 19.

International

Affairs

President Trump announced today that the U. S. will halt funding to the WHO until his administration has had an
opportunity to review the WHO' s response to COVID- 19.

Britain' s Office of National Statistics released figures indicating that deaths could be at least 10 percent higher
12, 107 as of today — which does not take into account many people who die in nursing
homes or at home. More than 2, 000 nursing homes, about 13 percent of the country' s total, have had

than the official toll —

coronavirus

cases.

Italy today started to reopen some bookshops and children' s clothing stores.
Austria is now allowing thousands of hardware and home improvement stores to reopen, as long as workers and
customers wear masks.

In Singapore, new lock down rules have been instituted after a second wave of COVID- 19 hit. Anyone who

breaks the rules, including spending time with anyone not in their household, can be imprisoned, fined the
equivalent of $7, 000, or both.
Chinese exports of N95 respirators, surgical masks, and other PPE have been delayed again as China' s customs

agency hasn' t resolved a critical regulatory issue. After complaints came in from Europe stating that some
medical supplies had quality problems, China' s customs administration issued a new regulation last week that
each shipment of medical supplies must be inspected for quality before it can be exported. Consequently, the
shipment of millions of masks, thousands of ventilators,

and other equipment

has been sorely delayed.

There are now 70 candidate vaccines in development globally, up from to 44 on March 201h. Of the 70 Covid- 19
vaccines in development, only three are currently in clinical trials, meaning they are being tested on
humans. China' s CanSino Biological, in partnership with the Beijing Institute of Biotechnology, is in the lead, with
the only candidate vaccine currently in phase two trials. U. S. players Moderna and Inovio Pharmaceuticals are
the other two developers testing vaccines on humans and both are currently in phase one. The remaining 67
potential vaccines are still only in the pre -clinical trial stage.
Measles immunization campaigns in 24 countries have been delayed, with more expected to be postponed. The
Measles and Rubella Initiative stated they agreed with the WHO' s new guidelines recommending pausing
preventative immunization campaigns where there is no active outbreak of a vaccine -preventable disease as
long as unvaccinated children are tracked.
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A group of scientists, physicians, funders, and manufacturers from around the world have pledged to
collaborate, in coordination with WHO, to help speed up the availability of a vaccine against COVID- 19. Their
statement can be found here.
Global Cases:

Lifestyle

1, 844, 863

Total Deaths:

117, 021

and Economy

Although the standard has been to keep six feet of space between individuals to stop the spread of COVID- 19
germs, researchers from M. I. T. found that a sneeze could send particles as far as 26 feet. This 3D simulator from
the New York Times gives an incredible

breakdown

of how particles travel between humans.

Financial technology firms PayPal, Square, and Intuit, after winning approval to participate in the loans
distribution effort, are starting to lend to small businesses that couldn' t get access to COVID- 19 relief funds
through big banks.
Johnson &

Johnson will launch a live weekly original educational series called " The Road to a Vaccine." The

eight -episode original series, hosted by journalist and producer Lisa Ling, will uncover the incredible scientific
efforts underway around the world to develop a vaccine at unparalleled speeds. In each episode, we will discuss
how it is being made possible —and what we might expect from an approved vaccine. Each week, Ling will be
joined by expert Johnson & Johnson guests such as Chief Scientific Officer Paul Stoffels, M. D., as well as leading
scientists, public health experts and community health workers who are working tirelessly in the fight against
coronavirus. From the lab to the frontlines, this series will bring you behind -the -scenes to learn about the work
being done to help end this pandemic. Learn more here.
After China reported a smaller -than -expected hit to trade and some countries began to take tiny steps to reopen
their economies, the S& P 500 rose about 3 percent.

The IMF warned that the global growth is headed for its worst performance since the Great Depression, with a
new forecast predicting the world economy will contract by 3 percent in 2020.
More than a dozen black leaders in academic medicine wrote an ova- ed in USA Toda r describing why and how
the pandemic is having a disproportionate impact on minority communities and especially the black community
in the U. S. The authors also made recommendations for refining governmental and healthcare responses,
including broadly recording and reporting demographic data on the virus' spread and mortality; ensuring that
minorities have access to current and emerging therapies and clinical trials; providing mobile testing sites for
vulnerable urban and rural communities; communicating with disadvantaged communities through trusted local
stakeholders and leaders; and organizing nationally, regionally, and locally to address the medical and social
determinants of health.

The American Society for Clinical Pathology ( ASCP) wants the federal government to implement a national
COVID- 19 diagnostic testing and support strategy. ASCP listed a series of recommendations including expanded
laboratory testing infrastructure, prioritizing molecular testing for COVID- 19, and enhancing existing surveillance
programs to identify national outbreaks earlier.
Airlines for America reported that American airline carriers have idled 2, 200 aircraft and passenger volume is
down 95 percent from a year ago.
The COVID- 19 pandemic has forced hundreds of clinical trials to grind to a halt, stalling research into cancer,
strokes, dementia, and more. Read about it here.

Registration is now open for the next APHA webinar: Crisis Standards of Care During COVID- 19, tomorrow at
5pm. Register here.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media
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Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 14)
Rural hospitals shut out of stimulus loans face financial crisis

Feeling useless° the effect of unemployment on mental health in the Great Recession
We need an army'° Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to curbing disease spread
Suicide Mortality and Coronavirus Disease 2019— A

Perfect

Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
Compassionate

Use of Remdesivir for Patients with Severe Covid- 19

Contact Lens Wear and Coronavirus
Wh

dail

death tolls have become unusual)

im

ortant in understandin

the coronavirus

andemic

Safety at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic° How to Keep our Oncology Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe
If a coronavirus vaccine arrives, can the world make enough?

COVID- 19 school closures, and child poverty° a social crisis in the making
Covid- 19 —The Law and Limits of C uarantine
The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health cares

stem

The COVID- 19 Pandemic in the USA Clinical Update Developing Covid- 19 Vaccines at Pandemic Speed
Proiectin

hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

Johns Hopkins d t „ a jpj.gIr ,
Other tracking data Ilhlr.,
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
heir°,

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common

Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)

Statistics
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For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coron

virus 2019 website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 9: 34 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

I understand and will do my part in being financial responsible.
Thanks,
Sam

Sarn A:llll.en
1:'IMS 1)iree for

Dougherty County 1". M. S.
1. 436 I :' a l imyra. Iltd.

A.Ilba¶ iy, Ga. 31. 701
229....439...70 A. A.

SaAllen pdougherty_.ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: Pandemic Budget Impact and Response

Management

Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of " Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to refocus back to our financial planning and management given the current
crisis.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year ( June

30`h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is unsustainable.
Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided. Also, effective
immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in order to avoid more
drastic measures in the immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and layoffs. As you are aware, we are
very fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in
managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing more strict spending measures now,
we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did during the great recession in FY2010 when
jobs were preserved.
Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse effect on revenue.
However, there will be exceptions. For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there

will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $ 3 million to the fund
balance last year.
224

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am confident
that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

I.
m

OU

Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
I: .: ir naflL mmeeovCca7dougherty.

ga. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

McCordJ@FLOYDCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Jamie McCord
ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8: 20 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Floyd

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

has not. Jamie

A.
McCord

County

Manager Floyd

County Government 12
E 4th Avenue Rome,
GA. 30161

706-

291- 5111 mccordi@floydcountyga.
org

Apr 14, 2020, at

On

11: 55 AM, Johnson, Scott <
SJOHNSON@columbiacountyga.

gov>
wrote: Columbia

County has not. Sent
from my Whone On

Apr 14, 2020, at 11: 08 AM, Lloyd Kerr <
Ikerr@co.

newton. ga.us>wrote:

CAUMN:

This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise
caution before clicking links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the
sender. Newton

County has not. Regards,
T.

Lloyd Kerr, AICP County

Manager Newton
County, GA 678.
625. 1615 LJ
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On Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 11: 06 AM Anderson, Dick

Dick. Anderson@fultoncountyga. gov> wrote:

Fulton County has not implemented layoffs or furloughs
Dick Anderson

County Manager
Fulton County
141

Pryor

Atlanta,

Street

GA 30303

404. 612. 8335( o)
404. 808. 4751( m)

On Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele Nesmith < MNeSmith@accg. org> wrote:

Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on
county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19. 1 have not
found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media
accounts so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to
make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff,

please email me at mnesmith@accg. org with the details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic
Affairs

Foundation

191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A
full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners

of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A

financial statement or summary of the Association
227

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE

NOTE:

ACCG

lawyers

represent

ACCG

boards.
No
and
its subsidiary
attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than
ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this

email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to
individual counties, officials, or staff. The county
attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific
to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Ben Taylor < btaylor@BRYAN-

COUNTY. ORG>
Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7: 56 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts image001jpg
On

Attachments:

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Bryan has not

Sent from my Whone

Apr 14, 2020, at 12: 13 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga.
us>wrote: Dougherty

has not. From:
County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Of Michele Nesmith

Behalf

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 10:27 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due
to COVID 19.1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts
so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs,
or reduced hours for staff, please email me at mnesmith@ac g. org with the details.
Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree

Street, NE, Suite

700

229

Atlanta,

Georgia

30303

404- 522- 5022

www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attorney - client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its

subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be
consulted for legal issues specific to an individual

county.

image001. jpg
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert ccrrrmunications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County busioess are public records available to the public and media
uport request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

PSutton@HABERSHAMGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Phillip Sutton

COM>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7: 54 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Attachments:
png;image004jpg; image005. png Habersham

image003.

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

has been using MSTeams for the past month for all Public meetings and any large staff meetings. Phil
Sutton Sent

from my iPhone On

Apr 14, 2020, at 11: 09 AM, Steve Rapson <srapson@fayettecountyga.

Microsoft

gov>
wrote: Yes -

Teams Steven

Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305. 5100 image003.
png>
Fayette
Cou irity offices are qJIosedtm;:
IlPUblic uirrtfl1 May 13,2020, iin albu indaunce of cautim;: urm:.m;: unceirvng Coir°
oinaviirius ] COVIIID- 19),
e
ask ouir° uresid rots tm;::.
m;

intact ius via Ipllimm;: ine, eirnafll, or ouir° website to keep ainy exposu ire to a urns

in f ormu irn From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf

Of Tom Couch Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:09 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:COUNTY-[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts That' s

nice. What are you using to track that with.Microsoft Teams? We're
going to do a practice run this week on a virtual meeting. Anyone who

would like to watch the Bulloch County

Comedy Hour is welcome to get an invite upon request. TC 231

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

on behalf

of Steve

Rapson

GOV>

Reply -To: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 11: 05 AM
To: " COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG" < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Subject: Re: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts

Fayette County has not implemented any furloughs or cuts.
Teleworking seems to be going splendidly...

see our cute merits chart below:

image004. jpg>
Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srason@fayettecountyga. gov
770. 305. 5100
image005. png>
Fayette Couirmty offices aire:. IIIosed tm;: IlFUblic a irmtflll May 13, 2020, iin albu indaunce of cantim;: urm:. m;: uncei: infing
Coir°oinaviirius ] Ct; VIIID- 10),
e ask, ouir° uresideints tm;::.

ointact ius via IIFIIimm; one, eirnafll, oir° ouir° website to IIkeep ainy exlposu ire to a

ur i in f or s u ur n

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG> On
Behalf Of gradysaxon@ienkinscountyga.

gov

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 01 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Jenkins

County has not implemented any cuts. Grady
Saxon County
Administrator Jenkins
County, GA P.
O. Box 797 Millen,
GA

30442

478)

982- 2563 On

Tuesday, April 14, 2020, 10: 27: 17 AM EDT, Michele NeSmith <mnesmithPaccg.

org>
wrote: 232

Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts
due to COVID 19. 1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media
accounts so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute
furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me at mnesmith@accg. org with the
details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attorney -client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this
email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records lava. Most writtert commurucatiorts to or from City artd Courtty
ey dale regardmg City artd Courtty busmess are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
commurticatiorts may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7: 51 PM
Chris Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID Update: Letters Supporting COVID Relief for Counties; 911
Directors to Receive COVID- 19 Positive Testing Info; DOAS PPE Survey; Guidelines for

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jails &
Attachments:

More

image001 jpg

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

Brown, Beth" < BBrown@ACCG. org>

4/ 14/ 20 6: 41 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: " Brown, Beth" <

B rown @ACCG.org>
Subject:
ACCG Afternoon COVID Update: Letters Supporting COVID Relief for Counties; 911 Directors to Receive COVID- 19
w
Positive Testing Info;DOAS PPE Survey; Guidelines for Jails &More
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and GMA Send Joint Letter to Governor Kemp on Coronavirus Relief Funds ACCG
Executive Director Dave Wills and Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) Executive Director Larry Hanson sent a joint
letter to Governor Kemp today encouraging the establishment of a proces for Georgia' s counties and cities to access
some portion of Georgia' s Cor navirus Relief fund for the purposes authorized in the Coronavirus Relief Act CARES).
Local
governments with populations of 500, 000 or more can apply directly to the U.S. Department of the Treasury
for a direct allocation according to a formula established in the Act; however, the remainder of the Georgia allocation
will be paid directly to the State. ACCG
Signs onto NACo Letter in Support of Fourth COVID- 19 Response Package with Recommendations to Help Counties
ACCG

joined county associations across the country in signing a let er to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer in support of the Interim Emergency COVID-19 Relief Act which would provide assistance to state and
local governments. This letter included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use of the CDGB
formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to 250 $
billion. 911
Directors to Receive Household Level Information Regarding Positive COVID-19 Testing to Use when Dispatching First
Responders

ACCG

participated in a call today for 911 Directors held by Michael Nix,Georgia Emergency Communications Authority GECA)
Executive Director and David Newton, State EMS Director. They announced an agreement that will allow the Georgia
Department of Public Health (DPH) to share information with GECA regarding households that have had an 234

individual with a confirmed positive COVID- 19 test. This information will be provided to 911 Center Directors to flag in
their system so that it may be given to first responders ( EMS, fire and law enforcement) on a per call basis. This
information may not be forwarded or otherwise shared. Governor Brian Kemp' s office also has issued a press release
regarding this information.

911 Directors will receive a batch of information daily for their county, starting later this week. Each record will include
two dates: 1) the date a person in the household became symptomatic, the date the person was tested or the date the
positive result was reported ( whatever is earlier and available in the DPH record) and 2) the date 21- days from the first
date reported (#

1) when the flag must be removed from the household record in the 911 system. All 911 Center
Directors will receive a confidentiality agreement that must be signed and returned to GECA Emergency
Communications Field Coordinators. They also will receive an overview of the process that must be followed to flag
households within the county' s 911 system and a frequently asked questions guide. ACCG will share the process and
FAQ information when it becomes available.

Resources for Handling COVID- 19 in Jails
Governor Brian Kemp has indicated that COVID- 19 transmission in jails is an ongoing concern. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention ( CDC) has released Interim Guidance on Management
Facilities.

In addition, the National Sheriffs' Association

of COVID- 19 in Correctional

has a number of other resources available here.

and Detention
The Georgia

Sheriffs' Association also sends daily updates to all county sheriffs with information relevant for law enforcement
officers, so make sure your sheriff is reviewing the information received through that network.
Georgia Made Critical Medical Supplies — Survey of Georgia' s State Government Entities
The Georgia Department of Administrative Services ( DOAS), State Purchasing Division ( SPD), in partnership with the
Georgia Department of Economic Development, is gathering information regarding state government entities' needs,
inclusive of local governments, for personal protective equipment ( PPE). This survey was sent to procurement officers
registered with DOAS and is being conducted for information purposes only. The results will be shared with
manufacturers that have just started making these supplies or are considering converting their businesses or adding
capacity to begin producing these supplies. Please encourage your procurement officer to respond as soon as
possible, but no later than the close of business on Thursday, April 16.

If your county has NOT received the link from DOAS to the survey, please contact DOAS Deputy Commissioner Lisa Eason
by email at Lisa. eason@doas. ga. gov. Commissioner Eason can also be reached at 470- 371- 1284, but respectfully
requests that all correspondence in this regard be sent by email.
Note: This survey is not related to any procurement being conducted by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency
GEMA).
Please indicate the critical medical supplies and quantities that your organization would purchase throughout
the next month to fill current and future inventory needs.
More Guidance on PPE Preservation

The U. S. government' s strategy for addressing COVID- 19 personal protective equipment ( PPE) shortages relies on three
pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of protective gear: reduce —reuse — repurpose. In this time of the
COVID- 19 pandemic and the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the U. S. government has
recently released two documents:
COVID- 19 Pandemic:

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation

Best Practices. This document summarizes

government guidance and best practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID- 19
response. While tailored to the healthcare

sector, many of these strategies can be applied to other sectors with

similar PPE requirements.
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Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filterin _ Facepiece Respirator Suppl

in Non - Healthcare Sectors.

That document offers strategies to conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH- approved
filtering facepiece respirators ( FFRs) used in non -healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and construction.
Census Bureau and Department of Commerce to Seek Congressional Approval to Delay in Delivery of Apportionment
Counts

Late yesterday, the U. S. Census Bureau Director and the U. S. Department of Commerce Secretary announced they
would seek Congressional approval for a four month delay in delivering the final 2020 Census apportionment
counts. Under this plan, the Census Bureau would extend the window for field data collection

and self -response to

October 31, 2020, which will allow for apportionment counts to be delivered to the President by April 30, 2021, and
redistricting data to be delivered to the states no later than July 31, 2021. While the Census Bureau has previously made
adjustments to their field operations and self -response periods, they had kept the original delivery date of
apportionment counts to the President ( December 31) and to the states ( April 1) intact. ACCG is tracking this issue and
will provide additional information if an extension is granted.
ACCG Annual Conference Refunds Complete

All refunds for the ACCG Annual Conference ( including county official registration, vendor registration for the County
Buyers Mart and sponsorship contributions) have been executed and delivered. More than $ 441, 000 has been returned
to counties

alone!

ACCG extends a huge thank you to our Accounting team - Larry Hurst, Brad Bradley, and Tawanda Hughes —for

their

Herculean efforts in getting these funds returned to you in such a timely manner!
We know that this has been a long report... have a great evening!
Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &

Board Relations

mm"`

Nper"

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@acce.

ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7:43 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: Direction

Attachments:

image006jpg; image007jpg; image008jpg; image009jpg; image010jpg; image011 jpg

RE: Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

10- 4.

On Apr 14, 2020, at 7: 42 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

The SPLOST purchases can proceed. It' s the GF expenditures that we need to tighten up on. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Addison,

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 14/ 20 6: 13 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Direction RE: Pandemic Budget Impact and Response

Michael,

Would you like to continue with SPLOST purchases or hold them off as well? We currently have a
motorgrader and skid steer for Public Works and a truck for Code Enforcement out to bid.
Thanks,
Scott.

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Ware,

Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Date: April 14, 2020 at 6: 08: 19 PM EDT
To: " Addison,

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Direction RE: Pandemic Budget Impact and Response

Scott -

Based on this email do we need to halt the process for the motor grader,
code enforcement truck?

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
237

skid steer and

image006. jpg>
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
ELECTED &

Subject:

APPOINTED

Pandemic

Management

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

Budget

Impact

ga. us>;

ALL

ga. us>

and Response

Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization,
both physically and fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of " Shelter
in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately be more deliberate in our financial
management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding

to COVID- 19.

Now it' s time to refocus back to our financial planning and

management given the current crisis.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at

the end of this fiscal year ( June 30` h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the
previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is unsustainable. Consequently, we need
to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided. Also,
effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are
needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future, such

as reductions in force, furloughs, and layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate
to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to be prudent and
disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By
implementing more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of
weathering this disruption in revenue as we did during the great recession
in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.
Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m
currently in the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding
levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased in the proposed budget for
next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse effect on
revenue. However, there will be exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service

escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be no recommendations

to increase

staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management

requires

discipline and sacrifice. Many local governments are planning much more drastic
measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because of our Board' s

excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $ 3 million
to the fund balance last year.
Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this
financial shortfall. I am confident that we will get through this and we will get through it
together!

I iiclh ell McCoy
County Administrator
image007. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7:42 PM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Scott

Subject:

RE: Direction

RE:

Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

The SPLOST purchases can proceed. It' s the GF expenditures that we need to tighten up on. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Addison,

Scott" <

SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 14/ 20 6: 13 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Direction RE: Pandemic Budget Impact and Response

Michael,

Would you like to continue with SPLOST purchases or hold them off as well? We currently have a motorgrader and skid
steer for Public Works and a truck for Code Enforcement out to bid.
Thanks,
Scott.

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Ware,

Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Date: April 14, 2020 at 6: 08: 19 PM EDT
To: " Addison,

Subject:

Scott" <

Direction

SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>

RE: Pandemic

Budget Impact and Response

Scott -

Based on this email do we need to halt the process for the motor grader, skid steer and code
enforcement truck?

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
0,)(-
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m

m

COUNTY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
240

To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

APPOINTED OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
Subject:

Pandemic

Management

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

ga. us>

Budget Impact and Response

Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically
and fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of " Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us
to immediately be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we
have all been immersed in responding

to COVID- 19.

Now it' s time to refocus back to our financial

planning and management given the current crisis.
Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this

fiscal year ( June 30`h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a longterm, this is unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential
expenditures should be avoided. Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of
vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate

future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to
have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing
our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing more strict spending measures
now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did during the great

recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.
Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the
process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding
levels will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected
COVID- 19 pandemic adverse effect on revenue. However, there will be exceptions.

For example, if

there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be no recommendations

to

increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice.

Many local governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets.
We are fortunate because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added
approximately $ 3 million to the fund balance last year.
Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I
am confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7: 39 PM
Chris Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony

Sent:
To:

Subject:

FW: COVID-

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

19 Update

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

4/ 14/ 20 6: 19 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:
Subject:

COVID- 19 Update

Good evening.

Our thoughts and prayers continue to be with those families that have lost loved ones to this terrible virus.

We saw a small uptick in the number of patients requiring hospitalization yesterday yet, the number of hotline calls
were lower than normal for a Monday. In addition, we have noted that our positive testing rate in March was 42% of
tested and in April so far that positive rate is 32% or a 24% reduction. This is an encouraging trend but by no means

all

does it mean we are out of the woods yet. Our curve as noted below is coming over but is not yet flat. We thank our
community for taking these shelter -in -place guidelines seriously, but also know there are pockets of those that could do
better.

We also continue to have a positive partnership with the Governor in bringing additional capacity on- line at Phoebe
North. The largest lift in doing this is finding the number of staff needed to open additional capacity including dozens of
nurses and many physician intensivists not to mention respiratory therapists, pharmacists, etc.... Our collective goal is to
have ICU capacity ready to open at the end of next week and this represents
amount of time.

Together

We Rise!
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a momentous

achievement

in a short

Peace... Scott
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID Update: Letters Supporting COVID Relief for Counties; 911
Directors to Receive COVID- 19 Positive Testing Info; DOAS PPE Survey; Guidelines for

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6:40 PM

Sent:

Jails &

More
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and GMA Send Joint Letter to Governor Kemp on Coronavirus Relief Funds ACCG
Executive Director Dave Wills and Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) Executive Director Larry Hanson sent a joint
letter to Governor Kemp today encouraging the establishment of a proces for Georgia' s counties and cities to access
some portion of Georgia' s Cor navirus Relief fund for the purposes authorized in the Coronavirus Relief Act CARES).
Local
governments with populations of 500, 000 or more can apply directly to the U.S. Department of the Treasury
for a direct allocation according to a formula established in the Act; however, the remainder of the Georgia allocation
will be paid directly to the State. ACCG
Signs onto NACo Letter in Support of Fourth COVID-19 Response Package with Recommendations to Help Counties
ACCG

joined county associations across the country in signing a let er to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer in support of the Interim Emergency COVID-19 Relief Act which would provide assistance to state and
local governments. This letter included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use of the CDGB
formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to 250 $
billion. 911
Directors to Receive Household Level Information Regarding Positive COVID- 19 Testing to Use when Dispatching First
Responders

ACCG

participated in a call today for 911 Directors held by Michael Nix,Georgia Emergency Communications Authority GECA)
Executive Director and David Newton, State EMS Director. They announced an agreement that will allow the Georgia
Department of Public Health (DPH) to share information with GECA regarding households that have had an individual
with a confirmed positive COVID- 19 test. This information will be provided to 911 Center Directors to flag in their
system so that it may be given to first responders ( EMS, fire and law enforcement) on a per call basis. This information
may not be forwarded or otherwise shared.Governor

Brian Kemp' s of ice also has issued a pres release regarding

this information. 911

Directors will receive a batch of information daily for their county, starting later this week. Each record will include two
dates: 1)
the date a person in the household became symptomatic, the date the person was tested or the date the positive
result was reported ( whatever is earlier and available in the DPH record) and 2)
the date 21-days from the first date
reported (#1)
when

the flag must be removed from the household record in the 911 system. All 911 Center Directors
will receive a confidentialty agreement that must be signed and returned to GECA Emergency Communications
Field Coordinators. They also will receive an overview of the process that must be fol owed to flag households
within the county' s 911 system and a frequently asked questions guide. ACCG will share the process and FAQ
information when it becomes available. Resources

for Handling COVID-19 in Jails 245

Governor Brian Kemp has indicated that COVID- 19 transmission in jails is an ongoing concern. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention ( CDC) has released Interim Guidance on Management
Facilities.

In addition, the National Sheriffs' Association

of COVID- 19 in Correctional

has a number of other resources available here.

and Detention
The Georgia

Sheriffs' Association also sends daily updates to all county sheriffs with information relevant for law enforcement
officers, so make sure your sheriff is reviewing the information
Georgia

received through that network.

Made Critical Medical Supplies —

Survey of Georgia' s State Government Entities
The Georgia Department of Administrative Services ( DOAS), State Purchasing Division ( SPD), in partnership with the
Georgia Department of Economic Development, is gathering information regarding state government entities' needs,
inclusive of local governments, for personal protective equipment ( PPE). This survey was sent to procurement officers
registered with DOAS and is being conducted for information purposes only. The results will be shared with
manufacturers that have just started making these supplies or are considering converting their businesses or adding
capacity to begin producing these supplies. Please encourage your procurement officer to respond as soon as
possible, but no later than the close of business on Thursday, April 16.
If your county has NOT received the link from DOAS to the survey, please contact DOAS Deputy Commissioner Lisa Eason
by email at Lisa. eason@doas. ga. gov. Commissioner Eason can also be reached at 470- 371- 1284, but respectfully
requests that all correspondence in this regard be sent by email.
Note: This survey is not related to any procurement being conducted by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency
GEMA).
Please indicate the critical medical supplies and quantities that your organization would purchase throughout
the next month to fill current and future inventory needs.
More Guidance on PPE Preservation

The U. S. government' s strategy for addressing COVID- 19 personal protective equipment ( PPE) shortages relies on three
pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of protective gear: reduce —reuse —repurpose. In this time of the
COVID- 19 pandemic and the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the U. S. government has
recently released two documents:
COVID- 19 Pandemic: Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices. This document summarizes

government guidance and best practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID- 19
response. While tailored to the healthcare sector, many of these strategies can be applied to other sectors with
similar

PPE requirements.

Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filterin _ Facepiece Respirator Suppl

in Non - Healthcare Sectors.

That document offers strategies to conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH- approved
filtering facepiece respirators ( FFRs) used in non -healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and construction.
Census Bureau and Department of Commerce to Seek Congressional Approval to Delay in Delivery of Apportionment
Counts

Late yesterday, the U. S. Census Bureau Director and the U. S. Department of Commerce Secretary announced they
would seek Congressional approval for a four month delay in delivering the final 2020 Census apportionment
counts. Under this plan, the Census Bureau would extend the window for field data collection and self -response to
October 31, 2020, which will allow for apportionment counts to be delivered to the President by April 30, 2021, and
redistricting data to be delivered to the states no later than July 31, 2021. While the Census Bureau has previously made
adjustments to their field operations and self -response periods, they had kept the original delivery date of
apportionment counts to the President ( December 31) and to the states ( April 1) intact. ACCG is tracking this issue and
will provide additional information if an extension is granted.
ACCG Annual Conference Refunds Complete

246

All refunds for the ACCG Annual Conference ( including county official registration, vendor registration for the County
Buyers Mart and sponsorship contributions) have been executed and delivered. More than $ 441, 000 has been returned
to counties

alone!

ACCG extends a huge thank you to our Accounting team - Larry Hurst, Brad Bradley, and Tawanda Hughes —for

their

Herculean efforts in getting these funds returned to you in such a timely manner!
We know that this has been a long report... have a great evening!

ACM
Ad--

ing G—

gn'. C ...

fi...

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID Update: Letters Supporting COVID Relief for Counties; 911
Directors to Receive COVID- 19 Positive Testing Info; DOAS PPE Survey; Guidelines for

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6:40 PM

Sent:
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More
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and GMA Send Joint Letter to Governor Kemp on Coronavirus Relief Funds ACCG
Executive Director Dave Wills and Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) Executive Director Larry Hanson sent a joint
letter to Governor Kemp today encouraging the establishment of a proces for Georgia' s counties and cities to access
some portion of Georgia' s Cor navirus Relief fund for the purposes authorized in the Coronavirus Relief Act CARES).
Local
governments with populations of 500, 000 or more can apply directly to the U.S. Department of the Treasury
for a direct allocation according to a formula established in the Act; however, the remainder of the Georgia allocation
will be paid directly to the State. ACCG
Signs onto NACo Letter in Support of Fourth COVID-19 Response Package with Recommendations to Help Counties
ACCG

joined county associations across the country in signing a let er to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer in support of the Interim Emergency COVID-19 Relief Act which would provide assistance to state and
local governments. This letter included requests to allocate resources directly to counties, to modify the use of the CDGB
formula currently proposed and to expand the relief funding available to local governments to 250 $
billion. 911
Directors to Receive Household Level Information Regarding Positive COVID- 19 Testing to Use when Dispatching First
Responders

ACCG

participated in a call today for 911 Directors held by Michael Nix,Georgia Emergency Communications Authority GECA)
Executive Director and David Newton, State EMS Director. They announced an agreement that will allow the Georgia
Department of Public Health (DPH) to share information with GECA regarding households that have had an individual
with a confirmed positive COVID- 19 test. This information will be provided to 911 Center Directors to flag in their
system so that it may be given to first responders ( EMS, fire and law enforcement) on a per call basis. This information
may not be forwarded or otherwise shared.Governor

Brian Kemp' s of ice also has issued a pres release regarding

this information. 911

Directors will receive a batch of information daily for their county, starting later this week. Each record will include two
dates: 1)
the date a person in the household became symptomatic, the date the person was tested or the date the positive
result was reported ( whatever is earlier and available in the DPH record) and 2)
the date 21-days from the first date
reported (#1)
when

the flag must be removed from the household record in the 911 system. All 911 Center Directors
will receive a confidentialty agreement that must be signed and returned to GECA Emergency Communications
Field Coordinators. They also will receive an overview of the process that must be fol owed to flag households
within the county' s 911 system and a frequently asked questions guide. ACCG will share the process and FAQ
information when it becomes available. Resources

for Handling COVID-19 in Jails 248

Governor Brian Kemp has indicated that COVID- 19 transmission in jails is an ongoing concern. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention ( CDC) has released Interim Guidance on Management
Facilities.

In addition, the National Sheriffs' Association

of COVID- 19 in Correctional

has a number of other resources available here.

and Detention
The Georgia

Sheriffs' Association also sends daily updates to all county sheriffs with information relevant for law enforcement
officers, so make sure your sheriff is reviewing the information
Georgia

received through that network.

Made Critical Medical Supplies —

Survey of Georgia' s State Government Entities
The Georgia Department of Administrative Services ( DOAS), State Purchasing Division ( SPD), in partnership with the
Georgia Department of Economic Development, is gathering information regarding state government entities' needs,
inclusive of local governments, for personal protective equipment ( PPE). This survey was sent to procurement officers
registered with DOAS and is being conducted for information purposes only. The results will be shared with
manufacturers that have just started making these supplies or are considering converting their businesses or adding
capacity to begin producing these supplies. Please encourage your procurement officer to respond as soon as
possible, but no later than the close of business on Thursday, April 16.
If your county has NOT received the link from DOAS to the survey, please contact DOAS Deputy Commissioner Lisa Eason
by email at Lisa. eason@doas. ga. gov. Commissioner Eason can also be reached at 470- 371- 1284, but respectfully
requests that all correspondence in this regard be sent by email.
Note: This survey is not related to any procurement being conducted by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency
GEMA).
Please indicate the critical medical supplies and quantities that your organization would purchase throughout
the next month to fill current and future inventory needs.
More Guidance on PPE Preservation

The U. S. government' s strategy for addressing COVID- 19 personal protective equipment ( PPE) shortages relies on three
pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of protective gear: reduce —reuse —repurpose. In this time of the
COVID- 19 pandemic and the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the U. S. government has
recently released two documents:
COVID- 19 Pandemic: Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices. This document summarizes

government guidance and best practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID- 19
response. While tailored to the healthcare sector, many of these strategies can be applied to other sectors with
similar

PPE requirements.

Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filterin _ Facepiece Respirator Suppl

in Non - Healthcare Sectors.

That document offers strategies to conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH- approved
filtering facepiece respirators ( FFRs) used in non -healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and construction.
Census Bureau and Department of Commerce to Seek Congressional Approval to Delay in Delivery of Apportionment
Counts

Late yesterday, the U. S. Census Bureau Director and the U. S. Department of Commerce Secretary announced they
would seek Congressional approval for a four month delay in delivering the final 2020 Census apportionment
counts. Under this plan, the Census Bureau would extend the window for field data collection and self -response to
October 31, 2020, which will allow for apportionment counts to be delivered to the President by April 30, 2021, and
redistricting data to be delivered to the states no later than July 31, 2021. While the Census Bureau has previously made
adjustments to their field operations and self -response periods, they had kept the original delivery date of
apportionment counts to the President ( December 31) and to the states ( April 1) intact. ACCG is tracking this issue and
will provide additional information if an extension is granted.
ACCG Annual Conference Refunds Complete

249

All refunds for the ACCG Annual Conference ( including county official registration, vendor registration for the County
Buyers Mart and sponsorship contributions) have been executed and delivered. More than $ 441, 000 has been returned
to counties

alone!

ACCG extends a huge thank you to our Accounting team - Larry Hurst, Brad Bradley, and Tawanda Hughes —for

their

Herculean efforts in getting these funds returned to you in such a timely manner!
We know that this has been a long report... have a great evening!

ACM
Ad--

ing G—

gn'. C ...

fi...

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6: 19 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
Our thoughts and prayers continue to be with those families that have lost loved ones to this terrible virus.

We saw a small uptick in the number of patients requiring hospitalization yesterday yet, the number of hotline calls
were lower than normal for a Monday. In addition, we have noted that our positive testing rate in March was 42% of
tested and in April so far that positive rate is 32% or a 24% reduction. This is an encouraging trend but by no means

all

does it mean we are out of the woods yet. Our curve as noted below is coming over but is not yet flat. We thank our
community for taking these shelter -in -place guidelines seriously, but also know there are pockets of those that could do
better.

We also continue to have a positive partnership with the Governor in bringing additional capacity on- line at Phoebe
North. The largest lift in doing this is finding the number of staff needed to open additional capacity including dozens of
nurses and many physician intensivists not to mention respiratory therapists, pharmacists, etc.... Our collective goal is to
have ICU capacity ready to open at the end of next week and this represents a momentous achievement in a short
amount of time.

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

i,,.

1 www. phoebehealth. com

Ph011eble
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6: 15 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com; Irving,

Sent:
To:

Tateshea;

Johnson,

Kenneth;

19 Report

Allen,

Subject:

FW: COVID-

Attachments:

COVID- 19 Report ( 2020- 04- 14). pdf

Sam;

Hallford,

Brad

4/ 14/ 2020

Good evening, everyone —
I' m forwarding the attached report at Ms. Subadan' s request to the entire task force.
Thanks,

Wendy IHo
Public

ellll

Information

Officer

OIK I- iERTY
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C0U N Ty

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6: 14 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fwd:

Direction

RE:

Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

Michael,

Would you like to continue with SPLOST purchases or hold them off as well? We currently have a motorgrader and skid
steer for Public Works and a truck for Code Enforcement out to bid.
Thanks,
Scott.

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Ware,

Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Date: April 14, 2020 at 6: 08: 19 PM EDT
To: " Addison,

Subject:

Scott" <

Direction

SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>

RE: Pandemic

Budget Impact and Response

Scott -

Based on this email do we need to halt the process for the motor grader, skid steer and code
enforcement truck?

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
l

imom

F

COUNTY

m

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
APPOINTED
Subject:

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

Pandemic

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

ga. us>

Budget Impact and Response

Management Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both
physically and fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of "Shelter in Place," it is
necessary for us to immediately be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the
past few weeks, we have all been immersed in responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to refocus

back to our financial planning and management given the current crisis.

254

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of

this fiscal year (Lune 30th) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters.
Over a long- term, this is unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any nonessential expenditures should be avoided. Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and
the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the

immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and layoffs. As you are aware, we are very
fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to be prudent and
disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing
more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in

revenue as we did during the great recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.
Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently
in the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your

department funding levels will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21)
due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse effect on revenue. However, there will be
exceptions. For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will

be no recommendations

to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation

and our successful

management

requires

discipline

and

sacrifice. Many local governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and
future budgets. We are fortunate because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in

2018, where we added approximately $3 million to the fund balance last year.
Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial

shortfall. I am confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Z

1\1T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnafill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media
upon? request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6: 07 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: Pandemic

Budget

Impact

and

Response

Mr. McCoy -

I know you were adamant about having no service distributions with Bristeria going out with her pregnancy; however,
with your approval I am able to put on hold the vacancy for the part- time position.
Dominique sent me the list of applicants today, but I was not able to access due to computer hiccups. However, if the
telecommute situation is extended to the fall, I can have calls directed to Darlene. That is the biggest area, off that top
of my head, that Bri handles that would have the largest impact- especially if we are not in the office.
In regards to the budget, we have not met regarding the legislative and administrative. I am still prepared to when you
are ready.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

1DCUGA--iEF1T'Y
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
Subject:

Pandemic

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Budget Impact and Response

Management Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of "Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately
be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in

responding to COVID- 19. Now it's time to refocus back to our financial planning and management given the
current crisis.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year

June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is
unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided.
Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in
order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and

layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to
be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing
more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did

during the great recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.
256

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of

rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be
increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse
effect on revenue. However, there will be exceptions.

be included. Also, there will be no recommendations

For example, if there' s a contracted

service escalator,

it will

to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $ 3 million to

the fund balance last year.
Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am
confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:

Desk

NACo County News < naco@naco.
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 57 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

County News Now - April 14, 2020

org>

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

PA-PA 14--19d
April

14, 2020

NACo outlines priorities to Congress
to battle

coronavirus

Local governments have projected an unanticipated $
first two weeks of the coronavirus pandemic alone.

258

23 billion budget impact in the

Tourists: A double- edged sword during COVID19 pandemic
Losing the influx of energy and money from tourists has forced
destination counties to rethink their budgets.
HOINIffm

Mobile recreation center gets community
moving

Gwinnett County, Ga.' s " Be Active Gwinnett" program brings
recreation to children where they don' t have outlets for play.

Legislative Updates
Congress enacts changes to paid leave
landscape with impacts for counties as
employers

The Families First legislation did not extend a tax credit to

include local governments, placing substantial new paid leave
costs on counties as more employees become eligible for

leave during the pandemic.
HOINIffm

HHS releases $

30 billion in provider relief

funding for COVID- 19
The funding aims to address medical surge capacity issues and
offset the cost of increased health care related expenses and

loss revenue for local health care providers.
f

259

FCC proposed $ 9 billion for rural 5G
deployment
A fund would specifically target rural areas that would
otherwise not see the timely deployment of 5G services.

EPA rolls back fuel efficiency standards
The roll back of fuel efficiency standards conflicts with NACo' s
policy urging the federal government

to help reduce motor

vehicle emission levels.

E

E

S

The Latest From NACo
Court during the COVID- 19 crisis
Counties

do not have to build

systems

from

scratch

to allow

continuity of their court services during the pandemic.

Innovative financing to meet counties' needs
Municipal

Finance &

Services Corp. remains positioned to

assist every county by providing innovative funding solutions
that are focused on capital retention and improving vendor
relationships —all

at no cost.

HOINVOW

Achievement Awards Deadline Extended to April 20

County leaders are working hard responding to the coronavirus pandemic. For that reason, we
are extending the deadline to submit Achievement Awards to April 20. Submit your innovative
county program

at www. naco. org/ achievementawards.

260

NACo holds Twitter chat Thursday for County Health Day
ACoTweets will hold a Twitter chat on April 16 at 1 p. m. EDT to engage counties in how they
are building healthy communities. Counties are leading the way in responding to the COVID- 19
pandemic, and this is a great opportunity to interact with peers in county government and public
health. Learn more here.

Upcoming Events
Long -Range Planning for Health,
Equity & Prosperity
2 p. m. — 3 p. m. EDT

ORE EVE

TS

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

AUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vely broad pobllc records law, Most writtert communications to or from Qty and
County of gals regardlrtg Qty and County business are public records avallalale to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 45 PM

Sent:
To:

Stephenson,

John

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Judge - I do understand.
and she continued to work. It gave her
a sense of normalcy. I get it. In that case I hope you can come back as soon possible.

From: Stephenson, John < JoStephenson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you Mike. I know I have business to take care of attendant to Nancy' s death, but I really miss my work and my
work family. Can' t wait to get myself back into some rhythm of a routine again.
John

M. Stephenson

Judge, Dougherty State Court
P. O. Box 1827

Albany, GA. 31702
229) 431- 2152

229) 431- 3282 fax
iostephenson

dou herty, ea, us

On Apr 14, 2020, at 5: 07 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us> wrote:

Judge —

Thank you for the update. I' m glad to see you are making progress and pray your results come

back negative. Not sure if you are aware but we disinfected State Court' s work area shortly after you
left. Staff can safely return to the office. Let me know if you need assistance with payroll.
I sure hope you don' t plan to rush back to work. Please take as much time as you need take care of your
affairs. This is an unimaginable time in life. I would think that you not only need more time to heal
physically but emotionally

and in many other ways.

Again, take your time.

Good to hear from you and it' s good to know that you' re near the end of isolation. Take care.

From: Stephenson,

John < JoStephenson_ @doueherty..

a. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@dou herty. a. us>
Cc: Cox, Amy < ACox@dou herty, ga. us>; Moore, Lawana < LMooreCc dou hert r. a, us>;
WLanier@dou

hert r, ga. us>

Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Dear Mike,
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Lanier,

William

Once I' ve been given the green light to leave the house, I will need some time to deal with the funeral
home and plan a small graveside service for Nancy and handle some other business necessary due to
her death.

Please let me know if you need additional information at this time.
John

M. Stephenson

Judge, Dougherty State Court
P. O. Box 1827

Albany, GA. 31702
229) 431- 2152

229) 431- 3282 fax

dou herty. a us

iostephenson

On Apr 14, 2020, at 4: 18 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doughert . ga. us> wrote:

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for

COVID- 19 in organization since we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do
now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made because we' ve had recoveries
and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 42 PM
Golden, Troy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Thanks

From: Golden, Troy < TGolden@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 38 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Dear Mr. McCoy:

Here is the response from our public defender office.
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital —

one employee

employee did not required hospitalization

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —according to employee' s doctor, employee is ready to return to work on
04/ 13/ 2020

Number Returned to work —

employee is back to work

Thank you,
Troy Golden

Interim circuit public defender
From: Johnson, Leisa < LeJohnson Sdou

herty, ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 27 PM
To: Golden, Troy < TGoldenCfdougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Update

I don' t know if you got this email. Please complete for the PD' s Office. I will complete it for the Probate Court. Thank
you.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty,ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .

OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
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Number Returned to work -

Thanks

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 39 PM

Sent:
To:

ALL COUNTY

Subject:

Pandemic

DEPARTMENT

Budget

Impact

MANAGERS;

and

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Response

Management Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of "Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately
be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to refocus back to our financial planning and management given the
current crisis.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year
Lune 30th) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is

unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided.
Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in
order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and

layoffs. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to have been able to earn a salary during this period. Our ability to

be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing
more strict spending measures now, we have a better chance of weathering this disruption in revenue as we did
during the great recession in FY2010 when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be
increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic adverse
effect on revenue.

However,

there will be exceptions.

For example,

if there' s a contracted

service

escalator,

it will

be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local

governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am
confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Golden, Troy < TGolden@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 38 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Dear Mr. McCoy:
Here is the response from our public defender office.

Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital —

one employee

employee did not required hospitalization

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —according to employee' s doctor, employee is ready to return to work on
04/ 13/ 2020

Number Returned to work —

employee is back to work

Thank you,
Troy Golden
Interim circuit public defender

From: Johnson,

Leisa < LeJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 27 PM
To: Golden, Troy < TGolden@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Update

I don' t know if you got this email. Please complete for the PD' s Office. I will complete it for the Probate Court. Thank
you.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty,ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .
OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iiclhaellI McCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Stephenson,

John <

JoStephenson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 27 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Thank you Mike. I know I have business to take care of attendant to Nancy' s death, but I really miss my work and my
work family. Can' t wait to get myself back into some rhythm of a routine again.
John

M. Stephenson

Judge, Dougherty State Court
P. O. Box 1827

Albany, GA. 31702
229) 431- 2152

229) 431- 3282 fax

jostephenson@dougherty. ga. us

On Apr 14, 2020, at 5: 07 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Judge —

Thank you for the update. I' m glad to see you are making progress
Not sure if you are aware but we disinfected State Court' s work area shortly after you
left. Staff can safely return to the office. Let me know if you need assistance with payroll.
I sure hope you don' t plan to rush back to work. Please take as much time as you need take care of your
affairs. This is an unimaginable time in life. I would think that you not only need more time to heal
physically but emotionally and in many other ways. Again, take your time.
Good to hear from you and it' s good to know that you' re near the end of isolation. Take care.

From: Stephenson,

John < JoStephenson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Cox, Amy < ACox@dougherty.
WLanier@dougherty.

ga. us>; Moore, Lawana < LMoore@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Dear Mike,
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ga. us>;

Lanier,

William

Once I' ve been given the green light to leave the house, I will need some time to deal with the funeral
home and plan a small graveside service for Nancy and handle some other business necessary due to
her death.

Please let me know if you need additional information at this time.
John

M. Stephenson

Judge, Dougherty State Court
P. O. Box 1827

Albany, GA. 31702
229) 431- 2152

229) 431- 3282 fax

dou herty. a us

iostephenson

On Apr 14, 2020, at 4: 18 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doughert . ga. us> wrote:

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for

COVID- 19 in organization since we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do
now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made because we' ve had recoveries
and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 23 PM

Sent:
To:

Sproul,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Kevin

Thanks Sheriff.

From: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 55 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Hello Michael, the Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office numbers are listed below!

Number of positive employees —

25

Number in hospital - 3

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —18

Number Returned to work - 4

Sheriff

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@douherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 18 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptMana

OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

ers@dou

herty

aa. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks
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I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 23 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: Re: COVID-

Kenneth
19 Update

Thanks Chief.

From: Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 11 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Number of positive employees- 2
Number in the hospital - none
Number of Recoveries - 2
Number returned to work - 1.

One is providing care for their spouse.
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Microsoft Outlook
M icrosoftExchanee329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@CityofAlbanvGA.

onm icrosoft. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 00: 08 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@doueherty. ga. us>;
OFFICIALS< DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@doueherty.
Subject: Undeliverable:

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ea. us>

Re: COVID- 19 Update

0
Your message couldn' t be delivered to multiple groups.

The groups at dougherty. ga. us only accept
messages from people on their allowed senders list,
and your email address isn' t on the lists.
KDJohnson

Office 365

Multiple groups

Sender

Action

Required

Sender not allowed

Couldn' t deliver to the following groups:
DC- DeptManaeers@doughert .

a
a. us, DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
ga. us

How to Fix It
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Ask the owner of the group to grant you permission to send to the
group, and then try to send a message again. If the group belongs to a
different organization than yours, contact the organization' s customer
service department for assistance. If the group is in your organization
and you don' t know who the group owner is, you can find it by doing
the following in either Outlook on the web or Outlook:

Open your Sent folder, and then select the original message.
If you' re using Outlook on the web, select the group name located
on the To or CC line. If you' re using Outlook, double- click the group
name on the To or CC line.

In Outlook on the web, from the pop- up dialog box, choose Owner.
In Outlook, choose Contact. The owner' s name is listed under
Owner.

The owner of the group may have intentionally chosen to restrict who
can send messages to it, and they may not want to adjust the existing
restriction. In this case, you' ll have to contact the group members by
some other means, such as sending an email message to their
individual email addresses or contacting them by phone.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5. 7. 724

This error occurs when the owner of the distribution group or security group has set up
the group to accept messages only from certain addresses. Even a group owner may not
be automatically granted permission to send messages to the group.
To fix this issue, the group owner must add the sender' s address to the group' s allowed
senders list. Usually this issue can only be fixed by the group owner.
For more information and steps to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues for error
code 5. 7. 124 in Office 365.

Original

Message

Details

Created Date:

4/ 14/ 2020 9: 00: 07 PM

Sender Address:

KDJohnson@doughertyaaus

Recipient

Address:

DC- DeptManagers@doughert .

a. us, DCa

ElectedAapointedOfficials@douahertv.
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Error Details
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aa. us
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550 5. 7. 724 RESOLVER. RST. RestrictedToGroupPermission,
authorized
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list because

not
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Kenneth <

KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 11 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fwd:

Attachments:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Re: COVID-

19 Update

Number of positive employees- 2
Number in the hospital - none
Number of Recoveries - 2
Number returned to work - 1.

One is providing care for their spouse.
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Microsoft Outlook
MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@CityofAlbanyGA.

onmicrosoft.

com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 00: 08 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

ga. us>

Subject: Undeliverable: Re: COVID- 19 Update

0
Your message couldn' t be delivered to multiple groups.

The groups at dougherty. ga. us only accept
messages from people on their allowed senders list,
and your email address isn' t on the lists.
KDJohnson

Office 365

Multiple groups

Sender

Action
Sender

Required

not allowed

Couldn' t deliver to the following groups:
DC- DeptManagers@dougherty. ga. us, DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us

How to Fix It
Ask the owner of the group to grant you permission to send to the
group, and then try to send a message again. If the group belongs to a
different organization than yours, contact the organization' s customer

service department for assistance. If the group is in your organization

280

APPOINTED

and you don' t know who the group owner is, you can find it by doing
the following in either Outlook on the web or Outlook:

Open your Sent folder, and then select the original message.
If you' re using Outlook on the web, select the group name located

on the To or CC line. If you' re using Outlook, double- click the group
name on the To or CC line.

In Outlook on the web, from the pop- up dialog box, choose Owner.
In Outlook, choose Contact. The owner' s name is listed under
Owner.

The owner of the group may have intentionally chosen to restrict who
can send messages to it, and they may not want to adjust the existing
restriction. In this case, you' ll have to contact the group members by
some other means, such as sending an email message to their
individual email addresses or contacting them by phone.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5. 7724

This error occurs when the owner of the distribution group or security group has set up
the group to accept messages only from certain addresses. Even a group owner may not
be automatically granted permission to send messages to the group.
To fix this issue, the group owner must add the sender' s address to the group' s allowed
senders list. Usually this issue can only be fixed by the group owner.
For more information and steps to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues for error
code 5. 7. 124 in Office 365.

Original Message Details
Created Date:

4/ 14/ 2020 9: 00:07 PM

Sender Address:

KDJohnson@dougherty.

Recipient

Address:

ga. us

DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us, DC-

ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.
Subject:

ga. us

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Error Details
Reported error:

550 5. 7. 724 RESOLVER. RST. RestrictedToGroupPermission;
authorized

to send to the distribution

list because

not

the distribution

list is set up to accept mail from list members only, or specific
recipients

DSN generated by:

only

SA9PR09MB5661. namprd09. prod.outlook.com
281

Message Hops
HOP

TIME ( UTC)

FROM

TO

WITH

SA9PR09MB5696. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

SA9PR09MB5696. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

mapi

SA9PR09MB5696. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

SA9PR09MB5661. namprd09. prod. outlook. com

4/ 14/ 2020
1
9: 00: 07 PM

4/ 14/ 2020
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2
9: 00: 08 PM
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 08 PM

Sent:
To:

Stephenson,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Judge —

John

Thank you for the update. I' m glad to see you are making progress and
Not sure if you are aware but we disinfected State Court' s work area shortly after you left. Staff can safely
Let me know if you need assistance with payroll.

return to the office.

I sure hope you don' t plan to rush back to work. Please take as much time as you need take care of your affairs. This is
an unimaginable time in life. I would think that you not only need more time to heal physically but emotionally and in
many other ways. Again, take your time.

Good to hear from you and it' s good to know that you' re near the end of isolation. Take care.

From: Stephenson, John < JoStephenson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Cox, Amy < ACox@dougherty. ga. us>; Moore, Lawana < LMoore@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Lanier,

William

WLanier@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Update

Dear Mike,

Once I' ve been given the green light to leave the house, I will need some time to deal with the funeral home and plan a
small graveside service for Nancy and handle some other business necessary due to her death.
Please let me know if you need additional information at this time.
John

M. Stephenson

Judge, Dougherty State Court
P. O. Box 1827

Albany, GA. 31702
229) 431- 2152

229) 431- 3282 fax
iostephenson

dou herty, ea, us

On Apr 14, 2020, at 4: 18 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us> wrote:

284

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in
organization since we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the
progress that has been made because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to
work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please provide me the following information for your
department:

Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks.

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator
image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmeeov _ doughert .

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

a. us

C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. beret written commurtieatior? s to or from

City artd County officials regardipg City artd County business are public records available to the public artd media
upon? request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 01 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:

RE: federal response

Subject:

Yes

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 54 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: federal response

Mike — Can I share this info with media? Alan at the Herald is interested in info on the CARES Act as well. I' ve also

referred them to Kenneth at Congressman Bishop' s office as well.

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy( @dougherty,
Date: Monday, April 13, 2020 at 8: 03 PM
To: Chris Cohilas < CCohilas

Iamarhud

watsonspence,

ins(,@bellsouth. net>, "

clintiohn1978@hotmail

com>, "

com>, "

vees70@yahoo.

Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth,

vees70@yahoo.

com>, "

net)"

clinfohn1978@hotmailxom"

Gloria Gaines

aol, com)" < ggaines305@ao1, com>, Anthony Jones

ga, us>

Cc: " Addison, Scott" < SAddison@dougherty.

JWare@dougherty,

Lamar

com" <

Gray, Russell" < RGray@dougherty, ga, us>, "

ggaines305@ao1, com> ( ggaines305
Anlones@dougherty.

ga, us>

ga, us>, "

a, us>, Spencer Lee < slee817@aol, com>, " Ware, Jawahn"

Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty,

ga, us>

Subject: FW: federal response

FYI

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup,

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
To: Cohilas,

Christopher <

CCohilas@doughert

r, ga. us>;

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.

a. us>

Cc: Louie Perry <Iperry@cgagroucom> Subject:
federal

response Chairman

Cohilas &Michael,

I

am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal response
to dateon COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently working
on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let us
know about that as well. We

are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know. Finally,
I am attaching a just - released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities. Know
we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help. Take
care, Camila &
Louie

Carn

la K(
nowles 286

Principal &

Counsel I Government Affairs

678. 391. 4547

1100

Peachtree

Atlanta,

M 404. 987. 7995

Street

NE, Suite 650

GA 30309

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Cour?ty
officials regardmg City artd Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Kenneth <

KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5: 00 PM
McCoy, Michael; ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS; ALL ELECTED &

Sent:
To:

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Number of positive employees - 2
Number in the hospital - none

Number of Recoveries (

or recovering) -

two( ( 2) have recovered.

Number returned to work - one ( 1)

Get Outlook for iOS

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 18: 46 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

I , 1,
000144<

eoi

t m.

COUNTY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sproul,

Kevin <

KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 55 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Hello Michael, the Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office numbers are listed below!

Number of positive employees —25
Number in hospital - 3

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —18
Number Returned to work - 4

Sheriff

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 18 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 54 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

Re: federal response

Subject:

Mike — Can I share this info with media? Alan at the Herald is interested

in info on the CARES Act as well. I' ve also

referred them to Kenneth at Congressman Bishop' s office as well.

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Monday, April 13, 2020 at 8: 03 PM
com>, " Lamar

To: Chris Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>, " vees70@yahoo.
clintjohn1978@hotmail.

com" <

Hudgins ( lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

vees70@yahoo.

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com"

com>, "

com>, "

net)"

Gloria Gaines

Gray, Russell" < RGray@dougherty. ga. us>, "
ggaines305@aol. com> ( ggaines305@aol. com)" < ggaines305@aol. com>, Anthony Jones
AnJones@dougherty.
Cc: " Addison,

Scott" <

ga. us>
SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>,

Spencer

Lee < slee817@aol.

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>, " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty.

com>, "

Ware, Jawahn"

ga. us>

Subject: FW: federal response

FYI

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: Louie Perry <Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Subject: federal response

Chairman

Cohilas &

Michael,

I am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal
response to -date on COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently
working on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let
us know about that as well.

We are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know.
Finally, I am attaching a just -released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities.
Know we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help.
Take

care,

Camila &

Louie

Carn la IKnowes Principal &
Counsel

I Governmt Affairs D

678. 391. 4547 M

Peachtree

Street

GA

404. 987. 7995 1100

NE, Suite

650 Atlanta,

30309 I
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4:45 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: Edit Request

Mike - see edited version below ...not sure about the 2008 date. Can Dominique confirm or is

there an HR track record we can refer to?

Management Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of "Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately
be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19.
Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year
Lune 30th) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is

unsustainable. Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided.
Also, effective immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in
order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and reduced

benefits. As you are aware, we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this period. Our ability to

be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing
more strict spending measures, we have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the great
recession in 2008 when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be
increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However,
there will be exceptions. For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be

no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local

governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $3 million to
the fund balance last year.
Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am
confident that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 2: 38 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Edit Request
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All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we have all been immersed in
responding

to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year ( June

301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long term this is
unsustainable.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures should be avoided. All hands

are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in force,

furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are aware we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this
period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By
implementing more strict spending measures we have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the
great recession in 2008(?) when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be
exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included.

Also, there will be no

recommendations to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018, and we added approximately $ 3 million to the fund
balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

EX:`XK3-[i,,
EP\7,
C"OLNT Y
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: ir naiill: mmeeovCca7dougherty.

ga. us
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PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier,

Kisa <

KCollier@dougherty. ga. us>
WLockette@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4:45 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

on behalf of Lockette, Willie

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Although Judge Lockette and I are State paid and Judge receives a supplement, here are our
I have

numbers.

not heard from anyone at Phoebe but I will reach out to my doctor to find out this
information.

Number of positive employees — 2

that we know of

Number in hospital - 0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —2 recovering
Number Returned to work - 0
Kisa Collier
for

WILLIE

IEF JU

I.

LOCKIETTE

E

AUNTY
SUF' IEI UOR COURT00
Ph,on:.

229. 4

I . 1I86

U

HIERTY JUIDKII

L 01RCUIIT

Aa;Y 229. 878. 3I53

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 18 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since

we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -
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Thanks

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Stephenson,

John <

JoStephenson@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 36 PM
McCoy, Michael
Cox, Amy; Moore, Lawana; Lanier, William

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Update

Attachments:

image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Dear Mike,

Once I' ve been given the green light to leave the house, I will need some time to deal with the funeral home and plan a
small graveside service for Nancy and handle some other business necessary due to her death.
Please let me know if you need additional information at this time.
John

M. Stephenson

Judge, Dougherty State Court
P. O. Box 1827

Albany, GA. 31702
229) 431- 2152

229) 431- 3282 fax

jostephenson@dougherty. ga. us

On Apr 14, 2020, at 4: 18 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in
organization since we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the
progress that has been made because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to
work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please provide me the following information for your
department:

Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks.

300

County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Michelle

Thomas <

michelle. thomas@unitedwayswga. org>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 32 PM
Subadan, Sharon; Igaskins@albanyga. gov; Kerrie Davis; Jones, Cathi; VBowron@draffintucker. com; Clifton Bush; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; ' jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com';
Love, Demetrius; Shaunae Motley; cjoyjones25@gmail. com; BHolmes@albanyga. com
Cindy Wisham
RE: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thank you all for your participation in our COVID- 19 Relief Meeting today!
We truly could not meet these community needs without your support. The varied experience, skills and insight that
each of you brings to the table is exactly what we need to continue moving forward with efficiency and excellence. All
that to say, WE APPRECIATE YOU!

We had a very successful meeting and were able to appropriate $ 62, 000 to provide resources in the community! We
also had an additional $ 10, 000 that was earmarked by the donor to Phoebe and that amount is allocated towards
childcare for essential personnel through Phoebe' s Network of Trust. Below, I have provided a recap of the allocations,
by impact area, that were agreed upon for Round 1.
Access to Food:
Protection

Rent/ Mortgage

Equipment (

5, 000

2, 500

Feeding the Valley
Inspiritus

Dev. $

Cutliff Grove Family Res. Cntr. $

3, 000

10, 000

24, 000

Hope City

3, 000

Lee County Family Connection
Sherwood Baptist Church
St. Teresa'

New Visions Community

6, 000

United $

Personal

PPE):

A Better Way Grocers
Foundation $

and Utilities Assistance :

Total $

2, 500

37, 000

5, 000
1, 000

s$

Total

19, 000

We will open Round 2 for applications in about two weeks and a meeting invite will follow shortly thereafter.
Thank you again for your involvement and willingness to serve! LIVE UNITED!
Michelle

WilawkTIM

ic1! nefle " ID` 1! nama s I Cannp2aigin

I.Mirector

United Way of Southwest Georgia
r:

i i2 .

1V s[ over 11or evaird I Mbany, Grua. 31707

P° ( 229) 436 637

I(

229)

883

6700,

ext. 23

wv
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 27 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Mr. McCoy,
This is the EMS Department

Information for COVID- 19:

Number of positive employees — 02
Number in hospital -

0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —02 ( 1 recovered and returned to work and 1 currently at home)
Number Returned to work - 01

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

11 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work 304

is greatly appreciated.

Please

Thanks

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 25 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

306

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 22 PM

Sent:
To:

Minnick,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Heidi

Thanks

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Update

Number of positive employees — 1
Number in hospital - 0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —1 ( recovering)
Number Returned to work - 0

IHeiidii IMinnick
Facilities

Management

Director

EXA.C-kr,11111111ERTY
4 aV" : gyqy tv

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Facilities Management
f" Ihone: 229- 302- 3230

Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL hminnick( 0) dou

In[11

hert .

a. us

IM 0

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Subject: COVID- 19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since

we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please
provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks
308

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Minnick,

Heidi <

HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 21 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Update

Number of positive employees — 1
Number in hospital - 0

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) — 1 ( recovering)
Number Returned to work - 0

IHeiidii IMinnick
Facilities

Management

63C.

Director

I
DuiC,

014 Y Dougherty

County Board of Commis ioners/ Facilities

Management f"

Ihone: 229- 302- 3230 Welk:

Dougherty. ga.us I::::
urnail: hminnick(

0)
dou hert . a.

us From:

McCoy, Michael Sent:
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4:
19 PM To:
ALL

COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

COVID- 19 Update All

ALL

ELECTED & APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Subject:

—

At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since we
started tracking this information. What I'
d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made because
we've had recoveries and some individuals returned to work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Please provide
me the following information for your department: Number
of positive employees —
Number
in hospital - Number

of Recoveries ( or recovering) — Number
Returned to work - Thanks

IMiichaell

IMcCoy County
Administrator U"

IfTy 310

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone:
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Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 21 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

312

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 19 PM

Sent:
To:

ALL COUNTY

Subject:

COVID-

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

19 Update

All — At

present I only have the number of team members that have tested positive for COVID- 19 in organization since
we started tracking this information. What I' d like to do now is get a snapshot of the progress that has been made
because we' ve had recoveries

and some individuals

returned to work. Your assistance

is greatly appreciated.

Please

provide me the following information for your department:
Number of positive employees —
Number in hospital -

Number of Recoveries ( or recovering) —
Number Returned to work -

Thanks

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

lip
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 4: 15 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

315

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.

I 1011"

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broadpoblic records law.
Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
d County offidals regardmg
City ar?
d County busmes are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor? request. Your email commur?icatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 316

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 3: 33 PM

Sent:
To:

Solomon,

Subject:

RE: COVID-

Herbie
19 Return

to Work

Guidance

You' re welcome Judge. I' m glad I was able to be of service. Sorry you had to go through this. Stay safe!

From: Solomon,

Herbie < HSolomon@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 3: 24 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Return to Work Guidance

Thank you. I appreciate your efforts in facilitating a resolution to the concerns I had regarding retirement issues. I have
been following the CDC guidelines on return to work.

Sincerely;
Herbie

L. Solomon

Judge Juvenile

Court

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 34 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS < DC- DeptManaeers@douehert .
OFFICIALS<

DC- ElectedAnnointedOfficials@doughert .

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Return to Work Guidance

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this

writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 w1io l:azve syr atoms and were directed to care for
themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test - based strategy

Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is stiowin
instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:
317

symptoms. In this

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are notshowi*ng any syrn atoms, CDC currently
says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community is considered a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning
workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not spreading the virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Please reach out to me or Ms. Dominique Hall if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

U"IfTy
i

rgI"a"

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
E.::irrnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us
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PUBLIC R E C0 RD S NOTIC6: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law, Most written comm urtleatlor?s to or frown City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtleatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Solomon,

Herbie <

HSolomon@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 3: 24 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID-

19 Return

to Work

Guidance

Thank you. I appreciate your efforts in facilitating a resolution to the concerns I had regarding retirement issues. I

Sincerely;
Herbie
Judge

L. Solomon
Juvenile

Court

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 34 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

OFFICIALS < DC- ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Return to Work Guidance

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this
writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 w1io l:azve syr

atoms and were directed to care for

themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test -based strategy
Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is stiowin

symptoms. In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;

Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are not stlowi*n
says they may return to work:
319

4iny ' ymptoms, CDC currently

After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community is considered a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning
workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not spreading the virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
Please reach out to me or Ms. Dominique Hall if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..
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COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

headlines@hdlcompanies. com>

From:

HdL Companies <

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 3: 17 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Trends Affecting Alabama & Georgia Economy

Trends Affecting Your Tax Revenue
Vol. 1 Issue 2 - April 2020

A...._......._.-_...-..-_..._._..._.

At HdL Companies, we believe knowledge is power which is why we want to
share the most current trends affecting tax revenue with you. Monthly, we' ll
provide content — articles, news clips, podcast links — that will enable you to

make informed decisions within your community. We' re here to help.
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Amid

Prayers

and Protective

Gear, Alabama

Legislature

Postpones

Session

The House and Senate were forced to convene in order to formally adopt a joint
rule allowing for the postponement of a legislative session during a state of
emergency. Fifty- eight of 105 House members and twenty- two of 35 Senators

321

were in attendance and agreed to meet again on April 28, hoping the worst of
the outbreak will be over by then. If not, a newly adopted special rule allows the
leaders in each chamber to agree to postpone the session further without again
gathering lawmakers in Montgomery. . l::3, '...

IMoir

Alabama State Labor Department Paid $ 6M In Coronavirus- Related
Unemployment Claims
More than $
the Alabama

6 million in unemployment compensation was paid in one week by
Department

of Labor to more than 22, 000 workers in the state

who are out of work because of the Coronavirus pandemic, the agency' s head
said Monday. The $ 6, 035, 646 paid out represents two- thirds of all
unemployment compensation paid out by the state Labor Department during
that period. . l::3, '....

IMoir

Falling Tax Revenue Looms for Alabama State, Counties, Cities
Late April will bring financial pain for state and local governments as
businesses in Alabama begin submitting lower taxes because of the
Coronavirus. With most restaurants, hotels and retail businesses either shut

down or seeing little customer traffic, government officials expect a sharp
decrease April 20 when they receive March sales and lodging taxes. The
notable exceptions are sales taxes from grocery stores and online
merchants.

11113, ead Moire

Pre- Coronavirus Calm: Georgia Tax Collections Were Up Big In March
The state reported that tax collections

improved

9. 8% in March, although

much

of the activity occurred before the government and businesses started shutting
down because of the Coronavirus. Overall collections were up $

163 million for

March over March 2019, mainly because people were paying income taxes at a
higher rate. Income tax collections were up 25. 5%

for the month.

The state

could see a 50 percent decline in sales tax collections in the next few months
with retail businesses and restaurants closed and hotels mostly vacant.
11113, ead Moire
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Georgia General Assembly to Suspend Legislative Session
The Georgia General Assembly will suspend the 2020 legislative session
indefinitely. Lt. Governor Geoff Duncan and Speaker of the House David
Ralston have mutually agreed to resume at a future date to be
determined. Both the House and Senate adopted the Amended Fiscal Year
2020 state budget.

That budget

includes $

100 million in funding to address any

Coronavirus- related needs which may arise.

lf3,, '

I.M o„ir .

Georgia Gas Prices Driven Down as Coronavirus Reduces Demand

As more people are staying home to slow the spread of the Coronavirus,
drivers are noticing that gas prices have gone down. In Georgia, the average
price of regular unleaded gasoline is down to $ 1. 85 per gallon, according to the
auto group AAA. The state average is 11 cents less than last week, 42 cents
less than last month and 75 cents less than this time last year. The auto group
projects gas prices will continue to decline. 113,, '. .
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P. S. If you choose to unsubscribe, we' ll understand and won' t take offense!
Please visit us in the future should you need any assistance with Revenue
Enhancement Services.

Copyright

Oc 2020

Hdl- Companies,

All rights

reserved.

You were identified as a key local government official from our public records. We are contacting you to
inform you of the services we can provide in your professional arena.

Our mailing address is:
120 S. State College

Blvd., Suite 200, Brea, CA 92821

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

9
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City and County
offidals regardmg City and Cour?ty busmess are public records available to the public and media upor?request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

Jackie. McMorris@COBBCOUNTY.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of McMorris, Jackie
ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 3: 16 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Cobb

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not. Dr.
Jackie R.
McMorris Cobb

County Manager John
Maxwell Certified Leadership Coach, Speaker, Trainer 100
Cherokee Street, Suite
GA

30090

310

Marietta,

O:

770- 528- 2610 F:
770- 528- 2606 Live

Here. Learn Here.Work Here.Play Here.One Cobb! http://
www.

cobbcounty. org

P

N

y+

d'.,° Gad'

From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Michele Nesmith

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:27 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. 325

ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

Georgia

Street,

NE,

Suite

700

30303

404- 522- 5022

www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191

Peachtree

Street,

Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

CAUTION: This email originated outside Cobb County Government. Please exercise caution when opening links/ attachments in this
email.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Government Technology < eventreg@govtech. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 3: 02 PM
Michael McCoy
Answering Your COVID- 19 Data Quality Questions

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Michael,

Data is pouring into state and local governments and they are facing an immediate need to collect it, sift through it
and use it to inform decisions about how to disperse services and funds to the public. While there is pressure to get
this done quickly, if agencies don' t take the time to ensure their data is clean they could be opening the door to
potential fraud, waste and abuse.

Tomorrow, April 15 at 11 am PT/ 2 pm ET, Government Technology and Thomson Reuters are joining together for a
webcast that will walk agencies through the data hygiene tools and practices they should be using to mitigate risk.
Register now for this timely virtual event! For questions or registration assistance, please don' t hesitate to contact
me

We hope you can join us,

Brittany

Brittany Roberts
Registration

Coordinator

Government Technology
916- 932- 1388 direct
broberts@govtech. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 57 PM

Sent:
To:

Spurgeon

Cc:

Vicky Ngoie

Subject:

RE: Reference

You' re welcome.

From: Spurgeon

Excellent!

Robinson

request

We' re trying.

Robinson < srobinson@mpact-

consulting. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 38 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Vicky Ngoie < vngoie@mpact-

consulting. com>

Subject: RE: Reference request

Thank you! And yes we are staying home and healthy. You do the same and I know with your leadership the County is
doing its best to recover.
Regards,

Spurgeonins
8692

MIl I A f.;':I:" Strategic Consulting LLC
What' s Your M Il I

C' I I"
I',

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douherty,ea, us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 20 PM
To: Spurgeon

Robinson <

srobinson

mpact- consultine,

com>

Cc: Vicky Ngoie < vneoie@mpact- consultine, com>
Subject: RE: Reference request

I' ll be more than happy to be a reference. Hope you all are doing well. Stay healthy!
From: Spurgeon Robinson < srobinson@mpact- consultin,

com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 08 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.

a. us>

Cc: Vicky Ngoie < vneoie@mpact- consultine, com>
Subject: Reference request
Importance:

High

Hello Mr. McCoy,

I hope you and the family are doing well, staying safe and healthy. The City of Newark, NJ is asking for a reference for us
to assist them with their FEMA COVID- 19 response and recovery. I want to confirm they can use you as our reference
and what number can they contact you at. Thanks in advance.
Also, if there is anything that Vicky and I can do to assist the County and City of Albany, please reach out to her or me
directly.
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Regards,

Spurgeonins
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and any attachments to it are intended only for the identified recipients. It may contain proprietary or otherwise legally
protected information of MPACT.Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete or otherwise destroy the email and
all attachments immediately. PUBLIC RECORDS
NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written corn munications to or from City and County o dals
regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request. Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 330

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Spurgeon

Robinson <

srobinson@mpact- consulting. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 38 PM
McCoy, Michael
Vicky Ngoie

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

RE: Reference

request

Thank you! And yes we are staying home and healthy. You do the same and I know with your leadership the County is
doing its best to recover.
Regards,

Spurgeonins
8692

M Il I.A f.;':I:" Strategic Consulting LLC
What' s Your M Il I.

C' I I"
I',

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 20 PM
To: Spurgeon Robinson < srobinson@mpact- consulting. com>
Cc: Vicky Ngoie < vngoie@mpact-

consulting. com>

Subject: RE: Reference request

I' ll be more than happy to be a reference. Hope you all are doing well. Stay healthy!

From: Spurgeon

Robinson < srobinsonS, mpact- consultine, com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 08 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.

a. us>

Cc: Vicky Ngoie < vneoie@mpact- consultine, com>
Subject: Reference request
Importance: High

Hello Mr. McCoy,

I hope you and the family are doing well, staying safe and healthy. The City of Newark, NJ is asking for a reference for us
to assist them with their FEMA COVID- 19 response and recovery. I want to confirm they can use you as our reference
and what number can they contact you at. Thanks in advance.
Also, if there is anything that Vicky and I can do to assist the County and City of Albany, please reach out to her or me
directly.
Regards,

Spurgeonins
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A federal Small Business 8( a) Program Participant
o: (

866) 361- 7611 Ext. 7001 c: ( 917) 817- 8692 1 direct: ( 281) 672- 0321
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This email and any attachments to it are intended only for the identified recipients. It may contain proprietary or
otherwise legally protected information of MPACT. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication

is strictly

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete or otherwise destroy the
email and all attachments immediately.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written corn munications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 38 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

All —

Edit Request

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and

fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we have all been immersed in
responding

to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year (June

301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long term this is
unsustainable.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures should be avoided. All hands

are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in force,

furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are aware we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this
period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By
implementing more strict spending measures we have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the
great recession in 2008(?) when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be
exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included.

Also, there will be no

recommendations to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018, and we added approximately $ 3 million to the fund
balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

I iiclhaellI McCoy
County Administrator
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F, E, .
COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia l?
asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor?request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lilyan Tay < lilyan. tay@ogilvy. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 37 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Resources &

recipients

Toolkit for Local Leaders Fighting COVID- 19 - with
NOCOVID toolkit for Local Leaders ( Dougherty, Georgia). pptx

Attachments:

Attached

Guide

This is a message from the National Organizing Coalition on Virus Information Distribution ( NOCOVID).

NOCOV. Q offers local leaders free materials and resources to combat the virus in their local communities
which our data tells us may be particularly vulnerable. NOCOVID is a group of former mayors and governors
working with health officials, health communicators and behavioral science experts to offer you a free toolkit
called the Local Leaders Guide to use within your community. The volunteer members of our non -partisan
coalition, called NOCOVID, are also listed at Ih. ttlp.s.,( Imyii.c.,. s.
You can find a generic version of the local leaders toolkit online at Ih. lpa,. lm.
rriic..,. s/ Il.
ire.so.uuarce.s/ and I have attached a specific version for Dougherty, Georgia to this email.
The Local

Leaders

Toolkit

al. al.

c

ir..

includes:

Best practices and updated resources from towns & counties across the USA
Messaging choices to promote distancing ( from behavioral science and pandemic experts)
How to enlist local influencers to amplify your messaging
Besides

the Local

Leaders

Toolkit,

our NOCOVID

team

have enlisted

the support

of celebrities,

often with

specific ties to, or with a large fan base in each county, to do a personalized message. You can see those
messages here: Ih; L. lp.s.:: l2rrii.c:. uus/ l2rrilc: lssgs.
Please share this with your fellow local leaders. Selected screenshots of the Local Leaders Guide, including
your local influencers are below.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 34 PM

Sent:
To:

ALL COUNTY

Subject:

COVID-

DEPARTMENT

19 Return

to Work

MANAGERS;

ALL ELECTED &

APPOINTED

OFFICIALS

Guidance

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this
writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 w1io luzve syr

atoms and were directed to care for

themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test - based strategy

Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is stiowin

symptoms. In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are not stlowi*n

4iny ' ymptoms, CDC currently

says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not spreading the virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
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Please reach out to me or Ms. Dominique Hall if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.
Michaell McCoy
County Administrator
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COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgial?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upor?request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 20 PM

Sent:
To:

Spurgeon

Robinson

Cc:

Vicky Ngoie

Subject:

RE: Reference

request

I' ll be more than happy to be a reference. Hope you all are doing well. Stay healthy!

From: Spurgeon

Robinson < srobinson@mpact-

consulting. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 08 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Vicky Ngoie < vngoie@mpact-

consulting. com>

Subject: Reference request
Importance: High

Hello Mr. McCoy,

I hope you and the family are doing well, staying safe and healthy. The City of Newark, NJ is asking for a reference for us
to assist them with their FEMA COVID- 19 response and recovery. I want to confirm they can use you as our reference
and what number can they contact you at. Thanks in advance.
Also, if there is anything that Vicky and I can do to assist the County and City of Albany, please reach out to her or me
directly.
Regards,

Spurgeonins
iia
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866) 361- 7611 Ext. 7001 c: ( 917) 817- 8692 1 direct: ( 281) 672- 0321
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This

email and any attachments to it are intended only for the identified recipients. It may contain proprietary or otherwise
legally protected information of MPACT. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is

strictly prohibited.

If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete or otherwise destroy the email
and all attachments immediately. PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very brand public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County o
dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request. Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 339

TAC Service

Desk

Government Technology < newsletters@govtech. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 07 PM
Michael McCoy
Papers] Guide to Securing Remote Access, Preparing for the Network of Tomorrow, and

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: [

More

µ

L

Government Technology
Papers

rhe I ; ; ;°,

ei1tlii

1 1 Guideto SecuilkingI11::3eini1i

t,

Access
These days, attackers can expose many different vulnerabilities in
multiple

in a single attack. Traditional

vectors --

security is designed

to address separate, siloed attacks, making these solutions
ineffective against modern threats.
1) OWNIL....OAD IPI[ 11==

I11hinniql3iroviking AI11311131kllcatian

it

ef

All State

and local governments are increasingly comfortable using applications
and storing data in the cloud. So much so that hybrid cloud
environments are

likely in their future. But

this move to hybrid cloud

is bringing radical change to IT environments. 1)
OWNIL. OAD IPI[ 11==
our¶
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Ransomware

is stealing headlines. And there is a reason to all the hype.
The

malware attack that takes over computer networks is a growing

problem for organizations of all sizes. And "bad guys" are turning
ransomware into big business. The FBI estimates the attacks
to be a 1$ bil on industry as of 2016. So what can organizations
do to protect themselves? 1)
OWNIL. OAD IPI[ 11==
Ilf
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As

new
technologies emerge at an exponential pace and security threats continually
multiply, old network strategies simply won' t work. Today'
s constituents want access to government services in the same
way they do everything online - fast,easy
OAD IPI[11==
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NOTICE! Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials regardIng City
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

kpoe@JACKSONCOUNTYGOV.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Kevin C. Poe
COM>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 44 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Jackson

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not. We are reassigning employees to the elections office to help them out with all the absentee applications
they are having to process. The way it is going, keeping elections staffed will probably negate any need for furloughs
or layoffs. KeVln

C.
Poe County
Manager Jackson
County Government 67
Athens Street Jefferson,
GA

30549 Office: (

706)

367- 6314 Fax: (

706)

367- 1505

kpoe@iacksoncountyaov.

Email:

com

Website:

wwwo acksoncountyt ov.
com Jackson

Lunty

From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Michele Nesmith

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 10:27 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
342

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The

county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Spurgeon

Robinson <

Subject:

Reference

request

Importance:

High

srobinson@mpact- consulting. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 08 PM
McCoy, Michael
Vicky Ngoie

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Hello Mr. McCoy,

I hope you and the family are doing well, staying safe and healthy. The City of Newark, NJ is asking for a reference for us
to assist them with their FEMA COVID- 19 response and recovery. I want to confirm they can use you as our reference
and what number can they contact you at. Thanks in advance.
Also, if there is anything that Vicky and I can do to assist the County and City of Albany, please reach out to her or me
directly.
Regards,

Spurgeonins
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email and any attachments to it are intended only for the identified recipients. It may contain proprietary or otherwise
legally protected information of MPACT. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is

strictly prohibited.

If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete or otherwise destroy the email
and all attachments immediately. PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications munications to
or from City and County oeials regarding
City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure. 344

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 12 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt. reed@ceonews. com; News - WALB;
dave. miller@walb. com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;

Sent:
To:

brian. roche@southgatv. com; Samantha Cook; brad. schrade@ajc. com; Thanawala,
Sudhin
Subject: "

PRESS

S.
RELEASE"

Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency

Operations Center COVID- 19 Update
Attachments:

for April 14, 2020

DOCOpresser_ DCUpdateCOVID19_ E00041420. pdf

Good afternoon, Media Partners:

My apologies on the delay of getting my Tuesday release to you, as I was holding for additional updates.
Please see attached update from our COVID19 Task Force.

You can also access this release at: h11gs://

bit. ly/ 3aaKlaWt

Aprfl,
15,
REMINDERIUPDA TE. Our next press cn. feremw Will eesy,
y y at the os° ool time
of 1 p.
m.to Room 100 ofthe Goitoromoot° Center at 222 Pine A it0000. We will also lltto stream @oo o ty(.
M000t° yGeo foGot o oo oot°Farebook pogo. Since we moited our press conferences to ootloy otloosday lrl
only,11 will be sending updated press releases on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Thanks for your support,
lay

Wendy IHo ellll Public

Information Officer
I
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TyDougherty County Board of
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Commissioners/ Administration f"
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NOTICE: Georgia

has a very baroad poblie records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey dale regardIng City
and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure. 345

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

JJarvis@SUMTERCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Janice Jarvis

US>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 12 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Sumter

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not. Janice

M.
Jarvis, CPM, CGFO Co -

County Administrator Fiscal
Administration — Finance

Director Sumter

County Board of Commis ioners 500
West Lamar Street
O. Box

P.

295 Americus,

GA

31709

229)

928- 4500 Ext. 1144

sumtercountVga.

LEis

us

From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Michele
Nesmith Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:27 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
346

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The

county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 07 PM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

RE: What do you think?

Dominique

Thank you!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Hall, Dominique" < DoHall@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 14/ 20 1: 05 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.
Subject: Re: What do you think?

ga. us>

Almost perfect. Change shedding yo spreading second to last sentence. I put stars by it
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 14, 2020, at 11: 43 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you
all have collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our
organization as of this writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a
full recovery of health for all of our team members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to
the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or they' ve received a return to work document from
their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed back employees have done a
phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain consistent
and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful
disease while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be
increasing here are the steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed
positive employees to return to work. The CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different
scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 w1io luzve syr atoms and were directed to
care for themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three ( 3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the
use of fever -reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test - based strategy
348

Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is howing symptoms.
In

this instance, the

worker would be allowed to return to work if:
Their

fever has been resolved without the use of fever - reducing medications; Their

respiratory symptoms have improved (for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
have had two negative COVID-19 tests (A test - based strategy is contingent on the availability

They

of ample testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For

employees who have a laboratory- confirmed case of COVID- 19,but are notshowing any symptoms, CDC currently
says they may return to work: After at
least seven( 7)
days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and They have
had no subsequent il ness For 3
days folowing discontinuation of isolation,these persons should continue to limit contact stay 6
feet away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a
covering for their nose and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC

has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management, voter
registration, courts, etc.)
and health

care workers. In the

interest of time you may click on

the hyperlink for more information. Because our

community is considered a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning
workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmis ion is warranted. These criteria can include
requiring a longer time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not shedding*****virus.
We

will

continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to

pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test. I iichaellI

cCoy County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hodges,

Kale <

khodges@accg. org>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 06 PM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Impact of CARES Act on ACCG' s 401( a) and 457( b) Plans

Memorandum

To:

Employers in the ACCG Defined Contribution and Deferred Compensation Plans

From:

Kale Hodges,

Re:

Impact of CARES

Date:

ACCG

Retirement

Services

Director

Act on ACCG' s 401( a) and 457( b) Plans

April 14, 2020

Congress has passed, and the President has signed into law, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
which is intended to provide direct healthcare aid and economic relief in response to the
COVID- 19 pandemic. The Act provides over $ 2 trillion of relief in the form of public health aid and tax relief for

Act ( the " CARES Act"),
individuals

and businesses.

The stimulus package includes measures that ease restrictions for retirement plan withdrawals and loans by giving
retirement plan savers affected by the pandemic access to funds and resources to assist them in managing
economic difficulties the pandemic may present. The offering of these relief measures are non -mandatory
provisions; instead, retirement plans have the option of allowing participants to take advantage of the CARES Act
provisions. The ACCG Defined Contribution Board of Trustees (" the Board") met last week to discuss the relief
measures available under the CARES Act. Below are the highlights from the board meeting.
Retirement

Plan Distributions:

The Act allows for " coronavirus-

related"

distributions

from defined

contribution

retirement plans, such as 401( k) plans, IRAs, and 403( b) plans, of up to $ 100, 000 with the early 10% withdrawal
penalty suspended ( for distributions made prior to the age of 591/ 2) Regular income taxes due on the distribution
would be spread over three years unless the person taking the distribution elects otherwise. A distribution can be
repaid within three years of the date of distribution to any plan or IRA to which a rollover contribution can be made.
Repayments will be treated as rollover contributions. Under the CARES Act, Coronavirus- related distributions can
be made to individuals who have been diagnosed with COVID- 19, a spouse or dependent of such an individual, or

those who experience adverse financial consequences as a result of the pandemic. An employer can rely on an
employee' s certification that these conditions are satisfied. At this time, the Board voted unanimously to take no
action

to authorize

CRD distributions,

but to continue

to monitor

developments

and revisit

the issue

if the

need arises.

Special Loan Options: The maximum loan amount for qualified loans is increased from $ 50, 000, or 50% of the
of the vested balance. ACCG DC plans do not originate loans, so this
provision does not apply to the ACCG plans. Loan repayments due between the date of CARES enactment and

vested account balance to$ 100, 000, or 100%

year- end 2020 can be delayed for up to one year without penalty. This measure would extend the total repayment

period. There is only one jurisdiction that has outstanding loans being serviced by ACCG ( transferred for a prior
provider). At this time, the Board voted unanimously to take no action to authorize extension of outstanding
plan loans, but to revisit the issue if the need arises in the future.
Waiver of Required

Minimum

Distributions

for 2020: The Act suspends

Required

Minimum

Distributions ( RMDs)

in the year 2020 for various retirement plans, including IRAs, 401( k), 403( a) and 403( b) plans, and 457(b) plans.
Therefore,

the 50%

penalty associated with not taking an RMD is suspended in 2020. The RMD suspension covers

first RMDs from 2019, which individuals may have deferred until April 1 of this year. Similarly, RMDsare waived for
plan participants who turned 701/ 2 in 2019 ( prior to the enactment of the SECURE Act) and are required to take an
350

RMD prior to April 1 of this year. Individuals who have already taken an RMD in 2020 have the option of returning it,
if certain conditions are met. At this time, the Board voted unanimously to take no action to authorize waiver
of required

2020 minimum

required

distributions,

but to revisit the issue if the need arises in the future.

Existing Hardship Withdrawal Provisions: Neither the Families First Coronavirus Response Act nor the CARES
Act made changes to the existing hardship or other in- service withdrawal rules. Hardship withdrawal requests
from the ACCG 457( b) deferred compensation plan will continue to be administered as in the past.
If you have any questions regarding the information above, please reach out to me via email at khodaesgaccg. ora
or via mobile at 404. 401. 0692.

Kale Hodges

ACCG Retirement Services Director

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hall,

Dominique <

DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1: 06 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: What do you think?
image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Almost perfect. Change shedding yo spreading second to last sentence. I put stars by it
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 14, 2020, at 11: 43 AM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you
all have collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our

organization as of this writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a
full recovery of health for all of our team members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to
the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or they' ve received a return to work document from
their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed back employees have done a
phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain consistent
and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful
disease while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be
increasing here are the steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed
positive employees to return to work. The CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different
scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 who have syrnptoms and were directed to
care for themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three ( 3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the
use of fever -reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test - based strategy

Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is howing symptoms.
In

this instance, the

worker would be allowed to return to work if:
Their

fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications; Their
respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and They
have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test - based strategy is contingent on the availability
of ample testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For

employees who have a laboratory- confirmed case of COVID- 19,but are notshowing a;ny symptoms, CDC currently
says they may return to work: After at
least seven( 7)
days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and They have
had no subsequent il ness 352

For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact
stay 6 feet away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by
wearing a covering for their nose and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons
are present.

The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities
management, voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may
click on the hyperlink for more information.

Because our community is considered a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for
certain returning workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria
can include requiring a longer time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not
shedding*****

virus.

We will continue to require a doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14

days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 34 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Edinburgh bars residents from burning garden waste

FE]
Created

April 14, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

11 +` +
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The way residents, businesses and city staff in Palmdale, Calif., have pulled together to
support each other and the community has helped the city emerge as a leader in the
fight against coronavirus, writes City Manager J. J. Murphy. "

I know that when we come

through this together, we will be a stronger, more unified community than ever before,"
Murphy adds.
Full Story: Antelope Valley Press ( Palmdale, Calif.)

EJI

4

We need your help to inform communities recovering from
the COVID- 19 crisis. National Research Center is surveying
residents to understand their physical, emotional and
economic health. We' ll report crucial results to local

354

governments. Thank you for sharing this survey with
your community.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING

III

AND

FINANCE
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Council members in Montgomery County, Md., have reassured members of the public
that they won' t pass a proposed property tax increase during the ongoing pandemic.
County Executive Marc Elrich suggested the increase last month to address the funding
needs of the local public school system, but says council members are free to reject it if
they think it will impose an undue burden on the community.
Full Story: Bethesda Magazine online ( Md.) (

11

4, 13)

COVID- 19

GovPilot is providing easy to use software applications to
local governments that address their specific needs in
response to Coronavirus.

On April 16th at 2pm EST

GovPilot will share its free software and demonstrate its

Expense Tracking module designed with input from Camden

County, NJ officials. Register Now.
ADVERTISEMENT: _........_..._..._._......._._.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

355

The emergency operations center in Summit County, Colo.,

assembled

around 40

people at first to begin responding to the coronavirus pandemic, but is now staffed by
five people per day to maintain social distancing. As many functions as possible were
moved online, and daily briefings by phone allow around 100 people to stay informed
and exchange vital information.

Full Story: Summit Daily News ( Frisco, Colo.) (

4, r10)

EJUJUJUJI

ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

City Council members in Columbia, S. C.,

AND

SUSTAINABILITY

last week voted to approve the adoption of an

economic sustainability plan aimed at helping support local small businesses and
nonprofits through the pandemic. The program will provide loans and help higher -risk
organizations secure interim funding to weather the impact of coronavirus.
Full Story: The Columbia Star ( S. C.)

00001
LEGISLATION,

POLICY

AND

GRANTS

111111 '

III
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San Francisco' s mayor has placed a temporary cap on the fees third -party delivery

providers can charge the city's restaurants. Until the pandemic is over, Grubhub, Uber
Eats, DoorDash and other delivery companies can' t charge more than 15%

on each

order, Mayor London Breed said.

Full Story: Restaurant Hospitality online ( 4 1 2)

5

Residents of Edinburgh are being asked to compost garden waste over concerns that
the increase in garden bonfires was affecting air quality and potentially harming
vulnerable residents unable to leave their homes during the pandemic lockdown. City

356

Council leader Adam McVey reassured residents that the city would begin collecting
garden waste again as soon as it was safe to do so.

Full Story: BBC ( 4, 13)

MIND
PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

city council OKs 2nd stormwater basin
The Valdosta City Council in Georgia agreed Tuesday to build a second equalization
basin for capturing stormwater at the Withlacoochee Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Stormwater travels through the city' s sewer lines into the basins and is held there until
water levels recede and it can be redirected to the wastewater treatment facility.
Full Story: The Valdosta Daily Times ( Ga.) (

4/ 1 0)

00001
HUMAN

RESOURCES

NYC hotels

AND

DEVELOPMENT

ill house 6K homeless by April
One-third of New York City's single adult homeless population --

w- w._..__._........_....

about 6, 000 people -- will be in hotels by April 20, Mayor Bill de
Blasio announced.

Thousands

of hotel rooms will be added to

move the homeless from crowded shelters and to shield the
Pixabav)

elderly and other vulnerable groups from the coronavirus.
Full Story: Spectrum News/ New York ( 4,/" tl " )

MIND
ICMA NEWS

Free

inar:

Budgeting DuringCrisis

Join us, Friday, April 17, for this 90- minute webinar on the first principles of cutback
budgeting, lessons from real -world experience during the Great Recession, and
exploration of how simulation software can be used to frame the fact -based trade- off

discussions your public entity will need to have, both internally and externally, in the
near future. Case studies from local governments of all sizes will be profiled to show

357

how online public engagement can help provide essential feedback to governments
making these difficult choices. Register today! For more information and resources, visit

ICMA's Coronavirus Resources page. Get more content about COVID- 19 -

subscribe

today!

EJEJUDI

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series robust online program is
accessible to you live and on demand and is a must for any local government
professional looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen

communication with staff members. Get ready to build your management skills and
address the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to effectively
communicate,

motivate, and model ethical decisions to lead a team. Program begins

May 13, register today!
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

dcrawley@THOMSON-

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Crawley, David, Jr.

MCDUFFIE.

NET>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 31 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts 210

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

McDuffie County has not.
David Crawley
County Manager

Railroad Street I Thomsn, Georgia

30824 Phone:

706. 595. 2112 1 Fax: 706. 595. 4710 Website
I dcrawlev@thomsn- mcduffie. net NOTICE:
This
Cc"
the

email and

and " Bcc" lines

result

of

an

inadvertent

all attachments are

CONFIDENTIAL and

intended SOLELY

for the recipients as

identified in

the To", "

of this email. If you are not an intended recipient, your receipt of this email and its attachments is
disclosure

or

unauthorized

transmittal.

Sender

reserves

and

asserts

all

rights

to

confidentiality,

including all privileges that may apply. Pursuant to those rights and privileges, immediately DELETE and DESTROY
all copies of the email and its attachments, in whatever form, and immediately NOTIFY the sender of your receipt
of this email. DO NOT review, copy, forward or rely on the email and its attachments in any way. NO DUTIES ARE
INTENDED OR CREATED BY THIS COMMUNICATION. You
are encouraged to retain counsel of your choice if you desire
to do so. All rights of the sender for violations of the confidentiality and privileges applicable to this email and any
attachments are expressly reserved. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Scott

Behalf Of Johnson,

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 11:57 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Columbia

County has not. Sent
from my Whone On

Apr 14,2020, at 11: 08 AM, Lloyd Kerr l<
kerr@co. newy o a.

us> wrote:

CAUTION:

This email originated from outside of the Columbia County email system. Please exercise caution before clicking
links, opening attachments, replying, or providing information to the sender. Newton

County has not. 360

Regards,

T. Lloyd

Kerr, AICP

County Manager
Newton County, GA
678. 625. 1615

On Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 11: 06 AM Anderson, Dick <Dick.Anderson@fultoncountyga.gov>
wrote:

Fulton County has not implemented layoffs or furloughs
Dick Anderson

County Manager
Fulton County
141 Pryor Street
Atlanta, GA 30303

404. 612. 8335( o)
404. 808. 4751( m)

On Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele NeSmith < MNeSmith@accg org> wrote:
Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff
furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19. 1 have not found any record of this
occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly. If your
county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff,
please email me at mnesmith@accg.

org with the details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele NeSmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree

Street,

NE, Suite 700
361

Atlanta,

Georgia

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair
description of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic
Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary
boards. No attomey- client relationship with any person or entity
other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this
email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual
counties,

officials,

or staff.

The

county

attorney

consulted for legal issues specific to an individual

should

be

county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

pvanhaute@PUTNAMCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Paul Van Haute

US>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 29 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Putnam

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

has not. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Michele Nesmith

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:27 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite

Georgia

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

522- 5022 www.

accg. org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties 363

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

abrett@JEFFERSONCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Adam Brett
GOV>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 21 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts From:

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Jefferson has not.

Adam

Brett

County Administrator
Jefferson County GA
217 East Broad Street
Louisville

GA 30434

abrett@ieffersoncounty

a.. ov

478- 625- 3332 Office
706- 318- 8575

Mobile

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Regina McDuffie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:17 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Macon
County has not made any provisions in this regard. RMM

Regards,

e0Reina

McDuffie,

M.

1

Manager 121

County

S. Sumter

O. Box

St.P.

297 Oglethorpe,

Ga

rmmcduffie1490)
478)

31068

Email:

windstream. net
472- 7021 office

Phone: (

478)

244- 9102 mobile From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000.ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 10:35 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG Subject:

Re:County Furloughs and Staff Cuts We
have currently full schedul
e furloughed approximately 20 out of 41 FT employees and most seasonal personnel in our
Parks and Recreation department due to lack of work (after school and special programs, water park,athletics). We
also full -scheduled furloughed about 40 part- time solid waste convenience center personnel. Some more are possible (
along with possible layoffs in the long- term) depending on the outcome of our financial scenario planning. 365

have

TC

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> on behalf of
Michele NeSmith < MNeSmith@ACCG. ORG>

Reply -To: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 10: 27 AM
To: " COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG" < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND -

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Subject: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts
Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID
19. 1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you
directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email
me at mnesmith@acce. ore with the details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele NeSmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree

Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022

www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

366

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers representACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attorney - client relationship with any
person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is. formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide
legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific
to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jim Hendricks < jim. hendricks@albanymuseum. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 19 PM

Sent:
To:

Jim

Subject:

Albany Museum of Art book club plans online start to season 2 on May 19
Book_ Club_ Online_ Illustrationjpeg; 200414_ Book_ Club_ Season_ 2. pdf

Attachments:

Hendricks

FOR IMMEDIATE
Contact:

RELEASE

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing &

Public Relations

229. 439. 8400

jim. hendricks@albanymuseum. com

ALBANY MUSEUM

OF ART BOOK CLUB STARTS SECOND SEASON

MAY 19

Art Lovers Book Club Will Meet Online While Social Distancing Is in Place
For Release April 14, 2020 — Albany, GA] — The second series of AMA Art Lovers Book Club meetings
get underway on Tuesday, May 19, 2020. Albany Museum of Art Executive Director Andrew James Wulf,
Ph. D., will facilitate a discussion Not Without Laughter, by Langston Hughes.

will

The club will meet at 6 pm. If the AMA is still closed to the public in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic, the
club will meet online.

We all know it is still critically important to shelter in place at this time, and the AMA is delighted to continue
offering our regularly scheduled museum programs in a virtual format," Wulf said. " Of course, we are all looking
forward to being able to open the museum to the public and for events like this when it is safe to do so."
The AMA conducted its last book club meeting of the 2019- 20 season on April 7 with an online discussion
hosted by Annie Vanoteghem, director of education and public programming for the AMA.
The AMA Art Lovers Book Club meets every other month on the third Tuesday at 6 pm to discuss novels that
center on art. Club members may attend as many or as few meetings as they like, and there is no cost to
participate.

The Art Lovers Book Club has been such a great program for our community, we just had to figure out how to
make it happen even during social distancing," Vanoteghem said. " While the virtual book club was not quite the
same, we were so happy to be able to ` get together' and feel a bit more normal for the evening.
368

It' s important for all of us to keep our bonds and relationships strong through this time, the AMA is working to
do just that for our community through our array of virtual programming."
Space is limited for online book club meetings to ensure the best experience for participants. Email
Vanoteghem at annie. vanoteahem@albanymuseum.

com to reserve a spot.

Once book club meetings resume in -person at the AMA, participants will be asked to email Vanoteghem or call
her by noon on the meeting date so that adequate seating space can be prepared.
Not Without Laughter is a semi -autobiographical novel by Hughes, a leader of the Harlem Renaissance that
spanned the 1920s. A native of Joplin, Mo., who spent most of his childhood in Lawrence, Kan., Hughes was a

young man when he moved to New York City.
Hughes became a pioneer of the literary art form called jazz poetry. He also was a social activist, novelist,
playwright and columnist. Not Without Laughter, published in 1930, was his first novel, and won the Harmon
Gold Medal.

Langston Hughes is one of America' s literary treasures," Wulf said. " His originally creative contributions to
poetry and prose honor the realities of African -American family life from the 1910s through the 1960s."
The novel follows the life of Sandy Rogers and the life of Africans Americans in Kansas in the 1910s. The
setting and characters were based on Hughes' memories of Lawrence, Kan., where he was raised by his
grandmother. Like Hughes, Sandy has a poor relationship with his father and strives to be the best he can be
despite the challenges African Americans faced.

The meetings are set for every two months so that club members have plenty of time to obtain and read the
books before each session. Vanoteghem said the reading list for the second season has been set.
This will be a fun season of Art Lovers Book Club," she said. " We have a wide selection of books to discover.

From historical fiction to nonfiction, with themes around poetry and painting to architecture and sculpture, each
book will follow the lives of artists from different cultures, backgrounds and time periods, and will give us a
peek into their lives."
Books selected for the second season and meetings dates are:

July 21: The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls, hosted by Tricia Moreschi;
Sept 15: The Passion of Artemisia by Susan Vreeland;
Nov 17: The Andy Warhol Diaries, edited by Pat Hackett;
Jan 19, 2021: In Her Hands: The Story of Sculptor Augusta Savage by Alan Schroeder;
March 16, 2021: Loving Frank by Nancy Horan.
All book club meetings start at 6 pm. Information will be updated as needed on the AMA website at
www. albanymuseum. com/ ama- art- lovers- book- club and on the AMA Facebook page, AlbanyMuseumOfArt.

CURRENT AMA EXHIBITIONS
Cut & Paste: Works of Paper, works by 11 Georgia artists, is in the Haley Gallery.
Looking at America and Painting How I Want, What I Want and How I See It, works by Dean Mitchell,
is in the East Gallery.
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Do Not Hand Me Over to the Impure Whiteness of Noon: A Hemings Elegy, works by Yanique
Norman, is in the West Gallery.
ABOUT THE ALBANY MUSEUM

OF ART

The Albany Museum of Art is located at 311 Meadowlark Drive in Albany, Georgia, adjacent to Albany State
University West Campus just off Gillionville Road. The museum is accredited by the American Alliance of
Museums. The Albany Museum of Art is currently closed to the public in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic.
For more information about the AMA please visit our website, www. albanymuseum. com or call 229. 439. 8400.
Be sure to follow the @AlbanyArtMuseum on Twitter, AlbanyMuseum on Instagram and AlbanyMuseumOfArt
on Facebook.
PHOTO CAPTION:

The Art Lovers Book Club at the Albany Museum of Art will launch its second series of bimonthly meetings at 6
pm on Tuesday, May 19 with a discussion of Langston Hughes' novel Not without Laughter. Because of social
distancing guidelines in response to the COVID- 19 pandemic, plans have been made for the club to meet
online. ( Photo illustration: The Albany Museum of Art/ Jim Hendricks)

Jim Hendricks

Director of Marketing and Public Relations
Albany Museum of Art
311 Meadowlark

Drive

Albany, GA 31707
Office: 229. 439. 8400
Mobile: 229. 878. 9041
albanymuseum.

com

jim. hendricks@albanymuseum.

com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most written communication to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your small
communication may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Regina McDuffie < rmmcduffiel48

@W I N DSTREAM. N ET>
Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 17 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Macon

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

County has not made any provisions in this regard. RMM

ACCG. ORG

Regards,

Regina

M.
McDuffie,

11County

4

Manager 121

001

S. Sumter

O. Box

St.P.

297 Oglethorpe,

Ga

rmmcduffie1490)

31068

Email:

windstream. net Phone: (

478) 472- 7021 office

478)

244- 9102 mobile From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 10:35 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts We
have currently full schedul
e furloughed approximately 20 out of 41 FT employees and most seasonal personnel in our
Parks and Recreation department due to lack of work (after school and special programs, water park,athletics). We have
also full -scheduled furloughed about 40 part- time solid waste convenience center personnel. Some more are possible (
along with possible layoffs in the long- term) depending on the outcome of our financial scenario planning. TC
From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
NeSmith < MNeSmith@ACCG.

behalf of Michele

ORG>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 10: 27 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG" C<OUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>Subject:

County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good
morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org with the details. 371

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE,

Suite

700

30303

404- 522- 5022

www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191

Peachtree

Street,

Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers representACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attorney - client relationship with any
person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide
legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff The county attorney should be consulted. for legal issues specific
to an individual county.
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

bthomas@FRANKLINCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Beth Thomas
GOV>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 12 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Franklin

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not. Beth
Thomas County
Manager Franklin
County PO
Box 159 -141
GA

Athens Street Carnesville,
30521 Phone

706. 384. 2483 Direct

706. 918. 3121 Fax

706. 384. 7089 This

communication is

a public record under the Georgia Open Records Law and is subject to public access upon request.

On

Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 10: 27 AM Michele Nesmith <MNeSmith@accg.

org>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite
Georgia
522- 5022

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

www.

accg. org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 374

191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by

this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 11 PM
County- managers- and- admins
RE: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dougherty has not.

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Michele
Nesmith

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10: 27 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts

Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID
19. I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you
directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email
me at mnesmith@accg.

org with the details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree

Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022

www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
376

191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE

NOTE: ACCG lawyers

represent

ACCG

and its subsidiary

boards.

No attomey- client

relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual

county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 08 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: Edit Request

Mike, please see edited version below:

I hope this email finds you well.
Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy, you all have collectively reported approximately forty
40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this writing. Unfortunately, we' ve had one loss. We
remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team members. Thankfully, many have recovered
and are returning to the workplace as their 14 days have elapsed, or they' ve received a return to work document from
their medical provider. Those of you who have already welcomed back employees have done a phenomenal job
adhering to CDC guidelines. I commend you and urge you to continue in this direction. This is extremely important,
because we want to remain consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been
affected by this awful disease, while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return.
Since the numbers of returns will be increasing, here are the steps you should take to determine when to allow
suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for
different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 who have syrnptrrms and were directed to care for
themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medications; and
Their respiratory

symptoms

have improved;

and

At least seven ( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms.
Test -based strategy
Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed

to have COVID- 19 and is showing syrnptrrms.

In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests. ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity, as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are ram showing any syrnptrrms, CDC currently
says they may return to work:
After at least seven ( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness;
For three (3) days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact (stay 6
feet away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their
nose and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.

378

The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time, you may click on the hyperlink above for
more

information.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot, we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery, or requiring they get tested to show they are not shedding the virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require fourteen ( 14) days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID19 test.

Please don' t hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns.
Thanks for your commitment to our employees and their well- being.

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 11: 44 AM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Edit Request

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this
writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 who have syrnptoms and were directed to care for
themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test -based strategy
Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is showin

symptoms. In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory

symptoms

have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and

They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are notshowi*ng a; ny syrnptoms, CDC currently
says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
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For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,

voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not shedding virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.

I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

EX:`XK3-[i,,
EP\7,
C"OLNT Y
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmeeov _ doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. lost written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
Jason. Rizner@JON

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>
ESCOUNTYGA.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Jason Rizner
ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12: 03 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Jones

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not. County

Administrator Jones

County Board of Commis ioners 166
Industrial Boulevard

Gray,

Georgia 31032 478)
986-

6405

Ext. 119 —Office

478)

iason,

744- 3899 —Cell

rizner@ionescount rea.ore AAA
onescountAea.

ore

From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Chuck
Scragg Sent:
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:01 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Long

County has not. Chuck
Scragg, County Administrator Long
County Board of Com is ioners Historic
Long County Courthouse 459
S.McDonald

Street

PO

Box 476 Ludowici,
GA

31316 O.

912.

545. 2143 C.

912.

215. 9092 On

Apr 14, 2020, at 11: 51 AM, Joey Brown <joey. brown@liberty, c yga.
has not From:
County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: 000NTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.
A000.ORG] On

Behalf Of Phyllis Ayers 381

com>wrote:

Liberty

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 44 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Stephens
has not. J

y U

C ,CY Je Administrator/

ffeA J1

Finance

Director/ Planning

Director Stephens

County Board of Commis ioners 706886- 9491 X303 ( o)706-

491- 0883 ( cell) payers@stephenscountyga.
com

From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000.
ORG>On
Of Anderson, Dick

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:06 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG Subject:

Re: COUNTY[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Fulton County

has not implemented layoffs or furloughs Dick Anderson
County Manager

Fulton County
141 Pryor
Street Atlanta, GA
30303 404. 612.

8335( o)
404. 808.
4751( m)On Apr

14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele NeSmith < MNeSmith@accg. org>wrote: Good

morning,

NACO is
asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and
cuts due to COVID 19. 1 have not found any record of this occurring in
Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly. If your county has
had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced
me at mnesmith@accg. org with

hours for staff, please email

the details. Thanks in

advance for your assistance with this matter. Best, Michele
Michele
NeSmith,

Esq.382

Behalf

ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Georgia

Street,

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191

Peachtree

Street,

Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair
description of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic
Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary
boards. No attomey- client relationship with any person or entity

other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this
email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual
counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be consulted
for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad poballc records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

wflindsey@JOHNSONCO.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of William F. Lindsey

ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 57 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts From:

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Johnson has not

Bill Lindsey
Johnson County Administrator

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: 000NTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG] On Behalf Of Joey
Brown Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:52 AM To:
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Liberty
has not From:

County- managers- and-admins [ mailto: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG] On Behalf Of Phyllis
Ayers

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:44 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:COUNTY-[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Stephens has
not.J y

U ffe

ACJ1 C ,

Cy je Administrator/ Finance

Director/ Planning Director

Stephens County

Board of Commissioners 706- 8869491 X303 ( o)
706- 4910883 ( cell) payers@stephenscountyga.

com

From:
County-

managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG>
On Behalf

Sent: Tuesday,

April 14,2020 11: 06 AM To: COUNTYMANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@

COUNTY- MANAGERS-

LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: Re: [

AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Fulton County has

not implemented layoffs or furloughs Dick Anderson 384

Of Anderson, Dick

County Manager
Fulton County
141 Pryor Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
404. 612. 8335( o)
404. 808. 4751( m)

On Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele NeSmith < MNeSmith@accg org>

wrote:

Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts
due to COVID 19. 1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media
accounts so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute
furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me at mnesmith@accg. org with the
details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele NeSmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attorney - client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its
subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be
consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

385

141

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG antivirus software.
www. avg. com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobllc records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

payers@STEPHENSCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Phyllis Ayers

COM>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 44 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Stephens

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

has not. AWL

U ffe/M J1
Finance

C ,CT Je Administrator/

Director/ Planning

Director Stephens

County Board of Commis ioners 706886- 9491

X303 ( o)706-

491- 0883 ( cell) payers@stephenscountyga.
com

From:

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Dick

Behalf Of Anderson,

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:06 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:COUNTY-[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Fulton County

has not implemented layoffs or furloughs Dick Anderson
County Manager

Fulton County
141 Pryor
Street Atlanta, GA
30303 404. 612.

8335( o)
404. 808.
4751( m)On Apr

14,2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele NeSmith < MNeSmith@accg org>
wrote:
Good

morning,

NACO is
asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to
COVID 19. 1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so
I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs. or
reduced

hours for staff. Dlease email me at mnesmithOaccg. org with the details. 387

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attorney - client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its
subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be

consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalic records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 44 AM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edit Request

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this
writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 w1io luzve syr

atoms and were directed to care for

themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test - based strategy

Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is stiowin

symptoms. In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are not stlowi*n

4iny ' ymptoms, CDC currently

says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not shedding virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
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Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

A, FFPRE
g/

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgial?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 44 AM

Sent:
To:

Hall,

Subject:

What do you think?

Dominique

All — I

hope this email finds you well. Since the implementation of our Coronavirus Pandemic Policy you all have
collectively reported approximately forty (40) confirmed COVID- 19 positive cases in our organization as of this
writing. Unfortunately we' ve had one loss. We remain in constant prayer for a full recovery of health for all of our team
members. In fact many have recovered and are returning to the workplace as their fourteen days have elapsed or
they' ve received a return to work document from their medical provider. Those of you that have already welcomed
back employees have done a phenomenal job adhering to CDC guidelines. This is important because we want to remain
consistent and objective in our treatment of all employees that have unfortunately been affected by this awful disease
while also mitigating the risk to others upon their return. Since the numbers of returns will be increasing here are the
steps you should take to determine when to allow suspected and confirmed positive employees to return to work. The
CDC offers guidance on prudent timelines for different scenarios. They are as follows:
For instance, according to the CDC, persons with COVID- 19 w1io luzve syr

atoms and were directed to care for

themselves at home would be allowed to return to work under the following conditions:
Three (3) days have passed since their recovery, which means their fever is resolved without the use of fever reducing medication and
Their respiratory symptoms have improved; and
At least seven( 7) days have passed since they first experienced symptoms
Test - based strategy

Another case could be an employee who is medically confirmed to have COVID- 19 and is stiowin

symptoms. In this

instance, the worker would be allowed to return to work if:

Their fever has been resolved without the use of fever -reducing medications;
Their respiratory symptoms have improved ( for example, cough or shortness of breath); and
They have had two negative COVID- 19 tests ( A test -based strategy is contingent on the availability of ample
testing supplies and laboratory capacity as well as convenient access to testing.)
For employees who have a laboratory -confirmed case of COVID- 19, but are not stlowi*n

4iny ' ymptoms, CDC currently

says they may return to work:
After at least seven( 7) days have passed since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test; and
They have had no subsequent illness
For 3 days following discontinuation of isolation, these persons should continue to limit contact ( stay 6 feet
away from others) and limit potential of dispersal of respiratory secretions by wearing a covering for their nose
and mouth whenever they are in settings where other persons are present.
The CDC has released relaxed guidelines for critical infrastructure ( solid waste, public works, facilities management,
voter registration, courts, etc.) and health care workers. In the interest of time you may click on the hyperlink for more
information.

Because our community

is considered

a hotspot we have the ability to apply more stringent criteria for certain returning

workers where a higher threshold to prevent transmission is warranted. These criteria can include requiring a longer
time after recovery or requiring they get tested to show they are not shedding virus. We will continue to require a
doctor' s excuse to return to work and/ or require 14 days to pass since the date of their first positive COVID- 19 test.
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Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

A, FFPRE
g/

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgial?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
sboatright@CO.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Shawn Boatright

CAM DEN. GA. US>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 39 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Camden

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

has not. Shawn

Boatright Deputy

County Administrator Camden

County Board of Commis ioners 200
East 4th Street P.
O. Box 99 Woodbine,
Georgia

31569 Work

Phone: (912)
Cell: 912)
(

510- 4306 Work

674- 4249 From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Toby Harris

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 11:38 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts CAUTION:

This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise
clicking links, especially from unknown senders. Brantley
County Has not. Thank
You, Toby '
County
s
Manager Brantley
County BOC Brantley
County Georgia 33

Allen Rd Nahunta,
Ga
462. 5256

i(

oo,

31553 912.
Office

p

"

flu

ai

11, From:

County- managers- and-admins On Behalf Of Steve Layson Sent:
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:34 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re:County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Butts
Co.has

not 393

caution when opening attachments or

Sent from my Whone

On Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele Nesmith < MNeSmith@accg.

org> wrote:

Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts
due to COVID 19. 1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media
accounts so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute
furloughs,

or reduced

hours for staff, please email me at mnesmith@accg.

org with the

details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele NeSmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree Street, NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree Street, Suite 700, Atlanta, GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of
the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A
financial statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of
Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attorney - client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its
subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be
consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

s

Georgia has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and Local Officials
and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request. Camden County policy does not
394

differentiate between personal and business emails. E- mail sent on the County system will be considered public and will
only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law. If you have received this email in error
please notify the Camden County, Georgia IT Division at 912- 510. 4357. PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a verybroad
pubfle records lava, Most writtert corn mumcatlor?s to or from Qty artd Courtty of gals regardmg C"lty artd C"ourtty busmess are pulafle
records available to the pubfle artd medla uport request. Your emalf corn mumcatlor?s may be subject to publfe dfselosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

slayson@BUTTSCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Layson

ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 34 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Butts

Co. has

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

not Sent

from my Whone On

Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele Nesmith <MNeSmith@accg.

org>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due
to COVID 19.1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts
so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs.
or

reduced hours for staff. Dlease email me at mnesmith( @accg. org with the details.

Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite
Georgia
522- 5022

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

www.

accg. org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 191
Peachtree Street, Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The

following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement
or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
396

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attorney - client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its

subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county
consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

attorney

should

be

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Michelle

Thomas <

michelle. thomas@unitedwayswga. org>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 24 AM
Subadan, Sharon; Igaskins@albanyga. gov; Kerrie Davis; Jones, Cathi; VBowron@draffintucker. com; Clifton Bush; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; ' jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com';
Love, Demetrius; Shaunae Motley; cjoyjones25@gmail. com
Cindy Wisham
RE: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Round 1 Summaries. xlsx

Attachments:

Good morning!
As promised, I have attached a summary of the applicants for United Way COVID- 19 Round 1 funding. If time allows,
please review them prior to the meeting at 2: 00 pm. If you are unable to attend the meeting, we welcome your input
via email prior to the meeting.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting!
Michelle

From:

Michelle

Thomas

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 55 AM
To: ' Subadan,

Sharon' <

SdSubadan@albanyga.

tucker. com>; ' Clifton Bush' <

Jones,

gov>; ' Igaskins@albanyga. gov' < Igaskins@albanyga. gov>; ' Kerrie

Cathi' <

jones. cj. 2@pg. com>; '
Clifton. Bush @aaphc. org>; ' mmccoy@dougherty.

mrskerriedavis@yahoo. com>; '

VBowron@draffin-

jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com' < jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com>; '
Demetrius.

Love@molsoncoors.

com>;

ga. us' < mmccoy@dougherty.

Love,

Davis'

tucker. com' < VBowron@draffinga. us>;

Demetrius'

Shaunae Motley < shaunae. motley@ unitedwayswga. org>;

cjoyjones25@gmail. com' < cjoyjones25@gmail. com>

Cc: ' Cindy Wisham ( cindy.wisham@unitedwayswga. org)' < cindy.

wisham@unitedwayswga.

org>; ' Jackson,

Tamara'

TaJackson@albanyga. gov>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting
Good morning!
I hope everyone had a safe and wonderful Easter weekend!

We had originally planned to meet today to approved Round 1 disbursements, but due to time constraints and schedule
conflicts, it will need to be tomorrow.

Please send me your availability for Tuesday, April 14 so that we can schedule the meeting.
Thanks in advance for your prompt response!
Michelle

From:

Michelle

Thomas

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 2: 30 PM
To: Subadan,

Cathi <iones,

Sharon < SdSubadanSalbany >;

j.
2@pg. com>;
VBowron(

leaskins@albanyga..

ov; Kerrie Davis < mrskerriedavisOva hoo.com>;Jones,

e drafin- tucker. com;Clifton Bush <
Clifton. BushC aaphc. or 398
>;

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; ' jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com'< iennifer.wilson@amerisbank. com>;
Demetrius. Love Smolsoncoors. com>; Shaunae Motley< shaunae. motley@unitedwayswea.

Love,

Demetrius

ore>;

cioyiones25@mail, com

Cc: ' Cindy Wisham ( cindy, wisham

unitedwayswga.

org)'<

cindy, wisham@unitedwayswga.

org>; Jackson,

Tamara

TaJackson@albanyoa, aov>

Subject: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting
Thank you all so much for your participation in our first COVID- 19 Relief Committee Meeting!

As mentioned on the call, we will meet on Monday, April 131h to determine Round 1 allocations. The United Way team
will summarize each of the applications and e- mail them to you before the meeting.
Please send me your availability to meet on Monday as soon as you can.
Thanks for all you do for United Way of Southwest Georgia and the communities we serve! LIVE UNITED!
Michelle

fic1! nefle " IIhonias

I Cannpaigin

1. Mirector

United Way of Southwest Georgia
sr112
229)

N. Westover B«
rdevaird II A. Jbany, GFA. 31707 P°
436

637 I

29) ( 883

6700, ext. 23

(

wv

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgla has a vety broad public records law.Most written communications to or from C"
ltyand County o
dals rerlardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 399

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michaela Jones <

michaela-

jones@PEACHCOUNTY. NET>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 16 AM

Sent:
To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts County

Peach has not.

Michaela Jones

Administrator Peach
County Board of Commis ioners 478827- 3162 On

Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 10: 27 AM Michele Nesmith <MNeSmith@accg.

org>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree

Street, NE, Suite

Georgia

30303

700

Atlanta,

404-

522- 5022 www.
accg.org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 191
Peachtree Street, Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

400

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

klewis@TWIGGSCOUNTY.
Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 11 AM
COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Kelvin Lewis

US>

To:
Subject:

COUNTY-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Twiggs

has not. Kelvin

C.Lewis/ County Administrator Twiggs

County Board of Commis ioners P.
O. Box

202/ Jeffersonvil e,

GA

945- 3629/ 478- 945- 3988

us

31044 478-

Fax

klewis@twiSscounty

From: County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf

Of Barry Holland Sent:

Tuesday,

April 14,2020 10: 44 AM To: COUNTYMANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG Subject: Re:

County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Houston has
not to this point. From: County-

managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG>
On Behalf

Of Michele Nesmith Sent:

Tuesday,

April 14,2020 10: 27 AM To: COUNTYMANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@

LISTSERV. A000. ORG Subject: County

Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good morning,

NACO is
asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19. I
have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly. If
your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me at
mnesmith@accg. org with

the details. Thanks in

advance for your assistance with this matter. 402

Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree

Atlanta,

Georgia

Street,

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022

www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners

of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation;

A financial statement

or summary of the Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

COUNTY-

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson

ACCG. ORG>

GOV>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 10 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts County

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

Yes - Microsoft Teams

Steven Rapson

Fayette County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305.5100 Fayette

Couirmty offices are IIIosed
:. tm;:
ll nlbic a irmtfl May 13,2020, iin albu indaunce of cantim;: urm:.m;: uncei: infing Coi:°
oinaviinus COVlllD19]e
ask ouir° uresideints tm;::.
ointact
ius

via Ilpl imm; one, eirnafll, or ouir° website to keep airy exposuire to a ur ifnirmu urn From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Tom Couch

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14,2020 11:09 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: COUNTY[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts That' s

nice. What are you using to track that with.Microsoft Teams? We're
going to do a practice run this week on a virtual meeting. Anyone who

would like to watch the Bulloch County Comedy Hour

is welcome to get an invite upon request. TC From:
County-

managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
on behalf
srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA. GOV> Reply

of Steve Rapson <

To:
-

County- managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Date: Tuesday,
April 14,2020 at 11:05 AM To: COUNTY"
MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG"COUNTY<
MANAGERS-

AND- 404

ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Subject: Re: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts

Fayette County has not implemented any furloughs or cuts.
Teleworking seems to be going splendidly...

see our cute merits chart below:

T,6a,nns user activity report

600
rpe

IR% 34 1% 4 5 ag s

W%61

64
C, Itetwv4& pwCtp d

34 3
1I

CaH§ , r9Na 1

Fayette County

County Manager,
C.
P.
A. srapson @
fayettecountyga. gov 770.305.
5100 Fayette Couirmty

offices aire:.
IIIm;sed tm;: ll alll lic aurrtfl l May 1,3,
2020, iin aIIl a indaunce of cantim;:urm:.m;:
uncei: inf g Coi:°oinaviirus Ct;VIIID1),e

ask,

ouir° uresideints tm;::.
ointact ius

via II IIimm;: ine, eirnafl , oir° ouir° we1bsite to keep ainy ex:ll osuire to a ur if rkirnu itn, From: County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. A000. ORG>
On Behalf
405

Of gradysaxon@ienkinscountyga. gov

154
C

Stevn Rapson

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 01 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. A000. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Jenkins

County has not implemented any cuts. Grady
Saxon County
Administrator Jenkins
County, GA P.
O. Box

797 Millen,

GA

30442 478)

982- 2563 On

Tuesday, April 14, 2020, 10: 27: 17 AM EDT, Michele NeSmith <mnesmithPaccq.

orq>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

NeSmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite
Georgia

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

522- 5022 www.
accg. org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 191
Peachtree Street, Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The

following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County Commissioners
of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation. PLEASE
NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attorney - client relationship with any person
or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to
an individual county. 406

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 09 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts That'

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

s nice. What are you using to track that with. Microsoft Teams?We'
re going to do a practice run this week on a virtual meeting. Anyone

who would like to watch the Bulloch County Comedy

Hour is welcome to get an invite upon request. TC
From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
Rapson <srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

behalf of Steve

GOV>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Tuesday, April 14,2020 at 11: 05 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:

Re: County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Fayette

County has not implemented any furloughs or cuts. Teleworking
seems to be going splendidly... see

our cute merits chart below: 408

T,6a,ms, user activity report
A,pir 14, 202, 0 1 _ "
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Steven Rapson

Fayette County
County Manager, C. P. A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.

gov

770.305. 5100

Fayette Cou irity offices acreq-JIosed to 112nlll lic a irrt 1 May 13, 2020, iin aIIl a indaunce of cand;iourm:. ounceirinfing Coiroinaviirus
COVIIID- 10j
e ask, ouir° uresid rots to:. m; intact ius via IlFllimoine, eirnafll, oir° ouir° welll site to IIkeep ainy ex:lposu ire to a urrifirkirnu itn,

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of
gradysaxon@jenkinscountyga.

gov

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 01 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Jenkins

County has not implemented any cuts. 409

i

i

i'

Grady Saxon
County Administrator
Jenkins County, GA
P. O. Box 797
Millen, GA 30442
478) 982- 2563

On Tuesday, April 14, 2020, 10: 27: 17 AM EDT, Michele NeSmith < mnesmithPaccg. org> wrote:

Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID
19. I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you
directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email
me at mnesmith@accg.

org with the details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele NeSmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.
PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attorney -client relationship with any
person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide
legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific
to an individual county.
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

emosley@TROUPCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Eric Mosley

GOV>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 08 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Troup

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not had any furloughs or staff cuts at this point. f

R11u

TOT

BOARD

1,

COMMISSIONERS START HERET

OF

Eric Mosley

County Manager
Troup County

Board of Commissioners 100 Ridley
Avenue LaGrange, GA
30240

Office: (706)

298- 3643
302-

Mobile: ( 706)

4891

From: County-

managers- and-admins <
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
on behalf
Dick. Anderson@FULTONCOUNTYGA.

of Anderson, Dick" <

GOV>Reply To:
-

County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>
Date: Tuesday,
April 14,2020 at 11:06 AM To: COUNTY"
MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG"COUNTY
<
- MANAGERS -

LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re:

County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Fulton County
has not implemented layoffs or furloughs Dick Anderson
County Manager

Fulton County
141 Pryor
Street Atlanta, GA
30303

404. 612.

8335( o)404. 808.

4751( m)On Apr

14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele Nesmith < MNeSmith@accg. org>wrote:412

AND -ADM

INS@

Good morning,
NACO is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts
due to COVID 19. 1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media
accounts so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute
furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me at mnesmith@accg. org with the
details.

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191

Peachtree

Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE,

Suite

700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attorney - client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its
subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be

consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Lloyd Kerr < Ikerr@CO.

NEWTON.

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 08 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Newton

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not. Regards,
T.

Lloyd Kerr, AICP County

Manager Newton
County, GA 678.
625. 1615 LJ

On

Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 11: 06 AM Anderson, Dick <
Dick.

Anderson@fultoncountyga. gov>
wrote: Fulton

County has not implemented layoffs or furloughs Dick
Anderson County

Manager Fulton
County 141
Pryor Street Atlanta,
GA

30303 404.

612. 8335( o)
404.
808. 4751( m)On

Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele Nesmith <MNeSmith@accg.

org>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due
to COVID 19.1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts
so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs.
or
414

reduced hours for staff. Dlease email me at mnesmithOac g. org with the details.

GA. US>

Thanks in advance for your assistance with this matter.
Best,
Michele

Michele Nesmith, Esq.
ACCG

Research and Policy Development Director
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

Street,

Georgia

NE, Suite 700

30303

404- 522- 5022
www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic
Affairs

Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attomey- client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its
subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be
consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad pobalic records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Anderson, Dick

Dick. Anderson@FULTONCOUNTYGA.

GOV>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 06 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Fulton

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

County has not implemented layoffs or furloughs Dick
Anderson County

Manager Fulton
County 141
Pryor Street Atlanta,
GA

30303 404.

612. 8335( o)
404.
808. 4751( m)On

Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele Nesmith <MNeSmith@accg.

org>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due
to COVID 19.1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts
so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs.
or

reduced hours for staff. Dlease email me at mnesmithOac g. org with the details.

Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite
Georgia
522- 5022

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

www.

accg. org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 191
Peachtree Street, Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

416

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE

NOTE: ACCG

lawyers

represent

ACCG

and its subsidiary

boards.

No

attorney -client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its
subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal
advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county
consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

attorney

should

be

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

COUNTY-

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of gradysaxon@jenkinscountyga.

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11: 01 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Jenkins

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

gov

ACCG. ORG

County has not implemented any cuts. Grady
Saxon County
Administrator Jenkins
County, GA P.
O. Box 797 Millen,
GA

30442

478)

982- 2563 On

Tuesday, April 14, 2020, 10: 27: 17 AM EDT, Michele NeSmith <mnesmith@accg.

org>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

NeSmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite
Georgia

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

522- 5022 www.
accg.org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 191
Peachtree Street, Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The

following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County Commissioners
of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation. 418

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attorney -client relationship with any
person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide
legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific
to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records lava. Most writtert commurucatiorts to or from City artd Courtty
ey dale regardmg City artd Courtty busmess are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
commurticatiorts may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

BHolland@HOUSTONCOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Barry Holland
ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10: 44 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Houston

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

has not to this point. From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Michele Nesmith

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10:27 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite

Georgia

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

522- 5022 www.

accg. org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties 420

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client
relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by
this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The
county attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Tom Couch

NET>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10: 35 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts We

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

have currently full schedul
e furloughed approximately 20 out of 41 FT employees and most seasonal personnel in our
Parks and Recreation department due to lack of work (after school and special programs, water park,athletics). We have
also full -scheduled furloughed about 40 part- time solid waste convenience center personnel. Some more are possible (
along with possible layoffs in the long- term) depending on the outcome of our financial scenario planning. TC
From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>on
NeSmith < MNeSmith@ACCG.

behalf of Michele

ORG>
Reply -

To:County- managers- and-admins <COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>Date:
Tuesday, April 14,2020 at 10: 27 AM To: "
COUNTY-

MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG" <
COUNTY -

MANAGERS - AND ADM

INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> Subject:

County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good
morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org

with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

NeSmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite

Georgia

30303

422

700 Atlanta,

404- 522- 5022

www. accg. org

Advancing Georgia' s Counties

Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation
191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association
County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers representACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attorney - client relationship with any
person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide
legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff The county attorney should be consulted. for legal issues specific
to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

423

TAC Service

Desk

From:

COUNTY-

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

DHeadley@DAWSONCOUNTY.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of David Headley
ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10: 32 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Dawson

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

county has not. We have asked our senior staff to look at holding back 25%
in

purchases in

case our LOST takes a

hit. Dave

Headley County
Manager Dawson
County Board

of County Commissioners Email:
dheadley@dawsoncounty. org Office:
706- 344- 3501

Cell:

770- 402- 2944 On

Apr 14, 2020, at 10: 27 AM, Michele Nesmith <MNeSmith@accg. org>
wrote: Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due
to COVID 19.1 have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts
so I am asking you directly. If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs.
or

reduced hours for staff. Dlease email me at mnesmith( @accg. org with the details.

Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

Nesmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree Street, NE, Suite
Georgia
522- 5022

30303

700 Atlanta,

404-

www.

accg.org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 424

191 Peachtree

Street,

Suite 700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the
Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial
statement or summary of the Association County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs
Foundation.

PLEASE NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No
attorney - client relationship with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its
subsidiary boards) is formed by this email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal

advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county attorney should be
consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
cr elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.
M NeSmith@ACCG.

ACCG. ORG>

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Michele Nesmith

ORG>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 10: 27 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] County Furloughs and Staff Cuts Good

morning, NACO
is asking each state association to gather information on county staff furloughs and cuts due to COVID 19.
I have not found any record of this occurring in Georgia through media accounts so I am asking you directly.
If your county has had to make layoffs, institute furloughs, or reduced hours for staff, please email me
at mnesmith@ac g. org with the details. Thanks

in advance for your assistance with this matter. Best,
Michele
Michele

NeSmith, Esq. ACCG
Research

and Policy Development Director 191
Peachtree

Street, NE, Suite

Georgia

30303

700

Atlanta,

404-

522- 5022 www.
accg. org Advancing

Georgia' s Counties Association

County Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation 191
Peachtree Street, Suite

700, Atlanta,

GA, 30303

The

following information will be sent upon request: A full and fair description of the Association County Commissioners
of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation; A financial statement or summary of the Association County
Commissioners of Georgia Civic Affairs Foundation. PLEASE
NOTE: ACCG lawyers represent ACCG and its subsidiary boards. No attomey- client relationship
with any person or entity ( other than ACCG and its subsidiary boards) is formed by this

email. ACCG lawyers do not provide legal advice to individual counties, officials, or staff. The county
attorney should be consulted for legal issues specific to an individual county. PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava.Most written communications to or from City and County cr
elals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 426

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 9: 38 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Georgia Gets $ 522M for Transit, Phoebe Update, Georgia 4- H VISTA, PCOM South,

Subject:

Thomas University, CDBG Competition, State of Emergency, Charlie Harper

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 14, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Receives More Than $ 522M In Federal Funds
To Address Impact Of Coronavirus
Governor Brian P. Kemp, announced the availability of $ 522, 237, 467 in
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act funds for
Georgia' s transit operators which is made available by the Federal
Transit Administration (

FTA).

The CARES Act was signed into law by

President Trump on March 27, 2020.
DCA Announces Annual CDBG Competition
The Community Development Block Grant Program ( CDBG) provides
funding to assist a wide range of eligible activities, including housing
improvement projects, public facilities such as water and sewer lines,
buildings

such as local health centers

or head start centers,

and

economic development projects. All projects must substantially benefit
low and moderate income persons.
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News
Phoebe Reports Monday COVID19 Numbers

Georgia 4- H Celebrates 10 Year
Collaboration

with AmeriCorps

VISTA

Dr. Craver Assumes
PCOM

South

Role as

Georgia

Dean

Thomas University Offers
Residence
Responders

Hall Rooms to First
Exposed

to COVID-

19

Governor Kemp Issues Statewide
State of Emergency for Severe
Weather

Charlie

Damage

Harper:

For Those

Dealing With Economic Issues
Amid Covid Crisis

Room for Improvement:

2020

Census Self -Response Rates in
Georgia' s Cities

April is National Safe Digging
Month
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Ford to Start Producing

Recent Video

Respirator Masks and Other
Equipment

for Healthcare

Workers

USDA Unveils Tool to Help Rural
Communities

Address

the

COVID- 19 Pandemic

Small Business Hiring and Wage
Growth

Slow as Impacts

of the

Coronavirus Pandemic Begin to
Take Effect

Jay Sharpe of U Save It

First Responders Grateful for

Pharmacy, Working with

Community Support in

Employees

Responding to COVID- 19

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

DCSS Meal Delivery Program to
E

Resume Monday
Albany Museum of Art Launches
Life Imitating Art Online
Challenge

Game

Thomas University Moves
Undergraduate, Graduate

Nursing Programs Completely
Online
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on

com

Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

429

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

430

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Georgia Hospitals To Receive Nearly $ 800M

To Aid COVID- 19 Fight

U. S. Senators David Perdue ( R- GA) and Kelly Loeffler ( R- GA)
announced $

792 million in funding from the Department of Health and

Human Services ( HHS) to Georgia hospitals and health care providers
enrolled

in Medicare.

These funds, authorized

through

the Coronavirus

Aid, Relief, and Economic Stability ( CARES) Act, will be used to treat
coronavirus patients and aid in the fight against COVID- 19.
Georgia DOT Awards nearly $ 109AM

in Construction

Contracts

March

Georgia Department of Transportation ( Georgia DOT) awarded 15

431

for

construction contracts for statewide transportation projects totaling
109, 380, 895.

More Features >>
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If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.
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as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commurMcatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 9: 38 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Georgia Gets $ 522M for Transit, Phoebe Update, Georgia 4- H VISTA, PCOM South,

Subject:

Thomas University, CDBG Competition, State of Emergency, Charlie Harper

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 14, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Receives More Than $ 522M In Federal Funds
To Address Impact Of Coronavirus
Governor Brian P. Kemp, announced the availability of $ 522, 237, 467 in
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act funds for
Georgia' s transit operators which is made available by the Federal
Transit Administration (

FTA).

The CARES Act was signed into law by

President Trump on March 27, 2020.
DCA Announces Annual CDBG Competition
The Community Development Block Grant Program ( CDBG) provides
funding to assist a wide range of eligible activities, including housing
improvement projects, public facilities such as water and sewer lines,
buildings

such as local health centers

or head start centers,

and

economic development projects. All projects must substantially benefit
low and moderate income persons.
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News
Phoebe Reports Monday COVID19 Numbers

Georgia 4- H Celebrates 10 Year
Collaboration

with AmeriCorps

VISTA

Dr. Craver Assumes
PCOM

South

Role as

Georgia

Dean

Thomas University Offers
Residence
Responders

Hall Rooms to First
Exposed

to COVID-

19

Governor Kemp Issues Statewide
State of Emergency for Severe
Weather

Charlie

Damage

Harper:

For Those

Dealing With Economic Issues
Amid Covid Crisis

Room for Improvement:

2020

Census Self -Response Rates in
Georgia' s Cities

April is National Safe Digging
Month
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Ford to Start Producing

Recent Video

Respirator Masks and Other
Equipment

for Healthcare

Workers

USDA Unveils Tool to Help Rural
Communities

Address

the

COVID- 19 Pandemic

Small Business Hiring and Wage
Growth

Slow as Impacts

of the

Coronavirus Pandemic Begin to
Take Effect

Jay Sharpe of U Save It

First Responders Grateful for

Pharmacy, Working with

Community Support in

Employees

Responding to COVID- 19

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

DCSS Meal Delivery Program to
E

Resume Monday
Albany Museum of Art Launches
Life Imitating Art Online
Challenge

Game

Thomas University Moves
Undergraduate, Graduate

Nursing Programs Completely
Online
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on

com

Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)
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D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

438

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Recent Features
Georgia Hospitals To Receive Nearly $ 800M

To Aid COVID- 19 Fight

U. S. Senators David Perdue ( R- GA) and Kelly Loeffler ( R- GA)
announced $

792 million in funding from the Department of Health and

Human Services ( HHS) to Georgia hospitals and health care providers
enrolled

in Medicare.

These funds, authorized

through

the Coronavirus

Aid, Relief, and Economic Stability ( CARES) Act, will be used to treat
coronavirus patients and aid in the fight against COVID- 19.
Georgia DOT Awards nearly $ 109AM

in Construction

Contracts

March

Georgia Department of Transportation ( Georgia DOT) awarded 15

439

for

construction contracts for statewide transportation projects totaling
109, 380, 895.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Marcia

Sent:

L. Conner <

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 9: 30 AM

mconner@nfbpa. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Covid- 19 Support Line Now Available for NFBPA Members!

11

Sponsored By:

As we continue to respond to the global spread of the novel Coronavirus —
known as COVID- 19 — our

also

main priority is the safety and well- being of your

communities. In an effort to make sure you have the support and information
you need during this time, we have set up the Cigna COVID- 19 Resource
Center. There, you will find information on care and coverage, getting your
medications, and answers to your questions on symptoms and prevention.

For all individuals seeking support during the COVID- 19 global pandemic,
Cigna offers a toll -free number, 855. 287. 8400 to connect to a qualified
representative. Assistance is available 24/ 7, for as long as necessary. The
service is open to anyone in the US, free of charge to help people manage
their stress and anxiety so they can continue to address their everyday needs.

443

Callers may also receive referrals to community resources to help them with
specific concerns, including financial and legal matters.

fria "WWWWRILMM010M

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy( cbdouaher- ty. ga. us

Sent by mconner@nfbpa. org in collaboration with

LJ
Try email

marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8: 58 AM

Sent:
To:

Sonja

Bennett

Subject:

RE: Budget

Update ( Current

and

Proposed)

Will do!(

From: Sonja Bennett < sonjaab1119@gmail. com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8: 34 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

Re: Budget

Update ( Current

and Proposed)

Very Welcome! Hang in there! sbb
On Mon, Apr 13, 2020 at 9: 46 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us> wrote:
Thank you!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Sonja Bennett < soniaab1119@gmail. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 13/ 20 9: 02 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Current and Proposed)

Suggested

edits........

check the year stated at the end of paragraph 2 and make sure its correct. sbb

All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of ' Shelter in Place" it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we have all been immersed in
responding

to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year ( June

301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long term this is
unsustainable.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures should be avoided. All hands

are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in force,

furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are aware we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this
period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By
445

implementing more strict spending measures we have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the
great recession in 2008(?) when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be
exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included.

Also, there will be no

recommendations to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments

are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets.

We are fortunate

because the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018, and we added approximately $ 3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

County Administrator

On Mon, Apr 13, 2020 at 7: 15 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary at this very moment for us
to be even more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we' ve all in some form
been immersed in responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to pivot to also address the financial challenges that lie
ahead. Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal

year ( June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Long term this is
unsustainable.

avoided.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. If it' s not an essential expenditure it should be

All hands are needed on deck to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in

force, furloughs, and reduced benefits to name a few. As you are aware we are very fortunate to be able earn a salary
during this period but it should not be taken for granted nor assumed to be sustainable without making difficult
decisions. We are being tested and will continue to be tested. By implementing stricter spending measures we have a
better chance of weathering this disaster without as we did the great recession where no one lost their jobs.

Now we' ll discuss the upcoming proposed budget. Since your budget hearings our financial landscape has changed
drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding
levels. In other words, your department' s funding level will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal
year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be exceptions. For instance, if there' s
contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
446

a

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018 and we added approximately $ 3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record says to me that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial crisis. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

County Administrator

i,C. i,, - - Fr'1%T

O III

m

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: DougheMga.

l:.::
irnaflL mmeeoy

y

us

dougherty.

101C, Im

a. us

7

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. lost written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Roberts,

Richard <

RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8:41 AM
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Allen,

Subject:

RE: Battelle

Sam
Decontamination

System

Thannk you Sirs.

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 10 PM
To: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.
Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

Subject: RE: Battelle Decontamination

Approved.

ga. us>

ga. us>; Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
System

You can sign off on the agreement.

From: Addison,

Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

Thanks.

ea. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 4: 02 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
us>Subject:
Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty. ga. us>; Roberts, Richard < R oberts @dougherty.ea.
FW: Battelle

Decontamination System Importance:

High

Michael,

Please

see the emails from Ricard and Sam below. The FDA has approved a vendor to disinfect N95 masks so they can be
reused during to help with supply during this shortage. The masks are tracked so they are sent back to the same location
and user. The

only cost would be for shipping. I

beliv we will need to sign a contract. I

recomnd approval. Thanks,

Scott
From:

Roberts, Richard

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 3:
43 PM To:
Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@doueherty.

ea.
us> Cc:

ga.
us> Subject:

FW: Battelle

Decontamination System

High

Mr.

Importance:

Addison, Sam wanted me to run this by you and see if it is something the county would be interested in to help with PPE
shortage. Basically we would double bag our used N95 masks and place in a cardboard box and send to Battel e Memorial
Institute. They would decontaminate the PPEs and send them back to us. The only cost would be the shipping.
The Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA)has been authorized by CDC for use in decontaminating N95 masks for
reuse by healthcare personnel resulting from the Coronavirus Disease 2019 pandemic. Letter
from FDA is attached. Thanks
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From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 2: 51 PM
To: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Vonmendenhall, Robert< RVonMendenhall@dougherty. ga. us>; Livingston,
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

Dickie < DLivingston@dougherty.

ga. us>

System

High

Richard,

I have reviewed the email information below from Battelle Decon. Systems. It is a method to have good condition N- 95
mask cleaned and sent back to the EMS service for same employee reuse. Each employee would place their name on the
mask and when turned in we ship to Battelle for processing.

There are a few simple steps and the only cost is shipping

fee. No decon fee and no return fee. Please look over the information and let me know your recommendation on this
offer.

Thanks,
Sam

airsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

11 T Y

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.::ir naflL SaAllen&

d_ougherty ga. us

From: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. gov>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 34 PM
Amy Williams< awilliams@colquittregional. com>; Arch McNeill
archmcneill@gmail. com>; Bobby Watkins < bwatkins@lee. ga. us>; Brandon Fletcher < brandon. fletcher@benhillcountyga. gov>; Brenda Gainey < csonurse@gapac. com>; bbeasley < bbeasley@goldstarambulance. com>;
To: Allen Owens < aowens@tiftcounty.

org>;

cproctor@goldstarambulance. com; ionathan. lott@air- evac. com; Coleman Williams < cwilliams@lee. ga. us>;

Greg < dampiergregory@air- evac. com>; Danny Edwards < dedwards@ourcommunityambulance. org>;
bems7@windstream.
Derrick

Daryel Lancaster

net>; David Bauch < david. bauch@sgmc. org>; Derek Knight< DKnight@goldstarambulance.

Ogletree < Derrick. ogletree@thomascountyga.

dcofty@millerga.

org>; Eddie

Brown <

gov>; Don Williford < gaemsdon@hotmail.

ebrown@covenantems.

grwilliams@gmh. edu>; gbarfield@americusga.

com>;

com>; Doug Cofty

gov; James ' Bo' Hamby < terrelldirector@windstream.

ilmcpherson@gmh.

edu>; Joe Cowart < iacowart@GMH.

John Pruitt < dwl@windstream. net>; John Russ < ifrussiii@gmh.

edu>;

edu>;

net>;

Matt Langley< mlangley@transcaremedical.

net>;

com>;

Kevin

Martin Smith < tcems810@rose. net>;

Lincoln < nlincoln@amerimedems.
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Jim

com)

Mark Sealy < markse@thomasville. org>;
Nate

net>;

Joey Fowler < ioey. fowler@tiftcounty. org>;

Kevin Krivan < kkrivan@lifebriteearly.

Lassiter < rklassiter@gmh. edu>; Littleton, Kim ( director@georgiaemsassociation.
director@georgiaemsassociation. com>;

com>;

dedwards@crispregional. org; Gordon Williams

ilsauls@gmh. edu; Jason Rinker< irinker@goldstarambulance. com>; Jerry Edwards < icema@windstream.
McPherson <

Dampier,

com>;

Randy Patten

Lanierema@windstream.

net>;

Robby Royal < turnerems@windstream. net>; Rodney Gordon

rodneygordon@eradycountyea.
shawkinsmd@me.

com>;

eov>;

Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty. ga. us>; Sanford Hawkins

Tim Coram < Tim. Coram@thomascountyea. eov>; Wayne Royal < calhounems@hotmail.

com>

Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination System
Importance:

High

FYI

From: Joiner, Kelly < kelly. joiner@dph. ea. eov>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 19 AM
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination

System

All,

Please see the message below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It will provide the
opportunity to extend the life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock. Please review the e- mail below
from Leah along with the attachments. This is available for hospitals, LTCF and First Responder agencies. Share with
your agencies so that the agreements can be signed and they can begin saving N95 masks for disinfecting.
Kelly J

Kelly Joiner
Director of Regional EMS Systems
Regional EMS Director— Region 5
Office of EMS and Trauma
Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
1000

Indian

Springs

Dr.

Forsyth, GA 31029
Office: ( 478) 993- 4990

Cell: ( 470) 599- 9279

Public, .Sa;P,ft'mt A encPin, ( EMS, PwPra;, Law Enforcement) and Public, Safety Personnel need to check'„ or uaatP information on the
Georgia Office of EMS a;
nd rra;aa web site as well as the CDC and Georgia ef)a rtr ent ofPublic, t'
Pea lth
Cor°onavarusweb pages:CDC https://www,
cdc, eov

coronavirus/ 2019- ncov index, html Georgia

https://
dph. eeoria. eovnovelcoronavirus
a;
a
d 7°

a a; a ma; O .S):ht ps:/ dph. geor

Georgia 0
ia.

gov

PaaPPc tPeaPtPa:

ce o .
S
EMS

Healthcare partners, Please see the

message below
about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It will provide the opportunity to extend the life
of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock. Please review the email below from Leah along with the attachments.
Share with your administration on Monday so that the agreements can be signed and you can begin saving N95
masks for disinfecting. Please share this with your
coalition partners; healthcare facilities can participate without charge.Thanks to our federal partners
for their support with this initiative! Kelly H.
Nadeau, RN, MN,

EMHP Healthcare Preparedness Program Director Emergency
Preparedness

and

Response

Georgia

Department of Public Health
455

2 Peachtree

Street,

Atlanta,

30303

Desk:
Mobile:

Email:

GA

11- 381

404- 463- 0541
678- 618- 4906

Kelly. Nadeau@dph. g

gov

From: Hoffacker, Leah < Leah. Hoffacker@dph. ga. gov>

Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2020 12: 50 PM
To: Nadeau, Kelly < Kelly. Nadeau@dph. ea. eov>
Subject: Draft: Battelle Decontamination System

Kelly,

Please share with your standard list:
Georgia has been lucky enough to be a part of the first wave to receive a Battelle CCDS Critical Care Decontamination
System, and the system/ team should be in Georgia within the next 10 days.

Battelle has a regional team to work with healthcare professionals, e. g., hospitals, LTCF, first responders,
etc. to help them with the correct storage, packaging, shipping, etc.
Please review the attached Emergency Use Authorization to see which entities are included in the
federal contract.
2.

The agreement is between the facilities and Battelle. Due to the federal contracted awarded to Battelle,

the only cost to the facility is shipping.
3.

Under the current FDA EUA, they can only clean N95s.
a.

They are testing cleaning other PPE.

The FDA EUA is for N95 respirators. It covers any N95s ( healthcare and industrial) that are not cellulose
based. Respirators must be certified by NIOSH as an N95. If NIOSH hasn' t certified it, Battelle does not
recommend decontamination via their process.

Below is a basic breakdown of how all of this works:

Step 1: Enroll:
The Facility/ system needs to enroll in the decontamination cleaning program. To do so, please click
the following link:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inquiry/ offerings- and- services/ covid- response/

Once you have submitted your information, you will receive an email providing you with the next
steps and documents to review.

Step 2: List of Facilities:
Read the information and send a list of participating facilities to the contact provided in the email.
DO NOT fill out the sample agreement. It is only for review.
You will then provided a contract for your facility/ system ( 4- 5 pages in length) and site codes that
MUST be written on each mask.

Step 3: Save your masks:

Please use the attached guidance for how to label and store masks.
o
Masks should be labeled per the attached guidance and be free of any visual contaminants,
e. g., fluids, makeup, or other contaminants.
o

Masks need to be stored and prepared for shipment in the following manner:
Label per the attached guidance ( individuals should label their own masks), to
include name and site code

Place masks in biohazard bags ( multiple masks in each bag)
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Place the biohazard bag in a secondary bag ( does not have to be a biohazard bag)
and decontaminate

it with a sanitizer wipe

Placed bags in a cardboard

box for shipping ( 125- 150 masks per box)

Label the box with a biohazard sticker (you must use the sticker)
Step 4: Shipment:

The facility is responsible for the shipment.
You may use your preferred Biohazard shippers ( the vendor must be able to ship biohazard
material).

Battelle does have a contract with Cardinal.

Step 5: Cleaning and Return:
All masks must be free of debris. If they are not, they will be disposed of by the decontamination
team.

Masks are cleaned and returned to the facility according to the site codes on the masks. At this
point, they are no longer a biohazard and can be safely shipped.
The System Team' s goal is to return all masks within 72 hours. However, it may take a bit longer,
depending on their workload.
For additional information, Battelle has a " Frequently Asked Questions" page that is updated regularly:
https:// www. battelle. orgZinb/ battelle- ccds- for- covidl9- satellite- locations/

Leah Hoffacker, MPS, EMHP
Program Manager, Medical Countermeasures

Program

Emergency Preparedness and Response, Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
2 Peachtree
Atlanta,
Office:

Street

NW

GA 30303
404- 463- 1420

Cell: 404- 390- 9491

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sonja Bennett < sonjaab1119@gmail. com>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8: 34 AM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Re: Budget

Update ( Current

and

Proposed)

Very Welcome! Hang in there! sbb
On Mon, Apr 13, 2020 at 9: 46 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
Thank you!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Sonja Bennett < soniaab1119@gmail. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 13/ 20 9: 02 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Current and Proposed)

Suggested edits........

All —

check the year stated at the end of paragraph 2 and make sure its correct. sbb

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and

fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we have all been immersed in
responding

to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year (June

301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long term this is
unsustainable.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures should be avoided. All hands

are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in force,

furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are aware we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this
period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By
implementing more strict spending measures we have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the
great recession in 2008(?) when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be
458

exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included.

Also, there will be no

recommendations to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018, and we added approximately $ 3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

County Administrator

On Mon, Apr 13, 2020 at 7: 15 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of ' Shelter in Place" it is necessary at this very moment for us
to be even more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we' ve all in some form
been immersed in responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to pivot to also address the financial challenges that lie
ahead. Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal

year (June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Long term this is
unsustainable.

avoided.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. If it' s not an essential expenditure it should be

All hands are needed on deck to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in

force, furloughs, and reduced benefits to name a few. As you are aware we are very fortunate to be able earn a salary
during this period but it should not be taken for granted nor assumed to be sustainable without making difficult
decisions. We are being tested and will continue to be tested. By implementing stricter spending measures we have a
better chance of weathering this disaster without as we did the great recession where no one lost their jobs.

Now we' ll discuss the upcoming proposed budget. Since your budget hearings our financial landscape has changed
drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding
levels. In other words, your department' s funding level will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal
year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be exceptions. For instance, if there' s
contracted

service escalator, it will be included.

Also, there will be no recommendations

to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018 and we added approximately $ 3 million to
the fund balance last year.
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a

Our past track record says to me that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial crisis. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

County Administrator

µ

kK3f -i R1,
1

I :

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: DougheMga. us

l:.::
irnaflL mmeeov _ doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. lost written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Dan

Sent:

Tuesday, April 14, 2020 8: 01 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

PPE From

Dear

Berkowitz <

dberkowitz@shuniforms. com>

From:

S&

H Uniforms -

COVID-

19 Medical

Supplies

Michael,

During this time of uncertainty, we would like our customers to know that S& H Uniforms was
deemed an " essential business" by the State of New York, and is therefore open and shipping.
If you require an urgent shipment of:
Isolation Gowns
Digital Thermometers
Surgical Gowns

Nitrile gloves
N95 Masks
Surgical

Masks

Hand Sanitizer
Disposable Wipes
Face Mask
Medical Goggles
Please contact me at dberkowitz@shuniforms.

com or 914- 937- 6000 ext. 8216 if there is

anything that you need.
I hope you and your loved ones stay safe and healthy.
Best,
Dan

Berkowitz

S& H Uniforms
One Aqueduct

Road

White Plains, NY 10606

p) 914- 937- 6800 x8216
f) 914- 937- 0741
dberkowitzQa shuniforms. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Parker, Dr.Anthony < aparker@albanytech. edu>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6: 57 AM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

BLOG -

recipients

COVID- 19 and the Albany Tech Student Pipeline

Here is a link to my latest blog post: https:// albanytech. edu/ about/ atc- blog/ 1224- covid- 19and- atc- student- pipeline

ANTHONY

O. PARKER,

PH. D.

President

P 229. 430. 0656
F 229. 430. 3594
E aparkergalbanytech.

edu

ANY
2013 1. 10' P 100
IMF"10DUC«E
tOOCi`

iT

CRt_LE, I= WEEK

Albany Technical College
1704 S. Slappey Blvd.
Albany, Georgia 31701
http:// www. albanytech.

edu

III%Il((
lll)

I/

1 J111111'

I

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7: 04 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

Ready or not, schools shift to full- time virtual learning; Tourist towns ban short- term

Subject:

rentals; Police arrest abortion clinic protesters for violating stay- at- home orders; States
announce regional efforts to restart the economy

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Tourist Towns Ban Short- term Rentals to Prevent Virus Spread
III"N I I III :

I' 400 I: 3II. I:

I Short- term rental listings have drawn ire from local officials for advertising

homes as quarantine retreats.

Abortion Clinic Protesters Are Being Arrested for Violating
Stay -At -Home Orders
III (

3( 1I I : IIM& 14 I

In several cities across the country, anti -abortion protesters are among

those testing local and state orders telling people to stay home, saying they see their actions as

constitutionally protected.
Brought to you by Nutanix

1410

2_ gp

4_ifl! _ g

ly
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We are moving into uncharted territory in IT. As technologists and solutions architects, we are constantly dealing
with an ever - changing landscape and our latest challenges are no different. The ways in which we previously
conducted business have shifted, radically and quickly.

Our customers asked for support to adjust and maintain business continuity through increased capacity to work
remotely. For those IT folks who are in need of a solution now, this blog will share the options available to you,
complete with steps to get started ASAP.

States Announce Regional Efforts to Restart the Economy
13IIII I I V., JC:A I

The moves came as President Trump declared he and the federal government

have primacy over deciding when " to open up the states" amid the coronavirus crisis.

Five Years of Route Fifty
L.

IIM &

h IIOOIf

I

Look how we' ve grown.

The Pandemic Will Cleave America in Two
J

IIII" N

1

I I I

EA I IL. .

I' NJ If llC I

Some will emerge from this crisis disrupted and shaken,

but ultimately stable. Others will come out of it with much more lasting scars.

Border Checkpoints Discourage Travelers Between States
L.

IIII' TI ''

I I

I'

S I AI I

I

States are discouraging out-of- state tourists, governors

are warning their residents not to travel to neighboring states, and law enforcement is screening
drivers at state borders.

A Covid- 19 Data Lag Might Be Giving Americans False Hope
C11

1

I II : I .

Illf

II : V.

JI " T )A) I11 I

Prematu

reports of daily death tolls create the illusion that cases

are perpetually on the verge of peaking. Older

Americans Are Risking Coronavirus Exposure to Get Their
Medications II
Il.

I I

TI: II

N 1 11 I : 1f

1 0', J I COMENTARY

I II I

I

N J II

l[( JW. f II T) II

I

II I I I

I

I I II"

I A national survey of Americans over age 65 to see how they

are getting medications almost a month into stay- at-home recommendations should be a call
to action, both

for older adults and for those who care about them. Brought

to you by Nutanix eiyyllblVyyouyiU""
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?

Deliver secure, responsive access to applications, desktops, and data to an unlimited number of users on any cloud
provider, from any device, any location, and at any scale with Nutanix' s Frame.

Sign up to try Frame for 30 days free.
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message was sent from Route Fifty to m c oy@dougherty. ga.
us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you have opted in
to receive it.
Note: It
one

may take our system up

or two more newsletters. Thank

Executive

to two business days

you for reading Route

Media

Group, 600

to process your unsubscribe request

Fifty

and during that time you may receive

Today. Government

New Hampshire Avenue

NW, Washington, DC

20037 PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law,Most writ encommunications to or from City andCounty o dals regardlrtg
City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure. 466

R
The Broadcast Retirement Network' s # BRNAM for Tuesday, April 14, 2020 1 Special

guest: Daniel Kline, Senior Technology and Consumer Products Reporter, The
Motley Fool I Today' s top stories: Healthy aging: Staying connected during the
pandemic and The technology behind the 2020 NFL Draft I For more news and
content each and every day subscribe and

visit www. broadcastretirementnetwork. com I The Morning Pulse. Retirement News
that Matters.

Independent.

Unbiased.

Information

for All.
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Snyder currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor for
the..B ad eas.t R eti r..
efl]an t N e tw..(...)
rk.. Considered an indust"
ry insider",thought - leader and
an independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared
in both television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital
markets. he

Broadcast Retirement Network (BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused on
helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and savings
culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most importantly No

agendas, no

sales pitches, no

product pushes. financial

morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can
create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering
headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their 469
goals. Our

Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general

reference

and educational

purposes

only. Although

we believe

the content provider to be a

reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

of such

Websites.

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility

for the use of or inability

to use such site and recommends

you review

the terms,

conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Parker, Dr.Anthony < aparker@albanytech. edu>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 6: 52 AM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

BLOG -

recipients

COVID- 19 and the Albany Tech Student Pipeline

Here is a link to my latest blog post: https:// albanytech. edu/ about/ atc- blog/ 1224- covid- 19and- atc- student- pipeline

ANTHONY

O. PARKER,

PH. D.

President

P 229. 430. 0656
F 229. 430. 3594
E aparkergalbanytech.

edu

ANY
2013 1. 10' P 100
IMF"10DUC«E
tOOCi`

iT

CRt_LE, I= WEEK

Albany Technical College
1704 S. Slappey Blvd.
Albany, Georgia 31701
http:// www. albanytech.

edu
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2: 12 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Monday April 13, 2020
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now our Leadership Team is trying to help ourselves stay grounded. We are answering as a group these 7 questions, "

leaders can best set priorities during the coronavirus crisis"www. fastcompany. com/90486812/... What
is most important to preserve during the crisis? r(eputation, connection with customers, expertise,

How

momentum on a certain project etc.)
What

traits or characteristics do you want to display in this crisis? If
you look back on the crisis in 10 years, what

will make you feel like you managed the crisis well?

Are

there particular morals or guiding principles that feel important to you at this time?What
is important to think beyond your
key relationships do you want to maintain during this crisis? It
(
immediate stakeholders and to also consider relationships with your community and your family.)
To
courageous, heroic, measured etc.)
What
what do you aspire during this crisis?calm,
(
would make you feel proud even if the crisis ends badly for you or your business? V'°°
ft tc
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asked each Dept Head to present me with a plan for their respective departments (due tomorrow). I
have some concepts at that time. 480

should

uuuuul

Some ideas we discussed:
Gradual restart of offices.
Split shifts even for office staff.
Continue " work from home" and transition

over several weeks.

Signs encouraging distancing in office space with line dividers.
Continue deep clean of surfaces and have plenty of hand sanitizer present.
Follow Governor with reopening playgrounds, etc.
Express diligence in enforcing, " stay home when sick" policies.
I will be interested to see what other communities

are planning for their return to work.

Luke Nelson

City Manager
City of Norwalk
Norwalk

IA

Inelson@norwalk. iowa. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 12- 2020 08: 51 PM
From: Mark Abeles- Allison
Subject: Office Preparations

for Return and Transitions

Back

Good Evening:
Two questions:

1. We are starting to think about our office environments in the future as Stay at Home orders are lifted and
employees and the public return to our facilities.
I saw a lot of plexiglass at polling places, is this something you are considering for your more heavily
Are you considering any office reconfigurations, moving desks further
from reception staff? Will you instruct staff to wear PPE in the office?
trafficked office reception areas?

Are there other safety precautions for staff and the public you are considering?
2. As Stay at Home orders are lifted do you have a philosophy regarding remote office worker return?
A. At least one person to be physically present in each office?
B. Consideration

for at -risk employees?

C. Timeline you are considering?
D. Other?

Thank you very much!

Mark Abeles- Allison
481

County Administrator
County of Bayfield
Washburn
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Good Morning San Mateo County, California has or had an app that worked very user friendly. I have not
opened in a couple years.
A couple years ago, we developed in- house an app with our IT Department.

T. Hanna CBP, CCP, IPMA- SCP, SHRM- SCP
Human Resources Director

County of Richland
Columbia SC

hanna. dwight@richlandcountysc. gov
t
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Original

Message: Sent:
04- 10- 2020 11: 45 AM From:
Evan

Berrett Subject:

City Mobile Apps Although
inspired by recent events, our city has been interested in having a mobile app developed to provide
quicker access to tools and services. City mobile apps, in my opinion, are notoriously too simple, buggy,
or underused. That being said, I can' t help but think with innovations in mobile app technology that they
could be so much better with truly modern design, actually

useful features, and

even innovative in some

ways. I'

m curious if anyone has any examples they are aware of of City mobile apps that do particularly well and that
aren' t just 311 apps. Thanks. Evan

Berrett MPA Senior
Management Analyst

City

of Eagle Mountain Eagle
Mountain UT e.,,
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Thanks for sharing, I can' t seem to find it though. I can find one for the library system, but that's it. Do you
know where I might find it or information on it?

Evan Berrett MPA
Senior Management Analyst

City of Eagle Mountain
Eagle Mountain UT
eberrett@emcity.

org
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 13- 2020 11: 30 AM
From: T. Hanna

Subject: City Mobile Apps
Good Morning San Mateo County, California has or had an app that worked very user friendly. I have not
opened in a couple years.
A couple years ago, we developed in- house an app with our IT Department.

T. Hanna CBP, CCP, IPMA- SCP, SHRM- SCP
Human Resources Director

County of Richland
Columbia SC
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Evan -

we use a product by Accela ( formerly " Public Stuff") that has a really nice and slick mobile interface.
We use it primarily for citizen requests related to public works functions, but it can include everything from
billing to mobile alerts and information to the public. About 3 years ago I looked internally to develop a
mobile app, but it became apparent that unless you were a large agency, there were a number of ' off the

shelf' solutions that could easily be adapted for use. There are hundreds of agencies throughout the US
that use the Accela product.

Joshua Pack PE
Director of Public Works and Transportation

County of Calaveras
San Andreas CA

jpack@co. calaveras. ca. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 13- 2020 12: 37 PM
From: Evan Berrett

Subject: City Mobile Apps
Thanks for sharing, I can' t seem to find it though. I can find one for the library system, but that's it. Do you
know where I might find it or information on it?

Evan Berrett MPA
Senior Management

Analyst

City of Eagle Mountain
Eagle Mountain UT
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I think your analysis is spot on. John' s reasoning with your twist on delivering the message should be the
right approach.

In my town, we have been quite proactive about protecting employees, and this has

worked to make sure everyone feels like they are in it together - from the finance clerk to the fire chief. We
also have two large state facilities ( a state university and a large prison complex) which our EMS
services. We had a lot of communication problems with the prison complex early on, and used some
political muscle to get the message to our governor. He fixed the problem quickly. In short, we leveraged
our strengths in many different ways to demonstrate how important all our staff is during a crisis. Every city
and town will have a slightly different approach to the question of " hazard pay," but the overarching

theme

should be that everyone is working to support the greater good. That is municipal service in a nutshell.

484

Michael Dutton Esq, ICMA- CM, JD
Town

Administrator

Town of Bridgewater
East Falmouth MA
dutton99@hotmail. com
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Message:

Sent: 04- 10- 2020 01: 08 PM
From: Jerene Watson

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
I found this useful and well stated, but would offer a slightly different tone in my messaging. All of us
probably hate that these discussions are necessary whether introduced by the employee or the employer
because it isn' t easy to get the message heard without potentially offending or being offended. Managers
and department leaders who have to manage their budgets can more easily understand the " this isn' t
personal, it' s just business" message," but that will in all likelihood be met with a reaction from the rank and
file asking why is it about money, something that may or may not be shared back up at the top of the
organization, but will be a root of discontent or discouragement.

Our internal COVID- 19 team has been discussing the possibility of being asked for more pay from those
first responders, and my take away is we should emphasize what we CAN do for our employees and first
responders, a sort of transformational

message versus transactional.

In our case I would highlight all the

efforts we have made and what we CAN and ARE doing for them: adding the 80 hours of Public
Emergency Health Leave ( PEHL) ( 106 for fire responders) we implemented a few weeks ago before the

federal government added theirs; our aggressive efforts to get our inventory of PPE to where it needs to be;
working to reduce exposure by adding additional sanitizing efforts in our cleaning crew; ordering masks for
all 240 employees; closure of all public buildings, even police lobby; going to shift -work, on- call/ shift
combinations, work from home & telecommuting where possible; officers handling calls from their vehicles
wherever possible instead of in person for a no- contact/ physical distancing regimen; and, setting up an
additional temporary fire station to separate crews in case of exposure so we still have a fire department
that remains active.

We are a small, bi- national border community and have the double hit financially of a restricted border than
now has shut out 50% of our sales tax revenue that comes across the border for our goods and services for
a loss of half a million a month, devastating for a budget our size. Depending on how long the virus is
active, it has already set us on a course of financial caution where I implemented a spending freeze in our
GF 3 weeks ago now to try to mitigate the dire effects of the global pause, but furloughs may well be ahead.
Employees are our best assets so it is critical that our messaging be intentional and clear with a supportive
tone woven in where we can to keep them well informed and all pulling in the same direction. Often it is
explanation that brings understanding,

but how we shape this will make the difference in the morale of our

work force and our teams who deserve our communication.

Jerene Watson ICMA- CM

City Manager
City of Douglas
Oro Valley AZ
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Our focus has been to avoid furloughing employees. Because some employees cannot work from home,
we' ve put them in an " on -call" status, allowing them to shelter -in -place without using leave. Our Police
Chief received a rather substantial

list of requests for dispensations

for law enforcement

officers.

The list

did not include emergency pay. Our messaging has been that we fully expect a severe financial impact to
our organization

and our community.

We' re focused on managing the crisis.

To the extent we have

discretionary funds, we' re using them to mitigate immediate public health risks.

Kenneth

Decker

City Manager
City of Altoona, PA
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 10- 2020 09: 10 AM
From: Douglas Matthews

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
We've decided to provide additional leave benefits for those required to report to work, typically at 8 hours
per work week. These hours expire 18- 24 months after we " return to normal" and are not cashable. The net

expense really only hits us with Fire, where shifts are backfilled with overtime. Overall, it has given us an
opportunity to recognize their work without creating a significant fiscal burden on the back end. It also
provided us an opportunity to ensure management rights for personnel reassignment and alteration of shift
work w/ o the risk of grievance. Happy to share a copy of the MOU we secured with one of our labor groups
if it helps.

Douglas Matthews MPA

Deputy City Manager
City of Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids MI
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Thank you! We are looking at this kind of model.

Shannon Flanagan - Watson ICMA- CM, MPA

Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington

VA

sflanagan- watson@arlingtonva. us
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Message:

Sent: 04- 06- 2020 09: 20 AM
From:

Kathryn

Mortensen

Subject: Temporary Wi- Fi Hot Spots
A school district near me is providing hotspots at schools that you can park in your car to use:
ry . j...cirg... l. i.

Kathryn

Mortensen

Budget & Performance Fellow

City of Brighton
Brighton CO
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Thank you, Pam. Hope you and your family are well.

Shannon Flanagan - Watson ICMA- CM, MPA

Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington

VA

sflanagan- watson@arlingtonva. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 06- 2020 10: 21 AM
From: Pamela Muse

Subject: Temporary Wi- Fi Hot Spots
Hi Shannon!

Hope you, your & team
technology he's rolled out citywide?

members are safe. You might want to reach out to Darin with his

take care,

Pamela Muse
Director of Strategic Alliances
eCivis Inc.
Pasadena CA
li.: .!. .

f..
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of Business Development
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Thank you, Marketa. Good to know regarding the CDBG funding. This is timely as we are evaluating these
kind of funds.

Shannon Flanagan - Watson ICMA- CM, MPA

Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington

VA

sflanagan- watson@arlingtonva. us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 06- 2020 12: 02 PM
From: Marketa Oliver

Subject: Temporary Wi- Fi Hot Spots
The City of Bondurant is purchasing additional hot spots through a Community Development Block Grant that can be
checked out through our library. Our library is closed to the public but is still available to pick up items through a
drive through type service or a delivery service, meaning that people can still check out items. In fact, we have had
more distribution than normal.

488

Thank you.
Marketa

11
Marketa

Oliver,

ICMA- CM, SPHR

City Administrator
P: 515. 967. 2418 1 f: 515. 967. 5732
E: moliver@cityofbondurant.

com

W: cityofbondurant. com City

of Bondurant 1200 2nd Street NE Box 37 1 Bondurat, IA 50035 With

Original

Message ------

Colleagues,

many of our local programs and services being offered virtually and schools closed as a result of
COVID- 19,we are looking to provide temporary WiFi hot spots throughout the community. One consideration
is the deployment of school buses in neighborho ds which would serve as a Wi- Fi location. People

would not get on the school bus to ensure safe social distancing measures. Are
there other innovative approaches you have implemented or are currently considering to provide WiFi during
this time especial y for those in need who may not otherwise have internet access?Thank
you!Shannon

Flanagan - Watson

ICMA- CM, MPA

Deputy

County Manager County
of Arlington Arlington
VA
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Thank you!

Shannon Flanagan - Watson ICMA- CM, MPA

Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington

VA

sflanagan- watson@arlingtonva. us
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Sent: 0407- 2020 09: 15 AM From: Napoleon

Haney Subject: Temporary
Wi-Fi Hot Spots Shannon: I
see

tha Comcast provides service to Arlington Virginia. I'
m not sure if this would benefit you,but Comcast is
providing Xfinity WiFi Free For Everyone: Due to the COVID- 19 pandemic, Xfinity WiFi hotspots located
in businesses and outdoor locations across the country will be available to anyone who needs them
for free —
including nonlist

Xfinity Internet subscribers. For a map of Xfinity WiFi hotspots, x lir,
I[y of „„c„ iii;, i/w` ifl. Once at a hotspot, consumers should select the "
xfinitywifi" network name in the visit ...'.I!...
.......!.....

available hotspots and then launch a browser. I hope
this helps. Napoleon Haney

MPA Assistant Village
Manager Village of
Homewood Homewood IL
too Apr
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Thank you!

Shannon Flanagan -

Watson ICMA- CM, MPA Deputy

Manager County of
Arlington Arlington VA
sflanagan- watson@arlingtonva.
us
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 10: 11 AM
From: Richard Caywood

Subject: Temporary Wi- Fi Hot Spots
We are lending out hot -spots through our library system as well. We are targeting their use specifically to
students in our county school system.

We are able to obtain additional devices a few at a time and we

have a waiting list for them as they become available. We have worked with our school system to identify
the students who have the greatest needs.

Richard Caywood

Assistant County Administrator
County of Roanoke
Roanoke VA
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We are wondering the same thing about whether or not there are any good examples of states and
counties putting together frameworks for releasing funds to the cities below 500K in population.

Since we

are under that threshold, we would like to advocate for best practices as possible!

Jennifer May
Assistant City Manager
City of Sugar Land
Sugar Land TX

jmay@sugarlandtx. gov

Original

Message:

Sent: 04- 03- 2020 05: 34 PM
From: Ana Cortez
Subject: S. 3548 - CARES Act -

Funding -

Rural Communities and Hospitals

Does anybody have a framework to ensure that State and County governments release funds equitably to
There are many regions where County and State governments are far from

smaller communities?
responsive.
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Ana Cortez MPA

MIT History
Helena MT

Original Message:
Sent: 03- 31- 2020 03: 58 PM
From: Willie Morales
Subject: S. 3548 - CARES Act - Funding -

Rural Communities

and Hospitals

Hello All,

I was wondering if any of you within your respective states and localities has begun the process of trying to
apply for assistance from Congresses' recent CARES Act to address the COVID- 19 Pandemic?
In particular, I am interested in hearing back from community leaders whom also have a hospital within their
jurisdiction. Our City is in rural MN and we have a small hospital. Our state health agency together with our
Governor Mandated that all elective surgeries be suspended. Elective surgeries being a significant revenue
driver for our hospital, important operational losses are expected in terms of days of cash on hand. Our

hospital being in a vulnerable financial position might have its days of cash on hand metric reduced to zero
or negative numbers.

My hospital CEO will likely look into reducing unnecessary purchasing and reducing staff levels, but support
is still needed.

Any of you in a similar situation and have some recommendations?

Willie Morales, M. P. P

Appleton City Administrator
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Due to closing several facilities, such as our Library, we had employees who had very little workload and
also couldn' t do their core duties from home. We setup a Research Team and assigned employees to this
team along with a trained project manager.

Departments were encouraged

to send work projects to the

Research Team and the employees can now telecommute. Our departments ended up delivering more
projects than the Research Team can handle, so we had to prioritize the work. Hope this helps!
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David Morgan

City Manager
City of Georgetown
Georgetown

TX

david. morgan@georgetown. org
V:

Original
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Message:

Sent: 03- 25- 2020 07: 44 AM
From: Ann Marie Townshend

Subject: Equity in Working from Home
We have a small staff, and we have gotten most of our staff set up to work from home now, except for the
maintenance and police departments, who are required to report. Some of our office staff don' t have work
that is portable, but they are in the high risk age groups and have underlying medical conditions, so we
don' t necessarily want them in the office. We are worried about equity, as it is not fair to pay everyone their
regular wages and have some working hard and others not working. I have directed the managers of the
employees who do not have portable work to come up with work to do from home. Any other suggestions?

Inequity will lead to employee frustration and dissatisfaction.

Ann Marie Townshend AICP

City Manager
City of Lewes
Lewes DE

a;, m.f„.'; irIli." l,ii.e.I Y;. d ...
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You are subscribed to " ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty.

to IMy 5gbscirlipmlioiris. To unsubscribe from this community discussion

ga. us. To change your subscriptions,

go

go to Qir°ur:rubsciriilb .

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 48 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Cc:

Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles
RE: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid

Subject:

Next Monday is fine. I will set up for after lunch.

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 42 PM
To: Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Cc: Mike McCoy < mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us>; Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

com>

Subject: Re: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid
Yes. I think we should. Can we do next Monday or do we need to do sooner than that?
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 10: 18 PM, Louie Perry <Iperry@ceagroup. com> wrote:
If that' s the case, we need to do a call with Sanford to explain the concern. If helping " albany" does not
help us, then we need to ask him to see what can be done to address that. He' s home, and I am happy
to arrange a call with you and him if you like.

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 10 PM
To: Louie Perry < Iperry@ceagroup. com>
Cc: Mike McCoy < mmccoy@dougherty.

ea. us>; Camila Knowles < cknowles@ceagroup.

com>

Subject: Re: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid
You definitely need to understand that DOUGHERTY gets the shaft because we are not consolidated. As
a result, we are not considered an entitlement county, but the city is. We will need to do some pushing
with Sanford and delegation for us in this. Especially since we were on lock down a helluva lot longer
than the rest of the country.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 8: 48 PM, Louie Perry < Iperry@ceagroup. com> wrote:
FYI

Counties push

Democrats for

generous slice of
Alpirlill . 1 ,

2020 ........
6A3

virus
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aid

more

Democratic leaders should change the funding distribution for local

governments in their latest COVID- 19 aid package, according to the
National Association of Counties.

The organization wrote to top lawmakers on Monday asking for the
legislation to send money directly to counties, rather than allocating
funds through the Department of Housing and Urban Development' s
Community Development Block Grants formula.
The CDBG formula was not designed to allocate funds in a public
health emergency," National Association of Counties President Mary
Ann Borgeson wrote to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D- Calif., and Senate
Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer, D- N. Y. " While we agree that the
HUD CDBG framework is among one of the best, most efficient ways to
award federal aid directly and as a pass -through to local governments,
the traditional formula is based on low -to -moderate housing and

community development conditions."
Democrats proposed a bill last week that would have provided an
additional $

150 billion to state and local governments to help them

address the pandemic. The money would be provided along with more
money for hospitals and low-income food assistance as part of
Democrats' counteroffer to Republicans seeking more small-business
lending funds.
Of the $ 150 billion, $ 65. 45

billion would be provided to state

governments based on population, with another $ 20

billion allocated to

states based on their share of the national COVID- 19 infection rate.
Another $ 11

billion would go to territories and tribes, and $ 53. 55

would be distributed to local governments.

495

billion

Under the block grants formula for the local government share, 70
percent of the $ 53. 55 billion would go to " entitlement

areas."

Those are

defined as cities with more than 50, 000 residents or urban counties with

more than 200,000 people, not counting eligible cities.
The remaining 30 percent would go to local governments that don' t meet
that criteria, according to a summary from Schumer' s office.
In practice, the HUD funding formula would mean that Cook County,
Ill., for example, would receive $

1. 1 billion less than the city of Chicago,

located within the county. That works out to about $ 3. 3 million per
100, 000 Cook County residents, while Chicago would get $ 46. 3 million
per 100, 000 residents, according to a National Association of Counties

analysis included with the group's letter.
By the same token, Los Angeles County would get about $490 million
less than the city of Los Angeles, or $3. 6 million per 100,000 county
residents

vs. $

21. 5 million per 100, 000 city residents.

Borgeson wrote to congressional leaders that many states have mandated
that county governments implement emergency response and public
health responsibilities, which have already cost counties billions of
dollars.

The National Association of Counties estimates that county governments
operate 903 hospitals around the country, 824 long- term care facilities

and over 1, 900 public health departments.
Borgeson wrote that Congress should " develop a more balanced

allocation method that takes into consideration both the skyrocketing
costs and declining revenues for America' s county governments."
496

She also called on Democratic congressional leaders to boost the total

amount of additional funding for local governments in the next bill by
100 billion more than they' ve already suggested, for a total of $250
billion.

The Treasury Department on Monday began releasing the first $71
billion tranche of $150 billion in state and local aid provided in the

massive aid package enacted last month. The money is being distributed
to 171 local jurisdictions, including counties, cities and towns, with a
population exceeding 500, 000.

According to Treasury guidance, the agency is letting counties count the
populations of metropolitan areas within their borders toward the
500, 000 threshold. A National Association of Counties spokesman said

the group was still reviewing the newly issued guidelines.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 02 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 13. 20

Good evening and welcome back!
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise. If you' re interested in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation,
check out the archives.

Washington. D. C.

The CDC has posted multiple new guidance documents on its COVID- 19 dashboard, including useful information
about how to wear a cloth face covering and how COVID- 19 spreads.

The Supreme Court announced it will hear arguments, including cases on subpoenas, over the phone during six
days in May.
Given the anticipated increase in demand for chloroquine phosphate and hydroxychloroquine sulfate, the FDA is
taking steps to ensure that adequate supply of these drug products are available for patients:
o
Today, the FDA published product -specific guidances to support generic drug development for these
drugs.
o

The FDA is currently prioritizing review of any newly submitted Abbreviated New Drug Applications
ANDAs) for chloroquine phosphate and hydroxychloroquine sulfate under MAPP 52403: Prioritization
of the Review of Original ANDAs, Amendments,

The FDA issued

a Consumer

Update:

and Sutaplements.

How You Can Make a Difference

During the Coronavirus

Pandemic.

It

explains ways to help, such as donating blood, protecting yourself and others, saving protective equipment for
front line workers, and reporting fraudulent products to the agency.
The FDA added new questions and answers to the webpage C A for Consumers: Hand Sanitizers and COVID- 19.
These new questions focus on unintentional ingestion of hand sanitizer by children, as there has been an
increase in calls to Poison Control for unintentional ingestion of hand sanitizer during the COVID- 19 pandemic.
The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA) for the emergency use of the Perfusor Space Syringe
Infusion Pump System, Infusomat Space Volumetric Infusion Pump System, and Outlook ES (" B. Braun Space and
for use in the tracheal delivery of continuous nebulized medications into a nebulizer to treat

Outlook Pumps")

patients of all ages with or suspected of having COVID- 19 and decrease the exposure of healthcare providers to
such patients during the COVID- 19 pandemic. The EUA was also issued for ground medical transport use of the
Infusomat

Space Volumetric

Infusion Pump System.

The FDA issued an EUA to Advanced Sterilization

Products, Inc. ( ASP) for the ASP STERRAD Sterilization Systems

that have the potential to decontaminate approximately 4 million compatible N95 or N95- equivalent respirators
per day in the U. S. for single -user reuse by health care workers in hospital settings. This authorization is
intended to help increase the availability of respirators so health care workers on the front lines can be better
protected and provide the best care to patients with COVID- 19.
CMS and the Departments of Labor and the Treasury issued guidance this weekend to help navigate private
health insurance no -cost coverage of COVID- 19 diagnostic testing and certain other related services, including
antibody testing. As part of the effort to slow the spread of the virus, this guidance is another effort to remove
financial barriers for Americans to receive COVID- 19 tests and health services, as well as encourage the use of

antibody testing that may help to enable health care workers and other Americans to get back to work more
quickly.

Additional

CMS news updates

can be viewed

in the daily roundup.
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The U. S. Census Bureau plans to ask Congress for a four -month delay in delivering the population data used to
redistrict the House of Representatives and political districts across the country. The new deadline would mean

that state legislatures would get final figures for drawing new district maps as late as July 315t, 2021 rather than
in February. The bureau also said it would extend the deadline for collecting census data to October 315t, and
start to reopen

field offices sometime

after June 15t

The U. S. Treasury Department released a new FACE sheet about Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP) loans.
The Federal Healthcare Resilience Task Force recently published two documents to support EMS workers
responding during COVID- 19.
o
o

Managing Patient and Family Distress Associated with COVID- 19: Tips for EMS Personnel
Mitieate Absenteeism by Protecting EMS Clinicians' Psychological Health and Well- being During the
COVID- 19 Pandemic

The NIH Office of Portfolio Analysis ( OPA) has developed

a comprehensive,

expert- curated

portfolio

of COVID 19

publications and preprints. The portfolio includes peer -reviewed articles from PubMed and preprints from
medRxiv, bioRxiv, ChemRxiv, and arXiv. It is updated daily with the latest available data and enables users to
explore and analyze the rapidly growing set of advances in COVID- 19 research.
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi had a call with Treasury Sec. Steven
Mnuchin last Friday in what seemed to be the beginning of negotiations for the next COVID- 19 supplemental.
There does not seem to have been any progress made. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and House
Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy released a statement on Saturday calling on Democrats to drop their insistence
on including additional funding for other programs, and Democratic leadership issued a response calling for
changes to the SBA' s Paycheck Protection Program and asserting the importance of increasing funding for
hospitals, states and local governments, testing and PPE, and SNAP beneficiaries. For a more thorough update
on the federal legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do
not already receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email sfullersic agroup, com.
Reps. Neal Dunn ( R- FL), Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) remain the only members of Congress to have tested
positive for COVID- 19 ( or be presumptive

positive).

Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 554, 849
close contact":

13, 341 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day

before reporting.
o
The CDC is reporting 21, 942 deaths in the U. S. related to COVID- 19.
U. S. Department of the Treasury launched a web portal to allow eligible State, local, and tribal governments to
receive payments to help offset the costs of their response to COVID- 19.
Johns Hopkins University launched its newest COVID- 19 U. S. map as a resource for media, policymakers, and
communities to view a collection of critical public health data in one online destination and better understand
and track the COVID- 19 pandemic in populations both large and small across the country.
Earlier today, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said his state' s known death toll had exceeded 10, 000, with 671
people dying on Sunday alone. He emphasized that he believes the worst is over.
Two groups of governors, one on the East Coast and one on the West Coast, announced Monday that they were
forming regional working groups to help plan when it would be safe to begin to ease coronavirus- related
restrictions to reopen their economies. In the East, the governors of Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Delaware,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and Rhode Island plan to establish a committee of public health officials,
economic development

officials, and their chiefs of staff to navigate easing their mitigation

strategies.

Governors Jay Inslee ( Washington), Gavin Newsome ( California), and Kate Brown ( Oregon) have created the
Western States Pact" to work together on a joint approach to reopening their states' economies. They said that
while each state would have its own specific plan, the states would build out a West Coast strategy that would
include how to control the virus in the future.
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This weekend, the National Governors Association asked Congress to include an additional $ 500 billion in its

next supplemental appropriations bill to help state and local governments offset state revenue shortfalls.
Useful state data:
o
o

If llhe s „ c..I.h aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.
This resource from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID-

o

19 response.

This

irises of irmaps shows how states are responding to COVID- 19 and this tirag.lkeir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

o

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by
state.

Military/ Defense

The sailor who was aboard the USS Theodore Roosevelt and moved to the ICU last week has died from COVID-

19. The Navy today reported 585 confirmed COVID- 19 cases on USS Theodore Roosevelt, up from roughly 400
on Friday.

DoD on Saturday authorized its first Defense Production Act Title 3 project responding to COVID- 19 with a $ 133
million investment to increase U. S. domestic N95 mask production by 39 million over the next 90 days. Title 3 of
the Defense Production Act allows the president " to incentivize the domestic industrial base to expand the
production and supply of critical materials and goods."
DoD' s pricing and contracting office late last week set up procedures based on the CARES Act to reimburse
defense contractors who are paying employees who cannot work during the COVID- 19 pandemic. The
Pentagon' s framework

carries out a provision of the CARES Act that allows agencies to reimburse contractors

for

providing paid leave to employees who cannot work during the pandemic.
DoD is finalizing a $ 415 million contract with Battelle to purchase 60 sterilization units that can clean up to
80, 000 N95 masks per day.
The Air Force conducted the first operational

use of the Transport Isolation System ( TIS) to medevac three U. S.

government contractors with COVID- 19 from Afghanistan to Germany. The TIS, developed during the 2014 Ebola
outbreak, is an infectious disease containment unit designed to protect aircrew and medical attendants while
allowing medical care to be provided in- flight.
International

Affairs

French President Emmanuel Macron said today that his country' s lock down will be extended through May 11tn
at which point they will be taking steps to lift social distancing measures starting with the reopening of schools
and daycare centers.

Turkey' s Parliament passed a law to release tens of thousands of prisoners to protect detainees from being
infected by COVID- 19. The bill will allow for the temporary release of about 45, 000 prisoners, but excludes those
jailed on terrorism charges.
Armed supporters of Khalifa Haftar in Libya have attacked medical warehouses belonging to a hospital in the
capital Tripoli that is treating COVID- 19 patients. Last week' s " humanitarian pause" in fighting is said to have
lasted a matter of minutes.

Between the rapid spread of COVID- 19 and oil demand plummeting, Venezuela is having a particularly difficult
time. Oil is the country' s top export and, after its biggest Russian trading partner halted operations, the
country' s oil output collapsed. Now, Venezuela is dealing with a struggling economy and an overwhelmed health
care system.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson was released from the hospital this weekend after falling ill with COVID- 19
last week and ultimately being treated in ICU.
o

England' s lock down measures were originally set to expire today, but government and health officials
have indicated it is still too soon to ease up on their lock down.
500

Yesterday, Hokkaido, Japan' s northernmost island, declared a state of emergency for a second time and called
on residents to stay at home for all but the most essential outings. Hokkaido' s governor issued the order upon
reporting a second wave of COVID- 19 cases.

China has seen a spike in cases as infected citizens have begun returning from Russia.
Global Cases:

1, 773, 084

Total Deaths:

111, 652

Lifestyle and Economy

Registration is now open for the next APHA webinar: Crisis Standards of Care During COVID- 19, Wednesday the
151h at 5pm. Register here.

Industry data indicates that about two million homeowners are skipping their monthly mortgage payments. This
figure is expected to increase as more Americans lose their jobs from COVID- 19 lock downs. Approximately 3. 74

percent of home loans are in forbearance as of April 51h, up from about 2. 73 percent the prior week.
The S& P 500 opened the week by falling 1 percent. The Dow fell nearly 1. 5 percent. Investors are anticipating
the forthcoming reports of JPMorgan Chase, Bank of American, and Goldman Sachs.
Saudi Arabia, Russia, and the U. S. agreed to lead a multinational coalition in major oil -production cuts. As part of
the agreement, 23 countries committed to withhold collectively 9. 7 million barrels a day of oil from global
markets. The deal is meant to address the overabundance of oil resulting from the impact of COVID- 19 on
demand.

Tomorrow, the IMF is set to release its primary look at global growth, the World Economic Outlook. Reports say
the document will forecast a sharp shrinking of the world' s economy. The IMF is scheduled to release other

reports this week including the Global Financial Stability Report, which will evaluate the health of the
international financial system, and the Fiscal Monitor Report, which will tally the enormous fiscal -policy actions
taken by individual countries to help them through the pandemic.
Smithfield Foods has reported that its Sioux Falls, S. D. plant, one of the nation' s largest pork processing facilities,
will remain closed indefinitely after 293 workers tested positive for COVID- 19. The plant employs 3, 700 workers
and produces about 130 million servings of food per week. This closure, combined with multiple others across
the country, is posing a threat to the U. S. meat supply.

Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 11) ( 4 12) ( 4 13)
We need an army': Hiring of coronavirus trackers seen as key to carbine disease spread
Suicide

Mortality

and Coronavirus

Disease

2019— A Perfect Storm?

FEMA' s How to Help website.
Compassionate Use of Remdesivir for Patients with Severe Covid- 19
Contact Lens Wear and Coronavirus

Wh
5afet

daily death tolls have become unusually important in understanding the coronavirus pandemic
at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic: How to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

If a coronavirus vaccine arrives, can the world make enoueh?

COVID- 19 school closures, and child poverty: a social crisis in the making
Covid- 19 — The Law and Limits of C uarantine
The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health cares

stem

The COVID- 19 Pandemic in the USA Clinical Update Developing Covid- 19 Vaccines at Pandemic Speed
Proiectin

hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

12uIr,
Johns Hopkins d t...=.„
Other tracking data 1h ite..
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If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
heire,

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common Acronvms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)
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Reported Cases
last updated April 13,
2020)

None
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data from WHO daily situation reports)
For more information, visit CDCs Novel Coron

virus 2019 website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

f

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 42 PM
Louie Perry
Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles
Re: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid

To:
Cc:
Subject:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Yes. I think we should. Can we do next Monday or do we need to do sooner than that?
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 10: 18 PM, Louie Perry <Iperry@cgagroup. com> wrote:
If that' s the case, we need to do a call with Sanford to explain the concern. If helping " albany" does not
help us, then we need to ask him to see what can be done to address that. He' s home, and I am happy
to arrange a call with you and him if you like.

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 10 PM
To: Louie Perry < Iperry@ceagroup. com>
Cc: Mike McCoy < mmccoy@dougherty.

ea. us>; Camila Knowles < cknowles@ceagroup. com>

Subject: Re: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid
You definitely need to understand that DOUGHERTY gets the shaft because we are not consolidated. As
a result, we are not considered an entitlement county, but the city is. We will need to do some pushing
with Sanford and delegation for us in this. Especially since we were on lock down a helluva lot longer
than the rest of the country.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 8: 48 PM, Louie Perry < Iperry@ceagroup. com> wrote:
FYI

Counties push Democrats
generous
Alpirlill . 1 ,

2020 ........
6A3

slice
p. i .

of

virus

for

more

aid

I1: 3y J iriirflfeir Shutt, ,

Democratic leaders should change the funding distribution for local

governments in their latest COVID- 19 aid package, according to the
National Association of Counties.

The organization wrote to top lawmakers on Monday asking for the

legislation to send money directly to counties, rather than allocating
505

funds through the Department of Housing and Urban Development' s
Community Development Block Grants formula.
The CDBG formula was not designed to allocate funds in a public
health emergency," National Association of Counties President Mary
Ann Borgeson wrote to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., and Senate
Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer, D- N. Y. " While

we agree that the

HUD CDBG framework is among one of the best, most efficient ways to
award federal aid directly and as a pass -through to local governments,
the traditional formula is based on low -to -moderate housing and

community development conditions."
Democrats proposed a bill last week that would have provided an
additional $

150 billion to state and local governments to help them

address the pandemic. The money would be provided along with more
money for hospitals and low- income food assistance as part of
Democrats' counteroffer to Republicans seeking more small- business

lending funds.
Of the $ 150 billion, $ 65. 45

billion would be provided to state

governments based on population, with another $ 20

billion allocated to

states based on their share of the national COVID- 19 infection rate.
Another $

11 billion would go to territories and tribes, and $ 53. 55

billion

would be distributed to local governments.
Under the block grants formula for the local government share, 70
percent of the $ 53. 55 billion would go to " entitlement

areas."

Those are

defined as cities with more than 50, 000 residents or urban counties with

more than 200,000 people, not counting eligible cities.
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The remaining 30 percent would go to local governments that don' t meet
that criteria, according to a summary from Schumer' s office.
In practice, the HUD funding formula would mean that Cook County,
Ill., for example, would receive $

1. 1 billion less than the city of Chicago,

located within the county. That works out to about $3. 3 million per
100, 000 Cook County residents, while Chicago would get $46.3 million
per 100, 000 residents, according to a National Association of Counties
analysis included with the group' s letter.
By the same token, Los Angeles County would get about $ 490 million
less than the city of Los Angeles, or $ 3. 6 million per 100, 000 county
residents

vs. $

21. 5 million per 100, 000 city residents.

Borgeson wrote to congressional leaders that many states have mandated
that county governments implement emergency response and public
health responsibilities, which have already cost counties billions of
dollars.

The National Association of Counties estimates that county governments
operate 903 hospitals around the country, 824 long- term care facilities
and over 1, 900 public health departments.
Borgeson wrote that Congress should " develop a more balanced
allocation method that takes into consideration both the skyrocketing

costs and declining revenues for America' s county governments."
She also called on Democratic congressional leaders to boost the total

amount of additional funding for local governments in the next bill by
100 billion more than they' ve already suggested, for a total of $250
billion.
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The Treasury Department on Monday began releasing the first $71
billion tranche of $150 billion in state and local aid provided in the

massive aid package enacted last month. The money is being distributed
to 171 local jurisdictions, including counties, cities and towns, with a
population exceeding 500, 000.

According to Treasury guidance, the agency is letting counties count the
populations of metropolitan areas within their borders toward the
500, 000 threshold. A National Association of Counties spokesman said

the group was still reviewing the newly issued guidelines.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

roderickjolivette < washjolly@yahoo. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 39 PM
bdourough@dougherty. ga. us; Sonja Tolbert; b. dorough@albany. ga. us;
mfowler@dougherty. ga. us; citymanager@albany. ga. us; Michael McCoy;
cljohnson@dougherty. ga. us; anjones@dougherty. ga. us; ccohilas@dougherty. ga. us; Jon
Howard; vedwards@dougherty. ga. us; cwarbington@albany. ga. gov;
dyoung@albany. ga. gov; Bob Langstaff
Re: Please pass on to the Governor Coronavirus Task Force
Mask Up Columbus Gajpg

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Columbus

Ga, this family is masking

up!

On Thursday, March 19, 2020, 02: 47: 40 PM EDT, roderick jolivette < washjolly@yahoo. com> wrote:

3/ 19/ 2020

Roderick Jolivette

229- 669- 0918

This is nothing

new, just a thought

from observation.

Then I noticed that the majority of people pumping

I have noticed that gas prices are coming

gas are pumping

down.

bare handed.

I was one of those people. Then I thought what if I pumped after a infected person? Can COVID- 19 contamination be on the gas pump handle?
Imagine how this could impact the people and community, who could infect other people though other avenues.
I would love to see a community

risk reduction

campaign

aimed at preventing

the possibility

of passing

on secondary

contamination

from gas pumps.

It can be

called whatever.

I have included

a few awareness

pictures.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City andCounty o dals
regardlrtg City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 509

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 18 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Cc:

Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles
RE: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid

Subject:

If that' s the case, we need to do a call with Sanford to explain the concern. If helping " albany" does not help us, then we
need to ask him to see what can be done to address that. He' s home, and I am happy to arrange a call with you and him
if you like.

From:

Chris

S. Cohilas < CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 10 PM
To: Louie Perry <Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Cc: Mike McCoy < mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.
Subject: Re: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid

com>

You definitely need to understand that DOUGHERTY gets the shaft because we are not consolidated. As a result, we are
not considered an entitlement county, but the city is. We will need to do some pushing with Sanford and delegation for
us in this. Especially since we were on lock down a helluva lot longer than the rest of the country.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 8: 48 PM, Louie Perry < Iperry@ceagroup. com> wrote:
FYI

Counties push Democrats
generous slice of
Alpirlill . 1 ,

2020 ........
6A3

p. i .

virus

for

more

aid

I1: 3y J iriirflfeir Shutt, ,

Democratic leaders should change the funding distribution for local governments in
their latest COVID- 19 aid package, according to the National Association of
Counties.

The organization wrote to top lawmakers on Monday asking for the legislation to send
money directly to counties, rather than allocating funds through the Department of
Housing and Urban Development' s Community Development Block Grants formula.

The CDBG formula was not designed to allocate funds in a public health
emergency,"

National Association of Counties President Mary Ann Borgeson wrote to
510

Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D- Calif., and Senate Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer, DN. Y. "

While we agree that the HUD CDBG framework is among one of the best, most

efficient ways to award federal aid directly and as a pass -through to local
governments, the traditional formula is based on low -to -moderate housing and
community development conditions."
Democrats proposed a bill last week that would have provided an additional $ 150

billion to state and local governments to help them address the pandemic. The money
would be provided along with more money for hospitals and low-income food
assistance as part of Democrats' counteroffer to Republicans seeking more smallbusiness lending funds.
Of the $ 150 billion, $ 65. 45

billion would be provided to state governments based on

population, with another $ 20 billion allocated to states based on their share of the
national COVID- 19 infection rate. Another $

11 billion would go to territories and

tribes, and $53. 55 billion would be distributed to local governments.
Under the block grants formula for the local government share, 70 percent of the
53. 55 billion would go to " entitlement areas."

Those are defined as cities with more

than 50,000 residents or urban counties with more than 200,000 people, not counting
eligible cities.

The remaining 30 percent would go to local governments that don' t meet that criteria,
according to a summary from Schumer' s office.
In practice, the HUD funding formula would mean that Cook County, Ill., for
example, would receive $

1. 1 billion less than the city of Chicago, located within the

county. That works out to about $ 3. 3 million per 100, 000 Cook County residents,
while Chicago would get $ 46. 3 million per 100, 000 residents, according to a National

Association of Counties analysis included with the group's letter.

511

By the same token, Los Angeles County would get about $490 million less than the
city of Los Angeles, or $ 3. 6 million per 100, 000 county residents vs. $ 21. 5

million

per 100, 000 city residents.
Borgeson wrote to congressional leaders that many states have mandated that county
governments implement emergency response and public health responsibilities, which
have already cost counties billions of dollars.
The National Association of Counties estimates that county governments operate 903
hospitals around the country, 824 long- term care facilities and over 1, 900 public
health departments.

Borgeson wrote that Congress should " develop a more balanced allocation method

that takes into consideration both the skyrocketing costs and declining revenues for
America' s county governments."
She also called on Democratic congressional leaders to boost the total amount of

additional funding for local governments in the next bill by $ 100

billion more than

they' ve already suggested, for a total of $250 billion.
The Treasury Department on Monday began releasing the first $71 billion tranche of
150 billion in state and local aid provided in the massive aid package enacted last
month. The money is being distributed to 171 local jurisdictions, including counties,

cities and towns, with a population exceeding 500, 000.
According to Treasury guidance, the agency is letting counties count the populations
of metropolitan areas within their borders toward the 500, 000 threshold. A National

Association of Counties spokesman said the group was still reviewing the newly
issued guidelines.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 26 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: Edit Request

Mike - see edited version below ... not sure about the 2008 date. Can Dominique confirm or is there an HR track record
we can refer to?

Management

Team:

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization, both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of " Shelter in Place," it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks, we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year (June

30th) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long- term, this is unsustainable.
Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Any non -essential expenditures should be avoided. Also, effective
immediately, we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in order to avoid more
drastic measures in the immediate future, such as reductions in force, furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are
aware, we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined
in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing more strict spending measures, we
have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the great recession in 2008 when jobs were
preserved.
Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be
exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be no

recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
of our Board' s excellent leadership in raised taxes in 2018, where we added approximately $ 3 million to the fund
balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. I am confident
that we will get through this and we will get through it together!

Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 9: 51 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
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All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both
physically and fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of ' Shelter in Place" it is
necessary for us to immediately be more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the
past few weeks we have all been immersed in responding to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this

fiscal year ( June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long
Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures
should be avoided. Also, effective immediately we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All

term

this is unsustainable.

hands are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as

reductions in force, furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are aware we are very fortunate to have
been able earn a salary during this period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing our
budget is imperative

in averting a financial crisis.

By implementing

more strict spending measures we

have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the great recession in 2008(?)
jobs were preserved.

when

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in
the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department
funding levels will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the
unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be exceptions. For example, if there' s a
contracted service escalator, it will be included.

Also, there will be no recommendations

to increase

staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management

requires discipline and

sacrifice. Many local governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and
future budgets. We are fortunate because the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in
2018, and we added approximately $3 million to the fund balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial
shortfall. We will get through this and we will get through it together!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 10 PM
Louie Perry
Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles
Re: CQ - Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid

To:
Cc:
Subject:

CCohilas@watsonspence.

com>

You definitely need to understand that DOUGHERTY gets the shaft because we are not consolidated. As a result, we are
not considered an entitlement county, but the city is. We will need to do some pushing with Sanford and delegation for
us in this. Especially since we were on lock down a helluva lot longer than the rest of the country.
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 8: 48 PM, Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com> wrote:
FYI

Counties push

Democrats for

generous slice of
Alpirlill . 1 ,

2020 ........
6A3

p. i .

virus

more

aid

I1: 3y J iriirflfeir Shutt, ,

Democratic leaders should change the funding distribution for local governments in
their latest COVID- 19 aid package, according to the National Association of
Counties.

The organization wrote to top lawmakers on Monday asking for the legislation to send
money directly to counties, rather than allocating funds through the Department of

Housing and Urban Development' s Community Development Block Grants formula.
The CDBG formula was not designed to allocate funds in a public health
emergency,"

National Association of Counties President Mary Ann Borgeson wrote to

Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D- Calif., and Senate Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer, DN. Y. "

While we agree that the HUD CDBG framework is among one of the best, most

efficient ways to award federal aid directly and as a pass -through to local
governments, the traditional formula is based on low -to -moderate housing and
community development conditions."
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Democrats proposed a bill last week that would have provided an additional $ 150

billion to state and local governments to help them address the pandemic. The money
would be provided along with more money for hospitals and low-income food
assistance as part of Democrats' counteroffer to Republicans seeking more smallbusiness lending funds.
Of the $ 150 billion, $ 65. 45

billion would be provided to state governments based on

population, with another $ 20

billion allocated to states based on their share of the

national COVID- 19 infection rate. Another $

11 billion would go to territories and

tribes, and $ 53. 55 billion would be distributed to local governments.
Under the block grants formula for the local government share, 70 percent of the
53. 55 billion would go to " entitlement areas." Those are defined as cities with more
than 50, 000 residents or urban counties with more than 200, 000 people, not counting
eligible

cities.

The remaining 30 percent would go to local governments that don' t meet that criteria,
according to a summary from Schumer' s office.
In practice, the HUD funding formula would mean that Cook County, Ill., for
example, would receive $

1. 1 billion less than the city of Chicago, located within the

county. That works out to about $ 3. 3 million per 100, 000 Cook County residents,

while Chicago would get $46. 3 million per 100, 000 residents, according to a National
Association of Counties analysis included with the group' s letter.
By the same token, Los Angeles County would get about $ 490 million less than the
city of Los Angeles, or $ 3. 6 million per 100, 000 county residents vs. $ 21. 5 million
per 100, 000 city residents.

Borgeson wrote to congressional leaders that many states have mandated that county
governments implement emergency response and public health responsibilities, which
have already cost counties billions of dollars.
517

The National Association of Counties estimates that county governments operate 903
hospitals around the country, 824 long- term care facilities and over 1, 900 public
health departments.

Borgeson wrote that Congress should " develop a more balanced allocation method

that takes into consideration both the skyrocketing costs and declining revenues for
America' s county governments."
She also called on Democratic congressional leaders to boost the total amount of

additional funding for local governments in the next bill by $ 100 billion more than

they' ve already suggested, for a total of $250 billion.
The Treasury Department on Monday began releasing the first $71 billion tranche of
150 billion in state and local aid provided in the massive aid package enacted last
month. The money is being distributed to 171 local jurisdictions, including counties,
cities and towns, with a population exceeding 500, 000.
According to Treasury guidance, the agency is letting counties count the populations
of metropolitan areas within their borders toward the 500, 000 threshold. A National

Association of Counties spokesman said the group was still reviewing the newly
issued guidelines.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 51 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edit Request

All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year (June

301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long term this is
Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures should be avoided. Also,
effective immediately we are freezing hiring and the filling of vacancies. All hands are needed on deck in order to avoid
more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in force, furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are
unsustainable.

aware we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined
in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By implementing more strict spending measures we
have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the great recession in 2008(?) when jobs were
preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be
exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included.

recommendations

Also, there will be no

to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018, and we added approximately $ 3 million to the fund
balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

519

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 520

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 47 PM

Sent:
To:

Sonja

Bennett

Subject:

RE: Budget

Update ( Current

and

Proposed)

Thank you!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: Sonja Bennett < sonjaab1119@gmail. com>
Date:
To: "

4/ 13/ 20 9: 02 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Budget Update ( Current and Proposed)

Suggested

edits........

check the year stated at the end of paragraph 2 and make sure its correct. sbb

All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of ' Shelter in Place" it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we have all been immersed in
responding to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year ( June

301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long term this is
unsustainable.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures should be avoided. All hands

are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in force,

furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are aware we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this
period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By
implementing more strict spending measures we have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the
great recession in 2008(?) when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic.
exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included.

recommendations to increase staffing levels.
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However, there will be

Also, there will be no

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018, and we added approximately $ 3 million to the fund
balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

County Administrator

On Mon, Apr 13, 2020 at 7: 15 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary at this very moment for us
to be even more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we' ve all in some form
been immersed in responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to pivot to also address the financial challenges that lie
ahead. Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal

year (June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Long term this is
unsustainable.

avoided.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. If it' s not an essential expenditure it should be

All hands are needed on deck to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in

force, furloughs, and reduced benefits to name a few. As you are aware we are very fortunate to be able earn a salary
during this period but it should not be taken for granted nor assumed to be sustainable without making difficult
decisions. We are being tested and will continue to be tested. By implementing stricter spending measures we have a
better chance of weathering this disaster without as we did the great recession where no one lost their jobs.

Now we' ll discuss the upcoming proposed budget. Since your budget hearings our financial landscape has changed
drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding
levels. In other words, your department' s funding level will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year
FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be exceptions. For instance, if there' s a
contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018 and we added approximately $ 3 million to
the fund balance last year.
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Our past track record says to me that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial crisis. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sonja Bennett < sonjaab1119@gmail. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 02 PM
McCoy, Michael

To:
Subject:

Suggested

Re: Budget

edits........

Update ( Current

and

Proposed)

check the year stated at the end of paragraph 2 and make sure its correct. sbb

All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and
fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary for us to immediately be
more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we have all been immersed in
responding

to COVID- 19.

Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year ( June

301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Over a long term this is
unsustainable.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. Unessential expenditures should be avoided. All hands

are needed on deck in order to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in force,

furloughs, and reduced benefits. As you are aware we are very fortunate to have been able earn a salary during this
period. Our ability to be prudent and disciplined in managing our budget is imperative in averting a financial crisis. By
implementing more strict spending measures we have a better chance of weathering this disaster as we did during the
great recession in 2008(?) when jobs were preserved.

Since your budget hearings, our financial landscape has changed drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of
rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. Your department funding levels will not be increased
in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic.
exceptions.

For example, if there' s a contracted service escalator, it will be included.

However, there will be

Also, there will be no

recommendations to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018, and we added approximately $ 3 million to the fund
balance last year.

Our past track record proves that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial shortfall. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!
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County Administrator

On Mon, Apr 13, 2020 at 7: 15 PM McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
All —

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and

fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary at this very moment for us
to be even more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we' ve all in some form
been immersed in responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to pivot to also address the financial challenges that lie
ahead. Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal

year ( June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Long term this is
unsustainable.

avoided.

Consequently, we need to slow spending now. If it' s not an essential expenditure it should be

All hands are needed on deck to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in

force, furloughs, and reduced benefits to name a few. As you are aware we are very fortunate to be able earn a salary
during this period but it should not be taken for granted nor assumed to be sustainable without making difficult
decisions. We are being tested and will continue to be tested. By implementing stricter spending measures we have a
better chance of weathering this disaster without as we did the great recession where no one lost their jobs.

Now we' ll discuss the upcoming proposed budget. Since your budget hearings our financial landscape has changed
drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding
levels. In other words, your department' s funding level will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year
FY21) due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be exceptions. For instance, if there' s a
contracted service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.

We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate
because the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018 and we added approximately $ 3 million to
the fund balance last year.

Our past track record says to me that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial crisis. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!

County Administrator
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 56 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

4. 13. 2020

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation

related to COVID- 19. As legislative activity has slowed after the passage of

the third bill, the cadence of this update will reflect that change and will be sent out on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
evenings ( until circumstances

change).

4. 13. 2020. COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

3. 5 — Interim

Emergency Coronavirus Relief
Timeline: Leader Schumer and Speaker Pelosi appeared to begin negotiations with Secretary Mnuchin on Friday, with
Schumer and Pelosi both issuing positive statements after the call. However, over the weekend, it seemed Republican
and Democratic leadership remained at an impasse. Leader McConnell and Leader McCarthy released a statement on
Saturday calling on Democrats to drop their insistence on including additional funding for other programs. This morning,
Speaker Pelosi and Leader Schumer issued a statement calling for changes to the SBA' s Paycheck Protection Program
and asserting the importance of increasing funding for hospitals, states and local governments, testing and PPE, and
SNAP beneficiaries. There' s increasing pressure on Congress to pass additional funding for the SBA' s Paycheck Protection
Program, as funding for the program will likely be exhausted by Friday.
Policy: Republicans have supported simply adding more funding to the SBA program, while Democrats have advocated
for the inclusion of funding for hospitals and state and local governments among other things. Republican bill ( as of 4/ 9)
here. Democratic bill ( as of 4/ 9) here. Summary of the Democratic bill ( as of 4/ 9) here. Speaker Pelosi and Leaders
Schumer outlined the following to be included in the bill:
100 billion for hospitals, community health centers, and health systems, as well as production and distribution
of testing and personal protective equipment ( PPE);
150 billion for state and local governments for management of the crisis as well as to make up for lost
revenue;

A 15% increase

to the maximum

SNAP benefit;

Removing obstacles to voting.

Something else to watch: Reps. Chris Pappas and Brian Fitzpatrick will be leading a letter to House and Senate leadership
requesting the inclusion of language in the next coronavirus relief bill that would make 501( c)( 6) s eligible for Economic
Injury Disaster Loans and the Paycheck Protection Program. They sent out a Dear Colleague requesting co- signers last
week.

Supplemental IV —CARES 2. 0.

Timeline/ Process: The work on the bill continues and committees/ members are pressing forward, with new requests
from offices still coming in. Timing is still very up in the air. The House announced today that the House will now
reconvene May 4, instead of April 21, as was originally intended. There' s an awareness that timing may coincide with
when D. C. may reach the peak, so floor schedules are could shift further.
Policy: While the next package will likely stay within the outline of CARES, including plus ups for programs funded and
created under the bill, the increasingly grave impacts of coronavirus may push lawmakers to consider the inclusion of
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other provisions and the creation of new programs. The bill Speaker Pelosi introduced while CARES was being negotiated
included multiple provisions and funding increases that did not make it into the final bill. Some of those provisions and
increases are being considered for the next package.
Supplemental

V —Economic Stimulus

While Chairman DeFazio ( T& I) has said he aims to introduce an infrastructure bill by May, that timeline is looking
increasingly optimistic. The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee is moving forward with that timeline
and is aiming to have the bill be as comprehensive as possible as a starting place. A large package like this needs to be
legislated

in regular order, so moving forward while remote is a challenge. WRDA may be included in the package but is

moving through an appropriations -like process already, with requests coming in from various offices.
Passed Legislation
Supplemental

111—

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act
After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law
shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.
New information and guidance:
Cornerstone

memo on CARES Act and Airports here

Cornerstone

memo on the status of business operations in Mexico here

Today, Treasury officially launched its web aortal for payments to state, local, and tribal governments. Treasury
announced that eligible government entities must provide required information by Friday, April 17 to receive payment
within the 30- day window allowed under CARES and those that miss that deadline may not receive funding. Submission
page here. Some highlights from the announcement below:
Funds are only allowed to be used for expenses which:
o
Are necessary expenses during the coronavirus emergency;
o

Were not accounted in the most recent budget ( as of March 27, 2020);

o

Were incurred between 3/ 1/ 2020 — 12/ 30/ 2020.

Eligible local governments

are those below the state level ( county, municipality

etc.) with a population

higher

than 500, 000. See here for data sources and the distribution methodology. See here for a list of eligible local
government units.

Amounts paid to governments will be based on population and the amounts allocated to states will be reduced
by the total amount provided to local governments in the state.
Payments to Tribal Governments will be determined by the Treasury Secretary in consultation with the Interior
Secretary and Tribes. Consultation has not yet been completed.
Title

I—

Small Business Loans

The Treasury Department has released affiliation guidelines for the small business loan program.
The Treasury Department released an interim final rule last week on the small business provisions in the bill.
With such high demand, it' s likely that funding will be exhausted by Friday ( April 17). SBA has been approving
approx. $

40 billion/ day. See here for a memo Cornerstone put together on the interim final rule.

Treasury FAQs on the Paycheck Protection Program

Title

o

Top -line overview of the program here

o

Lender information here, Borrower information here, borrower application here

o

April 8 FAQ here

II — Individual

and Business Tax Relief

IRS guidance on deferral of payroll taxes here
House Ways and Means factsheet on Economic Impact Rebate portal here
IRS has indicated that the earliest Americans could receive relief payments from CARES is this week. Those
who will receive their relief through paper checks could take as long at 20 weeks to receive payment.
IRS' s FAQ page on individual economic relief here.
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Treasury Guidance on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Treasury FAQ on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Title

III — Public Health Systems,

Education, and Healthcare

HHS issued guidance last Friday announcing the formula and mechanism in which hospitals will receive the first
30 billion in relief funding. The money will not have to be repaid and can be used for a variety of uses. The first
tranche will go to hospitals based on their Medicare

FFS reimbursements

in 2019. As total FFS payments were

484 billion in 2019, a provider can estimate their payment by dividing their 2019 Medicare FFS ( not
including Medicare Advantage) payments they received by 484 and multiply that ratio by 30. If the providers
total 2019 Medicare FFS payments were Y, then ( Y _ 484) x 30 = amount of relief. State by state breakdown of
approx. $

first payment here.
o
HHS is working on developing a plan in the next seven to ten days for how to disburse another $30
billion for Medicaid -heavy providers and potentially a focus on pumping money to providers in hotspots.
Factsheet on accelerated and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here
Secretary DeVos indicated last week that she would be moving to " immediately distribute" the $ 6 billion in
CARES for emergency financial aid grants to college students. The grants can be used by college students for
technology, course materials, food, housing, and healthcare. DeVos will be distributing the funding to colleges,
which will then distribute the aid among students. The Department

did not issue guidance on how colleges are

to structure the program, but colleges will be required to sign a form certifying that the funds were used in
accordance with the law. See here for the specific allocations for each college.
Title

IV — Economic Stabilization

The Treasury Department released guidance on payroll support to airline industry employees, and on loans to
the airline industry and businesses critical to national security. Guidance for payroll support here. Guidance on
procedures and minimum requirements for loans here. Treasury press release here.
Treasury Q& A on Loans to Air Carriers and Eligible Businesses and National Security Businesses here. Loan
application here.
Division

B — Appropriations

Last week the FCC announced a two- part, $ 200 million COVID- 19 telehealth program. The press release may be
found here. and the FCC order approved on Wednesday can be found here.
Oversight
Speaker Pelosi announced the creation of a House Select Committee on the Coronavirus Crisis, which will be

focused on oversight of how the funds appropriated in CARES and other supplementals is spent. Majority Whip
Clyburn will chair the committee. Other members of the committee have yet to be announced.
Leader Schumer announced on Monday that he will appoint Bharat Ramamurti to the Congressional Oversight
Commission. The Commission was created by CARES to oversee implementation of the economic relief
provisions in the bill. Ramamurti was the Deputy Policy Director for Economic Policy on the presidential
campaign of Sen. Elizabeth Warren ( D- MA).

Cornerstone resources on certain areas of the bill:

Memo for health care providers here
Memo on the Small Business Administration loan programs here
Memo outlining the workers and families assistance

programs here

Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo outlining FEMA opportunities here
Memo on the bill' s higher education

provisions

here

Memo for non -profits here
Supplemental II — Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)
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The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

Supplemental

r.

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: The House announced today that it would not reconvene before May 4. D. C. is currently under a shelter -in place order, and Maryland and Virginia have similar orders in place. In a Dear Colleague last week, Speaker Pelosi
advised members to keep their schedule flexible and said that, in order to make up for lost time, the House may meet
during weeks previously scheduled as District Work Periods. The Senate is in recess until April 20.
Appropriations/ NDAA: Subcommittee markups have officially been postponed. While timing continues to be unclear,
House Appropriations Committee ( HAC) will likely stick to the original subcommittee order of markups, just shifting
everything back by 2- 3 weeks. As of today, HAC majority had distributed 302bs to clerks but has not shared with the
minority. HAC subcommittees are continuing to work at basically the same schedule they had planned before COVID- 19
and believe they can get to a 95% solution once members get back in town. The House may try to hold markups soon
after whenever the next package is passed, when members have returned D. C. The Senate Appropriations Committee
SAC) has floated two different allocations to subcommittee clerks, the differentiating factor between the two
allocations being how VA Choice is treated. SAC has given subcommittees direction to stick with the original plan of
marking up all of the bills in June.
This year' s NDAA markup has been " indefinitely postponed". Reps. Adam Smith and Thornberry ( HASC Chair and RM)
sent a letter to the committee members saying that they will schedule the date of the markup once the House schedule
for the next few months becomes clear. SASC Chairman Inhofe has said he aims to writing the FY21 NDAA by the end
of May but is flexible considering the circumstances.
Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being
discussed to some extent in both chambers. The House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff report on voting
options. The report discusses unanimous consent, proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote
voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting in -person,
including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. Leader McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive of any
form of remote voting.
Other Floor Action: The House issued guidance last week indicated that Floor materials are to be submitted through a

secure email address instead of dropped off at the Speaker' s Lobby or Cloakrooms. Members are still allowed to drop off
materials in person. Speaker' s Dear Colleague on the guidance here.
Hearings and Meetings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some

committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Rules Committee
Democrats released a one -pager guidance on " paper hearings", which stated " paper hearings" are not official
hearings. The Senate Sergeant at Arms is exploring technology that would allow for remote hearings, though Leader
McConnell remains opposed to any form of remote voting. Under current rules, the House does not allow virtual
hearings. Chairman

McGovern

has been contemplating

changing the rules on this and could issue guidance soon. The

House Administration Committee is working on a report on best tools to be able to do virtual meetings. The Senate has
advised offices to avoid using the video conferencing app Zoom over data security concerns. The Senate has not yet
officially banned the application though.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)
Tested Positive ( 1):

Rep. Neal Dunn ( R- FL)
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Recovered ( 6): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL), Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY)

Rep. Mikie Sherrill ( D- NJ)
Completed Quarantine ( 36): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Doug Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO),
Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( DNM), Rep. Gwen Moore ( D- WI), Rep. Stephanie Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. John Yarmuth ( D- KY), Rep. Adam Schiff ( D- CA), Rep.
Vincente Gonzalez ( D- TX), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep.
David Price ( D- NC), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Kathleen Rice ( D- NY), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Tom Cole ( RCurrently

Self -Quarantined (

1):

OK), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Sen. Mike

Lee ( R- UT), Sen. Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA), Rep. Lizzie Fletcher ( D- TX),
Rep. Josh Gottheimer ( D- NJ), Rep. Ayanna Pressley ( D- MA)
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Louie Perry < Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 48 PM
Mike McCoy; Chris Cohilas; Camila Knowles

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: CQ -

Counties push Democrats for more generous slice of virus aid

FYI

Counties push
of

virus

Alprlill . 1 ,

Democrats for

more

generous

slice

aid

2020 ........
6A3

p. i .

I1: 3y J iriirflfeir Shutt, ,

Democratic leaders should change the funding distribution for local governments in their latest
COVID- 19 aid package, according to the National Association of Counties.
The organization wrote to top lawmakers on Monday asking for the legislation to send money
directly to counties, rather than allocating funds through the Department of Housing and Urban
Development' s Community Development Block Grants formula.

The CDBG formula was not designed to allocate funds in a public health emergency,"

National

Association of Counties President Mary Ann Borgeson wrote to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D- Calif.,
and Senate Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer, D- N. Y. " While we agree that the HUD CDBG

framework is among one of the best, most efficient ways to award federal aid directly and as a
pass -through to local governments, the traditional formula is based on low -to -moderate housing
and community development conditions."
Democrats proposed a bill last week that would have provided an additional $ 150

billion to state

and local governments to help them address the pandemic. The money would be provided along
with more money for hospitals and low-income food assistance as part of Democrats' counteroffer
to Republicans seeking more small-business lending funds.
Of the $ 150 billion, $ 65. 45

billion would be provided to state governments based on population,

with another $ 20 billion allocated to states based on their share of the national COVID- 19 infection
rate. Another $

11 billion would go to territories and tribes, and $ 53. 55

to local governments.

532

billion would be distributed

Under the block grants formula for the local government share, 70 percent of the $ 53. 55
would go to " entitlement areas."

billion

Those are defined as cities with more than 50, 000 residents or

urban counties with more than 200,000 people, not counting eligible cities.
The remaining 30 percent would go to local governments that don' t meet that criteria, according to
a summary from Schumer' s office.

In practice, the HUD funding formula would mean that Cook County, Ill., for example, would
receive $

1. 1 billion less than the city of Chicago, located within the county. That works out to

about $3. 3 million per 100,000 Cook County residents, while Chicago would get $46. 3 million per
100,000 residents, according to a National Association of Counties analysis included with the
group's letter.
By the same token, Los Angeles County would get about $490 million less than the city of Los
Angeles, or $3. 6 million per 100, 000 county residents vs. $ 21. 5 million per 100, 000 city residents.

Borgeson wrote to congressional leaders that many states have mandated that county governments
implement emergency response and public health responsibilities, which have already cost counties
billions of dollars.

The National Association of Counties estimates that county governments operate 903 hospitals
around the country, 824 long- term care facilities and over 1, 900 public health departments.
Borgeson wrote that Congress should " develop a more balanced allocation method that takes into

consideration both the skyrocketing costs and declining revenues for America' s county
governments."

She also called on Democratic congressional leaders to boost the total amount of additional funding

for local governments in the next bill by $ 100 billion more than they' ve already suggested, for a
total of $250 billion.

The Treasury Department on Monday began releasing the first $71 billion tranche of $150

billion

in state and local aid provided in the massive aid package enacted last month. The money is being
distributed to 171 local jurisdictions, including counties, cities and towns, with a population
exceeding 500, 000.
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According to Treasury guidance, the agency is letting counties count the populations of
metropolitan areas within their borders toward the 500, 000 threshold. A National Association of

Counties spokesman said the group was still reviewing the newly issued guidelines.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 04 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Ware, Jawahn; Howell, Wendy

Cc:
Subject:

FW: federal response

Attachments:

COVID 19 Federal Response Memo . docx; USDA Rural Resource Guide. pdf

FYI

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: Louie Perry <Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Subject: federal response

Chairman

Cohilas &

Michael,

I am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal
response to -date on COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently
working on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let
us know about that as well.

We are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know.
Finally, I am attaching a just -released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities.
Know we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help.
Take

care,

Camila &

Louie

Canr:' ila IKnowes Principal &
Counsel

I Governmt Affairs D

678. 391. 4547 M
Peachtree

Street

GA

404. 987. 7995
NE, Suite

1100

650 Atlanta,

30309 www.

cgagroup. com I @cgaroup PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey eials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 03 PM

Sent:
To:

Camila

Cc:

Louie Perry

Subject:

RE: federal response

Thanks Camila.

Knowles;

Cohilas,

I' ll share this information with the Board.

From: Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

Christopher

Be well.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: Louie Perry <Iperry@cgagroup. com>
Subject: federal response

Chairman

Cohilas &

Michael,

I am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal
response to -date on COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently
working on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let
us know about that as well.

We are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know.
Finally, I am attaching a just -released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities.
Know we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help.
Take

care,

Camila &

Louie

Canr:' ila Knowes Principal &
Counsel

I Governmt Affairs D

678. 391. 4547 M
Peachtree

Street

GA

404. 987. 7995
NE, Suite

1100

650 Atlanta,

30309 www.

cgagroup. com I @cgaroup PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey eials
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 46 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

INVITATION: State, Local, Tribal National Briefing Call on COVID- 19 ( Wednesday, April
15, 3: 00 PM

recipients

Eastern

Time)

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders —

On Wednesday, April 15, at 3: 00 PM Eastern Time ( note time change), please join Senior
Administration Officials for a briefing call on COVID- 19 ( coronavirus). The focus of this week' s call will be to
provide pertinent updates on COVID- 19 response and coordination efforts from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency ( FEMA) and U. S. Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act guidelines development and implementation from the U. S.
Department of the Treasury, and how Federal - State - Local -Tribal social resources and programs are being fully
leveraged to support our fellow citizens.

Briefing Call Registration
Date: Wednesday, April 15
Time: 3: 00 PM Eastern Time ( please note time zone)
Call -In Registration:

CLICK HERE

Note: Please note the following information regarding registration.
Call -in lines are limited. RSVP' s will be allocated in the order they are received. Please register only if
you are able to join the call.
Upon successful registration, you will be directed to a separate webpage with confirmation details
and/ or receive dial -in instructions to the email address you use to register. Please ensure the email
address you register with is correct and check your spam/ junk folder after registration. If neither action
occurs, you did not successfully register.
If you are attempting to register but cannot " submit" your information, please try again at a later time.
Note that multiple people cannot dial -in using the same registration information. This will cause you to
be kicked -off the call.
Recent

Announcements

CDC Updates Guidance Regarding Use of Cloth Face Coverings to Help Slow the Spread of
COVID- ig: On Friday, April 3, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) issued new guidance
recommending individuals wear cloth face coverings in public settings where other social distancing
measures are difficult to maintain ( e. g. grocery stores and pharmacies), particularly in areas of significant
community -based transmission. More here.
CDC Provides Interim Guidance for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had
Exposure to COVID- ig: On Wednesday, April 8, the CDC released new guidelines regarding when
people in critical infrastructure roles can return to work after being exposed to a confirmed or suspected
case of COVID- 19. The guidelines advise that critical infrastructure workers may be permitted to continue
537

work following potential exposure to COVID- 19, provided they remain asymptomatic and additional
precautions are implemented to protect them and the community. More here. Additional information
about identifying critical infrastructure during COVID- 19 can be found on the DHS CISA website here.
The U. S. Department of the Treasury and Federal Reserve Board Announce New and
Expanded Lending Programs to Provide Up To $ 2. 3 Trillion in Financing: On Thursday, April 9,
Treasury launched a Main Street Business Lending program and a Municipal Liquidity Facility to support
the flow of credit to American workers, businesses, states, counties, and cities impacted by the coronavirus
pandemic. The Municipal Liquidity Facility ( MLF) will provide up to $ 5oo billion in direct financing to
states, counties, and cities to help ensure they have the funds necessary to provide essential services to
citizens and respond to the coronavirus pandemic. More here. MLF term sheet and guidance can be found
ere.

U. S. Department of the Treasury Launches Web Portal and Begins Disbursement of CARES
Act Funding to State, Local, and Tribal Governments: On April 13, the U. S. Department of the
Treasury released ell ibiity guidance for CARES Act funding to State, Local, and Tribal Governments.
States, Tribes, and eligible local governments are encouraged to provide payment information and required
supporting documentation on Treasu ® s aortal not later than April 17, 2020. Additional guidance on
eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be posted as it becomes available.
President Trump Announces # AmericaWorksTogether:

On Tuesday, April 7, President Trump
announced a new hashtag to highlight Americans helping one another during the coronavirus pandemic.
The President and Administration officials will use the # AmericaWorksTogether hashtag to promote
companies that are hiring employees in the middle of the economic turmoil caused by the virus and those
who are donating food and other supplies to front line health care workers. The President will also
encourage people to use the hashtag when posting examples of Americans helping others during the crisis.
We hope that you will join the President and Administration in using # AmericaWorksTogether.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs ( WH IGA) will continue to share pertinent information as
it becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be of assistance. As a reminder,

WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country' s State and local elected officials and
Tribal Governments.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental
William

Affairs

F. Crozer

Special Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

COVID- 19: Important Resources for State, Local,
and Tribal Officials

538

Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Tuesday, March 31, the White House announced updated
Coronavirus Gui e ines,forAmerica (Ewa ol), extending social distancing efforts through April
30. 0 April 3, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) issued guidance recommending
individuals wear cloth face coverings in public settings where other social distancing measures are
difficult to maintain ( e. g. grocery stores and pharmacies, particularly in areas of significant community based transmission. On April 8, CDC also provided guidelines regarding when people in critical
infrastructure roles can return to work after being exposed to a confirmed or suspected case of COVID- 19.
Additional

information

on critical infrastructure

below.

Up -To -Date Information: The most up- to- date, verified information and guidance can be found via the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website — .
coronavijm5. yov.
The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

COVID- ig Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed, state
managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance, including for critical
supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and
i)
Pande
ic® esonse and
recovery process via this important resource — Coronavirus ( C ecove
Federal®State®Local® ® bal Partners
rout
ice. FEMA' s public assistance guidance for
COVID- 19 response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of Homeland Security
DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19 emergency. DHS issued
revised guidance on March 28th ( see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
Infrastructure WorkgrS, Durin C ig Resrsouse). The guidance, and accompanying list, is
intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national
security. The list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to the
coronavirus

pandemic.

Fraud &

Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating,
and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and helpful
resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also

established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus- related scams.
VI - ig Screening Tool. Follow the White House

Social Media Resources: Download the Apple C
on Twitter and Faceboo .

Also follow HHS ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

and CDC ( T ® tter/ Faceboo )

You

can also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing,
etc. on the White House' s YouTube page.
Mental Health Resources: Natural disasters — including such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak —
can be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Administration' s ( SAMHSA) Disaster Distress Helpline — 1- 800- 985- 5990 ( or text TalkWithUs to
66746) —

provides 24/ 7, 365- day- a- year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in
coping with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus
pandemic. Learn more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.
539

Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all U. S. government
activities related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel, immigration, and
transportation to education, find pertinent actions here. Each Federal Agency has also established a
dedicated coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They include:
S), Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS), Food and Drug
Health and Human Services (
Administration ( FDA), Department of Education (

of ), Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Small
Business Administration ( SBA), Department of Labor (___ I.),Department of Homeland Security (
Department of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs ( iTA), Environmental Protection Agency

S),

C), Department of Justice (
J),
EPA), Department of Energy ( DOE), Department of Commerce (
Revenue
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Department of the Treasury UST), Internal

Service (IRS),Office
Commission

and
of the Director of National Intelligence ( I),
U.S. Election Assistance

Q.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 20 PM
Collier -Bolling, Georgia

Sent:
To:

RE: CARES Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to Support Coronavirus

Subject:

Response

This is awesome.

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 6: 59 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fwd: CARES Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to Support Coronavirus

Response

Fyi

The City should eventually be able to use some of their CDBG funding on CORVID- 19.
Sent from Outlook Mobile

From: HUD Exchange Mailing List < news@hudexchange. info>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 54: 59 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>Subject:
CARES

Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to Support Coronavirus Response

Is

this email not displaying correctly? View

I

Progams

I

Resourc

I

Traing

it in your browser. Home

CARES

Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds
Used to Support Coronavirus
Response On
April 9,
2020, CPD' s Acting Assistant Secretary John Gibbs released a memorandum
transmitting the guide "CARES Act Flexibilities for Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) Funds

Used to Support Coronavirus Response."In

541

addition to urging all States and localities not to wait to apply for their allocations, the
memorandum grants a waiver for plan amendments with instructions on how a grantee
may submit an amendment for allocated CDBG coronavirus response ( CDBG- CV)
funds. The expedited process allows a grantee to incorporate CDBG- CV funds within

the most recent annual action plan, including a 2019 annual action plan.
The guide outlines the CARES Act flexibilities for CDBG grantees. The flexibilities
expand the usefulness of CDBG- CV grants and fiscal years 2019 and 2020 CDBG
grants for coronavirus response. The CARES Act also authorizes HUD to grant
waivers and alternative requirements to be released in the forthcoming implementation
notice.

View the CARES Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to Support Coronavirus
Response: Memorandum and Guide.
View all CDBG

Infectious

Disease

Response

resources.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 19 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Spencer Lee; Howell, Wendy

Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Update

From: Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 03 PM
Subject: COVID- 19 Update

Good evening.
As promised, in today' s dashboard you will notice we have added additional information, as we want you to see how we
are trending overall. We are now reporting daily the number of new COVID- 19 patients who need hospitalization and
the daily cumulative positive cases across our health system. We have also added a heat map that shows how we
compare to the rest of the state. Please keep in mind that all of this data is only from patients that have been tested or
treated at a Phoebe Putney Health System facility.
I also wanted to convey a great story. Yesterday we had more than 1, 000 meals donated ( thank you Sherwood Baptist
Church) as well as cookies ( thank you BJ Fletcher and her team) to the Albany Hospitals to feed the day shift and evening
shift. They were delivered to the hospital' s ( Main and North) at 11: 30am and 6: OOpm. We had more than 20 leaders
and others come in on Easter Sunday to help unpack and deliver those meals ...and they did so in spectacular
fashion.

Bernard Roberson, our Patient Experience Guru, had us organized and we operated as a well- oiled

machine. Deliveries were accomplished in less than 30 minutes to all employees. I personally was able to assist with the
delivery of food to our ED, Pharmacy, a COVID ICU and a COVID Medical Floor and what I found was inspiring. Our
teams were bright- eyed and in good spirits. We not only had the opportunity to provide them with a meal, but more
importantly an opportunity to thank them for their work on behalf of our patients and our great communities. They are
warriors!

Together

Peace...

We Rise!

Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive

Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 15 PM

Sent:
To:

Sonja

Subject:

Budget

All —

Bennett
Update (

Current

and

Proposed)

I hope this email finds you well. COVID- 19 has exacted a serious toll on our organization both physically and

fiscally. Due to the current and future fiscal implications of 'Shelter in Place" it is necessary at this very moment for us to
be even more deliberate in our financial management practices. Over the past few weeks we' ve all in some form been
immersed in responding to COVID- 19. Now it' s time to pivot to also address the financial challenges that lie
ahead. Today, Martha projected we' ll need to use approximately $ 2 million in fund balance at the end of this fiscal year

June 301h) if our expenses remain in alignment with the previous three quarters. Long term this is
Consequently, we need to slow spending now. If it' s not an essential expenditure it should be

unsustainable.

avoided.

All hands are needed on deck to avoid more drastic measures in the immediate future such as reductions in

force, furloughs, and reduced benefits to name a few. As you are aware we are very fortunate to be able earn a salary
during this period but it should not be taken for granted nor assumed to be sustainable without making difficult
decisions. We are being tested and will continue to be tested. By implementing stricter spending measures we have a
better chance of weathering this disaster without as we did the great recession where no one lost their jobs.
Now we' ll discuss the upcoming proposed budget. Since your budget hearings our financial landscape has changed
drastically. As such, I' m currently in the process of rolling back all funding requests to this fiscal year' s funding levels. In
other words, your department' s funding level will not be increased in the proposed budget for next fiscal year ( FY21)
due to the unexpected COVID- 19 pandemic. However, there will be exceptions. For instance, if there' s a contracted
service escalator, it will be included. Also, there will be no recommendations to increase staffing levels.
We are in a serious financial situation and our successful management requires discipline and sacrifice. Many local
governments are planning much more drastic measures for their current and future budgets. We are fortunate because
the Board provided excellent leadership and raised taxes in 2018 and we added approximately $3 million to the fund
balance last year.
Our past track record says to me that we have what it takes to successfully manage this financial crisis. We will get
through this and we will get through it together!
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
E.::irrnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

CRI

CPAs

and

Advisors <

news@CRlcpa. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 07 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Looking Ahead in the Midst of COVID- 19

Stay connected with CRI' s COVID- 19 Resources!

aiiiril°

Clients

I I , odkliihriig Aheadiiiii i i ril the I

i

and Friends,

It' s no secret that COVID- 19 has turned the world on its head. What most deemed a far-off

possibility and something that only occurs on movie sets in Hollywood has come to be a part of our
daily lives as Americans. Businesses, governments, families, schools — none of us are exempt from
the impacts of this pandemic. We know that each day brings new challenges, along with new
decisions

to be made,

and we are thankful

for the support

of our clients

and of our staff here at CRI.

It is easy to lament the way things were just a few short weeks ago, while worrying about what the
next few may hold. However, if there is anything we have learned through this experience, it is that
we simply do not know what tomorrow holds. What we do know is that we as a firm are strong and
here to support you and your business as you navigate the here and now and make plans for what' s
next.

From the CII1IC S Act, to assistance with EM
& loairns, to the deferral of taX fil l i rnq aIrnd Ipayirinei nt deardlirnes,
our professionals have continuously assessed the latest developments coming down from
the federal government to discern what they all mean for you, your business, your employees, and
your families. As we move further into these unprecedented times,our professionals will continue
with our proactive approach to interpreting new legislation and disseminating news of op ortunit es
as they' re made available in order to help provide stability and actionable solutions for you.
548

As previously communicated,

the way you r;of nirnect with you. nir

air: visoir may be different now, but

please know that we are here and ready to support you during this time. Client service and loyalty
are what this firm is founded on, and there has never been a more prudent time for either than the
present.

In closing, I want to sincerely thank you for the opportunity to serve you and walk alongside you and
your business. We have the most supportive and adaptive clients out there; I am convinced of it.
Be safe and well,

0
Bill Carr

Managing Partner
Carr, Riggs & Ingram CPAs and Advisors

In our efforts to respect your time and your inbox, we are trying to streamline our COVID- 19
communications

for those in our audience who want to continue to receive them. We invite you to sign up to

receive our (' 111OVIIID

1 9 i 1ennou. nirr;es e

for the latest news,

updates,

impacting you and your business amid the COVID- 19 outbreak.
COVID- 19 RESOURCES

fl'iis re

a a was saint to i nurniccoy
Carr, IRiggs &
rna

douglhei y ga us firoirn:

Ilir girairn CPAs and Advisors
CIRIlclpa. ccirn

I 117 IBoll Weevil Circle
Enterprise,

Allalbairna aka~ 330 United States

141
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and CRI resources
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PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 03 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
As promised, in today' s dashboard you will notice we have added additional information, as we want you to see how we
are trending overall. We are now reporting daily the number of new COVID- 19 patients who need hospitalization and
the daily cumulative positive cases across our health system. We have also added a heat map that shows how we
compare to the rest of the state. Please keep in mind that all of this data is only from patients that have been tested or
treated at a Phoebe Putney Health System facility.
I also wanted to convey a great story. Yesterday we had more than 1, 000 meals donated ( thank you Sherwood Baptist
Church) as well as cookies ( thank you BJ Fletcher and her team) to the Albany Hospitals to feed the day shift and evening
shift. They were delivered to the hospital' s ( Main and North) at 11: 30am and 6: OOpm. We had more than 20 leaders
and others come in on Easter Sunday to help unpack and deliver those meals ...and they did so in spectacular
fashion.

Bernard Roberson, our Patient Experience Guru, had us organized and we operated as a well- oiled

machine. Deliveries were accomplished in less than 30 minutes to all employees. I personally was able to assist with the
delivery of food to our ED, Pharmacy, a COVID ICU and a COVID Medical Floor and what I found was inspiring. Our
teams were bright- eyed and in good spirits. We not only had the opportunity to provide them with a meal, but more
importantly an opportunity to thank them for their work on behalf of our patients and our great communities. They are
warriors!

Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 13, 2020 6:
59 PM To:
Michael Subject:

Monday,
McCoy,

CARES

Fwd:

Act Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used to Support Coronavirus Response

Fyi.

The

City should eventually be able to use some of their CDBG funding on CORVID- 19.Sent
from Outlook Mobile From:

HUD

Exchange Mailing List <
news@hudexchange.

info>
Sent:

Monday, April 13,2020 5:
54: 59 PM To:
Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>
Subject: CARES
Act

Flexibilities for CDBG

Funds Used to Support Coronavirus Response Is

this

email not displaying correctly? View it

Programs

I

I

Resources

Training

CARES

in your browser. Home I

Act

Flexibilities for CDBG Funds Used
to Support Coronavirus Response
On April
9,2020, CPD' s Acting As istant Secretary John Gibbs released a memorandum transmit ng

the guide CARES
" Act Flexibilities for Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) Funds

Used

to

Support Coronavirus Response." In

addition

to

urging all States and localities not to wait to apply for their allocations, the memorandum grants
a waiver for plan amendments with instructions on how a grantee may submit
an amendment for allocated CDBG coronavirus response ( CDBG- CV) funds. The
expedited process allows a grantee to incorporate CDBG- CV funds within the most

recent annual action plan,including a 2019 an ual action plan.The guide
outlines the CARES Act flexibilities for CDBG grantees. The flexibilities expand the
usefulness of CDBG- CV grants and fiscal years 2019 and 2020 CDBG 554

grants for coronavirus response. The CARES Act also authorizes HUD to grant
waivers and alternative requirements to be released in the forthcoming implementation
notice.

View the CARES

Act Flexibilities

for CDBG

Funds

Used to Support

Coronavirus

Response: Memorandum and Guide.
View all CDBG

Infectious

Disease

Response

resources.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

Brown,

Beth

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 6: 31 PM

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FEMA Policy on Purchase and Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance
Updated

Link

The link in the afternoon update for this item was not correct.

It has been updated below.

FEMA Releases Policy on Purchase and Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance
The Federal Emergency Management Agency released a policy regarding the reimbursement for food purchase and
distribution as a result of COVID- 19. The policy explains applicability, eligibility and cost and procurement
requirements.
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TAC Service

Desk

Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

From:

Wall,

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 6: 11 PM
McCoy, Michael; Moloney, Whit

To:
Subject:

Ed <

Re: GF EOFY

Expend

Whit, can you send me the presentation we did for Dougherty back in February?

I need to print it out and mark it up in

light of our new world.

Thank you.
Ed

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us>
Date: Monday, April 13, 2020 at 5: 45: 08 PM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wa11@psc. com>
Subject: RE: GF EOFY Expend [ EXTERNAL]

Ed —

I' m trying to keep it flat and lean. Same as last year or close to it. Only contractually required escalators. I' ll need
a 3 year revenue and fund balance projection from you. An updated version of what you' ve presented in the past that
considers the financial affects of COVID- 19. Thanks.

From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: GF EOFY Expend

Thanks

Boss.

Your Board gets to make the call, but I think that is why we have a rainy day fund.

restore it after this mess is gone.

We can work to

We need to see what the 2021 budget will look like? Will we spend more of it next

fiscal year?
Ed

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us>
Date: Monday, April 13, 2020 at 5: 10: 55 PM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wa11@psc. com>
Subject: FW: GF EOFY Expend [ EXTERNAL]

FYI

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dou herty.ea. us>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 54 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dou herty. ga. us>;

Addison,

Scott < SAddison@doueherty,

Subject: GF EOFY Expend
557

ea, us>

Michael and Scott,

It appears that we will have a deficit of a little over $ 1. 6 million at 6/ 30/ 20.

approximately $ 51 million dollars.

1 estimated the revenues to be at

We are at 75% of expenditures at 9/ 30/ 2020.

If we continue as we are now, our total

expenditures will be $ 52. 6 million. Hopefully our expenditures will come in under my projection. However, we don' t
need to let the departments go wild where they think that they have an excess budget.
Let me know if you have questions.
I airtha IBm IHeIn
Finance

Iley

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ih on e: 229. 302. 3039

111 olirii Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaill: mhendley
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For additional

disclosure

information

related to this e-

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 50 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Pamela

Subject:

RE: REVISED

DCSO

Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thank you. Unfortunately your list keeps increasing. I pray for the full recovery for each of our team members.

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 43 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: REVISED DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: taiohrisonC(z} dc>udicrty,ga,us

From:

Willis,

Shannon < ShWillis

doueherty. a. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@doughertyga.
dou
Cates,

Lee <LCates@douehert .

us>; Hayes, Terron < THayesdoufherty,

John

hert , ea. us> Cc:
a.
us>; Brock,

Allen <ABrock@doueherty. ga.
us>;Johnson,

@doughertyr,- a,
us> Subject:
REVISED

ga.
us>;Ostrander,

DCSO Employees COVID 19.xlsx 559

Pamela

PJohnson(

JOstrander

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 45 PM

Sent:
To:

Wall,

Subject:

RE: GF EOFY

Ed
Expend

Ed —

I' m trying to keep it flat and lean. Same as last year or close to it. Only contractually required escalators. I' ll need
a 3 year revenue and fund balance projection from you. An updated version of what you' ve presented in the past that
considers the financial affects of COVID- 19. Thanks.

From: Wall, Ed < Edmund. Wall@psc. com>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: GF EOFY Expend

Thanks

Boss.

Your Board gets to make the call, but I think that is why we have a rainy day fund.

restore it after this mess is gone.

We can work to

We need to see what the 2021 budget will look like? Will we spend more of it next

fiscal year?
Ed

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoyC douherty, a, us>
Date: Monday, April 13, 2020 at 5: 10: 55 PM
From: "

To: " Wall, Ed" < Edmund. Wa11@psc. com>
Subject: FW: GF EOFY Expend [ EXTERNAL]

FYI

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dou herty.ea. us>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 54 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dou herty. ga. us>;

Addison,

Scott < SAddison@doueherty,

ea, us>

Subject: GF EOFY Expend

Michael and Scott,

It appears that we will have a deficit of a little over $ 1. 6 million at 6/ 30/ 20.

approximately $ 51 million dollars.

1 estimated the revenues to be at

We are at 75% of expenditures at 9/ 30/ 2020.

If we continue as we are now, our total

expenditures will be $ 52. 6 million. Hopefully our expenditures will come in under my projection. However, we don' t
need to let the departments go wild where they think that they have an excess budget.
Let me know if you have questions.
I airtha IBm IHeirndlley
Finance

Director

561
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advertisement or
related

solicitation

to this e-mail

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 43 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw: REVISED

Attachments:

DCSO

DCSO

Employees

Employees
COVID

COVID

19. xlsx

19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

ry
Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 14 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>;
JOstrander@dougherty.

John

ga. us>

Cc: Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty. ga. us>; Brock, Allen < ABrock@dougherty. ga. us>;
PJohnson@dougherty.

Ostrander,

Johnson,

Pamela

ga. us>

Subject: REVISED DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 35 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Cc:

Addison,

Scott; Spencer

Lee

Subject:

FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID- 19 Update:

Notes from Governor' s Press Conference; New

Per Capita Case Map from DPH; Federal Legislation Updates &

More

FYI

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Monday, April 13, 2020 5:
20 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.

org>
Subject:

ACCG Afternoon COVID-19 Update: Notes from Governor' s Pres Conference; New Per Capita Case Map from DPH;
Federal

Legislation Updates &
More
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Kemp &
as ne ded. ed. Governor

Provide COVID- 19 Update On Monday
State Leaders
afternoon, Governor Kemp and other members of the Governor' s COVID- 19 Task Force provided an update. He
also addressed the impact of Sunday night' s weather and the damaging storms. The Governor' s comments should be
posted of his website later today. Some highlights include: The Governor

has declared a State of Emergency for all 159 Counties following Sunday' s weather event and state agencies
are assisting with the clean- up and recovery response. Testing numbers
continue to lag and the status quo is unacceptable. He called for continued expansion of testing sites.
ymptomatic
Testing protocols will be expanded to include symptomatic critical infrastructure workers and non sindividuals who have been exposed. Physicians can now schedule testing in public health districts. A
major

focus now is expanding surge capacity. An alternative care facility is being built at the Georgia World Congress Center
that will have 200 beds for mild to moderate COVID- 19 cases. Hospitals have

also worked to expand capacity

will be up and running to expand capacity
at Rome on April 21, in Albany on April 28 and in Gainesvil e and Macon on May 5.The state
to convert hundreds of rooms to ICU space. Temporary facilities

is also focusing on long term care facilities. Eighty long
National Guard

term care facilities now are reporting positive

COVID cases.

teams continue to be dispatched to sanitize and train staff to reduce the spread. They

have cleaned 229 facilities. The Governor
signed an Executive Order today suspending the enforcement of the anti -mask statute so that people can
comply with the CDC recommendations to wear a mask in public. The current
projected peak date for Georgia is April 26, according to the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation. Georgia
Department

of Public Health Provides Updated Tracking Map The Georgia
Department of Public Health ( DPH) provides a status report for COVID- 19 in Georgia at 12 p.m. and 7 p.m. daily. They
have updated their tracking information to include a map of confirmed cases per capita. More on
Essential Businesses from the Georgia Department of Economic Development 564

The Georgia Department

of Economic

Development

has released _aguide to assist Georgia businesses in

determining if

they

should remain open. The information is divided into businesses that must cease in person-operations, those that are
considered critical infrastructure and businesses that may continue minimum basic operations if they follow 20 safety
requirements.

Federal

Legislative Update /Request

for Federal Assistance Now

is the time to reach out to your member of Congres to share with them the challenges Georgia' s county governments
are experiencing during this health emergency. Provide specific examples! The
two main asks of our Georgia Congressional delegation

are:Include

a Relief Fund for Local Governments of

All Sizes that can be Used to Address the Unique Needs of Local

Communities: We appreciate Congress' work to pass the CARES Act P.
( L. 116- 136) and the inclusion of the Coronavirus
Relief Fund. We are concerned that under the language as writ en, only four Georgia counties Cobb,
DeKalb, Fulton &Gwinnett

Counties) will be able to access the funding with the majority going to the state.
Moving forward, we urge you to consider including a relief fund that is flexible and can be used to address lost
revenue and supplement eligible personnel and administrative costs as a result of COVID- 19 response. 2.
Addres

the Unfunded Mandate

Included

in

the Families First Coronavirus Response

Act F(
FCRA): Paid

leave is a

chalenge for Georgia county governments who employ 400 appointed county clerks, managers, administrators,
and attorneys and more than 80,000 full-time and part- time employees. While we appreciate that
the Families First Coronavirus Response Act P.
( L. 116- 127) expands paid leave benefits for workers affected by
COVID- 19,the legislation imposes substantial new sick leave and family medical leave requirements on government
employers of all sizes. Counties request that Section 7001(e)(
4) and Section 7003(e)(
4) be repealed so
that state and local government employers fully qualify for both credits. Visit
NACo' s website to view detailed documentation of all federal legislative efforts and see how counties are responding

to COVID- 19 by clicking here. Summary
of NACo Call on Federal COVID- 19 Response Efforts The
National Association of Counties ( NACo) hosted a call on Friday to discuss the federal COVID- 19 response efforts.
Among other issues, the call discussed the Coronavirus Relief Fund and the potential for a fourth legislative package
to provide $ 150 billion in fiscal relief to states to be used to assist with lost revenues. You can listen to the call here.
FEMA

Releases Policy on Purchase and Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance The
Federal Emergency Management Agency released a policy regarding the reimbursement for food purchase and distribution
as a result of COVID- 19. The policy explains applicability, eligibility

and cost and procurement requirements.

Reminder

to Submit Names for ACCG Annual Memorial Each

year, during the Annual Conference Inspirational Service,ACCG honors county officials such as commis ioners, clerks,
administrators/ managers and attorneys who have passed away within the past year. Even though the in person conference
has been cancelled, ACCG remains committed to recognizing these public servants. Please help us honor these
individuals by providing us with their name, official title,and the name in which they served. This information should
be submit ed to Nicole Butler at nbutlerCa@ac g. org by Friday, April 24.Other
Resources Federal

Emergency Management Agency (
FEMA) Advisory ( 4/
13/ 2020) 565

Beth Brown
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 30 PM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Scott

Subject:

RE: Battelle

Decontamination

System

You' re welcome.

From: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 29 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Battelle Decontamination System

Sounds good. Thanks.

On Apr 13, 2020, at 5: 09 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us> wrote:

Approved.

You can sign off on the agreement.

From: Addison,

Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

Thanks.

ea. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 4: 02 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty.

ea. us>;

FW: Battelle

Decontamination System

High

Michael,

Roberts, Richard < R oberts @dougherty.ea.
us>Subject:

Importance:

Please
see the emails from Ricard and Sam below. The

FDA has approved a vendor to disinfect N95 masks

so they can be reused during to help with supply during this shortage. The masks are tracked so they
are sent back to the same location and user. The only cost would be for shipping. I beliv we will need
to sign a contract. I

recom nd approval. Thanks,

Scott
From:

Roberts, Richard

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 3:
43 PM To:
Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.
Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty.

ea.
us> Cc:

ea.
us> Subject:

FW: Battelle

Decontamination System

High

Mr.

Importance:

Addison, Sam wanted me to run this by you and see if it is something the county would be interested
in to help with PPE shortage. Basically we would double bag our used N95 masks and place in a
cardboard box and send to Battel e Memorial Institute. They would decontaminate the PPEs and send them
back to us. The only cost would be the shipping. The Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA)has 567

been authorized by CDC for use in decontaminating N95 masks for reuse by healthcare personnel
resulting from the Coronavirus Disease 2019 pandemic.
Letter from FDA is attached.

Thanks

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 2: 51 PM
To: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ea. us>
Cc: Vonmendenhall, Robert< RVonMendenhall@dougherty. ea. us>;
DLivingston@doueherty.

Livingston,

Dickie

ga. us>

Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination System
Importance: High

Richard,

I have reviewed the email information below from Battelle Decon. Systems. It is a method to have good
condition N- 95 mask cleaned and sent back to the EMS service for same employee reuse. Each

employee would place their name on the mask and when turned in we ship to Battelle for processing.
There are a few simple steps and the only cost is shipping fee. No decon fee and no return fee. Please
look over the information and let me know your recommendation on this offer.
Thanks,
Sam

airsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director
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From: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. eov>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 34 PM
Amy Williams< awilliams@colquittregional. com>;
Bobby Watkins < bwatkins@lee. ga. us>; Brandon Fletcher
brandon. fletcherCa@ben hil county-ea.
eov>;Brenda
Gainey <csonurse@eapac. com>;
bbeasley
bbeasley@goldstaram

To: Allen Owens < aowens@tiftcounty.

org>;

Arch

McNeill < archmcneill@email. com>;

bulance.com>;
cproctor@eoldstarambulance. com;

ionathan.lott@air- evac.com;Coleman Williams <

cwilliams@lee. ea. us>;
Dampier, Greg < dampiergreeory@air-

evac. com>;
Danny Edwards <

org>;
Daryel Lancaster <
david. bauch@sgmc.
ogletree@thomascountyga.

org>;
Derek Knight<

DKnieht@goldstarambulance. com>;Derrick

gov>;
Don

Williford <

dedwards@ourcommunityambulance.

bems7@windstream. net>;
David
Ogletree <

gaemsdon@hotmail. com>;
Doug

Bauch <

Derrick.

568

Cofty < dcofty@millerga. org>;

Eddie

Brown < ebrown@covenantems.

com>;

dedwards@crispregional. org; Gordon Williams < grwilliams@gmh. edu>;
James' Bo' Hamby < terrelldirector@windstream.
irinker@goldstarambulance.

gbarfield@americusga.

gov;

net>; ilsauls@gmh. edu; Jason Rinker

com>; Jerry Edwards < icema@windstream.

net>;

Jim

McPherson

ilmcpherson@gmh. edu>; Joe Cowart < iacowart@GMH.

edu>; Joey Fowler
ioey. fowler@tiftcounty. org>; John Pruitt < dwl@windstream. net>; John Russ < ifrussiii@gmh. edu>;

Kevin Krivan < kkrivan@lifebriteearly.
director@georgiaemsassociation.

com>; Kevin Lassiter < rklassiter@gmh. edu>;

com) < director @georgiaemsassociation. com>;
Mark
Sealy

Smith <
tcems810@rose.
org>;
Martin

net>;
Robby
Royal

Kim

markse@thomasvil e.

net>;
Matt
Langley mlangley@transcaremedical.

net>;
Nate
Lincoln <nlincoln@amerimedems.

com>;
Randy
Patten Lanierema@windstream.

<
turnerems@windstream. net>;
Rodney Gordon rodneygordon@gradycountyga.

gov>;
Allen,
Sam
com>;
Tim

Littleton,

<SaAllen@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Sanford

Hawkins shawkinsmd@me.

Royal calhounems@hotmail.
Coram <Tim. Coram@thomascountyga. gov>;
Wayne

com>
Subject:
FW: Battelle

Decontamination System Importance:

High

FYI

From:

Joiner, Kelly <kelly. ioiner@dph. ga.
gov> Sent:
Monday, April 13, 2020 9:
19 AM Subject:
FW: Battelle

Decontamination System

All,

Please

see the message below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It wil
provide the opportunity to extend the life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock.
Please review the email below from Leah along with the attachments. This is available for hospitals,
LTCF and First Responder agencies. Share with your agencies so that the agreements can be signed
and they can begin saving N95 masks for disinfecting. Kelly
J.
Kelly

Joiner Director
of Regional EMS Systems Regional
EMS Director—Region

5

Office

of EMS and Trauma Division
of Health Protection Georgia
Department of Public Health 1000
Indian

Springs

GA
478)

470)

Dr.Forsyth,

31029 Office: (
993- 4990

Cell: (

599- 9279 Public, .

Sa;ftl A encPa;% s'EMS, r( ire,Law Enforcement) and Public, Safety Personnel need to check. or a
fulated inft Mationon the GeorgiaOffice of EMS and Trauma a website as well as the CDC and Georgia ef)
a rtr ent of Public, tiea lth CoronavPrus web pages: CDC https://
www, cdc,

gov coronavirus/ 2019- ncov

tPeaPtPa: https://
dph. georia.

S a;a d

7°a a; aama; O S.): ht ps:/ dph.

govnovelcoronavirus Georgia
geor

ia.

index, html
0 ffice
gov

Georgia Public,

o

EMS Healthcare partners, 569

.

Please see the message below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It
will provide the opportunity to extend the life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new
stock. Please review the e- mail below from Leah along with the attachments. Share with your
administration on Monday so that the agreements can be signed and you can begin saving N95 masks
for disinfecting.
Please share this with your coalition partners; healthcare facilities can participate without charge.
Thanks to our federal partners for their support with this initiative!

Kelly H. Nadeau, RN, MN, EMHP
Healthcare

Preparedness

Program

Director

Emergency Preparedness and Response
Georgia Department of Public Health
2 Peachtree

Street,

Atlanta,

30303

Desk:

11- 381

404- 463- 0541

Mobile:

Email:

GA

678- 618- 4906

Kelly, Nadeau @dph, ea, eov

From: Hoffacker, Leah < Leah. Hoffacker@dph. ga. gov>

Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2020 12: 50 PM
To: Nadeau, Kelly < Kelly. Nadeau@dph. ea. eov>
Subject: Draft: Battelle Decontamination

System

Kelly,

Please share with your standard list:
Georgia has been lucky enough to be a part of the first wave to receive a Battelle CCDS Critical Care
Decontamination

System, and the system/ team should be in Georgia within the next 10 days.

Battelle has a regional team to work with healthcare professionals, e. g., hospitals, LTCF,
first responders, etc. to help them with the correct storage, packaging, shipping, etc.
a.

Please review the attached Emergency Use Authorization to see which entities are
included in the federal contract.

The agreement is between the facilities and Battelle. Due to the federal contracted

awarded to Battelle, the only cost to the facility is shipping.
Under the current FDA EUA, they can only clean N95s. They are testing cleaning other PPE.
a.

The FDA EUA is for N95 respirators.

It covers any N95s ( healthcare and industrial) that

are not cellulose based. Respirators must be certified by NIOSH as an N95. If NIOSH
hasn' t certified it, Battelle does not recommend decontamination via their process.
Below

is a basic breakdown

of how all of this works:

Step 1: Enroll:
The Facility/ system needs to enroll in the decontamination cleaning program. To do
so, please click the following link:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inquiry/ offerings- and- services/ covid- response/

Once you have submitted your information, you will receive an email providing you
with the next steps and documents to review.

Step 2: List of Facilities:
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Read the information and send a list of participating facilities to the contact
provided in the email.
DO NOT fill out the sample agreement.

It is only for review.

You will then provided a contract for your facility/ system ( 4- 5 pages in length) and
site codes that MUST be written on each mask.

Step 3: Save your masks:

Please use the attached guidance for how to label and store masks.
o
Masks should be labeled per the attached guidance and be free of any visual
contaminants,

e. g., fluids, makeup, or other contaminants.

Masks need to be stored and prepared for shipment in the following
manner:

Label per the attached guidance ( individuals should label their own
masks), to include name and site code

Place masks in biohazard bags ( multiple masks in each bag)
Place the biohazard bag in a secondary bag ( does not have to be a
biohazard bag) and decontaminate it with a sanitizer wipe
Placed bags in a cardboard box for shipping ( 125- 150 masks per
box)

Label the box with a biohazard sticker (you must use the sticker)
Step 4: Shipment:

The facility is responsible for the shipment.
You may use your preferred Biohazard shippers ( the vendor must be able to ship
biohazard material).

Battelle does have a contract with Cardinal.

Step 5: Cleaning and Return:
All masks must be free of debris. If they are not, they will be disposed of by the
decontamination

team.

Masks are cleaned and returned to the facility according to the site codes on the
masks. At this point, they are no longer a biohazard and can be safely shipped.
The System Team' s goal is to return all masks within 72 hours. However, it may take
a bit longer, depending on their workload.
For additional information, Battelle has a " Frequently Asked Questions" page that is updated regularly:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inb/ battelle- ccds- for- covidl9- satellite- locations/

Leah Hoffacker, MPS, EMHP
Program Manager, Medical Countermeasures

Program

Emergency Preparedness and Response, Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
2 Peachtree
Atlanta,
Office:

Street

NW

GA 30303
404- 463- 1420

Cell: 404- 390- 9491

PUBLIC

RECORDS

NOTICE:

Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior? s to or from

City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 29 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: Battelle

Attachments:

Decontamination

System

image001 jpg; image002jpg; image003jpg; image004jpg; image005jpg

Sounds good. Thanks.

On Apr 13, 2020, at 5: 09 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Approved.

You can sign off on the agreement.

From: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

Thanks.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 4: 02 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>; Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

System

High

Michael,
Please see the emails from Ricard and Sam below. The FDA has approved a vendor to disinfect N95

masks so they can be reused during to help with supply during this shortage. The masks are tracked so
they are sent back to the same location and user. The only cost would be for shipping. I believe we will
need to sign a contract.

I recommend

approval.

Thanks,
Scott

From: Roberts, Richard

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 43 PM
To: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty. ea. us>
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

System

High

Mr. Addison, Sam wanted me to run this by you and see if it is something the county would be
interested in to help with PPE shortage. Basically we would double bag our used N95 masks and place in
a cardboard box and send to Battelle Memorial Institute. They would decontaminate the PPEs and send
them back to us. The only cost would be the shipping. The Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA) has
been authorized by CDC for use in decontaminating N95 masks for reuse by healthcare personnel
resulting from the Coronavirus Disease 2019 pandemic.
Letter from FDA is attached.

Thanks
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From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 2: 51 PM
To: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Vonmendenhall, Robert< RVonMendenhall@dougherty. ea. us>;
DLivingston@doueherty.

Dickie

ga. us>

Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

Livingston,

System

High

Richard,

I have reviewed the email information below from Battelle Decon. Systems. It is a method to have good
condition N- 95 mask cleaned and sent back to the EMS service for same employee reuse. Each

employee would place their name on the mask and when turned in we ship to Battelle for processing.
There are a few simple steps and the only cost is shipping fee. No decon fee and no return fee. Please
look over the information and let me know your recommendation on this offer.
Thanks,
Sam

airsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director
image001 Jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 -701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.::ir naflL SaAllen&

d_ougherty ga. us
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From: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. eov>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 34 PM
Amy Williams< awilliams@colquittregional. com>;
McNeill < archmcneill@email. com>; Bobby Watkins < bwatkins@lee. ga. us>; Brandon Fletcher
brandon. fletcherCa@ben hil county-ea.
eov>;Brenda
Gainey <csonurse@eapac. com>;
bbeasley
bbeasley@goldstaram

To: Allen Owens < aowens@tiftcounty.

bulance.com>;
cproctor@eoldstarambulance. com;

org>;

ionathan.lott@air- evac.com;Coleman Williams <

cwilliams@lee. ea. us>;
Dampier, Greg < dampiergreeory@air-

org>;
Daryel
david. bauch@sgmc.
oeletree@thomascountyea.

org>;
Derek Knight<

Gordon

evac. com>;
Danny Edwards <

Lancaster <
Williford <

dedwards@ourcommunityambulance.

bems7@windstream. net>;
David

DKnieht@goldstarambulance. com>;Derrick

eov>;
Don

ore>;Eddie Brown <

Arch

Ogletree <

gaemsdon@hotmail. com>;
Doug

Cofty < dcofty@mil erea.

ebrown@covenantems. com>;dedwards@crispregional. org;

Wil iams < grwilliams@gmh. edu>;
gbarfield@americusga. gov;

Bauch <

Derrick.
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James ' Bo' Hamby < terrelldirector@windstream.
irinker@goldstarambulance.
ilmcpherson@emh.

com>;

net>; ilsauls@gmh. edu; Jason Rinker

Jerry Edwards < icema@windstream. net>;

edu>; Joe Cowart < iacowart@GMH.

Jim

McPherson

edu>; Joey Fowler

ioey. fowler@tiftcounty. org>; John Pruitt < dwl@windstream. net>; John Russ < ifrussiii@gmh.
Kevin Krivan < kkrivan@lifebriteearly.

com>;

Kevin Lassiter < rklassiter@gmh. edu>; Littleton,

director@georgiaemsassociation. com) < director @georgiaemsassociation. com>;
Mark
Sealy
Smith <
tcems810@rose.
org>;
Martin

markse@thomasvil e.

net>;
Matt
Langley mlangley@transcaremedical.

Lincoln < nlincoln@amerimedems.
net>;
Nate
net>;
Robby
Royal

edu>;

Kim

com>;
Randy

Patten Lanierema@windstream.

<
turnerems@windstream. net>;
Rodney Gordon rodneygordon@gradycountyga.

gov>;
Allen,
Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Sanford

Hawkins shawkinsmd@me.

Coram <Tim. Coram@thomascountyga. gov>;
Wayne Royal calhounems@hotmail.

com>;
Tim

com>
Subject:
FW: Battelle

Decontamination System

High

FYI

Importance:

From:

Joiner, Kelly <kelly. joiner@dph. ga.
gov> Sent:
Monday, April 13,2020 9:
19 AM Subject:
FW: Battelle

Decontamination System

All,

Please

see the message below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It wil
provide the opportunity to extend the life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock.
Please review the e-mail below from Leah along with the attachments. This is available for hospitals,
LTCF and First Responder agencies. Share with your agencies so that the agreements can be signed
and they can begin saving N95 masks for disinfecting. Kelly
J.
Kelly

Joiner Director
of Regional EMS Systems Regional
EMS Director—Region

5

Office

of EMS and Trauma Division
of Health Protection Georgia
Department of Public Health 1000
Indian

Springs

GA
478)

470)

Dr.Forsyth,

31029 Office: (
993- 4990

Cell: (

599- 9279 Public, .

Sa;ftl A encPa;% s'EMS, r( ire,Law Enforcement) and Public, Safety Personnel need to check. or a
fulated inft Mationon the GeorgiaOffice of EMS and Trauma a website as well as the CDC and Georgia ef)
a rtr ent of Public, tiea lth CoronavPrus web pages: CDC https://
www, cdc,

eov coronavirus/ 2019- ncov index, html Georgia Public,

tPeaPtPa: https://dph. eeoria.

S a;a d

7°a a; aama; O S.): ht ps:/ dph.

eovnovelcoronavirus Georgia
geor

ia.

0 ffice
gov

o

EMS Healthcare

.

partners, Please see

the message
below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It will provide the
to extend the life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock. Please review the
e-mail below from Leah along with the attachments. Share with your 574

op ortunity

administration on Monday so that the agreements can be signed and you can begin saving N95 masks
for disinfecting.
Please share this with your coalition partners; healthcare facilities can participate without charge.
Thanks to our federal partners for their support with this initiative!

Kelly H. Nadeau, RN, MN, EMHP
Healthcare

Preparedness

Program

Director

Emergency Preparedness and Response
Georgia Department of Public Health
2 Peachtree

Street,

Atlanta,

30303

Desk:

404- 463- 0541

Mobile:

Email:

GA

11- 381

678- 618- 4906

Kelly, Nadeau @dph, ea, eov

From: Hoffacker, Leah < Leah. Hoffacker@dph. ga. gov>

Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2020 12: 50 PM
To: Nadeau, Kelly < Kelly. Nadeau@dph. ea. eov>
Subject: Draft: Battelle Decontamination

System

Kelly,

Please share with your standard list:
Georgia has been lucky enough to be a part of the first wave to receive a Battelle CCDS Critical Care
Decontamination System, and the system/ team should be in Georgia within the next 10 days.

Battelle has a regional team to work with healthcare

professionals,

e. g., hospitals, LTCF,

first responders, etc. to help them with the correct storage, packaging, shipping, etc.
a.

Please review the attached Emergency Use Authorization to see which entities are
included in the federal contract.

The agreement is between the facilities and Battelle. Due to the federal contracted

awarded to Battelle, the only cost to the facility is shipping.
Under the current FDA EUA, they can only clean N95s. They are testing cleaning other PPE.
a.

The FDA EUA is for N95 respirators. It covers any N95s ( healthcare and industrial) that
are not cellulose based. Respirators must be certified by NIOSH as an N95. If NIOSH
hasn' t certified it, Battelle does not recommend decontamination via their process.

Below is a basic breakdown

of how all of this works:

Step 1: Enroll:
The Facility/ system needs to enroll in the decontamination cleaning program. To do
so, please click the following link:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inquiry/ offerings- and- services/ covid- response/

Once you have submitted your information, you will receive an email providing you
with the next steps and documents to review.

Step 2: List of Facilities:
Read the information and send a list of participating facilities to the contact
provided in the email.
DO NOT fill out the sample agreement. It is only for review.
575

You will then provided a contract for your facility/ system ( 4- 5 pages in length) and
site codes that MUST be written on each mask.

Step 3: Save your masks:

Please use the attached guidance for how to label and store masks.
o

Masks should be labeled per the attached guidance and be free of any visual

contaminants, e. g., fluids, makeup, or other contaminants.
Masks need to be stored and prepared for shipment in the following
manner:

Label per the attached guidance ( individuals

should label their own

masks), to include name and site code

Place masks in biohazard bags ( multiple masks in each bag)
Place the biohazard bag in a secondary bag ( does not have to be a
biohazard bag) and decontaminate it with a sanitizer wipe
Placed bags in a cardboard box for shipping ( 125- 150 masks per
box)

Label the box with a biohazard sticker (you must use the sticker)
Step 4: Shipment:

The facility is responsible for the shipment.
You may use your preferred Biohazard shippers ( the vendor must be able to ship
biohazard material).

Battelle does have a contract with Cardinal.

Step 5: Cleaning and Return:
All masks must be free of debris. If they are not, they will be disposed of by the
decontamination

team.

Masks are cleaned and returned to the facility according to the site codes on the
masks. At this point, they are no longer a biohazard and can be safely shipped.
The System Team' s goal is to return all masks within 72 hours. However, it may take
a bit longer, depending on their workload.
For additional information, Battelle has a " Frequently Asked Questions" page that is updated regularly:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inb/ battelle- ccds- for- covidl9- satellite- locations/

Leah Hoffacker, MPS, EMHP
Program Manager, Medical Countermeasures

Program

Emergency Preparedness and Response, Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
2 Peachtree
Atlanta,
Office:

Street

NW

GA 30303
404- 463- 1420

Cell: 404- 390- 9491

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Courtty officials regardirtg City artd Courtty busirtess are public records available to the public artd media
uport request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Census

Sent:

Monday, April 13' 2O2O527PM
Michael McCoy
Joint Statement from Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and U. S. Census Bureau Director

To:
Subject:

Steven

Bureau

Intergovernmental

Dillingham

on 2O2OCensus

Operations

Affairs

Office <

ociajao@oensusgov>

ff

ice of Congres ional and Intergovernmental Affairs Intergovernmental
Affairs Office U.

S. Department of Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and U.S. Census
Bureau Director Steven Dillingham Joint Statement on 2020 Census
Operational Adjustments Due to COVID- 19 day.

Over 70 mil ion households have responded to date, representing over 8%
of all
in America. In

households

light of the COVID- 1 9 outbreak, the U.S. Census Bureau is adjusting

2020 Census operations in order to:March.

Steps are already being taken to reactivate field offices beginning June 1,2020, in
for the resumption of field data collection operations as quickly as possible following
June 1.In -

preparation

person activities, including all interaction with the public, enumeration, office work, and processing
activities, will incorporate the most current guidance to promote the health and safety
of staff and the public. This will include recommended personal protective equipment PPE)
and social distancing practices. Once

2020 Census data collection is complete, the Census Bureau begins a lengthy, thorough,
and scientifically rigorous process to produce the apportionment counts, redistricting
information, and other statistical data products which help guide hundreds of bil ions
of dollars in public and private sector spending per year. 577

In order to ensure the completeness and accuracy of the 2020 Census, the Census Bureau is
seeking statutory relief from Congress of 120 additional calendar days to deliver final
apportionment

counts.
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to the President by April 30, 2021, and redistricting data to be delivered to the states no later
than July 31, 2021.
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The Intergovernmental Affairs Office ( IAO) works with Tribal, state, county, and local governments both
about U. S. Census programs and products. IAO encourages supportive policy development by
communicate their concerns to the Census Bureau. For more information on Census Bureau programs,
please contact us at ( 301) 763- 6100 or by email at ocia. iao@census. gov.
Sincerely,
Alan Lang
Deputy Chief, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
U. S. Census

Bureau

Contact

Information

301- 763- 6100 1 OCIA. IAO@census. gov
Intergovernmental
Van Lawrence,

Affairs

Team

Branch

Chief

Sylvia Doyle, IAO Liaison
Melissa Bruce,

IAO Specialist

Keith A. Tobias,

IAO Specialist

Haley A. Miller, IAO Partnership Manager
Bernard L. Bundy, Jr., Geographic IAO Specialist
Sabrina McNeal, Governors

Liaison

Unsubscribe

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
as a very broadpoblic records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?d Cour?ty
offidals regardmg City ar?d Cour?ty busies are public records available to the public ar?d media upon? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG Afternoon

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 20 PM

Sent:

COVID- 19 Update:

Notes from Governor' s Press Conference;

Capita Case Map from DPH; Federal Legislation Updates &
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f as needed. ed.
Governor

Leaders Provide COVID- 19 Update On
Kemp State
&
Monday afternoon, Governor Kemp and other members of the Governor' s COVID- 19 Task Force provided an update.
He also addressed the impact of Sunday night' s weather and the damaging storms. The Governor' s com ents should
be posted of his website later today. Some highlights include: The

Governor has declared a State of Emergency for all 159 Counties following Sunday' s weather event and state
agencies are assisting with the clean- up and recovery response. Testing

numbers continue to lag and the status quo is unac eptable. He called for continued expansion of testing
sites. Testing protocols will be expanded to include symptomatic critical infrastructure workers and non symptomatic individuals who have been exposed. Physicians can now schedule testing in public health districts.
A

major focus now is expanding surge capacity. An alternative care facility is being built at the Georgia World Congress
Center that will have 200 beds for mild to moderate COVID- 19 cases. Hospitals

have also worked to expand

facilities will be up and running to expand
capacity at Rome on April 21,in Albany on April 28 and in Gainesvil e and Macon on May 5.
The
capacity to convert hundreds of rooms to ICU space. Temporary

state is also focusing on long term care facilities. Eighty
cases. National

long term care facilities now are reporting

positive COVID

Guard teams continue to be dispatched to sanitize and train staff to reduce the spread.

They have cleaned 229 facilities. The
Governor signed an Executive Order today suspending the enforcement of the anti -mask statute so that people
can comply with the CDC recommendations to wear a mask in public. The
current projected peak date for Georgia is April 26,according to the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation.
Georgia

Department of Public Health Provides Updated Tracking Map The
Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH) provides a status report for COVID- 19 in Georgia at 12 p.m. and 7 p. m. daily.
They have updated their tracking information to include a map of confirmed cases per capita. More
on Essential Businesses from the Georgia Department of Economic Development The

Georgia Department of

Economic Development

has

released _ aguide to assist Georgia businesses in determining

if they

should

remain open. The information is divided into businesses that must cease in person
operations, those that are considered
critical infrastructure and businesses that may continue minimum basic operations if they fol ow 20 safety requirements.
Federal

Legislative

Update / Request

for

Federal Assistance Now is

the time to reach out to your member of Congress to share with them the challenges Georgia' s county governments are
experiencing during this health emergency. Provide specific examples! The two
main asks of our Georgia Congressional delegation are:579

Include a Relief Fund for Local Governments

of All Sizes that can be Used to Address the Unique Needs of

Local Communities: We appreciate Congress' work to pass the CARES Act ( P. L. 116- 136) and the inclusion of the
Coronavirus

Relief Fund.

We are concerned that under the language as written, only four Georgia counties

Cobb, DeKalb, Fulton &

Gwinnett Counties) will be able to access the funding with the majority going to the
state. Moving forward, we urge you to consider including a relief fund that is flexible and can be used to address
lost revenue and supplement eligible personnel and administrative costs as a result of COVID- 19 response.
2.

Address the Unfunded

Mandate

Included

in the Families

a challenge for Georgia county governments

First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( FFCRA):

Paid leave is

who employ 400 appointed county clerks, managers,

administrators, and attorneys and more than 80, 000 full- time and part- time employees. While we appreciate
that the Families First Coronavirus Response Act ( P. L. 116- 127) expands paid leave benefits for workers affected
by COVID- 19, the legislation imposes substantial new sick leave and family medical leave requirements on
government employers of all sizes. Counties request that Section 7001( e)( 4) and Section 7003( e)( 4) be repealed
so that state and local government employers fully qualify for both credits.
Visit NACo' s website to view detailed documentation of all federal legislative efforts and see how counties are

responding to COVID- 19 by clicking here.
Summary of NACo Call on Federal COVID- 19 Response Efforts
The National Association of Counties ( NACo) hosted a call on Friday to discuss the federal COVID- 19 response
efforts. Among other issues, the call discussed the Coronavirus Relief Fund and the potential for a fourth legislative
package to provide $ 150 billion in fiscal relief to states to be used to assist with lost revenues. You can listen to the call
here.

FEMA Releases Policy on Purchase and Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance
The Federal Emergency Management Agency released a policy regarding the reimbursement for food purchase and
distribution as a result of COVID- 19. The policy explains applicability, eligibility and cost and procurement
requirements.

Reminder

to Submit

Names for ACCG Annual

Memorial

Each year, during the Annual Conference Inspirational Service, ACCG honors county officials such as commissioners,
clerks, administrators/ managers and attorneys who have passed away within the past year. Even though the in -person
conference has been cancelled, ACCG remains committed to recognizing these public servants. Please help us honor
these individuals by providing us with their name, official title, and the name in which they served. This information
should be submitted to Nicole Butler at nbutlerCa@accg. org by Friday, April 24.
Other Resources

Federal Emergency Management Agency ( FEMA) Advisory ( 4/ 13/ 2020)

i

ACi
Ad-

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jGc

gia' sGq

b...

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 10 PM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Cc:

Allen,

Subject:

RE: Battelle

Approved.

Scott

Sam;

Roberts,

You can sign off on the agreement.

From: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

Richard

Decontamination

System

Thanks.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 4: 02 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>; Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination

System

Importance: High

Michael,

Please see the emails from Ricard and Sam below. The FDA has approved a vendor to disinfect N95 masks so they can
be reused during to help with supply during this shortage. The masks are tracked so they are sent back to the same
location and user. The only cost would be for shipping. I believe we will need to sign a contract. I recommend approval.
Thanks,
Scott

From: Roberts, Richard

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 43 PM
To: Addison,

Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ea. us>

Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

System

High

Mr. Addison, Sam wanted me to run this by you and see if it is something the county would be interested in to help with
PPE shortage. Basically we would double bag our used N95 masks and place in a cardboard box and send to Battelle
Memorial Institute. They would decontaminate the PPEs and send them back to us. The only cost would be the
shipping. The Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA) has been authorized by CDC for use in decontaminating N95 masks
for reuse by healthcare personnel resulting from the Coronavirus Disease 2019 pandemic.
Letter from FDA is attached.

Thanks

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 2: 51 PM
To: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ea. us>
Cc: Vonmendenhall, Robert< RVonMendenhall@dougherty. ea. us>; Livingston, Dickie < DLivingston@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

System

High

581

Richard,

I have reviewed the email information below from Battelle Decon. Systems. It is a method to have good condition N- 95
mask cleaned and sent back to the EMS service for same employee reuse. Each employee would place their name on the
mask and when turned in we ship to Battelle for processing.

There are a few simple steps and the only cost is shipping

fee. No decon fee and no return fee. Please look over the information and let me know your recommendation on this
offer.

Thanks,
Sam

airsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DCXJGjMrY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.::ir naflL SaAllen&

d_ougherty ga. us

From: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. eov>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 34 PM
Amy Williams< awilliams@colguittregional. com>; Arch McNeill
archmcneill@email. com>; Bobby Watkins < bwatkins@lee. ga. us>; Brandon Fletcher < brandon. fletcher@benhillcountyga. eov>; Brenda Gainey < csonurse@eapac. com>; bbeasley < bbeasley@goldstarambulance. com>;
To: Allen Owens < aowens@tiftcounty.

org>;

cproctor@eoldstarambulance. com; ionathan. lott@air- evac. com; Coleman Williams < cwilliams@lee. ea. us>;

Greg < dampiergreeory@air- evac. com>; Danny Edwards < dedwards@ourcommunityambulance. org>;
bems7@windstream.

Daryel Lancaster

net>; David Bauch < david. bauch@sgmc. org>; Derek Knight< DKnieht@goldstarambulance.

Derrick Ogletree < Derrick. ogletree@thomascountyga.
dcofty@millerga. org>;

Eddie

Brown <

gov>; Don Williford < gaemsdon@hotmail.

ebrown@covenantems.

grwilliams@gmh. edu>; gbarfield@americusga.

com>;

com>; Doug Cofty

gov; James' Bo' Hamby< terrelldirector@windstream.

ilmcpherson@emh.

edu>; Joe Cowart < iacowart@GMH.

John Pruitt < dwl@windstream. net>; John Russ < ifrussiii@gmh.

edu>;

com>;

dedwards@crispregional. org; Gordon Williams
net>;

ilsauls@gmh. edu; Jason Rinker< irinker@goldstarambulance. com>; Jerry Edwards < icema@windstream.
McPherson <

Dampier,

edu>;

net>;

Jim

Joey Fowler < ioey. fowler@tiftcounty. org>;

Kevin Krivan < kkrivan@lifebriteearly.

com>;

Kevin

Lassiter < rklassiter@emh. edu>; Littleton, Kim ( director@georeiaemsassociation. com)
director@georeiaemsassociation.

Mark Sealy < markse@thomasville. org>; Martin Smith < tcems810@rose.
Matt Langley< mlaneley@transcaremedical. net>; Nate Lincoln < nlincoln@amerimedems. com>; Randy Patten
Lanierema@windstream.
net>; Robby Royal < turnerems@windstream. net>; Rodney Gordon
rodneygordon@eradycountyea.
shawkinsmd@me. com>;

com>;

eov>;

Importance:

Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty. ga. us>; Sanford Hawkins

Tim Coram < Tim. Coram@thomascountyea.

Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination

net>;

System

High

FYI
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eov>; Wayne Royal < calhounems@hotmail. com>

From: Joiner, Kelly < kelly. joiner@dph. ga. gov>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 19 AM
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination System

All,

Please see the message below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It will provide the
opportunity to extend the life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock. Please review the e- mail below
from Leah along with the attachments. This is available for hospitals, LTCF and First Responder agencies. Share with
your agencies so that the agreements can be signed and they can begin saving N95 masks for disinfecting.
Kelly J

Kelly Joiner
Director of Regional EMS Systems
Regional EMS Director— Region 5
Office of EMS and Trauma
Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
1000

Indian

Springs

Dr.

Forsyth, GA 31029
Office: ( 478) 993- 4990

Cell: ( 470) 599- 9279

a tP information on
Public, . a;P,ft'ly A encPin, ( EMS, PwPra;, Law Enforcement) and Public, SafetyPersonnel need to check'
the Georgia Office of EMS a;nd r a; a a web site as well as the CDC and Georgia ef)a rtr ent of Public, t'
Pea
lthCor°onavarus web pages: CDC https://
www, cdc,

eov coronavirus/ 2019- ncov

tPeaPtPa: https://dph. eeoria.

a;
a d 7°

a a; aama; O m. )ht ps:/ dph.

index, html

eovnovelcoronavirus Georgia
geor

0 ffice

ia. gov

Georgia Public,

o

EMS Healthcare

partners, Please see

the message
below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It will provide the op ortunity to extend the
life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock. Please review the e-mail below from Leah along with the
attachments. Share with your administration on Monday so that the agreements can be signed and you can begin saving
N95 masks for disinfecting. Please share this with
your coalition partners; healthcare facilities can participate

without charge. Thanks to our federal

partners for their support with this initiative! Kelly H.Nadeau, RN,

MN, EMHP Healthcare Preparedness Program Director
Emergency

Preparedness

and

Response

Georgia Department of Public
Health 2 Peachtree Street, 11381 Atlanta, GA

30303 Desk:

404- 463- 0541

Mobile:

678- 618- 4906

Email:

gov

Leily. Nadeau@dLh. La.
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From: Hoffacker, Leah < Leah. Hoffacker@dph. ga. gov>

Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2020 12: 50 PM
To: Nadeau, Kelly < Kelly. Nadeau@dph. ga. gov>
Subject: Draft: Battelle Decontamination

System

Kelly,

Please share with your standard list:
Georgia has been lucky enough to be a part of the first wave to receive a Battelle CCDS Critical Care Decontamination
System, and the system/ team should be in Georgia within the next 10 days.

Battelle has a regional team to work with healthcare professionals, e. g., hospitals, LTCF, first responders,
etc. to help them with the correct storage, packaging, shipping, etc.
Please review the attached Emergency Use Authorization to see which entities are included in the
federal contract.
2.

The agreement is between the facilities and Battelle. Due to the federal contracted awarded to Battelle,

the only cost to the facility is shipping.
3.
a.

Under the current FDA EUA, they can only clean N95s. They are testing cleaning other PPE.
The FDA EUA is for N95 respirators. It covers any N95s ( healthcare and industrial) that are not cellulose
based. Respirators must be certified by NIOSH as an N95. If NIOSH hasn' t certified it, Battelle does not
recommend

decontamination

via their process.

Below is a basic breakdown of how all of this works:

Step 1: Enroll:
The Facility/ system needs to enroll in the decontamination cleaning program. To do so, please click
the following link:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inquiry/ offerings- and- services/ covid- response/

Once you have submitted your information, you will receive an email providing you with the next
steps and documents to review.

Step 2: List of Facilities:
Read the information and send a list of participating facilities to the contact provided in the email.
DO NOT fill out the sample agreement. It is only for review.
You will then provided a contract for your facility/ system ( 4- 5 pages in length) and site codes that
MUST be written on each mask.

Step 3: Save your masks:

Please use the attached guidance for how to label and store masks.
o

Masks should be labeled per the attached guidance and be free of any visual contaminants,

o

e. g., fluids, makeup, or other contaminants.
Masks need to be stored and prepared for shipment in the following manner:
Label per the attached guidance ( individuals should label their own masks), to
include name and site code

Place masks in biohazard bags ( multiple masks in each bag)
Place the biohazard bag in a secondary bag ( does not have to be a biohazard bag)
and decontaminate it with a sanitizer wipe

Placed bags in a cardboard box for shipping ( 125- 150 masks per box)
Label the box with a biohazard sticker (you must use the sticker)
Step 4: Shipment:

The facility is responsible for the shipment.
You may use your preferred Biohazard shippers ( the vendor must be able to ship biohazard
material).

Battelle does have a contract with Cardinal.
584

Step 5: Cleaning and Return:
All masks must be free of debris. If they are not, they will be disposed of by the decontamination
team.

Masks are cleaned and returned to the facility according to the site codes on the masks. At this
point, they are no longer a biohazard and can be safely shipped.
The System Team' s goal is to return all masks within 72 hours. However, it may take a bit longer,
depending on their workload.
For additional information, Battelle has a " Frequently Asked Questions" page that is updated regularly:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inb/ battelle- ccds- for- covidl9- satellite- locations/

Leah Hoffacker, MPS, EMHP
Program Manager, Medical Countermeasures

Program

Emergency Preparedness and Response, Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
2 Peachtree
Atlanta,
Office:

Street

NW

GA 30303
404- 463- 1420

Cell: 404- 390- 9491

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 4: 57 PM
Michael McCoy
States Announce Regional Efforts to Restart the Economy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

States Announce
I I'; li I I I I

Regional

Efforts to Restart the Economy

u c lio

The moves came as President Trump declared he and the federal government have primacy
over deciding when " to open up the states" amid the coronavirus crisis.
I I' ° teed fu' l l l aul' tliiollle
v

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

you have

opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive

one or two more newsletters.

Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

7m
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 4: 02 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Allen,

Subject:

FW: Battelle

Attachments:

Instructions for Healthcare

Importance:

High

Sam;

Roberts,

Richard

Decontamination

System

Facilities -

03. 29. 2020 -

615pmrevision. pdf; battelle- eua. pdf

Michael,

Please see the emails from Ricard and Sam below. The FDA has approved a vendor to disinfect N95 masks so they can
be reused during to help with supply during this shortage. The masks are tracked so they are sent back to the same
location and user. The only cost would be for shipping. I believe we will need to sign a contract. I recommend approval.
Thanks,
Scott

From: Roberts, Richard

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 43 PM
To: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.
Cc: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

ga. us>

ga. us>
System

High

Mr. Addison, Sam wanted me to run this by you and see if it is something the county would be interested in to help with
PPE shortage. Basically we would double bag our used N95 masks and place in a cardboard box and send to Battelle
Memorial Institute. They would decontaminate the PPEs and send them back to us. The only cost would be the
shipping. The Emergency Use Authorization ( EUA) has been authorized by CDC for use in decontaminating N95 masks
for reuse by healthcare personnel resulting from the Coronavirus Disease 2019 pandemic.
Letter from FDA is attached.

Thanks

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 2: 51 PM
To: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ea. us>
Cc: Vonmendenhall, Robert< RVonMendenhall@dougherty. ea. us>; Livingston, Dickie < DLivingston@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination
Importance:

System

High

Richard,

I have reviewed the email information below from Battelle Decon. Systems. It is a method to have good condition N- 95
mask cleaned and sent back to the EMS service for same employee reuse. Each employee would place their name on the
mask and when turned in we ship to Battelle for processing. There are a few simple steps and the only cost is shipping
fee. No decon fee and no return fee. Please look over the information and let me know your recommendation on this
offer
587

Thanks,
Sam

airsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.::ir naflL SaAllen&

d_ougherty ga. us

From: Vick, Robert < Robert. Vick@dph. ga. gov>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 34 PM
Amy Williams< awilliams@colquittregional. com>; Arch McNeill
Bobby Watkins < bwatkins@lee. ga. us>; Brandon Fletcher < brandon. fletcher@benhillcountyBrenda Gainey < csonurse@gapac. com>; bbeasley < bbeasley@goldstarambulance. com>;

To: Allen Owens < aowens@tiftcounty.

org>;

archmcneill@gmail. com>;
ga. gov>;

cproctor@goldstarambulance. com; ionathan. lott@air- evac. com; Coleman Williams < cwilliams@lee. ga. us>;

Greg < dampiergregory@air- evac. com>; Danny Edwards < dedwards@ourcommunityambulance. org>;
bems7@windstream.
Derrick

net>; David Bauch < david. bauch@sgmc. org>; Derek Knight< DKnight@goldstarambulance.

Ogletree < Derrick. ogletree@thomascountyga.

dcofty@millerga.

Dampier,

Daryel Lancaster

org>; Eddie

Brown <

gov>; Don Williford < gaemsdon@hotmail.

ebrown@covenantems.

grwilliams@gmh. edu>; gbarfield@americusga.

com>;

dedwards@crispregional. org; Gordon Williams

gov; James ' Bo' Hamby < terrelldirector@windstream.

net>;

ilsauls@gmh. edu; Jason Rinker< irinker@goldstarambulance. com>; Jerry Edwards < icema@windstream. net>;
McPherson <

ilmcpherson@gmh.

edu>; Joe Cowart < iacowart@GMH.

John Pruitt < dwl@windstream. net>; John Russ < ifrussiii@gmh.

edu>;

edu>;

net>;

rodneygordon@gradycountyga.
shawkinsmd@me.

com>;

com>;

Kevin

com)

Mark Sealy < markse@thomasville. org>; Martin
Matt Langley< mlangley@transcaremedical. net>; Nate Lincoln < nlincoln@amerimedems.
Lanierema@windstream.

com>;

Jim

Joey Fowler < ioey. fowler@tiftcounty. org>;

Kevin Krivan < kkrivan@lifebriteearly.

Lassiter < rklassiter@gmh. edu>; Littleton, Kim ( director@georgiaemsassociation.
director@georgiaemsassociation.

com>;

com>; Doug Cofty

Smith < tcems810@rose. net>;
com>;

Randy Patten

Robby Royal < turnerems@windstream. net>; Rodney Gordon
gov>;

Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sanford Hawkins

Tim Coram < Tim. Coram@thomascountyga. gov>; Wayne Royal < calhounems@hotmail.

com>

Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination System
Importance: High

FYI

From: Joiner, Kelly < kelly. joiner@dph. ga. gov>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 19 AM
Subject: FW: Battelle Decontamination

System

All,

Please see the message below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It will provide the
opportunity to extend the life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock. Please review the e- mail below
588

from Leah along with the attachments. This is available for hospitals, LTCF and First Responder agencies. Share with
your agencies so that the agreements can be signed and they can begin saving N95 masks for disinfecting.
Kelly J

Kelly Joiner
Director of Regional EMS Systems
Regional EMS Director— Region 5
Office of EMS and Trauma
Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
1000

Indian

Springs

Dr.

Forsyth, GA 31029
Office: ( 478) 993- 4990

Cell: ( 470) 599- 9279

enc Pin, ( EMS, Fire, Law Enforcement) and Public, SafetyPersonnel

Public, . a;P,ft'ly

the Georgia Office ac e
of EMS

need to check'

a;nd r a; a a web site as well as the CDC and Georgia ef)a
lthCor°onavarus web pages:CDC https://

www, cdc,

eov coronavirus/ 2019- ncov

FPeaPtPa: https://
dph. eeoria.

a;
ad

7°

a a; aama; O m. )ht ps:/ dph.

eovnovelcoronavirus Georgia
geor

index, html

a tP information

on

rtr ent of Public, F'Pea

Georgia Public,

0 ffice , 'F

ia. gov

EMS Healthcare partners, Please see

the message
below about the Battelle decontamination system that is coming to Georgia. It will provide the op ortunity to extend the
life of N95 masks lessening the dependency on new stock. Please review the e-mail below from Leah along with the
attachments. Share with your administration on Monday so that the agreements can be signed and you can begin saving
N95 masks for disinfecting. Please share this with
your coalition partners; healthcare facilities can participate without charge. Thanks to our federal
partners for their support with this initiative! Kelly H.Nadeau, RN,

MN, EMHP Healthcare Preparedness Program Director
Emergency

Preparedness

and

Response

Georgia Department of Public
Health 2 Peachtree Street, 11381 Atlanta, GA

30303 Desk:

404- 463- 0541

Mobile:

678- 618- 4906

Email:

Leily. Nadeau@dLh. La.

gov

From: Hoffacker,Leah <Leah.

Hoffacker@dph.

ga. gov> Sent: Sunday, April 12,

2020 12:50 PM To:Nadeau, Kelly <Kelly.
Nadeau@dph. ea.eov> Subject: Draft:Battel e Decontamination
System

Kelly, Please share with

your

standard list:589

Georgia has been lucky enough to be a part of the first wave to receive a Battelle CCDS Critical Care Decontamination
System, and the system/ team should be in Georgia within the next 10 days.

Battelle has a regional team to work with healthcare professionals, e. g., hospitals, LTCF, first responders,
etc. to help them with the correct storage, packaging, shipping, etc.
Please review the attached Emergency Use Authorization to see which entities are included in the
federal contract.
2.

The agreement is between the facilities and Battelle. Due to the federal contracted awarded to Battelle,

the only cost to the facility is shipping.
3.
a.

Under the current FDA EUA, they can only clean N95s. They are testing cleaning other PPE.
The FDA EUA is for N95 respirators. It covers any N95s ( healthcare and industrial) that are not cellulose
based. Respirators must be certified by NIOSH as an N95. If NIOSH hasn' t certified it, Battelle does not
recommend

Below is a basic breakdown

decontamination

via their process.

of how all of this works:

Step 1: Enroll:
The Facility/ system needs to enroll in the decontamination cleaning program. To do so, please click
the following link:
https:// www. battelle. org/ inquiry/ offerings- and- services/ covid- response/

Once you have submitted your information, you will receive an email providing you with the next
steps and documents to review.

Step 2: List of Facilities:
Read the information and send a list of participating facilities to the contact provided in the email.
DO NOT fill out the sample agreement.

It is only for review.

You will then provided a contract for your facility/ system ( 4- 5 pages in length) and site codes that
MUST be written on each mask.

Step 3: Save your masks:

Please use the attached guidance for how to label and store masks.
o

Masks should be labeled per the attached guidance and be free of any visual contaminants,

o

e. g., fluids, makeup, or other contaminants.
Masks need to be stored and prepared for shipment in the following manner:
Label per the attached guidance ( individuals should label their own masks), to
include name and site code

Place masks in biohazard bags ( multiple masks in each bag)
Place the biohazard bag in a secondary bag ( does not have to be a biohazard bag)
and decontaminate

it with a sanitizer wipe

Placed bags in a cardboard box for shipping ( 125- 150 masks per box)
Label the box with a biohazard sticker (you must use the sticker)
Step 4: Shipment:

The facility is responsible for the shipment.
You may use your preferred Biohazard shippers ( the vendor must be able to ship biohazard
material).

Battelle does have a contract with Cardinal.

Step 5: Cleaning and Return:
All masks must be free of debris. If they are not, they will be disposed of by the decontamination
team.

Masks are cleaned and returned to the facility according to the site codes on the masks. At this
point, they are no longer a biohazard and can be safely shipped.
The System Team' s goal is to return all masks within 72 hours. However, it may take a bit longer,
depending on their workload.
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For additional information, Battelle has a " Frequently Asked Questions" page that is updated regularly:
https:// www. battelle. orgZinb/ battelle- ccds- for- covidl9- satellite- locations/

Leah Hoffacker, MPS, EMHP
Program Manager, Medical Countermeasures

Program

Emergency Preparedness and Response, Division of Health Protection
Georgia Department of Public Health
2 Peachtree
Atlanta,
Office:

Street

NW

GA 30303
404- 463- 1420

Cell: 404- 390- 9491

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
o dals regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Verizon

Connect <

gov@verizonconnect.

com>

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 31 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Webinar: How Public Fleets Are Coping During the COVID- 19 Crisis

How Public Fleets Are Coping During the COVID- 19 Crisis
Verizon Connect has partnered with Government Fleet magazine with an on demand webinar to deliver critical information to help public fleets manage the
impact of COVID- 19.

These fleet operations provide essential duties during emergencies, including
the unprecedented coronavirus pandemic. From technicians to management,
fleet employees are at their job sites, working to keep police cars, ambulances,
fire trucks, trash trucks, and other essential vehicles on the road. But it' s no

small task to pivot from normal to emergency operations in the face of the
COVID- 19 virus.

In this on -demand webinar, , we' ll get a firsthand view of the experiences
of multiple public fleet managers as well as a leading consultant' s take on
what' s most important

right now, such as:

How to help keep employees and drivers safe

Shifting operations in the face of constant changes
How to tackle the next few weeks or months

Best practices that are now more important than ever
Long- term effects of the pandemic on public fleets

Watch it

nowA
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Tim

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 2: 21 PM
Michael McCoy

To:
Subject: [

Hartman <

Possible

Importance:

custom@e. govexec. com>

SPAM -

IT Dept] A request for your expertise

Low

Having

trouble

viewing

this email?

View it in your browser.

Thank you for your continued readership of Government Executive!
I am excited to invite you to participate in Government Executive Media Group' s latest research study,
exploring attitudes and opinions about organizations working with the government.

Please click the button below to get started:

Take The Survey
Or copy & paste the following URL into your browser:
httas: Hgovexec. col. gualtrics. com/ ife/ form/ SV 9mGb9i2MKnE4NcV?

g= 5579c3e83b35d0ab358b463a

We also understand this is a trying time for many — that many of you are carrying on the mission

of government to protect and serve Americans impacted by the virus. Given these circumstances, we
want to show how much we appreciate your continued participation in our surveys.
GEMG will donate a total of $ 3, 000 to a registered 501( c)( 3) charity chosen by participants after
completing the survey. The charities are 4- star rated organizations providing relief to first responders and
victims of the coronavirus. Participation is voluntary and entirely anonymous; you do not need to vote for a
charity in order to complete this survey.

Participation should take only 10- 15 minutes, and your identity and responses will remain completely
confidential. We know that you are very busy and thank you for taking the time to contribute to this
research. Your input will help inform organizations

on how they can improve and better serve federal

agencies.

Kind regards,

Tim Hartman
Chief Executive

Officer

Government Executive Media Group
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ABOUT US: As Government Executive Media Group' s research intelligence division, Government Business Council ( GBC) is dedicated
to advancing the business of government through analysis, insight and analytical independence. As an extension of Government
Executive' s 50 years of exemplary editorial standards and a commitment to the highest ethical values, GBC studies influential decision makers from across government to produce intelligence - based research and analysis.
Follow @GovExeclnsights on Twitter for trusted research and analysis on the most important federal government and defense trends or
join our weekly newsletter.
Visit us on the web at: www. aovexec. com/ insiahts

PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY: This research is being conducted by Government Business Council, a division of Government
Executive Media Group. Participants are recruited under the following Transparency and Privacy Statement. We will not deviate from
this policy.

If you agree to participate, your identity and responses will remain completely confidential. Your name will not be added to any email
lists. We want only your feedback and opinions. We will only use the research data in aggregate.
Review our privacy policy: http:// www. aovexec. com/ fyi/ privacy. htm
Subscription

information:

http:// govexec. com/ subscribe
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cammack Retirement Group< cmcauley@cam mackretirem ent.ccsend. com> on
Group <
info@cammackretirement. com> Sent: Monday,
13,2020 1: 50 PM To: mmccoy@dougherty.

April

behalf

of Cammack Retirement

ga.

us

Week'

s Market Moves; Adopting COVID- 19 Provisions; Considerations for Retirement Plan
Distributions
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Cammack Retirement Group< cmcauley@cam mackretirem ent.ccsend. com> on
Group <
info@cammackretirement. com> Sent: Monday,
13,2020 1: 48 PM To: mmccoy@dougherty.

April

behalf

of Cammack Retirement

ga.

us

b)

Curriculum: This Week' s Market Moves; Adopting COVID- 19 Provisions; Considerations for
Retirement

Subject: 403(

Plan Distributions
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drawn from a set of quantitative variables and information in the survey supplied by the advisers themselves. .

The 2019

Pension &

Investments

list of 100 Largest

Consultants

of 613012019 provided by the advisory firms themselves.

of Worldwide

Institutional

Assets

Under
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Cammack Retirement ranked # 25 in the Worldwide AdvisoryAssets

on assets

under

advisement

as

category based on assets under

advisement.

The 2019 National Association of Plan Advisors ( NAPA) list of Top DC Advisor Multi -Office Teams is based on assets as of 1213112019 provided by the
advisory firms themselves.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Desk

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 44 PM
Michelle

Thomas

Subject:

Declined: United Way SWGA COVID- 19 Relief Fund Disbursement Committee

Attachments:

attachment.

ics
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Subadan,

Sharon <

SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>
Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Christopher;

Fowler,

Dorough,

Bo;

Ruis,

Charles;

Steiner, Joseph

Scott;

Scott,

Cedric;

Michael

Cc:

Jenkins, Lori; McCoy, Michael; Persley, Michael; COA- PIO Team; Sproul, Kevin; Trimble
Col Alphonso; Howell, Wendy; Jackson CIV Pamela G; Jordan, Rubin;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Carter, Steven; Barbara Rivera. Holmes;
david@withperfection. com; Housley CIV Leonard A

Subject:

COVID-

Attachments:

Covid- 19 Report. pdf

Taskforce

19 Report

Members,

Please review the attached information based on the COVID- 19 test results that I have received ( the
last data of test results from DPH was 4/ 2/ 20).

While this does not show the entire picture, it might

be informative.

I' d like to thank Stephen Carter and Lori Jenkins for their assistance in compiling the data.
Please let me you if you have any questions or comments.
41

PS: Wendy, please pass this on to anyone who I may have missed. Thanks.
lh

i ir o in Il f .,

Sulbadain, I I

IIIPS , '

11[

C II,

11

C IIIPIII

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone.

229. 431. 3234

Fax. 229. 431. 3223

401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
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From: Carter, Steven < Carter@albanyga. gov>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 11 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Report

t v

iin Caifteir,

I114113A,

G '[

Chief Information Officer

Technology and Communications

i l ' ii If

fBND111dYilfiU4RAXNfipm"',

d

Jmq

I

From:

Carter,

dR

l

Steven

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 26 AM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubad

Salban r >

Subject: COVID- 19 Report

Good morning,
Each of these stacked charts have the Health Department and Phoebe numbers reported and colored
separately.

Was there one you preferred or wanted to be modified in some way?

Phoebe
Date

Phoebe

Pos

DCHD
Pos

Neg

03/ 08/ 20

2

03/ 11/ 20

16

21

03/ 12/ 20

13

25

03/ 13/ 20

14

14

03/ 14/ 20

15

13

DCHD

Neg

03/ 15/ 20

18

23

1

0

03/ 16/ 20

45

72

0

5

03/ 17/ 20

50

76

3

0

03/ 18/ 20

48

62

2

0

03/ 19/ 20

66

80

0

0

03/ 20/ 20

48

85

5

15

03/ 21/ 20

45

31

16

23

03/ 22/ 20

42

32

0

0

03/ 23/ 20

89

184

16

107
604

03/ 24/ 20

88

202

18

103

03/ 25/ 20

83

100

6

98

03/ 26/ 20

66

78

17

72

03/ 27/ 20

61

120

12

81

03/ 28/ 20

44

42

13

61

03/ 29/ 20

51

48

0

0

03/ 30/ 20

100

102

6

67

03/ 31/ 20

33

33

2

19

04/ 01/ 20

72

97

16

92

04/ 02/ 20

61

107

2

1

04/ 03/ 20

96

110

0

0

04/ 04/ 20

33

55

0

0

04/ 05/ 20

32

60

0

0

04/ 06/ 20

57

164

0

0

04/ 07/ 20

41

126

0

0

04/ 08/ 20

16

25

0

0

04/ 09/ 20

14

32

0

0

0

6

0

0

4/ 10/ 2020
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Stevein
CNef
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Michelle

Thomas <

michelle. thomas@unitedwayswga. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 07 PM
MAtkins@draffin- tucker. com; Subadan, Sharon; Igaskins@albanyga. gov; Kerrie Davis;
Jones, Cathi; VBowron@draffin- tucker. com; Clifton Bush; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us;
jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com'; Love, Demetrius; Shaunae Motley; cjoyjones25
@gmail. com; Cindy Wisham
United Way SWGA COVID- 19 Relief Fund Disbursement Committee

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Greetings all!

Please, disregard the last invitation for the next meeting.

It was sent erroneously.

Our next United Way SWGA COVID- 19 Relief Fund Disbursement meeting will be held on Tuesday, April 141h at 2: 00
pm. At this meeting, we will decide on grant allocations for Round 1.
If you are available to attend, please plug in to the link or dial in using the number below.
I will send out summaries of the applications by early tomorrow. For those that are unable to attend the meeting, feel
free to ask questions, offer suggestions and make recommendations prior to the meeting.
Join Zoom Meeting
https:/
zoom, us/! A715840228? pwd= SOkwbWZ1Y! INdDIoVE1zK1JIWIV3QT09
Meeting ID: 715 840 228
Dial by your location
1 929 205 6099 US ( New York)

Meeting ID: 715 840 228

Please contact me if you have questions or need clarification.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting!
Michelle

ic1! nefle " ID:` 1! namas

I Cannp2aigin

1. Mirector

United Way of Southwest Georgia
n:

JJ2 .

1Vn s[ over 11ordnvaird I A.Jbany, GrA. 31707

P° ( 229) 436 637
in, ( 229)

01)

I(

229) 883 6700, ext. 23

1716

wv
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Streetlogix <

webinars@streetlogix.

corn>

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 1: 00 PM

To:

rnrnccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Sneak Peek of New Work Order App!

eb in oI i-Man ge

100%
of

your Roads from

Home Webinar:

Tuesday,

April 14,2020

effoirflessy With the irTIOSt useir fidendy, doud based
J61in ouir lIn

at 10: 00 AM ET Work

rirainspoirtaflon Asset Maine geimOint

Software.

depth deirTIO Mind discoveir the hl einhainced tods that WEI IhdIp you

irmoake Ibetteir dedisbins faster. 613

Oveir 150 irnuinlldlpaElfies li rn INoirth Airneidca Ihave chosen Stireeflog lx to cireate Capftall
limpiroveirneint

1: lkis,

1:' lains and irevllew different sceinairbs to didve gireateir vakie duiding Ibu dget

of iready foir IpiroductliVlity of the go as we ireveW a sineak peek of ouir inew Work

Oirdeir App coirnlling soon to irnobl le devllces. 1: legllsteir todayp
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Michelle

Thomas <

michelle. thomas@unitedwayswga. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 12: 53 PM
MAtkins@draffin- tucker. com; Subadan, Sharon; Igaskins@albanyga. gov; Kerrie Davis;
Jones, Cathi; VBowron@draffin- tucker. com; Clifton Bush; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us;
jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com'; Love, Demetrius; Shaunae Motley; cjoyjones25

Sent:
To:

@gmail. com
Subject:

United Way SWGA COVID- 19 Relief Fund Disbursement Committee

Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Greetings all!

I hope everyone is well!

Our first United Way SWGA COVID- 19 Relief Fund Disbursement meeting will be held on Thursday, April 91h at 1: 00
pm. At this meeting, we will discuss the scope and guidelines of the relief fund.
If you are available to attend, please plug in to the link or dial in using the number below.
Join Zoom Meeting
https:/
zoom, us/! A715840228? pwd= SOkwbWZ1Y! INdDIoVE1zK1JIWIV3QT09
Meeting ID: 715 840 228

Dial by your location
1 929 205 6099

US ( New York)

Meeting ID: 715 840 228

Please contact me if you have questions or need clarification.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting!
Michelle

ic1! nefle " ID:` 1! no: mas I Caannp2aaigin

11,1741011114

1. Mirector

United Way of Southwest Georgia
n:

JJ2 .

1V s[ over porn vaird I A.Jbany, GrA. 31707

P° ( 229) 436 637
in, ( 229)

I(

229) 883 6700, ext. 23

01J.. 1716

wv
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 13, 2020 12:45 PM To:
Tremblay Cc:
Lowmon; McCoy, Michael; Clarke -Dumas, Denise Subject:
Weekly Meeting Request Kathy,

Monday,
Kathleen
Tommy
Re:

The

City of Albany handles all of Dougherty County's procurem nt so the RFP is on the City of Albany' s website h_
t ps:/www.

albanyga. gov/about- us/city- departments/ central- services/ current- bids-and- proposals/ proposal- opportunities

Proposal

Opportunities I City of Albany Please
check the Georgia Procurement Registry for complete bid documents and addenda. wwwa
Pia i rg, at g,cn/ Let me

know if you need any additional information. When you a moment can we discuss the cost analysis? Just
me a call when you have time to discuss. Thanks! Georgia

give

From:

Collier -

Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga. us>
Sent: Monday,

April 13,2020 12: 31 PM To: Kathleen
Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Cc:
Tommy
Clarke - Dumas, Denise < DClarkeDumas@dougherty.
Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon
@dca. ga.gov>;
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
ga. us>
Subject: Re:
Weekly

Meeting Request Kathy, I

apologize,

my mind was on Tuesday and Thursday. Thank you. The work plan is on the way to you shortly in the excel
format you provided. Thanks a
Bunch! Georgia From:

Kathleen

Tremblay < kathleen.tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent:Monday,
April 13,2020 12: 27 PM To: Collier Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>
Cc:
Tommy Lowmon <
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga.gov>;
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.
ga.us>;
Clarke Dumas,
-617

Denise < DClarkeDumas@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Weekly Meeting Request
Georgia,

DCA is providing Technical Assistance ( TA) in the format of the twice weekly interactive Capacity Building with Grant
These meetings are scheduled to begin on Thursday, April 16, 2020 and will run every Tuesday
Thursday through May 5. Please note your response indicates you and Denise would be joining the call tomorrow,

Johnson ( Capital Access).

April 14. There is no scheduled call for tomorrow.

At the completion of those TA sessions DCA will be happy to reevaluate any remaining TA needs for Dougherty County.
My cell phone number is 470- 925- 1342.
Please send me a link to the RFP- I am unable to find it on the Georgia Procurement Registry.
Thank you,
Kathy

lay
Kathleen Tremblay
0Il:.113 .

l ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunit

Affairs

Direct 404..679..5240
I

nghul";,"^:

1'

u gre: tpkwl nrn"""° Oa n D; n¢. 1g:^.`

irk ,,,

N.

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 55 AM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
Denise < DClarkeDumas@dougherty.

Clarke - Dumas,

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathy,
Thanks for your response this morning. I have spoken with Mr. McCoy to get approval to request technical
assistance to ensure we prepare the correct information for DCA according to DCA guidelines and implement
the CDBG- DR Program per DCA' s guidelines. We are officially requesting to receive technical assistance from
DCA or DCA' s chosen technical assistance provider. We do not expect any additional staff to come on board
any time soon and will continue to manage the program . I am managing the program and Ms. Denise will be
working with me to process draw request. We desire the technical assistance so that we can move forward
with what DCA desires from the county regarding the CDBG- DR program.
We are in the mist of the CORVID-

19 outbreak

and it is a lot but there are things that I can do as the Program

Manager so that we can continue to move forward, so we are requesting technical assistance on
implementing the program so that we can have something in place when things return to normal.

618

Additionally, responses will be due in for the RFP in at the beginning of May. We need to know how DCA want
us to implement the program and to provide guidance on what documents we need prepare for the Program
and the specific format etc, that you desire for us to use to implement and carry out the program. Below are
items we a specifically requesting technical assistance for in addition to any other components DCA desires
the county to know or have for the program:
Written

Polices

and Procedures

Procurement
Staff/ Contractor

Augmentation

Website

Marking component, ie advertising for the program ( alternatives)
Denise and I are open to working with you Kathy on a weekly basis via conference call to help us put together
all the State desired components and guide us in implementing those components. Kathy can you provide
your cell number. I had to call Tommy because I didn' t have your number. Your number was listed on one of
documents when we did the training but I misplaced your number and I had Tommy' s number in an email
from early on so I called and asked Tommy the question regarding input for the applicant number to include in
the RFP.

Denise and I will be calling in for the meeting tomorrow.
Best Regards,

Georgia
CDBG- DR Program Manager

229) 499- 4024 cell

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 08 AM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@doueherty.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us> Cc:

Brown, Ciceli <ClBrown@albanyga.

gov>
Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good

morning Georgia, I
aprecit your response, however it indicates that confusion regarding the County role/responsibilities vs DCA' s role/
responsibilities still

exists. Based

upon conversation with

the CDBG- DR team, I

am going to hold off on any additional

responses until DCA' s CDBG- DR team and Dougherty County' s team can come together for a confer nce call.
Given
the crisis occurring in Dougherty County right now with COVID- 19 and most County staff being overwhelmed with the
responsibilities related

to that, we will wait until the COVID- 19 situation calms and/ or Mike feels he and other staff needed

to participate are

able to dedicate time to address CDBG- DR, as a group. We

unnecessary stress on an already overwhelmed County staff team. Thank
you,Kathy
Kathleen

Tremblay 0I1':
1I13G.. II)IRIPro ect Manager 619

feel this is the best option to avoid any

Georgia IC.) elpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679 5240

I

thidw;, w ^: u q re: tpkwl n r n" "°

i

Ow n D; n¢. 1 g:^.`

in

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 34 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyga. gov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Thanks Kathy,

I just want to clarify and confirm if your saying that the County does not need to write or implement a housing
policy manual for the CDBG- DR Program and that the County will use DCA' s written housing policy manual as
its own? I just want to make sure I' m not misunderstanding. Additionally, based off of your email below,
when HUD or OIG comes to monitor the County, will the County present DCA' s housing policy manual? Also,
should the County have any written policies and procedures and any written manuals of it' s own based on
HUD regulatory requirements? Or does the County present all of DCA' s policies and manuals for HUD, A133
and HUD monitoring and audit visits. Is the County allowed to have a grant manual which should encompass
all of the County policies and procedures including housing or does the County have to use DCA' s grant
manual

as well?

Please provide the County with all of the written policies and procedures, and manuals that are required by
the CDBG- DR program and HUD regulations so that the County can insure that we have the adequate
documents on file for guidance to carry out the CDGBG program accurately for DCA and for monitoring and
auditing visits.

The goal of the County is to implement and carry out the program to the best or our ability and to ensure that
all HUD regulatory guidelines and GAAS requirements are meet to ensure there will not be any findings, pay
back of funds, or de -obligations in regards to the CDBG- DR program.
Thanks so Murch,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 04 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy
MMcCoy@doueherty.

ga.
us> Cc:

Brown, Ciceli <ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>
Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, 620

Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

DCA will not approve the use of a separate manual by Dougherty County for the HRRP program; I apologize if that wasn' t
clear in my previous response. For clarification, please reference the executed subrecipient agreement, Page 10, section
B, #

2:

2. The Subrecipient must follow the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Manual, provided by the
Grantee. Within two months of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Subrecipient has the opportunity to review,
comment, and request clarification or modification of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program
Guidelines."

We are happy to accept any comments or suggestions Dougherty County may have for the HRRP Manual; please provide
them via email to me for CDBG- DR team review. We do not make any assurances that suggestions to the manual can or
will be implemented

but all suggestions are reviewed and considered.

Please let me know if you have any additional questions.
Thank you,
Kathy

lay
Kathleen Tremblay
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty. ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 48 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathleen,
Thanks for your follow up. The information was going to be included in the plan but I sent the information as
a pre -discussion because the County' s CORVID situation is a little different than other areas. Additionally, can
you please submit the daft HRRP manual back to us with your review and mark up of what you would like for
the County to change and the specific wording ( language) you would like for the County to replace or add in
the HRRP manual and the County will make the changes.
Regards,

Georgia Collier - Bolling
From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 31 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@doueherty.

ga.
us>Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request 621

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

Good afternoon Georgia,

I appreciate you taking the time to provide some responses to the Work Plan information, especially given the current
COVID- 19 circumstances

in Dougherty County.

We requested that each subrecipient complete the requested information on the excel workbook that was attached to

the original email. It is necessary for us to have consistent information, in a preferred format, from all subrecipients. I
have attached the workbook again and would appreciate if you could complete it —some of your responses should
transfer easily.

Please note that this tool was designed to be part of the weekly conversations — given that Mike has requested and
received a delay in those starting, you are not required to do this at this time. Any decision of whether to complete the
document should be made between you and Mike; it is not being required by DCA at this time.
In relation to the draft Dougherty County HRRP manual —the use of this manual is not approved by DCA. While we
understand you used the DCA HRRP Manual as a guide, however after a thorough side -by -side review we determined
there are several areas where the draft manual either supersedes or interferes with responsibility of DCA and that
cannot be allowed.

Please do not distribute the draft manual.

Please let me know if there are any questions.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
0II:.113G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679 5240
I
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: Weekly Meeting Request

Kathy,
Please

see the email

correspondence

below.

Georgia

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 34 PM
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To: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Tommy,

In regards to the work plan:
Work

Plan Overview:

1. Create timeline for the life of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program ( HRRP).

a. When will the marketing plan begin?
b. When will it end? ( 1- 2 months prior to intake center close?)
c. Hours

of operation

for intake

centers?

2. Intake Centers:

a. Who is responsible for the intake center? ( DR Program Manager/ Vendor supplied Intake Manager?)

b. Who is the Emergency contact?
c. Who is developing basic Standard Operating Procedures? When will they be available?
d. Who is handling citizen complaints?
La through 2. b

Wendy Howell normally works with me regarding the Marketing Plan but Wendy has been focused full time
assisting Mr. McCoy and the County with responding to the CORVID- 19 outbreak, so Wendy and I have not
been able to discuss the Marketing Plan but I would like for to schedule a conference call where Katheleen,
Crystal and myself can talk and discuss how DCA would like to move forward, and whether adjustments should

be made to the Marketing Plan in light of the CORVID- 19 outbreak, that can/ will still allow the County to move
forward with others forms of advertisements that do not include the gathering of individuals, Or do we wait
until things settle down. Radio, social media, billboard only advertisements? This is an area in which we are
seeking advisement form DCA.
2. c through d.

As of now, myself and any firm contracted to work the CDBG- DR HRRP would be the individuals developing
Standard Operating Procedures and handling citizen complaints.
Marketing
3. Create

contact

list for media

outlets

a. Draft fliers

b.
c.
d.
4.

Establish timelines and payment options
What is the process for approval of advertising content?
Create draft email responses to media outlets concerning local program
Create draft email responses/ marketing material to bidders, media outlets, newspapers —concerning local

programs

3. a through 4.

Depending on whether or not adjustments are made to the Marketing Plan, as of current, myself, Wendy and
Mr. McCoy will approve content for all advertisements. For any monies spend on advertising, those monies
will follow federal procurement guidelines under 2 CFR 200. The County has chosen to use the Simplified
623

Acquisition method for all CDBG- DR Programs purchases up $ 250, 000. Anything over the threshold will be
procured via RFP, RFQ or through Invitations to bid. Please let me know if there are any concerns.
Website

5. Link from County/ City DR webpage to DCA' s CDBG- DR webpage
a. SOP and checklist for website requirements

b. How long to get something posted? What is the process?
c. Contact person?

6. Contracts sent to DCA for posting on webpage ( required)
S. through 6

Wendy and I have collaborated in regards to a vendor/ contractor that will assist in setting up links and other
information components to the Counties website. All contracts and any, and all disaster recovery information,
forms etc will be listed on the County' s website under the disaster recovery link. Wendy has informed me that
when she gets a moment, we can continue the conversation for website setup. Any contracts entered in to by
the County regarding DCA' s CDBG- DR program will be sent to DCA.
Vendor/ Contractor

Management

7. Contract Templates created ( Professional services, rehab contractor, reconstruction contractor, inspection,
etc.)

a. Housing quality standards/ construction standards/ material requirements/ green building requirements
b. Liquidated

damages

clause

8. Responsibility for oversight ( I. E., DR Program Manager a Professional Services, DR Program Manager a
Construction Manager a Contractors, etc.)

7. a through 8

The County issued the RFP for advertisement on 4/ 6/ 2020, yesterday. The County has already sent DCA the
draft HRRP manual, which derived from DCA' s manual to ensure nothing deviated from DCA' s policy. The only
replacements was for language like " the County or CDBG- DR Construction Management firm" in place of the
word Sub - recipient etc. 95% of the draft manual is the same as DCA' s because we wanted to try and followed
and duplicate DCA' a written policy, which will keep the county on the same policy path outlined by the
Grantee ( DCA).

I tried not to reinvent the wheel, so I borrowed your wheel@. Please let us know if you want

the County to use something different. The Disaster Recovery Manager will provide oversight for the entire
program and contractors.
Regards,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty. ea. us>
Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>
Subject: FW: Weekly Meeting Request

624

Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.
Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.

Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
0II:.113G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia 1 '.) elpartrnent of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679 5240
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From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: needy@kingslandgeoreia. com; Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Travis

Stegall tsteeall@cityofbrunswick-

ga.
eov> Cc:
Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>; Crystal

ga.
us>;Lee

Spell <Ispell@kineslandeeorgia.

Gaillard <Crystal.

Gaillard@dca. ea.
eov>; McCoy,

Michael MMcCoy@doueherty.

com>
Subject:

Weekly Meeting Request Good
morning, As
we move closer to the implementation of

the Homeowner Rehabilitation

and

Reconstruction Program ( HRRP) in

your community

I would like to begin regularly scheduled phone calls to discuss successes, challenges, needs for Technical Assistance,
budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful and
want to do everything we can to assist. I

would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 8th or 9th. If

you can

please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each week,
I would be appreciative. Once we have agreed upon a day and time I wil send a recur ing meeting invitation. To
facilitate the initial discussion( s)
I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is designed
as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It wil be built upon as
we move forward. There is a sug ested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form. I am
asking all subrecipients to begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call.You
can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The
will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits. Please
let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank
you,Kathy
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DCA CDBG- DR team

Kathleen Tremblay
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 13, 2020 12:31 PM To:
Tremblay Cc:
Lowmon; McCoy, Michael; Clarke -Dumas, Denise Subject:
Weekly Meeting Request Kathy,

Monday,
Kathleen
Tommy
Re:

I

apolgize, my mind was on Tuesday and Thursday. Thank you.The work plan is on the way to you shortly in the
excel format you provided. Thanks
a

Bunch! Georgia

From:

Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent:
Monday, April 13, 2020 12:27 PM To:
Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>
Cc: Tommy
Clarke - Dumas, Denise < DClarkeDumas@dougherty.
Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon
@dca. ga.gov>;
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
ga. us>
Subject: RE:

Weekly Meeting Request Georgia, DCA
is

providing Technical Assistance (TA)
in the format of the twice weekly interactive Capacity Building with Grant Johnson ( Capital
are scheduled to begin on Thursday, April 16,2020 and will run every Tuesday Thursday through
May 5.
Please note your response indicates you and Denise would be joining the call tomorrow, April 14.

Access). These meetings

There is

no scheduled call for tomorrow. At the

completion of those TA sessions DCA will be happy to reevaluate any remaining TA needs for Dougherty County. My cell
phone number is 470-925- 1342. Please send
me a link to the RFP- I am unable to find it on the Georgia Procurement Registry. Thank you,
Kathy Kathleen
Tremblay

CII:.
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 55 AM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Cc: Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
Denise < DClarkeDumas@dougherty.

Clarke - Dumas,

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathy,
Thanks for your response this morning. I have spoken with Mr. McCoy to get approval to request technical
assistance to ensure we prepare the correct information for DCA according to DCA guidelines and implement
the CDBG- DR Program per DCA' s guidelines. We are officially requesting to receive technical assistance from
DCA or DCA' s chosen technical assistance provider. We do not expect any additional staff to come on board
any time soon and will continue to manage the program . I am managing the program and Ms. Denise will be
working with me to process draw request. We desire the technical assistance so that we can move forward
with what DCA desires from the county regarding the CDBG- DR program.
We are in the mist of the CORVID- 19 outbreak and it is a lot but there are things that I can do as the Program

Manager so that we can continue to move forward, so we are requesting technical assistance on
implementing the program so that we can have something in place when things return to normal.
Additionally, responses will be due in for the RFP in at the beginning of May. We need to know how DCA want
us to implement the program and to provide guidance on what documents we need prepare for the Program
and the specific format etc, that you desire for us to use to implement and carry out the program. Below are
items we a specifically requesting technical assistance for in addition to any other components DCA desires
the county to know or have for the program:
Written Polices and Procedures
Procurement
Staff/ Contractor

Augmentation

Website

Marking component, ie advertising for the program ( alternatives)
Denise and I are open to working with you Kathy on a weekly basis via conference call to help us put together
all the State desired components and guide us in implementing those components. Kathy can you provide
your cell number. I had to call Tommy because I didn' t have your number. Your number was listed on one of
documents when we did the training but I misplaced your number and I had Tommy' s number in an email
from early on so I called and asked Tommy the question regarding input for the applicant number to include in
the RFP.

Denise and I will be calling in for the meeting tomorrow.
Best Regards,

Georgia
CDBG- DR Program

Manager

229) 499- 4024 cell
629

From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 08 AM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@dougherty.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us>Cc:

Brown, Ciceli <ClBrown@albanyga.

gov>
Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
morning Georgia, I

aprecit your response, however it indicates that confusion regarding the County role/responsibilities vs DCA' s role/
responsibilities still exists. Based upon conversation with the CDBG- DR team, I am going to hold off on any additional
responses until DCA' s CDBG- DR team and Dougherty County' s team can come together for a confer nce call.Given
the crisis occurring in Dougherty County right now with COVID- 19 and most County staff being overwhelmed with the
responsibilities related to that, we will wait until the COVID- 19 situation calms and/or Mike feels he and other staff needed

to participate are able to dedicate time to address CDBG- DR, as a group. We
unnecessary stress on an already overwhelmed County staff team. Thank

feel this is the best option to avoid any

you,Kathy
Kathleen

0Il:.
Tremblay lay
113 .ll) IR IPro ect Manager Georgia
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elpart neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs Direct
404..
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Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea.
us> Sent:

Thursday, April 9,
2020 3:
34 PM To:
Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>;
Tommy Lowmon Tommy.
Lowmon @dca. ga.gov>;McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doueherty. ga.
us>Cc:
Brown,

Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>
Subject:

Re: Weekly Meeting Request Thanks

Kathy, I

just want to clarify and confirm if your saying that the County does not need to write or implement a housing policy
manual for the CDBG- DR Program and that the County will use DCA' s writ en housing policy manual as its
own? I
just want to make sure I'
m not misunderstanding. Additionally, based off of your email below, when
HUD or OIG comes to monitor the County, will the County present DCA's housing policy manual?Also, should
the County have any written policies and procedures and any written manuals of it's own based on HUD
regulatory requirements? Or
does the County present all of DCA' s polices and manuals for HUD, A133 and
HUD monitoring and audit visits. Is the County allowed to have a grant manual which should encompass all
of the County policies and procedures including housing or does the County have to use DCA' s grant manual
as

well? 630

Please provide the County with all of the written policies and procedures, and manuals that are required by
the CDBG- DR program and HUD regulations so that the County can insure that we have the adequate
documents on file for guidance to carry out the CDGBG program accurately for DCA and for monitoring and
auditing visits.

The goal of the County is to implement and carry out the program to the best or our ability and to ensure that
all HUD regulatory guidelines and GAAS requirements are meet to ensure there will not be any findings, pay
back of funds, or de -obligations in regards to the CDBG- DR program.
Thanks so Murch,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 04 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy
MMcCoy@doueherty.

Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us> Cc:

Brown, Ciceli <ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>
Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, DCA

will not approve the use of a separ te manual by Dougherty County for the HRRP program; I apolgize if that wasn' t clear
in my previous response. For clarification, please reference the executed subrecipient agreement, Page 10,section B,
2:

2.

The Subrecipient must follow the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Manual, provided by the Grantee.
Within two months of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Subrecipient has the opportunity to review, comment,
and request clarification or modification of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Guidelines."
We

are happy to accept any comments or sug estions Dougherty County may have for the HRRP Manual; please provide them
via email to me for CDBG- DR team review. We do not make any assurances that suggestions to the manual can or will
be implemented but

all suggestions are reviewed and considered. Please

let me know if you have any additional questions. Thank
you,Kathy
Kathleen

Tremblay 0II:.
113G. II)
IR IPim ect Mana eu°Gem,

pia IC.)elpau° tii neat of Coii nii nunity Aiiah, s Direct
404..
679..5240 I
nghul";,^: u

gre: tpkwl nrn"""°
Oa

n D; n¢. 1g:^.` From:

Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea.
us> Sent:

Thursday, April 9,
2020 1:
48 PM 631

#

To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea. eov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathleen,
Thanks for your follow up. The information was going to be included in the plan but I sent the information as
a pre -discussion because the County' s CORVID situation is a little different than other areas. Additionally, can
you please submit the daft HRRP manual back to us with your review and mark up of what you would like for
the County to change and the specific wording ( language) you would like for the County to replace or add in
the HRRP manual and the County will make the changes.
Regards,

Georgia Collier - Bolling
From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 31 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@doueherty.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us> Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, I

aprecit you taking the time to provide some responses to the Work Plan information, especially given the current COVID19 circumstances in Dougherty County.We
requested that each subrecipient complete the requested information on the excel workbook that was attached to the

original email. It is neces ary for us to have consistent information, in a pref r ed format,from all subrecipients. I
attached the workbook again and would appreciate if you could complete it some of
—
your responses should transfer

have

easily. Please

note that this tool was designed to be part of the weekly conversations —given that Mike has requested and received
a delay in those starting, you are not required to do this at this time. Any decision of whether to complete the document
should be made between you and Mike; it is not being required by DCA at this time. In
relation to the draft Dougherty County HRRP manual —the use of this manual is not approved by DCA. While we understand
you used the DCA HRRP Manual as a guide, however after a thorough side by
- side review we determined there
are several areas where the draft manual either supersedes or interferes with responsibility of DCA and that cannot
be allowed. Please

do not distribute the draft manual. Please

let me know if there are any questions. Thank
you,Kathy
Kathleen

0II:.
Tremblay la
113G. II:IRIPro ect Manager Georgia

IC)
elpart neat of Coo nurrnu pity Affairs 632
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: Weekly Meeting Request

Kathy,
Please

see the email

correspondence

below.

Georgia

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty. ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Tommy,

In regards to the work plan:
Work Plan Overview:

1. Create

timeline

for the life of the Homeowner

Rehabilitation

and Reconstruction

Program (

HRRP).

a. When will the marketing plan begin?
b. When will it end? ( 1- 2 months prior to intake center close?)
c. Hours

of operation

for intake

centers?

2. Intake Centers:

a. Who is responsible for the intake center? ( DR Program Manager/ Vendor supplied Intake Manager?)

b. Who is the Emergency contact?
c. Who is developing basic Standard Operating Procedures? When will they be available?
d. Who is handling citizen complaints?
La through 2. b

Wendy Howell normally works with me regarding the Marketing Plan but Wendy has been focused full time
assisting Mr. McCoy and the County with responding to the CORVID- 19 outbreak, so Wendy and I have not
been able to discuss the Marketing Plan but I would like for to schedule a conference call where Katheleen,
Crystal and myself can talk and discuss how DCA would like to move forward, and whether adjustments should

be made to the Marketing Plan in light of the CORVID- 19 outbreak, that can/ will still allow the County to move
forward with others forms of advertisements that do not include the gathering of individuals, Or do we wait

633

until things settle down. Radio, social media, billboard only advertisements? This is an area in which we are
seeking advisement form DCA.
2. c through d.

As of now, myself and any firm contracted to work the CDBG- DR HRRP would be the individuals developing
Standard Operating Procedures and handling citizen complaints.
Marketing
3. Create contact list for media outlets
a. Draft fliers

b.
c.
d.
4.

Establish timelines and payment options
What is the process for approval of advertising content?
Create draft email responses to media outlets concerning local program
Create draft email responses/ marketing material to bidders, media outlets, newspapers —concerning local

programs

3. a through 4.

Depending on whether or not adjustments are made to the Marketing Plan, as of current, myself, Wendy and
Mr. McCoy will approve content for all advertisements. For any monies spend on advertising, those monies
will follow federal procurement guidelines under 2 CFR 200. The County has chosen to use the Simplified
Acquisition method for all CDBG- DR Programs purchases up $ 250, 000. Anything over the threshold will be
procured via RFP, RFQ or through Invitations to bid. Please let me know if there are any concerns.
Website

5. Link from County/ City DR webpage to DCA' s CDBG- DR webpage
a. SOP and checklist

for website

requirements

b. How long to get something posted? What is the process?
c. Contact person?

6. Contracts sent to DCA for posting on webpage ( required)
S. through 6

Wendy and I have collaborated in regards to a vendor/ contractor that will assist in setting up links and other
information components to the Counties website. All contracts and any, and all disaster recovery information,
forms etc will be listed on the County' s website under the disaster recovery link. Wendy has informed me that
when she gets a moment, we can continue the conversation for website setup. Any contracts entered in to by
the County regarding DCA' s CDBG- DR program will be sent to DCA.
Vendor/ Contractor Management
7. Contract

Templates

created ( Professional

services,

rehab contractor,

reconstruction

contractor,

inspection,

etc.)

a. Housing quality standards/ construction standards/ material requirements/ green building requirements
b. Liquidated damages clause

8. Responsibility for oversight ( I. E., DR Program Manager a Professional Services, DR Program Manager a
Construction

Manager

a Contractors,

etc.)

7. a through 8
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The County issued the RFP for advertisement on 4/ 6/ 2020, yesterday. The County has already sent DCA the
draft HRRP manual, which derived from DCA' s manual to ensure nothing deviated from DCA' s policy. The only
replacements was for language like " the County or CDBG- DR Construction Management firm" in place of the
word Sub -recipient etc. 95% of the draft manual is the same as DCA' s because we wanted to try and followed
and duplicate DCA' a written policy, which will keep the county on the same policy path outlined by the
Grantee ( DCA).

I tried not to reinvent the wheel, so I borrowed your wheel@. Please let us know if you want

the County to use something different. The Disaster Recovery Manager will provide oversight for the entire
program and contractors.
Regards,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.
Cc: Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>

ga. us>

Subject: FW: Weekly Meeting Request
Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.
Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
CII:.) IBG. I :.) 1R IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679..5240
I

nghul";,"^:

u gre: tpkwl nrn"""° Oa n D; n¢. 1g:^.`

From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: igeedy@kingslandgeoreia. com; Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Travis

Stegall tsteeall@cityofbrunswick-

ga.
eov> Cc:

Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>;Crystal
ga.
us>;Lee
Weekly

Spell <Ispell@kineslandeeorgia.

Gaillard <Crystal. Gaillard@dca. ea.
eov>;McCoy,

Michael MMcCoy@doueherty.

com>
Subject:

Meeting Request Good

morning, As
we move closer to the implementation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program (HRRP) in your community
I would like to begin regularly scheduled phone calls to discuss successes, challenges, needs for Technical 635

Assistance, budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful
and want to do everything we can to assist.

I would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 81h or 91h. If you
can please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each
week, I would be appreciative. Once we have agreed upon a day and time I will send a recurring meeting invitation.
To facilitate the initial discussion( s) I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is
designed as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It will be built upon
as we move forward. There is a suggested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form. I
am asking all subrecipients to begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call.
You can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The DCA CDBG- DR
team will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
d
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 12: 28 PM
Collier -Bolling, Georgia
Tommy Lowmon; McCoy, Michael; Clarke - Dumas, Denise
RE: Weekly Meeting Request

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Georgia,

DCA is providing Technical Assistance ( TA) in the format of the twice weekly interactive Capacity Building with Grant
These meetings are scheduled to begin on Thursday, April 16, 2020 and will run every Tuesday
Thursday through May 5. Please note your response indicates you and Denise would be joining the call tomorrow,

Johnson ( Capital Access).

April 14. There is no scheduled call for tomorrow.

At the completion of those TA sessions DCA will be happy to reevaluate any remaining TA needs for Dougherty County.
My cell phone number is 470- 925- 1342.
Please send me a link to the RFP- I am unable to find it on the Georgia Procurement Registry.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
lay
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 55 AM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>;
Denise < DClarkeDumas@dougherty.

Clarke - Dumas,

ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathy,
Thanks for your response this morning. I have spoken with Mr. McCoy to get approval to request technical
assistance to ensure we prepare the correct information for DCA according to DCA guidelines and implement
the CDBG- DR Program per DCA' s guidelines. We are officially requesting to receive technical assistance from
DCA or DCA' s chosen technical assistance provider. We do not expect any additional staff to come on board
any time soon and will continue to manage the program . I am managing the program and Ms. Denise will be
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working with me to process draw request. We desire the technical assistance so that we can move forward
with what DCA desires from the county regarding the CDBG- DR program.
We are in the mist of the CORVID-

19 outbreak

and it is a lot but there are things that I can do as the Program

Manager so that we can continue to move forward, so we are requesting technical assistance on
implementing the program so that we can have something in place when things return to normal.
Additionally, responses will be due in for the RFP in at the beginning of May. We need to know how DCA want
us to implement the program and to provide guidance on what documents we need prepare for the Program
and the specific format etc, that you desire for us to use to implement and carry out the program. Below are
items we a specifically requesting technical assistance for in addition to any other components DCA desires
the county to know or have for the program:
Written

Polices

and Procedures

Procurement

Staff/ Contractor Augmentation
Website

Marking component, ie advertising for the program ( alternatives)
Denise and I are open to working with you Kathy on a weekly basis via conference call to help us put together
all the State desired components and guide us in implementing those components. Kathy can you provide
your cell number. I had to call Tommy because I didn' t have your number. Your number was listed on one of
documents when we did the training but I misplaced your number and I had Tommy' s number in an email
from early on so I called and asked Tommy the question regarding input for the applicant number to include in
the RFP.

Denise and I will be calling in for the meeting tomorrow.
Best Regards,

Georgia
CDBG- DR Program

Manager

229) 499- 4024 cell

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 08 AM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>; McCoy,
MMcCoy@doueherty.
Brown,

Michael <

ga.
us>Cc:

Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>
Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
morning Georgia, I
aprecit your response, however it indicates that confusion regarding the County role/responsibilities vs DCA' s role/
responsibilities still exists. Based upon conversation with the CDBG- DR team, I am going to hold off on any additional
responses until DCA' s CDBG- DR team and Dougherty County' s team can come together for a confer nce call.Given
the crisis occurring in Dougherty County right now with COVID- 19 and most County staff being overwhelmed with the
responsibilities related

to that, we will wait until the COVID- 19 situation calms and/ or Mike feels he and other staff 638

needed to participate are able to dedicate time to address CDBG- DR, as a group. We feel this is the best option to avoid
any unnecessary stress on an already overwhelmed County staff team.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
lay
0II:.113G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679..5240
I
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty. ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 34 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown,

Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Thanks Kathy,

I just want to clarify and confirm if your saying that the County does not need to write or implement a housing
policy manual for the CDBG- DR Program and that the County will use DCA' s written housing policy manual as
its own? I just want to make sure I' m not misunderstanding. Additionally, based off of your email below,
when HUD or OIG comes to monitor the County, will the County present DCA' s housing policy manual? Also,
should the County have any written policies and procedures and any written manuals of it' s own based on
HUD regulatory requirements? Or does the County present all of DCA' s policies and manuals for HUD, A133
and HUD monitoring and audit visits. Is the County allowed to have a grant manual which should encompass
all of the County policies and procedures including housing or does the County have to use DCA' s grant
manual

as well?

Please provide the County with all of the written policies and procedures, and manuals that are required by
the CDBG- DR program and HUD regulations so that the County can insure that we have the adequate
documents on file for guidance to carry out the CDGBG program accurately for DCA and for monitoring and
auditing visits.

The goal of the County is to implement and carry out the program to the best or our ability and to ensure that
all HUD regulatory guidelines and GAAS requirements are meet to ensure there will not be any findings, pay
back of funds, or de -obligations in regards to the CDBG- DR program.
Thanks so Murch,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 04 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy

Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,
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Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty.

ga. us>

Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>

Subject: RE: Weekly Meeting Request
Good afternoon Georgia,

DCA will not approve the use of a separate manual by Dougherty County for the HRRP program; I apologize if that wasn' t
clear in my previous response. For clarification, please reference the executed subrecipient agreement, Page 10, section
B, #

2:

2. The Subrecipient must follow the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Manual, provided by the
Grantee. Within two months of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Subrecipient has the opportunity to review,
comment, and request clarification or modification of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program
Guidelines."

We are happy to accept any comments or suggestions Dougherty County may have for the HRRP Manual; please provide
them via email to me for CDBG- DR team review. We do not make any assurances that suggestions to the manual can or
will be implemented

but all suggestions are reviewed and considered.

Please let me know if you have any additional questions.
Thank you,
Kathy

lay
Kathleen Tremblay
0Il:.113 .

l ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679..5240
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 48 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea. eov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathleen,
Thanks for your follow up. The information was going to be included in the plan but I sent the information as
a pre -discussion because the County' s CORVID situation is a little different than other areas. Additionally, can
you please submit the daft HRRP manual back to us with your review and mark up of what you would like for
the County to change and the specific wording ( language) you would like for the County to replace or add in
the HRRP manual and the County will make the changes.
Regards,

Georgia Collier - Bolling
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From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 31 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@dougherty.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us>Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, I

aprecit you taking the time to provide some responses to the Work Plan information, especially given the current COVID19 circumstances in Dougherty County.We
requested that each subrecipient complete the requested information on the excel workbook that was attached to the

original email. It

is neces ary for us to have consistent information, in a pref r ed format,from all subrecipients. I

attached the workbook again and would appreciate if you could complete it some

have

of
your responses should transfer
—

easily. Please

that Mike has requested and received
note that this tool was designed to be part of the weekly conversations —given
a delay in those starting, you are not required to do this at this time. Any decision of whether to complete the document
should be made between you and Mike; it is not being required by DCA at this time. In
relation to the draft Dougherty County HRRP manual —the use of this manual is not approved by DCA. While we understand
you used the DCA HRRP Manual as a guide, however after a thorough side by
- side review we determined there
are several areas where the draft manual either supersedes or
be allowed. Please

interferes with responsibility of

do not distribute the draft manual. Please

let me know if there are any questions. Thank
you,Kathy
Kathleen

Tremblay lay
0II::
1II3G. II)IRIPro ect Manager Georgia
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Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea.
us> Sent:

Tuesday, April 7,
2020 4:
45 PM To:
Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>;
Tommy Lowmon Tommy.
Lowmon @dca.ga.gov>;McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doueherty. ga.
us>Subject:
Fw: Weekly Meeting Request Kathy,
Please
see

the email correspondence

below. 641

DCA and that cannot

Georgia

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Tommy,

In regards to the work plan:
Work

Plan Overview:

1. Create

timeline

for the life of the Homeowner

Rehabilitation

and Reconstruction

Program (

HRRP).

a. When will the marketing plan begin?
b. When will it end? (

1- 2 months prior to intake center close?)

c. Hours of operation for intake centers?

2. Intake Centers:

a. Who is responsible for the intake center? ( DR Program Manager/ Vendor supplied Intake Manager?)

b. Who is the Emergency contact?
c. Who is developing basic Standard Operating Procedures? When will they be available?
d. Who is handling citizen complaints?

La through 2. b

Wendy Howell normally works with me regarding the Marketing Plan but Wendy has been focused full time
assisting Mr. McCoy and the County with responding to the CORVID- 19 outbreak, so Wendy and I have not
been able to discuss the Marketing Plan but I would like for to schedule a conference call where Katheleen,
Crystal

and myself can talk and discuss

how DCA would

like to move forward,

and whether

adjustments

should

be made to the Marketing Plan in light of the CORVID- 19 outbreak, that can/ will still allow the County to move
forward with others forms of advertisements that do not include the gathering of individuals, Or do we wait
until things settle down. Radio, social media, billboard only advertisements? This is an area in which we are
seeking advisement form DCA.
2. c through d.

As of now, myself and any firm contracted to work the CDBG- DR HRRP would be the individuals developing
Standard Operating Procedures and handling citizen complaints.
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Marketing
3. Create

contact

list for media

outlets

a. Draft fliers

b. Establish timelines and payment options
c. What is the process for approval of advertising content?
d. Create draft email responses to media outlets concerning local program
4. Create draft email responses/ marketing material to bidders, media outlets, newspapers —concerning local
programs

3. a through 4.

Depending on whether or not adjustments are made to the Marketing Plan, as of current, myself, Wendy and
Mr. McCoy will approve content for all advertisements. For any monies spend on advertising, those monies
will follow federal procurement guidelines under 2 CFR 200. The County has chosen to use the Simplified
Acquisition method for all CDBG- DR Programs purchases up $ 250, 000. Anything over the threshold will be
procured via RFP, RFQ or through Invitations to bid. Please let me know if there are any concerns.

Website

5. Link from County/ City DR webpage to DCA' s CDBG- DR webpage
a. SOP and checklist for website requirements

b. How long to get something posted? What is the process?
c. Contact person?

6. Contracts sent to DCA for posting on webpage ( required)

S. through 6

Wendy and I have collaborated in regards to a vendor/ contractor that will assist in setting up links and other
information components to the Counties website. All contracts and any, and all disaster recovery information,
forms etc will be listed on the County' s website under the disaster recovery link. Wendy has informed me that
when she gets a moment, we can continue the conversation for website setup. Any contracts entered in to by
the County regarding DCA' s CDBG- DR program will be sent to DCA.

Vendor/ Contractor Management
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7. Contract Templates created ( Professional services, rehab contractor, reconstruction contractor, inspection,
etc.)

a. Housing quality standards/ construction standards/ material requirements/ green building requirements
b. Liquidated

damages

clause

8. Responsibility for oversight ( I. E., DR Program Manager a Professional Services, DR Program Manager a
Construction Manager a Contractors, etc.)

7. a through 8

The County issued the RFP for advertisement on 4/ 6/ 2020, yesterday. The County has already sent DCA the
draft HRRP manual, which derived from DCA' s manual to ensure nothing deviated from DCA' s policy. The only
replacements was for language like " the County or CDBG- DR Construction Management firm" in place of the
word Sub - recipient etc. 95% of the draft manual is the same as DCA' s because we wanted to try and followed
and duplicate DCA' a written policy, which will keep the county on the same policy path outlined by the
Grantee ( DCA).

I tried not to reinvent the wheel, so I borrowed your wheel@. Please let us know if you want

the County to use something different. The Disaster Recovery Manager will provide oversight for the entire
program and contractors.
Regards,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.
Cc: Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>

ea. us>

Subject: FW: Weekly Meeting Request

Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.
Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
0II:.113G. I : IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
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From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: needy@kingslandgeorgia. com; Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.
us>;Travis

Stegall tsteeall@cityofbrunswick-

ga.
eov> Cc:

Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>;Crystal
ga.
us>;Lee
Weekly

Spell <Ispell@kineslandeeorgia.

Gaillard <Crystal.

Gaillard@dca. ea.eov>; McCoy,

Michael MMcCoy@doueherty.

com>
Subject:

Meeting Request Good

morning, As
we move closer to the implementation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program (
HRRP) in your community
I

would like to begin regularly scheduled phone

calls to discuss successes, challenges, needs

for Technical Assistance,

budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful and
want to do everything we can to assist. I

would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 81h or 91h. If

you can

please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each week,
I would be appreciative. Once we have agreed upon a day and time I wil send a recur ing meeting invitation. To
facilitate the initial discussion( s)
I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is designed
as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It wil be built upon as
we move forward. There is a sug ested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form. I am
asking all subrecipients to begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call.You
can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The
will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits. Please

DCA CDBG- DR team

let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank
you,Kathy
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 12: 27 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: Update

fyi

From: Pauline Abidde < PAbidde@docolib. org>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 55 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Update

Mr. McCoy,

For your information, I want to share how we are reporting to work at the library due to the COVID19 pandemic.

Front line staff are no longer reporting as of last Wednesday, April 81h and were dismissed since all projects assigned
Prior to April 81h, front line staff were alternating schedules in line with the COVID

have now been completed.

Policy. No more than 2 front line staff were working in any department.
Managers and administration

are " Work from home" but are alternating

that require a visit to their office and to receive mail and deliveries.

reporting days in order to perform any duties

Management

and administration

staff are here no

later than 12 noon.

Thanks,
Pauline

Pauline B. Abidde, Library Director
Dougherty

County Public Library

pabidde@docolib. org
229- 420- 3230
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From:

Accela <

info@accela. com>

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 12: 04 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: [

COVID-

19 Webinar

Series]

Non - Essential

Business

Enforcement;

Unauthorized

Occupancy

I orwird

Wolb View

Loc4l and state governimients aire luirn4ig [ c) Acceki fc)ir uHance on how [ c) mia4ita4i
D

bus4iess contJnuilty and

mianage, 1e, imq.)(')

ir'air'y occul[.)ancy needs duiring COV0 19"

Ttds week, we wflHl host 2 we,Nnairs 01Y1 S[.) E,Cffic sohitJoins agencies, can qullddy sltand u. [.)
c) aH Ih6ir COV0

19

2 "-," ........... _-"-_-'_'

I. Inati'dwrized
Enlfbrcen ten't

Wednesday, April 15th
12: 00 PM PDT 13: 00 PM EDT

Wednesday, April 15th
10: 00 AM PDT 1 1: 00 PM EDT

30- Minute Webinar
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30- Minute Webinar

When

homeless

citizens

are not

able to isolate at home, they may
The spread

find alternatives such as vacant

of COVID- 19 has

required governments to quickly

homes

identify what constitutes a

become a public safety concern.
Accela can help agencies with

business as " essential". Accela

or buildings,

which

can

can help guide communities
through this process by providing

occupancy information

an online

field as well as provide a way for

resource

file complaints

for citizens

about

mobile

to

non-

citizens

solutions

to report

structures

essential business that may be
open and not complying with the
latest mandates. It can also help
agency staff capture data on
potential violators and follow- up

to collect

which

in the

vacant

become

occupied.

Webinar will cover:

on a citizen report in a timely

Online compliant /

manner.

occupied structures

report

Mobile inspections

Webinar will cover:

Collect occupancy details
Reports

What is meant by " essential •
business"
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 13, 2020 11:55 AM To:
Tremblay Cc:
Lowmon; McCoy, Michael; Clarke -Dumas, Denise Subject:
Weekly Meeting Request Good

Monday,
Kathleen
Tommy
Re:

morning Kathy,Thanks
for your response this morning. I have spoken with Mr.McCoy to get approval to request technical assistance
to ensure we prepare the correct information for DCA according to DCA guidelines and implement the
CDBG- DR Program per DCA' s guidelines. We are official y requesting to receive technical assistance from DCA
or DCA' s chosen technical assistance provider. We do not expect any additional staff to come on board any
time soon and will continue to manage the program . I am managing the program and Ms. Denise will be working
with me to process draw request. We desire the technical assistance so that we can move forward with
what DCA desires from the county regarding the CDBG- DR program. We
are in the mist of the CORVID- 19

outbreak and

it is a lot but there are things that I can do as the Program Manager

so that we can continue to move forward, so we are requesting technical assistance on implementing
the program so that we can have something in place when things return to normal. Additionally,
responses will be due in for the RFP in at the beginning of May. We need to know how DCA want us
to implement the program and to provide guidance on what documents we need prepare for the Program and
the specific format etc,that you desire for us to use to implement and carry out the program. Below are items
we a specifcaly requesting technical assistance for in addition to any other components DCA desires the
county to know or have for the program: Written
Polices

and

Procedures Procurement

Staff/

Contractor Augmentation Website
Marking

component, ie advertising for the program ( alternatives) Denise
and I are open to working with you Kathy on a weekly basis via conference call to help us put together all
the State desired components and guide us in implementing those components. Kathy can you provide your
cell number. I had to call Tommy because I din' t have your number. Your number was listed on one of documents
when we did the training but I misplaced your number and I had Tommy' s number in an email from
early on so I caled and asked Tommy the question regarding input for the applicant number to include in the
RFP. Denise

and I wil be calling in for the meeting tomorrow. Best
Regards, Georgia

CDBGDR

Program Manager 650

229) 499- 4024 cell

From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 08 AM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon @dca.ga.gov>;McCoy,
MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>Cc:
Brown, Ciceli <ClBrown@albanyga. gov>
Subject:

Michael <

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good

morning Georgia, I
aprecit your response, however it indicates that confusion regarding the County role/responsibilities vs DCA' s role/
responsibilities still exists. Based upon conversation with the CDBG- DR team, I am going to hold off on any additional
responses until DCA' s CDBG- DR team and Dougherty County' s team can come together for a confer nce call.Given
the crisis occurring in Dougherty County right now with COVID- 19 and most County staff being overwhelmed with the
responsibilities related

to that, we will wait until the COVID- 19 situation calms and/ or Mike feels he and other staff needed

to participate are able to dedicate time to address CDBG-DR, as a group. We feel this is the best option to avoid any
unnecessary stress on an already overwhelmed County staff team. Thank
you,Kathy
Kathleen

0Il:.
Tremblay lay
113 .ll) IR IPro ect Manager Georgia
IC.)
elpart neat

of Cor nir nunit Affairs

Direct

404..
679..5240 I
nghul";,^: u

gre: tpkwl nrn"""°
Oa

n D; n¢. 1g:^.` From:

Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty.

ga.
us> Sent:

Thursday, April 9,
2020 3:
34 PM To:
Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>;
Tommy Lowmon Tommy.
Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>;McCoy,
Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty. ga.
us>Cc:
Brown, Ciceli <ClBrown@albanyga.

gov>
Subject:

Re: Weekly Meeting Request Thanks

Kathy, I

just want to clarify and confirm if your saying that the County does not need to write or implement a housing policy
manual for the CDBG- DR Program and that the County will use DCA' s writ en housing policy manual as its
own? I
just want to make sure I'
m not misunderstanding. Additionally, based off of your email below, when
HUD or OIG comes to monitor the County, will the County present DCA' s housing policy manual? Also, should
the County have any written policies and procedures and any written manuals of it's own based on HUD
regulatory requirements? Or
does the County present all of DCA' s polices and manuals for HUD, A133 and
HUD monitoring and audit visits. Is the County allowed to have a grant manual which should encompass all
of the County policies and procedures including housing or does the County have to use DCA' s grant manual
as well? 651

Please provide the County with all of the written policies and procedures, and manuals that are required by
the CDBG- DR program and HUD regulations so that the County can insure that we have the adequate
documents on file for guidance to carry out the CDGBG program accurately for DCA and for monitoring and
auditing

visits.

The goal of the County is to implement and carry out the program to the best or our ability and to ensure that
all HUD regulatory guidelines and GAAS requirements are meet to ensure there will not be any findings, pay
back of funds, or de -obligations in regards to the CDBG- DR program.
Thanks so Murch,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 04 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.
us>;Tommy
MMcCoy@doueherty.

Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ga.
gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us>Cc:

Brown, Ciceli <ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>
Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, DCA

will not approve the use of a separ te manual by Dougherty County for the HRRP program; I apolgize if that wasn' t clear
in my previous response. For clarification, please reference the executed subrecipient agreement, Page 10,section B,
2:

2.

The Subrecipient must follow the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Manual, provided by the Grantee.
Within two months of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Subrecipient has the opportunity to review, comment,
and request clarification or modification of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Guidelines."
We

are happy to accept any comments or sug estions Dougherty County may have for the HRRP Manual; please provide them
via email to me for CDBG- DR team review. We
be implemented but

do not make any assurances that suggestions to

all suggestions are reviewed and considered. Please

let me know if you have any additional questions. Thank
you,Kathy
Kathleen

Tremblay 0II:.
113G. II)
IR IPim ect Mana eu°Gem,

pia IC.)elpau° tii neat of Coii nii nunity Aiiah, s Direct
404..
679 5240 I
nghul";,^: u

gre: tpkwl nrn"""°
Oa

n D; n¢. 1g:^.` 652

the manual can or will

#

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 48 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown,

Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathleen,
Thanks for your follow up. The information was going to be included in the plan but I sent the information as
a pre -discussion because the County' s CORVID situation is a little different than other areas. Additionally, can
you please submit the daft HRRP manual back to us with your review and mark up of what you would like for
the County to change and the specific wording (language) you would like for the County to replace or add in
the HRRP manual and the County will make the changes.
Regards,

Georgia Collier - Bolling
From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 31 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>;McCoy,
MMcCoy@doueherty.

Michael <

ga.
us>Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, I

aprecit you taking the time to provide some responses to the Work Plan information, especially given the current COVID19 circumstances in Dougherty County.We
requested that each subrecipient complete the requested information on the excel workbook that was attached to the

original email. It

is neces ary for us to have consistent information, in a pref r ed format,from all subrecipients. I

attached the workbook again and would appreciate if you could complete it some

have

of
your responses should transfer
—

easily. Please

that Mike has requested and received
note that this tool was designed to be part of the weekly conversations —given
a delay in those starting, you are not required to do this at this time. Any decision of whether to complete the document
should be made between you and Mike; it is not being required by DCA at this time. In
relation to the draft Dougherty County HRRP manual —
the use of this manual is not approved by DCA. While we understand
you used the DCA HRRP Manual as a guide, however after a thor ugh side by
- -side review we determined there
are several areas where the draft manual either supersedes or interferes with responsibility of DCA and that cannot
be allowed. Please

do not distribute the draft manual. Please

let me know if there are any questions. Thank
you,Kathy
653
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: Weekly Meeting Request
Kathy,
Please

see the email

correspondence

below.

Georgia

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Tommy,

In regards to the work plan:
Work

Plan Overview:

1. Create timeline for the life of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program ( HRRP).

a. When will the marketing plan begin?
b. When will it end? (

1- 2 months prior to intake center close?)

c. Hours

for intake

of operation

centers?

2. Intake Centers:

a. Who is responsible for the intake center? ( DR Program Manager/ Vendor supplied Intake Manager?)

b. Who is the Emergency contact?
c. Who is developing basic Standard Operating Procedures? When will they be available?
d. Who is handling citizen complaints?
La through 2. b

Wendy Howell normally works with me regarding the Marketing Plan but Wendy has been focused full time
assisting Mr. McCoy and the County with responding to the CORVID- 19 outbreak, so Wendy and I have not
been able to discuss the Marketing Plan but I would like for to schedule a conference call where Katheleen,
Crystal and myself can talk and discuss how DCA would like to move forward, and whether adjustments should
654

be made to the Marketing Plan in light of the CORVID- 19 outbreak, that can/ will still allow the County to move
forward with others forms of advertisements that do not include the gathering of individuals, Or do we wait
until things settle down. Radio, social media, billboard only advertisements? This is an area in which we are
seeking advisement form DCA.
2. c through d.

As of now, myself and any firm contracted to work the CDBG- DR HRRP would be the individuals developing
Standard Operating Procedures and handling citizen complaints.
Marketing
3. Create contact list for media outlets
a. Draft fliers

b.
c.
d.
4.

Establish timelines and payment options
What is the process for approval of advertising content?
Create draft email responses to media outlets concerning local program
Create draft email responses/ marketing material to bidders, media outlets, newspapers —concerning local

programs

3. a through 4.

Depending on whether or not adjustments are made to the Marketing Plan, as of current, myself, Wendy and
Mr. McCoy will approve content for all advertisements. For any monies spend on advertising, those monies
will follow federal procurement guidelines under 2 CFR 200. The County has chosen to use the Simplified
Acquisition method for all CDBG- DR Programs purchases up $ 250, 000. Anything over the threshold will be
procured via RFP, RFQ or through Invitations to bid. Please let me know if there are any concerns.
Website

5. Link from County/ City DR webpage to DCA' s CDBG- DR webpage
a. SOP and checklist for website requirements

b. How long to get something posted? What is the process?
c. Contact person?

6. Contracts sent to DCA for posting on webpage ( required)
S. through 6

Wendy and I have collaborated in regards to a vendor/ contractor that will assist in setting up links and other
information components to the Counties website. All contracts and any, and all disaster recovery information,
forms etc will be listed on the County' s website under the disaster recovery link. Wendy has informed me that
when she gets a moment, we can continue the conversation for website setup. Any contracts entered in to by
the County regarding DCA' s CDBG- DR program will be sent to DCA.
Vendor/ Contractor
7. Contract

Management

Templates

created ( Professional

services,

rehab contractor,

reconstruction

contractor,

inspection,

etc.)

a. Housing quality standards/ construction standards/ material requirements/ green building requirements
b. Liquidated

damages

clause

8. Responsibility for oversight ( I. E., DR Program Manager a Professional Services, DR Program Manager a
Construction

Manager

a Contractors,

etc.)
655

7. a through 8

The County issued the RFP for advertisement on 4/ 6/ 2020, yesterday. The County has already sent DCA the
draft HRRP manual, which derived from DCA' s manual to ensure nothing deviated from DCA' s policy. The only
replacements was for language like " the County or CDBG- DR Construction Management firm" in place of the
word Sub - recipient etc. 95% of the draft manual is the same as DCA' s because we wanted to try and followed
and duplicate DCA' a written policy, which will keep the county on the same policy path outlined by the
Grantee ( DCA).

I tried not to reinvent the wheel, so I borrowed your wheel@. Please let us know if you want

the County to use something different. The Disaster Recovery Manager will provide oversight for the entire
program and contractors.
Regards,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>
Subject: FW: Weekly Meeting Request

Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.
Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.

Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
CII:.) IBG. I :.) 1R IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679..5240
I
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From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: igeedy@kingslandgeoreia. com; Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Travis

Stegall tsteeall@cityofbrunswick-

ga.
eov> Cc:
Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>; Crystal

ga.
us>;Lee

Spell <Ispell@kineslandeeorgia.

Weekly Meeting Request Good
morning, 656

Gaillard <Crystal.

com>
Subject:

Gaillard@dca. ea.
eov>; McCoy,

Michael MMcCoy@doueherty.

As we move closer to the implementation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program ( HRRP) in your
community

I would like to begin regularly scheduled

phone calls to discuss successes, challenges,

needs for Technical

Assistance, budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful
and want to do everything we can to assist.

I would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 81h or 91h. If you
can please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each
week, I would be appreciative. Once we have agreed upon a day and time I will send a recurring meeting invitation.
To facilitate the initial discussion( s) I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is
designed as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It will be built upon
as we move forward. There is a suggested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form. I
am asking all subrecipients to begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call.
You can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The DCA CDBG- DR
team will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
C11'.1IIG I :) III IProject Manager
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From:
Sent:
To: '
Subject:

Pauline

Abidde <

PAbidde@docolib. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 55 AM
McCoy, Michael'
Update

Mr. McCoy,

For your information, I want to share how we are reporting to work at the library due to the COVID19 pandemic.

Front line staff are no longer reporting as of last Wednesday, April 81h and were dismissed since all projects assigned
Prior to April 81h, front line staff were alternating schedules in line with the COVID

have now been completed.

Policy. No more than 2 front line staff were working in any department.
Managers and administration are " Work from home" but are alternating reporting days in order to perform any duties
that require a visit to their office and to receive mail and deliveries.

Management

and administration

staff are here no

later than 12 noon.

Thanks,
Pauline

Pauline B. Abidde, Library Director
Dougherty County Public Library
pabidde@docolib. org
229- 420- 3230

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 658
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From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 48 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: FYI

I hope it' s ours. We are keeping it and tracking it just in case it isn' t and we have to return it. I forgot to let you know
that I' m in the office, got here at 10: 15. Thank God we didn' t have tornado damages last night.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 45 AM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: FYI

I knew we were to receive around $ 58k from DOJ for a Byrn JAG grant from the Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental
Funding Program. Wasn' t aware of the $ 83, 344. 47. That' s good news.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@douBherty,

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 40 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.

Ba, us>

a. us>

Subject: FYI

You' ll never believe what we received as an ACH Direct Deposit on 4/ 10/ 2020. You may have known that we were
supposed to receive this.

However, we received $ 83, 344. 47 referenced as Stimulus from HHS.

for something else?
Thanks,

I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER
w.

14T
659

Is this for COVID- 19 or

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1: Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

llldbfle:

229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1:.: imaflL mhendley
dougherty. Za. us

MOMM Mr
M

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 45 AM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: FYI

I knew we were to receive around $ 58k from DOJ for a Byrn JAG grant from the Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental
Funding Program. Wasn' t aware of the $ 83, 344.47. That' s good news.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 40 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FYI

You' ll never believe what we received as an ACH Direct Deposit on 4/ 10/ 2020. You may have known that we were
supposed to receive this.

However, we received $ 83, 344. 47 referenced as Stimulus from HHS.

Is this for COVID- 19 or

for something else?
Thanks,

I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Camila Knowles < cknowles@cgagroup.

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 41 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael
Louie Perry

To:
Cc:

com>

Subject:

federal response

Attachments:

COVID 19 Federal Response Memo . docx; USDA Rural Resource Guide. pdf

Chairman

Cohilas &

Michael,

I am sorry about the technology issues this morning. I know that is frustrating! Please find attached a memo on federal
response to -date on COVID- related matters. Please let us know of acute needs for the county. They are also diligently
working on another federal response package so if there are items of need that Congress has not yet address, please let
us know about that as well.

We are happy to answer questions or drill down on an area of interest. Just let us know.
Finally, I am attaching a just -released USDA Rural Resource Guide which includes more than just USDA opportunities.
Know we are thinking of you daily and let us know how we can help.
Take

care,

Camila &

Louie

Cam' ila Knowes Principal &
Counsel

I Governmt Affairs D

678. 391. 4547 M

Peachtree

Street

GA

404. 987. 7995

NE, Suite

1100

650 Atlanta,

30309 www.

cgagroup. com I @cgaroup PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and County ey
dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 662

TAC Service
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From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 40 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FYI

You' ll never believe what we received as an ACH Direct Deposit on 4/ 10/ 2020. You may have known that we were
supposed to receive this.

However, we received $ 83, 344. 47 referenced as Stimulus from HHS.

Is this for COVID- 19 or

for something else?
Thanks,

I airtha IBm IHeindlley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Marcia

L. Conner <

mconner@nfbpa. org>

Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 30 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

NFBPA: Convening of African American County, City and Town Managers

The National Forum for Black Administrators will host a Convening of
African American County, City and Town Managers to discuss COVID- 19 and
local
its
impact
on
their
governments.
The Convening will be held
on Thursday, April 16, 2020, at 6: 00 - 7: 00 p. m EST.

This is an opportunity to join your colleagues and learn how they are responding
to the challenges of COVID- 19. You
discuss

critical

topics

will have the opportunity to share and

such as

Challenges, the Economic Impact

the
on

Federal

Small

Response,

Businesses

Healthcare

and other

impacting your Communities. Don' t Miss This Candid Conversation!
Sincerely,
Anthony J. Snipes
President
NFBPA

664
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TAC Service

Desk

ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

From:
Sent:

Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 29 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

New Kan. city manager to start work after quarantine ends

FE]
Created

April 13, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

Naphtali Hoff wraps up his five -step guide to improved productivity by urging leaders to
help their teams manage stress levels and to adapt their leadership approach to each
person' s preferred style, among other advice. " Leaders can also help by pitching in,
offering people opportunities to delegate, accepting excellent even if imperfect work and
giving people opportunity to vent and offer constructive feedback to improve processes
and systems," he writes.

Full Story: SmartBrief/ Leadership ( 4/ 8)

UJ

M.

Enhancer

Virtual Meetings with Municode

Municipalities across the country are having to navigate new
workflow procedures by going remote and continuing to run
local governments.

Municode offers a meeting &

agenda

management solution that has industry - leading options to
enhance your virtual meetings. Learn more here.

ADVERTISEMENT:

BUDGETING

AND

FINANCE

Residents of Peoria County, III., will get some financial relief during the coronavirus
pandemic after county board members approved a plan to split property tax payments in
half, giving property owners longer to pay. Peoria County Treasurer Nicole Bjerke says
she hopes the move will give residents a break as they deal with layoffs and job losses
caused by the outbreak.
Full Story: WEEK -TV ( East Peoria, III.) (

4/ 9)

J J D In an

effort

to assist local governments around the U.
S.
organize their response
to the Coronavirus outbreak and maintain

business continuity,

GovPilot has made available 10 cloud -based
modules designed to help during this pandemic. On April
16th

at 2pm EST GovPilot will demonstrate the benefits

of cloud - based government management. Register Now!
ADVERTISEMENT: _........_..._..._._......._._.
667

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Governments in three US localities are working with MIT researchers to trial a mobile
app that uses Bluetooth technology to fight the spread of the novel coronavirus. The
app, called Private Kit, alerts users who have been in the vicinity of other users who
have tested positive for the virus.
Full Story: Reuters ( 4 r„ )

Ejumul

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Kaufman

Capital

Partners

has been approved

to build a $ 50 million mixed - use

development in Georgia in place of a mostly vacant shopping center once called Friday' s
Plaza. The Village at Tilly Mill Crossing will bring in more than 300 affordable
apartments

and include space for retail.

Full Story: Curbed ( 4,/ 8)

00001
LEGISLATION,

POLICY

AND

GRANTS

Residents of Paris, France, are barred from exercising in the city' s
public spaces between 10 a. m. and 7 p. m. under new rules put in
place after fines appeared ineffective. Mayor Anne Hidalgo says
the restriction means outdoor exercise is still permitted, but only
Bertrand Guay/ Getty Images)

during hours when fewer people are outdoors.
Full Story: Metro ( UK) (

PUBLIC

WORKS

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

M.

4/ 8)

ii
so
Digital mapping and smart pavement are among the technologies cities are using to
enhance walkability. The technologies supplement traditional methods such as
developing mixed -use properties, consolidating parking, providing good transit and
biking options, and planting trees.
Full Story: Government Technology (

Iprlill/ lMa

2O20)

MIND
HUMAN

RESOURCES

AND

DEVELOPMENT

NYC hires contract workers for burials
New York City has employed workers to bury coronavirus victims in its Hart Island
potter' s field. Normally, about 25 bodies a week are buried on the island, but interments
started increasing in March.

Full Story: Reuters ( 4 r„ )

00001
RECOGNITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

New ®

city manager to start work after quarantine

City Council members in Osawatomie, Kan., voted unanimously last week to hire former
Mission, Kan.,

city administrator Michael Scanlon -- who is currently self quarantining

after arriving in Kansas from Colorado -- to the post of city manager. "

I think I might be

the first manager in the United States appointed while in quarantine, so it could set
some kind of record," Scanlon says.

Full Story: The Miami County Republic ( Paola, Kan.) (

4 r 1 0)

Ejumul
ICMA NEWS

Free

inar:

Budgeting DuringCrisis

Join us, Friday, April 17, for this 90- minute webinar on the first principles of cutback
budgeting, lessons from real -world experience during the Great Recession, and
exploration

of how simulation software can be used to frame the fact -based trade- off

M.

discussions your public entity will need to have, both internally and externally, in the
near future. Case studies from local governments of all sizes will be profiled to show
how online public engagement can help provide essential feedback to governments
making these difficult choices. Register today! For more information and resources, visit
ICMA' s Coronavirus Resources page. Get more content about COVID- 19 -

subscribe

today!

MIND

The ICMA Effective Supervisory Practices webinar series robust online program is
accessible to you live and on demand and is a must for any local government
professional looking to lead change, improve customer service, and strengthen
communication with staff members. Get ready to build your management skills and
address the more complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to effectively
communicate,

motivate, and model ethical decisions to lead a team. Program begins

May 13, register today!

UNNUI

12-LEARNMORE ABOIJT ICM

I. . . lorn

w

I AIbotA I News & luaus l a orn IUMA I Career Network

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porffoluo
670
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 09 AM
Hendley, Martha
McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
RE: Time Entry

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ok, thank you!
Joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
f plhone: 229. 438. 3974

dbl

Dougherty. ga. us

1: : rnafl ioear

doughert .

enter

a. us

a

From: Hendley, Martha

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 09 AM
To: Carpenter, Joy

Cc: McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
Subject: RE: Time Entry
Thank you Joy. Kimberely Warren said that she would help you with your timesheet.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile.: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
elh: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
1: rnaiill: mhendley

From: Carpenter, Joy < JoCarfaenter

cloueherty,

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 07 AM
672

To: Hendley, Martha < MHendle' @dou herty, ea. us>
Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCo @dougherty. a. us>; Fowler, Michael < MFowler@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Time Entry

Good Morning Ms. Hendley,
Thank you for responding. Yes, this person has been set up with H. R. Mr. McCoy authorized for the part- time employee
to come in to assist with the volume and the details would be worked out later.

Thank you,
joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

I

Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
f" Ihorne:

229. 438. 3974

Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: ir nafl ioear

enter

doughert .

a. us

a

From: Hendley, Martha

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: Carpenter, Joy

Cc: McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
Subject: Re: Time Entry

Has the employee been setup in H. R.? If the employee has been setup, you will enter the time worked the same way in
the spreadsheet. Kimberely Warren can help you with that. Kimberely is our Payroll Coordinator.
Thanks for asking.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 11, 2020, at 11: 29 AM, Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter

clouehertga. us>wrote: Dear

Ms. Hendley, We

would like to determine how to process time for a part- time employee that have been brought on to assist
with the volume of work due to COVID- 19. Is there a particular account to charge it to? Thank

you,joy
Carpenter Administrative
Assistant

673
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or from
City ar?d County officials regarding City ar?d County busif?ess are public records available to the public af?d media
upon? request. Your email commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 09 AM
Carpenter, Joy
McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
RE: Time Entry

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thank you Joy. Kimberely Warren said that she would help you with your timesheet.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

Rpm
L

IM Ev7

From: Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 07 AM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Fowler, Michael < MFowler@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Time Entry

Good Morning Ms. Hendley,
Thank you for responding. Yes, this person has been set up with H. R. Mr. McCoy authorized for the part- time employee
to come in to assist with the volume and the details would be worked out later.

Thank you,
Joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
f" Ihorne:

229. 438. 3974

Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: ir nafl ioear

enter

doughert .

a. us

a
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From: Hendley, Martha

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: Carpenter, Joy

Cc: McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
Subject: Re: Time Entry

Has the employee been setup in H. R.?

If the employee has been setup, you will enter the time worked the same way in

the spreadsheet. Kimberely Warren can help you with that. Kimberely is our Payroll Coordinator.
Thanks for asking.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 11, 2020, at 11: 29 AM, Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter

clouehertga. us>wrote: Dear

Ms. Hendley, We

would like to determine how to process time for a part- time employee that have been brought on to assist
with the volume of work due to COVID- 19.Is there a particular account to charge it to?Thank
you,Joy
Carpenter Administrative
Assistant

image001.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 11: 07 AM
Hendley, Martha
McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
RE: Time Entry

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Good Morning Ms. Hendley,
Thank you for responding. Yes, this person has been set up with H. R. Mr. McCoy authorized for the part- time employee
to come in to assist with the volume and the details would be worked out later.

Thank you,
Joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

I

Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
f" Ihorne: 229. 438. 3974
Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: ir nafl ioear

enter

doughert .

a. us

a

From: Hendley, Martha

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: Carpenter, Joy

Cc: McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
Subject: Re: Time Entry

Has the employee been setup in H. R.? If the employee has been setup, you will enter the time worked the same way in
the spreadsheet. Kimberely Warren can help you with that. Kimberely is our Payroll Coordinator.
Thanks for asking.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 11, 2020, at 11: 29 AM, Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter

clouehertga. us>wrote: Dear

Ms. Hendley, We

would like to determine how to process time for a part- time employee that have been brought on to assist
with the volume of work due to COVID- 19.Is there a particular account to charge it to?677

Thank you,
joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

image001jpg>
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Flhone: 229. 438. 3974
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dou herty
g

a. us
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City ar?d County officials regardipg City ar?d County business are public records available to the public af?d media
upon? request. Your email commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 12 AM
Michael McCoy
Georgia Hospitals, First Responders, DCSS Meal Delivery, Albany Museum of Art,

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Flowers

Foods,

GDOT

Contracts,

Georgia

World

Congress

Center,

CARES

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 13, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Hospitals To Receive Nearly $ 800M

To Aid

COVID- 19 Fight
U. S. Senators David Perdue ( R- GA) and Kelly Loeffler ( R- GA)
announced $

792 million in funding from the Department of Health and

Human Services ( HHS) to Georgia hospitals and health care providers
enrolled in Medicare. These funds, authorized through the Coronavirus

Aid, Relief, and Economic Stability ( CARES) Act, will be used to treat
coronavirus patients and aid in the fight against COVID- 19.

Georgia DOT Awards nearly $ 109AM

in Construction

Contracts for March
Georgia

Department

of Transportation (

Georgia

DOT) awarded

15

construction contracts for statewide transportation projects totaling
109, 380, 895.
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Act

News
First Responders Grateful for

Community Support in
Responding to COVID- 19
DCSS Meal Delivery Program to
Resume Monday
Albany Museum of Art Launches
Life Imitating Art Online
Challenge Game

Thomas University Moves
Undergraduate,

Graduate

Nursing Programs Completely
Online

200 COVID- 19 Beds Headed to
Georgia

World Congress

Center

Georgia

Bread - Maker Gives

5. 6M in ' Appreciation Bonuses'
Health

Connect

South

Launches

Online

Portal to Facilitate

COVID-

19 Donations to Southeast - based
Organizations

Georgia Textile Firms Join
Forces to Churn

out Medical

Equipment

680

Just a Handful

of Georgia

Recent Video

Counties Have No Reported
Coronavirus

Cases

GDOL Announces Updates to
CARES

Act

Georgia

Natural

Foundation

Gas and

to Donate $ 200K to

Support COVID- 19 Relief Efforts
UGA Experts Offer Solid Advice

on How to Stay Healthy in the
House

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Resilience in Homebuying

Pharmacy, Working with

Demand

Employees

Despite Job Losses and

Coronavirus

Organization (

Spread

How to Rebuild

Who Leave Your
1: 33)

E

Your Business

Following the Coronavirus
Aftermath

and Beyond

The Conference Board
Employment
Plummeted

Trends Index
in March

Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on
Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

681

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

682

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

d.:::._._..._.

Lj6. :..:.:

Recent Features
Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger Announces
Postponement Of Primary Election Until June 9th
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger announced that, pursuant to the
authority vested in him by O. C. G. A. § 21- 2- 50. 1, he is postponing the
Statewide General Primary/ Presidential Preference Primary Election until
June 9th, 2020.

University System of Georgia Announces No Tuition Increase for
2020- 2021 Academic

Year

The Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia ( USG) will
meet Tuesday, April 14th, and will be asked to approve a
recommendation of no tuition increase for the 2020- 2021 academic year.

683

More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

it

9SEMEG 01
Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest Moon

Catering -

Available

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit Union - Available

Cybersecurity Document

Available

Management -

Secure

Records Solutions

684

Education -

Albany Technical
Healthcare Staffing -

College

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Employee

Benefits - Available
I j rOM- ='

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Available
Human

Resources -

Available

Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Information Technology -

IV

Available

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

ME=

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Landscape

a2b Fulfillment

Outdoor
Funeral

Home -

Management -

Pro

LLC

Available
Lawyer - Watson Spence

Furniture -

Available

Leadership Development Healthcare -

Le

Phoebe Putney

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

M,

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 10: 09 AM
Collier -Bolling, Georgia; Tommy Lowmon; McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Brown,

Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request

Ciceli

Good morning Georgia,
I appreciate your response, however it indicates that confusion regarding the County role/ responsibilities vs DCA' s
role/ responsibilities still exists. Based upon conversation with the CDBG- DR team, I am going to hold off on any
additional responses until DCA' s CDBG- DR team and Dougherty County' s team can come together for a conference call.
Given the crisis occurring in Dougherty County right now with COVID- 19 and most County staff being overwhelmed with
the responsibilities

related to that, we will wait until the COVID- 19 situation calms and/ or Mike feels he and other staff

needed to participate are able to dedicate time to address CDBG- DR, as a group. We feel this is the best option to avoid
any unnecessary stress on an already overwhelmed County staff team.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
lay
Cll:.113 .

l ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartiment of Cornimunity Affairs
Direct
rect 404..6 79.. 5240
I

nqhl";,"^:

u gre: tpkwl nrn"""° Oa n D; n¢. 1g:^.`

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 34 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyga. gov>
Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Thanks Kathy,

I just want to clarify and confirm if your saying that the County does not need to write or implement a housing
policy manual for the CDBG- DR Program and that the County will use DCA' s written housing policy manual as
its own? I just want to make sure I' m not misunderstanding. Additionally, based off of your email below,
when HUD or OIG comes to monitor the County, will the County present DCA' s housing policy manual? Also,
should the County have any written policies and procedures and any written manuals of it' s own based on
HUD regulatory requirements? Or does the County present all of DCA' s policies and manuals for HUD, A133
and HUD monitoring and audit visits. Is the County allowed to have a grant manual which should encompass

687

all of the County policies and procedures including housing or does the County have to use DCA' s grant
manual

as well?

Please provide the County with all of the written policies and procedures, and manuals that are required by
the CDBG- DR program and HUD regulations so that the County can insure that we have the adequate
documents on file for guidance to carry out the CDGBG program accurately for DCA and for monitoring and
auditing visits.

The goal of the County is to implement and carry out the program to the best or our ability and to ensure that
all HUD regulatory guidelines and GAAS requirements are meet to ensure there will not be any findings, pay
back of funds, or de -obligations in regards to the CDBG- DR program.
Thanks

so Murch,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 04 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@doueherty.
Brown,

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us>Cc:

Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>
Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, DCA

will not approve the use of a separ te manual by Dougherty County for the HRRP program; I apolgize if that wasn' t clear
in my previous response. For clarification, please reference the executed subrecipient agreement, Page 10,section B,
2:

2.

The Subrecipient must follow the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Manual, provided by the Grantee.
Within two months of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Subrecipient has the opportunity to review, comment,
and request clarification or modif cation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Guidelines."
We

are happy to accept any comments or suggestions Dougherty County may have for the HRRP Manual; please provide them
via email to me for CDBG- DR team review. We do not make any assurances that suggestions to the manual can or will
be implemented but

all suggestions are reviewed and considered. Please

let me know if you have any additional questions. Thank
you,Kathy
Kathleen

Tremblay 0II:.
113G. II)
IR IPim ect Mana eu°Gem,

pia IC.)elpau° tii neat of Coii nii nunity Aiiah, s Direct
404..
679..5240 I
nghul";,^: u

gre: tpkwl nrn"""°
Oa

n D; n¢. 1g:^.` in

#

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 48 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyea.

eov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathleen,
Thanks for your follow up. The information was going to be included in the plan but I sent the information as
a pre -discussion because the County' s CORVID situation is a little different than other areas. Additionally, can
you please submit the daft HRRP manual back to us with your review and mark up of what you would like for
the County to change and the specific wording ( language) you would like for the County to replace or add in
the HRRP manual and the County will make the changes.
Regards,

Georgia Collier - Bolling
From: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 31 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@doueherty.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us>Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, I

aprecit you taking the time to provide some responses to the Work Plan information, especially given the current COVID19 circumstances in Dougherty County.We
requested that each subrecipient complete the requested information on the excel workbook that was attached to the

original email. It is neces ary for us to have consistent information, in a pref r ed format,from all subrecipients. I
attached the workbook again and would appreciate if you could complete it some of
—
your responses should transfer

have

easily. Please

that Mike has requested and received
note that this tool was designed to be part of the weekly conversations —given
a delay in those starting, you are not required to do this at this time. Any decision of whether to complete the document
should be made between you and Mike; it is not being required by DCA at this time. In
use of this manual is not approved by DCA. While we understand
relation to the draft Dougherty County HRRP manual —the
you used the DCA HRRP Manual as a guide, however after a thorough side by
- side review we determined there
are several areas where the draft manual either supersedes or
be allowed. Please

do not distribute the draft manual. Please

let me know if there are any questions. Thank
you,Kathy
3M

interferes with responsibility of

DCA and that cannot

Kathleen Tremblay
lay
0I:.113G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679..5240
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From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: Weekly Meeting Request
Kathy,
Please

see the email

correspondence

below.

Georgia

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request
Tommy,

In regards to the work plan:
Work

Plan Overview:

1. Create

timeline

for the life of the Homeowner

Rehabilitation

and Reconstruction

Program (

HRRP).

a. When will the marketing plan begin?
b. When will it end? (

1- 2 months prior to intake center close?)

c. Hours of operation for intake centers?

2. Intake Centers:

a. Who is responsible for the intake center? ( DR Program Manager/ Vendor supplied Intake Manager?)

b. Who is the Emergency contact?
c. Who is developing basic Standard Operating Procedures? When will they be available?
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d. Who is handling citizen complaints?

1. a through 2. b

Wendy Howell normally works with me regarding the Marketing Plan but Wendy has been focused full time
assisting Mr. McCoy and the County with responding to the CORVID- 19 outbreak, so Wendy and I have not
been able to discuss the Marketing Plan but I would like for to schedule a conference call where Katheleen,
Crystal and myself can talk and discuss how DCA would like to move forward, and whether adjustments should

be made to the Marketing Plan in light of the CORVID- 19 outbreak, that can/ will still allow the County to move
forward with others forms of advertisements that do not include the gathering of individuals, Or do we wait
until things settle down. Radio, social media, billboard only advertisements? This is an area in which we are
seeking advisement form DCA.
2. c through d.

As of now, myself and any firm contracted to work the CDBG- DR HRRP would be the individuals developing
Standard Operating Procedures and handling citizen complaints.

Marketing
3. Create contact list for media outlets

a. Draft fliers

b. Establish timelines and payment options
c. What is the process for approval of advertising content?
d. Create draft email responses to media outlets concerning local program
4. Create draft email responses/ marketing material to bidders, media outlets, newspapers —concerning local
programs

3. a through 4.

Depending on whether or not adjustments are made to the Marketing Plan, as of current, myself, Wendy and
Mr. McCoy will approve content for all advertisements. For any monies spend on advertising, those monies
will follow federal procurement guidelines under 2 CFR 200. The County has chosen to use the Simplified
Acquisition method for all CDBG- DR Programs purchases up $ 250, 000. Anything over the threshold will be
procured via RFP, RFQ or through Invitations to bid. Please let me know if there are any concerns.

Website

5. Link from County/ City DR webpage to DCA' s CDBG- DR webpage
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a. SOP and checklist for website requirements

b. How long to get something posted? What is the process?
c. Contact person?

6. Contracts sent to DCA for posting on webpage ( required)

S. through 6

Wendy and I have collaborated in regards to a vendor/ contractor that will assist in setting up links and other
information components to the Counties website. All contracts and any, and all disaster recovery information,
forms etc will be listed on the County' s website under the disaster recovery link. Wendy has informed me that
when she gets a moment, we can continue the conversation for website setup. Any contracts entered in to by
the County regarding DCA' s CDBG- DR program will be sent to DCA.

Vendor/ Contractor Management

7. Contract Templates created ( Professional services, rehab contractor, reconstruction contractor, inspection,
etc.)

a. Housing quality standards/ construction standards/ material requirements/ green building requirements
b. Liquidated damages clause

8. Responsibility for oversight ( I. E., DR Program Manager a Professional Services, DR Program Manager a
Construction Manager a Contractors, etc.)

7. a through 8

The County issued the RFP for advertisement on 4/ 6/ 2020, yesterday. The County has already sent DCA the
draft HRRP manual, which derived from DCA' s manual to ensure nothing deviated from DCA' s policy. The only
replacements was for language like " the County or CDBG- DR Construction Management firm" in place of the
word Sub -recipient etc. 95% of the draft manual is the same as DCA' s because we wanted to try and followed
and duplicate DCA' a written policy, which will keep the county on the same policy path outlined by the
Grantee ( DCA).

I tried not to reinvent the wheel, so I borrowed your wheel@. Please let us know if you want

the County to use something different. The Disaster Recovery Manager will provide oversight for the entire
program and contractors.
Regards,

Georgia
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From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty. ea. us>
Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>
Subject: FW: Weekly Meeting Request

Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.

Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
0II:.113G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia 1 '.) elpartrnent of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404 679 5240

ka g h I?. 9. °. i....P. rery:ILE. P. w. i..t..0" ".° D .°. . . i...D.: i...g? 11/

From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: needy@kingslandgeoreia. com; Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Travis

Stegall tsteeall@cityofbrunswick-

ga.
eov> Cc:
Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>; Crystal

ga.
us>;Lee

Spell <Ispell@kineslandeeorgia.

Gaillard <Crystal.

Gaillard@dca. ea.
eov>; McCoy,

Michael MMcCoy@doueherty.

com>
Subject:

Weekly Meeting Request Good
morning, As
we move closer to the implementation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program (
HRRP) in your community
I would like to begin regularly scheduled phone calls to discuss successes, challenges, needs for Technical Assistance,
budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful and
want to do everything we can to assist. I

would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 8th or 9th. If you can
please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each week,
I would be appreciative. Once we have agreed upon a day and time I wil send a recur ing meeting invitation. To
facilitate the initial discussion( s)
I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is designed
as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It wil be built upon as
we move forward. There is a sug ested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form. I am
asking all subrecipients to begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call.You
can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The
will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits. Please
let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 693

DCA CDBG- DR team

Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 31 AM
Hendley, Martha
McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
RE: Time Entry

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Yes

Joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
f" Ihorne: 229. 438. 3974
Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: ir nafl ioear

enter

doughert .

a. us

a

From: Hendley, Martha

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 00 AM
To: Carpenter, Joy

Cc: McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
Subject: Re: Time Entry
Has the employee been setup in H. R.? If the employee has been setup, you will enter the time worked the same way in
the spreadsheet. Kimberely Warren can help you with that. Kimberely is our Payroll Coordinator.

Thanks for asking.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 11, 2020, at 11: 29 AM, Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter

clouehertga. us>wrote: Dear

Ms. Hendley, We

would like to determine how to process time for a part- time employee that have been brought on to assist
with the volume of work due to COVID- 19.Is there a particular account to charge it to?Thank
you,Joy
Carpenter Administrative
Assistant

image001jpg>
Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
Flhone:

229. 438. 3974

Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
--- _--- --- —
dough e rtX.Za. 0 s
1:.: i - nafl LocarD enter
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to err from
City ar?d County officials regarding City ar?d County busif?ess are public records available to the public af?d media
upon? request. Your email commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 22 AM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Cc:

Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gray, Russell; Johnson, Clinton; Johnson, Clinton;
Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins
Addison, Scott; Clark, Bristria; Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael; Spencer Lee
REMINDER - April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
2020. 04. 13 SCM Packet. pdf; 2020. 04. 13 Agenda SCM. pdf

Subject:
Attachments:

Christopher;

Cohilas,

Christopher(

Other);

Edwards,

Victor;

Edwards,

Victor;

Good morning The log in instructions and information for today are being resent.

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D"aJC+iERTY
a0TY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 51 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher < CCohilas@dougherty.
Edwards, Victor < VEdwards@dougherty.
ggaines@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Gaines,

Cohilas,

Edwards,

Gloria ( other) <

Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.
AnJones@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ga. us>;

Christopher (

Other) < ccohilas@watsonspence. com>;

Victor < vees70@yahoo.

com>;

Gaines,

ggaines305@aol. com>; Gray, Russell < rgray@dougherty. ga. us>;

ga. us>; Johnson, Clinton < clintjohn1978@hotmail.

com>; Jones, Anthony

ga. us>; Lamar Hudgins < lamarhudgins@bellsouth. net>

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Clark, Bristria < BClark@dougherty. ga. us>;
DHollis@dougherty. ga. us>; Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael
MMcCoy@dougherty.

Gloria

Hollis,

Darlene

ga. us>; Spencer Lee < slee817@aol. com>; Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
Greetings -

Please find attached the agenda and packet for the April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting.
To comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County, GA and the
guidelines of the Center for Disease Control ( CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social
distancing, the Dougherty County Board of Commissioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday,
April 13, 2020. The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia
Government Facebook page at facebook.com/ Dougherty.ga. us.
Commissioners. staff that are listed on the agenda and delegations are asked to use the audio line.

Please call in NO LATER THAN 9: 45 a. m. At that time, please mute your phone by pressing * 6. During the call,
please keep your phone muted unless you are speaking and you can press the same symbol * 6 to unmute.
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The conference call number is 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

The meeting extension is 1318188#

The password is 8188#
If you have any concerns logging in on Monday, please contact 1310, Wendy Howell at 229- 854- 0006.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Mi.)

CA-Ewry,
COUNTY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@ dough e rtX.Za.0 s

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad prune records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor?request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 9: 03 AM

Sent:
To:

Chris

S. Cohilas;

Lamar

Hudgins(

lamarhudgins@bellsouth.

net); vees70@yahoo.

com;

clintjohn1978@hotmail. com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines305@aol. com>
ggaines305@aol. com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy
FW: Governor Kemp & State Officials to Hold COVID- 19 Briefing on Monday at 4:00

Cc:
Subject:

p. m.

Importance:

Low

FYI

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Monday, April 13, 2020 8:
50 AM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.
Possible

org>
Subject: [

SPAM - IT

Low

m nuli l is Ill m li l en'
II

Dept] Governor

Kemp &
State

Officials to Hold COVID- 19 Briefing on Monday at 4:00 p.m. Importance:

This

aIr-

t to couat
"
y,. II

il lilt° t

o° ther-

alirmen, Ilniian gem Ir- ads I

miilil

nis" ttII r,
a"toIr- , dbrlks and

s on your connnnission and °ta f

PlOs. Nlbas

as ned. ed. Good
morning!

I hope
tha all of you are well following the line of storms that came through last night.For those

of you that have damage in

your communites, our thoughts are with you while you begin the process of cleaning up. We received
notification yesterday that Governor Kemp will hold a COVID- 19 update this afternoon. The details are as follows: When:
Monday,

April

13 at 4:00 p. m. What: Governor

Kemp,

Georgia Department of Public Health Commissioner Dr.Kathleen Toomey, Georgia Emergency Management
and Homeland Security Agency Director Homer Bryson, and Georgia National Guard Adjutant
General Tom Carden will give a briefing on COVID-19. Watch: The

briefing

will be live streamed at f'
acellboolk. coirn/ Govri(eirnl or gl llb.ou° g/ cou° oiroavr il,us.It also
on your local television stations. Governor Kemp

likely will be shown

also announced yesterday that State of Georgia has executed a contract to build a 200-hospital bed alternate care
facility at the Georgia World Congress Center. You can find information on that action here.

Beth Brown

ACM,

Director of Strategy, Innovation &

Ad—"

ujG

v`

G

C..

nta.

Board Relations

y.

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 700

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 59 AM

Sent:
To:

Michelle

Thomas

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting

10 am

From: Michelle Thomas < michelle. thomas@unitedwayswga.

org>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 55 AM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>; Gaskins Lequrica < Igaskins@albanyga. gov>;
mrskerriedavis@yahoo.

com>;

Kerrie

Davis

Jones, Cathi < jones. cj. 2@pg. com>; VBowron@draffin- tucker. com; Clifton Bush

Clifton. Bush@aaphc. org>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; ' jennifer.wilson@amerisbank. com'
jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com>; Love, Demetrius < Demetrius. Love@molsoncoors. com>; Shaunae Motley
shaunae.

motley@unitedwayswga.

org>;

cjoyjones25@gmail. com

Cc: Cindy Wisham < cindy. wisham@unitedwayswga.

org>; Jackson, Tamara < TaJackson@albanyga. gov>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting
Good morning!
I hope everyone had a safe and wonderful Easter weekend!

We had originally planned to meet today to approved Round 1 disbursements, but due to time constraints and schedule
conflicts, it will need to be tomorrow.

Please send me your availability for Tuesday, April 14 so that we can schedule the meeting.
Thanks in advance for your prompt response!
Michelle

From:

Michelle

Thomas

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 2: 30 PM
To: Subadan,

Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyBa,

Bov>;

Igaskins@albany a. gov; Kerrie Davis < mrskerriedavis@yahoo. com>;

Jones, Cathi < iones, j.2@pg. com>; VBowron( e draffin- tucker. com; Clifton Bush < Clifton. BushC aaphc. or >;

mmccoy2dougherty. a. us;' jennifer.wilson@amerisbank. com'<
Demetrius.[ ovP0molsoncoors. com>; Shaunae

iennifer. wilson@amerisbank.

com>;

Love,

Demetrius

Motley < shaunae. motley@ unitedwayswea. ore>;

cioyiones25@mail, com

Cc: ' Cindy Wisham ( cindy, wisham
TaJacksoniSalbanyga,-

unitedwayswga. org)' < cindy, wisham

2unitedwayswga. org>;

Jackson,

Tamara

ov>

Subject: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting
Thank you all so much for your participation in our first COVID- 19 Relief Committee Meeting!

As mentioned on the call, we will meet on Monday, April 13th to determine Round 1 allocations. The United Way team
will summarize each of the applications and e- mail them to you before the meeting.
Please send me your availability to meet on Monday as soon as you can.
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Thanks for all you do for United Way of Southwest Georgia and the communities we serve! LIVE UNITED!
Michelle
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 55 AM
Carter, Steven; Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael
RE: Dougherty County Commission Meeting - April

Sent:
To:
Subject:

13, 2020

Good morning.
Thank you Mr. Carter. Because this is an audio meeting being recorded via Facebook I haven' t logged in to the system in
Room 100 because no one is present.
Stay safe and well.
Sincerely,

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

1DCUGA--iEF1T'Y
We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: Carter, Steven < Carter@albanyga. gov>

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 35 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>; Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael

M McCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Dougherty County Commission Meeting - April 13, 2020
Good morning,
As normal, TAC will have a technician on -site for technical support and to monitor the meeting status. The Facebook
streaming is handled through the City Public Information Office.
Ms. Ware, please log in as you normally would and start the recording for the meeting. If you have questions or
concerns, please let us know before the meeting.
Mr. McCoy and Ms. Howell, please identify a staff member that can be trained to fulfill the PIO function for future
meetings.

Thank you,
Steven Carter, MBA, CGCIO
Chief Information Officer

Technology and Communications

Phone:

229. 302. 1101

401 Pine Avenue

703

Albany, GA 31701

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Ware, Jawahn" <

JWaredouPherty,

Pa, us>

Date: April 10, 2020 at 4: 05: 54 PM EDT
To: Ben Clark < benclarU

charlesbcanns

bellsouth, net>, " Bowles, Judy" < JBowles( e albanyPa, Pov>, "

Pmail, com>, Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald< carlton, fletcher2albanyherald, com>, "
Chad Warbington < chadwarbineton2shuttersplus,

Cartj rC albanyPa, P >,

BClarkiSdoug. herty, ea, us>, Cynthia George < artesianconsulting.
Darrell

Sabbs < dsabbs( eppmh, ore>, Dinorrah

enewsome2a1banyair,

com>, "

James < iamesun@bellsouth,

Edwards,

net>, "

Victor" < vees70

yahoo, com>,

isadora' @Iattimercommunications,

Reed (Albany CEO)"
matt,
<

mchaney@mchsi, com>,
Tammye
Jones

News

w

reedC@ceonews, com>,
Mauldin,

-

WALB < news@walb,

d grant@ outlook.com>,
William

ea, us>,
Lattimer

2)" <

"
Alan"<
alan,

Daniels,

Ericka" <

Pov>,

wfxl, com>, Harry

Kyle Carter
Communications

alban yprC lat imercommunications, com>,
Matt

mauldinfalbanyherald, com>,
McHaney,
"
Rickie"
<

T<
ammye, iones 2mai1,house, eov>,
Tiernan,"

com>,
Ware, "Jawahn" < JWare(

Wright <barwCight@netzero,

EDanielsSalbanyPa,

News - WFXL < newsdesk

email, com>,

Communications (

Steven"

net>, Ed Newsome

Howell, Wendy" < WHowe11@c1oueherty,
com>, " Lattimer

Carter,

com>, " Clark, Bristria"

me, com>, "

Hall < dinorahh( ebellsouth,

kcarter(eservproalbany, com>, Larry Thomas < Lthomas113(

rickie,

mail, com"

charlesbcaplas

Cindy" CTiernanQalbanyg- --,,>,

@c1ouPherty, Pa,
us>,Warren

Grant <

net>,
Wil iamson,
Pastor
" Frank" fwil

liamson511( eemail, com>Subject:

Dougherty County Commission Meeting -April

13,2020 Greetings -

Please

find attached the agenda for the April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting. To
comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County,GA and the guidelines
of the Center for Disease Control (CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social distancing,
the Dougherty County Board of Commis ioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday.
The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia Government
Facebook page at facebook. com/Dougherty. ga.
us. Additional
information pertaining to our meeting can be found on our 2020 County Commission Agenda and Minutes
douherty, a,
us/ content/ 1500/ 2SS3 3S001S default, as x Please
page by clicking here:htt: www,
stay up to date with us,by fol owing us on social media (the links are below in my signature) Sincerely,
Jawalhin

Waire Certified
County Clerk/ Procurement Manager PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey eials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications may
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Michelle

Thomas <

michelle. thomas@unitedwayswga. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 55 AM
Subadan, Sharon; Igaskins@albanyga. gov; Kerrie Davis; Jones, Cathi; VBowron@draffintucker. com; Clifton Bush; mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; ' jennifer. wilson@amerisbank. com';
Love, Demetrius; Shaunae Motley; cjoyjones25@gmail. com
Cindy Wisham; Jackson, Tamara
RE: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Good morning!
I hope everyone had a safe and wonderful Easter weekend!

We had originally planned to meet today to approved Round 1 disbursements, but due to time constraints and schedule
conflicts, it will need to be tomorrow.

Please send me your availability for Tuesday, April 14 so that we can schedule the meeting.
Thanks in advance for your prompt response!
Michelle

From:

Michelle

Thomas

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 2: 30 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga. gov>; Igaskins@albanyga. gov; Kerrie Davis < mrskerriedavis@yahoo. com>;
Jones, Cathi < jones. cj. 2@pg. com>; VBowron@draffin-

tucker. com; Clifton Bush < Clifton. Bush @aaphc. org>;

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us; ' jennifer.wilson@amerisbank. com' < jennifer.wilson@amerisbank. com>;
Demetrius. Love@molsoncoors.
com>; Shaunae Motley <shaunae. motley@ unitedwayswga. org>;

Love,

Demetrius

cjoyjones25@gmail. com

Cc: ' Cindy Wisham ( cindy. wisham@unitedwayswga.
TaJackson@albanyga.

org)' <

cindy. wisham@unitedwayswga.

org>;

Jackson,

Tamara

gov>

Subject: COVID- 19 Relief Meeting
Thank you all so much for your participation in our first COVID- 19 Relief Committee Meeting!

As mentioned on the call, we will meet on Monday, April 131h to determine Round 1 allocations. The United Way team
will summarize each of the applications and e- mail them to you before the meeting.
Please send me your availability to meet on Monday as soon as you can.
Thanks for all you do for United Way of Southwest Georgia and the communities we serve! LIVE UNITED!
Michelle

United ,

Georgia
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

Brown,

Beth

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 50 AM

Sent:
To:
Subject: [

Possible

SPAM -

IT Dept]

Governor

Kemp &

State Officials to Hold COVID- 19 Briefing

on Monday at 4:00 p. m.
Importance:

Low

This enulillllll is Il elillll
aIr- iil

II

Nlbas

III ° t "to couaty,. I alillllrlmen, Ilniian gee Ir- ads
li t°

t o°

I

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

ther-s on your connnnission and ta
°

and PlOs.

f as needed. ed.
Good

morning! I
hope that all of you are well following the line of storms that came through last night. For those of you that have damage
in your communities, our thoughts are with you while you begin the process of cleaning up.
We
received notification yesterday that Governor Kemp will hold a COVID- 19 update this afternoon. The

details are as fol ows:

When:

April 13 at 4:00 p.m. What:

Monday,

Governor

Kemp, Georgia Department of Public Health Commissioner Dr.
Kathleen Toomey, Georgia Emergency
Management and Homeland Security Agency Director Homer Bryson, and Georgia National Guard
Adjutant General Tom Carden will give a briefing on COVID- 19.Watch:

The

briefing will be live streamed at f'acelbo lk. coirn/Govri( eirnl or gl llb. ou° g/cou° oiroavr il,
ups. It
shown on your local television stations. Governor

also likely will be

Kemp also announced yesterday that State of Georgia has executed a contract to build a 200- hospital bed alternate
care facility at the Georgia World Congress Center.You can find information on that action here. I

I" P

If Beth

Brown Director

of Strategy, Innovation &Board
wgG—

ga'.

C—
fi—

Office: (

404)

770)

bbrown@accg.

589- 7844

Relations M--

Cell: (

262- 5092 Email:

ore
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 8: 00 AM
Carpenter, Joy
McCoy, Michael; Fowler, Michael
Re: Time Entry
image001 jpg

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Has the employee been setup in H. R.?

If the employee has been setup, you will enter the time worked the same way in

the spreadsheet. Kimberely Warren can help you with that. Kimberely is our Payroll Coordinator.
Thanks for asking.
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 11, 2020, at 11: 29 AM, Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter@dougherty.

ga. us> wrote:

Dear Ms. Hendley,

We would like to determine how to process time for a part- time employee that have been brought on to
assist with the volume of work due to COVID- 19. Is there a particular account to charge it to?

Thank you,
Joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

image001. jpg>
Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
f" Ihorne: 229. 438. 3974
Fax: 229. 434. 2693

elE: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: ir naiill iocar enter

doughert .

a. us

a
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Carter,

Steven <

Carter@albanyga. gov>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 21 AM
Howell, Wendy
McCoy, Michael
Re: Dougherty County Commission Meeting -

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

April

13, 2020

Thank you for your response.
SC

On Apr 13, 2020, at 7: 19 AM, Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:
Good morning, I have been working with my counterpart in the city, Monique Broughton, who tells me they will be
contracting the levee group eventually to handle these services. As a result, I have made contact with the levee and
waiting to hear back from them on next steps on how they will handle the city and county as well. It' s my understanding
with Monique that Jonathan can provide help to us in. the county until this transpires. We will keep you all posted as we
progress. Thanks,

Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 5: 35 AM, Carter, Steven < Carter_@albanyga..

ov> wrote:

Good morning,
As normal, TAC will have a technician on -site for technical support and to monitor the meeting status.
The Facebook streaming is handled through the City Public Information Office.
Ms. Ware, please log in as you normally would and start the recording for the meeting. If you have
questions or concerns, please let us know before the meeting.
Mr. McCoy and Ms. Howell, please identify a staff member that can be trained to fulfill the PIO function
for future meetings.

Thank you,
Steven Carter, MBA, CGCIO
Chief Information Officer

Technology and Communications

Phone:

229. 302. 1101

401 Pine Avenue

Albany, GA 31701
709

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Ware,

Jawahn" <

JWaredouPherty,

Pa, us>

Date: April 10, 2020 at 4: 05: 54 PM EDT
To: Ben Clark < benclark2bellsouth,

net>, " Bowles, Judy" < JBowles( e albanyPa, Pov>,

charlesbcapps( e Pmail, com" < charlesbcapps( e Pmail, com>, Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald
carlton, fletcher2albanyherald,

com>, " Carter, Steven" <

Cartjg C albanyPa, P >,

chadwarbington( Sshuttersplus, com>, " Clark, Bristria" < BClark( e dou

artesianconsulting.0me, com>, "
dsabbs@ppmh,

Daniels,

Ericka" <

Chad Warbington

herty, ea, us>,

Cynthia

George

EDaniels( Salbanyea, eov>, Darrell Sabbs

ore>, Dinorrah Hall < dinorahhSbellsouth, net>, Ed Newsome

enewsome_@albanyair, com>, "

Edwards,

Victor" < vees70

yahoo

News -

com>,

WFXL

newsdesk(@wfxl, com>, Harry James < iamesun@bellsouth, net>, " Howell, Wendy"
WHoweII@doueherty, ea, us>, Kyle Carter < kcarter@servproalbany,
Lthomas113(
Lattimer

email com>,

Communications (

Lattimer
2)" <

Communications<

albanyprlattimercommunications,

matt. reed 0ceonews, com>, " Mauldin,

com>,

Larry Thomas

isadora@Iattimercommunications,
com>, "

Matt Reed ( Albany CEO)"

Alan" < alan, mauldin2albanyherald, com>, "

McHaney,

rickie, mchaney@mchsi, com>, Tammye Jones< Tammye, iones@mail, house, eov>, " Tiernan,
CTiernanC

albanyPa.

Rickie"

Cindy"

ov>, News - WALB < news( @walb, com>, " Ware, Jawahn"

JWare( e douPherty, Pa, us>, Warren Grant < w d grant@outlook, com>,
barwri

com>,

William

Wright

ht( e netzero, net>, " Williamson, Pastor Frank" < fwilliamson511 Qg.mail. om>

Subject: Dougherty County Commission Meeting - April 13, 2020

Greetings -

Please find attached the agenda for the April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting.
To comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty
County, GA and the guidelines of the Center for Disease Control ( CDC) in regards to the
Coronavirus ( COVIDI9)
pandemic and social distancing, the Dougherty County Board of
Commissioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday. The public will have live access
to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia Government Facebook page at
facebook, corn

Dou

herty, ga, us.

Additional information pertaining to our meeting can be found on our 2020 County Commission
Agenda and Minutes page by clicking
here:

http:

www, douherty,

a, us/ content/ 1500/ 2SS3

3S001S

default, aspx

Please stay up to date with us, by following us on social media ( the links are below in my
signature)

Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
710
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 19 AM

Sent:
To:

Carter,

Cc:

McCoy, Michael
Re: Dougherty County Commission Meeting -

Subject:

Steven

April

13, 2020

Good morning, I have been working with my counterpart in the city, Monique Broughton, who tells me they will be
contracting the levee group eventually to handle these services. As a result, I have made contact with the levee and
waiting to hear back from them on next steps on how they will handle the city and county as well. It' s my understanding
with Monique that Jonathan can provide help to us in. the county until this transpires. We will keep you all posted as we
progress. Thanks,

Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government

Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 13, 2020, at 5: 35 AM, Carter, Steven < Carter_@albanyga..

ov> wrote:

Good morning,
As normal, TAC will have a technician

on - site for technical support and to monitor the meeting status.

The Facebook streaming is handled through the City Public Information Office.
Ms. Ware, please log in as you normally would and start the recording for the meeting. If you have
questions or concerns, please let us know before the meeting.
Mr. McCoy and Ms. Howell, please identify a staff member that can be trained to fulfill the PIO function
for future meetings.

Thank you,
Steven Carter, MBA, CGCIO
Chief Information Officer

Technology and Communications

Phone:

229. 302. 1101

401 Pine Avenue
Albanv.

GA 31701

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov

Begin forwarded message:

712

From: " Ware,

Jawahn" <

JWareCe douPherty. Pa. us>

Date: April 10, 2020 at 4: 05: 54 PM EDT
To: Ben Clark < benclark2Q bellsouth. net>, " Bowles, Judy" < JBowles@albanyPa,

Pov>,

charlesbcapps_@fmail. com" < charlesbcapps( e Pmail. com>, Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald
carlton, fletcheralbanyherald,
chadwarbinPton

com>, " Carter,

Daniels,

enewsome

albanyair. com>, "

newsdesk
WHowell

wfxl. com>,

dinorahh

Edwards,

EDaniels

douPherty, ga. us>,

albanyga.

ov>,

Cynthia

George

Darrell Sabbs

bellsouth. net>, Ed Newsome

Victor" < vees7O@yahoo. com>,

News -

WFXL

Harry James <iamesun@ bellsouth. net>, " Howell, Wendy"

servproalbany, com>, Larry Thomas
email com>, Lattimer Communications < Isadore@Iattimercommunications, com>,

Communications (

2)" <

albanyprlattimercommunications,

matt. reed 0ceonews. com>, " Mauldin,
mchaney@mchsi.

Ericka" <

dougherty, Ba. us>, Kyle Carter < kcarter

Lthomas113(
Lattimer

Carter(ealbanyPa, Pov>, Chad Warbington

Clark, Bristria" < BClark

shuttersplus, com>, "

artesianconsultinPff me. com>, "
dsabbs
ppmh. org>, Dinorrah Hall <

Steven" <

com>,
Tammye

albanyPa.

ov>,
News -

e douPherty, Pa.
us>,Warren

Alan"<

alan. mauldin2alban

com>, "

Matt Reed ( Albany CEO)"

yherald. com>,
McHaney,
"

Rickie" rickie,

Jones T<
ammye. L nes@mail. house. gov>,
Tiernan,"

WALB < news@walb.

Grant <
w

ht(e netzero. net>,
Wil iamson, " Pastor

Cindy" CTiernanC

com>,
Ware, "Jawahn" JWare(

d grant@outlo k. com>,
William

Frank" fwilliamson511
<

Dougherty County Commission Meeting -April

Wright

barwri

Qg.
mail.om> Subject:

13,2020 Greetings -

Please

find attached the agenda for the April 13,2020 Commission Meeting. To
comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County,
GA and the guidelines of the Center for Disease Control ( CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus (
COVIDI9)
pandemic
and social distancing, the Dougherty County Board of Commis ioners
will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday. The public will have live access to
the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia Government Facebook page at facebook.
corn Dou

herty. a.us. Additional

information pertaining to our meeting can be found on our 2020 County Commission Agenda
and Minutes page by clicking here:
htt:

www,

douherty, a,
us content 1S00

2SS3

3S001S

default, aspx Please

stay up to date with us,by fol owing us on social media (the links are below in my signature)
Sincerely,

Jawalhin

Waire Certified
County Clerk/ Procurement Manager PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. image006.

jpg>
Dougherty
County Board of Commis ioners/ Administration
plhone: 229. 302. 3001 Fax:

Pine Avenue, Suite

1:

229. 438. 3967 222

540, Albany, Georgia

31701 713

W6b DouZherty. Fa. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Jeffrey H . Snyder, Lead Anchor < jeffrey. snyder@themorningpulse. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 02 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

The Morning Pulse -

Retirement

News that Matters -

Monday, April 13, 2020

0

W
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he Broadcast Retirement Network ( BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused
n helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and
savings culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most
importantly - No agendas, no sales pitches, no product pushes.
Our morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans
an create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on
delivering headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their
financial goals.
Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle

show that brings

the stories

and ideas of regular Americans

to the forefront.

We

engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks above take you to internet site( s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide

the author( s) and their respective

organizations

the proper attribution

for developing

the

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

prepared

of such

Websites.

by nor does The Morning

The information

available

through

these

Web sites

Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content,

has not been

and content

will

not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,
conditions,

and privacy policy applying

to your use of the site. Expression

of opinions

contained

on

these hyperlinks may or may not be consistent with the opinions of The Morning Pulse, Inc.

Copyright 02020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.

This email was sent to mmccoygdougherty.

why did 1 get this?
The Morning

unsubscribe from this list

ga. us

update subscription preferences

Pulse, Inc. • 4 Beacon Way • Jersey City, NJ 07304 • USA

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Monday, April 13, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy
A county expands internet access with remote WiFi hotspots; Coronavirus makes bail
reform efforts more urgent; Why we don' t have enough backup ventilators

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web oaae

Coronavirus Makes Bail Reform Efforts More Urgent
IIWM (

3( 1II M&' 4

I Some

jurisdictions have released many pretrial detainees in an effort to decrease

jail populations during the pandemic, taking steps bail reform advocates sought for years.
Why

We Don' t Have Enough Backup Ventilators If:)
AM II I: G A All" N I ) If:)

A1 " N I " N`( ) I

I III :II" qI II I Il Mlf: II I I COMENTARY

I The reserve stock of medical supplies

is insuf ic ent for our current crisis.The U.S. needs a new approach for maintaining emergency
reserves. Brought

to you by Citrix uwlu ,
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the spread of Covid- 19, government agencies
operations. If
now. 719

With

need to protect their people and minimize disruptions to mission critical

you are like the majority of organizational leaders, your

business continuity spend is a top priority

Is there a complete approach to keep people productive during planned or unplanned disruptions? What are the best
practices for a complete business continuity strategy? Are there any technologies to provide secure access to apps
and data on any device, over any network or cloud?

WRITENINIM

With No U. S. Plan to Return to Normal, Some States Are

Creating Their Own
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If A II I L. I I" NJ II :I

Erupts: Billions
Not

WS I The Trump
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administration confirmed Friday it would give hospitals and doctors coronavirus bailout

money according to their historical share of revenue from the Medicare program for
seniors —
not according

500, 000

to their caseload burden. He Spent $

to Buy Coronavirus Tests. Health Officials Say They'

re Unreliable. 3I IWNII
II' JII

i

fl

fl. I C I An ER

owner bought 20, 000 rapid COVID- 19 tests, but a week

later they were seized by the federal government. It's a

bit er example of what can go wrong when local

governments try to buy supplies on the open market from unknown manufacturers. The Two
States

Where Trump' s COVID- 19 Response Could Backfire in 2020
I 10I" NJN
If) II III 10J I" NJS II IE II I" NJ I I I A

I I

X14 If IC I Voters in Michgan and Florida may be more likely than others

to blame or credit him for how the outbreak unfolds. Unions Pushing for
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hundreds of thousands of public employees want to see Congress funnel

at least another $300 billion to state and local governments. Brought to you
by Citrix uwlu ,IV,'iu,
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With the spread of Covid- 19, government agencies need to protect their people and minimize disruptions to mission
critical operations. If you are like the majority of organizational
priority

leaders, your business continuity spend is a top

now.

Is there a complete approach to keep people productive during planned or unplanned disruptions? What are the best
practices for a complete business continuity strategy? Are there any technologies to provide secure access to apps
and data on any device, over any network or cloud?
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to receive it.
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one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today. Government

Executive

Media

Group, 600

New Hampshire Avenue

NW, Washington, DC
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Carter,

Steven <

Carter@albanyga. gov>
Monday, April 13, 2020 5: 35 AM
Ware, Jawahn; Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael
Fwd: Dougherty County Commission Meeting - April 13, 2020
image006jpg; ATT00001. htm; image007jpg; ATT00002. htm; image008jpg;
ATT00003. htm; image009jpg; ATT00004. htm; image010jpg; ATT00005. htm; 2020. 04. 13
Agenda SCM. pdf; ATT00006. htm

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Good morning,
As normal, TAC will have a technician

on - site for technical support and to monitor the meeting status. The Facebook

streaming is handled through the City Public Information Office.
Ms. Ware, please log in as you normally would and start the recording for the meeting. If you have questions or
concerns, please let us know before the meeting.

Mr. McCoy and Ms. Howell, please identify a staff member that can be trained to fulfill the PIO function for future
meetings.

Thank you,
Steven Carter, MBA, CGCIO
Chief Information Officer

Technology and Communications

Phone:
401

229. 302. 1101

Pine Avenue

Albany, GA 31701

P. O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702
www. albanyga. gov

Begin forwarded message:

From: " Ware, Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>

Date: April 10, 2020 at 4: 05: 54 PM EDT
To: Ben Clark < benclark2@bellsouth. net>, " Bowles, Judy" < JBowles@albanyga.
charlesbcapps@gmail. com>,

Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald < carlton. fletcher@albanyherald. com>, "

Carter@albanyga. gov>, Chad Warbington < chadwarbington@shuttersplus.
BClark@dougherty. ga. us>,

Cynthia

Darrell Sabbs < dsabbs@ppmh.
enewsome@albanyair.

George < artesianconsulting@me.

Edwards,

Victor" < vees70@yahoo. com>,

com>, "

Lattimer

matt. reed@ceonews.

Communications (

com>, " Mauldin,
722

Daniels,

Ericka" <

EDaniels@albanyga. gov>,

News - WFXL < newsdesk@wfxl. com>, Harry

ga. us>,
Lattimer

2)" <

Alan" <

Steven"

net>, Ed Newsome

James < jamesun@bellsouth. net>, " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty.
kcarter@servproalbany. com>, Larry Thomas < Lthomas113@gmail. com>,
isadora@lattimercommunications.

Carter,

com>, " Clark, Bristria"

com>, "

org>, Dinorrah Hall < dinorahh@bellsouth.

com>, "

Matt Reed ( Albany CEO)" <

gov>, " charlesbcapps@gmail. com"

Kyle Carter
Communications

albanypr@lattimercommunications.

alan. mauldin@albanyherald.

com>,

com>, " McHaney,

Rickie" <

rickie. mchaney@mchsi. com>,

Tammye Jones < Tammye. jones@mail. house. gov>, " Tiernan, Cindy"

CTiernan@albanyga. gov>, News - WALB < news@walb. com>, "

Grant <w_d_ grant@outlook. com>,
William

Wright <barwright@netzero.

Ware, Jawahn" <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>,

Warren

net>,
Wil iamson,
Pastor
" Frank" fwil iamson511@gmail.

com>
Subject:

Dougherty County Commission Meeting -April

13,2020 Greetings -

Please

find attached the agenda for the April 13,2020 Commission Meeting. To
comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County, GA and the guidelines
of the Center for Disease Control (CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social distancing,
the Dougherty County Board of Commis ioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday.
The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia Government
Facebook page at facebook. com/Dougherty. ga.
us. Additional
information pertaining to our meeting can be found on our 2020 County Commission Agenda and Minutes
douherty, a,
us/ content/ 1500/ 2SS3 3S001S default, as x Please
page by clicking here:htt: www,
stay up to date with us,by fol owing us on social media (the links are below in my signature) Sincerely,
Jawalhin

Waire Certified
County Clerk/ Procurement Manager PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 723

TAC Service

Desk

From:

International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Monday, April 13, 2020 12: 33 AM

Sent:
To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

ICMA All - Members Digest for Friday April 10, 2020 to Sunday April 12, 2020
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Apr 12, 2020 8: 52 PM

Good Evening:
Two questions:
1. We are starting to think about our office environments in the future as Stay at Home orders are lifted and
employees and the public return to our facilities.

I saw a lot of plexiglass at polling places, is this something you are considering for your more heavily
Are you considering any office reconfigurations, moving desks further
from reception staff? Will you instruct staff to wear PPE in the office?
trafficked office reception areas?

Are there other safety precautions for staff and the public you are considering?
2. As Stay at Home orders are lifted do you have a philosophy regarding remote office worker return?
A. At least one person to be physically present in each office?
B. Consideration

for at -risk employees?

C. Timeline you are considering?
D. Other?

Thank you very much!

Mark Abeles- Allison

County Administrator
725

County of Bayfield
Washburn

WI

markaa@bayfieldcounty. org
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previous

next

Apr 10, 2020 11: 46 AM
V: rra iri IV: 3eirlrett

Although inspired by recent events, our city has been interested in having a mobile app developed to
provide quicker access to tools and services. City mobile apps, in my opinion, are notoriously too simple,
buggy, or underused. That being said, I can' t help but think with innovations in mobile app technology that
they could be so much better with truly modern design, actually useful features, and even innovative in
some ways.

I' m curious if anyone has any examples they are aware of of City mobile apps that do particularly well and
that aren' t just 311 apps. Thanks.

Evan Berrett MPA
Senior Management

Analyst

City of Eagle Mountain
Eagle Mountain UT
eberrett@emcity.

org
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Apr 10, 2020 10: 19 AM
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This might help some members in your community and keep pets in their homes during the crisis.

726

next

The COVID- 19 guide for housing providers is live: www. pawsopeningdoors. com/ product/ covid- 19uide

Ledy VanKavage, Esq.
Sr. Legislative Attorney
Best Friends Animal Society
618- 550- 9469

CELL

bestfriends. org

facebook. com/ bestfriendsanimalsociety I twitter. com/ bestfriends
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10, 2020 8:
40 AM j.

obeirt. IC 1ra. :iral.c.is previous
agre with John and my fellow colleagues in their resistance in paying hazardous duty pay. They all make good
points. Yes, when first responders signed up for the job, they knew what they were getting into. But

they

were probably assured from their employer that they would have the best proper protective gear to respond
to any emergency that came up,and for the most part, they are provided the best PPE to respond to
an emergency situation. But this is dif erent. Can any of us state that we have provided the best PPE for this
situation? As

of yet, no one can. First

responders are

highly trained and adept at asses ing a situation once

they arrive, but now they have the added worry of wondering if they also have to deal with a silent and rapid
killer that they cannot see or sense. As
with other employees, police officers cannot just stay home and work remotely. They need to be out protecting
the community but they cannot protect the community from COVID- 19.Even at home, officers are
separated from those they love because they do not know if they are carriers, and if they are and don' t know
it,
what price to pay for infecting your family; and that they did not sign up for. But, they know this risk
s dif erent for me because I have a small force,
and yet, they are on the job everyday regardless. Maybe it'
but I can certainly delay some of the projects and program that I was going to do this year to move these
funds to pay my first responders a lit le bit more for the dedication, sacrifice, and fight they are putting up
against this unseen killer. Robert

Francis ICMA- CM City

Manager City
of Belle Isle Belle
Isle FL bfrancis@bel eislefl.

gov 727
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 09: 18 AM
From: Michael Webb

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
I believe John does an excellent job outlining the " hazard pay" discussion in my region and generally
concur with his assessment.

Michael Webb MPA

City Manager
City of Edwardsville
Shawnee KS

t0o

previous

next

Apr 10, 2020 9: 11 AM

G. o.gg.La.... I . gm:m.IV.aiie s
We've decided to provide additional leave benefits for those required to report to work, typically at 8 hours
per work week. These hours expire 18- 24 months after we " return to normal" and are not cashable. The net
expense really only hits us with Fire, where shifts are backfilled with overtime. Overall, it has given us an
opportunity to recognize their work without creating a significant fiscal burden on the back end. It also
provided us an opportunity to ensure management

rights for personnel reassignment

and alteration of shift

work w/ o the risk of grievance. Happy to share a copy of the MOU we secured with one of our labor groups
if it helps.

Douglas Matthews MPA

Deputy City Manager
City of Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids MI

dmatthews@grcity. us
IV: 3 JIB................................................
uruillliiiirui
V'
i r miir m i ri i f F: iirwaiir f
View "'lF' lhir o f
j t g [gg JIB.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 08- 2020 12: 03 PM
From: De' Carlon Seewood

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
We have received requests from labor groups; asking for hazard pay during the current pandemic. What
728

approaches are other communities taking when it comes to hazard pay? Who' s providing some type of
hazard pay for essential employees? What is that amount or percentage of pay? How did you determine
the amounts of compensation? Are there other types of benefits being provided to essential
employees?

Thank you for your assistance.

De' Carlon Seewood

Deputy City Manager
City of Columbia
Columbia MO

deca irlloir,iI. 3.eewo.o.d.@.g.g.l!qi:.
' p.,ggy.

previous
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next

Apr 10, 2020 1: 09 PM

I found this useful and well stated, but would offer a slightly different tone in my messaging. All of us
probably hate that these discussions are necessary whether introduced by the employee or the employer
because it isn' t easy to get the message heard without potentially offending or being offended. Managers
and department leaders who have to manage their budgets can more easily understand the " this isn' t
personal, it' s just business" message," but that will in all likelihood be met with a reaction from the rank and
file asking why is it about money, something that may or may not be shared back up at the top of the
organization, but will be a root of discontent or discouragement.

Our internal COVID- 19 team has been discussing the possibility of being asked for more pay from those
first responders, and my take away is we should emphasize what we CAN do for our employees and first
responders, a sort of transformational

message versus transactional.

In our case I would highlight all the

efforts we have made and what we CAN and ARE doing for them: adding the 80 hours of Public
Emergency Health Leave ( PEHL) ( 106 for fire responders) we implemented a few weeks ago before the
federal government added theirs; our aggressive efforts to get our inventory of PPE to where it needs to be;
working to reduce exposure by adding additional sanitizing efforts in our cleaning crew; ordering masks for
all 240 employees; closure of all public buildings, even police lobby; going to shift -work, on- call/ shift
combinations, work from home & telecommuting

where possible; officers handling calls from their vehicles

wherever possible instead of in person for a no- contact/ physical distancing regimen; and, setting up an
additional temporary fire station to separate crews in case of exposure so we still have a fire department
that remains active.

We are a small, bi- national border community and have the double hit financially of a restricted border than
now has shut out 50% of our sales tax revenue that comes across the border for our goods and services for

a loss of half a million a month, devastating for a budget our size. Depending on how long the virus is
active, it has already set us on a course of financial caution where I implemented a spending freeze in our
GF 3 weeks ago now to try to mitigate the dire effects of the global pause, but furloughs may well be ahead.
Employees are our best assets so it is critical that our messaging be intentional and clear with a supportive

tone woven in where we can to keep them well informed and all pulling in the same direction.
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Often it is

explanation that brings understanding, but how we shape this will make the difference in the morale of our
work force and our teams who deserve our communication.

Jerene Watson ICMA- CM

City Manager
City of Douglas
Oro Valley AZ
jerene. watson@douglasaz. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 07: 13 AM
From: John Goodwin

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
Below is a memo I wrote for the same request:

It is my understanding that some employees have inquired as to whether the City of Canandaigua will be
providing compensation

in the form of hazard pay or extra time off. There have been some communities

in

our region that have provided extra time off for essential personnel that have continued to work during the
COVID- 19 response.

My position is that the City of Canandaigua should refrain from providing any such additional compensation
for several reasons.

Essential personnel should have an expectation that they will be required to work without additional
bonus compensation during an emergency, in the case at hand being public health emergency, as
part of their job for which they are already fairly compensated. Some of the work that we do every
day had/ has and will continue to have inherent risks before, during and after COVID- 19.
The City of Canandaigua will be subject to financial strain due to lost revenue from sales tax,
occupancy tax, and mortgage tax. The Governor is also indicating that the State will cut State aid
funding. It is very difficult to guestimate the full impact, due to the uncertainly, but right now I am
estimating up to a $ 2. 2 million in impact. Further, I foresee the City Council being put under
tremendous pressure to keep the tax levy increase for 2021 as low as possible during a period of
challenging

and uncertain economic times and potentially a depression.

As such, we may need to

preserve our resources for the provision of services.
I do not believe that it is appropriate to commit additional public resources, be it additional time off or

money, when many local governments across the State will likely be considering layoffs and other
drastic measures in the near future. Further, the unemployment rates continue to rise and are

predicted to rise to alarming levels.
Please don' t mistake my position for anything other than it is. I value and appreciate the work that is being
done and the potential risks that COVID- 19 poses. This certainly is an unprecedented and uncertain time. I
am very proud of our City staff when I hear from residents or City Council that it doesn' t feel like we skipped
a beat. What I am trying to say is that it' s not an either/ or proposition in that the City provide additional
hazard/ emergency pay type compensation or the City doesn' t value employees. This is not the case. We
can value and appreciate the considerable work and effort and not compensate beyond normal standards

for the work being done. There may be resources after COVID- 19 becomes a thing of the past, but we don' t
know. Until that time, fiscal responsibility demands that the City focus its resources on maintaining essential
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services to its residents. Because we have been fiscally prudent, we are in position to weather this storm,
but we will not be immune from difficult decisions.

John Goodwin

MPA

City Manager
City of Canandaigua
Canandaigua

NY
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next

Apr 10, 2020 5: 06 PM

FEMA will reimburse you for reasonable emergency pay if you have a formally adopted policy, pre -disaster.
You can make all the arguments you want about rising to the occasion, but when you send home " nonessential" workers and still pay them that does not sit well with public safety officers. By formal policy we

paid emergency pay to public safety workers and all other workers deemed " essential" consisting of straight
time, in addition to their regular pay and any overtime we owed them.

Thomas Bradford
Tequesta FL
tgbradford3@gmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 08- 2020 12: 03 PM
From: De' Carlon Seewood

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
We have received requests from labor groups; asking for hazard pay during the current pandemic.

What

approaches are other communities taking when it comes to hazard pay? Who' s providing some type of
hazard pay for essential employees? What is that amount or percentage of pay? How did you determine
the amounts of compensation? Are there other types of benefits being provided to essential
employees?
Thank you for your assistance.

De' Carlon Seewood

Deputy City Manager
City of Columbia
Columbia MO
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If Ms. Biggs doesn' t mind, I have a follow up question because I have observed that food truck permitting is
indeed not straight -forward. We have encountered an issue wherein a " group" or " league" of trucks
combine to setup food truck events at local parks. They then request exclusive use of those public areas

which of course is problematic since the group expects our City to block non- member trucks which we can' t
and won' t do. Has anyone found that dedicated food truck areas resolve this, by allowing a sort of facility
rental?

Evan Berrett MPA
Senior Management

Analyst

City of Eagle Mountain
Eagle Mountain UT
eberrett@emcity.

org
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Message:

Sent: 04- 07- 2020
From: Caitlan Biggs
Subject: Food Truck Permits

How are cities handling permits for food trucks? Are you allowing them, or do they have to be tied to a brick
and mortar in the city? If you' re allowing outside food trucks to come into your city, how are you capturing
the sales tax?

Caitlan Biggs MPA, CGFO
Assistant to the Town Manager
Town of Little Elm
Little Elm TX
cbiggs@littleelm.

org
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10, 2020 9:
51 AM Mark.
eta O liver I

should have mentioned earlier that in distributing the hospots through our library, we are collaborating with the
school district to ensure the families that need them are getting them.I think Bondurant is handling this in
a way very similar to Roanoke and it se ms to be working well at this point. Thank
you.Marketa
Marketa

Oliver ICMA- CM, SPHR

City

of Bondurant Bondurant
IA moliver@cityofbondurant.
com
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Message: Sent:
04- 09- 2020 10: 11 AM From:
Richard

Caywood Subject:

Temporary WiFi Hot Spots We
are lending out hot -spots through our library system as well. We
in our county school system. We

are targeting their use specifically to students

are able to obtain additional devices a few at a time and we have

a wait ng list for them as they become available. We
students who have the greatest needs. Richard

have worked with our school system to identify the

Caywood Assistant

County Administrator County
of Roanoke Roanoke
VA rr,

ayy 2.o.@Ega!: . g.Eg.g.g.g.:.
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Attached are online meeting procedures that were vetted through our city attorney.
Thank you.
Marketa

Marketa Oliver ICMA- CM, SPHR

City of Bondurant
Bondurant IA
moliver@cityofbondurant. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 04: 04 PM
From: Lisa Brown

Subject: Equity in Working from Home
Any recommendations on professional development courses, certifications, etc. that are free/ no cost? Like
most places, we have a wide -range of services so any direction would be helpful!

Lisa Brown MPA
Communications

Manager

City of Rock Hill
Rock Hill SC
c.oan::!i.
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Apr 10, 2020 5: 01 PM
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I would suggest you review your different state or national associations relative to each department for free
resources. For instance here in Florida, we have a large state festivals & events association that publishes tons of

734

next

online webinars or tutorials. We also utilize the state level and national level associations for Recreation &

Parks. They have professional development tools as well.
I' ve encouraged

my staff to research tutorials through YouTube and other sites that might offer free educational

videos on Microsoft Office products or any graphic design programs. Additionally, there are a number of private
individuals or businesses that specialize in professional development that are offering free online webinars and selfhelp informational programs during this time.
Good luck in your search.
Scott

Scott Aldrich, CPRP

Community

Services Manager

City of Tavares
352) 742- 6477

office

352) 516- 4202 cell
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Original Message------

Anyrecommendations on professional development courses, certifications, etc. that are free/ no cost? Like
most places, we have a wide -range of services so any direction would be helpful!

Lisa Brown MPA
Communications

Manager

City of Rock Hill
Rock Hill SC
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Iisa. brown@cityofrockhiII. com
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Apr 10, 2020 7: 15 AM
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City of York, South Carolina held its first online meeting last week and it went well. We used GoToMeeting
and Facebook Live. The Mayor and members were all home, with only the municipal clerk, PIO, and myself
city manager) in council chambers. We broadcast the meeting via Facebook Live and consolidated

down

the agenda to cover only essential business. In May, we will have a more substantial agenda with a public
hearing. Still working on all those details, but will be using the same online resources for at least a couple of
months. Good luck everyone and stay safe.

Seth Duncan

City Manager
York, SC

Seth Duncan MPA
Assistant Town Manager

Town of Batesburg- Leesville
Batesburg- Leesville SC
sethjduncan@gmail. com
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Original

Message:

Sent: 03- 09- 2020 05: 49 PM

From: Wally Bobkiewicz

Subject: Online City Council Meetings
My City Council is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting
next week. Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting?
Wally

Wally Bobkiewicz
City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah WA
736
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Virginia has not relaxed its open meeting rules so we are going to take a hybrid approach. We have a
meeting on Monday where we will hold two public hearings on budget and tax rates. A quorum of Board
members will physically assemble in the normal meeting space, with the rest participating

Required staff will also participate remotely. The meeting will be broadcast ( audio only) over our
usual meeting management platform ( CivicClerk), we will use Zoom Webinar for audio and video, and we
will broadcast live through Facebook. Citizens wishing to participate in the public hearing portions of the
meetings have been provided instructions for accessing the meeting. A staff person has been assigned
meeting facilitator and will manage citizen participation during the hearings. We will record the entire
meeting in Zoom and upload to the County website the following day. The Chair will read a prepared
statement at the start of the meeting that will outline the protocol for the meeting. Staff has tested many
different platforms and options and found that this is the best route for us. Fingers crossed it goes well
Monday.
remotely.

Julie A. Kaylor

Deputy County Administrator/ Clerk
County of Mathews
Mathews, VA

jkaylor@mathewscountyva. gov

Original Message:
Sent: 03- 09- 2020 05: 49 PM

From: Wally Bobkiewicz
Subject: Online City Council Meetings
My City Council is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting
next week. Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting?
Wally

Wally Bobkiewicz
City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah

WA
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is the memo about how we are handling online meetings in Bondurant. Marketa

Oliver, ICMA- CM, SPHR

City

Administrator P:
515. 967. 2418 1 f: 515. 967. 5732 E:
IIt, iialIvg. 1 @. g.!
I:m.yo( Ib. ofr,iiidAiraara!: t,,,,
coitI!. W :
ctygf b. oir,iLd.A ira irii:
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c.oa! it,iI.Cityof

Bondurant 1200 211 Street NE Box 37 1 Bondurant, IA 50035 Marketa Oliver

ICMA- CM, SPHR City

of

Bondurant Bondurant IA
moliver@cityofbondurant. com
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05: 49 PM From: Wally Bobkiewicz

Subject: Online City
Council Meetings previous My City
is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting next week. Anyone
else talking to Council about completely online meeting?Wally Wally Bobkiewicz
738

City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah

WA

You are subscribed to " ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us. To change your subscriptions, go
to III y 5!:: g[ ipjioiris. To unsubscribe from this community discussion, go to Qirisubsciribe,.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, April 11, 2020 1: 54 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: Modular

Thanks

Clinton
Medical,

Hospital

and

Field

Suites

Commissioner.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Johnson,

Clinton" <

ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 11/ 20 1: 15 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Fwd: Modular Medical, Hospital and Field Suites

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Bernie Tokarz < bernie@cloverhurst. com>
Date: April 11, 2020 at 12: 45: 58 PM EDT
To: " Johnson,

Subject: Re:

Clinton" <

ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>, Liz Hausmann < liz. m. hausmann@gmail. com>

Modular Medical, Hospital and Field Suites

That' s awesome. I know you guys are working around the clock. Feel free to share with your
counterparts in other counties in the Albany region that we know are also suffering.
One thing that is significant about these units is that they will belong to the county/ entity that purchases
them and can be easily repurposed in the future.
Let me know if I can answer any other questions.
Bernie

Bernie

Tokarz

404- 660- 8268

bernie@cloverhurst. com

From: Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 10: 07: 36 AM
To: Liz Hausmann < liz. m. hausmann@gmail.

com>
740

Cc: Bernie Tokarz < bernie@cloverhurst. com>
Subject:

Re: Modular Medical,

Commissioner

Hospital

and Field Suites

Hausmann,

Happy Easter
I appreciate the sincere concern for us here in South Georgia.

I have forwarded the email over to Scott

Steiner, the CEO of Phoebe Putney Health Systems.
Thank you,
Clinton

Sent from my Whone

On Apr 11, 2020, at 8: 59 AM, Liz Hausmann < liz. m. hausmann@gmail. com> wrote:

Dear Commissioner

Johnson,

I hope you are doing well in these very trying days. After hearing about the
unfortunate, sad circumstances regarding the
COVID 19 outbreak in Dougherty County, I wanted to share a service - and funding
source - with you that may be helpful to
as you work to address these serious situations in your county that I have just become
aware of.

As introduction, I' m forwarding information from a good friend and associate, Bernie
Tokarz, here in Fulton County offering modular mobile
medical units. For reference, Bernie serves on the Fulton- Dekalb Hospital Authority
Board

and the GRTA Board.

These units vary in size and can be set up very quickly. The CARE Act specifically
addresses this potential need and has allocated $ 10013 for this
category alone as seen here:

5:.c..:._
fi(}(} 2.:...E r er. er7,.._ d si, 5t7a lion.
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For an additional amount for " Public Health and Social Services Emergency
Fund", $

100, 000,000,000, to remain available until expended, to prevent, prepare for, and

respond to coronavirus, domestically or internationally, for necessary expenses to
reimburse, through grants or other mechanisms, eligible health care providers for health
741

care related expenses

or lost revenues that are attributable

to coronavirus:

Provided, That

these funds may not be used to reimburse expenses or losses that have been reimbursed
from other sources or that other sources are obligated to reimburse: Provided further,

That recipients of payments under this paragraph shall submit reports and maintain
documentation as the Secretary determines are needed to ensure compliance with

conditions that are imposed by this paragraph for such payments, and such reports and
documentation shall be in such form, with such content, and in such time as the Secretary

may prescribe for such purpose: Provided further, That " eligible health care providers"
means public entities, Medicare or Medicaid enrolled suppliers and providers, and such
for -profit entities and not -for -profit entities not otherwise described in this proviso as the
Secretary may specify, within the United States ( including territories), that provide

diagnoses, testing, or care for individuals with possible or actual cases of COVID19: Provided further, That the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, on a rolling
basis, review applications and make payments under this paragraph in this Act: Provided
further, That funds appropriated under this paragraph in this Act shall be available for
building or construction of temporary structures, leasing of properties, medical supplies

and equipment including personal protective equipment and testing supplies, increased
workforce and trainings, emergency operation centers, retrofitting facilities, and surge

capacity: Provided further, That, in this paragraph, the term " payment" means a prepayment, prospective payment, or retrospective payment, as determined appropriate by

the Secretary: Provided further, That payments under this paragraph shall be made in
consideration of the most efficient payment systems practicable to provide emergency

payment: Provided further, That to be eligible for a payment under this paragraph, an
eligible health care provider shall submit to the Secretary of Health and Human Services

an application that includes a statement justifying the need of the provider for the
payment and the eligible health care provider shall have a valid tax identification

number: Provided further, That, not later than 3 years after final payments are made
under this paragraph, the Office of Inspector General of the Department of Health and
Human

Services

shall transmit a final report on audit findings

with respect to this

program to the Committees on Appropriations of the House of Representatives and the
Senate: Provided further, That nothing in this section limits the authority of the Inspector

General or the Comptroller General to conduct audits of interim payments at an earlier
date: Provided further, That not later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act,

the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall provide a report to the Committees on
Appropriations

of the House of Representatives

and the Senate on obligation

of funds,

including obligations to such eligible health care providers summarized by State of the
payment receipt: Provided further, That such reports shall be updated and submitted to

such Committees every 60 days until funds are expended: Provided further, That such
amount is designated by the Congress as being for an emergency requirement pursuant to

section 25 1 ( b)( 2)( A)(i) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985.

Please review the enclosed details on these unique units.

Feel free to contact Bernie

directly with any specific questions on these products and advice on how the
reimbursement process
works.

I' ve copied him on this email as well.

Bernie Tokarz

742

Cloverhurst

LLC.

bernie@cloverhurst.

com

Prayers sent to you and your entire Southwest Georgia community.
Best wishes,

Liz Hausmann
770- 318- 9722

Forwarded message --------From: Bernie Tokarz < bernie@cloverhurst.
Date:

com>

Thu, Apr 9, 2020 at 12: 33 AM

Subject: Modular Medical, Hospital and Field Suites

Hope all is well. Thanks for all the work you are doing around the clock.

I wanted to make you aware of my partner Biologics Modular, an Indiana
company, who is producing/ delivering modular medical facilities around the
country.

Biologics utilizes a patented process ( press release below) to convert CONUS
shipping containers into pretested modular mobile clean rooms for a variety of
medical applications including critical care facilities, surgical suites, sterile
modular manufacturing facilities, and a mobile testing suite suitable for Covid- 19
testing.

The modular units allow testing, lab, and treatment suites to be assembled
outside a primary hospital facility (or anywhere for that matter), and medical
activities

to occur

in a sterile,

contained

environment.

The two facilities most in demand are:

743

1.
2.

48 bed critical care units that can be quickly deployed
A mobile testing unit that if deployed can facilitate rapid testing while
minimizing the need for PPE.

I have attached specification sheets for both.

The product and the company were recognized as a winner in the Ebola Grand
Challenge conducted by USAID and OSTP under the Obama Administration.
Biologics partnered on this project with the Baylor College of
Medicine.

http:// www. ebolagrandchallenge. net/ ebola- smart- pod- 1

This product is not aspirational - units are currently being built and delivered. The
VA awarded a contract 3 weeks ago for modular pharmaceutical facilities. DoD
has also engaged the firm to upgrade the traditional surgical suites in mobile field
hospitals.

This group also has the ability to build modular field testing units that need no
PPE ( delivered

1- 2 weeks),

and I have attached

a PDF for that as well.

The 48 bed critical care units cost $4M and the mobile testing units $ 90K. Both
units are also classified by HHS/ CMS as post- covid infrastructure eligible for
federal

reimbursement.

Let me know if you' d like for me to set up time for you or someone on your team
to speak with

Biologics.

Best,

Bernie

Press Release: Biologics Modular Announces Issuance of US Patent for Modular

Cleanroom Facility
Indianapolis,

Indiana — August 27, 2019 — Biologics

Modular,

LLC

Biologics Modular today announced a significant milestone with respect to
intellectual property, demonstrating its ongoing commitment to innovation and
744

leadership of the modular cleanroom industry. The Patent award encompasses
the area where cleanroom modules are preassembled with air filtration systems
already in place. Therefore when transported to the customer, it arrives as a
pretested system, whether it is one unit or a cleanroom made up of multiple units
connected together.

Biologics

Modular

designs

and manufactures

modular

clean

room facilities,

delivered in an inter -modal container platform. With its flexible, scalable, and
transportable modular construction, Biologics can guarantee minimized capital
cost and shorter production timelines for its clients.

From the beginning, we recognized the importance of developing and protecting
our modular cleanroom
Biologics

technology,"

said Clark Byrum,

President &

CEO of

Modular. "

As a pioneer in the modular cleanroom industry, we knew our
creativity would be recognized by patent officials. The issuance of this patent
validates our product development and delivery along with a reiteration of
Biologics Modular' s commitment to our Customers, Partners and Investors."

Bernie Tokarz

Cloverhurst

LLC.

C[ ILA Irf:111OV1911

bernie( @cloverhurst. com
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Biologics Modular Deploy Ready 2020 Presentation. pdf>
Critical Care Unit Plan. pdf>
COVIDI9 Field Testing VA w instructions. pdf>
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From:

GraceWay Recovery Residence <
Saturday, April 11, 2020 1: 26 PM

Sent:

counselor@gracewayrecovery.

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Reminder: Donate Now to GraceWay Recovery Residence

com>

Make a Donation Today
I..)Lje to COVII..)

19 we, like many others, have had to make some sactifices. It
tfIlly takes a village to help in carrying OLA OLU mission of providing women

with the environment, too Is, and employment needed to achieve and maintain

long term sobriety and find to OLA that they are capable of becoming the
women they were created to be. We need YOLU SUPPOUT now more than ever

and we ask that YOU consider making a donation, of any amOUnt, to SLIPPOft
OLIt' caUse.

09

i

H

llank youfor supporting our n'-fission!
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1:

1 J OW [ JS

141

Unsubscribe mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
aum"

Sent by counselor@gracewayrecovery.

M

com in collaboration with

LJ
Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Clinton <

ClJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, April 11, 2020 1: 16 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fwd:

Modular

Medical,

Hospital

and

Field

Suites

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Bernie Tokarz < bernie@cloverhurst. com>
Date: April 11, 2020 at 12: 45: 58 PM EDT
To: " Johnson,

Subject: Re:

Clinton" <

ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>, Liz Hausmann < liz. m. hausmann@gmail. com>

Modular Medical, Hospital and Field Suites

That' s awesome. I know you guys are working around the clock. Feel free to share with your
counterparts in other counties in the Albany region that we know are also suffering.
One thing that is significant about these units is that they will belong to the county/ entity that purchases
them and can be easily repurposed

in the future.

Let me know if I can answer any other questions.
Bernie

Bernie

Tokarz

404- 660- 8268

bernie@cloverhurst. com

From: Johnson, Clinton < ClJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2020 10: 07: 36 AM
To: Liz Hausmann < liz. m. hausmann@gmail.

com>

Cc: Bernie Tokarz < bernie@cloverhurst. com>
Subject: Re: Modular Medical, Hospital and Field Suites

Commissioner

Hausmann,

Happy Easter
I appreciate the sincere concern for us here in South Georgia.

Steiner, the CEO of Phoebe Putney Health Systems.
Thank you,
Clinton

Sent from my iPhone
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I have forwarded the email over to Scott

On Apr 11, 2020, at 8: 59 AM, Liz Hausmann < liz. m. hausmann@gmail. com> wrote:

Dear

Commissioner

Johnson,

I hope you are doing well in these very trying days. After hearing about the
unfortunate, sad circumstances regarding the
COVID 19 outbreak in Dougherty County, I wanted to share a service - and funding
source - with you that may be helpful to
as you work to address these serious situations in your county that I have just become
aware of.

As introduction, I' m forwarding information from a good friend and associate, Bernie
Tokarz, here in Fulton County offering modular mobile
medical units. For reference, Bernie serves on the Fulton- Dekalb Hospital Authority
Board

and the GRTA Board.

These units vary in size and can be set up very quickly. The CARE Act specifically
addresses this potential need and has allocated $ 10013 for this
category alone as seen here:

S:. c..:._
fi(}(} 2.:...E r er. er7,.._ d si, 5t7a lion.

DIVISION I1........_
EMERGENCY

AV$ PROPRIA' 0' DONS FOR COP. C: NAVIRLJS

RESPONSE

IIEAIJ' II

AND AGENCY OPERA' 0' DONS

For an additional amount for " Public Health and Social Services Emergency
Fund", $ 100, 000,000,000, to remain available until expended, to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to coronavirus, domestically or internationally, for necessary expenses to
reimburse, through grants or other mechanisms, eligible health care providers for health
care related expenses or lost revenues that are attributable to coronavirus: Provided, That

these funds may not be used to reimburse expenses or losses that have been reimbursed

from other sources or that other sources are obligated to reimburse: Provided further,
That recipients of payments under this paragraph shall submit reports and maintain

documentation as the Secretary determines are needed to ensure compliance with
conditions that are imposed by this paragraph for such payments, and such reports and

documentation shall be in such form, with such content, and in such time as the Secretary
may prescribe for such purpose: Provided, further, That " eligible health care providers"
means public entities, Medicare or Medicaid enrolled suppliers and providers, and such
for -profit entities and not -for -profit entities not otherwise described in this proviso as the
Secretary may specify, within the United States ( including territories), that provide

diagnoses, testing, or care for individuals with possible or actual cases of COVID19: Provided further, That the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall, on a rolling
basis, review applications and make payments under this paragraph in this Act: Provided
further, That funds appropriated under this paragraph in this Act shall be available for
749

building or construction of temporary structures, leasing of properties, medical supplies

and equipment including personal protective equipment and testing supplies, increased
workforce and trainings, emergency operation centers, retrofitting facilities, and surge

capacity: Provided further, That, in this paragraph, the term " payment" means a prepayment, prospective payment, or retrospective payment, as determined appropriate by

the Secretary: Provided further, That payments under this paragraph shall be made in
consideration of the most efficient payment systems practicable to provide emergency

payment: Provided further, That to be eligible for a payment under this paragraph, an
eligible health care provider shall submit to the Secretary of Health and Human Services

an application that includes a statement justifying the need of the provider for the
payment and the eligible health care provider shall have a valid tax identification

number: Provided further, That, not later than 3 years after final payments are made
under this paragraph, the Office of Inspector General of the Department of Health and
Human

Services

shall transmit a final report on audit findings

with respect to this

program to the Committees on Appropriations of the House of Representatives and the
Senate: Provided further, That nothing in this section limits the authority of the Inspector

General or the Comptroller General to conduct audits of interim payments at an earlier
date: Provided further, That not later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act,
the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall provide a report to the Committees on
Appropriations

of the House of Representatives

and the Senate on obligation

of funds,

including obligations to such eligible health care providers summarized by State of the
payment receipt: Provided further, That such reports shall be updated and submitted to

such Committees every 60 days until funds are expended: Provided further, That such
amount is designated by the Congress as being for an emergency requirement pursuant to

section 25 1 ( b)( 2)( A)(i) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
1985.

Please review the enclosed details on these unique units.

Feel free to contact Bernie

directly with any specific questions on these products and advice on how the
reimbursement process
works.

I' ve copied him on this email as well.

Bernie Tokarz

Cloverhurst

LLC.

bernie@cloverhurst.

com

Prayers sent to you and your entire Southwest Georgia community.
Best wishes,

Liz Hausmann
770- 318- 9722
750

Forwarded message --------From: Bernie Tokarz < bernie@cloverhurst. com>
Date:

Thu, Apr 9, 2020

at 12: 33 AM

Subject: Modular Medical, Hospital and Field Suites

Hope all is well. Thanks for all the work you are doing around the clock.

I wanted to make you aware of my partner Biologics Modular, an Indiana
company, who is producing/ delivering modular medical facilities around the
country.

Biologics utilizes a patented process ( press release below) to convert CONUS
shipping containers into pretested modular mobile clean rooms for a variety of
medical applications including critical care facilities, surgical suites, sterile
modular manufacturing facilities, and a mobile testing suite suitable for Covid- 19
testing.

The modular units allow testing, lab, and treatment suites to be assembled
outside a primary hospital facility ( or anywhere for that matter), and medical
activities to occur in a sterile, contained environment.

The two facilities most in demand are:

48 bed critical care units that can be quickly deployed
A mobile testing unit that if deployed can facilitate rapid testing while
minimizing the need for PPE.
I have attached specification sheets for both.

The product and the company were recognized as a winner in the Ebola Grand
Challenge conducted by USAID and OSTP under the Obama Administration.
Biologics partnered on this project with the Baylor College of
Medicine. http:// www. ebolagrandchallenge. net/ ebola- smart- pod- 1

This product is not aspirational - units are currently being built and delivered. The
VA awarded a contract 3 weeks ago for modular pharmaceutical facilities. DoD
751

has also engaged the firm to upgrade the traditional surgical suites in mobile field
hospitals.

This group also has the ability to build modular field testing units that need no
PPE ( delivered 1- 2 weeks), and I have attached a PDF for that as well.

The 48 bed critical care units cost $4M and the mobile testing units $ 90K. Both
units are also classified by HHS/ CMS as post- covid infrastructure eligible for
federal

reimbursement.

Let me know if you' d like for me to set up time for you or someone on your team
to speak with

Biologics.

Best,

Bernie

Press Release: Biologics Modular Announces Issuance of US Patent for Modular

Cleanroom Facility
Indianapolis,

Indiana — August

27, 2019 — Biologics

Modular,

LLC

Biologics Modular today announced a significant milestone with respect to
intellectual property, demonstrating its ongoing commitment to innovation and
leadership of the modular cleanroom industry. The Patent award encompasses
the area where cleanroom modules are preassembled with air filtration systems
already in place. Therefore when transported to the customer, it arrives as a
pretested system, whether it is one unit or a cleanroom made up of multiple units
connected

Biologics

together.

Modular

designs

and manufactures

modular

clean

room facilities,

delivered in an inter -modal container platform. With its flexible, scalable, and
transportable modular construction, Biologics can guarantee minimized capital
cost and shorter production timelines for its clients.
752

From the beginning, we recognized the importance of developing and protecting
our modular cleanroom technology," said Clark Byrum, President & CEO of
Biologics

Modular. "

As a pioneer in the modular cleanroom industry, we knew our
creativity would be recognized by patent officials. The issuance of this patent
validates our product development and delivery along with a reiteration of
Biologics Modular' s commitment to our Customers, Partners and Investors."

Bernie Tokarz

Cloverhurst

LLC.

bernie@cloverhurst. com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert
commumcatlor?s to or from City artd County of gals regarding City artd County busmess are public
records avallable to the pulalie artd media upon request. Your email commumcatlor?s may be
subject to public disclosure.

Biologics Modular Deploy Ready 2020 Presentation. pdf>
Critical Care Unit Plan. pdf>
COVIDI9 Field Testing VA w instructions. pdf>
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

COUNTY-

payers@STEPHENSCOUNTYGA.

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Phyllis Ayers

ACCG. ORG>

COM>

Sent:

Saturday, April 11, 2020 11: 31 AM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Public Hearings during COVID- 19 We

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

are advertising as normal and provide a dial in conferencing number. Funny thing ....
had more people show up to a meeting
this way than the face to face and people like to not announce themselves but listen. We get a report of who dialed
in.J

y U

C ,C Je

f e1A J1

Finance

Administrator/

Director/ Planning

Director Stephens

County Board of Commis ioners 706886- 9491 X303 (o)
706491- 0883 ( cell) payers@stephenscountyga.
com

From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On

Behalf Of Eric Mosley

Sent:

Friday, April 10,2020 11:23 AM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject: [

COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Public Hearings during COVID- 19 I
am interested to see how other counties are handling the Public Hearings during their Board of Commis ion Meeting during
this S"helter in Place" order. We are starting to get a back log of items that require public hearing and not quite sure
how to legally handle. Please advise. TR

OTu
1,

BOARD

F

1I
COM IS ONERS START

HEPUT Eric

Mosley County
Manager Troup

County Board of Commis ioners 100
Ridley Avenue LaGrange,
GA

30240 Office: (

706) 298- 3643 Mobile: (
706)

302- 4891 0

754

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records lava. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Carpenter, Joy < JoCarpenter@dougherty. ga. us>
Saturday, April 11, 2020 11: 30 AM
Hendley, Martha; McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Fowler,

Subject:

Time Entry

Michael

Dear Ms. Hendley,

We would like to determine how to process time for a part- time employee that have been brought on to assist with the
volume of work due to COVID- 19. Is there a particular account to charge it to?
Thank you,
Joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

I

C- 0 " T Y
0.

14A

Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
f" Ihorne: 229. 438. 3974
Fax: 229. 434. 2693

elE: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: ir nafl ioear

enter

doughert .

a. us

a

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Top Five < news@e. routefifty. com>
Saturday, April 11, 2020 11: 01 AM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:

TOP FIVE: Most Read Stories of the Week

Subject:

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Black Americans

Face Hiaher

Rates of Coronavirus

Infection

rnirna f,'.dl irnain

Citing initial reports that show a disproportionate impact on African Americans, lawmakers from
across the country say more health departments and states need to publish race data on cases.
I I':° teed ul aW

Small. Mid -Sized Cities Currently Cut Out of Direct Coronavirus Fundina
li I I IL u c lio

With tax revenues down sharply, all local governments are hurting. But leaders of small and midsized jurisdictions in particular are arguing that they need more support.
I I':° teed ul aW

Route Fifty eBook

Ida-

i-n-f- iUc- iPfCi- tain'_, rwiUiuy_

CI_°
What

are some of the issues around the latest technology aimed

safety? n

tlL seltoolVc. Gunfire

Detection Technology Spreads, Raises
U. S. Cities

Make

Expands

the

Tool

List

of Most Surveilled

That Lets

Privacy Concerns Six

Places

Local Governments

in

Send

the World Facebook

Alerts
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at improving public

And More.

Brought to you by Lenovo

Housing Advocates
of

ulaa (,'.

Push for a Rent Freeze During Covid- 19 Pandemic

6l elllaain

As layoffs and unemployment claims due to coronavirus skyrocket, some say paying rent is
untenable for many and must be put on hold.
I I':° teed ul aw

Bruises from Coronavirus Beain to Show on State Budaets
li I I I I

u c lio

Recent days have seen spending reductions and downbeat revenue forecasts.
I I':° teed ul aw
uuu.: i i i . . . . . . .

E

Ahead of Easter Sunday, Kansas Lawmakers Revoke Governor' s Restrictions
on Church
li I I I I

Gatherinas

uc lio

Gov. Laura Kelly had issued an order earlier this week prohibiting crowds of more than 10
people at religious services as part of efforts to combat the spread of the coronavirus.
I ':° teed ul aw

11KA0i11

This message

I 1111

i IV//+,""

0., s

01111AII

Ili S11 I11WIIC' 1 l /

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

opted in to receive
you may receive

it. Note: It may take our system

one or two more newsletters.

i, 011` UiAC+

0, S//

I ' 11fltJJ" C" V I ' 011IICN//

0, 011'' Oflll0," IlflIll fl

ga. us. You have been sent Top 5 of the Week because

up to two business

days to process your unsubscribe

you have

request and during that time

Thank you for reading Top 5 of the Week.

141
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

Sent:

Saturday, April 11, 2020 8: 06 AM

naco@naco. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

This Week

in Photos

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

A "-.....-..._..._.._.. ...

ADutchessCoGov @DutchessCoGov

AAACoExec @AACoExec

A "-.....-..._..._.._.. ...

Dutchess County, N. Y. Executive Marc Molinaro tours local manufacturers now producing protective
face shields for those who are on the front lines of the coronavirus ( CVID- 19) pandemic; and Anne
Arundel County, Md. Executive Steuart Pittman visits a food bank to thank employees for
distributing donations to residents and to highlight the need for donations in the county.
essica Vega Pederson @JVP_ MuItCoD3

Montrose County @Montrose_ County

759

A `-....._..._..._.......

County emergency operations centers ( EOCs) are at the heart of many coronavirus response efforts:
The Montrose County, Colo. EOC holds a morning meeting; and Multnomah County, Ore.
Commissioner Jessica Vega Pederson ( right) tours her county' s EOC.
Mark Ridley -Thomas @mridleythomas

Dan McCoy @MCCoyCountyExec

Los Angeles County, Calif. Supervisor Mark Ridley -Thomas ( left) and Albany County, N. Y. Executive
Dan McCoy ( left) tour COVID- 19 mobile testing facilities.

ACarlos A.

15dKevin Leonard @NCACC_ Kevin

Gimenez @MayorGimenez
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A `-....._..._..._.......

Miami -Dade County, Fla. Mayor Carlos Gimenez and North Carolina Association of County
Commissioners Executive Director Kevin Leonard promote wearing masks when in public, consistent
with new CDC guidelines.
Kathryn

Barger @kathrynbarger

Jimmy Higdon @SenatorJimmy

Los Angeles County, Calif. Chair Kathryn Barger welcomes thousands of masks and medical supplies
donated to the county; and Casey County, Ky. Judge/ Executive Randy Dial ( right) accepts hand
sanitizer donated by Beam Global and Maker' s Mark for emergency services personnel and county
employees.

IAToni Preckwinkle @ToniPreckwinkle

Neb. Assoc. of Counties @NACO_ Nebraska
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A `—....._..._..._.......

Social distancing requirements are creating a new normal in which county officials, such as NACo
Rural Action Caucus Chair Robert Post and Cook County, III. President Toni Preckwinkle, are
conducting county business from home.
Richie Beyer @wrbspearpoint

Clark County Nevada @ClarkCountyNV

County leaders, including Clark County, Nev. Commission Chairman Marilyn Kirkpatrick and Elmore
County, Ala. Commission Chairman Troy Stubbs, deliver important community updates while social
distancing.
Kari Collins @Karilee_ C

I Icharlie Adams @CharlieAdamsND
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A"`- .............. ..... -_,",

Ramsey County, Minn. and Bottineau County, N. D. continue commission meetings through
teleconferencing

technology.

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington,

D. C. 20001

LJ
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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El
The Broadcast Retirement Network' s # BRNWeekly for Saturday, April 11, 2020

Special guests: Rebecca Moore, Managing Editor, Plansponsor.com, Scott
Buffington, 401 kplans. com and Sue Walton, Capital Group I Here are your top
stories: Employer responses to the Coronavirus, Advisory business paradigm shift?
and Target Date Funds navigate the storm I For more news and content each and
every
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Jeffrey

H.

Snyder cur ently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor or the ;
D a..
°¢; d pt,,,1 e..tr.en;
; e..n;tNet;w k.
°Considered an " industry insider", thought -leader and an
independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in
both television and urint discussing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets.
The Broadcast

Retirement Network (BRN)is the first lifestyle media platform focused n helping
Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and savings culturally
relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most importantly - No
agendas, no sales pitches, no product pushes. Our morning
show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can create
a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline
news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals. Unlike financial
shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN AM
is a lifestyle show that

brings the stories and ideas of regular Americans to the

forefront. We engage

with

a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance, healthcare, social
security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding the future
of financial security in America. The hyperlinks
above take

you to internet site( s)
sponsored and

maintained

by independent

third parties

that

are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc.The hyperlinks as provided are maintained to provide
the author( s)and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the original content.
The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for 765

general

reference

and educational

purposes

only. Although

we believe

the content provider to be a
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 32 PM
Chris Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
Howell, Wendy
FW: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

4/ 10/ 20 8: 54 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:

Subject: COVID- 19 Daily Update

Good evening.
We continue to closely monitor the data for positive cases of COVID- 19 in our community and are seeing the volume
continue at a steady pace, though we are not seeing the peaking volumes that we had last week and certainly two weeks
ago. This is good news but we need to remain vigilant on social distancing, wearing facemasks, washing our hands and
avoiding crowds by staying home. We all want our lives to return to normal, but if we don' t adhere to best practices we
risk another outbreak.

Today we hosted General Simmons from the National Guard. He was in visiting with the many National Guard troops
stationed at Phoebe Albany and Phoebe Sumter, assisting our teams. He was very complimentary of the operations in
Albany and told us he had 18 units deployed throughout Georgia. He also informed us that there were more than 77
nursing homes in the State that had positive patients and they were assisting with many of those. Interestingly, his wife
was born at Phoebe.

A bit of good news ( maybe only for me, Q, we will not be sending out these updates on the weekends. We will be
working to revise our dashboard as previously mentioned to include some trending data to give you a new
perspective. This does not mean we are reducing our vigilance in caring for our community, but pivoting to the next
stage of this pandemic and how we communicate to you.
Here is an internal video we produced today recognizing our teams and our amazing community.
https:// youtu. be/ UXpdm6z78KE

We wish each of you blessed weekend and a Happy Easter.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott
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229- 312- 8065

E: ssteine_r@phoebehealth.

com

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SOWEGA Rising < sowegarising@gmail. com>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 10 PM
CaMia. Hopson@house. ga. gov; Michael Mccoy
COVID

Grant

https:// www. gacities. com/ Resources/ Grants- and- Award- Opportunities/ Coronavirus- Emergency- Supplemental- FundingProgram. aspx

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd

SOWEGA Rising
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad poblie records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sierra Fuller < sfuller@cgagroup.

Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 02 PM

To:

Sierra

Subject:

COVID-

com>

Fuller
19 Legislative

Update

4. 10. 2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation

related to COVID- 19. As legislative activity has slowed after the passage of

the third bill, the cadence of this update will reflect that change and will be sent out on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
evenings ( until circumstances

change).

4. 10. 2020. COVID- 19 Legislative Update

Legislation

Supplemental

3. 5 — Interim

Emergency Coronavirus Relief
Timeline: Yesterday morning, Leader McConnell attempted to pass the bill by unanimous consent in the Senate. Senator
Cardin objected. Senator Van Hollen then attempted to pass by unanimous consent the Democratic bill, to which
McConnell objected. The Senate then recessed until Monday. There' s increasing urgency to pass additional funding for
the SBA' s Paycheck Protection Program. As of yesterday, over have a million loans had been approved for a total of
133 billion. At the current pace ($ 30 billion/ day), funding for the program will be exhausted in the coming week.
Process: The hope is negotiations can begin between now and early next week that allow for a bipartisan agreement
on what can move as part of an " interim package". After a call with Secretary Mnuchin, Leader Schumer issued a
statement earlier today indicating a level of hope for a bipartisan agreement to come together early next week. Speaker
Pelosi and Chairman DeFazio also had a call today with Secretary Mnuchin. There is an openness on what could be
included, and even an idea that things could move in a piecemeal fashion, with several mini -packages passing by
unanimous consent or voice vote over the coming weeks, while work continues on the larger CARES 2/ Phase 4
package. Passage in this way would allow Congress to continue to address emergent and changing needs until the
Members are able to return and work on larger legislation.

Policy: Republican' s have supported simply adding more funding to the SBA program, while Democrats have advocated
for the inclusion of funding for hospitals and state and local governments among other things. Republican bill here.
Democratic bill here. Summary of the Democratic bill here. Speaker Pelosi and Leaders Schumer outlined the following
to be included in the bill:

100 billion for hospitals, community health centers, and health systems, as well as production and distribution
of testing and personal protective equipment ( PPE);
150 billion for state and local governments

for management

of the crisis as well as to make up for lost

revenue;

A 15% increase to the maximum

SNAP benefit;

Removing obstacles to voting.

Something else to watch: Reps. Chris Pappas and Brian Fitzpatrick will be leading a letter to House and Senate leadership
requesting the inclusion of language in the next coronavirus relief bill that would make 501( c)( 6) s eligible for Economic
Injury Disaster Loans and the Paycheck Protection Program. They sent out a Dear Colleague requesting co- signers earlier
this week.

Supplemental IV —CARES 2. 0.

771

Timeline/ Process: The work on this bill continues and committees/ members are pressing forward, with new requests
from offices still coming in. Timing is still very up in the air. While the official calendar still has both chambers returning
the week of April 20, there' s certainly increasing awareness of that time frame possibly coinciding with when D. C. may
reach the peak, so floor schedules are increasingly likely to shift.
Policy: While the next package will likely stay within the outline of CARES, including plus ups for programs funded and
created under the bill, the increasingly grave impacts of coronavirus may push lawmakers to consider the inclusion of
other provisions and the creation of new programs. The bill Speaker Pelosi introduced while CARES was being negotiated
included multiple provisions and funding increases that did not make it into the final bill. Some of those provisions and
increases are being considered for the next pacakage.
The New Democrat Coalition has outlined three main priorities for the next supplemental: CARES Act plus -ups ( i. e.
automatic stabilizers, automatic payroll protection loans), a national recovery strategy ( national testing, virus tracing,
preparedness efforts for those reentering workforce), and healthcare coverage and affordability.
The Congressional Progressive Caucus sent a letter to Speaker Pelosi asking for the following to be included in the next
supplemental:
Support for Small Business and Workers
o

Repealing waiver authority that overrides prohibitions on stock buybacks and other limits on companies
that receive economic stabilization money;

o

Create a federal Paycheck Guarantee program.

Individual/ Families Relief
o

Provide monthly direct cash assistance of at least $ 2, 000/ month per person, $ 1, 000 per child for up to a
year;

o
o

Provide at least $ 30k in student loan debt cancellation for individuals;

Extend moratorium on evictions/ foreclosures to include all types of housing ( including commercial
evictions);

o

Prevent utility/ internet shutoffs;

o

Limits on small business debt collection.

Public Health
o

Include hazard pay, increase PPE, childcare assistance;

o

Funding aimed at developing protocols/ production of testing/ contract tracing etc;

o

Ensuring health care coverage and no out of pocket costs;

o

Expand support for state/ local/ tribal/ territorial governments, including those smaller than 500, 000 and
D. C.;

o

Emergency funding for CHCs.

Safe Elections
o

Implement vote -by -mail option for federal elections in 2020;

o

Passage of certain parts of the Voting Rights Advancement Act;

o

Investments in state election efforts ($ 3. 6 billion).

Assistance for people regardless of tax or immigration status, age, or disability status;
Parity for tribal, U. S. territory, and D. C. residents;
Supplemental

V —Economic Stimulus

While Chairman DeFazio ( T& I) has said he aims to introduce an infrastructure bill by May, that timeline is looking
increasingly optimistic. The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee is moving forward with that timeline
and is aiming to have the bill be as comprehensive as possible as a starting place. A large package like this needs to be
legislated in regular order, so moving forward while remote is a challenge. WRDA may be included in the package but is
moving through an appropriations -like process already, with requests coming in from various offices.
Passed Legislation
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Supplemental

111—

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act
After a unanimous vote by the Senate, the House passed the bill on March 27 and the President signed the bill into law
shortly after. Final text here. Democratic summary here. Republican section by section here.
New information and guidance:

House Ways and Means factsheet on Economic Impact Rebate portal here
IRS guidance on deferral of payroll taxes here
Cornerstone

memo on CARES Act and Airports here

Cornerstone

memo on the status of business operations in Mexico here

Treasury and Federal Reserve Policies: Yesterday, the Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve Board jointly
announced ( Treasury, Fed) several new policies implemented

13( 3) of the Federal Reserve Act, aimed at

through §

promoting $2. 3 trillion in business liquidity.
These policies appear to include liquidity both related and unrelated to the CARES Act, but in many cases the Federal
Reserve and Treasury have taken amounts allocated by CARES and leveraged those amounts to issue larger volumes of
liquidity. Some highlights and additional details on these policies:
Main Street Lending ( MSL): New Fed facility will provide $ 600b in new loans to mid -size businesses, using
leverage from $ 75b of the $ 454b emergency stabilization fund capital allocated through CARES to small and
mid -size businesses:
o

Fed will offer four- year loans through banks, with payments

o

Eligible businesses are those with 10, 000 or fewer employees OR revenues of less than $ 2. 5 billion;

o

Subject to stock buyback,
retention

requirements

dividend,

and compensation

deferred for up to one year;

restrictions

but apparently

not to the workforce

from CARES;

o

Firms that have received SBA/ PPP loans will be eligible to seek MSL loans as well;

o

Two separate term sheets under the program:

Main Street New Loan Facility ( MSNLFj maximum loan up to lesser of (i) $

150m, (

ii) 30% of

existing undrawn debt, or ( iii) amount when added to outstanding undrawn debt does not
exceed 6x 2019 EBITDA;

Main Street Expanded Loan Facility ( MSELF): maximum loan of up to lesser of (i) $ 25m, (
amount when added to outstanding undrawn debt does not exceed 4x 2019 EBITDA;

ii)

Municipal Liquidity Facility ( MLF): New Fed facility will provide $ 500b in short- term debt to US states, using
leverage from $ 35b - that may or may not come from the CARES $ 454b emergency stabilization fund but
probably does not come from the § 5001$ 150b state and local fund
o

Term sheet link;

Paycheck Protection Program Liquidity Facility ( PPPLF): New Fed facility will extend credit to lenders issuing
components the existing volume of $350b in PPP loans, through term financing and taking the loans as
collateral at face value;
o

Term sheet link;

Asset liquidity: Enhancements of existing programs to purchase debt:
o
Primary and Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facilities ( PMCCF and SMCCF):
Existing programs used by the Fed to purchase corporate debt;
750b in liquidity, using leverage from $ 75b ( up from a previous $ 20b) in equity investment
from Treasury;
PMCCF term sheet link; SMCCF term sheet link;
o

Term Asset -backed securities Lending Facilities ( TALF):
Existing program whereby Fed lends money to investors to buy consumer debt -backed
securities;

New classes of debt now allowed which were generally excluded in 2008;
100b in liquidity, using leverage from $ 10b in equity investment from Treasury - an amount
previously allocated which was not increased in today' s announcement;
773

term sheet link.

Education Department: Secretary DeVos indicated she would be moving to " immediately distribute" the $6 billion in
CARES for emergency financial aid grants to college students. The grants can be used by college students for technology,
course materials, food, housing, and healthcare. DeVos will be distributing the funding to colleges, which will then
distribute the aid among students. The Department did not issue guidance on how colleges are to structure the
program, but colleges will be required to sign a form certifying that the funds were used in accordance with the law. See
here for the specific allocations for each college.

HHS Hospital Funding: HHS issued guidance earlier this morning announcing the formula and mechanism in which
hospitals will receive the first $30 billion in relief funding. The money will not have to be repaid and can be used for a
variety of uses. The first tranche will go to hospitals based on their Medicare FFS reimbursements in 2019. As total FFS
payments
were approx. $ 484 billion in 2019, a provider can estimate their payment by dividing their 2019 Medicare FFS
not including Medicare Advantage) payments they received by 484 and multiply that ratio by 30. If the providers total
2019 Medicare FFS payments were Y, then ( Y _ 484) x 30 = amount of relief. State by state breakdown of first payment
here.

HHS is working on developing a plan in the next seven to ten days for how to disburse another $30 billion for Medicaid heavy providers and potentially a focus on pumping money to providers in hotspots.
Title

I—

Small Business Loans

The Treasury Department has released affiliation euidelines for the small business loan program.
The Treasury Department released an interim final rule last week on the small business provisions in the bill.
Applications opened last Friday for eligible entities and opened today for independent contractors and the selfemployed. With such high demand, it' s likely that funding will be exhausted within the next few days. As of
4pm on Thursday, over have a million loans had been approved for a total of $133 billion. At that pace ($

30

billion/ day), funding for the program will be exhausted in the coming week. See here for a memo Cornerstone
put together on the interim final rule.
Treasury FAQs on the Paycheck Protection Program

Title

o

Top -line overview of the program here

o

Lender information

o

April 8 FAQ here

II — Individual

here, Borrower information

here, borrower application

here

and Business Tax Relief

IRS has indicated that the earliest Americans

could receive relief payments from CARES is next week. Those

who will receive their relief through paper checks could take as long at 20 weeks to receive payment.
IRS' s FAQ page on individual economic relief here.
Treasury Guidance on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Treasury FAQ on Employee Retention Tax Credit here
Senate Finance Committee FAQ on the Employee Retention Tax Credit here
House Ways and Means FAQ on Rebates here
House Ways and Means FAQ on Unemployment Compensation here
Title

III — Public Health Systems,

Education,

and Healthcare

Factsheet on accelerated and advance payments for providers/ suppliers here
House Energy and Commerce Republican Factsheet on relief for hospitals here
Title

IV — Economic Stabilization

The Treasury Department released guidance on payroll support to airline industry employees, and on loans to
the airline industry and businesses critical to national security. Guidance for payroll support here. Guidance on
procedures and minimum requirements for loans here. Treasury press release here.
Treasury Q& A on Loans to Air Carriers and Eligible Businesses and National Security Businesses here. Loan
application here.
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Division

B — Appropriations

Last week the FCC announced a two- part, $ 200 million COVID- 19 telehealth program. The press release may be
found here. and the FCC order approved on Wednesday can be found here.
House Appropriations overview for local governments/ nonprofits here
Oversight
Speaker Pelosi announced the creation of a House Select Committee on the Coronavirus Crisis, which will be

focused on oversight of how the funds appropriated in CARES and other supplementals is spent. Majority Whip
Clyburn will chair the committee. Other members of the committee have yet to be announced.
Leader Schumer announced on Monday that he will appoint Bharat Ramamurti to the Congressional Oversight
Commission. The Commission was created by CARES to oversee implementation of the economic relief
provisions in the bill. Ramamurti was the Deputy Policy Director for Economic Policy on the presidential
campaign of Sen. Elizabeth Warren ( D- MA).

Cornerstone resources on certain areas of the bill:

Memo for health care providers here
Memo on the Small Business Administration loan programs here
Memo outlining the workers and families assistance

programs here

Memo outlining technology opportunities here
Memo outlining FEMA opportunities here
Memo on the bill' s higher education

provisions

here

Memo for non -profits here
Other

resources:

Speaker Pelosi COVID toolkit here

Updated Senate Republican Policy Committee memo here
Senate Republican COVID Policy Response overview here
Leader Schumer coronavirus resources page here
Supplemental

II — Families First Coronavirus

Response

Act ( HR 6201)

The Senate passed the House bill on March 18 and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill text here.
Factsheet here. Bill section by section here. A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by
technical correction, is

Supplemental

r.

I — Coronavirus Supplemental

Signed by the President March 6. Text here, summary here.
Congress

Session: House is in a pro forma session until April 20. D. C. is currently under a shelter -in -place order, and Maryland and
Virginia have similar orders in place. In a Dear Colleague last week, Speaker Pelosi advised members to keep their
schedule flexible and said that, in order to make up for lost time, the House may meet during weeks previously
scheduled as District Work Periods. The Senate is in recess until April 20.

Appropriations/ NDAA: As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. This week, House
appropriators

received topline numbers yesterday. Subcommittees

are working through requests, while those with less

COVID- 19 related jurisdiction have the most bandwidth to work through requests. The schedule will likely slip as
attention has been focused on coronavirus relief legislation. The House may try to hold markups soon after whenever
the next package is passed, when members have returned D. C. This year' s NDAA markup has been " indefinitely
postponed". Reps. Adam Smith and Thornberry ( HASC Chair and RM) sent a letter to the committee members saying
that they will schedule the date of the markup once the House schedule for the next few months becomes clear. SASC
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Chairman Inhofe has said he aims to writing the FY21 NDAA by the end of May but is flexible considering the
circumstances.

Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting remotely, but as
the pandemic makes travel more treacherous, in -person voting has become more difficult. Remote voting is being
discussed to some extent in both chambers. The House Committee on Rules Majority released a staff re ort on voting
options. The report discusses unanimous consent, proxy voting, as well as the logistics ( and security concerns) of remote
voting. Additionally, the House Sergeant at Arms and the Attending Physician released guidance for voting in -person,
including procedures for voting in shifts for roll call votes. Leader McConnell, as of right now, is not supportive of any
form of remote voting.
Other Floor Action: The House issued guidance earlier this week indicated that Floor materials are to be submitted

through a secure email address instead of dropped off at the Speaker' s Lobby or Cloakrooms. Members are still allowed
to drop off materials in person. Speaker' s Dear Colleague on the guidance here.
Hearings and Meetings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some

committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible. The Senate Rules Committee
Democrats released a one -pager guidance on " paper hearings", which stated " paper hearings" are not official hearings.
The guidance also pointed out that committees must vote in -person to report legislation or nominations. The Senate
Sergeant at Arms is exploring technology that would allow for remote hearings, though Leader McConnell remains
opposed to any form of remote voting. Under current rules, the House does not allow virtual hearings. Chairman
McGovern has been contemplating changing the rules on this and could issue guidance soon. The House
Administration Committee is working on a report on best tools to be able to do virtual meetings. The Senate has advised
offices to avoid using the video conferencing app Zoom over data security concerns. The Senate has not yet officially
banned the application

though.

Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment ( new additions in bold)
Tested Positive ( 2):

Rep. Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Rep. Nydia Velazquez ( D- NY), Rep. Neal Dunn ( R- FL)
Recovered ( 4): Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY), Rep. Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Rep. Ben McAdams ( D- UT), Rep. Mario Diaz- Balart ( RFL)

Rep. Josh Gottheimer ( D- NJ), Rep. Ayanna Pressley ( D- MA), Rep. Mikie Sherrill ( D- NJ)
Completed Quarantine ( 34): Sen. Ted Cruz ( R- TX), Rep. Mark Meadows ( R- NC), Sen. Lindsay Graham ( R- SC), Rep. Don
Beyer ( D- VA), Rep. Sharice Davids ( D- KS), Rep. Doug Collins ( R- GA), Rep. Paul Gosar ( R- AZ), Sen. Cory Gardner ( R- CO),
Sen. Rick Scott ( R- FL), Rep. Matt Gaetz ( R- FL), Rep. Jason Crow ( D- CO), Rep. Julia Brownley ( D- CA), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan ( DNM), Rep. Gwen Moore ( D- WI), Rep. Stephanie Murphy ( D- FL), Rep. John Yarmuth ( D- KY), Rep. Adam Schiff ( D- CA), Rep.
Vincente Gonzalez ( D- TX), Rep. Drew Ferguson ( R- GA), Rep. David Schweikert ( R- AZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi ( D- NY), Rep.
David Price ( D- NC), Rep. Ann Wagner ( R- MO), Rep. Kathleen Rice ( D- NY), Rep. Matt Cartwright ( D- PA), Rep. Tom Cole ( RCurrently

Self -Quarantined (

9):

OK), Rep. Steve Scalise ( R- LA), Rep. Frederica Wilson ( D- FL), Rep. Andy Kim ( D- NJ), Rep. Kendra Horn ( D- OK), Sen. Mike

Lee ( R- UT), Sen. Mitt Romney ( R- UT), Rep. Katie Porter ( D- CA), Rep. Seth Moulton ( D- MA), Rep. Lizzie Fletcher ( D- TX)
If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9597

M 202. 329. 2469

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 71h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Lucy Lasseur < Ilasseur@cgagroup. com>
Friday, April 10, 2020 9:47 PM
Lucy Lasseur

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

19 Compilation:

4. 10. 20

Good evening,
Here are today' s COVID- 19 headlines and helpful tidbits. I' m happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise. As a reminder, there will be no Weekend Edition published on Sunday. If you' re interested
in looking back on previous editions of the COVID- 19 Compilation, check out the archives.
Washington. D. C.

HHS announced they are beginning the delivery of the initial $ 30 billion in relief funding to providers in support
of the national response to COVID- 19 as part of the distribution of the $ 100 billion provider relief fund provided
for in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security ( CARES) Act. The initial $ 30 billion in immediate relief
funds started being delivered to providers today.
The CDC announced the extension of a no sail order for cruise ships. The order says it shall continue in operation

until the earliest of (1) the expiration of the HHS Sec.' s declaration that COVID- 19 constitutes a public health
emergency; ( 2) the CDC Director rescinds or modifies the order based on specific public health or other
considerations; or (3) 100 days from the date of publication in the Federal Register. The agency has reported
that there are 100 cruise ships at sea off of U. S. coasts, with 80, 000 crew members on board. Twenty ships at
port or anchorage in the U. S. have known or suspected cases of COVID- 19.
The CDC has published this week' s " COVIDView," a weekly surveillance summary of U. S. COVID- 19 activity.
The CDC updated its travel recommendations by country.
CMS

is

to continue their efforts to strengthen Medicare by aligning payments for inpatient

psychiatric facilities ( IPFs) with the costs of providing care. The proposed rule would update Medicare payment
policies and rates for the IPF Prospective Payment System ( PPS) for Fiscal Year ( FY) 2021. CMS is publishing this
proposed rule consistent with the legal requirements to update Medicare payment policies for IPFs on an annual
basis.

CMS issued a proposed rule [ CMS- 1737- P] for Fiscal Year ( FY) 2021 that updates the Medicare payment rates
and the quality programs for skilled nursing facilities ( SNFs).
The FDA issued the second emergency use authorization ( EUA) to decontaminate compatible N95 or N95equivalent respirators for reuse by health care workers in hospital settings. This EUA will support
decontamination of approximately 750, 000 N95 respirators per day in the U. S.
The FDA also issued an emer encuse authorization for a blood purification system to treat patients 18 years of age
or older with confirmed COVID-19 admit ed to intensive care with confirmed or imminent respiratory failure.
The authorized product works by reducing the amount of cytokines and other inflammatory mediators, like
small active proteins in the bloodstream that control a cell' s im une response by filtering the blood and returning
the filtered blood to the patient. The proteins that are removed are typically elevated during infections
and can be associated with a cytokine "storm"that occurs in some COVID- 19 patients, leading to severe
inflammation, rapidly progressive shock,respiratory failure,organ failure, and death. House
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer sent a let er to the Chair and Vice Chair of the National Governors Association,
Governors Larry Hogan of Maryland Andrew Cuomo of New York, urging them to direct the leaders of
all 50 states, D.C., Puerto
778

Rico, and

U.S. ter itories to collect demographic data on racial disparities and the coronavirus.

The Senate was unable to pass a bill yesterday by unanimous consent ( Republican bill here, Democratic bill here)
and has adjourned. Speaker Pelosi has previously indicated that the next Democrat -led supplemental proposal
will be similar to the recently passed CARES Act, with focuses on small business assistance, unemployment
benefits, direct payments to individuals and families, and additional funding for public health. The bill will likely
include significant plus ups to programs outlined in CARES and provisions from the Pelosi bill from two weeks
ago. For a more thorough update on the federal legislative landscape, please refer to the COVID- 19 Legislative
Update from Sierra Fuller. If you do not already receive that update and would like to subscribe, please email
sfullerc

agrou

a, com.

Rep. Neal Dunn ( R- FL) said yesterday that he has tested positive for COVID- 19, making him the seventh member
of Congress to have the illness. Reps. Nydia Velasquez ( D- NY), Joe Cunningham ( D- SC), Mike Kelly ( R- PA), Mario
Diaz- Balart ( R- FL), and Ben McAdams ( D- UT) and Sen. Rand Paul ( R- KY) were previously all positive ( or be
presumptive

positive).

Updates from the States

Out of the cases under investigation detected by U. S. surveillance, there are total cases: 459, 165
close contact": 10, 956 The CDC now updates data Monday through Friday and data closes out the day
before reporting.

The CDC is reporting 16, 570 deaths in the U. S. related to COVID- 19.
New York State' s total number of cases rose by nearly 11, 000 over the last 24 hours, the largest single -day
o

increase yet. The state now has a total of 170, 812. The 777 new deaths in New York over the last day also
pushed the state' s death toll to 7, 844. Fortunately, the estimate for how many hospital beds would be needed
has not been met. This is due, in part, to the adherence of the state' s social distancing standards.
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer said the state would forbid people from traveling between homes beginning
tomorrow. Gov. Whitmer has also extended the state' s " Stay Home, Stay Safe" order through the end of the
month.

Kentucky Gov. Andy Beshear has asked his state' s church -goers to please forego Easter church services this
coming Sunday. Those who do attend mass gatherings, he said, will be forced to self -quarantine for two weeks.
San Francisco Mayor London Breed said today that 70 people have tested positive for COVID- 19 at one of the
city' s largest homeless shelters. The number includes two staff members.
One public school in California is still open. While many states have canceled school for the remainder of the
year, some governors have yet to make decisions about state- wide closures. This Man continues to track state by -state school closures.

This week, Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp announced his plan to extend the state of emergency through May 131h to
mitigate the spread of COVID- 19. It was previously set to be lifted on April 131n
o

Multiple other governors have made similar announcements this week, all of which are highlighted in
the Multistate tracker below.

Useful state data:
o
o

Ifllhe s „ c..I.h aims, show cumulative coronavirus cases and deaths for metropolitan areas over time.
This lr e sou lrce. from Bloomberg Law is a database of State Quarantine and Public Health Laws related to
the COVID-

o

19 response.

This

Irji s„ of lma„ s shows how states are responding to COVID- 19, and this trg.gkeir created and
maintained by Multistate Associates, has an up- to- date list of executive orders and various travel
restrictions.

o

Finally, this Mite. offers COVID- 19 projections assuming full social distancing and can be broken down by
state.

Military/ Defense

The Army is offerine uL to $ 100, 000 cash prizes for low- cost, rugged ventilator ideas from any American
business in a competition

dubbed the " COVID- 19 Ventilator Challenge."
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There are now 2, 031 confirmed COVID- 19 cases among service members after the Pentagon today reported a
new 24- hour- case- increase record. Of the 245 new cases reported since yesterday, 144 came from the USS
Theodore

Roosevelt.

Nine Army Reserve medical task forces totaling 760 soldiers are mobilizing to support the federal COVID- 19
response in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Michigan.
The VA reported 26 fatalities since yesterday, its largest one -day increase in COVID- 19- related fatalities. 3, 700
patients in VA care have tested positive for COVID- 19 and 200 patients have died from the virus.
Air Force Lt. Gen. Marshall " Brad" Webb held a phone briefing on the Air Force' s efforts to continue training
while protecting airmen during the COVID- 19 pandemic.
25, 000 former soldiers have volunteered to support the Army' s COVID- 19 response effort after the service sent
a request for help last month to nearly 800, 000 retired " gray -area" and Individual Ready Reserve soldiers.
Senior military health officials held a briefing to discuss the Military Health System' s response to the COVID- 19
pandemic.

International

Affairs

Turkey' s government imposed an around -the -clock weekend curfew in 31 cities, but the announcement came so
close to the start of the curfew that thousands of residents went to stores and formed the exact kinds of crowds

the policy is attempting to avoid.

Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte has extended his country' s lock down until May 3rd ( my 261h birthday). The
strict social distancing measures were originally supposed to be lifted on April 141n
A violent mess broke out in an already poor area of Nairobi, Kenya, where many people' s incomes have
disappeared during the pandemic. A crowd of people tried to force through the gate of a food distribution site in
Kibera, a crowded slum where many people live without basic amenities like running water. Security forces fired
tear gas and injured several people.
Thousands of Muslims attended Friday Prayer in defiance of the Pakistani government' s orders to stay at home
to try to contain the spread of the coronavirus. Pakistan has more than 4, 600 confirmed cases and 68 deaths,
but little testing has been done and the real number is likely higher.
South Korean voters were required to stand at three- foot intervals, rub their hands with liquid sanitizer, and put
on disposable plastic gloves that officials were distributing outside voting booths for Friday' s election. Officially,
the election for South Korea' s 300- member National Assembly takes place on Wednesday. But millions of voters
were allowed cast ballots on Friday and Saturday, in advance voting that served as a kind of dress rehearsal.
In a historic move, every pub in Britain is closed in an effort to mitigate the spread of COVID- 19.
Yemen reported its first case of COVID- 19 today.
Global

Cases:

1, 521, 252

Total Deaths:

92, 798

Lifestyle and Economy

Apple and Google said they are teaming up to build software into smartphones that can tell people if they were
recently in contact with someone who was infected with COVID- 19. People would opt in to use the tool and
voluntarily report if they became infected. The app would then alert phones that had recently come into
proximity with that person' s device.
A new report on 53 COVID- 19 patients given the antiviral drug remdesivir sheds little light on whether the drug
works. The drug has been considered a promising candidate to treat coronavirus patients. It was developed for
Ebola, but did not work well against that disease. Studies in mice and monkeys have suggested that it could fight

COVID- 19, and laboratory tests showed that it could stop the virus from invading cells. In the new report,
because there was no control group of patients with matching symptoms who did not receive the drug, it is
impossible to tell whether the remdesivir helped those who were treated.

Patrick Soon- Shiong, the owner of the L. A. Times, has purchased St. Vincent Medical Center and will reopen it as
a COVID- 19 treatment center.

As supply chain issues continue, shoppers may see more shortages of unexpected products, including laptops,
toilet paper, and medicines. Now, manufacturers are experiencing a shortage of raw materials, which is leading
780

to an already -existing shortage of products. Some shortages are also being caused by shoppers hoarding and
stockpiling particular items while anticipating extended quarantines.
Health departments,

hospitals, and companies

around the world are rolling out the next wave in coronavirus

tests, which look in a person' s blood for signs of past infection, in hopes of better gauging how widespread the
pandemic

is and who might be counted among the recovered.

The new tests promise to give public - health and

hospital officials a better idea of how widely the new coronavirus has spread and who can safely treat patients
and stop social distancing.
Forbes is keeping a running list of all major international airline COVID- 19- related change and cancellation
policies.

The New York Times has started its own tracker of cases in the U. S. to fill in the gaps left by agency data.
Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here ( music), here ( tech), here (general), and here
sports/ entertainment).

Helpful Articles/ Media

Daily WHO Situation Report ( 4 10)
Wh
Safet

daily death tolls have become unusually important in understanding the coronavirus pandemic
at the Time of the COVID- 19 Pandemic° How to Kee

our Oncolo

Patients and Healthcare Workers Safe

If a coronavirus vaccine arrives, can the world make enoueh?

Listen to Dr. Tony Fauci on NPR
COVID- 19 school closures, and child poverty° a social crisis in the making
Covid- 19 — The Law and Limits of C uarantine

A video about the research being done to create a vaccine for COVID- 19.
Understandine pathways to death in patients with COVID- 19

In response to COVID- 19, Milken Institute Chairman Michael Milken is engaging a range of industry leaders and
medical experts to help us better understand and confront a crisis that has not only altered our current day to
day, but will change the course of how we work, socialize, and fight disease for years to come. Check out the
podcast here.
The effective use of telemedicine to save lives and maintain structure in a health cares stem
SARS- CoV- 2 Vaccines:

Status

Report

The COVID- 19 Pandemic in the USA Clinical Update Developing Covid- 19 Vaccines at Pandemic Speed
Proiectin

hospital utilization during the COVID- 19 outbreaks in the U. S.

A look at the„ Ir. slr to the question, " why stay isolated for two weeks after possible exposure?"
Fair Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in the Time of Covid- 19 ( New England Journal of Medicine)

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID- 19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.

Johns Hopkins

21.. _ ..aIK1.2.11.

Other tracking data their .
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
heir°,

Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/ 7
hotline at 770- 488- 7100.

Common

Acronyms

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC), World Health Organization ( WHO), National Institutes of Health ( NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment ( PPE), Department of Health and Human Services ( HHS), Department of Defense ( DoD),

Department of Homeland Security ( DHS), U. S. Department of Agriculture ( USDA), Central Command ( CENTCOM),
Department of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services ( CMS),
Transportation Security Administration ( TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs ( VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response ( ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority ( BARDA), U. S. Trade Representative
USTR)
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For more information,

visit CDCs Novel Coronavirus

2019 website

Lucy Lasseur

Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202. 448. 9588

M 720. 427. 4120

800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7 1h Floor
Washington,

DC 20024

www. cgagroup. com I @cgagroup
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City ana" County
offidals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 53 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
We continue to closely monitor the data for positive cases of COVID- 19 in our community

and are seeing the volume

continue at a steady pace, though we are not seeing the peaking volumes that we had last week and certainly two weeks
ago. This is good news but we need to remain vigilant on social distancing, wearing facemasks, washing our hands and
avoiding crowds by staying home. We all want our lives to return to normal, but if we don' t adhere to best practices we
risk another outbreak.

Today we hosted General Simmons from the National Guard. He was in visiting with the many National Guard troops
stationed at Phoebe Albany and Phoebe Sumter, assisting our teams. He was very complimentary of the operations in
Albany and told us he had 18 units deployed throughout Georgia. He also informed us that there were more than 77
nursing homes in the State that had positive patients and they were assisting with many of those. Interestingly, his wife
was born at Phoebe.

A bit of good news ( maybe only for me, (),
we will not be sending out these updates on the weekends. We will be
working to revise our dashboard as previously mentioned to include some trending data to give you a new
perspective. This does not mean we are reducing our vigilance in caring for our community, but pivoting to the next
stage of this pandemic and how we communicate to you.
Here is an internal video we produced today recognizing our teams and our amazing community.
https:// youtu. be/ UXpdm6z78KE

We wish each of you blessed weekend and a Happy Easter.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

s

•

n . • ,. * ,.

r• • ! •

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 01 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Latest Coronavirus

Pandemic Resources for Counties -

April 10, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

10,2020 Counties

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES I I `, lAo, oii.
g/coiiou i vius APRIL

Losing Critical Tax Revenue, Funding

91 Services

for Important A.-

at Risk County
governments are providing critical services for the nation' s COVID- 19 response and recovery
efforts but are facing serious revenue shortfalls and budgetary challenges resulting
pandemic. Counties generate 71 percent —historically

equating to more than $460

from the
billion —of

locally through taxes,administrative charges and fees, and utility revenue. These funds 788

revenue

are at risk with business closures contributing

to sales tax declines and property tax delays, leading

to tax base vulnerabilities.
fillw=

021 ,€
11 11411541 1, 1

fr

FEDERAL POLICY NEWS & RESOURCES
NACo releases comprehensive

COVID- 19 resource

This comprehensive memo includes an in- depth, targeted analysis of the $ 2

trillion CARES Act ( H. R. 748), the third federal emergency supplemental

package. It also features direct links to federal funding and other tools, NACo
resources and updates on our federal policy advocacy.

WE
CALL RECORDING: Update on federal COVID- 19 response
efforts

Listen to the recording from today' s NACo update on county priorities in
federal COVID- 19 response efforts.
LISTEN

HHS awards $

1. 3 billion in CARES supplemental funding

awards to health centers
This week, the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, through the
Health Resources and Services Administration awarded over $ 1. 3 billion to

1, 387 health centers. HRSA- funded health centers may use the awards to help
communities detect, prevent, diagnose and treat COVID- 19, and maintain or
increase health capacity and staffing levels to address this public health
emergency.
VIEW

LIST OF AWARD

CIPI

TS I READI A C

OC

T

91 [A
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HHS Releases $

30 Billion in Provider Relief Funding for

COVID- 19

Today, the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services announced the
release of an initial $ 30 billion in relief funding to health care providers in
support of the national response to COVID- 19. The funding is part of the $ 100
billion

allocated

for distribution

through

the Public

Health

and Social

Services

Emergency Fund to address medical surge capacity issues and make up for loss
revenue during this public health crisis.

County leaders work every day to ensure they have the financial and human resources
and program flexibility to mitigate COVID- 19 and its far- reaching impacts, and continue to
deliver vital services

to our residents.

Recognize your innovative county program by applying for a NACo Achievement Award. A
non- competitive

program, the NACo Achievement

Awards recognize outstanding county

government programs and services in 18 categories covering a vast range of county
responsibilities.

790

HOW COUNTIES ARE RESPONDING
California counties work to provide relief to property tax
payers, pursuant to state law
A number of California counties, including San Mateo County, San Francisco
City & County and Kern County, have pushed back the deadline for residents to

pay property taxes, willingly delaying their primary annual cash infusion
despite rising expenditures.

Other counties, like Imperial, Placer and San

Bernardino counties, are keeping the deadline the same but planning to waive

late fees for those impacted when possible. Since the state sets the property
tax deadline, however, many California counties do not think they have the
authority to push back the deadline, and instead, discuss other ways to support

residents in financial difficulty on a case by case basis, such as Contra Costa,
Marin, Napa and Solano counties.

Fairfax County, Va. proposes potential tax rate increase for
fiscal year 2021
Fairfax County, Va. is discussing potential solutions to mitigate the financial
impacts of COVID- 19 on its county budget. Solutions proposed included a
three -cent increase on the real estate tax rate and a four percent admission tax
on movies, theaters and concerts starting in October 2020.

EIR
Montgomery County, Ohio cancels programs funded by
sales taxes

Montgomery

County, Ohio, where sales tax plays an essential role, decided to

cancel programs funded by sales tax such as the Economic

Development

and

Government Equity Grant Program. Cancellation of the program may adversely
affect the county economy, but the county government

is considering

other

means to stimulate economic development for the coming year.

310

791

As of April 9, county jurisdictions
462, 407 confirmed

across 50 states and the District of Columbia have

reportedA.-A

cases of COVID- 19. NACo' s County Explorer tracks reported cases in each

county from March 1 to April 9.

792

NACo PARTNER RESOURCES
x

KPMG details an approach to sustained recovery and resilience during and
beyond

the crisis.

793

El
Stay up to date with the changing COVID- 19 situation across the nation using
ESRI' s COVID- 19 GIS Hub. This information

660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

is updated daily.

400

D. C. 20001

L] ---- ......
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to-date on topics affecting America' s counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georglahas a vely broad public records law, Most writtert communications to or from Qtyand
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 58 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:

RE: Cost for COVID- 19 Disaster

Subject:

Yes to your question about the laptops.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 47 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Cost for COVID- 19 Disaster

That' s great! Should we include the laptops purchased in Finance? That will increase it by $ 3, 500.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

011

w.

y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@douherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendle@dou herty, ea.us>Cc:
Addison, Scott <
SAddisonCdoueherty,
Cost

So

This

ea,
us>Subject:

for COVID- 19

Disaster Martha -

far I've estimated that we' ve incurred around $
350k

doesn' t include all the administrative leave. Also

in additional spend due to the COVID- 19 disaster so far.

about $40k is for the for the foggers that were purchased from
SPLOST. Just trying to get an idea of what our spend has been. It' s no where near any of our previous disaster and I'
m grateful. I think we're going to be alright. Thanks. I
ichaelI cCoy County
Administrator U"

IfTy Dougherty
County Board of Commis ioners/ Administration

795

Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 58 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Cost for COVID- 19 Disaster

Scott

Yes. We may use have to use the solid waste reserve fund again if necessary. Thanks.

From: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 47 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: Cost for COVID- 19 Disaster

That' s great! Should we include the laptops purchased in Finance? That will increase it by $ 3, 500.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: : urnaiill: mhendley

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendle@dou herty, ea.us>Cc:
Addison, Scott <
SAddisonCdoueherty,
Cost

So

This

ea,
us>Subject:

for COVID- 19

Disaster Martha -

far I've estimated that we' ve incurred around $
350k

doesn' t include all the administrative leave. Also

in additional spend due to the COVID- 19 disaster so far.

about $40k is for the for the foggers that were purchased from
SPLOST. Just trying to get an idea of what our spend has been. It' s no where near any of our previous disaster and I'
m grateful. I think we're going to be alright. Thanks. I
ichaelI cCoy County
Administrator Zs.

gym
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
dou hert . a. us
I: .: imaflL mmeeoy
y

OR,

Ind"110" IM 0
PUBLIC R E C0 RD S N 0T IC E: Georgia I?as a very broad public records law, Most written comm ur?ica tior?s to or front City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 54 PM
Josey, Shonna

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Thank you! Happy Easter!

From: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 51 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Mr. McCoy -

Dougherty Tax Department incurred the cost of $76. 51 for latex gloves. This amount was reported to you by
the Procurement

Manager,

Mrs. Ware.

The number

of hours for administrative

leave

based

1, 629. 50 hours used by staff as of 4/ 10/ 20.
Let me know if you need anything further.
Happy Easterll
Thanks,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty

County Tax Department

P 0 Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:
Fax:

229- 302- 3056

229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley@doueherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 54 AM
To: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@doueherty,

ea, us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall( edouherty, ga, us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Yes

From: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 27 AM
799

on our records

is

To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty, Ra. us>
Cc: Hendley, Martha < MHendleyC doueherty, ea, us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall@douRherty

Ra, us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Mr. McCoy- Do we need to add the administrative leave used by staff due to COVID- 19 for CAT B? Thanks.

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty

County Tax Department

P O Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:

229- 302- 3056

Fax: 229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley@douRherty, Ra. us

From: Hall, Dominique

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 16 AM
To: Josey, Shonna < 5Co11ey@douRherty. Ra. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Hey,

I am not sure. That would be a question for him or Martha. Did you submit something in the
previous disasters?

HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

p

doughert .

a. us

From: Josey, Shonna < 5Colley

douRherty, ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 45 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHa11_@douRherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Do we need to submit anything for COVID - 19 Admin pay to Mr. McCoy for cost?
From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 5: 27 PM
800

To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
K5proul

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeersdoueherty,

ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

dougherty, ea. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

lip
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written commurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
ey eials regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon? request Your email
commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Desk

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 52 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

0
Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to IIMt,J' FP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.

802

One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hops:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: hatps:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill

Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I _. . ._

II.

dcruuglh ert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a verbs broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 51 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Mr. McCoy -

Dougherty Tax Department incurred the cost of $76. 51 for latex gloves. This amount was reported to you by
the Procurement

Manager,

Mrs. Ware.

The number

of hours for administrative

leave

based

on our records

1, 629. 50 hours used by staff as of 4/ 10/ 20.
Let me know if you need anything further.
Happy Easterll
Thanks,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty

County Tax Department

P 0 Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:

229- 302- 3056

Fax: 229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 54 AM
To: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Yes

From: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty, ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 27 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.&a. us>
Cc: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@doueherty, ea, us>;

Hall, Dominique <

DoHall( edouhertya,

us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Mr. McCoy- Do we need to add the administrative leave used by staff due to COVID- 19 for CAT B? Thanks.

804

is

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty County Tax Department
P O Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:

229- 302- 3056

Fax: 229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley

dougherty. ga. us

From: Hall, Dominique

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 16 AM
To: Josey, Shonna < 5Co11ey@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Hey,

I am not sure. That would be a question for him or Martha. Did you submit something in the
previous disasters?

HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

doughert .

a. us

p

From: Josey, Shonna < SColleydougherty,

ga, us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 45 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHa11_@dougherty, ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Do we need to submit anything for COVID - 19 Admin pay to Mr. McCoy for cost?
From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeersodoueherty,

ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

K5prou1@dougherty, ga.
us>Subject:
COVID- 19 Costs All —

forward me your department' s ad itonal expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to present.
I ned this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department did

Please

not submit ed costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks. 805

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

A, FFPRE
g/

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgial?asa very broad public records law. lost written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:49 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

ACCG

COVID- 19 Afternoon

Update -

Updated Funeral Guidance; Summary of State
Public Safety Agency Head Call; Clarification on Election Postponment & MOre

rhis m nuflII is Ilb
Nlbas

recipients

II

Guidance for

iii
afr- iif

en't "to couaty,. Ihaiiiiffrmen, f mn" ian gem fr- ads
tif °

t o°

fni i i f

iiii °
tf r, a tots" fr- db,,
rlks

ther-s on your connnnission and ta
°

and PlOs.

f as needed. ed.
Updated

Funeral Homes Yesterday'

s afterno n update contained guidance released by the Georgia Department of Public Health regarding funerals
and mortuary services. That guidance has been updated and is available here.Summary
of Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads If
you missed the conference call with state public safety agency heads, you can find a sum ary here.Participants
the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, the

were briefed

Georgia State Patrol and the Georgia National Guard. Please

share

these phone numbers with your community to report observations or complaints related to the shelter in place order.
Election

Postponement Emergency

Authority Explanation Yesterday,

ACCG shared the press release from Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger announcing the postponement of the
Statewide General Primary/ Presidential Preference Primary Election until June 9,
2020. The Secretary of State only had
the authority to postpone the election date following Governor Brian Kemp' s extension of the public health state of emergency
through May 13,2020. The press release provides more detail regarding the Secretary of State' s em rgency authority
to move elections. Coronavirus

Emergency Supplemental Funding (CESF) Program The
Federal Bureau of Justice Assistance announced the Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Program (CESF) on
March 30 with an application deadline of May 29 for local governments identified as eligible for funding under the FY 2019
Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (
JAG) Program.

Applicants

must have been designed in the FY 2019

as eligible to be eligible for the CESF Program. Georgia eligible jurisdictions and potential allocations are available here.
The allocations of funding are based on crime rates. The
State Georgia will receive approximately $15 mil ion to be administered by the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council,
but decisions have not been made regarding the allocation of those funds, ACCG will continue to monitor for further
funding opportunities for local governments not listed as eligible. See the statement from CJCC here. The
Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding (CESF) Program will provide funding to assist eligible states, local units
of government, and tribes in preventing, preparing for and responding to the coronavirus. Allowable projects and purchases
include, but are not limited to,
overtime, equipment ( including law enforcement and medical personal protective
equipment),hiring, supplies ( such as gloves, masks, sanitizer), training, travel expenses and addressing the medical
needs of inmates in state, local, and tribal prisons, jails, detention centers and local correctional institutions.
The local government must apply for funding in their jurisdiction and administer the grant. Unlike
previous JAG grants, there is no local match requirement. The
here.Remember

to Encourage Census Participation 807

grant announcement can be downloaded

Continue to look for opportunities through social media and other outreach to get your community to complete their
20120 Census forms. Earlier today, the U. S. Census Bureau provided information on how census data collected from a
variety of surveys is used in emergency planning, strategies and recovery efforts. You can review this information here.

asp

Nn

Beth Brown

Al,,,, ...._

Director of Strategy, Innovation &

Ad---

j G—

gm'.

G—

t—.

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 808

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:47 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Cost for COVID- 19 Disaster

Scott

That' s great! Should we include the laptops purchased in Finance? That will increase it by $ 3, 500.
I airtha IBm IHendley
Finance

Director

DaJ(73 IER

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Finance Department
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3039

111olb Ile: 229. 854. 9401

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
Ii:.: ir naiill: mhendley@dougherty. ga. us

Rpm
L

IM EvP13

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

ga. us>

Subject: Cost for COVID- 19 Disaster

Martha -

So far I' ve estimated that we' ve incurred around $ 350k in additional spend due to the COVID- 19 disaster so

far. This doesn' t include all the administrative

leave.

Also about $40k is for the for the foggers that were purchased

from SPLOST. Just trying to get an idea of what our spend has been. It' s no where near any of our previous disaster and
I' m grateful. I think we' re going to be alright. Thanks.
I iichaellI cCoy
County Administrator

I.
m

OU

Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irrnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

809

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a vety broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 810

PUBLIC

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:45 PM
Hendley, Martha

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

Cost for COVID- 19 Disaster

Martha -

Scott

So far I' ve estimated that we' ve incurred around $ 350k in additional spend due to the COVID- 19 disaster so

far. This doesn' t include all the administrative

leave.

Also about $40k is for the for the foggers that were purchased

from SPLOST. Just trying to get an idea of what our spend has been. It' s no where near any of our previous disaster and
I' m grateful. I think we' re going to be alright. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

U"IfTy
i

rgI"a"

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:37 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Pamela;

Sproul,

Kevin;

Hayes,

Terron;

Gilbert,

Laura;

Willis,

Shannon;

Cates,

Lee

Thank you. Happy Easter!

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>;
THayes@dougherty.

ga. us>; Gilbert, Laura < LAGilbert@dougherty.

Cates, Lee < LCates@dougherty.

Hayes,

ga. us>; Willis, Shannon < ShWillis@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Re: COVID- 19 Costs

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

DCAJ,

i

w

(

014T

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: taiohrisonC( z} dc>udicrty, ga, us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@douherty, ea, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 26 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeers@douehert

KSproul @dougherty. ea. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs
812

Terron

r, ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

ga. us>;

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym
C/ Wrgux,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irrnaflL mmeeovCca7dougherty.

ga. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:36 PM

Sent:
To:

Minnick,

Subject:

RE: CAT B Coronavirus

Heidi
Costs

You too!

Original Message -----

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 28 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

RE: CAT B Coronavirus

Costs

You are welcome

Have a nice weekend.

Heidi Minnick
Facilities

Management

Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Facilities Management
Phone:

229- 302- 3230

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Email: hminnick@dougherty. ga. us

Original Message -----

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 25 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison,
Subject:

Scott;

Brown,

JoHanna

RE: CAT B Coronavirus

Costs

Thanks

Original Message -----

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Brown, JoHanna < JohBrown @dougherty.ga.
us>Subject:
CAT

B Coronavirus Costs

afternoon, 814

Good

Please see the attached expenses relating to the Coronavirus.
V/ R,

Heidi

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications

may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:36 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 32 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Subadan, Sharon < SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Subject: Re: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
Will do, thanks,

Wendy IFlo
Public

ellll

Information

Officer

DC11GFIERTY
COUNTS`
C; Wr

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::u

aiill: ,....._ I _. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

a. us

j

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy(@dougherty, a, us>

Date: Friday, April 10, 2020 at 4: 28 PM
Howell, Wendy" < WHowell( e dou

To: "

Cc: " Subadan,

Sharon" <

hert .

SdSubadan( l@albany

a. us>

P. gov>

Subject: RE: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
Wendy — Please send a similar notice for Tuesday' s Taskforce Meeting due to the City of Albany' s Commission

Meeting. The meeting start time for Tuesday will be 3 pm as well. Thanks.
Original Appointment -----

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowe1_1_@doueherty2.a. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 42 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough,
Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools.

org; Broughton,

Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.
816

com; gnce( e phoebehealthxg. ;

Barbara

Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick_@asurams. edu; Col. Alphonso Trimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard
Housley; Pamela G Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubin jordan; Young CIV Colie;
Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); javicif withperfection. com
Cc: Irving, Tateshea

Subject: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
When: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 00 PM- 4: 30 PM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &
Where:

PLEASE

SEE CALL - IN INSTRUCTIONS

Canada).

BELOW

0
ME

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, 112p11ease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrE,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: htt s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789
817

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1438255#
Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hops:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: hatps:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill

Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I_. . ._
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dcruuglh ert .

a. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very baroad prune records law. Most written eorr murticeatlor?s to or from City artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email
eorr murticeatlor?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:32 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subadan,

Subject:

Sharon

Re: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Will do, thanks,

Wendy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer

DOIK I- iERTY
a

cur
:

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I _. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

a. us
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From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Date: Friday, April 10, 2020 at 4: 28 PM
To: " Howell, Wendy" < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: " Subadan,

Sharon" <

SdSubadan@albanyga.

gov>

Subject: RE: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
Wendy — Please send a similar notice for Tuesday' s Taskforce Meeting due to the City of Albany' s Commission

Meeting. The meeting start time for Tuesday will be 3 pm as well. Thanks.
Original Appointment -----

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 42 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough,
Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara
Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col. Alphonso Trimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard
Housley; Pamela G Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubin jordan; Young CIV Colie;
Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Cc: Irving, Tateshea

Subject: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
When: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 00 PM- 4: 30 PM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &
Where:

PLEASE

SEE CALL - IN INSTRUCTIONS

BELOW
819

Canada).

0
on

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, 112p11ease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.
Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
820

United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1438255#
Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public

Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.

191 91 91 91 PUBLIC

RECORDS
NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broadpoblic records law.
Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
d County offidals regardmg
City ar?
d County busmes are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor? request. Your email commur?icatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 821

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:29 PM
Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subadan,

Subject:

Sharon

RE: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Wendy — Please send a similar notice for Tuesday' s Taskforce Meeting due to the City of Albany' s Commission

Meeting. The meeting start time for Tuesday will be 3 pm as well. Thanks.
Original Appointment -----

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 42 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough,
Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com; grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara
Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col. Alphonso Trimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard
Housley; Pamela G Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubin jordan; Young CIV Colie;
Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Cc: Irving, Tateshea

Subject: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
When: Monday, April 13, 2020 3: 00 PM- 4: 30 PM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &
Where:

PLEASE

SEE CALL - IN INSTRUCTIONS

Canada).

BELOW

0
on

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to IMt, iTE,
822

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: +

1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

Meeting extension: 1438255#
Passcode: 6789

Additional numbers: hops:// call. lifesize. corn numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: hatps:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo
Public

ays/ 1438255

elill

Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
E.::irnaflL ,....._I_. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

a. us

191191191191
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 824

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Minnick,

Heidi <

HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:28 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: CAT B Coronavirus

Costs

You are welcome

Have a nice weekend.

Heidi Minnick
Facilities

Management

Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Facilities Management
Phone:

229- 302- 3230

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
Email: hminnick@dougherty. ga. us

Original Message -----

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 25 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison,
Subject:

Scott;

Brown,

JoHanna

RE: CAT B Coronavirus

Costs

Thanks

Original Message -----

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
us>Subject:
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Brown, JoHanna < JohBrown @dougherty. ga.
CAT

B Coronavirus Costs

Good

afternoon, Please

see the attached expenses relating to the Coronavirus. V/
R, Heidi

825

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications

may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:25 PM

Sent:
To:

Minnick,

Heidi

Cc:

Addison,

Scott; Brown,

Subject:

RE: CAT B Coronavirus

JoHanna
Costs

Thanks

Original Message -----

From: Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Brown, JoHanna < JohBrown @dougherty.ga.
us>Subject:
CAT

B Coronavirus Costs

Good

afternoon, Please

see the attached expenses relating to the Coronavirus. V/
R, Heidi

PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request.
Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure. 827

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:22 PM
McCoy, Michael
Automatic reply: < Charges Made on Behalf

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-

ALERT* ALERT* ALERT*

of Procurement/

Administration>

RE:

19 Costs

ALERT* ALERT* ALERT*

Please note that I am currently unavailable
To ensure that any concerns

until Monday, April 13 and will not be able to respond to your message.

are handled properly, please call Dougherty

County Board of Commissioners

at 229- 431- 2121 ext 0. The person

answering will have the appropriate person address your issue. All purchasing requests should be directed to Darlene Hollis at
dhollis@dougherty. ga. us. All Open Records Requests should be directed to Administrative Specialist Bristeria Hope at bclark@dougherty. ga. us.
Thank you for your cooperation. Jawahn Ware

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 828

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:22 PM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Cc:

Addison,

Scott;

Hollis,

Darlene;

Johnson,

Kenneth;

Ostrander,

John;

Hayes,

Terron;

Johnson, Pamela; Smith, Christopher; Josey, Shonna; Sproul, Kevin
Subject:

Thanks.

RE: <

Charges Made on Behalf of Procurement/ Administration>

RE: COVID-

19 Costs

Happy Easter!

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 2: 05 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.
KDJohnson@dougherty.
THayes@dougherty.

ga. us>; Hollis, Darlene < DHollis@dougherty.

ga. us>; Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>; Johnson, Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ChSmith@dougherty.

ga. us>; Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty.

ga. us>;

ga. us>; Johnson, Kenneth

Hayes,

Terron

ga. us>; Smith, Christopher

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: < Charges Made on Behalf of Procurement/ Administration>

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Greetings

Please see the attached COVID charges as of April 10, 2020 the paid for by Procurement/ Administration.
Expenses are included for Administration, DCP, Jail, Mail, Sheriff' s Office, Solid Waste and Tax/ Tag.
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

1X-X)G4-iERTY
CO'

Y

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty,Pa. us>; ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
DeptManaeers_@doueherty. a us>; Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@douPherty. ga. us>
Cc: Hollis, Darlene < DHollis@doueherty,
Subject: < Procurement

Update>

MANAGERS <

DC-

ea. us>

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Greetings -

If Procurement/ Administration made a purchase for you on the pcard, we will submit those charges to Mr. McCoy on
your behalf.
You will be copied on the submission to ensure no duplication.

Sincerely,

829

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

FXDLK'

Y

C0NµF
cle< rr g

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC@douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
K5proul

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeersdouehert

r, ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

douPherty, ea. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

lip
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very brand public remands law. Most written communications to err from City attd County
ey dale regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Pamela <

PJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 16 PM
McCoy, Michael; Sproul, Kevin; Hayes, Terron; Gilbert, Laura; Willis, Shannon; Cates, Lee

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Re: COVID- 19 Costs

Attachments:

03162020 Mileage

03292020 _ 1019 Payroll. xlsx; 03162020 - 03292020 _ 1038 Payroll. xlsx;

03302020

04052020

COVID19.

xlsx; Mileage

04062020

04122020

COVID19.

xlsx;

COVID19 Purchases. pdf

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

FXA,

j

w,,

I

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
PUione:

229. 302. 3603 Mobile:

229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eina l:pjohnson@dougherty.ga.us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 26 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

iEruy
gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 832

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4: 12 PM

Sent:
To:

Pauline

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Thanks.

Abidde

Happy Easter!

From: Pauline Abidde < PAbidde@docolib. org>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 04 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Mr. McCoy

I don' t think we had additional expenses other than the fogging of the buildings which I guess will be included in the
Facilities expenses as we have not yet received any billings for that service.
We did use admin leave in the amount of 2, 557. 25 hours since March 13 for COVID- 19 related absences

Please let me know if you need anything else.
Thanks,
Pauline

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

McCoy, Michael" <

MMcCoyC@douherty,

a, us>

4/ 9/ 20 5: 26 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptMana

ers@dou

herty, ea. us>, " Sproul, Kevin"

KSproul @dougherty. ea. us>
Subject:

COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
833

Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
WebDougherty. ga.us l:.::
hert . a. us PUBLIC
irnaflL mmeeoy y
dou

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?
d County officials
regardmg City ar?
d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor?request. Your email commur?
icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure. 834

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:09 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Dougherty County EMS

Thanks

Sam
Scott

FW: COVID- 19 Costs requested by Mr. McCoy

Sam.

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 09 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Dougherty County EMS FW: COVID- 19 Costs requested by Mr. McCoy
Importance: High

Mr. McCoy,

This is the information for Dougherty County EMS expenses on COVID 19. We have had minor overtime and most of our
supplies have come thru Op Center thru Ga. Department of Public Health. Brandy has complied all of our expenses on
the FEMA forms that we have on file. If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us

From: Barron, Brandy < BBarron@doueherty. Ea. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 32 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty,

ea, us>

Cc: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@doueherty, ga. us>; Livingston,
Danyatesa < DMcehee@dougherty..

a. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs requested by Mr. McCoy
Importance:

High

835

Dickie < DLivineston@dougherty.

a. us>;

Mcghee,

Dee and I have entered the data for the previous 5 weeks into the spreadsheets formatted that we' ve used in previous
disasters.

Each week is laid out with overtime, explanation of time, equipment if justified and the last page is for additional
supplies

Please advise if you need any additional information related to expenses under COVID- 19 from 03/ 13/ 2020 thru present
or require it in a different format.
Thanks,

IBiran

y IBainroin

ADMINISTRATIVE

ASSISTANT

C.

U STY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners
Dougherty County Emergency Medical Services
1436 Palmyra Road, Albany, Ga 31701
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3901

ffffiice:

C6lII: 229- 206- 1223

229. 302. 3903

Fax: 229. 302. 3909

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL

bbarron( 0) douvhertv.

va. us

R

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@clougherty,

ea, us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 01 AM
To: Barron, Brandy < BBarron@cloueherty.

Ea. us>

Cc: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@cloueherty, Ea. us>; Livingston, Dickie < DLivinestonCc dou herty. a. us>;

Mcghee,

Danyatesa < DMcehee@cloughert r, ea, us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Brandy,

We have received the cost information request. Can you please start on it this morning as it is due in by close of business
today to Mr. McCoy.
Thanks,
Sam

airn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us

836

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoV douBherty, ga, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
K5proul

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeersdouehert

r, ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

dougherty, ea. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmeeov _ doughert .

a. us

Ind,ED I'm 0
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. lost written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:06 PM

Sent:
To:

Ware, Jawahn

Subject:

RE: County Administrator Assistance Needed FW: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April
13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>

Thanks I just sent it to them.

From: Ware, Jawahn < JWare@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 54 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: County Administrator Assistance Needed FW: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission
Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
Greetings -

I do not know if you did have Wendy provide the call in information to Mr. Perry and Ms Knowles.
If not, please send them this message.
Thanks!

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

E,XXE.
4-1ERTY
O'UT

Gear ," w

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Ware,

Gandhi

Jawahn

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 53 PM
To: Nickerson, Ginger ( GNickerson( e douPherty. Pa. u.) < GNickerson@dougherty Pa. us>;
SAddison( @doueherty

ea, us>;

Addison,

Scott

Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick(@douPherty. a. us>; Allen, Sam < SaAIIen@douPherty.

ga. us>

Cc: Howell, Wendy < WHoweII@doueherty. Pa, us>
Subject: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
Greetings -

You are receiving this email because you are listed on the upcoming agenda.

Please find attached the agenda and packet for the April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting.
To comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County, GA and the
guidelines of the Center for Disease Control ( CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social
distancing, the Dougherty County Board of Commissioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday,

838

April 13, 2020. The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia
Government Facebook page at facebook. com/ Dougherty. ga. us.
Commissioners, staff that are listed on the agenda and delegations are asked to use the audio line.

Please call in NO LATER THAN 9: 45 a. m. At that time, please mute your phone by pressing * 6. During the call,
please keep your phone muted unless you are speaking and you can press the same symbol * 6 to unmute.
The conference call number is 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

The meeting extension is 1318188#

The password is 8188#
If you have any concerns logging in on Monday, please contact 1310, Wendy Howell at 229- 854- 0006. PLEASE
DO NOT ISSUE THIS NUMBER.

Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

MK0'w3HER1-Y
m

00UNTY
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone

229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@dough ert a.
.

us PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad prune records law.Most written eorr murticeatlor? s to or from City artd County o
dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email eorr
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Chris S. Cohilas <

CCohilas@watsonspence.

Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 4:05 PM

To:

Ware, Jawahn;

Cohilas,

Christopher;

com>

Edwards,

Victor;

Edwards,

Victor;

Gaines,

Gloria;

Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gray, Russell; Johnson, Clinton; Johnson, Clinton; Jones, Anthony;
Lamar
Cc:

Hudgins

Addison, Scott; Clark, Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael; Spencer
Lee

Subject:

RE: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In
Instructions

Provided>

Thank you Jawahn. Everyone please stay safe this weekend.
Norl M.

No-

WAT

0 N,'

PI

N

E

CHRISTOPHER S. COHILAS
PARTNER

Watson Spence LLP
320 Residence Avenue ( 31701)
P. O. Box 2008

Albany, GA 31702- 2008
229) 436- 1545, fax ( 229) 436- 6358, Direct Dial: 229- 317- 5764
CCohilas@watsonspence.

com

From: Ware, Jawahn [ mailto: JWare@dougherty. ga. us]

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 51 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher;

Chris S. Cohilas; Edwards, Victor; Edwards, Victor; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gray,

Russell; Johnson, Clinton; Johnson, Clinton; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins
Cc: Addison, Scott; Clark, Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael; Spencer Lee; Ware, Jawahn
Subject: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
Greetings -

Please find attached the agenda and packet for the April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting.
To comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County, GA and the
guidelines of the Center for Disease Control ( CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social
distancing, the Dougherty County Board of Commissioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday,
April 13, 2020. The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia
Government Facebook page at facebook.com/ Dougherty.ga. us.
840

Commissioners, staff that are listed on the agenda and delegations are asked to use the audio line.

Please call in NO LATER THAN 9: 45 a. m. At that time, please mute your phone by pressing * 6. During the call,
please keep your phone muted unless you are speaking and you can press the same symbol * 6 to unmute.
The conference call number is 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

The meeting extension is 1318188#

The password is 8188#
If you have any concerns logging in on Monday, please contact 1310, Wendy Howell at 229- 854- 0006.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

DCYS3,
"'
HIE I ' IY'
I, '

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaflL Lware@dough ert a.
.

us Lm !
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RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad prune records law.Most written eorr murticeatlor? s to or from City artd County o
dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon request Your email eorr
murticeatlor? s may be subject to public disclosure. 841

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 4:03 PM

Sent:
To:

Camila

Subject:

FW: County Administrator Assistance Needed FW: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April
13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
2020. 04. 13 Agenda SCM. pdf; 2020. 04. 13 SCM Packet. pdf

Attachments:

Camila/

Louie —

Knowles;

Camila

Knowles

Please find attached Monday' s agenda and the dial in number in the message below. Have a great

weekend!
From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 53 PM
To: Nickerson,

Ginger ( GNickerson_ @douPhert ., ga. us) < GNickerson@douPherty.

SAddisoniSdoueherty

ea, us>; Minnick, Heidi < HMinnick(@douPherty.

Pa. us>; Addison,

Scott

a. us>; Allen, Sam < SaAIIen@douPherty.

ga. us>

Cc: Howell, Wendy <WHoweII@doueherty. Pa, us>
Subject: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
Greetings -

You are receiving this email because you are listed on the upcoming agenda.

Please find attached the agenda and packet for the April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting.
To comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County, GA and the
guidelines of the Center for Disease Control ( CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social
distancing, the Dougherty County Board of Commissioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday,
April 13, 2020. The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia
Government Facebook page at facebook.com/ Dougherty.ga. us.
Commissioners, staff that are listed on the agenda and delegations are asked to use the audio line.

Please call in NO LATER THAN 9: 45 a. m. At that time, please mute your phone by pressing * 6. During the call,
please keep your phone muted unless you are speaking and you can press the same symbol * 6 to unmute.
The conference call number is 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

The meeting extension is 1318188#

The password is 8188#
If you have any concerns logging in on Monday, please contact PIO, Wendy Howell at 229- 854- 0006. PLEASE
DO NOT ISSUE THIS NUMBER.

Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

842

DOUG,HERTY
00UNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 54 PM
McCoy, Michael
County Administrator Assistance Needed FW: Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13,
2020 Commission Meeting < Log In Instructions Provided>
2020. 04. 13 Agenda SCM. pdf; 2020. 04. 13 SCM Packet. pdf

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Greetings -

I do not know if you did have Wendy provide the call in information to Mr. Perry and Ms Knowles.
If not, please send them this message.
Thanks!

Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

D0JG--iERTY
Mal

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From:

Ware,

Jawahn

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 53 PM
To: Nickerson,

Ginger ( GNickerson@dougherty.

ga. us) < GNickerson @dougherty.ga.
us>;Addison,

Scott

SAddison@dougherty.

ga.
us>;Minnick,
Heidi <
HMinnick@dougherty. ga.
us>;Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty. ga.
us>Cc:
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty. ga.
us> Subject:
Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting <
Log In Instructions Provided>Greetings You

are receiving this email because you are listed on the upcoming agenda.Please

find attached the agenda and packet for the April 13,2020 Commission Meeting.To
comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County, GA and the guidelines
of the Center for Disease Control (CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social distancing,
the Dougherty County Board of Commis ioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday, April
13,2020. The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia Government
Facebook page at facebook. com/Dougherty. ga.
us. Commis ioners,
staff

that are listed on the agenda and delegations are asked to use the audio line. Please

call in NO LATER THAN 9:
45 a.m. At that time,please mute your phone by pressing * 6.
During the call, please
keep your phone muted unless you are speaking and you can press the same symbol *6 to unmute. 844

The conference call number is 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

The meeting extension is 1318188#

The password is 8188#
If you have any concerns logging in on Monday, please contact 1310, Wendy Howell at 229- 854- 0006. PLEASE
DO NOT ISSUE THIS NUMBER.

Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager
0- ft

Delft%
XC,+
HE6NnmRTY
COUN TY
6;e'r?r'gia
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 51 PM

Sent:
To:

Cohilas,

Christopher;

Cohilas,

Christopher(

Other);

Edwards,

Victor;

Edwards,

Victor;

Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria ( other); Gray, Russell; Johnson, Clinton; Johnson, Clinton;
Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins
Addison, Scott; Clark, Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael; Spencer

Cc:

Lee; Ware, Jawahn
Subject:

Agenda and Packet for Monday, April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting < Log In
Instructions

Attachments:

Provided>

2020. 04. 13 Agenda SCM. pdf; 2020. 04. 13 SCM Packet. pdf

Greetings -

Please find attached the agenda and packet for the April 13, 2020 Commission Meeting.
To comply with the orders set forth by the Joint Order of the City of Albany and Dougherty County, GA and the
guidelines of the Center for Disease Control ( CDC) in regards to the Coronavirus ( COVIDI9) pandemic and social
distancing, the Dougherty County Board of Commissioners will be holding a virtual type meeting on Monday,
April 13, 2020. The public will have live access to the audio meeting by accessing the Dougherty County Georgia
Government Facebook page at facebook. com/ Dougherty. ga. us.
Commissioners, staff that are listed on the agenda and delegations are asked to use the audio line.

Please call in NO LATER THAN 9: 45 a. m. At that time, please mute your phone by pressing * 6. During the call,
please keep your phone muted unless you are speaking and you can press the same symbol * 6 to unmute.
The conference call number is 1 ( 312) 584- 2401

The meeting extension is 1318188#

The password is 8188#
If you have any concerns logging in on Monday, please contact PIO, Wendy Howell at 229- 854- 0006.
Sincerely,

Jawalhin Waire
Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

E)aJGHERTY
mm ,.

AUNTY
jcarr

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
I:Ihone: 229. 302. 3001

Fax: 229. 438. 3967

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us

l:.::
irnaiill: Lware@dough ert a.
.
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writ encommunications municeatlons
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 16 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Important Information Regarding ACCG' s Annual Meeting

recipients

When the ACCG Executive Committee met on March 18, 2020 and decided to cancel the in -person Annual Meeting,
ACCG staff proposed an online meeting of the membership to be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and
electing members of the ACCG Board of Managers. The ACCG By -Laws require that the ACCG Nominating Committee
meet at the Annual Meeting to finalize the slate of nominees for members and officers of the ACCG Board of Managers
i. e., the Report of the Nominating Committee). The Report of the Nominating Committee also must be presented and
voted upon by the membership at the Annual Meeting. Additionally, the ACCG By -Laws call for the Board of Managers
to be installed as soon as possible after that Report of the Nominating Committee is approved.
For the last several weeks since the Executive Committee met, county officials and ACCG staff have remained fully
engaged in the response to COVID- 19. Public health experts continue to report that they expect Georgia' s peak in
coronavirus deaths to occur towards the end of April. As a result of these issues, the ACCG Executive Committee today
approved a modified approach to meet the requirements outlined in the ACCG By -Laws for finalizing and presenting the
Report of the Nominating Committee, allowing for a vote on the slate by the membership and installing the 2020- 2021
Board of Managers. To review the resolution passed by the ACCG Executive Committee authorizing this approach, click
here.

This approach has been fully reviewed by ACCG' s General Counsel.

It will allow us to conduct the business of the

Association, while providing flexibility for our membership to review and vote on the Report of the Nominating
Committee outside of a scheduled online meeting. It also alleviates concerns related to technology and varying internet
capabilities throughout the state.

Following is the schedule that the ACCG Executive Committee has approved:
April 24, 2020 at 9: 00 a. m.

Nominating

Committee

Meeting

The Nominating Committee will meet using an online platform to finalize the Report of
the Nominating Committee. According to the ACCG By -Laws, this meeting must be
open to the membership so that they may submit additional names for
consideration. Information will be provided to the membership on how to participate in
this meeting on April 17, 2020.

Voting Open from
through

Virtual Annual Meeting / Electronic Voting
All elected county officials will receive an ACCG Financial Report, the Report of the
Nominating Committee and an explanation of the voting process that will be used to

April 30, 2020 at noon

vote on the Report of the Nominating Committee.

April 24, 2020 at noon

Each county has one vote to approve or disapprove the slate of nominees for the ACCG

Board of Managers and Officers. County chairs, sole commissioners, mayors and CEOs
will receive an additional email with a link to an electronic ballot to vote on the Report

of the Nominating Committee. The Chair, sole commissioner, mayor or CEO
may designate another official to cast the vote on behalf of the county by forwarding
the email. A quorum of 25 counties is required to vote.
ACCG will email all elected county officials on April 30, 2020 after the voting period has
closed to report on the electronic vote.
848

May 1, 2020 at 11: 00 a. m.

Board of Managers Meeting
The Board of Managers will meet using an online platform for the purpose of
beine installed and to approve the Executive

Committee.

While the ACCG Executive Committee recognizes that this is an unconventional way to approve and
Managers, we are living in unprecedented times. This approach will allow us to conduct our official
providing the most flexibility for our membership. The ACCG staff will provide press releases for all
use in their communities to recognize their appointment and remains committed to celebrating the
of Managers as soon as the membership is able to come together again.

install the Board of
business while
Board members to
service of the Board

If you have any questions regarding this approach, please contact Dave Wills, Kelly Pridgen or me.

Beth Brown

ACM,

Director of Strategy, Innovation &

G—

ga' 9 G—

t-.

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. ore

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Johnson,

Kenneth <

Cc:

Johnson,

Kenneth

Subject:

Covid-

19 Expense

Attachments:

Covid-

19 Work

March

12 -

KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 12 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

rrflu

April

March

Detail

13, 2020

Employee

to April

Cost

09, 2020

March

13 -

April 9. docx; Covid- 19 Supply Cost

9. docx

MWI

Y

w
ii .. *

ou,,
A

HI

1

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Dougherty County Police Department
1:" Ihone. 229. 430. 6600

Fax: 229. 302. 3 130

elir: Dougherty. ga. us

1iiiiu7naflL vhaskin s@dough ert a.
.
us

PUBLIC RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad prune records law.Most written communications to or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 850

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 09 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Scott

Subject:

Dougherty County EMS

Attachments:

COVID
THRU

19 WEEK

1

FW: COVID- 19 Costs requested by Mr. McCoy

03 09 2020

03 22 2020. xlsx; COVID

19 WEEK

4

03- 30- 2020

THRU

03

19 WEEK

15 2020. xlsx; COVID
3

03 23 09 2020

TO 04- 05- 2020. xlsx; COVID

19 WEEK

THRU

19 WEEK

2

03

16 09 2020

03 29 2020. xlsx; COVID
5

04- 06- 2020

TO

04- 12- 2020 -. xlsx

High

Importance:

Mr. McCoy,

This is the information for Dougherty County EMS expenses on COVID 19. We have had minor overtime and most of our
supplies have come thru Op Center thru Ga. Department of Public Health. Brandy has complied all of our expenses on
the FEMA forms that we have on file. If you have any questions please let me know.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: Barron, Brandy < BBarron@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 32 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>

Cc: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>; Livingston, Dickie < DLivingston@dougherty.
Danyatesa < DMcghee@dougherty.

ga. us>;

Mcghee,

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs requested by Mr. McCoy
Importance:

High

Dee and I have entered the data for the previous 5 weeks into the spreadsheets formatted that we' ve used in previous
disasters.

Each week is laid out with overtime, explanation of time, equipment if justified and the last page is for additional
supplies
851

Please advise if you need any additional information related to expenses under COVID- 19 from 03/ 13/ 2020 thru present
or require it in a different format.
Thanks,

IBiran

y IBainroin

ADMINISTRATIVE

ASSISTANT

1-

p.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners
Dougherty County Emergency Medical Services
1436 Palmyra Road, Albany, Ga 31701
1:" Ihone: 229. 302. 3901
C6lII:

ffffiice: 229. 302. 3903

229- 206- 1223

Fax: 229. 302. 3909

Web: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL bbarron

doughert .

a. us

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@clougherty,

ea, us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 01 AM
To: Barron, Brandy < BBarron@cloueherty. Ea. us>
Cc: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@cloueherty, Ea. us>; Livingston, Dickie < DLivinestonCc dou herty. a. us>;
Danyatesa < DMcehee@cloughert

Mcghee,

r, ea, us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Brandy,

We have received the cost information request. Can you please start on it this morning as it is due in by close of business
today to Mr. McCoy.
Thanks,
Sam

airn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

011

y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us
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From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoV douBherty, ga, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

KSproul

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS <

DC- DeptManaBers

douBherty, Ba. us>; Sproul, Kevin

douBherty, Ba. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

IXA, ,
0001%<

eoi":

t m.

COUNTY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

lip
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 06 PM
Michael McCoy

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Coronavirus

Problems viewing?

Coronavirus

Makes

Bail

Reform

Efforts

More

Urgent

View as a web page

Makes

Bail Reform

Efforts

More Urgent

I I'; olaulna t'maIII ": ulaain

Some jurisdictions have released many pretrial detainees in an effort to decrease jail populations
during the pandemic, taking steps bail reform advocates sought for years.
I ' ° taaLt fr" l l l aul' tliiollle l

KAH111

This message

I 1111

V//+,"

0,. s()

IK l Ili S11 IIR° tllIC11

was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.

0, S1111

llilVA+:.N I ' 011II+';: //

V, I ' U

VVIIi +," Ililll

ga. us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because

you have

opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive

one or two more newsletters.

Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

7m
Government

Executive

Media Group, 600 New Hampshire

Avenue

NW, Washington,

DC 20037

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Pauline

Abidde <

PAbidde@docolib. org>
Friday, April 10, 2020 3: 04 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Mr. McCoy

I don' t think we had additional expenses other than the fogging of the buildings which I guess will be included in the
Facilities expenses as we have not yet received any billings for that service.
We did use admin leave in the amount of 2, 557. 25 hours since March 13 for COVID- 19 related absences

Please let me know if you need anything else.
Thanks,
Pauline

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message
From: "
Date:

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 9/ 20 5: 26 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>, " Sproul, Kevin"

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
f:.::ir naiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

N
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PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 856

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 2: 05 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Addison,

Scott;

Hollis,

Darlene;

Johnson,

Kenneth;

Ostrander,

John;

Hayes,

Terron;

Johnson, Pamela; Smith, Christopher; Josey, Shonna; Sproul, Kevin
Charges Made on Behalf of Procurement/ Administration>

Subject: <
Attachments:

RE: COVID-

19 Costs

COVID 19 Expenses as of 2020. 04. 10. pdf

Greetings

Please see the attached COVID charges as of April 10, 2020 the paid for by Procurement/ Administration.
Expenses are included for Administration, DCP, Jail, Mail, Sheriff' s Office, Solid Waste and Tax/ Tag.
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

Uc3HEF-)"
I"Y
COUNTY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma

From:

Ware,

Gandhi

Jawahn

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>; ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
DeptManagers@dougherty.
ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Hollis, Darlene < DHollis@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: < Procurement

Update>

MANAGERS <

DC-

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Greetings -

If Procurement/ Administration made a purchase for you on the pcard, we will submit those charges to Mr. McCoy on
your behalf.
You will be copied on the submission to ensure no duplication.

Sincerely,
Jawahn

E. Ware

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

IDCÀK-] ERTY
COUNT
Clr,%

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoyC douPherty, ea, us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
857

To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT
K5proul

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeersdoueherty,

ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

dougherty, ea. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

lip
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written commurtieatior?s to or from City artd County
ey eials regardmg City artd County busies are public records available to the public artd media upon? request Your email
commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

E- News Update from Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <
Friday, April 10, 2020 2: 01 PM

Sent:
To:

marketing@albanyga. com>

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: "

Small Biz, Big Hearts" Weekly Round Up - April 10

I I1he

Ibailr conniinittedto

lbi°

i

i nuthe inost

uI t

ate iiiinf iininnatlii in Heire' s

What

Illy 111 111 eiile this week just in case you
are closed throughout the country

missed if!
Schools

in response to COVID- 19. For many, that means working from home is
even more challenging. V:::.
gr e' s V i,
r to survive. Smal busine are being hit hard
by coronavirus- related restrictions and customer unease. ( \r4.
y to deal
with
new
busines changes could be an p....
a....!...,....
advantage. MASK UP, ALBANY!
The CDC,
along

with our

local

government and health officials, have recommended wearing
masks in public

to help

slow the spread of coronavirus. L....
g,
4,
ili L...
I:.!,
r you can make a mask
out of items
you have at home. Don' t forget to keep
your hands away from your mask and wash
it as soon as you arrive home! MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
With their doors and

gates

temporarily

closed this spring due to COVID19 closures, local attractions are finding innovative
ways to take their messages
online

and stay connected with the

varied audiences they serve .u ir rti!
I;
irr Flint
RiverQuam, Che aw Park & Zo , Thronateeska Heritage
Center
Museum

and

of

Albany

Art

are continuing to offer at- home educational
opportunities. The Albany Area Chamber is
highlighting

member businesses, many of which are adapting,
innovating, 859

giving and leading. Help us share the message. And,
remember to tell us what you are doing in your
business.

SHARE

YOUR

BIZ!

Is your business open? Let your online
followers know! Don' t forget to tag the

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce in
your Facebook posts as you update the
hours and processes for your business.
Have you implemented a creative strategy
during this time? Let us know! We may
share your story with our followers.

u
The Alban
s or

Ate;

em o p ers,y"
Follow

us on Unsubscribe

III;

rnrncccvCcbdouaherty.

m ,„; ; for

C-e-n-1-e-r,provides information and
the most up-to-date alerts. too

ga.
us Sent

by marketing@albanyga. com

in col aboration with Li

Try
email marketing for

free today! PUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very brand public records law.Most writtert commurtieatiorts to err from, City artd Courtty ey
eials regardirtg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request. Your email commurtieatiorts
may be subject to public disclosure. 860

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Minnick,

Heidi <

Cc:

Addison,

Scott; Brown,

Subject:

CAT B Coronavirus

Attachments:

CAT

Sent:
To:

HMinnick@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 03 PM
McCoy, Michael

B COVID

JoHanna

Costs

19. xlsx

Good afternoon,

Please see the attached expenses relating to the Coronavirus.
V/ R,

Heidi

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

NACo <

naco@naco. org>

Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 02 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Reminder: National Call on Federal COVID- 19 Response Efforts

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Join NACo for a conference call TODAY at 4 p. m.
hear the latest federal policy update

EDTto

CALL DETAILS
DATE:

April

10

TIME: 4 p. m. EDT
CALL -IN: RSVP here to receive call -in information

Please join the National Association of Counties ( NACo) today at 4 p. m. EDT for an update on
county priorities in federal coronavirus ( COVID- 19) response efforts.
Counties are on the front lines protecting our communities from the coronavirus and other
illnesses that have the potential to become a pandemic. Counties support nearly 1, 000 hospitals
and operate over 1, 900 public health departments, which are the ground troops in the fight
against

the coronavirus

outbreak.

862

On April 7, U. S. Reps. Ben Lujan ( D- N. M.),

Andy Levin ( D- Mich.), Tom Malinowski ( D- N. J.) and Joe
Neguse ( D- Colo.) introduced the Coronavirus Community Relief Fund Act, which would create a
new $250 billion coronavirus relief fund for local governments with populations under 500,000.
In addition to providing direct payments from the U. S. Treasury to local governments, the bill

would also cover lost revenue due to COVID- 19. The bill text can be found here.

On April 9, the U. S. Senate adjourned following stalled negotiations over a fourth " interim" FY
2020 supplemental appropriations package. With lawmakers back home in their states, both
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell ( R- Ky.) and Senator Chris Van Hollen ( D- Md.) attempted
to pass measures via unanimous consent, which does not require members to return to
Washington

to vote.

First, Senate Democrats blocked Leader McConnell' s attempt to provide $ 250 billion for small
businesses, and then Leader McConnell stopped Democrats' attempt to pass a proposal ( Interim
Emergency COVID- 19 Relief Act) that would combine the small business aid with several other
provisions including:
An additional $

150 billion in aid to state, tribal and local governments to address
necessary expenditures incurred due to the COVID- 19 public health emergency. Of the
150 billion, $ 53. 55 billion would be distributed directly to localities based on the
Community Development Block Grant ( CDBG) formula, which would be administered by
the U. S. Treasury within 15 days of the bill' s enactment. The legislation would also allow
the funding to be used for lost revenue.
100 billion to bolster hospitals and community health centers, with funds going toward
the production of coronavirus tests and protective medical equipment.
Fifteen percent increase to the maximum Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
SNAP) benefit and would maintain the current suspension of work requirements for able-

bodied adults would be extended for two years.
250 billion to support the SBA' s Payment Protection Program and other economic
recovery

efforts.

Technical fixes to election assistance grants to ensure funding is flexible and targeted to
local elections

officials.

Negotiations are likely to continue over the weekend prior to the Senate returning in pro forma
session on Monday, April 13.

863

During these negotiations, NACo sent a letter to Congressional leaders in both chambers calling
on members to provide direct and flexible funding to county governments and urging them to
address other key county COVID- 19 priorities.

Due to YOUR advocacy efforts, several members of Congress are now leading efforts to clarify
provisions in prior COVID- 19 packages and build support around key county priority issues for
potential inclusion in a future package:
Several Representatives are leading efforts to make state and local governments eligible
for emergency paid leave payroll tax credits: U. S. Reps. Bradley S. Schneider ( D- III.), John
Katko ( R- N. Y.), T.J. Cox ( D- Calif.), Peter King ( R- N. Y.) and Diana DeGette ( D- Colo.) are
leading the effort to recruit cosponsors for legislation that would make state and local
governments eligible for payroll tax credits for emergency paid sick and family leave.
Please urge your members of Congress to cosponsor this legislation by contacting Jessica
Bernton (jessica. bernton mail.house. gov) in Rep. Schneider' s office by noon EDT on
Monday, April 13.
Forty- five House members sent a letter to leadership requesting emergency assistance
for state and local governments in the next COVID- 19 relief package. Led by Reps. Gerry
Connolly ( D- Va.)

and Charlie

Crist ( D- Fla.),

the letter

requests

that the Coronavirus

Relief

Fund receive significant additional funding in future coronavirus relief legislation and
specifically urges that the funding can be used for lost revenue.
Members of the Virginia congressional delegation sent a letter to Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin requesting guidance on the Coronavirus Relief Fund to maximize the
flexibility that state and local governments have in utilizing the funds.
A group of bipartisan Senators sent a letter to Treasury Secretary Mnuchin requesting
guidance for the implementation of the Coronavirus Relief Fund under the CARES Act.
Sens. Margaret Hassan ( D- N. H.), Michael Rounds ( R- S. D.), Angus King ( I - Maine) and
Jeanne Shaheen ( D- N. H.) sent a letter to Vice President Mike Pence requesting that he
work with the U. S. Treasury on the implementation of the Coronavirus Relief Fund.
Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi ( D- III.) plans to send a letter to House leadership requesting
additional flexible funds to keep state, local, tribal and territorial governments, in addition
to their employees and constituents, physically and financially secure during the COVID- 19
pandemic.
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660

North

Capitol

Street,

Washington,

NW, Suite

400

D. C. 20001

0
Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up- to- date on topics affecting America' s counties!

Click here to unsubscribe.

APUBLIC

RECORDS NOTICE: Georglahas a vely broad public records law, Most writtert communications to or from Qtyand
County of dals regardIng Qty and County business are public records avallable to the public and media upor? request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

EM

TAC Service

Desk

From:

County- managers- and- admins <
ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG>

srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.

COUNTY-

MANAGERS-

AND-

on behalf of Steve Rapson
GOV>

Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 12: 52 PM

To:

COUNTY-

Subject:

Re: [ COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS] Public Hearings during COVID- 19 Attachments:
19; Updated Public Meeting Procedure. pdf;COVID- 19; Updated Public Meeting Procedurejpg
Here

COVID-

MANAGERS-

AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV.

ACCG. ORG

is how Fayette County are conducting them...
Steven
Rapson Fayette

County County
Manager, C.
P.A. srapson@fayet countyga.
gov

770.

305.5100 Fayette

Cou irity offices are IIIosed
:. tm;:
IlPUb ic,a ir t 111 May 13,2020, iin albu indaunce of cautim;: urm:.m;: unceirfng Coiroinaviinus COVIIID19)e
ask, ouir° uresid rots tm;::.
m;

intact ius via Ipllimm;: ine, eirnafll, or ouir° website to IIkeep ainy exposu ire to a Ilr ifrkirnu itn,From:

County- managers- and-admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG.ORG>On
Quinn, Michael Sent:

Friday, April 10,2020 12:27 PM To:
COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG Subject:

Re: COUNTY[ MANAGERS- AND-ADMINS] Public Hearings during COVID- 19 Very innovative —

thanks for

sharing that! Michael A.

O'Quinn County Consulting
Services Associate 191 Peachtree
St. N.
E., Suite 700
30303

867

Atlanta, GA

Behalf Of O'

Cell Phone: 404. 925. 0764

Email: moquinn@accg. org

From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> On Behalf Of Jason
Rubenbauer

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 12: 13 PM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG

Subject: Re: Public Hearings during COVID- 19
We have started using YouTube live and allowing citizens to post questions through the use of freeconference. com. So
far has not been an issue.

Jason

Rubenbauer

Pierce County Manager
312 Nichols

Street

P. O. Box 679
Blackshear,

GA 31516

Ofc: ( 912) 449- 2022
Fax: ( 912) 449- 2024

Cell: ( 912) 288- 2965

Email: county. manager@piercecountyga.
Website: ww .

iercecountyea.

CONFIDENTIALITY

NOTICE --

gov

ov

PIERCE

COUNTY,

GA --

Privacy Notification:

This message and accompanying documents are covered by Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U. S. C. 25102521, and contains information for the specified individuals( s) only. This information is confidential. If you are not the
intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you
have received this document in error and that any review, dissemination, copying, or the taking of any action based on
the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this document in error, please notify me
immediately by E- mail, and delete the original message.
From: County- managers- and- admins < COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG> on behalf of Eric
Mosley < emosley@TROUPCOUNTYGA.

GOV>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 23: 21 AM
To: COUNTY- MANAGERS- AND- ADMINS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG < COUNTY - MANAGERS - AND ADM INS@ LISTSERV. ACCG. ORG>

Subject: Public Hearings during COVID- 19
I am interested to see how other counties are handling the Public Hearings during their Board of Commission Meeting
during this " Shelter in Place" order. We are starting to get a back log of items that require public hearing and not quite
sure how to legally handle. Please advise.

TROTUTC uIhf1i,
BOARD

OF COMMISSIONERS START

HEPLET Eric

Mosley County
Manager Troup

County Board of Commis ioners 100
Ridley Avenue LaGrange,
GA

30240

Office: ( 706) 298- 3643
Mobile: ( 706) 302- 4891

0

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broadpoblic records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

F-M

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 44 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

870

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.

I 1011"

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broadpoblic records law.
Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
d County offidals regardmg
City ar?
d County busmes are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor? request. Your email commur?icatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 871

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 44 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

872

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.

I 1011"

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broadpoblic records law.
Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
d County offidals regardmg
City ar?
d County busmes are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor? request. Your email commur?icatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 873

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 44 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

874

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us

Weel Dougherty.

I 1011"

RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia 1?
as a very broadpoblic records law.
Most written commur?icatior?s to or from City ar?
d County offidals regardmg
City ar?
d County busmes are public records available to the public ar?
d media upor? request. Your email commur?icatior?
s may be subject to public disclosure. 875

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 43 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

876

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 43 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

878

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
wh I I

PUBLIC
Cal

rd) do! j lh ert. a.us
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RECORDS

NOTICE: Georgia 1?
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City ar?
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 43 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
Canceled: COVID19 Task Force Daily Call

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

attachment.

ics

Ole

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to mtrrP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.
One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789

880

Additional

numbers:

hops:

call. lifesize. com/ numbers numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: btps.lLcall. rifesiz-e-.-C-O--mlo-t—
he-r-w-a-y-SL1438-255

Wendy IHowelill
Public Information

Officer

DOUC I iERTY
COUNTY
Cieorg4a,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone229.

302. 3006 Mdbfle229.

854. 0006 222 Pine

Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
ga. us l:.::
irnaflL
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 42 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth. dyer@docoschools. org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth. com;
grice@phoebehealth. com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Marion. Fedrick@asurams. edu; Col.
AlphonsoTrimble; Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela G
Jackson; Hayes, Terron; Whitley -Banks, Phyllis; Persley, Michael; rubinjordan; Young CIV
Colie; Fleming, A. L.; Peeler, Charles ( USAGAM); david@withperfection. com
Irving, Tateshea
COVID19 Task Force Daily Call
attachment. ics; image001 jpg; image002. png; image003. png; image004. png;
image005. png

on

This will be our new call -in from here on out. This should provide a more secure way of calling in, however, it will not
minimize our background noise unless everyone mutes their phones when they are not speaking. So, IIPpIIease ureir eir ibeir°
to IIMt,J' FP,

I' m going to have a printed list with me so we can do a quick roll call at the beginning of the call before Chairman kicks
off the meeting each morning.

Please note that if you place your phone on hold, you could potentially be dropped from the call.
If you have any problems getting in, please text me on my cell at 229. 854. 0006.

882

One final thing: I' m creating this as a recurring event daily through the rest of March and all of April, unless that changes.
If so, I' ll send a calendar update.
Thank you all again for your collaboration and keep safe.

You are invited to call Covid- 19 Task Force Committee

on Lifesize.

Join the meeting: hat s: l/call. lifesizecloud. com/ 1438255
Passcode: 6789

Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: bhaas.lLtskype. lifesizecioud. comLl438255
Click to call from Mobile ( audio only)
United States: + 1 ( 312) 584- 2401„

1438255#„

6789#

Call in by Phone ( audio only)
United States: +

Meeting extension:

1 ( 312) 584- 2401

1438255#

Passcode: 6789
Additional

numbers:

hops:// call. lifesize. com/ numbers

Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 1438255 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: hatps:// call. lifesize. com/ oche

Cindy IHo

ays/ 1438255

elill

Public Information

Officer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone. 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle. 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Weel Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I _. . ._

II.

dcruuglh ert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a verbs broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 21 AM

Sent:
To:

Dyes,

Benita

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Thanks

From: Dyes, Benita < B Dyes@ do ugherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 06 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>; Mathis, Chuck < CMathis@dougherty. ga. us>; Brown, Jeremy
J E Brown@ dougherty.ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Michael,

Pleasefind attached DCP W Coronavirus expenses to date. I also include a Loss of Revenue
spreadsheet.

Benita

Benita P Dyes
4dv11111s11- a11Pe Silpel- plsol-

3JJ -- fEl .............
YFY
DCXr(,,
I,

014TY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Public Works Dept.
Phone:

229. 430. 6120

Di recl: 229. 302. 3264

17ax: 229. 438. 6128

2038 Newton Road, Albany, GA 31701

141'eb: Dougherty.ga. us
esa)douherta.us

Emaikb

v
gn

00

From: Cook, Larry <LCo okdouhert .
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 5: 29 PM
To: Dyes, Benita < BDyes@dougherty.

a. u s>

ga. us>; Brown, Jeremy < LErownj2dougherty.

CMathisQdoqg. hP.-I-- -- —>
Subject:

Fwd: COVID- 19 Costs

Let' s get together tomorrow...

F-01

ga. us>; Mathis, Chuck

Larry

Sent from my Whone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy

douBhertyr, ga. us>

Date: April 9, 2020 at 5: 26: 35 PM EDT
To: ALL COUNTY
K

roul

dou

DEPARTMENT

hert r.

MANAGERS <

DC- DeptManaBers

douBherty, Ba. us>, " Sproul, Kevin"

a. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting

from March 131h to present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all
departments.
email.

If your department did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Z

1\1T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

PUBLIC

mmeeov _

RECORDS

doughert .

NOTICE:

a. us

C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. beret written commurtieatior? s to or from

City artd County officials regarding City artd County business are public records available to the public artd media
upon? request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Dyes,

Benita <

BDyes@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 11: 06 AM
McCoy, Michael
Cook, Larry; Mathis, Chuck; Brown, Jeremy

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVI D- 19 Costs

Attachments:

DCPW Expenses as of 04 10 2020. xlsx

Michael,

Pleasefind attached DCP W Coronavirus expenses to date. I also include a Loss of Revenue
spreadsheet.

Benita

Benita P Dyes
4dv11111s11- a11Pe Silpel- plsol-

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Public Works Dept.
Phone:

229. 430. 6120

Di recl: 229. 302. 3264

17ax: 229. 438. 6128

2038 Newton Road, Albany, GA 31701

141'eb: Dougherty.ga. us
Email: bdyesgdougherty.ga.us

10,

p/
01PIn/oPS

From: Cook, Larry < LCook@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 5: 29 PM
To: Dyes, Benita < BDyes@dougherty.
CMathis@dougherty.
Subject:

ga. us>; Brown, Jeremy <J E Brown@ do ugherty. ga. us>; Mathis, Chuck

ga. us>

Fwd: COVID- 19 Costs

Let' s get together tomorrow...
Larry

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoyC dou herty. a. us>

Date: April 9, 2020 at 5: 26: 35 PM EDT
893

To: ALL COUNTY

KSproul

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS <

DC- DeptManaeers

douehert . ga. us>, "

Sproul, Kevin"

clougherty, ga. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please forward

me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus

starting

from March 131h to present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all
departments.
email.

If your department did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this

Thanks.

I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmeeov _ doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. beret written commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd County officials regardipg City artd County business are public records available to the public artd media
upon? request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 57 AM

Sent:
To:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency
Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

19 &

Attachments:

Funeral

Guidance

Dave — Find the update attached.

Thanks.

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More
4. 9. 2020

Final

V2 ( 002). docx

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 & More

Thanks Michael! I have not seen that change, but will go find it now. Again, thanks!
Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 14 AM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Dave —

More

Our problem has been solved. Last night the DPH revised their guidelines and rolled back the funeral attendance

limit to 10. Thanks.

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 41 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

More

Problematic is being diplomatic. Michael, the newly appointed county advisory committee discussed the issue of funeral
services yesterday, but at that time had not seen the guidance from DPH. I am sure the committee will revisit this issue
on Monday when they convene again. Please ensure that Chairman Cohilas is prepared to drive the point home. I am
sure that Carvel Lewis in Georgetown -Quitman County will also make the point. He is in that business. I/ we will let you
all know if we gain any traction with the Governor' s office to have the guidance revised.

Thanks

Dave

Mike.

Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@accg. org

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 36 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

More

We received the COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance and it' s problematic for Dougherty

Dave —

County.

Here' s the specific guidance:

Avoid large funerals if possible. Funerals should have no more than 50 people in attendance, or
should not fill up 50% of the funeral home or church.
50%

of a funeral home or church could be a lot of people. We' d like to stay with 10 or less. This language is very
problematic. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.

From:

Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations

for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

This e mi" malillllll is Il m lil l
Nlbas

aIr- iil

II

en't "to couaty,. I alillllrlmen, Ilniian gem Ir- ads
li t°

More

I

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

I o° thers on your connnnission and ta
°

and PlOs.

f as needed. ed.
Friday

Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow IFidday, Apidl 10 at 1. 1. wr io- ACCG and GMA members can participate in a confer nce call with Commissioner Mark
Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel
Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who

s Executive Orders. Please

Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General

will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp'

identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG

also will monitor the call

and share a sum ary in the afternoon update. Call
Information: Number: (

470)

ID:149

869- 2200 Meeting
963 8984 COVID-

19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The
Georgia Department of Public Health has released COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance that includes infection

control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please

help to distribute this

information to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty
County area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is critically important for people to understand why this
guidance should be followed.

Summary of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders
ACCG and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders. It is available here.
Considerations for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency ( CISA)
have released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19. This interim guidance
specially pertains to law enforcement, 9- 1- 1 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material
responders from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food
and agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities.
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safetv Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who Mav Have Had
osure to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID- 19
Do' s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19

Assessment of County PPE
Earlier this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators

to share information

regarding supply sources and

stockpile information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment ( PPE) for first
responders. The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation
throughout the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ( GEMA) and
will continue to monitor this situation.

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.

ACM
Ad--

ing G—

gn'. C ...

fi...

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 897

The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to

Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds for the purchase of personal
protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s
first responders.

The CORONOVIRUS

AID, RELIEF,

and ECONOMIC

SECURITY (

CARES)

ACT ANNOUNCEMENT:
The CARES

Act authorizes $

100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Grant ( AFG) funds for

the purchase of personal protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s first
responders. As fire departments provide lifesaving emergency medical response to more
and more communities impacted by COVID- 19, FEMA AFG is offering an additional
funding opportunity for the fire service community to purchase urgently needed protective
equipment

and supplies.

900

Here' s what you need to know:
1. FEMA AFG received $ 100M in stimulus funding under the CARES Act.

2. Included in this stimulus is personal protective equipment ( PPE) for the COVID- 19
response

efforts.

3. A new AFG application period will be opening soon.
4. Please be on the lookout for that announcement

which will include additional

details.

Twitter OFEMAGrants

Do you want the most up- to- date information on FEMA Grant programs —

Follow us on

Twitter OFEMAGrants
AFG Home

Page: www. fema. gov/ firegrants

AFG Regional Representatives: htti):// www. fema. clov/ fire- grant- contact- information

AFG Help Desk: E- mail: firecirants0fema. dhs. clov
Telephone Toll -Free: 1- 866- 274- 0960

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy@dougherty.

ga. us

Sent by srhymes@swgrc. org in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. beret written eeyrrmurticeatior?s to or from C"lty artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon? request Your email
eeyrr murticeatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief. com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 55 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Brundidge, Ala., principal to progress to manager post

rEl
Created

April 10, 2020

LEADERSHIP

for mmccoy@dougherty.

ga. us I Web Version

CONNECT WITH ICMA

AND

MANAGEMENT

A mindset of taking action is usually the right approach, writes retired Gen. Peter van
Uhm, provided you lean on your team to give you intelligence you wouldn' t otherwise
access. "

Understand that afterward, when you are held accountable for what you did, it' s

easier to explain why you took action than why you did nothing,"
Full Story: Strategy+ Business online ( free registration) (

he writes.

4/ 8)

EJI
EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND

PUBLIC

SAFETY

Ohio county allows release of virusi

info to 911

Health officials in Washington County, Ohio, have voted to permit the inclusion of
confirmed coronavirus patients' names and addresses in the county 911 database, as
well as names and addresses of people who are being monitored because they had
contact with confirmed or potential coronavirus patients or were under quarantine. Local

904

sheriff' s deputies support the move, saying they need the information to protect
themselves and do their jobs.

Full Story: The Marietta Times ( Ohio) ('4h/ 8)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, RESTORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

Wash. city acquires land for park, trails
Bellingham, Wash., spent $ 2. 31 million this week to acquire 29

acres of land for a neighborhood park and trails. The acquisition
was funded through a property tax levy.
Full Story: The Bellingham Herald ( Wash.) (
Lake Padden Park ( Bellingham

Whatcom County Tourism)

LEGISLATION,

4/ 8)

1p

POLICY AND GRANTS

to enforce distancingi
The Portland,

Ore.,

Parks and Recreation Department is using greeters to educate

visitors about proper social distancing and facility closures. Oregon has closed
playgrounds and athletic facilities, although some parks remain open.
Full Story: The Oregonian ( Portland) (

4)

5
Judge:

Ocean City,

prohibit

women

Officials of Ocean City, Md., acted constitutionally in prohibiting women from being
topless in public, US District Judge James Bredar has held. Bredar cited US Supreme
Court precedent regarding laws that treat women and men differently based on physical
characteristics.

Full Story: The Associated Press ( 4/ 7)

1111
PUBLIC

WORKS

AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

905
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A number of cities across the country are taking advantage of reduced traffic amid the
coronavirus pandemic to accelerate transportation

projects. The work can proceed

smoothly while drivers, riders and neighborhoods encounter fewer disruptions.
Full Story: Cityl- ab ( 4/ 8)

MIND
113111111111
Rotterdam, Netherlands, is working with the EU- funded Ruggedised project on a thermal
grid connecting city buildings to optimize temperature distribution. It' s also working on

smart charging parking lots and smarter street lighting, and Glasgow, Scotland, is
working on improving air quality and energy production via technology.
Full Story: European Commission/ Community Research and Development Information
17
Service ..,)....

UNNUI
RECOGNITIONS

AND

TRANSITIONS

City Council members in Brundidge, Ala., have selected Willie Wright, principal at Pike
County High School, to fill the newly created role of assistant city manager, starting May
1. Wright will transition to the role of city manager on September 1, which he will hold
until a new council takes office in November.

Full Story: The Messenger ( Troy, Ala.) (

4h/ 8)

MIND
ICMA

NEWS

Free Webinar: Invest for

rday and Tomorro

with Current Conditions
Join ICMA- RC on Monday, April 13, for a free webinar on how to make sense of current
market and economic conditions while managing your investments. It' s about being

prepared for different scenarios. Cris Vega, a certified financial planner, will help you

906

review your approach so you can stay on track to meet your investment goals. Register
today!

Free Coaching Webinar:

Workplace Conduct: How to Deal

with Water Cooler
Water cooler talk: it' s in every organization.

Sometimes these conversations are

productive and help us bounce ideas off each other; sometimes they help us catch up
on colleague' s lives and help build workplace cohesion. But occasionally these
conversations can become harmful to the organization, impacting morale and
productivity and creating obstacles to achieving our mission and goals. Join us,
Thursday, April 30, 1: 30 pm Eastern for this free, 90- minute webinar. Register today.

UNNUI

12-LEARNMORE

I. . . lorn

BOI.)T ICE :

I AIbotA I News & Events l a orn IUMA I Career Network

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our porffoluo
Sign Up I Update Profile I AdverUse wuffi Smar2rief
Unsubscribe

I Privacy policy
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CONTACT US: FEEDBACK

I ADVERTISE

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records lava, Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 54 AM
Josey, Shonna
Hendley, Martha; Hall, Dominique

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Yes

From: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 27 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.

ga. us>; Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Mr. McCoy- Do we need to add the administrative leave used by staff due to COVID- 19 for CAT B? Thanks.

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty

County Tax Department

P O Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:

229- 302- 3056

Fax: 229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley@doueherty. 2a. us

From: Hall, Dominique

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 16 AM
To: Josey, Shonna < SColley@douRherty.

Ra. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Hey,

I am not sure. That would be a question for him or Martha. Did you submit something in the
previous disasters?

HR Director

RRY: O
U PI Dougherty
County Board of Commis ioners/ Human
Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax:

Resources 1:"

229. 434. 2662 222

IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II Wdb:
Dougherty. ga.us 909

1: : urrnaiill:

dohall

p

doughert .

a. us

douBherty.

From: Josey, Shonna < SColley

a, us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 45 AM
To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall

doughert .

a. us>

Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Do we need to submit anything for COVID - 19 Admin pay to Mr. McCoy for cost?
From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeersodoueherty,

ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty, ea. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym
C/ Wrgux,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

N

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 54 AM
Howell, Wendy; Sproul, Kevin; Hayes, Terron; Persley, Michael; Johnson, Kenneth

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Fowler,

Subject:

RE: COVID-

This the old one.

Michael
19 Funeral &

Mortuary Science Guidance

Where' s the updated version?

From: Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 14 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Hayes, Terron < THayes@dougherty. ga. us>; Persley, Michael
MPersley@albanyga. gov>; Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Fowler, Michael < MFowler@dougherty. ga. us>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Funeral &

Mortuary Science Guidance

Good morning, all — Sending this on behalf of Coroner Fowler. Thanks,

Wendy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer

D ., : UG-iERTY
COUNTY
Ca

rcgf,w

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Webl Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL ,....._I_. . ._

91
From: "

II.

G/

dc uuglh ert .

a. us

Im al

Carpenter, Joy" < JoCar enterCdouherty, ga, us>

Date: Thursday, April 9, 2020 at 10: 32 AM
To: " Dorough,
Subadan,

Bo" < bdorouhC) albanya,

Sharon" <

ov>, " Cohilas, Christopher" < CCohilasCedouherty,

SdSubadan( e albanygg g v>, " Howell, Wendy" < WHowellCe dou hers .

Cc: " Fowler, Michael" <

MFow1gL

doughert .

a, us>,

a. us>

a. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Funeral & Mortuary Science Guidance

I am sending this email on behalf of Coroner Michael Fowler. Please find attached the funeral guidance as directed by
the Georgia Department of Public Health.

Thank you,
911

joy Carpenter
Administrative

Assistant

DCXrJ-1[ERTY'
Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
Flhone:

229. 438. 3974

Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1:.: irnafl o carent erd ouhert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?d County
officials regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Martin,

Edward <

edward. martin@proforma. com>

Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 50 AM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

FDA/ CDC certified PPE available to combat COVID- 19

recipients

To Whom It May Concern We know these are challenging

times for everyone, and as we all adjust to our new normal we look forward to sharing

helpful and supportive solutions for first responders, hospitals and everyone fighting this horrible virus. A few solutions
we already have in place that may be of interest to you are attached. We are aware of the shortage of personal
protective equipment across the country, and we have been able to secure limited stock of many items you may need.
Below is a breakdown of what we have and when we can commit to delivery.
If Proforma is not a company you know, be assured that we are not a flight by night supplier that is trying to take
advantage of people currently in need. We are a $ 500MM company that has been in business for 40 years. Our
manufacturing partners have been making all items advertised for a very long time and are certified by the FDA and CDC
to do so. Here is the a link to our PPE virtual brochure that provides specs and certifications.

We also can provide

additional products such as gloves, face guards and hand sanitizers.
Estimated delivery is 3- 8 weeks depending upon product, quantity and pricing. Due to the high global demand, our
factory is requiring prepayment in full on all orders. This must be done either by check or ACH transfer. Let me know if
you have a need for any of these items.

Edward Martin
Proforma

Media &

Print Solutions

210- 724- 7369
proforma.

com

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 913

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Roberts,

Richard <

RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 46 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Allen,

Subject:

RE: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

Sam

Mr. McCoy, I followed up on Cares Assisted Firefighter' s Grant for PPEs. I was advised they are still working on who
could apply and how the grants would work. I was also advised to check daily on the FEMA site for instructions. As soon
as it is made clear, I will contact you and Sam for your approval to apply.
Thanks again for all you do.

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 7: 59 AM
To: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject:

FW: The CARES Act authorizes $

100M

in Assistance

to Firefighters

Grant ( AFG) funds

Richard,

Please look into this and see if we are eligible.

Thanks,
Sam
Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.::ir naiill:

SaAllen&

d_ougherty ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@doueherty.

ea. us>

Subject: FW: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

Sam —

Are we eligible to apply for this? Thanks.

914

From: SWGRC < srhymes@swgrc. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

915

protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s
first responders.

The CORONOVIRUS

AID, RELIEF,

and ECONOMIC

SECURITY (

CARES)

ACT ANNOUNCEMENT:
The CARES

Act authorizes $

100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Grant ( AFG) funds for

the purchase of personal protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s first
responders. As fire departments provide lifesaving emergency medical response to more
and more communities impacted by COVID- 19, FEMA AFG is offering an additional
funding opportunity for the fire service community to purchase urgently needed protective
equipment

and supplies.

Here' s what you need to know:

1. FEMA AFG received $ 100M in stimulus funding under the CARES Act.
2. Included in this stimulus is personal protective equipment ( PPE) for the COVID- 19
response

efforts.

3. A new AFG application period will be opening soon.
4. Please

be on the lookout

for that announcement

which will include

additional

details.

Twitter PFEMAGrants

Do you want the most up- to- date information on FEMA Grant programs —

Follow us on

Twitter PFEMAGrants
AFG Home
AFG Regional

Page: www. fema. gov/ firegrants

Representatives:

htta:// www. fema. ciov/ fire- grant- contact- information

AFG Help Desk: E- mail: firegrants0fema. dhs. gov
Telephone Toll -Free: 1- 866- 274- 0960

Unsubscribe

nrimccov@dougherty.

EM5111MMIlln "

ga. us

T

Sent by srhymes@swgrc. org in collaboration with

Try email

marketing

916

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 917

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ware, Jawahn <

JWare@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 36 AM
McCoy, Michael; ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS; Sproul, Kevin

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Hollis,

Subject: <

Darlene

Procurement

Update>

RE: COVID-

19 Costs

Greetings -

If Procurement/ Administration made a purchase for you on the pcard, we will submit those charges to Mr. McCoy on
your behalf.
You will be copied on the submission to ensure no duplication.

Sincerely,

Certified County Clerk/ Procurement Manager

COUC1`, 3"*
FiEF-)T̀Y
00""

k ??

COUNTY

We must become the change we want to see" - Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Albany CEO < newsletter@albanyceo. com>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 36 AM
Michael McCoy
Primary Election Postponed, Phoebe Numbers, Albany Transportation Center, Reps.
Donate N95' s to Phoebe, Ameris Bank, USG Tuition, GA Film Industry

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connect with us

u-

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more

April 10, 2020 Edition

information about editorial or promotional
opportunities,

contact us today.

Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger
Announces Postponement Of Primary Election Until
June 9th
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger announced that, pursuant to the
authority vested in him by O. C. G. A. § 21- 2- 50. 1, he is postponing the
Statewide General Primary/ Presidential Preference Primary Election until
June 9th, 2020.

University System of Georgia Announces No Tuition
Increase for 2020- 2021 Academic Year
The Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia ( USG) will
meet Tuesday, April 14th, and will be asked to approve a
recommendation of no tuition increase for the 2020- 2021 academic year.

921

Small Business Owners See Expanded Use of

Contactless, Some Increases in Sales During COVID19
Small businesses are suffering as a result the of COVID- 19 pandemic,
but there are some bright spots according to a new report from the
Electronic Transactions Association ( ETA) and The Strawhecker Group
TSG) released today.

News
Phoebe Reports Thursday
COVID- 19 Numbers

Albany Transportation Center
Changes

Procedures

to Shield

Workers from COVID- 19
Reps. Kausche and Hopson
Donate

N95 Masks to Phoebe

Putney Memorial Hospital
Ameris Bank Donates $ 2 Million

to Support 19 Rural Georgia
Hospitals

Georgia Film Industry in Limbo

922

Georgia Army National Guard

Recent Video

and Air National Guard Respond
for COVID- 19 Relief

Gas South Commits Over $ 1 M to
Support

COVID- 19 Relief

Gov. Kemp and Georgia Dept. of
Labor Partner on Getting Funds
to Georgians

UGA SBDC:

More Webinars

Offered for Small Businesses

PeopleForBikes Community

Jay Sharpe of U Save It

Announces Grant Program

Pharmacy, Working with
Employees

FEMA' S ` Project Airbridge'

Takes

Who Leave Your

Organization (

1: 33)

Flight With 25 UPS Charter
Flights,

Dedicated

E

FEMA

Distribution Center
Federal

Reserve

Takes

Additional Actions to Provide up
to $ 2. 3T in Loans to Support

the

Economy
1 in 3 Home Tour Requests Are
Now for Video Tours

Albany State University Unveils
the Golden

GACVB' s Jay Markwalter on

RAM Guarantee

Georgia' s Record Breaking
Year ( 00: 47)

Phoebe Reports Wednesday
COVID- 19 Numbers
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.

com

923

D

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure

Projects in Albany (1: 28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
1: 59)

924

D

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank ( 1: 09)

Lj

Recent Features
Federal Unemployment Aid Coming to Georgians Not Eligible for
State Benefits

The Georgia Department of Labor ( GDOL) is updating its current
systems to distribute federal unemployment funds as part of the CARES
Act ( Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security) bringing relief to
many Georgians currently not eligible for state unemployment benefits.
GeorgiaALIVE -

Business and Community Leaders Connect to Fight

COVID- 19
GeorgiaALIVE

Inc.,

a leadership initiative for a vital economy, announces

its formation and first order of business. The Georgia corporation with

pending nonprofit status, created and driven by business and community

925

leaders, is placing immediate focus on protecting Georgia' s personal and
economic health during the coronavirus pandemic.
More Features >>

Direct Connect

Accounting -

Draffin &

Alarms/ Security Architects -

Tucker

Available

Available

Business

Breakfast -

Business

Dinner -

The Catch

Business

Lunch -

Harvest

Catering -

Available

Moon

Stewbo' s

Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care

Commercial Printing -

Available

Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.

Credit

Union -

Cybersecurity -

Available

Available

926

Document

Management -

Secure

Healthcare Staffing -

Records Solutions

Asa

Healthcare Solutions
Education -

Albany Technical
I j rOM- ='

College
Employee

Human

Benefits - Available

Engineering -

ffi r4 RVAT

Resources -

Available

Information Technology -

Available

Available
Financial Advisor - John S. Inman

Mo=

IV
Landscape

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Outdoor

Abbey Design Center
Fulfillment -

Funeral

LLC

Leadership Development -

Available

Le
Furniture -

Pro

Lawyer - Watson Spence

a2b Fulfillment

Home -

Management -

Available

ersi

Institute at Columbus

State University

Marketing Services MBA Program -

MADIab

Georgi?

Southern

Meeting and Event Services err

Office

Acres

Furniture -

Available

Pest Control - Available
Private Education Windsor

927

School

Deerfield -

IM[ rOMNLAV R.MJ41_

Senior Care - Innovative Senior

Shredding Services - Secure
Record

Solutions

Signs -

ANS Signs,

Staffing Services -

Inc.

Available

Telecommunications -

Vacation

Rental -

Welding &

AT& T

Available

Industrial -

Jones

Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt out instantly by visiting this page
je.
Copyright 2020 @ Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia I?
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commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 27 AM
McCoy, Michael
Hendley, Martha; Hall, Dominique

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

19 Costs

Mr. McCoy- Do we need to add the administrative leave used by staff due to COVID- 19 for CAT B? Thanks.

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director

Dougherty County Tax Department
P O Box 1827

Albany, Ga 31702
Phone:

229- 302- 3056

Fax: 229- 438- 3997

Email: scolley@dougherty. ga. us

From: Hall, Dominique

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 16 AM
To: Josey, Shonna < SColley@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Hey,

I am not sure. That would be a question for him or Martha. Did you submit something in the
previous disasters?

HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Human Resources
1:" Ihone: 229. 431. 2122

Fax: 229. 434. 2662

222 IPine Avenue„ Suite 340, Albany„ Georgia 3II70II
Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : urnaflL dohall

doughert .

a. us

p

1ii
From: Josey, Shonna < SColley@douRherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 45 AM

929

To: Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty, ga. us>
Subject: FW: COVID- 19 Costs

Do we need to submit anything for COVID - 19 Admin pay to Mr. McCoy for cost?
From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

KSproul

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS <

DC- DeptManaBers

douBherty, Ba. us>; Sproul, Kevin

douBherty, Ba. us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmeeov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. lost written communications to or from City and County
o dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wills,

Dave <

DWills@ACCG. org>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 19 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

Thanks Michael! I have not seen that change, but will go find it now. Again, thanks!
Dave

Wills

Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@acce. ore

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 14 AM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Dave —

More

Our problem has been solved. Last night the DPH revised their guidelines and rolled back the funeral attendance

limit to 10. Thanks.

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 41 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

More

Problematic is being diplomatic. Michael, the newly appointed county advisory committee discussed the issue of funeral
services yesterday, but at that time had not seen the guidance from DPH. I am sure the committee will revisit this issue
on Monday when they convene again. Please ensure that Chairman Cohilas is prepared to drive the point home. I am
sure that Carvel Lewis in Georgetown -Quitman County will also make the point. He is in that business. I/ we will let you
all know if we gain any traction with the Governor' s office to have the guidance revised.
Thanks

Mike.

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)
931

dwills@acce. ore

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 36 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Dave —

More

We received the COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance and it' s problematic for Dougherty

County.

Here' s the specific guidance:

Avoid large funerals if possible. Funerals should have no more than 50 people in attendance, or
should not fill up 50% of the funeral home or church.
50%

of a funeral home or church could be a lot of people. We' d like to stay with 10 or less. This language is very
problematic. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.

From:

Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations

for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

This e mi" malillllll is Il m lil l
Nlbas

aIr- iil

II

en't "to couaty,. I alillllrlmen, Ilniian gem Ir- ads
li t°

More

I

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

I o° thers on your connnnission and ta
°

and PlOs.

f as needed. ed.
Friday

Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow IFidday, Apidl 10 at 1. 1. wr io- ACCG and GMA members can participate in a confer nce call with Commissioner Mark
Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General
Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who

s Executive Orders. Please

will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp'

identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG

also will monitor the call

and share a sum ary in the afternoon update. Call
Information: Number: (

470)

ID:149

869- 2200 Meeting
963 8984 COVID-

19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The
Georgia Department of Public Health has released COVID-19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance that includes infection

control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please

help to distribute this information

to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County
area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance
should be fol owed. Summary
of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders ACCG
and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders.It

is available here.Considerations

for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19 The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) have
released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19.This interim guidance 932

specially pertains to law enforcement, 9- 1- 1 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material
responders from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food
and agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities.
Interim Guidance for ImDlementine

Safetv Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who Mav Have Had

osure to a Person with Susaected of Confirmed COVID- 19
Do' s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19

Assessment of County PPE
Earlier this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators

to share information

regarding supply sources and

stockpile information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment ( PPE) for first
responders. The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation
throughout the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ( GEMA) and
will continue to monitor this situation.

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.

ACi
Ad--

i

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jG— gia' sG—

t-.

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 933

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Sproul,

Kevin <

KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 16 AM
Howell, Wendy; Hayes, Terron; Persley, Michael; Johnson, Kenneth
Fowler, Michael; McCoy, Michael
RE: COVID- 19 Funeral &
Mortuary Science Guidance

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thank You!

From: Howell, Wendy
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 14 AM
To: Sproul, Kevin; Hayes, Terron; Persley, Michael; Johnson, Kenneth
Cc: Fowler, Michael; McCoy, Michael
Subject:

FW: COVID- 19 Funeral &

Mortuary Science Guidance

Good morning, all — Sending this on behalf of Coroner Fowler. Thanks,

Wendy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer

Sri,

TY

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::u

aiill: ,....._ I _. . ._

II.

dc uuglh ert .

a. us

E, Im %
G-;,;
From: "

Carpenter, Joy" < JoCar

enterCdouherty,

ga, us>

Date: Thursday, April 9, 2020 at 10: 32 AM
To: " Dorough, Bo" < bdorouhC) albanya,
Subadan, Sharon" <
Cc: " Fowler,

ov>, " Cohilas, Christopher" < CCohilasCedouherty,

SdSubadan( e albanygg g v>, " Howell, Wendy"

Michael" <

MFow1gL

dougherty,

< WHowellCe

dou

hers .

a, us>,

a, us>

a, us>

Subject: COVID- 19 Funeral & Mortuary Science Guidance

I am sending this email on behalf of Coroner Michael Fowler. Please find attached the funeral guidance as directed by
the Georgia Department of Public Health.

Thank you,
Joy Carpenter
934

Administrative

Assistant

II

CCA14TY
Dougherty County Coroner' s Office
225 Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2, Albany, Georgia 31701
Flhone: 229. 438. 3974
Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us

1:.: irnafl o carenterd ouhert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?d County
officials regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 14 AM

Sent:
To:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency
Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

Dave —

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

Our problem has been solved. Last night the DPH revised their guidelines and rolled back the funeral attendance

limit to 10. Thanks.

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 41 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 & More

Problematic is being diplomatic. Michael, the newly appointed county advisory committee discussed the issue of funeral
services yesterday, but at that time had not seen the guidance from DPH. I am sure the committee will revisit this issue
on Monday when they convene again. Please ensure that Chairman Cohilas is prepared to drive the point home. I am
sure that Carvel Lewis in Georgetown -Quitman County will also make the point. He is in that business. I/ we will let you
all know if we gain any traction with the Governor' s office to have the guidance revised.
Thanks

Mike.

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 36 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Dave —

County.

More

We received the COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance and it' s problematic for Dougherty
Here' s the specific guidance:

Avoid large funerals if possible. Funerals should have no more than 50 people in attendance, or
should not fill up 50% of the funeral home or church.
of a funeral home or church could be a lot of people. We' d like to stay with 10 or less. This language is very
problematic. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.
50%

936

From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations

This e mi" malillllll is Il m lil l
aIr- iil

II

Nlbas

for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

More

en't "to couaty,. I alillllrlmen, Ilniian gem Ir- ads
li t°

t o°

I

and PlOs.

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

thers on your connnnission and ta
°

Friday
f as needed. ed.

Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow IFidday, Apidl 10 at 1. 1. wr io- ACCG and GMA members can participate in a confer nce call with Commissioner Mark
Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General
Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who

will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp'

s Executive Orders. Please
identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG
and share a sum ary in the afternoon update. Call

also will monitor the call

Information: Number: (

869- 2200 Meeting

470)

963 8984 COVID-

ID:149

19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The
Georgia Department

of

Public Health has

released COVID- 19

Funeral and

Mortuary Science

Guidance

that

includes infection

control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help to distribute this information
to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County
area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance
should be fol owed. Summary
of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders ACCG
and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders.It

is available here.Considerations

for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19 The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) have
released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19.This interim guidance specially
pertains to law enforcement, 91- 1 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material responders
from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food and
agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities. Interim
Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID- 19 Do'
s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19 Assessment

of County PPE Earlier
this week, ACCG

asked county managers and administrators to

share information regarding

supply sources and stockpile

information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment (PPE)for first responders.
The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation throughout
the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency GEMA)
(
and will
continue to monitor this situation. Georgia

Lottery Guidance for Retailers The
Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets.Retailers
orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In

are receiving flyers with all ticket

addition, they have provided a video on cleaning 937

and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.

ACi
Ad--

i

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
jG— gia' sG—

t-.

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 938

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Howell, Wendy < WHowell@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 14 AM
Sproul, Kevin; Hayes, Terron; Persley, Michael; Johnson, Kenneth
Fowler, Michael; McCoy, Michael
FW: COVID- 19 Funeral &
Mortuary Science Guidance
Funeral Guidance 4. 8. 2020. pdf

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Good morning, all — Sending this on behalf of Coroner Fowler. Thanks,

Wendy IHo

ellll

Public Information

Officer

COUNTyr
cieorgyw

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone.: 229. 302. 3006

Molb lle.: 229. 854. 0006

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
f:::u

aiill: ,....._ I _. . ._

II.

cic uuglh ert .

j

From: "

a. us

IIIIIIIIIII

Carpenter, Joy" < JoCarpenter@dougherty.

ga. us>

Date: Thursday, April 9, 2020 at 10: 32 AM
Christopher" < CCohilas@dougherty.
Bo" < bdorough @aIbanyga.gov>,
ga.
us>,Subadan,
Cohilas, "
Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.
gov>,
Howell,
Wendy"
"<
WHowell@dougherty. ga.
us> Cc: "

To: " Dorough,

Fowler,

Michael" <MFowler@dougherty.

ga.
us> Subject:

COVID- 19 Funeral & Mortuary

Science Guidance I

am sending this email on behalf of Coroner Michael Fowler. Please
Georgia Department of Public Health. Thank

you,Joy
Carpenter Administrative
Assistant

DCkr3H1E1UY'

Dougherty
County Coroner' s Of ice 225
Pine Avenue, Suite 105- 2,Albany, Georgia 31701 939

find attached the funeral guidance as directed by the

Flhone: 229. 438. 3974
Fax: 229. 434. 2693

Wdb: Dougherty. ga. us
1: .: i - nafl o carent erd ouhert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or front City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 11 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Thanks

John

John.

From: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 24 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Mike,

This is what we have as of today. Please let me know if you need more detail.
John

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManaeers@doueherty,

ea, us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ea. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym
C/ Wrgux,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broadpublic records law, Most written communications to or from City artd County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
941

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 11 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

Subject:

Read:

John

COVID-

19 Costs

Your message

To: McCoy, Michael
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 24: 07 AM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &

Canada)

was read on Friday, April 10, 2020 10: 10: 23 AM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &

942

Canada).

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Marcia

L. Conner <

mconner@nfbpa. org>

Sent:

Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 24 AM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

NFBPA: Convening of African American County, City and Town Managers

The National Forum for Black Administrators will host a Convening of
African American County, City and Town Managers to discuss COVID- 19 and
local
its
impact
on
their
governments.
The Convening will be held
on Thursday, April 16, 2020, at 6: 00- 7: 00 p. m EST.

This is an opportunity to join your colleagues and learn how they are responding
to the challenges of COVID- 19. You
discuss

critical

topics

will have the opportunity to share and

such as

Challenges, the Economic Impact

the
on

Federal

Small

Response,

Businesses

Healthcare

and other

impacting your Communities. Don' t Miss This Candid Conversation!
Sincerely,
Anthony J. Snipes
President
NFBPA

943

issues

Unsubscribe

Mmffl=

rnrnccovCcbdouaher-

tv. oa. us

M

Sent by mconner@nfbpa. org in collaboration with

LJ
Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?asa vety broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or front Cityar?dCounty
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ostrander,

John <

JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 24 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Sproul,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Attachments:

Paid Invoices. pdf; Unpaid Invoices. pdf; Admin Pay for 03162020 - 03292020 #

Kevin

1062

Payroll. xlsx

Mike,

This is what we have as of today. Please let me know if you need more detail.
John

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill: mmccov _ doughert .

a. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 06 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

Subject:

Read:

John

COVID-

19 Costs

Your message

To: McCoy, Michael
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 33: 19 AM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &

Canada)

was read on Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 05: 24 AM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &

946

Canada).

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 9: 06 AM

Sent:
To:

Ward,

Subject:

RE: COVID

Thanks

Ryan
19 PURCHASES.

xlsx

sir.

From: Ward, Ryan < RWard@albanyga. gov>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 48 AM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Ward, Ryan < RWard@albanyga.

gov>

Subject: FW: COVID 19 PURCHASES. xlsx

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 947

TAC Service

From:

Desk

Ward,

Ryan <

Cc:

Ward,

Ryan

Subject:

FW: COVID

Attachments:

COVID

Sent:
To:

RWard@albanyga. gov>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8:48 AM
McCoy, Michael
19 PURCHASES.

19 PURCHASES.

xlsx

xlsx

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon?request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 948

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ostrander,

John <

JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 33 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

When convenient, please give me a call at 430- 6485 or 449- 1200. Thanks.

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 29 AM
To: Ostrander, John < JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Yes sir

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: " Ostrander, John" <

JOstrander@dou

hertz.

a. us>

Date: 4/ 10/ 20 7: 47 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)
To: "

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dou herty. a.us>

Subject: RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Mike —

do you want admin leave and overtime costs accrued so far as well?

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS<

DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
949

1: u- naflL mmeeoy

y

dou herty. a. us

All

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or front City and County
officials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 30 AM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam

Subject:

RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency
Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

Thanks

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Allen,

Sam" <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 10/ 20 7: 57 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

More

Will catch it.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
liiiiurrnaiill: SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 40 PM
To: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga.

gov>

Cc: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>;

Allen,

Sam

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>

Subject: FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &
951

More

Chief — Please

organize our public safety agency heads to participate on this call. Thanks.

From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations

This e mi" malillllll is Il m lil l
aIr- iil

II

Nlbas

for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

en't "to couaty,. I alillllrlmen, Ilniian gem Ir- ads
li t°

t o°

More

I

and PlOs.

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

thers on your connnnission and ta
°

f as needed. ed.
Friday

Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow IFidday, Apidl 10 at 1. 1. wr io- ACCG and GMA members can participate in a confer nce call with Commissioner Mark
Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General
Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who

will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp'

identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG
s Executive Orders. Please
and share a sum ary in the afternoon update. Call

also will monitor the call

Information: Number: (

470)

ID:149

869- 2200 Meeting
963 8984 COVID-

19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The
Georgia Department of Public Health has released COVID-19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance that includes infection

control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please

help to distribute this information

to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County
area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance
should be fol owed. Summary
of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders ACCG
and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders. It

is available here. Considerations

for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19 The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) have
released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19.This interim guidance specially
pertains to law enforcement, 91- 1 call center employees, fusion

center employees, hazardous

material responders

from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food and
agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities. Interim
Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID- 19 Do'
s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19 Assessment

of County PPE Earlier
this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators to share information regarding supply sources and stockpile
information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment (PPE)for first responders.
The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation throughout
the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency GEMA)
(
and will
continue to monitor this situation. 952

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.

AC01

Il

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092
Email:

bbrown@accg.

org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 953

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 30 AM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Include

overtime

Sam

costs.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Allen,

Sam" <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 10/ 20 7: 59 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

ga. us>

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Sainn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
liiiiurrnaiill: SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
954

Michaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

COUNTY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
Flhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Web: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaflL mmcco
dou ertX.Za. us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia 1?as a very broad public records law. Most written commur?icatior?s to or front City ar?d County
offidals regardmg City ar?d County busmess are public records available to the public ar?d media upor? request. Your email
commur?icatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 29 AM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam

Subject:

RE: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Thanks

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Allen,

Sam" <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>

4/ 10/ 20 7: 58 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: RE: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

Will check on it this morning.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73
w.

14T

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
liiiiurrnaiill: SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.
Subject:

Sam —

ga. us>

FW: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Are we eligible to apply for this? Thanks.

956

Grant ( AFG) funds

Grant ( AFG) funds

From: SWGRC < srhymes@swgrc. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

957

protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s
first responders.

The CORONOVIRUS

AID, RELIEF,

and ECONOMIC

SECURITY (

CARES)

ACT ANNOUNCEMENT:
The CARES

Act authorizes $

100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Grant ( AFG) funds for

the purchase of personal protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s first
responders. As fire departments provide lifesaving emergency medical response to more
and more communities impacted by COVID- 19, FEMA AFG is offering an additional
funding opportunity for the fire service community to purchase urgently needed protective
equipment

and supplies.

Here' s what you need to know:

1. FEMA AFG received $ 100M in stimulus funding under the CARES Act.
2. Included in this stimulus is personal protective equipment ( PPE) for the COVID- 19
response

efforts.

3. A new AFG application period will be opening soon.
4. Please

be on the lookout

for that announcement

which will include

additional

details.

Twitter PFEMAGrants

Do you want the most up- to- date information on FEMA Grant programs —

Follow us on

Twitter PFEMAGrants
AFG Home
AFG Regional

Page: www. fema. gov/ firegrants

Representatives:

htta:// www. fema. ciov/ fire- grant- contact- information

AFG Help Desk: E- mail: firegrants0fema. dhs. gov
Telephone Toll -Free: 1- 866- 274- 0960

Unsubscribe

nrimccov@dougherty.

EM5111MMIlln "

ga. us

T

Sent by srhymes@swgrc. org in collaboration with

Try email

marketing

958

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 959

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 29 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

John

Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Yes sir

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:
To: "

Ostrander,

John" <

JOstrander@dougherty.

ga. us>

4/ 10/ 20 7: 47 AM ( GMT- 05: 00)

McCoy, Michael" < MMcCoy@dougherty.

Subject:

Mike —

ga. us>

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

do you want admin leave and overtime costs accrued so far as well?

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iichaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f" Ihone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
f:.::ir naiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

960
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 29 AM

Sent:
To:

Ostrander,

Subject:

Read:

John

RE: COVID-

19 Costs

Your message

To: McCoy, Michael
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 7: 47: 42 AM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &

Canada)

was read on Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 28: 57 AM ( UTC- 05: 00) Eastern Time ( US &

962

Canada).

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 8: 00 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihorne:

229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naiill: SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
IMiichaell IMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irrnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 7: 58 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:

RE: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance

Subject:

to Firefighters

Will check on it this morning.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 -701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: FW: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

Sam —

Are we eligible to apply for this? Thanks.

From: SWGRC < srhymes@swerc.

org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

Grant ( AFG) funds

The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to

Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds for the purchase of personal
protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s
first responders.

The CORONOVIRUS

AID, RELIEF,

and ECONOMIC

SECURITY (

CARES)

ACT ANNOUNCEMENT:
The CARES

Act authorizes $

100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Grant ( AFG) funds for

the purchase of personal protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s first
responders. As fire departments provide lifesaving emergency medical response to more
and more communities impacted by COVID- 19, FEMA AFG is offering an additional
funding opportunity for the fire service community to purchase urgently needed protective
equipment

and supplies.

Here' s what you need to know:
1. FEMA AFG received $ 100M in stimulus funding under the CARES Act.

2. Included in this stimulus is personal protective equipment ( PPE) for the COVID- 19
response

efforts.

3. A new AFG application period will be opening soon.
4. Please be on the lookout for that announcement

which will include additional

details.

Twitter OFEMAGrants

Do you want the most up- to- date information on FEMA Grant programs —

Follow us on

Twitter OFEMAGrants
AFG Home

Page: www. fema. gov/ firegrants

AFG Regional Representatives: htti):// www. fema. clov/ fire- grant- contact- information

AFG Help Desk: E- mail: firegrants0fema. dhs. gov
Telephone Toll -Free: 1- 866- 274- 0960

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy@dougherty.

ga. us

Sent by srhymes@swgrc. org in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. beret written eeyrrmurticeatior?s to or from C"lty artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon? request Your email
eeyrr murticeatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 7: 58 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

Will catch it.
Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

DaJ(73

14T

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 - 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 40 PM
To: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>

Cc: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>;
SaAllen@dougherty.

Allen,

Sam

ga. us>

Subject: FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Chief — Please

More

organize our public safety agency heads to participate on this call. Thanks.

From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown,

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations

for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

This enulillllll is Il elillll

III ° t "to couaty,. I alillllrlmen, Ilniian gee Ir- ads

Nlbas

li t°

II

aIr- iil

t o°

More

I

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

ther-s on your connnnission and ta
°

Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads

and PlOs.

f as needed. ed.
Friday

Tomorrow - IFidday, Apidl 10 at 1. 1. wrrio - ACCG and GMA members can participate in a conference call with Commissioner
Mark Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and
General Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor

Kemp' s Executive Orders.

Please identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG also will monitor the

call and share a summary in the afternoon

update.

Call Information:

470) 869- 2200

Number: (

149 963 8984

Meeting ID:

COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance
The Georgia Department of Public Health has released COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance that includes

infection control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help to distribute this
information to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty
County area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is critically important for people to understand why this
guidance should be followed.
Summary of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders
ACCG and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders. It is available here.
Considerations for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency ( CISA)
have released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19.
specially pertains to law enforcement,

9- 1- 1 call center employees,

fusion center employees,

This interim guidance

hazardous material

responders from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food
and agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities.
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had
Exposure to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID- 19
Do' s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19

Assessment of County PPE
Earlier this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators to share information regarding supply sources and
stockpile information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment ( PPE) for first
responders.

The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation

throughout the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ( GEMA) and
will continue to monitor this situation.

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.

r, ...._

Al,
Ad---

asp

Nn

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
j G—

gm'.

G—

t—.

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

Board Relations

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications municeatlons
to or from City and County officials
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 970

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Ostrander,

John <

JOstrander@dougherty. ga. us>
Friday, April 10, 2020 7:48 AM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike —

RE: COVID- 19 Costs

do you want admin leave and overtime costs accrued so far as well?

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS < DC- DeptManagers@dougherty.

ga. us>; Sproul, Kevin

KSproul @dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: COVID- 19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

7 ..

R1 y

COUZY
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone:

229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

lip
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to err from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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R
On this Good Friday and with the markets closed, we take a look back at our
show from February 10, 2020.

The Broadcast Retirement Network's # BRNAM for Friday, April 10, 2020 1 Special
guest: Devin Banerjee, Senior Financial Services Editor, Linkedln I Today' s top
stories: Student loan redlining and Young people don' t like job hopping I For more
news and content each and every day subscribe and
visit www. broadcastretirementnetwork.
that Matters.

Independent.

Unbiased.

com I The Morning Pulse. Retirement News
Information

for All.
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Snyder cur ently serves

as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor for the..B a..
d
t R e.. tii.:.ell] e..n t N e Lw..i.°
(. .) k. Considered an "industry insder", thought - leader and an independent voice on
retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has appeared in both television and
Drint discus ing the issues related to retirement and the capital markets. Broadcast Retirement Network (
BRN) is

the first lifestyle media platform focused helping Americans achieve financial independence
and to make retirement and ings cultural y relevant. The content
is informative and engages the viewer. Most ortantly - No agendas, no sales
pitches,

no product

pushes. Our morning

show, BRN AM,

provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans can create a plan of
action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on delivering headline news via brief
interviews with real Americans working toward their financial goals. Unlike financial shows
which prioritize
institutional investment managers and public policy organizations, BRN AM is a lifestyle
show that brings the stories

and ideas of

regular Americans

to the forefront. We
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engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home -ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyperlinks

above take you to internet

site( s) sponsored

and maintained

by independent

third

parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyperlinks as provided are maintained
to provide the author( s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the
original content.

The links and content provided in The Morning

Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for

general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations

of such

Websites.

The information

available

through

these

Web sites has not been

prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored

by The Morning

Pulse,

Inc. in the future.

The Morning

Pulse,

Inc. assumes

no

responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,
conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyperlinks

may or may not be consistent
R

t,

N

a In

Copyright02020
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with the opinions of The Morning Pulse, Inc.
O; .,

The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e. routefifty. com>
Friday, April 10, 2020 7: 02 AM
Michael McCoy
Unions push for billions in state and local coronavirus aid; Transit agencies must balance

Sent:
To:
Subject:

service with safety; States fly flags at half- staff, How to keep a remote workforce
engaged

Problems viewing?

View as a web page

Transit Agencies' Challenge Is to Balance Service with Safety
I' 400 I: 3II. I:

III"N I I III :

I

From distributing face masks to offering free rides, transit agencies have

adopted different approaches to protecting workers and passengers.

But union leaders say more

needs to be done to keep workers safe.

States Fly Flags at Half -Staff to Honor Coronavirus Victims
I I

L. I

All III

III

I U.,JII

I

Governors said the flags would serve as memorials to

deceased residents whose families can' t hold traditional funerals amid stay- at- home orders and

social -distancing guidelines.
Brought to you by Nutanix
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We live in a world where the pace of business is 24/ 7/ 365. We also live in an uncertain world where anything can
happen

Organizations today are reassessing end -user computing strategies and are seeking out a dynamic solution to
increase agility and worker productivity. Desktop - as -a - Service ( DaaS) has emerged as one leading " work -from anywhere"

enabler, providing secure access to apps and data without the delivery and maintenance

challenges of

traditional VDI.

Enable "

work

from

anywhere" —

in any circumstance — and do it in 5 easy steps.

How to Keep a Remote Workforce Engaged
I

1.

VIG',JA I

COMMENTARY I With millions of public sector employees moving to full- time

remote work amid the coronavirus pandemic, government employers will need to find innovative
ways to keep their employees engaged.

Just Send the Checks
11f I HISA A

II I X14 If lC I COMENTARY

aid from the undeserving is

I America' s obse sion with keeping

making a bad economic crisis worse. Retiree -

Rich Palm Beach County Leads Florida In COVID- 19 Deaths
Ih
lH C

JI

II Il

if I

I

I I

AIL.

III

III" Nfl1:: 1a I

Thre

factors contribute to the county' s high mortality

rate:a large elder population, lack of available testing,and frequent travel among residents
and

visitors to

and from the New York metro area, the

national epicenter

of

the outbreak.

The

Grassroots Creation of a Hand - Washing Infrastructure for the
Homeless II:
I I AIIN IIN II I
N 1 11 I : 1f

I II I
1 G', J COMENTARY

IN,

II

I IN

QS : 3AI
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I A community effort is building hand w-ashing stations for the

homeless population in Los Angeles. We

Still Don' t Know How Many People Are in the Hospital With 1«
I6 CIl
•
11 I

IES Jlf fl.

dif erently, and

IIC I Many

the

stae

report coronavirus cases and COVID- 19 hospitalizations

federal government is way behind on data tracking. Without consistent

information, the U.
S. won' t be able to properly respond as new coronavirus hot spots
emerge. 977
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Deliver secure, responsive access to applications,
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TAC Service
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International City/ County Management Association
DoNotReply@ConnectedCommunity. org>
Friday, April 10, 2020 1: 39 AM
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To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us
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ICMA All - Members Digest for Thursday April 9, 2020
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of the local municipalities recently closed the source of elderly meals due to unsanitary practices workers
forced to come in,multiple positive cases, disregard

for social distance, ect).
This

meal provider was

the source of 3,000 meals per day spanning multiple towns, most destined for the elderly and other vulnerable
populations. First,

I encourag you all to proactively spot check your local elderly meal providers. This inspection was initiated
by a complaint, absent would have allowed those unsanitary practices to continue and possible infect
many. Second, has anyone had to find an emergency source of premade meals. If so, would you be able
to provide the MOU, contract, or

other documentation ( word

preferable). Brian

Brian

Luther

Municipal

Services Speciallist Metropolitan

Area Planning Council Boston
MA bluther@mapc.

org V:
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Goodwiiru Below is
a memo I wrote for the same request: It is

my understanding that some employees have inquired as to whether the City of Canandaigua will be providing compensation
in the form of hazard pay or extra time off.There have been some communities in 980

our region that have provided extra time off for essential personnel that have continued to work during the
COVID- 19 response.

My position is that the City of Canandaigua should refrain from providing any such additional compensation
for several reasons.

Essential personnel should have an expectation that they will be required to work without additional
bonus compensation during an emergency, in the case at hand being public health emergency, as
part of their job for which they are already fairly compensated. Some of the work that we do every
day had/ has and will continue to have inherent risks before, during and after COVID- 19.
The City of Canandaigua will be subject to financial strain due to lost revenue from sales tax,
occupancy tax, and mortgage tax. The Governor is also indicating that the State will cut State aid
funding. It is very difficult to guestimate the full impact, due to the uncertainly, but right now I am
estimating up to a $ 2. 2 million in impact. Further, I foresee the City Council being put under
tremendous pressure to keep the tax levy increase for 2021 as low as possible during a period of
challenging and uncertain economic times and potentially a depression. As such, we may need to
preserve our resources for the provision of services.
I do not believe that it is appropriate to commit additional public resources, be it additional time off or
money, when many local governments across the State will likely be considering layoffs and other
drastic measures in the near future. Further, the unemployment rates continue to rise and are

predicted to rise to alarming levels.
Please don' t mistake my position for anything other than it is. I value and appreciate the work that is being
done and the potential risks that COVID- 19 poses. This certainly is an unprecedented and uncertain time. I
am very proud of our City staff when I hear from residents or City Council that it doesn' t feel like we skipped
a beat. What I am trying to say is that it' s not an either/ or proposition in that the City provide additional
hazard/ emergency pay type compensation or the City doesn' t value employees. This is not the case. We
can value and appreciate the considerable work and effort and not compensate beyond normal standards

for the work being done. There may be resources after COVID- 19 becomes a thing of the past, but we don' t
know. Until that time, fiscal responsibility demands that the City focus its resources on maintaining essential
services to its residents. Because we have been fiscally prudent, we are in position to weather this storm,
but we will not be immune from difficult decisions.

John Goodwin MPA

City Manager
City of Canandaigua
Canandaigua

NY

John. Goodwin@canandaiguanewyork. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 08- 2020 12: 03 PM
From: De' Carlon Seewood

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
We have received requests from labor groups; asking for hazard pay during the current pandemic. What
approaches are other communities taking when it comes to hazard pay? Who' s providing some type of
hazard pay for essential employees?
the amounts of compensation?

What is that amount or percentage of pay? How did you determine

Are there other types of benefits being provided to essential
981

employees?

Thank you for your assistance.

De' Carlon Seewood

Deputy City Manager
City of Columbia
Columbia MO

deca irlloir,iI. 3.eewo.o.d.@.g.g.l!qi:.
' p.:.q.gy
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next

Apr 9, 2020 8: 31 AM

This is great, thanks for sharing.

Joshua Ringel MPA
Assistant Village Administrator
Village of Tarrytown
New York NY

jringel@gmail. com
uruillliiiirui
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 07: 13 AM
From: John Goodwin

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
Below is a memo I wrote for the same request:

It is my understanding that some employees have inquired as to whether the City of Canandaigua will be
providing compensation

in the form of hazard pay or extra time off. There have been some communities

in

our region that have provided extra time off for essential personnel that have continued to work during the
COVID- 19 response.

My position is that the City of Canandaigua should refrain from providing any such additional compensation
for several reasons.

Essential personnel should have an expectation that they will be required to work without additional

bonus compensation during an emergency, in the case at hand being public health emergency, as

982

part of their job for which they are already fairly compensated. Some of the work that we do every
day had/ has and will continue to have inherent risks before, during and after COVID- 19.
The City of Canandaigua will be subject to financial strain due to lost revenue from sales tax,
occupancy tax, and mortgage tax. The Governor is also indicating that the State will cut State aid
funding. It is very difficult to guestimate the full impact, due to the uncertainly, but right now I am
estimating up to a $ 2. 2 million in impact. Further, I foresee the City Council being put under
tremendous pressure to keep the tax levy increase for 2021 as low as possible during a period of
challenging and uncertain economic times and potentially a depression. As such, we may need to
preserve our resources for the provision of services.

I do not believe that it is appropriate to commit additional public resources, be it additional time off or
money, when many local governments across the State will likely be considering layoffs and other
drastic measures in the near future. Further, the unemployment rates continue to rise and are

predicted to rise to alarming levels.
Please don' t mistake my position for anything other than it is. I value and appreciate the work that is being
done and the potential risks that COVID- 19 poses. This certainly is an unprecedented and uncertain time. I
am very proud of our City staff when I hear from residents or City Council that it doesn' t feel like we skipped
a beat. What I am trying to say is that it' s not an either/ or proposition in that the City provide additional
hazard/ emergency pay type compensation or the City doesn' t value employees. This is not the case. We
can value and appreciate the considerable work and effort and not compensate beyond normal standards

for the work being done. There may be resources after COVID- 19 becomes a thing of the past, but we don' t
know. Until that time, fiscal responsibility demands that the City focus its resources on maintaining essential
services to its residents. Because we have been fiscally prudent, we are in position to weather this storm,
but we will not be immune from difficult decisions.

John Goodwin

MPA

City Manager
City of Canandaigua
Canandaigua

NY
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I believe John does an excellent job outlining the " hazard pay" discussion in my region and generally
concur with his assessment.

Michael Webb MPA

City Manager
City of Edwardsville
Shawnee KS
983

mwebb@edwardsvilleks. org
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Message: Sent:
04- 09- 2020 07:13 AM From:
John

Goodwin Subject:

Hazard Pay for Essential Employees Below
is a memo I wrote for the same request: It

is my understanding that some employees have inquired as to whether the City of Canandaigua will be providing
compensation in the form of hazard pay or extra time off. There have been some communities in our
region that have provided extra time off for essential personnel that have continued to work during the COVID19

response. My

position is that the City of Canandaigua should refrain from providing any such additional compensation for
several reasons. Essential

personnel should have an expectation that they will be required to work without additional bonus
compensation during an emergency, in the case at hand being public health emergency, as part
of their job for which they are already fairly compensated. Some of the work that we do every day
had/ has and will continue to have inherent risks before, during and after COVID- 19.The
City of Canandaigua will be subject to financial strain due to lost revenue from sales tax, occupancy
tax,
and mortgage tax.The Governor is also indicating that the State will cut State aid funding.
It is very difficult to guestimate the full impact, due to the uncertainly, but right now I am estimating
up to a $
2. 2 mil ion in impact. Further, I fores the City Council being put under tremendous
pressure to keep the tax levy increase for 2021 as low as possible during a period of chal enging
and uncertain economic times and potential y a depres ion. As such, we may need to preserve
our resources for the provision of services. I

do not believe that it is ap ropriate to commit additional public resources, be it ad itonal time off or money,
when many local governments across the State will likely be considering layoffs and other drastic
measures in the near future. Further, the

unemployment rates continue to rise and are predicted

to rise to alarming levels. Please
don' t mistake my position for anything other than it is. I value and appreciate the work that is being done
and the potential risks that COVID- 19 poses. This certainly is an unprecedented and uncertain time. I am
very proud of our City staff when I hear from residents or City Council that it doesn' t fe l like we skipped a
beat. What I am trying to say is that it's not an either/ or proposit on in that the City provide additional hazard/
emergency pay type compensation or the City doesn' t value employees. This is not the case. We can
value and appreciate the considerable work and effort and not compensate beyond normal standards for

the work being done. There may be resources after COVID- 19 becomes a thing of the past, but we don' t know.
Until that time, fiscal responsibility demands that the City focus its resources on maintaining essential services
to its residents. Because we have been fiscally prudent, we are in posit on to weather this storm, but
we will not be immune from difficult decisions. John

Goodwin MPA City

Manager City
of Canandaigua 984

Canandaigua

NY
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John,

We've also had the topic come up herein California
and have approached this from the same perspective that we are all disaster service workers and that this

Thanks for sharing your well articulated response.
is the time to demonstrate that!
Dan Singer

City Manager
City of Santa Paula

Daniel Singer

City Manager
City of Santa Paula
Poway CA
dansinger101 @gmail. com
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 07: 13 AM
From: John Goodwin

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
Below is a memo I wrote for the same request:

It is my understanding that some employees have inquired as to whether the City of Canandaigua will be
providing compensation

in the form of hazard pay or extra time off. There have been some communities

in

our region that have provided extra time off for essential personnel that have continued to work during the
COVID- 19 response.

My position is that the City of Canandaigua should refrain from providing any such additional compensation
for several reasons.

Essential personnel should have an expectation that they will be required to work without additional

bonus compensation during an emergency, in the case at hand being public health emergency, as

part of their job for which they are already fairly compensated. Some of the work that we do every
day had/ has and will continue to have inherent risks before, during and after COVID- 19.
The City of Canandaigua will be subject to financial strain due to lost revenue from sales tax,
occupancy tax, and mortgage tax. The Governor is also indicating that the State will cut State aid
funding. It is very difficult to guestimate the full impact, due to the uncertainly, but right now I am
estimating up to a $ 2. 2 million in impact. Further, I foresee the City Council being put under
tremendous pressure to keep the tax levy increase for 2021 as low as possible during a period of
challenging and uncertain economic times and potentially a depression. As such, we may need to
preserve our resources for the provision of services.

I do not believe that it is appropriate to commit additional public resources, be it additional time off or
money, when many local governments across the State will likely be considering layoffs and other
drastic measures in the near future. Further, the unemployment rates continue to rise and are

predicted to rise to alarming levels.
Please don' t mistake my position for anything other than it is. I value and appreciate the work that is being
done and the potential risks that COVID- 19 poses. This certainly is an unprecedented and uncertain time. I
am very proud of our City staff when I hear from residents or City Council that it doesn' t feel like we skipped
a beat. What I am trying to say is that it' s not an either/ or proposition in that the City provide additional
hazard/ emergency pay type compensation or the City doesn' t value employees. This is not the case. We
can value and appreciate the considerable work and effort and not compensate beyond normal standards

for the work being done. There may be resources after COVID- 19 becomes a thing of the past, but we don' t
know. Until that time, fiscal responsibility demands that the City focus its resources on maintaining essential
services to its residents. Because we have been fiscally prudent, we are in position to weather this storm,
but we will not be immune from difficult decisions.

John Goodwin

MPA

City Manager
City of Canandaigua
Canandaigua

NY
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We are planning to pay essential workers overtime for hours worked in addition to the straight time they will

receive to stay at home. You might call it hazard pay, but we view it a means to get employees to work and
risk exposing themselves and their family to the virus so the City can continue to deliver essential services.
Brian

Newton

City Administrator
City of Fremont
Fremont NE

Brian

Newton

City Administrator
City of Fremont
Fremont NE

Brian. Newton@fremontne. gov
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 08- 2020 12: 03 PM
From: De' Carlon Seewood

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
We have received requests from labor groups; asking for hazard pay during the current pandemic. What
approaches are other communities taking when it comes to hazard pay? Who' s providing some type of
hazard pay for essential employees? What is that amount or percentage of pay? How did you determine
the amounts of compensation? Are there other types of benefits being provided to essential
employees?

De' Carlon

Thank you for your assistance.

Seewood

Deputy City Manager
City of Columbia
Columbia MO
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Great memo.
wrote.

In keeping with my motto of " wheel not invented here," I intend to borrow some of what you

We anticipate a similar loss in revenue as well.

Larry Paine
City Administrator
City of Hillsboro
Hillsboro KS
Ipaine@cityofhillsboro. net
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Original

Message:

Sent: 04- 09- 2020 07: 13 AM
From: John Goodwin

Subject: Hazard Pay for Essential Employees
Below is a memo I wrote for the same request:

It is my understanding that some employees have inquired as to whether the City of Canandaigua will be
providing compensation in the form of hazard pay or extra time off. There have been some communities in
our region that have provided extra time off for essential personnel that have continued to work during the
COVID- 19 response.

My position is that the City of Canandaigua should refrain from providing any such additional compensation
for several reasons.

Essential personnel should have an expectation that they will be required to work without additional
bonus compensation during an emergency, in the case at hand being public health emergency, as
part of their job for which they are already fairly compensated. Some of the work that we do every
day had/ has and will continue to have inherent risks before, during and after COVID- 19.
The City of Canandaigua will be subject to financial strain due to lost revenue from sales tax,
occupancy tax, and mortgage tax. The Governor is also indicating that the State will cut State aid
funding. It is very difficult to guestimate the full impact, due to the uncertainly, but right now I am
estimating up to a $ 2. 2 million in impact. Further, I foresee the City Council being put under
tremendous pressure to keep the tax levy increase for 2021 as low as possible during a period of
challenging and uncertain economic times and potentially a depression. As such, we may need to
preserve our resources for the provision of services.

I do not believe that it is appropriate to commit additional public resources, be it additional time off or
money, when many local governments across the State will likely be considering layoffs and other
drastic measures in the near future. Further, the unemployment rates continue to rise and are

predicted to rise to alarming levels.
Please don' t mistake my position for anything other than it is. I value and appreciate the work that is being
done and the potential risks that COVID- 19 poses. This certainly is an unprecedented and uncertain time. I
am very proud of our City staff when I hear from residents or City Council that it doesn' t feel like we skipped
a beat. What I am trying to say is that it' s not an either/ or proposition in that the City provide additional
hazard/ emergency pay type compensation or the City doesn' t value employees. This is not the case. We
can value and appreciate the considerable work and effort and not compensate beyond normal standards

for the work being done. There may be resources after COVID- 19 becomes a thing of the past, but we don' t
know. Until that time, fiscal responsibility demands that the City focus its resources on maintaining essential
services to its residents. Because we have been fiscally prudent, we are in position to weather this storm,
but we will not be immune from difficult decisions.

John Goodwin MPA

City Manager
City of Canandaigua
Canandaigua

NY
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We are lending out hot -spots through our library system as well. We are targeting their use specifically to
students in our county school system. We are able to obtain additional devices a few at a time and we
have a waiting list for them as they become available. We have worked with our school system to identify
the students who have the greatest needs.

Richard Caywood

Assistant County Administrator
County of Roanoke
Roanoke VA
rcaywood@roanokecountyva.
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 03- 2020 04: 51 PM
From: Shannon

Flanagan - Watson

Subject: Temporary Wi- Fi Hot Spots
Colleagues,

With many of our local programs and services being offered virtually and schools closed as a result
of COVID- 19, we are looking to provide temporary Wi- Fi hot spots throughout the community. One
consideration is the deployment of school buses in neighborhoods which would serve as a Wi- Fi location.

People would not get on the school bus to ensure safe social distancing measures.
Are there other innovative approaches you have implemented or are currently considering to provide Wi- Fi
during this time especially for those in need who may not otherwise have internet access?
Thank you!

Shannon Flanagan - Watson ICMA- CM, MPA

Deputy County Manager
County of Arlington
Arlington
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Any recommendations on professional development courses, certifications, etc. that are free/ no cost? Like
most places, we have a wide -range of services so any direction would be helpful!

Lisa Brown MPA
Communications

Manager

City of Rock Hill
Rock Hill SC
Iisa. brown@cityofrockhiII. com

F

Original Message:
Sent: 04- 08- 2020 08: 33 AM
From: Scott Aldrich

Subject: Equity in Working from Home
I think no matter what you do, you are going to have some folks that will feel slighted.

It' s the way people

are wired. You have to be open and as honest as you can with everyone and remain consistent during this
strange time. One of the things we are doing in my department is to encourage each employee working
remotely to focus on the future. Can they go ahead and revise the business plan, compile a 5- year budget,
dust off our Parks Master Plan or other downtown development plans that might not yet be out of date, but
could be revised during this time away from the office.
Another key task that we are requiring our staff working remotely to do is professional

development

courses. This is something that anyone with internet access and a computer can easily complete. One of
our staffers is committed to being proficient in Excel by the time they return. Another is working on a
graphic design program and learning those skills. There are so many free or very inexpensive webinars
and online tutorials that could benefit your staff and would be easy to do during this time.
Good luck with your staff and as long as you lead with integrity and authenticity, I strongly believe that your
staff will understand the situation that we' re all in together and that there are no ideal, perfect scenarios that

will be completely fair. Being in government and public service, it' s what we signed up for.

Scott Aldrich CPRP

Community Services Project Manager
City of Tavares
Tavares FL
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City of Goleta, California held its first 100%online
in line for live public comment. It

meeting on Tuesday using GoToWebinar and a phone-

went very smoothly. There

are definitely some tricks. Contact

is Deborah

Lopez, City Clerk. Title:
City Clerk Phone:.(.(.
Q..)....`
j..::,3. . 0E Fax:.(('

..:

1.(
E-(.(.j..::::..
. `.(. :
E(.( .: Email:
Email

Kristine

Schmidt Assistant

City Manager City
of Goleta Santa
Barbara CA kristyschmidt@cox.
net
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Message: Sent:
03- 09- 2020 05:49 PM From:

Wally Bobkiewicz Subject:
Online City Council Meetings My
City Council is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting next
week. Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting? Wally
Wally

Bobkiewicz City

Administrator City
of Issaquah Issaquah
WA
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I wrote the following script for the Mayor to read before our online meeting started. In Kansas, our Attorney
General stated that the public must have access to whatever online meeting occurred which opens us to
possible bombers. We knew the risk and went forward. The more we study Zoom, the more opportunities
we have to make it work for ourselves and our citizens. We held our meeting Tuesday afternoon and no
one joined our meeting. We are a town of 3, 000 and usually no one shows up for the meeting so I was not
surprised about the attendance. We did record the meeting and placed a link for people to watch the
meeting.

Online Meeting Script
I. Introduction

A. This Council meeting is unusual because of COVID- 19 virus.
B. Because of the Governor' s stay at home order, all members of the Governing Body and Staff are not in
the same room

C. We are using an online meeting program called ZOOM that allows for us to be in different places and
participate as if we were all in the council chambers at City Hall
D. All of the requirements for the Kansas Open Meeting Act are still in effect during this online meeting. The
Attorney General has given us guidelines to follow in online meetings.
E. We will be making sure all those guidelines are being followed even though we are online
II. Meeting rules for public comment
A. The open meeting act ( KOMA) requires that we allow the public to observe the meeting

B. It does not require the public be given opportunity to participate in the meeting
C. However, it is our policy that we give the public opportunity to present comments to the Council at the
beginning of our meeting
D. With that in mind, here are guidelines for participating

in this ZOOM format

1. During the meeting everyone will be muted so any conversation on your part will not interrupt another
person' s presentation

2. On the bottom of your screen is a task bar that has a number of icons to manage the meeting. It appears
when you move your mouse there. On an Pad, it will be on the top of the screen. If you have some other
device, you will need to experiment to find the task bar.
3. There is a participant's icon in the middle of the task bar that you can press and it will show who is
present in the meeting

4. You may want to hover your name and change it. If your name comes up as Pad Joe, we ask that you
change it to your proper name

5. At the bottom of the participants page is a blue " raised hand." By pressing the raised hand it will appear
next to your name at the top of the participant' s page

6. The raised hand will indicate you wish to speak
7. The Mayor will recognize you and you will be unmutted
a. the Attorney General' s online guidelines require that all participants give their name before speaking. All
of us will be doing the same. For the record, please state your name and address.

8. When you speak, we expect good decorum. If, in our opinion, you vary from that, we will mute your
microphone and ask that you behave appropriately.
9. If after a warning and we unmute your mic and if you return to the same behavior, we will mute you again
and remove you from the meeting. You will not be allowed in again.
10. We are recording this meeting and a copy will be placed on our website and on Face Book
11. When we get to the public comment part of the agenda, I will remind everyone of the key principles I
just stated
E. Now let' s get started with the meeting.

992

Larry Paine
City Administrator
City of Hillsboro
Hillsboro KS
Ipaine@cityofhillsboro. net
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Original Message:
Sent: 04- 09- 2020 09: 25 AM
From: Kristine Schmidt

Subject: Online City Council Meetings
The City of Goleta, California held its first 100% online meeting on Tuesday using GoToWebinar and a
phone- in line for live public comment. It went very smoothly. There are definitely some tricks. Contact
Deborah Lopez, City Clerk.

is

Title: City Clerk
Phone:( 805) 961- 7505
Fax:( 805) 961- 7504
Email: Email

Kristine Schmidt

Assistant City Manager
City of Goleta
Santa Barbara CA
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As discussed by others, there are a number of technical solutions that can be ramped up rather quickly to
make online board/ council meetings viable ( Zoom, Teams, WebEx, etc.). However, localities must be

certain to confirm what is permissible in their state by conferring with legal counsel. Here is the Attorney
General of Virginia's opinion for localities in VA. As you can see, there are particular legal constraints on
how meetings may be conducted, which will certainly vary by state.

Jason Grant

Director of Advocacy
993

ICMA

Washington

DC

jgrant@icma. org
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Original Message:
Sent: 03- 09- 2020 05: 49 PM

From: Wally Bobkiewicz
Subject: Online City Council Meetings
My City Council is anxious about using online resources ( Skype for Meetings) to hold City Council meeting
next week. Anyone else talking to Council about completely online meeting?
Wally

Wally Bobkiewicz
City Administrator
City of Issaquah
Issaquah

WA
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You are subscribed to " ICMA All -Members" as mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us. To change your subscriptions, go
to I
To unsubscribe from this community discussion go to Qir°ur:rubsciriibe.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records Paw. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

NACo <

Sent:

Thursday, April 9, 2020 11: 25 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

naco@naco. org>

Urge Congress to provide direct and flexible funding to counties in next round of
COVID- 19 relief

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NACo Federal Policy Update: Urge Congress to
Provide Direct and Flexible Funding to Counties In
Next Round of COVID- 19 Relief
Join NACo for a conferenceon
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are on the front lines protecting our communities from coronavirus and other illnesses that
have the potential to become a pandemic. Our 3,069 county governments employ 3.
6 mil ion proud
public servants in our nearly 1,
000 public hospitals, 1,
900 local public health departments, over
800 long term care facilities and 750 behavioral health departments. Our first responders and
frontline personnel include public and community health professionals, sheriffs, 911 operators,
firefighters, EMT/paramedics, Emergency Operations Center E
( OC) experts, coroners/
medical examiners, child welfare and aging service providers, substance abuse and mental
health counselors, veterans service officers, homelessness program coordinators and jail administrators,
among

many

others. W,

On April 7, U. S. Reps. Ben Lujan ( D- N. M.),

Andy Levin ( D- Mich.), Tom Malinowski ( D- N. J.) and Joe
Neguse ( D- Colo.) introduced the Coronavirus Community Relief Fund Act, which would create a
new $250 billion coronavirus relief fund for local governments with populations under 500,000.
In addition to providing direct payments from the U. S. Treasury to local governments, the bill

would also cover lost revenue due to COVID- 19. The bill text can be found here.

On April 9, the U. S. Senate adjourned following stalled negotiations over a fourth " interim" FY
2020 supplemental appropriations package. With lawmakers back home in their states, both
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell ( R- Ky.) and Senator Chris Van Hollen ( D- Md.) attempted
to pass measures via unanimous consent, which does not require members to return to
Washington

to vote.

First, Senate Democrats blocked Leader McConnell' s attempt to provide $ 250 billion for small
businesses, and then Leader McConnell stopped Democrats' attempt to pass a proposal ( Interim
Emergency COVID- 19 Relief Act) that would combine the small business aid with several other
provisions including:
An additional $

150 billion in aid to state, tribal and local governments to address
necessary expenditures incurred due to the COVID- 19 public health emergency. Of the
150 billion, $ 53. 55 billion would be distributed directly to localities based on the
Community Development Block Grant ( CDBG) formula, which would be administered by
the U. S. Treasury within 15 days of the bill' s enactment. The legislation would also allow
the funding to be used for lost revenue.
100 billion to bolster hospitals and community health centers, with funds going toward
the production of coronavirus tests and protective medical equipment.
Fifteen percent increase to the maximum Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
SNAP) benefit and would maintain the current suspension of work requirements for able-

bodied adults would be extended for two years.
250 billion to support the SBA' s Payment Protection Program and other economic
recovery

efforts.

Technical fixes to election assistance grants to ensure funding is flexible and targeted to
local elections

officials.

Negotiations are likely to continue over the weekend prior to the Senate returning in pro forma
session on Monday, April 13. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has indicated the House may try to

move a Democratic bill on Friday, though it would likely be blocked by the Senate.
During these negotiations, NACo sent a letter to Congressional leaders in both chambers calling
on members to provide direct and flexible funding to county governments and urging them to
address other key county COVID- 19 priorities.

Due to YOUR advocacy efforts, several members of Congress are now leading efforts to clarify
provisions in prior COVID- 19 packages and build support around key county priority issues for
potential inclusion in a future package:
Several Representatives are leading efforts to make state and local governments eligible
for emergency paid leave payroll tax credits: U. S. Reps. Bradley S. Schneider ( D- III.), John
Katko ( R- N. Y.), T.J. Cox ( D- Calif.), Peter King ( R- N. Y.) and Diana DeGette ( D- Colo.) are
leading the effort to recruit cosponsors for legislation that would make state and local
governments eligible for payroll tax credits for emergency paid sick and family leave.
Please urge your members of Congress to cosponsor this legislation by contacting Jessica
Bernton ( jessica. bernton mail. house. gov) in Rep. Schneider' s office by noon EDT on
Monday, April 13.
Forty-five House members sent a letter to leadership requesting emergency assistance
for state and local governments in the next COVID- 19 relief package. Led by Reps. Gerry
Connolly ( D- Va.)

and Charlie

Crist ( D- Fla.),

the letter

requests

that the Coronavirus

Relief

Fund receive significant additional funding in future coronavirus relief legislation and
specifically urges that the funding can be used for lost revenue.
Members of the Virginia congressional delegation sent a letter to Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin requesting guidance on the Coronavirus Relief Fund to maximize the
flexibility that state and local governments have in utilizing the funds.
A group of bipartisan Senators sent a letter to Treasury Secretary Mnuchin requesting
guidance for the implementation of the Coronavirus Relief Fund under the CARES Act.
Sens. Margaret Hassan ( D- N. H.), Michael Rounds ( R- S. D.), Angus King ( I - Maine) and
Jeanne Shaheen ( D- N. H.) sent a letter to Vice President Mike Pence requesting that he
work with the U. S. Treasury on the implementation of the Coronavirus Relief Fund.
Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi ( D- III.) plans to send a letter to House leadership requesting
additional flexible funds to keep state, local, tribal and territorial governments, in addition
to their employees and constituents, physically and financially secure during the COVID- 19
pandemic.
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From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 10: 51 PM
Chris Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo. com; Johnson, Clinton; Gray, Russell;
Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

FW: COVID-

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

19 Update

Galaxy smartphone

Original message -------From: "
Date:

Steiner, Joseph Scott" < ssteiner@phoebehealth.

com>

4/ 9/ 20 10: 00 PM ( GMT- 05: 00)

To:
Subject:

COVID- 19 Update

Good evening.

Our teams continue to do incredible work and remain focused on bringing healing to our patients. We also mourn the
loss of additional members of our community.

Some quick points/ updates:
There have been questions about the data we present below and why it does not match to the State data thru
DPH. The data below represents patients that are seen throughout the Phoebe Putney Health System. The
State DPH data is for patients that test positive having a sample taken at any testing site in the State ( including
non -Phoebe sites) and the result is attributed to their home address and county. We continue to evaluate our
data and to display it in a way that shows it in a trendline. Be on the lookout for that next week.
The partnership with DPH and GEMA to increase capacity at Phoebe North continues. A big portion of this is
identifying staffing for the ICU and additional medical beds. Jackson Healthcare, a staffing company out of
Atlanta, has been asked to assist with this task and we are hopeful to open this additional capacity later this
month.

Our Logistics/ Supply Chain team continues to do great work to secure the needed personal protective
equipment for our clinical staff. We have more than 2 weeks of supplies on hand but are working to secure
significantly more inventory to be able to supply Phoebe North.
Our teams at Worth, Sumter and Cuthbert continue to inspire and handle the challenges that come each

day. We are fortunate to have the strong leadership across our system.
PPG is accelerating the telehealth option seeing more than 200 patients virtually today.

9M

Amongst all nfthe activity, there isabsolute hope and healing. VVehave 71Upatients who are considered recovered and two patients were extubated
today and breathing on their own. Together We Rise! Peace ...

Scott
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From:

Duane Eggert < deggert@carehere. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 9, 2020 10: 37 PM
Marbury, Ebony; Wright, Veronica; Baker, Dwight; Michael
McCoy( mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us); Hall, Dominique; Tonia Scofield;
Raechell. Dickinson@gwinnettcounty. com; Misty. Kyle@gwinnettcounty. com;
Karissa. Askew@gwinnettcounty. com; monica. hollingsworth. 2@aon. com;
laura. hackemeyer@aon. com; Robyn Smith ( JH- ATQ; Cassondra Hepburn; Godfrey, Davy;

To:

Jacobs,

Elizabeth

Cc:

Diana

Miller

Subject:

View CareHere' s APR 9 COVID- 19 Briefing of 09 April 2020

Below are links to CareHere' s recorded Webinar from 09 April. Additionally, there is an easy link to connect too that will
guide you to CARES Act information.

Please let me know via individual email if I can answer any questions or provide additional information.
Regards,

Duane

Duane A. Eggert, MA, MPH, CHES
Caurelll°°lleure
1: 1111° ectoir of Cllliirllic Services
901)

481- 2300

deggertgCareldere. com
www. CareHere. com

If you' re having

trouble

viewing

this email,

you

mays...

iti.

..........................

Clients and Consultant Partners,

cc' d to CareHere Sr Ops, DCS, DHI, CHCM and Leadership Teams)

Thank you to all who were able to join us for CareHere' s
APR 9 COVID- 19 Client Briefing.
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you continue receiving

or

This

our
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add

us

to your address

safe list. manage

your preferences I cot out using "llruelIinovCFz. Got
this as

a forward? Sign

uo

to receive our

future emails. Note:

The information contained in this message is property of CAREHERE, LLC and its subsidiaries and may be privileged
and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or
an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication
in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank
you. PUBLIC
RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law.Most writ encommunications munlceatlons to
or from City and County o dals
regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications may
be subject to public disclosure. 1004

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Steiner, Joseph Scott < ssteiner@phoebehealth. com>

Sent:

Thursday, April 9, 2020 9: 59 PM

To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

COVID- 19 Daily Update

recipients

Good evening.
Our teams continue to do incredible work and remain focused on bringing healing to our patients. We also mourn the
loss of additional members of our community.
Some quick points/ updates:
There have been questions about the data we present below and why it does not match to the State data thru
DPH. The data below represents patients that are seen throughout the Phoebe Putney Health System. The
State DPH data is for patients that test positive having a sample taken at any testing site in the State ( including
non -Phoebe sites) and the result is attributed to their home address and county. We continue to evaluate our
data and to display it in a way that shows it in a trendline. Be on the lookout for that next week.
The partnership with DPH and GEMA to increase capacity at Phoebe North continues. A big portion of this is
identifying staffing for the ICU and additional medical beds. Jackson Healthcare, a staffing company out of
Atlanta, has been asked to assist with this task and we are hopeful to open this additional capacity later this
month.

Our Logistics/ Supply Chain team continues to do great work to secure the needed personal protective
equipment for our clinical staff. We have more than 2 weeks of supplies on hand but are working to secure
significantly more inventory to be able to supply Phoebe North.
Our teams at Worth, Sumter and Cuthbert continue to inspire and handle the challenges that come each

day. We are fortunate to have the strong leadership across our system.
PPG is accelerating the telehealth option seeing more than 200 patients virtually today.
Amongst all of the activity, there is absolute hope and healing. We have 710 patients who are considered recovered and
two patients were extubated today and breathing on their own.
Together

We Rise!

Peace... Scott

J. Scott Steiner

I

President;

Chief Executive Officer

16

417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701

1 www. phoebehealth. com
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Scott, Cedric <

CScott@albanyga. gov>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 6: 51 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

Will do

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 40 PM
To: Scott, Cedric < CScott@albanyga. gov>

Cc: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@dougherty. ga. us>; Johnson, Kenneth < KDJohnson@dougherty. ga. us>;
SaAllen@dougherty.

Allen,

Sam

ga. us>

Subject: FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Chief — Please organize

From:

Brown,

our public safety agency heads to participate

Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

More

on this call. Thanks.

ore>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations

for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

This m nulillllll is Il m lil l
Nlbas

II

aIr- iil

More

en't "to couaty,. I alillllrlmen, Ilniian gem Ir- ads
li t°

t o°

I

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

ther- s on your connnnission and ta
°

and PlOs.

Friday
f as needed. ed.

Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow IFidday, Alpidl 10 at 1. 1. wr io- ACCG and GMA members can participate in a confer nce call with Commissioner Mark
Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General
Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who

will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp'

identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG
and share a sum ary in the afternoon update. Call
s Executive Orders. Please

also will monitor the call

Information: Number: (

470)

ID:149

869- 2200 Meeting
963 8984 COVID-

19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The
Georgia Department

of

Public Health has

released COVID- 19

Funeral and

Mortuary Science

Guidance

that

includes infection

control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help to distribute this information
to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County
area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance
should be fol owed. 1008

Summary of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders
ACCG and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders. It is available here.
Considerations for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency ( CISA)
have released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19. This interim guidance
specially pertains to law enforcement, 9- 1- 1 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material
responders from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food
and agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities.
Interim Guidance for Implementing

Safetv Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who Mav Have Had

osure to a Person with Susaected of Confirmed COVID- 19
Do' s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19

Assessment of County PPE
Earlier this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators

to share information

regarding supply sources and

stockpile information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment ( PPE) for first
responders. The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation
throughout the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ( GEMA) and
will continue to monitor this situation.

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.

I I"

PIfI

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
M--

wgG— ga'. C—

fi—

Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1009

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 6: 48 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Healthiest Cities & Counties Challenge — Scheduling a phone call

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks!

On Apr 9, 2020, at 5: 28 PM, McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us> wrote:

Congratulations Scott! Great job.

From: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Healthiest Cities & Counties

Challenge —

Scheduling a phone call

Michael,

Fyi. We have been selected to move forward to the second phase of interviews for this grant.
Thanks,
Scott

From:

Nastassia

Walsh [ mailto: NWalsh@naco.

ore]

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 2: 37 PM
To: Studley, Marcia < MStudley(

albany

a.

ov>;

Forgey, Paul < PForeey@albany a. gov>;

SAddisonC doueherty, ea, us>; Fredando@flintriverfresh.

Addison,

Scott

ore

Cc: hccc@apha. org; Lincoln, Kate M < LincolnKCfaetna. com>
Subject: Healthiest Cities & Counties

Challenge —

Scheduling a phone call

Dear applicant,

Thank you for submitting an application to the Healthiest Cities and Counties Challenge! After reviewing
your proposal, we would like to schedule a follow- up call to learn more about your community, partners
and project.
Given the evolution of the COVID- 19 pandemic, we have decided to extend our review timeline to allow
more flexibility for scheduling follow- up calls. Please identify one member of your team to select one
45- minute timeslot through our Ppqdle poll by COB Monday, April 11. Before responding, please
confirm that this proposed date and time will work for a team member from the lead organization and
all other partners interested in participating. Please use the name of your jurisdiction rather than the
name of the person responding in your poll response.
We understand this is a challenging time and hope that you are staying safe. Please let us know if the
present situation might impact your ability to hold a call during the indicated times and we will work
with you to identify alternative options.
1010

Regards,

Nastassia and Kate

Challenge

Team

Members

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written commurtieatior?s to or from
City artd Cour?ty officials regarding City artd Cour?ty business are public records available to the public aftd media
upon? request Your email commurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

CRI

Sent:

Thursday, April 9, 2020 6: 30 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject: <<

CPAs

and

NEW -

Advisors <

news@CRlcpa. com>

COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast

Series,

Podcasts &

Articles

REGISTER TODAY - COVID- 19 Quick Hits Webcast Series

I I I °'

19 QdiiidkIllllh°°°°
II
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As part of our response to the COVID- 19

10: 30am

CDT

outbreak, CRI' s professional task forces have
developed

a robust collection

of tools and

Tuesday, April 7

resources to help you make critical decisions
for both yourself and your business.

VID....I
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The newest offering in our resource lineup is
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IIIIIIt49 Quick IFlits webcasts series —

shorter format style virtual seminars
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that are

jam packed with information, allowing for an
interactive question and answer session. We
invite you to explore the abundance of options
below and register for as many sessions as
you like.
Thank you for your interest and participation

Regils ,lllr
AT

in

CRI' s educational offerings. Our top priority, in
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SCHEDUL
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addition to your health and well- being, is to
RECENT COVID- 1 9 QUICK HITS

provide valuable information to support you

RECORDINGS

during this dynamic and unprecedented time
These external webcasts do not currently qualify for CPE
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In our efforts to respect your time and your inbox, we are trying to streamline our COVID- 1 9
communications

for those in our audience who want to continue to receive them. We invite you to

sign up to receive our CO I

IlResou

irces e, coiir,iiniiir,iinitjiiriiliicatliloiiriis

for the latest news, updates,

and

CRI resources impacting you and your business amid the COVID- 1 9 outbreak.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Barbara

Reddick <

breddick@swgrc. org>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 56 PM
Ware, Jawahn; Forgey, Paul; Davis, Kerrie; McCoy, Michael; Clark, Bristria; Howell, Wendy
Kimberly Brooks
Albany/ Dougherty County Public Hearing Update

Good Evening Everyone,
We wanted to follow- up with everyone to let you know that the public hearing for the 5- Year Update of the
Albany/ Dougherty County Comprehensive Plan has been put on hold for now. City and County officials have been
advised and concur.

We were told by Georgia Department of Community Affairs ( DCA) that this is permissible due to COVID- 19; however,
the public hearings must still be conducted

prior to the plan' s deadline ( June 30, 2021).

We can continue with the

update process which will involve a review of the current Community Work Program. We will keep you posted and will
be in contact with DCA for further direction should the state of emergency continue much longer than anticipated.
Kimberly Brooks will facilitate the update process and will be in touch with the City and County. Please feel free to
contact us if you have any questions or need additional information. Thank each of you and please stay safe!
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 47 PM

Sent:
To:

Johnson,

Pamela

Subject:

RE: DCSO

Employees

COVID

19. xlsx

Thank you. I sure hate your numbers keep increasing. Praying for a full recovery for all. Stay safe!

From: Johnson,

Pamela < PJohnson@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 2: 00 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: DCSO Employees COVID 19. xlsx

Chief Pamela L. Johnson

Assistant Chief Deputy

Dougherty County Sheriff' s Office
1' U:ione: 229. 302. 3603 Mobile: 229. 376. 1138

Web: doughertysherifforg
Eunalll: taiohrisonC(z} dc>udicrty,ga,us

From:

Willis,

Shannon < ShWillis

doueherty. a. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 12: 26 PM
To: Sproul, Kevin < KSproul@doughertyga.
hert

Allen < ABrock@doueherty,

ea. us>;
Cates, Lee < LCates@douehert .

us>
Subject: DCSO

Employees

us>; Hayes, Terron < THayesdouherty,

ga. us>;
Ostrander, John

JOstrander

dou

, ea. us> Cc: Brock,

COVID 19.
xlsx 1018

PJohnsoniSdoughertyr,Ea. us>;
Johnson, Pamela

a,

has tested positive.
PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad ! rube records law. Most writtert eommurtieatior?s to or from City artd Courtty
officials regardmg City artd Courtty busies are public records available to the public artd media uport request Your email
eommurtieatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 44 PM

Sent:
To:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency
Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

Thanks Dave. Chairman Cohilas is prepared to address this on Monday. We already had a funeral home do this
yesterday.

Stay safe.

From: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 41 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 & More

Problematic is being diplomatic. Michael, the newly appointed county advisory committee discussed the issue of funeral
services yesterday, but at that time had not seen the guidance from DPH. I am sure the committee will revisit this issue
on Monday when they convene again. Please ensure that Chairman Cohilas is prepared to drive the point home. I am
sure that Carvel Lewis in Georgetown -Quitman County will also make the point. He is in that business. I/ we will let you
all know if we gain any traction with the Governor' s office to have the guidance revised.
Thanks

Mike.

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

dwills@acce.

Cellular)
Fax)

ore

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 36 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Dave —

County.

More

We received the COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance and it' s problematic for Dougherty
Here' s the specific guidance:

Avoid large funerals if possible. Funerals should have no more than 50 people in attendance, or
should not fill up 50% of the funeral home or church.
of a funeral home or church could be a lot of people. We' d like to stay with 10 or less. This language is very
problematic. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.
50%
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From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. org>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations
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Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow IFidday, Apidl 10 at 1. 1. wr io- ACCG and GMA members can participate in a confer nce call with Commissioner Mark
Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General
Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who

will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp'

s Executive Orders. Please
identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG
and share a sum ary in the afternoon update. Call

also will monitor the call

Information: Number: (

869- 2200 Meeting

470)

963 8984 COVID-

ID:149

19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The
Georgia Department

of

Public Health has

released COVID- 19

Funeral and

Mortuary Science

Guidance

that

includes infection

control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help to distribute this information
to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County
area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance
should be fol owed. Summary
of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders ACCG
and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders.It

is available here.Considerations

for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19 The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) have
released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19.This interim guidance specially
pertains to law enforcement, 91- 1 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material responders
from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food and
agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities. Interim
Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID- 19 Do'
s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19 Assessment

of County PPE Earlier
this week, ACCG

asked county managers and administrators to

share information regarding

supply sources and stockpile

information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment (PPE)for first responders.
The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation throughout
the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency GEMA)
(
and will
continue to monitor this situation. Georgia

Lottery Guidance for Retailers The
Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets.Retailers
orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In

are receiving flyers with all ticket

addition, they have provided a video on cleaning 1021

and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.
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Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
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Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Wills,

Dave <

DWills@ACCG. org>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 41 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

Problematic is being diplomatic. Michael, the newly appointed county advisory committee discussed the issue of funeral
services yesterday, but at that time had not seen the guidance from DPH. I am sure the committee will revisit this issue
on Monday when they convene again. Please ensure that Chairman Cohilas is prepared to drive the point home. I am
sure that Carvel Lewis in Georgetown - Quitman County will also make the point. He is in that business. I/ we will let you
all know if we gain any traction with the Governor' s office to have the guidance revised.
Thanks

Mike.

Dave Wills
Executive

Director

Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree
Atlanta,

St.,

NE, Suite

700

GA 30303

404- 683- 1816 ( Verizon
404- 583- 7861 ( Direct

Cellular)
Fax)

dwills@acce. ore

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 36 PM
To: Wills, Dave < DWills@ACCG. org>

Subject: RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for
Funeral Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 &

Dave —

County.

More

We received the COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance and it' s problematic for Dougherty
Here' s the specific guidance:

Avoid large funerals if possible. Funerals should have no more than 50 people in attendance, or
should not fill up 50% of the funeral home or church.
of a funeral home or church could be a lot of people. We' d like to stay with 10 or less. This language is very
problematic. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.
50%

From: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG. ore>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM
To: Brown, Beth < BBrown@ACCG.

ore>

Subject: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral
Homes; Considerations for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 & More
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Friday Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads
Tomorrow - IFidday, Apidl 10 at 1. 1. wrrio - ACCG and GMA members can participate in a conference call with Commissioner
Mark Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and
General Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor

Please identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG also will monitor the
call and share a summary in the afternoon update.
Kemp' s Executive Orders.

Call Information:

470) 869- 2200

Number: (

149 963 8984

Meeting ID:

COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance
The Georgia

Department

of Public Health

has released

COVID- 19 Funeral

and Mortuary

Science

Guidance

that includes

infection control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help to distribute this
information to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty
County area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is critically important for people to understand why this
guidance should be followed.

Summary of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders
ACCG and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders.
Considerations

It is available here.

for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency ( CISA)
have released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19.

This interim guidance

specially pertains to law enforcement, 9- 1- 1 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material
responders from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food
and agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities.
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had
Exposure to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID- 19
Do' s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19

Assessment of County PPE
Earlier this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators

to share information

regarding supply sources and

stockpile information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment ( PPE) for first
responders. The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation
throughout the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ( GEMA) and
will continue to monitor this situation.

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.
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Beth Brown

ACM,

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
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Board Relations

y.

Office: (

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 40 PM

Sent:
To:

Scott, Cedric

Cc:

Sproul,

Subject:

FW: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency

Kevin;

Johnson,

Kenneth;

Allen,

Sam

Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

Chief — Please

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

organize our public safety agency heads to participate on this call. Thanks.

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG. org>
Sent:
Thursday, April 9,
2020 5:
28 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.

org>
Subject:

ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes;
Considerations

for Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 More
& This
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Conference

Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow -IFidday,
Alpidl 10 at 1.1. wr io- AC G and GMA members can participate in a conference call with Commissioner Mark Williams
of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General Thomas
Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who will

discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp' s

one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG also
Executive Orders. Please identify
share a summary in the afterno n update. Call Information:

will monitor the call and

Number: ( 470)

869-

149 963

2200

Meeting ID:

8984 COVID- 19

Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The Georgia
Department of Public Health has released COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance that includes infection control

guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help to distribute this information to
funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County area
has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance should
be followed. Summary of
Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders ACCG and
GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders. It is

available here. Considerations for

Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19 The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (
CISA)have released
interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19. This interim

guidance specially pertains

to law enforcement, 911 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material responders from
the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food and agriculture,
critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities. 1026

Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had
Exposure to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID- 19
Do' s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19

Assessment of County PPE
Earlier this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators to share information regarding supply sources and
stockpile information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment ( PPE) for first
responders. The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation
throughout the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ( GEMA) and
will continue to monitor this situation.

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 36 PM

Sent:
To:

Wills,

Dave

Subject:

RE: ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency
Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-

Dave —

19 &

for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

We received the COVID- 19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance and it' s problematic for Dougherty

County.

Here' s the specific guidance:

Avoid large funerals if possible. Funerals should have no more than 50 people in attendance, or
should not fill up 50% of the funeral home or church.
of a funeral home or church could be a lot of people. We' d like to stay with 10 or less. This language is very
problematic. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.
50%

From: Brown, Beth < B rown @ACCG.org>
Sent:
Thursday, April 9,
2020 5:
28 PM To:
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG. org>
Subject:
ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes;
Considerations

for

Essential Workers Exposed to COVID- 19 More
&
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Conference

Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow - IFidday,
Alpidl 10 at 1.1. wr io- AC G and GMA members can participate in a conference call with Commissioner Mark Williams
of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General Thomas
Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who will

discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp' s

one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG also
Executive Orders. Please identify
share a summary in the afterno n update. Call Information:

will monitor the call and

Number: ( 470)

869-

149 963

2200

Meeting ID:

8984 COVID- 19

Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The Georgia
Department of

Public

Health has released

COVID- 19

Funeral

and Mortuary

Science Guidance

guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help

that

includes

infection control

to distribute this information to

funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County area
has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance should
be followed. Summary of

Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders ACCG and
GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders. It is
Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID-19 1028

available here. Considerations for

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency ( CISA)
have released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19. This interim guidance
specially pertains to law enforcement,

9- 1- 1 call center employees,

fusion center employees,

hazardous material

responders from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food
and agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities.
Interim Guidance for Implementing

Safetv Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who Mav Have Had

osure to a Person with Susaected of Confirmed COVID- 19
Do' s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19

Assessment of County PPE
Earlier this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators to share information regarding supply sources and
stockpile information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment ( PPE) for first
responders. The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation
throughout the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ( GEMA) and
will continue to monitor this situation.

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery. org /

770- 315- 1045.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Crozer, William

F. EOP/ WHO <

William. F. Crozer@who. eop. gov>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 34 PM

Sent:
To:

Undisclosed

Subject:

Follow -Up: COVID- 19 National Briefing Call with State - Local -Tribal Leaders ( April 8)

recipients

1 1111

gill ,

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders —

Thank you for joining President Donald J. Trump and Senior Administration Officials for the White House
briefing call on the Administration' s commitment to empower State, local, and Tribal leaders to effectively
respond to COVID- 19 and provide updates on CARES Act implementation. As President Trump stated, we are
deeply grateful for your partnership and close coordination with the Administration in our campaign to
vanquish the virus. While there are signs that our collective strategy to slow the spread is working, we are in a
crucial phase, and it is important for State, Local, and Tribal leaders to remain committed to the distancing
guidelines. Below, please find a recap of the call. We would also like to highlight several important
announcements:

CDC Updates Guidance Regarding Use of Cloth Face Coverings to Help Slow the Spread
of COVID- ig: On Friday, April 3, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) issued new
guidance recommending individuals wear cloth face coverings in public settings where other social
distancing measures are difficult to maintain ( e. g. grocery stores and pharmacies), particularly in areas
of significant community -based transmission. More here.
CDC Provides Interim Guidance for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had
Exposure to COVID- ig: On Wednesday, April 8, the CDC released new guidelines regarding when
people in critical infrastructure roles can return to work after being exposed to a confirmed or
suspected case of COVID- 19. The guidelines advise that critical infrastructure workers may be
permitted to continue work following potential exposure to COVID- 19, provided they remain
asymptomatic and additional precautions are implemented to protect them and the community. More
ere. Additional information about identifying critical infrastructure during COVID- 19 can be found
on the DHS CISA website here.

The U. S. Department of the Treasury and Federal Reserve Board Announce New and
Expanded Lending Programs to Provide Up To $ 2. 3 Trillion in Financing: On Thursday,
April 9, Treasury launched a Main Street Business Lending program and a Municipal Liquidity Facility
to support the flow of credit to American workers, businesses, states, counties, and cities impacted by
the coronavirus pandemic. The Municipal Liquidity Facility ( MLF) will provide up to $ 5oo billion in
direct financing to states, counties, and cities to help ensure they have the funds necessary to provide
essential services to citizens and respond to the coronavirus pandemic. More here. MLF term sheet and
guidance can be found here.
President Trump Announces # AmericaWorksTogether: On Tuesday, April 7, President Trump
announced a new hashtag to highlight Americans helping one another during the coronavirus
pandemic. The President and Administration officials will use the # AmericaWorksTogether hashtag to
promote companies that are hiring employees in the middle of the economic turmoil caused by the virus
1030

and those who are donating food and other supplies to front line health care workers. The President will
also encourage people to use the hashtag when posting examples of Americans helping others during
the crisis. We hope that you will join the President and Administration in using
AmericaWorksTogether.

COVID- 19: Important Resources for State, Local,
and Tribal Officials
Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On Monday, March 16, the White House Coronavirus Task
Force issued guidelines to help protect Americans during the global coronavirus outbreak. To keep the
momentum going to # StopTheSpread and # BendtheCurve, on Tuesday, March 31, the White House
Coronavirus Task Force issued revised guidelines — o ays to Slo t e Srsread ( EWa ol) —to extend
the guidance for an additional 3o days. Even if you are young and otherwise healthy, you are at risk, and
your activities can increase the risk of contracting the Coronavirus for others. Everyone can do their part.
The recommendations are simple to follow but will have a resounding impact on public health.
Up -To -Date Information: The most up- to- date, verified information and guidance can be found via the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website — .
coronavijm5. yov.
The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can be viewed live here.

COVID- i9 Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally executed, state
managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for assistance, including for critical
supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as possible. Learn more about the response and
i
Pandemic®
esrsonse and
recovery process via this important resource — Cg 1, i:) navirus ( C ecove
Federal®State®Local®
®
rout
bal PartnersLhip. FEMA' s public assistance guidance for
COVID- 19 response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of Homeland Security
DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response to the COVID- 19 emergency. DHS issued
revised guidance on March 28th ( see Memorandum on Identification of Essential Critical
Infrastructure Worktra, Durin C ®
iResponse). The guidance, and accompanying list, is
intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national
security. The list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a crisis. FEMA
setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to the
coronavirus

pandemic.

Fraud &

Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting, investigating,
and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect yourself and helpful
1031

resources on DOJ' s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal Trade Commission has also

established a website with helpful information to help consumers avoid coronavirus- related scams.
Scre ning
Tool.Follow the White House on

Social Media Resources: Download the Apple CVI - i
Twitter and Faceboo . Also

follow HHS (T

Faceboo ) and
t®
ter/

CDC (T

Faceboo ) You
t®
ter/

can

also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force members on mitigation, social distancing, etc.
on the White House' s YouTube page.Mental
Health Resources: Natural disasters —
including
such pandemics as the coronavirus outbreak —
can
be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Administration' s SAMHSA) Disaster
(
Distress Helpline —
1800- 985- 5990 ( or

text TalkWithUs to 66746) —

provides

24/7, 365- day- a-year crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in coping
with the mental or emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus pandemic.
Learn more about the Disaster Distress Helpline here. Administration
Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA. gov is cataloging all U.S. government activities
related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel, immigration, and transportation
to education, find pertinent actions here. Each Federal Agency has also established a dedicated
coronavirus website, where you can find important information and guidance. They include: Health
and Human Services ( S),Centers of Medicare and Medicaid ( CMS),Food
and Drug Administration (
FDA),
Department

Department
of Education ( of
),
of Agriculture ( USDA),Small Business
Department
Department
Administration (SBA),
Department of Labor (___
I.),
of Homeland Security (S),
of State ( DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs (iTA),Environmental Protection Agency EPA),

Department of Justice ( J),
Department
Department of Energy ( DOE),Department of Commerce ( C),
Revenue
of Housing and Urban Development ( HUD),Department of the Treasury ES T),Internal
Service (IRS),Office of the Director of National Intelligence ( I),
Army Corps of Engineers LTSACE),
and

Thank
U.S. Election Assistance Commission ( C).

you again for your partnership in this whole -of government, All of
--America effort to defeat the coronavirus.
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs W
( H IGA) will continue to share pertinent information
as it becomes available. Please

do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be of assistance. As

a reminder, WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country' s State and Local elected
officials and Tribal Governments. The
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

William

F.
Crozer Special

Assistant to the President/ Deputy Director White
House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

6/

i

1;
i

White

House COVID-ig National Briefing Call Readout
April

8,
2020 1032

Towline

Last week, the White House announced updated " Coronavirus Guidelines for erica" —

extending

efforts

through April 30 the
—best way you all can help is to utilize your leadership platform to echo the "30 Days
to Stop the Spread." There are initial signs that these efforts are paying dividends and it is critical that everyone
continues to fol ow this guidance, even as we see a leveling out of cases in some areas of the country.
The

President has approved major disaster declaration requests quickly as the governors have requested —51
governors have had their requests approved as of last night —
meaning that requests from 23 states/
territories were approved since the April 1 national update call. As

of Tuesday, April 7,
for 37 states that have requested, the President has approved i00%
of National Guard
deployment costs under Title 32 to assist w/
response & logistics support, while ensuring governors remain
in command. Through

Project Air Bridge, FEMA has continued to coordinate the transportation of critically needed personal
protective equipment ( or PPE) across the country. The air bridge is helping reduce the time it takes
for U.S. medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for health
care professionals and other key professionals, including law enforcement. Learn more about Project Air
Bridge and FEMA' s sup ly chain efforts here. U.
S. Department of Health and Human Services Topline:

The

CARES Act makes vital investments in the key elements of our public health response to the virus,
billion for hospitals and healthcare providers and 27
$ bil ion in funds for vaccines,
therapeutics, and personal protective equipment. Public
Health and Social Services Emergency Fund:On Wednesday, April 8,
HHS announced new steps
on the $too billion provided by the CARES Act to support healthcare providers directly. HHS
will begin the initial distribution of these payments to hospitals and healthcare providers across
the nation distributed based on how much relative revenue they receive from Medicare. HHS
has endeavored to make this process extremely simple and is expecting 500,000 providers will receive
funding this week. The
next allocation of funds will prioritize those providers that do not typically serve the Medicare population
or where Medicare is not a dominant payor, like nursing homes and certain types of hospitals.
with more than $
too

CDC

5 bil ion in state and local preparedness
State and Local Preparedness Grants: CDC is working to distribute $ 1.
grants, which, combined with the first supplemental, amount to a total of about $2.5 bil ion provided
for state, tribal, territorial, and local needs. 1033

HHS distributed $ 186 million in CDC funds from the first supplemental

earlier this week to assist

with testing and surveillance activities.
There is a set -aside in the CDC' s grant program for tribal health needs, and the CARES Act also
includes more than $ 1 billion provided for critical response needs in Indian Country, including
supplies, staffing, and increased telehealth capacity. More here.
Mental Health: Recognizing that mental health is going to be a challenge, the CARES Act provides $ 250
million for Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics, $ 50 million in new money for suicide
prevention, and $ too million in flexible emergency funding for states and tribes to use to address mental
health needs. The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration ( SAMHSA) has now posted
the funding opportunity announcement for that flexible emergency funding. More here.
Administration for Children & Families: HHS' s Administration for Children and Families is receiving
6. 3 billion in funding under the CARES Act, which it is working to operationalize expeditiously with a
focus on supporting Head Start providers and augmenting LIHEAP, Child Care and Development Block
Grant and Community Services Block Grant funds. This funding will help human service providers whether
they serve vulnerable youth, families, or older Americans, are under strain. More here.
Administration for Community Living: The Administration for Community Living also received $ 955
million to support aging and disability services programs, like getting meals to seniors. HHS has already
disbursed some new money from the earlier economic relief legislation. More here.
U. S. Department of the Treasury
Paycheck Protection Program

Paycheck Protection Program ( PPP) launched on Friday, April Td. The PPP program provides
forgivable loans to small businesses with under 5oo employees. As of Thursday, April 9, more than
454, 000 loans totaling $ 118 billion across 3, 500 lenders have been distributed.
In order to ensure that every business is able to take advantage of the PPP, the Administration has
requested to Congress an increase in PPP commitments

to $ boo billion —a $ 25o billion increase.

The Employee Retention Credit is available for businesses not eligible for the PPP. This is a

refundable credit of up to $ 5, 000 per employee, who is retained instead of being laid off. More
ere.

Updated guidance and frequently asked questions can be found here. A new lender application
form can be found here.
More information on the Paycheck Protection Program here.
Economic

Impact

Payments

Treasury expect that the electronic payment of $2, 400 per married couple, plus $ 5oo per child, will
begin to be made around April 15. Treasury has banking information for some 6o million taxpayer,
who will be a part of the first tranche of payments.
Social Security recipients who do not file tax returns will automatically receive economic impact
payments. More here.
Treasury is establishing a portal for those who are not a part of the first tranche to provide their
banking information and ensure that they receive their payment promptly. Treasury is also
investigating ways to effectively get Economic Impact Payment funds into the hands of the
unbanked.
Coronavirus

Relief Fund

State, eligible units of local government, and Tribal governments will receive funds from the
Coronavirus Relief Fund. Treasury expects that the $ 15o billion provided to the Fund will be
distributed no later than April 24.
Treasury is developing a website portal for eligible governments to provide information necessary to
be able to deposit the advance payments. The portal is expected to be online as early as Saturday,
April 11.

Treasury is developing guidance in advance of funding release regarding reimbursable expenses.
Main Street Business Lending Program and Municipal Liquidity Facility
Treasury launched a Main Street Business Lending program and a Municipal Liquidity Facility to
support the flow of credit to American workers, businesses, States, counties, and cities impacted by
the coronavirus pandemic. The Municipal Liquidity Facility ( MLF) will provide up to $ 5oo billion in
1034

direct financing to states, counties, and cities to help ensure they have the funds necessary to
provide essential services to citizens and respond to the coronavirus pandemic. More here. MLF
term sheet and guidance can be found here.
U. S. Department of Agriculture

Topline: The CARES Act provides $ 9. 5 billion provided for relief to farmers and ranchers. The Act enables
support of agricultural producers who experience market losses due to COVID- 19. USDA is actively
monitoring all food and agriculture commodity markets and the supply chain of food from farm to table
during the COVID 19 outbreak. USDA will provide more information regarding program delivery later this
Spring. More information about USDA resources in response to COVID- 19 can be found here:
s.
htWs. Uwww. usda. gqvLcorona
On Thursday, April 9, USDA announced the first state, Michigan, has been approved to operate
Pandemic Electronic Benefit Transfer ( EBT), a new program authorized by the Families First
Coronavirus Act. The is a supplemental food purchasing benefit to current SNAP participants and as
a new EBT benefit to other eligible households to offset the cost of meals that would have otherwise
been consumed at school. More here.
Rural Economic Development

The CARES Act provides $ too million for the ReConnect Loan and Grant Program. USDA extended
the open application window through April 15th and will use the CARES Act funding to augment
grant awards to qualified applicants. More information about the ReConnect Loan and Grant
Program can be found here hhtt ® jJ.
uda. gov reconnect.
The CARES Act provides $ 1 billion provided for the Business and Industry Guaranteed Loan
Program USDA will administer the increase in program level concurrent with the traditional
program, a Notice of Funding Availability announcing the increased program level will issue in
April/ May. More information about the Business and Industry Guaranteed Loan Program can be
found here:®[/ .

rd. uda.

ov

prograe ®

cep/

pine®

induct ®®loan®

guarantees.

The CARES Act provides $ 25 million provided for the Distance Learning and Telemedicine Grant
Program. USDA announced a new award window for FY2020 will open from April 14th through

July 13th. More information about the Distance Learning and Telemedicine Grant Program can be
found here: _____®/ .
tele

edicine®

rd.uda.

prograe ®ce(

ditance® earnin

rant,s.

Rural Economic Relief

The CARES Act provides foreclosure and eviction relief provided for rural renters and homeowners.
Effective March 19th, the Rural Housing Service is providing 6o- day relief from eviction and
foreclosure to all USDA multi -family housing tenants and single- family home mortgage borrowers.
More information about USDA Rural Development' s actions in response to COVID- 19 can be found
here:

rd. usda.

ttos® .

ovacorona

s.

Nutrition

The CARES Act provides $ 15. 5 billion in contingency funding for the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance

Program.

The Food and Nutrition

Service intends to use all available flexibilities

to

service program participants, including exercising newly authorized waivers ease program
operations and protect the health of participants.
The CARES Act provides $ too million for the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations
program. The Food and Nutrition Service distributes food and administrative funds to Indian Tribal
Organizations

and state agencies to support nutritional needs of Native American families.

The CARES Act provides $ 8. 8 billion provided for the Child Nutrition Program. Funding supports
ongoing activities under the existing program.

The CARES Act provides $ 450 million for the Emergency Food Assistance Program ( TEFAP). The
Food and Nutrition Service' s Emergency Food Assistance Program provides food and administrative
funds to food banks to support the nutrition of vulnerable populations. Funding supports ongoing
activities under the existing program. More information about Food and Nutrition Service actions to
respond to COVID- 19 can be found here:
c.

n. u da.

ov di a ter, pande
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U. S. Department of Labor

Topline: On March 27, 2020, President Donald Trump signed into law the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act ( CARES Act). The legislation, in part, created three new programs designed to
provide unemployment benefits to American workers: Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation,
Pandemic Unemployment Assistance, and Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation.
These programs are administered by each state workforce agency or equivalent. Depending on the
state technology infrastructure and other factors, states may vary in the implementation and timing
of first benefit payments to eligible individuals. Benefits are retroactive to dates as specified in
guidance from the Department. This and future guidance is and will be available at
htW_s.jLwdr. do1eta. gqvf directives.
The following is a brief summary of each newly established program pursuant to the CARES Act:
Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation: The FPUC program allows states to
provide an additional $ boo per week in benefits to individuals collecting regular Unemployment
Compensation or certain other benefits. The CARES Act specifies that FPUC benefit payments will
end after payments for the last week of unemployment before July 31, 2020.
Pandemic Unemployment Assistance: States are permitted to provide Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance ( PUA) to individuals who are self- employed, seeking part- time
employment, or who otherwise would not qualify for regular unemployment compensation. To
qualify for PUA benefits, you must not be eligible for regular unemployment benefits and be
unemployed, partially unemployed, or unable or unavailable to work because of certain health or
economic consequences of the COVID- 19 pandemic.
Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation: The program covers most individuals
who have exhausted all rights to regular unemployment compensation under state or federal law

and who are able to work, available for work, and actively seeking work as defined by state law.
Importantly, the CARES Act gives states flexibility in determining whether you are " actively seeking
work" if you are unable to search for work because of COVID- 19, including because of illness,
quarantine, or movement restrictions.

For more information on unemployment compensation, and links to your State Unemployment Insurance
Office, please click here.
U. S. Department

of Education

Elementary and Secondary Education
The CARES Act includes $ 13. 2 billion in K- 12 formula grants to States ( Economic Stabilization
Fund). This grant is distributed to states based on their share of ESEA Title I -A funds. State
education agencies will then distribute at least go% of funds to school districts and public charter
schools based on their share of Title I -A funds.
Under the CARES Act, the U. S. Department of Education has streamlined

the waiver

application process for states to gain flexibilities to allow schools to repurpose existing K- 12
education funds for technology infrastructure and teacher training on distance learning, among
other flexibilities to move resources to areas of highest need during the national emergency.
This action follows the Department' s announcement of a turnkey waiver process allowing states
to cancel federally -mandated standardized testing. The Department has approved waivers for all 50
states and the District of Columbia.

Post -Secondary Education
The CARES Act includes $

12. 2 billion for the Higher Education Emergency Relief fund to help
institutions of higher education weather the costs associated with COVID- 19. Funds will be available
through September 30, 2021. More here.
The Department has also provided additional flexibilities and rtgujatory relief for
institutions of higher education, their students, and others effective through June 30, 2020,
including waiving requirements relating to academic terms, approved leaves of absence, distance
education, and student aid verification. Additional flexibilities provided under the CARES Act will
expire on September 30, 2020.

1036

The Department also announced that any aid provided to students in the form of Emergency Grants
to Students under the CARES Act will not be included in future determinations

of a student' s

eligibility for Federal Student Aid programs. In addition, institutions do not need to make
adjustments to a student' s current financial aid award, even if these emergency grants result in an
over -award.

The Department of Education has established a dedicated Coronavirus wwebpae, which includes resources
for institutions of higher education and for K- 12.
U. S. Department of Commerce

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) will distribute $300 million in
fisheries assistance to states, Tribes, and territories in coordination with Interstate Marine Fishery
Commissions.

These funds will support commercial fishing, charter fishing, dealers, processors, aquaculture, and
Tribal as well as subsistence sectors that have been directly or indirectly negatively impacted by
covid- 19.
NOAA Fisheries is collecting information from fishermen, seafood farmers, and other seafood
processing/ distribution companies, as well as from the recreational fishing sector, on disruptions to
supply and demand resulting from COVID- 19.
NOAA is assessing immediate and long term needs to secure and enhance the resilience of the US
seafood and fisheries industries.

For more on CARES and other NOAA COVID- 19 related activities, visit here.
The Economic Development Administration ( EDA) received $ 1. 5 billion to prevent, prepare for, and
respond to the coronavirus.

EDA will provide grants to communities impacted by the coronavirus pandemic with immediate and
long- term economic recovery assistance.
EDA grants will support a wide range of economic planning and technical assistance, innovation,
capitalization and recapitalization of Revolving Loan Funds ( RLF), and construction and non construction

assistance

across

the nation.

The majority of the funding will be distributed out of EDA' s six regional offices, which are
responsible for reviewing the eligibility and merit of applications through a competitive process.
For more information on EDA and Disaster Recovery, visit here.
The Minority Business Development Agency ( MBDA) will utilize $ 10 million to educate, train, and
advise minority business enterprises concerning the impact of and recovery from the COVID- 19.
These grants are available to minority business centers and minority chambers of commerce.
For more information on MBDA and Disaster Recovery, visit here.
The United States Patent and Trademark Office ( USPTO) has released a series of FAQs for patent
and trademark filers regarding USPTO' s previously announced extension of certain patent and trademark related timing deadlines under the CARES Act. More here.
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Topline: The CARES Act includes over $ 12 billion in new funding for HUD programs to provide additional
funding to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the coronavirus pandemic ( COVID- 19).
Primary Allocations
Community Development Block Grants ( CDBG): The CARES Act provides $ 5 billion to
enable nearly 1, 240 states, counties, and cities to rapidly respond to COVID- 19 and the economic
and housing impacts caused by it, including the expansion of community health facilities, childcare
centers, food banks, and senior services. More here.

Emergency Solutions Grants ( ESG): The CARES Act provides $ 4 billion to address the impact
of COVID- 19 among individuals and families who are homeless or at risk of homelessness, and to
support additional homeless assistance, prevention, and eviction prevention assistance. More on
homelessness assistance programs here.
Tenant -Based Rental Assistance: The CARES Act provides $ 1. 25 billion for additional funds for
PHAs to maintain normal operations and take other necessary action during the period that the
1037

program is impacted by COVID- 19, in addition to administrative expenses and other expenses for
Section 8 programs, including Mainstream vouchers. More information here
for Public

ousin

Agencies).

Public Housing Operating Fund: $ 685 million for PHAs to maintain normal operations and
take other necessary actions during the period that the program is impacted by COVID- 19; funds are
to be combined with FY20 funds and awarded using the Operating Fund formula and may be used
for both capital and operating expenses.
Native American

Programs: $

200 million for activities and assistance under title I of

NAHASDA and under title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, including
Native American Housing Block Grants, to be distributed using the FY20 formula. More here.
Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS ( HOPSA): The CARES Act provides $ 65
million for additional HOPWA funds to maintain operations and for rental assistance, supportive

services and other necessary actions. More here.
The CARES Act also includes the following general provisions that affect HUD and HUD programs:
Rescinds and appropriates funds for a youth homelessness demonstration under the " Homeless
Assistance Grants" demonstration

in the FY18 appropriations

act;

Allows for temporary hiring flexibility for HUD to prevent, prepare for, or respond to COVID- 19;
Provides a foreclosure moratorium for borrowers with Federally backed mortgages experiencing
financial hardships due to COVID- 19;
Provides the opportunity for multifamily borrowers with Federally backed mortgages experiencing
financial hardship to request a forbearance; and
Enables a temporary moratorium on eviction filings.
U. S. Department

of Justice

The CARES Act provides assistance to state and local law enforcement to assist in preparing for and
responding to COVID- 19. Specifically, the Act includes $ 850 million for the Byrne -Justice Assistance
Grant Program ( Bryne- JAG). The JAG Program provides states, tribes, and local governments with
critical funding necessary to support a range of program areas including law enforcement, prosecution,
indigent defense, courts, crime prevention and education, corrections and community corrections, drug
treatment and enforcement, planning, evaluation, technology improvement, and crime victim and witness
initiatives and mental health programs and related law enforcement and corrections programs, including
behavioral programs and crisis intervention teams. More here.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Rick Aronhalt,

Sent:

Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 33 PM

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

Upcoming Webinars on COVID- 19 Response and More

lCMA,

Director,

Online

membercommunications@icma.

Plus other trainin
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As COVID- 19 impacts communities across the globe, the importance of local
government leaders cannot be understated. In order to best serve our
members, we have a number of upcoming opportunities for you to hear from
experts discussing the current situation, and offering guidance about how to
gate the impact of the coronavirus on your community and local
ITM

We' ll continue to keep you up- to- date on the latest coronavirus news and
events on our web page: lcrTia org/ coronaVlrus.

LJ

The Role of EMS in Local COVID- 19 Responses
FREE WEBINAR]

1E) aw::Wedinesday, Apiid], 15 11: 00

2:30 p rn

r

The Center for Public Safety Management ( CF'1SM) and the
Academy of International Mobile Healthcare Integration ( AIMHI) are

teaming up to bring insights into how the COVID- 19 pandemic is

1039

affecting EMS delivery, and some of the ' top challenges facing local

EMS agencies as they 'try to meet this crisis head- on.

LJ

Budgeting

uriCrisis

FREE WEBINAR]

I)aW:: Ilf, ,' rliidy, Ipi rli l

1,I

2: 30,,,,,,,
4II,

Ilp

rm , Ilf;;;!„ r This

webinar will cover the first principles of cutback budgeting, lessons

from real -world experience during the Great Flecession, and
exploration of

how simulation software

can

be used to frame the

fact -based trade- off discussions your public entity will need to have,
both internally and externally, in

Li

the near future. Managingrisis

Communications Duringthe COVID-19 Pandemic
FREE
WEBINAR] I)

aW: Wedinesday, Ipiirliilll

rrm, Ilf;;;„r In

22 J 1, , Ilp

this webinar, you' ll join ' three experts as they share strategies and insights
that will help make your oven outreach and engagement efforts
more effective during this challenging time. Other

Online Learning Opportunities I
Finacil

Planning Series Part
-

Today and Tomorrow Bali

One. I vest For

it

FREE
WEBINAR] I)
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Current

Conditions

Li

This ' free webinar, brought to you by ICMA- FIC, will cover how to
make sense of current

market

managing your investments.

and economic

conditions

in

It' s about being prepared for

different scenarios. We' ll help you review your approach, so you
can stay on track towards meeting your goals.

ut®
How to Deal With Water Cooler

Workplace
Talk

FREE COACHING
lf;)

t,

rh a rsd y„

WEBINAR]

Ip i rli 1 30 1 1,,,,,,,

100 Ilp rm ,

Ilf;;; „ r

Jain ICMA' s first Coaching Webinar of 2020 to learn about effective
tools that can help you effectively handle off- line employee
conversations in your organization.

Lj

Webinar

cries® Effective

eurliies I113egiiins,

edrmesd

Supervisoryradices

y„ May, 13 I Il eurrmlber Ilf: :' ee,

This series is designed as a primer for new supervisors.
offers pragmatic recommendations

795

It not only

about the day -'to -day duties of a

supervisor, but also offers guidance for addressing the more
complex challenges all managers confront as they seek to
effectively communicate, motivate, and model ethical decisions to
lead a tears.

Webinar

cries® A BudgetingGuide - for Local

Government

eurliies I113egiiins, "' ruesd y„ Jurme 2 1 Il eurrmlber Ilf: :' ee,
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Li

Back by popular demand, this three- part webinar series takes a
forward - looking, strategic approach to budgeting while showing you
how to improve the process and promote economic vitality in your
community.
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777 North Capitol Street, NE Suite 500
Washington, DC 20002- 4201
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Brown,

Beth <

To:

Brown,

Beth

Subject:

ACCG COVID- 19 Afternoon Update: Call on Friday with State Public Safety Agency

BBrown@ACCG. org>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM

Sent:

Heads; Guidance for Funeral Homes; Considerations
COVID-
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for Essential Workers Exposed to

More

I

and PlOs.

mil nis"ttII r,a"toIIr- ,,dbrlks

ther-s on your connnnission and ta
°

f as needed. ed.
Friday

Conference Call with State Public Safety Agency Heads Tomorrow IFidday, Alpidl 10 at 1. 1. wr io- ACCG and GMA members can participate in a confer nce call with Commissioner Mark
Williams of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Colonel Gary Vowell of the Georgia State Patrol and General
Thomas Carden of the Georgia National Guard, who

will discuss issues related to enforcement of Governor Kemp'

s Executive Orders. Please
identify one person per county to participate in this call. ACCG
and share a sum ary in the afternoon update. Call

also will monitor the call

Information: Number: (

470)

ID:149

869- 2200 Meeting
963 8984 COVID-

19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance The
Georgia Department of Public Health has released COVID-19 Funeral and Mortuary Science Guidance that includes infection

control guidance for funeral homes and general guidance for funerals. Please help to distribute this information
to funeral homes in your community. The initial source of the COVID- 19 outbreak in the Albany/ Dougherty County
area has been traced back to two funerals, so it is crit cal y important for people to understand why this guidance
should be fol owed. Summary
of Governor Kemp' s Executive Orders ACCG
and GMA have updated the summary of Governor Brian Kemp' s Executive Orders.It

is available here.Considerations

for Essential Workers may have been Exposed to COVID- 19 The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ( CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) have
released interim guidance for essential workers who may have been exposed to COVID- 19. This

interim guidance specially

pertains to law enforcement, 91- 1 call center employees, fusion center employees, hazardous material responders
from the government and the private sector, janitorial staff and other custodial staff and workers in food and
agriculture, critical manufacturing, information technology, transportation, energy and government facilities. Interim
Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to a Person with Suspected of Confirmed COVID-19 Do'
s and Don' ts for Essential Critical Workers Who Have Been Exposed to COVID- 19 Assessment

of County PPE Earlier
this week, ACCG asked county managers and administrators to share information regarding supply sources and stockpile
information, supply needs, and pricing as it relates to personal protective equipment (PPE)for first responders.
The Summary of County PPE Needs and survey responses provide an overview of the PPE situation throughout
the state. ACCG has shared this information with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency GEMA)
(
and will
continue to monitor this situation. 1043

Georgia Lottery Guidance for Retailers
The Georgia Lottery has provided guidance to retailers who sell lottery tickets. Retailers are receiving flyers with all
ticket orders and are encouraged to post them in their locations. In addition, they have provided a video on cleaning
and sanitizing self- service lottery vending machines.

Questions? Contact Brad Bohannon bbohannon@galottery.

org /

770- 315- 1045.

ACM
Ad--

ing G—

gn'. C ...

fi...

Beth Brown

Director of Strategy, Innovation &
Office: (

Board Relations

404) 589- 7844

Cell: ( 770) 262- 5092

Email:

bbrown@accg. org

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County o
dals regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1044

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 29 PM

Sent:
To:

Addison,

Subject:

Scott

RE: Healthiest

Cities &

Counties

Challenge —

Scheduling a phone call

Congratulations Scott! Great job.

From: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: FW: Healthiest Cities & Counties

Challenge —

Scheduling a phone call

Michael,

Fyi. We have been selected to move forward to the second phase of interviews for this grant.
Thanks,
Scott

From:

Nastassia

Walsh [ mailto: NWalsh@naco.

ore]

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 2: 37 PM
To: Studley, Marcia < MStudley( e albany
SAddisoniSdoueherty,

a. gov>; Forgey, Paul < PForeey@albanyga. gov>;

ea, us>; Fredando@flintriverfresh.

Addison,

Scott

ore

Cc: hccc e2apha. org; Lincoln, Kate M < LincolnKCfaetna. com>
Subject: Healthiest Cities & Counties

Dear

Challenge —

Scheduling a phone call

applicant,

Thank you for submitting an application to the Healthiest Cities and Counties Challenge! After reviewing your proposal,
we would like to schedule a follow- up call to learn more about your community, partners and project.
Given the evolution of the COVID- 19 pandemic, we have decided to extend our review timeline to allow more flexibility
for scheduling follow- up calls. Please identify one member of your team to select one 45- minute timeslot through our
Doodle poll by COB Monday, April 11. Before responding, please confirm that this proposed date and time will work for
a team member from the lead organization

and all other partners interested

in participating.

Please use the name of

your jurisdiction rather than the name of the person responding in your poll response.
We understand this is a challenging time and hope that you are staying safe. Please let us know if the present situation
might impact your ability to hold a call during the indicated times and we will work with you to identify alternative
options.

Regards,

Nastassia and Kate

Challenge

Team

Members

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1045

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 28 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Subject:

FW: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance

Sam —

Sam

to Firefighters

Are we eligible to apply for this? Thanks

From: SWGRC < srhymes@swgrc.

org>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds

1046

Grant ( AFG) funds

The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to

Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds for the purchase of personal
protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s
first responders.

The CORONOVIRUS

AID, RELIEF,

and ECONOMIC

SECURITY (

CARES)

ACT ANNOUNCEMENT:
The CARES

Act authorizes $

100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Grant ( AFG) funds for

the purchase of personal protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s first
responders. As fire departments provide lifesaving emergency medical response to more
and more communities impacted by COVID- 19, FEMA AFG is offering an additional
funding opportunity for the fire service community to purchase urgently needed protective
equipment

and supplies.

1047

Here' s what you need to know:
1. FEMA AFG received $ 100M in stimulus funding under the CARES Act.

2. Included in this stimulus is personal protective equipment ( PPE) for the COVID- 19
response

efforts.

3. A new AFG application period will be opening soon.
4. Please be on the lookout for that announcement

which will include additional

details.

Twitter OFEMAGrants

Do you want the most up- to- date information on FEMA Grant programs —

Follow us on

Twitter OFEMAGrants
AFG Home

Page: www. fema. gov/ firegrants

AFG Regional Representatives: htti):// www. fema. clov/ fire- grant- contact- information

AFG Help Desk: E- mail: firecirants0fema. dhs. clov
Telephone Toll -Free: 1- 866- 274- 0960

Unsubscribe

rnrnccoy@dougherty.

ga. us

Sent by srhymes@swgrc. org in collaboration with

Try email marketing

for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. beret written eeyrrmurticeatior?s to or from C"lty artd County
o dals regardmg City artd County busmess are public records available to the public artd media upon? request Your email
eeyrr murticeatior?s may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 27 PM

Sent:
To:

ALL COUNTY

Subject:

COVID-

DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS;

Sproul, Kevin

19 Costs

All — Please

forward me your department' s additional expense so far related to Coronavirus starting from March 131h to
present. I need this by close of business Friday, April 101h. This will not apply to all departments. If your department
did not submitted costs for CAT B for past disasters please ignore this email. Thanks.
I iiclhaellMcCoy
County Administrator

Zs.

gym

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Administration
f plhone: 229. 431. 2121

222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 31701
e15: Dougherty. ga. us
l:.::
irnaiill:

mmccov _

doughert .

a. us

A

Im

N

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: C`eorgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
ey dale regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon? request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

SWGRC <

Sent:

Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM

srhymes@swgrc. org>

To:

mmccoy@dougherty. ga. us

Subject:

The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance

to Firefighters

Grant ( AFG) funds

19
The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance

to

Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds for the purchase of personal
protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s
first responders.

The CORONOVIRUS

AID, RELIEF,

and ECONOMIC

SECURITY (

CARES)

ACT ANNOUNCEMENT:

The CARES Act authorizes $ 100M in Assistance to Firefighters Grant ( AFG) funds for

the purchase of personal protective equipment and related supplies for our nation' s first
responders. As fire departments provide lifesaving emergency medical response to more

and more communities impacted by COVID- 19, FEMA AFG is offering an additional
funding opportunity for the fire service community to purchase urgently needed protective
equipment

and supplies.

Here' s what you need to know:
1.

FEMA AFG received $

100M in stimulus funding under the CARES Act.

2. Included in this stimulus is personal protective equipment ( PPE) for the COVID- 19
response

efforts.

3. A new AFG application period will be opening soon.
4. Please

be on the lookout for that announcement

which will include

additional

details.

Twitter PFEMAGrants

Do you want the most up- to- date information on FEMA Grant programs —

Follow

us on

Twitter PFEMAGrants
AFG Home

Page: www. fema. gov/ firegrants

AFG Regional Representatives: htti):// www. fema. clov/ fire- grant- contact- information

AFG Help Desk: E- mail: firegrants0fema. dhs. gov
Telephone Toll -Free: 1- 866- 274- 0960

Unsubscribe

mmccov@douaherty.

ga. us

XMIFIRIMMMIN
Sent by srhymes@swgrc. org in collaboration with
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Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law, Most writ encommunications munlceatlons
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 5: 16 PM
McCoy, Michael

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: Healthiest

Cities &

Counties

Challenge —

Scheduling a phone call

Michael,

Fyi. We have been selected to move forward to the second phase of interviews for this grant.
Thanks,
Scott

From: Nastassia Walsh [ mailto: NWalsh@naco. org]
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 2: 37 PM
To: Studley, Marcia < MStudley@albanyga.

gov>; Forgey, Paul < PForgey@albanyga. gov>;

Addison,

Scott

SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>; Fredando@flintriverfresh. org
Cc: hccc@apha. org; Lincoln, Kate M < LincolnK@aetna. com>
Subject: Healthiest Cities & Counties

Dear

Challenge —

Scheduling a phone call

applicant,

Thank you for submitting an application to the Healthiest Cities and Counties Challenge! After reviewing your proposal,
we would like to schedule a follow- up call to learn more about your community, partners and project.
Given the evolution of the COVID- 19 pandemic, we have decided to extend our review timeline to allow more flexibility
for scheduling follow- up calls. Please identify one member of your team to select one 45- minute timeslot through our
Doodle_poll by COB Monday, April 11. Before responding, please confirm that this proposed date and time will work for
a team member from the lead organization and all other partners interested in participating. Please use the name of
your jurisdiction rather than the name of the person responding in your poll response.
We understand this is a challenging time and hope that you are staying safe. Please let us know if the present situation
might impact your ability to hold a call during the indicated times and we will work with you to identify alternative
options.

Regards,

Nastassia and Kate

Challenge

Team

Members

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia ltas a very broad public records law. Most writ encommunications to or from City and County ey
eials regardIng City and County business are public records available to the public and media uport request Your email communications
may be subject to public disclosure. 1052

TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 4: 17 PM

Sent:
To:

Chris S. Cohilas

Subject:

FW: Dougherty County EMs Information:

FW: CoViD- 19 &

Influenza - Like Illness

Calls

FYI

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty.

ga. us>

Subject: Dougherty County EMs Information: FW: CoViD- 19 &

Influenza - Like Illness

Calls

Mr. McCoy,

In looking at our data reports for COVID- 19 we may have peaked and possibly be headed down in call volume. It appears
that Monday April 06, 2020 may be the turning point. Monday presented with the highest death rate of 6 people and
since then we are trending much lower. It is still early to tell but the numbers appear to be shifting downward in the
worst COVID- 19 patients. I have been monitoring the calls for today and we are still transporting COVID- 19 patients but
they do not seem as distressed as compared to last week. In the last 36 hours we have not hand a cardiac arrest call and
this the longest time gap without a death call since March 11, 2020. The staff are taking a much needed break in the
lower call volume and lower COVID- 19 patients.

I will continue to monitor our stats and see if the possible trend will

continue.

Thanks,
Sam

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

11 T Y

w.

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaiill:

From:

SaAllen

dou

Roberts,

hert .

a. us

Richard < RRoberts@doueherty,

ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 8: 59 AM
To: DC - EMS

Users <

Subject: CoViD- 19 &

DC- EMSUsers

douherty, ea, us>

Influenza - Like Illness

Calls

1056

responded to 185 CoVid- 19 & flu like symptoms calls from March I to April 9. The Peak was also April

2 n, with 16 calls. We transported 12 of these represented in the CoVid- 19 transports in previous
email. Numbers and trending seems to be on track. Again I have to remind everyone, it is still to early to
relax the way we respond to these calls. I can not say how much our department as helped in preventing
the

sp
of this menace.
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

Allen,

Sam <

SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 34 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Dougherty County EMs Information:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

FW: CoViD- 19 &

Influenza - Like

Illness

Calls

I agree,

Be safe,

Sairsn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director

w.

011 T Y

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f "Ih o n e: 2 29. 4 3 9 -701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welt: Dougherty. ga. us
li:.: ir naflL SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us

From: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 31 PM
To: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty.

ga. us>

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: RE: Dougherty County EMs Information:

FW: CoViD- 19 &

Influenza - Like Illness

Calls

This is great news Sam. I really hope this holds. We need to see some light at the end of this tunnel. Keep up the good
work!

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty,

ea, us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy2dougherty.

a. us>

Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddisonCdoueherty, ea, us>
Subject: Dougherty County EMs Information:

FW: CoViD- 19 &

Influenza - Like Illness

Calls

Mr. McCoy,

In looking at our data reports for COVID- 19 we may have peaked and possibly be headed down in call volume. It appears
that Monday April 06, 2020 may be the turning point. Monday presented with the highest death rate of 6 people and
since then we are trending much lower. It is still early to tell but the numbers appear to be shifting downward in the
worst COVID- 19 patients. I have been monitoring the calls for today and we are still transporting COVID- 19 patients but
1060
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004A,

TAC Service

Desk

From:

Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBol ing @dougherty. ga.
us>Sent:
April 9,
2020 3:
34 PM To:
Tremblay; Tommy Lowmon; McCoy, Michael Cc:

Thursday,
Kathleen
Brown,

Ciceli

Re:

Weekly Meeting Request Thanks

Subject:

Kathy, I

just want to clarify and confirm if your saying that the County does not need to write or implement a housing policy
manual for the CDBG- DR Program and that the County will use DCA' s writ en housing policy manual as its
own? I
just want to make sure I'
m not misunderstanding. Additionally, based off of your email below, when
HUD or OIG comes to monitor the County, will the County present DCA's housing policy manual?Also, should
the County have any written policies and procedures and any written manuals of it's own based on HUD
regulatory requirements? Or
does the County present all of DCA' s polices and manuals for HUD, A133 and
HUD monitoring and audit visits. Is the County allowed to have a grant manual which should encompass all
of the County policies and procedures including housing or does the County have to use DCA' s grant manual
as

well? Please

provide the County with all of the written policies and procedures, and manuals that are required by the
CDBG- DR program and HUD regulations so that the County can insure that we have the adequate documents
on file for guidance to carry out the CDGBG program accurately for DCA and for monitoring and auditing
visits. The

goal of the County is to implement and carry out the program to the best or our ability and to ensure that all
HUD regulatory guidelines and GAAS requirements are meet to ensure there will not be any findings, pay back
of funds, or de -obligations in regards to the CDBG- DR program. Thanks
so

Murch, Georgia

From:

Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent:
Thursday, April 9,
2020 3:
04 PM To:
Collier - Bolling, Georgia <GBoll ing@dougherty. ga.us>;
Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon

@dca. ga.
gov>;
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.

ga. us>
Cc: Brown,
Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyga. gov> Subject: RE:
Weekly

Meeting Request Good afternoon

Georgia, DCA will

not approve the use of a separate manual by Dougherty County for the HRRP program; I apologize if that wasn' t clear in
my previous response. For clarification, please reference the executed subrecipient agreement, Page 10,
section B, 2:
#
2.

The

Subrecipent must follow the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program Manual,provided by the Grantee. Within
two months of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Subrecipient has the opportunity to review, 1063

comment, and request clarification or modification of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program
Guidelines."

We are happy to accept any comments or suggestions Dougherty County may have for the HRRP Manual; please provide
them via email to me for CDBG- DR team review.

We do not make any assurances that suggestions

to the manual can or

will be implemented but all suggestions are reviewed and considered.

Please let me know if you have any additional questions.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
lay
0II::1II3G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679..5240

ka g h I?. 9. °. i....P. tery:ILE. P. w. i..t..0" ".° D .°. . . i...D.: i...g? 11/

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolling@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 48 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen. tremblay@gadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Brown, Ciceli < ClBrown@albanyga.

gov>

Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Good morning Kathleen,
Thanks for your follow up. The information was going to be included in the plan but I sent the information as
a pre -discussion because the County' s CORVID situation is a little different than other areas. Additionally, can
you please submit the daft HRRP manual back to us with your review and mark up of what you would like for
the County to change and the specific wording ( language) you would like for the County to replace or add in
the HRRP manual and the County will make the changes.
Regards,

Georgia Collier - Bolling
From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 1: 31 PM
To: Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.
MMcCoy@doueherty.

Lowmon@dca. ea.gov>; McCoy,

Michael <

ga.
us>Subject:

RE: Weekly Meeting Request Good
afternoon Georgia, I

aprecit you taking the time to provide some responses to the Work Plan information, especially given the current COVID19 circumstances in Dougherty County. 1064

We requested that each subrecipient complete the requested information on the excel workbook that was attached to

the original email. It is necessary for us to have consistent information, in a preferred format, from all subrecipients. I
have attached the workbook again and would appreciate if you could complete it —some of your responses should
transfer easily.

Please note that this tool was designed to be part of the weekly conversations — given that Mike has requested and
received a delay in those starting, you are not required to do this at this time. Any decision of whether to complete the
document should be made between you and Mike; it is not being required by DCA at this time.
In relation to the draft Dougherty County HRRP manual —the use of this manual is not approved by DCA. While we
understand you used the DCA HRRP Manual as a guide, however after a thorough side -by -side review we determined
there are several areas where the draft manual either supersedes or interferes with responsibility of DCA and that
cannot be allowed.

Please do not distribute the draft manual.

Please let me know if there are any questions.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
lay
0II::1II3G. I ) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia IC.) ellpartr neat of Cor nir nunity Affairs
Direct 404..679..5240
I

nghul";,"^:

u gre: tpkwl nrn"""° Oa n D; n¢. 1g:^.`

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 45 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>; Tommy Lowmon
Tommy. Lowmon @dca. ga. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Fw: Weekly Meeting Request
Kathy,
Please

see the email

correspondence

below.

Georgia

From: Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4: 34 PM
To: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>; McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>
Subject: Re: Weekly Meeting Request

Tommy,

In regards to the work plan:
1065

Work Plan Overview:

1. Create

timeline

for the life of the Homeowner

Rehabilitation

and Reconstruction

Program (

HRRP).

a. When will the marketing plan begin?
b. When will it end? ( 1- 2 months prior to intake center close?)
c. Hours

of operation

for intake

centers?

2. Intake Centers:
a. Who

is responsible

for the intake

center? ( DR Program

Manager/

Vendor

supplied

Intake

Manager?)

b. Who is the Emergency contact?
c. Who is developing basic Standard Operating Procedures? When will they be available?
d. Who is handling citizen complaints?
1. a through 2. b

Wendy Howell normally works with me regarding the Marketing Plan but Wendy has been focused full time
assisting Mr. McCoy and the County with responding to the CORVID- 19 outbreak, so Wendy and I have not
been able to discuss the Marketing Plan but I would like for to schedule a conference call where Katheleen,
Crystal

and myself can talk and discuss

how DCA would

like to move forward,

and whether

adjustments

should

be made to the Marketing Plan in light of the CORVID- 19 outbreak, that can/ will still allow the County to move
forward with others forms of advertisements that do not include the gathering of individuals, Or do we wait
until things settle down. Radio, social media, billboard only advertisements? This is an area in which we are
seeking advisement form DCA.
2. c through d.

As of now, myself and any firm contracted to work the CDBG- DR HRRP would be the individuals developing
Standard Operating Procedures and handling citizen complaints.
Marketing
3. Create contact list for media outlets
a. Draft fliers

b.
c.
d.
4.

Establish timelines and payment options
What is the process for approval of advertising content?
Create draft email responses to media outlets concerning local program
Create draft email responses/ marketing material to bidders, media outlets, newspapers —concerning local

programs

3. a through 4.

Depending on whether or not adjustments are made to the Marketing Plan, as of current, myself, Wendy and
Mr. McCoy will approve content for all advertisements. For any monies spend on advertising, those monies
will follow federal procurement guidelines under 2 CFR 200. The County has chosen to use the Simplified
Acquisition method for all CDBG- DR Programs purchases up $ 250, 000. Anything over the threshold will be
procured via RFP, RFQ or through Invitations to bid. Please let me know if there are any concerns.
Website

5. Link from County/ City DR webpage to DCA' s CDBG- DR webpage
a. SOP and checklist

for website

requirements
1066

b. How long to get something posted? What is the process?
c. Contact person?

6. Contracts sent to DCA for posting on webpage ( required)
S. through 6

Wendy and I have collaborated in regards to a vendor/ contractor that will assist in setting up links and other
information components to the Counties website. All contracts and any, and all disaster recovery information,
forms etc will be listed on the County' s website under the disaster recovery link. Wendy has informed me that
when she gets a moment, we can continue the conversation for website setup. Any contracts entered in to by
the County regarding DCA' s CDBG- DR program will be sent to DCA.
Vendor/ Contractor
7. Contract

Management

Templates

created ( Professional

services,

rehab contractor,

reconstruction

contractor,

inspection,

etc.)

a. Housing quality standards/ construction standards/ material requirements/ green building requirements
b. Liquidated

damages

clause

8. Responsibility for oversight ( I. E., DR Program Manager a Professional Services, DR Program Manager a
Construction

Manager

a Contractors,

etc.)

7. a through 8

The County issued the RFP for advertisement on 4/ 6/ 2020, yesterday. The County has already sent DCA the
draft HRRP manual, which derived from DCA' s manual to ensure nothing deviated from DCA' s policy. The only
replacements was for language like " the County or CDBG- DR Construction Management firm" in place of the
word Sub -recipient etc. 95% of the draft manual is the same as DCA' s because we wanted to try and followed
and duplicate DCA' a written policy, which will keep the county on the same policy path outlined by the
Grantee ( DCA).

I tried not to reinvent the wheel, so I borrowed your wheel@. Please let us know if you want

the County to use something different. The Disaster Recovery Manager will provide oversight for the entire
program and contractors.
Regards,

Georgia

From: Kathleen Tremblay< kathleen. tremblay@eadca. onmicrosoft. com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 12: 36 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@doueherty. ga. us>; Collier - Bolling, Georgia < GBolline@dougherty.

ea. us>

Cc: Tommy Lowmon < Tommy. Lowmon@dca. ea. gov>
Subject: FW: Weekly Meeting Request

Per the conversation between Tommy and Mike this request can be disregarded. We will maintain contact with
Dougherty County for status updates and to provide assistance if there is anything we can do, however we understand
given the current crisis in the county with reference to COVID 19 that CDBG- DR will need to pause moving forward.
Please don' t hesitate to contact us if there is anything we can do.
Thank you,
1067

Kathy

Kathleen Tremblay
0I::1II3G• Il) IR IPro ect Manager

Georgia 1 '.) ellpartrnent of Cor nir nunity Affairs
I nthidw;, w ^: u q re: ypkwl n r n" "°

Ow n D; n¢. 1 g:^.`

in

From: Kathleen Tremblay

Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 11: 11 AM
To: needy@kingslandgeoreia. com; Collier -Bolling, Georgia < GBoll ine@dougherty. ea.
us>;Travis

Stegall tsteeall@cityofbrunswick-

ga.
eov> Cc:
Tommy Lowmon <Tommy.

Lowmon@dca. ea.
gov>; Crystal

ga.
us>;Lee
Weekly

Spell <Ispell@kineslandeeorgia.

Gaillard <Crystal.

Gaillard@dca. ea.eov>; McCoy,

Michael MMcCoy@doueherty.

com>
Subject:

Meeting Request Good

morning, As
we move closer to the implementation of the Homeowner Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program (
HRRP) in your community
I

would like to begin regularly scheduled phone

calls to discuss successes, challenges, needs

for Technical Assistance,

budgets, etc. We here at the CDBG- DR office believe strong communication will make the project successful and
want to do everything we can to assist. I

would like to schedule a call with your community for every Wednesday or Thursday, beginning April 8th or 9th. If you can
please let me know what time of day would work best for you, morning or afternoon, for a brief 30 minute call each week,
I would be appreciative. Once

we have agreed upon a day and time I wil send a recur ing meeting invitation. To

facilitate the initial discussion( s)
I have attached a Work Plan Template for you to begin completing. This template is designed
as a long- term tool to help focus on the aspects of implementing the CDBG- DR program. It wil be built upon as
we move forward. There

is a sug ested use sheet attached as well, to help jump start the completion of the form. I

asking all subrecipients to

begin working on this form prior to our first scheduled call. You

can feel free to include anyone from your community that you feel would benefit from the call. The
will have standing invitations each week and will join us as time permits. Please
let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank
you,Kathy
o
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TAC Service

Desk

From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 31 PM

Sent:
To:

Allen,

Sam

Cc:

Addison,

Subject:

RE: Dougherty County EMs Information:

Scott
FW: CoViD- 19 &

Influenza - Like

Illness

Calls

This is great news Sam. I really hope this holds. We need to see some light at the end of this tunnel. Keep up the good
work!

From: Allen, Sam < SaAllen@dougherty. ga. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 3: 16 PM
To: McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty. ga. us>
Cc: Addison, Scott < SAddison@dougherty. ga. us>
Subject: Dougherty County EMs Information: FW: CoViD-

19 &

Influenza - Like Illness

Calls

Mr. McCoy,

In looking at our data reports for COVID- 19 we may have peaked and possibly be headed down in call volume. It appears
that Monday April 06, 2020 may be the turning point. Monday presented with the highest death rate of 6 people and
since then we are trending much lower. It is still early to tell but the numbers appear to be shifting downward in the
worst COVID- 19 patients. I have been monitoring the calls for today and we are still transporting COVID- 19 patients but
they do not seem as distressed as compared to last week. In the last 36 hours we have not hand a cardiac arrest call and
this the longest time gap without a death call since March 11, 2020. The staff are taking a much needed break in the
lower call volume and lower COVID- 19 patients. I will continue to monitor our stats and see if the possible trend will
continue.

Thanks,
Sam

Sairn Allen

Emergency Medical Services Director
lI

J 73 - El_.: I'R' rY
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/ Emergency Medical Service
f" Ihone: 229. 439- 701 1

1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 31701
Welk: Dougherty. ga. us
1: : rnaflL SaAllen

dou

hert .

a. us

From: Roberts, Richard < RRoberts@doueherty, ea. us>

Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 8: 59 AM
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gray, Russell < RGray@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:38 PM
McCoy, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher
Coronavirus in China

Know y'all are exhausted. I meant to share this with you earlier. My cousin Laura lives in Ningbo, China and sent this
account of the beginning of this pandemic. I can appreciate the simplicity of managing an outbreak in a Communist
country.
It should make us all appreciate the difficulty in doing so in America and with Facebook and fake news more readily
available than facts. Y'all think these "10 Bans" is what Bo was really trying to write?

@

A match of health and economic protection
Written Lara Gray
An American Living in Ningbo, China
China is in the midst of one of the largest social, medical and economic
experiments. For the first time in human history tens of millions of
people are quarantined inside their homes. Millions more endure
lockdown in their cities and communities.

Cities far outside the province of Hubei now know similar
restrictions to the people of Wuhan. The chess game of containment
has moved to protect the Chinese jewels of Beijing and Shanghai.
China hopes to declare checkmate on COVID-19 by locking down
much of Hebei (province surrounding Beijing) and Zhejiang (province
to the west and south of Shanghai). The number people now in
lockdown is proving a difficult number to tally. Estimates range
between 80 and 100 million. International press describe lockdown
measures as draconian while the people in China increasingly see
themselves as soldiers in the peoples war against this new
virus. While the world waits in anticipation for the outcome of this
experiment, the people of China bear the brunt of increasing
limitations.

If you told me a few months ago that the gates around my apartment
complex would be locked shut and I would spend much of January and
February in my apartment, I would have been in disbelief. By the lunar
new year most people here were aware of the Wuhan lockdown but
not at all panicked. The viral spread happening many hundreds of
miles anyway was far from the local forefront. Most people weren't
wearing masks and life carried on as normally as possible. On
February 2nd, a local government notice appeared at the gate of my
complex: banning the entrance of delivery drivers and advising against
visitors. This notice was just the first of many to come.
On February 5th, the local government released the new Ten
Commandments for the city (translated into English):
"Ten Bans" Notice for Epidemic Prevention and Control

T
In order to further strengthen the epidemic prevention and control
work in our region and ensure the health and safety of people's lives,
according to the relevant spirit of the superiors and the actual situation
in our district, the "ten bans" notice for epidemic prevention and control
is as follows:
1. It is strictly forbidden for outsiders and vehicles to enter the village
(community), and registration should be made in special
circumstances; personnel in this village (community) are not allowed to
enter without temperature detection; a village (community) has only
one main entrance.
2. It is strictly forbidden for people to gather and walk in, and all
cultural, entertainment, religious and other personnel-intensive places
in the village (community) are closed down and "red and white wedding
events" are closed. It is necessary to report to the village (community)
for record and simplify.
2

3. It is strictly forbidden to enter and exit public places or to work in an
open environment without wearing a mask.
4. It is strictly forbidden to hide the truth. Local residents who have
fever symptoms or return from outside Ningbo City must actively report
to the village (community) within 1 hour; all people from outside Ningbo
City must actively report to the village (community) where they live,
from Hubei and People in Wenzhou, Taizhou and other high-incidence
areas and those who have close contact with such people should
implement medical observation at the same time.
5. It is strictly forbidden to go out at home or to isolate medical
observation objects in private or contact non-workers. Generally, each
family can assign one family member to go out to purchase materials
every 2 days. Other personnel must not go out except for the needs of
epidemic prevention and control, medical treatment for illness, and
production of medical supplies.
6. It is strictly forbidden for enterprises to return to work before 24:00
on February 9 (except for enterprises that need emergency
protection). Employees are not allowed to return before starting
work. It is strictly forbidden to resume the markets that are not related
to the people's livelihood before 24:00 on February 9; the markets
whose business households mainly come from Hubei, Wenzhou,
Taizhou and other high-endemic areas must be suspended.
7. Schools at all levels, including private schools and training
institutions, are strictly prohibited from starting in advance. Make up
for the delayed courses.
8. It is strictly forbidden to open the market, public transportation,
commercial buildings, hotels and other public places without
3

implementing measures such as personnel access management,
temperature measurement, ventilation, and disinfection.
9. It is strictly forbidden to let the landlord fail to implement the main
responsibility according to regulations. Landlords should actively
persuade tenants from Hubei, Wenzhou, Taizhou and other high-risk
areas not to return in the near future. If they do return in advance, they
should report to their village (community) within one hour and
implement medical observation control measures.
10. It is strictly forbidden to spread rumors, misreport epidemic
situations or intentionally disrupt public order by other methods.
Violation of the above-mentioned "Ten Prohibitions" shall be punished
severely in accordance with the Law of the People's Republic of China
on the Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases and Law of the
People's Republic of China on Emergency Response, causing the
spread of the epidemic to constitute a crime, and shall be investigated
for criminal responsibility according to law.
*Office of the Outbreak Prevention and Control Leading Group
Ningbo is about 200km south of Shanghai, has a population of 8.2
million and one of the highest GDPs among Chinese cities. At the time
of the release of these rules, there were just 120 confirmed cases of
coronavirus in the city and no reported deaths.
Within the next few days further mandates were released stating that
anyone returning to the city will submit to a 14 day quarantine and the
sale of cough or fever reduction medication is strictly prohibited.
Persons seeking these medications should be sent to local hospitals.
All city hotels are ordered closed and many are now used as
quarantine centers. All Schools are ordered shut until the first of
March. No estimated end date is given for most of these new laws.
4

New, and strictly enforced, laws they absolutely are. Videos of people
being arrested and detained for not wearing a mask in public are
beginning to circulate. Videos of quarantine conditions circulate as
well, showing apartment doors locked and barricaded from the outside
and upstairs neighbors lowering food down to the unlucky inhabitants.
Drones begin to hover over city streets reminding people of the new
orders. Streets go silent and only the occasional convenience store
and supermarket are allowed open. Increased guards and police are
now stationed outside residential complexes. Police provide citizens
with forms to document when there are and are not allowed to leave
their homes. Body temperature check points are everywhere:
residential gates, supermarkets, convenience stores, and train
stations.
To most Americans, these conditions sound more like a sci-ti movie or
a dystopian novel. It's difficult to imagine how an American community
would react to an outbreak followed by such restrictions.
Chinese people are widely accepting of these ever-evolving
restrictions. Complaints are largely kept to the confines of people's
homes as awareness grows about public complains being punished.
The vast majority of locals see it as their duty to hold themselves and
others accountable to the new guidelines. Voices of dissent are widely
shunned here.
For me, every day is an adventure of new local mandates, updates and
face masks. Most days/weeks are spent inside, punctuated by
occasional trips to the supermarket to stock up for indefinite
restrictions. Eventually normality will return to the city and in the mean
time, citizens wait quietly.
It is understood here that if national economic hubs, like Ningbo, and
financial jewels, like Shanghai, descend Into another Wuhan the
economic impact on China could be disastrous.
5

By February 10th, Ningbo has just 136 reportedcases of the new virus
and no reporteddeaths. It's a tiny, and incomparable,fractionof what
has unfoldedin Wuhan. However in this city, ever increasing
restrictioncontinuesas the CCP continuesits chess match with a still
mysteriousand movingtarget of a virus.
Sent from my iPhone
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lucy Lasseur < llasseur@cgagroup.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 10:22 PM
Lucy Lasseur
COVID-19 Compilation: 3.20.20

Good eveningAccording to Florida Gov. Ron Desantis, "The message for spring breakers is the party is over in Florida." Here are
today's COVID-19 headlines and helpful tidbits. As always, I'm happy to answer questions, accommodate requests, and
take suggestions as they arise.
Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Department of Defense (DOD),
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Central Command
(CENTCOM), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response (ASPR),Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA)
Washington. D.C

•

•

Congress is determined to pass a third supplemental funding package, "COVID-111."Negotiations are ongoing, but
leadership has indicated they hope to have legislation passed by Monday. For a detailed summary of the current
legislative trajectory, please refer to the COVID-19 Legislative Update email. If you do not already receive the
update, please email Sierra Fuller '"-'-'=c..c.,,;;;:.=='-"'-"==~
Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL) and Ben McAdams (D-UT) are still the only two members of Congress who have
tested positive for COVID-19; however, 26 other members are in self-quarantine.
Today the State Department announced a level 4 travel advisory for all international travel. The announcement
of the Department's most severe travel warning is unprecedented, and instructs all Americans abroad to either
return to the U.S. or prepare to shelter in place. Americans also will also be instructed not to travel abroad.
o Some Americans remain in limbo abroad: they are either unable to leave the country they are in due to
travel restrictions, or are forced to pay steep amounts for the few remaining flights.
o In countries where commercial departure options remain available, U.S. citizens who live in the United
States should arrange for immediate return, unless they are prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite
period. U.S. citizens who live abroad should avoid all international travel.
The Census Bureau said today that it will extend the deadline for counting everyone in the U.S. by two weeks.
The Supreme Court will issue opinions Monday without taking the bench. Six justices of the Supreme Court are
in the high-risk category for COVID-19.
The FDA is allowing for the expanded use of devices to monitor patients' vital signs remotely. Press release

•

The FDA published===

•

Yesterday, Sen. Patty Murray (D-WA) wrote a
asking HHS to investigate delays in development and
deployment of coronavirus tests. Sen. Murray wrote to Christi Grimm, who serves as Principal Deputy Inspector
General. In her letter, the Senator asked for an immediate investigation into "all parts of the processes
undertaken to develop, deploy, and analyze diagnostic tests" for the outbreak.

•

Education Sec. Betsy DeVos said in separate announcements Friday that she will make it easier for borrowers to
pause payments on student loans and for states to forego school testing requirements in response to challenges
from the new coronavirus.

•
•

•
•

on production of alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
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o

o

Sec. DeVos said interest rates on all federally held student loans would be set to zero percent for at least
the next 60 days, following an announcement from President Trump last week that interest rates would
be waived in response to COVID-19. She also directed loan servicers to grant administrative forbearance
for at least two months to any borrower who requests it.
The department has also set up an online form for states that have closed schools to request waivers for
standardized testing requirements for the 2019-2020 academic year. States will also get waivers from
requirements that school testing results be used in school accountability standards for the current
school year.

Updates from the States
•
Per the CDCWebsite: Data include both confirmed and presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 reported to CDC
or tested at CDC since January 21, 2020, with the exception of testing results for persons repatriated to the
United States from Wuhan, China and Japan. State and local public health departments are now testing and
publicly reporting their cases. In the event of a discrepancy between CDC cases and cases reported by state and
local public health officials, data reported by states should be considered the most up to date. The CDC is no
longer reporting the number of persons under investigation (PUis), PUis that have tested negative, or cases of
people repatriated. Additionally, these numbers do not include testing being done at state and local public
health laboratories.
o Out of the cases under investigation detected by U.S. surveillance, there are total cases: 15,219
"d!)!ilc? 1:1.n1ta1:t":
The CDCnow updates data Monday through Friday and data closes
out the day before reporting.
• The CDC is reporting 201 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID-19.
•
Forty-five states have now closed schools. ___
maps school closures and is updated twice daily on
weekdays.
•
Indiana has become the seventh state to postpone its primary. It will now take place on June 2nd instead of May
5th_

•

•

•

•
•
•

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced a =-==:..:..:..:..;=-===
to set stricter social distancing standards. The
order takes effect Sunday evening, and discourages the use of public transportation and outdoor activity (except
for noncontact physical activity and grocery shopping), and bans nonessential gatherings of any size for any
reason.
o The number of confirmed cases in New York is now up to 7,845.
o Connecticut Gov. Ned Lamont issued a similar order today.
New Jersey Gov. Philip Murphy has said he plans to order nonessential businesses to close on Saturday.
o Over 600 people had been tested as of this afternoon at New Jersey's first drive-through testing center,
which exceeded its capacity and made anyone not already in line to turn around.
Florida Gov. Ron Desantis issued an executive order this afternoon that all on-premises restaurant sales must
cease, and all gyms and fitness centers must close. Restaurants can keep their kitchens open for takeout and
delivery services only, which is a shift from his announcement earlier this week that restaurants were permitted
to stay open at SO-percent capacity.
Nevada Gov. Steve Sisolak also used the state's emergency declaration to order all nonessential businesses to
close at midnight. The order is in place until April 16th .
Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker followed California and New York today, ordering residents to stay at home except for
essential activities.
Many other governors have signed similar orders this week. This==:..:...:...:::..:...:..::
provides a more comprehensive list
of state declarations and orders of essential businesses.

Military/Defense
• The Army Corps of Engineers sent service members to tour hotels in New York City to figure out how to convert
up to 10,000 vacant rooms into temporary hospital rooms. Corps Commander Gen. Todd Semonite has said that
the Corps could turn empty hotels into intensive-care units, and could even convert hotel rooms into "negative
pressure" rooms, which would prevent contamination from leaving the room and flowing into surrounding
areas.
8

•

•
•
•

The National Guard is expecting a rapid increase in unit activations over the next few weeks, leaders said at the
Pentagon Thursday, filling roles like coronavirus testing and potentially law enforcement. Governors in 27 states
have already activated elements of their National Guard forces, and more than 2,000 Guard personnel have
been activated so far. If the president wanted to, he could mobilize the National Guard under a Title 10
authority, though Guard leaders aren't advising that move.
o Guard units have been manning drive-through testing stations, handing out food and clearing out
facilities to stand up makeshift hospitals. Guard units can also be trained to administer tests or support
medical professionals who administer the tests. Colorado, New York and Rhode Island have already
started training Guard personnel for that role.
The Army is closing its recruiting stations and will shift to virtual recruiting.
Starting Monday, all burial services at V.A. cemeteries will be limited to 10 people.
An active duty airman assigned to the Washington, D.C. area and an Air Force contractor who works in the
Pentagon have been diagnosed with COVID-19. The airman is assigned to the Defense Health Agency in Falls
Church, Virginia, but last visited the Pentagon on March 16th for less than an hour. The contractor was last in the
building on March 2nd •

International Affairs

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said Canada will send back asylum seekers who attempt to enter
Canada from the U.S. The agreements with Canada and Mexico go into effect at midnight tonight and suspend
all nonessential travel at the U.S.-Canada and U.S.-Mexico borders.
There are now over 250,000 cases of COVID-19 globally. The WHO noted in a press briefing today that, even
though it took more than three months to hit the first 100,000, it took less than two weeks to report an
additional 100,000.
In an effort to help businesses stay afloat and to aid workers impacted by the pandemic, the British government
announced that it would pay 80 percent of the wages of employees who are not working, up to 2,500 pounds
per month.
Italy reported 627 new deaths today, an increase from the 427 they reported yesterday. The government has
been clear from the start that they would be issuing citations to those who violate the strict lockdown. Today
alone the country cited 9,600 people for lockdown violations.
The State Department is suspending routine visa services in South Korea, in accordance with travel advisories
issued following the COVID-19 outbreak.
o The Embassy will cancel all routine immigrant and non-immigrant visa appointments as of March 19th .
The policy does not affect visa-waiver programs, but it does apply to all countries with a level 2, 3, or 4
travel advisory. Operations will continue as usual for U.S. citizens.
China again reported no new local infections.
Global Cases: 209,839 Total Deaths: 8,778

Lifestyle and Economy

•

•

•
•

Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin tweeted today that Tax Day, traditionally April 15th , will be moved to July 15th and
all taxpayers and businesses will have the additional time to file and make payments without interest or
penalties.
To increase access to reliable information, WHO has partnered with WhatsApp and Facebook to launch a WHO
Health Alert messaging service. This service will provide the latest news and information on COVID-19, including
details on symptoms and how people can protect themselves. The Health Alert service is now available in
English and will be introduced in other languages next week. To access it, send the word "hi" to the following
number on WhatsApp: +41 798 931 892.
More than 5,000 Red Cross blood drives have been cancelled across the country resulting in some 170,000 fewer
blood donations.
So how long is this social distancing thing going to be in place? According to NI H's Dr. Tony Fauci, based on the
trajectory of COVID-19's outbreak curve in other areas it's at least going to be several weeks before social
distancing goes away. The National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases director said that he doesn't
think there is a chance for social distancing to solve the crisis in just one or two weeks.
9

•

•

•
•

The air traffic control tower at Kennedy International Airport temporarily closed after a worker tested positive
for COVID-19. The airport remained open today, but the FAA closed the tower as a precaution and called a
professional cleaning company to sanitize the facility.
Colleges and universities continue to cancel in-person classes to switch to a virtual curriculum. Other schools
have decided to cancel the remainder of the spring semester, having varied impacts on students and studentathletes. Continually updated lists of college/university decisions are outlined in this article and this article.
President Trump cancelled the in-person Group of Seven summit scheduled for June at Camp David. It will be
held by videoconference instead.
The Cannes Film Festival has been postponed. It might be shifted to June or July depending on the state of the
pandemic.
o Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here, here, and here.

Helpful Articles/Media
•
Daily WHO Situation Report (3/20)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID-19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.
Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to "flatten the curve"
Presidential Powers and Response to COVID-19
The American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) has information for veterinarians.
Johns Hopkins data capture
HealthMap data capture
U.S. Hospitals Face Major Challenges as Coronavirus Spreads
How will count y-based mitigation measures influence the course of the COVID-19 epidemic?
This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial establishments safe.
Interested in how to talk to kids about coronavirus? Check out this piece from NPR.
Helpful guidance from Bio
Hospital Workers Make Masks From Office Supplies Amid U.S. Shortage
Priorities for the US Health Comm uni Res ondin to COVID-19
List of EPA's Registered Antimicrobial Products for Use Against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2,the Cause of
COVID-19
Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide
Check the CDC's page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U.S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-19 - Navigating the Uncharted (co-authored by Ors. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.
Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/7
hotline at 770-488-7100.

Statistics
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"Flattening the Curve" is how we describe the need to take precautions to minimize the number of people infected by
COVID-19.Above, you can see where the health care system's capacity is, as well as how it stacks up against the number
of cases with and without implementing protective measures.
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(data from WHO daily situation reports)

For more information

1

visit CDC1s Novel Cororuwirus 2019 website

Lucy li:lsseur
Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9588 M 720.427.4120
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024

COR ...
NE:RSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sierra Fuller <sfuller@cgagroup.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:52 PM
Sierra Fuller
COVID-19 Legislative Update 03.20.2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation actions related to COVID-19.
3.19.2020 - COVID-19 Legislative Update
Congress

•

House is currently in recess but will be called back when votes are needed on the next supplemental (with 24hour notice). House Democratic leaders have said that members will not have to return until after a stimulus
deal is reached.

•

Senate is in session. Leader McConnell has said the Senate will stay in session until a third supplemental has
passed.

•

As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Most House bills have subcommittee
markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.

•

Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting

remotely, but as more members of Congress have begun self-quarantining and the pandemic makes travel more
treacherous, in-person voting may become more difficult. Speaker Pelosi circulated a Dear Colleague yesterday
stating that the House will "adjust our voting procedures in order to follow the CDC's recommendations."
Similarly, Leader McConnell has recognized that there are ways to modify voting procedure to mitigate risks
(extend the voting period, allow members to enter the floor from multiple entrances etc.). Remote voting is
being discussed to some extent in both chambers.
•

Virtual hearings: While most hearings and markups for the next week or so have been cancelled, some
committee staff are working to see whether holding hearings virtually is possible.

Members of Congress in Quarantine or Treatment
Tested Positive (2): Rep. Ben McAdams (D-UT), Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL)
Currently Self-Quarantined (26): Rep. Paul Gosar (R-AZ), Rep. Julia Brownley (D-CA), Rep. Jason Crow (D-CO), Rep. Matt
Gaetz (R-FL), Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL), Rep. Doug Collins (R-GA), Rep. Steve Scalise (R-LA), Rep. Ann Wagner
(R-MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan (D-NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice (D-NY), Rep. Kendra Horn (D-OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright (DPA), Rep. Ben McAdams (D-UT), Rep. Gwen Moore (D-WI), Rep. Frederica Wilson (D-FL), Rep. Stephanie Murphy
(D-FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson (R-GA), Rep. Joe Cunningham (D-SC), Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), Rep. David Schweikert (RAZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi (D-NY), Rep. David Price (D-NC), Rep. Andy Kim (D-NJ), Sen. Rick Scott (R-FL), Sen.
Lindsay Graham (R-SC),Sen. Cory Gardner (R-CO)
Completed Quarantine (2): Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX), Rep. Mark Meadows (R-NC)
Legislation
Supplemental II - Families First Coronavirus Response Act (HR 6201)
• The Senate passed the bill 90-8 Wednesday afternoon and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill

text
Factsheet
Bill section by section
changes made by technical correction, is

A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating
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•

Timeline: Leader McConnell has stated he wants an agreement in principle by midnight tonight with a goal of

beginning moving the bill on the Senate floor on Saturday and House passage by Monday. Leader Schumer and
Speaker Pelosi met with Sec. Mnuchin at 8:30pm and early reports indicate progress has been made. While the
prospect of an agreement by midnight tonight is optimistic, if negotiations continue on the current path, it
could come together. Earlier today Senate leaders broke off into bipartisan groups with the expectation of
hashing out deals in their respective policy areas by this afternoon. House Democratic committee staff have
been working closely with Pelosi staff to ensure key provisions are included in the Senate proposal.
o Small Business seemed to making progress quickly, as they had done a good part of the work in advance
(the Senate Small Business Committee majority and minority released proposals yesterday).
o Earlier today Leader McConnell filed cloture on the motion to proceed to H.R. 748, which will serve as
the legislative vehicle for COVID-II1.
•

public health crisis will only
intensify and, with most businesses shut down and layoffs increasing every day, the economic outlook is
increasing bleak. Congress seems to view this bill as means to stop the bleeding before shifting to focus on
recovery. The intensity of the crisis also places similar pressure on ensuring it is a bipartisan deal. A broad,
bipartisan vote in the Senate would carry momentum to allow a vote by unanimous consent in the House (and
thus passage on Monday/early next week without the return of members of the House). Without a broad
bipartisan vote, the argument for a unanimous consent vote has less appeal and Speaker Pelosi will have to call
members back to D.C. for a vote.
o Considering these pressures, it seems likely that Democrats and Republicans focus less taking out each
other's favored provisions and more on ensuring their most proposals are included.

•

Policy: The Republicans have laid down a marker with their draft bill, the CARESAct, released yesterday.

Process and Politics: There is immense pressure to get a bill done quickly-the

Highlights included tax relief for business, cash grants for individuals, expansion of loans for small businesses,
support for the airline industry, and bolstering the U.S.'s public health infrastructure. Text here. Summaries of
each division below.
o Division A- Small Business Interruption Loans (one pager here, section by section here)
■
Note: Sen. Rubio (Chair SBC)clarified today that private non-profits are eligible for loans under
o
o
o
•

this section.
B - Relief for Individuals, Families and Businesses (summary here)
C - Assistance to Severely Distressed Sectors of the United States Economy (summary here)
D - Health Care Response (HELPsection summary here, SFCsection summary here)

Speaker Pelosi and Leader Schumer swiftly issued a statement after the release of CARES,outlining their top

priority is supporting public health and calling for a "Marshall Plan" for public health infrastructure. Pelosi and
Schumer continued to be focused seem on provisions aimed at increasing funding and support for hospitals and
supporting workers and families. Some concrete policies outlined in the statement included increasing
unemployment insurance and Medicaid, investment in small businesses, expanding paid sick and family leave,
student loan cancellations, and direct cash grants to those most vulnerable.
•

This afternoon, Majority Whip Jim Clyburn circulated a Dear Colleague that outlined the following priorities for
Democrats: increasing funding for Community Health Centers (CHCs),expanding Medicaid in every state,
ensuring universal and affordable broadband for all Americans, aid for HBCUs, expansion of the Earned-Income
Tax Credit and Child Tax Credit, cash grants (800-1,000/month for three months), supporting charities and
churches, and absentee and vote by mail for federal elections.

•

As discussed in last night's update, there's also a lot of energy within the Democratic caucus to place guardrails
on any industry support. House Democrats seem united in their determination to ensure the response to this
15

crisis does not mimic the bailouts in '09. As a refresher, see below for some of the stipulations Democrats have
floated for any industry support:
o Prioritizing workers by directing companies to use funds for payroll;
o Banning stock buybacks, dividends, executive bonuses until federal funds are repaid (or three years
after);
o Cap on senior exec pay (not larger than 50x median worker pay);
o At least one board seat reserved for worker representative;
o Collective bargaining agreements remaining in place; and,
o Some form of oversight authority on compliance, such as mandating CEOspersonally certifying company
compliance (or face criminal penalties for violations).
•

Extra FV20 appropriations may be included after all: there's efforts underway to incorporate the
appropriations-specific pieces from OM B's submission earlier this week into the bill. This piece could be as large

as $150 billion. As for timeline, it mirrors the broader quickness of the larger package: deal in principle tonight,
finalize language by 5pm tomorrow. Unclear as of right now if it will end up being attached to COVID-111
or
provide the base for the next supplemental. It is also important to note that it will not be subject to the budget
agreement because it is designated as emergency spending.
o The request is essentially being treated like a traditional President's budget request and the
subcommittees have been tasked with presenting ideas on funding measures that would support
COVID-19 response within their accounts.
Supplemental IV - "COVID-IV"
•

The current discussions going on around COVID-111
are focused on improving individuals' and businesses' cash
flow and liquidity, but the fourth supplemental will likely shift the conversation toward recovery. The number
of supplemental appropriation bills passed will wholly depend on how prolonged and severe the epidemic
becomes in the United States. As for what's likely to be included in recovery packages, infrastructure seems the
top candidate Rep. Defazio (T&I Chair) said earlier this week that his is planning on having an infrastructure bill on the floor in
May as part of the stimulus, regardless of if its paid for.

If you no longer wish to receive this update, please reply to this email.

Sierri:l fuller
Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9597 M 202.329.2469
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024

CORNE:RSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <marketing@albanyga.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:37 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVI D-19: Local executive order and Chamber Resource Center

March 20, 2020
Dougherty County officials enact a shelter-in-place order to limit non-essential
activities in an effort to flatten the curve of COVI D-19, mitigate public health
risk and minimize the long-term economic impact to the business community.
The order, which goes into effect at 12:01 a.m. on Saturday, March 21, 2020,
and corresponding frequently asked questions can be found on the Clll1a11111IIIJr:!r's
dr:!diiicatr:!dCOVIil111],
..1!:~
111::~r:!sourcr:!
Cr:!ntr:!rand here.
The Albany Area Chamber and its Board of Directors is committed to
supporting the business community, which is playing a critical role as we face
this unprecedented pandemic. We are actively asking the public and our
businesses to adhere to guidance from federal, state and local authorities and
to make the necessary organizational adjustments in response to current
challenges and in preparation for the days ahead.
We further call on our neighboring communities and businesses to follow or
adopt these guidelines in an effort to protect our local, regional and statewide
citizenry and economies.

The A/b,:mvAr:e,:,r
c:h,:,rrnb,er':;
(.:CJVUl~
HI Fi'e.:;,our:c.e
(,:,enterprovides information and tools
for employers. Follow us on F,,rc,ellookfor the most up-to-date alerts.

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce

Update Profile

I 225

I About

West Broad Avenue, Albany, GA 31701

Constant Contact

Sent by marketing@albanyga.com
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in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:04 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
**MEDIA ADVISORY** Dougherty County Issues Shelter-In-Place Ordinance Effective
March 21st
DOCOadvisory _Shelter! n Place_032020.pdf

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Media Partners:
Please see the attached media advisory, with a copy of the full ordinance and an FAQ's section for reference.
You can also access this information via the following link: https://bit.ly/2xS6zzb

Remir1(Jertlu1t we will lml(J t:trl(Jtller ,:,re!i,!i,
con.fEirEmcEi
«1t1pm t()m()rr()W (S<1t1m:l<1y,
Mtm::1121 st) iri R()()rrl 100 of the
(:i()vemrmmt CEmtEir«1t222 Pirie Avem1e. rl,e!i,e ,:,re!i,!i,
con.fEirEmcEi!;;
will c,mtirwe d<1ily«1t1pm, 1mle!i,!i,
we noti'fy y<JII
()t/ierwi!i,e. lri m:ldition, I will t,e !i,Emding
1Jpd<1tEid
!i,t«1tm;relem;;e!i,e«1cl1morning by 10<1m,1Jntilf1JrtlwrnoticEi.
Thanks for your support,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.v.t..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 8:25 PM
Subadan, Sharon
RE:COVID-19 order FAQs_03-20-20 v2

10-4.
From: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 8:24 PM
To: Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: COVID-19 order FAQs_03-20-20 v2

Howell, Wendy

Please see attached - I tried to tie every question to the new/most recent order. Please review and
make any edits that I may have missed.
Thanks.

s

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 8:24 PM
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; McCoy, Michael; Howell, Wendy
COVI D-19 order FAQs_03-20-20 v2
COVI D-19 order FAQs_03-20-20 SS.docx

Please see attached - I tried to tie every question to the new/most recent order. Please review and
make any edits that I may have missed.
Thanks.

s

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 7:41 PM
Subadan, Sharon
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; McCoy, Michael
FW: FAQs relative to executive order
FAQs_Shelterln Place_032020.docx

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sharon -Attached are the FAQ's I had edited and sent on over to Barbara, but Mike said you had additional edits. Please
add them to this and send back to both Barbara and myself. Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NACo <naco@naco.org>
Friday, March 20, 2020 7:36 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Latest Coronavirus Pandemic Resources for Counties

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

I ll'\ll;\Co.011g/co11onovin ...1s
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MARCH 20, 2020

NACo holds national call on county federal policy priorities
Yesterday, NACo held a national membership call on counties' federal policy
priorities regarding COVID-19 response efforts, including FEMA and Capitol Hill
updates.
ACCESSTHE RECORDING

Census 2020 maintains timeline amidst COVID-19
More than 15 million households have already responded to the Census since
March 12 when the self-response period began due in part to the safety and
ease of responding through its online, phone and mail options.
Though no changes have been made to the overall time line, the Census Bureau
will delay all field operations by at least two weeks, so start dates and end
dates will be pushed back to maintain current timeframes.
READ MORE

COVID-19: COUNTY DECLARATIONS& POLICIES

24

*The state of Californiais under a shelter-in-place policy.
Clickhere to view the County Explorer map in full screen.

FEDERALPOLICY NEWS& RESOURCES
NACo Letter to CongressionalLeadershipon Coronavirus
ResponseEfforts
Yesterday, NACo sent a letter to congressional leadership urging them to
include key county priority items in the next federal legislative package.
VIEW THE LETTER
CUSTOMIZABLE LETTERTEMPLATE FOR YOUR COUNTY

Congressand White House passsecond COVID-19 legislative
package, looks to a third
Earlier this week Congress and the White House passed the second legislative
package aimed at providing assistance for coronavirus response efforts entitled
the FamiliesFirstCoronavirusResponse Act. The package includes five main
provisions meant to respond to the deepening economic crisis caused by the
coronavirus outbreak.
READ MORE

Senate GOP releases the CoronavirusAid, Relief and
EconomicSecurity (CARES)Act
Yesterday, Senate Republicans released bill language for the third legislative
stimulus package, the CoronavirusAid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES)
Act. The 247-page proposal would address the economic impact of the
coronavirus by providing direct cash payments and loan guarantees for
impacted businesses, and more resources for testing and vaccine
development. Following further negotiations, the bill is expected to be voted
on sometime between now and early next week.
READ THE BILL

Resourcesfrom Federal Agencies
U.S. Department of Homeland Security Guidance on the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce
FEMA: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures
25

FEMA: Public Assistance: Non-Congregate Sheltering Delegation of Authority
FEMA: Sheltering Delegation of Authority Waiver Memo
FEMA: Procurement Under Grants Conducted Under Emergency or Exigent Circumstances for
COVID-19 Memo
FEMA Fact Sheet: Procurement Under Grants Conducted Under Exigent or Emergency
Circumstances

HOW COUNTIESARE RESPONDING
County jails, court systems brace for potential coronavirus
spread
County jails and detention centers are reducing jail populations and
suspending visitations to protect incarcerated individuals while court systems
are making changes to protect members of the community.

READMORE

Counties find solutions to monitor symptoms, test for cases
With capacity challenges that come with testing for the coronavirus, county
officials are finding innovative solutions to safely perform COVID-19 screenings
while finding ways to make communities feel safe. Henderson County, N.C., is
one of many counties that established a drive-through screening site for both
the flu and COVID-19.

READMORE

As unemployment rises, counties keep residents in their
homes
A number of counties have decided to postpone evictions and foreclosures
until after the outbreak subsides. Among them are Alameda County, Calif.;
Hudson County, N.J.; Miami-Dade County, Fla.; Montgomery County, Md.;
Multnomah County, Ore.; Orange County, Fla. and others.

NACo PARTNERRESOURCES
26

Nationwide: Avoiding
Headline-Driven
Investment Decisions

Esri COVID-19 GIS Hub

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

1°(Jrusuc

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NACo <naco@naco.org>
Friday, March 20, 2020 7:36 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Latest Coronavirus Pandemic Resources for Counties

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

I ll'\ll;\Co.011g/co11onovin ...1s
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MARCH 20, 2020

NACo holds national call on county federal policy priorities
Yesterday, NACo held a national membership call on counties' federal policy
priorities regarding COVID-19 response efforts, including FEMA and Capitol Hill
updates.
ACCESSTHE RECORDING

Census 2020 maintains timeline amidst COVID-19
More than 15 million households have already responded to the Census since
March 12 when the self-response period began due in part to the safety and
ease of responding through its online, phone and mail options.
Though no changes have been made to the overall time line, the Census Bureau
will delay all field operations by at least two weeks, so start dates and end
dates will be pushed back to maintain current timeframes.
READ MORE

COVID-19: COUNTY DECLARATIONS& POLICIES
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*The state of Californiais under a shelter-in-place policy.
Clickhere to view the County Explorer map in full screen.

FEDERALPOLICY NEWS& RESOURCES
NACo Letter to CongressionalLeadershipon Coronavirus
ResponseEfforts
Yesterday, NACo sent a letter to congressional leadership urging them to
include key county priority items in the next federal legislative package.
VIEW THE LETTER
CUSTOMIZABLE LETTERTEMPLATE FOR YOUR COUNTY

Congressand White House passsecond COVID-19 legislative
package, looks to a third
Earlier this week Congress and the White House passed the second legislative
package aimed at providing assistance for coronavirus response efforts entitled
the FamiliesFirstCoronavirusResponse Act. The package includes five main
provisions meant to respond to the deepening economic crisis caused by the
coronavirus outbreak.
READ MORE

Senate GOP releases the CoronavirusAid, Relief and
EconomicSecurity (CARES)Act
Yesterday, Senate Republicans released bill language for the third legislative
stimulus package, the CoronavirusAid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES)
Act. The 247-page proposal would address the economic impact of the
coronavirus by providing direct cash payments and loan guarantees for
impacted businesses, and more resources for testing and vaccine
development. Following further negotiations, the bill is expected to be voted
on sometime between now and early next week.
READ THE BILL

Resourcesfrom Federal Agencies
U.S. Department of Homeland Security Guidance on the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce
FEMA: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures
30

FEMA: Public Assistance: Non-Congregate Sheltering Delegation of Authority
FEMA: Sheltering Delegation of Authority Waiver Memo
FEMA: Procurement Under Grants Conducted Under Emergency or Exigent Circumstances for
COVID-19 Memo
FEMA Fact Sheet: Procurement Under Grants Conducted Under Exigent or Emergency
Circumstances

HOW COUNTIESARE RESPONDING
County jails, court systems brace for potential coronavirus
spread
County jails and detention centers are reducing jail populations and
suspending visitations to protect incarcerated individuals while court systems
are making changes to protect members of the community.

READMORE

Counties find solutions to monitor symptoms, test for cases
With capacity challenges that come with testing for the coronavirus, county
officials are finding innovative solutions to safely perform COVID-19 screenings
while finding ways to make communities feel safe. Henderson County, N.C., is
one of many counties that established a drive-through screening site for both
the flu and COVID-19.

READMORE

As unemployment rises, counties keep residents in their
homes
A number of counties have decided to postpone evictions and foreclosures
until after the outbreak subsides. Among them are Alameda County, Calif.;
Hudson County, N.J.; Miami-Dade County, Fla.; Montgomery County, Md.;
Multnomah County, Ore.; Orange County, Fla. and others.

NACo PARTNERRESOURCES
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Nationwide: Avoiding
Headline-Driven
Investment Decisions

Esri COVID-19 GIS Hub

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

1°(Jrusuc

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 6:45 PM
Howell, Wendy; Dorough, Bo; Subadan, Sharon; ChrisCohilas
(ccohilas@watsonspence.com); Mike McCoy(MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Re: Final Order for 3/20/20
COVID-19 order FAQs_03-20-20 v2.docx

All -I am attaching the FAQs that correspond with the most recent version of the order I received. Please review
these for accuracy and intent. Wendy, the areas in yellow need clarification or are gaps.
I want to stress that timing is critical. The situation is highly fluid, and everyone is making the best decisions
they can with the information we have available and executing work as fast as we can.
However, we cannot make more announcements without being near-immediately able to provide clarity to
the public -- to citizens, to businesses, to media. The pandemic naturally itself lends to public confusion and
panic. A significant lag in us getting information to the public, and then in changes to what was discussed in
task force and to what was announced to public, is exacerbating the situation. It may be prudent to develop
new orders that address future potential measures, should they need to be executed, again, understanding
the dynamism of the situation.
We are trying to protect public health and protect economic stability, and I appreciate that this is top of mind
for all.
Barbara

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 6:34 PM
To: Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
<BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Cc: Chris Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Final Order for 3/20/20

33

Please use the attached version instead. If Mayor is agreeable to the attached, please sign the separate signature page
only and scan/email back to me as soon as possible. Thanks,

From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 6:20 PM
To: "Dorough, Bo" <bdorough@albanyga.gov>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>, "Barbara

Rivera. Holmes" <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Cc: Chris Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Final Order for 3/20/20
Attached is what Chairman Cohilas has asked me to send to media and partners. Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.v.t..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 6:35 PM
Dorough, Bo; Subadan, Sharon; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Chris Cohilas; McCoy, Michael
Re: Final Order for 3/20/20
Fina1SecondOrdinance_032020_REV2.docx

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Please use the attached version instead. If Mayor is agreeable to the attached, please sign the separate signature page
only and scan/email back to me as soon as possible. Thanks,

From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 6:20 PM
To: "Dorough, Bo" <bdorough@albanyga.gov>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>, "Barbara

Rivera. Holmes" <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Cc: Chris Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Final Order for 3/20/20
Attached is what Chairman Cohilas has asked me to send to media and partners. Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 6:16 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Ordinance - REVISED
ORDINANCE.docx

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 6:05 PM
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Subadan, Sharon
McCoy, Michael
Final Second Ordance Draft
Fina1SecondOrdinance_032020.docx

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Here is our version, guys!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 5:47 PM
Chris S. Cohilas
FW: Ordinance (Art. 3 - corrected)
ORDINANCE.docx

From: Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5:28 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Ordinance (Art. 3 - corrected)

Subadan, Sharon

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 5:29 PM
Barbara Rivera. Holmes (BHolmes@albanyga.com)
FW: Ordinance (Art. 3 - corrected)
ORDINANCE.docx

From: Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5:28 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Ordinance (Art. 3 - corrected)

Subadan, Sharon

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 5:28 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Ordinance (Art. 3 - corrected)
ORDINANCE.docx

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 5:03 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Albany/Dougherty County Ordinance
ORDINANCE.docx

FYI
From: Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 5:02 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Albany/Dougherty County Ordinance

Subadan, Sharon

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 5:02 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Albany/Dougherty County Ordinance
ORDINANCE.docx

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:42 PM
Marissa Maloy
Collier-Bolling, Georgia; White, James; Hollis, Darlene; McCoy,Michael
<Delayed Delivery>: Copier Delivery

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Greetings Ms. MaloyMost of our public buildings have been closed due to COVID-19 (Coronavirus).
Ms. Georgia has received confirmation from the County Administrator to delay the delivery of the copier for the CDBGDR Program.
Please plan to work with her and Mr. White in TAC to reschedule for a future delivery date for near/after the first of
April.
Sincerely,

Jawahn Wa1re
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

Georg,(.a;

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.300 I IFax:229.438.3967
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:j
@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:37 PM
ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENTMANAGERS; ALL ELECTED& APPOINTED OFFICIALS
Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael; Hollis, Darlene; Hendley, Martha; Carter, Steven; Goree,
Teresa; Hendley,Martha; Woods, Kim; Banks, Lenora; Barnes, Eloise; Barron, Brandy;
Bozeman, Sondra; Brown, JoHanna; Carpenter, Joy; Cates, Lee; Clark, Bristria; ClarkeDumas, Denise; Coleman, Rhonda; Collier, Kisa; Dyes, Benita; Hayes, Tammy; Hill,Annie;
Hood, Donald; Hope, Delma; Jackson, Lakeisha; Johnson, Phyllis; Jones, Deborah; Little,
Sabrina; McVey, Rita; Minnick,Heidi; Money, Wayne; Moore, Lawana; Moree, Rhonda;
Morgan, James; Nix, Candee; Potts, Erica; uge409S@uga.edu; Whitting, JoAnn; Williams,
Keyonna; Willis, Shannon; Willis, Teresa; Woods, Tequilla; Peachey, Debra
CHANGE TO Purchasing Entries in JD Edwards (Deadline Removed from 5 p.m. Friday,
March 20, 2020)

GreetingsThe worldwide spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) has led to unprecedented times. As a result, schedules had to be
altered and unfortunately our plan to go live with the new system on April 1, 2020 has been impacted.
Therefore, the deadline to enter purchase requests in the JD Edwards system has been removed. Please continue to
use the current system until further notice.
However, you may continue to familiarize yourself with the new system by practicing purchase order entry and
receipting. Please jot down questions or concerns that you may have and at a more appropriate time we will address.
We appreciate your positive attitude about the new software and we are looking forward to giving you updated
information about implementation soon!
Sincerely,

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the chanfie we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: Ware, Jawahn
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 5:00 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>; ALL ELECTED& APPOINTED
OFFICIALS<DC-ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Hollis, Darlene
<DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>; Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>; Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>;
Goree, Teresa <TGoree@albanyga.gov>; Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>; Woods, Kim
<KWoods@dougherty.ga.us>; Banks, Lenora <LBanks@dougherty.ga.us>; Barnes, Eloise <EBarnes@dougherty.ga.us>;
Barron, Brandy <BBarron@dougherty.ga.us>; Bozeman, Sondra <sbozeman@dougherty.ga.us>; Brown, JoHanna
<JohBrown@dougherty.ga.us>; Carpenter, Joy <JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>; Cates, Lee <LCates@dougherty.ga.us>;
44

Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Clarke-Dumas, Denise <DClarkeDumas@dougherty.ga.us>; Coleman, Rhonda
<RColeman@dougherty.ga.us>; Collier, Kisa <KCollier@dougherty.ga.us>; Dyes, Benita <BDyes@dougherty.ga.us>;
Hayes, Tammy <TaHayes@dougherty.ga.us>; Hill, Annie <AHill@dougherty.ga.us>; Hood, Donald
<DHood@dougherty.ga.us>; Hope, Delma <DHope@dougherty.ga.us>; Jackson, Lakeisha
<LakJackson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Phyllis <PhJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Jones, Deborah
<DebJones@dougherty.ga.us>; Little, Sabrina <little@docolib.org>; McVey, Rita <RMcVey@dougherty.ga.us>; Minnick,
Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>; Money, Wayne <WMoney@dougherty.ga.us>; Moore, Lawana
<LMoore@dougherty.ga.us>; Moree, Rhonda <RMoree@dougherty.ga.us>; Morgan, James <morganjl@uga.edu>; Nix,
Candee <CaNix@dougherty.ga.us>; Potts, Erica <EPotts@dougherty.ga.us>; uge4095@uga.edu; Ware, Jawahn
<JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Whitting, JoAnn <JWhitting@dougherty.ga.us>; Williams, Keyonna
<KeWilliams@dougherty.ga.us>; Willis, Shannon <ShWillis@dougherty.ga.us>; Willis, Teresa
<TWillis@dougherty.ga.us>; Woods, Tequilla <TeWoods@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: REMINDER-NO ADDITIONAL Purchasing Entries in JD Edwards (Deadline 5 p.m. Friday, March 20, 2020)
Importance: High
GreetingsIn order to facilitate current year accounting and the transfer to the new enterprise system, no additional OFs or ORs
should be entered into the JD Edwards system after 5:00 pm, Friday, March 20, 2020.
Please preplan to make all of your purchases prior to this PO cut off time. You will be able to enter POs again on April 1.
2020 in the NEW system. (It sounds like a long time, but it is only 7 business days)
As stressed in the recent Munis training sessions, please start practicing in the system. The link to use is
https://y
nhub18app01. ylertech.com/3113trainhub.
(Remember your user name is 3113 + your current Dougherty
County user name. i.e. Testa Client, Dougherty County user name is tclient, the Munis login is 3113tclient)
After the po cut off time, each department will receive a listing of your existing purchase orders in the current
system. Managers and those typically responsible for requisition entry are strongly encouraged to enter as many of
these as you can in the testing environment to build your comfort level and verify that your roles and permissions in the
new system are correct.
On April 1, 2020 you will have the NEW system icon on your desktop and you will enter your existing open purchase
orders and begin receipting all requests.
Note: The EOCroom has been tentatively reserved for Tuesday, March 24 and Wednesday March 25th for those that
would like to enter data and ask questions with Procurement present. We will continue to monitor the COVID-19
(Coronavirus) and more specific information will be provided as we get closer to those dates.
Attached are the instructions for po entry, approvals and receipting. Please remember that no County staff member is
currently an expert in the Munis system and we are all learning together. I thank you in advance for your patience as we
go through this process together. Your constructive feedback will be needed to ensure that our go-live process is as
effective and efficient as possible.
Have a GREATweekend.
Sincerely,

Jawahn Wa1re
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.300 I IFax:229.438.3967
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:j
@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:24 PM
Wendy Howell; Mike McCoy(MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us); Sharon Subadan
Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com); bodorough@att.net; Dorough, Bo
Re: FAQs relative to executive order
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020 (Barbara Rivera. Holmes) (BarbaraRivera. Holmes)
(Barbara Rivera. Holmes).docx

Quick edit here on my part. I have REMOVEDthe bullets about what "essential businesses" are. I do not think
those are defined in the order, and the bulleted list may create more confusion than clarity.
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 4:04 PM
To: Wendy Howell <whowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
<mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Sharon Subadan <sdsubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com) <ccohilas@watsonspence.com>; bodorough@att.net
<bodorough@att.net>; Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Re: FAQs relative to executive order

Mike, Sharon and Wendy -Please carefully review for accuracy and intent the FAQs that correspond to the executive order, which I have
not seen.
Especially review the questions relative to what shelter-in-place means and who/what it impacts.
Wendy -- the areas in yellow are for review and/or updating and filling in of info. Please let me know when this
is live and we will share immediately.
Barbara

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook
47

From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:05 PM
To: Wendy Howell <whowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Sharon Subadan <sdsubadan@albanyga.gov>; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)

<mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com) <ccohilas@watsonspence.com>
Subject: FAQs relative to executive order
Attached please find draft FAQs.
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:06 PM
Undisclosed recipients
COVID-19 Daily Dashboard

Here is today's dashboard.
We are pleased to tell you that we have received a pallet of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)from the State's
National Stockpile which will help us sustain through the weekend. We continue to source additional supplies and are
hopeful that we will have a significant amount in hand next week.
One last note ...last evening a local church, Hope City United, hosted an "in-car" prayer service on our Main Campus
parking lot. More than 40 cars showed up at 8:30pm and turned their flashers on and they Facebook Live streamed the
prayer service. It was amazing and showed how our community is coming together in these difficult times.
We know our entire community is hurting and worried. We are all praying for a speedy and healthy recovery for
everyone.
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
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that
do not require
patient
authorization.
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PHI in a safe and secure
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You may not
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without
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patient
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or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
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to safeguard
PHI could
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you to penalties
described
in federal
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of this
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:06 PM
Wall, Ed
RE: Budget

Thanks.
From: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 4:01 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Budget

Yes sir.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 20, 2020, at 3:53 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us> wrote:

Ed - Please move forward as we discussed. Afterwards we can meet to discuss your estimates and
analysis. Thanks.
From: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe
Subject: RE: Budget

y.ga.us>

We've had some discussion about a decrease in revenues. I haven't had the time to work on the
estimates, but agree with you.
IMartlha IB, 1He1ndlley
Finance Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039 IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

Department
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From: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe
Subject: Budget
Good morning.

y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

I just wanted to send ya'II and email as food for thought.

A lot of my clients are gonna have lot less revenues than they thought.
nothing for March and April. Who knows, maybe May.

Hotel/motel taxes will be almost

Sales tales most likely will be 2/3rd of what is budgeted.
Property taxes should be fine.
Business Licenses fees based on gross receipts will be way off.
We should do a stress test on our budget. Assume the worse. See if we will need a TAN. You can
borrow cash when you don't need it. Try and get a loan when you need it and everybody else is gonna
need it too.
We are in much better shape financially than a lot of folks.
LA County in California has spent $45 million so far on Coronavirus stuff.
million, but don't really know.

DeKalb is budgeting $1

We need to do a holistic approach to revenues and expenses and make sure we have enough cash.
Ed

Piper Sandler & Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e-mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If
you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This email may be considered an advertisement or solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e-mail
communications from Piper Sandler, go to: http://www.pipersandler.com/do not email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler "Do Not Email Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this e-mail see http://www.pipersandlercom/disclosures

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from
City and CountyofficialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto fhe publicand media
upon request Youremail communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:05 PM
Wendy Howell; Mike McCoy(MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us); Sharon Subadan
Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com); bodorough@att.net; Dorough, Bo
Re: FAQs relative to executive order
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020 (Barbara Rivera. Holmes) (BarbaraRivera.
Holmes).docx
High

Mike, Sharon and Wendy -Please carefully review for accuracy and intent the FAQs that correspond to the executive order, which I have
not seen.
Especially review the questions relative to what shelter-in-place means and who/what it impacts.
Wendy -- the areas in yellow are for review and/or updating and filling in of info. Please let me know when this
is live and we will share immediately.
Barbara

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:05 PM
To: Wendy Howell <whowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Sharon Subadan <sdsubadan@albanyga.gov>; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)

<mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com)
Subject: FAQs relative to executive order
Attached please find draft FAQs.
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
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<ccohilas@watsonspence.com>

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Route Fifty Top Five < news@e.routefifty.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:01 PM
Michael McCoy
TOP FIVE: Most Read Stories of the Week

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

What the Coronavirus Stock Meltdown Could Mean for Pensions
111
.......
iii:z.
It's not looking good, but don't panic just yet.

llliead now >

Coronavirus Threatens to Blow Big Holes in State Budgets
lllliiillllll
States are dealing with financial uncertainty as they spend to combat the virus, but also face the
possibility of lost revenues as the disease puts a major drag on the economy.

llliead now >
Route Fifty eBook

llssues iin Ciity and County IIVlanaa:ement

Discover how local governments across the country are changing the way they recruit and retain top talent, manage
retirements, and create workplace programs that work for employees.

lllead Moire

Brought to you by Workday
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Governments Look to Convert Empty College Dorms Into Temporary Medical
Centers
lllmma c:ollleman
Faced with an expected shortage of hospital beds, state and local officials believe one solution
could be found on college campuses.

llliead now >

In the Age of Social Distancing, Government Meetings Go Virtual
Kate lllllliii:z.abeth
(}ueram
State and local governments are holding virtual meetings to slow the spread of Covid-19 and
trying to find ways to continue public participation.

llliead now >

How I Finally Got a Coronavirus Test
Kate lllllliii:z.abeth
(}ueram
After almost a week of illness and testing negative for flu, strep throat and mono, a reporter on
Monday is tested for Covid-19.

llllg~p now ~..
II!011111II 1111
I Y // Cl IS I OMii II! SIi II!VIICII // ;oll\11AC I IIS // PII!IIVACY 11'011
IICY// II11\ISI
IHSCII!IIHII
1

This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent Top 5 of the Week because you have
opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Top 5 of the Week.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Route Fifty Top Five < news@e.routefifty.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:01 PM
Michael McCoy
TOP FIVE: Most Read Stories of the Week

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

What the Coronavirus Stock Meltdown Could Mean for Pensions
111
.......
iii:z.
It's not looking good, but don't panic just yet.

llliead now >

Coronavirus Threatens to Blow Big Holes in State Budgets
lllliiillllll
States are dealing with financial uncertainty as they spend to combat the virus, but also face the
possibility of lost revenues as the disease puts a major drag on the economy.

llliead now >
Route Fifty eBook

llssues iin Ciity and County IIVlanaa:ement

Discover how local governments across the country are changing the way they recruit and retain top talent, manage
retirements, and create workplace programs that work for employees.

lllead Moire

Brought to you by Workday
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Governments Look to Convert Empty College Dorms Into Temporary Medical
Centers
lllmma c:ollleman
Faced with an expected shortage of hospital beds, state and local officials believe one solution
could be found on college campuses.

llliead now >

In the Age of Social Distancing, Government Meetings Go Virtual
Kate lllllliii:z.abeth
(}ueram
State and local governments are holding virtual meetings to slow the spread of Covid-19 and
trying to find ways to continue public participation.

llliead now >

How I Finally Got a Coronavirus Test
Kate lllllliii:z.abeth
(}ueram
After almost a week of illness and testing negative for flu, strep throat and mono, a reporter on
Monday is tested for Covid-19.

llllg~p now ~..
II!011111II 1111
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This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent Top 5 of the Week because you have
opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Top 5 of the Week.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:01 PM
McCoy, Michael
Hendley, Martha
Re: Budget

Yes sir.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 20, 2020, at 3:53 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

Ed - Please move forward as we discussed. Afterwards we can meet to discuss your estimates and
analysis. Thanks.
From: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: Budget

We've had some discussion about a decrease in revenues. I haven't had the time to work on the
estimates, but agree with you.
IMartlha IB, 1He1ndlley
Finance Director

<imageOOl.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039
IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

Department

From: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe
Subject: Budget

y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
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Good morning.

I just wanted to send ya'II and email as food for thought.

A lot of my clients are gonna have lot less revenues than they thought.
nothing for March and April. Who knows, maybe May.

Hotel/motel taxes will be almost

Sales tales most likely will be 2/3rd of what is budgeted.
Property taxes should be fine.
Business Licenses fees based on gross receipts will be way off.
We should do a stress test on our budget. Assume the worse. See if we will need a TAN. You can
borrow cash when you don't need it. Try and get a loan when you need it and everybody else is gonna
need it too.
We are in much better shape financially than a lot of folks.
LA County in California has spent $45 million so far on Coronavirus stuff.
million, but don't really know.

DeKalb is budgeting $1

We need to do a holistic approach to revenues and expenses and make sure we have enough cash.

Ed

Piper Sandler & Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e-mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If
you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This email may be considered an advertisement or solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e-mail
communications from Piper Sandler, go to: http://www.pipersandler.com/do not email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler "Do Not Email Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this e-mail see http://www.pipersandlercorn/disclosures
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TAC Service Desk
Boys & Girls Clubs Albany <scarrington@bgcalbany.org>
Friday, March 20, 2020 4:01 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Reminder: Dr. Rice Special Event Update

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Friend,
In light of the escalation of the COVID-19 pandemic, it will come as no
surprise to you that Boys & Girls Clubs of Albany has decided to postpone A
Conversation With Dr. Condoleezza Rice event scheduled for April 1, 2020.
This special event, hosted by Chris Cannon, Sonny & Judy Deriso, Kenneth
Dyer, Dr. Brenda Hodges-Tiller, Marvin B. Laster, and Rusty Skalla, will
benefit the establishment of the Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter Endowment.
This decision was not made lightly, but with the progression of national
COVID-19 prevention efforts, we know this is the right thing to do to ensure
the well-being of all attendees, speakers and sponsors. We will be
communicating directly to those individuals who have already RSVP'd for
the event. Your patience and continued support is appreciated as we all
navigate through this time of uncertainty.
Should you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please do
not hesitate to contact me at 229.439.0196 or via email.
Sincerely,
Marvin
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Boys & Girls Clubs of Albany I 229-439-0196

I www.bgcalbany.org

Boys & Girls Clubs of Albany I 527 W. 3rd Avenue, 527 W. 3rd Avenue,
Albany, GA 31701 2294390196
Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
Update Profile

I About

y.qa.us

Constant Contact

Sent by scarrington@bgcalbany.org

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:54 PM
Hendley, Martha; Wall, Ed
RE:Budget

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ed - Please move forward as we discussed. Afterwards we can meet to discuss your estimates and analysis. Thanks.
From: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: Budget

We've had some discussion about a decrease in revenues. I haven't had the time to work on the estimates, but agree
with you.
IMartlha IB, 1He1ndlley
Finance Director

(it:{,)'f}Ji t.,!:,!,,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039
IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

Department

From: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe
Subject: Budget

Good morning.

y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

I just wanted to send ya'II and email as food for thought.

A lot of my clients are gonna have lot less revenues than they thought.
March and April. Who knows, maybe May.

Hotel/motel taxes will be almost nothing for

Sales tales most likely will be 2/3rd of what is budgeted.
Property taxes should be fine.
Business Licenses fees based on gross receipts will be way off.
We should do a stress test on our budget. Assume the worse. See if we will need a TAN. You can borrow cash when
you don't need it. Try and get a loan when you need it and everybody else is gonna need it too.
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We are in much better shape financially than a lot of folks.
LA County in California has spent $45 million so far on Coronavirus stuff.
really know.

DeKalb is budgeting $1 million, but don't

We need to do a holistic approach to revenues and expenses and make sure we have enough cash.

Ed

Piper Sandler & Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e-mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure,
or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e-mail may be considered an advertisement or
solicitation for purposes of
of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e-mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler "Do Not E-mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this e-
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:51 PM
Ware, Jawahn
Howell, Wendy; Addison, Scott
RE:Georgia County Actions in response to COVI D-19 -Coronavirus -

Thanks.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 12:33 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Georgia County Actions in response to COVID-19 -Coronavirus Fyi regarding the Emergency Declaration.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the chanfie we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: county-clerks <COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfTwomey,

Bill

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:56 AM
To: COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-CLERKS]Georgia County Actions in response to COVID-19 -Coronavirus -

Thank you Ms. Nancy.
One technical heads up that applies to all counties ...
When your EMA Director accesses W eh EOC in the GEMA network to update the "county status' please have them also
upload a copy of the Declaration of Emergency. That opportunity to upload occurs immediately after the "yes" block is
checked for the Emergency Declaration.
Apparently that is the trigger that pulls the county's name over to another
page in their system that shows a list of counties "Declared."
I'll post this on the Managers and Administrators

list serve as well.

Regards,
Bill
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1s[LLTWOVvlerj
County Consulting Services Manager
Cell: (404) 710-1981
BTwomey@ACCG.org
From: county-clerks <COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfT C BOC
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:36 AM
To: COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: Georgia County Actions in response to COVID-19 -Coronavirus -

Telfair and its five municipalities have issued a Local State of Emergency (based
cm cn.1rEmergency Operation Plan.)
Regards,
Nancy
On Fri, Mar 20, 2020 at 10:02 AM Katie Bishop <kberry@co.camden.ga.us> wrote:
GCCA President Lisa Ritchie previously sent out the email for County Clerks across our State to respond with actions
your County is taking in response to COVID19.
Lisa is unavailable at this time due to a death in the family. I will collecting that data and entering it into the
spreadsheet for her. If you haven't responded or have an update please send the email to the following:
kberry@co.camden.ga.us
Thank you!
Katie Bishop, GCCAVice-President
Camden County
Georgia has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and Local Officials
and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request. Camden County policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. E-mail sent on the County system will be considered public and
will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law. If you have received this email in
error please notify the Camden County, Georgia IT Division at 912-510.4357.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:47 PM
Spencer Lee
FW: Property Taxes and Licensing
Gwinnett Emergency Order-Occupation Tax and Alcohol Licensing.pdf; Model
Resolution Waiving Tax Penalties-lnterest.docx

Spencer - Take a look at the attached documents and let me know if this is something that you'd recommend that we
do. Thanks.
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf Of
O'Quinn, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 3:31 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] FW: Property Taxes and Licensing

This email and its two attachments were posted on the county attorneys listserv today. I thought it might be helpful to
share it with your groups as well.
Be sure to check with your county attorney about your authority to take any of these actions and the correct procedures
to be followed.

Michael A. O'Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree St. N.E., Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
Cell Phone: 404.925.0764
Email: moquinn@accg.org
From: "Ramsey, Larry" <LRamsey@ACCG.ORG>
Date: March 20, 2020 at 10:29:27 AM EDT
To: COUNTY-ATTORNEYS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Property Taxes and Licensing
Reply-To: county-attorneys <COUNTY-ATTORNEYS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>

AllI've attached a couple of documents that may be useful to you. The Word document is a sample
resolution waiving penalties and interest relating to ad valorem property tax deadlines; we've heard
from several counties with concerns related to such issues, whether because of limited staffing/public
access to assessors' and tax commissioners' offices, businesses' limited ability to process and submit
personal property tax returns by the April l51 deadline, and/or general concerns over granting limited
taxpayer relief.
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Also attached is an order from Gwinnett County granting extensions on occupation tax certificate
renewals and payment of local alcoholic beverage excise taxes, as well as allowing establishments
licensed for on-premises beer and wine consumption to also sell take-out beer/wine. This order is under
the BOC Chair's authorities granted after implementation of the county's emergency management
ordinance.
I hope everyone is hanging in there - I know we're all drinking from the fire hose right now!
Larry

.PUBUC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:42 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE:COVID-19 Updates

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

10-4.
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 3:42 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Updates

Thanks Mike. He's the same gentleman you sent me earlier to add, so he was added earlier this morning.

From: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 3:40 PM
To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 Updates
Wendy- Please handle request. See email below. Thanks.
From: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:12 PM
To: Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>;
Monique <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Updates

Broughton,

Hey DonThanks so much for providing Len with this information. It'd be great to get on any existing distribution lists from the
City or County regarding updates, so we can forward the most current and accurate info to all of our industries. I've
brought Wendy and Monique into the conversation here to help out with that, as able!
Thanks everyone,
Reedi Hawkins
Director of Marketing & Research
Albany-Dougherty EDC
229-434-0044

I

From: "Gray Jr., Donald" <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 9:22 AM
To: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>, Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>,
"McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
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Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>, Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Updates
Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
Additionally, on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.
The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,
YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.
I'll give you a ring later today.
V/R
Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIiii",,,
111:::::,,,

Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788

~
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
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Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
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Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil
https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVID-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recovery
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration. Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
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Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:42 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: COVID-19 Updates

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thanks Mike. He's the same gentleman you sent me earlier to add, so he was added earlier this morning.

From: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 3:40 PM
To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 Updates
Wendy- Please handle request. See email below. Thanks.
From: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:12 PM
To: Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>;
Monique <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Updates

Broughton,

Hey DonThanks so much for providing Len with this information. It'd be great to get on any existing distribution lists from the
City or County regarding updates, so we can forward the most current and accurate info to all of our industries. I've
brought Wendy and Monique into the conversation here to help out with that, as able!
Thanks everyone,
Reedi Hawkins
Director of Marketing & Research
Albany-Dougherty EDC

229-434-0044

I

From: "Gray Jr., Donald" <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 9:22 AM
To: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>, Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>,
"McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>, Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Updates
Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
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Additionally, on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.
The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,
YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.
I'll give you a ring later today.
V/R
Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIii",,,
111:::::,,,

Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788

~
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
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Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil
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From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVID-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recovery
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration. Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:41 PM
Reedi Hawkins
Howell, Wendy
RE:COVID-19 Updates

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Reedi - I've advised Wendy Howell our PIO. Thanks.
From: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:12 PM
To: Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>;
Monique <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Updates

Broughton,

Hey DonThanks so much for providing Len with this information. It'd be great to get on any existing distribution lists from the
City or County regarding updates, so we can forward the most current and accurate info to all of our industries. I've
brought Wendy and Monique into the conversation here to help out with that, as able!
Thanks everyone,
Reedi Hawkins
Director of Marketing & Research
Albany-Dougherty EDC

229-434-0044

I

From: "Gray Jr., Donald" <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 9:22 AM
To: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>, Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>,
"McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>, Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Updates
Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
Additionally, on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.
The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,
YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.
I'll give you a ring later today.
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V/R
Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIiii",,,
Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
111:::::,,,

Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788
www.albanyqa.gov
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
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•
•
•
•

Substance Abuse
Prevention & Education
Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
New Parent Support

Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
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Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVID-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recove y
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration, Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:41 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: COVID-19 Updates

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wendy- Please handle request. See email below. Thanks.
From: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:12 PM
To: Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>;
Monique <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Updates

Broughton,

Hey DonThanks so much for providing Len with this information. It'd be great to get on any existing distribution lists from the
City or County regarding updates, so we can forward the most current and accurate info to all of our industries. I've
brought Wendy and Monique into the conversation here to help out with that, as able!
Thanks everyone,
Reedi Hawkins
Director of Marketing & Research
Albany-Dougherty EDC

229-434-0044

I

From: "Gray Jr., Donald" <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 9:22 AM
To: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>, Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>,
"McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>, Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Updates
Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
Additionally, on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.
The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,
YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.
I'll give you a ring later today.
V/R
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Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIiii",,,
Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
111:::::,,,

Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788
www.albanyqa.gov
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
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•
•
•

Prevention & Education
Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
New Parent Support

Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
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Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVID-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recove y
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration, Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of O'Quinn, Michael
<MOQuinn@ACCG.ORG>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:31 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] FW: Property Taxes and Licensing
Gwinnett Emergency Order-Occupation Tax and Alcohol Licensing.pdf; Model
Resolution Waiving Tax Penalties-lnterest.docx

This email and its two attachments were posted on the county attorneys listserv today. I thought it might be helpful to
share it with your groups as well.
Be sure to check with your county attorney about your authority to take any of these actions and the correct procedures
to be followed.

Michael A. O'Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree St. N.E., Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
Cell Phone: 404.925.0764
Email: moquinn@accg.org
From: "Ramsey, Larry" <LRamsey@ACCG.ORG>
Date: March 20, 2020 at 10:29:27 AM EDT
To: COUNTY-ATTORNEYS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Property Taxes and Licensing
Reply-To: county-attorneys <COUNTY-ATTORNEYS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>

AllI've attached a couple of documents that may be useful to you. The Word document is a sample
resolution waiving penalties and interest relating to ad valorem property tax deadlines; we've heard
from several counties with concerns related to such issues, whether because of limited staffing/public
access to assessors' and tax commissioners' offices, businesses' limited ability to process and submit
personal property tax returns by the April 1'1 deadline, and/or general concerns over granting limited
taxpayer relief.
Also attached is an order from Gwinnett County granting extensions on occupation tax certificate
renewals and payment of local alcoholic beverage excise taxes, as well as allowing establishments
licensed for on-premises beer and wine consumption to also sell take-out beer/wine. This order is under
the BOC Chair's authorities granted after implementation of the county's emergency management
ordinance.
I hope everyone is hanging in there - I know we're all drinking from the fire hose right now!
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Larry

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:04 PM
Collier-Bolling, Georgia
Tommy Lowman; McCoy, Michael; Crystal Gaillard; Hawkins, Shelena
RE: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DR cost

Georgia,
When the information is available it will be made accessible to all subrecipients. At this time I do not have an estimated
timeframe for that availability.
Thanks,
Kathy

!KathleenTremblay
CDll:lG..DII:;Project l~lanager
Georgia Department of Community Affairs
Direct 404 6795240
k.il hi,•,•n..I rPrnbLiv(i:11clc,i.1-:,i.i-:nv

From: Collier-Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 3:02 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com>
Cc: Tommy Lowman <Tommy.Lowmon@dca.ga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<crystal.gaillard@dca.ga.gov>; Hawkins, Shelena <SHawkins@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Re: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DR cost

Crystal Gaillard

Kathy,
Thanks for the response, but as of now I'm still the Program Manager for the County and no one else has been
hired in the position and I am still performing the job . Once you have the information needed to process the
draw request, please let me know an cc Mr. McCoy.
Georgia
From: Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:49 PM
To: Collier-Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Tommy Lowman <Tommy.Lowmon@dca.ga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<crystal.gaillard@dca.ga.gov>; Hawkins, Shelena <SHawkins@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DRcost

Hi Georgia,
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Crystal Gaillard

Thanks for reaching out regarding the draw process. Unfortunately, at this time I cannot provide draw forms for
reimbursement as our staff is still actively working on establishing the data set in our grant management system and
they are delayed due to our current circumstances with COVID-19. We are actively working to get the data set
completed.
In addition, the State Accounting Office is making changes to vendor establishment and we are waiting for word on how
that process will move forward. To date I have not received any confirmation that Dougherty County's paperwork has
completed processing.
Given the current strange circumstances we are all working in I am not sure this will be completely cleared up in the next
two weeks but please rest assured I will continue to work directly with Martha, the Finance team, and the new Program
Manager when they are hired, as the process moves forward.
Please let me know if there are any other questions.
Kathy

!KathleenTremblay
CDll:lG..DII:;Project l~lanager
Georgia Department of Community Affairs
Direct 404 6795240
k.il hi,•,•n..I rPrnbLiv(i:11clc,i.1-:,i.i-:nv

From: Collier-Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com>
Cc: Tommy Lowman <Tommy.Lowmon@dca.ga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Crystal Gaillard

<crystal.gaillard@dca.ga.gov>; Hawkins, Shelena <SHawkins@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DRcost

Kathy,
Can you please provide us with the process you would like Dougherty County to use to seek reimbursement
for program cost that have already been incurred in the HRRP? This will include salaries for program staff, 3
lap top computers,

a copier, 3 docking stations, 1 cell phone, travel to trainings etc. Also can you please

provide the specific forms; draw request etc that the county will need to completed
process to seek reimbursement

and submit as part of the

from State DCA? I will be preparing the requests to submit to accounting and

accounting will submit the draws to DCA.
Georgia
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Collier-Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 3:02 PM
Kathleen Tremblay
Tommy Lowman; McCoy, Michael; Crystal Gaillard; Hawkins, Shelena
Re: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DR cost

Kathy,
Thanks for the response, but as of now I'm still the Program Manager for the County and no one else has been
hired in the position and I am still performing the job . Once you have the information needed to process the
draw request, please let me know an cc Mr. McCoy.
Georgia
From: Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 2:49 PM
To: Collier-Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Tommy Lowman <Tommy.Lowmon@dca.ga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<crystal.gaillard@dca.ga.gov>; Hawkins, Shelena <SHawkins@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DRcost

Crystal Gaillard

Hi Georgia,
Thanks for reaching out regarding the draw process. Unfortunately, at this time I cannot provide draw forms for
reimbursement as our staff is still actively working on establishing the data set in our grant management system and
they are delayed due to our current circumstances with COVID-19. We are actively working to get the data set
completed.
In addition, the State Accounting Office is making changes to vendor establishment and we are waiting for word on how
that process will move forward. To date I have not received any confirmation that Dougherty County's paperwork has
completed processing.
Given the current strange circumstances we are all working in I am not sure this will be completely cleared up in the next
two weeks but please rest assured I will continue to work directly with Martha, the Finance team, and the new Program
Manager when they are hired, as the process moves forward.
Please let me know if there are any other questions.
Kathy

!KathleenTremblay
CDll:lG..DII:;Project l~lanager
Georgia Department of Community Affairs
Direct 404 6795240

k'l I r11I,'(' r1..I rPrTII ti!,)',,l(!:1!,!I:d,1:,!l,1:,!1:1:!
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From: Collier-Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com>
Cc: Tommy Lowman <Tommy.Lowmon@dca.ga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<crystal.gaillard@dca.ga.gov>; Hawkins, Shelena <SHawkins@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DRcost

Crystal Gaillard

Kathy,
Can you please provide us with the process you would like Dougherty County to use to seek reimbursement
for program cost that have already been incurred in the HRRP? This will include salaries for program staff, 3
lap top computers, a copier, 3 docking stations, 1 cell phone, travel to trainings etc. Also can you please
provide the specific forms; draw request etc that the county will need to completed and submit as part of the
process to seek reimbursement from State DCA? I will be preparing the requests to submit to accounting and
accounting will submit the draws to DCA.
Georgia
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 2:49 PM
Collier-Bolling, Georgia
Tommy Lowman; McCoy, Michael; Crystal Gaillard; Hawkins, Shelena
RE:Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DR cost

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Hi Georgia,
Thanks for reaching out regarding the draw process. Unfortunately, at this time I cannot provide draw forms for
reimbursement as our staff is still actively working on establishing the data set in our grant management system and
they are delayed due to our current circumstances with COVID-19. We are actively working to get the data set
completed.
In addition, the State Accounting Office is making changes to vendor establishment and we are waiting for word on how
that process will move forward. To date I have not received any confirmation that Dougherty County's paperwork has
completed processing.
Given the current strange circumstances we are all working in I am not sure this will be completely cleared up in the next
two weeks but please rest assured I will continue to work directly with Martha, the Finance team, and the new Program
Manager when they are hired, as the process moves forward.
Please let me know if there are any other questions.
Kathy

!KathleenTremblay
CDll:lG..DII:;Project l~lanager

Georgia Department
Direct 404 6795240

of Community Affairs

k'l I r11I,'(' r1..I rPrTII ti!,)',,l(!:1!,!I:d,1:,!l,1:,!1:1:!

From: Collier-Bolling, Georgia <GBolling@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Kathleen Tremblay <kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com>
Cc: Tommy Lowman <Tommy.Lowmon@dca.ga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<crystal.gaillard@dca.ga.gov>; Hawkins, Shelena <SHawkins@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Draw Request for HRRPCDBG-DRcost

Crystal Gaillard

Kathy,
Can you please provide us with the process you would like Dougherty County to use to seek reimbursement
for program cost that have already been incurred in the HRRP? This will include salaries for program staff, 3
lap top computers, a copier, 3 docking stations, 1 cell phone, travel to trainings etc. Also can you please
92

provide the specific forms; draw request etc that the county will need to completed and submit as part of the
process to seek reimbursement from State DCA? I will be preparing the requests to submit to accounting and
accounting will submit the draws to DCA.
Georgia
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wills, Dave <DWills@ACCG.org>
Friday, March 20, 2020 2:40 PM
Wills, Dave
Delivery of Essential Goods During the Public Health Emergency
Ability for Delivery of Essential Goods During the Public Health Emergency, Final.pdf; GA
Food Bank Essential Svcs ACCG .pdf

Importance:

High

Good Afternoon,
Please take a couple of minutes to read the important information attached about ensuring the delivery of essential
goods into your counties.
As ACCG continues to address the myriad issues arising from the pandemic, please continue to apprise us of how we can
assist you.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Morse, Ward <Ward.Morse@WillisTowersWatson.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 2:36 PM
M mccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Jlb@scarboroughbritt.com; Thomas, Daniel
RECALL:Covid-19 Assessment Tool

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Good Afternoon. Please allow me to retract my earlier note this morning as I do not want to breach any contact rules in
light of the current RFPin progress. My Apologies!
WARD MORSE
Director, Health and Benefits

111,~

1

Willis Towers Watson Southeast, Inc
5 Concourse Parkway NE 17th Floor
Atlanta, GA 30328
M: 404-293-1808
Ward.Morse@WillisTowersWatson.com

From: Morse, Ward
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 7:43 AM
To: 'Mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us' <Mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: 'Jlb@scarboroughbritt.com' <Jlb@scarboroughbritt.com>; Thomas, Daniel
<Daniel.Thomas@WillisTowersWatson.com>
Subject: Covid-19 Assessment Tool

Good Morning Michael. I hope this note finds you and your family in good health and good spirits during these very
unsettling days.
I would like to express my sincere condolences for the loss of the 2 Albany citizens due to this virus recently. We are
extremely sad for the community.
Apologies for all of the COVID-19 emails you must be receiving right now, but please understand that it's our goal to
keep you and your employees well informed!
We would like to invite you to complete our COVID-19 Readiness Assessment. This tool will assess the actions your
organization has taken in response to COVID-19 in areas including workplace safety, access to care for employees, virtual
meetings, business continuity plans, and others. After you complete the assessment, we will provide you with best
practice recommendations and suggested priorities for continuing to address ongoing challenges. There is no charge for
this assessment.

responses through Friday, March 27, though we recommend responding at your earliest convenience given the
importance of acting quickly during this pandemic. We will provide you results as promptly as possible.
Cordially,

WARD MORSE
Director, Health and Benefits
1
Willli!i11l"mll~rtWa11H
l11M
Pm,I

Willis Towers Watson Southeast, Inc
5 Concourse Parkway NE 17th Floor
95

Atlanta, GA 30328
M: 404-293-1808
Ward.Morse@WillisTowersWatson.com

Follow Willis Towers Watson on social media

11iighll opll
unsubscribe@willistowerswatson.com
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TAC Service Desk
Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 2:12 PM
dgray@albanyga.gov; Matt Reed; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Suzanne McKinney; Howell, Wendy; Broughton, Monique
Re: COVID-19 Updates

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hey DonThanks so much for providing Len with this information. It'd be great to get on any existing distribution lists from the
City or County regarding updates, so we can forward the most current and accurate info to all of our industries. I've
brought Wendy and Monique into the conversation here to help out with that, as able!
Thanks everyone,
Reedi Hawkins
Director of Marketing & Research
Albany-Dougherty EDC

229-434-0044

I choosealbany.com

From: "Gray Jr., Donald" <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 9:22 AM
To: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>, Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>,
"McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>, Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Updates
Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
Additionally, on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.
The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,
YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.
I'll give you a ring later today.
V/R
Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
J1r,,,
Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
111:::::,,,

Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
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P.O. Box 447

Albany, GA 31702-1788
www.albanyqa.gov
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
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•
•
•

Family Member employment Assistance
Information, Referral & Relocation
Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)

Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVID-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
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Below, we've begun to compile a listof programsand resourcesfor you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:

• U.S. EconomicDevelopmentAdministrationDisaster Recove y
• U.S. Small BusinessAdministration'sDisaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Departmentof Labor CoronavirusResources
• IRS CoronavirusRelief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• InterimGuidance for Businessesand Employersfrom the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small BusinessAdministration.Georgia DistrictOffice
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Departmentof EconomicDevelopment
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany

Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Controland Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistanceduringthis time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany DoughertyEconomicDevelopmentCommission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 2:17 PM
Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael; Howell, Wendy
FYI FW: US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the USCanada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

FYIfrom the Department of Homeland Security

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs (IGA)

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 1:17 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for NonEssential Purposes

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
Office of Public Affairs
US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for NonEssential Purposes
The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion (USD) dollars in trade.As a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and Canada are temporarily restricting all non-essential travel
across its borders. In each of our countries, we are encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary
contact with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an extension of that prudent approach.
"Non-essential" travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.
The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between both countries. These supply
chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach people on both sides of the border. Supply chains,
including trucking, will not be impacted by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the land border every
day to do essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be impacted.
This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada will temporarily restrict all
non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The measure will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will
be reviewed by both parties.
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communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

NAGC News < update@governmentcontractors.org
>
Friday, March 20, 2020 2:15 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Working from home? Small Business Resources Available

Sent:
To:

Subject:

[ill] [ill] [ill]

ViiHw OnlliinH

Small Business Relief
NAGG is partnering with FedEx, Dell Small Business and Office Depot to
offer you an additional discount on purchases. The way you do business is
rapidly changing. We want to help. No strings attached. Sign up ·for ·free.

FedEx Shipping Discount

Dell Tech Discount

Enrolling is easy. To create a new FedEx

Hegister for an additional 5 to 8% off all of

account, or enroll your existing account,

your purchases at Dell.com with our

click below and en'ter passcode:

exclusive coupon. Visit clHllll
...
com/lNArn:: or

NTPPBn00 at the bottom of the page, or

call Kelsey at 1.800.757.8442. to save on

call 1 .800.475.6708 with the passcode.

all of your technology needs today!

IEnirollllllll
IINllow

Save Today
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Office Depot Discount

GEICO Discount

For all your home office needs, use our
Heduce your expenses, and save with a

Office Depot discount card. Save up to

special discount on GEICO home and auto

75% off 30,000 office supplies in-store and
online.

insurance. Visit GEICO.com/NAGG or call

Hegister now for free next-day

1 .800.368.2734 to find out how much you

delivery on orders $50 and up!

can cut insurance costs today!

IEnirollllllll
IINllow

Save Today

Srnallllll
lll:3usiiinHss
Adrniiiniiistratiiion
(}lfHrs CoronaviiirusAssiiistancH
CoronaviiiruslllrnpactsGovHrnrnHntContractors, Srnallllll
lll:3usiiinHSSHS
[)HIIIIII
Srnallllll
lll:3usiiinHSS
SHrniii·····Annualll
SalllH(}lfHriiinn5()<¼)()ff THch
Show Your Support: Add an 111\IAGC
WHb StiiicllkHr
to Your WHbsiiitH
IL
...
Harn lll··low
to IE3HcornH
a GovHrnrnHntContractor Today!

Join the National Association of Government Contractors
NAGG is an organization of business owners engaged in, or interested in,
contracts with government, universities and private corporations. Since 1957,
we have been dedicated to expanding contracting opportunities for small
businesses and those new to the procurement process.

,JoiinINAGC" L..earn ll\/lore" IF:iindF~esources
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RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request, Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure,
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 2:09 PM
Dorough, Bo
McCoy, Michael
Second Ordinance Draft
Fina1SecondOrdinance_032020.docx

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Mayor -Attached
Thanks,

is the ordinance draft. If you want to add your edits and email back to me, that would work best.

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

CRI CPAs and Advisors <news@CRlcpa.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 1:35 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
TAX ALERT: Income Tax Filing Deadline Extended

CRI COVID-19 Updates and Alerts

lJ ,,,,,S,,,,,"""'f""1111reasu1111ry
a11n1d1111111111::::::1s
11111:::::>ost1po111ne
lllll11n1co11rne
"""'f""ax
11111::::::::::'iiiii
11111
iiiii
11n1g
111[:::>ead
11111
iiiii
111ne

In the fast moving and ever-changing environment surrounding the Coronavirus pandemic, the U.S.
Treasury announced that the tax filing deadline of April 15, 2020, will be pushed back to July 15,
2020. This was a change of course from earlier announcements only days earlier.
Earlier this week, Treasury and the IRS anno1.ir1cHd
that they would allow certain payments to be
deferred from April 15 to July 15. However, they stopped short of changing the actual filing
deadline. This payment deferral was met with lukewarm response because taxpayers would still
have the burden of filing either a return or an extension by 4/15.
In response, the Treasury has now pushed back both the filing and payment deadlines to July 15.
This will allow taxpayers additional time to gather materials and file their taxes in the midst of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite the extended deadlines, our CRI professionals remain available to assist you with your
current needs, from tax planning to compliance. If you anticipate receiving a refund, the federal
government is urging taxpayers to still go ahead and file sooner rather than waiting for the extended
deadline. In that same vein, while the federal government is granting taxpayers more time to file and
pay their income taxes, CRI is continuing to monitor each state's reaction to this federal declaration.
Some states have already rolled out delays due to COVI D-19, and many others are contemplating
such a delay.
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In the interest of social distancing to help mitigate the transmission of COVID-19, per CDC
guidelines, we suggest the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Many institutions offer 1099s, 1098s, K-1 s, etc. for electronic download. If you have not
already done so, you may want to research this online option with your institution.
If you have electronic downloads of required filing forms, please remember that CRI offers
ShareFile, an option for transferring your information to your CRI advisor securely.
Please let your CRI professional know via email if you need a ShareFile link to upload your
documents, and we will happily send you one. Check out our ShareFile FAQ lhEm3.
Should you have multiple items to send to your advisor, we request that you summarize
those in a spreadsheet and send via email or ShareFile.
If you still prefer to meet with your advisor, please call or email them beforehand to
coordinate the meeting. Some of our advisors are working remotely and may need to plan
ahead. Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter!

We are working to regularly update you on the ever-changing dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic
and how they relate to you and your business. Please check CIFlllcpa...
corn often.

Stay up-to-date on the ever-changing guidance and legislation surrounding the COVID-19 outbreak
with CRl's COVID-19 Resources.
CRl'S COVID-19 RESOURCES

Unsubscribe

Tllliismessage was senl lo mmccoy@dougllhe11rty
...
ga...us lrom
Carr, IRiiggs& llngram CIPAs and Adviisors
news@CIRllcpa..com
1117 BollllWeeviillCiirclle
Enterpriise, Allalbama]6]]0 Uniiled States
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Granicus Virtual Clerk Summit <info@granicus.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 1:25 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
How One Clerk Is Staying Running Amid COVID-19

How to Clerk From Home Amid
COVID-19
Join us for our
c:lerk
rnrnil on Wed., March 25th, at 2 p.m. ET/ 11 a.m. PT
to hear from Lucinda Williams, City Clerk in Fullerton, California. Lucinda will
share how she keeps City Hall up and running from the comfort of her own home
and the digital tools clerks need to keep everything moving and on track during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

© 2020 Granicus, Inc.

I 1999 Broadway, Suite 3600, Denver, Colorado 80202
'1111i11cl l'1iv11cy 1'1

If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may

1,.11

it,

at any time.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wendell Strickland < grant@strongsidesolutions.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 1:23 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Declining Tax Revenues: Manage the Financial Impact of COVID-19 With Your Existing
Budget Assets

View this email in your browser

Ci

"""'l"""'llllll'IE!
111111:::::,owe
111111~
o"'lf
llllll:::::,111111~oactivellllll,,,,,,,,,,eade111111~s

It's inevitable: declining tax revenues
will impact your city in 2020.

Aside from the immediate challenges city leaders face during this
unprecedented time for your communities, the long-term outcome is a
substantial hit to your budget.

Pay attention to declining revenue in 2020 due to COVID-19.
Sales revenue is down.
Businesses will be unable to pay taxes.
Hotel taxes will go unpaid.
Tourism revenue won't recover.
New business will hit a standstill .

•.••
.,~-·~,~
~~ --■-111
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Copyright© 2020 Strongside Solutions, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you opted in via our website.

Om mailing ~ddmss is:
Strongside Solutions
13680 Highway 9 N Ste G200
Milton, GA 30004-5178

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA) < IGA@messages.dhs.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 1:17 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-Canada
Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
Office of Public Affairs
US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for NonEssential Purposes
The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion (USD) dollars in trade.As a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and Canada are temporarily restricting all non-essential travel
across its borders. In each of our countries, we are encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary
contact with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an extension of that prudent approach.
"Non-essential" travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.
The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between both countries. These supply
chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach people on both sides of the border. Supply chains,
including trucking, will not be impacted by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the land border every
day to do essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be impacted.
This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada will temporarily restrict all
non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The measure will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will
be reviewed by both parties.
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I

YouTube

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:35 PM
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
FW: Urgent Message for EMA Directors and Healthcare Facilities

Importance:

High

FYI
Sam Alllle1n1
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I

Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us

From: Cole, Sandra <sandra.cole@dph.ga.gov>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 12:10 PM
To: joycelyn.yates@aaphc.org; mweaver-anderson@angelsofgracecwc.org; jhixon@magnoliamanor.com;
g_allegood@yahoo.com; dwilford@pcswga.org; amcvey@pcswga.org; aferry@archbold.org
Cc: bwattins@lee.ga.us; Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>; mamccarty@upsoncountyga.org;
jrinker@goldstarambulance.com; Vick, Robert <Robert.Vick@dph.ga.gov>; jmarta@affinishospice.org;
hmurray@archbold.org; gfulford@integrityhospicega.com
Subject: Urgent Message for EMA Directors and Healthcare Facilities
Importance: High

District 8-2 Public Health will be opening a Federal Specimen Point of Collection (SPOC)to conduct COVID-19 testing,
likely tomorrow. The exact location, time and process for scheduling an appointment will be forthcoming. At this time,
testing at this SPOCwill be limited to First Responders and Healthcare workers who have direct patient contact, and
people aged 65 years or older who have respiratory symptoms and fever.
We are asking you to push this information out to your first responder and healthcare facilities to help us determine the
level of interest/need for COVID-19 tests in our region.
Thank you.

~ancll
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Sandi W. Cole
Region K Healthcare Coalition Facilitator
Southwest Health District 8-2
Office of All-Hazards Preparedness
1306 S. Slappey Blvd., Suite A
Albany,GA 31701
Office: 229-518-6616 ext 6 722
Cell:
229854 1:317
Fax:
229-430-1968
Southern LINC Cell: 229-357-6023
Email: Sandra.Cole@dph.qa.qov
KB1SOR
Reader Advisory Notice: Email to and from a Georgia state agency is generally public record, except for content that is confidential under specific
laws. Security by encryption applied to all sensitive information sent by email from the Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH). This message is
only intended for the specific recipient(s) and may contain privileged, private, or sensitive information. If you received this message in error, please
delete it and contact me.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:34 PM
McCoy, Michael; Howell, Wendy; Addison, Scott
FYI FW: Albany/ Dougherty COVID-19 Mutual Aid Resource Toolkit

FYI

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: SOWEGA Rising <sowegarising@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Danita Wiggins <dwiggins@albanyhousingauthority.com>;
dwilson@flintriverhabitat.org;
Sweet-Holp, Timothy J.
<Timothy.Sweet-Holp@asurams.edu>; htmalonel@gmail.com; William F. Myles <wmyles@albanyha.com>; Ware,
Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Jwana L.Washington<Jwana.Washington@asurams.edu>;
McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; charlesbcapps@gmail.com; Gaskins Lequrica <lgaskins@albanyga.gov>; Brooks, Barry
<BBrooks@albanyga.gov>; Brown, Phyllis <PBrown@albanyga.gov>; Broughton, Monique
<MBroughton@albanyga.gov>; edwardfordball@gmail.com; CaMia.Hopson@house.ga.gov; Camia Hopson
<camia.hopson@gmail.com>; Tammye Jones <Tammye.jones@mail.house.gov>; freddiepowell@att.net;
freddie.sims@senate.ga.gov; wdukes_2000@yahoo.com; bodorough@att.net; Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald
<carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
Heath Sands, Karla <Karla.HeathSands@walb.com>; Karen Lawrence
<kjf3lawrence@gmail.com>; Amber Bell <bell.a@swgaproject.com>; Lizzie Hale <lizziehale3@gmail.com>; Warbington,
Chad <cwarbington@albanyga.gov>; dyoung7842@gmail.com; emergingking@gmail.com; Elicia Hargrove
<eliciahargrove@gmail.com>; kianarenail@yahoo.com; kiairajackson92@gmail.com; kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org;
Davis, Kerrie <KeDavis@albanyga.gov>; Williams, Keirston <KeiWilliams@albanyga.gov>; kflee52@aol.com; Femi
Anderson <renaissanceartcafe@gmail.com>; Fredando Jackson <fredando@gmail.com>; Juanita Nixon
<BAPg@bellsouth.net>; kenneth.cutts@mail.house.gov; Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Howard, Jon
<JHoward@albanyga.gov>; BJ Fletcher <bjfletcher5@hotmail.com>; Bob Langstaff <bob@langstafflaw.com>;
ggaines305@aol.com; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>; Edwards, Victor <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>;
velvet.poole@docoschools.org; Gray, Russell <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>; Jones, Anthony <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>;
Wanda Mosley <wanda@blackvotersmatterfund.org>
Cc: Michael Harper <mawsamalizz@yahoo.com>; Amna Farooqi <amna@9to5.org>; Dedrick Thomas
<thomas_dedrick@yahoo.com>; james.b.pratt@gmail.com
Subject: Albany/ Dougherty COVID-19 Mutual Aid Resource Toolkit

Greetings!
SOWEGA Rising, in collaboration with other oganizations from around the community, has created the Albany/
Dougherty COVID-19 Mutual Aid Resource Toolkit. This document was created to provide accurate and timely
information to citizens of Albany who need critical resources and information during this crisis. Please share this widely
with your contacts and networks and post in your locations. Also, if you have information that you feel should be shared
on this toolkit, please email us at sowegarising@gmail.com.
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We pray for the safety of your families and our community during this challenging time.

Click here to access the document»
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1157jEwQZrRF
dBGjP00FQ82BgWxn yTMA/edit?usp=sharing

YprEitySF-

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:33 PM
McCoy, Michael
Howell, Wendy; Addison, Scott
FW: Georgia County Actions in response to COVID-19 -Coronavirus -

Fyi regarding the Emergency Declaration.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: county-clerks <COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf Of Twomey, Bill

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:56 AM
To: COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-CLERKS]Georgia County Actions in response to COVID-19 -Coronavirus -

Thank you Ms. Nancy.
One technical heads up that applies to all counties ...
When your EMA Director accesses W eh EOC in the GEMA network to update the "county status' please have them also
upload a copy of the Declaration of Emergency. That opportunity to upload occurs immediately after the "yes" block is
checked for the Emergency Declaration.
Apparently that is the trigger that pulls the county's name over to another
page in their system that shows a list of counties "Declared."
I'll post this on the Managers and Administrators

list serve as well.

Regards,
Bill

1s[LLTWOVvlerj
County Consulting Services Manager
Cell: (404) 710-1981
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From: county-clerks <COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfT C BOC
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:36 AM
To: COUNTY-CLERKS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: Georgia County Actions in response to COVID-19 -Coronavirus -

Telfair and its five municipalities have issued a Local State of Emergency (based
cm cn.1rEmergency Operation Plan.)
Regards,
Nancy
On Fri, Mar 20, 2020 at 10:02 AM Katie Bishop <kberry@co.camden.ga.us> wrote:
GCCA President Lisa Ritchie previously sent out the email for County Clerks across our State to respond with actions
your County is taking in response to COVID19.
Lisa is unavailable at this time due to a death in the family. I will collecting that data and entering it into the
spreadsheet for her. If you haven't responded or have an update please send the email to the following:
kberry@co.camden.ga.us
Thank you!
Katie Bishop, GCCAVice-President
Camden County
Georgia has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and Local Officials
and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request. Camden County policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. E-mail sent on the County system will be considered public and
will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law. If you have received this email in
error please notify the Camden County, Georgia IT Division at 912-510.4357.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:21 PM
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
Fwd: GMA ALERT:COVID-19 Resources for Cities, March 20

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FYI
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Larry Hanson <gacities@gacities.com>
Date: March 20, 2020 at 8:56:22 AM EDT
To: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Subject: GMA ALERT: COVID-19 Resources for Cities, March 20

View this email in your browser

Remain Mindful About Emergency Declarations
As cities implement their own methods to slow the spread of COVID-19, GMA encourages
municipal leaders to remain mindful of unintended consequences of emergency
declarations. For example, mandatory closing times, curfews or noise ordinances should not
impair the delivery of goods to stores. This could prevent the after-hour restocking of stores
(grocery stores, gas stations, convenience stores, etc.).
Please also consider those employees in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the
Department of Homeland Security and includes healthcare services and pharmaceutical and
food supply, who have a special responsibility to maintain their normal work schedule.
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) developed an initial list of
"Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers" to help state and local officials as they work to
protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and
safety, as well as economic and national security. Click here to access the document, which
lists workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are essential to continued
critical infrastructure viability.
This list can also inform critical infrastructure community decision-making to determine the
sectors, sub-sectors, segments, or critical functions that should continue normal operations,
appropriately modified to account for CDCworkforce and customer protection guidance.
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COVID-19 Presentation by Infectious Disease Expert
At the suggestion of Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms, GMA hosted a call with the metro
Atlanta and Hub City mayors and city managers with special guest, Dr. Carlos del Rio. Dr. del
Rio is an Emory infectious disease expert, a professor of medicine at Emory University School
of Medicine and executive associate dean for Emory at Grady Memorial Hospital. Dr. del Rio
has been identified by Emory as one of the key health care professionals who can speak about
many facets of the COVID-19 outbreak. Click here to find the full presentation audio and
PowerPoint on GMA's COVID-19 resource page.

SBA Encourages Loan Applications
All of Georgia is now eligible to apply for Small Business Administration (SBA) direct disaster
loans up to $2.0 million at rates of 3.75% for terms up to 30 years. Economic injury loans
under their disaster program typically cover lost revenues as a result of the disaster.
The SBA is aggressively pushing these loans and strongly encouraging all eligible business to
apply online. SBA anticipates a two-three-week approval period by loan officers. Loans under
$25,000 will not require collateral. Please note, these types of businesses are specifically
restricted from applying: agricultural enterprises, religious organizations, and gambling, every
other small business type should be eligible. Click here to visit the application website.

GMA Team Actively Teleworking
GMA is committed to protecting the health and wellbeing of our staff, their families and our
members, and have minimized interaction to help prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus
while staying open to serve cities. As of this week, most GMA employees are working
remotely to ensure our programs continue to operate as smoothly as possible. We are also
discouraging visitors from coming to our office. If you need our assistance or would like to
share any information with us, please contact us via phone or email.

GMA's Coronavirus Reference Page
As GMA receives pertinent resources surrounding COVID-19, we will update the "Coronavirus
Resources for Municipal Leaders" page on our website at www.gacities.com. As we receive
breaking updates, we will communicate those to you with great urgency.
Additional Resource:

•
•
•

Georgia Department of Public Health - COVID-19
CDC's COVID-19 Resource Database
GMA Memo: Public Meetings, Employment Issues, Event Permits, and More
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•
•
•
•

Governor's Executive Orders
Governor's Press Releases
National League of Cities COVID-19 Toolkit
White House's Guidelines for America: 15 Days to Slow the Spread

Coronavirus Hotline
1-844-442-2681

Contact GMA
GMA is here to help you! Please send all of your emails to
gacities@gacities.com. We are regularly checking this
email box.

[ill

Copyright©

[ill

[ill

*2020* *Georgia Municipal Association*, All rights reserved.

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NSBA < eNewsletter@nsbaadvocate.mmsend.com > on behalf of NSBA
<eNewsletter@nsbaadvocate.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:08 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Small Business Call with President Trump-Today

If you are having any difficulty viewing this message, click here to view the mobile-friendly web version.

The National Small Business Association has extended an invitation by the White House to connect with President
Trump and his administration for a call on Friday, March 20 at 3:45.p.m. Eastern regarding the COVID-19 response for
the small-business community.

Below, please find the formal invite from the White House.

Dear Small Business Owner,

You are cordially invited to participate in a conference call with the President, on March 20, 2020 at 3:45 PM EST.
Please register via the link below. Call in information will be received upon registration.

RSVPLINK: https://ems9.intellor.com?do=register&t=l&p=901338
(https://ems9.intellor.com/?do=register&t=l&p=901338)

*Please note this call is intended for Small Businesses (https://www.sba.gov/federal-contracting/contractingguide/size-standards). Due to capacity restrictions, please limit registration to 1 line per small business.

*Please note this call will be recorded.

We look forward to speaking with you.
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Sincerely,

The White House Office of Public Liaison
Click here to unsubscribe
1156 15th St., NW, Washington,

1°(JPUBUC

DC, 20005

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

SOWEGA Rising <sowegarising@gmail.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:07 PM
Danita Wiggins; dwilson@flintriverhabitat.org; Sweet-Holp, Timothy J.; H. Tia Juana
Malone; William F. Myles; Ware, Jawahn; Jwana L. Washington; Michael Mccoy; Charles
Capps (G); Gaskins Lequrica; Brooks, Barry; Brown, Phyllis; Broughton, Monique;
edwardfordball@gmail.com; CaMia.Hopson@house.ga.gov; camia.hopson@gmail.com;
Jones, Tammye; freddiepowell@att.net; freddie.sims@senate.ga.gov; wdukes_2000
@yahoo.com; bodorough@att.net; Carlton Fletcher; Heath Sands, Karla; Karen Lawrence;
Amber Bell; Lizzie Hale; cwarbington@albanyga.gov; Demetrius Young;
emergingking@gmail.com; Elicia Hargrove; Kiana Jackson; kiairajackson92@gmail.com;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; kedavis@albanyga.gov; Williams, Keirston; kflee52
@aol.com; Femi Anderson; Fredando Jackson; Juanita Nixon;
kenneth.cutts@mail.house.gov; ccohilas@dougherty.ga.us; Howard, Jon; BJFLETCHERS
@hotmail.com; Bob Langstaff; ggaines30S@aol.com; ggaines@dougherty.ga.us;
vedwards@dougherty.ga.us; velvet.poole@docoschools.org; rgray@dougherty.ga.us;
anjones@dougherty.ga.us; Wanda Mosley
Michael Harper; Amna Farooqi; Dedrick Thomas; James Pratt
Albany/ Dougherty COVID-19 Mutual Aid Resource Toolkit

Greetings!
SOWEGA Rising, in collaboration with other oganizations from around the community, has created the Albany/
Dougherty COVID-19 Mutual Aid Resource Toolkit. This document was created to provide accurate and timely
information to citizens of Albany who need critical resources and information during this crisis. Please share this widely
with your contacts and networks and post in your locations. Also, if you have information that you feel should be shared
on this toolkit, please email us at sowegarising@gmail.com.
We pray for the safety of your families and our community during this challenging time.

Click here to access the document»
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1157jEwQZrRF
dBGjPOOFQ82BgWxn yTMA/edit?usp=sharing

YprEitySF-

Your partner in change,
Sherrell Byrd
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:07 PM
Wall, Ed; McCoy, Michael
RE:Budget

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

We've had some discussion about a decrease in revenues. I haven't had the time to work on the estimates, but agree
with you.
IMartlha IB,
Finance Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039
IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:mhendley@dougherty.ga.us

Department

From: Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>;
Subject: Budget

Good morning.

McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

I just wanted to send ya'II and email as food for thought.

A lot of my clients are gonna have lot less revenues than they thought.
March and April. Who knows, maybe May.

Hotel/motel taxes will be almost nothing for

Sales tales most likely will be 2/3rd of what is budgeted.
Property taxes should be fine.
Business Licenses fees based on gross receipts will be way off.
We should do a stress test on our budget. Assume the worse. See if we will need a TAN. You can borrow cash when
you don't need it. Try and get a loan when you need it and everybody else is gonna need it too.
We are in much better shape financially than a lot of folks.
LA County in California has spent $45 million so far on Coronavirus stuff.
really know.

DeKalb is budgeting $1 million, but don't

We need to do a holistic approach to revenues and expenses and make sure we have enough cash.
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Ed

Piper Sandler & Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e-mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e-mail may be considered an advertisement or
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e-mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
~ to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler "Do Not E-mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this email see )ill~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:55 AM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #2
Athens-Clarke County Second Ordinance Declaring Local Emergencyrelated to
COVID-19- Shelter in Place 3-19-20 FINAL CDO_20200319223735.pdf

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Date: 3/20/20 11:40 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #2

Please make this addition - I would like to review your final draft.

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

From: Bob Langstaff <bob@langstafflaw.com>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:37 AM
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To: Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>; Matt Fuller <matt@kayfullerandsons.com>
Cc: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>; Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.
<bodorough@att.net>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE:Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #2

All,
We applaud the coronavirus task force for taking a stand with the Joint Executive Order issued on March 19,
2020. However, Commissioner Matt Fuller and I are still concerned that more stringent measures are necessary to curb
the spread of the virus. We understand that you will be considering a shelter in place ordinance, and we believe that is
prudent.
As you know, the consolidated government of Athens-Clarke County recently ordered a mandatory shelter in place
policy. https://flagpole.com/news/in-the-loop/commission-approves-shelter-in-place-

ordinance; https://athenspoliticsnerd.com/coronavirus-mandatory-curfew/
As you also know, Athens-Clark County has far fewer confirmed coronavirus cases than Albany-Dougherty County. A
copy of the Athens-Clarke County Ordinance is attached. Commissioner Fuller and I would propose that a similar
Ordinance be adopted for Albany-Dougherty County, but it should be modified to allow businesses that can operate with
six (6) feet of separation between employees to continue to do so. Towards that end, we suggest an Item xxiii be added
under "Essential Businesses" to read as follows:"
Any duly licensed business not otherwise restricted herein that operates with a minimum of six (6) feet of
separation between employees at all times. Any such business shall insure such separation is maintained at all
times, including when employees enter and exit the business.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2

••••
••••
••••
••••

LANIGSTAFF LAW

Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.
Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road
Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P.O. Box 1306
Albany, GA 31702
(229) 436-5725
(229) 329-4606 fax
bob@langstafflaw.com
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CONFIDENTIAL& PRIVILEGED
Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication, the information contained herein is
attorney-client privileged and confidential information/work product. The communication is intended for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
immediately notify us by return e-mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.

From: Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:15 AM
To: Matt Fuller <matt@kayfullerandsons.com>
Cc: Bob Langstaff <bob@langstafflaw.com>; CScott@albanyga.gov; CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.
<bodorough@att.net>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #1

Yes ... .it is a comp lex issue to evaluate ... and one of many that we will be taking up today at our
task force meeting. Many thanks.
From: Matt Fuller [mailto:matt@kayfullerandsons.com1
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Chris S. Cohilas
Cc: Bob Langstaff; CScott@albanyga.gov; CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.; Subadan, Sharon
Subject: Re: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #1

Chris,
One thing that all of the restaurant owners that I have spoken with were concerned about was the length of
time the ordinance would be in place. The idea of doing it for two weeks and extending it by two weeks as
needed seemed to be something everyone could stomach.
Thanks,
Matt
Matt Fuller
KAY FULLER & SONS
Albany, Georgia I Santa Rosa Beach, Florida

229.888.2601

On Wed, Mar 18, 2020 at 8:01 PM Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com> wrote:
Bob
These are great suggestions and are in line with what we are currently considering enacting on an emergency
basis. If you and others continue to find model ordinances that are consistent with our mission, please forward
them and also send to Mike McCoy and Wendy Howell at the county as well as Sharon at the city. Bo and I
have committed to enacting and evaluating reasonable emergency measures to effect the highest level of safety
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possible for the citizens and will be evaluating suggestions such as this every morning at 10 am. Again, thank
you.
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 18, 2020, at 8:54 PM, Bob Langstaff <bob@langstafflaw.com> wrote:
Chief Scott, Mayor Dorough, and Chairman Cohilas,
City Commissioner Matt Fuller and I appreciate the hard work you are doing in the face of the
coronavirus emergency. We understand from watching press conferences that you three are
leading a Coronavirus task force, and we understand that you have made, and will continue to
make, tough decisions affecting the community. However, since we are not on the task force
and are unaware of all the issues being discussed by the task force, we intend to share some of
our concerns and questions with you via email. This may be the first of what could be several
emails we send as the coronavirus emergency plays out. We will try our best to be
brief. However, like you, we are very concerned with the volume of coronavirus infections our
community is experiencing. We understand that the volume of infections is due to some
unfortunate circumstances, but we believe the large volume is probably a call for us to take
more drastic measures than some other communities with fewer coronavirus infections.
First, Commissioner Fuller and I are concerned that restaurants and bars remain places where
large numbers of people gather in close proximity to each other which could lead to a further
spread of the virus. The City of Brookhaven ordered all restaurants, bars and entertainment
venues to close except for takeout and delivery through the end of the
month. https ://www. ws btv .com/news/local/dekalb-county/ city-brookhaven-orders-allrestaurants-bars-close-except -takeout -deli ver/OIY G7FHB ON A VDA4CRTS2PV3CTY / We
ask you to seriously consider the same for Albany and Dougherty County. Commissioner
Fuller has discussed this with three prominent bar owners/restauranteurs who would not be
opposed to an initial two (2) week ban.
Second, Commissioner Fuller and I are concerned that with students out of school, many
students are attending parties and congregating in groups in such a way that could lead to
further spread of the virus. The City of South Fulton declared a state of emergency and
implemented a curfew in the county. Residents are instructed to be inside their homes between 9
p.m. and 7 a.m. with the exception of people going to and from medical facilities/work,
responding to emergencies, emergency and public safety personnel, essential city personnel,
people traveling through the city or making deliveries within the city.
https ://www. ws btv .com/news/local/dekalb-county/ city-brookhaven-orders-all-restaurants-barsclose-except -takeout -deli ver/O IY G7FHB GNA VD A4CR TS 2PV3CTY / We ask you to
seriously consider a similar curfew for Albany and Dougherty County.
Thank you for your consideration of these matters,
Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2

••••
••••
••••
••

LANGSTAFF LAW
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Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.
Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road
Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P.O. Box 1306
Albany, GA 31702
(229) 436-5725
(229) 329-4606 fax
bob@langstafflaw.com

CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication, the information
contained herein is attorney-client privileged and confidential information/work product. The
communication is intended for the use of the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in
the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended disclosure rules are hereby
invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not constitute legal
advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged,
please immediately notify us by return e-mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which
you may have of this communication.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:54 AM
Allen, Sam
McCoy, Michael; Hall, Dominique
RE: First responder COVID Testing Kits for First Responders:

Thank you Sam.
From: Allen, Sam

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 10:25 AM
To: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: First responder COVID Testing Kits for First Responders:

03/20/2020
Scott,
I have been notified per Dr. Ruis at DPH that First Responder test Kits now and available for staff that want to be tested.
Phyllis Rolle at DPH (229-809-4385) is the contact person for Public Safety.
When I find out when and how the test will be done I will let you know.
Department that I have reached out to:
Albany Fire Dept. Cedric Scott
Dougherty County Police Dept. Chief Johnson
Albany Police Department Chief Persley
Dougherty County Sheriff's Dept and Jail Sheriff Sproul
Albany State College Police Dept. Chief Elder
Dougherty County School Police Chief Conley
Thanks,
Sam

Sam Alllle1n1
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I

Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:=_,,_,.,,~==a=..:,,µ"""""""
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:41 AM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #2
Athens-Clarke County Second Ordinance Declaring Local Emergencyrelated to
COVID-19- Shelter in Place 3-19-20 FINAL CDO_20200319223735.pdf

Please make this addition - I would like to review your final draft.

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany,GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

From: Bob Langstaff <bob@langstafflaw.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:37 AM
To: Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>; Matt Fuller <matt@kayfullerandsons.com>
Cc: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>; Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.
<bodorough@att.net>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #2

All,
We applaud the coronavirus task force for taking a stand with the Joint Executive Order issued on March 19,
2020. However, Commissioner Matt Fuller and I are still concerned that more stringent measures are necessary to curb
the spread of the virus. We understand that you will be considering a shelter in place ordinance, and we believe that is
prudent.
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As you know, the consolidated government of Athens-Clarke County recently ordered a mandatory shelter in place
policy. https://flagpole.com/news/in-the-loop/commission-approves-shelter-in-place-

ordinance; https://athenspoliticsnerd.com/coronavirus-mandatory-curfew/
As you also know, Athens-Clark County has far fewer confirmed coronavirus cases than Albany-Dougherty County. A
copy of the Athens-Clarke County Ordinance is attached. Commissioner Fuller and I would propose that a similar
Ordinance be adopted for Albany-Dougherty County, but it should be modified to allow businesses that can operate with
six (6) feet of separation between employees to continue to do so. Towards that end, we suggest an Item xxiii be added
under "Essential Businesses" to read as follows:"
Any duly licensed business not otherwise restricted herein that operates with a minimum of six (6) feet of
separation between employees at all times. Any such business shall insure such separation is maintained at all
times, including when employees enter and exit the business.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,

Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2

••••
••••
••••
••••

LANIGSTAFF LAW

Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.
Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road
Albany, GA 31707
Mailing:
P.O. Box 1306
Albany, GA 31702
(229) 436-5725
(229) 329-4606 fax
bob@langstafflaw.com
CONFIDENTIAL& PRIVILEGED
Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication, the information contained herein is
attorney-client privileged and confidential information/work product. The communication is intended for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended
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disclosure rules are hereby invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not
constitute legal advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please
immediately notify us by return e-mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this
communication.

From: Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:15 AM
To: Matt Fuller <matt@kayfullerandsons.com>
Cc: Bob Langstaff <bob@langstafflaw.com>; CScott@albanyga.gov; CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.
<bodorough@att.net>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #1

Yes ... .it is a comp lex issue to evaluate ... and one of many that we will be taking up today at our
task force meeting. Many thanks.
From: Matt Fuller fmailto:matt@kayfullerandsons.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Chris S. Cohilas
Cc: Bob Langstaff; CScott@albanyga.gov; CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us; Kermit S. Dorough, Jr.; Subadan, Sharon
Subject: Re: Albany-Dougherty Coronavirus Emergency; Email #1

Chris,
One thing that all of the restaurant owners that I have spoken with were concerned about was the length of
time the ordinance would be in place. The idea of doing it for two weeks and extending it by two weeks as
needed seemed to be something everyone could stomach.
Thanks,
Matt
Matt Fuller
KAY FULLER & SONS
Albany, Georgia I Santa Rosa Beach, Florida

229.888.2601

On Wed, Mar 18, 2020 at 8:01 PM Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com> wrote:
Bob
These are great suggestions and are in line with what we are currently considering enacting on an emergency
basis. If you and others continue to find model ordinances that are consistent with our mission, please forward
them and also send to Mike McCoy and Wendy Howell at the county as well as Sharon at the city. Bo and I
have committed to enacting and evaluating reasonable emergency measures to effect the highest level of safety
possible for the citizens and will be evaluating suggestions such as this every morning at 10 am. Again, thank
you.
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 18, 2020, at 8:54 PM, Bob Langstaff <bob@langstafflaw.com> wrote:
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Chief Scott, Mayor Dorough, and Chairman Cohilas,

City Commissioner Matt Fuller and I appreciate the hard work you are doing in the face of the
coronavirus emergency. We understand from watching press conferences that you three are
leading a Coronavirus task force, and we understand that you have made, and will continue to
make, tough decisions affecting the community. However, since we are not on the task force
and are unaware of all the issues being discussed by the task force, we intend to share some of
our concerns and questions with you via email. This may be the first of what could be several
emails we send as the coronavirus emergency plays out. We will try our best to be
brief. However, like you, we are very concerned with the volume of coronavirus infections our
community is experiencing. We understand that the volume of infections is due to some
unfortunate circumstances, but we believe the large volume is probably a call for us to take
more drastic measures than some other communities with fewer coronavirus infections.

First, Commissioner Fuller and I are concerned that restaurants and bars remain places where
large numbers of people gather in close proximity to each other which could lead to a further
spread of the virus. The City of Brookhaven ordered all restaurants, bars and entertainment
venues to close except for takeout and delivery through the end of the
month. https ://www. ws btv .com/news/local/dekalb-county/ city-brookhaven-orders-allrestaurants-bars-close-except -takeout -deli ver/Q IY G7FHB ON A VDA4CRTS2PV3CTY / We
ask you to seriously consider the same for Albany and Dougherty County. Commissioner
Fuller has discussed this with three prominent bar owners/restauranteurs who would not be
opposed to an initial two (2) week ban.

Second, Commissioner Fuller and I are concerned that with students out of school, many
students are attending parties and congregating in groups in such a way that could lead to
further spread of the virus. The City of South Fulton declared a state of emergency and
implemented a curfew in the county. Residents are instructed to be inside their homes between 9
p.m. and 7 a.m. with the exception of people going to and from medical facilities/work,
responding to emergencies, emergency and public safety personnel, essential city personnel,
people traveling through the city or making deliveries within the city.
https ://www. ws btv .com/news/local/dekalb-county/ city-brookhaven-orders-all-restaurants-barsclose-except -takeout -deli ver/QIY G7FHB GNA VD A4CR TS 2PV3CTY / We ask you to
seriously consider a similar curfew for Albany and Dougherty County.

Thank you for your consideration of these matters,

Bob Langstaff, City Commissioner Ward 5
Matt Fuller, City Commissioner Ward 2
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Robert B. Langstaff, Jr.

Langstaff Law LLC
1916 Dawson Road
Albany, GA 31707

Mailing:
P.O. Box 1306
Albany, GA 31702

(229) 436-5725
(229) 329-4606 fax
bob@langstafflaw.com

CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED

Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the above communication, the information
contained herein is attorney-client privileged and confidential information/work product. The
communication is intended for the use of the individual or entity named above. If your name is not listed in
the TO: line or CC: line or BCC: line above, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and that the unintended disclosure rules are hereby
invoked and that you have no right to rely upon any advice contained herein and it does not constitute legal
advice to you. If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged,
please immediately notify us by return e-mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which
you may have of this communication.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:28 AM
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Col. Alphonso Trimble; Maj. Gen. JosephShrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela
G Jackson; Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com); bodorough@att.net
Re: COVI D-19 task force

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Absolutely. I am adding them now to both lists. Thanks very much.

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill::N.J.!
...
9..YY.JI!.!.~W-QQ!ij;!Cill~~!,lli

From: "Barbara Rivera. Holmes" <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 11:14 AM
To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,

"Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: "Col. Alphonso Trimble" <alphonso.trimble@usmc.mil>, "Maj. Gen. Joseph Shrader"
<joseph.f.shrader@usmc.mil>, Dave Clifton <david.clifton@usmc.mil>, Leonard Housley
<leonard.housley@usmc.mil>, Pamela G Jackson <pgjackson6S@gmail.com>, Chris Cohilas
<ccohilas@watsonspence.com>, "bodorough@att.net" <bodorough@att.net>
Subject: COVID-19 task force
Copied here is the leadership team at Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany and Marine Corps Logistics
Command. As you know, they are the second-largest employer in addition to their role in national defense.
Please ensure they are on the information distribution list, and that they are looped in on our task force calls.
Thank you.
Barbara
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
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Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Trimble Col Alphonso <alphonso.trimble@usmc.mil>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:25 AM
'Barbara Rivera. Holmes'; Wendy Howell; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us);
Sharon Subadan; MikeMcCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
Shrader MajGen Joseph F; Clifton SESDavid R; Housley CIV Leonard A; Pamela G
Jackson; Chris Cohilas(ccohilas@watsonspence.com); bodorough@att.net
RE:COVID-19 task force

Thanks Barbara.
R/S
AT
From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Wendy Howell <whowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
<mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Sharon Subadan <sdsubadan@albanyga.gov>; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
<mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Trimble Col Alphonso <alphonso.trimble@usmc.mil>; Shrader MajGen Joseph F <joseph.f.shrader@usmc.mil>;
Clifton SESDavid R <david.clifton@usmc.mil>; Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>; Pamela G Jackson
<pgjackson65@gmail.com>; Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com) <ccohilas@watsonspence.com>;
bodorough@att.net
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 task force
Importance: High

Copied here is the leadership team at Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany and Marine Corps Logistics
Command. As you know, they are the second-largest employer in addition to their role in national defense.
Please ensure they are on the information distribution list, and that they are looped in on our task force calls.
Thank you.
Barbara
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:24 AM
Dorough, Bo; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Fwd: Ordinance Declaring Local Emergency related to COVID-19- Shelter in Place
Second Ordinance Declaring Local Emergency related to COVID-19-Shelter in Place,
3-19-20, FINAL CDO.docx; ATT00001.htm

Here's a WORD document.
Sharon D. Subadan
City Manager, Albany Ga.
Sent from my iPhone Xs Max

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Jackson, Tamara" <TaJackson@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 20, 2020 at 11:21:13 AM EDT
To: "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Ordinance Declaring Local Emergency related to COVID-19- Shelter in Place

Please see the attached.

Ta1111r11a1ra
1111,,,,,,,,,
Jacllllcson

Executive Assistant to the City Manager
Sharon D. Subadan, MPS, ICMA-CM,
CPM
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.302.1382
Fax:
229.431.3223
Cell:
229.854.0430
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany,GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov
From: Jean Spratlin <Jean.Spratlin@accgov.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Jackson, Tamara <TaJackson@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Ordinance Declaring Local Emergency related to COVID-19- Shelter in Place

As per request to manager's office. Please acknowledge receipt.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Shrader MajGen Joseph F <joseph.f.shrader@usmc.mil>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:21 AM
Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Wendy Howell; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us);
Sharon Subadan; MikeMcCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
Trimble Col Alphonso; Clifton SESDavid R; Housley CIV Leonard A; Pamela G Jackson;
Chris Cohilas(ccohilas@watsonspence.com); bodorough@att.net
RE:COVID-19 task force

Barbara, Thank you.
Semper Fi!
Joe Shrader
From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Wendy Howell <whowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
<mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Sharon Subadan <sdsubadan@albanyga.gov>; Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
<mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Trimble Col Alphonso <alphonso.trimble@usmc.mil>; Shrader MajGen Joseph F <joseph.f.shrader@usmc.mil>;
Clifton SESDavid R <david.clifton@usmc.mil>; Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>; Pamela G Jackson
<pgjackson65@gmail.com>; Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com) <ccohilas@watsonspence.com>;
bodorough@att.net
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 task force
Importance: High

Copied here is the leadership team at Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany and Marine Corps Logistics
Command. As you know, they are the second-largest employer in addition to their role in national defense.
Please ensure they are on the information distribution list, and that they are looped in on our task force calls.
Thank you.
Barbara
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:14 AM
Wendy Howell; Mike McCoy(MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us); Sharon Subadan; Mike McCoy
(MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
Col. Alphonso Trimble; Maj. Gen. JosephShrader; Dave Clifton; Leonard Housley; Pamela
G Jackson; Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com); bodorough@att.net
COVID-19 task force

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Copied here is the leadership team at Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany and Marine Corps Logistics
Command. As you know, they are the second-largest employer in addition to their role in national defense.
Please ensure they are on the information distribution list, and that they are looped in on our task force calls.
Thank you.
Barbara
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mosley, Latonza <LMosley@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:13 AM
Gresham, Tennasha; Carter, Steven; Dawson, John; French,Taanya; West, Joria;
Cook,Larry; Burns, Sebon; Persley, Michael; Scott, Cedric; Maples, Kenneth; Allen, Sam;
Trotter, Michael; Fields, Yvette; Clark, Bristria; vamella.lovett@dph.ga.gov; Wilson, Hank;
sonja.moody@dph.ga.gov; Fowler, Michael; Morgan, James;
rebecca.sullivan@uss.salvationarmy.org; quantessa1 O@gmail.com; Hawkins, Margarette;
Jones, Eddie; Sproul, Kevin; Johnson, Kenneth; james.davis@dph.ga.gov; Elder, Gregory
L.; troy.conley@docoschools.org; Harrell, Tina; Hendley, Martha; Ware, Jawahn;
Shemwell, Kathy; kenb@sherwoodbaptist.net; Whitley-Banks,Phyllis; Howell, Wendy;
pamelaJackson@usmc.mil; james.c.davis@dph.ga.gov;
guillermo.cornavaca@redcross.org; Jordan, Rubin; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas,
Christopher; Dorough, Bo; McCoy,Michael; Chris S. Cohilas; Wright, Veronica;
lashawnda.ethridge@asurams.edu
Ostrander, Marie; Wilson, Jamie; Carpenter, Joy; Irving, Tateshea; swgacoad@gmail.com;
Smith, Derrell; Brown,Reginald; Barnes, Russell; LaVoie, Bryan; Carter, Robert; Ward,
Ryan; Rooks, Latoysa; Veronica Wright; Bryant,Leslie; Bradford, Angela; Tolbert, Sonja;
Jackson, Tamara; Ramona Madding; Barnes, Denise; Preston, Carmelita
Emergency Support Function (ESF)Covid-19 Meeting
attach ment.ics

Purpose:
On behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott, we would like for you to join us in this meeting to discuss emergency operations
readiness as it relates to the COVID-19 pandemic in our area. We would also like all ESFsto be prepared to give a brief
(3) minute update on their area. Please see the examples below as to the type of information that needs to be included.
Ex. Transportation - Have the bus schedules changed? How are you maintaining social distancing?
Ex. Communications - How are we preparing for the increased number of work from home employees? Can the current
server handle our needs?
Please keep in mind these are only examples. Your report should give insight into how your department is combating
this issue, and what preparations are being made.
Thanks.
LM

Join the meeting: https:/ /call.lifesizecloud.com/889786
Passcode: 8979
Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: https:/ /skype.lifesizecloud.com/889786
Click to call from Mobile (audio only)
United States: +1 (312) 584-2401,, 889786#,,8979#
Call in by Phone (audio only)
United States: +1 (312) 584-2401
Meeting extension: 889786#
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Passcode: 8979
Additional numbers: https:/ /call.lifesize.com/numbers
Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 889786 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: https:/ /call.lifesize.com/otherways/889786
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE:Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Wall, Ed <Edmund.Wall@psc.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:08 AM
Martha Hendley; Michael McCoy
Budget

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Good morning.

I just wanted to send ya'II and email as food for thought.

A lot of my clients are gonna have lot less revenues than they thought.
March and April. Who knows, maybe May.

Hotel/motel taxes will be almost nothing for

Sales tales most likely will be 2/3rd of what is budgeted.
Property taxes should be fine.
Business Licenses fees based on gross receipts will be way off.
We should do a stress test on our budget. Assume the worse. See if we will need a TAN. You can borrow cash when
you don't need it. Try and get a loan when you need it and everybody else is gonna need it too.
We are in much better shape financially than a lot of folks.
LA County in California has spent $45 million so far on Coronavirus stuff.
really know.

DeKalb is budgeting $1 million, but don't

We need to do a holistic approach to revenues and expenses and make sure we have enough cash.

Ed

Piper Sandler & Co. Since 1895. Member SIPC and NYSE.

Piper Sandler outgoing and incoming e-mail is electronically archived and recorded and is subject to review, monitoring and/or disclosure to someone other than the recipient. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited; you should contact the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. This e-mail may be considered an advertisement or
solicitation for purposes of regulation of commercial electronic mail messages. If you do not wish to receive commercial e-mail communications from Piper Sandler, go to:
http://www.pipersandler.com/do_not_email to review the details and submit your request to be added to the Piper Sandler "Do Not E-mail Registry." For additional disclosure information related to this email see http://www.pipersandler.com/disclosures

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mosley, Latonza <LMosley@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:03 AM
Whitley-Banks, Phyllis; Scott, Cedric; Dorough, Bo; Howell, Wendy; Burns, Sebon;
Jordan,Rubin; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com; Rice, Gary;
Persley,Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Allen, Sam;
Sproul,Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth.com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes;
charles.ruis@dph.ga.gov; Chris S. Cohilas
Tolbert, Sonja; Jackson, Tamara; Ware, Jawahn; Ostrander,Marie; Wilson, Jamie;
Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga.com;
katrina.chambers@dph.ga.gov
Press Conference: EMA Coronavirus Update
attach ment.ics

Purpose:

Your presenceis requestedon behalfof FireChiefCedricScottat this pressconference.FireChief
Scottwill be conductingan updateon the Coronavirus.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
NECToday <nectoday@nectoday.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 11:00 AM
Michael McCoy
COVID-19 / Coronavirus Update

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Display problems? Q1 en this email in <,our web browser.

COVIIIIIII[)
·19 / Coror1ia.v1rus
U111oda.te
Disclaimer: This blog post reflects the
latest available information regarding
NEC's response to the COVID-19
pandemic in the United States. We will
periodically update this post as new
information becomes available. Like all
companies, NEC Corporation of America
has been closely monitoring the COVID19 / novel coronavirus outbreak. The
health of our customers, partners,
employees and their families are of ...

F~ea(jrn<)re

3929 W John Carpenter Freeway Irving, Texas 75063

I [!] (Jrusuc
RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications

to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 10:53 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
911 centers get more calls, warn people about misuse

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Created for mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us

I

Web Version

March 20, 2020

Building thriving communities that improve people's lives
LEADERSHIP

SIGN UP• SHARE

AND MANAGEMENT

Be inspiring during crisis with a clear, simple vision
Unilever's list of do's and don'ts for handling the coronavirus outbreak is an example of
the clear, empathetic communication employees need during crisis, according to a
recent Korn Ferry webinar. Set a vision that's simple and easy to put into action, says
Steve Newhall of Korn Ferry, citing Winston Churchill's "I never worry about action, but
only about inaction."
Full Story: SmartBrief/Leadership (:3/H3)

@@@@1

Win a $25 Gift Card for Completing this Survey
Modern Governance is the practice of empowering leaders
with the technology, insights, and processes required to fuel
good governance. Take this survey to help us establish
current governance practices. Enter for a chance to win one
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of ten $25 Amazon Gift Cards or donate that amount to a
charity of your choice.
ADVERTISEMENT,1 ~--------

EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Parks and rec opens to the homeless during pandemic
Recreation centers in Los Angeles and Cincinnati are providing shelter for homeless
people during the coronavirus pandemic, with one Cincinnati recreation center
repurposed for people showing symptoms of the virus. In Louisiana, three state parks
are prepared to house patients who are homeless or otherwise cannot return home.

Full Story: KTLA-TV (Los Angeles) (:3/H3).,WLWT-TV (Cincinnati) (:3/17).,WBRZ-TV
(Baton Rouge, La.) (:3/1B)

@@@@1

911 centers get more calls, warn people about misuse
911 centers around the country are experiencing higher numbers of calls due to the
coronavirus pandemic, and officials are reminding people to only call for real
emergencies and not for reasons such as road closures or neighbors' coughing. The
Huntsville-Madison County 911 facility in Alabama is also urging parents to teach their
children not to make prank 911 calls.

Full Story: The Desert Sun (Palm Springs, Calif.) (tiered subscription model)
(:3/H3).,WITI-TV (Milwaukee) (:3/17).,KSNV-TV (Las Vegas) (:3/17).,WHNT-TV
(Huntsville, Ala.) (:3/17)

@@@@·1
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND SUSTAINABILITY

Reef balls to protect Chesapeake Bay waters, shoreline
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Chesapeake Bay stands to benefit from 300 reef balls being built
by Queen Anne's County, Md., students in environmental science
classes and masonry courses. The balls are designed to dissipate
wave energy to enhance habitats and mitigate erosion.
Reef balls (Facebook/Coastal
Conse1vation Association
Maryland)

Full Story: MyEasternShoreMD (Easton, Md.) (:3/1B)

@@@@1

Chicago parking deck to become urban solutions lab
The Millennium Garages in Chicago will be converted to the Millennium Gateway
Innovation Lab through a consortium that includes City Tech Collaborative. The initial
project will involve collecting information from sensors at electric vehicle charging
stations to gather data relevant to capital investments and pricing.
Full Story: Smart Cities Dive (:3/1B)

@@@@1

LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

New York City rezoning process suspended
As part of New York City's limits on public gatherings, Mayor Bill de Blasio has ordered a
suspension of the city's land use and rezoning process. The time period for hearings
and votes in the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure also will not run during the
suspension.
Full Story: The Commercial Observer (New York City) (:3/17)

@@@@1
PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Glasgow aims to improve public transit times
City leaders in Glasgow, Scotland, are aiming to improve the average bus journey time
in the city center by 50% and journey times in and out of the city by 20%. The council is
seeking federal funding to invest into the city's bus network.
Full Story: Evening Times (Glasgow, Scotland) (:3/H3)

@@@@1
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HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

W. Va. county provides virtual activities during pandemic
The Jefferson County Parks and Recreation Commission in West Virginia is offering
virtual events for children during the coronavirus pandemic via its Facebook page. "The
goal is to have a hands-on activity, an active or fitness activity and a learning element,"
spokeswoman Becki Zaglifa said.

Full Story: The Journal (Martinsburg, W.Va.) (:3/17)

@@@@1
ICMA NEWS

Coronavirus Resources: Plan and Prepare
As the virus continues to spread, ICMA has gathered some resources to support local
governments. View the Coronavirus Resources at our website.

@@@@1

Application deadline for Emerging Leaders Development
Program is closing soon
Aspiring and current local government managers are encouraged to attend the ICMA
University Emerging Leaders Development Program to build knowledge, skills, and
abilities in the management and technical topics that are needed to be successful.
Through a unique format of monthly teleseminars with senior Credentialed Managers
and public administration professors, the Emerging Leaders Development Program
minimizes your time away from work and maximizes your local government expertise.
Graduates of the program will receive a certificate of completion from ICMA University.
Application deadline is March 27, 2020: Apply Now!

Full Story: TechRepublic (B/14)

@@@@1

~
LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:
llorne

I About I l\lews & Events I ,Join ICMA I Career
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l\letwork

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio
Sign Up

I

Update Profile
Unsubscribe

I Advertise with
I Privacy policy

SrnartBrief

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK I ADVERTISE

I■

SmartBnef, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Swte 600, Washington, DC 20004

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 10:44 AM
Dorough, Bo; Cohilas, Christopher
McCoy, Michael
FW: Athens-Clarke 2nd COVID-19 Ordinance - Mandatory Shelter in Place ( On Agenda
6pm tonight)
03 Ordinance for the Second Declaration of a Local State ofEmergency Related to
COVI D-19.pdf

FYI - this isn't their final order.

s

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 10:25 AM
Addison, Scott
McCoy, Michael; Hall, Dominique
First responder COVID Testing Kits for First Responders:

03/20/2020
Scott,
I have been notified per Dr. Ruis at DPH that First Responder test Kits now and available for staff that want to be tested.
Phyllis Rolle at DPH (229-809-4385) is the contact person for Public Safety.
When I find out when and how the test will be done I will let you know.
Department that I have reached out to:
Albany Fire Dept. Cedric Scott
Dougherty County Police Dept. Chief Johnson
Albany Police Department Chief Persley
Dougherty County Sheriff's Dept and Jail Sheriff Sproul
Albany State College Police Dept. Chief Elder
Dougherty County School Police Chief Conley
Thanks,
Sam

Sam Alllle1n1
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I

Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <marketing@albanyga.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:57 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVI D-19: Local business ordinance and Chamber Resource Center

Public officials in Albany and Dougherty County enact restrictions in
an effort to flatten the curve of COVID-19, mitigate public health risk
and minimize the long-term economic impact to the business
community. The order and corresponding frequently asked questions
can be foundat lll:,)iiit.,llly/::tc:lc:D(clll{1r'lll"'III,,,
The Albany Area Chamber and its Board of Directors is committed to
supporting the business community, which is playing a critical role as
we face this unprecedented pandemic. We are actively asking the
public and our businesses to adhere to guidance from federal, state
and local authorities and to make the necessary organizational
adjustments in response to current challenges and in preparation for
the days ahead.
The Alb.:mvAr:e.:,r
c:h.:,rrnb,er":;
(.:CJVUl~
HI Fi'e.:;,our:c.e
(.:.enterprovides information and tools
for employers. Follow us on FCu.:,,-,uu.r11-.;
for the most up-to-date alerts.

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce

~

I 225

West Broad Avenue, Albany, GA 31701

I Abo ut

Consta nt Conta ct

Sent by marketing@albanyga.com

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:43 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
**PRESS RELEASE**Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency
Operation Center COVI D-19 Update for March 20, 2020
DOCOpresser _DCUpdateCOVI D19_EOCDayS.pdf

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Media Partners:
Please see attached updated release for Day 5 of the EOC.

Rl:MIIVDl:R: Wl: WIU I-IOL.Dnil: Nl:XT PRESSCONFERENCEAT 1 P.M. TJ-115
AFTERNOON. IF YOU ARl: UNABLE
TO SEND A REPORTER,YOU CAN TUNE IN TO OUR FACEBOOKU\ll: ON nil: DOUGHERTYCOUNTY
GOVERNMENT PAGE (!vDOUGI-IERTYCOUNTYGEORGIAGO\IERNMENT.
You can also access this release at the following link: https://bit.ly/2WC3spH
Unless something changes, expect the next release on Monday morning, March 23 rd .
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:42 AM
Gray Jr., Donald; Broughton, Monique; Housley CIV Leonard A
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael; Collier, Stephen; Matt Reed
Re: COVID-19 Updates

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Added. I'm about to send today's out, so he should receive it shortly. Thanks Don,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

From: "Gray Jr., Donald" <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 9:39 AM
To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>, "Broughton, Monique" <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>,
Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Cc: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>, "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>,
"McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Collier, Stephen" <SCollier@albanyga.gov>, Matt Reed
<matt@georgiaceo.com>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 Updates
Wendy/

Monique,

See below chain of emails.
Please add Len Housley to your daily COVID 19 media distribution of most current infomation updates.
V/R
DEG

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIiii",,,
111:::::,,,

Director of FacilitiesManagement
Office of FacilitiesManagement& Grounds
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Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788

~
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Gray Jr., Donald
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:22 AM
To: 'Housley CIV Leonard A' <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>; 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Updates

Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
Additionally, on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.
The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,
YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.
I'll give you a ring later today.
V/R
Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
J1r,,,
111:::::,,,

Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788
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From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
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Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVID-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
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• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recove y
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration. Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:41 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: COVID-19 Updates

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Done, thanks Mike!

From: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 at 9:39 AM
To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 Updates
Wendy-

Please start sending Mr. Housley the EOCCoronavirus updates. See email below. Thanks.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
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•
•
•

Family Member employment Assistance
Information, Referral & Relocation
Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)

Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVID-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
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Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recove y
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration. Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:
Attachments:

Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:39 AM
Howell, Wendy; Broughton, Monique; Housley CIV Leonard A
Housley CIV Leonard A; Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael; Collier, Stephen; Matt Reed
FW: COVID-19 Updates
DOCOadvisory _JointExecOrder_031920.pdf

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Wendy/

Monique,

See below chain of emails.
Please add Len Housley to your daily COVID 19 media distribution of most current infomation updates.
V/R
DEG

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIiii",,,
111:::::,,,

Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788

~
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Gray Jr., Donald
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:22 AM
To: 'Housley CIV Leonard A' <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>; 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>;
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
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McCoy, Michael

Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Updates

Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
Additionally, on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.
The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at
https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,
YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.
I'll give you a ring later today.
V/R
Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIiii",,,
111:::::,,,

Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788

~
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
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Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
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v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVI D-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recove y
U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
IRS Coronavirus Relief
OSHA - Guidance on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC

State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration, Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
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Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wendy-

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:39 AM
Howell, Wendy
FW: COVID-19 Updates

Please start sending Mr. Housley the EOCCoronavirus updates. See email below. Thanks.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
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•
•
•
•
Family Care
•
•
•

Readiness & Deployment Support
L.I.N.K.S.
LifeSkills
Volunteer Coordination
Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVI D-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recovery
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
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• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration, Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Albany CEO <newsletter@albanyceo.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:30 AM
Michael McCoy
Tips for Working from Home with Kids, SWGA COVI D-19 Cases, MCLB Albany, Joint
Executive Order, Albany Utilities, Georgia Power Foundation

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Connect with us

[El [a [a

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more
information about editorial or promotional
opportunities, contact us today.

March 20, 2020 Edition

Tips for Working from Home with Kids
With the closure of schools and child care programs in addition to some
employers encouraging workers to telecommute, parents across Georgia
and the nation are coping with a new and odd day-to-day reality: working
from home while trying to take care of their kids.

News
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Significant Increase in Southwest
Georgia COVI D-19 Cases As
More Test Results Come In
Mayor of Albany and Dougherty
County Commission Chair
Launch Joint Executive Order
Due to the Coronavirus
Pandemic
MCLB Albany Goes to Health
Protection Condition Bravo
Albany Utilities Stops
Disconnects
Albany Museum of Art Launches
Staying Inspired Daily Kids Art
Blog
Georgia Power Foundation
Invests $1 M to Support State in
COVID-19 Recovery
Georgians Work Together To
Support Coronavirus Response
Georgia Ports Authority Adds
New Container Storage Space
Gov. Kemp Updates Georgians
on COVI D-19 Efforts
In February, Georgia Reports
Highest Number of Labor Force &
Employed on Record
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Synovus Branches Temporarily

Recent Video

Convert to Drive-through and
Appointment Only
Georgia Rural Hospitals to
Receive $5M
FDIC: Insured Bank Deposits are
Safe; Beware of Potential Scams
Using the Agency's Name
Georgia Department of Education
Works to Keep Students Safe,
Fed, and Learning during COVID-

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with

19 Outbreak

Employees Who Leave Your

USDA and DOL Announce
Information Sharing to Assist H-

Organization (1 :33)

2A Employers
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.com

GACVB's Jay Markwalter on
Georgia's Record Breaking
Year (00:47)
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City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure
Projects in Albany (1 :28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
(1 :59)
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Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank (1 :09)

Recent Features
Sentaors Perdue, Loeffler Urge Action To Support Small
Businesses During Coronavirus Pandemic
As former business leaders, U.S. Senators David Perdue (R-GA) and
Kelly Loeffler (R-GA) are working to ensure small businesses have the
flexibility and certainty they need to protect their employees and serve
their customers during the coronavirus pandemic.
Gov. Kemp, Georgia Dept. of Labor Focus on Assisting Workers
Affected by COVID-19
Governor Brian P. Kemp and the Georgia Department of Labor (GDOL)
addressed an increase in the number of partial claims filed as a result of
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businesses reducing work hours or temporarily closing their doors in light
of recent developments regarding COVI D-19.

More Features »

Direct Connect
Accounting - Draffin & Tucker
Alarms/Security - Available
Architects - Available
Banking - Colony Bank
Business Breakfast - Available
Business Dinner - The Catch
Business Lunch - Harvest Moon
Catering - Stewbo's
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care
Commercial Printing - Available
Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.
Credit Union - Available
Cybersecurity - Available
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Document Management - Secure
Healthcare Staffing - Asa

Records Solutions

Healthcare Solutions
Education - Albany Technical
College

Hotels - Merry Acres

Employee Benefits - Available

Human Resources - Available

Engineering - Available

Information Technology Available

Financial Advisor - John S. Inman
IV

Insurance - Georgia Farm Bureau

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Landscape Management - Pro

Abbey Design Center

Outdoor LLC

Fulfillment - a2b Fulfillment

Lawyer - Watson Spence

Funeral Home - Available

Leadership Development Leadership Institute at Columbus

Furniture - Available

State University

Healthcare - Phoebe Putney

Manufacturing - Georgia
Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (GaMEP)
Marketing Services - MADlab
MBA Program - Georgia
Southern
Meeting and Event Services Merry Acres
Office Furniture - Available
Pest Control - Available
Private Education - DeerfieldWindsor School
Propane - Modern Gas
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Realtor - Available
Senior Care - Innovative Senior
Solutions
Shredding Services - Secure
Record Solutions
Signs - ANS Signs, Inc.
Staffing Services - Available
Telecommunications - AT&T
Vacation Rental - Available
Welding & Industrial - Jones
Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt-out instantly by visiting this page.
Copyright 2020 © Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:29 AM
Thomas, Daniel; McCoy, Michael; Daniels, Tewonda
James Britt; Murray, Meghan
RE: Resource Guide to Coronavirus for Government Leaders

Thank you Daniel.
From: Thomas, Daniel [mailto:Daniel.Thomas@WillisTowersWatson.com]
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:24 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Daniels, Tewonda
<TEDaniels@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: James Britt <jlb@scarboroughbritt.com>; Murray, Meghan <Meghan.Murray@WillisTowersWatson.com>
Subject: Resource Guide to Coronavirus for Government Leaders

This is a great aggregated list of resources for Public Entity leaders.
https://www.govtech.com/health/A-Resource-Guide-to-Coronavirus-for-Government-Leaders.html?AMP
Stay safe!

Daniel Thomas, CPCU, ARM
Client Advocate
Willis Towers Watson
Willis Towers Watson Southeast, Inc. I Five Concourse Parkway, 18th Floorl Atlanta, Georgia 303281 United States of America
D 404.224.5021 I M 404.392.2085
daniel.thomas@willistowerswatson.com I www.willistowerswatson.com

Fm 11nfo11rnall11on
purllaIIImngllo W11llll11s
lowors Wallson's oma11II
conf11donll11all11lly
and mornllonng poll11cy,
usago rosllncllIIons,OIi' for spuc11f11c
company rogIIsllrallIIon
and
11ogullallo11y
sllallus 11nfo11rnall11on,
plloaso vIIsIIII
http://www.willis.com/email trailer.aspx
You may rocrnIvodi1rocllmmlkoll11ng
commurnIcallIIonsfmm W11llll11s
lowrnrs Wallson Ill so, you havo llho nghll llo opll oull of llhoso commurnIcallIIonsYou can opll oull of
llhoso commurncallIIons011·
n,,quoslla copy of W11llll11s
owon; Wallson's pnvacy nollIIcoby oma11ll11ng
unsubscribe@willistowerswatson.com
11·

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thomas, Daniel < Daniel.Thomas@WillisTowersWatson.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:24 AM
Michael A McCoy; Addison, Scott; Daniels, Tewonda
James Britt; Murray, Meghan
Resource Guide to Coronavirus for Government Leaders

This is a great aggregated list of resources for Public Entity leaders.
https://www.govtech.com/health/A-Resource-Guide-to-Coronavirus-for-Government-Leaders.html?AMP
Stay safe!

Daniel Thomas, CPCU, ARM
Client Advocate
Willis Towers Watson
Willis Towers Watson Southeast, Inc. I Five Concourse Parkway, 18th Floorl Atlanta, Georgia 303281 United States of America
D 404.224.5021 I M 404.392.2085
daniel.thomas@willistowerswatson.com I www.willistowerswatson.com

Fm 11nfo11rnall11on
purllaIIImngllo W11llll11s
lowors Wallson's oma11II
conf11donll11all11lly
and mornllonng poll11cy,
usago rosllncllIIons,OIi' for spuc11f11c
company rogIIsllrallIIon
and
rogullallo11y
sllallus 11nfo11rnall11on,
plloaso vIIsIIII
·
·
You may rocrnIvodi1rocllmmlkoll11ng
commurnIcallIIonsfmm W11llll11s
lowrnrs Wallson Ill so, you havo llho nghll llo opll oull of llhoso commurnIcallIIonsYou can opll oull of
llhoso commurncallIIons011·
n,,quoslla copy of W11llll11s
owon; Wallson's pnvacy nollIIcoby oma11ll11ng
unsubscribe@willistowerswatson.com
11·

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:23 AM
Housley CIV Leonard A; 'Matt Reed'; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
Reedi Hawkins; Suzanne McKinney
RE: COVID-19 Updates
DOCOadvisory _JointExecOrder _031920.pdf

Len,
Please see attached which was released yesterday.
Additionally,

on a daily basis there is a COVID 19 EMA Press Conference Update which takes place at 1300 local.

The Press Conference Update is available is available via livestream on Facebook Live at

https://www.facebook.com/thecityofalbany/,

YouTube, and is also broadcast on Mediacom Channel 16.

I'll give you a ring later today.
V/R
Don

ID01111Glll"ay,
JIiii",,,
111:::::,
..

Director of Facilities Management
Office of Facilities Management & Grounds
Phone: 229.302.1662
1726 Lily Pond Road
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-1788

~
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

From: Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
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To: 'Matt Reed' <mreed@choosealbany.com>; Gray Jr., Donald <DGray@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Updates

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care
•
•
•

Program Services:
Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
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•
•

Thomason Gym
Daniels Family Fitness Center

Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil

https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVI D-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recove y
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration. Georgia District Office
• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor
Local:
• Dougherty County
• City of Albany
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Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Department of Public Health
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistance during this time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany Dougherty Economic Development Commission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:21 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE:COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

Thanks.
From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:14 PM
To: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed...
For those of you wondering about whether workers' compensation is available to those claiming to be exposed to
COVID-19 at work, Local Government Risk Management Services held a webinar for ACCG-GSIWCFmembers earlier this
week. Attached please find one of the slides, as well as an article by the presenter, Dan Kniffen, with Drew, Eckl and
Farnam. While it does not appear that there will be workers' compensation coverage for COVID-19, precautions should
be taken for all employees, but particularly first responders, who are daily in close contact with those who are ill and
may have or carry COVID-19. The CDC has issued guidance specifically for EMS, as well as for law enforcement.
You can watch the LGRMS webinar here: https://youtu.be/c-ZjBp

cZc8

Some of you have inquired about the impact of recent federal legislation on county employers. We will be evaluating
the legislation and providing guidance soon. We appreciate your patience.

Advancing Georgia's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Housley CIV Leonard A <leonard.housley@usmc.mil>
Friday, March 20, 2020 9:00 AM
'Matt Reed'; 'Gray Jr., Donald'; mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us;
Reedi Hawkins; Suzanne McKinney
COVID-19 Updates
smime.p7s

'sdsubadan@albanyga.gov'

All,
Is there any way I could get a daily, or whatever battle rhythm info you have on COVID-19 that
impacts the community? We do a daily COVID-19 update with the Base Commanding Officer and the
General. We want to make sure we are in synch with Albany and Dougherty county guidance. Such
as closures, curfews, anything like that. Do you have or publish a daily community COVID update?
Here at the base, we have sent about 50% of workforce home to telework. We are operating mission
essential facilities only to support the Production Plant, secure the base, and take care of Marines
and their families.
Commissary and Exchange remain open with 3 eatery's (take out only). Gyms, theaters, and events
closed.
Behavioral Health Program Services: Offices Closed/telework (will see clients by appointment only)
• Family/Victim Advocacy (will maintain 24/7 helpline)
• Substance Abuse
• Prevention & Education
• Sexual Assault Prevention & Response (will maintain 24/7 Helpline)
• New Parent Support
Personal & Professional Development Program Services: Offices Closed/telework
• Voluntary Education
• Personal Financial Management
• Transition Readiness
• Family Member employment Assistance
• Information, Referral & Relocation
• Library: Operational (M-F from 0930-1800)
Marine Corps Family Team Building: Office Closed/telework
• Family Readiness
• Readiness & Deployment Support
• L.I.N.K.S.
• LifeSkills
• Volunteer Coordination
Family Care Program Services:
195

•
•
•

Child & Youth Programs: Operational (M-F from 0600-1800)
Exceptional Family Member: Closed (telework)
School Liaison: Closed (telework)

Semper Fit Programs: Closed (18 March 20)
• Thomason Gym
• Daniels Family Fitness Center
Outdoor Adventures: Operational (M-F from 0700-1700)
Thanks Len
v/r
Leonard "Len" Housley
Executive Director
Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany
814 Radford Blvd, Suite 20302
Albany GA 31704-0302
Office: (229) 639-5202
Cell: (229) 376-3069
Leonard.Housley@usmc.mil
https://www.albany.marines.mil/

From: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Matt Reed <mreed@choosealbany.com>
Cc: Reedi Hawkins <RHawkins@choosealbany.com>; Suzanne McKinney <SMckinney@choosealbany.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] COVID-19 Update from Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission
Industry Partners,
Hope you are all doing well as we navigate this current pandemic. I wish my first contact with some of you as interim president would
not have to be this way.
As the COVI D-19 coronavirus continues to spread, the Albany-Dougherty Economic Development Commission has implemented a
teleworking policy with restricted travel from March 19th through March 27th. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has implored employers to explore the availability of telework arrangements in response to the COVI D-19 outbreak. We are still here to
assist you and your organizations in any way we can, so please do not hesitate to reach out to us at anytime.
Below, we've begun to compile a list of programs and resources for you to be aware of. We are also in contact and getting updates
from the Albany Area Chamber and Phoebe Putney Health System.
Federal:
• U.S. Economic Development Administration Disaster Recovery
• U.S. Small Business Administration's Disaster Loan Assistance
• U.S. Department of Labor Coronavirus Resources
• IRS Coronavirus Relief
•OSHA-Guidance
on Preparing Workplace on COVID-19
• U.S. Chamber of Commerce Combating the Coronavirus
• Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers from the CDC
State:
• Georgia Department of Labor
• U.S Small Business Administration, Georgia District Office
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• Georgia Chamber
• Georgia Department of Economic Development
• Governor Brian Kemp, Office of the Governor

Local:
• DoughertyCounty
• City of Albany
Public Health Updates:
• Centers for Disease Controland Prevention
• World Health Organization
• Georgia Departmentof PublicHealth
• Southwest Health District
Again, Please let us know if we can be of assistanceduringthis time.
Matt

Matt Reed
Interim President
Albany DoughertyEconomicDevelopmentCommission
229-349-0818 / ChooseAlbany.com
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Friday, March 20, 2020 8:55 AM
DC-EMS Users
Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
COVID Testing for Dougherty County EMS Staff:

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

03/20/2020
All Dougherty County Ems Staff,
Dougherty County EMS employee have been approved for COVID testing. If you want to take the COVID-19 test please
call or respond by EMAIL ASAP so that we can get started with this important process.
Thanks,
Sam
Sam Alllle1n1
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I

Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Morse, Ward <Ward.Morse@WillisTowersWatson.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 7:43 AM
M mccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Jlb@scarboroughbritt.com; Thomas, Daniel
Covid-19 Assessment Tool

Good Morning Michael. I hope this note finds you and your family in good health and good spirits during these very
unsettling days.
I would like to express my sincere condolences for the loss of the 2 Albany citizens due to this virus recently. We are
extremely sad for the community.
Apologies for all of the COVID-19 emails you must be receiving right now, but please understand that it's our goal to
keep you and your employees well informed!
We would like to invite you to complete our COVID-19 Readiness Assessment. This tool will assess the actions your
organization has taken in response to COVID-19 in areas including workplace safety, access to care for employees, virtual
meetings, business continuity plans, and others. After you complete the assessment, we will provide you with best
practice recommendations and suggested priorities for continuing to address ongoing challenges. There is no charge for
this assessment.
Please utilize the following COVID-19 Readiness Tool link to complete the quick assessment. We will be accepting
responses through Friday, March 27, though we recommend responding at your earliest convenience given the
importance of acting quickly during this pandemic. We will provide you results as promptly as possible.
Cordially,

WARD MORSE
Director, Health and Benefits

Willli1low1rtW14,on
M 1Pl1~
Willis Towers Watson Southeast, Inc
5 Concourse Parkway NE 17th Floor
Atlanta, GA 30328
M: 404-293-1808
Ward.Morse@WillisTowersWatson.com

Follow Willis Towers Watson on social media

Fm 11nfo11rnall11on
purllaIIImngllo W11llll11s
lowors Wallson's oma11II
conf11donll11all11lly
and mornllonng poll11cy,
usago rosllncllIIons,OIi' for spuc11f11c
company rogIIsllrallIIon
and
rogullallo11y
sllallus 11nfo11rnall11on,
plloaso vIIsIIII
·
·
You may rocrnIvodi1rocllmmlkoll11ng
commurnIcallIIonsfmm W11llll11s
lowrnrs Wallson Ill so, you havo llho nghll llo opll oull of llhoso commurnIcallIIonsYou can opll oull of
llhoso commurncallIIons011·
n,,quoslla copy of W11llll11s
owon; Wallson's pnvacy nollIIcoby oma11ll11ng
unsubscribe@willistowerswatson.com
11·

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e.routefifty.com >
Friday, March 20, 2020 7:02 AM
Michael McCoy
Transit agencies seek financial aid as ridership plunges; States ease access to
unemployment as claims climb; Vermont and Minnesota recognize grocery employees
as emergency workers; Analysis identifies local economies most vulnerable to
coronavirus-driven

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

States Ease Access to Unemployment As Claims Climb
AN

II

Unemployment claims jumped 33% this week and are expected to climb

much higher as the economic fallout from the coronavirus outbreak worsens.

Vermont and Minnesota Now Recognize Grocery Employees
as Emergency Workers
IIJlAM

II

Minnesota and Vermont declared some food workers "essential

personnel," giving them access to child care during working hours.
Brought to you by Solarwinds

Applliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing
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Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.

lln Thiis Whiitepic:!JMl!

•

Monitoring across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud environment

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated reports

IL.earnMoire

Local Economies Most Vulnerable to Coronavirus-Driven
Recession Identified in New Analysis
1111
........11

II

"There are some places that will be more exposed," says a researcher who

worked on the project.

Governments Look to Convert Empty College Dorms Into
Temporary Medical Centers
II

Faced with an expected shortage of hospital beds, state and local officials

believe one solution could be found on college campuses.

Tribes Expect Little Help in Fight to Protect Elders From
Coronavirus
N

II

The Navajo Nation is translating information to make sure

elderly citizens are informed. The Navajo word for coronavirus is "Diko NtsaafgffNahast'efts'aadah."

Amazon Confirms First Known Coronavirus Case in an
American Warehouse
11

111111

II

Workers at the Queens, New York, facility say

employees were expected to come in for their night shift after the case was identified. Amazon
denies this.

Letter Carriers Say the Postal Service Pressured Them to
Deliver Mail Despite Coronavirus Symptoms-and
Without Hand Sanitizer
201

Often

MAlllYAM ,JAM

ll'lllOll'IJlllllJCA

11

Experts say coronavirus could be transferred through

mail delivery by sick employees. Postal workers say USPS isn't doing much to keep them or
their customers safe.
Brought to you by Solarwinds

~J~plliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing

Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.

lln Thiis Whiitepape1r

across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Monitoring

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud environment

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated reports

IL.earnIIVlore

11!011111
II 1111
I Y // ;11s I OMii II! SIi II!VIICII // COll'>II/\CI IIS // PII!IIV/\CY 11'011
IICY// I..111',ISI
..IHSCII!IIHII
1

This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you have opted
in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time you may
receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most writtencommunicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Jeffrey H . Snyder, Lead Anchor <jeffrey.snyder@themorningpulse.com>
Friday, March 20, 2020 6:01 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
The Morning Pulse - Retirement News that Matters - Friday, March 20, 2020

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

The Mor

ulse

retirement news that matters.
independent. unbiased. informationfor

all.

Ill
The Broadcast Retirement Network's #BRNAM for Friday, March 20, 2020 I #TWIF:

I Here are our top stories: Global recession may have begun
and Fed steps in for business credit I Special guest: Devin Banerjee, CFA, Senior
Financial Services Editor, Linkedln I For more news and content each and every day
subscribe and visit www.broadcastretirementnetwork.com I The Morning Pulse.
This Week in Finance

Retirement News that Matters. Independent. Unbiased. Information for All.

MARCH 20, 2020
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ABOUT THE FOUNDER
;;
11

1

... .----

.. -·--·-·-·-··

L:.:J

..

f"-"""""-''-"-'""'-'"""-'-"d""e"'"r
currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor
·'"·"·"'''"·"·:,.,
..,e.!!L,,.2..,
.....
,.,.,..,..,.,.,,..,,.,.,.,,
..,.,..,.,:L,....
,,,..., ..,..,.., ...,,.,
...,..,.,.,,,.Considered an "industry insider", thought- leader
nd an independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has
ppeared in both television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the
apital markets.

ABOUT THE BROADCAST

RETIREMENT

NETWORK

r;;i ",.......,,-...-...·--······
..-· he Broadcast Retirement Network (BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused
L:.:J
n helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and
avings culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most
·mportantly- No agendas, no sales pitches, no product pushes.

'---------'

ur morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans
an create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on
delivering headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their

financial goals.
Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle show that brings the stories and ideas of regular Americans to the forefront. We
engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
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healthcare, social security, home-ownership
the future of financial security in America.

and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding

The hyper/inks above take you to internet site(s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyper/inks as provided are maintained
to provide the author(s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the
original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations of such Websites. The information available through these Web sites has not been
prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,
conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyper/inks may or may not be consistent with the opinions of The Morning Pulse, Inc.

Download

the App for All the Latest Content

UNSUBSCRIBE

Copyright© 2020 The Morning Pulse, Inc., All rights reserved.

This email was sent to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
whv did I get this?

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences

The Morning Pulse, Inc. · 4 Beacon Way · Jersey City, NJ 07304 · USA

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Friday, March 20, 2020 12:31 AM
Jordan, Rubin; Howell, Wendy; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
FW: SBA Information for Small Businesses and Private Non-Profits
March 18 20-283 SP Georgia 16347 SBA Working Capital LoansAvailable Due to
Coronavirus.docx; March 18 20-282 Georgia 16347 SBA Working Capital Loans
AvailableDue to Coronavirus.docx
High

From: Frank Maneer <Frank.Maneer@gema.ga.gov>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:23 PM
To: atye@lowndescounty.com; Billy Young Tift EMA <billy.young@tiftcounty.org>;
Bradley Taylor
<americanphire@yahoo.com>; brks911@windstream.net; Casey Cope <casey.cope@gema.ga.gov>; Scott, Cedric
<CScott@albanyga.gov>; Charlie Mccann <decaturcoema@bellsouth.net>; tcfd@rose.net; c williams
<cwilliams@lee.ga.us>; Cory Thomas <cthomas@colquittga.org>; Debbie Henry <dhenry@millerga.org>; Anthony
Gentry <Becema@earlycounty.org>; Gail Rakel <gail.rakel@gmail.com>; James Hamby
<terrelldirector@windstream.net>;
William Sullivan <jamies@cityofcamilla.com>; jbraswell.dist4@yahoo.com; Chang,
Jenna <JChang@albanyga.gov>; Jeff Hatcher <jhatcher@seminole-ema.org>; Joey Fowler <joey.fowler@tiftcounty.org>;
Johnny West Jr.<johnny.west@cookcountyga.us>;
Kenneth Burns <randolphfirechief@gmail.com>; Kerri Calhoun
<Kcalhoun7379@yahoo.com>; Lisa Griffis <lisa.griffis@thomascountyga.gov>; Roger Shivers
<claysheriff@claycountyga.net>; Mark Robinson <turnerfirerescue@gmail.com>; ccema@windstream.net; Richard
Phillips <gradychiefl@gmail.com>; colquittcode@yahoo.com; bhancock@crispcounty.com;
comanager@bakercountyga.com; Tonya Griffin <tdgriffin@decaturgradye91l.com>;
Thomas Whittington
<twhittington@worthcountyboc.com>;
Tony Gentry2 <tonygentry@live.com>; chiefbrooksdfd@yahoo.com;
tsears@crispcounty.com; Vickie Hickman <vickie.hickman@tiftcounty.org>
Subject: FW: SBA Information for Small Businesses and Private Non-Profits
Importance: High

Please disseminate this wildly in your community.
From: Stella Kim
Subject: SBA Information for Small Businesses and Private Non-Profits
Importance: High

Field Coordinators,
Please share the information below widely! The information has been sent to our community partners, private
sector partners and each small business owner that reaches out to us will also receive the information today.
Thank you so much for your help!

Dear Partners,
The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) has designated all counties in Georgia eligible for low-interest
federal disaster loans for working capital to small businesses suffering substantial economic injury as a result
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of the Coronavirus (COVID-19). Georgia small businesses impacted by COVID-19 are now eligible to apply for
Economic Injury Disaster Loans (EIDL). Please note the deadline is December 18th, 2020.
How to apply:
• Applicants may apply online, receive additional disaster assistance information and download
applications at https://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.
• Applicants may also call SBA's Customer Service Center at (800) 659-2955 or email
disastercustomerservice@sba.gov for more information on SBA disaster assistance.
• Individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing may call (800) 877-8339. Completed applications should be
mailed to U.S. Small Business Administration, Processing and Disbursement Center, 14925 Kingsport
Road, Fort Worth, TX 76155.
The official press release with instructions from the SBA Office of Disaster Assistance is attached and you can
visit https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/disaster-assistance for more information.
Additional Resources:
•

•

The University of Georgia Small Business Development Center has 17 offices across the state,
covering every county, with consultants available to assist small business owners through the SBA
Economic Injury Disaster Loan application process. You can find and connect with your local UGA
SBDC office at this Link: UGA SBDC Locations or send a message to our State Office in Athens here:
Contact Us. Many of our offices are working remotely, so if you do call and get a voicemail, we will work
to return your call as soon as possible.
COVID-19 Community Resources: GA VOAD and GEMA/HS Community Recovery are working
together to provide updated resources for nonprofit and faith-based organizations and the communities
they serve. This is an evolving document that will continue to be updated. If you have additional
resources to be added please reach out to sarah.iackson@gema.ga.gov and secretary@qavoad.org.

We will continue to share information with our partners. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free
to reach out to us at Community.Recovery@gema.ga.gov!
Stella Kim
Community Recovery Department Manager
Georgia Emergency Management
and Homeland Security Agency
470-372-5001 I Office
404-860-0517 I Cell
stella.kim@gema.ga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:46 PM
Chris Cohilas; Mike McCoy; Camila Knowles; Jerry Usry
Louie Perry
Fw: Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARESAct)
Coronavirus Aid Relief and Economic Security Act.pdf; Summary of HELPCommittee
Provisions in Division D, Sections 4100,4200, 4300, 4500 and 4600.pdf; Summary of
Finance Committee Provisions in Division D, Section4400.pdf; Summary of CARESAct
Divisions A, B, C, E and F.docx; Highlights of CARESAct Division B and C.docx

Chris and Mike,
We put the following together from all the information we received today - hope it is helpful. This is the Senate R
package for Supp Ill. The senate D version is at the End of this email. R looks good and D looks better.
There will be half a dozen more between now and June but this is designed to help small businesses and health care and
travel weather the downtime.
Louie and Camila
Today, Senate Republicans introduced the CARESAct (Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act). The bill is
divided into 6 sections:
A- Small Business Interruption Loans
B - Relief for Individuals, Families and Businesses
C - Assistance to Severely Distressed Sectors of the United States Economy
D - Health Care Response
E - Temporary Permit Use to Guarantee Money Market Mutual Funds
F - Budgetary Provisions (Emergency designation)
The cost of this draft bill is estimated to be over $1 trillion in new tax relief and spending. This draft bill is the first step
in the negotiating process and subject to modification and addition through ongoing bipartisan, bicameral, and
administration negotiation. Once negotiated, we expect the bill to move quickly with the Senate going first and using
one of the revenue bills sent from the House as the shell. The plan is to pass the bill and send it to the President for
signature next week.
Attached are the following documents:
1. Summary of CARESAct Divisions A, BC, E and F
2. Highlights of CARESAct Divisions Band C
3. Summary of HELPCommittee Provisions in Division D (Sections 4100, 4200, 4300, 4500, and 4600)
4. Summary of Finance Committee Provisions in Division D (Section 4400)
5. Coronavirus Aid Relief and Economic Security Act (full bill text)
This bill will change several times over the next couple of days but I wanted to ensure you have the starting
information. Please let me know if you have any questions or comments on the draft bill.
Senate D PACKAGE
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Senate Small Business Committee Democrats Release
Relief Proposal to Help Small Businesses Address
Public Health-Related Challenges from Coronavirus
Outbreak
March 19, 2020
(Washington, DC)-U.S. Senate Committee on Small Business & Entrepreneurship Democrats today released a new relief
proposal to help small businesses address public health-related challenges from the novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
outbreak.
Committee Ranking Member Ben Cardin (D-Md.) said: "Our nation is facing a grave public health threat that requires
us to take unprecedented steps that will have vast consequences for our economy, especially our small businesses.
They are already under an unimaginable strain and need support to survive this crisis. Small businesses have narrow
margins that make them more reliant on day-to-day cash flow and more vulnerable to long economic disruptions.
This proposal aims to provide financial relief for small businesses as quickly as possible by: covering all payments on
SBA-backed loans for six months; creating a new grant program for the small businesses hardest hit by this crisis; and
offering direct SBA, zero interest, long-term forgivable loans of up to $2.5 million to small businesses that agree to
keep their employees during the crisis.
"For many small business owners, how quickly Congress acts may decide if their business survives this crisis or if they
close their doors for good. Small Business Committee Democrats are looking forward to working with Chairman Rubio
and our Republican colleagues to pass these measures as quickly as possible."
In addition to Cardin, the Democrats on the committee are Senators Maria Cantwell (Wash.), Jeanne Shaheen (N.H.), Ed
Markey (Mass.), Cory Booker (N.J.), Chris Coons (Del.), Mazie Hirano (HI), Tammy Duckworth (111.),and Jacky Rosen
(Nev.). The Democrats' measure will be introduced this afternoon.
Click here to download a copy of the proposal; the full text follows:
COVID-19 RELIEFfor Small BusinessesAct of 2020
SENATE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE DEMOCRATS
American small businesses are facing an unprecedented economic disruption due to the novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
outbreak, with reports of small businesses experiencing major difficulties. Due to the nature of this economic
disruption, the existing disaster recovery programs for small businesses are insufficient. Congress must find new,
innovative ways to help our nation's small businesses survive the coronavirus outbreak, and build resiliency for the
future.
Senate Democrats propose the COVID-19 RELIEFfor Small BusinessesAct of2020 to improve and leverage the tools
available at the Small Business Administration (SBA) to support small businesses, and create new tools to address the
unprecedented pressure that small businesses face, including waiving the disaster declaration requirements so that
businesses in all states have immediate access to Economic Injury Disaster Loans.
Further, Senate Democrats support true small business relief through the tax code. These proposals are outside the
scope of the Small Business Committee, but we look forward to working with the Finance Committee to ensure tax relief
provides the most support possible to the small businesses that need it the most. Details on the proposals for the SBA
are below.
Recovery Grants
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The federal government has a duty to prevent any small business from falling through the cracks during this public
health emergency. For small businesses that are denied an Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL), the bill would create a
new grant program to award up to $50,000 to small businesses that meet the following criteria:
•
•

have between two and 50 employees; and
can demonstrate losses of at least 50 percent for a minimum of one month due to the outbreak.

The grants may be used to address any purpose that would have been allowable under the EIDL program, including:
•
•
•
•
•

providing paid sick leave to employees unable to work due to the direct effect of the coronavirus (COVID-19);
maintaining payroll to retain employees during business disruptions or substantial slowdowns;
meeting increased costs to obtain materials unavailable from the applicant's original source due to interrupted
supply chains;
making rent or mortgage payments; and
repaying obligations that cannot be met due to revenue losses.

Small Business Debt Relief
Small businesses in industries heavily impacted by coronavirus-such

as travel, tourism, and hospitality-are
experiencing dramatic cash flow problems. SBA borrowers in the 7(a), 504, and microloan programs are
disproportionately in industries likely to be hurt by this crisis. By volume, hotels and restaurants are by far the two
largest industries represented. The government is ultimately responsible for guarantees on all of these loans, and has a
vested interest in averting mass defaults.
To provide immediate relief to small businesses with SBA-backed loans, the bill would:
•
•
•

provide small businesses with relief from SBA loan payments, including principal, interest, and fees, for six
months;
encourage banks to provide further relief to small business borrowers by enabling to extend the duration of
existing loans beyond existing limits; and
enable small business lenders to assist more new and existing borrowers by providing a temporary extension on
certain reporting requirements.

SBA Major Loan Programs
Unlike large companies, small businesses operate on narrow margins, which makes them more vulnerable to long
economic disruptions. Every day, small businesses experiencing disrupted supply chains and mandatory closures for
social distancing are losing money-inching toward going out of business.

To get capital to small businesses, the bill temporarily tailors SBA programs to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reduce the cost of capital by waiving the fees associated with 7(a) and 504 loans, for borrowers and lenders, for
up to 18 months, including for Community Advantage Loans and Export Loans;
provide a permanent fix to waive fees for veterans and their spouses on 7(a) Express Loans;
expand the pool of available capital for small businesses by increasing the annual lending limit of the 7(a) loan
program, SBA's long-term loan program, from $30 billion to $80 billion for two years;
raise the max loan amounts for 7(a) and 504 loans from $5 million to $10 million;
incentivize lenders to make loans by increasing the guarantee up to 90% on 7(a) loans;
enhance the 504 refinance program to reach more small businesses who need to refinance expensive fixed
assets and lower their payments; and
boost the microloan program with an additional $72 million in loans, increase how much each lender can loan
from $6 million to $10 million, and give borrowers an extra two years to repay.

Direct Lending Program
In addition to leveraging existing SBA programs and the thousands of lending partners that deploy capital to small
businesses, small businesses will need a flexible resource for accessing affordable capital to sustain operations, pay
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workers forced to stay home from work due to the illness, address supply chain interruptions, and other outbreakrelated expenses.
This bill establishes a temporary direct loan program at SBA for small businesses located in a State or Territory with a
confirmed or presumed positive case of COVID-19. The Business Stabilization Direct Loan Program would:
•

•
•
•

provide small business owners capital to pay off or refinance existing debt, provide employee benefits, pay
employee wages and related taxes, and acquire technological and other resources that enable continuity of
operation;
support $1D0B worth of zero interest, zero fee loans of up to $2.5 million each with 10-year terms and
repayment deferred for the first year;
inject money into the economy quickly by mandating that 20 percent of the proceeds be disbursed within 5
calendar days after approval; and
forgive up to 50% of the loan after December 31, 2021 if the borrower has retained the same number of
employees as when they received the loan.

Federal Contracting
The federal government must grant flexibility to small business federal contractors and expedite the contract award
process so affected contractors can begin generating revenue. The bill would:

•
•
•

•
•

•

extend contract performance time by 30 days to small businesses affected by COVID-19;
require the Federal government to pay small business contractors and revise the delivery schedules, holding
small contractors harmless for being unable to perform under a contract because of COVID-19;
temporarily remove the requirement for contracting officers to conduct market research so that contracting
officers may grant sole-source award contracts for small business programs, including the women-owned,
HUBZone and service-disabled veteran-owned small business programs;
increase total sole-source award contract values to $8 million for services and $10 million for manufacturing;
exclude SBA's socioeconomic programs, including the 8(a), women-owned, HUBZone and service-disabled
veteran-owned programs toward the Office of Management and Budget's annual category management goals;
and
have federal agencies promptly pay small business prime contractors and contractors with small business
subcontractors within 15 days, notwithstanding any other provision of law or regulation, for the duration of the
President invoking the Defense Production Act in response to COVID-19.

Entrepreneurial Development
SBA resource partners, including Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs),Women's Business Centers (WBCs), and
the SCOREprogram, provide vital mentorship, guidance and expertise to small businesses. These organizations will need
to hire more staff to deal with the increasing number of small businesses that need their help to respond to COVID-19.
The bill would:

•
•
•
•

provide $18.75 million in additional funding to WBCs, roughly $150,000 per center;
inject an additional $40 million into SBDCs;
grant an additional $1 million to the SCOREprogram, which is primarily run by volunteer mentors; and
direct SBA to create a Made in America list to help secure small business supply chains and promote small
business manufacturing in the United States.

Community Advantage Program
We know that, in times of economic downturn or uncertainty, underserved markets often experience an even larger
credit crunch.
To increase lending to underserved markets, the bill would:

•

codify and make permanent the 7(a) Community Advantage program, which has proven successful at increasing
lending to women, minorities and veterans by providing loans of up to $250,000 through mission lenders;
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•
•

expand the program's geographic and demographic reach to cover women and minorities; and
increase the amount of available capital by allowing the Administrator, at her discretion, to provide waivers for
loans to go up to $350,000.

This legislation builds on lessons learned over the past nine years, creating guardrails for responsible growth and
increasing oversight to mitigate risk.
Intermediary Lending Program
Responding to the economic impact of this public health crisis requires fast, flexible and targeted deployment of capital
to the communities most affected. The bill would reinstate and make permanent the Intermediary Lending Program
(ILP), which would give direct loans of up to $1.5 million to nonprofit lenders, who then lend to small businesses in their
communities with loans of up to $200,000.
The program would:
•
•
•

leverage the on-the-ground knowledge of nonprofit lenders to get capital to the communities and small
businesses that need them most;
increase the amount of capital available for small businesses in the most affected communities; and
help manufacturing and high tech firms ramp up production by deferring principal and interest payments for up
to 6 months.

Small Business Resiliency
After small businesses make it through this difficult period, the federal government must do all it can to ensure that they
are more resilient and better prepared for the next economic disruption, whether it's a natural disaster or a cyberattack
on their business. The bill would:

•

allow small businesses already approved for an EIDLto borrow an additional 20 percent beyond what they have
been approved for to pay for business continuity and resilience improvements, including establishing telework
capability and implementing off site record keeping, among other measures.

The provision is similar to rules in SBA's physical disaster loan program that allow businesses to take out an additional 20
percent to pay for hazard mitigation to better withstand the next natural disaster.
Office of Emerging Markets
After the Great Recession, SBA created an office to bring "greater unity, focus and effectiveness to SBA's efforts" to
reignite economic opportunity for underserved, or emerging, markets. The office was unique, did great work, and was
considered vital by stakeholders, however it is now vacant.
It is vital that the additional resources and tools provided to SBA be deployed in a strategic manner to ensure that SBAbacked capital is directed to the communities that struggle the most to access capital in the private markets.
The bill would create the Office of Emerging Markets within SBA to:
•
•
•
•

create and implement strategies and programs that provide an integrated approach to the development of small
business concerns in emerging markets;
develop and recommend policies concerning the microloan program and any other access to capital program of
the Administration;
establish partnerships with those best positioned to advance the goal of improving the economic success of
small business concerns in an emerging market; and
review the efficacy and impact of the micro loan program and any other access to capital program of the
Administration, as it pertains to emerging markets.

Innovation Centers Program
Underserved communities have been left out of many of the economic gains that have occurred since the Great
Recession. Many of these communities are now expected to be among the hardest hit by COVID-19. As our economy

recovers from this pandemic, we must ensure that these communities are not left even further behind.
The bill would create the Innovation Centers Program within SBA to:
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•
•
•
•

support the creation and retention of dignified work that offers good salaries and pathways to prosperity;
prioritize inclusivity in innovation to ensure that groups currently underrepresented in high-growth industries
get the support they need to be successful;
establish new entrepreneurship ecosystems by using HBCUs, MSls, and community colleges, which are critical to
reaching minority, low-income, and rural populations, to foster entrepreneurship in their communities; and
enhance outcomes for underserved business owners by creating projects that will combine unique and intensive
mentorship, networking, and sometimes funding opportunities to fill a gap in SBA's current programming.

Small BusinessInnovation Research& Small TechnologyTransfer ResearchPrograms
The Small Business Innovation Research Program and the Small Technology Transfer Research Program allow
government agencies to partner with high-tech small businesses to conduct vital government research in areas, such as
renewable energy, cybersecurity and biosciences.
The bill would make the programs permanent, providing certainty that roughly $3.5 billion in seed capital continues to
flow into local our communities annually, require civilian agencies to accelerate the timelines for awards to as close to
90 days as possible so small businesses are able to act quickly.
Trade
The State Trade Expansion Program (STEP)awards funds to be used to increase small business exporters and their sales
in their state. Entities who have been awarded funds under the program in fiscal years 2018 or 2019 will struggle to use
all of those funds before the deadline due to the impacts of COVID-19 on international trade and exports. Currently,
unobligated funds cannot be carried over into the next fiscal year.
This bill would support small business trade and exporting by allowing states to carry over STEPfunds from FY18 and
FY19 into FY21 to ensure that they still have access to that money once normal business resumes.
Permalink: https://www.sbc.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2020/3/senate-small-business-committee-democrats-releaserelief-proposal-to-help-small-businesses-address-public-health-related-challenges-from-coronavirus-outbreak
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:39 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins(lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net); vees70@yahoo.com;
clintjohn 1978@hotmail.com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines30S@aol.com >
(ggaines30S@aol.com); Jones, Anthony
FW: COVID-19 Daily Dashboard

FYI
From: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:07 PM
Subject: COVID-19 Daily Dashboard
Good evening.
It continues to be active around our Hospitals and the Coronavirus. Undoubtedly you have seen the rapid spread of this
disease not only in Georgia but in the United States. The U.S. now has the 6th most cases in the World and some have
suggested we will have the third most by the end of the weekend. I believe that Dougherty County and our service area
is 8 days in front of other parts of the State who unfortunately will see a significant spread in the coming days/weeks.
On a positive note we have seen 18 of our employees tests come back negative. We do have 5 positive via exposure to
our first patient and one employee who is hospitalized. Their exposure we believe was related to a local funeral service.
I want you to know while we are focused on many things, nothing is as important as what we are doing to keep our
employees and physicians safe. It is these folks that are doing incredible work. They are truly healers.
Lastly ...our team has been taking advantage of some media opportunities to sound the alarm about safety supplies.
have attached a link here where our story about making masks appeared on Good Morning America. This is absolutely
incredible and just one of dozens of amazing displays of coming together as a Hospital, Community and Nation. I will
share more of these inspirational stories in the coming days.
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/amp/living/story/shortage-masks-volunteers-sewing-supply-health-careheroes-69683300
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
or under circumstances
that
do not require
patient
authorization.
You, the recipient,
are
obligated
to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure
manner.
You may not
re-disclose
without
additional
patient
consent
or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure
or failure
to safeguard
PHI could
subject
you to penalties
described
in federal
(HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader
of this
message
are not the intended
recipient,
or the employee
or agent
responsible
to deliver
it to
the intended
recipient,
please
notify
us immediately
and destroy
the related
message.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:34 PM
Steiner, Joseph Scott
RE:COVID-19 Daily Dashboard

Thanks Scott. You and your team are doing an incredible job. Hats off to you all. God bless!
From: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:07 PM
Subject: COVID-19 Daily Dashboard

Good evening.
It continues to be active around our Hospitals and the Coronavirus. Undoubtedly you have seen the rapid spread of this
disease not only in Georgia but in the United States. The U.S. now has the 6th most cases in the World and some have
suggested we will have the third most by the end of the weekend. I believe that Dougherty County and our service area
is 8 days in front of other parts of the State who unfortunately will see a significant spread in the coming days/weeks.
On a positive note we have seen 18 of our employees tests come back negative. We do have 5 positive via exposure to
our first patient and one employee who is hospitalized. Their exposure we believe was related to a local funeral service.
I want you to know while we are focused on many things, nothing is as important as what we are doing to keep our
employees and physicians safe. It is these folks that are doing incredible work. They are truly healers.
Lastly ...our team has been taking advantage of some media opportunities to sound the alarm about safety supplies.
have attached a link here where our story about making masks appeared on Good Morning America. This is absolutely
incredible and just one of dozens of amazing displays of coming together as a Hospital, Community and Nation. I will
share more of these inspirational stories in the coming days.
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/amp/living/story/shortage-masks-volunteers-sewing-supply-health-careheroes-69683300
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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You, the recipient,
are
obligated
to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure
manner.
You may not
re-disclose
without
additional
patient
consent
or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure
or failure
to safeguard
PHI could
subject
you to penalties
described
in federal
(HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader
of this
message
are not the intended
recipient,
or the employee
or agent
responsible
to deliver
it to
the intended
recipient,
please
notify
us immediately
and destroy
the related
message.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:30 PM
Hall, Dominique
RE:COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

You're welcome.
From: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:15 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

Thanks.
7)~"7/dlt
HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:13 PM
To: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation
FYI
From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed...
For those of you wondering about whether workers' compensation is available to those claiming to be exposed to
COVID-19 at work, Local Government Risk Management Services held a webinar for ACCG-GSIWCFmembers earlier this
week. Attached please find one of the slides, as well as an article by the presenter, Dan Kniffen, with Drew, Eckl and
Farnam. While it does not appear that there will be workers' compensation coverage for COVID-19, precautions should
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be taken for all employees, but particularly first responders, who are daily in close contact with those who are ill and
may have or carry COVID-19. The CDC has issued guidance specifically for EMS, as well as for law enforcement.
You can watch the LGRMS webinar here: https://youtu.be/c-ZjBp

cZc8

Some of you have inquired about the impact of recent federal legislation on county employers. We will be evaluating
the legislation and providing guidance soon. We appreciate your patience.

Advancing Georgia's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:30 PM
Louie Perry; Camila Knowles
Chris S. Cohilas
RE:funding

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

That'll work.
From: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:23 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>
Cc: Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Subject: Re: funding

We've been working with the CDC on that and trying to get CDCto use that facility for quarantine or overflow
beds. Is that what you mean?

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:21 PM
To: Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>
Cc: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>; Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Subject: RE: funding

Funding for a quarantine facility.
From: Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Subject: funding

MichaelGot your text regarding a need for funding from COVID-19. What kind of funding needs are you experiencing?
Camila

Ci:lm1ili:1
IIKnowles
Principal & Counsel I Government Affairs
D 678.391.4547 M 404.987.7995
1100 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 650
Atlanta, GA 30309

www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:28 PM
Minnick, Heidi
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

Thanks.
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:43 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

We have spoken with some of the Judges. I will send a message to Sheriff and we will make sure the Judges know.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:14 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us> wrote:

Have you coordinated the cleaning with the Judges and Sheriff Sproul? Thanks.
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial
Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
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Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image0ll.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:hminnick@dou~he y.~a.us

From: Jud Savelle fmailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large
buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for
these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30
product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not
botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation
period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:
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Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on
this afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on
them? One is the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central
Square, Tag and Tax square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like
to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the
opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
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BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael

<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald <DHood@doughe
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

y.ga.us>

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your
email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in
regards to what Bishop offers should we need your assistance with fogging a structure
due to possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in this
situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
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To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

y.ga.us>

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID19, and our company been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest of the
community. I wanted to make you aware that we offer services related to biohazard
cleanup, which we have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to
handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on
hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of
treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply
when healthy persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the
mitigation process without necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on
this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to
medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can
partner with you to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lucy Lasseur < llasseur@cgagroup.com >
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:24 PM
Lucy Lasseur
COVID-19 Compilation: 3.19.20

Good eveningHere are today's COVID-19 headlines and helpful tidbits. As always, I'm happy to answer questions, accommodate
requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Department of Defense (DOD),
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Central Command
(CENTCOM), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response (ASPR), Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA)
Washington. D.C

•

•

•

The President has signed the Families First Coronavirus Response Act, which the Senate passed yesterday with a
vote of 90-8. The House previously passed the bill (and then a correcting resolution), which is the second COVID19 supplemental appropriations package. View the bill summary here.
Attention will now shift the passage of a third supplemental funding package, "COVID-111."For a detailed
summary of the proposals currently on the table, please refer to the COVID-19 Legislative Update email. If you
do not already receive the update, please email Sierra Fuller (sfuller@cgagroup.com).
During a conference call this afternoon, CISA released its guidance intended to help states, local governments
and businesses determine which workers are considered essential during shelter in place orders and other
restrictions on business operations. CISA made two things abundantly clear on the call: its guidance does not
carry the force of law, and guidance is subject to change as it receives stakeholder feedback.

•

Reps. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL) and Ben McAdams (D-UT) are still the only two members of Congress who have
tested positive for COVID-19; however, 26 other members are in self-quarantine.

•

Today the State Department announced a Level 4 travel advisory for all international travel. The announcement
of the Department's most severe travel warning is unprecedented, and instructs all Americans abroad to either
return to the U.S. or prepare to shelter in place. Americans also will also be instructed not to travel abroad.
o Some Americans remain in limbo abroad: they are either unable to leave the country they are in due to
travel restrictions, or are forced to pay steep amounts for the few remaining flights.
o In countries where commercial departure options remain available, U.S. citizens who live in the United
States should arrange for immediate return, unless they are prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite
period. U.S. citizens who live abroad should avoid all international travel.
The Census Bureau announced that it will temporarily suspend all of its field work for the 2020 census until at
least April 1. The census can still be filled out online, however, and letters with instructions on how to
participate are expected to arrive at "most homes" by Friday.

•

Updates from the States

•

Per the CDC Website: Data include both confirmed and presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 reported to CDC
or tested at CDC since January 21, 2020, with the exception of testing results for persons repatriated to the
United States from Wuhan, China and Japan. State and local public health departments are now testing and
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

publicly reporting their cases. In the event of a discrepancy between CDC cases and cases reported by state and
local public health officials, data reported by states should be considered the most up to date. The CDC is no
longer reporting the number of persons under investigation (PUis), PUis that have tested negative, or cases of
people repatriated. Additionally, these numbers do not include testing being done at state and local public
health laboratories.
o Out of the cases under investigation detected by U.S. surveillance, there are total cases: 10,442
"d!)!ilc?1:1.n1ta1:t":
:.U.OThe CDCnow updates data Monday through Friday and data closes
out the day before reporting.
The CDC is reporting 150 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID-19.
Hospitals across the country are pleading for more resources as they run low on necessary PPEsuch as masks,
gloves, and gowns.
In Washington state, the first U.S. state hit hard by COVID-19, officials are trying to fill multiple positions
processing jobless claims. Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts, and Nebraska have also posted openings. Texas said
it was trying to add people.
With the coronavirus further disrupting the actual administration of elections, there's been a renewed push to
expand absentee and mail-in voting across the country.
o Right now, 33 states and D.C. either conduct their elections predominantly by mail or allow for "noexcuse" absentee voting - meaning voters do not have to give a reason for not wanting to show up inperson on Election Day. Politicians and activists are pushing for universal no-excuse absentee voting and
a major expansion of mail-voting capabilities, should the crisis call for it.
o Mail-in/absentee voting is a challenge in places that aren't used to people voting by mail, where the law
only allows them to do so for limited reasons, such as being away on Election Day (Alabama is one of
these states, and after rescheduling its primary, it alleviated some restrictions).
Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey postponed the primary runoffs (including the Senate GOP showdown between Tommy
Tuberville and Jeff Sessions) in the state originally planned for March 31, pushing them back until July 14 due to
the spread of COVID-19. Two GOP-leaning open-seat House runoffs will also take place then.
Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan announced an executive order banning gatherings of more than ten people in the
state. Additionally, malls in Maryland will close by 5pm today.
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott issued a series of executive orders today to prepare for and mitigate COVID-19. The
orders are: no groups of more than 10 people; people shall avoid eating at bars and restaurants, except for
delivery/take-out; no visiting nursing homes or retirement facilities; and schools are temporarily closed.
California Gov. Gavin Newson just
a "stay at home" order.
Forty-four states have now closed schools.""-'-'-=-"-'-'-=
maps school closures and is updated twice daily on
weekdays.

Military/Defense
• The U.S.-led coalition in Iraq has suspended its training mission for 60 days. Additionally, the U.S. military has
stopped deployments to Afghanistan, which will extend deployment for some service members.
o In Afghanistan, the training mission is continuing, though it is being adapted to mitigate risks. When
possible, the coalition and Afghan forces are conducting training via teleconference and other "technical
means," while bases reorganize to create physical distance, with limited access to mission-essential
personnel.
• The U.S. commander in Afghanistan is halting American and allied troops from entering Afghanistan and, in turn,
preventing some troops from leaving, for the next month. About 1,500 multinational troops, civilians, and
contractors who arrived in Afghanistan within the past week are now living in screening facilities to limit
movement.
o As of March 19, 21 Resolute Support personnel have shown flu-like symptoms and are receiving medical
care in isolation.
o There are roughly 12,000 U.S. troops in Afghanistan. But under an agreement signed between the
Taliban and American diplomats last month, that number is set to decrease to 8,600 within the next 100
or so days. NATO and coalition forces, with roughly 8,700 troops in the country, were set to draw down
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•

•

a commensurate amount. With the new order from Gen. Miller, it will be difficult to reduce troops to
the agreed upon number if troops are not allowed to move in or out of the country.
In addition to sending the USNSMercy and Comfort to pandemic hotspots, active duty troops could help staff up
to 1,000 beds' worth of field hospitals around the country, the Joint Staff surgeon told reporters Wednesday, in
response to requests from civilian public health agencies. Thousands of National Guard troops have been
activated across more than a dozen states in the past week, though not necessarily medical units, and tasked
with running mobile testing centers and compiling care packages to deliver to vulnerable residents, for example.
The Air Force has postponed the second round of tests for its next-generation battle management system due to
COVID-19, moving the exercise from April to June.

International Affairs

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

A new study shows that the COVID-19 death rate in China may have actually been lower than originally
published. Previous estimates had the death rate as high as 2-3.4 percent. The study in Nature Medicine
calculated it to be closer to 1.3 percent. This is still a high death rate, but not nearly as dire as 2-3.4 percent.
Brazil closed its borders today in an effort to mitigate spread of the virus. President Pair Bolsonaro has not
implemented as restrictive measures as Peru, Chile, and Argentina, but the border closing is a significant step.
Israel's Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu ordered most Israelis to stay in their homes except when buying
groceries or medicine, and said there would be police enforcement. The order will last for one week.
Italy remains in the spotlight today as COVID-19 deaths have now exceeded the toll in China at 3,405.
Cemeteries in the northern city of Bergamo are so overwhelmed that troops were called in to transport bodies
elsewhere to be cremated. The army sent 120 doctors and health professionals to help in Bergamo and nearby
Lodi, while field hospitals and emergency respiratory units are being set up elsewhere in the north.
The State Department is suspending routine visa services in South Korea, in accordance with travel advisories
issued following the COVID-19 outbreak.
o The Embassy will cancel all routine immigrant and non-immigrant visa appointments as of March 19. The
policy does not affect visa-waiver programs, but it does apply to all countries with a level 2, 3, or 4 travel
advisory. Operations will continue as usual for U.S. citizens.
For the first time since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, China reported zero local infections. The 34
reported cases today all involved individuals who came from outside China.
Global Cases: 209,839 Total Deaths: 8,778

Lifestyle and Economy

•
•

•
•

•
•

The S&P 500 technically increased today, though it was a rise of less than 1 percent. Some economists are
estimating that the worst damage has been done.
Multiple grocery store chains, including Safeway, Whole Foods, and Walmart, are changing their store hours to
accommodate shoppers over 60-years-old and to leave time for deep cleaning. A list of stores that have changed
their schedules is here.
Amazon confirmed their first warehouse employee COVID-19 case.
Colleges and universities continue to cancel in-person classes to switch to a virtual curriculum. Other schools
have decided to cancel the remainder of the spring semester, having varied impacts on students and studentathletes. Continually updated lists of college/university decisions are outlined in this article and this article.
President Trump cancelled the in-person Group of Seven summit scheduled for June at Camp David. It will be
held by videoconference instead.
The Cannes Film Festival has been postponed. It might be shifted to June or July depending on the state of the
pandemic.
o Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here, here, and here.

Helpful Articles/Media

•

There was no daily WHO situation report available for 3/19 at the time of publishing, so I encourage you to visit
the WHO's COVID-19 dashboard for the most recent data and world map.

•

Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID-19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to "flatten the curve"
Presidential Powers and Response to COVID-19
The American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) has information for veterinarians.
Johns Hopkins data capture
HealthMap data capture
U.S. Hospitals Face Major Challenges as Coronavirus Spreads
How will count y-based mitigation measures influence the course of the COVID-19 epidemic?
This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial establishments safe.
Interested in how to talk to kids about coronavirus? Check out this piece from NPR.
Helpful guidance from Bio
Hospital Workers Make Masks From Office Supplies Amid U.S. Shortage
Priorities for the US Health Comm uni Res ondin to COVID-19
List of EPA's Registered Antimicrobial Products for Use Against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2,the Cause of
COVID-19
Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide
Check the CDC's page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U.S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-19 - Navigating the Uncharted (co-authored by Ors. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.
Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/7
hotline at 770-488-7100.

Statistics

States Reporting Cases of COVID-19 to

coc*
Reported Cases
(llastupdatQdMarch 19, 2020)

Nono
1 to 5
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e 51 to 100
•

101 to 200

•

201 to 500

e 501 to 1000

e 1001to 5000
Map updated as of 3/19/20.
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"Flattening the Curve" is how we describe the need to take precautions to minimize the number of people infected by
COVID-19.Above, you can see where the health care system's capacity is, as well as how it stacks up against the number
of cases with and without implementing protective measures.
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visit CDC1s Novel Cororuwirus 2019 website

Lucy li:lsseur
Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9588 M 720.427.4120
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024

COR ...
NE:RSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:23 PM
McCoy, Michael; Camila Knowles
Chris S. Cohilas
Re: funding

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

We've been working with the CDC on that and trying to get CDCto use that facility for quarantine or overflow
beds. Is that what you mean?

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:21 PM
To: Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>
Cc: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>; Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Subject: RE: funding

Funding for a quarantine facility.
From: Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Subject: funding

MichaelGot your text regarding a need for funding from COVID-19. What kind of funding needs are you experiencing?
Camila

Ci:lm1ili:1
IIKnowles
Principal & Counsel I Government Affairs
D 678.391.4547 M 404.987.7995
1100 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 650
Atlanta, GA 30309

www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:22 PM
Camila Knowles
RE:CDC COVID-19 Update for Rural Partners

Thanks.
From: Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:07 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Subject: FW: CDC COVID-19 Update for Rural Partners

Chris & MichaelFYI if of interest.
Camila

Ci:lm1ili:1
IIKnowles
Principal & Counsel I Government Relations
D 678.391.4547 M 404.987.7995

From: Rural Health on behalf of Betty-Ann Bryce

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 4:50:52 PM
To: RURAL-HEALTH@NEWSBOX.USDA.GOV
Subject: CDC COVID-19 Update for Rural Partners

Dear Friends and Colleagues:
Please see the below message from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention
Update for Rural Partners, Stakeholders, and Communities on the
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Response
Please join the CDC for an update on the COVID-19 response. Registration is required.
Date: Monday, March 23, 2020
Time: 1:00 p.m. ET
Presenter: Dr. Jay Butler (Deputy Director for Infectious Diseases)
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Dr. Butler will share guidance with partners, public health practitioners, healthcare providers, and
others working to protect the health of rural communities. He will describe what CDC knows at this
point and what CDC is doing in response to this outbreak. We will also have time for questions and
answers.
Please email eocevent337@cdc.gov to submit questions in advance and indicate that questions are
for the 3/23 call.
This event will be recorded. Questions not answered during it may be sent to ruralhealth@cdc.gov.

REGISTERHERE:
https://zoom.us/webinar/reqister/WN

etqFB-zOTjyp- WGI8jfzw

Unsub.sc.rii
b.e
l~?~;~JJy-Ann
BrycE~
.Ru.ra11
.....
1Hea.11UhJ.Jaiison
.u....
s.......
Dept...
of_Aqr.iic.ullture
.BeU:¥.·Ann
..Br:t.ce«1).usc:la
....
c1ov
Login

Total Control Panel

To: sarah@nabh.org

Message Score: 10

High (60):

From: owner-rural-health*sarah**nabh*org@newsbox.usda.gov

My Spam Blocking Level: Custom

Medium (75):

Block this sender

Custom (83):

Low (90):
Block newsbox.usda.gov

This message was delivered because the content filter score did not exceed your filter level.

Jhis email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally protected. It is intended solely for the
addressee. Access to this email by anyone else, unless expressly approved by the sender or an authorized
addressee, is unauthorized. if you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
omitted or taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. if you believe that you have received this
email in error, please notify the sender by reply email, permanently delete this e-mail and any attachments, and
destroy all copies.
The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information, including patient
information protected by federal and state privacy laws. It is intended only for the use of the person(s) named above. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or duplication of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email
and destroy all copies of the original message.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:21 PM
Camila Knowles
Louie Perry; Chris S. Cohilas
RE:funding

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Funding for a quarantine facility.
From: Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:19 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Subject: funding

MichaelGot your text regarding a need for funding from COVID-19. What kind of funding needs are you experiencing?
Camila

Ci:lm1ili:1
IIKnowles
Principal & Counsel I Government Affairs
D 678.391.4547 M 404.987.7995
1100 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 650
Atlanta, GA 30309

www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:15 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE:COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

Thanks.
7)~"7/dlt
HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:13 PM
To: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

FYI
From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed...
For those of you wondering about whether workers' compensation is available to those claiming to be exposed to
COVID-19 at work, Local Government Risk Management Services held a webinar for ACCG-GSIWCFmembers earlier this
week. Attached please find one of the slides, as well as an article by the presenter, Dan Kniffen, with Drew, Eckl and
Farnam. While it does not appear that there will be workers' compensation coverage for COVID-19, precautions should
be taken for all employees, but particularly first responders, who are daily in close contact with those who are ill and
may have or carry COVID-19. The CDC has issued guidance specifically for EMS, as well as for law enforcement.
You can watch the LGRMS webinar here: https://youtu.be/c-ZjBp

cZc8

Some of you have inquired about the impact of recent federal legislation on county employers. We will be evaluating
the legislation and providing guidance soon. We appreciate your patience.
240

Advancing Georgia's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:14 PM
Addison, Scott
FW: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation
LGRMS COVID-19 AND Workers Compensation 2020 03 17.pptx; COVID 19 and
Workers Compensation by Dan Kniffen.pdf

From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed...
For those of you wondering about whether workers' compensation is available to those claiming to be exposed to
COVID-19 at work, Local Government Risk Management Services held a webinar for ACCG-GSIWCFmembers earlier this
week. Attached please find one of the slides, as well as an article by the presenter, Dan Kniffen, with Drew, Eckl and
Farnam. While it does not appear that there will be workers' compensation coverage for COVID-19, precautions should
be taken for all employees, but particularly first responders, who are daily in close contact with those who are ill and
may have or carry COVID-19. The CDC has issued guidance specifically for EMS, as well as for law enforcement.
You can watch the LGRMS webinar here: https://youtu.be/c-ZjBp

cZc8

Some of you have inquired about the impact of recent federal legislation on county employers. We will be evaluating
the legislation and providing guidance soon. We appreciate your patience.

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:13 PM
Hall, Dominique
FW: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation
LGRMS COVID-19 AND Workers Compensation 2020 03 17.pptx; COVID 19 and
Workers Compensation by Dan Kniffen.pdf

FYI
From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed...
For those of you wondering about whether workers' compensation is available to those claiming to be exposed to
COVID-19 at work, Local Government Risk Management Services held a webinar for ACCG-GSIWCFmembers earlier this
week. Attached please find one of the slides, as well as an article by the presenter, Dan Kniffen, with Drew, Eckl and
Farnam. While it does not appear that there will be workers' compensation coverage for COVID-19, precautions should
be taken for all employees, but particularly first responders, who are daily in close contact with those who are ill and
may have or carry COVID-19. The CDC has issued guidance specifically for EMS, as well as for law enforcement.
You can watch the LGRMS webinar here: https://youtu.be/c-ZjBp

cZc8

Some of you have inquired about the impact of recent federal legislation on county employers. We will be evaluating
the legislation and providing guidance soon. We appreciate your patience.

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:07 PM
Undisclosed recipients
COVID-19 Daily Dashboard

Good evening.
It continues to be active around our Hospitals and the Coronavirus. Undoubtedly you have seen the rapid spread of this
disease not only in Georgia but in the United States. The U.S. now has the 6th most cases in the World and some have
suggested we will have the third most by the end of the weekend. I believe that Dougherty County and our service area
is 8 days in front of other parts of the State who unfortunately will see a significant spread in the coming days/weeks.
On a positive note we have seen 18 of our employees tests come back negative. We do have 5 positive via exposure to
our first patient and one employee who is hospitalized. Their exposure we believe was related to a local funeral service.
I want you to know while we are focused on many things, nothing is as important as what we are doing to keep our
employees and physicians safe. It is these folks that are doing incredible work. They are truly healers.
Lastly ...our team has been taking advantage of some media opportunities to sound the alarm about safety supplies.
have attached a link here where our story about making masks appeared on Good Morning America. This is absolutely
incredible and just one of dozens of amazing displays of coming together as a Hospital, Community and Nation. I will
share more of these inspirational stories in the coming days.
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/amp/living/story/shortage-masks-volunteers-sewing-supply-health-careheroes-69683300
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
or under circumstances
that
do not require
patient
authorization.
You, the recipient,
are
obligated
to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure
manner.
You may not
re-disclose
without
additional
patient
consent
or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure
or failure
to safeguard
PHI could
subject
you to penalties
described
in federal
(HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader
of this
message
are not the intended
recipient,
or the employee
or agent
responsible
to deliver
it to
the intended
recipient,
please
notify
us immediately
and destroy
the related
message.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:00 PM
Tara Teuta
RE:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures Fact
Sheet

We are in the think of it. It's rough. Nothing like a natural disaster. Those seem easy now compared to this.
From: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:30 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures Fact Sheet

Hi Mike,
As promised, attached find additional info to support the COVID-19 costs for Public Assistance. Please let me know if you
have any questions.
Tara
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:59 PM
Tara Teuta
RE:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures Fact
Sheet

Thank you Tara!
From: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:30 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures Fact Sheet

Hi Mike,
As promised, attached find additional info to support the COVID-19 costs for Public Assistance. Please let me know if you
have any questions.
Tara
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Microsoft Outlook
< M icrosoftExchange329e71

ec88ae461Sbbc36ab6ce41109e@CityofAlbanyGA.onmicros

oft.com>

Sent:
To:

Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:55 PM
M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us

Subject:
Attachments:

Undeliverable: Coronavirus (Emory Doctor)
Coronavirus (Emory Doctor)

Your message to lborodouglh@alllbanyga.gov couldn't be delivered.

borodouglh wasn·t found at allbanyga.gov.
MMcCoy
Action R
Unknown

Office 365

borodough

uired

Recipient

To address

How to Fix It
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of
the following:
•

•
•

•

Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open this
non-delivery report (NDR) and choose Send Again from the Report
ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NDR, then select the link
"To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click
Send.
Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the
address exists and is correct.
The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is
working correctly.
Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the
web by following the steps in this article: Fix email delivery issues for
error code 5.1.10 in Office 365, and then send the message again.
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send.
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If the problem continues, forward this message to your email ad min. If
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins
section below.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5. 1.10

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of
the following:
The email address exists and is correct - Confirm that the recipient address exists, is
correct, and is accepting messages.
Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory.
Errant forwarding rule - Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected.
Forwarding can be set up by an ad min via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature.
Recipient has a valid license - Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license
assigned to them. The recipient's email admin can use the Office 365 ad min center to
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient> Assigned License> Edit).
Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct - Misconfigured mail flow or MX
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly.

For more information and additional tips to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues for
error code 5.1.10 in Office 365.

Original Message Details
Created Date:

3/20/2020 1:54:47 AM

Sender Address:

MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us

Recipient Address:

borodough@albanyga.gov

Subject:

Coronavirus (Emory Doctor)

Error Details
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Reported error:

550 5. 7.70 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient
borodough@albanyga.gov not found by SMTP address lookup

DSN generated by:

SA9PR09M B5918. na m prd09. prod.outlook.com

Message Hops
HOP

TIME (UTC)
3/20/2020
1:54:47 AM

2

3/20/2020
1:54:47 AM

FROM

TO

WITH

SA9PR09MB5360.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

SA9PR09MB5360.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

mapi

SA9PR09MB5360.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

SA9PR09MB5918.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

Original Message Headers
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:55 PM
bodorough@att.net; borodough@albanyga.gov
Coronavirus (Emory Doctor)

Mayor - In the information below you will find the presentation and audio from the Emory doctor that Sharon
referenced. It's really good information. Enjoy!

GMA Presentation from Dr. Carlos del Rio, Emory Infectious Disease Expert
Earlier today, the Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) hosted a teleconference briefing with special guest, Dr. Carlos
del Rio. He is an Emory infectious disease expert, a professor of medicine at Emory University School of Medicine and
executive associate dean for Emory at Grady Memorial Hospital. Del Rio has been identified by Emory as one of the key
health care professionals who can speak about many facets of the COVID-19 outbreak. ACCG highly recommends that
you take the time to watch and listen to this presentation. Although you have heard a great deal of information about
COVID-19, this presentation "hits home" for Atlanta, and more broadly Georgia, as the spread of COVID-19 continues.
Visit GMA's COVID-19 resource page for the full PowerPoint presentation and the audio from the call. To access the
audio in the PowerPoint, locate the small speaker in the top left corner of the PowerPoint introduction slide.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sierra Fuller <sfuller@cgagroup.com >
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:49 PM
Sierra Fuller
COVID-19 Legislative Update 03.19.2020.

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation and administrative actions related to COVID-19. If you no longer wish to
receive this update, please reply to this email.
3.19.2020 - COVID-19 Legislative Update
Congress

•

House is currently in recess but will be called back when votes are needed on the next supplemental (with 24hour notice). House Democratic leaders reiterated in a call today that members will not have to return until
after a stimulus deal is reached.

•

Senate is in session. Leader McConnell has said the Senate will stay in session until a third supplemental has
passed.

•

As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Most House bills have subcommittee
markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.

•

Remote voting: Speaker Pelosi and Leader McConnell have both voiced opposition to members' voting

remotely, but as more members of Congress are exposed to the virus and have begun self-quarantining it might
make it difficult (and unsafe) for in-person voting. Speaker Pelosi circulated a Dear Colleague today stating that
the House will "adjust our voting procedures in order to follow the CDC's recommendations."

On the floor

today, Sen. Durbin advocated remote voting. On Wednesday, Rep. Mucarsel-Powell £t!..~'~;J;,.Q.
that the House
should reconsider remote voting.
Members of Congress in Quarantine or Tested Positive
Tested Positive (2): Rep. Ben McAdams (D-UT), Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL)
Currently Self-Quarantined (26): Rep. Paul Gosar (R-AZ), Rep. Julia Brownley (D-CA), Rep. Jason Crow (D-CO), Rep. Matt
Gaetz (R-FL), Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL), Rep. Doug Collins (R-GA), Rep. Steve Scalise (R-LA), Rep. Ann Wagner
(R-MO), Rep. Ben Ray Lujan (D-NM), Rep. Kathleen Rice (D-NY), Rep. Kendra Horn (D-OK), Rep. Matt Cartwright (DPA), Rep. Ben McAdams (D-UT), Rep. Gwen Moore (D-WI), Rep. Frederica Wilson (D-FL), Rep. Stephanie Murphy
(D-FL), Rep. Drew Ferguson (R-GA), Rep. Joe Cunningham (D-SC), Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK), Rep. David Schweikert (RAZ), Rep. Anthony Brindisi (D-NY), Rep. David Price (D-NC), Rep. Andy Kim (D-NJ), Sen. Rick Scott (R-FL), Sen.
Lindsay Graham (R-SC),Sen. Cory Gardner (R-CO)
Completed Quarantine (2): Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX), Rep. Mark Meadows (R-NC)
Legislation
Supplemental II - Families First Coronavirus Response Act (HR 6201)
• The Senate passed the bill 90-8 yesterday afternoon and the President signed the bill into law that evening. Bill

text
Factsheet
Bill section by section
changes made by technical correction, is

A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating

Supplemental Ill - "COV/0-///"
•

Timeline: Earlier this week Leader McConnell directed the formation of three working groups to steer the

development of a Senate Republican bill and released text today. Negotiations will continue into the weekend
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and the goal remains to bring the bill to the floor and proceed to a vote on passage as soon as possible. There
are some rumblings about the possibility of a Sunday vote, though early next week (Monday/Tuesday) might be
more realistic.
•

Process and Politics: The process will likely continue with Senate Republican text as a base, with Democratic

provisions added. Once negotiated, we expect the package to move quickly through both bodies, likely the
Senate first; the Senate has multiple eligible revenue vehicles available to serve as a shell. The expectation right
now is that the Senate Republican package will serve as the base that will then be negotiated with Democrats.
Treasury (and similarly the White House) may have a voice in the negotiations, but it is likely that Senate
Republicans led by Leader McConnell will be the main group negotiating with Speaker Pelosi and Leader
Schumer. The assumption seems to be that President will sign whatever comes his way (unless the bill includes
something egregious).
individuals, but they are facing an uphill challenge - there remains significant Senate Republican support
behind their public position of cash grants to individuals.
•

This afternoon, Leader McConnell released draft text of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act
{CARESAct), the Senate Republican position on COVID-III stimulus likely to amount to over $1 trillion in new tax

relief and spending. The draft should be viewed as one step in the negotiating process, subject to potentially
significant modification and addition through ongoing bipartisan, bicameral, and administration negotiation.
Text
Summary
Highlights include:
o Small Business Loans (one pager
section by section
Scale up the 7(a), 504, and Express loan
programs within the Small Business Administration through the following:
■
■

Increases max award to $10 million for the use of: payroll support, medical leave,
mortgage/rend/lease payments;
Requires lenders to determine whether borrower was operational March 1, 2020 rather than

■

determining repayment ability;
Allows deferment of payments for up to a year (SBA will provide guidance);

■
■

Increases caps on Express loans to $1 million;
Defines eligibility as businesses and nonprofits up to 500 employees and covered period as

■

3/1/2020 - 12/31/2020;
Creates loan forgiveness process for borrowers with eligibility dependent on number of
employees laid off, qualified family leave, and other factors.

o

Cash Grant Tax Rebates (summary
Provide immediate cash support to taxpayers through the
following:
■
Maximum grant of $1,200 ($2,400 joint) per taxpayer, minimum of $600 ($1,200 joint) per
taxpayer;
■
Grant of $500 per child;
■
■

5% phase out for AGI over $75,000 ($150,000 joint), with full phase out at $99,000 ($198,000
joint);
Low-income minimums: For taxpayers (1) with earned income or social security benefits of at
least $2,500 OR (2) net tax liability (without regard to refundable credits) greater than zero and

■

■

o

gross income greater than the standard deduction amount:
Rebate denied to nonresident aliens, dependents, and estates or trusts;
Waives early withdrawal penalties for withdrawals (up to $100,000) from certain retirement
accounts for coronavirus-related purposes;

Business Tax Relief (summary

Provides liquidity for businesses through tax relief, including:

Delaying tax payments and OASDI payroll taxes, relaxes limitations on net operating losses, increases the
amount of interest expense businesses are allowed to deduct, treats corporate AMT credits as
refundable for 2018 onward, and TCJAtechnical corrections (QIP, repatriation installment refund,
downward attribution).
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o

Industry Stabilization (summary here): $208 billion in Treasury-Administered loans at a rate

determined by the Secretary:
■
$50 billion to passenger air carriers;
■
$8 billion to cargo air carriers;
■

$150 billion for all other businesses;

■

Procedures and regulations due no more than 10 days after enactment;
Recipients of loans barred from increasing compensation for high-wage employees (earning

■

o

$425,000+ in 2019) until 3/1/2022.
Health Care Infrastructure Support (summary here):
■
Addresses supply shortages, requires drug manufacturer reporting on supply interruption;
■

■

Mandates insurance coverage with no cost-sharing for COVID-19 testing;
$1.32 billion in supplemental funding to community health centers;
Reauthorizes HRSAgrant programs that promote the use of telehealth technologies;

■

Requires HHS guidance on protected health information sharing.

■

o

Medicare and other health provisions (section by section here):
■

Allows HSAsto cover telehealth prior to deductible as well as over-the-counter

■

without a prescription;
Broadens conditions for which telehealth can be used to respond to COVID-19;

■

medical products

■

Allows FQHCsand Rural Health Clinics to use telehealth and be reimbursed by Medicare;
Temporarily lifts the Medicare sequester (which reduces payments to providers by 2 percent)

■

from 5/1/2020 - 12/31/2020;
Requires Medicare to make quicker coding, coverage, and payment rules when FDA approves
novel drugs and devices;

o

Education Flexibility (summary here [pg. 5-7]): allows the Secretary of Education to defer student loan

o

payments, allows students who were forced to drop out of school due to coronavirus to keep Pell
grants, grants colleges/universities flexibility to continue work-study payments to students, relief of all
HEA loans for 3 months, with an optional extension by the Secretary for an additional 3 months.
Limits on Paid Leave (summary here [pg. 7-8]):: Limits paid family/medical leave to max of $200/day
and $10,000 per employee; limits paid sick leave to max of $511/day and $5,110 in sick leave; allows
Labor Secretary to exempt small businesses with <50 employees.

•

Democrats' Response: Speaker Pelosi and Leader Schumer released a statement soon after the release of the

Senate Republican text. While they emphasized that their top priority is addressing the health crisis, they also
outlined actions like increasing unemployment insurance and Medicaid, investment in small businesses,
expanding paid sick and family leave, student loan cancellations, and direct cash grants to those most
vulnerable. Additionally, Leader Schumer continues to call for a "Marshall Plan" for public health infrastructure
and has repeatedly noted that Democrats will prioritize increased support and protections for the nation's
workers in all sectors.
•

Senate Small Business Dems: The Senate Small Business Committee minority released a proposal earlier today

outlining their plan for supporting small businesses in response to the pandemic. Proposal here. Press release
here. Highlights include:
o Grants for small businesses (2-50 employees) to be used for paid sick leave, maintaining payroll, meeting
increased materials cost, rent or mortgage payments, and repaying other obligations;
o Debt relief in the form of relief from SBA loan payments for six months and temporary extensions on
reporting requirements;
o

Temporary policy changes to SBA loans, including waiving fees for 7(a) and 504 loans, temporarily
increasing the lending limit to $80 billion, and raising the max loan amount to $10 million.
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•

Emergency Student Loan Proposal: Leader Schumer and Sens. Murray (RM HELP), Brown (RM Banking), Warren

released a proposal today that would cancel monthly student loan payments during the national emergency
and provide $10k payment for all federal student loan borrowers. Proposal
•

Limits on Bailouts: Rep. DeFazio (T&I Chair), Rep. Doggett, and Sen. Warren have outlined guidelines for any
federal assistance to specific industries, including:

o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Prioritizing workers by directing companies to use funds for payroll;
Banning stock buybacks, dividends, executive bonuses until federal funds are repaid (or three years
after);
Cap on senior exec pay (not larger than 50x median worker pay);
At least one board seat reserved for worker representative;
Collective bargaining agreements remaining in place;
Some form of oversight authority on compliance, such as mandating CEOspersonally certifying company
compliance (or face criminal penalties for violations).

Cash grants: From various' members' proposals, the issue of cash grants to individuals has emerged at the

forefront of the debate. See below (or
on Twitter) for the range of cash grant proposals offered by
Democrats and Republicans:
o CARE:$1,200 per taxpayer with income phase out, $500 per child
o
o
o
o
o

Chair Waters (House Finance Committee): $2K monthly for all adults, $1K monthly per child
Rep. Omar: $1K to every adult, $500 to every child
Reps. Khanna and Ryan: $6K-$1K <$65K/year
Rep. Joe Kennedy: $4K <$100/year, $2K > $100/year, $1K per child
Sens. Bennet, Booker, Brown: $2K for single earners <$90K, married $180K (second $1500 payment in

o
o
o
o

July)
Sen. Sanders: $2K per household monthly
Sen. Cotton: $1K <$100/year, $500 per child
Sen. Romney: $1K per person (means/age testing not specified)
Sen. Mnuchin: $1K per adult, $500 per child (means testing not specified)

o

Sen. Thune: $1,200 <$75K single, $150K married, phases in for lowest earners.

Supplemental IV - "COVID-IV"
• The current discussions going on around COVID-III are focused on improving individuals' and businesses' cash
flow and liquidity, but the fourth supplemental will likely shift the conversation toward recovery. The number
of supplemental
becomes in the
top candidate bill on the floor
•

appropriation bills passed will wholly depend on how prolonged and severe the epidemic
United States. As for what's likely to be included in recovery packages, infrastructure seems the
Rep. DeFazio (T&I Chair) said earlier this week that his is planning on having an infrastructure
in May as part of the stimulus, regardless of if its paid for.

The Administration's Tuesday night request for supplemental FY20 appropriations may not be included in
COVID-III and will likely serve as the base of any COVID-IV package. As a reminder, the
requested $45.8
billion more for FV20 to replenish agency accounts impacted by the COVID-19 response. The letter outlines:
o $1.3 billion increase for the CDC;
o $440 million more for the NI H's National Institute of Allergy and Infection Diseases;
o $8.3 billion for Defense to support hospital ships, NG deployments and other activities
o $241 million for the IRS(under the assumption that it would need additional resources to administer
cash grants to individuals);
o $259 million for the Interior Department - $32 million of which would go to the National Park Service
for clean-up and overtime;
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o
o

$28 million for the Energy Department, most would go to "additional information technology
requirements and telework support"; and,
$4 million for the EPA.

Administrative Actions:

•

•
•

•

State Department: announced a level four travel advisory applying to all international travel, instruct all
Americans abroad to either return to the United States or prepare to shelter in place and not travel abroad.
Advisory here.
State Department: Suspended routine visa services in most countries. Statement here.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency: During a conference call this afternoon, CISA released its
guidance intended to help states, local governments and businesses determine which workers are considered
essential during shelter in place orders and other restrictions on business operations. CISA made two things
abundantly clear on the call: their guidance does not carry the force of law, and guidance is subject to change as
they receive stakeholder feedback.
FDA: Issued guidance relating to the manufacturing of Alcohol-Based Hand Sanitizer by those not currently
licensed or registered with the FDA. Guidance here.

•
•

FDA: Postponed domestic product inspections after suspending foreign inspections last week.
Federal Reserve/FDIC/OCC: Banks who lend money to communities affected by COVID-19 will receive
Community Reinvestment Act credit. Press release here.

•

ICE:Announced it will stop making arrests unless they are "mission-critical" until pandemic subsides. ICECOVID19 page here.
DOI: Suspended entrance fees for national parks, as they "offer special outdoor experiences to recreate,
embrace nature and implement some social distancing". Press release here.

•

Sierri:l fuller
Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9597 M 202.329.2469
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024

CORNERSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:49 PM
Ware, Jawahn; Clark, Bristria
RE:Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

10-4.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:01 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

We received confirmation today of all hotel cancellations. Commissioner Johnson sent a message that the conference
was cancelled.
We are monitoring the refund status to ensure all money has been received.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:34 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe y.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@doughe
Subject: RE: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

y.ga.us>

10-4.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:40 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Thanks. I received the information.
They are asking for us to not cancel at this time. They are working on refunds and possibly the process to cancel the
hotels for us
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:40 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe y.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@doughe
Subject: FW: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
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y.ga.us>

Mrs. Ware -ACCG cancelled the Annual Meeting. See email below and notify our Board. Also, cancel all the
reservations. Thanks.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Wills, Dave" <DWills@accg.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 4:09:00 PM EDT
To: Ben Hayward <bhay ard@camillaga.net>, Billy Pittard <bpittard@oglethorpecountyga.gov>,
Carvel
Lewis <cclewis@aol.com>, Charlotte Nash <charlotte.nash@gwinnettcounty.com>,
Cindy Jones Mills
<cjmills@forsy hco.com>, "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>, Darriel Nobles
<ddnobles@bellsouth.net>, Daryl Hall <dhall.cc@gmail.com>, David Sikes
<dsikes.toombsco@gmail.com>, Frederick Favors <FFav17@aol.com>, Harry Lange
<traildad.hl@gmail.com>, "Henry R. Craig" <hen ycraigl@charter.net>, Jamie Lamar Deloach
<jamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail.com>, Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Jimmy Kitchens
<jimmy.kitchens.atp@gmail.com>, John Daniell <jdaniell@oconee.ga.us>, Johnny Davis
<joadavis52@bellsouth.net>, Johnny Davis <jdavis@jeffersoncoun yga.gov>, Kathie Gannon
<kgannon@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Kevin Little <klittle@co.walton.ga.us>, Lamar Paris
<commissioner@uniongov.com>, Lisa Ritchie <lritchie@hallcoun y.org>, Liz Hausmann
<liz.hausmann@fultoncoun yga.gov>, Marc DeMott <marc.demott@ccboc.com>, Megan Martin
<mmartin@jarrard-davis.com>, Melissa Hughes <melissa.hughes@tiftcounty.org>, Nancy Schulz
<nschulz@co.newton.ga.us>, Nancy Thrash <commissionerthrash@gmail.com>, Natalie Crawford
<ncrawford@habershamga.com>, Pat Farrell <patfarrell@bellsouth.net>, Rick Muggridge
<rick@dwbinsurance.com>, Scott Johnson <sjohnson@columbiacoun yga.gov>, Sistie Hudson
<sistiehudson@aol.com>, Steve Taylor <taylors@bartowga.org>, Susan Andrews
<scandrewsl@juno.com>, Terrell Hudson <walterthudson@hotmail.com>, Tom McMichael
<tdmcm ichael@cox.net>
Cc: "Pridgen, Kelly" <KPridgen@accg.org>, "Christie, Jeff" <JChristie@ACCG.org>, "Brown, Beth"
<BBrown@ACCG.org>, "Robinson, Quint" <QRobinson@ACCG.org>
Subject: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Dear Board of Managers,
This morning the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers, which is authorized in Article VI of the
ACCG By-Laws to act on behalf of the Board of Managers between meetings, met to discuss issues
stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential impact on the 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
scheduled for April 24 -27 in Savannah/Chatham County. After a thorough discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to cancel the in-person Annual Meeting. A virtual, or online meeting of
the membership will be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and electing members of the
Board, including officers.
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Shortly after your receipt of this message, minutes of today's meeting will be sent to you by ACCG's
General Counsel, Kelly Pridgen, who will invoke attorney-client privilege for part or all of her
communication.
Possibly this afternoon, and certainly not later than tomorrow morning, we will inform the full
membership of ACCGof the decision to cancel the Annual Meeting. Please note that the decision of the
Executive Committee includes a authorization to fully refund all registration and sponsorship fees paid
to ACCGfor Annual Meeting purposes.
As you will note in the email you will receive from Kelly Pridgen, you may contact any of us with
questions.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:47 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins(lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net); vees70@yahoo.com;
clintjohn 1978@hotmail.com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines30S@aol.com >
(ggaines30S@aol.com); Jones, Anthony
Addison, Scott
FW: ACCG Afternoon COVID Info: Emory Infectious Disease Expert Presentation;
Deadline Adjustments for Certain State Reporting Requirements; and FEMA Process for
Public Assistance

FYI
From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:24 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: ACCGAfternoon COVID Info: Emory Infectious Disease Expert Presentation; Deadline Adjustments for Certain
State Reporting Requirements; and FEMA Process for Public Assistance

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease

shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed ...
ACCG continues to work to provide you timely and important information and not overload your in-box. Therefore, we
are providing several important updates below and attached.

GMA Presentation from Dr. Carlos del Rio, Emory Infectious Disease Expert
Earlier today, the Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) hosted a teleconference briefing with special guest, Dr. Carlos
del Rio. He is an Emory infectious disease expert, a professor of medicine at Emory University School of Medicine and
executive associate dean for Emory at Grady Memorial Hospital. Del Rio has been identified by Emory as one of the key
health care professionals who can speak about many facets of the COVID-19 outbreak. ACCG highly recommends that
you take the time to watch and listen to this presentation. Although you have heard a great deal of information about
COVID-19, this presentation "hits home" for Atlanta, and more broadly Georgia, as the spread of COVID-19 continues.
Visit GMA's COVID-19 resource page for the full PowerPoint presentation and the audio from the call. To access the
audio in the PowerPoint, locate the small speaker in the top left corner of the PowerPoint introduction slide.

DCA and DOAA Announced Deadline Adjustments Today for Certain County Reporting
Requirements
Comprehensive Plans - Counties with a Comprehensive Plan/Plan Update or Capital Improvement Element (CIE) due on
the June 30, 2020 deadline will be able to request a one-time extension to the October 31, 2020 deadline. This will not
permanently change your deadline. The county is expected to submit either the Plan/SDS/CIE or a letter requesting an
extension from the Chief Elected Official by the June 30 deadline in order to maintain compliance. The county should
submit one of these to DCA by June 30. Any questions or requests can be sent to planning@dca.ga.gov.
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County Audits and Reports of Local Government Finance - The Department of Community Affairs (DCA) and the
Department of Audits and Accounts (DOAA) are offering a combined, one-time 90-day extension for county audits and
Reports of Local Government Finance (RLGF). This is similar to the joint DOAA-DCA extensions that were offered in the
months following Hurricane Michael in 2018. This extension is applicable to FY2019 submissions, and is available for
those counties with reporting due dates of March 31, 2020-June 30,2020 {FYE dates of September 30-December 31,
2019). The county's Chief Elected Official should submit a request for extension to DOAA at ,:..:''J",..,;"=.:::.."'"L,,.,:!.::=====
by
their respective submission deadline {six months after the conclusion of the county's fiscal year). In response, a letter
will be sent on DOAA letterhead acknowledging the extension and providing information on the new submission
deadline. For this special circumstance, the extension will apply to both DOAA and DCA submissions. In ordinary
circumstances, these would be separate extension requests to the respective agencies. If a county is able to complete
and submit their audit and/or RLGFby the current deadline, they are encouraged do so. Either the submission or the
request for extension should be submitted by the existing deadline in order to maintain eligibility for all funding,
designations, etc.

FEMA Processfor Public Assistance
The National Association of Counties (NACo) has received more information from FEMA on the process for public
assistance for states, local governments and eligible nonprofits. Below is a direct response from FEMA that was
provided to NACo. Please be sure to reference the attached file for eligible emergency protective measures.
"The Administration continues to place its full weight and resources behind the response to COVID-19. FEMA
currently has over $500 million in available balances in the Disaster Relief Fund (DRF) Base to support all 56
States and Territories for COVID-19 response efforts, including for direct Federal assistance, temporary facilities,
commodities, equipment, and emergency operation costs.
On March 13, 2020, the President declared the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic of
sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant an emergency declaration for all states, tribes, territories, and the
District of Columbia pursuant to section 501 (b) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the "Stafford Act"). State, Territorial, Tribal, local government entities and
certain private non-profit (PNP) organizations are eligible to apply for Public Assistance. States, Tribal and
Territorial governments do not need to request separate emergency declarations to receive FEMA assistance
under this nationwide declaration. The emergency declaration will reimburse for eligible emergency protective
measures taken to respond to the COVID-19 emergency at the direction or guidance of public health officials
under Category B of FEMA's Public Assistance program. Attached is a fact sheet with additional guidance on the
types of emergency protective measures that may be eligible under FEMA's Public Assistance program. FEMA
will not duplicate assistance provided by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS}, to include the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC},or other federal agencies.
On March 17, 2020, the Administration submitted a request to Congressional Appropriators for additional fiscal
year (FY) 2020 funding in the amount of $45.8 billion and the necessary authorities to address ongoing
preparedness and response efforts. Included in this request is $2 billion in the Disaster Relief Fund Base Account
to ensure there are resources available to support continued disaster operations.
We will continue to work with our state, local, tribal and territory partners to provide updates and additional
information."
Counties and other local governments are covered by the President's actions on March 13 as outlined above. Therefore,
counties do not need to wait for individual Governors to request a federal disaster declaration.
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Advancing Georgfu'~ Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NACo <naco@naco.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 7:50 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Federal legislative update on county policy priorities regarding COVID-19 response
efforts

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Federal Legislative Update on County Federal Policy
Priorities Regarding COVID-19 Response Efforts
Thank you to those who joined today's call on county federal policy priorities regarding COVID-19
(coronavirus) response efforts. A recording of the call is available here.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the National Association of Counties (NACo) is focused on
advocating for the needs of counties at the federal level, disseminating useful information to our
members, and facilitating the exchange of effective strategies and approaches. Please send any
information or questions related to counties' response to this pandemic to research@naco.org
and visit www.naco.org/coronavirus for the latest.

ACTION NEEDED
Reach Out to Members of Congress on County COVIDm19
Priorities
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As outlined in the federal policy updates during today's national conference call (recording
available at this link), Congress has passed two COVID-19 relief packages and is quickly working
on a third. Now more than ever, we need a strong federal, state and local intergovernmental
partnership to address this crisis. NACo urges county leaders to call your members of Congress
and ask them to include key county priority items in the next federal legislative package. Please
find a collection of resources below to assist with these efforts.

NACo Letter to
Congressional
Leaders

Customizable Letter
Template for Your
County

RESOURCESFROM FEMA
Eligible Emergency Protective Measures
Public Assistance: Non-Congregate Sheltering Delegation of Authority
Sheltering Delegation of Authority Waiver Memo
Procurement Under Grants Conducted Under Emergency or Exigent Circumstances for COVID-19
Memo
Fact Sheet: Procurement Under Grants Conducted Under Exigent or Emergency Circumstances

NACo County Explorer
COVID-19: COUNTY & STATEEMERGENCYDECLARATIONS
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If your county or state has declared an emergency not reflected in County Explorer, please reach
out to us at resea
with information.
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660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

1°(Jrusuc

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:
Attachments:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:40 PM
Dorough, Bo; Cohilas, Christopher
McCoy, Michael
Joint Order
DOCOadvisory_JointExecOrder_031920.pdf

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Bo,
Let me first qualify my statements by saying I'm NOT an attorney; however, I think the attached has
some errors. Specifically, item number 4 makes reference to (i), (ii) & (iii) - I think it meant to
reference Section 6 (i), (ii) & (iii) - where gatherings are described.

I guess we will discuss this in more detail tomorrow.

s
Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
News - WFXL <newsdesk@wfxl.com>;
matt.reed@ceonews.com; News -WALB <news@walb.com>; dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>; Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>; News - Albany Herald
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<news@albanyherald.com>; brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook <samantha.cook@southgatv.com>
Subject: **MEDIA ADVISORY**Mayor of Albany and Dougherty County Commission Chair Launch Joint Executive Order
Due to the Coronavirus Pandemic
Importance: High
Media Partners:
Please see attached advisory as a follow-up from the press conference earlier this afternoon.
Note: This release contains the JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER,as well as supplemental information, including an FAQ's that
we need your help in disseminating to the public.
You can also access this advisory and supplemental information at the following link: https://bit.ly/3d7nQoe
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:41 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael
Howard, Jon; Fuller, Matthew; Fletcher, BJ;Warbington, Chad; Langstaff, Bob; Young,
Demetrius; Davis,Nathan; Subadan, Sharon; Tolbert, Sonja
Executive Order
JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID 19.docx

Chris and Mike:
I would like to sign this Order tomorrow. Please notify me of any errors or omissions, or should either
of you have an objection to one or more provisions of the proposed Order.
Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mosley, Latonza <LMosley@albanyga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:40 PM
Gresham, Tennasha; Carter, Steven; Dawson, John; French,Taanya; West, Joria;
Cook,Larry; Burns, Sebon; Persley, Michael; Scott, Cedric; Maples, Kenneth; Allen, Sam;
Trotter, Michael; Fields, Yvette; Clark, Bristria; vamella.lovett@dph.ga.gov; Wilson, Hank;
sonja.moody@dph.ga.gov; Fowler, Michael; Morgan, James;
rebecca.sullivan@uss.salvationarmy.org; quantessa1 O@gmail.com; Hawkins, Margarette;
Jones, Eddie; Sproul, Kevin; Johnson, Kenneth; james.davis@dph.ga.gov; Elder, Gregory
L.; troy.conley@docoschools.org; Harrell, Tina; Hendley, Martha; Ware, Jawahn;
Shemwell, Kathy; kenb@sherwoodbaptist.net; Whitley-Banks,Phyllis; Howell, Wendy;
pamelaJackson@usmc.mil; james.c.davis@dph.ga.gov;
guillermo.cornavaca@redcross.org; Jordan, Rubin; Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas,
Christopher; Dorough, Bo; McCoy,Michael; Chris S. Cohilas; Wright, Veronica
Ostrander, Marie; Wilson, Jamie; Carpenter, Joy; Irving, Tateshea; swgacoad@gmail.com;
Smith, Derrell; Brown,Reginald; Barnes, Russell; LaVoie, Bryan; Carter, Robert; Ward,
Ryan; Rooks, Latoysa; Veronica Wright; Bryant,Leslie; Bradford, Angela; Tolbert, Sonja;
Jackson, Tamara; Ramona Madding
Emergency Support Function (ESF)Covid-19 Meeting
attach ment.ics

Purpose:
On behalf of Fire Chief Cedric Scott, we would like for you to join us in this meeting to discuss emergency operations
readiness as it relates to the COVID-19 pandemic in our area. We would also like all ESFsto be prepared to give a brief
(3) minute update on their area. Please see the examples below as to the type of information that needs to be included.
Ex. Transportation - Have the bus schedules changed? How are you maintaining social distancing?
Ex. Communications - How are we preparing for the increased number of work from home employees? Can the current
server handle our needs?
Please keep in mind these are only examples. Your report should give insight into how your department is combating
this issue, and what preparations are being made.
Thanks.
LM

Join the meeting: https:/ /call.lifesizecloud.com/889786
Passcode: 8979
Join the Lifesize meeting using Skype for Business: https:/ /skype.lifesizecloud.com/889786
Click to call from Mobile (audio only)
United States: +1 (312) 584-2401,, 889786#,,8979#
Call in by Phone (audio only)
United States: +1 (312) 584-2401
Meeting extension: 889786#
Passcode: 8979
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Additional numbers: https:/ /call.lifesize.com/numbers
Calling from a Lifesize conference room system? Just dial 889786 with the keypad.
Other ways to call: https:/ /call.lifesize.com/otherways/889786
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE:Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:24 PM
Brown, Beth
ACCG Afternoon COVID Info: Emory Infectious Disease Expert Presentation; Deadline
Adjustments for Certain State Reporting Requirements; and FEMA Process for Public
Assistance

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed ...
ACCG continues to work to provide you timely and important information and not overload your in-box. Therefore, we
are providing several important updates below and attached.

GMA Presentation from Dr. Carlos del Rio, Emory Infectious Disease Expert
Earlier today, the Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) hosted a teleconference briefing with special guest, Dr. Carlos
del Rio. He is an Emory infectious disease expert, a professor of medicine at Emory University School of Medicine and
executive associate dean for Emory at Grady Memorial Hospital. Del Rio has been identified by Emory as one of the key
health care professionals who can speak about many facets of the COVID-19 outbreak. ACCG highly recommends that
you take the time to watch and listen to this presentation. Although you have heard a great deal of information about
COVID-19, this presentation "hits home" for Atlanta, and more broadly Georgia, as the spread of COVID-19 continues.
Visit GMA's COVID-19 resource page for the full PowerPoint presentation and the audio from the call. To access the
audio in the PowerPoint, locate the small speaker in the top left corner of the PowerPoint introduction slide.

DCA and DOAA Announced Deadline Adjustments Today for Certain County Reporting
Requirements
Comprehensive Plans - Counties with a Comprehensive Plan/Plan Update or Capital Improvement Element (CIE) due on
the June 30, 2020 deadline will be able to request a one-time extension to the October 31, 2020 deadline. This will not
permanently change your deadline. The county is expected to submit either the Plan/SDS/CIE or a letter requesting an
extension from the Chief Elected Official by the June 30 deadline in order to maintain compliance. The county should
submit one of these to DCA by June 30. Any questions or requests can be sent to planning@dca.ga.gov.
County Audits and Reports of Local Government Finance - The Department of Community Affairs (DCA) and the
Department of Audits and Accounts (DOAA) are offering a combined, one-time 90-day extension for county audits and
Reports of Local Government Finance (RLGF). This is similar to the joint DOAA-DCA extensions that were offered in the
months following Hurricane Michael in 2018. This extension is applicable to FY2019 submissions, and is available for
those counties with reporting due dates of March 31, 2020-June 30,2020 {FYE dates of September 30-December 31,
2019). The county's Chief Elected Official should submit a request for extension to DOAA at lo gov@audits.ga.gov by
their respective submission deadline {six months after the conclusion of the county's fiscal year). In response, a letter
will be sent on DOAA letterhead acknowledging the extension and providing information on the new submission
deadline. For this special circumstance, the extension will apply to both DOAA and DCA submissions. In ordinary
circumstances, these would be separate extension requests to the respective agencies. If a county is able to complete
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and submit their audit and/or RLGFby the current deadline, they are encouraged do so. Either the submission or the
request for extension should be submitted by the existing deadline in order to maintain eligibility for all funding,
designations, etc.

FEMA Processfor Public Assistance
The National Association of Counties (NACo) has received more information from FEMA on the process for public
assistance for states, local governments and eligible nonprofits. Below is a direct response from FEMA that was
provided to NACo. Please be sure to reference the attached file for eligible emergency protective measures.
"The Administration continues to place its full weight and resources behind the response to COVID-19. FEMA
currently has over $500 million in available balances in the Disaster Relief Fund (DRF) Base to support all 56
States and Territories for COVID-19 response efforts, including for direct Federal assistance, temporary facilities,
commodities, equipment, and emergency operation costs.
On March 13, 2020, the President declared the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic of
sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant an emergency declaration for all states, tribes, territories, and the
District of Columbia pursuant to section 501 (b) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the "Stafford Act"). State, Territorial, Tribal, local government entities and
certain private non-profit (PNP) organizations are eligible to apply for Public Assistance. States, Tribal and
Territorial governments do not need to request separate emergency declarations to receive FEMA assistance
under this nationwide declaration. The emergency declaration will reimburse for eligible emergency protective
measures taken to respond to the COVID-19 emergency at the direction or guidance of public health officials
under Category B of FEMA's Public Assistance program. Attached is a fact sheet with additional guidance on the
types of emergency protective measures that may be eligible under FEMA's Public Assistance program. FEMA
will not duplicate assistance provided by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS}, to include the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC},or other federal agencies.
On March 17, 2020, the Administration submitted a request to Congressional Appropriators for additional fiscal
year (FY) 2020 funding in the amount of $45.8 billion and the necessary authorities to address ongoing
preparedness and response efforts. Included in this request is $2 billion in the Disaster Relief Fund Base Account
to ensure there are resources available to support continued disaster operations.
We will continue to work with our state, local, tribal and territory partners to provide updates and additional
information."
Counties and other local governments are covered by the President's actions on March 13 as outlined above. Therefore,
counties do not need to wait for individual Governors to request a federal disaster declaration.

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Marc Ott <executivedirector@icma.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:22 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
ICMA Coronavirus Update: Focus on Documentation for Reimbursement

Sent:
To:

Subject:

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

View this email in your browser.

Dear Colleague,
While there are so many moving pieces as you continue to respond to the COVI D-19 pandemic, I
wanted to specifically call your attention to next steps related to disaster recovery. We have just
received guidance from the Federal Emergency Management Agency that your expenses related to
the COVI D-19 outbreak may be eligible for reimbursement through FEMA's disaster assistance
program outside of the need for the state government to declare a state of emergency before funds
can be tapped. Be sure to reference this fact sheet for eligible emergency protective measures.
These are the key points shared with us by our partners at the National Association of Counties.
OJI

FEMA currently has over $500 million in available balances in the Disaster Helief Fund (DFff)
Base to support all 56 States and Territories for COVI D-19 response efforts, including for
direct Federal assistance, temporary facilities, commodities, equipment, and emergency
operation costs.

OJI

On March 13, 2020, the President declared the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID19) pandemic of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant an emergency declaration for all
states, tribes, territories, and the District of Columbia pursuant to section 501 (b) of the Hobert
T. Stafford Disaster Helief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the
"Stafford Act"). State, Territorial, Tribal, local government entities and certain private nonprofit (PNP) organizations are eligible to apply for Public Assistance.

OJI

States, Tribal and Territorial governments do not need to request separate emergency
declarations to receive FEMA assistance under this nationwide declaration. The emergency
declaration will reimburse for eligible emergency protective measures taken to respond to the
COVI D-19 emergency at the direction or guidance of public health officials under Category B
of FEMA's Public Assistance program.

OJI

This fact sheet provides additional guidance on the types of emergency protective measures
that may be eligible under FEMA's Public Assistance program. FEMA will not duplicate
assistance provided by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to include
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), or other federal agencies.
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OJI

On March 17, the Administration submitted a request to Congressional Appropriators for
additional fiscal year (FY) 2020 funding in the amount of $45.8 billion and the necessary
authorities to address ongoing preparedness and response efforts. Included in this request is
$2 billion in the Disaster Helief Fund Base Account to ensure there are resources available to
support continued disaster operations.

Other reminders:
OJI

Document carefully and be sure your team refreshes its knowledge of FEMA procurement
requirements, such as competitive bidding. Sole source contracts should be avoided as much
as possible except in extreme circumstances. If a sole source contract is required, be sure to
document carefully.

OJI

Heach out to your small business community to make them aware of the Small Business
Administration loan programs and any other philanthropic or state resources they can tap.

ICMA is working closely with its state and local government partners to make sure local financial
needs are addressed in the next fiscal stimulus package now under development with the
Administration and Congress. To inform the federal government of the needs of local governments
you will be receiving a link to a survey asking you about your anticipated COVID-19 expenses. The
package will be presented within 48 hours so we would appreciate your immediate response when
you receive the survey. We'll provide you with those results as well, as you keep in touch with your
members of Congress to let them know what programs and tools are most needed. [NLC and NACo
letters of 3/17 /20]
As I have committed over these past few weeks, we'll continue to keep you up to date on the latest
Coronavirus news on ICMA's website icma.org/coronavirus. As part of that commitment, we are
offering weekly teleconferences on timely subjects: Impact on Public Health with Dr. E. Oscar
Alleyne, chief of programs and services, National Association of County and City Health Officials
(NACCHO) (March 20) and Hecovering from Economic Disaster with Jeff Finkle, president and CEO
of the International Economic Development Council (IEDC) (March 27). You can register for these

free teleconferences here.
Our beta test group on the ICMA Connect community has been very successful and we plan to open
the community to all members on March 30. Please stay tuned for more details.
We continue to learn from each other in these trying times and want to be as helpful as possible in
sharing resources and offering convening opportunities. Send us your questions, suggestions,
lessons learned, and resources COVID19@icma.org.
Thank you and stay well,
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Marc Ott

ICMA Executive Director

ICMA - International City/County Management
Association
777 North Capitol Street, NE Suite 500
Washington, DC 20002-4201
(202) 962-3680

Manage Your Email Preferences
This includes unsubscribing from selected emails
Unsubscribe
By choosing this you will be removed from all ICMA email communications

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:01 PM
McCoy, Michael; Clark, Bristria
RE:Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

We received confirmation today of all hotel cancellations. Commissioner Johnson sent a message that the conference
was cancelled.
We are monitoring the refund status to ensure all money has been received.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:34 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

10-4.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:40 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Thanks. I received the information.
They are asking for us to not cancel at this time. They are working on refunds and possibly the process to cancel the
hotels for us
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:40 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe y.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@doughe
Subject: FW: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting

y.ga.us>

Mrs. Ware -ACCG cancelled the Annual Meeting. See email below and notify our Board. Also, cancel all the
reservations. Thanks.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Wills, Dave" <DWills@accg.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 4:09:00 PM EDT
To: Ben Hayward <bhay ard@camillaga.net>, Billy Pittard <bpittard@oglethorpecountyga.gov>,
Carvel
Lewis <cclewis@aol.com>, Charlotte Nash <charlotte.nash@gwinnettcounty.com>,
Cindy Jones Mills
<cjmills@forsy hco.com>, "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>, Darriel Nobles
<ddnobles@bellsouth.net>, Daryl Hall <dhall.cc@gmail.com>, David Sikes
<dsikes.toombsco@gmail.com>, Frederick Favors <FFav17@aol.com>, Harry Lange
<traildad.hl@gmail.com>, "Henry R. Craig" <hen ycraigl@charter.net>, Jamie Lamar Deloach
<jamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail.com>, Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Jimmy Kitchens
<jimmy.kitchens.atp@gmail.com>, John Daniell <jdaniell@oconee.ga.us>, Johnny Davis
<joadavis52@bellsouth.net>, Johnny Davis <jdavis@jeffersoncoun yga.gov>, Kathie Gannon
<kgannon@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Kevin Little <klittle@co.walton.ga.us>, Lamar Paris
<commissioner@uniongov.com>, Lisa Ritchie <lritchie@hallcoun y.org>, Liz Hausmann
<liz.hausmann@fultoncoun yga.gov>, Marc DeMott <marc.demott@ccboc.com>, Megan Martin
<mmartin@jarrard-davis.com>, Melissa Hughes <melissa.hughes@tiftcounty.org>, Nancy Schulz
<nschulz@co.newton.ga.us>, Nancy Thrash <commissionerthrash@gmail.com>, Natalie Crawford
<ncrawford@habershamga.com>, Pat Farrell <patfarrell@bellsouth.net>, Rick Muggridge
<rick@dwbinsurance.com>, Scott Johnson <sjohnson@columbiacoun yga.gov>, Sistie Hudson
<sistiehudson@aol.com>, Steve Taylor <taylors@bartowga.org>, Susan Andrews
<scandrewsl@juno.com>, Terrell Hudson <walterthudson@hotmail.com>, Tom McMichael
<tdmcm ichael@cox.net>
Cc: "Pridgen, Kelly" <KPridgen@accg.org>, "Christie, Jeff" <JChristie@ACCG.org>, "Brown, Beth"
<BBrown@ACCG.org>, "Robinson, Quint" <QRobinson@ACCG.org>
Subject: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Dear Board of Managers,
This morning the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers, which is authorized in Article VI of the
ACCG By-Laws to act on behalf of the Board of Managers between meetings, met to discuss issues
stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential impact on the 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
scheduled for April 24 -27 in Savannah/Chatham County. After a thorough discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to cancel the in-person Annual Meeting. A virtual, or online meeting of
the membership will be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and electing members of the
Board, including officers.
Shortly after your receipt of this message, minutes of today's meeting will be sent to you by ACCG's
General Counsel, Kelly Pridgen, who will invoke attorney-client privilege for part or all of her
communication.
Possibly this afternoon, and certainly not later than tomorrow morning, we will inform the full
membership of ACCGof the decision to cancel the Annual Meeting. Please note that the decision of the
Executive Committee includes a authorization to fully refund all registration and sponsorship fees paid
to ACCGfor Annual Meeting purposes.
As you will note in the email you will receive from Kelly Pridgen, you may contact any of us with
questions.
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Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk

Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 4:57 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
**MEDIA ADVISORY**Mayor of Albany and Dougherty County Commission Chair
Launch Joint Executive Order Due to the Coronavirus Pandemic
DOCOadvisory _JointExecOrder_031920.pdf

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Media Partners:
Please see attached advisory as a follow-up from the press conference earlier this afternoon.
Note: This release contains the JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER,as well as supplemental information,
we need your help in disseminating to the public.

including an FAQ's that

You can also access this advisory and supplemental information at the following link: https://bit.ly/3d7nQoe
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <bholmes@albanyga.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 4:49 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Reminder: Albany Area Chamber's COVID-19 Update

March 16, 2020

The Albany Area Chamber and its Board of Directors is committed to the health and
stability of our community, our members and our economy. We are in an
unprecedented time. And it is during difficult times especially that unity, leadership,
advocacy and stability are most critical. We are committed to continuing to provide you
with the resources and leadership you have come to expect.
We are actively monitoring the dynamic situation with COVID-19, are in communication
with our state and local health officials and elected leaders and assisting our healthcare
systems, first responders and emergency medical personnel in doing their jobs
consistently and effectively.
Further, we are working to ensure the health and safety of our Chamber staff; operational
continuity for delivery of services and resources to you, our members; and business
advocacy and community partnership as together we respond.
Business preparedness, fact-based decisions and access to resources will minimize
disruptions in the wake of COVID-19. Below, updates and important information to support
your work force and your business.

CHAMBER IN-PERSON PROGRAMS & EVENTS
As we encourage our businesses and community to follow the fact-based
recommendations of public health officials in an effort to minimize the spread of COVID19, we, too, heed their guidance. The Albany Area Chamber's downtown office is
closed for the weeks to come, during which time our in-person meetings and events
are postponed. We will communicate as Chamber meetings and programs are
rescheduled.

WORKING & ADVOCATING FOR YOU
Our business continuity plan is in place and investments in our technology infrastructure
mean our team can continue work for you ... from anywhere. Business hasn't stopped,
and neither has the Albany Area Chamber. We will continue to provide you with the
resources, engagement and leadership you have come to expect from us. Check your
284

inbox and our social media platforms -- including Facebook and lnstagram -- for updates
on our programs, business resources and member engagement opportunities.

SUPPORTING COMMERCE
The Albany Area is open for business. Limiting in-person engagements doesn't mean
commerce must halt. Ways to support our member businesses and support the health of
our economy include utilizing delivery services, online shopping and purchasing of gift
cards for later use. It's important also that businesses communicate directly with
customers about how they are adjusting during this time.

COVID-19 BUSINESS RESOURCES
The /\llianv /\1'«:ac:11a1r1li«:1'··s
(;()VI[)····19 llusin«:ss ll.«:sou1'c«:
c;,uicl«:provides useful
information and expert guidance for employers.The LLS..c:11a1r1IH>I'
loundation··s l1HsiliHncHin a llox provides best practices for addressing preparedness
issues while building in flexibility to handle potential business interruptions.

HEAL TH & WELLNESS
The Dougherty County COVID-19 Task Force has been activated, and the Albany Area
Chamber is proud to serve on it alongside our committed public partners. The Dougherty
County Emergency Operations Center is available at (229) 302-1900. Phoebe's COVID19 call line is available at (229) 312-1919. We encourage members and the public to
follow the recommendations of the
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proves daily status reports on COVID-19.

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce

I 225

West Broad Avenue, Albany, GA 31701

Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
Update Profile

I About

y.qa.us

Constant Contact

Sent by bholmes@albanyqa.com

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Marcia L. Conner <mconner@nfbpa.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 4:49 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Coronavirus' Impact on the Financial Markets and Resources You Can Use

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ICMA-RC Addresses Market Volatility Concerns and Provides
Helpful Resources
.I

~··· ····-,.,.--·--·--····l
NBFPA continues to monitor the spread of the Coronavirus
J

(COVID-19). Given growing concerns across the
country, ICMA-RC, our industry partner, has provided
resources related to the recent market volatility and strategies for investors.

NFBPA

I 777

North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 550, Washington,
Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
~

I Abo ut

Sent by mconner@nfbpa.org

DC 20002

y.qa.us

Co n sta n t Co n ta ct
in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
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TAC Service Desk
ICMA <surveyresearch@icma.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 4:48 PM
Michael McCoy
Your Urgent Input Needed: COVID-19 Impacts on Local Government

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Michael,
The federal government is moving quickly on an estimated $1 trillion financial stimulus package. We need your help in
the next 48 hours to help Congress understand how best to help local governments cope with the financial pressures
they face.
ICMA is working with the Government Finance Officers Association to collect information about your anticipated COVID19 expenses. Please click here to respond to a quick survey. which will take less than 5 minutes.
We will present the package of responses within 48 hours, and will provide you with the survey results as well. We
encourage you to use them as you discuss what programs and tools are most needed with your Congressional
representatives.
Thank you in advance for your time.
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Follow the link to opt out of future emails about this topic:
Click here to unsubscribe

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Marcia L. Conner <mconner@nfbpa.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 4:19 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Coronavirus' Impact on the Financial Markets and Resources You Can Us

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ICMA-RC Addresses Market Volatility Concerns and Provides
Helpful Resources
.I

~··· ····-,.,.--·--·--····l
NBFPA continues to monitor the spread of the Coronavirus
J

(COVID-19). Given growing concerns across the
country, ICMA-RC, our industry partner, has provided
resources related to the recent market volatility and strategies for investors.

NFBPA

I 777

North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 550, Washington,
Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
~

I Abo ut

Sent by mconner@nfbpa.org

DC 20002

y.qa.us

Co n sta n t Co n ta ct
in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA) < IGA@messages.dhs.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 4:09 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
DHS Announcement: CISA Releases Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers
During COVID-19

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
Please see the announcement below from Christopher Krebs, Director of the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), regarding the Identification of Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19, found here.

March 19, 2020

CISA Releases Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During
COVID-19
As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16, the President issued
updated Coronavirus Guidance for America. This guidance states that:
"If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply, you
have a special responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule. "

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the Secretary of
Homeland Security's responsibilities as assigned under the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to
provide strategic guidance, promote a national unity of effort, and coordinate the overall federal
effort to ensure the security and resilience of the Nation's critical infrastructure. CISA uses trusted
partnerships with both the public and private sectors to deliver infrastructure resilience assistance
and guidance to a broad range of partners.
In accordance with this mandate, and in collaboration with other federal agencies and the private
sector, CISA developed an initial list of "Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers" to help State
and local officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The list
can also inform critical infrastructure community decision-making to determine the sectors, subsectors, segments, or critical functions that should continue normal operations, appropriately
modified to account for Centers for Disease Control (CDC) workforce and customer protection
guidance.
The list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are essential to
continued critical infrastructure viability, including staffing operations centers, maintaining and
289

repairing critical infrastructure, operating call centers, working construction, and performing
management functions, among others. The industries they support represent, but are not
necessarily limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information technology
systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics, energy, water and
wastewater, law enforcement, and public works.
We recognize that State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are ultimately in charge of
implementing and executing response activities in communities under their jurisdiction, while
the Federal Government is in a supporting role. As State and local communities consider
COVID-19-related restrictions, CISA is offering this list to assist prioritizing activities related
to continuity of operations and incident response, including the appropriate movement of
critical infrastructure workers within and between jurisdictions.
Accordingly, this list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered to be, a
federal directive or standard in and of itself.

In addition, these identified sectors and workers are not intended to be the authoritative or
exhaustive list of critical infrastructure sectors and functions that should continue during the
COVID-19 response. Instead, State and local officials should use their own judgment in using
their authorities and issuing implementation directives and guidance. Similarly, critical
infrastructure industry partners will use their own judgment, informed by this list, to ensure
continued operations of critical infrastructure services and functions. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety while ensuring the continued delivery of critical
infrastructure services and functions.
CISA will continue to work with you and our partners in the critical infrastructure community
to update this list as the Nation's response to COVID-19 evolves. We also encourage you to
submit how you might use this list so that we can develop a repository of use cases for broad
sharing across the country.
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.

For further information on the federal government's response to COVID-19,
please visit Coronavirus.gov.
###
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I

YouTube

U.S. Department of Homeland Security· www.dhs.gov · 202-282-8000
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Rashelle Beasley < rbeasley@visitalbanyga.com >
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:50 PM
Tommy Gregors (tgregors@heritagecenter.org); sdsubadan@albanyga.gov;
lomaxtherock@aol.com; linda.davis@hiealbany.com;
jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com; jholmes@albanyga.gov;
tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com; mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us; Nicholson, Jacqueline K.;
mburnette@chehaw.org
Siverlene Blount; Sandy Gregors; Shelby Nichols
Albany CVB Update
Pep-talk for DMO Managers.docx

Good afternoon everyone,
Hope you are all healthy. The CVB staff is now working remotely, taking turns going into the office to get the mail and
any other office work needing to be handled. The office phone has been forwarded to Sandy's cell number, she will
distribute any messages needed.
We are all staying in contact with hoteliers, who are starting to see occupancy dwindle. Most are working on a skeleton
crew, with just managers on staff. They have all been mandated by corporate to shut down food service, but are
offering grab-n-go options for guest. While some still have rooms booked, April is the most concerning with very little to
no bookings.
The attractions have all shut down to the public with the exception of the Zoo and outdoor park. Chehaw is monitoring
any groups to help keep people at a social distance. FRQ and Chehaw are offering daily videos with animals to keep the
community engaged and entertained. The CVB will reach out to the Freedom Singers to see if we can organize a video of
songs either through Facebook Live or Video chat. People relate to music and it brings people together.
The CVB staff is staying up to date with webinars being offered in our industry, some of us have up to 3 a day. Our first
blog post on restaurants was a huge success, with over 3,483 reached and 205 click throughs in less than 24 hours. We
are meeting regularly with our Marketing team to develop new images, campaigns and community engagement
opportunities to keep tourism relevant for when we come out of all this. Most of our marketing for now will be images
of Albany and sharing everything hotel images, restaurants, attractions and online retailers. The main focus will be to
stay relevant and continue you to grow social media outlets. In this down time we can't allow our google rankings and
social media to slip, as it will be a part of the uphill climb in the future.
After speaking with Shannon Gray yesterday, we decided now would be a good time to send out a survey to past guest,
which we will share with the partners, to see what they enjoyed most about Albany, why they came, how long they
stayed, and would they visit again. This will keep us top of mind as well as give them something to do with their time
while quarantined. It will not be an intrusive survey it will be crafted delicately with the crisis we are all dealing with in
mind.
Lastly, one of our strategist, Berkeley Young gave us DMO's a pep-talk yesterday. He is brilliant and I trust his judgement
and advice. Berkeley knows Albany, he helped with the research project in 2007. I have attached the notes he gave us
all and will share with the other partners. This is the map I am using to create a bounce back plan.
If you have ideas on more we can do to help, and if you have any questions.
Thank you for all you do! Stay safe and healthy!
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Rashelle Beasley, LEC, TMP
Executive Director, Albany Convention and Visitors Bureau
Race Director, SNICKERS® Marathon and Half Marathon
112 N. Front Street
Albany, GA 31701
229-317-4760
www.visitalbanyga.com
(Disw()er}1 {6any...

wliere liistory and nature flow!
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:47 PM
bodorough@albanyga.gov
Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us); SharonSubadan; Wendy Howell; Chris Cohilas
(ccohilas@watsonspence.com)
Fwd: Executive order attached. Must be released today.
2129_001.pdf

Mayor, please see below. Ensuring it reaches you at multiple e-mail addresses.
Barbara
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:44 PM
To: bodorough@att.net; borodough@albanyga.gov
Cc: Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com); Wendy Howell; Sharon Subadan; Mike McCoy
(MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
Subject: Executive order attached. Must be released today.

Mayor Dorough Thank you for your thoroughness in ensuring the clarity of the executive order defining temporary restrictions due to
COVID-19. It is imperative that the executive order be released today, both for public awareness and understanding and
so that it may be followed. Additionally, some establishments require the documentation in order to follow it. The order
must be released promptly if it is expected to be followed.
The order is attached hereto and bears the Chairman's signature.
This is a highly dynamic situation and an unprecedented time for all - individuals, communities, businesses. Indeed, our
world. I appreciate your leadership and everyone's efforts.
Barbara

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:45 PM
bodorough@att.net; borodough@albanyga.gov
Chris Cohilas (ccohilas@watsonspence.com); Wendy Howell; Sharon Subadan; Mike
McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
Executive order attached. Must be released today.
2129_001.pdf

Mayor Dorough Thank you for your thoroughness in ensuring the clarity of the executive order defining temporary restrictions
due to COVID-19. It is imperative that the executive order be released today, both for public awareness and
understanding and so that it may be followed. Additionally, some establishments require the documentation in
order to follow it. The order must be released promptly if it is expected to be followed.
The order is attached hereto and bears the Chairman's signature.
This is a highly dynamic situation and an unprecedented time for all - individuals, communities, businesses.
Indeed, our world. I appreciate your leadership and everyone's efforts.
Barbara

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:38 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Joint Executive Order
JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID19.docx

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "Mote, Stacie" <SMote@albanyga.gov>
Date: 3/19/20 3:34 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,
Subject: Joint Executive Order

"Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Good afternoon. Please see attached Executive Order.
Thanks,
Staciiie

111
....111,,,

IIMote

Paralegal
Office of the City Attorney
Phone: 229.431.2805
Direct: 229.302.1483
Fax: 229.431.3206
222 Pine Ave., Ste. 560
Albany, GA 31701

P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyqa.gov
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City business are public records available to fhe public and media upon request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachment contains information from the City
of Albany - City Attorney's Office, and is intended solely for the use of the named recipient or
recipients. This e-mail may contain privileged attorney /client communications or work product.
Any dissemination of this e-mail by anyone other than an intended recipient is strictly prohibited.
If you are not a named recipient, you are prohibited from any further viewing of the e-mail or any
attachments or from making any use of the e-mail or attachments. If you believe you have
received this e-mail in error, notify the sender immediately and permanently delete the e-mail,
any attachments, and all copies thereof from any drives or storage media and destroy any
printouts of the e-mail or attachments.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:37 PM
BHolmes
FW: Joint Executive Order
JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID19.docx

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "Mote, Stacie" <SMote@albanyga.gov>
Date: 3/19/20 3:34 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,
Subject: Joint Executive Order

"Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Good afternoon. Please see attached Executive Order.
Thanks,
Staciiie

111
....111,,,

IIMote

Paralegal
Office of the City Attorney
Phone: 229.431.2805
Direct: 229.302.1483
Fax: 229.431.3206
222 Pine Ave., Ste. 560
Albany, GA 31701

P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyqa.gov
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City business are public records available to fhe public and media upon request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachment contains information from the City
of Albany - City Attorney's Office, and is intended solely for the use of the named recipient or
recipients. This e-mail may contain privileged attorney /client communications or work product.
Any dissemination of this e-mail by anyone other than an intended recipient is strictly prohibited.
If you are not a named recipient, you are prohibited from any further viewing of the e-mail or any
attachments or from making any use of the e-mail or attachments. If you believe you have
received this e-mail in error, notify the sender immediately and permanently delete the e-mail,
any attachments, and all copies thereof from any drives or storage media and destroy any
printouts of the e-mail or attachments.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mote, Stacie <SMote@albanyga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:35 PM
McCoy, Michael; Howell, Wendy
Joint Executive Order
JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID 19.docx

Good afternoon. Please see attached Executive Order.
Thanks,
Staciiie

IIMote
Paralegal
Office of the City Attorney
111
....111,,,

Phone: 229.431.2805
Direct: 229.302.1483
Fax: 229.431.3206
222 Pine Ave., Ste. 560
Albany, GA 31701

P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyqa.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City business are public records available to fhe public and media upon request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachment contains information from the City
of Albany - City Attorney's Office, and is intended solely for the use of the named recipient or
recipients. This e-mail may contain privileged attorney /client communications or work product.
Any dissemination of this e-mail by anyone other than an intended recipient is strictly prohibited.
If you are not a named recipient, you are prohibited from any further viewing of the e-mail or any
attachments or from making any use of the e-mail or attachments. If you believe you have
received this e-mail in error, notify the sender immediately and permanently delete the e-mail,
any attachments, and all copies thereof from any drives or storage media and destroy any
printouts of the e-mail or attachments.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:30 PM
McCoy, Michael
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures Fact Sheet
COVI D-19 Eligible Emergency Protective Measures Fact Sheet(FINAL)(3.19.20).pdf

Hi Mike,
As promised, attached find additional info to support the COVID-19 costs for Public Assistance. Please let me know if you
have any questions.
Tara

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:11 PM
Davis, Nathan
FW: FAQs relative to executive order
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020 (Barbara Rivera. Holmes).docx

From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:05 PM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
(ccohilas@watsonspence.com) <ccohilas@watsonspence.com>
Subject: FAQs relative to executive order

Chris Cohilas

Attached please find draft FAQs.
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:05 PM
Wendy Howell
Sharon Subadan; Mike McCoy(MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us); Chris
Cohilas(ccohilas@watsonspence.com)
FAQs relative to executive order
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020 (Barbara Rivera. Holmes).docx

Attached please find draft FAQs.
Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Attachments:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 2:51 PM
Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us)
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020 (Barbara Rivera. Holmes).docx

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue
Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

roderick jolivette <washjolly@yahoo.com >
Thursday, March 19, 2020 2:48 PM
bdourough@dougherty.ga.us; Sonja Tolbert; b.dorough@albany.ga.us;
mfowler@dougherty.ga.us; citymanager@albany.ga.us; Michael McCoy;
cljohnson@dougherty.ga.us; anjones@dougherty.ga.us; ccohilas@dougherty.ga.us; Jon
Howard; vedwards@dougherty.ga.us; cwarbington@albany.ga.gov;
dyoung@albany.ga.gov; Bob Langstaff
Fw: Please pass on to the Governor Coronavirus Task Force
CRR - 4.png; CRR - 3.png; CRR - 2.png; CRR -1.png

3/19/2020
Roderick Jolivette
229-669-0918

This is nothing new, just a thought from observation. I have noticed that gas prices are coming down.
Then I noticed that the majority of people pumping gas are pumping bare handed.
I was one of those people. Then I thought what if I pumped after a infected person? Can COVID-19 contamination be on the gas pump handle?
Imagine how this could impact the people and community, who could infect other people though other avenues.
I would love to see a community risk reduction campaign aimed at preventing the possibility of passing on secondary contamination from gas pumps. It can be
called whatever.

I have included a few awareness pictures.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Georgia Environmental Finance Authority <publicaffairs@gefa.ccsend.com>
of Georgia Environmental Finance Authority <publicaffairs@gefa.ga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 2:10 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
GEFA COVID-19 Update

on behalf

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here
Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Georgia
Environmental Finance Authority. Don't forget to add publicaffairs@gefa.ga.gov
to your address book so we'll
be sure to land in your inbox!
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

TheGeorgiaEnvironmental
FinanceAuthority(GEFA)is committed
to protecting
the healthand
wellbeingof ourstaff,customers,
andthe community.
At the directionof GovernorKemp,we are
minimizing
interaction
to helppreventthe spreadof the COVID-19
viruswhilestayingopenfor
business.
As of thisweek,mostGEFAemployees
areworkingremotely---with
minimalstaffin theoffice---to
ensureourprogramscontinueto operateas smoothlyas possible.Wearealsodiscouraging
visitors
fromcomingto ouroffice.Pleasecontactusvia phone,email,or thewebsite.Welookforwardto
servingyou.
GEFAwillcontinueto monitorouroperations,
includingourremoteworkplans,andadjustas
necessary
basedonthe directionprovidedbyfederalandstateofficials.
Forupdatesonthe COVID-19situationas it develops,
follow@GaDPH,
@GeorgiaEMA,
and
@GovKemp
onTwitterand@GaDPH,
@GEMA.OHS,
and@GovKemp
on Facebook.
Forinformation
aboutCOVID-19,
visithttps://dph.georgia.gov/novelcoronavirus
or
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov
/index.html.
Thankyoufor yourcooperation
andunderstanding.
GeorgiaEnvironmental
FinanceAuthority
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Georgia Environmental Finance Authority, 233 Peachtree St NE,
Ste 900, Atlanta, GA 30303
SafeUnsubscribem mmccoy@douqhe
Forward email

I Update

Profile

I About

Sent by publicaffairs@gefa.qa.qov

y.qa.us

our service provider

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tia Jacobs <tjacobs@mercatus.gmu.edu>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 2:02 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVID-19 Pandemic Policy Response: Guidelines for Policymakers

Dear Mr. McCoy,
In response to the ongoing COVID-19 public health and economic crisis, the Mercatus Center is
routinely publishing short-essays to address pressing ongoing policy questions affecting Congress,
state governments, and the American economy.
Tyler Cowen, Mercatus' General Director, recently wrote a blog post titled, "The Best Economic Plan
Against the Coronavirus" focusing on these main points:
1. Scale down economic activity in a rapid way to keep people at home, but without devastating
the physical, cultural, or organizational capital that will be needed to restore growth and
normality.
2. Boost the confidence of markets -- both retail and financial markets -- by showing progress in
limiting the spread of the disease.
3. Keep business in a position to rebound.
4. Create incentives for production to bounce back once that is appropriate.
You can find Tyler Gawen's blog post here.
As we all know, this ongoing public health and economic crisis continues to evolve. The Mercatus
Center at George Mason University will be sending timely policy briefs containing recommendations
for governments at all levels.
Please regularly check our website for all of the Mercatus Center's up-to-date research and
responses to the COVI D-19 pandemic.
Should you have any questions or would like to learn more about how the Mercatus Center can act as
a resource during these challenging times, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Tia L. Jacobs
State Outreach Associate
Mercatus Center at George Mason University
0: (703) 993-9112
C: (262) 498-7526
www.mercatus.org
Unsubscribe
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tolbert, Sonja <STolbert@albanyga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:48 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE:Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020 (Barbara Rivera. Holmes).docx

If it's not too late, I found a few boo-boos (highlighted in green). And one suggestion to add re:
beauty/barber shops....

Sonja 'Tolllbe1rt,
CIMC
Ciity Clle1rlk
HIMC IRegiionH:I 1Dii1recto1r
Office of the City Clerk
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
229-302-1468 - direct
229-431-2161 - office
229-878-3198 - fax
www.albanyqa.gov

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City officials
regarding City business are public records available to fhe public and media upon request Your email communications may be subject
to public disclosure.

From: Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:22 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Cohilas, Christopher
<CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Chris Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>; Ramona Madding
<rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Jackson, Tamara
<TaJackson@albanyga.gov>; Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>; Tolbert, Sonja <STolbert@albanyga.gov>; Scott,
Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>; Mosley, Latonza <LMosley@albanyga.gov>; Sproul, Kevin <KSproul@dougherty.ga.us>;
Ostrander, Marie <M0strander@dougherty.ga.us>;
Fowler, Michael <MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>; Carpenter, Joy
<JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>; kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton, Monique <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>;
Scott Steiner <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>; grice@phoebehealth.com
Subject: Re: Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call
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Thanks, Mike. I appreciate the work we put in yesterday to get this ready for today. I've made a few edits and
recommendations to language in FAQs.
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:38 PM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Chris Cohilas
<CCohilas@watsonspence.com>; Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Subadan, Sharon
<SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Jackson, Tamara <TaJackson@albanyga.gov>; Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>;
Tolbert, Sonja <STolbert@albanyga.gov>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>; Mosley, Latonza
<LMosley@albanyga.gov>; Sproul, Kevin <KSproul@dougherty.ga.us>; Ostrander, Marie
<M0strander@dougherty.ga.us>;
Fowler, Michael <MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>; Carpenter, Joy
<JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>; kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org <kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org>; Broughton,
Monique <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>; Scott Steiner <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>; grice@phoebehealth.com
<grice@phoebehealth.com>; Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Subject: RE:Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call

Please find attached the recommended (By Michael, Sharon and Barbara) draft FAQ for the proposed COA Coronavirus
Order. We'll discuss this during our 10 am conference call. Thanks.
-----Original Appointment----From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:26 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough,
Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com; grice@phoebehealth.com; Barbara
Rivera. Holmes
Subject: Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call
When: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: See Instructions Below
All, below are directions on calling in:
605.4 75.4 700
Pl N 1054203#

Please announce yourself when calling in and mute your phone, unless you are speaking. We will do a roll-call once it
appears everyone is on the call.
Thanks,

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006 Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Elena Grissom < Elena@zencity.io>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:30 PM
Michael McCoy
Cities' response to COVID-19

Hi Michael,
My name is Elena, and I'm reaching out from Zencity. In our collaborations with cities and counties in GA and nationwide,
we see just how hard local government teams are working right now - we have nothing but admiration and gratitude for
the work you're doing for your community.
I'm excited to share a report which I hope will be helpful to you and your team. We've gathered and analyzed millions of
online resident conversations about COVID-19, to provide you with the main concerns in communities
nationwide. You can read the results of the report here.
I also wanted to offer our support in these times as best as we are able. Essentially, Zencity is an Al-based tool that
aggregates online resident discourse and sentiment, quantifying and analyzing it in real time. In the context of COVID-19,
and at a time when residents are turning increasingly to on line channels for answers/updates, local governments are
using the tool to monitor on line discourse about the virus, catch mis-information, and track the effectiveness of
city messaging.
If our services can be helpful to your team and your community, I would be happy to jump on a call and walk you through
how we can get started ASAP.
Again, we appreciate your hard work, and want you to know that you are not alone in this challenge.

Warm regards and best wishes,
Elena

Elena Grissom • Government Solutions Specialist
+214 273-1766 I Zencity.io
We salute the local government teams that are on the coronavirus frontlines. We've been working closely with
our customers to support their efforts in managing the crisis. Learn more h_ern.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:14 PM
Brown, Beth
COVID-19 and Workers' Compensation
LGRMS COVID-19 AND Workers Compensation 2020 03 17.pptx; COVID 19 and
Workers Compensation by Dan Kniffen.pdf

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1en,
n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and c.:llllerllks...
IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on1111mission
and staff as needed...
For those of you wondering about whether workers' compensation is available to those claiming to be exposed to
COVID-19 at work, Local Government Risk Management Services held a webinar for ACCG-GSIWCFmembers earlier this
week. Attached please find one of the slides, as well as an article by the presenter, Dan Kniffen, with Drew, Eckl and
Farnam. While it does not appear that there will be workers' compensation coverage for COVID-19, precautions should
be taken for all employees, but particularly first responders, who are daily in close contact with those who are ill and
may have or carry COVID-19. The CDC has issued guidance specifically for EMS, as well as for law enforcement.
You can watch the LGRMS webinar here: https://youtu.be/c-ZjBp

cZc8

Some of you have inquired about the impact of recent federal legislation on county employers. We will be evaluating
the legislation and providing guidance soon. We appreciate your patience.

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 12:30 PM
Mike McCoy (MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us); SharonSubadan
Juwan Wilson; Chris Cohilas
Executive Order

Draft language re: business impact for executive order.

Whereas, Albany and Dougherty County benefit from a strong and diversified economy, and the

economic stability and viability of our community depends on the ability of commerce to flow.
The orders presented are intended to flatten the curve of COVID-19, protect the health of our
work force and ultimately minimize the long-term economic impact to businesses;

Barbara Rivera Holmes I President & CEO
Albany Area Chamber of Commerce
225 West Broad Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701
229.434.8700 I albanyga.com I Facebook

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

lndexlQ <outreach@newyorklifeinvestments.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 12:26 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Webcast - The Casefor Liquid Multi-Alternative ETFExposure

If you have trouble viewing this e-mail, mad tho onlliinovoirsiion

Join lndexlQ to learn how to use liquid alternative ETFs to help achieve better outcomes
in your client portfolios.

2020 is shaping up to be a year in which several factors are contributing to increased
volatility. As a result, individual and institutional investors alike are turning to liquid
alternatives for their risk management features and easy access. Multi-alternative ETFs
in particular use a combination of hedge fund strategies to respond to movements
across the equity, fixed income, and currency markets.
Join senior investment professionals from lndexlQ as they discuss:

• Market Update - Headline risks ranging from the coronavirus outbreak, the
current election cycle, and rising tensions from global trade
• Growth of Liquid Alternative ETFs - Liquid alternative ETFs have emerged as a
powerful liquidity and diversification tool from the aftermath the 2008 Financial
Crisis
• Implementing Liquid Alt ETFs into a Portfolio - Innovative ways investors are
using liquid alternative ETFs to achieve a variety of investment objectives
• Advantages of an ETF for Multi-Alternative Exposure - How hedge fund
replication in an ETF structure may avoid some of the inherent disadvantages of
pursuing alternatives exposure in a mutual fund

Featured speakers:
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Sal Bruno
CIO & Managing Director, lndexlQ

Kelly Ye
Director of Research & Alternative
Investing, lndexlQ

Moderated by:

Chris Hempstead
Director of Institutional
Business Development, lndexlQ

Title: The Case for Liquid Multi-Alternative ETFs
rd

Date: Monday, March 23 , 2020
Time: 2:00pm -3:00pm

EST

About Risk:
The Fund's investment performance, because it is a fund of funds, depends on the investment performance
of the underlying ETFs in which it invests. There is no guarantee that the Fund itself, or any of the ETFs in the
Fund's portfolio, will perform exactly as its underlying index. The Fund's underlying ETFs invest in: foreign
securities, which are subject to interest rate, currency exchange rate, economic, and political risks. These
risks may be greater for emerging markets. Fixed income securities also carry inflation risk, liquidity risk, call
risk and credit and default risks for both issuers and counterparties. Unlike individual bonds, most bond funds
do not have a maturity date, so avoiding losses caused by price volatility by holding them until maturity is not
possible. In general the bond market is volatile, and fixed income securities carry interest rate risk. (As
interest rates rise, bond prices usually fall, and vice versa. This effect is usually more pronounced for longer-
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term securities.) Leverage, including borrowing, will cause some of the Fund's underlying ETFs to be more
volatile than if the underlying ETFs had not been leveraged. The Fund may experience a portfolio turnover
rate of over 100% that will increase transaction costs and may generate short-term capital gains which are
taxable.
Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results, which will vary. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
Consider the Funds' investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing.
The prospectus and the statement of additional information include this and other relevant
information about the Funds and are available by visiting IQetl'iu:om or calling (888) 474-7725. Read
the prospectus carefully before investing.
®

lndexlQ is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of New York Life Investment Management Holdings LLC and
serves as the advisor to the lndexlQ ETFs. ALPS Distributors, Inc. (ALPS) is the principal underwriter of the
ETFs. NYLIFE Distributors LLC is a distributor of the ETFs. NYLIFE Distributors LLC is located at 30 Hudson
Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302. ALPS Distributors, Inc. is not affiliated with NYLIFE Distributors LLC. NYLIFE
Distributors LLC is a Member FINRA/SIPC.
SMRU 1844732

UnsulbscnlbH from this or similar e-mails.

Unsulbsc:nlbofrom all future e-mails from New York Life Investments.
New York Life Investments

I 30

Hudson Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302

!!?.!:!!.li.1:!
..£,.li
....
Je.Q.!.!!.!;,i
I L.!l~
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TAC Service Desk
Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 12:22 PM
Jud Savelle
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Re: disinfecting and mitigation

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

No problem. Thank you for being flexible and working with us.
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 11:57 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Understood. Mr. Woolbright and I just spoke and worked it out. Thank you!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Yes I know. I have been asked to treat these locations due to workers occupying these spaces to include
the lobby still opened after hours.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Jud Savelle

We can discuss, but to be clear, the building does not have to be evacuated, only the
rooms being treated.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
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229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Dejuane is also going to be calling you to check on this, can we change the time of the
fogging to after 5pm or this weekend?
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 10:15 AM, Jud Savelle
<JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Good morning Heidi, we will be there at 9:00 in the morning. I plan to
have two technicians with two foggers, and we should finish by
noon. After we finish each room it should remain unoccupied for at
least 30 minutes for individuals passing through, or 1 hour for anyone
planning to occupy the room for an extended period.
Will we also be treating the EOC?
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison,
Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to
fog the discussed locations. I need to provide a time to the Judges and
the Sheriff.
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Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle
<JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At
this point I'm anticipating Friday, as we have a some
larger jobs lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later
today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane
<DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect
with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway
restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including
3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to
schedule 317-2979.
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Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities
Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:hminnick@dou~he
y.~a.us

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low
as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large
buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to
proceed with this. I should have enough stock for these
areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other
customers right away. The Decon 30 product we are
using is limited, and we may have to switch to another
disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is lowtoxicity like Decon 30. The only implication would be a
longer evacuation period following application, up to 2
hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
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Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud
Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com>
wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to
handle for the next hour, and will get
right to work on this afterwards. Expect
something back from me before
11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi
<HMinnick@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle
<Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two
additional locations. Can you give me a
quote on them? One is the
Government Building square footage
61,563 and the other is Central Square,
Tag and Tax square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of
Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
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From: Jud Savelle
[mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23
PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed
this morning. Please let me know if you
would like to proceed and we can
schedule to begin as soon as
tomorrow. Thanks again for the
opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi
<HMinnick@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02
PM
To: Jud Savelle
<Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy,
Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Hood, Donald
<DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below
email from Tuesday from you. In
regards to your email do you mind
setting up a time you can meet with me
and some of my staff in regards to what
Bishop offers should we need your
assistance with fogging a structure due
to possible exposure? I would much
rather be pro-active rather than
reactive in this situation.
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V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of
Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:hminnick@dou~he y.~a.us

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle
<Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all
been preparing for the potential arrival
of COVID-19, and our company been
closely watching the CDC guidelines
with the rest of the community. I
wanted to make you aware that we
offer services related to biohazard
cleanup, which we have done for
decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by
any means a solicitation. I only share
this information so you know we have
the tools and resources available locally
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should a need arise in any county
facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our
industry suppliers and are equipping
ourselves to handle rapid mitigation of
facilities where COVID-19 infected
persons have been present. We have
ordered extra stock of PPE,equipment,
and disinfectants to have on hand for
such a need. We have two ULV (ultra
low volume) foggers that are capable of
treating around 2,000 square feet per
hour. We have stocked extra cases of
EPA registered disinfectants that can be
applied to porous and non-porous
materials with effective viral kill rates.
These disinfectants are botanical in
nature and are safe to apply when
healthy persons are present in the
treated area, which will help speed up
the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire
operation. A spec sheet on this product
is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can
only perform quick turnaround on small
to medium size facilities, but we are in
contact with partners in our network so
we can make referrals or bring in
assistance when needed for a larger
operation.
Thank you and please contact me with
any questions about our services or
how we can partner with you to keep
our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a
very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business
are public records available to the public and
media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public
disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NACo <naco@naco.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 12:02 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Join national call for a federal legislative update on COVID-19

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Join National Call for a Federal Legislative Update on
County Federal Policy Priorities Regarding COVID-19
Response Efforts
America's counties are on the front lines of the nation's response to the coronavirus pandemic.
Counties operate over 1,900 public health departments - the ground troops in the CDC's fight
against the outbreak- and nearly 1,000 hospitals to treat residents with coronavirus and other
illnesses.
With the passage of two relief packages, Congress is working quickly to pass a third. Now more
than ever, we need a strong federal, state and local intergovernmental partnership to address
this crisis. The National Association of Counties (NACo) encourages county officials to urge your
members of Congress to include county priorities in the next package.
Today, March 19, at 5:00 p.m. EDT, please join NACo and county leaders for a briefing call on
county federal policy priorities regarding COVID-19 (coronavirus) response efforts. RSVP
information is below.
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Date: TODAY
Time: 5:00 p.m. EDT
Call-in Information: RSVPhere to receive call-in details.

,~ ... ■■■-Illl.111111■■1
NACo County Explorer
COVID-19: COUNTY & STATEEMERGENCYDECLARATION

If your county or state has declared an emergency not reflected in County Explorer, please reach
out to us at research@naco.org with information.
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660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.
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communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 11:42 AM
Minnick, Heidi
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

Understood. Mr. Woolbright and I just spoke and worked it out. Thank you!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>;
Michael <M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy,

Yes I know. I have been asked to treat these locations due to workers occupying these spaces to include the lobby still
opened after hours.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

We can discuss, but to be clear, the building does not have to be evacuated, only the rooms being
treated.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
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Dejuane is also going to be calling you to check on this, can we change the time of the fogging to after
5pm or this weekend?
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 10:15 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Good morning Heidi, we will be there at 9:00 in the morning. I plan to have two
technicians with two foggers, and we should finish by noon. After we finish each room
it should remain unoccupied for at least 30 minutes for individuals passing through, or 1
hour for anyone planning to occupy the room for an extended period.
Will we also be treating the EOC?
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to fog the
discussed locations. I need to provide a time to the Judges and the Sheriff.
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle
<JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm
anticipating Friday, as we have a some larger jobs lined up for
tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
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BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison,
Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV
application as quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public
elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~
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From: Jud Savelle fmailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12
per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with
this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but I'll need to arrange
to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product
we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another
disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like
Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation period
following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle
<JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next
hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before
11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation
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I have received a question to add two additional
locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and
the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax square footage

52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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Phone: 229-302-3230

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this
morning. Please let me know if you would like to
proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as
tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>;
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McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Hood,

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from
Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some
of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers should we
need your assistance with fogging a structure due to
possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active
rather than reactive in this situation.

V/R,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for
the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our company
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been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest
of the community. I wanted to make you aware that we
offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we
have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a
solicitation. I only share this information so you know
we have the tools and resources available locally should
a need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it
doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers
and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid mitigation
of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,
equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such
a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers
that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet
per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous
and non-porous materials with effective viral kill rates.
These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe
to apply when healthy persons are present in the
treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation
process without necessarily evacuating an entire
operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick
turnaround on small to medium size facilities, but we
are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a
larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions
about our services or how we can partner with you to
keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public
records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your
email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief.com >
Thursday, March 19, 2020 11:24 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Be curious when you disagree

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Created for mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
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Building thriving communities that improve people's lives
LEADERSHIP

SIGN UP• SHARE

AND MANAGEMENT

Be curious when you disagree
Instead of taking offense when someone says something that hits you wrong, pause to
regain your composure and seek the underlying issues, writes Liz Kislik. "When you look
for the reasons and beliefs behind your opponents' positions, you open the possibility of
finding mutual interests and common ground," she writes.
Full Story: Liz Kislik Associates (:3/17)

@@@@1

Webinar: Top 8 Priorities for Local Government
What community features do residents think are most
important? In this free Keynote Webinar, National Research
Center reveals telling highlights from The National
Community Survey database. See what matters most to
residents everywhere and how public input can help best
focus efforts. Sign Up
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AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Sydney shuts down events, facilities to halt outbreak
Authorities in Sydney, Australia -- the epicenter of the outbreak in the country -- on
Wednesday announced the closure of all gyms, libraries and pools as well as the
cancellation of public events and some official meetings in an effort to curb the spread of
the novel coronavirus. "We have not come to the decision to cancel events or close
facilities lightly, but we believe it's best for the community that we do so," said Lord
Mayor Clover Moore.
Full Story: Daily Mail (London) (:3/H3)

@·@·@fi:~li

Police use social media to tell criminals to stay home
Police departments in multiple states are humorously using social media to ask wouldbe criminals not to leave their homes during the coronavirus pandemic. "We will let you
know when you can return to your normal criminal behavior," the Salt Lake City Police
Department said on Facebook.
Full Story: The Hill (:3/17)

@@@@1
LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

Colo. county orders establishments to bar those 60 and
older
Officials in Gunnison County, Colo., have taken a drastic step in efforts to halt the
spread of the novel coronavirus, barring people over 60 from being served in local
restaurants and pubs. Gunnison County Incident Command group public information
officer Andrew Sandstrom says the rule -- which has drawn criticism from some who call
it discriminatory -- is intended to protect people most vulnerable to the virus.
Full Story: The Colorado Sun (Denver) (:3/16)
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Boston mandates 2-week construction stoppage;
emergency projects to continue
0 "'"''"''""'"'"""·'""""'····-····
Boston's mayor has required that construction projects

in the city

be placed on hold for at least two weeks because of the
coronavirus, although emergency projects such as road repairs
will be allowed to continue. Officials of some other cities, including
The John Hancock Tower in
Boston (Elsa/Getty Images)

San Francisco and New York, are taking or suggesting similar
measures.

Full Story: Construction Dive (:1/17)

@@@@1

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Minn. city advancing new water treatment facility
Bemidji, Minn., has awarded three contracts for the development of a new water
treatment facility that is expected to begin operations by the end of the year. The facility
will treat water tainted with perfluorocarbons and will ultimately be able to process 2,500
gallons of water per minute.
Full Story: The Bemidji Pioneer (Minn.) (:3/17)

@·@·@·@·1
HUMAN RESOURCES

AND DEVELOPMENT

Seattle giving grocery vouchers to needy families
The city of Seattle is planning to hand out vouchers to more than 6,000 families to use
for buying groceries at Safeway stores. The $800 vouchers, given in two $400
installments, will cost the city $5 million and will be aimed at "eligible families who are
currently enrolled in city-supported child care programs and food assistance programs,"
said Mayor Jenny Durkan, who added, "As schools and child care facilities close, we
need to do everything we can to support families and ensure they can put food on the
table."
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Full Story: CNN (:3/17)

@·@·@fi:~li

Ga. district continues meal service amid closure
With schools in Georgia closed, school nutrition professionals are continuing to
distribute free meals to students who depend on the food they receive at school. Jeana
Smith, director of nutrition for Thomasville City Schools, said students receive a lunch
and a prepackaged breakfast for the next day.

[i;i)Full Story: WALB-TV (Albany, Ga.) (:3/17)

@@@@1
ICMA NEWS

Coronavirus Resources: Plan and Prepare
As the virus continues to spread, ICMA has gathered some resources to support local
governments. View the Coronavirus Resources at our website.

@·@·@·@·1

Application deadline for Emerging Leaders Development
Program is closing soon
Aspiring and current local government managers are encouraged to attend the ICMA
University Emerging Leaders Development Program to build knowledge, skills, and
abilities in the management and technical topics that are needed to be successful.
Through a unique format of monthly teleseminars with senior Credentialed Managers
and public administration professors, the Emerging Leaders Development Program
minimizes your time away from work and maximizes your local government expertise.
Graduates of the program will receive a certificate of completion from ICMA University.
Application deadline is March 27, 2020: Apply Now!

Full Story: TechRepublic (B/14)
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SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 11:18 AM
Jud Savelle
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Re: disinfecting and mitigation

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Yes I know. I have been asked to treat these locations due to workers occupying these spaces to include the lobby still
opened after hours.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 11:15 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

We can discuss, but to be clear, the building does not have to be evacuated, only the rooms being
treated.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Dejuane is also going to be calling you to check on this, can we change the time of the fogging to after
5pm or this weekend?
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 10:15 AM, Jud Savelle

Good morning Heidi, we will be there at 9:00 in the morning. I plan to have two
technicians with two foggers, and we should finish by noon. After we finish each room
it should remain unoccupied for at least 30 minutes for individuals passing through, or 1
hour for anyone planning to occupy the room for an extended period.
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Will we also be treating the EOC?
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to fog the
discussed locations. I need to provide a time to the Judges and the Sheriff.
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle
<JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm
anticipating Friday, as we have a some larger jobs lined up for
tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison,
Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
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Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV
application as quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public
elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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Web: Dougherty.ga.us
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12
per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with
this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but I'll need to arrange
to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product
we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another
disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like
Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation period
following application, up to 2 hours.
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Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle
<JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next
hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before
11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional
locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and
the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax square footage
52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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Management
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Web: Dougherty.ga.us
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From: Jud Savelle fmailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this
morning. Please let me know if you would like to
proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as
tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>;
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Hood,
Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from
Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some
of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers should we
need your assistance with fogging a structure due to
possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active
rather than reactive in this situation.

V/R,
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Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for
the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our company
been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest
of the community. I wanted to make you aware that we
offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we
have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a
solicitation. I only share this information so you know
we have the tools and resources available locally should
a need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it
doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers
and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid mitigation
of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,
equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such
a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers
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that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet
per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous
and non-porous materials with effective viral kill rates.
These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe
to apply when healthy persons are present in the
treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation
process without necessarily evacuating an entire
operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick
turnaround on small to medium size facilities, but we
are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a
larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions
about our services or how we can partner with you to
keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public
records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your
email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:59 AM
Minnick, Heidi
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

We can discuss, but to be clear, the building does not have to be evacuated, only the rooms being treated.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>;
Michael <M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy,

Jud,
Dejuane is also going to be calling you to check on this, can we change the time of the fogging to after 5pm or this
weekend?
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

Good morning Heidi, we will be there at 9:00 in the morning. I plan to have two technicians with two
foggers, and we should finish by noon. After we finish each room it should remain unoccupied for at
least 30 minutes for individuals passing through, or 1 hour for anyone planning to occupy the room for
an extended period.
Will we also be treating the EOC?
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi

'.!..!.!..!.!!!.==~==~==:1.-

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
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To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to fog the discussed locations. I
need to provide a time to the Judges and the Sheriff.
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm anticipating
Friday, as we have a some larger jobs lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as
quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
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Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot
for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have
enough stock for these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers
right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to
another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon
30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up
to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com>
wrote:
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Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get
right to work on this afterwards. Expect something back from me
before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give
me a quote on them? One is the Government Building square footage
61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax square footage
52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know
if you would like to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as
tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.
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Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael

<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald
<DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation
Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In
regards to your email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with
me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers should we
need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible
exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in
this situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation
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FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential
arrival of COVID-19, and our company been closely watching the CDC
guidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make you aware
that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have
done for decades in our role as a water damage mitigator. Please know
this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this information so
you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping
ourselves to handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19
infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra stock of
PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We
have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of treating
around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous
materials with effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical
in nature and are safe to apply when healthy persons are present in the
treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this
product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on
small to medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in
our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services
or how we can partner with you to keep our community
healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most
written communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and
County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:58 AM
Jud Savelle
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Dejuane is also going to be calling you to check on this, can we change the time of the fogging to after 5pm or this
weekend?
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 10:15 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Good morning Heidi, we will be there at 9:00 in the morning. I plan to have two technicians with two
foggers, and we should finish by noon. After we finish each room it should remain unoccupied for at
least 30 minutes for individuals passing through, or 1 hour for anyone planning to occupy the room for
an extended period.
Will we also be treating the EOC?
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to fog the discussed locations. I
need to provide a time to the Judges and the Sheriff.
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone
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On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm anticipating
Friday, as we have a some larger jobs lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as
quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot
for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have
enough stock for these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers
right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to
another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon
30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up
to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com>
wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get
right to work on this afterwards. Expect something back from me
before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
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From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give
me a quote on them? One is the Government Building square footage
61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax square footage
52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know
if you would like to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as
tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
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To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald
<DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In
regards to your email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with
me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers should we
need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible
exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in
this situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential
arrival of COVID-19, and our company been closely watching the CDC
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guidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make you aware
that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have
done for decades in our role as a water damage mitigator. Please know
this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this information so
you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping
ourselves to handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19
infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra stock of
PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We
have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of treating
around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous
materials with effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical
in nature and are safe to apply when healthy persons are present in the
treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this
product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on
small to medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in
our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services
or how we can partner with you to keep our community
healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most
written communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and
County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:30 AM
Jud Savelle
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Thank you for the update. We are waiting on the EOC.
Thank you again
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 19, 2020, at 10:15 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Good morning Heidi, we will be there at 9:00 in the morning. I plan to have two technicians with two
foggers, and we should finish by noon. After we finish each room it should remain unoccupied for at
least 30 minutes for individuals passing through, or 1 hour for anyone planning to occupy the room for
an extended period.
Will we also be treating the EOC?
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to fog the discussed locations. I
need to provide a time to the Judges and the Sheriff.
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone
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On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm anticipating
Friday, as we have a some larger jobs lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as
quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: Jud Savelle fmailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot
for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have
enough stock for these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers
right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to
another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon
30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up
to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com>
wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get
right to work on this afterwards. Expect something back from me
before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
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To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give
me a quote on them? One is the Government Building square footage
61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax square footage

52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know
if you would like to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as
tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
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<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald
<DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation
Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In
regards to your email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with
me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers should we
need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible
exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in
this situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential
arrival of COVID-19, and our company been closely watching the CDC
guidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make you aware
that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have
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done for decades in our role as a water damage mitigator. Please know
this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this information so
you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping
ourselves to handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19
infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra stock of
PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We
have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of treating
around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous
materials with effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical
in nature and are safe to apply when healthy persons are present in the
treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this
product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on
small to medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in
our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services
or how we can partner with you to keep our community
healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most
written communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and
County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:19 AM
McCoy, Michael
Louie Perry
funding

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

MichaelGot your text regarding a need for funding from COVID-19. What kind of funding needs are you experiencing?
Camila

Ci:lm1ili:1
IIKnowles
Principal & Counsel I Government Affairs
D 678.391.4547 M 404.987.7995
1100 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 650
Atlanta, GA 30309

' "',,, : \'" l'I ,;

www.cgagroup.com

I ! ,:

1'

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Employers Guide to COVID-19 <info@mail.trainhr.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:16 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
The Average Employers Guide to COVID-19

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view.

Train
For Human

Resource

Professionals

i1veWelb 11111111
a 1r

1111
....

Thursday,
IMarch2.6, 2.02.0
11:30AM PDT I 02:30 PM 11.IIH

Duration: 90 Minutes

COVID-19 is a new disease. It's hard for employers to know what to do or what they are expected to
do as the situation changes daily. State law may affect an employer's obligations. However even in
currently unaffected states, employees expect employers to do what they can to keep them safe and
be able to answer "what if." more

Speaker Profile

Teri Morning, MBA, MS, SHRM-SCPspecializes in solving company "people problems."
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Teri is the founder and President of Hindsight Human Resources. www.hindsightcloud.com.
Teri also sources HR software solutions for incident tracking, employee relations, safety (Incident
Tracker), compensation (Compease) and performance management (Performance Pro) .... more

-r

nHR

NetZealous LLC,39658 Mission Boulevard, Fremont, CA 94539, USA.
www.trainhr.com
Toll Free: +1-800-385-1627

Copyright© 2020 trainhr.com
To unsubscribe from receiving emails on mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us, please click here

1°(Jrusuc

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:01 AM
Minnick, Heidi
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

Good morning Heidi, we will be there at 9:00 in the morning. I plan to have two technicians with two foggers, and we
should finish by noon. After we finish each room it should remain unoccupied for at least 30 minutes for individuals
passing through, or 1 hour for anyone planning to occupy the room for an extended period.
Will we also be treating the EOC?
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>;
Michael <M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy,

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to fog the discussed locations. I need to provide a
time to the Judges and the Sheriff.
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle

wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm anticipating Friday, as we have a
some larger jobs lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
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From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@doughe
y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial
Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large
buildings.
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Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for
these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30
product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not
botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation
period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on
this afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on
them? One is the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central
Square, Tag and Tax square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
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Emaill: hminnick@dou~he

y.~a.us

From: Jud Savelle fmailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like
to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the
opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your
email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in
regards to what Bishop offers should we need your assistance with fogging a structure
due to possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in this
situation.

V/R,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:hminnick@dou~he
y.~a.us

Management

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID19, and our company been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest of the
community. I wanted to make you aware that we offer services related to biohazard
cleanup, which we have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to
handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on
hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of
treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply
when healthy persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the
mitigation process without necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on
this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to
medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a larger operation.
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Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can
partner with you to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

American Stormwater Institute, LLC < info@americanstormwaterinstitute.com
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:14 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Online Stormwater Training Courses being offered now!!

View thi,:;e1na.ilin you1 l:i1ow,:;e1

The American Stormwater
Institute offers dynamic,
live, interactive ONLINE stormwater
courses.
We offer training for:
MS4 employees
Construction
employees
A special Erosion & Sediment Control course
A NEW Low Impact Development/Green
Infrastructure
Go to our website at:
www.americanstormwaterinstitute.com for a complete listing
and course descriptions. Also, keep checking the website as we
are adding new online classes frequently. Please contact our
office if you have any questions at 833-786-7698.
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>

[ill] [ill]
Copyright© 2018 American Stormwater Institute All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
P.O. Box 628, Abingdon, MD 21009

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:14 AM
Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael
Broughton, Monique; Subadan, Sharon
RE:**PRESSRELEASE**Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency
Operation Center COVID-19 Update for March 19, 2020

Good morning,
Renovations are still going on in Room 100.
The ability to live stream may not be available today. I will have to go down there to see what the
installers anticipate they will have completed by that time.
Thank you,
Slteven Ca111rte1r,
111"11111:IA,
CGCIO
Chief Information Officer
Technology and Communications

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:52 AM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
News - WFXL <newsdesk@wfxl.com>;
matt.reed@ceonews.com; News -WALB <news@walb.com>; dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>; Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>;
News - Albany Herald
<news@albanyherald.com>; brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook <samantha.cook@southgatv.com>
Subject: **PRESS RELEASE** Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency Operation Center COVID19 Update for March 19, 2020

Media Partners:
Please see attached release for informational purposes for Day Three of our Emergency Operations Center
(EOC).Again, expect an updated release each day this week as our EOCis in operation and new information
comes in.
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Reminder: We will hold another press conference at 1pm today in Room 100 of the Government Center at
222 Pine Avenue 1 with local updates on COVID-19. This will not be open to the public1 but we will live stream
the conference on our Dougherty County Facebook page @DoughertyCountyGeorgiaGovernment

You can also access this release via the following link: https://bit.ly/2

y520u

Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:13 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley,Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton,Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com;
grice@phoebehealth.com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Re: CDC Guidelines
image001.jpg; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image00S.png; JOINT
EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID19.docx; ATT00001.htm

All - attached is a draft copy of the order from Mr. McCoy ...

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of David Headley

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

< DHeadley@DAWSONCOU NTY.ORG>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:09 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS]
Chaos
image002.png; image003.jpg

Amen! Have not seen the letter but have spoken with our extension folks. They are following the county lead.
We remain open but have limited contact with Public. The commission will be voting tonight on a resolution implementing
moratorium on permits for assemblies.

a

Dave Headley
County Manager
Dawson County
Board of County Commissioners
Email: dheadley@dawsoncounty.org
Office: 706-344-3501
Cell: 770-402-2944

On Mar 19, 2020, at 9:49 AM, Steve Rapson <srapson@fayettecountyga.gov>

wrote:

I've been advised they will follow the county guidance to what we're doing ...
which is what they do the majority of the time.
Isn't it wonderful that everyone is comfortable with all of us County Managers
making the decisions for the county - we at least will put our name on a decision
right. ..
These are the times when no one wants ours jobs right. .. job security = crisis
management.
Steven Rapson
Fayette County
County Manager, C.P.A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.gov
770.305.5100
<image002.png>

Fayette C1.>unty
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From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On
Behalf Of Shawn Boatright
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:10 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Chaos

We also received the same letter. We are involving them in our director meetings from now on. They
will be following our initiatives as we move forward.

Shawn Boatright
Deputy County Administrator
Camden County Board of Commissioners
200 East 4th Street P.O. Box 99
Woodbine, Georgia 31569
Work Phone: (912) 510-4306
Work Cell: (912) 674-4249
From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On

Behalf OfTom Couch
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:56 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Chaos

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when opening
attachments or clicking links, especially from unknown senders.
I think the discussion between the CESand I ended amicably at about 5:30P last night. As we
announced our closing at 1:00P, I sent a concurrent e-mail to outside county-related agencies (including
CES)telling them to act according to guidance from their superiors, and to transmit to the public
through their own engagement channels.
However, he had sent the attached to me at about 4:45P. Irony? Coincidence? Who knows?
Have any of you gotten this type of letter?

TtK
l<image003. jpg>I
Georgia has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and
Local Officials and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request.
Camden County policy does not differentiate between personal and business emails. E-mail sent on the
County system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed
confidential pursuant to State Law. If you have received this email in error please notify the Camden
County, Georgia IT Division at 912-510.4357.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:09 AM
Howell, Wendy
FW: JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID 19
JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID 19.docx

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "Davis, Nathan" <CNDavis@albanyga.gov>
Date: 3/19/20 9:38 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: "Tolbert, Sonja" <STolbert@albanyga.gov>, "Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>, "'slee817@aol.com'"
<slee817@aol.com>
Subject: JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID 19
All,
Attached is very rough draft. Thanks for your time,
Nathan
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:07 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael
Louie Perry
FW: CDC COVID-19 Update for Rural Partners

Chris & MichaelFYI if of interest.
Camila

Ci:lm1ili:1
IIKnowles
Principal & Counsel I Government Relations
D 678.391.4547 M 404.987.7995

From: Rural Health on behalf of Betty-Ann Bryce
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 4:50:52 PM
To: RURAL-HEALTH@NEWSBOX.USDA.GOV
Subject: CDC COVID-19 Update for Rural Partners

Dear Friends and Colleagues:
Please see the below message from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention
Update for Rural Partners, Stakeholders, and Communities on the
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Response
Please join the CDC for an update on the COVID-19 response. Registration is required.
Date: Monday, March 23, 2020
Time: 1:00 p.m. ET
Presenter: Dr. Jay Butler (Deputy Director for Infectious Diseases)
Dr. Butler will share guidance with partners, public health practitioners, healthcare providers, and
others working to protect the health of rural communities. He will describe what CDC knows at this
point and what CDC is doing in response to this outbreak. We will also have time for questions and
answers.
Please email eocevent337@cdc.gov to submit questions in advance and indicate that questions are
for the 3/23 call.
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This event will be recorded. Questions not answered during it may be sent to ruralhealth@cdc.gov.

REGISTERHERE:
https://zoom.us/webinar/reqister/WN

etqFB-zOTjyp- WGI8jfzw

Unsubscriibe
l~?f;~.Lty-Ann
BrycE~
RurallIHeallUh
Liiaiison
U...
S...Dept of A~Jriicullture

l?f;~Uy-An
n.Bryc;_~~@!,J~~;!_g,~lQY
Login

Total Control Panel

To: sarah@nabh.org

Message Score: 10

High (60):

From: owner-rural-health*sarah**nabh*org@newsbox.usda.gov

My Spam Blocking Level: Custom

Medium (75):

Block this sender

Custom (83):

Low (90):
Block newsbox.usda.gov

This message was delivered because the content filter score did not exceed your filter level.

J'his email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally protected. It is intended solely for the
addressee. Access to this email by anyone else, unless expressly approved by the sender or an authorized
addressee, is unauthorized. if you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action
omitted or taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. if you believe that you have received this
email in error, please notify the sender by reply email, permanently delete this e-mail and any attachments, and
destroy all copies.
The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information, including patient
information protected by federal and state privacy laws. It is intended only for the use of the person(s) named above. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, or duplication of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email
and destroy all copies of the original message.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:56 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley,Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton,Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com;
grice@phoebehealth.com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
CDC Guidelines
community-mitigation-strategy.pdf

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

GM, all - Attached is a PDF of some CDC guidelines for today's meeting. Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:52 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
**PRESSRELEASE**Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency
Operation Center COVI D-19 Update for March 19, 2020

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Media Partners:
Please see attached release for informational purposes for Day Three of our Emergency Operations Center
(EOC).Again, expect an updated release each day this week as our EOCis in operation and new information
comes in.
Reminder: We will hold another press conference at 1pm today in Room 100 of the Government Center at
222 Pine Avenue 1 with local updates on COVID-19. This will not be open to the public1 but we will live stream
the conference on our Dougherty County Facebook page @DoughertyCountyGeorgiaGovernment

You can also access this release via the following link: httQs:LLbit.ly/2 y520u
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Steve Rapson
<srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.GOV>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:50 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Chaos

I've been advised they will follow the county guidance to what we're doing ... which is what
they do the majority of the time.
Isn't it wonderful that everyone is comfortable with all of us County Managers making the
decisions for the county - we at least will put our name on a decision right. ..
These are the times when no one wants ours jobs right. .. job security= crisis management.
Steven Rapson
Fayette County
County Manager, C.P.A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.gov
770.305.5100

Fayette C1.>unty
1)ffk1c?s
air1c?
d!l!ilc?dti) publllicaccessbeginning Mairdh Hi thn.>ughMairdh 2.7 in abunda11ru:1c?
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(COVIIID-19),
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ti) a 1mini1mu1m
...
From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On Behalf Of Shawn
Boatright
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:10 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Chaos

We also received the same letter. We are involving them in our director meetings from now on. They will be following
our initiatives as we move forward.

Shawn Boatright
Deputy County Administrator
388

Camden County Board of Commissioners
200 East 4th Street P.O. Box 99
Woodbine, Georgia 31569
Work Phone: (912) 510-4306
Work Cell: (912) 674-4249
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfTom
Couch
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:56 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Chaos

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking
links, especially from unknown senders.
I think the discussion between the CESand I ended amicably at about 5:30P last night. As we announced our closing at
1:00P, I sent a concurrent e-mail to outside county-related agencies (including CES)telling them to act according to
guidance from their superiors, and to transmit to the public through their own engagement channels.
However, he had sent the attached to me at about 4:45P. Irony? Coincidence? Who knows?
Have any of you gotten this type of letter?

TtK
Georgia has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from State and Local Officials
and employees are public records available to the public and media upon request. Camden County policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. E-mail sent on the County system will be considered public and will
only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law. If you have received this email in error
please notify the Camden County, Georgia IT Division at 912-510.4357.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Davis, Nathan <CNDavis@albanyga.gov>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:38 AM
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael
Tolbert, Sonja; Ware, Jawahn; 'slee817@aol.com'
JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID 19
JOINT EXECUTIVEORDER_COVID 19.docx

All,
Attached is very rough draft. Thanks for your time,
Nathan
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Albany CEO <newsletter@albanyceo.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:30 AM
Michael McCoy
GDOL Assisting Workers, Phoebe Update, ASU Moves to Online, Georgia Hotel Industry,
Museum of Art, SBA Disaster Loans, GA Restaurants Staying Open

Connect with us

[El [a [a

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more
information about editorial or promotional
opportunities, contact us today.

March 19, 2020 Edition

Gov. Kemp, Georgia Dept. of Labor Focus on
Assisting Workers Affected by COVID-19
Governor Brian P. Kemp and the Georgia Department of Labor (GDOL)
addressed an increase in the number of partial claims filed as a result of
businesses reducing work hours or temporarily closing their doors in light
of recent developments regarding COVI D-19.

Georgia Receives SBA Statewide Disaster Declaration,
Applications for Small Business Emergency Loans
Now Open
Governor Brian P. Kemp announced that Georgia has received an official
statewide disaster declaration from the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA). This declaration will provide assistance in the form
of SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loans to impacted small businesses in
all 159 counties in Georgia.
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News
Phoebe Reports Additional
COVID-19 Test Results
ASU Moves to Online and
Remote Instruction for
Remainder of Semester
An Estimated 104,381 Hotel
Industry Employees in Georgia
Facing Potential Job Loss
Albany Museum of Art
Temporarily Closing to the Public
Because of COVI D-19
Andrew College to Cancel or
Reschedule Upcoming Events
Senators Perdue, Loeffler
Support Strong Economic
Solutions For Families During
Coronavirus Pandemic
Governor Brian Kemp Isn't Going
to Close Georgia Restaurants,
Despite COVI D-19 Situation
Georgia Firm Uses Technology to
Move Trade Shows Online as
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Coronavirus Cancels Hundreds

Recent Video

of Shows Nationwide
United Way of Greater Atlanta &
Atlanta Community Foundation
COVI D-19 Response & Recovery
Fund Receives Additional $1 OM
The Home Depot Temporarily
Adjusts Store Hours and Extends
Paid Time Off in Response to
COVID-19
UGA: Why People Are Panic

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with

Buying and What Can Help

Employees Who Leave Your

DPH Announces Additional
Deaths from COVI D-19

Organization (1 :33)

Coronavirus Resources for
Municipal Leaders
COVID-19 and Automakers: All
the Plant Shutdowns Due to the
Coronavirus
EY Report Shows That
Companies Ahead in Digital
Transformation Share Habits that
are Leading to Improved
Financial Performance

GACVB's Jay Markwalter on
Georgia's Record Breaking

Submit your news and press releases

Year (00:47)

to news@albanyceo.com
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City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure
Projects in Albany (1 :28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
(1 :59)
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Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank (1 :09)

Recent Features
Special Report: Analysis of COVID-19's Impact on Economy &
Government
Anyone who is not taking the world's battle against the COVID-19 virus
seriously needs to start doing so immediately. Not only avoiding crowds
and not shaking hands, but also attempting to avoid unnecessary
exposure in places like restaurants, stores, gyms or other places that we
normally visit.
Census 2020: VSU Partners with South Georgia Communities to
Help Shape the Future
With democracy and hundreds of billions of dollars at stake, Valdosta
State University has partnered with the people of South Georgia to help

395

shape the future by encouraging a successful and accurate Census 2020
count.

More Features »

Direct Connect
Accounting - Draffin & Tucker
Alarms/Security - Available
Architects - Available
Banking - Colony Bank
Business Breakfast - Available
Business Dinner - The Catch
Business Lunch - Harvest Moon
Catering - Stewbo's
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care
Commercial Printing - Available
Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.
Credit Union - Available
Cybersecurity - Available
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Document Management - Secure
Healthcare Staffing - Asa

Records Solutions

Healthcare Solutions
Education - Albany Technical
College

Hotels - Merry Acres

Employee Benefits - Available

Human Resources - Available

Engineering - Available

Information Technology Available

Financial Advisor - John S. Inman
IV

Insurance - Georgia Farm Bureau

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Landscape Management - Pro

Abbey Design Center

Outdoor LLC

Fulfillment - a2b Fulfillment

Lawyer - Watson Spence

Funeral Home - Available

Leadership Development Leadership Institute at Columbus

Furniture - Available

State University

Healthcare - Phoebe Putney

Manufacturing - Georgia
Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (GaMEP)
Marketing Services - MADlab
MBA Program - Georgia
Southern
Meeting and Event Services Merry Acres
Office Furniture - Available
Pest Control - Available
Private Education - DeerfieldWindsor School
Propane - Modern Gas
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Realtor - Available
Senior Care - Innovative Senior
Solutions
Shredding Services - Secure
Record Solutions
Signs - ANS Signs, Inc.
Staffing Services - Available
Telecommunications - AT&T
Vacation Rental - Available
Welding & Industrial - Jones
Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt-out instantly by visiting this page.
Copyright 2020 © Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:22 AM
McCoy, Michael; Howell, Wendy; Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding;
Subadan, Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott,Cedric; Mosley,
Latonza; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton,Monique; Scott Steiner;
grice@phoebehealth.com
Re: Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020 (Barbara Rivera. Holmes).docx

Thanks, Mike. I appreciate the work we put in yesterday to get this ready for today. I've made a few edits and
recommendations to language in FAQs.
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:38 PM
To: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Chris Cohilas
<CCohilas@watsonspence.com>; Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Subadan, Sharon
<SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Jackson, Tamara <TaJackson@albanyga.gov>; Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>;
Tolbert, Sonja <STolbert@albanyga.gov>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>; Mosley, Latonza
<LMosley@albanyga.gov>; Sproul, Kevin <KSproul@dougherty.ga.us>; Ostrander, Marie
<M0strander@dougherty.ga.us>;
Fowler, Michael <M Fowler@dougherty.ga.us>; Carpenter, Joy
<JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>; kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org <kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org>; Broughton,
Monique <MBroughton@albanyga.gov>; Scott Steiner <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>; grice@phoebehealth.com
<grice@phoebehealth.com>; Barbara Rivera. Holmes <BHolmes@albanyga.com>
Subject: RE: Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call

Please find attached the recommended (By Michael, Sharon and Barbara) draft FAQ for the proposed COA Coronavirus
Order. We'll discuss this during our 10 am conference call. Thanks.
-----Original Appointment----From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:26 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough,
Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com; grice@phoebehealth.com; Barbara
Rivera. Holmes
Subject: Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call
When: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: See Instructions Below
All, below are directions on calling in:
605.4 75.4 700
Pl N 1054203#

Please announce yourself when calling in and mute your phone, unless you are speaking. We will do a roll-call once it
appears everyone is on the call.
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Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to report this email as spam.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wills, Dave <dwills@accg.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:16 AM
mmccoy
Cancellation of the 2020 ACCG Annual Conference

You are receiiiviiiIn1g
U11iiis
iiiIn1foInnatiiioIn1
because you regiiistered
for U11e
2020 ACCG AIr11111malll
Co1n1fere1n1ce
...ACCG
recogIn1iii2:es
U11at
you IIInaylll11ave
alllready receiiivedU11iiis
iiiIn1foInnatiiioIn1
froIn11
aIn1otlll11er
soun::e; lll110wever
we waIn1tedto
IIInallke
suire U11at
you receiiivediiitdiiirectlllyfroIn11
us as wellllL
The worldwide spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) has led us to unprecedented times. ACCG recognizes that your
top priority as county government leaders is to serve your communities and respond to the public health and safety
concerns that continue to evolve. Additionally, we are committed to following the public health guidelines currently
set forth by the federal and state government in response to COVID-19, which recommends social-distancing and
avoiding group gatherings of more than 1O people for 15 days and to not gather in groups of 50 or more for the next
eight weeks.

With these factors in mind, and with our members' safety and wellbeing as a priority, the ACCG Annual
Conference scheduled for April 24 - 27, 2020 at the Savannah InternationalTrade and Convention Center in
Savannah (Chatham County) has been cancelled. This decision by the Executive Committee of the ACCG Board
of Managers was made now in order to notify participants and vendors already registered for the conference, as well
as to work with our contracted partners including the convention center, hotels and others.

lllIIInportaIIru
lllIn1foInnaU0In1
IIR:egairdiiiIn1g
IIR:efuIn1ds
aIn1dIIHlotellls

Registration Refunds: ACCG will fully refund registration and sponsorship fees for all individuals and vendors as
quickly as possible. Please be patient with us as we process refunds to over 600 individuals and 150 vendors.
Hotel Cancellations: If your hotel reservations were made through the ACCG block set up through Visit Savannah,
please do not take action at this time. ACCG is working with Visit Savannah and our hotel vendors to determine the
most efficient way to handle these cancellations. If you made a hotel reservation outside of the ACCG block, be
sure to contact that hotel directly._
lllIIInportaIIru
lllIIrdoInnaU0In1
IIR:egairdiiiIn1g
ACCG IIBusiiiIIr11ess
The ACCG by-laws require the election of members of the ACCG Board of Managers to occur at the Annual
Meeting. While this has traditionally happened at the ACCG Annual Conference, ACCG will be scheduling an online
Annual Meeting to be held between April 22 and April 29 to allow for the nomination and election of the Board of
Managers. Please watch for more information on this meeting in the coming weeks.
As a reminder, nominations are currently being taken for the 1st District and 6th District Representative positions as
well as three At-Large Representative positions. The deadline to submit nominations for the 1st District
Representative position is March 23, while the nominations for the other positions are due on March 27. You can
find more information regarding the nominations process and deadlines here.
While these are unprecedented times, we know that your communities, our state and our nation are resilient. We will
get through this together. The ACCG staff continues to work daily in its support of Georgia's counties. If we can be
of assistance to you, please don't hesitate to reach out.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:56 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Chaos
Letter to local government.pdf

I think the discussion between the CESand I ended amicably at about 5:30P last night. As we announced our closing at
1:00P, I sent a concurrent e-mail to outside county-related agencies (including CES)telling them to act according to
guidance from their superiors, and to transmit to the public through their own engagement channels.
However, he had sent the attached to me at about 4:45P. Irony? Coincidence? Who knows?
Have any of you gotten this type of letter?

TtK
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e.routefifty.com >
Thursday, March 19, 2020 7:01 AM
Michael McCoy
Government meetings forced to go virtual; Senate sends Trump coronavirus aid bill;
What the stock meltdown could mean for pensions; Abortion providers strive to stay
open during pandemic

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

Senate Sends Trump Coronavirus Aid Bill to Expand Sick
Leave, Free Testing
AN

II

City mayors are asking for direct funding they can use to help residents as

federal lawmakers turn to a third bill to provide economic stimulus amid the pandemic.

What the Coronavirus Stock Meltdown Could Mean for
Pensions
MIi Jl

II

It's not looking good, but don't panic just yet.

Brought to you by Solarwinds

Applliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing
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Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.

lln Thiis Whiitepic:!JMl!

•

Monitoring across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud environment

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated reports

IL.earnIIVlore

'We 100°/oPlan to Stay Open': Abortion Providers Say They
Will Continue Services During Pandemic
11.MMACOII.....
J .MAN

II

Abortion clinics across the country are continuing to offer services, which

providers call essential and time sensitive.

Close the Churches
,JOIIIINIINAZl.J

A 1111
AN 11
IIC

II

COMMENTARY State and local shutdown orders

II

I

shouldn't exempt religious gatherings, and those communities should comply.

Is The Bay Area's 'Unprecedented' Lockdown The First Of
Many?
,JIINNY GOii II) ANII) 11
lACIIII

II

11-<AIISII
11
l 111111
All 111111
NII WS

II

Other places around the

country are expected to follow the Bay Area's example, including New York City, where Mayor
Bill de Blasio told residents Tuesday to expect a shelter-in-place order within the next 48 hours.

Census Bureau Adapts to Coronavirus Outbreak
11
IIM111111
Nll)II 11
lSON

II

N

II

The bureau is postponing some mobile help sessions with

the 2020 census questionnaire.
Brought to you by Solarwinds

Applliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing

Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.
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across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Monitoring

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated

environment

reports
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This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you have opted
in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time you may
receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 6:05 AM
Jud Savelle
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Re: disinfecting and mitigation
image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg; image004.jpg; image00S.jpg

Good Morning,
Please provide a time your staff will be at the Judicial Building Friday to fog the discussed locations. I need to provide a
time to the Judges and the Sheriff.
Thank you
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm anticipating Friday, as we have a
some larger jobs lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial
Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
406

Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:LllLLilllJ..1.>,.J;>l:,a:."'-""-...,_.L><..L..~...,_...,,_

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large
buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for
these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30
product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not
botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation
period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
407

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on
this afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on
them? One is the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central
Square, Tag and Tax square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,

408

Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like
to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the
opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your
email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in
regards to what Bishop offers should we need your assistance with fogging a structure
due to possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in this
situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:hminnick@dou~he y.~a.us

From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
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Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID19, and our company been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest of the
community. I wanted to make you aware that we offer services related to biohazard
cleanup, which we have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to
handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on
hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of
treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply
when healthy persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the
mitigation process without necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on
this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to
medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can
partner with you to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:44 AM
Woolbright, Dejuane
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: disinfecting and mitigation

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Please let Pam Johnson and the Judges know what we are planning on Friday. I'll also send an email.
Thanks
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 11:14:38 PM EDT
To: "Minnick, Heidi" <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

Have you coordinated the cleaning with the Judges and Sheriff Sproul? Thanks.
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial
Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,

411

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:llllJLllillLL.>,J>-..,,_,,-.u"'-'--"~=

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large
buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for
these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30
product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not
botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation
period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:
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Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on
this afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on
them? One is the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central
Square, Tag and Tax square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like
to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the
opportunity to help.
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Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael

<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald <DHood@doughe
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

y.ga.us>

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your
email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in
regards to what Bishop offers should we need your assistance with fogging a structure
due to possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in this
situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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~

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
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From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID19, and our company been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest of the
community. I wanted to make you aware that we offer services related to biohazard
cleanup, which we have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to
handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on
hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of
treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply
when healthy persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the
mitigation process without necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on
this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to
medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can
partner with you to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:43 AM
McCoy, Michael
Woolbright, Dejuane
Re: disinfecting and mitigation
image0 11.jpg; image0 12.jpg; image013.jpg; image0 14.jpg; image0 1S.jpg

We have spoken with some of the Judges. I will send a message to Sheriff and we will make sure the Judges know.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:14 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us> wrote:

Have you coordinated the cleaning with the Judges and Sheriff Sproul? Thanks.
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial
Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<imageOll.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
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Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:hminnick@dou~he
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large
buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for
these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30
product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not
botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation
period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on
this afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
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229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on
them? One is the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central
Square, Tag and Tax square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like
to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the
opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
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From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael

<MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald <DHood@doughe

y.ga.us>

Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your
email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in
regards to what Bishop offers should we need your assistance with fogging a structure
due to possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in this
situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
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As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID19, and our company been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest of the
community. I wanted to make you aware that we offer services related to biohazard
cleanup, which we have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to
handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on
hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of
treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply
when healthy persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the
mitigation process without necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on
this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to
medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can
partner with you to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nathan Lee, CivicPulse <nathanlee@civicpulse.org>
Thursday, March 19, 2020 1:55 AM
Michael McCoy
COVID-19 and Local Governance

Dear Mr. McCoy,
Our mission at CivicPulse is to generate insights of and for local governments across the United States. As you and other
officials are responding to COVID-19, we want to help support you as best we can. To that end, we are kindly requesting
that you complete an extremely short. confidential two-minute survey on (1) your views about the severity of the
situation in your community, (2) what information sources you are relying on, and (3) what you want your state or
federal government to do to further support you.
As soon as we have enough officials responding, we will immediately publish and send you the de-identified data and a
short report with the key findings. We hope these findings will offer useful insights to local governments around the
country and help ensure sure your voices are heard as state and federal policies are being developed.
In solidarity,
Nathan

Nathan Lee, Ph.D.
Stanford University
Founder and Managing Director of CivicPulse

this link

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:49 PM
Addison, Scott
Spencer Lee
FW: Attached Letter from Subway
Force Majeure Letter.pdf

Importance:

High

Cc:

FYI
From: reports@subway.com <reports@subway.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:00 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Attached Letter from Subway
Importance: High
Please see the attached letter pertaining to the referenced location in which Subway is a Tenant.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:23 PM
Spencer Lee; Davis, Nathan
Subadan, Sharon
FW: Waco, Texas Disaster Order
Disaster Order Signed 3 17 20.pdf

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

All- The Mayor and Chairman will issue a Coronavirus issue. It will likely mirror the order from Waco. Use the links in
the email below to access their Order and FAQ sheet. We'll provide further guidance after our EMA Coronavirus Task
Force Meeting at 10 am. Thanks.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:07 AM
To: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Waco, Texas Disaster Order

Greetings Chairman Cohilas and Mayor DoroughPlease find attached the Order of City of Waco Mayor Kyle Deaver.
The order can also be found by clicking here: https://www.waco-texas.com/userfiles/cmsroot/file/Disaster%200rder%20Signed%203%2017%2020.pdf
There is also additional information pertaining to the Declaration of Disaster found here https://www.wacotexas.com/information-release-6.asp
Sincerely

Jawahn Wa1re
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

'Y
y
Gec•'!ri,a,,
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.300 I IFax:229.438.3967
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:j
@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 PM
Clark, Bristria; Ware, Jawahn
FW: 2020 GA PRIMA Educational Series

Sent:
To:

Subject:

My PRIMA Conference has been cancelled. Thanks.

From: info@gaprima.org <info@gaprima.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:10 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: 2020 GA PRIMA Educational Series

Can't see this message?Click here to view in a web browser.

Hi All,

I hope everyone is doing well through the chaos. It is impossible for anyone to predict
the spread of COVI D-19 and fully determine its impact on our day-to-day
lives. With great regret the GA PRIMA Board made the difficult decision to cancel the
2020 Educational Series. We have had many concerns and cancellations due to the nature
of our positions as Risk Managers, and many municipalities have implemented nonessential travel restrictions.
The Hyatt has cancelled our room block, but you will need to follow up with them to
confirm the cancellation of your reservation. We will be getting with those that registered
and paid for the conference regarding refunds.
Thank you for your continued support of the GA PRIMA organization.
Kristy Childre, GA PRIMA Chapter President

Click here to manage your email subscription preferences through your member profile.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:15 PM
Minnick, Heidi
FW: disinfecting and mitigation

Have you coordinated the cleaning with the Judges and Sheriff Sproul? Thanks.
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>;
Michael <M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy,

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:!..!!.L!.!.!.!.Lillill~=&i..uSi.!...',~~
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From: Jud Savelle fmailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but
I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we
may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only
implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation
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I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax
square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
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Web: Dougherty.ga.us
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like to proceed and
we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
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Hood,

Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers
should we need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible exposure? I would much rather
be pro-active rather than reactive in this situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our
company been closely watching the CDCguidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make
you aware that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have done for decades in our
role as a water damage mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a need arise in any
county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid
mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra
stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra
low volume) foggers that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked
extra cases of EPA registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
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effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply when healthy
persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to medium size facilities,
but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can partner with you
to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:39 PM
Howell, Wendy; Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; Subadan, Sharon;
Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley,Latonza; Sproul,
Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton,Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com;
grice@phoebehealth.com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
RE:Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call
COA Coronvirus Order 3-18-2020.docx

Please find attached the recommended (By Michael, Sharon and Barbara) draft FAQ for the proposed COA Coronavirus
Order. We'll discuss this during our 10 am conference call. Thanks.
-----Original Appointment----From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:26 PM
To: Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough,
Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley, Latonza; Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com; grice@phoebehealth.com; Barbara
Rivera. Holmes
Subject: Albany/Dougherty Crisis Management Team Call
When: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: See Instructions Below
All, below are directions on calling in:
605.4 75.4 700
Pl N 1054203#

Please announce yourself when calling in and mute your phone, unless you are speaking. We will do a roll-call once it
appears everyone is on the call.
Thanks,

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
IEma iII:.Y.Y..!!.!!.9..Y.!'..!!..!.!.!~1.9.!Mi;!!.!!~~~
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:34 PM
Ware, Jawahn; Clark, Bristria
RE:Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

10-4.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:40 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting

Thanks. I received the information.
They are asking for us to not cancel at this time. They are working on refunds and possibly the process to cancel the
hotels for us
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:40 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe y.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@doughe
Subject: FW: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting

y.ga.us>

Mrs. Ware -ACCG cancelled the Annual Meeting. See email below and notify our Board. Also, cancel all the
reservations. Thanks.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Wills, Dave" <DWills@accg.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 4:09:00 PM EDT
To: Ben Hayward <bhay ard@camillaga.net>, Billy Pittard <bpittard@oglethorpecountyga.gov>,
Carvel
Lewis <cclewis@aol.com>, Charlotte Nash <charlotte.nash@gwinnettcounty.com>,
Cindy Jones Mills
<cjmills@forsy hco.com>, "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>, Darriel Nobles
<ddnobles@bellsouth.net>, Daryl Hall <dhall.cc@gmail.com>, David Sikes
<dsikes.toombsco@gmail.com>, Frederick Favors <FFav17@aol.com>, Harry Lange
<traildad.hl@gmail.com>, "Henry R. Craig" <hen ycraigl@charter.net>, Jamie Lamar Deloach
<jamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail.com>, Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Jimmy Kitchens
<jimmy.kitchens.atp@gmail.com>, John Daniell <jdaniell@oconee.ga.us>, Johnny Davis
<joadavis52@bellsouth.net>, Johnny Davis <jdavis@jeffersoncoun yga.gov>, Kathie Gannon
<kgannon@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Kevin Little <klittle@co.walton.ga.us>, Lamar Paris
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<commissioner@uniongov.com>, Lisa Ritchie <lritchie@hallcoun y.org>, Liz Hausmann
<liz.hausmann@fultoncoun yga.gov>, Marc DeMott <marc.demott@ccboc.com>, Megan Martin
<mmartin@jarrard-davis.com>, Melissa Hughes <melissa.hughes@tiftcounty.org>, Nancy Schulz
<nschulz@co.newton.ga.us>, Nancy Thrash <commissionerthrash@gmail.com>, Natalie Crawford
<ncrawford@habershamga.com>, Pat Farrell <patfarrell@bellsouth.net>, Rick Muggridge
<rick@dwbinsurance.com>, Scott Johnson <sjohnson@columbiacoun yga.gov>, Sistie Hudson
<sistiehudson@aol.com>, Steve Taylor <taylors@bartowga.org>, Susan Andrews
<scandrewsl@juno.com>, Terrell Hudson <walterthudson@hotmail.com>, Tom McMichael
<tdmcm ichael@cox.net>
Cc: "Pridgen, Kelly" <KPridgen@accg.org>, "Christie, Jeff" <JChristie@ACCG.org>, "Brown, Beth"
<BBrown@ACCG.org>, "Robinson, Quint" < Robinson@ACCG.org>
Subject: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Dear Board of Managers,
This morning the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers, which is authorized in Article VI of the
ACCG By-Laws to act on behalf of the Board of Managers between meetings, met to discuss issues
stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential impact on the 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
scheduled for April 24 -27 in Savannah/Chatham County. After a thorough discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to cancel the in-person Annual Meeting. A virtual, or online meeting of
the membership will be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and electing members of the
Board, including officers.
Shortly after your receipt of this message, minutes of today's meeting will be sent to you by ACCG's
General Counsel, Kelly Pridgen, who will invoke attorney-client privilege for part or all of her
communication.
Possibly this afternoon, and certainly not later than tomorrow morning, we will inform the full
membership of ACCGof the decision to cancel the Annual Meeting. Please note that the decision of the
Executive Committee includes a authorization to fully refund all registration and sponsorship fees paid
to ACCGfor Annual Meeting purposes.
As you will note in the email you will receive from Kelly Pridgen, you may contact any of us with
questions.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:26 PM
Johnson, Clinton
RE:Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and More

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:32 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Lamar Hudgins <lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>; Victor Edwards
<vees70@yahoo.com>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Cohilas, Christopher
<CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Gray, Russell <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>;
Gloria Gaines <ggaines305@aol.com>; Jones, Anthony <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and More

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 7:13:21 PM EDT
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and More

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1an
and n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and
dllerllks...IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on11111nr11ission
and staff as needed...
Several press releases have come out from the Governor's office in the last hour:
DNR Announces Additional Deaths from COVID-19
Prioritize COVID-19 Tests for the Most Vulnerable, First Responders, Health Workers
Georgia Receives Statewide SBA Disaster Declaration, Applications for Small Business Emergency Loans
Open
In addition, attached you will find the answers to several questions that ACCG received from county
officials following the conference call with Governor Kemp. We are using our network with the
Governor's office and state agencies to get information for you as quickly as possible. We are still
tracking down a few answers from yesterday's questions. If other issues come up, you can send them to
me. Thanks to the ACCG policy and legal teams who are getting this information for all of you. We will
also be posting this information on the COVID-19 section of our website so that you can find it easily in
the days ahead.
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You also will find the highlights from a conference call from the White House Office of
Intergovernmental Affairs that ACCG monitored earlier today. Our goal is to push the summaries of
these calls out to you to help you stay informed about what is happening at the federal and state level.
If we can help you in any way, please let us know.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:17 PM
Josey, Shonna
RE:Auto Tag Registrations

Your welcome.
From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Auto Tag Registrations

Thank you.
Shonna
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:24:35 PM
To: Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe
Subject: RE: Auto Tag Registrations

y.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>

All,
Good evening. We can handle these on a case by case basis. If the receipt for the paid registration
is in the vehicle then we can accept that. If they don't have the receipt, then we can issue them the
citation and it can be dismissed once they show proof of the registration. We do have the capability
of checking the registration of a vehicle to determine if it is valid or not.
I will disseminate this to all of my personnel and we will work with those who fall into this category.
Chief
From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:44 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
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From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lucy Lasseur < llasseur@cgagroup.com >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:08 PM
Lucy Lasseur
COVID-19 Compilation: 3.18.20

Good eveningHere are today's COVID-19 headlines and helpful tidbits. As always, I'm happy to answer questions, accommodate
requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Department of Defense (DOD),
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Central Command
(CENTCOM), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response (ASPR),Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA)
Washington. D.C

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

This afternoon, the Senate passed the Families First Coronavirus Response Act with a vote of 90-8. The House
previously passed the bill (and then a correcting resolution), which is the second COVID-19 supplemental
appropriations package. It will now be sent to the President's desk. View the bill summary here.
There are currently multiple proposals floating around for a third supplemental, which will be Senate-driven.
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer released details of a $750 billion proposal, Treasury Sec. Steven
Mnuchin has offered ideas for a $1.2 trillion package, and Senate Republicans have put together a bill that
would cost around $850 billion.
President Trump announced today that he will invoke the Defense Production Act (DPA), which would allow the
Administration to mobilize American industry to manufacture medical supplies, such as masks, gloves, and other
PPE,that are in short supply.
The FDA issued a guidance for industry, investigators, and institutional review boards conducting clinical trials
during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
Yesterday, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)granted U.S. Cellular special temporary authority to
use more airwaves to help meet increased consumer demand for broadband during the pandemic.
The Department of Education announced today that college accreditors conduct college oversight reviews over
the phone or via video call in order to limit nonessential travel in light of recent college closures and
suspensions.
o The visits must be followed up by an in-person review at a "reasonable" time, and accreditors have the
option to extend recognition for a college currently undergoing renewal of accreditation.
o Colleges also received broad approval from Education Secretary Betsey DeVos to move to online
instruction, and K-12 schools may be able to seek a one year waiver from federal testing requirements.
The Office of Management and Budget sent a letter to Congress outlining additional funding needs for FY20 and
FY21 for the COVID-19 response.
Reps. Ben McAdams (D-UT) and Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL) have both tested positive for COVID-19.
HUD Secretary Ben Carson authorized the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) to implement an
immediate foreclosure and eviction moratorium for single family homeowners with FHA-insured mortgages for
the next 60 days.
For the next in its FAQ series, CMS released updates to their Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for State
Medicaid and Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) Agencies.
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•

CMS has released recommendations on adult elective surgeries and non-essential medical, surgical, and dental
procedures.

Updates from the States
•
Per the CDCWebsite: Data include both confirmed and presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 reported to CDC
or tested at CDC since January 21, 2020, with the exception of testing results for persons repatriated to the
United States from Wuhan, China and Japan. State and local public health departments are now testing and
publicly reporting their cases. In the event of a discrepancy between CDC cases and cases reported by state and
local public health officials, data reported by states should be considered the most up to date. The CDC is no
longer reporting the number of persons under investigation (PUis), PUis that have tested negative, or cases of
people repatriated. Additionally, these numbers do not include testing being done at state and local public
health laboratories.
o Out of the cases under investigation detected by U.S. surveillance, there are total cases: 7,038
"d!)!ilc? 1:1.n1ta1:t":
2.76 The CDCnow updates data Monday through Friday and data closes
out the day before reporting.
• The CDC is reporting 97 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID-19.
•
New York state now has more confirmed cases than all but 10 countries in the world.
• Thirty-nine states have now closed schools. This site maps school closures and is updated twice daily on
weekdays.
•
California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced the launch of a new COVID-19 public awareness campaign to provide
useful information to Californians and inform them of actions they can take to further prevent the spread of the
virus. The campaign is anchored by a new, consumer-friendly website, www.covid19.ca.gov, that highlights
critical steps people can take to stay healthy and resources available to Californians impacted by the outbreak,
including paid sick leave and unemployment assistance.
Military/Defense
•
A Navy hospital ship will not be ready to deploy to the New York City area in the next few days because it is
undergoing maintenance in Norfolk, VA. According to a Pentagon spokesperson, it will be "weeks," not days,
until the DOD is able to deploy the Comfort.
o There is another Navy hospital ship, the Mercy, that could be ready within days to service the West
Coast.
• The Pentagon announced that the Air Force moved 500,000 virus testing swabs to the U.S. from Italy. An Air
National Guard unit transported the swabs to Memphis, TN, at which point they were distributed around the
country as directed by HHS.
• The Association of Defense Communities, Blue Star Families, and participants from the White Oak Collaborative
are hosting a COVID-19 Military Support Town Hall Meeting tomorrow at 3pm. Register here.
•
All battle assemblies for U.S. Army Reserve units have been suspended indefinitely.
International Affairs
• The U.S. and Canada have agreed to close the border to non-essential traffic. President Trump and Canadian
President Justin Trudeau have not said when the border will reopen.
•
Italy reported 475 deaths in 24 hours, the largest daily increase reported by any country so far.
• The State Department is suspending routine visa services in South Korea, in accordance with travel advisories
issued following the COVID-19 outbreak.
o The Embassy will cancel all routine immigrant and non-immigrant visa appointments as of March 19. The
policy does not affect visa-waiver programs, but it does apply to all countries with a level 2, 3, or 4 travel
advisory. Operations will continue as usual for U.S. citizens.
• The E.U. voted to bar most travelers from outside of Europe for the next 30 days. Exceptions will be made for
E.U. citizens coming home, scientists, medical professionals, and people commuting between two European
countries for work.
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•
•

For the first time since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, China reported zero local infections. The 34
reported cases today all involved individuals who came from outside China.
Global Cases: over 191,100 Total Deaths: 7,807

Lifestyle and Economy

•

•

•
•
•

The S&P 500 fell 5 percent today, an unfortunate dip after yesterday's 6 percent gain.
o The Dow also fell, dropping about 6.3 percent. This is the first time the Dow has closed below 20,000
since February of 2017.
Today, Ford, General Motors and Fiat Chrysler decided to shut down all North American factories in order to
alleviate the spread of COVID-19 until at least the end of the month. The closure of the factories will send about
150,000 workers home. These workers are likely to receive supplemental pay in addition to unemployment
benefits, which combined will equal to what they normally make.
Police in India choregraphed a dance and a recorded a video to encourage handwashing.
AARP is hosting a live Q&A tomorrow at 1pm to protect against coronavirus scams. Read background
information and find a dial-in number here.
Colleges and universities continue to cancel in-person classes to switch to a virtual curriculum. Other schools
have decided to cancel the remainder of the spring semester, having varied impacts on students and studentathletes. Continually updated lists of college/university decisions are outlined in this article and this article.
o Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here, here, and here.

Helpful Articles/Media

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily WHO Situation Reports (3/18)
Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID-19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.
Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to "flatten the curve"
Presidential Powers and Response to COVID-19
The American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) has information for veterinarians.
Johns Hopkins data capture.
HealthMap data capture.
U.S. Hospitals Face Major Challenges as Coronavirus Spreads
How will count y-based mitigation measures influence the course of the COVID-19 epidemic?
This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial establishments safe.
Interested in how to talk to kids about coronavirus? Check out this piece from NPR.
Helpful guidance from Bio
Hospital Workers Make Masks From Office Supplies Amid U.S. Shortage
Priorities for the US Health Comm uni Res ondin to COVID-19
List of EPA's Registered Antimicrobial Products for Use Against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2,the Cause of
COVID-19
Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide
Check the CDC's page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U.S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-19 - Navigating the Uncharted (co-authored by Ors. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.
Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/7
hotline at 770-488-7100.

Statistics
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"Flattening the Curve" is how we describe the need to take precautions to minimize the number of people infected by
COV/0-19. Above, you can see where the health care system's capacity is, as well as how it stacks up against the number
of cases with and without implementing protective measures.
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For more information

1

visit CDC1s Novel Cororuwirus 2019 website
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Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9588 M 720.427.4120
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:03 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Auto Tag Registrations

Thank you.
Shonna
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:24:35 PM
To: Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Auto Tag Registrations

All,
Good evening. We can handle these on a case by case basis. If the receipt for the paid registration
is in the vehicle then we can accept that. If they don't have the receipt, then we can issue them the
citation and it can be dismissed once they show proof of the registration. We do have the capability
of checking the registration of a vehicle to determine if it is valid or not.
I will disseminate this to all of my personnel and we will work with those who fall into this category.
Chief
From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:44 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations
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AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:32 PM
Ware, Jawahn; Lamar Hudgins; Victor Edwards; McCoy,Michael; Cohilas, Christopher;
Gray, Russell; Gaines,Gloria; Gloria Gaines; Jones, Anthony
Fwd: Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and
More
image003.jpg; ATT0000 1.htm; 2020_03_18_QandA for County Officials.pdf;
ATT00002.htm; 2018_03_18_White House Office of lnterngovenmental AffairsCall.pdf;
ATT00003.htm

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 7:13:21 PM EDT
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and More

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1an
and n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and
dllerllks...IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on11111nr11ission
and staff as needed...
Several press releases have come out from the Governor's office in the last hour:
DNR Announces Additional Deaths from COVID-19
Prioritize COVID-19 Tests for the Most Vulnerable, First Responders, Health Workers
Georgia Receives Statewide SBA Disaster Declaration, Applications for Small Business Emergency Loans
Open
In addition, attached you will find the answers to several questions that ACCG received from county
officials following the conference call with Governor Kemp. We are using our network with the
Governor's office and state agencies to get information for you as quickly as possible. We are still
tracking down a few answers from yesterday's questions. If other issues come up, you can send them to
me. Thanks to the ACCG policy and legal teams who are getting this information for all of you. We will
also be posting this information on the COVID-19 section of our website so that you can find it easily in
the days ahead.
You also will find the highlights from a conference call from the White House Office of
Intergovernmental Affairs that ACCG monitored earlier today. Our goal is to push the summaries of
these calls out to you to help you stay informed about what is happening at the federal and state level.
If we can help you in any way, please let us know.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Sierra Fuller <sfuller@cgagroup.com >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:58 PM
Sierra Fuller
COVID-19 Legislative Update 03.18.2020.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Good evening,
Please see below for updates on legislation and administrative actions related to COVID-19. You are receiving this email
because you already receive a similar update from my colleague, Lucy Lasseur, which focuses on a broad array of COVID19 updates. This update will focus exclusively on Congress and the Administration's response. Please reply to this email
if you do not want to receive this update.
3.18.2020 - COVID-19 Legislative Update
Congress

•

House is currently in recess but will be called back when votes are needed on the next supplemental (with 24hour notice). Congress is closed to the public, and most congressional staff are now teleworking. Some offices
are continuing to do meetings over the phone.

•

Senate is in session. McConnell has said the Senate will stay in session until a third supplemental has passed.

•

As of right now, the appropriations markup schedule is unchanged. Most House bills have subcommittee
markup dates the weeks of April 21 and April 28, while the Senate has not yet set its markup dates.

Legislation
Supplemental I - Coronavirus Supplemental

•

Signed by the President March 6.

•

Text

summary

Supplemental II - Families First Coronavirus Response Act (HR 6201)
• The House passed technical corrections (H Res 904) to the bill Monday evening by unanimous consent, after

•

questions about whether that procedural method was possible. Rep. Louie Gohmert, R-Texas, threatened to
block passage, but later withdrew his objection. Bill text
Factsheet
Bill section by section
A summary of paid leave provisions, incorporating changes made by technical correction, is
The Senate passed the bill 90-8 this afternoon and is waiting to be signed by the President. The three
amendments offered failed.

Supplemental Ill - "COVID-111"
•
Process and Politics: This bill so far has been largely Senate-driven, with Leader McConnell establishing three
working groups to steer the direction of the bill. However, COVID-111will need 60 votes to pass the Senate and
some Republicans are in self-quarantine {Gardner entered self-quarantine yesterday), so passage will require
Democratic support. Democrats are supported by the fact that any bill still must clear the Democratic-led
House. Speaker Pelosi has pushed for a.::::..:....::=-=:....:...:...:==:..:.,
but it's unclear who will be at the table as of right now.
•

Timing: The working groups have been finalizing their plans this afternoon, with a deadline of solidifying their
asks tonight. The goal as of right now is to pass the bill by Friday or Saturday, and while that is thoroughly
ambitious, it may be possible. However, Sen. Cornyn has
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the Senate will likely vote early next week.

•

Senate Republican package: With a total cost of around $850 billion range, the Republican bill as currently

stands includes:
o $50 billion for airlines in guaranteed loans and expedited rulemaking authority;
o $150 billion for distressed sectors of the economy targeting employers with 500+ employees;
o
o

$1000 payments to citizens; and
SBA hardship loans for small businesses.

•

Treasury Secretary Mnuchin / Administration Proposed Package: After discussing provisions to include in the
package with the Senate Republican Conference yesterday, Secretary Mnuchin released a proposal totaling
more than $1.2 trillion that includes the following:
o $500b in individual relief in direct cash grants to individuals based on income level and family size,
administered by the IRS(two rounds, first starting April 6, second May 18);
o $300b for new small business interruption loan program; and
o $200b in stabilization loans and relief, including $50b in airline relief.

•

House Financial Services Committee Proposal: Chairwoman Waters'===
which includes:
o Economic stimulus in the form of $2,000/month for adults and $1,000 for children, suspension of
consumer and small business credit payments and all negative consumer credit reporting,
reimbursement to creditors, and prohibition of debt collection/repossession;
o House support in the form of policy changes regarding loan forbearance for mortgages, suspension of
evictions and foreclosures, assistance for rental payments, suspension of work requirements in federal
housing, and $SB for Emergency Homeless Assistance;
o Small business assistance with tax rebates and grants, suspension of rental payments, $500m for CDFI
fund;
o Local government support with funding for emergency production of medical supplies, waiving matching
requirements for municipal governments;
o $1 billion for the Defense Production Act fun for the purpose of producing personal protective
equipment (PPE) and vaccines;
o Supply chain disruption risk disclosures, temporary ban on stock buybacks/dividends, ban on federal
rulemaking by federal financial regulators during the crisis;
o And various policies to rebuild the economy post-COVID-19.

•

Senate Dem Priorities: Senate Democratic Leader Schumer today"'-'-'==
Republicans to negotiate in a
bipartisan fashion and outlined the following priorities of his caucus:
o Expand and strengthen the social safety net to support pandemic response including unemployment
insurance, paid sick leave;
o Ensure any corporate assistance is paired with worker priorities and protections;
o Utilize the authorities under the Defense Production Act, to make public health infrastructure the top
priority.
o A package of at least $750 billion in immediate emergency investment, including:
•
$400b in appropriations designed to support a pandemic response, including for public
transportation, state and local funding, and resilient infrastructure (including broadband);
•
$350b in mandatory spending plus-ups to support the social safety net during economic
downturns, for items including unemployment insurance (UI), additional SNAP benefits on top
of COVID-11,and federal student debt relief;
•
Additional policy changes regarding loan forbearance for mortgages, suspension of evictions and
foreclosures

•

Additionally, Speaker Pelosi released a statement emphasizing the need to expand emergency paid leave as a

priority for the third Coronavirus response package. Upon Senate passage of the "Families First" bill (COVID-11),
the===-=-==-===

that in crafting the third supplemental, policy makers are working closely with the public
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health, labor, non-profit, and business communities to develop an evidence-based response, with a focus on
developing a cure.
o House Democrats have their next caucus conference call scheduled for 2pm on Thursday, March 19.
•

Forbearance and cash grants: From Chairwoman Waters' document, Senate Dems' proposals, and various'

Democratic-led state government responses, the issue of forbearance on obligations like personal debt, rent,
and utility payments is emerging at the forefront of the debate, alongside cash grants to individuals. The tension
between those proposals and broader relief for businesses underscores the challenges Congress is facing in
trying to determine where to target liquidity for the most efficient impact possible.
•

Additional Emergency Aid: The Administration sent a letter yesterday requesting $45.8 billion more for FV20,
as an emergency aid request to replenish agency accounts impacted by the COVID-19 response. While the letter
doesn't outline specific budget detail normally required for additional appropriations but will likely have
guardrails put on funding (notifications to Congress, limits on uses).
o The letter outlines:
■
$1.3 billion increase for the CDC,
■
$440 million more for the NI H's National Institute of Allergy and Infection Diseases,
■
$8.3 billion for Defense to support hospital ships, NG deployments and other activities.

Administrative Actions:

•

President Trump issued an executive order invoking the Defense Production Act, to expedite production of
medical supplies and equipment needed to combat the epidemic. Executive Order here. Summary here. CRS
Report here.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HHS: In the COVID-19 Task Force briefing this morning, HHS announced that medical professionals would be able
to practice across state lines.
CDC: We expect the CDCto issue guidance limiting nonessential elective procedures.
CMS: Announced it will temporarily pay clinicians to provide telehealth services for Medicare beneficiaries
across the country. Press release here.
FDA: Issued guidance on conducting clinical trials. Press release here.
Treasury: Announced 90-day deferral of income tax payments up to $1 million for individuals and $10 million for
corporations. Press release here. Notice here.
HUD: Issued moratorium on foreclosure and eviction for single families with FHA-insured mortgages for the next
60 days. Press release here.
FCC:Granted additional airwaves to Verizon, US Cellular, and T-Mobile to give additional capacity for telehealth
and telework during the outbreak. Press release here.
FCC:Waived rural health care and e-Rate program gift rules to promote connectivity for hospitals and students.
Release here.

Sierri:l fuller
Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9597 M 202.329.2469
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024

CORNE:RSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NACo <naco@naco.org>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:50 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Latest updates on COVID-19 pandemic for America's counties

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

LATESTUPDATESON COVID-19 PANDEMIC FOR
AMERICA'S COUNTIES
During this critical and unprecedented time, the National Association of Counties (NACo} is
focused on advocating for the needs of counties at the federal level, disseminating useful
information to our members, and facilitating the exchange of effective strategies and approaches.
Please send any information or questions related to counties' COV/D-19response to
and visit www.naco.
for the latest.

NACo Membership Call Recording
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NACo President Mary Ann Borgeson and CEO Matt Chase led a call on Tuesday, March 17 to
provide updates to our membership regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. New York State
Association of Counties Executive Director Stephen Acquario and Washington State Association of
Counties Executive Director Eric Johnson provided state-level updates. You can access a
recording of the call
Information is forthcoming regarding future COVID-19 national calls to be regularly convened by
NACo.

County-Level Emergency Declarations
The below County Explorer map includes links for each COVID-19 emergency declaration issued
by counties or states. If your county or state has declared an emergency not reflected below,
please reach out to us at resea
with information, and if possible, links to official
documents.

NACo March 17 Letter to Congress on Counties' COVID-19
Priorities
Earlier today, the U.S. Senate passed the Families First Coronavirus Act (H.R.
The package,
which the U.S. House had already approved, now heads to the president's desk. The Congress and
administration will now begin negotiating a third, much larger stimulus package that could inject
$1 trillion into the economy. Prior to the Senate approval, on March 17, NACo sent a
to
U.S. Senate and U.S. House leadership outlining counties priorities in forthcoming COVID-19
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federal response packages. Earlier this month, President Trump also signed into law a $8.3 billion

emergency aid package (H.R.

The President's Coronavirus Guidelines for America: 15 Days to
Slow the Spread
The following guidelines were issued by the White House this week to help curb the COVID-19
epidemic, and counties are encouraged to share this guidance locally.
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660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:44 PM
McCoy, Michael; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Coronavirus Suggestions

-Encourage sheltering in place
-Close bars & clubs; movie theater; civil center & auditorium - other venues that encourage congregating -Restaurants max of 10 persons with 6' social distancing; drive thru; take out and pick up encouraged -25% of capacity of the
permitted occupancy at retail stores - no greater than 50 at a time - including grocery stores -Restrict hours: 8 to 8
including mall with the exception of pharmacies & grocery stores -Encourage a time for seniors to shop at grocery stores
Please let me know what you both think.

s
Sharon D. Subadan
City Manager, Albany Ga.
Sent from my iPhone Xs Max
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE:Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:40 PM
McCoy, Michael; Clark, Bristria
Re: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Thanks. I received the information.
They are asking for us to not cancel at this time. They are working on refunds and possibly the process to cancel the
hotels for us
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:40 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Mrs. Ware - ACCG cancelled the Annual Meeting.
reservations. Thanks.

See email below and notify our Board. Also, cancel all the

From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Wills, Dave" <DWills@accg.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 4:09:00 PM EDT
To: Ben Hayward <bhay ard@camillaga.net>, Billy Pittard <bpittard@oglethorpecountyga.gov>,
Carvel
Lewis <cclewis@aol.com>, Charlotte Nash <charlotte.nash@gwinnettcounty.com>,
Cindy Jones Mills
<cjmills@forsy hco.com>, "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>, Darriel Nobles
<ddnobles@bellsouth.net>,
Daryl Hall <dhall.cc@gmail.com>, David Sikes
<dsikes.toombsco@gmail.com>,
Frederick Favors <FFav17@aol.com>, Harry Lange
<traildad.hl@gmail.com>,
"Henry R. Craig" <hen ycraigl@charter.net>,
Jamie Lamar Deloach
<jamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail.com>,
Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Jimmy Kitchens
<jimmy.kitchens.atp@gmail.com>,
John Daniell <jdaniell@oconee.ga.us>, Johnny Davis
<joadavis52@bellsouth.net>,
Johnny Davis <jdavis@jeffersoncoun yga.gov>, Kathie Gannon
<kgannon@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Kevin Little <klittle@co.walton.ga.us>,
Lamar Paris
<commissioner@uniongov.com>,
Lisa Ritchie <lritchie@hallcoun y.org>, Liz Hausmann
<liz.hausmann@fultoncoun
yga.gov>, Marc DeMott <marc.demott@ccboc.com>,
Megan Martin
<mmartin@jarrard-davis.com>,
Melissa Hughes <melissa.hughes@tiftcounty.org>,
Nancy Schulz
<nschulz@co.newton.ga.us>, Nancy Thrash <commissionerthrash@gmail.com>,
Natalie Crawford
<ncrawford@habershamga.com>,
Pat Farrell <patfarrell@bellsouth.net>,
Rick Muggridge
<rick@dwbinsurance.com>, Scott Johnson <sjohnson@columbiacoun yga.gov>, Sistie Hudson
<sistiehudson@aol.com>, Steve Taylor <taylors@bartowga.org>, Susan Andrews
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<scandrewsl@juno.com>, Terrell Hudson <walterthudson@hotmail.com>, Tom McMichael
<tdmcm ichael@cox.net>
Cc: "Pridgen, Kelly" <KPridgen@accg.org>, "Christie, Jeff" <JChristie@ACCG.org>, "Brown, Beth"
<BBrown@ACCG.org>, "Robinson, Quint" <QRobinson@ACCG.org>
Subject: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Dear Board of Managers,
This morning the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers, which is authorized in Article VI of the
ACCG By-Laws to act on behalf of the Board of Managers between meetings, met to discuss issues
stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential impact on the 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
scheduled for April 24 -27 in Savannah/Chatham County. After a thorough discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to cancel the in-person Annual Meeting. A virtual, or online meeting of
the membership will be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and electing members of the
Board, including officers.
Shortly after your receipt of this message, minutes of today's meeting will be sent to you by ACCG's
General Counsel, Kelly Pridgen, who will invoke attorney-client privilege for part or all of her
communication.
Possibly this afternoon, and certainly not later than tomorrow morning, we will inform the full
membership of ACCGof the decision to cancel the Annual Meeting. Please note that the decision of the
Executive Committee includes a authorization to fully refund all registration and sponsorship fees paid
to ACCGfor Annual Meeting purposes.
As you will note in the email you will receive from Kelly Pridgen, you may contact any of us with
questions.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:36 PM
mtimothy@ga.naees.org
RE:COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Will do.
From: mtimothy@ga.naees.org <mtimothy@ga.naees.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:34 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

No problem. Let me know if you'd like to be connected.
On Mar 18, 2020, 8:34 PM -0400, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,

wrote:

Thanks.

From: Michael Timothy <mtimothy@ga.naees.org>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:22 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe
Subject: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

y.ga.us>

Michael,
This is Michael with NAEESGeorgia. I know you guys are doing all you can out there at the county to keep everyone
safe from the virus.
Disinfecting supplies have been difficult to come by due to heavily increased demand. If you are still in need of a
hospital-grade disinfectant, please respond to this email and we will get you connected to an approved vendor that
still has supply available. I would consider stocking up as soon as possible, as demand is limited.
Thanks,
Michael Timothy
North American Environmental Engineering Students
Georgia Chapter
699 Broad Street
Augusta, GA 30901
ga.naees.org PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

mtimothy@ga.naees.org
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:34 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE:COVID-19 in Dougherty County

No problem. Let me know if you'd like to be connected.
On Mar 18, 2020, 8:34 PM -0400, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,

wrote:

Thanks.

From: Michael Timothy <mtimothy@ga.naees.org>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:22 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Michael,
This is Michael with NAEESGeorgia. I know you guys are doing all you can out there at the county to keep everyone
safe from the virus.
Disinfecting supplies have been difficult to come by due to heavily increased demand. If you are still in need of a
hospital-grade disinfectant, please respond to this email and we will get you connected to an approved vendor that
still has supply available. I would consider stocking up as soon as possible, as demand is limited.
Thanks,
Michael Timothy
North American Environmental Engineering Students
Georgia Chapter
699 Broad Street
Augusta, GA 30901
ga.naees.org PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:34 PM
Michael Timothy
RE:COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Thanks.
From: Michael Timothy <mtimothy@ga.naees.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:22 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Michael,
This is Michael with NAEESGeorgia. I know you guys are doing all you can out there at the county to keep everyone safe
from the virus.
Disinfecting supplies have been difficult to come by due to heavily increased demand. If you are still in need of a
hospital-grade disinfectant, please respond to this email and we will get you connected to an approved vendor that still
has supply available. I would consider stocking up as soon as possible, as demand is limited.
Thanks,
Michael Timothy
North American Environmental Engineering Students
Georgia Chapter
699 Broad Street
Augusta, GA 30901
ga.naees.org PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:25 PM
Josey, Shonna
FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Auto Tag Registrations

All,
Good evening. We can handle these on a case by case basis. If the receipt for the paid registration
is in the vehicle then we can accept that. If they don't have the receipt, then we can issue them the
citation and it can be dismissed once they show proof of the registration. We do have the capability
of checking the registration of a vehicle to determine if it is valid or not.

I will disseminate this to all of my personnel and we will work with those who fall into this category.
Chief
From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:44 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
464

QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:24 PM
Persley, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
RE:Auto Tag Registrations

Thanks Chief.
From: Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Subject: RE: Auto Tag Registrations

All,
Good evening. We can handle these on a case by case basis. If the receipt for the paid registration
is in the vehicle then we can accept that. If they don't have the receipt, then we can issue them the
citation and it can be dismissed once they show proof of the registration. We do have the capability
of checking the registration of a vehicle to determine if it is valid or not.

I will disseminate this to all of my personnel and we will work with those who fall into this category.
Chief
From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:44 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
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QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:23 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins(lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net); vees70@yahoo.com;
clintjohn 1978@hotmail.com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines30S@aol.com >
(ggaines30S@aol.com); Jones, Anthony
Spencer Lee; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Howell,Wendy
FW: Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and More
2020_03_18_QandA for County Officials.pdf; 2018_03_18_White House Office of
lnterngovenmental AffairsCall.pdf

FYI
From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:11 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and More

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1an
and n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and
dllerllks...IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on11111nr11ission
and staff as needed...
Several press releases have come out from the Governor's office in the last hour:
DNR Announces Additional Deaths from COVID-19
Prioritize COVID-19 Tests for the Most Vulnerable, First Responders, Health Workers
Georgia Receives Statewide SBA Disaster Declaration, Applications for Small Business Emergency Loans Open
In addition, attached you will find the answers to several questions that ACCG received from county officials following
the conference call with Governor Kemp. We are using our network with the Governor's office and state agencies to get
information for you as quickly as possible. We are still tracking down a few answers from yesterday's questions. If other
issues come up, you can send them to me. Thanks to the ACCG policy and legal teams who are getting this information
for all of you. We will also be posting this information on the COVID-19 section of our website so that you can find it
easily in the days ahead.
You also will find the highlights from a conference call from the White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs that
ACCG monitored earlier today. Our goal is to push the summaries of these calls out to you to help you stay informed
about what is happening at the federal and state level.
If we can help you in any way, please let us know.

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:20 PM
Johnson, Clinton; Cohilas, Christopher; Gray, Russell
RE:COVID-19 in Dougherty County

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:27 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Gray, Russell
<RGray@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Michael Timothy <mtimothy@ga.naees.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 6:22:21 PM EDT
To: "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Clinton,
This is Michael with NAEESGeorgia. I know you guys are doing all you can out there at the county to
keep everyone safe from the virus.
Disinfecting supplies have been difficult to come by due to heavily increased demand. If you are still in
need of a hospital-grade disinfectant, please respond to this email and we will get you connected to an
approved vendor that still has supply available. I would consider stocking up as soon as possible, as
demand is limited.
Thanks,
Michael Timothy
North American Environmental Engineering Students
Georgia Chapter
699 Broad Street
Augusta, GA 30901
ga.naees.org PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications
to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and
media upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:18 PM
Johnson, Clinton
RE:Cancellation of the 2020 ACCG Annual Conference

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:29 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Gray, Russell <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>; Jones, Anthony <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>;
Lamar Hudgins <lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>; Edwards, Victor <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>; Victor Edwards
<vees70@yahoo.com>; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>; Gloria Gaines <ggaines305@aol.com>
Subject: Fwd: Cancellation of the 2020 ACCGAnnual Conference

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 6:02:09 PM EDT
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Cancellation of the 2020 ACCG Annual Conference

This 1messageis being s1c?ntti) c:hair1men,1managers/ad1ministrat1.>11r·s
and d1c?irlks.,,
Plll1c?as1c?
shair1c?
it with
1)th1c?irs
1n1y1.)uir1:1nn11rnissh)11r1
and staff as 11r11c?1c?d1c?d
...
The worldwide spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) has led us to unprecedented times. ACCG recognizes
that your top priority as county government leaders is to serve your communities and respond to the
public health and safety concerns that continue to evolve. Additionally, we are committed to following
the public health guidelines currently set forth by the federal and state government in response to
COVID-19, which recommends social-distancing and avoiding group gatherings of more than 10 people
for 15 days and to not gather in groups of 50 or more for the next eight weeks.
With these factors in mind, and with our members' safety and wellbeing as a priority, the ACCG
Annual Conference scheduled for April 24 - 27, 2020 at the Savannah International Trade and
Convention Center in Savannah {Chatham County) has been cancelled. This decision by the Executive
Committee of the ACCG Board of Managers was made now in order to notify participants and vendors
already registered for the conference, as well as to work with our contracted partners including the
convention center, hotels and others.
Im ortant Information Re ,arding Refunds and l·lotels
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Registration Refunds: ACCGwill fully refund registration and sponsorship fees for all individuals
and vendors as quickly as possible. Please be patient with us as we process refunds to over 600
individuals and 150 vendors.
Hotel Cancellations: If your hotel reservations were made through the ACCG block set up
through Visit Savannah, please do not take action at this time. ACCG is working with Visit
Savannah and our hotel vendors to determine the most efficient way to handle these
cancellations. If you made a hotel reservation outside of the ACCG block, be sure to contact that
hotel directly.
Im ortant Information Re ,!:'IJIC~!!ll7.
ACCG Business

The ACCG by-laws require the election of members of the ACCG Board of Managers to occur at
the Annual Meeting. While this has traditionally happened at the ACCGAnnual Conference,
ACCGwill be scheduling an online Annual Meeting to be held between April 22 and April 29 to
allow for the nomination and election of the Board of Managers. Please watch for more
information on this meeting in the coming weeks.
As a reminder, nominations are currently being taken for the pt District and 6th District
Representative positions as well as three At-Large Representative positions. The deadline to
submit nominations for the pt District Representative position is March 23, while the
nominations for the other positions are due on March 27. You can find more information
regarding the nominations process and deadlines here.
While these are unprecedented times, we know that your communities, our state and our nation are
resilient. We will get through this together. The ACCGstaff continues to work daily in its support of
Georgia's counties. If we can be of assistance to you, please don't hesitate to reach out.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:29 PM
Ware, Jawahn; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Gray,Russell;Jones, Anthony;
Lamar Hudgins; Edwards, Victor; Victor Edwards; Gaines,Gloria; Gloria Gaines
Fwd: Cancellation of the 2020 ACCG Annual Conference

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 6:02:09 PM EDT
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Cancellation of the 2020 ACCG Annual Conference

This 1messageis being s1c?ntti) c:hair1men,1managers/ad1ministrat1.>11r·s
and d1c?irlks.,,
Plll1c?as1c?
shair1c?
it with
1)th1c?irs
1n1y1.)uir1:1nn11rnissh)11r1
and staff as 11r11c?1c?d1c?d
...
The worldwide spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) has led us to unprecedented times. ACCG recognizes
that your top priority as county government leaders is to serve your communities and respond to the
public health and safety concerns that continue to evolve. Additionally, we are committed to following
the public health guidelines currently set forth by the federal and state government in response to
COVID-19, which recommends social-distancing and avoiding group gatherings of more than 10 people
for 15 days and to not gather in groups of 50 or more for the next eight weeks.
With these factors in mind, and with our members' safety and wellbeing as a priority, the ACCG
Annual Conference scheduled for April 24 - 27, 2020 at the Savannah International Trade and
Convention Center in Savannah {Chatham County) has been cancelled. This decision by the Executive
Committee of the ACCG Board of Managers was made now in order to notify participants and vendors
already registered for the conference, as well as to work with our contracted partners including the
convention center, hotels and others.
Im ortant Information Re ,arding Refunds and l·lotels
Registration Refunds: ACCGwill fully refund registration and sponsorship fees for all individuals
and vendors as quickly as possible. Please be patient with us as we process refunds to over 600
individuals and 150 vendors.
Hotel Cancellations: If your hotel reservations were made through the ACCG block set up
through Visit Savannah, please do not take action at this time. ACCG is working with Visit
Savannah and our hotel vendors to determine the most efficient way to handle these
cancellations. If you made a hotel reservation outside of the ACCG block, be sure to contact that
hotel directly.
Im ortant Information Re ,arding ACCG Business
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The ACCG by-laws require the election of members of the ACCG Board of Managers to occur at
the Annual Meeting. While this has traditionally happened at the ACCGAnnual Conference,
ACCGwill be scheduling an online Annual Meeting to be held between April 22 and April 29 to
allow for the nomination and election of the Board of Managers. Please watch for more
information on this meeting in the coming weeks.
As a reminder, nominations are currently being taken for the pt District and 6th District
Representative positions as well as three At-Large Representative positions. The deadline to
submit nominations for the pt District Representative position is March 23, while the
nominations for the other positions are due on March 27. You can find more information
regarding the nominations process and deadlines here.
While these are unprecedented times, we know that your communities, our state and our nation are
resilient. We will get through this together. The ACCGstaff continues to work daily in its support of
Georgia's counties. If we can be of assistance to you, please don't hesitate to reach out.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
CRICPAsand Advisors <news@CRlcpa.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:28 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVID-19 Updates and ResourcesAvailable Now

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

CRI COVID-19 Updates and Alerts

llllll::::::::1111111
CO
Vllllll 1111[),,,,,,,,,,
"1

tJ111111::::::,
1111[:::>
A.""""111111""""

Clients and Friends,
To start, we hope that you and your family are healthy and doing well. These are challenging and
unpredictable times for us all. As mentioned in our previous communication, the safety and health of
our partners, staff, clients, families, and the communities in which we live and work are and will
always be our top priority.
We understand that this is a busy time of year and one in which our clients communicate more
frequently with their advisors. We want to assure you that our CRI professionals remain
available to assist you with your current needs, from tax planning to compliance. The
methods by which you communicate with your advisor may differ, but the same level of quality
delivered by the professionals you know and trust will remain the same.
In our last communication, we let you know that we've formed a cross-functional team of
professionals to construct preparedness plans to ensure continuity of services to our clients, as well
as to keep our clients informed of the latest changes as they push down from the federal
government. In that regard, we have compiled various
ID I
on our website, and
we will update these with information as things change. Our CRI professionals are continuously
monitoring these updates, both at the federal and state levels, and we aim to communicate their
impacts to our client base as the official guidance is determined.
In the interest of "social distancing," as recommended by the CDC and federal government, to help
limit the transmission of COVID-19, we suggest the following in regards to your tax situation:
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•
•

•
•
•

Many institutions offer 1099s, 1098s, K-1s, etc. for electronic download. If you have not
already done so, you may want to research this online option with your institution.
If you have electronic downloads of required filing forms, please remember that CRI offers
ShareFile, an option for transferring your information to your CRI advisor securely. Check
out our ShareFile FAQ lhEmL
Please let your CRI professional know via email if you need a ShareFile link to upload your
documents, and we will happily send you one.
Should you have multiple items to send to your advisor, we request that you summarize
those in a spreadsheet and send via email or ShareFile.
If you still prefer to meet with your advisor, please call or email them beforehand to
coordinate the meeting. Some of our advisors are working remotely and may need to plan
ahead. Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter! You can find the location
phone number lhEmL

The steps taken to protect our professionals and our clients in helping slow the transmission of this
virus will not impede our ability to continue to meet your needs. Our firm is open, and we are
focused on you and your business.
We will communicate with you regularly, and we invite you to explore our resources and follow the
latest developments at CIFlllcpa...
corn. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate
to reach out to your CIFlllprof€3ssiionall.
Thank you for allowing us to serve you. We are proud to work with you as we navigate this trying
time together.
Stay well,

William H. Carr
Managing Partner
Carr, Riggs & Ingram, LLC

Please visit the links below to stay up-to-date on the ever-changing guidance and legislation
surrounding the COVID-19 outbreak.
CRl'S COVID-19
UPDATES &
RESOURCES

IRS TAX PAYMENT
DEFERRAL GUIDANCE
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LATEST FEDERAL
GOVT LEGISLATION

Unsubscribe

Tllliis message was senl lo mmccoy@dougllhe11rty
...
ga...us lrom
Carr, IRiiggs& llngram CIPAs and Adviisors
news@CIRllcpa ..com
1117 BollllWeeviill Ciirclle
Enterpriise, Allalbama ]6]]0 Uniiled States

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:27 PM
McCoy, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher; Gray, Russell
Fwd: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Michael Timothy <mtimothy@ga.naees.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 6:22:21 PM EDT
To: "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Clinton,
This is Michael with NAEESGeorgia. I know you guys are doing all you can out there at the county to
keep everyone safe from the virus.
Disinfecting supplies have been difficult to come by due to heavily increased demand. If you are still in
need of a hospital-grade disinfectant, please respond to this email and we will get you connected to an
approved vendor that still has supply available. I would consider stocking up as soon as possible, as
demand is limited.
Thanks,
Michael Timothy
North American Environmental Engineering Students
Georgia Chapter
699 Broad Street
Augusta, GA 30901
ga.naees.org PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications
to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and
media upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:11 PM
Brown, Beth
Governor Announces New COVID Fatalities; Q&A Responses for Counties and More
2020_03_18_QandA for County Officials.pdf; 2018_03_18_White House Office of
lnterngovenmental AffairsCall.pdf

This e1m1aillll
is being sent to c.:ountyc.:hair1m1an
and n11anagers/ad1m1inistrators
and
dllerllks...IIPllllease
shan:0:it with others on your c:on11111nr11ission
and staff as needed...
Several press releases have come out from the Governor's office in the last hour:
DNR Announces Additional Deaths from COVID-19
Prioritize COVID-19 Tests for the Most Vulnerable, First Responders, Health Workers
Georgia Receives Statewide SBA Disaster Declaration, Applications for Small Business Emergency Loans Open
In addition, attached you will find the answers to several questions that ACCG received from county officials following
the conference call with Governor Kemp. We are using our network with the Governor's office and state agencies to get
information for you as quickly as possible. We are still tracking down a few answers from yesterday's questions. If other
issues come up, you can send them to me. Thanks to the ACCG policy and legal teams who are getting this information
for all of you. We will also be posting this information on the COVID-19 section of our website so that you can find it
easily in the days ahead.
You also will find the highlights from a conference call from the White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs that
ACCG monitored earlier today. Our goal is to push the summaries of these calls out to you to help you stay informed
about what is happening at the federal and state level.
If we can help you in any way, please let us know.

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Persley, Michael < M Persley@albanyga.gov>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:13 PM
McCoy, Michael; Subadan, Sharon
RE:Auto Tag Registrations

All,
Good evening. We can handle these on a case by case basis. If the receipt for the paid registration
is in the vehicle then we can accept that. If they don't have the receipt, then we can issue them the
citation and it can be dismissed once they show proof of the registration. We do have the capability
of checking the registration of a vehicle to determine if it is valid or not.

I will disseminate this to all of my personnel and we will work with those who fall into this category.
Chief
From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:44 PM
To: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Persley, Michael <MPersley@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
480

Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:04 PM
Undisclosed recipients
Daily COVID-19 Dashboard

Good evening.
Below you will find the updated COVID-19 data for Phoebe Putney Health System. Today we received 14 results back
from the reference lab including 13 positive and 1 negative result. Unfortunately, we also learned of the first two
COVID-19 deaths in our area. Our thoughts and prayers go out to the families of these patients.
This information get's reported to the DPH and the Governor's Office on a daily basis.
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
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that
do not require
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authorization.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Wolfmeyer <twolfmeyer@cgagroup.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:49 PM
Tim Wolfmeyer
Marching to Milwaukee -- Schrodinger's campaign

Biden World:

Sanders World:

This is Marching to Milwaukee.
What's now

AK/HI/WY (Saturday, April 4 - 53 delegates)

What's next

Wisconsin (Tuesday, April 7 - 84 delegates)

What's on the horizon

Puerto Rico (Sunday, April 26 - 51 delegates)

Delegate Count

Biden

Sanders

Gabbard

District Zombies

At-large/PLEO Zombies

Through March 17 contests*

1,207

904

2

132

53

* estimate based on data available at time of publication-expect totals to change as more votes are counted
•

Zombie delegates are separated into district and at-large/PLEO categories because where the former are
technically free agents (the DNC rules say delegates "shall in all good conscience reflect the sentiments of those
who elected them," but candidates cannot instruct their delegates how to vote),.::..:...:.::::....:..::=::..:......:""'-"....::::..::::....:...::==
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amon candidates who reached statewide viabili and remain in the race. Every state delegate selection plan
includes similar language concerning reallocation: "If a presidential candidate otherwise entitled to an allocation
is no longer a candidate at the time of selection of the at-large delegates, their allocation will be proportionally
divided among the other preferences entitled to an allocation."
•

Politico has more on what happens to delegates when their candidate drops out.
Popular Vote Count

Biden

Sanders

Gabbard

Through March 17 contests

10,028,456

7,538,573

164,028

•

Biden continued his post-Nevada dominance Tuesday night with clear victories in Florida, Illinois, and Arizona.
Biden's 62-23 win in delegate-rich Florida netted more than 100 delegates, and a 23-point win in Illinois netted
another 33. The former Vice President exited the night with a nearly insurmountable delegate lead-something
Biden's campaign was quick to point out in a new memo.

•

"The primary is nowhere near as close as the 2008 and 2016 Democratic primaries ... In order to close the
delegate deficit he faces, Sen. Sanders would need to win every remaining contest by roughly 40 points," Biden's
campaign wrote.

•

Sabato's Kyle Kondik: "To put [Biden's lead of about 300 delegates] in perspective, Clinton's pledged lead over
Sanders at the END of the 2016 primary season was about 360."

•

Washington Post: "The problem for Sanders is that time is running out. The primary season still seems fairly
young, but nearly 60 percent of the delegates which will be awarded have already been awarded ... There just
aren't that many delegates left."

•

Sanders would need to win about 63 percent of all remaining delegates to clinch the nomination. Thus far he's
taken more than 63 percent of delegates in just three of the 30 contests held to date (NV, VT, NMI), and has
eclipsed 40 percent of the vote just three times (VT, ID, ND).

•

FiveThirtyEight: "To claim the nomination, Sanders would need not only to win a bunch of states, but to do so
by very large margins. And after yesterday's races, there's no reason to think that's going to start happening."

•

Biden won every county in Florida, all but one county in Illinois, and all but two counties in Arizona. Sanders won
Champaign County (IL) by 3 points-prior to last night his most recent victory in a county located east of the
Mississippi River came on Super Tuesday.
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Biden'sbroad post-Nevadavictories
• Won by Biden

• Won by Sanders

,11Won by another candidate

Tie

Tl-Ir WASI-IIN(irCJI~f'IXil

•

Obama alum David Axlerod: "In Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia COMBINED, Joe Biden won all but 10 counties."

•

"This was supposed to be the presidential primary race in which the progressive wing of the Democratic Party
put it all together .... But after a disastrous month of electoral drubbings that continued with Tuesday's
primaries in Arizona, Florida and Illinois, it has become clear that the presidential promises of political revolution
and big structural change will once again have to wait," the New York Times wrote.

•

Sanders repudiated an Axios report that he would suspend his campaign. "As I said yesterday, we are assessing
the state of our campaign. There's not going to be an election for another three weeks," Sanders told CNN on
Wednesday. "We are talking to our supporters. Anybody who suggests that at this point we are ending the
campaign is not telling the truth."

•

Earlier this morning Sanders campaign manager Faiz Shakir released the following statement regarding his
candidate's status:

"7iie ne:xtpr·immy contest is at least th1·u weeks au•ay. Sen. Sanders is going to be havir1g conversations with supporters to assess l
the immediate term, however, he isfocused on the government response to the comnavirus 011tb1·eakand ensuring that we take cm·,
pt·ople and the most vulnerable."

•

Sanders is not holding rallies or going door-to-door due to COVID-19. He's also pulling back on TV and digital ad
spending. "In 2016, [Sanders] was able to keep winning states all the way to June," MSNBC's Steve Kornacki
wrote. "But now he's on a trajectory that reminds me a bit of spring '92 Jerry Brown - still a candidate, but
lopsided losses across the board, with a political world that just moves on."

•

"Sanders has not yet been mathematically eliminated. And as the coronavirus outbreak causes many states to
delay their primaries, it may be months until Biden wins an outright majority of delegates and becomes the
presumptive Democratic nominee for president. But it is not realistic for Sanders to overtake Biden without a
titanic shift in the race on a scale with few or no modern precedents. The results on Tuesday confirmed yet
again that Biden holds a commanding national advantage, probably of at least 25 percentage points nationwide,
spanning virtually all major demographic groups and regions of the country," the New York Times wrote.
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•

Biden is still about 770 delegates short of the 1,991 needed to clinch the nomination on the first ballot, and the
uncertainty around upcoming contests means the race could continue through the Acela primaries on April 28.
Sanders should run well in the party-run vote-by-mail primaries in Alaska, Hawaii, and Wyoming on April 4, and
the postponements of the Ohio, Louisiana, and Georgia contests prevent Biden from running up the score in the
coming weeks.

•

"The postponements have left an unexpected opening for Sanders to soldier on, even as his prospects fade. The
pandemic, which first sapped the primary of life, is now extending it," Politico wrote.

•

Kentucky and Maryland also pushed back their contests, and Puerto Rico and Rhode Island are expected to
postpone their primaries as well.

•

Buzzfeed: "The primary isn't exactly over: Sanders is, for now, still in it. Gabbard is still out there, presumably
surfing. It just feels beside the point when most of us are sitting in our homes waiting for something catastrophic
to happen. At this moment, we can't even say for sure when the next primary votes will be."

•

FiveThirtyEight's latest forecast:
How each candidate's chances of winning

more than half of pledged delegates ,.• have changed over time

FORECAST
LAUNCH
IOWA

KENTUCKY

LA.TEST
ODDS

99 in 100

Biden

(!111',j

1 in 100
1.111

<l in 100

Sanders

I.II t.'cI

Gabbard

...,

<l in 100
I

I

i Ill)

Adding a permanent coda to these updates with a reminder that the Democratic nominating contests
take all." Per 270toWin: "Pledged delegates are allocated in a proportional manner based on the vote
each candidate. This is at both the statewide and congressional district level. There is a 15% minimum
receive any delegates. Those not receiving the minimum are excluded, with the delegate pool divided
among those candidates receiving 15% or more."

are not "winner
share received by
threshold to
proportionately

In brief:
•
•
•

Each state allocates delegates proportionally based on the results ineach congressional district and statewide
A candidate must hit 15% at the congressional district level and/or statewide level in order to be eligible for
delegates
65% of the delegates are allocated based on congressional district results and 35% are allocated based on the
statewide results
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So, as Vax's Andrew Prokop tells us, "if the result [in a nominating contest] is Bernie 30%, Biden 25%, Warren 20%, Pete
15% - that means, Bernie gets 1/3 of the delegates. But if it's Bernie 30%, Biden 20%, everyone else sub-15% - Bernie
gets 3/5 of the delegates. That's because delegate allocation is determined not based on your share of the total vote,
but based on your share of the viable candidates' vote. So you clear out everyone below 15%. Then your share of what's
left will be your share of the delegates. Bernie has the exact same 30% share of the vote in both of my examples. But in
the first, the viable candidates' vote share is larger (90% when added together). So 30% is only 1/3 of that. In the
second, the viable candidates have just 50%. 30% is 3/5 of that."
WaPo has a good primer on delegate math.

Timothy Wolfmeyer
Vice President I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9561 M 202.536.8197

CORNERSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Timothy < mtimothy@ga.naees.org >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:22 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVID-19 in Dougherty County

Michael,
This is Michael with NAEESGeorgia. I know you guys are doing all you can out there at the county to keep everyone safe
from the virus.
Disinfecting supplies have been difficult to come by due to heavily increased demand. If you are still in need of a
hospital-grade disinfectant, please respond to this email and we will get you connected to an approved vendor that still
has supply available. I would consider stocking up as soon as possible, as demand is limited.
Thanks,
Michael Timothy
North American Environmental Engineering Students
Georgia Chapter
699 Broad Street
Augusta, GA 30901
ga.naees.org PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:01 PM
Brown, Beth
Cancellation of the 2020 ACCG Annual Conference

This 1messageis being s1c?ntti) c:hair1men,1managers/ad1ministrat1.>11r·s
and d1c?irlks.,,
Plll1c?as1c?
shair1c?
it with 1)th1c?irs
1n1y1.)uir
1:1.nn1misshn1
and staff as 11r11c?1c?d1c?d
...
The worldwide spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) has led us to unprecedented times. ACCG recognizes that your top
priority as county government leaders is to serve your communities and respond to the public health and safety
concerns that continue to evolve. Additionally, we are committed to following the public health guidelines currently set
forth by the federal and state government in response to COVID-19, which recommends social-distancing and avoiding
group gatherings of more than 10 people for 15 days and to not gather in groups of 50 or more for the next eight weeks.
With these factors in mind, and with our members' safety and wellbeing as a priority, the ACCG Annual Conference
scheduled for April 24- 27, 2020 at the Savannah International Trade and Convention Center in Savannah {Chatham
County) has been cancelled. This decision by the Executive Committee of the ACCG Board of Managers was made now
in order to notify participants and vendors already registered for the conference, as well as to work with our contracted
partners including the convention center, hotels and others.
Im ortant Information Re ,arding Refunds and l·lotels
Registration Refunds: ACCGwill fully refund registration and sponsorship fees for all individuals and vendors as
quickly as possible. Please be patient with us as we process refunds to over 600 individuals and 150 vendors.
Hotel Cancellations: If your hotel reservations were made through the ACCG block set up through Visit
Savannah, please do not take action at this time. ACCG is working with Visit Savannah and our hotel vendors to
determine the most efficient way to handle these cancellations. If you made a hotel reservation outside of the
ACCG block, be sure to contact that hotel directly.
Im ortant Information Re ,arding ACCG Business

The ACCG by-laws require the election of members of the ACCG Board of Managers to occur at the Annual
Meeting. While this has traditionally happened at the ACCG Annual Conference, ACCGwill be scheduling an
on line Annual Meeting to be held between April 22 and April 29 to allow for the nomination and election of the
Board of Managers. Please watch for more information on this meeting in the coming weeks.
As a reminder, nominations are currently being taken for the pt District and 6th District Representative positions
as well as three At-Large Representative positions. The deadline to submit nominations for the pt District
Representative position is March 23, while the nominations for the other positions are due on March 27. You
can find more information regarding the nominations process and deadlines here.
While these are unprecedented times, we know that your communities, our state and our nation are resilient. We will
get through this together. The ACCGstaff continues to work daily in its support of Georgia's counties. If we can be of
assistance to you, please don't hesitate to reach out.
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Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Schumacher, Carly T.<cschumacher@ochsinc.com> on behalf of Ochs Inc
<ochs@ochsinc.com >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:58 PM
Ochs Inc
Ochs Business Update and Commitment to You
COVID19 Alert Flyer Ochs Enquiron 2020.pdf

Ensuring continuous service for our clients and partners is our top priority. Ochs is prepared to handle circumstances
related to the COVID-19 virus through business continuity protocols we have implemented, based upon CDC
recommendations.
Effective immediately, to help contain and mitigate the spread of the virus, our staff will be working remotely rather
than from our downtown Saint Paul location. At this time, we have suspended travel and will continue to assess our
COVID-19 policy based on guidance from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the World Health
Organization, and the national and local governments.
Ochs takes pride in offering exceptional service, this will not change. The well-being of all our staff, including those
who work for you, is of utmost importance to us and we are dedicated to meeting your needs with minimal interruption
in service.
Our services will continue to be available to you. Ochs will still receive all phone calls from employers, employees and

channel partners; provide necessary resources and communications; and conduct meetings and discussions via
conference call or video conferencing.
We are pleased to work alongside strong carrier partners who are committed to providing clients the same great

products and service they are accustomed to, even during these tumultuous days. Find attached safety preparedness in

the workplace information from Enquiron, our partner providing the Ochs Resource Center.
Important application/forms processing change: We are asking our clients to submit all applications and forms to Ochs,
either by fax (651-665-3791) or by email (ochs@ochsinc.com), rather than US Mail in order to avoid any processing
delays. If a secure email is needed, please let us know and we will provide one for you.

In closing, although it is an unprecedented time for all, we will closely monitor the situation and evaluate additional
measures to support you, your employees, and our channel partners to the best of our ability. Please reach out to us
with any questions or concerns you may have and be assured, you can continue to expect the personal touch Ochs is
known for.
Be well and thank you for your continued partnership.

rhcvnlvyo-w,
C£itAIJll)I

Cambra Aasen
President and CEO

,,,,..""""'"i)
400 Robert

Ochs
, ..J'

Ochs, Inc.

St. North, Suite 1880 • S.t. Paul, MN 55101-7734
651.665.3789 • 800.392.7295 • tax 651.665.3791
caasen@ochsinccom
• www ..ochsinc.con1

II

A Securian Financial Company
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More value. More choice. More support.

Ihiis Hmaiilltransmiissiionand any fiillHatltacll1mHntsmay contaiin confiidentiialliinformatiioniintHndHdsollHllyfor tllrn usH of tllrn iindiiviiduall
or Hntiityto whom iit iis
addrnssHd Ill you havH rnrniivHd thiisHmaiillmHssa{JHiin Hrror, pllHasHnotiify tllrnsHndHrand dellHtHthiisHmaiillfrom your systHm

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:39 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Ramona Madding; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Jackson, Tamara; Dorough, Bo; Tolbert, Sonja; Scott, Cedric; Mosley,Latonza;
Sproul, Kevin; Ostrander, Marie; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; Broughton,Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com;
grice@phoebehealth.com; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Crisis Management Team - Action Items to be discussed
CrisisMgmt_Actionltems_031820.docx

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Attached is the list of action items for our discussion at tomorrow

morning's meeting. Thanks!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:38 PM
McCoy, Michael; Barbara Rivera. Holmes
Comparison Doc.xlsx
Comparison Doc.xlsx

Here is the informationthat we have been able to gatheron shortnotice- as you knowthis is a
movingtarget. If you can get on a call to discuss,I'm in my officeat 302-1384 or via cell.

s

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:28 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Chris Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins; vees70@yahoo.com; Johnson,
Clinton; Gray, Russell; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gaines, Gloria; Jones, Anthony
McCoy, Michael; Ramona Madding
FW: NOTICE:Government Center/Central Square/Judicial Building Employees

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

FYI ...

From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 at 4:26 PM
To: ALL CITY & COUNTY USERS<AIICity&CountyUsers@albanyga.gov>
Subject: NOTICE: Government Center/Central Square/Judicial Building Employees
All City and County Employees Residing in the Government Center, Central Square Building and the Judicial Building:
Beginning at 5 p.m. this afternoon, the Government Center and Central Square Building will be closed to the public until
further notice. The Judicial Building will have limited access until further notice.

Plll1c?as1c?
11r·1c?11rm?11rnlll:11c?ir
tll keep y1.)Ulre1mph>yeebadges 1n1y1.luat allllll
ti11rm?!i
tll utilllil.lc?
ac:c:esstll th1c?
buillldings.,,W1c?
alll!illaslkthat
y1.lullli1mity1.)Ulrin--pers1.n1
1:1.n1ta1:t
lll:11c?tw1c?1c?n
buillldings and tll U!ilc?
pllrun1e1:alllllls
and 1c?11rnaillls
with c:1.>lllllleagues
in llth1c?ir
buillldings as y1.)u11r11c?1c?d
ti) 1:1)11rn11rnunkab?.
We will keep you updated as conditions change with the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Thanks for your cooperation,

Wendy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:11 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
**PRESSRELEASE**Dougherty County Closes Facilities and Initiates Telework Protocol
Amid COVI D-19 Coronavirus Crisis
DOCOpresser_Cou ntyClosu reTelework.pdf

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Media Partners:
Please see the attached release for consideration. You can also access the release at the following link:
https://bit.ly/2Ujdlql
Thanks for your support,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:45 PM
Sproul, Kevin
Johnson, Pamela
FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
499

Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:44 PM
Subadan, Sharon; Persley, Michael
FW: Auto Tag Registrations

FYI
From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
501

PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:41 PM
Ware, Jawahn; Clark, Bristria
FW: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mrs. Ware -ACCG cancelled the Annual Meeting. See email below and notify our Board. Also, cancel all the
reservations. Thanks.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Wills, Dave" <DWills@accg.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 4:09:00 PM EDT
To: Ben Hayward <bhay ard@camillaga.net>, Billy Pittard <bpittard@oglethorpecountyga.gov>,

Carvel
Lewis <cclewis@aol.com>, Charlotte Nash <charlotte.nash@gwinnettcounty.com>,
Cindy Jones Mills
<cjmills@forsy hco.com>, "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>, Darriel Nobles
<ddnobles@bellsouth.net>, Daryl Hall <dhall.cc@gmail.com>, David Sikes
<dsikes.toombsco@gmail.com>, Frederick Favors <FFav17@aol.com>, Harry Lange
<traildad.hl@gmail.com>, "Henry R. Craig" <hen ycraigl@charter.net>, Jamie Lamar Deloach
<jamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail.com>, Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Jimmy Kitchens
<jimmy.kitchens.atp@gmail.com>, John Daniell <jdaniell@oconee.ga.us>, Johnny Davis
<joadavis52@bellsouth.net>, Johnny Davis <jdavis@jeffersoncoun yga.gov>, Kathie Gannon
<kgannon@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Kevin Little <klittle@co.walton.ga.us>, Lamar Paris
<commissioner@uniongov.com>, Lisa Ritchie <lritchie@hallcoun y.org>, Liz Hausmann
<liz.hausmann@fultoncoun yga.gov>, Marc DeMott <marc.demott@ccboc.com>, Megan Martin
<mmartin@jarrard-davis.com>, Melissa Hughes <melissa.hughes@tiftcounty.org>, Nancy Schulz
<nschulz@co.newton.ga.us>, Nancy Thrash <commissionerthrash@gmail.com>, Natalie Crawford
<ncrawford@habershamga.com>, Pat Farrell <patfarrell@bellsouth.net>, Rick Muggridge
<rick@dwbinsurance.com>, Scott Johnson <sjohnson@columbiacoun yga.gov>, Sistie Hudson
<sistiehudson@aol.com>, Steve Taylor <taylors@bartowga.org>, Susan Andrews
<scandrewsl@juno.com>, Terrell Hudson <walterthudson@hotmail.com>, Tom McMichael
<tdmcm ichael@cox.net>
Cc: "Pridgen, Kelly" <KPridgen@accg.org>, "Christie, Jeff" <JChristie@ACCG.org>, "Brown, Beth"
<BBrown@ACCG.org>, "Robinson, Quint" <QRobinson@ACCG.org>

Subject: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Dear Board of Managers,
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This morning the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers, which is authorized in Article VI of the
ACCG By-Laws to act on behalf of the Board of Managers between meetings, met to discuss issues
stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential impact on the 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
scheduled for April 24 -27 in Savannah/Chatham County. After a thorough discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to cancel the in-person Annual Meeting. A virtual, or online meeting of
the membership will be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and electing members of the
Board, including officers.
Shortly after your receipt of this message, minutes of today's meeting will be sent to you by ACCG's
General Counsel, Kelly Pridgen, who will invoke attorney-client privilege for part or all of her
communication.
Possibly this afternoon, and certainly not later than tomorrow morning, we will inform the full
membership of ACCGof the decision to cancel the Annual Meeting. Please note that the decision of the
Executive Committee includes a authorization to fully refund all registration and sponsorship fees paid
to ACCGfor Annual Meeting purposes.
As you will note in the email you will receive from Kelly Pridgen, you may contact any of us with
questions.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:39 PM
Johnson, Clinton
RE:Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks. I was joining Jones and cancelling anyway.

@

From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Cancellation of 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Wills, Dave" <DWills@accg.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 4:09:00 PM EDT
To: Ben Hayward <bhay ard@camillaga.net>, Billy Pittard <bpittard@oglethorpecountyga.gov>,

Carvel
Lewis <cclewis@aol.com>, Charlotte Nash <charlotte.nash@gwinnettcounty.com>,
Cindy Jones Mills
<cjmills@forsy hco.com>, "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@doughe y.ga.us>, Darriel Nobles
<ddnobles@bellsouth.net>, Daryl Hall <dhall.cc@gmail.com>, David Sikes
<dsikes.toombsco@gmail.com>, Frederick Favors <FFav17@aol.com>, Harry Lange
<traildad.hl@gmail.com>, "Henry R. Craig" <hen ycraigl@charter.net>, Jamie Lamar Deloach
<jamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail.com>, Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Jimmy Kitchens
<jimmy.kitchens.atp@gmail.com>, John Daniell <jdaniell@oconee.ga.us>, Johnny Davis
<joadavis52@bellsouth.net>, Johnny Davis <jdavis@jeffersoncoun yga.gov>, Kathie Gannon
<kgannon@dekalbcoun yga.gov>, Kevin Little <klittle@co.walton.ga.us>, Lamar Paris
<commissioner@uniongov.com>, Lisa Ritchie <lritchie@hallcoun y.org>, Liz Hausmann
<liz.hausmann@fultoncoun yga.gov>, Marc DeMott <marc.demott@ccboc.com>, Megan Martin
<mmartin@jarrard-davis.com>, Melissa Hughes <melissa.hughes@tiftcounty.org>, Nancy Schulz
<nschulz@co.newton.ga.us>, Nancy Thrash <commissionerthrash@gmail.com>, Natalie Crawford
<ncrawford@habershamga.com>, Pat Farrell <patfarrell@bellsouth.net>, Rick Muggridge
<rick@dwbinsurance.com>, Scott Johnson <sjohnson@columbiacoun yga.gov>, Sistie Hudson
<sistiehudson@aol.com>, Steve Taylor <taylors@bartowga.org>, Susan Andrews
<scandrewsl@juno.com>, Terrell Hudson <walterthudson@hotmail.com>, Tom McMichael
<tdmcm ichael@cox.net>
Cc: "Pridgen, Kelly" <KPridgen@accg.org>, "Christie, Jeff" <JChristie@ACCG.org>, "Brown, Beth"
<BBrown@ACCG.org>, "Robinson, Quint" <QRobinson@ACCG.org>

Subject: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Dear Board of Managers,
This morning the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers, which is authorized in Article VI of the
ACCG By-Laws to act on behalf of the Board of Managers between meetings, met to discuss issues
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stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential impact on the 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
scheduled for April 24 -27 in Savannah/Chatham County. After a thorough discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to cancel the in-person Annual Meeting. A virtual, or online meeting of
the membership will be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and electing members of the
Board, including officers.
Shortly after your receipt of this message, minutes of today's meeting will be sent to you by ACCG's
General Counsel, Kelly Pridgen, who will invoke attorney-client privilege for part or all of her
communication.
Possibly this afternoon, and certainly not later than tomorrow morning, we will inform the full
membership of ACCGof the decision to cancel the Annual Meeting. Please note that the decision of the
Executive Committee includes a authorization to fully refund all registration and sponsorship fees paid
to ACCGfor Annual Meeting purposes.
As you will note in the email you will receive from Kelly Pridgen, you may contact any of us with
questions.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Wills, Dave" <DWills@accg.org>
Date: March 18, 2020 at 4:09:00 PM EDT
To: Ben Hayward <bhayward@camillaga.net>,

Billy Pittard <bpittard@oglethorpecountyga.gov>,
Carvel
Lewis <cclewis@aol.com>, Charlotte Nash <charlotte.nash@gwinnettcounty.com>,
Cindy Jones Mills
<cjmills@forsythco.com>, "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>, Darriel Nobles
<ddnobles@bellsouth.net>, Daryl Hall <dhall.cc@gmail.com>, David Sikes
<dsikes.toombsco@gmail.com>, Frederick Favors <FFav17@aol.com>, Harry Lange
<traildad.hl@gmail.com>, "Henry R. Craig" <henrycraigl@charter.net>, Jamie Lamar Deloach
<jamiedeloachdistrict3@gmail.com>, Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcountyga.gov>, Jimmy Kitchens
<jimmy.kitchens.atp@gmail.com>, John Daniell <jdaniell@oconee.ga.us>, Johnny Davis
<joadavis52@bellsouth.net>, Johnny Davis <jdavis@jeffersoncountyga.gov>, Kathie Gannon
<kgannon@dekalbcountyga.gov>, Kevin Little <klittle@co.walton.ga.us>, Lamar Paris
<commissioner@uniongov.com>, Lisa Ritchie <lritchie@hallcounty.org>, Liz Hausmann
<liz.hausmann@fultoncountyga.gov>, Marc DeMott <marc.demott@ccboc.com>, Megan Martin
<mmartin@jarrard-davis.com>, Melissa Hughes <melissa.hughes@tiftcounty.org>, Nancy Schulz
<nschulz@co.newton.ga.us>, Nancy Thrash <commissionerthrash@gmail.com>, Natalie Crawford
<ncrawford@habershamga.com>, Pat Farrell <patfarrell@bellsouth.net>, Rick Muggridge
<rick@dwbinsurance.com>, Scott Johnson <sjohnson@columbiacountyga.gov>, Sistie Hudson
<sistiehudson@aol.com>, Steve Taylor <taylors@bartowga.org>, Susan Andrews
<scandrewsl@juno.com>, Terrell Hudson <walterthudson@hotmail.com>, Tom McMichael
<tdmcmichael@cox.net>
Cc: "Pridgen, Kelly" <KPridgen@accg.org>, "Christie, Jeff" <JChristie@ACCG.org>, "Brown, Beth"
<BBrown@ACCG.org>, "Robinson, Quint" <QRobinson@ACCG.org>

Subject: Cancellation of 2020 ACCG Annual Meeting

Dear Board of Managers,
This morning the Executive Committee of the Board of Managers, which is authorized in Article VI of the
ACCG By-Laws to act on behalf of the Board of Managers between meetings, met to discuss issues
stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential impact on the 2020 ACCGAnnual Meeting
scheduled for April 24 -27 in Savannah/Chatham County. After a thorough discussion, the Executive
Committee voted unanimously to cancel the in-person Annual Meeting. A virtual, or online meeting of
the membership will be held in late April for the purpose of nominating and electing members of the
Board, including officers.
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Shortly after your receipt of this message, minutes of today's meeting will be sent to you by ACCG's
General Counsel, Kelly Pridgen, who will invoke attorney-client privilege for part or all of her
communication.
Possibly this afternoon, and certainly not later than tomorrow morning, we will inform the full
membership of ACCGof the decision to cancel the Annual Meeting. Please note that the decision of the
Executive Committee includes a authorization to fully refund all registration and sponsorship fees paid
to ACCGfor Annual Meeting purposes.
As you will note in the email you will receive from Kelly Pridgen, you may contact any of us with
questions.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:37 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE:NOTICE:Government Center/Central Square/Judicial Building Employees

Please share with Board.
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:26 PM
To: ALL CITY& COUNTY USERS<AIICity&CountyUsers@albanyga.gov>
Subject: NOTICE:Government Center/Central Square/Judicial Building Employees
Importance: High

All City and County Employees Residing in the Government Center, Central Square Building and the Judicial Building:
Beginning at 5 p.m. this afternoon, the Government Center and Central Square Building will be closed to the public until
further notice. The Judicial Building will have limited access until further notice.

Plll1c?as1c?
11r·1c?11rm?11rnlll:11c?ir
tll keep y1.luire1mph>yeebadges 1n1y1.luat allllll
ti11rm?!i
tll utillliz.1c?
ac:c:esstll th1c?
buillldings.,,W1c?
alll!illaslkthat
y1.lullli1mity1.)Ulrin--pers1.n1
1:1.n1ta1:t
lll:11c?tw1c?1c?n
buillldings and tll U!ilc?
pllrun1e1:alllllls
and 1c?11rnaillls
with c:1.>lllllleagues
in llth1c?ir
buillldings as y1.)u11r11c?1c?d
ti) 1:1)11rn11rnunkab?
..
We will keep you updated as conditions change with the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Thanks for your cooperation,

Wendy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:16 PM
Josey, Shonna; Johnson, Pamela; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis
McCoy, Michael; Howell, Wendy; Jones, Udashia
Re: Auto Tag Registrations

Shonna, I would suggest that it be handled on a case by case basis. If a citizen is stopped for an expired tag, but can
present a money order or some sort of a cash receipt verifying the purchase prior to the date of expiration, then a
citation should not be written. I will inform my officers of the situation.

From: Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:53:53 PM
To: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Pamela <PJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Whitley-Banks,
Phyllis <PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Jones, Udashia
<UJones@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,
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Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
Email: scolley@dougher y.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Yancey Bros. Co.<news@yanceybros.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:10 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVID-19 Update: A Message to our Customers

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Valued Customer:

As a follow up to our communication on March 13th , I wanted to update you on the
status of our business and additional steps we have taken to keep our team
members safe and continue serving you during this trying period for our country
and world.

Our commitment to serving our customers and keeping our team members healthy
is unwavering. Our senior leaders meet daily to provide updates and ensure we
are communicating new information thoroughly and timely as the COVID-19
situation rapidly evolves. To protect our employees and provide assurance to you
if one of your employees visits one of our stores or our employees are at one of
your sites performing service or making deliveries, we have implemented the
following:

•

Expanded policies around sick leave and other time off to allow employees
time away from work if they are ill, have been exposed to COVID-19, or
need to take care of their family;

•

Guidelines around not coming to work if employees exhibit any signs of
illness (whether COVID-19 related or otherwise), and these policies follow
CDC recommendations;
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•

More robust and frequent facility sanitizing protocols to ensure our facilities
are cleaned several times daily, especially high traffic and high touch areas
such as door knobs and counters;

•

A social distancing policy for employees at all times whether at one of our
facilities or at one of yours, including limiting in person meetings and
maintaining proper distances when they are necessary to minimize social
exposure;

•

Elimination of non-essential travel and meetings;

•

A "no handshake" policy - period;

•

A work from home policy for those employees who can work remotely, and
a rotation for other roles that must be performed on site; and

•

Extensive guidance and training to ensure employees who visit your sites
observe the guidelines outlined above as well as any additional
requirements imposed by your organization.

We have taken these steps to keep our team members safe and to ensure they
keep you and your team members safe when we are working together. We are
confident we can do what is necessary to help defeat COVID-19 while also
ensuring we meet your critical needs in the professional, high quality manner
which you expect and to which you are accustomed.

All of our business units, and all of our locations remain open. Our parts
inventories are well stocked, and our access to Caterpillar parts, machines and
generators remains uninterrupted. All of service departments, shop and field,
across all of our businesses are on line and working. We stand ready to meet
your short or long term needs for Caterpillar equipment, allied equipment,
generators and Blue Bird school buses through our various sales teams and rental
departments.
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Thank you again for the opportunities you have given us to partner with you. We
remain committed to serving your needs and supporting you without interruption in
the days ahead. Have a great day.

Trey Googe
President & CEO

Yancey Bros. Co., 330 Lee Industrial Blvd, Austell, GA 30168, United States, 770-941-2300
Lll11·~.:.1
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:
Attachments:

Sara Hall <shall@albanyga.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:08 PM
Mosley, Latonza; Scott, Cedric; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Howell, Wendy; WhitleyBanks, Phyllis; Broughton, Monique; Scott Steiner; Rice,Gary; Persley, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Dorough, Bo; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin;
Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth.com
Jackson, Tamara; Tolbert, Sonja; Ware, Jawahn; Ostrander,Marie; Wilson, Jamie;
Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria
Canceled: Press Conference: EMA Coronavirus Update
attach ment.ics

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sara Hall <shall@albanyga.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:08 PM
Mosley, Latonza; Scott, Cedric; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Howell, Wendy; WhitleyBanks, Phyllis; Broughton, Monique; Scott Steiner; Rice,Gary; Persley, Michael; Subadan,
Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Dorough, Bo; Allen, Sam; Sproul, Kevin;
Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth.com
Jackson, Tamara; Tolbert, Sonja; Ware, Jawahn; Ostrander,Marie; Wilson, Jamie;
Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria
Press Conference: EMA Coronavirus Update
attach ment.ics

Purpose:

Your presenceis requestedon behalfof FireChiefCedricScottat this pressconference.FireChief
Scottwill be conductingan updateon the Coronavirus.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials. Click here to report this email as spam.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mosley, Latonza <LMosley@albanyga.gov>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:02 PM
Scott, Cedric; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Howell,Wendy; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis;
Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com; Rice, Gary; Persley,Michael;
Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Dorough, Bo; Allen, Sam;
Sproul, Kevin; Fowler, Michael; jaustin@phoebehealth.com
Jackson, Tamara; Tolbert, Sonja; Ware, Jawahn; Ostrander,Marie; Wilson, Jamie;
Carpenter, Joy; Ramona Madding; Clark, Bristria; shall@albanyga.com
Press Conference: EMA Coronavirus Update
attach ment.ics

Purpose:

Your presenceis requestedon behalfof FireChiefCedricScottat this pressconference.FireChief
Scottwill be conductingan updateon the Coronavirus.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:54 PM
Johnson, Kenneth; Johnson, Pamela; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis
McCoy, Michael; Howell, Wendy; Jones, Udashia
Auto Tag Registrations

AllDue to the Coronavirus, the Dougherty County Tag office will closed to the public effective the
close of business 3/18/20. What does this means? Citizens will have to renew their vehicle
registration/tag online, by mail or by telephone. This will cause a delay in citizens receiving
their tag/decals. We will issued decals by mail the next business day as permitted. It may take
two-three days for them to receive their decal. It will depend on the US Postal Service.
QuestionHow will the Dougherty County Police, City Police and the Sheriff's Department will be
handling this problem. I was told the Law Enforcement will not be stopping anyone. Is this
true? Also, I was told that Law Enforcement has the ability to view DMV vehicle registration to
verify if a tag is valid.
Final noteSome citizens will not have a current decal on their vehicle. If they call into our office, we will
suggest for them to place the paid registration in their vehicle. As of today, the Governor has
not mandated for the GA DMV to closed.
Please advise.
Thank you,

Shonna Colley Josey
Tax Director
Dougherty County Tax/Tag Department
PO Box 1827
Albany, Ga 31702
Phone: 229-302-3056
Fax: 229-438-3997
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 3:03 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Chaos!
COVID-19 (2) Press Release1.pdf

Okay,
All of you will love this. As soon as we issue this temporary public closure/limited access notice release, the cards and
letters start coming in from outside agencies. Libraries, Extension Service, DFACS,USDA, community action agencies,
etc., who are housed in county buildings - or, not!
I am telling these folks that they are locally based state (or, other) agencies where we do not govern their operations,
and if they choose to follow our lead they are responsible for making and disseminating that decision.
Our County Extension Director told me that they superiors told them to follow county guidelines. Nobody told us that nobody asked. Uh-Uh! You have the keys to the building.
This do as you see fit thing is out of hand.

TtK
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e.routefifty.com >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 2:28 PM
Michael McCoy
What the Coronavirus Stock Meltdown Could Mean for Pensions

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

What the Coronavirus Stock Meltdown Could Mean for Pensions
//
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It's not looking good, but don't panic just yet.
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This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because you have
opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

U.S. Census Bureau <ocia.iao@census.gov>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 1:54 PM
Michael McCoy
U.S. Census Bureau Director Steven Dillingham on Operational Updates

Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
Intergovernmental Affairs Office
U.S. Census Bureau Director Steven Dillingham on Operational Updates
Less than one week ago, the 2020 Census fully kicked off, and invitations continue to arrive
in mailboxes across the nation. As of this morning, more than eleven million households
have responded. America is stepping up to shape our future and ensure families and
communities are counted.
Beginning today, in support of guidance on what we can all do to help slow the spread of
coronavirus, 2020 Census field operations will be suspended for two weeks until April 1,
2020. The Census Bureau is taking this step to help protect the health and safety of the
American public, Census Bureau employees, and everyone going through the hiring process
for temporary census taker positions.
During this pause in field operations, the Census Bureau will continue to evaluate all 2020
Census operations. Should any additional adjustments need to be made, the Census Bureau
will communicate these changes broadly and promptly.
In late May, census takers around the nation will begin visiting households that have not yet
responded to the 2020 Census to help complete the count. As we continue to monitor
the evolving COVI D-19 outbreak, we will adjust census taker and survey operations as
necessary in order to follow the guidance of federal, state and local health authorities.
The public is strongly encouraged to respond to the 2020 Census online using a desktop
computer, laptop, smartphone, or tablet, and can also respond by phone or mail. Everyone
should respond to the 2020 Census as soon as they receive their invitation - and when
they're finished, they can make sure their friends, families and social networks know about
the importance of responding.
It has never been easier to respond to the census, and the 2020 Census will count everyone
accurately. We recognize that many people plan to access the 2020 Census through other
response modes, such as phone or paper, which is why the 2020 Census has such a nimble
design.
On March 15, 2020, the Census Bureau announced several adaptations to our group
quarters operations to accommodate recent scheduling changes on college campuses as
leadership takes action to keep students and faculty safe.
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For all other Census Bureau household and economic surveys separate from the 2020
Decennial Census, Bureau personnel will begin using phone calls instead of in-person visits.
In the limited number of instances where an in-person visit is necessary, we are working
closely with public health authorities to ensure each visit is accomplished safely.
Once again, we encourage everyone to respond online today at 2020Census.gov. With the
flexibility and support of the American people, we will achieve a complete and accurate count
which helps guide funding decisions for things like hospitals, roads and emergency
services. Respondents can also respond by calling the number provided in their invitation or
by mail once they have received a paper form.

About the Intergovernmental Affairs Office
The Intergovernmental Affairs Office (IAO) works with Tribal, state, county, and local governments both
directly and through the national and regional organizations that advocate on their behalf to share information
about U.S. Census programs and products. IAO encourages supportive policy development by
intergovernmental and tribal associations, serving as a conduit by which these associations and governments
communicate their concerns to the Census Bureau. For more information on Census Bureau programs,
please contact us at (30i) 763-6i 00 or by email at ocia.iao@census.gov.
Sincerely,
Alan Lang
Deputy Chief, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Census Bureau

Contact Information
30i -763-6100 I OCIA. IAO@census.gov
Intergovernmental Affairs Team
Van Lawrence, Branch Chief
Sylvia Doyle, IAO Liaison
Melissa Bruce, IAO Specialist
Keith A. Tobias, IAO Specialist
Haley A. Miller, IAO Partnership Manager
Bernard L. Bundy, Jr., Geographic IAO Specialist
Sabrina McNeal, Governors Liaison

Unsubscribe

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from City and County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 1:51 PM
McCoy, Michael
DR-4297 CAT A PW 00175 FIR - Need Signature
DR4297_Dougherty_County_PW175_FIR - Need Signature.pdf

Hi Mike,
I am so sorry to hear what's going on in your County. I will keep you posted of all PA related updates as I get them.
If you have a moment, please sign and return the attached Final Inspection Report for PW 00175 Radium Springs Debris.
This is the last CAT A project listed for this disaster.
I am tracking our 2 Million dollar request for County Debris removal for DR-4297, I am hopeful we should see some
funds in the near future.
Thanks,
Tara

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:42 PM
To: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>
Subject: RE: Infectious Disease Event

Thanks. I'm up to my eyeballs in Coronavirus. We are a hotbed if you haven't heard. It's a mess.
From: Tara Teuta
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:51 AM
To: McCoy, Michael
Subject: Infectious Disease Event

Hey Mike,

See Fact Sheet on Public Assistance and Infectious Disease. At this time only CAT B costs are allowable but I'm
sure more details will be updated soon. I recommend you keep all records (Labor, Materials) utilized for this
event.

Thanks,
Tara
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

E-News Update from Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <marketing@albanyga.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 12:36 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
SBA offers assistance loans to businesses economically impacted by COVI D-19

SBA BUSINESS LOANS AVAILABLE.
APPLY NOW.
In response to the economic impact of COVID-19 on small
businesses, the U.S. Small Business Administration is offering
designated states and territories low-interest federal disaster
loans for working capital to small businesses suffering
substantial economic injury as a result of the virus.
Upon a request received from a state's or territory's governor, SBA
will issue under its own authority, as provided by the Coronavirus
Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act that
was recently signed by President Trump, an Economic Injury Disaster
Loan declaration. Governor Kemp's team is hard at work on this
process, and the SBA strongly recommends that business owners
who are seeking an SBA loan to move forward with registering and
applying on the SBA website.

Followthe AlbanyArea Chamberat allllba11r111yqa.com
and on lllac(::)lboolll~.
for COVID-19 updatesand resourcesfor businesses.

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce

I 225

West Broad Avenue, Albany, GA 31701

Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
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y.qa.us
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Sent by marketing@albanyga.com

in collaboration
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Try email marketing for free today!
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 12:34 PM
Chris Cohilas; Scott, Cedric
McCoy, Michael; Ramona Madding
County Policies Talking Points for Today
Talking Pts_PressConf_031820.docx

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Chairman and Chief Attached are the county policy talking points for the 1pm press conference. I will also have printouts available for you, if
you forget to bring them.
As referenced in the talking points, I will have a press release prepared, printed and handing out to media after the press
conference regarding county operations. Of course, I will send to the media list via email and other stakeholders later
this afternoon.
Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Sandy Bamford < sandy@familyliteracyconnection.com >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 12:30 PM
Adamcak, Patricia; allison.flory@scouting.org; Allyson Stauffer; Alvita Swain; Alvita
Swain; Anderson, Esther; Angela Hines; Angie Barber; Angie Barber; Angie Elliott;
artrevia polite; Ashley Goodine; Ava Holmes; Barbara Rivera. Holmes; Barbara Turner;
Barlow, Sharonda; Barlow, Sharonda; Barwick, DonnaKaye; Becky Boyd; Berryhill, Roslyn;
BJ Jackson; Brian Ramey; Brianna Michell; Bridgett Bennett; Brittney Newton; Brown,
Barbara; Calvin & Ida Austin; CaMia Hopson; Carolyn White; Catherine Bracy; Cathy
Jones; Chavaria Tolbert; Cheryl Calhoun; Cheryl Johnson; Cheryl Vinson; Cheryl Vinson;
Cheryl Vinson; Cindy Wisham; Collette Jenkins; Cory Wise; Crystal Hatcher; Dan Gillan;
Dana Gray; Danita Wiggins; Danita Wiggins; David Blackwell; David Smith; Dawn
McCune; De VerneauAnna; Debra Mcfaddon-Bryant; Denovia Lowe;
dhill@libertyhouseofalbany.com; dhird@dch.ga.gov; Diane Rogers; Dieudonna Harris;
Dinetha Rayner; dknolen@dhr.state.ga.us; dohe7848@bellsouth.net; Dougherty CASA;
Dr. Irma Gibson; Dr. Morris V. Jones; dstorm@bellsouth.net; Ebonee Kirkwood;
edwilliams@albanycsb.org; efvm_firstlady@bellsouth.net; ejack201 O@yahoo.com;
ericajohnson3@yahoo.com;
Erma Campbell; erynders@bellsouth.net; Extension Serv;
family finesse; Faye Everson; Felicia Simmons; felisa.postell@gacrs.org; Furro, Tonyesima
R.; g3s8h@bellsouth.net; Gloria Pinkston; gmills42@yahoo.com; Greta Perry; Gwendolyn
Seabrooks; Gwendolyn Seabrooks; Helen Martin; Henry Davis; Herman Whitfield;
Howard, Laforey; hpatel@albanycsb.org; Ingram, Shirley; Ivette Rivera; Ivy Laing; Jacob
Hardwick; Jamencia Thompson; Jamie Hurst; Janice Hood; Jay Houston; Jene Brands;
Jennifer Myrick; Jeremiah.McKeown@gdol.ga.gov; Jerry Wessels; Jershaun Roberts;
Jessica Sheets; Joanna Jackson-Turner; Joanne Hines; Joffe Wright; Juanita Nixon; Judy
Bowles; Julie Miller; Karen Lawrence; Karen Lawrence; Katherine Handwerk;
KatherineJ@gacfca.org; Kathie Rigsby; Kathy Shemwell; Kathy Shemwell; katrina99
@yahoo.com; Kayla Averett; Ken Bevel; Kenia Rawles; Kenneth Cutts; Kenneth Douglas;
Kenneth Koneri; Kevin Sproul; Kiandra Stevens; Kiara Griffin-Zanders; Kim Walker; Kim
Wyche; Kimberly C. C Smith; Kimberly Oliver; Kimberly Scott; Kiva HAIi-Brady; Kricket
Robinson; Kristi Hodge; kwwalker1@dhr.state.ga.us; Ladonna Urick; Ladonna Urick;
Lafawnda.Hugley@amerigroup.com; Larry Gilbert; Laurie Bryant; lbph@swgrl.org;
LeDora Ann. Inman; Lequrica Gaskins; Lesia Irvin; Leslie Lamb; liharris@albanyga.gov;
lillie_whitfield@yahoo.com; Lion's Learning Center; Lisa Spears; Lori Loughmiller; Lykesa
Bridges; Malloy, Jalaysia; maplewilliams@yahoo.com; maricka1986@yahoo.com; Marion
Stephens; Mary Josey; Mary Martinez; mbailey@albanycsb.org; McBride, Eddie;
mdanielsfaithcommunityoutreach@yahoo.com;
Melissia Arnold; Michael Mccoy; Michael
White; Michelle Williams; miricke@bellsouth.net; Misty Gillam; Monica Daniels; Monty
Cox; Nedra Fortson; Neoka Jones; Ostrander, Marie; Pamela Johnson; Pamela Lofton;
patbarnett@sbandtbank.com; Patrice WIiiiams; Patricia Gilbert-Parker;
patricia.maples@docoschools.org; patricia.thompson@catapultlearning.com;
paul@mchsi.com; Paulette Richmond; Phyllis Rolle; Pinneice Mosely; Quanta Bell;
Quantavious White; Quenton Tazelaar; Rachael Oliver; Rachel Ortegon;
rahabhaven@gmail.com; ramonadnealy@yahoo.com; Rashaunda Fleming; Rashonda
Carter - rlcarte.s06506; richardwdavis73@bellsouth.net; Robert Collins; Rosalynn FowlerFliggins; ru2s2@bellsouth.net; ruby.salaam@docoschools.org; Rukeyah Muwwakkil;
Salinda Barber; Sandra E. Handwerk; Sandra Mitchell; Sandy Bamford; Sandy Bamford;
sbrant1ey9082@yahoo.com; Scooter Courtney; Sencarda Jordan; Shahenna Sturgess;
shanina roberts; Sharon Peoples; Shaundra Stephens; Shayna Greene; sheffield1914
@yahoo.com; Sheila Chatmon; sheneka.riggins@aaphc.org; Sigma Iota; Simone Turner;
sjones@swgacac.com; Solomon Loud Jr.; Sonja Tolbert; Special Olympics;
529

To:

Subject:

stefanie.lilypad@gmail.com; Sue Rowland; Sumner, J.D.; Tamaro Hayes; tamikia_07
@yahoo.com;Tandrea Sears; the_mom1@yahoo.com; Thelma Johnson; Therapeutic
Riding Ctr; Tiffany Carr; Tiffany Mallard; Timothy Sweet-Holp; Tina Cruz;
tmhigh@dhr.state.ga.us; Tommie Terrell; Tosha Dean; Tracy Hawkins; Trina Peterson;
Tsuccessful5@aol.com; twill-03@hotmail.com; Tywannda Kiegler;
vicki.phillips@asurams.edu; W. J. Young; walker; Wallace Civ Dana L; Warren Frelot;
Washington, Jwana L.; Watisha Williams; wdukes_2000@yahoo.com; White, Treena Q;
Williams, Angela D; Yolanda Daniels; Yovanni Young; Ann Milton
Fwd: ***Homeless Providers COVID Alert***

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Howard, LaTorey <LaTorey.Howard@wellcare.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 18, 2020 at 12:26 PM
Subject: ***Homeless Providers COVID Alert***
To:

From: Georgia Alliance to End Homelessness <info@gahomeless.ccsend.com>
Homelessness
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 12:13 PM

On Behalf Of Georgia Alliance to End

Subject: ***Homeless Providers COVID Alert***

Geor · a Hoilleless
Advocacy Alert
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From the National Alliance to End Homelessness:

As Congress works to provide an emergency supplemental
bill to aid communities

spending

during the coronavirus pandemic, they need to

help an important population:

people experiencing

homelessness.

There's an extremely narrow window for lawmakers to include funds
for homelessness in the bill. The Senate hopes to complete its work on
this legislation by the end of the week, meaning that key decisions
about what's in the bill will be decided within the next 48 hours.
We are asking for lawmakers to include $ 5 billion to serve people who
are homeless, and $ 5 billion more to divert people who are at
immediate risk of becoming homeless during this crisis. We're also
calling for $50 billion to support housing stability, through a program
like the one proposed in the bipartisan Bennet-Portman
Act (S. 3030).

531

Eviction Crisis

We need you to contact your Senators and members of
Congress immediatelyto

demand homelessness funding in the

Coronavirus response. People experiencing

homelessness are uniquely

vulnerable to COVID-19, and many are already in poor health. We
need an immediate increase in shelter capacity and adequate housing
to bring people inside before they get sick - and we need a massive
infusion of personal protective equipment and supplies similar to what
OSHA requires for frontline

medical personnel.

Emergency funding would be able to provide these critical resources
during the coronavirus pandemic.

Lives are in the balance, and we must act quickly.

TAKE ACTION NOW

Sincerely,
Steve Berg
VP for Programs and Policy
National Alliance to End Homelessness
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Dear Supporters and Partners,

"I'imes have been tough in the past, yet we have another challenge likely far greater
than any of us could have ever imagined. Currently there is little guidance pertaining
to the Coronavirus and how homeless persons who are some of the most at risk will
be provided for and included in the planning processes. "I'heGeorgia Alliance to End
Homelessness wants you to know that we are committed to help your voices be heard
and do all that we can to keep you informed as we receive information. Please watch
your email for information that we know will be important to the work you are doing.
Our organization is in the process of building a platform where we will all be able to
communicate on a frequent basis. You will be receiving more information very soon
on how to join in the networking efforts. Communication will be key to helping our
collaborative to better serve the people we are committed to helping.

"I'hank you for all your commitment to the work you do.

Katheryn Preston
Executive Director
Georgia Alliance to End Homelessness

lll>lllease
note, that iiinaccordance wiiithrecommendatiiionstfJ IIpractiiicesociiialllldiiistanciiing,
we are llliiimiiitiiing
fJur iiin-offiiice
hours,.lf you callllllfJur II1-lomellless
IIResourceHelllIIpllliiine,
IIpllleasellleave a message and we wiiillllll
get back tfJ you as
SfJfJnas IIpossiiibllle,.
lll>roviiidersand cllliiientscan stiiillllll
access fJur 111-tomellless
lll>roviiiderdatabase he re anytiiime!Thank you for your understandiiing,,
1
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770-,57.5-,578,5info@gahomeless.org

gahomeless.org

FollllowUs

Privacy Notice: This electronic mail message, and any attachments, are confidential and are intended for
the exclusive use of the addressee(s) and may contain information that is proprietary and that may be
Individually Identifiable or Protected Health Information under HIPAA. If you are not the intended
recipient, please immediately contact the sender by telephone, or by email, and destroy all copies of this
message. If you are a regular recipient of our electronic mail, please notify us promptly if you change
your email address.

Sandy Barnfol"d, Executive Dil"ectol"
F'arnilyUtel"acy Co1111ectio11

229-395-5209
""'I"ransforming
!Familiesthrough L.iterac:y""
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Huelife Team <irina.fursman@hue.life>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 12:14 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
March Newsletter: Talking with your kids about COVID-19 + Virtual Engagement

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

With the recent CDC
recommendations
distancing,
forcing

organizations

are having to cancel in-person

us to look at how we can can be productive

around social

meetings and trainings,

and engaging

in a virtual

world.
Virtual platforms

have been around for a while but many of us probably dread

being on another conference call. This raises the question,

"How can we create

virtual spaces that encourage engagement and participation making them more
productive and worth our time?"
Our Huelife team is ready to help you and your team through
in-person
developing

meetings or events to ones that take place online. Our offerings
facilitative

meetings using virtual platforms

that preserve the same type of engagement
face-to-face

deliver exactly what you need, be it individual
plan for meetings using virtual platforms,
successfully

around

and/or

in ways

(or improve it!) that you have in your

meetings and events. We can customize

platforms,

from

leaders will equip your teams with the tools and knowledge

needed to setup, design, and facilitate

facilitation

the transition

learning experiences

to

coaching around how to design and

training

in the use of different

how to apply the facilitation

virtual

methods you

use already in the virtual world. We can also provide facilitation

services that help your team explore the impacts of our rapidly changing world
and build their confidence

in their ability to respond efficiently

and

appropriately.

IFil[iiiIlliiitat iiion

Traiiiniiinq

Huelife facilitation can help
your team transition to the

Huelife Training teaches best

Huelife coaching will help

practices for designing and

guide facilitative leaders

WFM (work from home)

facilitating virtual meetings

engage their teams in the
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environment

by creating

that encourage collaboration

virtual work from home

collaborative

plans that:

and engaged participation

environment:

by:

• Mitigate losses during a

• Learning how to navigate a

• Assistance planning and

partial shut-down

virtual meeting platform and

designing

the features to meet your

in a virtual format

and/or

change in work status

organization's

team meetings held

needs

• Helps employees re-engage

• Providing feedback on
• Learning how to apply the

virtual meeting strategies

energy as clarity around our

facilitation

you've tried or are planning on

lives emerges

already successfully use in a

with innovation

and new

methods you

trying

virtual or hybrid world
• Provide space for employees

• Specific and dedicated

to interact through virtual

support around your virtual

collaboration

facilitation

and

needs

engagement.

Follow us on social media for more tips and hints!

Tips from the Training Room
A Conversation with your kids about COVID-19
Having a conversation
complicated.

with your kids around COVID-19 can be stressful and

Nicole Anspach, a recent ToP Facilitation

went home and put her new skills in designing
she facilitated

an informed

Methods course participant

Focused Conversations

to use as

and calm discussion with her children. Here is what

she had to say about the experience.
□

D

''/ wanted to write a quick thank you note for a well run ToP Facilitation Methods
workshop last week (March 10-11 ). I got a lot out of the first day particularly the
ORID/FAIR discussion. It was the perfect way to talk to my three kids about
COVID-19 and their school closing. My kindergartner was the most engaged in
the discussion and my three year-old LOVEDparticipating in the process. It was a
very successful activity and afterwards the kids worked together to develop a
schedule for the next three weeks of homeschooling. They are already more
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relaxed about the weird new world we're in and I fully attribute that to the FAIR
conversation we had. It's true - trust the process!"

Developing Facilitative Leaders in Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion
Madison, WI

Huelife

is proud to partner with Madison Area Technical College in WI to develop

a cadre of equity coordinators

that will be infused throughout

deliver on its strategic goal of increasing
across all of its campuses.
learning

how to facilitate

through

collaborative

diversity

meaningful

and crucial conversations

vulnerability

to admit that their own thoughts

participants

profound

respect for the perspectives

is being sponsored
training,

are currently

by a three-year

mentoring,
participating

two, these participants

will continue

mentors for the second cohort.

grant and will see three cohorts

and leadership

development.

in workshops

around diversity

cohort will

while those in their second year

for the third-year

intends to develop around 60 equity coordinators
the areas they currently

and equity

in their learning role while also serving as

into their role as equity coordinators,

skills and knowledge

First-year

leaders. In year

Finally, in year three, the first-year

will serve as participant-mentors
developed

of others and

might require re-examination.

issues and learning the skills needed to be effective facilitative

transition

and lead groups

processes to reach consensus on topics that require

to exhibit

progress through

and feelings of inclusiveness

Key leaders from across all areas of the college are

participants

The program

the college to help

group. Ultimately

the college

who will embed these newly

to have positive and transformative

impacts in

serve.

Are you interested in developing facilitative leaders in your organization?
If so,

uelife today!
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These FREEvirtual CoP's will be short
"coffee" break meetings, enough
time for peer coaching and exchange of facilitation
Log on to talk though a recent facilitation
upcoming

facilitation,

advice/support.

experience,

ask questions about an

and learn from others' experiences.
2020 Upcoming Dates and Times
April 6: 2:30 pm - 3:30 pm CST
May 4: 9:30 am - 10:30 am CST
June 1: 2:30 -3:30 pm CST

llllu1ellLiiife
G1raplhiiics
IIL
..alb
Ill/ 2 IIDayCou llrSI!

ToP IFaciiillliiitatiiion
1111.Aetlhods

Apr 25 - Minneapolis, MN

Learn key methods to

Kick-start

create a participatory

Your Drawing

environment,

Practice

find group

consensus, and put plans
Learn to draw ideas, fonts,

into action.

practice and learn

ToP® Strategic Planning
provides attendees with
an active participatory
model that ensures
success and engagement
from those involved in the

figures and faces. Establish a
sketchbook

ToP St1rate!Jiiic
Plllanniiin!J

May 4-5 Minneapolis, MN

tips and tricks for better

May 11-12 Madison, WI

drawings.

Jun 17-18 Bloomington, MN
Jun 23-24 Baytown, TX

process.

Apr. 27-28: Bloomington, MN

May 16th - Minneapolis, MN

May 14-15: Madison, WI

Visual Presentations and

June 23-24: Minneapolis, MN

Templates
Develop materials to ditch
PowerPoint and create
impactful visual presentations.
Learn how to create notetaking harvest sheets that
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make meeting documentation
a breeze.

We regret to inform all of our valued course participants

that all remaining March

courses have been cancelled due to restrictions in place related to COVID-19. If
you are currently

registered

for a March course, you should have received an

email with options to transfer to another date or receive a full refund.
We are in contact with our training

site partners regarding

training

in April and

May. Coupled with updated guidance received in regards to COVID-19, we will
make course cancellation

decisions in the coming weeks. Please watch your email

and our Facebook page for those updates as they are released.
The health and safety of all of our course participants
the utmost importance

and our training

staff is of

to us. If you have any concerns, please feel free to reach

out to us. We hope to see you back in the training
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- Jory Danielson
ToP Facilitation

Methods Participant

ToP Facilitation Methods and ToP Strategic Planning are eligible for 14 CEHs from the
following boards: BOSA, PMI, APA, AICP, CHES-MCHES, NAICS
CEUs are also offered from Normandale Community College for any ToP course offered
at their university.

Huelife

Huelife

I www.hue.life

I 5775

I 651.204.0441

I info@hue.life

Wayzata Blvd, Suite 700, St. Louis Park, MN 55416

Update Profile

I About
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Sent by irina.fursman@hue.life

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
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TAC Service Desk
From:

County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Steve Rapson
<srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.GOV>

Sent:

Wednesday, March 18, 2020 12:06 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS]
Hazard Pay!

To:

Subject:

Fayette County isn't.
Steven Rapson
Fayette County
County Manager, C.P.A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.gov
770.305.5100

Fayette C1.>unty
1)ffk1c?s
air1c?
d!l!ilc?dti) publllicaccessbeginning Mairdh Hi thn.>ughMairdh 2.7 in abunda11ru:1c?
llf 1:authn1
C()ncerningC!)lr!UlaVilrU!i
(COVIIID-19),

W1c?
aslk l)Ulrir1c?sid1c?nts
ti) 1:1.n1ta1:t
us via pllrmne,e1mailll,
lllr l)Ulrw1c?bsib?ti) keep any 1c?x.11p1lsu11r·1c?
ti) a 1mini1mu1m
...
From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> On Behalf Of Eric
Mosley
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:56 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Hazard Pay!

Two of the cities in Troup County are offering "Hazard Pay" to employees asked to work during this
incident. For essential employees (mostly public safety), they are paying time and a half. Are you
seeing this as well and how are you combating this?

TROUPCOUNTY
1

BOARD Olf COMMISSIONERS
STARTHERE!

Eric Mosley
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County Manager
Troup County Board of Commissioners
100 Ridley Avenue
LaGrange, GA 30240
Office: (706) 298-3643
Mobile: (706) 302-4891
www.troupcountyga.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:39 AM
Jud Savelle
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Re: disinfecting and mitigation
image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg; image004.jpg; image00S.jpg

That sounds good. Thank you for the quick response.
Heidi
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 11:37 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm anticipating Friday, as we have a
some larger jobs lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial
Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
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Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large
buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for
these areas, but I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30
product we are using is limited, and we may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not
botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only implication would be a longer evacuation
period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:
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Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on
this afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on
them? One is the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central
Square, Tag and Tax square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like
to proceed and we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the
opportunity to help.
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Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael

<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Hood, Donald <DHood@doughe
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

y.ga.us>

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your
email do you mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in
regards to what Bishop offers should we need your assistance with fogging a structure
due to possible exposure? I would much rather be pro-active rather than reactive in this
situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
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From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID19, and our company been closely watching the CDC guidelines with the rest of the
community. I wanted to make you aware that we offer services related to biohazard
cleanup, which we have done for decades in our role as a water damage
mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a
need arise in any county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to
handle rapid mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been
present. We have ordered extra stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on
hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra low volume) foggers that are capable of
treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked extra cases of EPA
registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply
when healthy persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the
mitigation process without necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on
this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to
medium size facilities, but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can
make referrals or bring in assistance when needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can
partner with you to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:23 AM
Minnick, Heidi
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

Thank you Heidi, I'll work with Dejaune to schedule. At this point I'm anticipating Friday, as we have a some larger jobs
lined up for tomorrow. I'll confirm later today.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Woolbright, Dejuane <DWoolbright@dougherty.ga.us>;
Michael <M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy,

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but
I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we
may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only
implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
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BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax
square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like to proceed and
we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
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From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Hood,

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers
should we need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible exposure? I would much rather
be pro-active rather than reactive in this situation.

V/R,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
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As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our
company been closely watching the CDCguidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make
you aware that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have done for decades in our
role as a water damage mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a need arise in any
county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid
mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra
stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra
low volume) foggers that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked
extra cases of EPA registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply when healthy
persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to medium size facilities,
but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can partner with you
to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief.com >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:26 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Be clear and responsive during a crisis

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Created for mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us

I

Web Version

March 18, 2020

Building thriving communities that improve people's lives
LEADERSHIP

SIGN UP• SHARE

AND MANAGEMENT

Be clear and responsive during a crisis
Clients and employees want clear and concise communication during a crisis, writes
Valeria Maltoni, and it's an opportunity for companies to show they are listening and
respond with empathy and clear direction. "In crisis mode, every communication is a
public service announcement," she writes.
Full Story: Conversation Agent (:3/1

@@@@1

Survey: The state of modern governance
Modern Governance is the practice of empowering leaders
with the technology, insights, and processes required to fuel
good governance. Take this survey to help us establish
current governance practices. Enter for a chance to win one
of ten $25 Amazon Gift Cards or donate that amount to a
charity of your choice.
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ADVERTISEMENT,
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BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Mich. county halts tax foreclosures due to outbreak
Wayne County, Mich., Treasurer Eric Sabree says the county will not foreclose on any
properties for delinquent taxes this year as owners face loss of income during the novel
coronavirus outbreak. Sabree says that payment of property taxes is still required, and
nonpayment could leave property owners facing consequences.
Full Story: Michigan Radio (:3/16)

@@@@1
EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Hilliard, Ohio, gives manager emergency powers
City Council members in Hilliard, Ohio, this week voted to give City Manager Michelle
Crandall the power to suspend or change the city code as necessary to respond to the
ongoing novel coronavirus outbreak. "The coronavirus situation is quickly evolving, and
it is important that the city be able to act and react quickly and nimbly," says City Council
President Andy Teater.
Full Story: ThisWeek Community News (Lewis Center, Ohio) (:3/16)

@@@@1

Concern mounts for abandoned animals of Wuhan, China
Many residents who evacuated from Wuhan, China, as the coronavirus outbreak took
hold left pets behind with enough food and water for a few days, yet the residents have
been gone for weeks. Estimates suggest tens of thousands of pets were left in the cities
of Hubei province alone, and those that remain alive are at risk of dying soon.
Full Story: CNN (:3/15)

@@@@1

N.M. city interviews potential managers via video
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Officials in Las Cruces, N.M., planned to interview five candidates for the position of city
manager on Tuesday using video conferencing technology to avoid risking the spread of
the novel coronavirus. The City Council is slated to meet today to narrow down the
finalist list.
Full Story: KRWG-TV/KRWG-FM (Las Cruces, N.M.) (:3/15)

@@@@1

LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

Los Angeles County asks public not to surrender pets yet
The Los Angeles County Animal Care and Control department is asking people to delay
surrendering their pets, foster found pets instead of bringing them to a shelter and hold
off on bringing in trapped stray cats that appear healthy. Animal control officers will
continue responding to public safety and animal welfare calls and deferring action on
less urgent calls.
Full Story: KTLA-TV (Los Angeles) (:3/16).,Los Angeles Times (tiered subscription

model) (:3/15)

@@@@1
PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Smart city spending could hit $1248 this year
IDC forecasts that global smart city spending this year will approach $124 billion, up
almost 19% over last year. The top 100 cities accounted for 29% of spending.
Full Story: Telecom Tech (U.K.) (:3/16)

@·@·@·@·1
HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Ky. schools continue serving meals amid closures
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Schools in Kentucky and elsewhere have received the federal
flexibility needed to continue serving meals to students amid
prolonged closures prompted by the coronavirus outbreak. School
nutrition professionals from Owensboro Public Schools and
(Nicholas Kamm/Getty Images)

Daviess County Public Schools started delivering meals to 45
sites across their communities on Monday.

Full Story: Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer (Ky.) (:3/17)

@@@@1
ICMA NEWS

Coronavirus Resources: Plan and Prepare
As the virus continues to spread, ICMA has gathered some resources to support local
governments. View the Coronavirus Resources at our website.

@@@@1

Application deadline for Emerging Leaders Development
Program is closing soon
Aspiring and current local government managers are encouraged to attend the ICMA
University Emerging Leaders Development Program to build knowledge, skills, and
abilities in the management and technical topics that are needed to be successful.
Through a unique format of monthly teleseminars with senior Credentialed Managers
and public administration professors, the Emerging Leaders Development Program
minimizes your time away from work and maximizes your local government expertise.
Graduates of the program will receive a certificate of completion from ICMA University.
Application deadline is March 27, 2020: Apply Now!

Full Story: TechRepublic (B/14)

@@@@1

~
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l\letwork

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio
Sign Up

I

Update Profile
Unsubscribe

I Advertise with
I Privacy policy

SrnartBrief

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK I ADVERTISE

I■

SmartBnef, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Swte 600, Washington, DC 20004

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:18 AM
Jud Savelle
Woolbright, Dejuane; Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

Jud,
Please allow this email to serve as a request to disinfect with the ULV application as quoted the Judicial Building
Superior Courtroom 1
Superior Courtroom 2, to include 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Superior Courtroom 3
Municipal Courtroom
Magistrate Courtroom
State Courtroom
Main Lobby including stairwell and mezzanine including 3 public elevators
Jury assembly including 2 adjacent hallway restrooms
Please coordinate this with Dejuane Woolbright to schedule 317-2979.
Thank you,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:!..!.Ll.!.!.!.!.!.'-'-"-'=="'-&!1-"-L~~""'

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation
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Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but
I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we
may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only
implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax
square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
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Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:hminnick@dou~he

y.~a.us

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like to proceed and
we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;

Hood,

Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation
Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers
should we need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible exposure? I would much rather
be pro-active rather than reactive in this situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
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Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our
company been closely watching the CDCguidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make
you aware that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have done for decades in our
role as a water damage mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a need arise in any
county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid
mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra
stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra
low volume) foggers that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked
extra cases of EPA registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply when healthy
persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to medium size facilities,
but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can partner with you
to keep our community healthy. Thanks!
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Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

info@gaprima.org
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:10 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
2020 GA PRIMA Educational Series

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Can't see this message?Click here to view in a web browser.

Hi All,

I hope everyone is doing well through the chaos. It is impossible for anyone to predict
the spread of COVI D-19 and fully determine its impact on our day-to-day
lives. With great regret the GA PRIMA Board made the difficult decision to cancel the
2020 Educational Series. We have had many concerns and cancellations due to the nature
of our positions as Risk Managers, and many municipalities have implemented nonessential travel restrictions.
The Hyatt has cancelled our room block, but you will need to follow up with them to
confirm the cancellation of your reservation. We will be getting with those that registered
and paid for the conference regarding refunds.
Thank you for your continued support of the GA PRIMA organization.
Kristy Childre, GA PRIMA Chapter President

Click here to manage your email subscription preferences through your member profile.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 11:04 AM
Ware, Jawahn
Disaster Order Signed 3 17 20.pdf
Disaster Order Signed 3 17 20.pdf

Print 3 copies and bring to room 120 now. Thanks.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Deschamps Mats Systems Inc. <info@mobi-mat.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:48 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Continuity of Mobi-mat® operations and deliveries

Sent:
To:

Subject:

www.mobi-mat.com

Dear Valued Customers,
Dear Partners,
Dear Friends,

In light of the rapidly evolving news around COV/0-19, we want to assure you that
top of mind for us is the well-being of our employees, customers, partners and
communities.
We are taking actions to facilitate a safe and healthy working environment while
maintaining continuity of business.
Following advisory recommendations from the World Health Organization (WHO),
Center for Disease Control (CDC) and local governments, we have taken
precautionary measures to protect the health of our employees and community and
do our part to reduce the spread of the virus.
Stay safe and healthy,

OMS team
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Stay connected

Copyright © 2020 Deschamps Mats Systems Inc., All rights reserved.
You are receiving this e-mail because you are a faithfull Mobi-Mat® & Mobi-Chair® Newsletter reader
Our mailing address is:
Deschamps Mats Systems Inc.
218 Little Falls Road, Unit 12
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
Add us lo your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from !his list

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Working Remotely During COVID-19 <info@mail.trainhr.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:25 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVID-19 - Working Remotely for Business Continuity

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view.

Train
For Human

Resource

Professionals

i1veWelb 11111111
a 1r

1111
....

!Monday,
IMarch 2.3, 2.02.0

rn:ooAM PDT I 01:00

PM IIIIH

Duration: 60 Minutes

Do you need to work from home due to the Covid-19 virus or other "unexpected" reasons? Working
remotely sounds like a dream, but it can be a nightmare for not only you, but everyone on your team.
more

Speaker Profile

RhondaScharf,CSP, HoF Insightful humorous entertaining even contagious words that are often used
to describe Rhonda Scharf. A speaker with the uncanny ability to look at the normal and see
something quite different .... more
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-r

nHR

NetZealous LLC,39658 Mission Boulevard, Fremont, CA 94539, USA.
www.trainhr.com
Toll Free: +1-800-385-1627

Copyright© 2020 trainhr.com
To unsubscribe from receiving emails on mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us, please click here

1°(Jrusuc

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:18 AM
Sproul, Kevin
Howell, Wendy
FW: Caregiver Contacts.pdf
Caregiver Contacts.pdf; ATT00001.txt

Fyi

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

-------- Original message -------From: "Chris S. Cohilas" <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Date: 3/18/20 10:11 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Caregiver Contacts.pdf

PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:11 AM
Mike McCoy
Caregiver Contacts.pdf
Caregiver Contacts.pdf; ATT00001.txt

PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:11 AM
Howell, Wendy; McCoy, Michael
Fw: closed notice
Doco Tax-Tag Closure (2).docx

Wendy
Please review the Tax Dept closure and notify the media, social media, County users and City users. We will also need to
notify law enforcement. But, I need to talk with the State and send a separate notice.
Thanks,
Shonna Josey, Tax Director
Albany-Dougherty County Tax/Tag Director

From: Baylis, Kimberly <KBaylis@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:23:27 AM
To: Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: closed notice

,,,JI11 >clYL:i,
I,("'""",""'
Tax Collections Supervisor
!"""'),.,,,

/"('"

DOUGHERTY COUNTY TAX DEPARTMENT
Phone: 229.302-3063
Po Box 1827
Albany, GA 3 1702
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:kbaylis@dougherty.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or
from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media upon request
Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Granicus Team <info@granicus.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 10:06 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Be the trusted source on COVI D-19

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hi Michael,
As COVID-19 continues to spread, more governments are feeling an urgency to
share relevant safety precautions, new community developments, and
recommendations

from trusted public health organizations.

Thousands of agencies are using a Granicus solution called govDelivery to keep
residents informed with a multi-channel approach including email, text, and
social media - all in one central portal. Others are taking advantage of our inhouse team of digital experts for rapid guidance to get up and running quickly.
Would additional tools or services be helpful to you now? Let's connect
up a time that works for you.

© 2020 Granicus, Inc.

and set

I 1999 Broadway, Suite 3600, Denver, Colorado 80202
'1111i11cl l'1iv11cy 1'1

i',1k111111II

,;,rm 1il:1y1

/111m

If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may n
1••

it.

at any time.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:48 AM
Howell, Wendy
FW: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?
Butts County COVID19 4.pdf

FYI
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf Of Michael
Brewer
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:12 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?

Here is what I put together and use daily now to keep the Commissioners and Mayors updated. I have also found
sending something clear and easy to read to the elected officials keeps them happy and it gives them something they
can answer questions from the citizens with. It's a work in progress.
Michael

J. Michael Brewer, MDP, CCO
Deputy County Administrator
625 Third Street West, Suite 4
Jackson, GA 30233
(770)775-8200

a

From: ACCG Managers & Administrators <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on
behalf of Steve Rapson <srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.GOV>
Reply-To: ACCG Managers & Administrators <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 10:40 PM
To: ACCG Managers & Administrators <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Distribute to BOC?

Ok- I didn't want to appear to be a slacker. ..
I'm dealing with this crisis in real time and providing emails daily to the Commissioners on
policy and operational actions taken as we go along ... The process is fairly simple - I pull up an
573

email template on one computer and then update it in real time as the day progresses - I'm
averaging like 2-3 emails during the day ... I've attached a few as example.
It's easy to shoot these to the entire Board, newspapers, social media, website etc ... seems to be
working pretty good but the days have certainly become more interesting.
We have 7 confirmed cases in Fayette County and will be announcing our first fatality in the
mornmg ...
I have 4 Employees Quarantined and we're up to 9 full-time Telecommuting ... and like Tom
may need to ease up a bit on my health folks during the budgeting process ...
Trying my best to follow a decision tree for quarantine; determining when an employee is on
paid time off or sick leave ... still learning as we go.
Trying to get the DPH and/or CDC to establish an employee protocols for all employees to
follow ... best I have now is something close to this below - highlighted isn't blessed yet.
Public safety employee
If public safety employee becomes symptomatic, public safety employee will need to remain
isolated for 7 days from when the symptoms start OR 3 days after symptoms stop, whichever is
longer.
Non-public safety employee
If non-public safety employee has come into contact with someone exposed and becomes
symptomatic, non-public safety employee will need to remain isolated for 7 days from when the
symptoms start OR 3 days after symptoms stop, whichever is longer.
If non-public safety employee does not develop symptoms non-public safety employee will be
cleared after 14 days.
Non-public safety employee
If non-public safety employee has come into contact with a confirmed positive case, non-public
safety employee needs to self-quarantine for 14 days.
If, within those 14 days, non-public safety employee becomes symptomatic, non-public safety
employee will need to remain isolated for 7 days from when the symptoms start OR 3 days after
symptoms stop, whichever is longer.
If non-public safety employee does not develop symptoms non-public safety employee will be
cleared after 14 days.

Once we can breathe again - we'll package it all into a nice policy with cool guidelines and
protocols ... maybe even throw in some cool flowcharts.
We've had some close calls already ... stay safe everyone ...
Steven "Sledgehammer" Rapson
Fayette County
County Manager, C.P.A.
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srapson@fayettecountyga.gov
770.305.5100

From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On Behalf Of
O'Quinn, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?

Thank you Tom, Cheri and Michael for the policies (5 minutes ago I found where Michael Brewer sent the
Banks version last week; sorry I had to ask again). Thanks also for working late into the night on this.
Here is another question, but it can wait until tomorrow for a response:
Has any county provided for additional paid time off in the event an employee must be away from work
because they are contagious, might be contagious, or are caring for a family member who has been diagnosed
with the virus? Not saying you should, just looking for examples if anyone has taken this step.

Michael A. O'Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree St. N.E., Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
Cell Phone: 404.925.0764
Email: moquinn@accg.org
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On Behalf OfTom
Couch
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:42 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: FW: Distribute to BOC?

I believe we only modified it slightly from the original draft that Mike Brewer sent on the list serve. I can try to track the
changes.
We are watching the federal leave legislation proposed in Congress to see if we have to change on a dime.
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Meanwhile, I would say that we are not on top of it. I am just shocked at the local cooperation, but thankful for ACCG's
assistance. We have not let this out to our citizens yet but we have purchased/rented some testing tents for the Health
Department with a staging center arranged for testing. Our BOH has been great. I say that with trepidation because I
have kicked them before (cutting annual operating funds when they have had windfall surplus funds). But, we said that
when a real emergency occurs, we'd have their back.

Doveryai, no proveryai
Trust, but verify ...

TtK
From: Cindy Mallett <cmallett@bullochcounty.net>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:27 PM
To: Olympia Gaines <ogaines@bullochcounty.net>
Cc:Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>, Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty.net>
Subject: Distribute to BOC?

Olympia - If you don't mind, would you please forward this proposed policy to the Commissioners? We will present this
policy to the BOC tomorrow, along with a resolution which will be forthcoming, and ask for their approval. Mr. Couch
will add it to the agenda (probably among other changes) at the meeting in the morning.
Thanks!

Cindy Mallett
Hum;m Res:otrrces Dfr,ector
BuUoch. County Bo;ud of Collllinissionen,

115 Norlli Maiu Strnet
Statesboro, Georgia. 3045 8
(912) 764-0219 (Office)
(912) 764-4609 (Fax)

.PUBUC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:47 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Allen, Sam; Ambrose, James;
Anderson, Eugene; Baker,Dwight; Barnes, Russell; Bednar, Peter;
beverly.reid@dph.ga.gov; Billie.Simpson@millercoors.com; Broughton, Monique; Brown,
Derrick; Brown,James T; Brown, Jeremy; Burns, Sebon; carolyn.maschke@dph.ga.gov;
Carter, Steven; Chang,Jenna; charles_white@perdue.senate.gov; Cirullo,Mathew; COABoard of Commissioners; Cook,Larry; Davis, Nathan; Donaldson, Anthony; Fields, Yvette;
Fowler, Michael; grice@ppmh.org; Glover, Jesse; Gray Jr., Donald;
gregory.elder@asurams.edu; Gresham, Tennasha; Grier, Michael; Griffin, Robert;
guillermo.cornavaca@redcross.org; Hamilton, David; Hancock, Daniel;
hank.wilson@dph.ga.gov; Harcrow, Kelly; Hawkins, Shelena; Hayes,Terron; Holmes, Joel;
Howell, Wendy; james.c.davis@dph.ga.gov; jlmiller@phoebehealth.com; Carpenter, Joy;
jody _redding@loeffler.senate.gov; john.fields@asu rams.ed u;
john.sumner@docoschools.org; Johnson,Kenneth; Johnson, Pamela; Jones, Eddie;
joseph.harvey@docoschools.org; kathy.shemwell@redcross.org;
kenneth.dyer@docoschools.org; lakisha.bruce@docoschools.org;
lashawnda.ethridge@asurams.edu; lbarnes@ethicahealth.org; Livingston, Dickie; Maples,
Kenneth; McCoy, Michael; Mike.withers@teamrubiconusa.org; Moody, Sonja;
mvlovett78@aol.com; Norman, Jimmy; Norman, Nathaniel; pamela.jackson@usmc.mil;
Persley, Michael; Petty, Mary; Prince, Kevin; Roberson, Phil;
rebecca.sullivan@uss.salvationarmy.org; Roberts, Richard; Rogers, Joseph; Rowe,Stacey;
Scott, Cedric; Sims,Shelia; Sproul, Kevin; steven.dancer@usmc.mil; Stock, Kenneth; Styles,
Michael; Subadan,Sharon; Swilley, Tripp; Thomas CIV Marvin; Tolbert, Sonja; Turner,
Kenneth; vamella.lovett@dph.ga.gov; Weaver, Willie; Wells, Wesley;
wendy.vogel@dhs.ga.gov; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis; Wilson, Jonathan; Wright, Veronica;
Jordan, Rubin; Young CIV Colie; Marion.Fedrick@asurams.edu;
Shawn.McGee@asurams.edu; gregory.elder@asurams.edu;
lashawnda.ethridge@asurams.edu; vicki.phillips@asurams.edu;
joel.wright@asurams.edu; aflem in 7@asurams.edu
**PRESS RELEASE**Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency
Operation Center COVI D-19 Update for March 18, 2020
DOCOpresser _DCUpdateCOVI D19_EOCDay3.pdf

Media Partners:
Please see attached release for informational purposes for Day Three of our Emergency Operations Center
(EOC).Again, expect an updated release each day this week as our EOCis in operation and new information
comes in.
Reminder: We will hold another press conference at 1pm today in Room 100 of the Government Center at
222 Pine Avenue 1 with local updates on COVID-19. Hope you can join us!
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You can also access this release via the following link: https://bit.ly/38TnApG
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:45 AM
Ware, Jawahn
RE:Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up

You're welcome.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:25 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up

Thank you.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the chanfie we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:50 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up
FYI
From: Erica Powell Grier <epowell@gacities.com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:29 AM
Subject: Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up
Good morning. Following the initial decision to postpone the 2020 spring conference, the GCCMA Board of Directors
discussed conference options via conference call last Friday. After thoughtful consideration, GCCMA will cancel this
conference completely rather than rescheduling for this year and plan to host next year's spring conference in Augusta
on March 17-19, 2021. Thanks to Mara and Kitty with CVIOG, we have already been able to make arrangements for our
spring keynote speakers to join us during the fall conference in Columbus on October 26-28, 2020.
At this time, Kristen Grissom and I will begin cancelling and refunding all conference registrations that were made for
the spring conference. This will be done automatically, so there is no need to request a refund. With a new payment
system in place, we are hopeful that this can be done without needing registrants to fill out a cancellation form with
credit card information as we have needed in the past. If you paid by check, a refund check will be issued back to your
organization.
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If you made your hotel reservations at the Augusta Marriott through our GCCMAblock, then you do not need to cancel
the reservation yourself. If you had to make your reservation outside of our block, please make sure you call and cancel
directly with the hotel so you do not incur any penalties. If you have any issues cancelling, please let me know.
Dates for future GCCMAconferences:
2020 Fall ➔
October 26-28 in Columbus, Georgia
2021 Spring ➔ March 17-19 in Augusta, Georgia
Stay safe and feel free to contact me with any questions you may
have.

Erica Powell Grier
Business Manager
Office: 678-651-1015 ♦ Fax: 678-651-1016 ♦ Cell: 404-695-2206
www.gccma.com

From: Erica Powell Grier
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 1:02 PM
Subject: GCCMASpring Conference - Postponed
Importance: High

With an eye towards the evolving events associated with COVID-19, the GCCMA Spring conference scheduled
for next week in Augusta is postponed.
The board has a call scheduled tomorrow to discuss the logistics of postponement, registration fees, etc. and
we will report back to you early next week with those details.
You will not need to call to cancel your hotel rooms at the Augusta Marriott as they will take care of cancelling
our whole group at one time.
I want to express that this is not done so much in reaction to any public health danger you might face in
attending. There is already enough hype around this. This organization is committed to the integrity of the
profession, and it is our belief that a local government manager needs to be present in their communities
when local elected officials, staff and citizens need steady and objective direction and counsel.
Your membership and engagement are valued, and the postponement
development and networking event is not made lightly.
I will follow up next week.

i$'t'auee
'Hlittiam.i
Athens-Clarke County Unified Government Manager
GCCMA President
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of an important

professional and

Erica Powell Grier, CMP
Conferences and Events Manager
Office: 678-651-1015 Fax: 678-651-1016

READER ADVISORY NOTICE: This information is intended only for the individual named above. If you received this in error, please
call 404-688-0472 to notify the sender, and then delete the email without printing, copying or retransmitting it. In addition, be advised
that Georgia has a very broad open records law and that your email communications with GMA may be subject to public disclosure.

Hey, did you notice my new email address?
GMANET is now GACITIES.COM. While I'm still getting the emails you send me, please update your contacts to note my
new email address.

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit !.!.:.:=.su...!~..:..:...:.;::!.L!.!.!!:!!..!..!:..::::.=====
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrew Ertel <subscription@evomarkets.com>
Wednesday,

March 18, 2020 9:33 AM

mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Evolution Markets Global Operations

Update

~J

EvolutionMarkets GlobalOperationsUpdate I l!J
Dear Valued Customer:
Foremost, we at Evolution Markets hope you and your families are healthy
and safe. The COVID 19 pandemic is trying for all of us in so many ways.
As with many of you, we have instituted flexible work arrangements for
Evolution Markets brokers and support staff. Many have transitioned to
working from home. While this presents challenges to our team-oriented,
global brokerage service model, I am sure you understand that the health and
safety of our employees is our overriding concern. We will continue to do
everything we can to meet your market transaction needs.
Together, we have weathered too many extraordinary challenges over
Evolution Markets' 20 year history. From 9/11 in New York to 7/7 in London and most acutely the financial crisis of 2008 - we have endured as a company
and always done our best to provide the highest level of brokerage service in
the market.
We will get through these trying times as well. Evolution Markets may be
small relative to our peers, but we take pride in our unrivaled service and
unwavering professionalism. We know you expect nothing less. We appreciate
your patience under these less than ideal circumstances - and we appreciate
your continued business. We have always strived to be there for our clients
and trust that you'll be there for us over the coming weeks.
I am sure you'll be in constant touch with your Evolution Markets brokers, but
I extend myself to your service, as well. My contact information is below and I
trust you will let me know if there is anything we can do for you.
Thank you, and be well,

Andrew Ertel
President & CEO

+1 914.323.0266
aertel@evomarkets.com

The Intersection of Environment, Energy and Finance™
11\lliwYorlllc 1.914 32.3 02.00 II 11.ondon 4410)2.0 72.64 4550
lllouston
l. 713 583 9950 II Siiingapoirc 65 6637 8809
11

11

11

11
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II

This email was sent by: Evolution Markets Inc.
10 Bank St. Suite 410 White Plains, NY, 10606-1933,

United States

Update Profile PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Albany CEO <newsletter@albanyceo.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:30 AM
Michael McCoy
Special Report: COVID-19's Impact on Economy, Sen. Summers Sworn Into GA Senate,
DCSS Providing Meals, Mediacom, Georgia Power, SBA Disaster Loans

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Connect with us

[El [a [a

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more
information about editorial or promotional
opportunities, contact us today.

March 18, 2020 Edition

Special Report: Analysis of COVID-19's Impact on
Economy & Government
Anyone who is not taking the world's battle against the COVID-19 virus
seriously needs to start doing so immediately. Not only avoiding crowds
and not shaking hands, but also attempting to avoid unnecessary
exposure in places like restaurants, stores, gyms or other places that we
normally visit.
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News
Senator Carden Summers Sworn
Into Georgia Senate
DCSS Provides Meals on Wheels
to Students during Shutdown
Southwest Georgians Continue to
Wait on COVID-19 Test Results
Mediacom Announces Company
Initiatives to Combat Spread of
Coronavirus
Georgia Power Assures
Continued Safe and Reliable
Service, Offers Resources and
Tips for Customers during
COVI D-19 Pandemic
Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance
Bottoms Creates $7M Fund to
Assist Those Impacted by
COVID-19
Gov. Kemp Asks U.S. Small
Business Administration for
Economic Injury Disaster Loans
New GDOL Information for Filing
for Unemployment
UPS Supports The Administration
To Serve The Economic And
Healthcare Interests Of The
Nation
Truist Announces COVID-19
Relief Measures for
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Communities, Clients and

Recent Video

Teammates
Commissioner King Announces
Additional COVID-19 Measures
Georgia Restaurants Struggle,
Businesses and Workers on
Edge
BBB Tip: What to Do if an Event
is Canceled by a Pandemic
Dell Technologies Research:
Events Are on the Rise, Affecting

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with

82% of Organizations Surveyed

Employees Who Leave Your

Cyber Attacks and Disruptive

Organization (1 :33)

Phoebe Begins Limited DriveThrough COVID-19 Testing;
Awaits Results
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.com

GACVB's Jay Markwalter on
Georgia's Record Breaking
Year (00:47)
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City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure
Projects in Albany (1 :28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
(1 :59)
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Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank (1 :09)

Recent Features
Census 2020: VSU Partners with South Georgia Communities to
Help Shape the Future
With democracy and hundreds of billions of dollars at stake, Valdosta
State University has partnered with the people of South Georgia to help
shape the future by encouraging a successful and accurate Census 2020
count.
Georgia Film Office Launches New Website, Celebrates Recordbreaking Results at State Capitol
The Georgia Film Office, a division of the Department of Economic
Development (GDEcD), yesterday celebrated with legislators and
industry partners the positive impact and record-breaking year the film
industry had in the state at the annual Film Day at the Capitol. Georgia is
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one of the top film production centers in the world, and the industry
posted a record $2.9 billion in direct investment during the last fiscal
year.

More Features »

Direct Connect
Accounting - Draffin & Tucker
Alarms/Security - Available
Architects - Available
Banking - Colony Bank
Business Breakfast - Available
Business Dinner - The Catch
Business Lunch - Harvest Moon
Catering - Stewbo's
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care
Commercial Printing - Available
Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.
Credit Union - Available
Cybersecurity - Available
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Document Management - Secure
Healthcare Staffing - Asa

Records Solutions

Healthcare Solutions
Education - Albany Technical
College

Hotels - Merry Acres

Employee Benefits - Available

Human Resources - Available

Engineering - Available

Information Technology Available

Financial Advisor - John S. Inman
IV

Insurance - Georgia Farm Bureau

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Landscape Management - Pro

Abbey Design Center

Outdoor LLC

Fulfillment - a2b Fulfillment

Lawyer - Watson Spence

Funeral Home - Available

Leadership Development Leadership Institute at Columbus

Furniture - Available

State University

Healthcare - Phoebe Putney

Manufacturing - Georgia
Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (GaMEP)
Marketing Services - MADlab
MBA Program - Georgia
Southern
Meeting and Event Services Merry Acres
Office Furniture - Available
Pest Control - Available
Private Education - DeerfieldWindsor School
Propane - Modern Gas
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Realtor - Available
Senior Care - Innovative Senior
Solutions
Shredding Services - Secure
Record Solutions
Signs - ANS Signs, Inc.
Staffing Services - Available
Telecommunications - AT&T
Vacation Rental - Available
Welding & Industrial - Jones
Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt-out instantly by visiting this page.
Copyright 2020 © Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:29 AM
Howell, Wendy; Mosley, Latonza; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Tolbert, Sonja; Broughton,
Monique; Jackson, Tamara; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis
McCoy, Michael; Chris S. Cohilas
RE:3/18 Press Conference

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thank you Latonza and Wendy. I have it on the Chairman's calendar. I have not talked to him; however, I am
sure he is attending the press conference at 1:00 p.m. today.
RamonaB. Madding
Paralega!jlega! Assistant to Christopher S. Cohilas

D: (229) 317.5770

II

F: (229) 436 63.58

RMadding@watsonspence.com
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Mosley, Latonza <LMosley@albanyga.gov>; Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Tolbert, Sonja <STolbert@albanyga.gov>; Broughton, Monique
<MBroughton@albanyga.gov>; Jackson, Tamara <TaJackson@albanyga.gov>; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis <PBanksWhitley@albanyga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>
Subject: Re: 3/18 Press Conference

Hi Latonza - I'm sure Mr. McCoy and the Chairman will be there. Copying them on this response. Copying Ramona for
the Chairman. Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

(iwi,·gcw
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

From: "Mosley, Latonza" <LMosley@albanyga.gov>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 12:26 PM
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To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>, "Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>, "Clark,
Bristria" <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>, "Tolbert, Sonja" <STolbert@albanyga.gov>, "Broughton, Monique"
<MBroughton@albanyga.gov>, "Jackson, Tamara" <TaJackson@albanyga.gov>, "Whitley-Banks, Phyllis"
<PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Subject: 3/18 Press Conference

Good afternoon ladies. We will be having a press conference on tomorrow at 1pm to discuss the
Coronavirus updates. It will be held at the Government Center Building, 222 Pine Ave., Albany, GA
31701 - Room #100. So, we asking that Mayor Dorough, Chairman Cohilas, Mrs. Subadan, and Mr.
McCoy to join us. Please let me know if they will be able to attend, and I will send a meeting invite
out to them. The event details are below.
Thanks,

1111
....
altonza IIIIJloslllley,
M 1111:IA
Administrative Manager
Albany Fire Department
Phone: 229.302.1917
Fax: 229.431.3207
320 N..Jackson Street
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:25 AM
McCoy, Michael
Clark, Bristria
RE:Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up

Thank you.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:50 PM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up

FYI
From: Erica Powell Grier

-;:;;;::=~:.=-===='-'-'--

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:29 AM
Subject: Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up
Good morning. Following the initial decision to postpone the 2020 spring conference, the GCCMA Board of Directors
discussed conference options via conference call last Friday. After thoughtful consideration, GCCMA will cancel this
conference completely rather than rescheduling for this year and plan to host next year's spring conference in Augusta
on March 17-19, 2021. Thanks to Mara and Kitty with CVIOG, we have already been able to make arrangements for our
spring keynote speakers to join us during the fall conference in Columbus on October 26-28, 2020.
At this time, Kristen Grissom and I will begin cancelling and refunding all conference registrations that were made for
the spring conference. This will be done automatically, so there is no need to request a refund. With a new payment
system in place, we are hopeful that this can be done without needing registrants to fill out a cancellation form with
credit card information as we have needed in the past. If you paid by check, a refund check will be issued back to your
organization.
If you made your hotel reservations at the Augusta Marriott through our GCCMA block, then you do not need to cancel
the reservation yourself. If you had to make your reservation outside of our block, please make sure you call and cancel
directly with the hotel so you do not incur any penalties. If you have any issues cancelling, please let me know.
Dates for future GCCMA conferences:
2020 Fall ➔
October 26-28 in Columbus, Georgia
2021 Spring ➔ March 17-19 in Augusta, Georgia
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Stay safe and feel free to contact me with any questions you may
have.

Erica Powell Grier
Business Manager
Office: 678-651-1015 ♦ Fax: 678-651-1016 ♦ Cell: 404-695-2206
www.gccma.com

From: Erica Powell Grier
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 1:02 PM
Subject: GCCMA Spring Conference - Postponed
Importance: High

With an eye towards the evolving events associated with COVID-19, the GCCMA Spring conference scheduled
for next week in Augusta is postponed.
The board has a call scheduled tomorrow to discuss the logistics of postponement, registration fees, etc. and
we will report back to you early next week with those details.
You will not need to call to cancel your hotel rooms at the Augusta Marriott as they will take care of cancelling
our whole group at one time.
I want to express that this is not done so much in reaction to any public health danger you might face in
attending. There is already enough hype around this. This organization is committed to the integrity of the
profession, and it is our belief that a local government manager needs to be present in their communities
when local elected officials, staff and citizens need steady and objective direction and counsel.
Your membership and engagement are valued, and the postponement of an important professional and
development and networking event is not made lightly.
I will follow up next week.

i$'t'auee
'Hlittiam.i
Athens-Clarke County Unified Government Manager
GCCMA President

Erica Powell Grier, CMP
Conferences and Events Manager
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Office: 678-651-1015 Fax: 678-651-1016
www.gacities.com

READER ADVISORY NOTICE: This information is intended only for the individual named above. If you received this in error, please
call 404-688-0472 to notify the sender, and then delete the email without printing, copying or retransmitting it. In addition, be advised
that Georgia has a very broad open records law and that your email communications with GMA may be subject to public disclosure.

Hey, did you notice my new email address?
GMANET is now GACITIES.COM. While I'm still getting the emails you send me, please update your contacts to note my
new email address.

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Michael Brewer
<JMBrewer@BUTTSCOUNTY.ORG>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:12 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?
Butts County COVID19 4.pdf

Here is what I put together and use daily now to keep the Commissioners and Mayors updated. I have also found
sending something clear and easy to read to the elected officials keeps them happy and it gives them something they
can answer questions from the citizens with. It's a work in progress.
Michael

J. Michael Brewer, MDP, CCO
Deputy County Administrator
625 Third Street West, Suite 4
Jackson, GA 30233
(77oJ775-s200

a

From: ACCG Managers & Administrators <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on
behalf of Steve Rapson <srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.GOV>
Reply-To: ACCG Managers & Administrators <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 10:40 PM
To: ACCG Managers & Administrators <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Distribute to BOC?

Ok- I didn't want to appear to be a slacker. ..
I'm dealing with this crisis in real time and providing emails daily to the Commissioners on
policy and operational actions taken as we go along ... The process is fairly simple - I pull up an
email template on one computer and then update it in real time as the day progresses - I'm
averaging like 2-3 emails during the day ... I've attached a few as example.
It's easy to shoot these to the entire Board, newspapers, social media, website etc ... seems to be
working pretty good but the days have certainly become more interesting.
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We have 7 confirmed cases in Fayette County and will be announcing our first fatality in the
mornmg ...
I have 4 Employees Quarantined and we're up to 9 full-time Telecommuting ... and like Tom
may need to ease up a bit on my health folks during the budgeting process ...
Trying my best to follow a decision tree for quarantine; determining when an employee is on
paid time off or sick leave ... still learning as we go.
Trying to get the DPH and/or CDC to establish an employee protocols for all employees to
follow ... best I have now is something close to this below - highlighted isn't blessed yet.
Public safety employee
If public safety employee becomes symptomatic, public safety employee will need to remain
isolated for 7 days from when the symptoms start OR 3 days after symptoms stop, whichever is
longer.
Non-public safety employee
If non-public safety employee has come into contact with someone exposed and becomes
symptomatic, non-public safety employee will need to remain isolated for 7 days from when the
symptoms start OR 3 days after symptoms stop, whichever is longer.
If non-public safety employee does not develop symptoms non-public safety employee will be
cleared after 14 days.
Non-public safety employee
If non-public safety employee has come into contact with a confirmed positive case, non-public
safety employee needs to self-quarantine for 14 days.
If, within those 14 days, non-public safety employee becomes symptomatic, non-public safety
employee will need to remain isolated for 7 days from when the symptoms start OR 3 days after
symptoms stop, whichever is longer.
If non-public safety employee does not develop symptoms non-public safety employee will be
cleared after 14 days.

Once we can breathe again - we'll package it all into a nice policy with cool guidelines and
protocols ... maybe even throw in some cool flowcharts.
We've had some close calls already ... stay safe everyone ...
Steven "Sledgehammer" Rapson
Fayette County
County Manager, C.P.A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.gov
770.305.5100
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From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf Of

O'Quinn, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?

Thank you Tom, Cheri and Michael for the policies (5 minutes ago I found where Michael Brewer sent the
Banks version last week; sorry I had to ask again). Thanks also for working late into the night on this.
Here is another question, but it can wait until tomorrow for a response:
Has any county provided for additional paid time off in the event an employee must be away from work
because they are contagious, might be contagious, or are caring for a family member who has been diagnosed
with the virus? Not saying you should, just looking for examples if anyone has taken this step.

Michael A. O'Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree St. N.E., Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
Cell Phone: 404.925.0764
Email: moquinn@accg.org
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfTom
Couch
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:42 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: FW: Distribute to BOC?

I believe we only modified it slightly from the original draft that Mike Brewer sent on the list serve. I can try to track the
changes.
We are watching the federal leave legislation proposed in Congress to see if we have to change on a dime.
Meanwhile, I would say that we are not on top of it. I am just shocked at the local cooperation, but thankful for ACCG's
assistance. We have not let this out to our citizens yet but we have purchased/rented some testing tents for the Health
Department with a staging center arranged for testing. Our BOH has been great. I say that with trepidation because I
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have kicked them before (cutting annual operating funds when they have had windfall surplus funds). But, we said that
when a real emergency occurs, we'd have their back.

Doveryai, no proveryai
Trust, but verify ...

TtK
From: Cindy Mallett <cmallett@bullochcounty.net>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:27 PM
To: Olympia Gaines <ogaines@bullochcounty.net>
Cc:Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>,
Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty.net>
Subject: Distribute to BOC?

Olympia - If you don't mind, would you please forward this proposed policy to the Commissioners? We will present this
policy to the BOCtomorrow, along with a resolution which will be forthcoming, and ask for their approval. Mr. Couch
will add it to the agenda (probably among other changes) at the meeting in the morning.
Thanks!

Cindy Mallfitt
Huma.n Resources Dfr,ect:or
Bulloch. Goun.tyBoaJrd,of Corrunissioiicrs
115 Nortb Main. Strnet
Statesboro, Georgia. 3045 8;
(912) 764-0219 (Office)
(912) 764-4609 (Fax)

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 9:03 AM
County-managers-and-admins
RE:[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Changes to State Law to Address Public
Health or Other Statewide Emergencies

We appreciate ACCG's support. Thanks.
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf Of Wills,
Dave
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:05 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Changes to State Law to Address Public Health or Other Statewide
Emergencies

Good Morning,
In further response to the email Byron Rogers sent to the listserv last night, a copy of which is pasted below, we at ACCG
ask that you do two things. First, if you have a question of general application to counties that should be posed to the
Governor's office, please send those to Beth Brown at=!..::::.!~===~·
Beth will aggregate and consolidate questions,
as requested by Governor Kemp on the conference call yesterday. This process will help minimize the number of
requests being made upon the Governor's office. Second, please advise us, and specifically the ACCG legislative policy
team led by Clint Mueller, of issues which suggest or definitively point to the need to amend state law to address the
shortcomings recognized as a result of the situation we now face. Your recommendations will help inform the legislative
policy development process slated for this summer (hopefully COVID-19 will diminish or practically disappear by then),
which will help determine the legislative priorities ACCG pursues in the 2021 session of the General Assembly.
So now for a bit of good news. With everyone staying at home and ordering various things online, aren't you glad that
the Marketplace Facilitator Act was passed and will soon be effective? It will help lessen the loss of sales tax revenue
from the closure or reduction in hours of bricks and mortar stores!
In closing, I want to acknowledge the many emails and calls we at ACCG have received, thanking staff for the work being
done to support the counties of Georgia. From last Thursday when we made the call to transition to a telework model
(almost all ACCG employees are working from home now), a number of ACCG employees have been working incredibly
long hours, thinking about and attempting to address the wide range of issues that we thought or knew would affect
county governments. From our Legal department to Communications, everyone has given their best in support of you. I
am deeply appreciative of their tireless efforts, with several employees working throughout the weekend.
As we all continue to address the plethora of matters affecting counties, please know that the ACCG staff remains
available to assist you in any way we possibly can.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
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dwills@accg.org
Concerning limiting public access to public offices do we know yet if the state is going to postpone April 1st deadline for
conservation filings, homestead exemptions, personal property returns etc. Also what about car tags and titles from
vehicle sales. If public cannot access tax assessor and tax commissioner office there is going to be problems without
state making some concessions .
•PUBUC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
on behalf of Steve Rapson
<srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.GOV>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:20 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Changes to State Law to Address Public
Health or Other Statewide Emergencies

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Great job Dave - your team has been spot on ... hard to hit the target when it keeps moving ...
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 18, 2020, at 8:05 AM, Wills, Dave <DWills@accg.org> wrote:

Good Morning,
In further response to the email Byron Rogers sent to the listserv last night, a copy of which is pasted
below, we at ACCGask that you do two things. First, if you have a question of general application to
counties that should be posed to the Governor's office, please send those to Beth Brown at
=:.=-:====.:..n·Beth will aggregate and consolidate questions, as requested by Governor Kemp on
the conference call yesterday. This process will help minimize the number of requests being made upon
the Governor's office. Second, please advise us, and specifically the ACCG legislative policy team led by
Clint Mueller, of issues which suggest or definitively point to the need to amend state law to address the
shortcomings recognized as a result of the situation we now face. Your recommendations will help
inform the legislative policy development process slated for this summer (hopefully COVID-19 will
diminish or practically disappear by then), which will help determine the legislative priorities ACCG
pursues in the 2021 session of the General Assembly.
So now for a bit of good news. With everyone staying at home and ordering various things online, aren't
you glad that the Marketplace Facilitator Act was passed and will soon be effective? It will help lessen
the loss of sales tax revenue from the closure or reduction in hours of bricks and mortar stores!
In closing, I want to acknowledge the many emails and calls we at ACCG have received, thanking staff for
the work being done to support the counties of Georgia. From last Thursday when we made the call to
transition to a telework model (almost all ACCG employees are working from home now), a number of
ACCG employees have been working incredibly long hours, thinking about and attempting to address
the wide range of issues that we thought or knew would affect county governments. From our Legal
department to Communications, everyone has given their best in support of you. I am deeply
appreciative of their tireless efforts, with several employees working throughout the weekend.
As we all continue to address the plethora of matters affecting counties, please know that the ACCG
staff remains available to assist you in any way we possibly can.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
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Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
Concerning limiting public access to public offices do we know yet if the state is going to postpone April
1st deadline for conservation filings, homestead exemptions, personal property returns etc. Also what
about car tags and titles from vehicle sales. If public cannot access tax assessor and tax commissioner
office there is going to be problems without state making some concessions.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTYGA.GOV>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:19 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Changes to State Law to Address Public
Health or Other Statewide Emergencies

Dave,
Thank you for your update. I am grateful for everything your team is doing to keep us informed and up to date. Yes, I
am very thankful for the Marketplace Facilitator Act! Would not have happened without ACCG!!
Alan
Alan M. Ours
County Manager

1725 Reynolds Street
Brunswick, Georgia 31520
912-554-7401
www.glynncounty.org
From:County-managers-and-admins[mailto:COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG]
On Behalf Of
Wills, Dave
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:05 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Changes to State Law to Address Public Health or Other Statewide
Emergencies
Good Morning,
In further response to the email Byron Rogers sent to the listserv last night, a copy of which is pasted below, we at ACCG
ask that you do two things. First, if you have a question of general application to counties that should be posed to the
Governor's office, please send those to Beth Brown at =:.=-:""'-'-=..:::==c:..n·
Beth will aggregate and consolidate questions,
as requested by Governor Kemp on the conference call yesterday. This process will help minimize the number of
requests being made upon the Governor's office. Second, please advise us, and specifically the ACCG legislative policy
team led by Clint Mueller, of issues which suggest or definitively point to the need to amend state law to address the
shortcomings recognized as a result of the situation we now face. Your recommendations will help inform the legislative
policy development process slated for this summer (hopefully COVID-19 will diminish or practically disappear by then),
which will help determine the legislative priorities ACCG pursues in the 2021 session of the General Assembly.
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So now for a bit of good news. With everyone staying at home and ordering various things online, aren't you glad that
the Marketplace Facilitator Act was passed and will soon be effective? It will help lessen the loss of sales tax revenue
from the closure or reduction in hours of bricks and mortar stores!
In closing, I want to acknowledge the many emails and calls we at ACCG have received, thanking staff for the work being
done to support the counties of Georgia. From last Thursday when we made the call to transition to a telework model
(almost all ACCG employees are working from home now), a number of ACCG employees have been working incredibly
long hours, thinking about and attempting to address the wide range of issues that we thought or knew would affect
county governments. From our Legal department to Communications, everyone has given their best in support of you. I
am deeply appreciative of their tireless efforts, with several employees working throughout the weekend.
As we all continue to address the plethora of matters affecting counties, please know that the ACCG staff remains
available to assist you in any way we possibly can.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
Concerning limiting public access to public offices do we know yet if the state is going to postpone April 1st deadline for
conservation filings, homestead exemptions, personal property returns etc. Also what about car tags and titles from
vehicle sales. If public cannot access tax assessor and tax commissioner office there is going to be problems without
state making some concessions .

•CAUTIIION:This ernailll originated outside of the Glllynn County Network E--rnailll
Systern, Do not clllick lllinksor open attachrnents unlllessyou recognize the sender
and know the content is safe,
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
on behalf of Wills, Dave <DWills@ACCG.ORG>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 8:05 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Changes to State Law to Address Public Health
or Other Statewide Emergencies

Good Morning,
In further response to the email Byron Rogers sent to the listserv last night, a copy of which is pasted below, we at ACCG
ask that you do two things. First, if you have a question of general application to counties that should be posed to the
Governor's office, please send those to Beth Brown at=:....::::...:"'-'-'-==="-""· Beth will aggregate and consolidate questions,
as requested by Governor Kemp on the conference call yesterday. This process will help minimize the number of
requests being made upon the Governor's office. Second, please advise us, and specifically the ACCG legislative policy
team led by Clint Mueller, of issues which suggest or definitively point to the need to amend state law to address the
shortcomings recognized as a result of the situation we now face. Your recommendations will help inform the legislative
policy development process slated for this summer (hopefully COVID-19 will diminish or practically disappear by then),
which will help determine the legislative priorities ACCG pursues in the 2021 session of the General Assembly.
So now for a bit of good news. With everyone staying at home and ordering various things online, aren't you glad that
the Marketplace Facilitator Act was passed and will soon be effective? It will help lessen the loss of sales tax revenue
from the closure or reduction in hours of bricks and mortar stores!
In closing, I want to acknowledge the many emails and calls we at ACCG have received, thanking staff for the work being
done to support the counties of Georgia. From last Thursday when we made the call to transition to a telework model
(almost all ACCG employees are working from home now), a number of ACCG employees have been working incredibly
long hours, thinking about and attempting to address the wide range of issues that we thought or knew would affect
county governments. From our Legal department to Communications, everyone has given their best in support of you. I
am deeply appreciative of their tireless efforts, with several employees working throughout the weekend.
As we all continue to address the plethora of matters affecting counties, please know that the ACCG staff remains
available to assist you in any way we possibly can.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
Concerning limiting public access to public offices do we know yet if the state is going to postpone April 1st deadline for
conservation filings, homestead exemptions, personal property returns etc. Also what about car tags and titles from
vehicle sales. If public cannot access tax assessor and tax commissioner office there is going to be problems without
state making some concessions.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e.routefifty.com >
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:02 AM
Michael McCoy
Coronavirus threatens to blow big holes in state budgets; Cities and states halt
evictions; Federal government floats sending Americans cash to address outbreak

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

Cities, States Halt Evictions During Coronavirus Pandemic
IIJlAM

II

Growing numbers of cities and states are pausing evictions to

help workers who've lost income during the coronavirus outbreak.

Federal Government Floats Sending Americans Cash to
Address Outbreak
AN

II

The Trump administration is considering providing "business interruption

payments" for American workers as the economic fallout from the coronavirus outbreak
continues.
Brought to you by Thomson Reuters

Westllaw Edge and the Federall .Judiida1ry:What iit means for you

More than 27,000 judges, judicial clerks, and other court professionals at federal and state courts now have Westlaw
Edge. That means they have access to exclusive Al-powered features, including the ability to automatically identify
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when a point of law has been implicitly undermined based on its reliance on an overruled or otherwise invalid prior
decision. Are you still manually reviewing each case? Don't get caught citing bad law.

Aor:ess a Free Welbiina1r

Social Distancing Comes with Social Side Effects-Here's

How

to Stay Connected
,J()NA 1111
IIAN11-<AN
1111
11
l ANII) All)AM 11<.l.J(~ZYNSll-<II

CONVII 11
lSA 11
IION

II

COMMENTARY

I

Physically isolating yourself can feel psychologically isolating too. But there are ways to maintain
connections in these crazy coronavirus times.

Trump Leaves States to Fend for Themselves
,JLJ11
........
11

11-<AYYII
M

II

111111
A 1111
AN 11
IIC

II

COMMENTARY

I The coronavirus

is America's first

50-state disaster, and each is dependent on outside help that may never come.

Coronavirus Threatens Strained Rural Health Care System
All'lllllll.....
SIIMll'SON

N

II

II

In rural areas, there are fewer hospitals, residents travel

longer distances to get medical care, and a higher proportion of people are older, poorer, and
sicker.

Worried About Coronavirus? Stop Sharing Joints
11.MMACOII.....
J .MAN

II

Public health officials in states with legal recreational pot are warning

residents to be careful how they consume it-and

who they consume it with.

Brought to you by Thomson Reuters

Westllaw Edge and the Federall .Judiida1ry: What iit means for you

More than 27,000 judges, judicial clerks, and other court professionals at federal and state courts now have Westlaw
Edge. That means they have access to exclusive Al-powered features, including the ability to automatically identify
when a point of law has been implicitly undermined based on its reliance on an overruled or otherwise invalid prior
decision. Are you still manually reviewing each case? Don't get caught citing bad law.

Access a Free Welbiina1r
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This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us.You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you have opted
in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time you may
receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Jeffrey H . Snyder, Lead Anchor <jeffrey.snyder@themorningpulse.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 6:02 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
The Morning Pulse - Retirement News that Matters - Wednesday, March 18, 2020

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

The Mor

ulse

retirement news that matters.
independent. unbiased. informationfor

all.

Ill
The Broadcast Retirement Network's #BRNAM for Wednesday, March 18, 2020

I

Here are our top stories: Calming the DC market storm amid coronavirus turbulence
and The evolving state of play in the TDF space
Reporter, Fund Intelligence

I Special

I For more news and content

subscribe and visit www.broadcastretirementnetwork.com

guest: Randy Plavayka,
each and every day

I The Morning

Pulse.

Retirement News that Matters. Independent. Unbiased. Information for All.

MARCH 18, 2020
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ABOUT THE FOUNDER

effre H. Sn der currently serves as Founder for The Morning Pulse, Inc and lead anchor
or the Broadcast: Retirement: Network Considered an "industry insider", thought-leader
nd an independent voice on retirement, personal finance and related issues, he has
ppeared in both television and print discussing the issues related to retirement and the
apital markets.

ABOUT THE BROADCAST

RETIREMENT

NETWORK

r~;l ",......,.-........
---·····
..-· he Broadcast Retirement Network (BRN) is the first lifestyle media platform focused
L:..:..l
n helping Americans achieve financial independence and to make retirement and
avings culturally relevant. The content is informative and engages the viewer. Most
·mportantly- No agendas, no sales pitches, no product pushes.

~------~delivering

ur morning show, BRN AM, provides an assessment of daily issues so that Americans
an create a plan of action for themselves and their families. BRN AM focuses on
headline news via brief interviews with real Americans working toward their

financial goals.
Unlike financial shows which prioritize institutional investment managers and public policy organizations,
BRN AM is a lifestyle show that brings the stories and ideas of regular Americans to the forefront. We
engage with a range of topics pertaining to retirement, focusing individual episodes on personal finance,
healthcare, social security, home-ownership and so on to provide viewers with the full picture regarding
the future of financial security in America.
The hyper/inks above take you to internet site(s) sponsored and maintained by independent third
parties that are unaffiliated with The Morning Pulse, Inc. The hyper/inks as provided are maintained
to provide the author(s) and their respective organizations the proper attribution for developing the
614

original content. The links and content provided in The Morning Pulse and The Weekly Pulse are for
general reference and educational purposes only. Although we believe the content provider to be a
reliable source of information, we do not guarantee the accuracy of the information or warranty the
representations of such Websites. The information available through these Web sites has not been
prepared by nor does The Morning Pulse, Inc. have an ability to alter the content, and content will
not be monitored by The Morning Pulse, Inc. in the future. The Morning Pulse, Inc. assumes no
responsibility for the use of or inability to use such site and recommends you review the terms,
conditions, and privacy policy applying to your use of the site. Expression of opinions contained on
these hyper/inks may or may not be consistent with the opinions of The Morning Pulse, Inc.

Download

the App for All the Latest Content
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 5:21 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two
Press Releasesfrom Governor Kemp
image001.jpg

Thanks Mike. I'll be ready to go through this with you when we both get to office. I was scheduled to work the EOC
today, but Phyllis is on standby to go over if need be and I'll let her know I need her so I can help you with this. See you
this morning
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:45 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe
We are going to implement this tomorrow.

y.ga.us> wrote:

Thanks.

From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On
Behalf Of Cheri Matthews
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:43 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases
from Governor Kemp

Good evening,
Please see the below press release issued by Henry County, this
evening. We started with a no public access on Monday, essential
employees (level 1 and 2). See the release below for the current
operations model.

County Closes Facilities and Initiates Telework Protocol Amid
COVID-19 Coronavirus Crisis

In an effort to decrease the spread of the COVID-19 coronavirus, Henry County Government has
implemented telework schedule for the remainder of this week, beginning at 5 p.m. today, March
17, 2020.
616

All county facilities, with the exception of the courts and the Elections Office, will be closed
through Sunday, March 22, at which time the situation regarding this public health crisis will be
re-evaluated by county officials.

Public safety agencies will continue their regular work schedule and services. Henry County
Transit has suspended service, with the exception of critically ill patients, who will continue to
be transported on their regular schedule. Citizens can still utilize the See Click Fix app to report
issues and concerns.

Also, please see a list of services that are available online:

Building and Plan Review
• Development Plan Review Submittals for Residential Land Disturbances, Commercial Land
Disturbances and Development Permits (Residential and Commercial)
• Commercial Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
• Residential Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
Planning and Zoning
• Sign up for pre-applications and appointments will be scheduled when county facilities reopen
Tax and Tag Office
• Motor Vehicles- Tag renewal, Payment of insurance fines and Check status of vehicle insurance
• Property Tax- Make Property Tax payments (Full or Partial), Check balance of Property Tax Bill
and Download Homestead information
• Occupational Tax/Business License- Renewal of business license
There are two kiosks locations available for citizens to renew tags located inside of the Kroger Grocery
Stores-Kroger-Ellenwood at 101 Fairview Rd in Ellenwood and Kroger-McDonough at 301 Jonesboro
Rd. in McDonough. Drop boxes are located at the Stockbridge and McDonough Tag office locations that
the public can utilize; midnight April 1, 2020 is the deadline for placing forms in the drop box.
Tax Assessors
• Forms regarding return of real property; return of aircraft, business and marine personal property;
the application for freeport exemption; and the county's homestead exemption application are
available on www,qpuhlic.nct/ga/hcnry/. All forms may be mailed to the office and must be
postmarked on or before April 1, 2020

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on
behalf ofTom Couch <tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:33:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-
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ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp

CAUT'IOl'.I:This e1mailloriginated

froi1r1outside of the organization .. Do not dick llinks or open

al•l•achmenl•s 1.1nlless
yo1.I recognize l•he sender and know l•he conl•enl• is safe.
Still working it out, but ...
Closed to public, but working with employees for 4-5 days with Pandemic policies in place:
County Commissioners (including Mai, Clerk Services)
Finance

HR
Development Services (P/Z, Inspections, Code Enforcement -very limited inspections)
Engineering
Tax Commissioner
Tax Assessors
Elections
State Court and Solicitor General
Magistrate Court (video conference hearings at Jail)
Parks and Recreation (including retail facilties - Water Park, Equestrian)
Public Works (office to public only- services delivered)
EMS stations
E-911 and Emergency Operations Center
Animal Shelter (with limited Animal Control)
Limited to Public (with Court Security Assistance):
Superior Court (will hold criminal hearings at jail courtroom with Sheriff queueing restrictions; civil
hearings at Judicial Annex with capacity restrictions - access to justice mandate by emergency judicial
declaration)
Clerk of Courts
Adult Probation
Probate Court (Gun permits suspended; limited hearings)
Public Safety and Public Works functions will continue with social distancing.
We have also opened community Wi-fi hotspots in open space facilities with utility assistance along with
livestock food feed donations to farmers in rural areas at our equestrian arena.
I know I am missing some things, but we will tie up the details in the morning for a press
release. Encouraging as much e-mail/online/snail mail, etc. as we can.

TtK
From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-

ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTY-GA.GOV>

Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:16 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG" <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-
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ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>

Subject: Re: FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
Tom,
Thanks for sharing. I would be interested to know the departments that you are having a skeleton crew
in.
Thanks
Alan
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcoun

y.net> wrote:

I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state
of emergency with a public caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was
precautionary and it opens the state and federal aid, if any. No draconian measures yet
like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which
includes the emergency declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the
Forsyth and Banks Counties employee COVID-19 interim employee policies (send us a
bill Megan Martin). We will also be commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full
public closure of non-essential services from this Thursday to next Tuesday (or,
Wednesday) - employees reporting - called skeleton in other places, I think. Some
court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via local
interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County
Board of Health for services and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health
emergency with more increments to follow, if necessary. We also allowed them to use
county emergency purchase waivers to expedite funding in-lieu of state procurement
requirements (non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well the show must go on.
Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances,
and other measures, but we will use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last
several days of meetings - "why can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE
CITYOF STATESBOROhas been great to work with (did I say that?). I am sure that you
are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in
our workforce - elections and solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we
have a potential crossover plan to use PT recreational employees left over from
school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed
information. Simply put, easy on the eyes and a grand contribution to our staff who has
also worked tirelessly to assimilate the mounds of information we're getting in all
directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
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Gotta' go- Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife

From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor
Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the
National Association of Counties (NACo) also held a conference call for their members
across the country. ACCGparticipated in and is providing a summary of that call. There
is some interesting insight county officials in New York and Washington. In addition,
NACo has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are useful to you
as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration for Economic 1n·u Disaster Loans
Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.
evening!

Have a good

<image00l.jpg>
Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:57 PM
Hall, Dominique
RE: House PassesCoronavirus Bill

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Let's discuss.
From: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:07 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: House Passes Coronavirus Bill

I was thinking the same and we could track it better. We have time to decide as we just completed payroll.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 16, 2020, at 10:07 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

Ms. Hall - I was thinking that we may want to provide administrative leave for parents that are caring
for their children due to the school system closure. What do you think?
From: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: House Passes Coronavirus Bill

Explains

new potential

laws a little better.

7)~"7/dlt
HR Director
<imageOOl.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~
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From: administrator@glgpa.org <administrator@glgpa.org>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 8:25 PM
To: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: House Passes Coronavirus Bill

This has some effect on employers. Please see the information below.
Meg Blubaugh
City of Newnan
Begin forwarded message:
From: FMG <info@fmglaw.com>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 11:34:33 EDT
To: Meg Blubaugh <MBlubaugh@cityofnewnan.org>
Subject: House Passes Coronavirus Bill
Reply-To: <us19-5e89b38ad5-

94a4c7d36c@inbound.mailchimpapp.net>
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View this email in your browser

House Passes Coronavirus Bill with Major Implications for Employers

By:Jeffrey A. IHordandDavid A. Colle,
Shortly past midnight on Saturday morning, the House of Representatives passed the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act (the "Act") on a bipartisan 363-40 vote, bringing the nation one step closer to implementing a
sweeping financial aid package designed to address the Coronavirus outbreak. A copy of the entire bill, as
amended, is availablehere.
The legislation comes on the heels of last week's bipartisan emergency Coronavirus response initiative providing
$8.3 billion in research and vaccine development funds. The bill will now head to the Senate for final approval,
where it is expected to pass in substantially similar form due to President Trump's vocal support for the
legislation.
In addition to guaranteeing free Coronavirus testing by requiring private health insurers - and government
programs such as Medicaid - to cover the cost of tests and doctor visits, while strengthening food security
initiatives like TEFAP, SNAP and WIC, the Act also includes several employment-related provisions that are likely
to have major implications for employers.
Amendments To The Family And Medical Leave Act:

If enacted into law, the Act would create a new type of leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA")
allowing for leave in cases of a "public health emergency."
Answers to questions about the key parts of this potential change to the FM LA are below:
•
•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect- If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
When Is Leave Allowed- From now until the end of 2020, the Act would allow eligible employees to take
FMLA leave to: (a) comply with a recommendation or order by a health care provider or public official to
not attend work because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (b) care for a family
member being quarantined because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; or (c) care for
a son or daughter whose school or place of care has been closed due to Coronavirus.
Which Employers Are Covered- While traditional FMLA leave requirements only apply to employers
with 50 or more employees, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to all employers with
fewer than 500 employees. However, the Act does give the U.S. Department of Labor authority to issue
regulations for good cause that could exempt small businesses with fewer than 50 employees if imposing
the new requirements would "jeopardize the viability of the business as a going concern." As of right
now, we are unaware of the Department of Labor working on such regulations.
Which Employees Are Eligible- While traditional FMLA leave is only available to employees who have
worked for 12 months and for 1,250 hours in the immediate preceding 12 months prior to taking the
leave, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to any employee (full or part-time) who has
been employed for at least 30 calendar days.
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•

•

•

Does The Employer Have To Pay The Employee While Out On Leave- The first 14 days of FMLA leave
for Coronavirus may be unpaid. An employee may choose to substitute available paid leave during those
14 days, but the employer may not require it. After 14 days, the employer must provide paid leave for
the remainder of the FMLA leave for Coronavirus in an amount that is no less than two-thirds of the
employee's regular rate of pay for the number of hours the employee would otherwise normally be
scheduled to work.
What Is The Definition Of Family Member-an individual who is: (i) a pregnant woman, senior citizen,
individual with a disability, or has access or functional needs; and (ii) who is a son or daughter of the
employee, a next of kin of the employee or a person for whom the employee is next of kin; or a
grandparent or grandchild of the employee.
Is The Employee Guaranteed The Employee's Position Upon Return- Just like traditional FMLA leave,
the employee is entitled to his/her job position upon return from this leave, except employees with less
than 25 employees may be exempted if the employee's position does not exist anymore because of the
public health emergency.

Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act

The Act would also require any government or public agency with 1 or more employees and any private employer
with fewer than 500 employees to give their employees paid sick leave for the following reasons: (a) to selfisolate because a diagnosis with Coronavirus; (b) to obtain medical diagnosis or care if experiencing symptoms
of Coronavirus; (c) to comply with a recommendation or order by a public health official to not report to work
because of a diagnosis of Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (d) to care for a family member with
Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; and (e) to care for a child whose school or place of care is
closed due to Coronavirus.
•
•
•

•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect-If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
Which Employees Are Eligible-Emergency paid sick leave under the Act must be available to all
employees for immediate use regardless of how long they have been employed.
How Much Paid Sick Leave Does An Employee Receive- Full-time employees must be given up to 80
hours of paid sick leave and part-time employees must receive a number of hours equal to the average
hours they work over a 2-week period.
How Much Is The Employee Paid While Out- Employees who take leave to self-quarantine or to seek
diagnosis or care must be paid at their regular rate. Employees who use the leave to care for an afflicted
family member or to care for a child whose school has closed must be paid at two-thirds their regular
rate.
What If An Employer Already Provides Paid Sick Leave- Employers with existing paid leave policies must
provide this emergency paid sick leave in addition to the existing paid leave, and they may not change
existing policies after the date of the Act to avoid these requirements.
Can An Employer Require Substitution Of This Leave For The New Paid FMLA Leave-An employee may
use this emergency sick leave to cover the first 14 days of unpaid FM LA leave for Coronavirus (see above).
However, an employer may not require an employee to use other paid leave before using this emergency
sick leave.

Reimbursement for Employers:

The Act provides tax credits to reimburse employers for the costs of the paid FMLA leave and emergency sick
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leave discussed above. Specifically, the Act creates both: (1) a payroll credit for paid sick leave, and (2) a payroll
credit for required family leave, allowed against the employer's portion of Social Security taxes.
•

•

For paid emergency sick leave, the amount of the credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $511/day
for employees that self-isolate, have Coronavirus symptoms, or are ordered to stay home; otherwise,
the credit is capped at $200 per day. There is effectively a two-week cap on this credit, after which the
new FMLA tax credit would kick in.
The amount of the FMLA leave credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $200/day and $10,000 total
for all calendar quarters. These tax credits would cover one year, and could not be used in combination
with the existing credit(s) for employers that provide paid family and medical leave to their employees.

State Unemployment Insurance:

•

•

•

The Act would also direct $2 billion to state unemployment insurance programs as emergency grants for
processing and paying unemployment insurance (UI) benefits, and to provide immediate funding for
staffing, technology, systems, and other administrative costs of state unemployment agencies.
Standard screening measures, such as "job seeker" requirements and mandatory waiting periods, would
be waived for anyone applying for UI benefits who has either been diagnosed with COVID-19 or who has
lost their job due to the spread of the virus.
The Act provides for full federal funding of extended unemployment compensation for any state that
experiences and increase of ten percent (10%) or more in its unemployment rate over the previous year.

Additional Information

An earlier version of the bill (which can still be viewedhere) included a permanent paid leave program that House
Democrats said would help deter infected workers from returning to work too quickly and spreading the illness
unintentionally. That feature (among others) was ultimately removed from the version that passed early
Saturday morning; the amended H.R. 6201 is a more limited, temporary response to the specific public health
emergency created by the coronavirus.
Even so, the bill's protections are a major change in U.S. policy, particularly with respect to paid sick leave. It will
be interesting to see whether the Act passes the Senate in its current form and, if so, whether it will be replaced
by more permanent legislation for mandatory paid sick leave once it expires on December 31, 2020.
The FMG Employment team will be conducting a webinar on coronavirus issues on Tuesday, March 17, at 12:00
noon EST.To register, please clickhere.
In addition, FMG has formed aCoronavirus Task Forceto provide up-to-the-minute information, strategic advice,
and practical solutions for our clients. Our group is an interdisciplinary team of attorneys who can address the
multitude of legal issues arising out of the coronavirus pandemic, including issues related to Healthcare, Product
Liability, Tort Liability, Data Privacy, and Cyber and Local Governments. For more information about the Task
Force, click,lh,g..r.g_.
You can also contact your FMG
atrnronavirustaskforce@fmgllaw.com.

relationship
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City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:57 PM
Ware, Jawahn
Clark, Bristria; Hall, Dominique
RE:Clarification Needed for Minutes

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ms. Hall - Please answer this question. Thanks.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 6:14 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Clarification Needed for Minutes

Mr. McCoyFor minute clarification, is the policy and resolution that was approved yesterday, be an amendment to the Dougherty
County Personnel Policies and Procedures or just a separate policy? The original agenda was requesting that we add
Section V-12 to our policies and procedures manual?
Until guidance is received from you here is the proposed wording:
The Chairman called for consideration of a Resolution providing for the amendment of the Dougherty County Personnel
Policies & Procedures by adding the Dougherty County Planned Response to the Coronavirus Pandemic for County
Employees policy to be effective March 16, 2020. County Administrator Michael McCoy addressed by stating that this is
a continuation plan if the government was to shutdown operations. He discussed limitations pertaining to teleworking
and shared asked the Commission to review the listing of essential and non-essential personnel. An update will be
provided to the Commission regarding impact to service levels.
<The next paragraph will provide the updates from the departments>

Jawahn Wa1re
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

Geo,,gw..,
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.300 I IFax:229.438.3967
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:j
@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11 :SO PM
Ware, Jawahn
FW: Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

FYI
From: Erica Powell Grier <epowell@gacities.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:29 AM
Subject: Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up

Good morning. Following the initial decision to postpone the 2020 spring conference, the GCCMA Board of Directors
discussed conference options via conference call last Friday. After thoughtful consideration, GCCMA will cancel this
conference completely rather than rescheduling for this year and plan to host next year's spring conference in Augusta
on March 17-19, 2021. Thanks to Mara and Kitty with CVIOG, we have already been able to make arrangements for our
spring keynote speakers to join us during the fall conference in Columbus on October 26-28, 2020.
At this time, Kristen Grissom and I will begin cancelling and refunding all conference registrations that were made for
the spring conference. This will be done automatically, so there is no need to request a refund. With a new payment
system in place, we are hopeful that this can be done without needing registrants to fill out a cancellation form with
credit card information as we have needed in the past. If you paid by check, a refund check will be issued back to your
organization.
If you made your hotel reservations at the Augusta Marriott through our GCCMA block, then you do not need to cancel
the reservation yourself. If you had to make your reservation outside of our block, please make sure you call and cancel
directly with the hotel so you do not incur any penalties. If you have any issues cancelling, please let me know.
Dates for future GCCMA conferences:
2020 Fall ➔
October 26-28 in Columbus, Georgia
2021 Spring ➔ March 17-19 in Augusta, Georgia
Stay safe and feel free to contact me with any questions you may
have.

Erica Powell Grier
Business Manager
Office: 678-651-1015 ♦ Fax: 678-651-1016 ♦ Cell: 404-695-2206
www.gccma.com

From: Erica Powell Grier

Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 1:02 PM
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Subject: GCCMASpring Conference - Postponed
Importance: High

With an eye towards the evolving events associated with COVID-19, the GCCMA Spring conference scheduled
for next week in Augusta is postponed.
The board has a call scheduled tomorrow to discuss the logistics of postponement, registration fees, etc. and
we will report back to you early next week with those details.
You will not need to call to cancel your hotel rooms at the Augusta Marriott as they will take care of cancelling
our whole group at one time.
I want to express that this is not done so much in reaction to any public health danger you might face in
attending. There is already enough hype around this. This organization is committed to the integrity of the
profession, and it is our belief that a local government manager needs to be present in their communities
when local elected officials, staff and citizens need steady and objective direction and counsel.
Your membership and engagement are valued, and the postponement of an important professional and
development and networking event is not made lightly.
I will follow up next week.

i$'t'auee
'Hlittiam.i
Athens-Clarke County Unified Government Manager
GCCMA President

Erica Powell Grier, CMP
Conferences and Events Manager
Office: 678-651-1015 Fax: 678-651-1016
www.gacities.com

READER ADVISORY NOTICE: This information is intended only for the individual named above. If you received this in error, please
call 404-688-0472 to notify the sender, and then delete the email without printing, copying or retransmitting it. In addition, be advised
that Georgia has a very broad open records law and that your email communications with GMA may be subject to public disclosure.

Hey, did you notice my new email address?
GMANET is now GACITIES.COM.While I'm still getting the emails you send me, please update your contacts to note my
new email address.

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:47 PM
Johnson, Kenneth
RE: DCP EMPLOYEELISTfor COVID-19

Thanks.

From: Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:15 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: DCP EMPLOYEELISTfor COVID-19

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:42 PM
Tara Teuta
RE: Infectious Disease Event

Thanks. I'm up to my eyeballs in Coronavirus. We are a hotbed if you haven't heard. It's a mess.
From: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:51 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Infectious Disease Event

Hey Mike,

See Fact Sheet on Public Assistance and Infectious Disease. At this time only CAT B costs are allowable but I'm
sure more details will be updated soon. I recommend you keep all records (Labor, Materials) utilized for this
event.

Thanks,
Tara
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Microsoft Outlook
< M icrosoftExchange329e71 ec88ae461Sbbc36ab6ce41109e@CityofAlbanyGA.onmicros
oft.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:37 PM
M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us
Undeliverable: RE: Hypothetical Covid-19 Plan Worksheet for Solid Waste Dept.
RE: Hypothetical Covid-19 Plan Worksheet for Solid Waste Dept.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups:
jroe@doughtery.ga. us (jroe@doughtery.ga .us)

Your message couldn't be delivered. The Domain Name System (DNS) reported that the recipient's
domain does not exist.
Contact the recipient by some other means (by phone, for example) and ask them to tell their email
admin that it appears that their domain isn't properly registered at their domain registrar. Give them
the error details shown below. It's likely that the recipient's email admin is the only one who can fix
this problem.
For more information and tips to fix this issue see this article:
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?Linkld=389361.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:37 PM
Smith, Christopher; Addison, Scott
Hill, Annie; jroe@doughtery.ga.us
RE: Hypothetical Covid-19 Plan Worksheet for Solid Waste Dept.

Thanks.
From: Smith, Christopher <ChSmith@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:06 AM
To: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Hill, Annie <AHill@dougherty.ga.us>; jroe@doughtery.ga.us
Subject: Hypothetical Covid-19 Plan Worksheet for Solid Waste Dept.

Attached is a worksheet geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread of the virus.
Thanks,
CamplbellllSmith
Solid Waste Director

Dougherty County Solid Waste
Phone: 229.302.3225
IIVlobille:229.854.2008
900 Gaissert Road
Albany, Georgia 31705
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Fmaill: chsmith@dougherty.ga.us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:37 PM
Cohilas, Christopher; Scott, Cedric
FW: Big Event Questions

FYI
From: Tristen Frazier <doit4t@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:06 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
<WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Big Event Questions

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy

Good Afternoon,
I am writing you today due to questions that I have about a very large event that is scheduled to take place at US19
Dragway this weekend. I will be traveling from out of state and want to make sure the event will not be shut down after
my arrival due to the coronavirus. Last weekend south georgia motorsports park had to cancel and i don't want to incur
more unnecessary fees. People will be traveling from NC, SC,TN, FL, AL, MS, and LA for this event. Would you kindly let
me know if you have any plans to change the guidelines of this large gathering or if we would be in the clear? I'm having
reports that the city of Albany made changes but the county did not.
Thank you,
Tristen
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 202011:35 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: Draft for Review: Managers Letter

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thanks.
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:22 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Draft for Review: Managers Letter

Mike, please review the draft below to see if it includes all that you need:

Management Team,
In the wake of the Coronavirus Pandemic, I understand that all of you are under more pressure than usual with
regards to your staff and how to continue to manage your departments. However, the pandemic is continuing to
escalate in our county and I need for each of you to really focus on solid solutions regarding your staff and your
departments. This is not a time to panic, but a time to roll up your sleeves even more and let's all figure out the best
solutions for our staff and our operations together.
Today, I want you all to sit down and look at your departmental teams and honestly, answer the list of questions I
sent to you. You need to be actively communicating with your staff about the situation we are dealing with. You need
to be assessing each staff member's position and how we can work with them should government need to close
temporarily.
Please know that I am here for you every step of the way. If you need me to come and spend time with you and your
staff or just need some guidance, please do not hesitate to let me know. Again, we are all in this together and as
managers and leaders, we must take control and produce solutions in the best interest of our employees and our
county government.
let's work through this together and please reach out to me if I can help you in any way.
Thanksfor all you do!
Michael

The only thing I think we need to add is probably a directive from you to provide feedback on a deadline. What do you
think?

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006 Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:30 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: Calmness in the Storm

FYI

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:29 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>;
OFFICIALS<DC-ElectedAppointedOfficials@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Calmness in the Storm

ALL ELECTED& APPOINTED

Dougherty County Management Team,
Per today's press conference, we have now confirmed that local cases of the Coronavirus that have emerged in our
community stemmed from funerals held at Gethsemane Worship Center and New Direction Christian Church, as well
as links to M.l. King Funeral Home. The chances that you or someone you know have come into contact with someone
associated with these events either directly or indirectly, is highly likely. However, there is no need for panic. We must
remember to stay calm and remain vigilant in our efforts throughout this pandemic. I am counting on all of you to
foster a spirit of calmness among your staff members. If a staff member appears to be sick or not well, please send
them home. Per the policy our Board approved on yesterday, we have Administrative leave to provide to those
affected for at least 14 days who've either tested positive or are under investigation for Coronavirus.
Please help me to reinforce this in your various departments. Reach out to me directly with any questions or concerns.
Thanks for your collaboration,

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11 :29 PM

To:

ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS; ALL ELECTED& APPOINTED OFFICIALS

Subject:

Calmness in the Storm

Dougherty County Management Team,
Per today's press conference, we have now confirmed that local cases of the Coronavirus that have emerged in our
community stemmed from funerals held at Gethsemane Worship Center and New Direction Christian Church, as well
as links to M.l. King Funeral Home. The chances that you or someone you know have come into contact with someone
associated with these events either directly or indirectly, is highly likely. However, there is no need for panic. We must
remember to stay calm and remain vigilant in our efforts throughout this pandemic. I am counting on all of you to
foster a spirit of calmness among your staff members. If a staff member appears to be sick or not well, please send
them home. Per the policy our Board approved on yesterday, we have Administrative leave to provide to those
affected for at least 14 days who've either tested positive or are under investigation for Coronavirus.
Please help me to reinforce this in your various departments. Reach out to me directly with any questions or concerns.
Thanks for your collaboration,

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:20 PM
Howell, Wendy; Addison, Scott
Scott, Cedric
RE: Big Event Questions

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Wendydown.

Advise him that we will be reaching out to the organizer and the event could be potentially cancelled or shut

From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 3:28 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Subject: FW: Big Event Questions

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>

Mike and Scott - Below is what I suggest as a response to this email ...

Hi Tristen,
Thanks for reaching out to Dougherty County.
Unfortunately, the county has no control over private events like the one you referenced below. Should the
Coronavirus Pandemic worsen or escalate to a much more severe state of emergency, the federal government would
mandate orders restricting such type events. At this point, we urge you to reach out to the organizer of the event you
referenced below to find out if the event will still take place and inquire about their refund policies.
Please let us know if we can help you further.
Let me know if you have feedback. Otherwise, I'll be glad to send the response to her on our behalf, if you'd like?
Thanks,

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill::N..!0!.9..Y.!'..~.!.!.!~!Q!Jfill!~~~
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From: Tristen Frazier <doit4t@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 11:06 AM
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,

"Addison, Scott" <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>, "Howell,

Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Big Event Questions
Good Afternoon,
I am writing you today due to questions that I have about a very large event that is scheduled to take place at US19
Dragway this weekend. I will be traveling from out of state and want to make sure the event will not be shut down after
my arrival due to the coronavirus. Last weekend south georgia motorsports park had to cancel and i don't want to incur
more unnecessary fees. People will be traveling from NC, SC,TN, FL, AL, MS, and LA for this event. Would you kindly let
me know if you have any plans to change the guidelines of this large gathering or if we would be in the clear? I'm having
reports that the city of Albany made changes but the county did not.
Thank you,
Tristen
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:00 PM
Brent Whitten
RE:COVID-19: Decon and Disinfecting Services

Thanks Brent. I appreciate you thinking of us. Should we need the service we'll be in touch. Howe's it going in the
N.O.? Be safe brother!
From: Brent Whitten <Brent.Whitten@ceresenv.com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:12 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: COVID-19: Decon and Disinfecting Services

Mr. McCoy,
I hope all is well with you and your family. Please see attached Ceres Coronavirus decon and disinfecting services flyer.
Please don't hesitate to call with any questions.

Respectfully,

Brent Whitten
Project Manager

6968 Professional Parkway E
Sarasota, Florida 34240
Cell: 407-590-2249
Email: Brent.Whitten@ceresenv.com
www.ceresenvironmental.com

-------- Original message -------From: "Karl A. Dix" <karl.dix@ceresenv.com>
Date: 3/17/20 6:43 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: Brent Whitten <Brent.Whitten@ceresenv.com>
647

Subject: COVID-19: Decon and Disinfecting Services

Evening Brent,

Can you pass along this quick flyer on Ceres decon and disinfecting services to Michelle? I think it would be
good for her to know in case she requires these types of services.

Might also want to send to Mike McCoy in Dougherty.

Call with any questions.

And above all, stay safe.

- K3

Regards,

Karl Dix
Director of Client Services
Ceres Environmental Services, Inc.

P: 1-800-218-4424
F: 1-866-228-5636
C: 813-508-5839
E: karl.dix@ceresenv.com

Proven1,,,,
Respon1siiive,,,,
111~,.eady,,,,
To learn more about Ceres Environmental, visit us at www.ceresenvironmental.com.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:53 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Daily COVID-19 Dashboard
image001.png; image002.png

Yes Sir.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 10:41 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us> wrote:

Chief - The Chairman would like for us to develop a dashboard for EMA that includes school system
data. We can discuss this during tomorrow's meeting.
From: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:20 PM
Subject: Daily COVID-19 Dashboard

As a valued Community Partner of Phoebe Putney Health System we have created the dashboard below
to ensure you have the most recent information about patients and COVID-19.
We will provide this to you daily in full transparency trusting that having correct information is not only
the best, but the only way to operate.
What we are dealing with today is an unprecedented event in Georgia, the United States and the entire
world. While we did not ask for this disease to come to SW Georgia, know that we have 5,000 incredible
healthcare workers and an amazing community that is ready to take the fight to this virus. It will not be
easy but we know that a higher power is on our side and that we are fighters.
We appreciate the work you all do for our communities each and every day. I thank you for your trust
and commitment.
Together we rise!
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
<image002.png>
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Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
or under circumstances
that
do not require
patient
authorization.
You, the recipient,
are
obligated
to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure
manner.
You may not
re-disclose
without
additional
patient
consent
or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure
or failure
to safeguard
PHI could
subject
you to penalties
described
in federal
(HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader
of this
message
are not the intended
recipient,
or the employee
or agent
responsible
to deliver
it to
the intended
recipient,
please
notify
us immediately
and destroy
the related
message.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from
City and CountyofficialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto fhe publicand media
upon request Youremail communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lucy Lasseur < llasseur@cgagroup.com >
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:30 PM
Lucy Lasseur
COVID-19 Compilation: 3.17.20

Good eveningHere are today's COVID-19 headlines and helpful tidbits. As always, I'm happy to answer questions, accommodate
requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Department of Defense (DOD),
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Central Command
(CENTCOM), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response (ASPR),Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA)
Washington. D.C

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Earlier this week, the House passed the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (and then a correcting
resolution), the second COVID-19 supplemental appropriations package. We are currently awaiting Senate
action, and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell has indicated the Senate will vote as soon as possible. View
the bill summary here.
There are currently multiple proposals floating around for a third supplemental. Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer released details of a $750 billion proposal, Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin has offered ideas for a $1.2
trillion package (which would include $250 billion for direct checks to Americans by the end of next month), and
the Administration has discussed taking a more targeted approach with additional legislation. For now, the focus
remains on passing the second package.
CMS has released a Virtual Toolkit with resources for medical and public health partners to stay up to date with
CMS materials.
The Trump Administration announced today that it would be expanding Medicare telehealth services by
temporarily paying clinicians to provide telehealth services for beneficiaries across the entire country. Physicians
can bill for dates of service on or after March 6th . Prior to this change, Medicare only paid clinicians for
telehealth appointments if there was a mitigating circumstance preventing someone from physically going to a
doctor's office. Medicare beneficiaries will be able to receive various services through telehealth including
common office visits, mental health counseling, and preventive health screenings. This will remain in place until
the public health emergency is over.
o The HHS Office for Civil Rights (OCR) will exercise enforcement discretion and waive penalties for HIPAA
violations against health care providers that serve patients in good faith through everyday
communications technologies, such as FaceTime or Skype, during the COVID-19 outbreak.
CMS announced it will temporarily pay clinicians to provide telehealth services for Medicare beneficiaries across
the country.
As a companion piece to the earlier released Medicare Telehealth Guidance, the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid services today released Medicaid Telehealth Guidance to states.
Administration officials said all asylum seekers and other foreigners attempting to enter the U.S. from Mexico
illegally will be turned away, citing the potential risk of COVID-19 spreading through detention facilities and
border patrol agents. When acted upon (likely within the next two days), ports of entry would still remain open
to American citizens, green-card holders, and foreigners with proper documentation.
651

Updates from the States
•
Per the CDCWebsite: Data include both confirmed and presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 reported to CDC
or tested at CDC since January 21, 2020, with the exception of testing results for persons repatriated to the
United States from Wuhan, China and Japan. State and local public health departments are now testing and
publicly reporting their cases. In the event of a discrepancy between CDC cases and cases reported by state and
local public health officials, data reported by states should be considered the most up to date. The CDC is no
longer reporting the number of persons under investigation (PUis), PUis that have tested negative, or cases of
people repatriated. Additionally, these numbers do not include testing being done at state and local public
health laboratories.
o Out of the cases under investigation detected by U.S. surveillance, there are total cases: 4,226
"d!)!ilc? 1:1.n1ta1:t":
The CDCnow updates data Monday through Friday and data closes
out the day before reporting.
• The CDC is reporting 75 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID-19.
•
Kansas has announced that all schools will be closed for the rest of the school year.
•
Gov. Kim Reynolds of Iowa issued a State of Public Health Disaster Emergency plan that went into effect at noon
today. The plan is in line with those in multiple other states, shutting down restaurants, theaters, and fitness
centers, and banning mass gatherings of more than 10 people.
• The Maryland primaries originally scheduled for April 28th will now be held on June 2nd • Maryland is the fifth
state to postpone its primary.
• The White House today urged governors in states with evidence of community transmissions to close schools in
affected and surrounding areas. Leaders of top teachers unions have been vocal in backing the closure of
schools nationwide.
•
CMS granted Florida's request to expand its Medicaid program to remove barriers to needed services to combat
COVID-19. With the approval, the state can waive prior authorization requirements under Section 1135
authority, streamline enrollment, and allow care to be offered in alternative settings that might be unlicensed.
•
New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio warned that residents should be prepared for a "shelter in place" order to go
into effect in the next two days.
•
Beaches have started to ban groups of more than 10, starting with Florida during peak spring break tourist
season.
•
West Virginia is officially the 50th state to report a case.
Military/Defense
• The Pentagon announced today that it will create a COVID-19 task force which will work closely with the Office
of the Secretary of Defense, Joint Staff and other agencies to develop policies and recommendations for the
disease.
•
DOD officials cautioned against overestimating the Department's capacity to provide medical support in the
fight against COVID-19, citing capabilities designed for trauma care, not infectious diseases. The Pentagon
assured that it is "ready, willing and able to support civilian authorities to the greatest extent possible."
•
Defense Sec. Mark Esper said the DOD would provide 5 million N95 air-filtering masks and 2,000 ventilators to
assist the COVID-19 response. He added that the Pentagon can also make the Mercy and the Comfort available
as hospital ships.
•
Congresswoman Jackie Speier, Chair of the House Armed Services Military Personnel Subcommittee, sent a
signed by 65 other members of the House to President Trump, calling on him to marshal DOD resources to
protect against COVID-19. The letter highlights a number of ways DOD authorities, resources, and capabilities
could be used to support the response to COVID-19, citing current authorities and past precedent. Some of
these options include constructing mobile hospitals, aiding vaccine research and development, manufacturing
emergency equipment, and making some equipment - like ventilators - available when possible.
•

A total of 670 National Guard members from 15 states have been activated as of yesterday morning in support
of states' responses to COVID-19, according to the National Guard Bureau. Any state that declares a state of
emergency is authorized to call up its state's Guard troops, according to a NGB release.
652

International Affairs

•

•

•
•

•

The E.U. voted to bar most travelers from outside of Europe for the next 30 days. Exceptions will be made for
E.U. citizens coming home, scientists, medical professionals, and people commuting between two European
countries for work.
Today, the WHO called on Member states in the South-East Asia Region to urgently scale-up aggressive
measures to combat COVID-19. Eight out of the 11 countries in the region share a confirmed 480 cases between
them. According to Dr. Poonam Khetrapal Singh, the South-East Asia regional director, more clusters of the virus
are being confirmed and some of the region's countries are getting closer to crossing the community transfer
threshold.
Germany has spent more than $55 million on logistics and flights to bring home citizens as countries around the
world tighten border restrictions.
French government officials announced a relief package that would include postponing or slashing taxes, a
government guarantee of loans for companies, and more than $1.1 billion for small businesses and independent
contractors.
Global Cases: over 179,100 Total Deaths: 7,426

Lifestyle and Economy

•

•

•

•

•
•

The S&P 500 roller coaster sailed along today, rising by about six percent, a welcomed recover after yesterday's
12 percent drop.
o The Dow rose just over 5.2 percent.
A new analysis out of Harvard predicts that many parts of the U.S. would not have nearly enough hospital beds if
COVID-19 does end up infecting up to 40 percent of adults. Hospitals have already begun canceling elective
surgeries and sending home patients with milder ailments.
The American Public Transportation Association, which represents systems used by about 90 percent of public
transit riders in the U.S. and Canada, released a statement asking Congress for $12.9 billion to help pay for
system cleaning and to help offset lost fares and sales tax revenue.
Colleges and universities continue to cancel in-person classes to switch to a virtual curriculum. Other schools
have decided to cancel the remainder of the spring semester, having varied impacts on students and studentathletes. Continually updated lists of college/university decisions are outlined in this article and this article.
The Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) finally decided to suspend upcoming events, joining nearly every
other professional sports organization.
St. Patrick's Day parades in New York City, Boston, and - most importantly- Dublin were canceled. People were
encouraged to celebrate the day online using the hashtag #StPatricksDayTogether.
o Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here and here.

Helpful Articles/Media

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily WHO Situation Reports (3/17)
Prevent Epidemics has a fantastic annotated bibliography of COVID-19 publications that includes links to the
original articles. View its resources here.
Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to "flatten the curve."
The American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) has information for veterinarians.
About a month ago, I included a link to a Johns Hopkins data capture. It looked relatively insignificant at the
time, but I highly encourage you to check it out now.
U.S. Hospitals Face Major Challenges as Coronavirus Spreads
How will count y-based mitigation measures influence the course of the COVID-19 epidemic?
This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial establishments safe.
Interested in how to talk to kids about coronavirus? Check out this piece from NPR.
Helpful guidance from Bio
Priorities for the US Health Comm uni
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•
•
•
•
•
•

List of EPA's Registered Antimicrobial Products for Use Against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2,the Cause of
COVID-19
Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide
Check the CDC's page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U.S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-19 - Navigating the Uncharted (co-authored by Ors. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.
Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/7
hotline at 770-488-7100.
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States ReportingCasesof COVID-19to CDC*
Reported Cases
(last updated March 17, 2020)
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Map updated as of 3/17 /20.

"Flattening the Curve" is how we describe the need to take precautions to minimize the number of people infected by
COVID-19.Above, you can see where the health care system's capacity is, as well as how it stacks up against the number
of cases with and without implementing protective measures.
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For more information
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visit CDC1s Novel Cororuwirus 2019 website
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:42 PM
Scott, Cedric
FW: Daily COVID-19 Dashboard

Chief - The Chairman would like for us to develop a dashboard for EMA that includes school system data. We can
discuss this during tomorrow's meeting.
From: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:20 PM
Subject: Daily COVID-19 Dashboard
As a valued Community Partner of Phoebe Putney Health System we have created the dashboard below to ensure you
have the most recent information about patients and COVID-19.
We will provide this to you daily in full transparency trusting that having correct information is not only the best, but the
only way to operate.
What we are dealing with today is an unprecedented event in Georgia, the United States and the entire world. While we
did not ask for this disease to come to SW Georgia, know that we have 5,000 incredible healthcare workers and an
amazing community that is ready to take the fight to this virus. It will not be easy but we know that a higher power is on
our side and that we are fighters.
We appreciate the work you all do for our communities each and every day. I thank you for your trust and
commitment.
Together we rise!
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Steve Rapson
<srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.GOV>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:40 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?
Coronavirus Update; Coronavirus Update; Fwd: Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary,
Post-Secondary Schools Closed March 18 to March 31; Coronavirus Update; RE:
Coronavirus Update; Coronavirus Update; Coronavirus Update; Coronavirus update;
Coronavirus Update; Coronavirus Update

Ok- I didn't want to appear to be a slacker. ..
I'm dealing with this crisis in real time and providing emails daily to the Commissioners on
policy and operational actions taken as we go along ... The process is fairly simple - I pull up an
email template on one computer and then update it in real time as the day progresses - I'm
averaging like 2-3 emails during the day ... I've attached a few as example.
It's easy to shoot these to the entire Board, newspapers, social media, website etc ... seems to be
working pretty good but the days have certainly become more interesting.
We have 7 confirmed cases in Fayette County and will be announcing our first fatality in the
mornmg ...
I have 4 Employees Quarantined and we're up to 9 full-time Telecommuting ... and like Tom
may need to ease up a bit on my health folks during the budgeting process ...
Trying my best to follow a decision tree for quarantine; determining when an employee is on
paid time off or sick leave ... still learning as we go.
Trying to get the DPH and/or CDC to establish an employee protocols for all employees to
follow ... best I have now is something close to this below - highlighted isn't blessed yet.
Public safety employee
If public safety employee becomes symptomatic, public safety employee will need to remain
isolated for 7 days from when the symptoms start OR 3 days after symptoms stop, whichever is
longer.
Non-public safety employee
If non-public safety employee has come into contact with someone exposed and becomes
symptomatic, non-public safety employee will need to remain isolated for 7 days from when the
symptoms start OR 3 days after symptoms stop, whichever is longer.
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If non-public safety employee does not develop symptoms non-public safety employee will be
cleared after 14 days.
Non-public safety employee
If non-public safety employee has come into contact with a confirmed positive case, non-public
safety employee needs to self-quarantine for 14 days.
If, within those 14 days, non-public safety employee becomes symptomatic, non-public safety
employee will need to remain isolated for 7 days from when the symptoms start OR 3 days after
symptoms stop, whichever is longer.
If non-public safety employee does not develop symptoms non-public safety employee will be
cleared after 14 days.

Once we can breathe again - we'll package it all into a nice policy with cool guidelines and
protocols ... maybe even throw in some cool flowcharts.
We've had some close calls already ... stay safe everyone ...
Steven "Sledgehammer" Rapson
Fayette County
County Manager, C.P.A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.gov
770.305.5100

From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> On Behalf Of

O'Quinn, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?

Thank you Tom, Cheri and Michael for the policies (5 minutes ago I found where Michael Brewer sent the
Banks version last week; sorry I had to ask again). Thanks also for working late into the night on this.
Here is another question, but it can wait until tomorrow for a response:
Has any county provided for additional paid time off in the event an employee must be away from work
because they are contagious, might be contagious, or are caring for a family member who has been diagnosed
with the virus? Not saying you should, just looking for examples if anyone has taken this step.
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Michael A. O'Quinn
County Consulting Services Associate
191 Peachtree St. N.E., Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
Cell Phone: 404.925.0764
Email: moquinn@accg.org
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfTom
Couch
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:42 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: FW: Distribute to BOC?
I believe we only modified it slightly from the original draft that Mike Brewer sent on the list serve. I can try to track the
changes.
We are watching the federal leave legislation proposed in Congress to see if we have to change on a dime.
Meanwhile, I would say that we are not on top of it. I am just shocked at the local cooperation, but thankful for ACCG's
assistance. We have not let this out to our citizens yet but we have purchased/rented some testing tents for the Health
Department with a staging center arranged for testing. Our BOH has been great. I say that with trepidation because I
have kicked them before (cutting annual operating funds when they have had windfall surplus funds). But, we said that
when a real emergency occurs, we'd have their back.

Doveryai, no proveryai
Trust, but verify ...

TtK
From: Cindy Mallett <cmallett@bullochcounty.net>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:27 PM

To: Olympia Gaines <ogaines@bullochcounty.net>
Cc:Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>, Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty.net>
Subject: Distribute to BOC?

Olympia - If you don't mind, would you please forward this proposed policy to the Commissioners? We will present this
policy to the BOC tomorrow, along with a resolution which will be forthcoming, and ask for their approval. Mr. Couch
will add it to the agenda (probably among other changes) at the meeting in the morning.
Thanks!
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Cindy Mallett
Hum;m Resources Dfr,ect:0r

Bulloch. Goun.tyBo;u-dof Co:m:Jtnissiom~:n,
115 Nortb Main. St!r,,eet
Statesboro, Georgia. 3,0458
(912) 764-0219 (Office)
(912) 764-4609 (Fax)

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from City and County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

reports@subway.com
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:00 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Attached Letter from Subway
Force Majeure Letter.pdf

Importance:

High

Please see the attached letter pertaining to the referenced location in which Subway is a Tenant.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Wills, Dave <DWills@ACCG.ORG>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:52 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?
image001.png; image002.jpg

Michael and Dougherty County are at the center of a COVID-19 hotspot in SW Georgia. Of 99 people tested a couple of
days ago, 58 are hospitalized! And the coroner is investigating three deaths which may be linked to the virus.
https://www.albanyherald.com/news/dougherty-health-officials-expect-more-coronavirus-cases-as-they-await/article
11ea-9e20-53767ef8f937. html

2b24ecf6-688c-

Let's all hope that this cycle of disrupting the spread of the virus through physical distancing works and that diagnosed
numbers fall afterwards.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
ACCG
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-589-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
www.accg.org
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:43 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

Here's a policy we adopted on Monday.
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On
Behalf OfTom Couch
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:42 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] FW: Distribute to BOC?

I believe we only modified it slightly from the original draft that Mike Brewer sent on the list serve. I can
try to track the changes.
We are watching the federal leave legislation proposed in Congress to see if we have to change on a
dime.
Meanwhile, I would say that we are not on top of it. I am just shocked at the local cooperation, but
thankful for ACCG's assistance. We have not let this out to our citizens yet but we have
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purchased/rented some testing tents for the Health Department with a staging center arranged for
testing. Our BOH has been great. I say that with trepidation because I have kicked them before (cutting
annual operating funds when they have had windfall surplus funds). But, we said that when a real
emergency occurs, we'd have their back.

Doveryai, no proveryai
Trust, but verify ...

TtK
From: Cindy Mallett <cmallett@bullochcounty.net>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:27 PM
To: Olympia Gaines <ogaines@bullochcounty.net>
Cc:Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>,
Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty.net>
Subject: Distribute to BOC?

Olympia - If you don't mind, would you please forward this proposed policy to the Commissioners? We
will present this policy to the BOCtomorrow, along with a resolution which will be forthcoming, and ask
for their approval. Mr. Couch will add it to the agenda (probably among other changes) at the meeting in
the morning.
Thanks!
<image00l.png>
l<image002.jpg3
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.

<Dougherty County Planned Response 3-16-2020.docx>
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:50 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two
Press Releases from Governor Kemp

I like that Level 1/11stuff.
Interestingly, though we have offered telework opportunities, many of our folks said they can't - though we offerd to
pay for IT infrastructure, but a week ago (or a year ago) I thought videoconference hearings in the courts from the jail
was impossible. Who knows?
Crisis brings opportunity,
Journal editors.

and so much for my ZGB (Zero Growth Budgeting) theory rejected by the Public Administration

From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of
Cheri Matthews <cmatthews@CO.HENRY.GA.US>
Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:42 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG" <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp

Good evening,
Please see the below press release issued by Henry County, this evening. We
started with a no public access on Monday, essential employees (level 1 and 2).
See the release below for the current operations model.

County Closes Facilities and Initiates Telework Protocol Amid COVID-19
Coronavirus Crisis

In an effort to decrease the spread of the COVID-19 coronavirus, Henry County Government has implemented
telework schedule for the remainder of this week, beginning at 5 p.m. today, March 17, 2020.
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All county facilities, with the exception of the courts and the Elections Office, will be closed through Sunday,
March 22, at which time the situation regarding this public health crisis will be re-evaluated by county officials.

Public safety agencies will continue their regular work schedule and services. Henry County Transit has
suspended service, with the exception of critically ill patients, who will continue to be transported on their
regular schedule. Citizens can still utilize the See Click Fix app to report issues and concerns.

Also, please see a list of services that are available online:

Building and Plan Review
• Development Plan Review Submittals for Residential Land Disturbances, Commercial Land Disturbances and
Development Permits (Residential and Commercial)
• Commercial Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
• Residential Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
Planning and Zoning
• Sign up for pre-applications and appointments will be scheduled when county facilities reopen
Tax and Tag Office
• Motor Vehicles- Tag renewal, Payment of insurance fines and Check status of vehicle insurance
• Property Tax- Make Property Tax payments (Full or Partial), Check balance of Property Tax Bill and Download
Homestead information
• Occupational Tax/Business License- Renewal of business license
There are two kiosks locations available for citizens to renew tags located inside of the Kroger Grocery Stores-KrogerEllenwood at 101 Fairview Rd in Ellenwood and Kroger-McDonough at 301 Jonesboro Rd. in McDonough. Drop boxes
are located at the Stockbridge and McDonough Tag office locations that the public can utilize; midnight April 1, 2020 is
the deadline for placing forms in the drop box.
Tax Assessors
• Forms regarding return of real property; return of aircraft, business and marine personal property; the application
for freeport exemption; and the county's homestead exemption application are available
on www,qpuhlic.nct/ga/hcnry/. All forms may be mailed to the office and must be postmarked on or before April
1, 2020

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf ofTom

Couch <tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:33:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp

CAUT'IOl'.I:This e1mailloriginated froi1r1outside of the organization ..Do not dick llinks or open attachments
unlless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe ..
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Still working it out, but ...
Closed to public, but working with employees for 4-5 days with Pandemic policies in place:
County Commissioners (including Mai, Clerk Services)
Finance

HR
Development Services (P/Z, Inspections, Code Enforcement -very limited inspections)
Engineering
Tax Commissioner
Tax Assessors
Elections
State Court and Solicitor General
Magistrate Court (video conference hearings at Jail)
Parks and Recreation (including retail facilties - Water Park, Equestrian)
Public Works (office to public only- services delivered)
EMS stations
E-911 and Emergency Operations Center
Animal Shelter (with limited Animal Control)
Limited to Public (with Court Security Assistance):
Superior Court (will hold criminal hearings at jail courtroom with Sheriff queueing restrictions; civil hearings at Judicial
Annex with capacity restrictions - access to justice mandate by emergency judicial declaration)
Clerk of Courts
Adult Probation
Probate Court (Gun permits suspended; limited hearings)
Public Safety and Public Works functions will continue with social distancing.
We have also opened community Wi-fi hotspots in open space facilities with utility assistance along with livestock food
feed donations to farmers in rural areas at our equestrian arena.
I know I am missing some things, but we will tie up the details in the morning for a press release. Encouraging as much
e-mail/online/snail mail, etc. as we can.

TtK
From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of
Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTY-GA.GOV>
Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:16 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG" <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
Tom,
Thanks for sharing. I would be interested to know the departments that you are having a skeleton crew in.
Thanks
Alan
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Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>

wrote:

I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state of emergency
with a public caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was precautionary and it opens the state and
federal aid, if any. No draconian measures yet like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which includes the
emergency declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the Forsyth and Banks Counties
employee COVID-19 interim employee policies (send us a bill Megan Martin). We will also be
commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full public closure of non-essential services from this
Thursday to next Tuesday (or, Wednesday) - employees reporting - called skeleton in other places, I
think. Some court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via local
interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County Board of Health
for services and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health emergency with more increments to
follow, if necessary. We also allowed them to use county emergency purchase waivers to expedite
funding in-lieu of state procurement requirements (non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well
the show must go on. Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances, and other
measures, but we will use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last several days of
meetings - "why can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE CITYOF STATESBOROhas been
great to work with (did I say that?). I am sure that you are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in our workforce elections and solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we have a potential crossover plan to
use PT recreational employees left over from school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed information. Simply put, easy
on the eyes and a grand contribution to our staff who has also worked tirelessly to assimilate the
mounds of information we're getting in all directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
Gotta' go - Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife

From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association
of Counties (NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated
in and is providing a summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York
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and Washington. In addition, NACo has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are
useful to you as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration

for Economic 1n·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.

Have a good evening!

<image00l.jpg>
Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

CAUTIIION:This ernailll originated outside of the Glllynn County Network E-rnailllSystern, Do not clllick lllinksor open attachrnents unlllessyou
recognize the sender and know the content is safe,
<2020_03_17 _NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf>

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:46 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two
Press Releases from Governor Kemp

Why aren't we watching the Family Guy episode - "My Drunken Irish Dad?"
Happy Saint Patrick's Day

From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of

Cheri Matthews <cmatthews@CO.HENRY.GA.US>
Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>

Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:42 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG" <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp

Good evening,
Please see the below press release issued by Henry County, this evening. We
started with a no public access on Monday, essential employees (level 1 and 2).
See the release below for the current operations model.

County Closes Facilities and Initiates Telework Protocol Amid COVID-19
Coronavirus Crisis

In an effort to decrease the spread of the COVID-19 coronavirus, Henry County Government has implemented
telework schedule for the remainder of this week, beginning at 5 p.m. today, March 17, 2020.

All county facilities, with the exception of the courts and the Elections Office, will be closed through Sunday,
March 22, at which time the situation regarding this public health crisis will be re-evaluated by county officials.
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Public safety agencies will continue their regular work schedule and services. Henry County Transit has
suspended service, with the exception of critically ill patients, who will continue to be transported on their
regular schedule. Citizens can still utilize the See Click Fix app to report issues and concerns.

Also, please see a list of services that are available online:

Building and Plan Review
• Development Plan Review Submittals for Residential Land Disturbances, Commercial Land Disturbances and
Development Permits (Residential and Commercial)
• Commercial Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
• Residential Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
Planning and Zoning
• Sign up for pre-applications and appointments will be scheduled when county facilities reopen
Tax and Tag Office
• Motor Vehicles- Tag renewal, Payment of insurance fines and Check status of vehicle insurance
• Property Tax- Make Property Tax payments (Full or Partial), Check balance of Property Tax Bill and Download
Homestead information
• Occupational Tax/Business License- Renewal of business license
There are two kiosks locations available for citizens to renew tags located inside of the Kroger Grocery Stores-KrogerEllenwood at 101 Fairview Rd in Ellenwood and Kroger-McDonough at 301 Jonesboro Rd. in McDonough. Drop boxes
are located at the Stockbridge and McDonough Tag office locations that the public can utilize; midnight April 1, 2020 is
the deadline for placing forms in the drop box.
Tax Assessors
• Forms regarding return of real property; return of aircraft, business and marine personal property; the application
for freeport exemption; and the county's homestead exemption application are available
on www,qpuhlic.nct/ga/hcnry/. All forms may be mailed to the office and must be postmarked on or before April
1, 2020

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf ofTom
Couch <tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:33:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp

CAUT'IOl'.I:This e1mailloriginated froi1r1outside of the organization ..Do not dick llinks or open attachments
unlless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe ..
Still working it out, but ...
Closed to public, but working with employees for 4-5 days with Pandemic policies in place:
County Commissioners (including Mai, Clerk Services)
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Finance

HR
Development Services (P/Z, Inspections, Code Enforcement -very limited inspections)
Engineering
Tax Commissioner
Tax Assessors
Elections
State Court and Solicitor General
Magistrate Court (video conference hearings at Jail)
Parks and Recreation (including retail facilties - Water Park, Equestrian)
Public Works (office to public only- services delivered)
EMS stations
E-911 and Emergency Operations Center
Animal Shelter (with limited Animal Control)
Limited to Public (with Court Security Assistance):
Superior Court (will hold criminal hearings at jail courtroom with Sheriff queueing restrictions; civil hearings at Judicial
Annex with capacity restrictions - access to justice mandate by emergency judicial declaration)
Clerk of Courts
Adult Probation
Probate Court (Gun permits suspended; limited hearings)
Public Safety and Public Works functions will continue with social distancing.
We have also opened community Wi-fi hotspots in open space facilities with utility assistance along with livestock food
feed donations to farmers in rural areas at our equestrian arena.
I know I am missing some things, but we will tie up the details in the morning for a press release. Encouraging as much
e-mail/online/snail mail, etc. as we can.

TtK
From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of
Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTY-GA.GOV>
Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:16 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG" <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
Tom,
Thanks for sharing. I would be interested to know the departments that you are having a skeleton crew in.
Thanks
Alan
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net> wrote:
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I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state of emergency
with a public caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was precautionary and it opens the state and
federal aid, if any. No draconian measures yet like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which includes the
emergency declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the Forsyth and Banks Counties
employee COVID-19 interim employee policies (send us a bill Megan Martin). We will also be
commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full public closure of non-essential services from this
Thursday to next Tuesday (or, Wednesday) - employees reporting - called skeleton in other places, I
think. Some court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via local
interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County Board of Health
for services and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health emergency with more increments to
follow, if necessary. We also allowed them to use county emergency purchase waivers to expedite
funding in-lieu of state procurement requirements (non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well
the show must go on. Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances, and other
measures, but we will use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last several days of
meetings - "why can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE CITYOF STATESBOROhas been
great to work with (did I say that?). I am sure that you are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in our workforce elections and solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we have a potential crossover plan to
use PT recreational employees left over from school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed information. Simply put, easy
on the eyes and a grand contribution to our staff who has also worked tirelessly to assimilate the
mounds of information we're getting in all directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
Gotta' go - Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife

From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association
of Counties (NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated
in and is providing a summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York
and Washington. In addition, NACo has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are
useful to you as well: .:....::..:....=.....::::..::::;....::..:.=--:::..:::;....:....:....::=:...::..:::c·
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
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Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration

for Economic In·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.

Have a good evening!

<image00l.jpg>
Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

CAUTIIION:This ernailll originated outside of the Glllynn County Network E··
rnailllSystern, Do not clllick lllinksor open attachrnents unlllessyou
recognize the sender and know the content is safe,
<2020_03_17 _NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf>

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:45 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two
Press Releases from Governor Kemp

We are going to implement this tomorrow.

Thanks.

From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On Behalf Of Cheri
Matthews
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:43 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor
Kemp

Good evening,
Please see the below press release issued by Henry County, this evening. We
started with a no public access on Monday, essential employees (level 1 and 2).
See the release below for the current operations model.

County Closes Facilities and Initiates Telework Protocol Amid COVID-19
Coronavirus Crisis

In an effort to decrease the spread of the COVID-19 coronavirus, Henry County Government has implemented
telework schedule for the remainder of this week, beginning at 5 p.m. today, March 17, 2020.

All county facilities, with the exception of the courts and the Elections Office, will be closed through Sunday,
March 22, at which time the situation regarding this public health crisis will be re-evaluated by county officials.

Public safety agencies will continue their regular work schedule and services. Henry County Transit has
suspended service, with the exception of critically ill patients, who will continue to be transported on their
regular schedule. Citizens can still utilize the See Click Fix app to report issues and concerns.
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Also, please see a list of services that are available online:

Building and Plan Review
• Development Plan Review Submittals for Residential Land Disturbances, Commercial Land Disturbances and
Development Permits (Residential and Commercial)
• Commercial Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
• Residential Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
Planning and Zoning
• Sign up for pre-applications and appointments will be scheduled when county facilities reopen
Tax and Tag Office
• Motor Vehicles- Tag renewal, Payment of insurance fines and Check status of vehicle insurance
• Property Tax- Make Property Tax payments (Full or Partial), Check balance of Property Tax Bill and Download
Homestead information
• Occupational Tax/Business License- Renewal of business license
There are two kiosks locations available for citizens to renew tags located inside of the Kroger Grocery Stores-KrogerEllenwood at 101 Fairview Rd in Ellenwood and Kroger-McDonough at 301 Jonesboro Rd. in McDonough. Drop boxes
are located at the Stockbridge and McDonough Tag office locations that the public can utilize; midnight April 1, 2020 is
the deadline for placing forms in the drop box.
Tax Assessors
• Forms regarding return of real property; return of aircraft, business and marine personal property; the application
for freeport exemption; and the county's homestead exemption application are available
on www,qpuhlic.nct/ga/hcnry/. All forms may be mailed to the office and must be postmarked on or before April
1, 2020

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf ofTom
Couch <tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:33:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp

CAUT'IOl'.I:This e1mailloriginated froi1r1outside of the organization ..Do not dick llinks or open attachments
unlless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe ..
Still working it out, but ...
Closed to public, but working with employees for 4-5 days with Pandemic policies in place:
County Commissioners (including Mai, Clerk Services)
Finance
HR
Development Services (P/Z, Inspections, Code Enforcement -very
Engineering
Tax Commissioner
Tax Assessors
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limited inspections)

Elections
State Court and Solicitor General
Magistrate Court (video conference hearings at Jail)
Parks and Recreation (including retail facilties - Water Park, Equestrian)
Public Works (office to public only- services delivered)
EMS stations
E-911 and Emergency Operations Center
Animal Shelter (with limited Animal Control)
Limited to Public (with Court Security Assistance):
Superior Court (will hold criminal hearings at jail courtroom with Sheriff queueing restrictions; civil hearings at Judicial
Annex with capacity restrictions - access to justice mandate by emergency judicial declaration)
Clerk of Courts
Adult Probation
Probate Court (Gun permits suspended; limited hearings)
Public Safety and Public Works functions will continue with social distancing.
We have also opened community Wi-fi hotspots in open space facilities with utility assistance along with livestock food
feed donations to farmers in rural areas at our equestrian arena.
I know I am missing some things, but we will tie up the details in the morning for a press release. Encouraging as much
e-mail/online/snail mail, etc. as we can.

TtK
From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of
Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTY-GA.GOV>
Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:16 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG" <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
Tom,
Thanks for sharing. I would be interested to know the departments that you are having a skeleton crew in.
Thanks
Alan
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>

wrote:

I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state of emergency
with a public caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was precautionary and it opens the state and
federal aid, if any. No draconian measures yet like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which includes the
emergency declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the Forsyth and Banks Counties
employee COVID-19 interim employee policies (send us a bill Megan Martin). We will also be
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commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full public closure of non-essential services from this
Thursday to next Tuesday (or, Wednesday) - employees reporting - called skeleton in other places, I
think. Some court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via local
interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County Board of Health
for services and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health emergency with more increments to
follow, if necessary. We also allowed them to use county emergency purchase waivers to expedite
funding in-lieu of state procurement requirements (non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well
the show must go on. Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances, and other
measures, but we will use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last several days of
meetings - "why can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE CITYOF STATESBOROhas been
great to work with (did I say that?). I am sure that you are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in our workforce elections and solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we have a potential crossover plan to
use PT recreational employees left over from school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed information. Simply put, easy
on the eyes and a grand contribution to our staff who has also worked tirelessly to assimilate the
mounds of information we're getting in all directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
Gotta' go - Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife

From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association
of Counties (NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated
in and is providing a summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York
and Washington. In addition, NACo has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are
useful to you as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration for Economic 1n·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.
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Have a good evening!

<image00l.jpg>
Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

.CAUTIIION:This ernailll originated outside of the Glllynn County Network
E--rnailllSystern, Do not clllick lllinksor open attachrnents unlllessyou
recognize the sender and know the content is safe,
<2020_03_17 _NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf>

.PUBUC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of McCoy, Michael
< M McCoy@DOUGH ERTY.GA.US>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:44 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Distribute to BOC?
Dougherty County Planned Response 3-16-2020.docx

Here's a policy we adopted on Monday.
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfTom
Couch
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:42 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] FW: Distribute to BOC?

I believe we only modified it slightly from the original draft that Mike Brewer sent on the list serve. I can try to track the
changes.
We are watching the federal leave legislation proposed in Congress to see if we have to change on a dime.
Meanwhile, I would say that we are not on top of it. I am just shocked at the local cooperation, but thankful for ACCG's
assistance. We have not let this out to our citizens yet but we have purchased/rented some testing tents for the Health
Department with a staging center arranged for testing. Our BOH has been great. I say that with trepidation because I
have kicked them before (cutting annual operating funds when they have had windfall surplus funds). But, we said that
when a real emergency occurs, we'd have their back.

Doveryai, no proveryai
Trust, but verify ...

TtK
From: Cindy Mallett <cmallett@bullochcounty.net>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:27 PM
To: Olympia Gaines <ogaines@bullochcounty.net>
Cc:Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>, Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty.net>
Subject: Distribute to BOC?

Olympia - If you don't mind, would you please forward this proposed policy to the Commissioners? We will present this
policy to the BOC tomorrow, along with a resolution which will be forthcoming, and ask for their approval. Mr. Couch
will add it to the agenda (probably among other changes) at the meeting in the morning.
Thanks!
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Cindy Mallett
Hum;m Resources Dfr,ect:0r

Bulloch. Goun.tyBo;u-dof Co:m:Jtnissiom~:n,
115 Nortb Main. St!r,,eet
Statesboro, Georgia. 3,0458
(912) 764-0219 (Office)
(912) 764-4609 (Fax)

.PUBUC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:44 PM
County-managers-and-admins
RE:Distribute to BOC?
Dougherty County Planned Response 3-16-2020.docx

Here's a policy we adopted on Monday.
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfTom
Couch
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:42 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] FW: Distribute to BOC?

I believe we only modified it slightly from the original draft that Mike Brewer sent on the list serve. I can try to track the
changes.
We are watching the federal leave legislation proposed in Congress to see if we have to change on a dime.
Meanwhile, I would say that we are not on top of it. I am just shocked at the local cooperation, but thankful for ACCG's
assistance. We have not let this out to our citizens yet but we have purchased/rented some testing tents for the Health
Department with a staging center arranged for testing. Our BOH has been great. I say that with trepidation because I
have kicked them before (cutting annual operating funds when they have had windfall surplus funds). But, we said that
when a real emergency occurs, we'd have their back.

Doveryai, no proveryai
Trust, but verify ...

TtK
From: Cindy Mallett <cmallett@bullochcounty.net>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:27 PM
To: Olympia Gaines <ogaines@bullochcounty.net>
Cc:Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>, Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty.net>
Subject: Distribute to BOC?

Olympia - If you don't mind, would you please forward this proposed policy to the Commissioners? We will present this
policy to the BOC tomorrow, along with a resolution which will be forthcoming, and ask for their approval. Mr. Couch
will add it to the agenda (probably among other changes) at the meeting in the morning.
Thanks!
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Cindy Mallett
Hum;m Resources Dfr,ect:0r

Bulloch. Goun.tyBo;u-dof Co:m:Jtnissiom~:n,
115 Nortb Main. St!r,,eet
Statesboro, Georgia. 3,0458
(912) 764-0219 (Office)
(912) 764-4609 (Fax)

.PUBUC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Cheri Matthews
<cmatthews@CO.HENRY.GA.US>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:43 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two

To:

Subject:

Press Releases from Governor Kemp

Good evening,
Please see the below press release issued by Henry County, this evening. We
started with a no public access on Monday, essential employees (level 1 and 2).
See the release below for the current operations model.

County Closes Facilities and Initiates Telework Protocol Amid COVID-19
Coronavirus Crisis

In an effort to decrease the spread of the COVID-19 coronavirus, Henry County Government has implemented
telework schedule for the remainder of this week, beginning at 5 p.m. today, March 17, 2020.

All county facilities, with the exception of the courts and the Elections Office, will be closed through Sunday,
March 22, at which time the situation regarding this public health crisis will be re-evaluated by county officials.

Public safety agencies will continue their regular work schedule and services. Henry County Transit has
suspended service, with the exception of critically ill patients, who will continue to be transported on their
regular schedule. Citizens can still utilize the See Click Fix app to report issues and concerns.

Also, please see a list of services that are available online:

Building and Plan Review
• Development Plan Review Submittals for Residential Land Disturbances, Commercial Land Disturbances and
Development Permits (Residential and Commercial)
• Commercial Building Permit Plan Review Submittals
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•

Residential Building Permit Plan Review Submittals

Planning and Zoning
• Sign up for pre-applications and appointments will be scheduled when county facilities reopen
Tax and Tag Office
• Motor Vehicles- Tag renewal, Payment of insurance fines and Check status of vehicle insurance
• Property Tax- Make Property Tax payments (Full or Partial), Check balance of Property Tax Bill and Download
Homestead information
• Occupational Tax/Business License- Renewal of business license
There are two kiosks locations available for citizens to renew tags located inside of the Kroger Grocery Stores-KrogerEllenwood at 101 Fairview Rd in Ellenwood and Kroger-McDonough at 301 Jonesboro Rd. in McDonough. Drop boxes
are located at the Stockbridge and McDonough Tag office locations that the public can utilize; midnight April 1, 2020 is
the deadline for placing forms in the drop box.
Tax Assessors
• Forms regarding return of real property; return of aircraft, business and marine personal property; the application
for freeport exemption; and the county's homestead exemption application are available
on www,qpuhlic.nct/g14/]t}(;J11a/.
All forms may be mailed to the office and must be postmarked on or before April
1, 2020

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
on behalf ofTom
Couch <tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:33:51 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp

CAUT'IOl'.I:This e1mailloriginated

frrn1r1outside of the organization .. Do not dick llinks or open attachments

unlless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe ..
Still working it out, but ...
Closed to public, but working with employees for 4-5 days with Pandemic policies in place:
County Commissioners (including Mai, Clerk Services)
Finance
HR
Development Services (P/Z, Inspections, Code Enforcement -very limited inspections)
Engineering
Tax Commissioner
Tax Assessors
Elections
State Court and Solicitor General
Magistrate Court (video conference hearings at Jail)
Parks and Recreation (including retail facilties - Water Park, Equestrian)
Public Works (office to public only- services delivered)
EMS stations
E-911 and Emergency Operations Center
Animal Shelter (with limited Animal Control)
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Limited to Public (with Court Security Assistance):
Superior Court (will hold criminal hearings at jail courtroom with Sheriff queueing restrictions; civil hearings at Judicial
Annex with capacity restrictions - access to justice mandate by emergency judicial declaration)
Clerk of Courts
Adult Probation
Probate Court (Gun permits suspended; limited hearings)
Public Safety and Public Works functions will continue with social distancing.
We have also opened community Wi-fi hotspots in open space facilities with utility assistance along with livestock food
feed donations to farmers in rural areas at our equestrian arena.
I know I am missing some things, but we will tie up the details in the morning for a press release. Encouraging as much
e-mail/online/snail mail, etc. as we can.

TtK
From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of
Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTY-GA.GOV>
Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:16 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG" <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Subject: Re: FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
Tom,
Thanks for sharing. I would be interested to know the departments that you are having a skeleton crew in.
Thanks
Alan
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>

wrote:

I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state of emergency
with a public caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was precautionary and it opens the state and
federal aid, if any. No draconian measures yet like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which includes the
emergency declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the Forsyth and Banks Counties
employee COVID-19 interim employee policies (send us a bill Megan Martin). We will also be
commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full public closure of non-essential services from this
Thursday to next Tuesday (or, Wednesday) - employees reporting - called skeleton in other places, I
think. Some court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via local
interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County Board of Health
for services and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health emergency with more increments to
follow, if necessary. We also allowed them to use county emergency purchase waivers to expedite
funding in-lieu of state procurement requirements (non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well
the show must go on. Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
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Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances, and other
measures, but we will use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last several days of
meetings - "why can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE CITYOF STATESBOROhas been
great to work with (did I say that?). I am sure that you are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in our workforce elections and solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we have a potential crossover plan to
use PT recreational employees left over from school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed information. Simply put, easy
on the eyes and a grand contribution to our staff who has also worked tirelessly to assimilate the
mounds of information we're getting in all directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
Gotta' go- Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife

From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association
of Counties (NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated
in and is providing a summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York
and Washington. In addition, NACo has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are
useful to you as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration for Economic 1n·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.

<image00l.jpg>
Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org
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Have a good evening!

CAUTIIION:This ernailll originated outside of the Glllynn County Network E··
rnailllSystern, Do not clllick lllinksor open attachrnents unlllessyou
recognize the sender and know the content is safe,
<2020_03_17 _NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf>

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:42 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] FW: Distribute to BOC?
Bulloch County Coronavirus Policy.docx

I believe we only modified it slightly from the original draft that Mike Brewer sent on the list serve. I can try to track the
changes.
We are watching the federal leave legislation proposed in Congress to see if we have to change on a dime.
Meanwhile, I would say that we are not on top of it. I am just shocked at the local cooperation, but thankful for ACCG's
assistance. We have not let this out to our citizens yet but we have purchased/rented some testing tents for the Health
Department with a staging center arranged for testing. Our BOH has been great. I say that with trepidation because I
have kicked them before (cutting annual operating funds when they have had windfall surplus funds). But, we said that
when a real emergency occurs, we'd have their back.

Doveryai, no proveryai
Trust, but verify ...

TtK
From: Cindy Mallett <cmallett@bullochcounty.net>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:27 PM
To: Olympia Gaines <ogaines@bullochcounty.net>

Cc:Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>,
Subject: Distribute to BOC?

Andy Welch <awelch@bullochcounty.net>

Olympia - If you don't mind, would you please forward this proposed policy to the Commissioners? We will present this
policy to the BOC tomorrow, along with a resolution which will be forthcoming, and ask for their approval. Mr. Couch
will add it to the agenda (probably among other changes) at the meeting in the morning.
Thanks!

Cindy Mallett

Hum;m Resmm:es. Dfr,ector
BuUocb Goun.tyBo;u-dof Com:irnissionen,
115 Nortb Main. St!r,,eet
Statesborn, Georgia. 3045 8
(912) 764-0219 (Office)
(912) 764-4609 (Fax)
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:34 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two
Press Releasesfrom Governor Kemp

Still working it out, but ...
Closed to public, but working with employees for 4-5 days with Pandemic policies in place:
County Commissioners (including Mai, Clerk Services)
Finance
HR
Development Services (P/Z, Inspections, Code Enforcement -very limited inspections)
Engineering
Tax Commissioner
Tax Assessors
Elections
State Court and Solicitor General
Magistrate Court (video conference hearings at Jail)
Parks and Recreation (including retail facilties - Water Park, Equestrian)
Public Works (office to public only- services delivered)
EMS stations
E-911 and Emergency Operations Center
Animal Shelter (with limited Animal Control)
Limited to Public (with Court Security Assistance):
Superior Court (will hold criminal hearings at jail courtroom with Sheriff queueing restrictions; civil hearings at Judicial
Annex with capacity restrictions - access to justice mandate by emergency judicial declaration)
Clerk of Courts
Adult Probation
Probate Court (Gun permits suspended; limited hearings)
Public Safety and Public Works functions will continue with social distancing.
We have also opened community Wi-fi hotspots in open space facilities with utility assistance along with livestock food
feed donations to farmers in rural areas at our equestrian arena.
I know I am missing some things, but we will tie up the details in the morning for a press release. Encouraging as much
e-mail/online/snail mail, etc. as we can.

TtK
From: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of
Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTY-GA.GOV>
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Reply-To: County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:16 PM
To: "COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG"
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>

Subject: Re: FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor

Kemp

Tom,
Thanks for sharing. I would be interested to know the departments that you are having a skeleton crew in.
Thanks
Alan
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>

wrote:

I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state of emergency
with a public caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was precautionary and it opens the state and
federal aid, if any. No draconian measures yet like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which includes the
emergency declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the Forsyth and Banks Counties
employee COVID-19 interim employee policies (send us a bill Megan Martin). We will also be
commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full public closure of non-essential services from this
Thursday to next Tuesday (or, Wednesday) - employees reporting - called skeleton in other places, I
think. Some court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via local
interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County Board of Health
for services and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health emergency with more increments to
follow, if necessary. We also allowed them to use county emergency purchase waivers to expedite
funding in-lieu of state procurement requirements (non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well
the show must go on. Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances, and other
measures, but we will use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last several days of
meetings - "why can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE CITYOF STATESBOROhas been
great to work with (did I say that?). I am sure that you are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in our workforce elections and solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we have a potential crossover plan to
use PT recreational employees left over from school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed information. Simply put, easy
on the eyes and a grand contribution to our staff who has also worked tirelessly to assimilate the
mounds of information we're getting in all directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
Gotta' go - Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife
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From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association
of Counties (NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated
in and is providing a summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York
and Washington. In addition, NACo has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are
useful to you as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration for Economic 1n·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.

Have a good evening!

<image00l.jpg>
Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

CAUTIIION:This ernailll originated outside of the Glllynn County Network E··
rnailllSystern, Do not clllick lllinksor open attachrnents unlllessyou
recognize the sender and know the content is safe,
<2020_03_17 _NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf>

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:30 PM
Dorough, Bo
Howard, Jon; Fuller, Matthew; Fletcher, BJ;Warbington, Chad; Langstaff, Bob; Young,
Demetrius; Davis,Nathan; Subadan, Sharon; Tolbert, Sonja; Chris S. Cohilas; McCoy,
Michael
Re: Community response to spread of coronavirus
image003.png

Good evening Sir,
Thanks for your email. I hope to speak to you soon, so that we can discuss your email in greater detail.
Have a great evening!
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 5:05 PM, Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov> wrote:

Bo Dorough, Mayor
Office of the Mayor
P.O. Box 383
Albany, GA 31702
Phone: 229.888.2757
Fax: 229.888.2959
www .albanyga.gov
<image003. png>
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.

<ltr to Cedric Scott (Coronavirus) 03-17-20.pdf>
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TAC Service Desk
County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
on behalf of Alan Ours <aours@GLYNNCOUNTYGA.GOV>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:16 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two
Press Releasesfrom Governor Kemp

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tom,
Thanks for sharing. I would be interested to know the departments that you are having a skeleton crew in.
Thanks
Alan
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:02 PM, Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>

wrote:

I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state of emergency
with a public caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was precautionary and it opens the state and
federal aid, if any. No draconian measures yet like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which includes the
emergency declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the Forsyth and Banks Counties
employee COVID-19 interim employee policies (send us a bill Megan Martin). We will also be
commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full public closure of non-essential services from this
Thursday to next Tuesday (or, Wednesday) - employees reporting - called skeleton in other places, I
think. Some court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via local
interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County Board of Health
for services and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health emergency with more increments to
follow, if necessary. We also allowed them to use county emergency purchase waivers to expedite
funding in-lieu of state procurement requirements (non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well
the show must go on. Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances, and other
measures, but we will use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last several days of
meetings - "why can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE CITYOF STATESBOROhas been
great to work with (did I say that?). I am sure that you are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in our workforce elections and solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we have a potential crossover plan to
use PT recreational employees left over from school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
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This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed information. Simply put, easy
on the eyes and a grand contribution to our staff who has also worked tirelessly to assimilate the
mounds of information we're getting in all directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
Gotta' go- Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife

From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association
of Counties (NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated
in and is providing a summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York
and Washington. In addition, NACo has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are
useful to you as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration for Economic 1n·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.

Have a good evening!

<image00l.jpg>
Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

CAUTIIION:This ernailll originated outside of the Glllynn County Network E-rnailllSystern, Do not clllick lllinksor open attachrnents unlllessyou
recognize the sender and know the content is safe,
<2020_03_17 _NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf>
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:11 PM
Kenneth Dyer
FW: Daily COVID-19 Dashboard

FYI
From: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:20 PM
Subject: Daily COVID-19 Dashboard

As a valued Community Partner of Phoebe Putney Health System we have created the dashboard below to ensure you
have the most recent information about patients and COVID-19.
We will provide this to you daily in full transparency trusting that having correct information is not only the best, but the
only way to operate.
What we are dealing with today is an unprecedented event in Georgia, the United States and the entire world. While we
did not ask for this disease to come to SW Georgia, know that we have 5,000 incredible healthcare workers and an
amazing community that is ready to take the fight to this virus. It will not be easy but we know that a higher power is on
our side and that we are fighters.
We appreciate the work you all do for our communities each and every day. I thank you for your trust and
commitment.
Together we rise!
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:03 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] FW: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two
Press Releasesfrom Governor Kemp
2020_03_17_NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf

I don't know if we were County #157 today. However - FYI - we did declare a local state of emergency with a public
caveat to our citizens to minimize panic. It was precautionary and it opens the state and federal aid, if any. No
draconian measures yet like curfews, or retail/hospitality restrictions, yet.
We developed a 3-stage COOP about two weeks ago, and we're already in Stage II which includes the emergency
declaration, and the adoption (with modifications) of the Forsyth and Banks Counties employee COVID-19 interim
employee policies (send us a bill Megan Martin). We will also be commencing a "soft shutdown" or a limited/full public
closure of non-essential services from this Thursday to next Tuesday (or, Wednesday) - employees reporting- called
skeleton in other places, I think. Some court functions will be limited according to the emergency judicial declaration via
local interpretation. Meanwhile, we released an initial increment of $100,000 to the County Board of Health for services
and supplies necessary pursuant to the public health emergency with more increments to follow, if necessary. We also
allowed them to use county emergency purchase waivers to expedite funding in-lieu of state procurement requirements
(non-competitive bidding). Some operations, well the show must go on. Yes, Elections and the tax offices signed on.
Stage Ill is where we hope not to go, which is special emergency orders or ordinances, and other measures, but we will
use the closure to firm up Stage Ill.
Our staff and elected officials have been great, to which I challenged them in the last several days of meetings - "why
can't it be this way when things are normal?" Even THE CITYOF STATESBOROhas been great to work with (did I say
that?). I am sure that you are experiencing the same.
I think the only gap in our COOP is dealing with the vulnerable elderly demographic in our workforce - elections and
solid waste convenience center attendants. I think we have a potential crossover plan to use PT recreational employees
left over from school/university closures. Any advice is welcome.
This brings me to thank the ACCG staff who have tirelessly pushed needed information. Simply put, easy on the eyes
and a grand contribution to our staff who has also worked tirelessly to assimilate the mounds of information we're
getting in all directions.
Thank you ACCG and all county partners.
Gotta' go- Schitt's Creek is on!
Tommy the Knife

From: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 8:30 PM
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To: "Brown, Beth" <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releases from Governor Kemp
While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association of Counties
(NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated in and is providing a
summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York and Washington. In addition, NACo
has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are useful to you as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration for Economic 1n·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.

Have a good evening!

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:29 PM
Brown, Beth
NACo COVID-19 Call Summary and Two Press Releasesfrom Governor Kemp
2020_03_17_NACo COVID Conference Call Notes.pdf

While most of you were on the call with Governor Brian Kemp this afternoon, the National Association of Counties
(NACo) also held a conference call for their members across the country. ACCG participated in and is providing a
summary of that call. There is some interesting insight county officials in New York and Washington. In addition, NACo
has created a COVID website that may have some resources that are useful to you as well: NACo COVID-19 Website.
In addition, Governor Kemp's office issues two press releases late this afternoon:
Governor Asks U.S. Small Business Administration

for Economic 1n·u

Disaster Loans

Kemp, American Red Cross Urge Georgians to Give Blood
I am sure we will have more information to share with you tomorrow.

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Have a good evening!

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:20 PM
Undisclosed recipients
Daily COVID-19 Dashboard

As a valued Community Partner of Phoebe Putney Health System we have created the dashboard below to ensure you
have the most recent information about patients and COVID-19.
We will provide this to you daily in full transparency trusting that having correct information is not only the best, but the
only way to operate.
What we are dealing with today is an unprecedented event in Georgia, the United States and the entire world. While we
did not ask for this disease to come to SW Georgia, know that we have 5,000 incredible healthcare workers and an
amazing community that is ready to take the fight to this virus. It will not be easy but we know that a higher power is on
our side and that we are fighters.
We appreciate the work you all do for our communities each and every day. I thank you for your trust and
commitment.
Together we rise!
Peace...Scott

J. Scott Steiner, FACHE I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
Executive Assistant: Felicia Lewis E: flewis@phoebehealth.com
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Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
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(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
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being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
or under circumstances
that
do not require
patient
authorization.
You, the recipient,
are
obligated
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without
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:20 PM
Scott, Cedric
McCoy, Michael
Re: MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thank you EMA Director Scott.
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 17, 2020, at 7:38 PM, Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov> wrote:
Hi Sir,
Please see the email below:
Thanks
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 17, 2020 at 6:19:05 PM EDT
To: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Cc: "Young, Demetrius" <DYoung@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

...passing along as requested.

s

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.

<image00l.jpg>
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From: Young, Demetrius <DYoung@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 5:29 PM
To: COA-Board of Commissioners <COA-BoardofCommissioners@albanyga.gov>;
Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Davis, Nathan <CNDavis@albanyga.gov>
Subject: MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

This is a statement from MLK Funeral Home regarding their linkage with the virus
outbreak.
This should be passed on to the EMA folks as well.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.

<MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx>
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Brent Whitten < Brent.Whitten@ceresenv.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:12 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVID-19: Decon and Disinfecting Services
CeresEnv_COVID19_DeconServices_Summary_FlNAL.pdf

Mr. McCoy,
I hope all is well with you and your family. Please see attached Ceres Coronavirus decon and disinfecting services flyer.
Please don't hesitate to call with any questions.

Respectfully,

Brent Whitten
Project Manager

6968 Professional Parkway E
Sarasota, Florida 34240
Cell: 407-590-2249
Email: Brent.Whitten@ceresenv.com
www.ceresenvironmental.com

-------- Original message -------From: "Karl A. Dix" <karl.dix@ceresenv.com>
Date: 3/17/20 6:43 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: Brent Whitten <Brent.Whitten@ceresenv.com>
Subject: COVID-19: Decon and Disinfecting Services

Evening Brent,

709

Can you pass along this quick flyer on Ceres decon and disinfecting services to Michelle? I think it would be
good for her to know in case she requires these types of services.

Might also want to send to Mike McCoy in Dougherty.

Call with any questions.

And above all, stay safe.

- K3

Regards,

Karl Dix
Director of Client Services
Ceres Environmental Services, Inc.
P: 1-800-218-4424
F: 1-866-228-5636
C: 813-508-5839
E: karl.dix@ceresenv.com

Proven1,,,,
Respon1siiive,,,,
111~,.eady,,,,
To learn more about Ceres Environmental, visit us at www.ceresenvironmental.com.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:01 PM
Scott, Cedric
RE: M LKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks.
From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:38 PM
To: Chris S. Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

Hi Sir,
Please see the email below:
Thanks
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 17, 2020 at 6:19:05 PM EDT
To: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Cc: "Young, Demetrius" <DYoung@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

...passing along as requested.

s

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:54 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins(lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net); vees70@yahoo.com;
clintjohn 1978@hotmail.com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines30S@aol.com >
(ggaines30S@aol.com); Jones, Anthony
Spencer Lee; Addison, Scott
Statement from MLK Funeral Home
MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

FYI - See attachment.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:38 PM
Chris S. Cohilas
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: M LKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx
image001.jpg; ATT00001.htm; MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx;
ATT00002.htm

Hi Sir,
Please see the email below:
Thanks
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 17, 2020 at 6:19:05 PM EDT
To: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Cc: "Young, Demetrius" <DYoung@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: MLKMC COVID-19 News Response Statement.docx

...passing along as requested.

s

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NACo County News <naco@naco.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:29 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
County News Now - March 17, 2020

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

March 17, 2020

Coronavirus: More than 200
counties declare emergency
As county public healh disaster declarations add up, some California counties issue
shelter-in-place orders. Elsewhere, they are restricting travel to residents or limiting
the size of gatherings.

714

Coronavirus challenges county public health
departments
County public health departments have to be nimble and
focused to cut through the noise to do the work but also
recognize how the reality on the ground has changed.
Read more

Handling stress and anxiety of coronavirus
fears in your county
Don't let fear overtake the facts: Advice from the National
Association of County Behavioral Health and Developmental
Disability Directors.
Read more

Legislative

Updates
NACo urges Congress to direct coronavirus
resources to counties
In a letter to Congressional leaders, NACo requested that a
portion of the federal resources directed at the pandemic flow
directly to counties.
Read more

NACo testifies before House Committee on
Ways and Means Subcommittee on Worker and
Family Supports
Franklin County, Ohio Director of Job and Family Services Joy
Bivens discussed the work that counties are undertaking to
break the cycle of poverty and provide children with better
futures.
Read more
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NACo submits comments on proposal to
update fair housing rule
Housing and Urban Development's proposed rule would
change the goals for the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
rule, placing new emphasis on removing existing regulations
around housing production.
Read more

MORE NEWS

The Latest From NACo
Know how to act when you feel like you're
about to react
Emotional reactions to the news undermine sound and
disciplined investment strategies. Nationwide explains why
those decisions work the way they do and conflict with
successful investment.
Read more

Creative Counties Placemaking Challenge
The Creative Counties Placemaking Challenge invites counties with populations of less than
150,000 to form multidisciplinary teams to compete in a challenge competition to identify and
strengthen ways to integrate arts into solutions to local challenges. Apply here.
2020 Achievement Awards Deadline March 30!
Join us in celebrating 50 years of county innovation! Does your county have an innovative
program to spotlight that is modernizing and improving county government? The NACo
Achievement Awards program celebrates initiatives nationwide in categories such as health, civic
education, information technology and more. Winners will be recognized at NACo's Annual
Conference in Orlando. Apply here.
Apply Now: Youth in Custody Certificate Program
The Center for Juvenile Justice Reform (CJJR)is accepting applications for the Youth in Custody
Certificate Program, which will be held in Washington, D.C., on July 20-24, 2020. The training is
designed to help juvenile justice system leaders improve outcomes for youth and covers critical
areas including leadership and changing culture, racial and ethnic disparities, family engagement,
assessment, case planning, facility-based education and treatment services, and reentry planning
and support. Applications are due April 24. Learn more.
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Upcoming

26

WI llll\JAl1

WI llll\JAl1

Supreme Court Midterm Webinar
for States and Local
Governments

Addressing Youth Substance Use
at the County Level Through
Policy and Practice

31

1 p.m. - 2 p.m. EDT
(.01\l

12

Events

I\H.I

(.01\l

2020 Western Interstate Region
Conference
May 12-15
Calif.

3 p.m. - 4 p.m. EDT

I Mariposa

I\H.I

2020 NACo Annual Conference

17

County,

July 17-20

I Orange

County, Fla.

MORE EVENTS

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

1°(JPUBUC

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
717

County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 4:54 PM
Addison, Scott
McCoy, Michael
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

Thank you
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Addison, Scott

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:46 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: McCoy, Michael
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Thank you. We will further discuss tomorrow morning.

From: Minnick, Heidi
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:40 PM
To: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

See attached as requested
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director
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Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but
I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we
may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only
implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
720

BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax
square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like to proceed and
we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
721

From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Hood,

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers
should we need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible exposure? I would much rather
be pro-active rather than reactive in this situation.

V/R,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230

From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
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As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our
company been closely watching the CDCguidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make
you aware that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have done for decades in our
role as a water damage mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a need arise in any
county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid
mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra
stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra
low volume) foggers that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked
extra cases of EPA registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply when healthy
persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to medium size facilities,
but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can partner with you
to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 4:48 PM
Brown, Beth
Summary of COVID-19 Briefing Call with Governor Kemp
2020_03_17_Notes from COVID Briefing with Governor Kemp.pdf

Attached you will find a summary of this afternoon's COVID-19 briefing call with Governor Brian Kemp.
If you have questions for the Governor's office, you can send them to me. We will compile them and work with the
Governor's staff to get them answered.
Thanks!

Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Watson Spence < info@watsonspence.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 4:02 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
COVID-19 Precautions

Watson Spence COVID-19

Precautions

Watson Spence is committed to the health and safety of our team, our clients, and our
community. In an effort to comply with the current safety recommendations in response to the
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), we have closed our reception area and common areas to clients or
visitors for the short term. We remain open to handle clients' needs and provide the services our
clients expect, but will do so through email, phone, and video conferencing as a precaution in
keeping with the current safety recommendations. We are monitoring the Orders coming from
state and federal courts with respect to litigation matters. We will continue to monitor and
respond promptly to recommendations of our federal, state and local officials. If you have any
questions please contact Faison Middleton at 229-439-4183.

As always, we are here for you.

Watson Spence

I 320

Update Profile

Residence Ave., Albany, GA 31701

I About

Constant Contact

Sent by info@watsonspence.com

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Boys & Girls Clubs Albany <scarrington@bgcalbany.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 4:00 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Dr. Rice Special Event Update

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Friend,
In light of the escalation of the COVID-19 pandemic, it will come as no
surprise to you that Boys & Girls Clubs of Albany has decided to postpone A
Conversation With Dr. Condoleezza Rice event scheduled for April 1, 2020.
This special event, hosted by Chris Cannon, Sonny & Judy Deriso, Kenneth
Dyer, Dr. Brenda Hodges-Tiller, Marvin B. Laster, and Rusty Skalla, will
benefit the establishment of the Jimmy & Rosalynn Carter Endowment.
This decision was not made lightly, but with the progression of national
COVID-19 prevention efforts, we know this is the right thing to do to ensure
the well-being of all attendees, speakers and sponsors. We will be
communicating directly to those individuals who have already RSVP'd for
the event. Your patience and continued support is appreciated as we all
navigate through this time of uncertainty.
Should you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please do
not hesitate to contact me at 229.439.0196 or via email.
Sincerely,
Marvin
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Boys & Girls Clubs of Albany I 229-439-0196

I www.bgcalbany.org

Boys & Girls Clubs of Albany I 527 W. 3rd Avenue, 527 W. 3rd Avenue,
Albany, GA 31701 2294390196
Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
Update Profile

I About

y.qa.us

Constant Contact

Sent by scarrington@bgcalbany.org

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 3:49 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie;
Johnson, Kenneth; Irving, Tateshea; Bowles, Judy; Bowles, Judy
**MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Police Department and Keep Albany/Dougherty
Beautiful Offices Closed to the Public

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:

In the wake of the Coronavirus {COVID-19} Pandemic1 the Dougherty County Police Department {DCPD) is
closing their lobby to the public until further notice. In the event of an emergency 1 citizens are urged to call
911. I/they need to contact DCPD staft call 229.302.3101. To reach Keep Albany/Dougherty Beautiful
{KADB) located in the same building as DCPD1 call 229-302-3098.
Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates as I have them.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.v.t..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 3:28 PM
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
FW: Big Event Questions

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mike and Scott - Below is what I suggest as a response to this email ...

Hi Tristen,
Thanks for reaching out to Dougherty County.
Unfortunately, the county has no control over private events like the one you referenced below. Should the
Coronavirus Pandemic worsen or escalate to a much more severe state of emergency, the federal government would
mandate orders restricting such type events. At this point, we urge you to reach out to the organizer of the event you
referenced below to find out if the event will still take place and inquire about their refund policies.
Please let us know if we can help you further.
Let me know if you have feedback. Otherwise, I'll be glad to send the response to her on our behalf, if you'd like?
Thanks,

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
IEma iII:.Y.Y..!!.!!.9..Y.!'..!!..!.!.!~1.9.!Mi;!!.!!~~~

From: Tristen Frazier <doit4t@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 11:06 AM
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,

"Addison, Scott" <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>, "Howell,

Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Big Event Questions
Good Afternoon,
729

I am writing you today due to questions that I have about a very large event that is scheduled to take place at US19
Dragway this weekend. I will be traveling from out of state and want to make sure the event will not be shut down after
my arrival due to the coronavirus. Last weekend south georgia motorsports park had to cancel and i don't want to incur
more unnecessary fees. People will be traveling from NC, SC,TN, FL, AL, MS, and LA for this event. Would you kindly let
me know if you have any plans to change the guidelines of this large gathering or if we would be in the clear? I'm having
reports that the city of Albany made changes but the county did not.
Thank you,
Tristen
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 3:07 PM
McCoy, Michael
Draft for Your Review: Contact Correspondence to Dpt Managers

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mike, See if the below correspondence draft works for the message you want to convey ...

Dougherty County Management Team,
Per today's press conference, we have now confirmed that local cases of the Coronavirus that have emerged in our
community stemmed from funerals held at Gethsemane Worship Center and New Direction Christian Church, as well
as links to M.l. King Funeral Home. The chances that you or someone you know have come into contact with someone
associated with these events either directly or indirectly, is highly likely. However, there is no need for panic. We must
remember to stay calm and remain vigilant in our efforts throughout this pandemic. I am counting on all of you to
foster a spirit of calmness among your staff members. If a staff member appears to be sick or not well, please send
them home. Per the policy our Board approved on yesterday, we have Administrative leave to provide to those
affected for at least 14 days.
Please help me to reinforce this in your various departments. Reach out to me directly with any questions or concerns.
Thanks for your collaboration,
Michael

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:46 PM
Minnick, Heidi
McCoy, Michael
RE:disinfecting and mitigation

Thank you. We will further discuss tomorrow morning.

From: Minnick, Heidi

Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:40 PM
To: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

See attached as requested
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill: . . @
~

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but
I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we
may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only
implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up to 2 hours.
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Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax
square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:llllJw..w=-"-""-"-.u."'-'--",µlol.........,.
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From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com1
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like to proceed and
we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;

Hood,

Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation
Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers
should we need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible exposure? I would much rather
be pro-active rather than reactive in this situation.
V/R,

Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our
company been closely watching the CDCguidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make
you aware that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have done for decades in our
role as a water damage mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a need arise in any
county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid
mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra
stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra
low volume) foggers that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked
extra cases of EPA registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply when healthy
persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to medium size facilities,
but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can partner with you
to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:40 PM
Addison, Scott
McCoy, Michael
FW: disinfecting and mitigation
Proposal - Dougherty County - Updated.pdf

See attached as requested
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:!..!.Ll.!.!.!.!.!.'-'-"-'=="'-&!1-"-L~~""'

From: Jud Savelle [mailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi, please see attached. I've gotten it down as low as I can to $0.12 per square foot for the two large buildings.
Please let me know as soon as you can if you want to proceed with this. I should have enough stock for these areas, but
I'll need to arrange to order more for other customers right away. The Decon 30 product we are using is limited, and we
may have to switch to another disinfectant which is not botanically derived but is low-toxicity like Decon 30. The only
implication would be a longer evacuation period following application, up to 2 hours.
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
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From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: Re: disinfecting and mitigation

No problem. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 17, 2020, at 9:36 AM, Jud Savelle <JUD@bishopcleancare.com> wrote:

Heidi, I have something I need to handle for the next hour, and will get right to work on this
afterwards. Expect something back from me before 11. Thanks!
Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:03 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

I have received a question to add two additional locations. Can you give me a quote on them? One is
the Government Building square footage 61,563 and the other is Central Square, Tag and Tax
square footage 52,690.
Thank you.
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
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From: Jud Savelle fmailto:Jud@BishopCleanCare.com]
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Heidi,
Attached is our proposal as discussed this morning. Please let me know if you would like to proceed and
we can schedule to begin as soon as tomorrow. Thanks again for the opportunity to help.

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com
From: Minnick, Heidi <HMinnick@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 2:02 PM
To: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Donald <DHood@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: disinfecting and mitigation

Hood,

Jud,
Mr. McCoy forwarded me the below email from Tuesday from you. In regards to your email do you
mind setting up a time you can meet with me and some of my staff in regards to what Bishop offers
should we need your assistance with fogging a structure due to possible exposure? I would much rather
be pro-active rather than reactive in this situation.

V/R,
Heidi 1Mi1nm1idk
Facilities Management Director

<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Facilities Management
Phone: 229-302-3230
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:L.U..Lw..u.L.L.>LL~.,.,._...,_J..><..L.,.,,__.,.....,_,...,,_
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From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Minnick, Heidi
Cc: Addison, Scott
Subject: FW: disinfecting and mitigation

FYI
From: Jud Savelle <Jud@BishopCleanCare.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 3:03 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe
Subject: disinfecting and mitigation

y.ga.us>

Mike,
As a business community we have all been preparing for the potential arrival of COVID-19, and our
company been closely watching the CDCguidelines with the rest of the community. I wanted to make
you aware that we offer services related to biohazard cleanup, which we have done for decades in our
role as a water damage mitigator. Please know this is not by any means a solicitation. I only share this
information so you know we have the tools and resources available locally should a need arise in any
county facility, and I certainly hope it doesn't.
We have been in contact with our industry suppliers and are equipping ourselves to handle rapid
mitigation of facilities where COVID-19 infected persons have been present. We have ordered extra
stock of PPE,equipment, and disinfectants to have on hand for such a need. We have two ULV (ultra
low volume) foggers that are capable of treating around 2,000 square feet per hour. We have stocked
extra cases of EPA registered disinfectants that can be applied to porous and non-porous materials with
effective viral kill rates. These disinfectants are botanical in nature and are safe to apply when healthy
persons are present in the treated area, which will help speed up the mitigation process without
necessarily evacuating an entire operation. A spec sheet on this product is attached.
I have no problem telling you we can only perform quick turnaround on small to medium size facilities,
but we are in contact with partners in our network so we can make referrals or bring in assistance when
needed for a larger operation.
Thank you and please contact me with any questions about our services or how we can partner with you
to keep our community healthy. Thanks!

Jud Savelle
BishopCleanCare,Inc.
229-883-1202office
229-299-8206direct
229-894-887
4 cell
www.BishopCleanCare.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Route Fifty Alert < news@e.routefifty.com >
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:38 PM
Michael McCoy
Federal Government Could Cut Americans Checks to Address Outbreak

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

Federal Government Could Cut Americans Checks to Address Outbreak
// Andrea Nobllle
The Trump administration is considering providing "business interruption payments" for
American workers as the economic fallout from the coronavirus outbreak continues.
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This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent News from Route Fifty because you have
opted in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading News from Route Fifty.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

This thorough
us.

Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:37 PM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Telework Request Sample Form
Temporary Telework Request Form (1).docx

form was shared.

Do you want to implement?

If so, I will work on personalizing

for

7)~"7/dlt
HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~

From: administrator@glgpa.org <administrator@glgpa.org>
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Telework Request Sample Form

GLGPA Member Renee Wheeler (City of Stockbridge) has sent a form for Temporary Telework Request
(Working from Alternate Location) that she has found. This is a very thorough form that you might want to
use if you have staff working from home. Just be sure to remove the logo and insert your own. I tried to
scan through it and remove any references to the original location it came from but I might have missed
something. It is attached to this email and also available on the GLGPA website with the other documents
about the Corona Virus.
Thank you Renee and everyone for sharing the information that you find.
Susan Roberts
GLGPA Administrative

Assistant
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jim Hendricks <jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:16 PM
Jim Hendricks
Albany Museum of Art temporarily closing to the public because of COVID-19

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact:

Jim Hendricks
Director of Marketing & Public Relations
229.439.8400
jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com

ALBANY MUSEUM OF ART TEMPORARILY CLOSING BECAUSE OF COVID-19

Eventsand ProgramsAre BeingSuspendedin Responseto Pandemic
[For Release March 17, 2020- Albany, GA] - Beginning Wednesday, March 18, 2020, the Albany Museum
of Art will be closed to the public until further notice as local, state and federal officials work to minimize the
adverse health impact of COVID-19.
"This response is in line with the growing trend among American Alliance of Museums-accredited museums
across the nation, and with our cultural partners here in Southwest Georgia," AMA Executive Director Andrew
James Wulf, Ph.D., said. "Museums and cultural sites across the region have closed, from Columbus to
Albany, and further afield."
The closure will be for an indefinite period as officials work to minimize the spread of COVID-19.
"Given the fluidity and uncertainty of the current crisis, we cannot determine the duration of the closure at this
time," Wulf said. "As indicated by the CDC, this situation could get worse before it gets better. As such, we
shall continue the monitor the situation daily to assess when a recommendation to reopen should be made."
As a result of the decision, all programming and events through the end of April have been postponed or
cancelled, including the annual Spring Family Day co-hosted by the city of Albany Recreation & Parks
Department, Spring Break Staycation Art Camp, Teen Art Kickback, and art workshops.
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As decisions are made for events scheduled in May or later, they will be posted on the AMA website and its
social media accounts. They also will be posted at www.albanymuseum.com/coronavirus.
During this period, museum staff will report to the museum as needed.
Other safety recommendations from public health authorities include the following:
•
Wash your hands often for at least 20 seconds using soap and water after visiting public spaces or
sneezing/coughing;
•
If soap and water are unavailable, use hand sanitizer;
•
If you are sick, stay home;
•
Avoid contact with sick people;
•
Avoid touching your face (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.);
•
Avoid handshakes and hugs (the CDC suggests maintain a distance of at least six feet from
others);
•
Cover your mouth and nose when you sneeze with a tissue, or use the inside of your elbow.
Health officials also recommend that individuals in high-risk categories avoid gatherings where they will be in
close contact with others. Those high-risk groups include:
•
People over 60 years old;
•
People with underlying health conditions, including cancer, heart disease, lung disease, diabetes,
or weakened immune systems;
•
People who are pregnant.
For additional information, please visit:
•
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's web page,
www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.html
•
The Georgia Department of Public Health's web page, dph.georgia.gov/novelcoronavirus
•
Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital's coronavirus web page, www.phoebehealth.com/patientsand-visitors/coronavirus/home

ABOUT THE ALBANY MUSEUM OF ART

The Albany Museum of Art is located at 311 Meadowlark Drive in Albany, Georgia, adjacent to Albany State
University West Campus just off Gillionville Road. The museum is accredited by the American Alliance of
Museums.
For more information about the AMA please visit our website, www.albanymuseum.com or call 229.439.8400.
Be sure to follow the @AlbanyArtMuseum on Twitter, AlbanyMuseum on lnstagram and
AlbanyMuseumOf Art on Facebook.

###
Jim Hendricks
Director of Marketing and Public Relations
Albany Museum of Art
311 Meadowlark Drive
Albany, GA 31707
Office: 229.439.8400
Mobile: 229.878.9041
albanymuseum.com
iim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 1:09 PM
clintjohn 1978@hotmail.com
FW: STATEWIDEJUDICIAL EMERGENCY
JudicialEmergency Press Release.pdf; ATT00001.htm; Chief Justice Melton Statewide Jud
Emergency Order_march 142020.pdf; A TT00002.htm; Pandemic-Bench-Guide-Final
2018.pdf; A TT00003.htm

FYI
From: Stephenson, John <JoStephenson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 7:42 PM
To: Darrisaw, Victoria <VDarrisaw@dougherty.ga.us>; Marshall, Denise <dmarshall@dougherty.ga.us>; Mull, Evonne
<EMull@dougherty.ga.us>; Judge Baxter Howell <bax51@aol.com>; Johnson, Victoria <ViJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>;
Meyer Von Bremen, Michael <MMeyerVonBremen@dougherty.ga.us>;
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Lockette, Willie <WLockette@dougherty.ga.us>; Stephenson, Nancy <NStephenson@dougherty.ga.us>; Sproul, Kevin
<KSproul@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: STATEWIDEJUDICIAL EMERGENCY

Not sure how or if this affects the order issued yesterday by Judge Lockette, but it is a pretty good statement of those
functions the Georgia Supreme Court deems essential.
John M. Stephenson
Judge, Dougherty State Court
P.O. Box 1827
Albany, GA. 31702
(229) 431-2152
(229) 431-3282 fax
jostephenson@dougherty.ga.us
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Bray, Bob" <Bob.Bray@GEORGIACOURTS.GOV>
Date: March 14, 2020 at 6:55:48 PM EDT
To: "CSCJLISTSERV@MAIL.GEORGIACOURTS.ORG"
<CSCJLISTSERV@MAIL.GEORGIACOURTS.ORG>
Subject: STATEWIDE JUDICIAL EMERGENCY

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mosley, Latonza <LMosley@albanyga.gov>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:30 PM
Scott, Cedric; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Howell,Wendy; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis;
Broughton, Monique; ssteiner@phoebehealth.com; Rice, Gary; Persley,Michael;
Subadan, Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; McCoy, Michael; Dorough, Bo; Allen, Sam;
Sproul, Kevin
Jackson, Tamara; Tolbert, Sonja; Ware, Jawahn
Press Conference: EMA Coronavirus Update
attach ment.ics

Purpose:

Your presenceis requestedon behalfof FireChiefCedricScottat Wednesday'spressconference.Fire
ChiefScottwill be conductingan updateon the Coronavirus.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:29 PM
Mosley, Latonza; Ware, Jawahn; Clark, Bristria; Tolbert, Sonja; Broughton, Monique;
Jackson, Tamara; Whitley-Banks, Phyllis
McCoy, Michael; Ramona Madding
Re: 3/18 Press Conference

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Hi Latonza - I'm sure Mr. McCoy and the Chairman will be there. Copying them on this response. Copying Ramona for
the Chairman. Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.v.t..g.!J.~

From: "Mosley, Latonza" <LMosley@albanyga.gov>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 12:26 PM
To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>,

"Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>, "Clark,
Bristria" <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>, "Tolbert, Sonja" <STolbert@albanyga.gov>, "Broughton, Monique"
<MBroughton@albanyga.gov>, "Jackson, Tamara" <TaJackson@albanyga.gov>, "Whitley-Banks, Phyllis"
<PBanks-Whitley@albanyga.gov>
Subject: 3/18 Press Conference

Good afternoon ladies. We will be having a press conference on tomorrow at 1pm to discuss the
Coronavirus updates. It will be held at the Government Center Building, 222 Pine Ave., Albany, GA
31701 - Room #100. So, we asking that Mayor Dorough, Chairman Cohilas, Mrs. Subadan, and Mr.
McCoy to join us. Please let me know if they will be able to attend, and I will send a meeting invite
out to them. The event details are below.
Thanks,

1111
....
altonza IIIIJloslllley,
M 1111:IA
Administrative Manager
749

Albany Fire Department
Phone: 229.302.1917
Fax: 229.431.3207
320 N. Jackson Street
Albany, GA 31701
P.O. Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albany.ga.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:22 PM
McCoy, Michael
Draft for Review: Managers Letter

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mike, please review the draft below to see if it includes all that you need:

Management Team,
In the wake of the Coronavirus Pandemic, I understand that all of you are under more pressure than usual with
regards to your staff and how to continue to manage your departments. However, the pandemic is continuing to
escalate in our county and I need for each of you to really focus on solid solutions regarding your staff and your
departments. This is not a time to panic, but a time to roll up your sleeves even more and let's all figure out the best
solutions for our staff and our operations together.
Today, I want you all to sit down and look at your departmental teams and honestly, answer the list of questions I
sent to you. You need to be actively communicating with your staff about the situation we are dealing with. You need
to be assessing each staff member's position and how we can work with them should government need to close
temporarily.
Please know that I am here for you every step of the way. If you need me to come and spend time with you and your
staff or just need some guidance, please do not hesitate to let me know. Again, we are all in this together and as
managers and leaders, we must take control and produce solutions in the best interest of our employees and our
county government.
let's work through this together and please reach out to me if I can help you in any way.
Thanksfor all you do!
Michael

The only thing I think we need to add is probably a directive from you to provide feedback on a deadline. What do you
think?

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:YYTI!.QY!'..!l.lliW!.Q!JW~~lJlli
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:03 PM
Brown, Beth
Notes from COVID Briefing Conference Call with Senator Kelly Loeffler
2020_03_17_Notes from COVID Briefing with Senator Loeffler.pdf

Attached you will find ACCG's notes from the conference call briefing with Senator Kelly Loeffler this morning. Please
share this with others from your county who may not have participated.
Thanks!

Advancing Georgia's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief.com >
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:24 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
South Lake Tahoe, Calif., selects new city manager

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Created for mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us

I

Web Version

March 17, 2020

Building thriving communities that improve people's lives
LEADERSHIP

SIGN UP• SHARE

AND MANAGEMENT

How to create a productive home off ice
Workplaces are crucial to the performance and effectiveness of employees, according to
psychologist Sally Austin. Due to the coronavirus outbreak, remote work is on the rise so
workers should make sure their home work space has enough privacy, ample lighting
and furniture that promotes healthy posture.
Full Story: Forbes (:3/1

@@@@1

Webinar: Top 8 Priorities for Local Government
What community features do residents think are most
important? In this free Keynote Webinar, National Research
Center reveals telling highlights from The National
Community Survey database. See what matters most to
residents everywhere and how public input can help best
focus efforts. Sign Up
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ADVERTSEMENT

EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

I0 --------

AND PUBLIC SAFETY

NYC closes schools for 4 weeks or more
New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio said on Sunday that the city's schools will be closed
for the next four weeks, and possibly longer, in response to the coronavirus outbreak.
The city is also working on a plan to give children of essential workers a place to go so
their parents can keep working.
Full Story: WCBS-TV/WLNY-TV (New York City) (:3/15)

@@@@·1

Police: Don't call 911 for these coronavirus issues
Emergency services in Boston and Green Bay, Wis., are asking people not to call 911 to
find out about coronavirus tests or basic facts about the disease, directing them instead
to online resources. On a lighter note, police in California and Oregon have told people
not to dial 911 if someone cuts in front of them in line at the store or if they run out of
toilet paper.
Full Story: KMTR-TV (Springfield, Ore.) (:3/15).,WHDH-TV (Boston) (:3/14).,WGBA-TV

(Green Bay, Wis.) (:3/14).,KTLA-TV (Los Angeles) (:3/1

@@@@1
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND SUSTAINABILITY

Ontario city eyes staff increase as permit applications
jump
Dennis Purcell, the chief building official in Cambridge, Ontario, is asking the City
Council for funding to hire an additional full-time employee for his department to handle
the rising influx of building applications. Building permit applications in the city increased
by 56% from 2018 to 2019 and are on track to climb again this year.
Full Story: The Record (Kitchener, Ontario) (:3/16)

@·@·@·@·1
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LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

Fla. county rap video aims to explain fertilizer rules
IE]''"'"'
0

"""'""~-----·····

.. -·-··

Residents of Seminole County, Fla., who are confused about
which fertilizers they are permitted to use in their gardens can get
clarification from a new rap video released by the county. The
county has enacted much stricter rules than neighboring counties

(YouTube/Seminole County
Government)

in an effort to limit water pollution issues.
Full Story: Orlando Weekly (Fla.) (:3/16)

Salisbury, N.C., eyes pause on local landmark approvals
Officials in Salisbury, N.C., are considering a six-month moratorium on approving local
landmark declarations to review its policies on the subject. Mayor Karen Alexander says
the existing policies are "woefully inadequate."
Full Story: Salisbury Post (N.C.) (:3/15)

@@@@1
PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Hawaii officials clear $103M bond for road construction
The Hawaii County Finance Committee has recommended a $103 million bond measure
for several construction projects. They include Ane Keohokalole Highway Phase Ill and
Puna Connectivity and Emergency Access Routes.
Full Story: The Associated Press (:3/14)

@·@·@·@·1
RECOGNITIONS

AND TRANSITIONS

South Lake Tahoe, Calif., selects new city manager
City Council members in South Lake Tahoe, Calif., have selected Healdsburg, Calif.,
Assistant City Manager Joe Irvin to fill the post of city manager. "I strongly believe the
future is bright for South Lake Tahoe and the challenges and issues facing the city today
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present us all with opportunities to shape a healthy, sustainable and prosperous city for
years to come," Irvin says.

Full Story: The Tahoe Daily Tribune (Calif.) (:3/1:3)

@@@@1
ICMA NEWS

Coronavirus Resources: Plan and Prepare
As the virus continues to spread, ICMA has gathered some resources to support local
governments. View the Coronavirus Resources at our website.

@@@@1

Application deadline for Emerging Leaders Development
Program is closing soon
Aspiring and current local government managers are encouraged to attend the ICMA
University Emerging Leaders Development Program to build knowledge, skills, and
abilities in the management and technical topics that are needed to be successful.
Through a unique format of monthly teleseminars with senior Credentialed Managers
and public administration professors, the Emerging Leaders Development Program
minimizes your time away from work and maximizes your local government expertise.
Graduates of the program will receive a certificate of completion from ICMA University.
Application deadline is March 27, 2020: Apply Now!

Full Story: TechRepublic (B/14)

@@@@1

@1!
LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:
llorne

I About I l\lews & Events I ,Join ICMA I Career
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l\letwork

FOLLOW ICMA ON TWITTER

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio
Sign Up

I

Update Profile
Unsubscribe

I Advertise with
I Privacy policy

SrnartBrief

CONTACT US: FEEDBACK I ADVERTISE

I■

SmartBnef, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Swte 600, Washington, DC 20004

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tristen Frazier <doit4t@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:06 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us; saddison@dougherty.ga.us; whowell@dougherty.ga.us
Big Event Questions

Good Afternoon,
I am writing you today due to questions that I have about a very large event that is scheduled to take place at US19
Dragway this weekend. I will be traveling from out of state and want to make sure the event will not be shut down after
my arrival due to the coronavirus. Last weekend south georgia motorsports park had to cancel and i don't want to incur
more unnecessary fees. People will be traveling from NC, SC,TN, FL, AL, MS, and LA for this event. Would you kindly let
me know if you have any plans to change the guidelines of this large gathering or if we would be in the clear? I'm having
reports that the city of Albany made changes but the county did not.
Thank you,
Tristen
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Smith, Christopher <ChSmith@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 11:06 AM
Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Hill, Annie; jroe@doughtery.ga.us
Hypothetical Covid-19 Plan Worksheet for Solid Waste Dept.
Hypothetical Covid-19 Scenario Plan.xlsx

Attached is a worksheet geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread of the virus.
Thanks,
CamplbellllSmith
Solid Waste Director

Dougherty County Solid Waste
Phone: 229.302.3225
IIVlobille:229.854.2008
900 Gaissert Road
Albany, Georgia 31705
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Fmaill: chsmith@dougherty.ga.us

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Sally Kilpatrick <skilpatrick@cgagroup.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:44 AM
Sally Kilpatrick
Camila Knowles; Jeff Hamling; Jerry Usry
CGA COVID-19 Updates

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

All,
In an effort to keep our clients up to speed on the latest developments with the COVID-19 pandemic, you have been
added to our client distribution list for daily updates from our DC team. You will start receiving those updates today. If at
any point you would like to opt out, please let me know.
In Georgia, the legislature voted yesterday to grant Governor Kemp broad authority to respond to COVID-19 ratifying his
declaration of a public health emergency through April 15. They will reconvene on April 15 for a special session to decide
whether to extend those powers another month.
Best,
Sally

Sally IIKilpatrick
Principal I Government Affairs
D 770.627.7501 M 404.805.6363
1100 Peachtree Street NE
Suite 650
Atlanta, GA 30309

COR...
NE:RSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:15 AM
McCoy, Michael
DCP EMPLOYEE LIST for COVID-19
DCP EMPLOYEE LIST for COVI D-19.docx

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Johnson, Kenneth <KDJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:14 AM
McCoy, Michael
DCP Letter Head Q&A Coronavirus
DCP Letter Head Q&A Coronavirus.docx

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:45 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
**PRESSRELEASE**Dougherty County Emergency Management Agency Emergency
Operation Center COVID-19 Update for March 17, 2020
DOCOpresser_DCUpdateCOVI D19_EOCDay2.pdf

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Media Partners:
Please see attached release for informational purposes for Day Two of our Emergency Operations Center (EOC). Again,
expect an updated release each day this week as our EOCis in operation and new information comes in.
You can also access this release via the following link: https://bit.ly/2w5O0ax
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:whowell~ doui:he Y-i:a.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Erica Powell Grier < epowell@gacities.com >
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:29 AM
Undisclosed recipients
Postponed GCCMA Conference - follow up

Good morning. Following the initial decision to postpone the 2020 spring conference, the GCCMA Board of Directors
discussed conference options via conference call last Friday. After thoughtful consideration, GCCMA will cancel this
conference completely rather than rescheduling for this year and plan to host next year's spring conference in Augusta
on March 17-19, 2021. Thanks to Mara and Kitty with CVIOG, we have already been able to make arrangements for our
spring keynote speakers to join us during the fall conference in Columbus on October 26-28, 2020.
At this time, Kristen Grissom and I will begin cancelling and refunding all conference registrations that were made for
the spring conference. This will be done automatically, so there is no need to request a refund. With a new payment
system in place, we are hopeful that this can be done without needing registrants to fill out a cancellation form with
credit card information as we have needed in the past. If you paid by check, a refund check will be issued back to your
organization.
If you made your hotel reservations at the Augusta Marriott through our GCCMA block, then you do not need to cancel
the reservation yourself. If you had to make your reservation outside of our block, please make sure you call and cancel
directly with the hotel so you do not incur any penalties. If you have any issues cancelling, please let me know.
Dates for future GCCMA conferences:
2020 Fall ➔
October 26-28 in Columbus, Georgia
2021 Spring ➔ March 17-19 in Augusta, Georgia
Stay safe and feel free to contact me with any questions you may
have.

Erica Powell Grier
Business Manager
Office: 678-651-1015 ♦ Fax: 678-651-1016 ♦ Cell: 404-695-2206
www.gccma.com

From: Erica Powell Grier
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 1:02 PM
Subject: GCCMA Spring Conference - Postponed
Importance: High

With an eye towards the evolving events associated with COVID-19, the GCCMA Spring conference scheduled
for next week in Augusta is postponed.
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The board has a call scheduled tomorrow to discuss the logistics of postponement, registration fees, etc. and
we will report back to you early next week with those details.
You will not need to call to cancel your hotel rooms at the Augusta Marriott as they will take care of cancelling
our whole group at one time.
I want to express that this is not done so much in reaction to any public health danger you might face in
attending. There is already enough hype around this. This organization is committed to the integrity of the
profession, and it is our belief that a local government manager needs to be present in their communities
when local elected officials, staff and citizens need steady and objective direction and counsel.
Your membership and engagement are valued, and the postponement of an important professional and
development and networking event is not made lightly.
I will follow up next week.

i$'t'auee
'Hlittiam.i
Athens-Clarke County Unified Government Manager
GCCMA President

Erica Powell Grier, CMP
Conferences and Events Manager
Office: 678-651-1015 Fax: 678-651-1016
www.gacities.com

READER ADVISORY NOTICE: This information is intended only for the individual named above. If you received this in error, please
call 404-688-0472 to notify the sender, and then delete the email without printing, copying or retransmitting it. In addition, be advised
that Georgia has a very broad open records law and that your email communications with GMA may be subject to public disclosure.

Hey, did you notice my new email address?
GMANET is now GACITIES.COM. While I'm still getting the emails you send me, please update your contacts to note my
new email address.

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http:/ /www.symanteccloud.com
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TAC Service Desk
Albany CEO <newsletter@albanyceo.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:14 AM
Michael McCoy
Census 2020, Phoebe Drive-Through COVID-19 Testing, Museum of Art Update,
Georgia Jobs Pushed Toward Home, USG Moves Online, Charlie Harper

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Connect with us

[El [a [a

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more
information about editorial or promotional
opportunities, contact us today.

March 17, 2020 Edition

Census 2020: VSU Partners with South Georgia
Communities to Help Shape the Future
With democracy and hundreds of billions of dollars at stake, Valdosta
State University has partnered with the people of South Georgia to help
shape the future by encouraging a successful and accurate Census 2020
count.

News
767

Phoebe Begins Limited DriveThrough COVID-19 Testing;
Awaits Results
Dougherty County Declaration of
Emergency for COVID-19 - Day
One: Emergency Operations
Command Update
Albany Museum of Art Makes
Program Changes in Response
to COVID-19 Virus
Dougherty County Probate Court
Makes Changes Due to
Coronavirus
Georgia Jobs Pushed Toward
Home as Employers Respond to
Coronavirus
USG Moves to Online Instruction
for Remainder of Semester
Charlie Harper: Covid-19: We
Need More Pragmatic Action,
Less Panic
Gov. Kemp: Public Elementary,
Secondary, Post-Secondary
Schools Closed March 18th to
March 31st
G DOL and Several Partners
Cancel Upcoming Job Fairs
Carr Recognizes National
Sunshine Week, Continues to
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Champion Open Government

Recent Video

during Coronavirus Outbreak
PruittHealth Makes
Arrangements for Family Video
Chats, Seeks Acts of Kindness
for its Residents
BBB Tip: What to Know Before
Making or Changing Travel Plans
for Coronavirus
Survey: One Third of Mobile
Operators Will Deploy 5G

Jay Sharpe of U Save It
Pharmacy, Working with

Standalone Within Two Years

Employees Who Leave Your

U.S. Department of Labor
Conducts Education and

Organization (1 :33)

Enforcement Campaign To
Increase Compliance in
Southeast's Agricultural Industry
Phoebe Sets Up Coronavirus
Hotline and Drive-Through
Testing Site
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.com

GACVB's Jay Markwalter on
Georgia's Record Breaking
Year (00:47)
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City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure
Projects in Albany (1 :28)

Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
(1 :59)
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Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank (1 :09)

Recent Features
Georgia Film Office Launches New Website, Celebrates Recordbreaking Results at State Capitol
The Georgia Film Office, a division of the Department of Economic
Development (GDEcD), yesterday celebrated with legislators and
industry partners the positive impact and record-breaking year the film
industry had in the state at the annual Film Day at the Capitol. Georgia is
one of the top film production centers in the world, and the industry
posted a record $2.9 billion in direct investment during the last fiscal
year.
Former EDC President Justin Strickland Joins OmniTRAX
OmniTRAX, one of the fastest growing railroads in North America and an
affiliate of The Broe Group, announces Justin Strickland is joining the
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company as Director, Economic Development. Strickland will support all
phases of business growth and act as a liaison with economic
development partners in the southeast United States.

More Features »

Direct Connect
Accounting - Draffin & Tucker
Alarms/Security - Available
Architects - Available
Banking - Colony Bank
Business Breakfast - Available
Business Dinner - The Catch
Business Lunch - Harvest Moon
Catering - Stewbo's
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care
Commercial Printing - Available
Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.
Credit Union - Available
Cybersecurity - Available
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Document Management - Secure
Healthcare Staffing - Asa

Records Solutions

Healthcare Solutions
Education - Albany Technical
College

Hotels - Merry Acres

Employee Benefits - Available

Human Resources - Available

Engineering - Available

Information Technology Available

Financial Advisor - John S. Inman
IV

Insurance - Georgia Farm Bureau

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Landscape Management - Pro

Abbey Design Center

Outdoor LLC

Fulfillment - a2b Fulfillment

Lawyer - Watson Spence

Funeral Home - Available

Leadership Development Leadership Institute at Columbus

Furniture - Available

State University

Healthcare - Phoebe Putney

Manufacturing - Georgia
Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (GaMEP)
Marketing Services - MADlab
MBA Program - Georgia
Southern
Meeting and Event Services Merry Acres
Office Furniture - Available
Pest Control - Available
Private Education - DeerfieldWindsor School
Propane - Modern Gas
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Realtor - Available
Senior Care - Innovative Senior
Solutions
Shredding Services - Secure
Record Solutions
Signs - ANS Signs, Inc.
Staffing Services - Available
Telecommunications - AT&T
Vacation Rental - Available
Welding & Industrial - Jones
Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt-out instantly by visiting this page.
Copyright 2020 © Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Wills, Dave <DWills@ACCG.ORG>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:07 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Conference Call with Governor Kemp

Knowing this will be redundant for some of you, please note the corrected number for the call with Governor Kemp this
afternoon.

Please see the corrected call in numbers for the COVID-19 briefing with Governor Brian Kemp scheduled for
3:30 p.m. today.
Tlhereiiisextremellly llliiimiiited
spac.eavaiiilllabllle
on tlhe c..allllll,
so pllleasellliiimiiit
your access to one c.allllll
iiinper
count'lJ'..ACCGwiiillllll
alllsobe on tlhe c..allllll
and wiiillllll
diiistriiibute
a summary of iiitafterwards.
The Governor's office recommends that you call in about five minutes before the call start time.

Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.
Number: 866-390-1828
Code:2080008

Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:03 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie; Josey,
Shonna
Re: **MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Tax & Tag Department Urges Citizens to Use
Online Portal to Pay Taxes and Renew Tags

Plllleasenote that w,:0:willllllll
be lllli1m1iting
the nun11berof c.:itizens
c.:01m1ing
in at on,:0:
tin11t:0:
...They
shoulllldbe prepared to wait. This is for everyone's safety...Again,.w,:0:enc.:ourageonlllline
pay1m1ents,.
when possiblllle
...
From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 at 9:00 AM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>,

News - WFXL
<newsdesk@wfxl.com>, "matt.reed@ceonews.com" <matt.reed@ceonews.com>, News - WALB
<news@walb.com>, "dave.miller@walb.com" <dave.miller@walb.com>, Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>, Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>, News - Albany Herald
<news@albanyherald.com>, "brian.roche@southgatv.com" <brian.roche@southgatv.com>, Samantha Cook
<sama nth a.cook@southgatv.com>
Cc: "Cohilas, Christopher" <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>, "Gaines, Gloria" <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>,
"Gaines, Gloria (other)" <ggaines30S@aol.com>, "Gray, Russell" <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>, "Johnson,
Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>, "Edwards, Victor" <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>,
"vees70@yahoo.com" <vees70@yahoo.com>, Anthony Jones <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>, Lamar Hudgins
<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Addison, Scott"
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>, "Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>, "Clark, Bristria"
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>, "Hollis, Darlene" <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>, "slee817@aol.com"
<slee817@aol.com>, Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>, "Fowler, Michael"
<MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>, "Carpenter, Joy" <JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>, "Jordan, Rubin"
<RJordan@albanyga.gov>, "Polite, Ronnie" <RPolite@albanyga.gov>, "Josey, Shonna"
<SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: **MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Tax & Tag Department Urges Citizens to Use Online Portal
to Pay Taxes and Renew Tags

Media Partners·······
Plllleasenote that our Tax & Tag departn11entis .NOTdllosed...Pllllease
see
bellllow...We ar,:0:1m1erelllly
enc.:ouraging
c.:itizens
to pay taxes onllllin,:0:
...However,.w,:0:ar,:0:
OPEIIN
for
busim:0:ss
...Plllleasen11allke
this c.:orrec.:tion
ASAP,.as w,:0:an:0:getting c:alllllllls
that inforn11ationis
inc.:orrec.:t
...Thanks for your hellllp!.
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From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:33 PM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>,

News - WFXL
<newsdesk@wfxl.com>, "matt.reed@ceonews.com" <matt.reed@ceonews.com>, News - WALB
<news@walb.com>, "dave.miller@walb.com" <dave.miller@walb.com>, Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>, Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>, News - Albany Herald
<news@albanyherald.com>, "brian.roche@southgatv.com" <brian.roche@southgatv.com>, Samantha Cook
<sama nth a.cook@southgatv.com>
Cc: "Cohilas, Christopher" <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>, "Gaines, Gloria" <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>,
"Gaines, Gloria (other)" <ggaines30S@aol.com>, "Gray, Russell" <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>, "Johnson,
Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>, "Edwards, Victor" <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>,
"vees70@yahoo.com" <vees70@yahoo.com>, Anthony Jones <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>, Lamar Hudgins
<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Addison, Scott"
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>, "Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>, "Clark, Bristria"
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>, "Hollis, Darlene" <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>, "slee817@aol.com"
<slee817@aol.com>, Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>, "Fowler, Michael"
<MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>, "Carpenter, Joy" <JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>, "Jordan, Rubin"
<RJordan@albanyga.gov>, "Polite, Ronnie" <RPolite@albanyga.gov>, "Josey, Shonna"
<SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: **MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Tax & Tag Department Urges Citizens to Use Online Portal to
Pay Taxes and Renew Tags
Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:

In an effort to limit visitors in the wake of the COVID-19Pandemic, Dougherty County Tax & Tag Office urges citizens
to pay online, when possible. Visit http:llwww.douqhe
'l_.qa.us/content/2889/3021Ldefault.aspx
to review
tags, pay taxes, and more.
Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration in the wake of COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.v.t..g.!J.~
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Importance:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 9:01 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie; Josey,
Shonna
Re: **MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Tax & Tag Department Urges Citizens to Use
Online Portal to Pay Taxes and Renew Tags
High

From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:33 PM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>,

News - WFXL
<newsdesk@wfxl.com>, "matt.reed@ceonews.com" <matt.reed@ceonews.com>, News - WALB
<news@walb.com>, "dave.miller@walb.com" <dave.miller@walb.com>, Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>, Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>, News - Albany Herald
<news@albanyherald.com>, "brian.roche@southgatv.com" <brian.roche@southgatv.com>, Samantha Cook
<sama nth a.cook@southgatv.com>
Cc: "Cohilas, Christopher" <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>, "Gaines, Gloria" <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>,
"Gaines, Gloria (other)" <ggaines30S@aol.com>, "Gray, Russell" <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>, "Johnson,
Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>, "Edwards, Victor" <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>,
"vees70@yahoo.com" <vees70@yahoo.com>, Anthony Jones <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>, Lamar Hudgins
<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Addison, Scott"
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>, "Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>, "Clark, Bristria"
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>, "Hollis, Darlene" <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>, "slee817@aol.com"
<slee817@aol.com>, Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>, "Fowler, Michael"
<MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>, "Carpenter, Joy" <JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>, "Jordan, Rubin"
<RJordan@albanyga.gov>, "Polite, Ronnie" <RPolite@albanyga.gov>, "Josey, Shonna"
<SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: **MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Tax & Tag Department Urges Citizens to Use Online Portal to
Pay Taxes and Renew Tags
Media Partners:
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I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:
In an effort to limit visitors in the wake of the COVID-19 Pandemic, Dougherty County Tax & Tag Office urges citizens
to pay online, when possible. Visit http:llwww.douqherty.qa.us/content/2889/3021/default.aspx
tags, pay taxes, and more.

to review

Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration in the wake of COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.v.t..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:58 AM
Brown, Beth
CORRECTEDNumbers for Governor's COVID-19 Briefing - Tuesday, March 17@ 3:30
p.m.

Please see the corrected call in numbers for the COVID-19 briefing with Governor Brian Kemp scheduled for
3:30 p.m. today.
Tlhereiiisextremellly llliiimiiited
spac.eavaiiilllabllle
on tlhe c..allllll,
so pllleasellliiimiiit
you access to one c.allllll
iiinper
count'lJ'..ACCGwiiillllll
alllsobe on tlhe c..allllll
and wiiillllll
diiistriiibute
a summary of iiitafterwards.
The Governor's office recommends that you call in about five minutes before the call start time.

Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.
Number: 866-390-1828
Code:2080008
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 8:31 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie;
Nickerson, Ginger
**MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Voter Registration Postpones PPPVoting to
Coincide with May 19th General Primary Election

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:
In the wake of COVID-19, the March 24 thPresidential Preference Primary has been postponed to coincide with the
May 19 thGeneral Primary Election. All in-person absentee voting ended on March 14 th.
In -person voting will resume on April 2Jfhfor the May 19 thGeneral Primary Elections. All absentee ballots that
have been mailed for the PPP Election will be accepted in the DOCO Elections Office
through March 24 th

Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates as I have them.
Thanks for your support!

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
IEma iII:.Y.Y..!!.!!.9..Y.!'..!!..!.!.!~1.9.!Mi;!!.!!~~~
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Wills, Dave <DWills@ACCG.org>
Tuesday,March 17, 2020 8:26 AM
Wills, Dave
State Laws Impacting Counties during Public Health Emergency
State Laws Impacting Counties during Public Health Emergency202003 16.pdf

Good Morning,
Kelly Pridgen, ACCG'sGeneral Counsel, has prepared, with the able assistanceof others in her department, the attached
document. Below my signature line is additional information she provided in the email by which the document was
transmitted. This information has been provided to county attorneys.
As ACCGstaff continue considering the plethora of issuesarising from Georgia's first-ever declared public health
emergency, we will continue to keep you apprised of other information as warranted.
Sincerely,
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
Attached is the reference that we prepared and just sent to the county attorneys. I hope that it will be helpful
to you as you receive questions from our members. If you feel that it would be useful to our members or
portions of our members, feel free to pass it along. It includes an explanation of:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The powers of the county during a public health emergency
The enforcement of those powers
Actions that the county is prohibited to take
The Governor's powers as they relate to the county
GEMA's powers as they relate to the county
Georgia Department of Public Health's powers as they relate to this emergency and the county
County health department's power as they relate to this emergency and the county

Some of our counties are asking how to protect the county employees during this emergency. These are my
suggested responses:
•

The first response that we give our members should be to ask what the county's emergency
management plan says about the continuity of operation during a public health emergency. Before the
swine flu hit, GEMA, public health and county EMA directors worked on public health emergency
planning, including continuity of essential services. Somewhere, there should be a plan.
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•

The second suggestion is the guidance that we have already provided on County Personnel Issues and
the COVID-19.

•

The third suggestion, if the county insists that it has no emergency management plan or that it is
outdated, is to encourage the county to work with their manager, attorney, EMA director and public
health department. Assess the mandatory services that the county must provide and figure out the
best way to provide them with limited personal contact.

ACCG encourages home rule and local decision making. That is what our counties are given with developing
their emergency management plans - the opportunity to create solutions that fit the needs of their
community. Eventually, the Governor or public health will likely make some sweeping orders that mandate a
one size fits all solution for the counties during this emergency. Until then, it is local control.
I truly understand our members' uncertainty, confusion, fear, and frustration. This is our first public health
emergency. While there were provisions and preparations made for this in law and planning a decade ago,
this is unchartered water for those of us not in the public health field. We will continue to look to try to find
answers to the many, many more questions still pending.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants Mailbox < FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:55 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset

Can do,
I sent an official one from the system, but I've also copied it here
https://grantee.fema.gov/#account/resetPassword/0005b35b-a462-4137-b89b-eb3b6c7641df
let me know if that works.
Stay Healthy!
Monica McMillan
Public Assistance (PA) Cadre I Acting Hotline Lead
(202)704-3976
PA Grants Manager and Portal Hotline (866) 337-8448

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 10:42 PM
To: FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants Mailbox <FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject: RE: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset
Will you please send me a new link? I've been swamped with COVID-19 and just got around to trying to login tonight
but the link is expired. Thanks.
From: FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants Mailbox <FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov>

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 7:54 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset

Good Morning!
Your account was locked, so that was keeping you from logging in. Your old link has expired, I sent you a new one to try
again.
Let me know if that works,
Monica McMillan
Public Assistance (PA) Cadre I Acting Hotline Lead
(202)704-3976
PA Grants Manager and Portal Hotline (866) 337-8448

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 7:40 PM
To: FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants Mailbox <FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc: Burns, Andy <Andy.Burns@tetratech.com>

Subject: RE: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset
786

To whom it may concern: I can't log into the Portal nor reset my password. My username is
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.
From: support.pagrants@fema.gov <support.pagrants@fema.gov>
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 7:13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset

Hello Michael,
Please click on the following link to reset your password: Click here to reset password
If you did not request a password reset, please contact your administrator.
Thank you,
The Grants Portal
-FEMA PA Support Team
FEMA-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov
https ://grantee. fem a.gov
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:41 AM
McCoy, Michael; Cohilas, Christopher; Gray, Russell; Jones,Anthony; Edwards, Victor;
Gaines, Gloria; Lamar Hudgins; Howell, Wendy; Gloria Gaines; Victor Edwards
Fwd: Join county leaders for two briefings on COVID-19

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: NACo <naco@naco.org>
Date: March 16, 2020 at 10:11:46 PM EDT
To: "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Join county leaders for two briefings on COVID-19

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Join County Leaders for Two Briefings on COVID-19
On Tuesday, March 17, at 4:00 p.m. EDT, please join the National Association of Counties (NACo)
and county leaders for a briefing call on COVID-19 (coronavirus). Dial-in information is below.
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On Wednesday, March 18, at 1:00 p.m. EDT, please join White House officials for a briefing call
on COVID-19. Registration instructions are below. Please note that this call is intended for state
and local elected officials.

NACo Briefing Call
Date: Tuesday, March 17
Time: 4:00 p.m. EDT
Call-in Line: 1 (562) 247-8422
Code: 244-799-190

White House Briefing Call
Date: Wednesday, March 18
Time: 1:00 p.m. EDT
Call-In Registration: Click here to register
Notes:

•
•
•
•
•

You must RSVPto join the call.
Upon successful registration, you will receive dial-in details to the email address you use
to register.
Note that multiple people cannot dial-in using the same registration information.
Call-in lines are limited. Please register only if you are able to join the call.
State and local leaders (especially staff) working in the same office are encouraged to
register once as a group and use one call-in line to maximize the number of people who
can join.

NACo County Explorer
COVID-19: COUNTY & STATEEMERGENCYDECLARATION

789

If your county or state has declared an emergency not reflected in County Explorer, please reach
out to us at resea
with information.

790

660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.

1°(ftiusuc

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or
from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and
media upon request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e.routefifty.com >
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 7:13 AM
Michael McCoy
Ohio orders polls closed, while other elections go forward; San Francisco Bay Area
orders 'shelter in place'; How I finally got a coronavirus test; Colorado offers guidance
on drive-thru testing

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

San Francisco Bay Area Counties Orders Residents to 'Shelter
in Place'
II

Counties in the San Francisco Bay Area became the first jurisdictions in

the country to order residents to "shelter in place." Across the country, some governors and
mayors ordered bars, restaurants, movie theaters, and gyms to close.

How I Finally Got a Coronavirus Test
IIJlAM

II

After almost a week of illness and testing negative for flu, strep

throat and mono, a reporter on Monday is tested for Covid-19.
Brought to you by Solarwinds
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APplliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing

Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.

lln Thiis Whiitepape1r

•

Monitoring across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud environment

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated reports

IL.earnIIVlore

Colorado Offers Guidance to Other Governments That Want to
Establish Drive-Thru Testing
11.MMACOII.....
J .MAN

The Colorado Department of Public Health and the Environment wants

II

other state and local government agencies to know: yes, they can set up drive-thru testing.

The Pandemic Reminds Us Why Governors Still Matter
All 11S11
IIA 11
'0WII IIII GIi

II

COMMENTARY

I

Governors across the United States have taken

a proactive, hands-on response to the coronavirus pandemic.

Deep Clean, Then Clean Again
SAlllAIIII ZJIIANG

II

Illl

AIIII........
ANIIIIC

II

What exactly does it mean when schools and

businesses close to "deep clean" because of the coronavirus?

State AGs Crack Down on Coronavirus Scams
II IIAIINII S ...11
'0VIICII II

II

N

II

The National Association of Attorneys General has set

up a website for consumers to file complaints with each state attorney general's office.

Gunfire Detection Technology Spreads, Raises Privacy
Concerns
11.MMACOII.....
J .MAN

II

Police advocates of the audio monitoring surveillance system say it helps

them know just how many shootings are happening in their cities. But civil rights advocates say
policy makers should think about possible privacy implications.
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Brought to you by Solarwinds

Applliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing

Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.

lln Thiis Whiitepic:!JMl!

across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Monitoring

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud environment

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated reports

IL.earnIIVlore

.1111 II 1111
I

II

II!

II

I I. II PII

II I

!1111

This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you have opted
in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time you may
receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 6:41 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie; Sproul,
Kevin; Ostrander, John
**MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Holds Press Conference at 11am Today
image001.jpg; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image00S.png

Media Partners:
We will be holding a press conference beginning at 11 a.m. this morning in Room 100 of the Government
Center at 222 Pine Ave. The purpose of the press conference will be to provide further updates on COVID-19.
Hope to see you all there.
Thanks,
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
229.854.0006
whowell@dougherty.ga.us
Sent from my iPhone

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 6:14 AM
McCoy, Michael
Clark, Bristria; Hall, Dominique
Clarification Needed for Minutes

Mr. McCoyFor minute clarification, is the policy and resolution that was approved yesterday, be an amendment to the Dougherty
County Personnel Policies and Procedures or just a separate policy? The original agenda was requesting that we add
Section V-12 to our policies and procedures manual?
Until guidance is received from you here is the proposed wording:
The Chairman called for consideration of a Resolution providing for the amendment of the Dougherty County Personnel
Policies & Procedures by adding the Dougherty County Planned Response to the Coronavirus Pandemic for County
Employees policy to be effective March 16, 2020. County Administrator Michael McCoy addressed by stating that this is
a continuation plan if the government was to shutdown operations. He discussed limitations pertaining to teleworking
and shared asked the Commission to review the listing of essential and non-essential personnel. An update will be
provided to the Commission regarding impact to service levels.
<The next paragraph will provide the updates from the departments>

Jawahn Wa1re
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.300 I IFax:229.438.3967
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:j
@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
The Tactical Wire <mailer@thetacticalwire.com>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 6:09 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
The Tactical Wire: Tuesday, March 17

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nosier Brass Line Expands
Nosier adds 6.5 PRC, 27 Nosier to the line of brass cartridge cases and adds 6.5
Creedmoor and 17 Rem. Fireball to the bulk brass line.

Celerant Technology

Client Conference

Now a 'Virtual Event'

Celerant Technology has made the decision to cancel its annual
client conference and turn it into a virtual event, due to concerns
over the spread of the Coronavirus, COVID-19.

Orchid Advisors Cancels Firearms Industry Compliance
Conference
~

As a result of growing concerns over COVID-19, Orchid Advisors
L:::_j
regrets to announce the cancellation of the 2020 Firearms Industry
Compliance Conference originally scheduled for May 5-7, 2020.
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CMP Cancels Upcoming

Games Events and Activities

The Civilian Marksmanship Program has announced the cancellation of multiple
CMP Games events and CMP activities due to increased health concerns brought
on by the COVID-19 virus outbreak.

National R3 Symposium

Rescheduled

The Council to Advance Hunting and the Shooting Sports is rescheduling the 2020
National R3 Symposium (originally scheduled May 12-14) to August 25-27, 2020, in
Broken Arrow, OK.

SIG Relentless
in 2021

Warrior Championship

Cancelled, Will Resume

Due to the continued progression of COVID-19, and consistent with the cancellation
of other collegiate sports events, SIG Sauer has cancelled the 2020 SIG Relentless
Warrior Championship scheduled for Saturday, March 28, 2020 at the SIG SAUER
Academy. It will resume in 2021.

Mustang Survival Official Supplier of Luna Rossa Prada Pirelli
Team in America's Cup
Mustang Survival announces it will supply equipment for extreme
offshore activities of the Luna Rossa Prada Pirelli Team, as it
challenges for the 36th Americas Cup.

Luth-AR a Sponsor of Superstition
Match
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Mountain Mystery 3-Gun

Luth-AR is pleased to Sponsor the Superstition Mountain Mystery
3-Gun Match, held at Rio Salado Sportsman Club, Mesa AZ,
March 20-22, 2020.

FN 503 Slim 9mm Pistol
FN America, LLC introduced the FN 503, a slim 9mm striker-fired
pistol designed for concealed carry. It features a 3.1-inch barrel
with recessed target crown, enlarged controls, a five-pound trigger, skateboard tapestyle grip texture and 6- and 8-round magazines.

Breakthrough
Associates

Clean Technologies

Signs Ken Jefferies

&

Breakthrough Clean Technologies announces their new
partnership with manufacturers' representation firm Ken Jefferies &
Associates.

Basecamp by Everest a Robust Marketing Platform
Everest, the industry's first customer-centric, community-driven,
multi-merchant marketplace has announced their Al-driven
marketing solution for Everest seller storefronts. Basecamp by Everest is an Alpowered marketing platform with 8+ automated customer touchpoints and actionable
analytics.

Shooting USA Steps Up to Help Launch New Products as NRA
Show is Canceled
Jim Scoutten, Executive Producer of Shooting USA Television, has
announced show production will immediately be expanded to
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showcase new products that are not going to be seen by 80,000 NRA Members in
Nashville.

Hartley vs. Sig Sauer Class Action Resolution
SIG SAUER has reached an agreement to resolve a class action
lawsuit alleging that P320 pistols manufactured prior to August 8,
2017, have the ability to fire when the pistol's slide and barrel are in an unlocked
condition. The SIG SAUER P320 pistol continues to meet and exceed all industry
safety standards, and it is safe to carry and use in both the pre- and post-upgrade
versions, when handled in accordance with the operator's manual.

Apex Releases New

1911

Ejector Pin Fixture

For gunsmiths, armorers and anyone doing a 1911 build, Apex
Tactical Specialties is pleased to announce the release of its new
1911 Ejector Pin Fixture for use with 1911 and 2011 pistols - available now at
ApexTactical.com.

Hogue Knives Trauma First Response

Tool

Hogue Knives adds the "Trauma" to their knife line. With a 3.4"
Bohler N680 steel blade, the Trauma also features a deployable
strap cutter, an oxygen valve wrench and a carbide glass breaker.
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Outdoor Edge Six-Piece Combo Blade Set
Designed to accommodate any of the Outdoor Edge 3.5-inch
RazorSafe System knives, the new six-piece Skinning-BoningGutting combo blade set transforms any Outdoor Edge 3.5-inch RazorSafe knife into
a complete field dressing and game processing solution.

Galco FLETCH For The Ruger-57 Pistol
Galea announced the FLETCH belt holster for the new Ruger-57
pistol. Its unique "forward molded" two-piece construction is
contoured on the body side to the natural curve of the human hip, keeping all the
molding on the front of the holster.

MTM CASE-GARD New In-Safe Handgun Storage Cases
The new In-Safe Handgun Storage Case keeps handguns safe
and organized, allowing users to quickly find their firearm in often
crowded gun vaults thanks to the transparent case.

SAR-USA Unveils New Products for

2020

SAR USA by Sarsilmaz, one of the world's largest manufacturers
of firearms, is pleased to announce their new product offerings for
2020.

Luth-AR Announces

Am bi-Switch Extended Safety /Selector

Luth-AR is pleased to announce the release of the Ambi-Switch
Extended Safety/Selector switch for the AR15.
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SAF to NOLA Mayor: "We Sued City Once, We'll Do It Again"
The Second Amendment Foundation has warned New Orleans Mayor Latoya
Cantrell against suspending or limiting the sale of firearms and ammunition under
her recently proclaimed State of Emergency due to Covid-19.

Beretta 92X

$100

Back Promotion

Continues

Through March 31, 2020, Beretta will continue to run a promotion
in which you will be eligible to receive a $100 rebate when you buy
any of these eligible Beretta 92X series pistols: Full-Size, Centurion, and Compact
with and without rail (excludes the new Beretta 92X Performance).

May GUNS Magazine
GUNS May cover gun, the .45-70 Side Gate Lever Action from
Henry Repeating Arms, is packed with big-bore power and carbine
handling, and offers two ways to load - fast and faster.

FEATURE

Editor's Notebook:

Commonality

The common wisdom - seemingly a
contradiction in terms - is that you
always carry the gun (and other gear) in the same location on your body, all the
time, no exceptions. This was recently recalled by peace officer/instructor Greg
Ellifritz when responding to a concealed carry piece he highlighted in his must-read
"Weekend Knowledge Dump" on his website.
The story upon which he made his comment was a collection of tips for people new
to the concealed carry lifestyle. It consisted of generally good advice. The part of
most interest to me was the comment he posted below the link. The typical
injunction he responds to is "carry in the same place all the time so you won't be
searching for the gun."
"I'm not adamant that my students always carry their gun in exactly the same place. I
carry my own gun in different locations depending on threat level and mode of dress.
I've always been able to find my gun when I needed it. Before I leave the house, no
matter how I'm carrying the gun, I practice three to five "mock draws." I clear
concealment, get a firing grip on my handgun and defeat whatever retention my
holster has.
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"I don't actually pull the gun out of the holster (that's the easy part) so I don't feel the
need to unload the gun. This isn't a full practice session, it's just a way to build
neural pathways and make sure you can get to your gun when you need it."
.

.

The first image was of Jim Cirillo's second gun taken during a class -- a Colt Cobra in a kydex crossdraw rig. The
image above is a cross-draw by Pocket Concealment Systems. Below, an ankle rig built by Lou Alessi before he
passed served on a trip into a 'non-permissive environment -- legal to carry, but would have caused personal
issues.

Maybe someone has, sometime in the deep, dark past, lost a fight due to inability to
find the handgun. I'm not sure I've ever heard one way or the other. It just "seems to
make sense." Except that it doesn't. While "dress around the gun(s)" is always Plan
A for me, there are many times when I'm compelled to abandon Plan A due to
circumstances beyond my control. That's when we need a strong Plan B, Plan C and
so on. I've recently had experience with alternative plans due to a protracted medical
situation. Fortunately, it wasn't my first time. In fact, preparing as Greg describes
reminds me of a situation I faced early in my disjointed police career.
I'd moved into a small town agency to "make do" until we could leave that region.
The chief, a retired state trooper, was deeply into the "we all must be exactly alike"
mindset. He insisted on the same Hume Jordan Trooper duty holster, with thumb
break strap, and double dump box for spare ammo on the same gun belt ... you get
the picture.
It was a holster system I'd never worked with. As I was already aware that it was
likely I'd draw the revolver thousands of times without firing a shot for every time I
drew to one or more hits, I intensively - daily - practiced the drawing of the gun
without firing. It was a scheme that paid off in the few short months I was in that
agency and it was a habit that followed me since. As Greg describes, the time is
consumed in going from zero to full firing grip (and holster retention devices
deactivated) - not in pulling the gun into line and pressing out. It also alerts your
brain to the location of the sidearm if it's not where it normally is ...

~

Above, holsters by Dark Star Gear, tend to the front carried inside the waist format (Chuck Haggard image).
Such a draw can safely be used including reholstering, as demonstrated below during a LEOSA qual using the
S&W M&P9 Shield M2.0.

Sometimes you have to alter the preferred location of carry. I've used pocket carry,
ankle carry, cross draw/shoulder systems and more. Peace officer/ace instructor
Chuck Haggard has recommended front/inside the waist ("appendix") and prefers
gear from quality makers, like Tom Kelley at Dark Star Gear and Spencer Keepers
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(also an instructor). It seems we should examine these options as we look at
'nonstandard' or contingent carry methods.
Something else that makes sense is to have the gun - a gun - when it's needed. In
the same "Weekend Knowledge Dump" installment, Greg had a piece from the
SWAT Magazine website about "J-frame state of mind." That makes sense too,
adjusting your mindset to those times you're stuck with something less than optimal
and understanding that just because something's not ideal, it doesn't mean it's time
to quit.
We'll take a look at the methods of carry and the gear to facilitate that as we go
through the year, in an effort to "keep you posted."
- - Rich Grassi

TACTICALWIRE

Event Calendar
MARCH 20-22

Superstition Mountain Mystery 3-Gun Match
Rio Salado Sportsman Club, Mesa AZ

APRIL 24

Eastern CMP Games & CMP HP Rifle Matches
•

Eastern CMP Games & CMP Highpower Rifle Matches - Camp Butner,
NC. All match events and training courses related to the Eastern Games
scheduled for April 24 - May 3 have been cancelled.

MAY29

Camp Atterbury - Edinburgh IN
Marksmanship 101 Class
For more information on the Marksmanship 101 Classes, including links to
registration, visit the CMP website at http//thecrnp ...
orq/tra.iiniinq-tech/rna.rlksrna.nshiiir?~:
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TAC Service Desk
Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Tuesday, March 17, 2020 12:07 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: House PassesCoronavirus Bill
image001.jpg; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image00S.png

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

I was thinking the same and we could track it better. We have time to decide as we just completed payroll.
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 16, 2020, at 10:07 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

Ms. Hall - I was thinking that we may want to provide administrative leave for parents that are caring
for their children due to the school system closure. What do you think?
From: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: House Passes Coronavirus Bill

Explains

new potential

laws a little better.

7)~~
HR Director
<imageOOl.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~

From: administrator@glgpa.org <administrator@glgpa.org>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 8:25 PM
To: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: House Passes Coronavirus Bill
806

This has some effect on employers. Please see the information below.
Meg Blubaugh
City of Newnan
Begin forwarded message:

From: FMG <info@fmglaw.com>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 11:34:33 EDT
To: Meg Blubaugh <MBlubaugh@cityofnewnan.org>
Subject: House PassesCoronavirusBill
Reply-To: <us19-5e89b38ad594a4c7d36c@inbound.mailchimpapp.net>
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View this email in your browser

House Passes Coronavirus Bill with Major Implications for Employers

By:Jeffrey A. IHordandDavid A. Colle,
Shortly past midnight on Saturday morning, the House of Representatives passed the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act (the "Act") on a bipartisan 363-40 vote, bringing the nation one step closer to implementing a
sweeping financial aid package designed to address the Coronavirus outbreak. A copy of the entire bill, as
amended, is availablehere.
The legislation comes on the heels of last week's bipartisan emergency Coronavirus response initiative providing
$8.3 billion in research and vaccine development funds. The bill will now head to the Senate for final approval,
where it is expected to pass in substantially similar form due to President Trump's vocal support for the
legislation.
In addition to guaranteeing free Coronavirus testing by requiring private health insurers - and government
programs such as Medicaid - to cover the cost of tests and doctor visits, while strengthening food security
initiatives like TEFAP, SNAP and WIC, the Act also includes several employment-related provisions that are likely
to have major implications for employers.
Amendments To The Family And Medical Leave Act:

If enacted into law, the Act would create a new type of leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA")
allowing for leave in cases of a "public health emergency."
Answers to questions about the key parts of this potential change to the FM LA are below:
•
•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect- If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
When Is Leave Allowed- From now until the end of 2020, the Act would allow eligible employees to take
FMLA leave to: (a) comply with a recommendation or order by a health care provider or public official to
not attend work because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (b) care for a family
member being quarantined because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; or (c) care for
a son or daughter whose school or place of care has been closed due to Coronavirus.
Which Employers Are Covered- While traditional FMLA leave requirements only apply to employers
with 50 or more employees, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to all employers with
fewer than 500 employees. However, the Act does give the U.S. Department of Labor authority to issue
regulations for good cause that could exempt small businesses with fewer than 50 employees if imposing
the new requirements would "jeopardize the viability of the business as a going concern." As of right
now, we are unaware of the Department of Labor working on such regulations.
Which Employees Are Eligible- While traditional FMLA leave is only available to employees who have
worked for 12 months and for 1,250 hours in the immediate preceding 12 months prior to taking the
leave, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to any employee (full or part-time) who has
been employed for at least 30 calendar days.
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•

•

•

Does The Employer Have To Pay The Employee While Out On Leave- The first 14 days of FMLA leave
for Coronavirus may be unpaid. An employee may choose to substitute available paid leave during those
14 days, but the employer may not require it. After 14 days, the employer must provide paid leave for
the remainder of the FMLA leave for Coronavirus in an amount that is no less than two-thirds of the
employee's regular rate of pay for the number of hours the employee would otherwise normally be
scheduled to work.
What Is The Definition Of Family Member-an individual who is: (i) a pregnant woman, senior citizen,
individual with a disability, or has access or functional needs; and (ii) who is a son or daughter of the
employee, a next of kin of the employee or a person for whom the employee is next of kin; or a
grandparent or grandchild of the employee.
Is The Employee Guaranteed The Employee's Position Upon Return- Just like traditional FMLA leave,
the employee is entitled to his/her job position upon return from this leave, except employees with less
than 25 employees may be exempted if the employee's position does not exist anymore because of the
public health emergency.

Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act

The Act would also require any government or public agency with 1 or more employees and any private employer
with fewer than 500 employees to give their employees paid sick leave for the following reasons: (a) to selfisolate because a diagnosis with Coronavirus; (b) to obtain medical diagnosis or care if experiencing symptoms
of Coronavirus; (c) to comply with a recommendation or order by a public health official to not report to work
because of a diagnosis of Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (d) to care for a family member with
Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; and (e) to care for a child whose school or place of care is
closed due to Coronavirus.
•
•
•

•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect-If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
Which Employees Are Eligible-Emergency paid sick leave under the Act must be available to all
employees for immediate use regardless of how long they have been employed.
How Much Paid Sick Leave Does An Employee Receive- Full-time employees must be given up to 80
hours of paid sick leave and part-time employees must receive a number of hours equal to the average
hours they work over a 2-week period.
How Much Is The Employee Paid While Out- Employees who take leave to self-quarantine or to seek
diagnosis or care must be paid at their regular rate. Employees who use the leave to care for an afflicted
family member or to care for a child whose school has closed must be paid at two-thirds their regular
rate.
What If An Employer Already Provides Paid Sick Leave- Employers with existing paid leave policies must
provide this emergency paid sick leave in addition to the existing paid leave, and they may not change
existing policies after the date of the Act to avoid these requirements.
Can An Employer Require Substitution Of This Leave For The New Paid FMLA Leave-An employee may
use this emergency sick leave to cover the first 14 days of unpaid FM LA leave for Coronavirus (see above).
However, an employer may not require an employee to use other paid leave before using this emergency
sick leave.

Reimbursement for Employers:

The Act provides tax credits to reimburse employers for the costs of the paid FMLA leave and emergency sick
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leave discussed above. Specifically, the Act creates both: (1) a payroll credit for paid sick leave, and (2) a payroll
credit for required family leave, allowed against the employer's portion of Social Security taxes.
•

•

For paid emergency sick leave, the amount of the credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $511/day
for employees that self-isolate, have Coronavirus symptoms, or are ordered to stay home; otherwise,
the credit is capped at $200 per day. There is effectively a two-week cap on this credit, after which the
new FMLA tax credit would kick in.
The amount of the FMLA leave credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $200/day and $10,000 total
for all calendar quarters. These tax credits would cover one year, and could not be used in combination
with the existing credit(s) for employers that provide paid family and medical leave to their employees.

State Unemployment Insurance:

•

•

•

The Act would also direct $2 billion to state unemployment insurance programs as emergency grants for
processing and paying unemployment insurance (UI) benefits, and to provide immediate funding for
staffing, technology, systems, and other administrative costs of state unemployment agencies.
Standard screening measures, such as "job seeker" requirements and mandatory waiting periods, would
be waived for anyone applying for UI benefits who has either been diagnosed with COVID-19 or who has
lost their job due to the spread of the virus.
The Act provides for full federal funding of extended unemployment compensation for any state that
experiences and increase of ten percent (10%) or more in its unemployment rate over the previous year.

Additional Information

An earlier version of the bill (which can still be viewedhere) included a permanent paid leave program that House
Democrats said would help deter infected workers from returning to work too quickly and spreading the illness
unintentionally. That feature (among others) was ultimately removed from the version that passed early
Saturday morning; the amended H.R. 6201 is a more limited, temporary response to the specific public health
emergency created by the coronavirus.
Even so, the bill's protections are a major change in U.S. policy, particularly with respect to paid sick leave. It will
be interesting to see whether the Act passes the Senate in its current form and, if so, whether it will be replaced
by more permanent legislation for mandatory paid sick leave once it expires on December 31, 2020.
The FMG Employment team will be conducting a webinar on coronavirus issues on Tuesday, March 17, at 12:00
noon EST.To register, please clickhere.
In addition, FMG has formed aCoronavirus Task Forceto provide up-to-the-minute information, strategic advice,
and practical solutions for our clients. Our group is an interdisciplinary team of attorneys who can address the
multitude of legal issues arising out of the coronavirus pandemic, including issues related to Healthcare, Product
Liability, Tort Liability, Data Privacy, and Cyber and Local Governments. For more information about the Task
Force, click,lh,g..r.g_.
You can also contact your FMG
atrnronavirustaskforce@fmgllaw.com.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:47 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins(lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net); vees70@yahoo.com;
clintjohn 1978@hotmail.com; Gray, Russell; GloriaGaines < ggaines30S@aol.com >
(ggaines30S@aol.com); Jones, Anthony
COVID-19 Policy
Dougherty County Planned Response 3-16-2020.docx

Commissioners - Please find attached a copy of the COVID-19 Policy that you passed today. Thanks.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:42 PM
FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants Mailbox
RE: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset

Will you please send me a new link? I've been swamped with COVID-19 and just got around to trying to login tonight
but the link is expired. Thanks.
From: FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants Mailbox <FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov>

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 7:54 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset

Good Morning!
Your account was locked, so that was keeping you from logging in. Your old link has expired, I sent you a new one to try
again.
Let me know if that works,
Monica McMillan
Public Assistance (PA) Cadre I Acting Hotline Lead

(202)704-3976

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 7:40 PM
To: FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants Mailbox <FEMA-Recovery-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc: Burns, Andy <Andy.Burns@tetratech.com>

Subject: RE: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset
To whom it may concern: I can't log into the Portal nor reset my password. My username is
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us.
Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Thanks.
From: support.pagrants@fema.gov

<support.pagrants@fema.gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 7:13 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FEMA PA Notification - Password Reset

Hello Michael,
Please click on the following link to reset your password: Click here to reset password
If you did not request a password reset, please contact your administrator.
Thank you,
815

The Grants Portal
-FEMA PA Support Team
FEMA-PA-Grants@fema.dhs.gov
https ://grantee. fem a .gov
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officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:32 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE: Press Conference

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

COVID-19 update

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: 3/16/20 10:15 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Press Conference
Sure thing, Mike. Can you update me on what it will be about? Then, I can send as a media advisory and give press a
heads up on what to expect. Thanks
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 16, 2020, at 9:36 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us> wrote:

Wendy- We will be having a press conference in the morning at 11 am in the Government
Center. Please send out a press release. There's going to be some very pertinent information
disseminated. Thanks.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator
<image00l.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: ~
Emaill:
y@

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:32 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE:**MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty
County Residents

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

10-4.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung

-------- Original message-------From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: 3/16/20 10:15 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: **MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty County Residents
I have been trying to find out to no avail. I can rescind this notice, if need be
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 16, 2020, at 9:49 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

I was advised that this service and offer is not offered in Dougherty County. If true we need to send a
revised notice. Thanks.
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:39 PM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
News - WFXL
<newsdesk@wfxl.com>; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News -WALB <news@walb.com>;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian <theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>; Alan Mauldin
<alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>; News - Albany Herald <news@albanyherald.com>;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook <samantha.cook@southgatv.com>
Cc: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>;
Gaines, Gloria (other) <ggaines305@aol.com>; Gray, Russell <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson,
Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Edwards, Victor <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>;
vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>; Lamar Hudgins
<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Hollis, Darlene <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>; slee817@aol.com; Ramona
Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Fowler, Michael <MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>; Carpenter,
818

Joy <JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>; Jordan, Rubin <RJordan@albanyga.gov>; Polite, Ronnie
<RPolite@albanyga.gov>
Subject: **MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty County Residents
Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:

Comcast is offering a complimentary "Internet Essentials" package FREEfor low-income customers for
60 days with no contract. Speeds are up to 25mbps with self-install kit included. For more info, visit
https://www.internetessentials.com/covid19
or call 1.855.846.8376 for English and 1.855.765.6995
for Spanish.
Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration and tax and tag in the wake of
COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer
<image006.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:w.Jb..gw._g.!.)_~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:16 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: **MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty
County Residents
image006.jpg; image007.jpg; image008.jpg; image009.jpg; image0 10.jpg

I have been trying to find out to no avail. I can rescind this notice, if need be
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 16, 2020, at 9:49 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

I was advised that this service and offer is not offered in Dougherty County. If true we need to send a
revised notice. Thanks.
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:39 PM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
News - WFXL
<newsdesk@wfxl.com>; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News -WALB <news@walb.com>;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian <theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>; Alan Mauldin
<alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>; News - Albany Herald <news@albanyherald.com>;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook <samantha.cook@southgatv.com>
Cc: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>;
Gaines, Gloria (other) <ggaines305@aol.com>; Gray, Russell <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson,
Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Edwards, Victor <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>;
vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>; Lamar Hudgins
<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Hollis, Darlene <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>; slee817@aol.com; Ramona
Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Fowler, Michael <MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>; Carpenter,
Joy <JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>; Jordan, Rubin <RJordan@albanyga.gov>; Polite, Ronnie
<RPolite@albanyga.gov>
Subject: **MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty County Residents

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:

Comcast is offering a complimentary "Internet Essentials" package FREEfor low-income customers for
60 days with no contract. Speeds are up to 25mbps with self-install kit included. For more info, visit
https://www.internetessentials.com/covid19
or call 1.855.846.8376 for English and 1.855.765.6995
for Spanish.
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Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration and tax and tag in the wake of
COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer
<image006.jpg>
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:w.Jb..gw._g.!.)_~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
NACo <naco@naco.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:12 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Join county leaders for two briefings on COVID-19

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Having trouble viewing this email? Click Here

Join County Leaders for Two Briefings on COVID-19
On Tuesday, March 17, at 4:00 p.m. EDT, please join the National Association of Counties (NACo)
and county leaders for a briefing call on COVID-19 (coronavirus). Dial-in information is below.
On Wednesday, March 18, at 1:00 p.m. EDT, please join White House officials for a briefing call
on COVID-19. Registration instructions are below. Please note that this call is intended for state
and local elected officials.

NACo Briefing Call
Date: Tuesday, March 17
Time: 4:00 p.m. EDT
Call-in Line: 1 (562) 247-8422
Code: 244-799-190

White House Briefing Call

822

Date: Wednesday, March 18
Time: 1:00 p.m. EDT
Call-In Registration: Click here to register
Notes:

•
•
•
•
•

You must RSVPto join the call.
Upon successful registration, you will receive dial-in details to the email address you use
to register.
Note that multiple people cannot dial-in using the same registration information.
Call-in lines are limited. Please register only if you are able to join the call.
State and local leaders (especially staff) working in the same office are encouraged to
register once as a group and use one call-in line to maximize the number of people who
can join.

NACo County Explorer
COVID-19: COUNTY & STATEEMERGENCYDECLARATION

If your county or state has declared an emergency not reflected in County Explorer, please reach
out to us at research@naco.org with information.
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660 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20001

Did someone forward you this email? Sign up to stay up-to-date on topics affecting America's counties!
Click here to unsubscribe.
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RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:10 PM
Burns, Andy; Tara Teuta
RE: Dougherty County Check In

Thanks Tara! I've been dealing with another disaster ....COVID-19. Hate you won't be helping out with this one.

@

From: Burns, Andy <Andy.Burns@tetratech.com>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 10:44 AM
To: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Dougherty County Check In

Good morning Tara,
Hope everything is okay in Atlanta.
Whatever you did last week to get Dougherty's projects moving, I appreciate it. FEMA assigned a new PDMG and he
immediately started addressing the list of outstanding issues.
The County is back on track now. Thanks again for all your help.
Andy

Andy Burns I II iinanciiallll{ecove1rySpeciialliist

Tetra Tech I Complex World, Clear Solutions™ I TDlll.

From: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 5:49 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Cc: Burns, Andy <Andy.Burns@tetratech.com>
Subject: RE: Dougherty County Check In

Hi Good Morning,
I will give them a call today. Andrew was not available on Monday and there were no issues/concerns addressed on any
of your projects.
Will keep you posted.
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Thanks,
Tara
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe
Sent: Monday, March 9, 2020 7:47 PM
To: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>
Subject: FW: Dougherty County Check In

y.ga.us>

Tara - This is not acceptable. We need to get this addressed. Please provide me solution. Thanks.
From: Burns, Andy <Andy.Burns@tetratech.com>
Sent: Monday, March 9, 2020 6:20 PM
To: Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Vickery, Jason <Jason.Vicke y@tetratech.com>;
<B yan.Lowe@tetratech.com>
Subject: Fwd: Dougherty County Check In

Lowe, Bryan

Tara,
We're coming up on 7 months now trying to get these small issues worked out with FEMA. That conference call with
them to discuss the roads and signs was on August 20, 2019.
They're not responsive and I don't know what to do anymore. Please help us.
Andy
Andrew Burns I Financial Recovery Specialist
Mobile +1 (515) 537-5578 I andy.burns@tetratech.com
Tetra Tech I Complex World, Clear Solutions™ I TOR
From: Burns, Andy
Sent: Monday, March 9, 2020 2:05:36 PM
To: Aucoin, Andrew <andrew.aucoin@fema.dhs.gov>; Keener, Noah <noah.keener@fema.dhs.gov>; Davis, Deborah
<deborah.davis@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Tara Teuta <Tara.Teuta@gema.ga.gov>; Vickery, Jason
<Jason.Vicke y@tetratech.com>; Lowe, Bryan <B yan.Lowe@tetratech.com>
Subject: Dougherty County Check In

Good morning,
I'm checking in again on the status of Dougherty's projects.
•
We're still waiting on the list of roads with GPS inconsistencies. I'd like to get Public Works on it as soon as
possible, so whenever you get a chance to send that list, that would be great.
•
Any update on when the FHWA signs will be removed and the signage project submitted to the CRC?
•
We're getting closer to receiving the final invoice for the Southside Library so that we can submit that as a
completed work project. The roofing contractor is finishing up their final punch list.
• The parks project still doesn't include the River Front Park light globe and screen damages. It's such a small
amount, but we'd still like to include those costs. This project has now progressed to insurance review, so I just
want to make sure we catch it before it goes too far.
Is there anything you need from us? Thanks for your help.
Andy
826

Andy Burns I IIiinanciiallll{ecove1rySpeciialliist

Tetra Tech I Complex World, Clear Solutions™ I TDlll.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:08 PM
Hall, Dominique
RE: House PassesCoronavirus Bill

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ms. Hall - I was thinking that we may want to provide administrative
due to the school system closure. What do you think?

leave for parents that are caring for their children

From: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:36 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: House Passes Coronavirus Bill

Explains

new potential

laws a little better.

7)~"7/dlt
HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~

From: administrator@glgpa.org

<administrator@glgpa.org>

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 8:25 PM
To: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: House Passes Coronavirus Bill

This has some effect on employers. Please see the information below.
Meg Blubaugh
City of Newnan
Begin forwarded message:
From: FMG <info@fmglaw.com>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 11:34:33 EDT
828

To: Meg Blubaugh <MBlubaugh@cityofnewnan.org>

Subject: House PassesCoronavirusBill
Reply-To: <us19-5e89b38ad5-94a4c7d36c@inbound.mailchimpapp.net>
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View this email in your browser

House Passes Coronavirus Bill with Major Implications for Employers

By:Jeffrey A. IHordandDavid A. Colle,
Shortly past midnight on Saturday morning, the House of Representatives passed the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act (the "Act") on a bipartisan 363-40 vote, bringing the nation one step closer to implementing a
sweeping financial aid package designed to address the Coronavirus outbreak. A copy of the entire bill, as
amended, is availablehere.
The legislation comes on the heels of last week's bipartisan emergency Coronavirus response initiative providing
$8.3 billion in research and vaccine development funds. The bill will now head to the Senate for final approval,
where it is expected to pass in substantially similar form due to President Trump's vocal support for the
legislation.
In addition to guaranteeing free Coronavirus testing by requiring private health insurers - and government
programs such as Medicaid - to cover the cost of tests and doctor visits, while strengthening food security
initiatives like TEFAP, SNAP and WIC, the Act also includes several employment-related provisions that are likely
to have major implications for employers.
Amendments To The Family And Medical Leave Act:

If enacted into law, the Act would create a new type of leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA")
allowing for leave in cases of a "public health emergency."
Answers to questions about the key parts of this potential change to the FM LA are below:
•
•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect- If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
When Is Leave Allowed- From now until the end of 2020, the Act would allow eligible employees to take
FMLA leave to: (a) comply with a recommendation or order by a health care provider or public official to
not attend work because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (b) care for a family
member being quarantined because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; or (c) care for
a son or daughter whose school or place of care has been closed due to Coronavirus.
Which Employers Are Covered- While traditional FMLA leave requirements only apply to employers
with 50 or more employees, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to all employers with
fewer than 500 employees. However, the Act does give the U.S. Department of Labor authority to issue
regulations for good cause that could exempt small businesses with fewer than 50 employees if imposing
the new requirements would "jeopardize the viability of the business as a going concern." As of right
now, we are unaware of the Department of Labor working on such regulations.
Which Employees Are Eligible- While traditional FMLA leave is only available to employees who have
worked for 12 months and for 1,250 hours in the immediate preceding 12 months prior to taking the
leave, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to any employee (full or part-time) who has
been employed for at least 30 calendar days.
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•

•

•

Does The Employer Have To Pay The Employee While Out On Leave- The first 14 days of FMLA leave
for Coronavirus may be unpaid. An employee may choose to substitute available paid leave during those
14 days, but the employer may not require it. After 14 days, the employer must provide paid leave for
the remainder of the FMLA leave for Coronavirus in an amount that is no less than two-thirds of the
employee's regular rate of pay for the number of hours the employee would otherwise normally be
scheduled to work.
What Is The Definition Of Family Member-an individual who is: (i) a pregnant woman, senior citizen,
individual with a disability, or has access or functional needs; and (ii) who is a son or daughter of the
employee, a next of kin of the employee or a person for whom the employee is next of kin; or a
grandparent or grandchild of the employee.
Is The Employee Guaranteed The Employee's Position Upon Return- Just like traditional FMLA leave,
the employee is entitled to his/her job position upon return from this leave, except employees with less
than 25 employees may be exempted if the employee's position does not exist anymore because of the
public health emergency.

Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act

The Act would also require any government or public agency with 1 or more employees and any private employer
with fewer than 500 employees to give their employees paid sick leave for the following reasons: (a) to selfisolate because a diagnosis with Coronavirus; (b) to obtain medical diagnosis or care if experiencing symptoms
of Coronavirus; (c) to comply with a recommendation or order by a public health official to not report to work
because of a diagnosis of Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (d) to care for a family member with
Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; and (e) to care for a child whose school or place of care is
closed due to Coronavirus.
•
•
•

•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect-If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
Which Employees Are Eligible-Emergency paid sick leave under the Act must be available to all
employees for immediate use regardless of how long they have been employed.
How Much Paid Sick Leave Does An Employee Receive- Full-time employees must be given up to 80
hours of paid sick leave and part-time employees must receive a number of hours equal to the average
hours they work over a 2-week period.
How Much Is The Employee Paid While Out- Employees who take leave to self-quarantine or to seek
diagnosis or care must be paid at their regular rate. Employees who use the leave to care for an afflicted
family member or to care for a child whose school has closed must be paid at two-thirds their regular
rate.
What If An Employer Already Provides Paid Sick Leave- Employers with existing paid leave policies must
provide this emergency paid sick leave in addition to the existing paid leave, and they may not change
existing policies after the date of the Act to avoid these requirements.
Can An Employer Require Substitution Of This Leave For The New Paid FMLA Leave-An employee may
use this emergency sick leave to cover the first 14 days of unpaid FM LA leave for Coronavirus (see above).
However, an employer may not require an employee to use other paid leave before using this emergency
sick leave.

Reimbursement for Employers:

The Act provides tax credits to reimburse employers for the costs of the paid FMLA leave and emergency sick
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leave discussed above. Specifically, the Act creates both: (1) a payroll credit for paid sick leave, and (2) a payroll
credit for required family leave, allowed against the employer's portion of Social Security taxes.
•

•

For paid emergency sick leave, the amount of the credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $511/day
for employees that self-isolate, have Coronavirus symptoms, or are ordered to stay home; otherwise,
the credit is capped at $200 per day. There is effectively a two-week cap on this credit, after which the
new FMLA tax credit would kick in.
The amount of the FMLA leave credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $200/day and $10,000 total
for all calendar quarters. These tax credits would cover one year, and could not be used in combination
with the existing credit(s) for employers that provide paid family and medical leave to their employees.

State Unemployment Insurance:

•

•

•

The Act would also direct $2 billion to state unemployment insurance programs as emergency grants for
processing and paying unemployment insurance (UI) benefits, and to provide immediate funding for
staffing, technology, systems, and other administrative costs of state unemployment agencies.
Standard screening measures, such as "job seeker" requirements and mandatory waiting periods, would
be waived for anyone applying for UI benefits who has either been diagnosed with COVID-19 or who has
lost their job due to the spread of the virus.
The Act provides for full federal funding of extended unemployment compensation for any state that
experiences and increase of ten percent (10%) or more in its unemployment rate over the previous year.

Additional Information

An earlier version of the bill (which can still be viewedhere) included a permanent paid leave program that House
Democrats said would help deter infected workers from returning to work too quickly and spreading the illness
unintentionally. That feature (among others) was ultimately removed from the version that passed early
Saturday morning; the amended H.R. 6201 is a more limited, temporary response to the specific public health
emergency created by the coronavirus.
Even so, the bill's protections are a major change in U.S. policy, particularly with respect to paid sick leave. It will
be interesting to see whether the Act passes the Senate in its current form and, if so, whether it will be replaced
by more permanent legislation for mandatory paid sick leave once it expires on December 31, 2020.
The FMG Employment team will be conducting a webinar on coronavirus issues on Tuesday, March 17, at 12:00
noon EST.To register, please clickhere.
In addition, FMG has formed aCoronavirus Task Forceto provide up-to-the-minute information, strategic advice,
and practical solutions for our clients. Our group is an interdisciplinary team of attorneys who can address the
multitude of legal issues arising out of the coronavirus pandemic, including issues related to Healthcare, Product
Liability, Tort Liability, Data Privacy, and Cyber and Local Governments. For more information about the Task
Force, click,lh,g..r.g_.
You can also contact your FMG
atrnronavirustaskforce@fmgllaw.com.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:55 PM
Rashelle Beasley
RE:COVID-19 Status Update

Postpone.
From: Rashelle Beasley <rbeasley@visitalbanyga.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:59 AM
To: Tommy Gregors (tgregors@heritagecenter.org) <tgregors@heritagecenter.org>; tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com;
Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; mburnette@chehaw.org; jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com;
linda.davis@hiealbany.com; lomaxtherock@aol.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com; Holmes, Joel
<JHolmes@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Nicholson, Jacqueline K.
<jacqueline.nicholson@asurams.edu>
Cc: Siverlene Blount <Sblount@visitalbanyga.com>; Shelby Nichols <snichols@visitalbanyga.com>; Sandy Gregors
<sgregors@visitalbanyga.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Status Update

Good morning,
We have been working diligently to change our messaging and redirect our focus to more of local dining with an
emphasis on curbside/delivery. Our dining page will turn into a list of restaurants who are offering these services.
We have decided it is best to follow suit with the rest of the State Welcome Centers and close to the public. The full
time staff will continue to report to the office as usual to answer phones and help with rescheduling groups as
needed. The hotels are seeing cancellations, I have asked them to keep track and report to us the losses. As with
natural disasters, I feel we will need to know the economic loss after all of this is over.
I have attached a letter I will have linked from our website, it has a link to the cities website as well as the Phoebe site to
keep people informed. I also want to make sure our messaging is fluid with everyone else, so I will continue to monitor
and update information as it changes.
Lastly, would you like for me to postpone next week's board meeting and update from SkyDesign?
Thanks so much,

Rashelle Beasley, LEC, TMP
Executive Director, Albany Convention and Visitors Bureau
Race Director, SNICKERS® Marathon and Half Marathon
112 N. Front Street
Albany, GA 31701
229-317-4760
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:50 PM
Howell, Wendy
RE:**MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty
County Residents

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

I was advised that this service and offer is not offered in Dougherty County. If true we need to send a revised
notice. Thanks.
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:39 PM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
News - WFXL <newsdesk@wfxl.com>;
matt.reed@ceonews.com; News -WALB <news@walb.com>; dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>; Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>; News - Albany Herald
<news@albanyherald.com>; brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook <samantha.cook@southgatv.com>
Cc: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria
(other) <ggaines305@aol.com>; Gray, Russell <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Clinton
<CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Edwards, Victor <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony
<AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>; Lamar Hudgins <lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>;
Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Hollis, Darlene <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>; slee817@aol.com; Ramona
Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Fowler, Michael <MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>; Carpenter, Joy
<JoCarpenter@dougherty.ga.us>; Jordan, Rubin <RJordan@albanyga.gov>; Polite, Ronnie <RPolite@albanyga.gov>
Subject: **MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty County Residents

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:

Comcast is offering a complimentary "Internet Essentials" package FREEfor low-income customers for 60 days with no
contract. Speeds are up to 25mbps with self-install kit included. For more info, visit
https://www.internetessentials.com/covid19
or call 1.855.846.8376 for English and 1.855.765.6995 for Spanish.
Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration and tax and tag in the wake of COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:47 PM
Ostrander, John
RE:Work Continuation Meeting

Thanks.
From: Ostrander, John <J0strander@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 2:29 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: Work Continuation Meeting

Please see responses below.
From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:07 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Work Continuation Meeting

Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list. Chi.efJai.l..er John
Ostrander

2.

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact
Ostrander (pri.rnary) and IMaj.Allen Brock (secondary)

3.

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily. (i.rnpternented)

4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies. (we have that
capabi.l..i.ty on each tine wi.th voicernail)

for each Department. Chi.efJai.l..er John

s. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and
the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services. AU.servi.ces
provided by the jail are considered "essential.." as they are required by law.
6.

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services. ThejaiJ. i.spracti.cing soci.al..distancing in as rnuch as i.spossibl..e
wi.thin the context of the servi.cesWf.:~provide. We are requiring the use of hand sani.tizer upon
entering/I ..eaving the faciJi.tyand handwashing at l..east hourly white on-duty. We are not yet
actively screening ernpl.oyees but are relying on self-reporting.
840

7.

Identification of services that would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences. We have ternporari.ly suspended inrnate vi.si.tation and aU.outside work detai.l.s.

Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:12 PM
Ware, Jawahn
RE: <County Administration> RE:Work Continuation Meeting

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thanks.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 4:35 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: <County Administration> RE: Work Continuation Meeting

Mr. McCoyHere is the written copy for County Administration.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:07 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Work Continuation Meeting

Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list.

2.

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact for each Department.

3.

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily.

4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies.

s. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and
the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services.
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6.

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services.

7.

Identification of services that would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences..

Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:58 PM
Pauline Abidde
RE:Work Continuation Meeting

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thanks.
From: Pauline Abidde <PAbidde@docolib.org>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 5:11 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: Work Continuation Meeting

Mr. McCoy,
See response to questions below.
Pauline B. Abidde, Library Director
Dougherty County Public Library
pabidde@docolib.org
229-420-3230
From: McCoy, Michael [mailto:MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us]
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:07 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Work Continuation Meeting

Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list. Library Director,

Pauline Abidde 344-6418; Assistant Director, Wanda Brown 854-1641; IT
Manager, Gerrad Branch 344-6158
2.

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact for each Department.

Pauline Abidde 344-6418, Wanda Brown 854-1641
3.

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily.

Yes
4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies.
844

Yes
s. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and
the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services. Payroll &
Financial Management, Receipt of mail and deliveries, Mail could be held to be picked
up from the post office once or twice per week. 2 or 3 employees can alter mail
pickup. Financial Manager & Director can come to office when necessary.
6.

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services.

No more than two employees to enter the building at a time. Director & Financial
Manager would be needed to complete Financial duties.
7.

Identification of services that would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences.

Any service that requires library patrons to come into the building. However, digital
resources are available online 24/7.

Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:mmccoy@dou~ e y.~a.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:47 PM
Maurice Luther King, Jr.
FW: Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary, Post-Secondary Schools Closed March 18 to
March 31

Importance:

Low

FYI
From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 7:16 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: [Possible SPAM - IT Dept] Fw: Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary, Post-Secondary Schools Closed March 18 to
March 31
Importance: Low

ACCG recognizes that you are receiving information on COV/D--19.from a variety of
sources. Our goal is to keep you as updated as possible without overwhelming you with
information. ACCG will send information that we receive from the Governor's office and other
recognized entities of authority or information developed by ACCGstaff to assist with county
operations to county chairsJ managers/administrators and clerks. Please make sure to share
information with the rest of your commission membersJ staff and others within your
community.

From: Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp <press@georgia.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 6:32 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary, Post-Secondary Schools Closed March 18 to March 31

--

~

For Immediate
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Release

Monday, March 16, 2020
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Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary, PostSecondary Schools Closed March 18 to March 31
Atlanta, GA- In accordance with newly issued federal guidance, Governor Brian P. Kemp

signed Executive Order 3.16.20.01 closing all public elementary, secondary, and postsecondary public schools in Georgia from March 18, 2020 to March 31, 2020.
"To keep our students, teachers, and administrators safe and mitigate the spread of COVID19, I am ordering the closure of all public elementary, secondary, and post-secondary
schools in Georgia from March 18, 2020 to March 31, 2020,"

said Governor Kemp. "This

measure is critical to reducing local transmission in communities across our state, and I ask
Georgians to continue to follow best practices - washing their hands regularly, isolating the
elderly and chronically ill, and avoiding large events if possible - in the days and weeks
ahead."
For updates on COVID-19, follow @GeorgiaEMA, @GaDPH and @GovKemp on Twitter
and @GEMA.OHS, @GaDPH and @GovKemp on Facebook. For more information, visit
the DPH's coronavirus webpage at httjps://d]Ph.georgia.gov/novelcoronavirus.

Press Contacts

Candice Broce - Director of Communications & Chief Deputy Executive Counsel
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
camlice.broce~i>georgia.gov
Cody Hall - Press Secretary
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cody.hall~i>georgia.gov
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:46 PM
Chris S. Cohilas
FW: Call with Governor Kemp Rescheduled - Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.

FYI
From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 7:36 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Call with Governor Kemp Rescheduled - Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.

This email is being sent to all county chairmen, sole commissioners, county CEOsand managers
administrators.

The details for the rescheduled briefing call with Governor Brian Kemp on COVID-19 are below.

There is extremelly !limited space availlablle01111
the callll,so pllease llimit you aicicessto one icalllli111
per
ico1,,1111ty.
ACCGwillll allsobe 01111
the calllland willll distribute a summary of it afterwards.

The Governor's officer recommends that you call in about five minutes before the call start time.

Monday, March 16 at 3:30 p.m.
Number: 860-390-1828
Passcode:2080008

This is the same number that was distributed for the previous call. Some of you expressed concern when you
tried to call in today that it did not sound like the correct line. We have confirmed that this is the correct
number.

Beth Brown
ACCGStrategy, Innovation & Board Relations Director

770-262-5092
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 7:39 PM
Undisclosed recipients
Fw: Call with Governor Kemp Rescheduled - Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.

Please note the call is for tomorrow - Tuesday. The date below has been updated.

From: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 7:35 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Call with Governor Kemp Rescheduled - Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.

This email is being sent to all county chairmen, sole commissioners, county CEOsand managers
administrators.

The details for the rescheduled briefing call with Governor Brian Kemp on COVID-19 are below.

There is extremelly !limited space availlablle01111
the callll,so pllease llimit you aicicessto one icalllli111
per
ico1,,1111ty.
ACCGwillll allsobe 01111
the calllland willll distribute a summary of it afterwards.

The Governor's officer recommends that you call in about five minutes before the call start time.

Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.
Number: 860-390-1828
Passcode:2080008

This is the same number that was distributed for the previous call. Some of you expressed concern when you
tried to call in today that it did not sound like the correct line. We have confirmed that this is the correct
number.

Beth Brown
ACCGStrategy, Innovation & Board Relations Director

770-262-5092
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 7:36 PM
Brown, Beth
Call with Governor Kemp Rescheduled - Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 p.m.

This email is being sent to all county chairmen, sole commissioners, county CEOsand managers
administrators.

The details for the rescheduled briefing call with Governor Brian Kemp on COVID-19 are below.

There is extremelly !limited space availlablle01111
the callll,so pllease llimit you aicicessto one icalllli111
per
ico1,,1111ty.
ACCGwillll allsobe 01111
the calllland willll distribute a summary of it afterwards.

The Governor's officer recommends that you call in about five minutes before the call start time.

Monday, March 16 at 3:30 p.m.
Number: 860-390-1828
Passcode:2080008

This is the same number that was distributed for the previous call. Some of you expressed concern when you
tried to call in today that it did not sound like the correct line. We have confirmed that this is the correct
number.

Beth Brown
ACCGStrategy, Innovation & Board Relations Director

770-262-5092
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 7:16 PM
Brown, Beth
[Possible SPAM - IT Dept] Fw: Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary, Post-Secondary
Schools Closed March 18 to March 31

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Importance:

Low

ACCG recognizes that you are receiving information on COV/D--19.from a variety of
sources. Our goal is to keep you as updated as possible without overwhelming you with
information. ACCG will send information that we receive from the Governor's office and other
recognized entities of authority or information developed by ACCGstaff to assist with county
operations to county chairsJ managers/administrators and clerks. Please make sure to share
information with the rest of your commission membersJ staff and others within your
community.

From: Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp <press@georgia.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 6:32 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary, Post-Secondary Schools Closed March 18 to March 31

--

~

For Immediate

Monday, March
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Release
16, 2020

Kemp: Public Elementary, Secondary, PostSecondary Schools Closed March 18 to March 31
Atlanta, GA- In accordance with newly issued federal guidance, Governor Brian P. Kemp

signed Executive Order

3.16.20.01

closing all public elementary, secondary, and post-

secondary public schools in Georgia from March

852

18, 2020

to March

31, 2020.

"To keep our students, teachers, and administrators safe and mitigate the spread of COVID19, I am ordering the closure of all public elementary, secondary, and post-secondary
schools in Georgia from March 18, 2020 to March 31, 2020,"

said Governor Kemp. "This

measure is critical to reducing local transmission in communities across our state, and I ask
Georgians to continue to follow best practices - washing their hands regularly, isolating the
elderly and chronically ill, and avoiding large events if possible - in the days and weeks
ahead."
For updates on COVID-19, follow @GeorgiaEMA, @GaDPH and @GovKemp on Twitter
and @GEMA.OHS, @GaDPH and @GovKemp on Facebook. For more information, visit
the DPH's coronavirus webpage at httjps://d]Ph.georgia.gov/novelcoronavirus.

Press Contacts

Candice Broce - Director of Communications & Chief Deputy Executive Counsel
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
camlice.broce~i>georgia.gov
Cody Hall - Press Secretary
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cody.hall~i>georgia.gov

■--- ■
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 6:03 PM
Scott, Cedric; Persley, Michael; Johnson, Kenneth; Conley, Troy; Edwards, Greg; Addison,
Scott
McCoy, Michael; Burns, Sebon; Jordan, Rubin; Roberts,Richard; Livingston, Dickie
CDC most current guidelines for HCP FW: Guidance update 03/16/2020 17:19

Gentlemen,
The email link below has just rolled in for the regional DPH and contains the most current guidelines for HCP
information. Hopefully this information will help in your departments as well. If you have any questions please check
with Ga. Dept. of Health.
Thanks,
Sam
Sam Alllle1n1
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I

Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us

From: Cole, Sandra <sandra.cole@dph.ga.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 5:19 PM
To: Subject: FW: Guidance update
Colleagues,
On the DPH website at:
https://dph.georgia.gov/novelcoronavirus
Please refer to new guidance update on DPH website titled UPDATED Interim Guidance for Clinicians Evaluating,
Reporting, and Requesting Diagnostic Testing for Possible COVID-19 Cases
As part of the guidance, this answers a frequently asked question:
Healthcare worker guidance
CDC has updated the risk assessment and recommendations for HCP exposed to a COVID19 patient to allow for
additional flexibility as described below: h
2 1 -n v h
n -ri k-

sss

hep.html. Facilities could consider allowing asymptomatic HCP who have had an exposure to a COVID-19 patient to
continue to work after options to improve staffing have been exhausted and in consultation with their occupational health
program. This HCP should still report the temperature and absence of symptoms each day before starting work. Facilities
could have exposed HCP wear a facemask while at work for the 14 days after the exposure event if there is a sufficient
supply of facemasks. If HCP develops even mild symptoms consistent with COVID-19, they must cease patient care
activities, don a facemask (if not already wearing), and notify their supervisor or occupational health services before
leaving work.
As always, please share with your coalition members and ask that they forward to the appropriate personnel in their
organizations.

~ancll
Sandi W. Cole
Region K Healthcare Coalition Facilitator
Southwest Health District 8-2
Office of All-Hazards Preparedness
1306 S. Slappey Blvd., Suite A
Albany, GA 31701
Office: 229-518-6616 ext 6 722
Cell:
229854 1:317
Fax:
229-430-1968
Southern LINC Cell: 229-357-6023
Email:
I @ ph.g .g V
KB1SOR
Reader Advisory Notice: Email to and from a Georgia state agency is generally public record, except for content that is confidential under specific
laws. Security by encryption applied to all sensitive information sent by email from the Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH). This message is
only intended for the specific recipient(s) and may contain privileged, private, or sensitive information. If you received this message in error, please
delete it and contact me.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Marcia L. Conner <mconner@nfbpa.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 5:54 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
NFBPA'S FORUM 2020 Postponed to October 8-13, 2020

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NFBPA has made the decision to postpone our upcoming annual conference,
IFOIRUIIWI
2020 "A Construct ·for Change" was to be held in Austin, Texas,
April 15 -19, 2020. The Conference now will be held October 8-13, 2020.
NFBPA will continue to closely track information provided by federal, state,
and local health officials on COVID-19. Please visit NFBPA's website for
further updates and information on the upcoming conference.

NFBPA

I 777

North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 550, Washington,
Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
~

I Abo ut

Sent by mconner@nfbpa.org

DC 20002

y.qa.us

Co n sta n t Co n ta ct
in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Josey, Shonna <SColley@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 5:35 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE:Work Continuation Meeting Tax/Tag Dept

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

From: McCoy, Michael

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:07 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Work Continuation Meeting

Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list.
We have one staff member, system analyst, with a laptop with access to office software.
Shonna Josey, Tax Director, Cell#
George Anderson, Chief Appraiser, Cell#
Kimberly Baylis, Tax Collection Supervisor, Cell#
Udashia Jones, Tag Supervisor, Cell#

Michael Craig, Appraisal System Analyst, Cell#
He has a laptop. He also
have the capabilities of utilizing the Assessors' software outside of the office and work from home.

2.

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact for each Department. Shonna Josey
#
and George Anderson#

3.

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily. The supervisors will be monitoring voice
messages and emails.

4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies. The Tax Director will
contact TAC to change voice message.

858

5. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and

the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services. Check
messages, call back, process payments if the mail is delivered and any other administrative
work needed to be submitted to the State/DOR and to prevent overflow of work and filed with
the State.
6.

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services. We will closed the office to the public and minimize staff coming
to work.
The supervisors will monitor the work flow and determine if staff is needed to come in the office and work. The
Tax Director, Tax Supervisor, Tag supervisor and Chief Appraiser will come to work on different days once a
week to work. They will be responsible for cleaning and disinfecting their work area upon leaving office. We will
try to allow one day in between each visit to ensure the virus and cleaning may have subsided.

7.

Identification of services that would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences. Cash payments in the office would be put on hold. It may delay the tax digest
process due to the appraisers cannot work visit properties to value. This may also delay the
2020 tax billing.

Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 5:33 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie; Sproul,
Kevin; Ostrander, John
**MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Jail Suspends Visitation

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:
Visitation at the Dougherty County Jail will be suspended until further notice. The Sheriff's Office will coincide with the
Georgia Department of Corrections and the Department of Juvenile Justice and reassess the COVID-19 status on April
5 th and we will provide updates to you as we have them.

Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration in the wake of COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:

Dyes, Benita < BDyes@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 5:26 PM

To:

McCoy, Michael

Cc:
Subject:

Cook, Larry; Mathis, Chuck
RE: Work Continuation Meeting

Please see answers below in red.
Benita P Dyes
Administrative Supervisor
Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list.
Larry Cook

County Owned Celllland Laptop

Chuck Mathis

2.

County Owned Celllland iPad

317-1~110
317-S219
376-7607

Jererny Brown

County Owned Celllland iPad

On CallllPer<;on

County Owned Cellll 3 l 7-2S2~1

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact for each Department.
Primary Contact<;

Larry Cook (317 -1~110)& Chuck Mathis (317-S219)

Secondary Contact<;

Jererny Brown (3 76- 760 7)
Hobert Loud-

Donellll IMlathis

Benita Dye<;

3.

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily.
Ye<;,We have distributed

to rnanager<; how to check their voice rnaill frorn another !location.
861

We willll all<;ohave <;orneone check the voice rnaill on a dailly ba<;i<;or rnore.

4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies.
Willll have to work with lAC to change outgoing rne<;<;age.

s. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and
the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services.
Publlic Works

Larry Cook, Chuck Mathi<;, Jack Loud, Donellll Mathi<;, Benita Dye<; rravell way Managernent,

Payrollll, IFuellllslland
IFlleetMaintenance

6.

S Ernplloyee<; Maintain County Vehiclle<;

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services.
Supplly allllre<;ponder<; with the appropriate

7.

CDC <;afety equiprnent.

Identification of services that would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences.
Park Maintenance,

HOW Mowing, Mo<;quito Control! and Drainage Canall/Ditch IMlaintenance

Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

(iei:?•r"fj,,t:.~-·

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Pauline Abidde <PAbidde@docolib.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 5:11 PM
'McCoy, Michael'
RE:Work Continuation Meeting

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mr. McCoy,
See response to questions below.
Pauline B. Abidde, Library Director
Dougherty County Public Library
229-420-3230
From: McCoy, Michael [mailto:MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us]

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:07 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Work Continuation Meeting

Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list. Library Director,

Pauline Abidde
Manager, Gerrad Branch
2.

· IT

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact for each Department.
Pauline Abidde-

3.

Assistant Director, Wanda Brown

Wanda Brown

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily.
Yes

4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies.
Yes

s. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and
the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services. Payroll &
Financial Management, Receipt of mail and deliveries, Mail could be held to be picked
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up from the post office once or twice per week. 2 or 3 employees can alter mail
pickup. Financial Manager & Director can come to office when necessary.
6.

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services.

No more than two employees to enter the building at a time. Director & Financial
Manager would be needed to complete Financial duties.
7.

Identification of servicesthat would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences.

Any service that requires library patrons to come into the building. However, digital
resources are available online 24/7.

Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce <bholmes@albanyga.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:49 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Albany Area Chamber's COVID-19 Update

March 16, 2020

The Albany Area Chamber and its Board of Directors is committed to the health and
stability of our community, our members and our economy. We are in an
unprecedented time. And it is during difficult times especially that unity, leadership,
advocacy and stability are most critical. We are committed to continuing to provide you
with the resources and leadership you have come to expect.
We are actively monitoring the dynamic situation with COVID-19, are in communication
with our state and local health officials and elected leaders and assisting our healthcare
systems, first responders and emergency medical personnel in doing their jobs
consistently and effectively.
Further, we are working to ensure the health and safety of our Chamber staff; operational
continuity for delivery of services and resources to you, our members; and business
advocacy and community partnership as together we respond.
Business preparedness, fact-based decisions and access to resources will minimize
disruptions in the wake of COVID-19. Below, updates and important information to support
your work force and your business.

CHAMBER IN-PERSON PROGRAMS & EVENTS
As we encourage our businesses and community to follow the fact-based
recommendations of public health officials in an effort to minimize the spread of COVID19, we, too, heed their guidance. The Albany Area Chamber's downtown office is
closed for the weeks to come, during which time our in-person meetings and events
are postponed. We will communicate as Chamber meetings and programs are
rescheduled.

WORKING & ADVOCATING FOR YOU
Our business continuity plan is in place and investments in our technology infrastructure
mean our team can continue work for you ... from anywhere. Business hasn't stopped,
and neither has the Albany Area Chamber. We will continue to provide you with the
resources, engagement and leadership you have come to expect from us. Check your
865

inbox and our social media platforms -- including Facebook and lnstagram -- for updates
on our programs, business resources and member engagement opportunities.

SUPPORTING COMMERCE
The Albany Area is open for business. Limiting in-person engagements doesn't mean
commerce must halt. Ways to support our member businesses and support the health of
our economy include utilizing delivery services, online shopping and purchasing of gift
cards for later use. It's important also that businesses communicate directly with
customers about how they are adjusting during this time.

COVID-19 BUSINESS RESOURCES
The /\llianv /\1'«:ac:11a1r1li«:1'··s
(;()VI[)····19 llusin«:ss ll.«:sou1'c«:
c;,uicl«:provides useful
information and expert guidance for employers.The LLS..c:11a1r1IH>I'
loundation··s l1HsiliHncHin a llox provides best practices for addressing preparedness
issues while building in flexibility to handle potential business interruptions.

HEAL TH & WELLNESS
The Dougherty County COVID-19 Task Force has been activated, and the Albany Area
Chamber is proud to serve on it alongside our committed public partners. The Dougherty
County Emergency Operations Center is available at (229) 302-1900. Phoebe's COVID19 call line is available at (229) 312-1919. We encourage members and the public to
follow the recommendations of the
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proves daily status reports on COVID-19.

Albany Area Chamber of Commerce

I 225

West Broad Avenue, Albany, GA 31701

Unsubscribe mmccoy@douqhe
Update Profile

I About

y.qa.us

Constant Contact

Sent by bholmes@albanyqa.com

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:35 PM
McCoy, Michael
Addison, Scott
<County Administration> RE:Work Continuation Meeting
Admin Protocol.docx

Mr. McCoyHere is the written copy for County Administration.

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:07 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Work Continuation Meeting

Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list.

2.

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact for each Department.

3.

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily.

4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies.

s. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and
the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services.
6.

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services.

7.

Identification of services that would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences..
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Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:mmccoy@dou~ e y.~a.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:34 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie; Josey,
Shonna
**MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Tax & Tag Department Urges Citizens to Use
Online Portal to Pay Taxes and Renew Tags

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:

In an effort to limit visitors in the wake of the COVID-19Pandemic, Dougherty County Tax & Tag Office urges citizens
to pay online, when possible. Visit http:llwww.douqhe
'l,.qa.us/content/2889/3021Ldefault.aspx
to review
tags, pay taxes, and more.
Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration in the wake of COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Crozer, William F. EOP/WHO <William.F.Crozer@who.eop.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:23 PM
Undisclosed recipients
President's Coronavirus Guidelines For America: 15 Days to Slow the Spread
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State and Local Elected Officials Today, President Donald. J. Trump announced new guidelines to address COVID-19. Below, please find
additional information on The President's Coronavirus Guidelines for America: 15 Days to Slow
the Spread. The guidelines can also be found online here. Please feel free to share broadly.
As a reminder, the CDC's official Coronavirus website - -'-'www._._,_.....,_.="'-==="-="'-'-Gg>=--=-vis the best source for upto-date information and guidance.
Sincerely,
The White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

William F. Crozer
Special Assistant to the President/Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
0: 202-456-8491 IC: 202-881-8545 IE: W...:....:....,aill=i==•Fe....:•====..:..:.==""""'"'~

The President's Coronavirus Guidelines for America:
15 Days to Slow the Spread
1) Listen to and follow the directions of your state and local authorities.
2) If you feel sick, stay home. Do not go to work. Contact your medical provider.

3) If your children are sick, keep them at home. Do not send them to school. Contact your medical provider.
4) If someone in your household has tested positive for the coronavirus, keep the entire household at
home. Do not go to work. Do not go to school. Contact your medical provider.
5) If you are an older person, stay home and away from other people.
6) If you are a person with a serious underlying health condition that can put you at increased risk (for
example, a condition that impairs your lung or heart function or weakens your immune system), stay home
and away from other people.

870

7) Even if you are young, or otherwise healthy, you are at risk and your activities can increase the risk for
others. It is critical that you do your part to stop the spread of the coronavirus:
a. Work or engage in schooling from home whenever possible.
b. If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply, you have a special
responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule. You and your employers should follow CDC
guidance to protect your health at work.
c. Avoid social gatherings in groups of more than 10 people.
d. Avoid eating or drinking in bars, restaurants, and food courts - use drive-thru, pickup, or delivery
options.
e. Avoid discretionary travel, shopping trips, and social visits.
f. Do not visit nursing homes or retirement or long-term care facilities unless to provide critical
assistance.
8) Practice good hygiene:
a. Wash your hands, especially after touching any frequently used item or surface.
b. Avoid touching your face.
c. Sneeze or cough into a tissue, or the inside of your elbow.
d. Disinfect frequently used items and surfaces as much as possible.

* School operations can accelerate the spread of the coronavirus. Governors of states with evidence of
community transmission should close schools in affected and surrounding areas. Governors should close
schools in communities that are near areas of community transmission, even if those areas are in neighboring
states. In addition, state and local officials should close schools where coronavirus has been identified in the
population associated with the school. States and localities that close schools need to address childcare needs
of critical responders, as well as the nutritional needs of children.
** Older people are particularly at risk from the coronavirus. All states should follow Federal guidance and halt
social visits to nursing homes and retirement and long-term care facilities.
*** In states with evidence of community transmission, bars, restaurants, food courts, gyms, and other indoor
and outdoor venues where groups of people congregate should be closed.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:21 PM
Brown, Beth
President's Coronavirus Guidelines For America: 15 Days to Slow the Spread

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ACCG recognizes that you are receiving information on COV/D--19.froma variety of
sources. Our goal is to keep you as updated as possible without overwhelming you with
information. Starting todayJ ACCG will send information that we receive from the Governor's
office and other recognized entities of authority or information developed by ACCGstaff to
assist with county operations to county chairsJ managers/administrators and clerks. Please
make sure to share information with the rest of your commission membersJ staff and others
within your community.
As a follow up to a press conference held by President Donald Trump this afternoon, ACCG has been asked to
share the information below with you.
Beth Brown
ACCGStrategy, Innovation & Board Relations Director

770-262-5092
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State and Local Elected Officials Today, President Donald. J. Trump announced new guidelines to address COVID-19. Below,
please find additional information on The President's Coronavirus Guidelines for
America: 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Please feel free to share broadly.
As a reminder, the CDC's official Coronavirus website - www.coronavirus.govsource for up-to-date information and guidance.
Sincerely,
The White House Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs

William F. Crozer
Special Assistant to the President/Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
0: 202-456-8491 I C: 202-881-8545 I E: William.F.Crozer@who.eop.gov
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is the best

The President's

Coronavirus Guidelines
America:
15 Days to Slow the Spread

for

1) Listen to and follow the directions of your state and local authorities.
2) If you feel sick, stay home. Do not go to work. Contact your medical provider.

3) If your children are sick, keep them at home. Do not send them to school. Contact your
medical provider.
4) If someone in your household has tested positive for the coronavirus, keep the entire
household at home. Do not go to work. Do not go to school. Contact your medical provider.
5) If you are an older person, stay home and away from other people.
6) If you are a person with a serious underlying health condition that can put you at increased
risk (for example, a condition that impairs your lung or heart function or weakens your
immune system), stay home and away from other people.
7) Even if you are young, or otherwise healthy, you are at risk and your activities can increase
the risk for others. It is critical that you do your part to stop the spread of the coronavirus:
a. Work or engage in schooling from home whenever possible.
b. If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of
Homeland Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply,
you have a special responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule. You and
your employers should follow CDC guidance to protect your health at work.
c. Avoid social gatherings in groups of more than 10 people.
d. Avoid eating or drinking in bars, restaurants, and food courts - use drive-thru,
pickup, or delivery options.
e. Avoid discretionary travel, shopping trips, and social visits.
f. Do not visit nursing homes or retirement or long-term care facilities unless to
provide critical assistance.
8) Practice good hygiene:
a. Wash your hands, especially after touching any frequently used item or surface.
b. Avoid touching your face.
c. Sneeze or cough into a tissue, or the inside of your elbow.
d. Disinfect frequently used items and surfaces as much as possible.

* School operations can accelerate the spread of the coronavirus. Governors of states with
evidence of community transmission should close schools in affected and surrounding
areas. Governors should close schools in communities that are near areas of community
transmission, even if those areas are in neighboring states. In addition, state and local officials
should close schools where coronavirus has been identified in the population associated with the
school. States and localities that close schools need to address childcare needs of critical
responders, as well as the nutritional needs of children.
** Older people are particularly at risk from the coronavirus. All states should follow Federal
guidance and halt social visits to nursing homes and retirement and long-term care facilities.

875

*** In states with evidence of community transmission, bars, restaurants, food courts, gyms,
and other indoor and outdoor venues where groups of people congregate should be closed.
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:14 PM
Cook, Larry
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
Re: Robert Cross Letter
RCP_renterresponslttr.docx

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Larry, I misunderstood Mike. Please use the attached letter instead advising that events will be postponed to those with
more than 50 gathering. Sorry!

From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 4:01 PM
To: "Cook, Larry" <LCook@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Addison, Scott" <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Robert Cross Letter
LarryAttached is wording that Mike asked me to draft for the letter to those who have rented Robert Cross Park.
Please let me know if I can help further.
Thanks!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:07 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE: Proposed Policy
2020 03.16 McCoy, M. Contagious Symptoms and Contagious ConditionPolicy.docx

Hi Sir,
Looks really good, it's clear and to the point. In addition, I have reviewed the document and only have a couple of
recommended edits, which are identified by the "Track Changes" indicators.
Thanks
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:08 AM
To: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Proposed Policy

FYI
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 4:02 PM
Cook, Larry
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
Robert Cross Letter
RCP_renterresponslttr.docx

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

LarryAttached is wording that Mike asked me to draft for the letter to those who have rented Robert Cross Park.
Please let me know if I can help further.
Thanks!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ASU Division of Institutional Advancement <advancement@asurams.edu>
Monday, March 16, 2020 3:53 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Reminder: ASU Postponed Events March 13 - April 3

Postponed Events March 13 - April 3
Over the last several weeks ASU, the University System of Georgia (USG) and the
Department of Public Health (DPH) have been monitoring and evaluating the
activities associated with the Coronavirus (COVID-19).
While we have worked hard to prepare for the spring events, the health and safety of
our campus, alumni, community and prospective students takes priority. For this
reason, we have postponed all planned activities for the timeframe of March 13 April 3.
The ASU Foundation Blue and Gold Scholarship Gala scheduled for March 28 will be
postponed. The ASU Foundation will honor ticket purchases and sponsorships for the
postponed Gala. To request a refund, please contact the ASU Foundation by email
at advancement@asurams.edu.
Additional information related to ASU's response to COVID-19 can be found on
the ASU Coronavirus webpage.

Albany State University

I 504

College Drive, Albany, GA 31705

Unsubscribe mmccoy@doughe
Update Profile

I About

y.ga.us

Constant Contact

Sent by advancement@asurams.edu

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

NSBA < eNewsletter@nsbaadvocate.mmsend.com > on behalf of NSBA
<eNewsletter@nsbaadvocate.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 3:07 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
NSBA Covid-19 Briefing Call Follow-Up

If you are having any difficulty viewing this message, click here to view the mobile-friendly web version.

If you were able to make our call today I hope you found it helpful and informative. For those unable to get on
the call I have included a link below where you can listen to the podcast. We were experiencing technical
issues with our conferencing system and we apologize for any frustration that may have caused. The sound
quality of this recording is much more clear if you were unable to hear any part of our call. I have also
included a link to our survey of small businesses impacted by the Covid-19 crisis.

We also need your help.
Small business is the backbone of the U.S. economy and we need to make sure that the US government is
focused on protecting our most valuable asset-you and your small business! As a not for profit association,
NSBA will endeavor to continue to help lead the effort in promoting the needs of small business during this
crisis and bringing you the most relevant and up to date information. But we can only do this with the support
from concerned small business leaders like you. Our operations are almost entirely funded by voluntary small
business contributions and we are severly impacted by this crisis also. Our efforts are most needed at a time
when many small businesses are unable to contribute. If you are able to, please consider making a
contribution to NSBA today.

Contribute Here

Poll:

https://nsba.biz/new-poll-shows-widespread-small-business-impact-from-covid-19-2/

Podcast:

https://nsba.biz/nsba-briefing-call-on-covid-19/
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Todd McCracken, President NSBA

Click here to unsubscribe
1156 15th St., NW, Washington,

1°(Jrusuc

DC, 20005

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
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TAC Service Desk
CentralSquare < info@mail.centralsquare.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 2:55 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
CentralSquare Update on COVID-19

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Michael:
We have been closely monitoring the latest updates on the coronavirus (COVID-19).
In an abundance of caution as the COVID-19 situation evolves, CentralSquare offices have
closed and employees have transitioned to working remotely to ensure their health and safety,
effective today. Given the criticality of our customers' roles as public servants and first
responders, we want to assure you that CentralSquare is prepared and committed to continue
serving your needs during this developing situation. In support of our promise to continue
delivering high-quality, uninterrupted service, we will continue traveling to your locations as much
as possible, provided that travel continues to be permitted.
We've successfully adopted a work remote model in the past due to hurricanes and other natural
disasters, and have been performing remote work network tests over the past week in
preparation for this potential scenario. We are confident in our ability to remotely continue
uninterrupted with our business operations.
We understand that some of you may require additional information regarding our business
continuity plans and will be in touch soon with more details.
CentralSquare Community users may also follow updates posted to Community here. We've
also created a space for customers to share preparation plans and best practices with one
another, available here. If you are not currently a subscribed Connect Community user, please
contact your local Portal Administrator for assistance.
We are here to serve you. If you have any questions or concerns in the meantime, please reach
out to CentralSquareReadiness@centralsquare.com.
Thank you,
CentralSquare Support

1000 Business Center Drive, Lake Mary, FL 32746
© 2020 Copyright CentralSquare All Rights Reserved Contact Privacy Policy Unsubscribe
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ostrander, John <J0strander@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 2:29 PM
McCoy, Michael
RE:Work Continuation Meeting

Please see responses below.
From: McCoy, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 4:07 PM
To: ALL COUNTY DEPARTMENT MANAGERS <DC-DeptManagers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Work Continuation Meeting

Department Managers,
As a preventative measure, please review the following information and let's gather to discuss this on
Monday, March 16th at 2:00 pm in the 5th Floor Conference Room or dial into.
This is geared around a hypothetical COVID-19 scenario in which County offices are closed, by
direction of Board or State Agency, for a period of two to four weeks in order to minimize the spread
of the virus.
1.

List of all employees with identification of who has cell phone, laptop or tablet, and ability for
remote (at home) computer login. Include cell phone numbers in the list. Chi.efJai.l..er John
Ostrander

2.

Identification of primary and secondary point-of-contact
Ostrander (pri.rnary) and IMaj.Allen Brock (secondary)

3.

A plan to remotely check office line Voice Mail daily. (i.rnpternented)

4.

Ability to change voice message greetings and use of email auto-replies. (we have that
capabi.l..i.ty on each tine wi.th voicernail)

for each Department. Chi.efJai.l..er John

s. List of essential services that your Department would provide during this closure period and
the number of "emergency" staff that would be needed to perform those services. AU.servi.ces
provided by the jail are considered "essential.." as they are required by law.
6.

A short summary of procedures to minimize "emergency" employee contact with one-another
to perform essential services. ThejaiJ. i.spracti.cing soci.al..distancing in as rnuch as i.spossibl..e
wi.thin the context of the servi.cesWf.:~provide. We are requiring the use of hand sani.tizer upon
entering/I ..eaving the faciJi.tyand handwashing at l..east hourly white on-duty. We are not yet
actively screening ernployees but are relying on self-reporting.

7.

Identification of services that would-be put-on hold during this period and possible
consequences. We have ternporari.ly suspended inrnate vi.si.tation and aU.outside work detai.l.s.

Invite others from your Department that should attend. Thanks.

IMklhaell McCoy
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CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:mmccoy@dou~ e y.~a.us
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TAC Service Desk
Ed Roshitsh <explore@dudesolutions.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 1:38 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Dude Solutions COVI D-19 Update

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Like each of you, Dude Solutions is actively monitoring, learning and adjusting to the
rapid spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19). Please know that we are here to help during
this difficult period.
The health and safety of our clients, employees and partners remains our number one
priority as it always has. For more than 20 years, we have been proud to partner with you
- the operational leaders - who keep our businesses operating, facilities safe,
communities running smoothly. We understand that this is an unprecedented time, and I
want to personally tell you that now more than ever, The Dude is beside you. We are
committed to providing the same level of service you depend on, while keeping our
employees, partners, clients and their families safe and healthy.

Here's what we're doing:
Communication: Need support with your Dude Solution product? You can reach a
Dude, just the same as always. We do not anticipate service interruptions to your
products or services due to the coronavirus.
•
•
•

Call us at 877.655.DUDE (3833) -we always pick up in 3 rings or less
Email support@dudesolutions.com, and we'll get back to you within an hour
Chat with a live person using the Live Chat button at the bottom of every product
page

Collaboration: Need an account review, product training or a meeting with your rep?
We're here to ensure you can take care of your business priorities.
•

•

In compliance with current recommendations, we are postponing visits of nonessential guests to all office locations, have asked all employees to work from
home, and are shifting all meetings online using virtual meeting tools.
Any in-person client meetings must be mutually agreed to by both the Dude
Solutions employee or representative and the client. The exercise of
recommended social distancing and hygiene practices will also be carried out.
Whenever possible, on-site consulting engagements will be conducted via video
889

conferencing to accomplish the same result. Dude Solutions employees are not
traveling internationally at this time.
Resources: We have relevant information and guides to help, and you can expect more
to come.
•
•
•

lnfographic: 3 Ways to Prepare for Coronavirus
Podcast: Cleaning for Coronavirus & Other Outbreaks
Blog: 3 Steps to Prepare for Coronavirus & Other Outbreaks as an Operations
Professional

As always, The Dude is beside you.

11000 Regency Parkway #110, Cary, NC 27518
Unsubscribe

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Monday, March 16, 2020 12:48 PM
Brown, Beth
Department of Public Health Postive Case Update & Governor Kemp & Georgia Health
Care Association Issue Joint Statement

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ACCG recognizes that you are receiving information on COV/D--19.from a variety of
sources. Our goal is to keep you as updated as possible without overwhelming you with
information. Starting todayJ ACCG will send information that we receive from the Governor's
office and other recognized entities of authority to county chairsJ managers/administrators
and clerks. Please make sure to share information with the rest of your commission membersJ
staff and others within your community.
The Georgia Department of Public Health has issued the latest numbers on COVID-19 positive cases. There are
now 121 reported cases in Georgia. You can see that information here: https://dph.georgia.gov/covid-19da i ly-status-report.
Below you also will find a press release that we recently received from the Governor's office.
Beth Brown
ACCG Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations Director

770-262-5092

From: Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp <press@georgia.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:07 PM
To: Brown, Beth <BBrown@ACCG.org>
Subject: Kemp, Georgia Health Care Association Issue Joint Statement

--

~

For Immediate
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Release

Monday, March 16, 2020

Gov. Kemp, Georgia Health Care Association
Joint Statement
891

Issue

Atlanta, GA - Today Governor Brian P. Kemp and the Georgia HeaHh Care Association

issued the following joint statement regarding measures to prevent the spread of COVID19 in skilled nursing facilities, assisted living communities, and personal care homes, after
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued new guidance:
"Following the recommendations

of federal and state public health officials, and in light of

data revealing a high mortality rate among the elderly and chronically ill with COVID-19,
we are urging long-term care facilities in the State of Georgia to restrict all visitors,
volunteers, and non-essential personnel except for certain compassionate care situations,
such as end-of-life situations, to protect their residents from the potential spread of the
virus. These facilities should

make every effort to provide

alternative

means

of

communication for family members and residents while visitation is restricted.
"We also encourage healthcare providers to avoid all group activities and communal dining;
continue active screening ofresidents and health care personnel for respiratory symptoms,
including actively checking for a fever; identify staff that work at multiple facilities and
actively screen and restrict them appropriately; and enforce sick leave policies for ill health
care personnel that are non-punitive, flexible, and consistent with public health policies
allowing personnel who are sick to stay home.
"The World Health Organization estimates a 21.9% mortality rate for those over eighty who
are infected with COVID-19, and there is a significant risk that individuals who seem
healthy could visit a facility and unintentionally endanger residents. As such, it is critical
that we take these precautions to protect the frail and elderly. We ask all members of the
public who have loved ones residing in a long-term care facility to remain patient. A
temporary restriction on visitation is critical in the fight to prevent the spread ofCOVID-19
and ensure the health and safety of our state's most vulnerable citizens."
To find more information

about how to keep your local facility safe, ]Please visit the

American HeaHh Care Association website. To read more about CMS guidelines, click
H.ERE.

Press Contacts

892

Candice Broce - Director of Communications & Chief Deputy Executive Counsel
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
camlice.broce~i>georgia.gov
Cody Hall - Press Secretary
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cody.hall~i>georgia.gov

■--- ■
Powered by Mad Mimi®A GoDaddy® company
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 12:39 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy; Jordan, Rubin; Polite, Ronnie
**MEDIA UPDATE** Comcast Offers Internet Essentials Package to Dougherty County
Residents

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:

Comcast is offering a complimentary "Internet Essentials" package FREEfor low-income customers for 60 days with no
contract. Speeds are up to 25mbps with self-install kit included. For more info, visit
https://www.internetessentials.com/covid19
or call 1.855.846.8376 for English and 1.855.765.6995 for Spanish.
Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration and tax and tag in the wake of COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Yancey Bros. Co.<news@yanceycat.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 12:29 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Albany Customer Demo Event: POSTPONE

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Due to the heightened awareness of global health concerns in Georgia, Yancey
respects the recommendation of the CDC and state and local leaders during this
time. In a concerted effort with other organizations across the region to do our part
in slowing the spread of COVID-19, we have postponed the Customer
Appreciation Days and will reschedule these for later in the year.

All of our business units, and all of our locations remain open. Our parts
inventories are well stocked, and our access to Caterpillar parts, machines and
generators remains uninterrupted. All of service departments, shop and field,
across all of our businesses are on line and working. We stand ready to meet
your short or long term needs for Caterpillar equipment, allied equipment,
generators and Blue Bird school buses through our various sales teams and rental
departments.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Davis, Kerrie < KeDavis@albanyga.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 12:11 PM
Richard Bush; Dorough, Bo; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher;
Ramona Madding; Rozanne Braswell; Billy Mathis; Bob Alexander
(alexander_leesburg@att.net); Radney Simposon ; Mason, Van; Tolbert, Sonja; Clark,
Denise; McDaniel, Gwendolyn; Gresham, Tennasha; Day,Ann-Marie (FHWA); Jacqueline
Williams; Thomas Caiafa
Bob Alexander
DARTS - Survey Monkey - UPWP for Public Review

Good Afternoon;
Below is the link for the UPWP approval for Public Review. Please fill out the survey and if you have any comments or
questions please let me know.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/8PS9MWD

Best Regards,

Kerrie Davis
Transportation Planner
Planning, Development Services & Code Enforcement
Phone: 229.302.1844
Fax: 229.438.3965
240 Pine Avenue/Suite 300
Albany, GA 31702
PO Box 447
Albany, GA 31702

~
~
~

From: Davis, Kerrie <KeDavis@albanyga.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:32:26 AM
To: Richard Bush <richard.bush@cityofleesburgga.com>;
Dorough, Bo <bdorough@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; Cohilas, Christopher
<CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Rozanne Braswell
896

<rozanne.braswell@lee.ga.us>; Billy Mathis <mathislaw@att.net>; Bob Alexander (alexander_leesburg@att.net)
<alexander_leesburg@att.net>; Radney Simposon <rsimpson@dot.ga.gov>; Mason, Van <vmason@dot.ga.gov>;
Tolbert, Sonja <STolbert@albanyga.gov>; Clark, Denise <DClark@albanyga.gov>; McDaniel, Gwendolyn
<GMcDaniel@albanyga.gov>; Gresham, Tennasha <TGresham@albanyga.gov>; Day, Ann-Marie (FHWA) <annmarie.day@dot.gov>; Jacqueline Williams <jwilliams@dot.ga.gov>; Thomas Caiafa <tcaiafa@dot.ga.gov>
Cc: Bob Alexander <bob.alexander@cityofleesburgga.com>
Subject: Canceled: DARTS- PC Called Meeting
When: Thursday, March 19, 2020 10:00 AM-11:00 AM.
Where: 240 Pine Avenue Albany, GA 31701 Room 380
Due to COVID-19 we are cancelling this meeting. Please check your email for a survey monkey link for voting.
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Tammy Mccrary <Tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 12:10 PM
Subadan, Sharon; Rashelle Beasley; Tommy Gregors (tgregors@heritagecenter.org);
mburnette@chehaw.org; jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com;
linda.davis@hiealbany.com; lomaxtherock@aol.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com;
Holmes, Joel; McCoy,Michael; Nicholson, Jacqueline K.
Siverlene Blount; Shelby Nichols; Sandy Gregors
RE:COVID-19 Status Update

Rashelle, I agree with Sharon.
We can set you up an conference call number with your phone system, if you need that done.
Also, Check out Teams (office365) for communicating with your team.
Finally, Congratulations on the Engagement!!!
Everyone, please be safe,

Tammy Mccrary
President
Com Net Technical Solutions, Inc.
2015 Small Business of the Year
229-446-9641
229-347-4474 Cell

'Technology@ work for you"
DISCLAIMER
The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain CTSI confidential and/or
privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking action in reliance upon this information by persons or
entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this email in error please contact the sender and delete the
material from any computer.

From: Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 12:06 PM
To: Rashelle Beasley <rbeasley@visitalbanyga.com>; Tommy Gregors (tgregors@heritagecenter.org)
<tgregors@heritagecenter.org>; Tammy Mccrary <Tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com>; mburnette@chehaw.org;
jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com;
linda.davis@hiealbany.com; lomaxtherock@aol.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com;
Holmes, Joel <JHolmes@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Nicholson, Jacqueline K.
<jacqueline.nicholson@asurams.edu>
Cc: Siverlene Blount <Sblount@visitalbanyga.com>; Shelby Nichols <snichols@visitalbanyga.com>; Sandy Gregors
<sgregors@visitalbanyga.com>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Status Update

Pleasepostponethe meetingor go virtual if there'sanythingurgentpending.
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s
Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan,

111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M

City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany,GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

From: Rashelle Beasley <rbeasley@visitalbanyga.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:59 AM
To: Tommy Gregors (tgregors@heritagecenter.org) <tgregors@heritagecenter.org>; tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com;
Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; mburnette@chehaw.org; jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com;
linda.davis@hiealbany.com; lomaxtherock@aol.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com; Holmes, Joel
<JHolmes@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Nicholson, Jacqueline K.
<jacqueline.nicholson@asurams.edu>
Cc: Siverlene Blount <Sblount@visitalbanyga.com>; Shelby Nichols <snichols@visitalbanyga.com>; Sandy Gregors
<sgregors@visitalbanyga.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Status Update

Good morning,
We have been working diligently to change our messaging and redirect our focus to more of local dining with an
emphasis on curbside/delivery. Our dining page will turn into a list of restaurants who are offering these services.
We have decided it is best to follow suit with the rest of the State Welcome Centers and close to the public. The full
time staff will continue to report to the office as usual to answer phones and help with rescheduling groups as
needed. The hotels are seeing cancellations, I have asked them to keep track and report to us the losses. As with
natural disasters, I feel we will need to know the economic loss after all of this is over.
I have attached a letter I will have linked from our website, it has a link to the cities website as well as the Phoebe site to
keep people informed. I also want to make sure our messaging is fluid with everyone else, so I will continue to monitor
and update information as it changes.
Lastly, would you like for me to postpone next week's board meeting and update from SkyDesign?
899

Thanks so much,

Rashelle Beasley, LEC, TMP
Executive Director, Albany Convention and Visitors Bureau
Race Director, SNICKERS® Marathon and Half Marathon
112 N. Front Street
Albany, GA 31701
229-317-4760
www.visitalbanyga.com
(Disw()er}1 {6any...

wliere liistory and nature flow!
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 12:06 PM
Rashelle Beasley; Tommy Gregors(tgregors@heritagecenter.org);
tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com; mburnette@chehaw.org;
jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com; linda.davis@hiealbany.com;
lomaxtherock@aol.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com; Holmes, Joel; McCoy,Michael;
Nicholson, Jacqueline K.
Siverlene Blount; Shelby Nichols; Sandy Gregors
RE:COVID-19 Status Update

Please postpone the meeting or go virtual if there's anything urgent pending.

s

Shallli'Olllll
1111:,,,,,
Sulbadan, 111"11111:>s,
ICMA""'CM,c1111:>M
City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Phone: 229.431.3234
Fax: 229.431.3223
401 Pine Avenue, 2nd Floor
Albany, GA 31701
P.O.. Box 447
Albany,GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov

From: Rashelle Beasley <rbeasley@visitalbanyga.com>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:59 AM
To: Tommy Gregors (tgregors@heritagecenter.org) <tgregors@heritagecenter.org>; tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com;
Subadan, Sharon <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>; mburnette@chehaw.org; jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com;
linda.davis@hiealbany.com; lomaxtherock@aol.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com; Holmes, Joel
<JHolmes@albanyga.gov>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Nicholson, Jacqueline K.
<jacqueline.nicholson@asurams.edu>
Cc: Siverlene Blount <Sblount@visitalbanyga.com>; Shelby Nichols <snichols@visitalbanyga.com>; Sandy Gregors
<sgregors@visitalbanyga.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Status Update

Good morning,
901

We have been working diligently to change our messaging and redirect our focus to more of local dining with an
emphasis on curbside/delivery. Our dining page will turn into a list of restaurants who are offering these services.
We have decided it is best to follow suit with the rest of the State Welcome Centers and close to the public. The full
time staff will continue to report to the office as usual to answer phones and help with rescheduling groups as
needed. The hotels are seeing cancellations, I have asked them to keep track and report to us the losses. As with
natural disasters, I feel we will need to know the economic loss after all of this is over.
I have attached a letter I will have linked from our website, it has a link to the cities website as well as the Phoebe site to
keep people informed. I also want to make sure our messaging is fluid with everyone else, so I will continue to monitor
and update information as it changes.
Lastly, would you like for me to postpone next week's board meeting and update from SkyDesign?
Thanks so much,

Rashelle Beasley, LEC, TMP
Executive Director, Albany Convention and Visitors Bureau
Race Director, SNICKERS® Marathon and Half Marathon
112 N. Front Street
Albany, GA 31701
229-317-4760
www.visitalbanyga.com
(Disw()er}1 {6any...

wliere liistory and nature flow!
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 12:06 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Fowler, Michael; Carpenter, Joy
**MEDIA UPDATE** Dougherty County Probate Court Processing
probatecou rtg raphic.jpeg

Media Partners:
I just shared the following information on our social media platforms:
Effective immediately, Probate Court will not be taking applications or processing renewals for gun permits. The
emergency period will TOLLEXPIRATION DATES on permits, so not to worry if your permit is expiring before April 13th.
Marriage licenses will still be issued, but you are urged to start the process online at the county website
(Dougherty.go.us). The court will still register deaths and issue cremation/disposition permits, but All birth and death
certificate requests should be made BY MAIL. Include a copy of your driver's license or other official ID and $25 money
order or local check. lastly, court filings will be accepted, but deadlines are on hold.

Please help me get word out to viewers.
Please standby for additional updates from me on voter registration and tax and tag in the wake of COVID-19.
Thanks for your support!

IHowellll

PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:.W.!D!.9..Y.!'..!I!.!.!~IQ!J~fill~~
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PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Rashelle Beasley < rbeasley@visitalbanyga.com >
Monday, March 16, 2020 11:59 AM
Tommy Gregors (tgregors@heritagecenter.org); tammy@ctsioutsourcing.com;
sdsubadan@albanyga.gov; mburnette@chehaw.org;
jim.hendricks@albanymuseum.com; linda.davis@hiealbany.com;
lomaxtherock@aol.com; josh.small@spectraxp.com; Joel Holmes;
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us; Nicholson, Jacqueline K.
Siverlene Blount; Shelby Nichols; Sandy Gregors
COVID-19 Status Update
COVID 2020.docx

Good morning,
We have been working diligently to change our messaging and redirect our focus to more of local dining with an
emphasis on curbside/delivery. Our dining page will turn into a list of restaurants who are offering these services.
We have decided it is best to follow suit with the rest of the State Welcome Centers and close to the public. The full
time staff will continue to report to the office as usual to answer phones and help with rescheduling groups as
needed. The hotels are seeing cancellations, I have asked them to keep track and report to us the losses. As with
natural disasters, I feel we will need to know the economic loss after all of this is over.
I have attached a letter I will have linked from our website, it has a link to the cities website as well as the Phoebe site to
keep people informed. I also want to make sure our messaging is fluid with everyone else, so I will continue to monitor
and update information as it changes.
Lastly, would you like for me to postpone next week's board meeting and update from SkyDesign?
Thanks so much,

Rashelle Beasley, LEC, TMP
Executive Director, Albany Convention and Visitors Bureau
Race Director, SNICKERS® Marathon and Half Marathon
112 N. Front Street
Albany, GA 31701
229-317-4760
www.visitalbanyga.com
(Disw()er}1 {6any...

wliere liistory and nature flow!
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 11:54 AM
ALL COUNTY USERS;ALL ELECTED& APPOINTED OFFICIALS
FOR ALL COUNTY EMPLOYEES:New Dougherty County Planned Response for Pandemic
Policy
Dougherty County Planned Response[1].pdf

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County Employees: On behalf of Mr. McCoy, your County Administrator and Ms. Hall, HR Director:
Please see the attached Dougherty County Planned Response for Pandemic Policy that was approved by the Board of
Commissioners at this morning's meeting.
Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Ray Kowalik <webmaster@burnsmcd.com
Monday, March 16, 2020 11:SOAM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Burns & McDonnell Stands With You

Sent:
To:

Subject:

>

To our Clients, Partners and Friends,
Making our clients successful. These four words have served as the
guiding mission of Burns & McDonnell for 122 years. And today, they
seem to have more meaning than ever before.
As the COVID-19 virus brings uncertainty to our nation and our world,
please know Burns & McDonnell stands with you. We have a resilient
business continuity plan designed to navigate the effects of this
pandemic to keep you safe and provide the support, service and
partnership to make you successful.
In addition to following the guidelines set forth by federal and local
governments, the World Health Organization and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, our plan includes:
•

Required risk assessments for employees who have traveled to
COVID-19 hot spots to determine further medical screenings
and/or self-quarantine.

•

Heightened personal hygiene and workplace sanitization.

•

Bolstered IT capabilities to allow employees to work from home
when needed, conduct virtual meetings and have secure filesharing methods.

•

Cancellation or postponement of large on-site meetings and
events.

•

Cancellation of nonessential domestic air travel.

907

•

Real-time updates from the Burns & McDonnell COVID-19
Response Team to make sure each employee has the latest
information on the COVID-19 virus.

You also have my promise that our employees will approach your
work as if they own the company -

because they do. As a 100%

employee-owned firm, our unwavering dedication to work with an
entrepreneurial mindset is critical to success -

especially in times like

these.
We remain dedicated to providing our highest level of service to each
of you -

making our clients successful.

Sincerely,

Ray Kowalik
Chairman and CEO, Burns & McDonnell

We have no desire to send you informationthat is not of interest.fo you.
Should you wish to unsubscribeto future.mailings, please click here,
Burns &McDonnell.• 9400 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO64114 • 816~333°9400
burnsmed.com

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Explains

Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 11:36 AM
McCoy, Michael
FW: House PassesCoronavirus Bill

new potential

laws a little better.

7)~"7/dlt
HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~

From: administrator@glgpa.org <administrator@glgpa.org>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 8:25 PM
To: Hall, Dominique <DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: House Passes Coronavirus Bill

This has some effect on employers. Please see the information below.
Meg Blubaugh
City of Newnan
Begin forwarded message:
From: FMG <info@fmglaw.com>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 11:34:33 EDT
To: Meg Blubaugh <MBlubaugh@cityofnewnan.org>
Subject: House PassesCoronavirus Bill
Reply-To: <us19-5e89b38ad5-94a4c7d36c@inbound.mailchimpapp.net>
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View this email in your browser

House Passes Coronavirus Bill with Major Implications for Employers

By:Jeffrey A. IHordandDavid A. Colle,
Shortly past midnight on Saturday morning, the House of Representatives passed the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act (the "Act") on a bipartisan 363-40 vote, bringing the nation one step closer to implementing a
sweeping financial aid package designed to address the Coronavirus outbreak. A copy of the entire bill, as
amended, is availablehere.
The legislation comes on the heels of last week's bipartisan emergency Coronavirus response initiative providing
$8.3 billion in research and vaccine development funds. The bill will now head to the Senate for final approval,
where it is expected to pass in substantially similar form due to President Trump's vocal support for the
legislation.
In addition to guaranteeing free Coronavirus testing by requiring private health insurers - and government
programs such as Medicaid - to cover the cost of tests and doctor visits, while strengthening food security
initiatives like TEFAP, SNAP and WIC, the Act also includes several employment-related provisions that are likely
to have major implications for employers.
Amendments To The Family And Medical Leave Act:

If enacted into law, the Act would create a new type of leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA")
allowing for leave in cases of a "public health emergency."
Answers to questions about the key parts of this potential change to the FM LA are below:
•
•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect- If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
When Is Leave Allowed- From now until the end of 2020, the Act would allow eligible employees to take
FMLA leave to: (a) comply with a recommendation or order by a health care provider or public official to
not attend work because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (b) care for a family
member being quarantined because of exposure to or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; or (c) care for
a son or daughter whose school or place of care has been closed due to Coronavirus.
Which Employers Are Covered- While traditional FMLA leave requirements only apply to employers
with 50 or more employees, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to all employers with
fewer than 500 employees. However, the Act does give the U.S. Department of Labor authority to issue
regulations for good cause that could exempt small businesses with fewer than 50 employees if imposing
the new requirements would "jeopardize the viability of the business as a going concern." As of right
now, we are unaware of the Department of Labor working on such regulations.
Which Employees Are Eligible- While traditional FMLA leave is only available to employees who have
worked for 12 months and for 1,250 hours in the immediate preceding 12 months prior to taking the
leave, the new FMLA leave for Coronavirus would apply to any employee (full or part-time) who has
been employed for at least 30 calendar days.

910

•

•

•

Does The Employer Have To Pay The Employee While Out On Leave- The first 14 days of FMLA leave
for Coronavirus may be unpaid. An employee may choose to substitute available paid leave during those
14 days, but the employer may not require it. After 14 days, the employer must provide paid leave for
the remainder of the FMLA leave for Coronavirus in an amount that is no less than two-thirds of the
employee's regular rate of pay for the number of hours the employee would otherwise normally be
scheduled to work.
What Is The Definition Of Family Member-an individual who is: (i) a pregnant woman, senior citizen,
individual with a disability, or has access or functional needs; and (ii) who is a son or daughter of the
employee, a next of kin of the employee or a person for whom the employee is next of kin; or a
grandparent or grandchild of the employee.
Is The Employee Guaranteed The Employee's Position Upon Return- Just like traditional FMLA leave,
the employee is entitled to his/her job position upon return from this leave, except employees with less
than 25 employees may be exempted if the employee's position does not exist anymore because of the
public health emergency.

Emergency Paid Sick Leave Act

The Act would also require any government or public agency with 1 or more employees and any private employer
with fewer than 500 employees to give their employees paid sick leave for the following reasons: (a) to selfisolate because a diagnosis with Coronavirus; (b) to obtain medical diagnosis or care if experiencing symptoms
of Coronavirus; (c) to comply with a recommendation or order by a public health official to not report to work
because of a diagnosis of Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; (d) to care for a family member with
Coronavirus or symptoms exhibiting Coronavirus; and (e) to care for a child whose school or place of care is
closed due to Coronavirus.
•
•
•

•

•

•

When Does Law Go Into Effect-If passed, it would stay in effect until December 31, 2020 (unless
renewed by Congress).
Which Employees Are Eligible-Emergency paid sick leave under the Act must be available to all
employees for immediate use regardless of how long they have been employed.
How Much Paid Sick Leave Does An Employee Receive- Full-time employees must be given up to 80
hours of paid sick leave and part-time employees must receive a number of hours equal to the average
hours they work over a 2-week period.
How Much Is The Employee Paid While Out- Employees who take leave to self-quarantine or to seek
diagnosis or care must be paid at their regular rate. Employees who use the leave to care for an afflicted
family member or to care for a child whose school has closed must be paid at two-thirds their regular
rate.
What If An Employer Already Provides Paid Sick Leave- Employers with existing paid leave policies must
provide this emergency paid sick leave in addition to the existing paid leave, and they may not change
existing policies after the date of the Act to avoid these requirements.
Can An Employer Require Substitution Of This Leave For The New Paid FMLA Leave-An employee may
use this emergency sick leave to cover the first 14 days of unpaid FM LA leave for Coronavirus (see above).
However, an employer may not require an employee to use other paid leave before using this emergency
sick leave.

Reimbursement for Employers:

The Act provides tax credits to reimburse employers for the costs of the paid FMLA leave and emergency sick

911

leave discussed above. Specifically, the Act creates both: (1) a payroll credit for paid sick leave, and (2) a payroll
credit for required family leave, allowed against the employer's portion of Social Security taxes.
•

•

For paid emergency sick leave, the amount of the credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $511/day
for employees that self-isolate, have Coronavirus symptoms, or are ordered to stay home; otherwise,
the credit is capped at $200 per day. There is effectively a two-week cap on this credit, after which the
new FMLA tax credit would kick in.
The amount of the FMLA leave credit, on a per-employee basis, is limited to $200/day and $10,000 total
for all calendar quarters. These tax credits would cover one year, and could not be used in combination
with the existing credit(s) for employers that provide paid family and medical leave to their employees.

State Unemployment Insurance:

•

•

•

The Act would also direct $2 billion to state unemployment insurance programs as emergency grants for
processing and paying unemployment insurance (UI) benefits, and to provide immediate funding for
staffing, technology, systems, and other administrative costs of state unemployment agencies.
Standard screening measures, such as "job seeker" requirements and mandatory waiting periods, would
be waived for anyone applying for UI benefits who has either been diagnosed with COVID-19 or who has
lost their job due to the spread of the virus.
The Act provides for full federal funding of extended unemployment compensation for any state that
experiences and increase of ten percent (10%) or more in its unemployment rate over the previous year.

Additional Information

An earlier version of the bill (which can still be viewedhere) included a permanent paid leave program that House
Democrats said would help deter infected workers from returning to work too quickly and spreading the illness
unintentionally. That feature (among others) was ultimately removed from the version that passed early
Saturday morning; the amended H.R. 6201 is a more limited, temporary response to the specific public health
emergency created by the coronavirus.
Even so, the bill's protections are a major change in U.S. policy, particularly with respect to paid sick leave. It will
be interesting to see whether the Act passes the Senate in its current form and, if so, whether it will be replaced
by more permanent legislation for mandatory paid sick leave once it expires on December 31, 2020.
The FMG Employment team will be conducting a webinar on coronavirus issues on Tuesday, March 17, at 12:00
noon EST.To register, please clickhere.
In addition, FMG has formed aCoronavirus Task Forceto provide up-to-the-minute information, strategic advice,
and practical solutions for our clients. Our group is an interdisciplinary team of attorneys who can address the
multitude of legal issues arising out of the coronavirus pandemic, including issues related to Healthcare, Product
Liability, Tort Liability, Data Privacy, and Cyber and Local Governments. For more information about the Task
Force, click,lh,g..r.g_.
You can also contact your FMG
atrnronavirustaskforce@fmgllaw.com.
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:
Attachments:

Davis, Kerrie < KeDavis@albanyga.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 11:32 AM
Richard Bush; Dorough, Bo; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher;
Ramona Madding; Rozanne Braswell; Billy Mathis; Bob Alexander
(alexander_leesburg@att.net); Radney Simposon ; Mason, Van; Tolbert, Sonja; Clark,
Denise; McDaniel, Gwendolyn; Gresham, Tennasha; Day,Ann-Marie (FHWA); Jacqueline
Williams; Thomas Caiafa
Bob Alexander
Canceled: DARTS - PC Called Meeting
attach ment.ics

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Due to COVID-19 we are cancelling this meeting. Please check your email for a survey monkey link for voting.
PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
ICMA SmartBrief < icma@smartbrief.com >
Monday, March 16, 2020 11:26 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Communicate and keep calm during stressful times

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Created for mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us

I

Web Version

March 16, 2020

Building thriving communities that improve people's lives
LEADERSHIP

SIGN UP• SHARE

AND MANAGEMENT

Communicate and keep calm during stressful times
Clear and constant communication, while projecting a sense of calm and reassurance, is
needed for leaders in challenging times, write Karin Hurt and David Dye. "When you
have to lead through rapid change or stressful circumstances, you often don't know what
you'll show up to -- but as a leader you always choose how you'll show up," they write.
Full Story: Let's Grow Leaders (:3/1

@@@@1

Webinar: Local Gov Digital Accessibility Roundtable

Every citizen needs information-including

the 1 in 5 with a

disability. Watch this local gov accessibility roundtable
recording. Our digital accessibility compliance experts
discuss the challenges facing local governments and
website and document accessibility solutions. Watch now.
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ADVERTSEMENT

I0 --------

BUDGETING AND FINANCE

Huntsville, Ala., mayor blocks proposed room tax hike
Mayor Tommy Battle of Huntsville, Ala., last week vetoed a 1% increase to the local
hotel room tax that had been passed by City Council members, saying it was
unnecessary and unfair to residents. "Passing a tax just to have future dollars to spend
without designation is not right," he said.
Full Story: AL (Alabama) (:3/1:3)

@@@@·1
EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Longmont, Colo., cancels staff trips amid virus fears
Officials in Longmont, Colo., have been directed not to take any out-of-state business
trips from now until at least the end of May, a move that is part of the city's effort to slow
the spread of the novel coronavirus. In addition, the City Council plans to take up a
measure this week that would allow them to meet remotely.
Full Story: The Longmont Times-Call (Colo.) (:3/14).,The Longmont Times-Call (Colo.)

(:3/I 0)

@@@@1

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,

RESTORATION

AND SUSTAINABILITY

City bike-share programs see big boosts in ridership
[!] "'"'"""""
0

'·--······---····

Citi Bike rides in New York City in the first 11 days of March were
up 67% over the first 11 days of March 2019, and bike-share
ridership has also risen sharply in Philadelphia -- a trend likely
shaped by coronavirus concerns as they relate to public transit.

(Bennett Raglin/Getty Images)
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The change may put pressure on New York officials to adopt more bike-friendly policies
and to expand the Citi Bike program in underserved areas.
Full Story: Streetsblog (:3/1 , WHYY-TV/WHYY-FM (Philadelphia) (:3/11)

@@@@1
LEGISLATION,

POLICY AND GRANTS

Minn. county wins frac sand mining ban case
The Minnesota Supreme Court ruled that Winona County's ban on frac sand mining is
constitutional, putting an end to a case brought by Minnesota Sands in 2016. Winona
County cited environmental and health concerns in its decision to ban the activity.
Full Story: The Associated Press (:3/1I)

@@@@1
PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Study: European cities struggle to separate residents, cars
Efforts by German, Italian, Polish and Spanish cities to encourage residents to choose
public transit over driving are falling short, according to a study by the European Court of
Auditors. "[l]t's not just about making public transport and active travel more attractive,
but also about making effective steps to dissuade people from using private cars," a
study author said.
Full Story: Cities Today (:3/1

@@@@1
HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

Calif. cities move to protect low-income renters
Officials in San Francisco and San Jose Calif., are developing legislation that would bar
landlords from evicting tenants who are unable to pay rent because of coronavirusrelated unemployment or income loss. Steps are also being taken to prepare to
accommodate homeless people if there is an outbreak.
Full Story: Citylab (:3/1I)

@@@@·1
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RECOGNITIONS

AND TRANSITIONS

Canton, Ga., taps CFO for new assistant manager post
Former Canton, Ga., chief financial officer Nathan Ingram has been tapped by City
Council members to fill the newly-created role of assistant city manager. Ingram, who
has served as the city's financial chief for the last eight years, will be replaced by
accounting services manager Melissa Forrester.

Full Story: The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (free content) (:3/1

@@@@1
ICMA NEWS

Coronavirus Resources: Plan and Prepare
As the virus continues to spread, ICMA has gathered some resources to support local
governments. View the Coronavirus Resources at our website.

@@@@1

Application deadline for Emerging Leaders Development
Program is closing soon
Aspiring and current local government managers are encouraged to attend the ICMA
University Emerging Leaders Development Program to build knowledge, skills, and
abilities in the management and technical topics that are needed to be successful.
Through a unique format of monthly teleseminars with senior Credentialed Managers
and public administration professors, the Emerging Leaders Development Program
minimizes your time away from work and maximizes your local government expertise.
Graduates of the program will receive a certificate of completion from ICMA University.
Application deadline is March 27, 2020: Apply Now!

Full Story: TechRepublic (B/14)

@@@@1

~
LEARN MORE ABOUT ICMA:
llorne

I About I l\lews & Events I ,Join ICMA I Career
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l\letwork

SmartBrief publishes more than 200 free industry newsletters - Browse our portfolio
Sign Up

I
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SmartBnef, Inc.®, 555 11th ST NW, Swte 600, Washington, DC 20004

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Davis, Kerrie < KeDavis@albanyga.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 11:04 AM
Richard Bush; Dorough, Bo; McCoy, Michael; Subadan,Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher;
Rozanne Braswell; Billy Mathis; Bob Alexander(alexander_leesburg@att.net); Radney
Simposon; Thomas Caiafa; Jacqueline Williams; Day, Ann-Marie (FHWA); Clark, Denise;
Brooks,Barry; McDaniel, Gwendolyn; Gresham, Tennasha
RE:Agenda and Draft UPWP

Good Morning;
Due to COVID-19 we are cancelling the meeting scheduled for Thursday, March 19, 2020. We still must have a vote for
submitting the UPWP to our GDOT and FHWA partners so a link with a survey will follow this email. Please take the time
to review the document and provide comments or ask any questions you may have. Thank you and be safe.

Best Regards,

Kerrie Davis
Transportation Planner
Planning, Development Services & Code Enforcement
Phone: 229.302.1844
Fax: 229.438.3965
240 Pine Avenue/Suite 300
Albany, GA 31702
PO Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
~
~
~

From: Davis. Kerrie
Sent: Monday, March 9, 2020 2:56 PM
To: Richard Bush; Dorough, Bo; McCoy, Michael; Subadan. Sharon; Cohilas, Christopher; Rozanne Braswell; Billy Mathis;
Bob Alexander (alexander leesburg@att.net); Radney Simposon ; Thomas Caiafa; Jacqueline Williams; Day, Ann-Marie
(FHWA); Clark. Denise; Brooks. Barry; McDaniel. Gwendolyn; Gresham. Tennasha
Subject: Agenda and Draft UPWP

Good afternoon;

922

Attached you will find the Agenda and draft Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) for your review for next week's
meeting on Thursday, March 19, 2020. We will need a quorum for this meeting, so if you are unable to attend, please
designate a proxy. If you have any questions please reach out to me.

Best Regards,

Kerrie Davis
Transportation Planner
Planning, Development Services & Code Enforcement
Phone: 229.302.1844
Fax: 229.438.3965
240 Pine Avenue/Suite 300
Albany, GA 31702
PO Box 447
Albany, GA 31702
www.albanyga.gov
~
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

US Census Intergovernmental Affairs Office <ocia.iao@census.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:53 AM
Michael McCoy
sabrina.e.mcneal@census.gov
Modifying 2020 Census Operations to Make Sure College Students are Counted

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
Intergovernmental Affairs Office
Census Bureau Statement on Modifying 2020 Census Operations to
Make Sure College Students are Counted
Census Bureau also announces updates to special operations, assistance program and early
nonresponse followup

MARCH 15, 2020-

The U.S. Census Bureau continues to carefully monitor the coronavirus
(COVID-19) situation and follow the guidance of federal, state and local health
authorities. We are adjusting some operations as outlined below with two key principles in
mind: protecting the health and safety of our staff and the public and fulfilling our statutory
requirement to deliver the 2020 Census counts to the President on schedule.

As of today, over 5 million have responded online to the 2020 Census. Currently, the planned
completion date for data collection for the 2020 Census is July 31. 2020, but that date can
and will be adjusted if necessary as the situation dictates in order to achieve a complete and
accurate count.

It has never been easier to respond on your own, whether online, over the ghone or by
mail-all without having to meet a census taker.

We are adjusting operations to make sure college students are counted.

•

College students living in on-campus housing are counted through their university as
part of our Group Quarters operation, which counts all students living in universityowned housing. In addition to college dormitories, the Group Quarters operation also
includes places like nursing homes, group homes, halfway houses and prisons.
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•

During our recent 2020 Census Group Quarters Advance Contact operation we
contacted administrators of college/university student housing to get their input on the
enumeration methods that will allow students to participate in the 2020 Census.

•

The majority, about 47 percent, chose the eResponse methodology and about
seven percent chose paper listings, both of which provide the Census Bureau
directory information (electronically or via paper records) about each student. About
35 percent, however, chose drop-off/pick-up, which allows students to self-respond
using an Individual Census Questionnaire (or ICQ). We are contacting those schools
to ask whether they would like to change that preference in light of the emerging
situation.

•

In general, students in colleges and universities temporarily closed due to COVID-19
will still be counted as part of this process. Even if they are home on census day, .8Q.ril
1, they should be counted according to the residence criteria that states they should
be counted where they live and sleep most of the time. We are asking schools to
contact their students and remind them to respond.

•

Per the Census Bureau's residence criteria, students living away from home at school
should be counted at school in most cases, even if they are
temporarily elsewhere due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

We are working with group quarters administrators to ensure we count their residents.

•

The 2020 Census is designed to offer multiple ways to respond. We're encouraging
administrators of group housing to choose a way to count their residents that requires
less in-person contact.

•

For the Group Quarters operation, which counts people in nursing homes, college
dorms, prisons and other institutional living facilities, we offer a myriad of ways to
respond, such as via eResponse, paper listing or self-enumeration by the facility.

•

We're contacting all group quarters administrators that have requested an in-person
visit and asking them to consider an eResponse or offering to drop off and later pick
up paper forms to minimize in-person contact with our census staff.

We are working with service providers to determine the best way forward.

•

We are working with service providers at emergency and transitional shelters, soup
kitchens and regularly scheduled mobile food vans to adapt plans to count the
populations they serve.
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•

The plan has been to interview each person served a meal or staying at the facility at
a date and time the service providers choose between March 30 and April 1.

•

We are now contacting the service providers to determine whether they will be
open between March 30 and April 1 and whether they would be able to provide a
paper listing of census response data for each person served or staying at the facility
instead.

We are delaying the start of our Mobile Questionnaire Assistance program.

•

We plan to offer assistance with responding to the 2020 Census at events and
locations where people naturally gather as part of our Mobile Questionnaire
Assistance.

•

We now plan to offer this assistance fully across the country on April 13, delaying
from the previously planned start of March 30.

We are delaying our Early Nonresponse Followup operation.

•

In this operation, census takers begin following up with households that haven't
responded yet around some colleges and universities. By starting early, we can count
households in areas with off-campus housing before the end of the spring semester
when students may leave for another residence. We're delaying the start of this
effort from April 9 to April 23.

The Census Bureau is also making changes to its paid media campaign, earned media
efforts and partnership outreach efforts to adapt to changing conditions while continuing to
promote self-response. The key message right now for anyone with questions about how
COVID-19 will affect the 2020 Census: It has never been easier to respond on your own,
whether online, over the phone or by mail-all without having to meet a census taker.
We will continue to monitor the situation, take appropriate steps in consultation with public
health authorities and provide ongoing updates.

###

About the Intergovernmental Affairs Office
The Intergovernmental Affairs Office (IAO) works with Tribal, state, county, and local governments both
directly and through the national and regional organizations that advocate on their behalf to share information
about U.S. Census programs and products. IAO encourages supportive policy development by
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intergovernmental and tribal associations, serving as a conduit by which these associations and governments
communicate their concerns to the Census Bureau. For more information on Census Bureau programs,
please contact us at (30i) 763-6i 00 or by email at ocia.iao@census.gov.
Sincerely,
Alan Lang
Deputy Chief, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Census Bureau

Contact Information
30i -763-6100 I OCIA. IAO@census.gov
Intergovernmental Affairs Team
Van Lawrence, Branch Chief
Sylvia Doyle, IAO Liaison
Melissa Bruce, IAO Specialist
Keith A. Tobias, IAO Specialist
Haley A. Miller, IAO Partnership Manager
Bernard L. Bundy, Jr., Geographic IAO Specialist
Sabrina McNeal, Governors Liaison

Unsubscribe

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from City and County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@tylertech.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:45 AM
Carter, Steven; Hendley, Martha; Goree, Teresa
Peachey, Debra; Butts, Amy; McCoy, Michael; Hain,Ginger
RE:COVID-19 Update

Hi Steven,
The session for tomorrow will be remote. I had a chance to speak with Martha and she will be discussing further options
with the rest of the team. If we need to include Tyler Senior Management on a call, please let me know and I am happy
to get this scheduled.
Thank you,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com

From: Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 10:40 AM
To: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@tylertech.com>; Hendley, Martha <mhendley@dougherty.ga.us>; Goree, Teresa
<tgoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@tylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@tylertech.com>; McCoy, Michael
<M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Update

I replied earlier to this that go-live without on-site support is not an option.
We need to know if the session for tomorrow is in person or remote?
Thank you,
Slteven Ca111rte1r,
111"11111:IA,
CGCIO
Chief Information Officer
Technology and Communications
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From: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@ ylertech.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 10:18 AM
To: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe y.ga.us>; Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>; Goree, Teresa
<TGoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@ ylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@ ylertech.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Update

Hi Martha,
I am consulting with Senior Management on this situation.

I will let you know of the options moving forward.

Thank you for your patience,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.

P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com
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From: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:27 AM
To: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@ ylertech.com>; Carter, Steven <carter@albanyga.gov>; Goree, Teresa
<tgoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@ ylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@ ylertech.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Update

I'm not ok with this. Going live without onsite help isn't a good idea. Is it possible to change the Go-Live date?
IMartlha IB. 1He1ndlley
Finance Director
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(it:{,)'f}Ji t.,!:,!,,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039 IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

Department

From: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@ ylertech.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>; Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe y.ga.us>; Goree, Teresa
<TGoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@ ylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@ ylertech.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Update
Importance: High

Good Morning,
In an effort to keep our Clients and Tyler Staff healthy, Tyler Leadership has recommended that work related travel be
suspended and that associated services be delivered remotely through the GoToMeeting platform. Debra will be
delivering the scheduled sessions through remote services via GoTo Meeting through April 10th. Many clients have been
successful with remote assistance during go live, and the tasks left can easily be completed via GoToMeeting with
Debra's assistance.
Please provide me with the availability of the project staff to discuss this further via conference call. I would like to
schedule a call today to review the following items:
What will your policy be for contacting employees if your location closed? What will your policy be for contacting
Tyler (Tyler Project Manager) in the event of closure?
2. For planning purposes:
-Are your employees who will be in upcoming sessions able to work from home if needed?
-If employees work remotely, do they have the ability to access the database in a secure method?
-When we facilitate remotely, who will be the monitor in the onsite training room to set up the
projector and get connected to the GTM (for when your staff is working in the office)?
-What is the phone number for this person should we lose connectivity in the virtual session?
-Are there back-up personnel in case of illness?
1.

Thank you,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
P: 800.772.2260

ext.5693

www.tylertech.com
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officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:40 AM
Lapic, Audrey; Hendley, Martha; Goree, Teresa
Peachey, Debra; Butts, Amy; McCoy, Michael
RE:COVID-19 Update

I replied earlier to this that go-live without on-site support is not an option.
We need to know if the session for tomorrow is in person or remote?
Thank you,
Slteven Ca111rte1r,
111"11111:IA,
CGCIO
Chief Information Officer
Technology and Communications

From: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@tylertech.com>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 10:18 AM
To: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>; Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>; Goree, Teresa
<TGoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@tylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@tylertech.com>; McCoy, Michael
<M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Update

Hi Martha,
I am consulting with Senior Management on this situation.

I will let you know of the options moving forward.

Thank you for your patience,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com
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From: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe
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y.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:27 AM
To: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@ ylertech.com>; Carter, Steven <carter@albanyga.gov>; Goree, Teresa

<tgoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@ ylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@ ylertech.com>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Update
I'm not ok with this. Going live without onsite help isn't a good idea. Is it possible to change the Go-Live date?
IMartlha IB, 1He1ndlley
Finance Director

(it:{,)'f}Ji t.,!:,!,,

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039
IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Email!:
y@
~

Department

From: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@ ylertech.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>; Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe

y.ga.us>; Goree, Teresa
<TGoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@ ylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@ ylertech.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Update
Importance: High
Good Morning,
In an effort to keep our Clients and Tyler Staff healthy, Tyler Leadership has recommended that work related travel be
suspended and that associated services be delivered remotely through the GoToMeeting platform. Debra will be
delivering the scheduled sessions through remote services via GoTo Meeting through April 10th. Many clients have been
successful with remote assistance during go live, and the tasks left can easily be completed via GoToMeeting with
Debra's assistance.
Please provide me with the availability of the project staff to discuss this further via conference call. I would like to
schedule a call today to review the following items:
1.

What will your policy be for contacting employees if your location closed? What will your policy be for contacting
Tyler (Tyler Project Manager) in the event of closure?
933

2.

For planning purposes:
-Are your employees who will be in upcoming sessions able to work from home if needed?
-If employees work remotely, do they have the ability to access the database in a secure method?
-When we facilitate remotely, who will be the monitor in the onsite training room to set up the
projector and get connected to the GTM (for when your staff is working in the office)?
-What is the phone number for this person should we lose connectivity in the virtual session?
-Are there back-up personnel in case of illness?

Thank you,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com

~~~~TINGA.
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communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk

Subject:

Kathleen Tremblay < kathleen.tremblay@gadca.onmicrosoft.com >
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:26 AM
Collier-Bolling, Georgia; Justin Geedy; Travis Stegall
Lee Spell; McCoy, Michael; Tommy Lowman
Request for Operational Information (Coronavirus)

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Good morning all,
The CDBG-DRteam is seeking information from our subrecipients to determine what steps your local communities are
taking in relation to Coronavirus as it relates to operations. As you may be aware many communities are closing offices,
allowing liberal telework schedules, and attempting to create a requested "social distance" in response to the ongoing
pandemic.
If your community has implemented an operational plan that affects your day-to-day business, we would like to
know. This will help us as we continue to move forward with the CDBG-DRprograms. Please provide the following
information:
•
•

Are your local government offices open or closed?
o If closed, are employees teleworking or are they furloughed?
Are there any changes to the primary contact information at this time? (i.e .., cell phone number rather than
office number)

Any other information that would be helpful to the CDBG-DRteam as we face this pandemic is also appreciated. DCA
has implemented telework procedures for many of our staff but we are committed to remaining available to our
communities. If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to email me or you can reach me on my cell phone at

4 70-925-1342.
Thank you,
Kathy

!KathleenTremblay
CDll:m..ii::n:;
Project I1,fanager
Georgia Department of Community Affairs
60 11::)cecutive
Park South, NIE
Atllanta, Georgia 30329

"'faiiiiiii1rs

Direct 4046795240

k.i Lhlc•c•n.ln-'rnbl,lVl!Ptlc,i.g,i.gnv

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@tylertech.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:18 AM
Hendley, Martha; Carter, Steven; Goree, Teresa
Peachey, Debra; Butts, Amy; McCoy, Michael
RE:COVID-19 Update

Hi Martha,
I am consulting with Senior Management on this situation.

I will let you know of the options moving forward.

Thank you for your patience,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com
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From: Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:27 AM
To: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@tylertech.com>; Carter, Steven <carter@albanyga.gov>; Goree, Teresa
<tgoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@tylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@tylertech.com>; McCoy, Michael
<M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Update

I'm not ok with this. Going live without onsite help isn't a good idea. Is it possible to change the Go-Live date?
IMartlha IB.
Finance Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039
IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:!..!.!.!.!"'-'-""-'-"-J'="'-""~e,!.!."-'-"~~

Department
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From: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@ ylertech.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>; Hendley, Martha <MHendley@doughe y.ga.us>; Goree, Teresa
<TGoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@ ylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@ ylertech.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Update
Importance: High

Good Morning,
In an effort to keep our Clients and Tyler Staff healthy, Tyler Leadership has recommended that work related travel be
suspended and that associated services be delivered remotely through the GoToMeeting platform. Debra will be
delivering the scheduled sessions through remote services via GoTo Meeting through April 10th. Many clients have been
successful with remote assistance during go live, and the tasks left can easily be completed via GoToMeeting with
Debra's assistance.
Please provide me with the availability of the project staff to discuss this further via conference call. I would like to
schedule a call today to review the following items:
What will your policy be for contacting employees if your location closed? What will your policy be for contacting
Tyler (Tyler Project Manager) in the event of closure?
2. For planning purposes:
-Are your employees who will be in upcoming sessions able to work from home if needed?
-If employees work remotely, do they have the ability to access the database in a secure method?
-When we facilitate remotely, who will be the monitor in the onsite training room to set up the
projector and get connected to the GTM (for when your staff is working in the office)?
-What is the phone number for this person should we lose connectivity in the virtual session?
-Are there back-up personnel in case of illness?
1.

Thank you,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.

P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com
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officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stephenson, John <JoStephenson@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:17 AM
Chris Hatcher; Darrisaw, Victoria; jmsnss@mchsi.com; Joel Callins; Joel Wernick; Joh
N.McCain, Ill; John L. Reese, Ill; Joyce Weiser; Jud Savelle; Marshall, Denise; Keith
Pflepsen; Kim Colby; Lamar Hudgins; Bob Langstaff; Larry Walden; Lawrence Chad
Hancock, Ill; lvburkart@bellsouth.net; Matt Reed; Fowler, Michael; McCoy, Michael;
Michael Moss; Miles Espy; Milton Jordan; vdarrisaw@aol.com
FW: Weeks of March 16, 2020 and March 23, 2020.

From: Stephenson, John

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 10:16 AM
Subject: Weeks of March 16, 2020 and March 23, 2020.

Rotary
Dear Fellow Rotarians,
In light of the most recent recommendations of the CDC and the fact that a sizeable proportion of our membership falls
into the higher risk category, your Board and I have agreed, in the exercise of caution, to cancel our weekly Rotary Lunch
meeting this coming Thursday, March 19 and the following Thursday, March 26. The Board will reassess the
circumstances on Monday, March 30, to determine if any further action is warranted. I have notified Doublegate of this
decision. Please use your common sense at this time about going out in public. Watch the local news media for any
updates on further efforts to control the spread of the coronavirus rather than relying on rumors flying around on
Facebook and other social media.
With regard to the Trivia Night which had been scheduled for this Thursday evening at Pretoria Fields, our club did not
plan this event and I have not heard one way or the other as to whether it is still scheduled to take place. Again, use
your common sense about your exposure to large groups of people. I have made the personal decision that I will not be
attending.
We very much regret having to make this decision, but the health of our members and our community-at-large must be
our priority. Feel free to e-mail me at jstephenson@dougherty.ga.us or at jmsnss@mchsi.com if you have any
questions. Thank you for your understanding and patience.

John M. Stephenson
Judge, Dougherty State Court
P.O. Box 1827
Albany, GA 31702
(229) 431-2152
(229) 431-3282

iostephenson@douqherty.qa. us
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

events@ng.euci.com on behalf of EUCI Events <events@ng.euci.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 10:08 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
A letter from our CEO

A Letter from our CEO
To EUCI patrons, business partners and friends:
The current, national emergency triggered by COVID-19 has rocked the
stability of many of the world's most important accepted health and safety
practices. It is rippling through to each of us, as our families, friends and
businesses are touched in significant ways.
Our company has been deeply affected, too. In the last 35 years we have
operated as one of the industry's most reliable forums for best practices and
energy training. To this point, our company success has been built on our
proficiency in convening small and large groups of subject matter experts
and industry practitioners to discuss and address how to tackle technical,
financial, policy and management issues.
I and the rest of the EUCI staff now observe through this COVID-19
experience that though the paradigm may not shift entirely it is likely to shift
significantly. In the middle of this wrenching change, it is tempting to think
about how good things used to be and not spend enough attention on the
way things will need to be going forward.
We have determined to pursue the future. To that end, we have re-tooled
EUCI's "best practices" and training products to be smarter and more
efficient so that they can adapt to and accommodate all attendee
preferences:
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•
•
•

The legacy approach of in-person content delivery to a gathering in a
public venue
On-line content delivery with interactive instructor/ attendee
participation, available to an individual or a group
In-house events, where the instructor delivers the content at your
staff meeting location, either in-person or interactively on-line

As we carry on with our mission to provide you our patrons, partners and
friends with reliable industry "best practices" knowledge and training, we
invite your feedback and comments to t,!Jgg!Jf,lior11(/l)Q1JJ'i,J;QIIlWe invite your
thoughts as to how we can best serve you: first, in this difficult period; and,
second, in the period that follows as things return to normal.
On behalf of all of us here at EUCI, we extend our best wishes to endure and
quickly recover from the inconveniences and disruptions that may confront
you personally and professionally. We hope we can continue to serve your
knowledge enhancement and training needs no matter what setting is best
for you - on-line/interactive, in-house or in a public venue when that returns
as an option.
Best regards,

LaxmiMrig
CEO

LUCI I 6400 S Fiddlers Green Cir. Suite 1620, Greenwood Village, CO 80111
www.ouci.com I Telephone: +1 303 770 8800 I F·mail: """"::,,,,,,
..,-"-=-'-'-"-'--'--'-=="'-'-'-'-'-'-'-

If you no longer wish to get these e-mails, you may delete your name from our distribution lists

1°(JPUBUC

RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:41 AM
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; Chris
Cohilas; slee817@aol.com; Ware, Jawahn
McCoy, Michael; Addison, Scott
Re: Social Event with City Commissioners - Availability and Interest?

Commissioners: In the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic, this event has been POSTPONEDuntil further notice. We will
update you on a new date when we can. Thanks! - Wendy

From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Thursday, March 12, 2020 at 10:47 AM
To: "Cohilas, Christopher" <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>, "Gaines, Gloria" <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>,
"Gaines, Gloria (other)" <ggaines30S@aol.com>, "Gray, Russell" <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>, "Johnson,
Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>, "Edwards, Victor" <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>,
"vees70@yahoo.com" <vees70@yahoo.com>, Anthony Jones <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>, Lamar Hudgins

<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>, Chris Cohilas <CCohilas@watsonspence.com>, "slee817@aol.com"
<slee817@aol.com>, "Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Addison, Scott" <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Social Event with City Commissioners - Availability and Interest?
Chairman, Commissioners, Attorney, and Clerk:
At the request of the County Administrator and City Manager, I am writing to determine your interest and
availability to participate in about a one-hour social event with the members of the City of Albany
Commission.
Recently, a few of you and city commissioners toured the Georgia-Pacific site, with discussion about an event
like this to network across city and county platforms. This is intended to be a purely social gathering (no
business to be discussed or agenda established), so it is our intentions for this to be a way for all of you to get
to know each other and how we can better team up for the benefit of our citizens in Albany and Dougherty
County.
Please see below for the event details:
DATE: Thursday, March 26
TIME: 5:30p - 6:30p
LOCATION: Pretoria Fields (Private room)
REFRESHMENTS:Soft Drinks and Heavy hors d'oeuvres will be provided

Plleaseadvise as lo your interest and availlabillily on March 26 th,

Could I hear from you no later than March 20 th ?
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Thanks,

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'..g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:35 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
**PRESSRELEASE**Dougherty County Declaration of Emergency for COVID-19 - Day
One: Emergency Operations Command Update
DOCOpresser_DCUpdateCOVID19_EOCDay1.pdf

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Media Partners:
Please see attached release for informational purposes as we opened our Emergency Operations Command Center this
morning. Expect an updated release each day this week as our EOC is in operation and new information comes in.
You can also access this release via the following link: https://bit.ly/2Ql8gM6
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:whowell~ doui:he Y-i:a.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:27 AM
Lapic, Audrey; Carter, Steven; Goree, Teresa
Peachey, Debra; Butts, Amy; McCoy, Michael
RE:COVID-19 Update

I'm not ok with this. Going live without onsite help isn't a good idea. Is it possible to change the Go-Live date?
IMartlha IB,
Finance Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039
IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:mhendley@dougherty.ga.us

Department

From: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@tylertech.com>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>; Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>; Goree, Teresa
<TGoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@tylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@tylertech.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Update
Importance: High

Good Morning,
In an effort to keep our Clients and Tyler Staff healthy, Tyler Leadership has recommended that work related travel be
suspended and that associated services be delivered remotely through the GoToMeeting platform. Debra will be
delivering the scheduled sessions through remote services via GoTo Meeting through April 10th. Many clients have been
successful with remote assistance during go live, and the tasks left can easily be completed via GoToMeeting with
Debra's assistance.
Please provide me with the availability of the project staff to discuss this further via conference call. I would like to
schedule a call today to review the following items:
What will your policy be for contacting employees if your location closed? What will your policy be for contacting
Tyler (Tyler Project Manager) in the event of closure?
2. For planning purposes:
-Are your employees who will be in upcoming sessions able to work from home if needed?
-If employees work remotely, do they have the ability to access the database in a secure method?
1.
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-When we facilitate remotely, who will be the monitor in the onsite training room to set up the
projector and get connected to the GTM (for when your staff is working in the office)?
-What is the phone number for this person should we lose connectivity in the virtual session?
-Are there back-up personnel in case of illness?
Thank you,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com

CREATING A
, <) N f'.l! •J I 1.U
I

FUTURE.

PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:18 AM
McCoy, Michael
RE: New Policy
Dougherty County Planned Response 3-16-2020_.docx

Copy with Highlights removed (and Level three on one line for #3)

Jawahn E. Ware
CertifiedCounty Clerk/ProcurementManager

"We must become the change we want to see" -Mahatma Gandhi

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:10 AM
To: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: New Policy

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Albany CEO <newsletter@albanyceo.com>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:14 AM
Michael McCoy
Video: Jay Sharpe of U Save It Pharmacy, Phoebe Coronavirus Hotline, ASU to Postpone
Events, Georgia Ports Authority, Rural Broadband Expansion

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Connect with us

[El [a [a

Albany CEO is the leading publication
exclusively targeting business owners and
political leaders in the area. For more
information about editorial or promotional
opportunities, contact us today.

March 16, 2020 Edition

Video: Jay Sharpe of U Save It Pharmacy, Working
with Employees Who Leave Your Organization
Jay Sharpe of U Save It Pharmacy discusses why you should treat
former employees who leave for competition with respect.

News
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Phoebe Sets Up Coronavirus
Hotline and Drive-Through
Testing Site
Albany State University to
Postpone Events March 13th April 3rd
City of Albany Updates
Community on Progression of
Coronavirus
Phoebe and Public Health
Encourage Social Distancing
Georgia Chamber Hosts
Conference Call on COVI D-19
Commentary: 'Coronavirus: SelfIsolation, Community Unity
AT&T Releases Coronavirus
Information Update
Georgia Ports Suffer "Precipitous
Drop In Imports"
Rural Broadband Expansion
Barely Survives Legislative
Deadline
Secretary of State Raffensperger
Postpones the Presidential
Preference Primary
Gov. Kemp Declares State of
Emergency for Coronavirus
Outbreak, Invokes Price Gouging
Statute
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Georgia Power Assures

Recent Video

Customers Safe and Reliable
Service will Continue during
COVI D-19 Pandemic
Resilience of U.S. Economy
Tested by COVI D-19 Outbreak
and Oil Price Shock
More Than 60% of Companies
Look at Job Candidates'
Facebook or Linkedln Profile
Before Extending Job Offer

GACVB's Jay Markwalter on
Georgia's Record Breaking
Year (00:47)

23% of Employees Face Safety
and Security Issues at Their
Coworking Space
Submit your news and press releases
to news@albanyceo.com

City Manager Sharon Subadan
on Sewer Infrastructure
Projects in Albany (1 :28)
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Larry Hanson on 2020 at the
Georgia Municipal Association
(1 :59)

Heath Fountain on Company
Culture at Colony Bank (1 :09)
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Mary Beth Hobby on Taking a
Fresh Look at Your Marketing
(1:10)

Recent Features
Georgia Film Office Launches New Website, Celebrates Recordbreaking Results at State Capitol
The Georgia Film Office, a division of the Department of Economic
Development (GDEcD), yesterday celebrated with legislators and
industry partners the positive impact and record-breaking year the film
industry had in the state at the annual Film Day at the Capitol. Georgia is
one of the top film production centers in the world, and the industry
posted a record $2.9 billion in direct investment during the last fiscal
year.
Former EDC President Justin Strickland Joins OmniTRAX
OmniTRAX, one of the fastest growing railroads in North America and an

952

affiliate of The Broe Group, announces Justin Strickland is joining the
company as Director, Economic Development. Strickland will support all
phases of business growth and act as a liaison with economic
development partners in the southeast United States.

More Features »

Direct Connect
Accounting - Draffin & Tucker
Alarms/Security - Available
Architects - Available
Banking - Colony Bank
Business Breakfast - Available
Business Dinner - The Catch
Business Lunch - Harvest Moon
Catering - Stewbo's
Cleaning Services - Bishop Clean
Care
Commercial Printing - Available
Construction - LRA Constructors,
Inc.
Credit Union - Available
Cybersecurity - Available
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Document Management - Secure
Healthcare Staffing - Asa

Records Solutions

Healthcare Solutions
Education - Albany Technical
College

Hotels - Merry Acres

Employee Benefits - Available

Human Resources - Available

Engineering - Available

Information Technology Available

Financial Advisor - John S. Inman
IV

Insurance - Georgia Farm Bureau

Flooring - Katz Floorcovering an

Landscape Management - Pro

Abbey Design Center

Outdoor LLC

Fulfillment - a2b Fulfillment

Lawyer - Watson Spence

Funeral Home - Available

Leadership Development Leadership Institute at Columbus

Furniture - Available

State University

Healthcare - Phoebe Putney

Manufacturing - Georgia
Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (GaMEP)
Marketing Services - MADlab
MBA Program - Georgia
Southern
Meeting and Event Services Merry Acres
Office Furniture - Available
Pest Control - Available
Private Education - DeerfieldWindsor School
Propane - Modern Gas
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Realtor - Available
Senior Care - Innovative Senior
Solutions
Shredding Services - Secure
Record Solutions
Signs - ANS Signs, Inc.
Staffing Services - Available
Telecommunications - AT&T
Vacation Rental - Available
Welding & Industrial - Jones
Welding

If you wish to stop receiving all email from us, you can opt-out instantly by visiting this page.
Copyright 2020 © Albany CEO, All Rights Reserved. Dilbert used with permission.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:11 AM
Gerald Greene
RE:Kemp Authorizes Call of Georgia National Guard for COVID-19 Response

Thanks.
From: Gerald Greene <iamggreene@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:53 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Kemp Authorizes Call of Georgia National Guard for COVID-19 Response

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Spearman, Michelle" <Michelle.Spearman@house.ga.gov>
Date: March 14, 2020 at 8:45:28 PM EDT
To: "Balllinger, Mandi" <mandiballinger@gmail.com>, "Barr, Timothy" <timmylbarr@gmail.com>, "Barry
Fleming (bfleming@flemingnelson.com)" <bfleming@flemingnelson.com>, "Belton, Dave"
<davebelton112@gmail.com>, "Benton, Tommy" <thbenton@windstream.net>, "Benton, Tommy"
<yellowjacket052050@yahoo.com>, "bert@bertreeves.com" <bert@bertreeves.com>, "Blackmon,
Shaw" <shawblackmon37@gmail.com>, "Burns, Jon" <jburnsgsu@gmail.com>, "Caldwell, Michael"
<michael@caldwellforhouse.com>, "Cantrell, Wes" <Wes@cantrellforhouse.com>, "Carpenter,
Kasey_CR" <kcarpenter@oakwoodcafe.net>, "Carson, John" <jkcarsonjr@gmail.com>, "Cheokas, Mike"
<mikecheokas@icloud.com>, "Chris Erwin (District 28) (chris.erwin22@gmail.com)"
<chris.erwin22@gmail.com>, "Clark, Heath" <heathnclark@gmail.com>, "Cooke, Kevin"
<kcooke13@hotmail.com>, "Cooper, Sharon" <sharon.cooper.41@gmail.com>, "Cooper, Sharon"
<cooperforhouse@gmail.com>, "Corbett, John" <johncorbett@bellsouth.net>, "David Clark
(david3clark@gmail.com)" <david3clark@gmail.com>, David Knight <dknight@whtcpa.com>, "Deborah
Silcox (debdsilcox@comcast.net)" <debdsilcox@comcast.net>, "Deffenbaugh, John"
<deffenbaugh.john@gmail.com>, "Dempsey, Katie" <katiemd@comcast.net>, "Hill, Dewayne(CR)"
<bulldog@catt.com>, "Dickey, Robert_CR" <rdickey@dickeyfarms.com>, "Dollar, Matt"
<mattdollar@hotmail.com>, "Dollar, Matt" <matt@mattdollar.us>, "Don Hogan
(jhogan405@bellsouth.net)" <jhogan405@bellsouth.net>, "Efstration, Chuck"
<chuckefstration@gmail.com>, "Ehrhart, Ginny" <ginnyforgeorgia@gmail.com>, "Emory Dunahoo
(emory.dunahoojr@icloud.com)" <emory.dunahoojr@icloud.com>, "England, Terry"
<englandhomeport2@windstream.net>,
"Gaines, Houston" <houston@houstongaines.com>, "Gambill,
Matthew" <Mhgambill@bellsouth.net>, "Gasaway, Dan" <dgasaway@windstream.net>, "Gravley,
Micah" <micah@micahgravley.com>, "Greene, Gerald" <iamggreene@yahoo.com>, "Gullett, Joseph"
<josephgullett@yahoo.com>, "Harrell, Brett" <brett@voteharrell.com>, "Hatchett, Matt"
<matt.hatchett50@gmail.com>, "Hawkins, Lee" <blhdds@bellsouth.net>, "Hitchens, Bill"
<wwhitchjr@aol.com>, "Holmes, Susan" <sdholmes@bellsouth.net>, "Houston, Penny"
<pennyhouston170@gmail.com>, "J.Colllins(jaycollins@bellsouth.net)"
<jaycollins@bellsouth.net>,
"James Burchett" <mburchett82@hotmail.com>, "Jason Ridley (jtridley@yahoo.com)"
<jtridley@yahoo.com>, "Jasperse, Rick" <rick@rickjasperse.org>, "Jones, Jeff (CR)"
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<jeff@votejeffjones.com>, "Jesse Petrea (jpetrea@altrus.us)" <jpetrea@altrus.us>, "Jodi Lott
(jodi4ga@gmail.com)" <jodi4ga@gmail.com>, "John Lahood (john@lahoodforgeorgia.com)"
<john@lahoodforgeorgia.com>, "Jones, Jan" <janjones38@bellsouth.net>, "Josh Bonner
(josh.n.bonner@gmail.com)" <josh.n.bonner@gmail.com>, "Karen Mathiak (kimatlas@aol.com)"
<kimatlas@aol.com>, "Kelley, Trey" <treykelley@yahoo.com>, "Kirby, Tom_CR"
<l.tom.kirby@gmail.com>, "Lariccia, Dominic" <ldominic@windstream.net>,
"Lumsden, Eddie"
<eddielumsden@comcast.net>, "Mark Newton (wmarknewton@comcast.net)"
<wmarknewton@comcast.net>, "Martin, Chuck" <chuck@martinforgeorgia.com>, "Mathis, Danny"
<Mathisfh@comsouth.net>, Matt Barton <mattbarton@me.com>, "Matt Dubnik
(mdubnik@gmail.com)" <mdubnik@gmail.com>, "Gurtler, Matt" <matt@mattgurtler.com>, "McCall,
Tom" <tommccall@elberton.net>, "Meeks, Steven" <meekss@me.com>, "Mitchell Scoggins
(scogginsm55@gmail.com)" <scogginsm55@gmail.com>, "Momtahan, Martin"
<martin@martinforhd17.com>,
"Moore, Colton" <colton@coltonmoore.com>, "Morris, Greg"
<gregmorris912@bellsouth.net>, "Morris, Marc_CR" <Marc@MarcMorris.com>, "Nix, Randy"
<ronix@charter.net>, "Parrish, Butch" <ljparrish@bellsouth.net>, "Parrish, Butch"
<Ljparrish@pineland.net>, "Parsons, Don" <repdon@gmail.com>, "Pezold, John"
<jdpezold@gmail.com>, "Pirkle, Clay" <claypirkle@gmail.com>, "Powell, Alan"
<alan@redclayproperties.com>, "Powell, Alan" <alanpowell23@hotmail.com>, "Powell, Jay"
<jpowell@swgalaw.net>, "Pruett, Jimmy" <jimmy@jimmypruett.com>, "Pullin, Ken"
<kenpullin75@gmail.com>, "Ralston, David" <dralstonl@etcmail.com>, "Rich, Bonnie"
<bonnie@bonnierichlaw.com>, "Rutledge, Dale" <rdrutledge@mindspring.com>, "Rynders, Ed"
<erynders@bellsouth.net>, "Sainz, Steven" <stevensainz@yahoo.com>, "Setzler, Ed (CR)"
<edsetzler@gmail.com>, "Sheri Gilligan (sheri.gilligan@gmail.com)" <sheri.gilligan@gmail.com>, "Smith,
Lynn" <Lynn.Smith@house.ga.gov>, "Smith, Lynn" <lcsmith@numail.org>, "Smith, Richard"
<richard@smithforGeorgia.com>, "Smith, Vance" <vancesmithjr@gmail.com>, "Stephens, Ron"
<quickrxdrugs@yahoo.com>, "Stover, David" <davidjaystover@gmail.com>, "Tankersley, Jan"
<jantankersley@hotmail.com>, "Tanner, Kevin" <kevinktanner@gmail.com>, "Tarvin, Steve"
<steve@stevetarvin.com>, "Taylor, Darlene" <darlene@rose.net>, Terry Rogers
<tarogers@windstream.net>, "Todd Jones (todd@jonesfor.us)" <todd@jonesfor.us>, "Trey Rhodes
(trey 1414@yahoo.com)" <trey 1414@yahoo.com>, "Turner, Scot" <scot.turner23@gmail.com>,
"Washburn, Dale" <rdwashburn@gmail.com>, "Watson, Sam" <samwatson@chillcfarms.com>,
"Werkheiser, Bill" <bill@werkheiser.com>, "Wiedower, Marcus" <votemarcuswiedower@gmail.com>,
"Williams, Noel" <nwilliams@partnersbenefit.com>,
"Williams, Rick" <wcfh@windstream.net>,
"Williamson, Bruce_CR" <hbWilliamson@gmail.com>, "Alexander, Kimberly" <kalex957@aol.com>,
"Angelika Kausche "<angelika@angelikaforgeorgia.com>,
"Anulewicz, Teri" <tanulewicz@gmail.com>,
"Evans, Becky (CR)" <becky@beckyevans.com>, "Bennett, Karen" <kb51701@aol.com>, "Bentley, Patty"
<pattyjbentley@gmail.com>, Beth Moore <beth@mooreforgeorgia.com>, "Betsy Holland"
<betsy@betsyforgeorgia.com>, "Beverly, James" <votebeverly@gmail.com>, "Beverly, James"
<drjbev@gmail.com>, Brenda Lopez <lopez@lopezfirm.com>, "Bruce, Roger" <rbruce5347@aol.com>,
"Buckner, Debbie" <Buckner604@aol.com>, "Buckner, DebbieCR" <debbiegbuckner@icloud.com>,
"CaMia Hopson" <camia.hopson@gmail.com>, "Cannon, Park" <parkcannonfor58@gmail.com>, "Craig,
J" <jcraig@statewidehealthcare.com>, "David Dreyer (ddreyer@gmail.com)" <ddreyer@gmail.com>,
"deborah@votedeborahgonzalez.com"
<deborah@votedeborahgonzalez.com>, Debra Bazemore
<dljb4469@gmail.com>, Derrick Jackson <votederrickjackson@gmail.com>, "Dickerson, Pam"
<pam@pamforthepeople.com>, "Donna McLeod" <donna@electdonnamcleod.com>, "Doreen Carter
(doreen@doreencarter.com)" <doreen@doreencarter.com>, "Douglas, Demetrius"
<dvddouglas@bellsouth.net>, "Drenner, Karla (CR)" <dren16999@aol.com>, "Dukes, Winfred"
<wdukes 2000@yahoo.com>, "El-Mahdi Holly" <el@elforstaterep.com>, Erick Allen
<erick@allenforgeorgia.com>, "Frazier, Gloria" <frazier26@comcast.net>, "Frye, Spencer"
<spencerfrye@gmail.com>, "Gardner, Pat" <pat@patgardner.org>, "Glanton, Mike_CR"
<glantonm@bellsouth.net>, Gregg Kennard <gk@greggkennard4georgia.com>, "Henson, Michele (CR)"
<michelehenson@earthlink.net>, "Holcomb, Scott" <holcombscott@yahoo.com>, "Hugley, Carolyn"
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<cfhugley113@aol.com>, "Hugley, Carolyn" <carolyn.hugley.cbdp@statefarm.com>, "Jackson,
Mack_CR" <mackjackson@bellsouth.net>, Jasmine Clark <jasmineclarkforgeorgia@gmail.com>, "Jones,
Sheila" <info@sheilajones.org>, Josh Mclaurin <josh@ioshforgeorgia.com>, "Kendrick,Dar'shun(CR)"
<dkendrick@kendrickforgeorgia.com>, Marie Metze <metzeamoco@msn.com>, "Marin, Pedro"
<marinstatehouse@gmail.com>, Mary Frances Williams <m.f.williams@att.net>, Mary Robichaux
<mary4ga48th@gmail.com>, "Matthew Wilson" <info@matthewforgeorgia.com>,
"McClain, Dewey"
<deweymcclain@bellsouth.net>, "Mike Wilensky" <mike@wilenskyforga.com>, Miriam Paris
<mparis3311@gmail.com>, "Mitchell, Billy" <mrbillymitchell@yahoo.com>, "Nguyen, Bee"
<bee@beeforgeorgia>, "Oliver, Mary Margaret_CR" <mmo@mmolaw.com>, "Prince, Brian"
<Brianprince@hotmail.com>, Renitta Shannon <renittashannon@gmail.com>, rep.sharonbeasleyteague
<rep.sharonbeasleyteague@yahoo.com>, Samuel Park <sampark85@gmail.com>, "Schofield, Kim"
<KimSchofield@bellsouth.net>, "Scott, Sandra" <edsandex@comcast.net>, "Sharper, Dexter_CR"
<dextersharper@yahoo.com>, Sheila Clark Nelson <sheinels7@aol.com>, Shelly Hutchinson
<shelly@shellyforgeorgia.com>, "Smith, Michael" <michaelandresmith@yahoo.com>, "Smyre, Calvin"
<calvinsmyre@synovus.com>, "Stephens, Mickey" <mickeystephens@gmail.com>, "Stephenson, Pam"
<pstephenson@wsvlaw.com>, "Stephenson, Pamela" <pamela.stephenson@comcast.net>,
"Stephenson, Pamela" <pamelann@bellsouth.net>, "Stovall, Valencia" <valencia@gostovall.com>,
"Thomas, Able Mable" <mthomas949@gmail.com>, "Thomas, Erica" <erica@electericathomas.com>,
"Trammell, Robert" <bob@trammellfirm.com>, "Vernon Jones (Vernonjoneshd91@gmail.com)"
<Vernonjoneshd91@gmail.com>, "Viola Davis" <electvioladavis@gmail.com>, "Wayne Howard
(waynehoward@gadistrict124.com)"
<waynehoward@gadistrict124.com>, "Wilkerson, David"
<wilke2000@aol.com>, William Boddie <wkboddie@gmail.com>, "Williams, Al (CR)"
<alwilliams165@yahoo.com>
Subject: Kemp Authorizes Call of Georgia National Guard for COVID-19 Response

1111
11111
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For Immediate Release
Saturday, March 14, 2020

Kemp Authorizes Call of Georgia National Guard
for COVID-19 Response
Atlanta, GA - Today Governor Brian P. Kemp issued
authorizing Adjutant General Tom Carden - at the request of Georgia Emergency
Management and Homeland Security Director Homer Bryson - to call up as many as 2,000
Georgia National Guard troops to State Active Duty to address novel coronavirus and
COVID-19 in Georgia.

"Through extensive emergency preparedness training, the brave men and women in the
Georgia National Guard stand ready to serve above and beyond their traditional military
duties. In states of emergency, they are equipped to take necessary action to protect the
health and safety of Georgia families in every region," said Governor Kemp. "To assist
with COVID-19 mitigation and critical services, including the transfer of Georgians
currently at Dobbins Air Reserve Base to their homes, the Georgia National Guard will now
be available to communities to ensure the steady supply of medical equipment, food,
shelter, or related materials to keep Georgians safe in the weeks ahead."
The Georgia National Guard is already assisting with the transfer of thirty-one Georgians formerly passengers on the Grand Princess cruise ship - from Dobbins Air Reserve Base to
their homes today for isolation and monitoring by Department of Public Health officials.
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Press Contacts

Candice Broce - Director of Communications & Chief Deputy Executive Counsel
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
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Cody Hall - Press Secretary
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cody.hall~i>georgia.gov
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 9:10 AM
Ware, Jawahn
New Policy
Dougherty County Planned Response 3-16-2020.docx

IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gerald Greene < iamggreene@yahoo.com >
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:53 AM
Michael McCoy
Fwd: Kemp Authorizes Call of Georgia National Guard for COVID-19 Response

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Spearman, Michelle" <Michelle.Spearman@house.ga.gov>
Date: March 14, 2020 at 8:45:28 PM EDT
To: "Balllinger, Mandi" <mandiballinger@gmail.com>, "Barr, Timothy" <timmylbarr@gmail.com>, "Barry
Fleming (bfleming@flemingnelson.com)" <bfleming@flemingnelson.com>, "Belton, Dave"
<davebelton112@gmail.com>, "Benton, Tommy" <thbenton@windstream.net>, "Benton, Tommy"
<yellowjacket052050@yahoo.com>, "bert@bertreeves.com" <bert@bertreeves.com>, "Blackmon,
Shaw" <shawblackmon37@gmail.com>, "Burns, Jon" <jburnsgsu@gmail.com>, "Caldwell, Michael"
<michael@caldwellforhouse.com>, "Cantrell, Wes" <Wes@cantrellforhouse.com>, "Carpenter,
Kasey_CR" <kcarpenter@oakwoodcafe.net>, "Carson, John" <jkcarsonjr@gmail.com>, "Cheokas, Mike"
<mikecheokas@icloud.com>, "Chris Erwin (District 28) (chris.erwin22@gmail.com)"
<chris.erwin22@gmail.com>, "Clark, Heath" <heathnclark@gmail.com>, "Cooke, Kevin"
<kcooke13@hotmail.com>, "Cooper, Sharon" <sharon.cooper.41@gmail.com>, "Cooper, Sharon"
<cooperforhouse@gmail.com>, "Corbett, John" <johncorbett@bellsouth.net>, "David Clark
(david3clark@gmail.com)" <david3clark@gmail.com>, David Knight <dknight@whtcpa.com>, "Deborah
Silcox (debdsilcox@comcast.net)" <debdsilcox@comcast.net>, "Deffenbaugh, John"
<deffenbaugh.john@gmail.com>, "Dempsey, Katie" <katiemd@comcast.net>, "Hill, Dewayne(CR)"
<bulldog@catt.com>, "Dickey, Robert_CR" <rdickey@dickeyfarms.com>, "Dollar, Matt"
<mattdollar@hotmail.com>, "Dollar, Matt" <matt@mattdollar.us>, "Don Hogan
(jhogan405@bellsouth.net)" <jhogan405@bellsouth.net>, "Efstration, Chuck"
<chuckefstration@gmail.com>, "Ehrhart, Ginny" <ginnyforgeorgia@gmail.com>, "Emory Dunahoo
(emory.dunahoojr@icloud.com)" <emory.dunahoojr@icloud.com>, "England, Terry"
<englandhomeport2@windstream.net>,
"Gaines, Houston" <houston@houstongaines.com>, "Gambill,
Matthew" <Mhgambill@bellsouth.net>, "Gasaway, Dan" <dgasaway@windstream.net>, "Gravley,
Micah" <micah@micahgravley.com>, "Greene, Gerald" <iamggreene@yahoo.com>, "Gullett, Joseph"
<josephgullett@yahoo.com>, "Harrell, Brett" <brett@voteharrell.com>, "Hatchett, Matt"
<matt.hatchett50@gmail.com>, "Hawkins, Lee" <blhdds@bellsouth.net>, "Hitchens, Bill"
<wwhitchjr@aol.com>, "Holmes, Susan" <sdholmes@bellsouth.net>, "Houston, Penny"
<pennyhouston170@gmail.com>, "J.Colllins(jaycollins@bellsouth.net)"
<jaycollins@bellsouth.net>,
"James Burchett" <mburchett82@hotmail.com>, "Jason Ridley (jtridley@yahoo.com)"
<jtridley@yahoo.com>, "Jasperse, Rick" <rick@rickjasperse.org>, "Jones, Jeff (CR)"
<jeff@votejeffjones.com>, "Jesse Petrea (jpetrea@altrus.us)" <jpetrea@altrus.us>, "Jodi Lott
(jodi4ga@gmail.com)" <jodi4ga@gmail.com>, "John Lahood (john@lahoodforgeorgia.com)"
<john@lahoodforgeorgia.com>, "Jones, Jan" <janjones38@bellsouth.net>, "Josh Bonner
(josh.n.bonner@gmail.com)" <josh.n.bonner@gmail.com>, "Karen Mathiak (kimatlas@aol.com)"
<kimatlas@aol.com>, "Kelley, Trey" <treykelley@yahoo.com>, "Kirby, Tom_CR"
<l.tom.kirby@gmail.com>, "Lariccia, Dominic" <ldominic@windstream.net>,
"Lumsden, Eddie"
<eddielumsden@comcast.net>, "Mark Newton (wmarknewton@comcast.net)"
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<wmarknewton@comcast.net>, "Martin, Chuck" <chuck@martinforgeorgia.com>, "Mathis, Danny"
<Mathisfh@comsouth.net>, Matt Barton <mattbarton@me.com>, "Matt Dubnik
(mdubnik@gmail.com)" <mdubnik@gmail.com>, "Gurtler, Matt" <matt@mattgurtler.com>, "McCall,
Tom" <tommccall@elberton.net>, "Meeks, Steven" <meekss@me.com>, "Mitchell Scoggins
(scogginsm55@gmail.com)" <scogginsm55@gmail.com>, "Momtahan, Martin"
<martin@martinforhd17.com>,
"Moore, Colton" <colton@coltonmoore.com>, "Morris, Greg"
<gregmorris912@bellsouth.net>, "Morris, Marc_CR" <Marc@MarcMorris.com>, "Nix, Randy"
<ronix@charter.net>, "Parrish, Butch" <ljparrish@bellsouth.net>, "Parrish, Butch"
<Ljparrish@pineland.net>, "Parsons, Don" <repdon@gmail.com>, "Pezold, John"
<jdpezold@gmail.com>, "Pirkle, Clay" <claypirkle@gmail.com>, "Powell, Alan"
<alan@redclayproperties.com>, "Powell, Alan" <alanpowell23@hotmail.com>, "Powell, Jay"
<jpowell@swgalaw.net>, "Pruett, Jimmy" <jimmy@jimmypruett.com>, "Pullin, Ken"
<kenpullin75@gmail.com>, "Ralston, David" <dralstonl@etcmail.com>, "Rich, Bonnie"
<bonnie@bonnierichlaw.com>, "Rutledge, Dale" <rdrutledge@mindspring.com>, "Rynders, Ed"
<erynders@bellsouth.net>, "Sainz, Steven" <stevensainz@yahoo.com>, "Setzler, Ed (CR)"
<edsetzler@gmail.com>, "Sheri Gilligan (sheri.gilligan@gmail.com)" <sheri.gilligan@gmail.com>, "Smith,
Lynn" <Lynn.Smith@house.ga.gov>, "Smith, Lynn" <lcsmith@numail.org>, "Smith, Richard"
<richard@smithforGeorgia.com>, "Smith, Vance" <vancesmithjr@gmail.com>, "Stephens, Ron"
<quickrxdrugs@yahoo.com>, "Stover, David" <davidjaystover@gmail.com>, "Tankersley, Jan"
<jantankersley@hotmail.com>, "Tanner, Kevin" <kevinktanner@gmail.com>, "Tarvin, Steve"
<steve@stevetarvin.com>, "Taylor, Darlene" <darlene@rose.net>, Terry Rogers
<tarogers@windstream.net>, "Todd Jones (todd@jonesfor.us)" <todd@jonesfor.us>, "Trey Rhodes
(trey 1414@yahoo.com)" <trey 1414@yahoo.com>, "Turner, Scot" <scot.turner23@gmail.com>,
"Washburn, Dale" <rdwashburn@gmail.com>, "Watson, Sam" <samwatson@chillcfarms.com>,
"Werkheiser, Bill" <bill@werkheiser.com>, "Wiedower, Marcus" <votemarcuswiedower@gmail.com>,
"Williams, Noel" <nwilliams@partnersbenefit.com>,
"Williams, Rick" <wcfh@windstream.net>,
"Williamson, Bruce_CR" <hbWilliamson@gmail.com>, "Alexander, Kimberly" <kalex957@aol.com>,
"Angelika Kausche "<angelika@angelikaforgeorgia.com>,
"Anulewicz, Teri" <tanulewicz@gmail.com>,
"Evans, Becky (CR)" <becky@beckyevans.com>, "Bennett, Karen" <kb51701@aol.com>, "Bentley, Patty"
<pattyjbentley@gmail.com>, Beth Moore <beth@mooreforgeorgia.com>, "Betsy Holland"
<betsy@betsyforgeorgia.com>, "Beverly, James" <votebeverly@gmail.com>, "Beverly, James"
<drjbev@gmail.com>, Brenda Lopez <lopez@lopezfirm.com>, "Bruce, Roger" <rbruce5347@aol.com>,
"Buckner, Debbie" <Buckner604@aol.com>, "Buckner, DebbieCR" <debbiegbuckner@icloud.com>,
"CaMia Hopson" <camia.hopson@gmail.com>, "Cannon, Park" <parkcannonfor58@gmail.com>, "Craig,
J" <jcraig@statewidehealthcare.com>, "David Dreyer (ddreyer@gmail.com)" <ddreyer@gmail.com>,
"deborah@votedeborahgonzalez.com"
<deborah@votedeborahgonzalez.com>, Debra Bazemore
<dljb4469@gmail.com>, Derrick Jackson <votederrickjackson@gmail.com>, "Dickerson, Pam"
<pam@pamforthepeople.com>, "Donna McLeod" <donna@electdonnamcleod.com>, "Doreen Carter
(doreen@doreencarter.com)" <doreen@doreencarter.com>, "Douglas, Demetrius"
<dvddouglas@bellsouth.net>, "Drenner, Karla (CR)" <dren16999@aol.com>, "Dukes, Winfred"
<wdukes 2000@yahoo.com>, "El-Mahdi Holly" <el@elforstaterep.com>, Erick Allen
<erick@allenforgeorgia.com>, "Frazier, Gloria" <frazier26@comcast.net>, "Frye, Spencer"
<spencerfrye@gmail.com>, "Gardner, Pat" <pat@patgardner.org>, "Glanton, Mike_CR"
<glantonm@bellsouth.net>, Gregg Kennard <gk@greggkennard4georgia.com>, "Henson, Michele (CR)"
<michelehenson@earthlink.net>, "Holcomb, Scott" <holcombscott@yahoo.com>, "Hugley, Carolyn"
<cfhugley113@aol.com>, "Hugley, Carolyn" <carolyn.hugley.cbdp@statefarm.com>, "Jackson,
Mack_CR" <mackjackson@bellsouth.net>, Jasmine Clark <jasmineclarkforgeorgia@gmail.com>, "Jones,
Sheila" <info@sheilajones.org>, Josh Mclaurin <josh@joshforgeorgia.com>, "Kendrick,Dar'shun(CR)"
<dkendrick@kendrickforgeorgia.com>, Marie Metze <metzeamoco@msn.com>, "Marin, Pedro"
<marinstatehouse@gmail.com>, Mary Frances Williams <m.f.williams@att.net>, Mary Robichaux
<mary4ga48th@gmail.com>, "Matthew Wilson" <info@matthewforgeorgia.com>,
"McClain, Dewey"
<deweymcclain@bellsouth.net>, "Mike Wilensky" <mike@wilenskyforga.com>, Miriam Paris
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<mparis3311@gmail.com>, "Mitchell, Billy" <mrbillymitchell@yahoo.com>, "Nguyen, Bee"
<bee@beeforgeorgia>, "Oliver, Mary Margaret_CR" <mmo@mmolaw.com>, "Prince, Brian"
<Brianprince@hotmail.com>, Renitta Shannon <renittashannon@gmail.com>, rep.sharonbeasleyteague
<rep.sharonbeasleyteague@yahoo.com>, Samuel Park <sampark85@gmail.com>, "Schofield, Kim"
<KimSchofield@bellsouth.net>, "Scott, Sandra" <edsandex@comcast.net>, "Sharper, Dexter_CR"
<dextersharper@yahoo.com>, Sheila Clark Nelson <sheinels7@aol.com>, Shelly Hutchinson
<shelly@shellyforgeorgia.com>, "Smith, Michael" <michaelandresmith@yahoo.com>, "Smyre, Calvin"
<calvinsmyre@synovus.com>, "Stephens, Mickey" <mickeystephens@gmail.com>, "Stephenson, Pam"
<pstephenson@wsvlaw.com>, "Stephenson, Pamela" <pamela.stephenson@comcast.net>,
"Stephenson, Pamela" <pamelann@bellsouth.net>, "Stovall, Valencia" <valencia@gostovall.com>,
"Thomas, Able Mable" <mthomas949@gmail.com>, "Thomas, Erica" <erica@electericathomas.com>,
"Trammell, Robert" <bob@trammellfirm.com>, "Vernon Jones (Vernonjoneshd91@gmail.com)"
<Vernonjoneshd91@gmail.com>, "Viola Davis" <electvioladavis@gmail.com>, "Wayne Howard
(waynehoward@gadistrict124.com)"
<waynehoward@gadistrict124.com>, "Wilkerson, David"
<wilke2000@aol.com>, William Boddie <wkboddie@gmail.com>, "Williams, Al (CR)"
<alwilliams165@yahoo.com>
Subject: Kemp Authorizes Call of Georgia National Guard for COVID-19 Response

1111
11111
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For Immediate Release
Saturday, March 14, 2020

Kemp Authorizes Call of Georgia National Guard
for COVID-19 Response
Atlanta, GA - Today Governor Brian P. Kemp issued
authorizing Adjutant General Tom Carden - at the request of Georgia Emergency
Management and Homeland Security Director Homer Bryson - to call up as many as 2,000
Georgia National Guard troops to State Active Duty to address novel coronavirus and
COVID-19 in Georgia.

"Through extensive emergency preparedness training, the brave men and women in the
Georgia National Guard stand ready to serve above and beyond their traditional military
duties. In states of emergency, they are equipped to take necessary action to protect the
health and safety of Georgia families in every region," said Governor Kemp. "To assist
with COVID-19 mitigation and critical services, including the transfer of Georgians
currently at Dobbins Air Reserve Base to their homes, the Georgia National Guard will now
be available to communities to ensure the steady supply of medical equipment, food,
shelter, or related materials to keep Georgians safe in the weeks ahead."
The Georgia National Guard is already assisting with the transfer of thirty-one Georgians formerly passengers on the Grand Princess cruise ship - from Dobbins Air Reserve Base to
their homes today for isolation and monitoring by Department of Public Health officials.
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Press Contacts

Candice Broce - Director of Communications & Chief Deputy Executive Counsel
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
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Cody Hall - Press Secretary
Office of Governor Brian P. Kemp
cody.hall~i>georgia.gov
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:49 AM
Allen, Sam
Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
Re: 03/15/2020 COVID-19 Latest Guideline and Information for All EMS Staff to Read

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thanks for sharing, Sam. Good info.

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Geor~
Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

From: "Allen, Sam" <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 8:37 AM
To: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Cc: "Addison, Scott" <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: 03/15/2020 COVID-19 Latest Guideline and Information for All EMS Staff to Read
Wendy,
Additional information from the CDCyesterday.
Thanks,
Sam
Sam Alllle1n
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I
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Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us

From: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:29 PM
To: DC-EMS Users <DC-EMSUsers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: 03/15/2020 COVID-19 Latest Guideline and Information for All EMS Staff to Read

03/15/2020
All Dougherty County EMS Staff,
Please read the following information from "The State Office of EMS/Trauma" as related to daily information
about COVID-19. This is the latest information and most recent Guideline Information.
Thanks,
Sam
•

D-19 Daily Status Report

Georgia Departntent of Public Health
COVID-19 Daily Status Report
Report For: 03/15/2020.
To ensure that the numbers being provided through the COVID-19 data tool are the most current
numbers available, the updates will be done at NOON every day.

These data represent confirmed cases of COVID-19 reported to the Georgia Department of Public
Health as of 12:00pm 03/15/2020. A confirmed case is defined as a person who has tested positive
for 2019 novel coronavirus.
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Confirmed cases and deaths in Georgia.
COVID-19 Confirmed Cases No. Cases(%)

Total
Deaths

99 (100%)
1 (1.01%)

974

975

Report generated on: 03/15/202011:43:25
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Si:1mAlllen

EMS Director
Dougherty County E.M.S.
14:36 Jl>allmyra
Rd.
Allbany, Ga. :31701.
2.2.9····4:39····'7011

SaAllen@dougherty.ga. us
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:47 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook; Fowler, Michael
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Pauline Abidde; Abidde, Pauline; Krista Dixon
Re: **MEDIA ALERT** Dougherty County Chair and EMA Director, to Hold Press
Conference at 1pm Today to Announce Initiation of Coronavirus Task Force

My apologies. There was a small typo in my initial email. Please see corrected email below. Thanks,

From: "Howell, Wendy" <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Date: Monday, March 16, 2020 at 6:50 AM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>,

News - WFXL
<newsdesk@wfxl.com>, "matt.reed@ceonews.com" <matt.reed@ceonews.com>, News - WALB
<news@walb.com>, "dave.miller@walb.com" <dave.miller@walb.com>, Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>, Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>, News - Albany Herald
<news@albanyherald.com>, "brian.roche@southgatv.com" <brian.roche@southgatv.com>, Samantha Cook
<samantha.cook@southgatv.com>, "Fowler, Michael" <MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: "Cohilas, Christopher" <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>, "Gaines, Gloria" <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>,
"Gaines, Gloria (other)" <ggaines30S@aol.com>, "Gray, Russell" <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>, "Johnson,
Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>, "Edwards, Victor" <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>,
"vees70@yahoo.com" <vees70@yahoo.com>, Anthony Jones <AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>, Lamar Hudgins
<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>, "Addison, Scott"
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>, "Ware, Jawahn" <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>, "Clark, Bristria"
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>, "Hollis, Darlene" <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>, "slee817@aol.com"
<slee817@aol.com>, Ramona Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>, Pauline Abidde
<PAbidde@docolib.org>, "Abidde, Pauline" <PAbidde@dougherty.ga.us>, Krista Dixon <KDixon@docolib.org>
Subject: **MEDIA ALERT** Dougherty County Chair and EMA Director, to Hold Press Conference at 1pm
Today to Announce Initiation of Coronavirus Task Force
Dougherty County Chairman, Christopher S. Cohilas, along with Dougherty County EMA Director, Chief Cedric
Scott, will hold a press conference at 1pm this afternoon (Monday, March 16th) to announce the initiation of a
Coronavirus Task Force and other items related to this situation.
Please join us in Room 100 of the Government Center at 222 Pine Avenue.
Thanks for your support.
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
2298540006
978

whowell@dougherty.ga.us

Sent from my iPhone

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Hall, Dominique < DoHall@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:43 AM
McCoy, Michael
Dougherty County Planned Response Draft
Dougherty County Planned Response.docx

Mr. McCoy,
Please see the attached that I worked on. I left the levels of impact the same but indicated
will determine all levels of impact.
There are highlighted

areas that I thought

would need your attention

that you

to see if we will do as well.

7)~"7/dlt
HR Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Human Resources
Phone: 229.431.2122
IFax:229.434.2662
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 340, Albany, Georgia 31170II
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:37 AM
Howell, Wendy
Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
FW: 03/15/2020 COVID-19 Latest Guideline and Information for All EMS Staff to Read

Wendy,
Additional information from the CDCyesterday.
Thanks,
Sam
Sam Alllle1n1
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I

Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us

From: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:29 PM
To: DC-EMS Users <DC-EMSUsers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: 03/15/2020 COVID-19 Latest Guideline and Information for All EMS Staff to Read

03/15/2020
All Dougherty County EMS Staff,
Please read the following information from "The State Office of EMS/Trauma" as related to daily information
about COVID-19. This is the latest information and most recent Guideline Information.
Thanks,
Sam
•

D-19 Daily Status Report
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Georgia Departntent of Public Health
COVID-19 Daily Status Report
Report For: 03/15/2020.
To ensure that the numbers being provided through the COVID-19 data tool are the most current
numbers available, the updates will be done at NOON every day.

These data represent confirmed cases of COVID-19 reported to the Georgia Department of Public
Health as of 12:00pm 03/15/2020. A confirmed case is defined as a person who has tested positive
for 2019 novel coronavirus.
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Confirmed cases and deaths in Georgia.
COVID-19 Confirmed Cases No. Cases(%)

Total

99 (100%)
983

Confirmed cases and deaths in Georgia.
COVID-19 Confirmed Cases No. Cases(%)

Deaths

1 (1.01%)

984
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Report generated on: 03/15/202011:43:25
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Si:1mAlllen

EMS Director
Dougherty County E.M.S.
14:36 Jl>allmyra
Rd.
Allbany, Ga. :31701.
2.2.9····4:39····'7011

SaAllen@dougherty.ga. us
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:37 AM
Howell, Wendy
Addison, Scott; McCoy, Michael
FW: 03/15/2020 COVID-19 Latest Guideline and Information for All EMS Staff to Read

Wendy,
Additional information from the CDCyesterday.
Thanks,
Sam
Sam Alllle1n1
EmergencyMedical ServicesDirector

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Emergency Medical Service
Phone: 229.439-70 I I
1436 Palmyra Rd. Albany, Ga. 3170 I

Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us

From: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:29 PM
To: DC-EMS Users <DC-EMSUsers@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: 03/15/2020 COVID-19 Latest Guideline and Information for All EMS Staff to Read

03/15/2020
All Dougherty County EMS Staff,
Please read the following information from "The State Office of EMS/Trauma" as related to daily information
about COVID-19. This is the latest information and most recent Guideline Information.
Thanks,
Sam
•

D-19 Daily Status Report
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Georgia Departntent of Public Health
COVID-19 Daily Status Report
Report For: 03/15/2020.
To ensure that the numbers being provided through the COVID-19 data tool are the most current
numbers available, the updates will be done at NOON every day.

These data represent confirmed cases of COVID-19 reported to the Georgia Department of Public
Health as of 12:00pm 03/15/2020. A confirmed case is defined as a person who has tested positive
for 2019 novel coronavirus.
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Confirmed cases and deaths in Georgia.
COVID-19 Confirmed Cases No. Cases(%)

Total

99 (100%)
990

Confirmed cases and deaths in Georgia.
COVID-19 Confirmed Cases No. Cases(%)

Deaths

1 (1.01%)
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Report generated on: 03/15/202011:43:25
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Si:1mAlllen

EMS Director
Dougherty County E.M.S.
14:36 Jl>allmyra
Rd.
Allbany, Ga. :31701.
2.2.9····4:39····'7011

SaAllen@dougherty.ga. us
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hendley, Martha < MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:34 AM
McCoy, Michael
Munis Training - COVID-19 Update

Importance:

High

FYI.
IMartlha IB.
Finance Director

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Finance
Phone: 229.302.3039
IMobille:229.854.940 I
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 430, Albany, GA 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:mhendley@dougherty.ga.us

Department

From: Lapic, Audrey <Audrey.Lapic@tylertech.com>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Carter, Steven <Carter@albanyga.gov>; Hendley, Martha <MHendley@dougherty.ga.us>; Goree, Teresa
<TGoree@albanyga.gov>
Cc: Peachey, Debra <Debra.Peachey@tylertech.com>; Butts, Amy <Amy.Butts@tylertech.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Update
Importance: High

Good Morning,
In an effort to keep our Clients and Tyler Staff healthy, Tyler Leadership has recommended that work related travel be
suspended and that associated services be delivered remotely through the GoToMeeting platform. Debra will be
delivering the scheduled sessions through remote services via GoTo Meeting through April 10th. Many clients have been
successful with remote assistance during go live, and the tasks left can easily be completed via GoToMeeting with
Debra's assistance.
Please provide me with the availability of the project staff to discuss this further via conference call. I would like to
schedule a call today to review the following items:
What will your policy be for contacting employees if your location closed? What will your policy be for contacting
Tyler (Tyler Project Manager) in the event of closure?
2. For planning purposes:
-Are your employees who will be in upcoming sessions able to work from home if needed?
-If employees work remotely, do they have the ability to access the database in a secure method?
1.
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-When we facilitate remotely, who will be the monitor in the onsite training room to set up the
projector and get connected to the GTM (for when your staff is working in the office)?
-What is the phone number for this person should we lose connectivity in the virtual session?
-Are there back-up personnel in case of illness?
Thank you,

Audrey Lapic, CAPM
Project Manager
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
P: 800.772.2260 ext.5693
www.tylertech.com

CREATING A
, <) N f'.l! •J I 1.U
I

FUTURE.

PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Michele NeSmith
<MNeSmith@ACCG.ORG>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:31 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] 2020 Census State Complete Count Committee
Conference Call Has Been Cancelled

Good morning,
The conference call that had been scheduled for this afternoon at 2:00 p.m. to discuss social media strategies
and how to handle misinformation regarding the 2020 Census has been cancelled due to more pressing
matters regarding COVID 19.
The U.S. Census Bureau has issued a statement regarding COVID 19 and how it may impact Census 2020
deadlines and collections for college students. You can find this statement below.
https://2020census.gov/en/news-events/press-releases/statement-collegestudents.html?utm campaign=20200315msprts1ccpupnl&utm
medium=email&utm

source=govdelivery

Thanks!
Michele
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:28 AM
Louie Perry
RE:Weekend Edition: COVID-19 Compilation: 3.15.20

Thanks Louie.
From: Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 11:15 PM
To: Lucy Lasseur <llasseur@cgagroup.com>; Chris Cohilas <ccohilas@watsonspence.com>;
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Camila Knowles <cknowles@cgagroup.com>
Subject: Fw: Weekend Edition: COVID-19 Compilation: 3.15.20

McCoy, Michael

Chris and Mike,
Given the fact that we now have community spread of coronavirus in SOWEGA, I am sharing our daily
Coronavirus update that Lucy in our office is now preparing. LUCYwill add you two to the list. Please let
Camila and I know if you have any needs as we head into the worst of it. We think the White House will
announce some sort of a domestic travel ban this week which will only hurt more. Just let us know if you have
needs we can help with.
Louie

From: Lucy Lasseur <llasseur@cgagroup.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 10:50 PM
To: Lucy Lasseur <llasseur@cgagroup.com>
Subject: Weekend Edition: COVID-19 Compilation: 3.15.20

Good eveningHere are the weekend's COVID-19 headlines and helpful tidbits. As always, I'm happy to answer questions,
accommodate requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Department of Defense (DOD),
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Central Command
(CENTCOM), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response (ASPR),Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA)
Washington. D.C
• The CDC has recommended that organizers cancel or postpone in-person events that consist of 50 people or
more for the next 8 weeks.
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•

Late Friday night, the House passed the Families First Coronavirus Response Act. which would provide paid
leave, free COVID-19 testing, protections for health workers, and benefits for children and families Om!
summary).
•
On Friday, CMS released new guidance for nursing homes in response to COVID-19. The guidance directs nursing
homes to restrict all visitors (except in hospice situations) and nonessential personnel, cancel group activities
and communal dining, and implement symptom screening for residents and employees.
•
In response to President Trump's declaration of a national emergency last week, CMS announced increased
efforts to provide maximum flexibility to health care providers, health care facilities, and states.
• The White House Office of Management and Budget (0MB) sent out a memo today directing federal agencies to
offer maximum telework flexibilities to employees, and to offer leave options for those unable to work
remotely.
Updates from the States
•
Per the CDCWebsite: Data include both confirmed and presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 reported to CDC
or tested at CDC since January 21, 2020, with the exception of testing results for persons repatriated to the
United States from Wuhan, China and Japan. State and local public health departments are now testing and
publicly reporting their cases. In the event of a discrepancy between CDC cases and cases reported by state and
local public health officials, data reported by states should be considered the most up to date. The CDC is no
longer reporting the number of persons under investigation (PUis), PUis that have tested negative, or cases of
people repatriated. Additionally, these numbers do not include testing being done at state and local public
health laboratories.
o Out of the cases under investigation detected by U.S. surveillance, there are total cases: 1,629
"d!)!ilc? 1:1.n1ta1:t":
The CDCnow updates data Monday through Friday and data closes
out the day before reporting. These numbers are from Friday, 3/13.
• The CDC is reporting 41 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID-19.
•
New York City public schools will close this week, which will impact roughly 1.1 million students and 75,000
teachers. More than 12 other states have shut down public schools.
o Mayor Bill de Blasio announced this evening that restaurants and bars will also be forced to shut down.
They may remain open in a take-out and delivery capacity.
•
Gov. J.B. Pritzker has ordered all bars and restaurants in Illinois to close their dine-in operations at close of
business Monday.
•
Gov. Mike DeWine of Ohio will sign an executive order to address unemployment compensation, help bar and
restaurant owners facing decreased demand, small businesses who need loans, and school closures.
•
Puerto Rico imposed a strict 9pm-5am overnight curfew on Sunday and ordered most businesses shut down.
Gov. Wanda Vazquez signed an executive order instituting the curfew and two-week closure for the majority of
businesses on the island. The only exceptions to the closure orders are supermarkets, restaurants offering
carryout or delivery, pharmacies/medical equipment stores, gas stations, and banks.
•
Beginning Tuesday in Massachusetts, bars and restaurants will only be able to offer takeout and delivery,
gatherings of more than 25 people are banned, and all public and private schools will close.
•
Individuals 65 or older in California have been told to stay in their homes.
Military/Defense
• The Pentagon announced a series of restrictions on Pentagon access and personnel travel that will go into effect
tonight at midnight. The restrictions include a ban on official and unofficial visitors, cancellation of large
gatherings like retirement parties, and limitations on Pentagon facility access for staff who have recently
travelled internationally. Additionally, the Pentagon announced a hold on all domestic travel related to
permanent changes of station and temporary training assignments. As of Saturday evening, 10 service members
have tested positive for COVID-19 and 13 military labs are able to test for the virus.
•
After recent comments from a Chinese foreign ministry spokesman, the State Department has requested a
meeting with the Chinese ambassador. Zhao Lijian, the deputy director of the Foreign Ministry Information
Department, questioned in a tweet whether the U.S. Army introduced the virus to Wuhan.
•
A sailor assigned to the amphibious assault ship Boxer tested "presumptive positive" for the new strain of
coronavirus, marking the first case for a sailor on board a Navy ship and the second known patient from Naval
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Base San Diego. The sailor was treated by Naval Medical Center San Diego personnel and is quarantined at
home. Individuals believed to have been in close contact with the sailor also have been ordered into selfisolation at their residences or quarters and none of them are living on the warship.
International Affairs
•
Italy remains on lockdown and has recorded nearly 24,700 cases of COVID-19 and at least 1,809 deaths.
o The Vatican said on Sunday that its traditional Easter services would not be open to the public. The
tradition usually draws tens of thousands of people.
•
Germany will close its borders with Austria, Denmark, France, Luxembourg, and Switzerland in an effort to slow
the spread of COVID-19.
•
France has ordered all "non-essential" businesses to close, which includes restaurants, bars, and movie theaters.
•
Ireland is closing all pubs for two weeks, including on St. Patrick's Day.
• The Netherlands will implement a lockdown until April 6. Schools, child care facilities, restaurants, cafes, gyms,
and sporting clubs will all be closed.
•
I hope you didn't think we were done talking about cruise ships. The Costa Luminosa, which isolated 1,427
passengers in their rooms, is headed to Marseille, France from Fort Lauderdale, Florida. So far, one passenger on
board died from COVID-19. Two others who tested positive, and three suspected of having the virus have been
removed from the ship.
•
Global Cases: over 153,500 Total Deaths: 5,735
Lifestyle and Economy
• The Federal Reserve cut its benchmark interest rate by a full percentage point, to a range of Oto 0.25 percent.
The Fed said it would inject huge sums into the economy by snapping up at least $500 billion of Treasury
securities and at least $200 billion of mortgage-backed debt over coming months. Lowering interest rates is
intended to help the economy by making it cheaper for households and businesses to borrow money, which
they will hopefully use to buy things like houses and cars, or invest in new plants and equipment.
• The Dow Jones Industrial Average futures slid about 1,040 points, or 4.6 percent, while S&P 500 futures dropped
4.8 percent.
•
In early Asian trading hours on Monday, the yield on the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury note fell 0.32
percentage points to 0.64 percent.
•
Colleges and universities continue to cancel in-person classes to switch to a virtual curriculum. Other schools
have decided to cancel the remainder of the spring semester, having varied impacts on students and studentathletes. Continually updated lists of college/university decisions are outlined in this article and this article.
•
Movie theatres across the country saw the lowest ticket sales in 20 years this weekend. With the CDC's new
guidance, we expect to see many more conferences/concerts/other mass gatherings being canceled in the
coming days.
o Starbucks said it would move to a to-go model for all stores in the U.S. and Canada for at least two
weeks. Stores in locations such as shopping malls will be temporarily closed.
o Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here and here.
Helpful
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Articles/Media
Daily WHO Situation Reports (3/14) (3/15)
Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to "flatten the curve"
About a month ago, I included a link to a Johns Hopkins data capture. It looked relatively insignificant at the
time, but I highly encourage you to check it out now.
U.S. Hospitals Face Major Challenges as Coronavirus Spreads
How will country-based mitigation measures influence the course of the COVID-19 epidemic?
This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial establishments safe.
Interested in how to talk to kids about coronavirus? Check out this piece from NPR.
Helpful guidance from Bio
Priorities for the US Health Community Responding to COVID-19
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

List of EPA's Registered Antimicrobial Products for Use Against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2,the Cause of
COVID-19
Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a Science and Tech Spotlight article on coronaviruses.
Check the CDC's page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U.S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-19 - Navigating the Uncharted (co-authored by Ors. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)
Pentagon races to counter coronavirus threat on military forces (The Hill)
If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.
Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/7
hotline at 770-488-7100.

Statistics
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Map updated as of 3/13/20. COV/0-19 is in 47 states/O.C.

"Flattening the Curve" is how we describe the need to take precautions to minimize the number of people infected by
COVID-19.Above, you can see where the health care system's capacity is, as well as how it stacks up against the number
of cases with and without implementing protective measures.
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For more information

1

visit CDC1s Novel Coronavirus 2019 website
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Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9588 M 720.427.4120
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024
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CORNERSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:27 AM
McCoy, Michael
Re: **MEDIA ALERT** Dougherty County Chair and EMA Director, to Hold Press
Conference at 1pm Today to Announce Initiation of Coronavirus Task Force

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sorry, popping things out too fast and didn't catch it. Correct in subject line. Thanks
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 16, 2020, at 8:11 AM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

Wendy - You wrote "hood" and "hold".
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 6:50 AM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
News - WFXL
<newsdesk@wfxl.com>; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News -WALB <news@walb.com>;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian <theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>; Alan Mauldin
<alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>; News - Albany Herald <news@albanyherald.com>;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook <samantha.cook@southgatv.com>; Fowler, Michael
<MFowler@doughe y.ga.us>
Cc: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@doughe y.ga.us>;
Gaines, Gloria (other) <ggaines305@aol.com>; Gray, Russell <RGray@doughe y.ga.us>; Johnson,
Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Edwards, Victor <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>;
vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony <AnJones@doughe y.ga.us>; Lamar Hudgins
<lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>; McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>; Addison, Scott
<SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn <JWare@doughe y.ga.us>; Clark, Bristria
<BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Hollis, Darlene <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>; slee817@aol.com; Ramona
Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Pauline Abidde <PAbidde@docolib.org>; Abidde, Pauline
<PAbidde@dougherty.ga.us>; Krista Dixon <KDixon@docolib.org>
Subject: **MEDIA ALERT** Dougherty County Chair and EMA Director, to Hold Press Conference at 1pm
Today to Announce Initiation of Coronavirus Task Force

Dougherty County Chairman, Christopher S. Cohilas, along with Dougherty County EMA
Director, Chief Cedric Scott, will hood a press conference at 1pm this afternoon (Monday,
March 16th) to announce the initiation of a Coronavirus Task Force and other items related to
this situation.
Please join us in Room 100 of the Government Center at 222 Pine Avenue.
Thanks for your support.
Wendy Howell
1005

PIO, Dougherty Co. Government

2298540006
whowell@dougherty:.ga.us

Sent from my iPhone

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:12 AM
James Morgan
RE:Update on COVID-19 Response

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

10-4.
From: James Morgan <morganjl@uga.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 6:30 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Update on COVID-19 Response

Good morning,
I just received this email about a 2:00 pm zoom with out District Extension Director. I will join your conference call
immediately afterwards. I also have been working on the work continuity plan and will finish it up at my staff meeting
this morning. Thanks.
James Morgan, CEC
UGA Extension Dougherty County
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: Andrea Scarrow <ascarrow@UGA.EDU>
Date: March 16, 2020 at 6:12:55 AM EDT
To: SWCEC@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU
Subject: Update on COVID-19 Response
Reply-To: Andrea Scarrow <ascarrow@UGA.EDU>

CEC's,
Many of you have questions with the flurry of UGA and County directives about meetings and office
closures. Therefore I would like to have a zoom conference at 2:00 pm today to discuss and answer your
questions. Please make it a priority to attend this zoom conference. The link to the meeting:
Topic: Update on COVID-19 Response
Time: Mar 16, 2020 02:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/i/181908811
Meeting ID: 181 908 811

Andrea L. Scarrow
University of Georgia Cooperative Extension
Southwest District Extension Director
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2360 Rainwater Road
Tifton, GA 31793-5 766

phone: 229-386-3413; cell: 229-472-0185
email: ascarrow@uga.edu
UNl\/~llS]'fV
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GEORGIA
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:11 AM
Howell, Wendy
RE:**MEDIA ALERT** Dougherty County Chair and EMA Director, to Hold Press
Conference at 1pm Today to Announce Initiation of Coronavirus Task Force

Wendy - You wrote "hood" and "hold".
From: Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 6:50 AM
To: Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald <carlton.fletcher@albanyherald.com>;
News - WFXL <newsdesk@wfxl.com>;
matt.reed@ceonews.com; News -WALB <news@walb.com>; dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian
<theaswgeorgian@gmail.com>; Alan Mauldin <alan.mauldin@albanyherald.com>; News - Albany Herald
<news@albanyherald.com>; brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook <samantha.cook@southgatv.com>; Fowler,
Michael <MFowler@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Cohilas, Christopher <CCohilas@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria <GGaines@dougherty.ga.us>; Gaines, Gloria
(other) <ggaines305@aol.com>; Gray, Russell <RGray@dougherty.ga.us>; Johnson, Clinton
<CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>; Edwards, Victor <VEdwards@dougherty.ga.us>; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony
<AnJones@dougherty.ga.us>; Lamar Hudgins <lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net>; McCoy, Michael
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>;
Clark, Bristria <BClark@dougherty.ga.us>; Hollis, Darlene <DHollis@dougherty.ga.us>; slee817@aol.com; Ramona
Madding <rmadding@watsonspence.com>; Pauline Abidde <PAbidde@docolib.org>; Abidde, Pauline
<PAbidde@dougherty.ga.us>; Krista Dixon <KDixon@docolib.org>
Subject: **MEDIA ALERT** Dougherty County Chair and EMA Director, to Hold Press Conference at 1pm Today to
Announce Initiation of Coronavirus Task Force

Dougherty County Chairman, Christopher S. Cohilas, along with Dougherty County EMA Director, Chief Cedric
Scott, will hood a press conference at 1pm this afternoon (Monday, March 16th) to announce the initiation of
a Coronavirus Task Force and other items related to this situation.
Please join us in Room 100 of the Government Center at 222 Pine Avenue.
Thanks for your support.
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
2298540006
whowell@dougherty.ga.us

Sent from my iPhone

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:10 AM
Johnson, Clinton
RE:DeKalb Implements 'Socially Distant Service Delivery' Strategy

Thank you Commissioner. I'm working on implementing something exactly like this today.
From: Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 5:53 AM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: DeKalb Implements 'Socially Distant Service Delivery' Strategy

Distant Service Delivery Strategy
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Commissioner Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcountyga.gov>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 10:20:59 PM EDT
To: "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: DeKalb Implements 'Socially Distant Service Delivery' Strategy
Reply-To: jrader@dekalbcountyga.gov
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County restricts public access to county facilities
In order protect county workers from the spread of COVID-19, DeKalb County
will restrict access to all government buildings and facilities to the public starting
Monday, March 16.
"We are implementing a 'socially distant service delivery' strategy to protect our
employees from the spread of the virus so that DeKalb County can continue to
provide essential services to our customers," DeKalb CEO Michael Thurmond
said.
While physical access to county facilities will be restricted to the general public,
county services will still be available. The county has made it possible for its
customers to engage with any department they would normally have a face-to-face
encounter with via email, telephone, standard mail delivery, and any other
electronic platform available to the county.
"We are following guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
and other federal and state agencies to limit contact between people as a means of
protecting public health," CEO Thurmond said.
"DeKalb County Government remains open for business," CEO Thurmond said.
"We will continue to offer a high level of services and support for DeKalb County."
For information on accessing county services during this time, visit
www.dekalbcountyga.gov or call 404-371-2000 or 311 from a landline MondayFriday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Our office will update the website and social media as needed. As of tonight our
offices will be open Monday, March 16th, 2020. Additional operational updates
will be available as issued and can be found
atwww.deka.lhcou1nlll.yg,a..gov/corona.vi1·"u1s.

Commissioner

Jeff Rader

I

1300 Commerce Drive, Decatur, GA 30030

Unsubscribe cljohnson@douqhe
Update Profile

I About

y.qa.us

Constant Contact

Sent by jrader@dekalbcountyga.gov

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from
City and CountyofficialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto fhe publicand media
upon request Youremail communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 8:08 AM
Scott, Cedric
Proposed Policy
Contagious Symptoms and Contagious Condition Policy.docx

FYI
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Route Fifty Today < news@e.routefifty.com >
Monday, March 16, 2020 7:01 AM
Michael McCoy
Washington schools work on meal and child care plans; How 'ghosting' afflicts public
sector recruitment; Officials again promise coronavirus testing expansion; Worried
about coronavirus? Stop sharing joints

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Problems viewing? View as a web page

How 'Ghosting' Afflicts Public Sector Recruitment
ll<AIIIII

IIN

11

COMMENTARY

I

Too often, that perfect

candidate just disappears.

Trump Promises Expansion of Coronavirus Testing As States
Grapple With Outbreak
1111
........11

II

New York said Friday that a new federal approval will allow it to soon conduct

more tests in a day than it has carried out to date.
Brought to you by Solarwinds

Applliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing
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Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.

lln Thiis Whiitepic:!JMl!

•

Monitoring across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud environment

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated reports

IL.earnMoire

Worried About Coronavirus? Stop Sharing Joints
11.MMA

Public health officials in states with legal recreational pot are warning

II

residents to be careful how they consume it-and

who they consume it with.

Louisiana to Delay Presidential Primaries Due to Coronavirus
Concerns
AN

The move will make the state the first in the nation to delay elections as a

II

result of the outbreak.

House Passes Coronavirus Package with White House
Support
AN

The House overwhelmingly passed the legislation early Saturday morning,

II

which House Speaker Nancy Pelosi negotiated with Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin.

'Everyone's Losing Money': Coronavirus Strains Small
Businesses in Seattle
1111
....
J

II

The situation offers a window into the pressures the disease outbreak could

create for local economies. Government officials are scrambling to come up with relief programs.

The Dos and Don'ts of 'Social Distancing'
ll<Allllll'{N Ill

II

Illl

II

Experts weigh in on whether you should cancel your

dates, dinner parties, and gym sessions.

Coronavirus and Tourism: Places like Alaska Without a Covid19 Outbreak Could Still Be Devastated

1015
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II

As a result of

government warnings and general fears, tourism and travel are expected to plunge in the coming
weeks and months, particularly on cruise ships.

Cash Bail Is Creating a Crisis in Rural Jails
,JIISSIICA 11'11S111111<.0
111111
All'll'II.AII
II

II

A federal lawsuit alleges lack of due process in a rural

Tennessee county, and reform advocates say its jail is hardly an outlier.
Brought to you by Solarwinds

~J~plliil:atiion IIVloniito1riing

Every government or education IT pro knows that nothing exists in a vacuum; simply monitoring servers and
applications does not provide the whole picture, especially when it comes to performance optimization.

lln Thiis Whiitepic:!JMl!

across a range of platforms & geographic locations

•

Monitoring

•

Managing data in a multi-cloud environment

•

Intelligent alerts

•

Root cause analysis

•

Capacity planning

•

Automated reports

IL.earnIIVlore
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This message was sent from Route Fifty to mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us. You have been sent Route Fifty Today because you have opted
in to receive it. Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time you may
receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading Route Fifty Today.

Government Executive Media Group, 600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most writtencommunicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 6:50 AM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook; Fowler, Michael
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Pauline Abidde; Abidde, Pauline; Krista Dixon
**MEDIA ALERT** Dougherty County Chair and EMA Director, to Hold Press Conference
at 1pm Today to Announce Initiation of Coronavirus Task Force
image001.jpg; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image00S.png

Dougherty County Chairman, Christopher S. Cohilas, along with Dougherty County EMA Director, Chief Cedric
Scott, will hood a press conference at 1pm this afternoon (Monday, March 16th) to announce the initiation of
a Coronavirus Task Force and other items related to this situation.
Please join us in Room 100 of the Government Center at 222 Pine Avenue.
Thanks for your support.
Wendy Howell
PIO, Dougherty Co. Government
2298540006
whowell@dougherty:.ga.us

Sent from my iPhone

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
James Morgan <morganjl@uga.edu>
Monday, March 16, 2020 6:30 AM
M McCoy@dougherty.ga.us
Fwd: Update on COVID-19 Response

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Good morning,
I just received this email about a 2:00 pm zoom with out District Extension Director. I will join your conference call
immediately afterwards. I also have been working on the work continuity plan and will finish it up at my staff meeting
this morning. Thanks.
James Morgan, CEC
UGA Extension Dougherty County
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: Andrea Scarrow <ascarrow@UGA.EDU>
Date: March 16, 2020 at 6:12:55 AM EDT
To: SWCEC@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU
Subject: Update on COVID-19 Response
Reply-To: Andrea Scarrow <ascarrow@UGA.EDU>

CEC's,
Many of you have questions with the flurry of UGA and County directives about meetings and office
closures. Therefore I would like to have a zoom conference at 2:00 pm today to discuss and answer your
questions. Please make it a priority to attend this zoom conference. The link to the meeting:
Topic: Update on COVID-19 Response
Time: Mar 16, 2020 02:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/i/181908811
Meeting ID: 181 908 811

Andrea L. Scarrow
University of Georgia Cooperative Extension
Southwest District Extension Director
2360 Rainwater Road
Tifton, GA 31793-5 766

phone: 229-386-3413; cell: 229-472-0185
email: ascarrow@uga.edu

1018
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GEORGIA
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Johnson, Clinton <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Monday, March 16, 2020 5:53 AM
McCoy, Michael
Fwd: DeKalb Implements 'Socially Distant Service Delivery' Strategy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Distant Service Delivery Strategy
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Commissioner Jeff Rader <jrader@dekalbcountyga.gov>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 10:20:59 PM EDT
To: "Johnson, Clinton" <CIJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: DeKalb Implements 'Socially Distant Service Delivery' Strategy
Reply-To: jrader@dekalbcountyga.gov

County restricts public access to county facilities
In order protect county workers from the spread of COVID-19, DeKalb County
will restrict access to all government buildings and facilities to the public starting
Monday, March 16.

1020

"We are implementing a 'socially distant service delivery' strategy to protect our
employees from the spread of the virus so that DeKalb County can continue to
provide essential services to our customers," DeKalb CEO Michael Thurmond
said.
While physical access to county facilities will be restricted to the general public,
county services will still be available. The county has made it possible for its
customers to engage with any department they would normally have a face-to-face
encounter with via email, telephone, standard mail delivery, and any other
electronic platform available to the county.
"We are following guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
and other federal and state agencies to limit contact between people as a means of
protecting public health," CEO Thurmond said.
"DeKalb County Government remains open for business," CEO Thurmond said.
"We will continue to offer a high level of services and support for DeKalb County."
For information on accessing county services during this time, visit
www.dekalbcountyga.gov or call 404-371-2000 or 311 from a landline MondayFriday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
For information about COVID-19,visit www.dekalbcountyga.gov/coronavirus.

Our office will update the website and social media as needed. As of tonight our
offices will be open Monday, March 16th, 2020. Additional operational updates
will be available as issued and can be found
atwww.deka.lhcou1nlll.yg,a..gov/corona.vi1·"u1s.

Commissioner

Jeff Rader

I

1300 Commerce Drive, Decatur, GA 30030

~

I Abo ut

Co nsta nt Co nta ct

Sent by jrader@dekalbcountyga.gov

in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from
City and CountyofficialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto fhe publicand media
upon request Youremail communications
may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Louie Perry <lperry@cgagroup.com>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 11:15 PM
Lucy Lasseur; Chris Cohilas; Mike McCoy; CamilaKnowles
Fw: Weekend Edition: COVID-19 Compilation: 3.15.20

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris and Mike,
Given the fact that we now have community spread of coronavirus in SOWEGA, I am sharing our daily
Coronavirus update that Lucy in our office is now preparing. LUCYwill add you two to the list. Please let
Camila and I know if you have any needs as we head into the worst of it. We think the White House will
announce some sort of a domestic travel ban this week which will only hurt more. Just let us know if you have
needs we can help with.
Louie

From: Lucy Lasseur <llasseur@cgagroup.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 10:50 PM
To: Lucy Lasseur <llasseur@cgagroup.com>
Subject: Weekend Edition: COVID-19 Compilation: 3.15.20

Good eveningHere are the weekend's COVID-19 headlines and helpful tidbits. As always, I'm happy to answer questions,
accommodate requests, and take suggestions as they arise.
Common Acronyms
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), National Institutes of Health (NIH),
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Department of Defense (DOD),
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Central Command
(CENTCOM), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Assistant Secretary for Preparedness
and Response (ASPR),Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA)
Washington. D.C
• The CDC has recommended that organizers cancel or postpone in-person events that consist of 50 people or
more for the next 8 weeks.
•
Late Friday night, the House passed the Families First Coronavirus Response Act, which would provide paid
leave, free COVID-19 testing, protections for health workers, and benefits for children and families Om!
summary).

•

•

On Friday, CMS released new guidance for nursing homes in response to COVID-19. The guidance directs nursing
homes to restrict all visitors (except in hospice situations) and nonessential personnel, cancel group activities
and communal dining, and implement symptom screening for residents and employees.
In response to President Trump's declaration of a national emergency last week, CMS announced increased
efforts to provide maximum flexibility to health care providers, health care facilities, and states.

1022

•

The White House Office of Management and Budget (0MB) sent out a memo today directing federal agencies to
offer maximum telework flexibilities to employees, and to offer leave options for those unable to work
remotely.
Updates from the States
•
Per the CDCWebsite: Data include both confirmed and presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 reported to CDC
or tested at CDC since January 21, 2020, with the exception of testing results for persons repatriated to the
United States from Wuhan, China and Japan. State and local public health departments are now testing and
publicly reporting their cases. In the event of a discrepancy between CDC cases and cases reported by state and
local public health officials, data reported by states should be considered the most up to date. The CDC is no
longer reporting the number of persons under investigation (PUis), PUis that have tested negative, or cases of
people repatriated. Additionally, these numbers do not include testing being done at state and local public
health laboratories.
o Out of the cases under investigation detected by U.S. surveillance, there are total cases: 1,629
"d!)!ilc? 1:1.n1ta1:t":
The CDCnow updates data Monday through Friday and data closes
out the day before reporting. These numbers are from Friday, 3/13.
• The CDC is reporting 41 deaths in the U.S. related to COVID-19.
•
New York City public schools will close this week, which will impact roughly 1.1 million students and 75,000
teachers. More than 12 other states have shut down public schools.
o Mayor Bill de Blasio announced this evening that restaurants and bars will also be forced to shut down.
They may remain open in a take-out and delivery capacity.
•
Gov. J.B. Pritzker has ordered all bars and restaurants in Illinois to close their dine-in operations at close of
business Monday.
•
Gov. Mike DeWine of Ohio will sign an executive order to address unemployment compensation, help bar and
restaurant owners facing decreased demand, small businesses who need loans, and school closures.
•
Puerto Rico imposed a strict 9pm-5am overnight curfew on Sunday and ordered most businesses shut down.
Gov. Wanda Vazquez signed an executive order instituting the curfew and two-week closure for the majority of
businesses on the island. The only exceptions to the closure orders are supermarkets, restaurants offering
carryout or delivery, pharmacies/medical equipment stores, gas stations, and banks.
•
Beginning Tuesday in Massachusetts, bars and restaurants will only be able to offer takeout and delivery,
gatherings of more than 25 people are banned, and all public and private schools will close.
•
Individuals 65 or older in California have been told to stay in their homes.
Military/Defense
• The Pentagon announced a series of restrictions on Pentagon access and personnel travel that will go into effect
tonight at midnight. The restrictions include a ban on official and unofficial visitors, cancellation of large
gatherings like retirement parties, and limitations on Pentagon facility access for staff who have recently
travelled internationally. Additionally, the Pentagon announced a hold on all domestic travel related to
permanent changes of station and temporary training assignments. As of Saturday evening, 10 service members
have tested positive for COVID-19 and 13 military labs are able to test for the virus.
•
After recent comments from a Chinese foreign ministry spokesman, the State Department has requested a
meeting with the Chinese ambassador. Zhao Lijian, the deputy director of the Foreign Ministry Information
Department, questioned in a tweet whether the U.S. Army introduced the virus to Wuhan.
•
A sailor assigned to the amphibious assault ship Boxer tested "presumptive positive" for the new strain of
coronavirus, marking the first case for a sailor on board a Navy ship and the second known patient from Naval
Base San Diego. The sailor was treated by Naval Medical Center San Diego personnel and is quarantined at
home. Individuals believed to have been in close contact with the sailor also have been ordered into selfisolation at their residences or quarters and none of them are living on the warship.
International Affairs
•
Italy remains on lockdown and has recorded nearly 24,700 cases of COVID-19 and at least 1,809 deaths.
o The Vatican said on Sunday that its traditional Easter services would not be open to the public. The
tradition usually draws tens of thousands of people.
1023

•
•
•
•
•

•

Germany will close its borders with Austria, Denmark, France, Luxembourg, and Switzerland in an effort to slow
the spread of COVID-19.
France has ordered all "non-essential" businesses to close, which includes restaurants, bars, and movie theaters.
Ireland is closing all pubs for two weeks, including on St. Patrick's Day.
The Netherlands will implement a lockdown until April 6. Schools, child care facilities, restaurants, cafes, gyms,
and sporting clubs will all be closed.
I hope you didn't think we were done talking about cruise ships. The Costa Luminosa, which isolated 1,427
passengers in their rooms, is headed to Marseille, France from Fort Lauderdale, Florida. So far, one passenger on
board died from COVID-19. Two others who tested positive, and three suspected of having the virus have been
removed from the ship.
Global Cases: over 153,500 Total Deaths: 5,735

Lifestyle and Economy
• The Federal Reserve cut its benchmark interest rate by a full percentage point, to a range of Oto 0.25 percent.
The Fed said it would inject huge sums into the economy by snapping up at least $500 billion of Treasury
securities and at least $200 billion of mortgage-backed debt over coming months. Lowering interest rates is
intended to help the economy by making it cheaper for households and businesses to borrow money, which
they will hopefully use to buy things like houses and cars, or invest in new plants and equipment.
• The Dow Jones Industrial Average futures slid about 1,040 points, or 4.6 percent, while S&P 500 futures dropped
4.8 percent.
•
In early Asian trading hours on Monday, the yield on the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury note fell 0.32
percentage points to 0.64 percent.
•
Colleges and universities continue to cancel in-person classes to switch to a virtual curriculum. Other schools
have decided to cancel the remainder of the spring semester, having varied impacts on students and studentathletes. Continually updated lists of college/university decisions are outlined in this article and this article.
•
Movie theatres across the country saw the lowest ticket sales in 20 years this weekend. With the CDC's new
guidance, we expect to see many more conferences/concerts/other mass gatherings being canceled in the
coming days.
o Starbucks said it would move to a to-go model for all stores in the U.S. and Canada for at least two
weeks. Stores in locations such as shopping malls will be temporarily closed.
o Lists of canceled conferences and events can be found here and here.
Helpful
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Articles/Media
Daily WHO Situation Reports (3/14) (3/15)
Why outbreaks like coronavirus spread exponentially, and how to "flatten the curve"
About a month ago, I included a link to a Johns Hopkins data capture. It looked relatively insignificant at the
time, but I highly encourage you to check it out now.
U.S. Hospitals Face Major Challenges as Coronavirus Spreads
How will country-based mitigation measures influence the course of the COVID-19 epidemic?
This document contains useful information from the White House Coronavirus Task Force on measures to keep
workplaces, schools, homes, and commercial establishments safe.
Interested in how to talk to kids about coronavirus? Check out this piece from NPR.
Helpful guidance from Bio
Priorities for the US Health Community Responding to COVID-19
List of EPA's Registered Antimicrobial Products for Use Against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2,the Cause of
COVID-19
Shortage of personal protective equipment endangering health workers worldwide
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a Science and Tech Spotlight article on coronaviruses.
Check the CDC's page on information for travel for further insight into restrictions for individuals leaving and
returning to the U.S., and take a look at their guidance for businesses and employers.
COVID-19 - Navigating the Uncharted (co-authored by Ors. Tony Fauci, Clifford Lane, and Robert Redfield)
Pentagon races to counter coronavirus threat on military forces (The Hill)
1024

•
•

If any businesses are interested in offering assistance to CDC during the response, contact the CDC Foundation
here.
Businesses, hospitals, universities, and anyone else looking for a direct line to the CDC, you can contact the 24/7
hotline at 770-488-7100.
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Map updated as of 3/13/20. COV/0-19 is in 47 states/0.C.
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"Flattening the Curve" is how we describe the need to take precautions to minimize the number of people infected by
COVID-19.Above, you can see where the health care system's capacity is, as well as how it stacks up against the number
of cases with and without implementing protective measures.
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(data from WHO daily situation reports)

For more information

1

visit CDC1s Novel Coronavirus 2019 website

Lucy li:lsseur
Senior Associate I Government Affairs
D 202.448.9588 M 720.427.4120
800 Maine Avenue, SW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20024

CORNE:RSTONE
www.cgagroup.com

I @cgagroup

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 9:12 PM
Ware, Jawahn
RE:Update to Commission

Sure.
From: Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 5:50 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Update to Commission

Greetings. Just for clarification are you providing from Administration.
meeting?
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

Do you want us to discuss at our normal 830

y.ga.us>

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@doughe y.ga.us>; Nickerson, Ginger <GNickerson@dougherty.ga.us>; Pauline Abidde
<PAbidde@docolib.org>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn
<JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Update to Commission

All - I will need you to provide an update to the Board at tomorrow's commission meeting at 10 am in room 100. Be
prepared to provide a brief and concise update as to how your service has been modified as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic and protecting public health. If you have any questions please contact me. Thanks.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 8:57 PM
Brooks, Barry; Addison, Scott
Subadan, Sharon; Tolbert, Sonja
RE:County - City Commission Social

Agreed.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "Brooks, Barry" <BBrooks@albanyga.gov>
Date: 3/15/20 8:52 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: "Addison, Scott" <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: "Subadan, Sharon" <SdSubadan@albanyga.gov>, "McCoy, Michael" <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>,
<STolbert@albanyga.gov>, "Brooks, Barry" <BBrooks@albanyga.gov>
Subject: County - City Commission Social

"Tolbert, Sonja"

Scott,
Given the growing concern regarding face-to-face contacts as the COVID-19 virus expands, it is the City's
desire to postpone this event for the time being.
Please confirm if the County agrees. If so, I will notify our commissioners of the postponement.
Thank you,
Barry
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Barry <BBrooks@albanyga.gov>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 8:53 PM
Addison, Scott
Subadan, Sharon; McCoy, Michael; Tolbert, Sonja; Brooks,Barry
County - City Commission Social

Scott,
Given the growing concern regarding face-to-face contacts as the COVID-19 virus expands, it is the City's
desire to postpone this event for the time being.
Please confirm if the County agrees. If so, I will notify our commissioners of the postponement.
Thank you,
Barry
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Wills, Dave <DWills@ACCG.ORG>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 8:41 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Amended Order Declaring Statewide Judicial
Emergency
Chief Justice amended order _highlighted.pdf

Good Evening,
It has come to my attention that at least some county elected and appointed officials have not been provided with a
copy of the order declaring a statewide judicial emergency. A copy is attached for your review.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ware, Jawahn <JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 5:50 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Update to Commission

Greetings. Just for clarification are you providing from Administration.
meeting?

Do you want us to discuss at our normal 830

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>; Nickerson, Ginger <GNickerson@dougherty.ga.us>; Pauline Abidde
<PAbidde@docolib.org>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn
<JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Update to Commission

All - I will need you to provide an update to the Board at tomorrow's commission meeting at 10 am in room 100. Be
prepared to provide a brief and concise update as to how your service has been modified as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic and protecting public health. If you have any questions please contact me. Thanks.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 4:56 PM
Allen, Sam
McCoy, Michael
Re: Accepted: COVID-19 PPERequest Process for Clinical Providers

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thank you for the update Sam.

On Mar 15, 2020, at 3:28 PM, Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us> wrote:

03/15/2020
Good Afternoon Scott,
I have just completed a conference call with DPH about how to submit request for resupply of
needed medical equipment (N-95 mask, face-mask, gloves and other items were are using daily.
Yesterday and today I have been in communications with Chief Jordan and Chief Scott to ensure
our request are going thru the correct channels. Chief Scott advised that our request was
submitted last night to thru the WEB-EOC. Hopefully tomorrow DPH will start reviewing supply
request and begin to get distribution down thru DPH to us.
As more information is available I will keep you advised.
Thanks,
Sam
Si:1mAlllen

EMS Director
Dougherty County E.M.S.
14:36 Jl>allmyra
Rd.
Allbany, Ga. :31701.
2.2.9····4:39····'7011
SaAllen@dougherty.ga. us
From: Allen, Sam

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:23 PM
To: Roberts, Richard <RRoberts@dougherty.ga.us>; Livingston, Dickie <DLivingston@dougherty.ga.us>;
Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Accepted: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical Providers

Per rubin jordan. He talked to chief scott today and our request has been submitted and received by
dph. Thanks. Sam
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
1033

From: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 12:49:01 PM EDT
To: "Allen, Sam" <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>, "Burns, Sebon" <SBurns@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Accepted: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical Providers

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 12:45:21 PM EDT
To: "Hoffacker, Leah" <Leah.Hoffacker@dph.ga.gov>
Subject: Accepted: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical
Providers

<FW: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical Providers>
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from City and County officials regarding City and County business are public
records available to fhe public and media upon request. Your email communications may be
subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 4:07 PM
McCoy, Michael
Rice, Gary; Steiner, Joseph Scott
Re: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache

Fantastic
Sent from my iPhone
> On Mar 15, 2020, at 2:20 PM, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

>
> Excellent! Thank you.

>
> -----Original Message----> From: Rice, Gary <grice@phoebehealth.com>
> Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:07 PM
> To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
> Cc: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
> Subject: Re: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache

>
> Mike,
> We have entered our request through the Public Health link and I have also spoke with Frank Maneer with GEMA.

>
> Gary

>
> Gary Rice
> Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital
> Manager of Emergency Preparedness
> Grice@phoebehealth.com

>
>
> On Mar 15, 2020, at 13:38, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

wrote:

>
>
>
> ***
> WARNING: This email originated outside of Phoebe Putney Health System.
> DO NOT CLICKlinks or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

> ***
>
>
>
>
> Caution: This email may not be from the address list. Beware of clicking on links or attachments.

>
>
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> Caution: This email might not be from the address listed. Use special caution on links or attachments.

>
> Scott - Please see email message below and following the instructions. GEMA is collecting this data to assess and
address hospital PPEneeds. If you have any questions please contact Chief Cedric Scott. He's copied on this email.
Please confirm when your data has been submitted. Thanks.

>
> From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
> Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
> To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
> Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache

>
> Hi Sir,

>
> This is what they need.

>
> Thanks

>
> District EP Process for Hospitals (ONLY):
> District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPEResource Request-Hospitals" form via this ReadyOp link:
https:/ /ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/b0e2<https:/
/urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A_gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fga.readyop.com-252Ffs-252F4cKy252Fb0e2-26data-3D02-257C01-257CHank.Wilson-2540dph.ga.gov-257C41f96467b7b74cea8a9d08d7c829398a257C512da10d071b4b948abc9ec4044d1516-257C0-257C0-257C637197951692949620-26sdata3DBNevO0O0VcmRLWBpKhOXeoYlilcsJuKSEqUrAfuL6ww-253D-26reserved3D0&d=DwMGaQ&c=fgaC28FHkSVIZFskEWG4iA&r=VUuXnmCnzkU7p81Fa8DOShpW4iP41YXOGuR2iUjmSOl&m=HwVOIFI
7Jq3WxGX6klbtRMZSt4y4AUbwVYvkleRsv4c&s=OZOisWtOffsueZBmF3fS7Di8DjYEJD1-NYQDKSvYhec&e=>
> Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary Once the form is completed,
District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assist with this report, or pull it for you (contact
Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
> Afterwards, District EPare to create a PPEResource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

>
>
> PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE:Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.

>
> Disclaimer:
> The HIPAA Final Privacy Rule requires covered entities to safeguard certain Protected Health Information (PHI) related
to a person's healthcare. Information being faxed to you may include PHI after appropriate authorization from the
patient or under circumstances that do not require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure manner. You may not re-disclose without additional patient consent or as required by law.
Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to safeguard PHI could subject you to penalties described in federal (HIPAA) and
state law. If you the reader of this message are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to
deliver it to the intended recipient, please notify us immediately and destroy the related message.

>
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 4:06 PM
Steiner, Joseph Scott
McCoy, Michael; Rice, Gary; Church, Brian
Re: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache
image001.png

You're welcome
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 15, 2020, at 1:43 PM, Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>

wrote:

Will do ...thanks Mike and Chief Scott.

J. Scott Steiner I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com
<image001.png>
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:38 PM
To: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Cc: Rice, Gary <grice@phoebehealth.com>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of
Public Health cache

***
WARNING: This email
originated
outside
of Phoebe Putney
Health
System.
DO NOT CLICK links
or attachments
unless
you recognize
the sender
and
the content
is safe.

know

***
Caution:
This email may not be from the address
list.
Beware of clicking
on
links
or attachments.
Caution:
This email might not be from the address
listed.
Use special
caution
on links
or attachments.
Scott - Please see email message below and following the instructions. GEMA is collecting this data to
assess and address hospital PPE needs. If you have any questions please contact Chief Cedric
Scott. He's copied on this email. Please confirm when your data has been submitted. Thanks.
From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
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Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPE from the Georgia's Department of
Public Health cache
Hi Sir,
This is what they need.
Thanks
District EP Process for Hospitals {ONLY):
District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPE Resource Request-Hospitals" form via this
ReadyOp link:

https://ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/bOe2

Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary
Once the form is completed, District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assist
with this report, or pull it for you (contact Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
Afterwards, District EP are to create a PPE Resource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from
City and CountyofficialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto fhe publicand media
upon request Youremail communications
may be subject to public disclosure.

Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
or under circumstances
that
do not require
patient
authorization.
You, the recipient,
are
obligated
to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure
manner.
You may not
re-disclose
without
additional
patient
consent
or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure
or failure
to safeguard
PHI could
subject
you to penalties
described
in federal
(HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader
of this
message
are not the intended
recipient,
or the employee
or agent
responsible
to deliver
it to
the intended
recipient,
please
notify
us immediately
and destroy
the related
message.
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TAC Service Desk
County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>on behalf of Phyllis Ayers
< payers@STEPHENSCOUNTYGA.COM>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 3:49 PM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] FW: admin list serve

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

What are some things you all have implemented for your employees on the coronavirus outbreak? Work from
home? Who works from home? Paying them? Non-essentials do not report at all? Just shut the doors to the public?
Someone may have sent this out already but I have been so covered up just talking about it on the phone that I have not
had much time to read.

~~

~,

C'.?®lLCP,
C'.?2§&f0

Administrator/Finance Director/Planning Director
Stephens County Board of Commissioners
706-886-9491 X303 (o)
706-491-0883 (cell)
payers@stephenscountyga.com

From: Fitzgerald, Natalie <NFitzgerald@ACCG.org>

Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Phyllis Ayers <payers@stephenscountyga.com>
Subject: RE: admin list serve

Looks like that was back in 2012. We have had some changes since.
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
NATALIE FITZGERALD
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
From: Phyllis Ayers [mailto:payers@stephenscountyga.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 8:47 AM
To: Fitzgerald, Natalie
Subject: RE: admin list serve

Natalie,
Can you e-mail me the e-mail address again. I am trying to get myself back on this to generate but it tells me this
address is undeliverable.
Thank you,
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Administrator /Finance Director /Planning Director
Stephens County Board of Commissioners
706-886-9491
706-491-0883

X303 (0)
(C)

payers@stephenscountyga.com

From: Fitzgerald, Natalie [mailto:NFitzqerald@ACCG.org1

Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 11: 10 AM
To: payers@stephenscountyqa.com
Subject: admin list serve

county-managers-and-administrators@listserv.accg.org
Natalie Fitzgerald
Legal Assistant
FULTON COUNTY OFFICE:
Association County Commissioners of Georgia (ACCG)
50 Hurt Plaza, Suite 1000
Atlanta, GA 30303
Phone: (404) 522-5022 x120 Toll Free: (800) 858-2224
Fax: (404) 525-2477
E-mail: nfitzgerald@accg.org
Web: www.accg.org

Make sure that your employees know about the special discounts on programs and services offered
through ACCGfor business or personal use from Dell, Enterprise, Gas South, Shaw Industries, Verizon
Wireless and more!
To review these offers and sign up for email notifications about new programs, click here.
GAS') S()lll'H

This email has been scanned for spam and viruses by Proofpoint Essentials cloud email security - click here to
report this email as spam.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 3:28 PM
Addison, Scott
McCoy, Michael
Fw: Accepted: COVID-19 PPERequest Process for Clinical Providers

03/15/2020
Good Afternoon Scott,
I have just completed a conference call with DPH about how to submit request for resupply of needed medical
equipment (N-95 mask, face-mask, gloves and other items were are using daily. Yesterday and today I have
been in communications with Chief Jordan and Chief Scott to ensure our request are going thru the correct
channels. Chief Scott advised that our request was submitted last night to thru the WEB-EOC. Hopefully
tomorrow DPH will start reviewing supply request and begin to get distribution down thru DPH to us.
As more information is available I will keep you advised.
Thanks,
Sam
Si:1mAlllen

EMS Director
Dougherty County E.M.S.
14:36 Jl>allmyra
Rd.
Allbany, Ga. :31701.
2.2.9····4:39····'7011
SaAllen@dougherty.ga. us
From: Allen, Sam
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:23 PM
To: Roberts, Richard <RRoberts@dougherty.ga.us>; Livingston, Dickie <DLivingston@dougherty.ga.us>;
<SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: Accepted: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical Providers

Addison, Scott

Per rubin jordan. He talked to chief scott today and our request has been submitted and received by dph. Thanks. Sam
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 12:49:01 PM EDT
To: "Allen, Sam" <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>, "Burns, Sebon" <SBurns@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Accepted: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical Providers
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Scott, Cedric" <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Date: March 15, 2020 at 12:45:21 PM EDT
To: "Hoffacker, Leah" <Leah.Hoffacker@dph.ga.gov>
Subject: Accepted: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical Providers

<FW: COVID-19 PPE Request Process for Clinical Providers>
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from
City and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to fhe public and media
upon request Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:57 PM
Allen, Sam
RE:Update to Commission

Thanks.
From: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:46 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Update to Commission

Yes sir,

Will do.

Thanks,
Sam
Si:1mAlllen

EMS Director
Dougherty County E.M.S.
14:36 Jl>allmyra
Rd.
Allbany, Ga. :31701.
2.2.9····4:39····'7011
~~
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@doughe y.ga.us>; Nickerson, Ginger <GNickerson@dougherty.ga.us>; Pauline Abidde
<PAbidde@docolib.org>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@doughe y.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@doughe y.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn
<JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Update to Commission

All - I will need you to provide an update to the Board at tomorrow's commission meeting at 10 am in room 100. Be
prepared to provide a brief and concise update as to how your service has been modified as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic and protecting public health. If you have any questions please contact me. Thanks.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
1043

Emaill: mmccoy@dou~

e y.~a.us

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:46 PM
McCoy, Michael
Re: Update to Commission

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Yes sir,

Will do.

Thanks,
Sam
Si:1mAlllen

EMS Director
Dougherty County E.M.S.
14:36 Jl>allmyra
Rd.
Allbany, Ga. :31701.
2.2.9····4:39····'7011
~
From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Allen, Sam <SaAllen@dougherty.ga.us>; Nickerson, Ginger <GNickerson@dougherty.ga.us>; Pauline Abidde
<PAbidde@docolib.org>
Cc: Addison, Scott <SAddison@dougherty.ga.us>; Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>; Ware, Jawahn
<JWare@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Update to Commission

All - I will need you to provide an update to the Board at tomorrow's commission meeting at 10 am in room 100. Be
prepared to provide a brief and concise update as to how your service has been modified as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic and protecting public health. If you have any questions please contact me. Thanks.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

(iei:?·r11,,1:.~.D o ugh e rty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:41 PM
Allen, Sam; Nickerson, Ginger; Pauline Abidde
Addison, Scott; Howell, Wendy; Ware, Jawahn
Update to Commission

All - I will need you to provide an update to the Board at tomorrow's commission meeting at 10 am in room 100. Be
prepared to provide a brief and concise update as to how your service has been modified as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic and protecting public health. If you have any questions please contact me. Thanks.
IMklhaell McCoy

CountyAdministrator

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.431.2121
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:
y@
~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:36 PM
Hammond-Batts; Angie McKinney; Laura Collins
RE:Hammond Batts FR 2020 coronavirus Update

Unfortunately, I can't open the file but many other hotels such as the Hyatt are waiving change & cancellation fees. This
should be the case for Marriott in the midst of this pandemic. It unfathomable that they would be out of step with best
practices at this time. I'll try to open this using another device. Thank for all you guys are doing. Stay safe!
From: Hammond-Batts <hammondbatts2015@gmail.com>

Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 11:12 AM
To: Eric Maxwell <hammondbatts2015@gmail.com>; Angie McKinney <aomckinney@gmail.com>;
<MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>; Laura Collins <collins-laura@att.net>
Subject: Hammond Batts FR 2020 coronavirus Update

McCoy, Michael

Family,
Attached is a proposed letter to our family members as it relates to our reunion and where we are in the planning of the
reunion as it has been affected by the Coronavirus. Please read, comment where you see fit add suggestions or edit if
necessary.
Thank you.

Hammond-Batts Family Reunion
California Committee
(408)603-7290

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:20 PM
Rice, Gary
Steiner, Joseph Scott; Scott, Cedric
RE:Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache

Excellent! Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: Rice, Gary <grice@phoebehealth.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:07 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Subject: Re: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache
Mike,
We have entered our request through the Public Health link and I have also spoke with Frank Maneer with GEMA.
Gary
Gary Rice
Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital
Manager of Emergency Preparedness
Grice@phoebehealth.com

On Mar 15, 2020, at 13:38, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us> wrote:

***
WARNING: This email originated outside of Phoebe Putney Health System.
DO NOT CLICKlinks or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

***

Caution: This email may not be from the address list. Beware of clicking on links or attachments.

Caution: This email might not be from the address listed. Use special caution on links or attachments.
Scott - Please see email message below and following the instructions. GEMA is collecting this data to assess and
address hospital PPEneeds. If you have any questions please contact Chief Cedric Scott. He's copied on this email.
Please confirm when your data has been submitted. Thanks.
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From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache
Hi Sir,
This is what they need.
Thanks
District EP Process for Hospitals (ONLY):
District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPE Resource Request-Hospitals" form via this ReadyOp link:
https:/ /ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/b0e2<https:/
/urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A_gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fga.readyop.com-252Ffs-252F4cKy252Fb0e2-26data-3D02-257C01-257CHank.Wilson-2540dph.ga.gov-257C41f96467b7b74cea8a9d08d7c829398a257C512da10d071b4b948abc9ec4044d1516-257C0-257C0-257C637197951692949620-26sdata3DBNevO0O0VcmRLWBpKhOXeoYlilcsJuKSEqUrAfuL6ww-253D-26reserved3D0&d=DwMGaQ&c=fgaC28FHkSVIZFskEWG4iA&r=VUuXnmCnzkU7p81Fa8DOShpW4iP41YXOGuR2iUjmSOl&m=HwVOIFI
7Jq3WxGX6klbtRMZSt4y4AUbwVYvkleRsv4c&s=OZOisWtOffsueZBmF3fS7Di8DjYEJD1-NYQDKSvYhec&e=>
Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary Once the form is completed,
District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assist with this report, or pull it for you (contact
Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
Afterwards, District EP are to create a PPEResource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE:Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final Privacy Rule requires covered entities to safeguard certain Protected Health Information (PHI) related to
a person's healthcare. Information being faxed to you may include PHI after appropriate authorization from the patient
or under circumstances that do not require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain PHI in a
safe and secure manner. You may not re-disclose without additional patient consent or as required by law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure or failure to safeguard PHI could subject you to penalties described in federal (HIPAA) and state law. If you
the reader of this message are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the
intended recipient, please notify us immediately and destroy the related message.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:10 PM
Chris S. Cohilas; Lamar Hudgins(lamarhudgins@bellsouth.net); vees70@yahoo.com;
clintjohn 1978@hotmail.com; Gray, Russell;GloriaGaines < ggaines30S@aol.com>
(ggaines30S@aol.com);Jones, Anthony
Spencer Lee;Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn
FW: ACCGto Transition to Teleworking Effective Monday, March 16

FYI
From: Wills, Dave <dwills@accg.org>

Sent: Friday, March 13, 2020 2:34 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>

Subject: ACCGto Transition to Teleworking Effective Monday, March 16

In response to the continuing and escalating concerns created by the spread of COVID-19 as well as the urging by
Governor Brian Kemp during Thursday's press conference to have employees work from home, ACCG is
transitioning our staff to telework beginning Monday, March 16 and until further notice.
Like other business and organizations, this decision was made in the interest of protecting the personal health of our
employees and playing our part in limiting the spread of this virus. We have strongly urged our employees to
reduce their exposure to other potential sources of infection during this time as well.
Our Operations team and managers are working hard to ensure that this transition allows for continuity of our
services to counties. Our regular office phone lines will work, including the numbers for insurance claims and
retirement services, and processes will continue to function as usual.
This is an evolving and unprecedented time for federal, state and local governments. ACCG will continue to monitor
information from state and federal agencies regarding coronavirus and disseminate to counties relevant
information. If you have any questions regarding this situation or its impacts on county services, our team stands
ready and will be accessible to you.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583- 7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:08 PM
Allen, Sam
FW: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] Census and COVID-19
FW: Updated COVID-19 CDC guidance for today

FYI
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf Of Wills,
Dave
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 12:03 PM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Census and COVID-19

Attached is an email I received this morning from Region 10 EMS Program Director Chris Threlkeld, advising of the latest
guidance from the Office of EMS & Trauma.
Dave Wills
Executive Director
Association County Commissioners of Georgia
191 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 700
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-683-1816 (Verizon Cellular)
404-583-7861 (Direct Fax)
dwills@accg.org
From: County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf Of Brown,
Beth
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 11:56 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Census and COVID-19

On a call earlier today with GEMA, they advised their Area Directors to tell County EMA Directors to look at the
information provided by the CDC- especially as it relates to first responders. There is also information for 9-1-1 here as
well.
Scroll down to get to the first responder information. I shared the link that shows resources for many different types of
community stakeholders in case that is helpful to any of you as well.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/index.html
The Governor has a press conference scheduled for 1:00 p.m. You should be able to live stream that from his website or
any of your local television stations.

B.
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Advancing Georgta's Counties.

Beth Brown
Director of Strategy, Innovation & Board Relations
Office Phone: (404) 522-5022
Cell Phone: (770) 262-5092
Email: bbrown@accg.org

From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On Behalf Of Beth

Thomas
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 10:42 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] Census and COVID-19
Does anyone have a plan in place for EMS/911 operations?
On Thu, Mar 12, 2020 at 8:59 AM Regina McDuffie <rmmcduffie148@windstream.net>

wrote:

As Tom and Steve always redirect our thoughts, I'm offering Macon County as a "Virus Free Sanctuary" for all the
persons that want to evacuate the congested urban areas, particular on census day. We need the population
boost.

(g}

RMM

Regards,

Regina M. McDuffie, County Manager

121 S. Sumter

St.

P.O. Box 297
Oglethorpe,

Phone:

Ga 31068

(4 78) 4 72-7021

office

(478) 244-9102

mobile

From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>On Behalf Of Roach,

Anna
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 8:13 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: Census and COVID-19
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Loi @ "thought knife" ... I'm stealing that.

I haven't seen any guidance re COVID19 from USCB. Presume they will send something out in the near term (hope they
do).

Anna Roach,li::Ml,

, Ori~i Op(•1•ttfbig 01,ic,':r
~~,.,

<Hilke: 4i04 61!2. 8990

Mobile: 404 449 5917

From:County-managers-and-admins[mailto:COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG]
On Behalf Of
Jason Rubenbauer
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 8:07 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Re: Census and COVID-19

Things that make you go hmm mm. Great thought knife.

From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
On Behalf OfTom

Couch
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2020 7:52 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: Census and COVID-19

I wake up thinking about strange things which could mean that I just need a therapist.

Admittedly, this may just be the curse upon the college towns, but has anybody thought about the ways COVID-19 can
screw up the Census count - especially with evacuated populations?

TtK
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Beth Thomas
County Manager
Franklin County
PO Box 159 - 141 Athens Street
Carnesville, GA 30521
706.384.2483
706.384.7089

Phone

Fax

Direct

706.918.3121

This communication is a public record under the Georgia Open Records Law and is subject to public access upon
request .

•PUBUC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Rice, Gary <grice@phoebehealth.com>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:07 PM
McCoy, Michael
Steiner, Joseph Scott; Scott, Cedric
Re: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache

Mike,
We have entered our request through the Public Health link and I have also spoke with Frank Maneer with GEMA.
Gary
Gary Rice
Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital
Manager of Emergency Preparedness
Grice@phoebehealth.com

On Mar 15, 2020, at 13:38, McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us> wrote:

***
WARNING: This email originated outside of Phoebe Putney Health System.
DO NOT CLICKlinks or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

***

Caution: This email may not be from the address list. Beware of clicking on links or attachments.

Caution: This email might not be from the address listed. Use special caution on links or attachments.
Scott - Please see email message below and following the instructions. GEMA is collecting this data to assess and
address hospital PPEneeds. If you have any questions please contact Chief Cedric Scott. He's copied on this email.
Please confirm when your data has been submitted. Thanks.
From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache
Hi Sir,
This is what they need.
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Thanks
District EP Process for Hospitals (ONLY):
District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPE Resource Request-Hospitals" form via this ReadyOp link:
https:/ /ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/b0e2<https:/
/urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A_gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fga.readyop.com-252Ffs-252F4cKy252Fb0e2-26data-3D02-257C01-257CHank.Wilson-2540dph.ga.gov-257C41f96467b7b74cea8a9d08d7c829398a257C512da10d071b4b948abc9ec4044d1516-257C0-257C0-257C637197951692949620-26sdata3DBNevO0O0VcmRLWBpKhOXeoYlilcsJuKSEqUrAfuL6ww-253D-26reserved3D0&d=DwMGaQ&c=fgaC28FHkSVIZFskEWG4iA&r=VUuXnmCnzkU7p81Fa8DOShpW4iP41YXOGuR2iUjmSOl&m=HwVOIFI
7Jq3WxGX6klbtRMZSt4y4AUbwVYvkleRsv4c&s=OZOisWtOffsueZBmF3fS7Di8DjYEJD1-NYQDKSvYhec&e=>
Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary Once the form is completed,
District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assist with this report, or pull it for you (contact
Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
Afterwards, District EP are to create a PPEResource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE:Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City
and County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon
request. Your email communications may be subject to public disclosure.
Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final Privacy Rule requires covered entities to safeguard certain Protected Health Information (PHI) related to
a person's healthcare. Information being faxed to you may include PHI after appropriate authorization from the patient
or under circumstances that do not require patient authorization. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain PHI in a
safe and secure manner. You may not re-disclose without additional patient consent or as required by law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure or failure to safeguard PHI could subject you to penalties described in federal (HIPAA) and state law. If you
the reader of this message are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the
intended recipient, please notify us immediately and destroy the related message.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 2:07 PM
Howell, Wendy
FW: STATEWIDEJUDICIAL EMERGENCY
JudicialEmergency Press Release.pdf; ATT00001.htm; Chief Justice Melton Statewide Jud
Emergency Order_march 142020.pdf; A TT00002.htm; Pandemic-Bench-Guide-Final
2018.pdf; A TT00003.htm

FYI
From: Stephenson, John <JoStephenson@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 7:42 PM
To: Darrisaw, Victoria <VDarrisaw@dougherty.ga.us>; Marshall, Denise <dmarshall@dougherty.ga.us>; Mull, Evonne
<EMull@dougherty.ga.us>; Judge Baxter Howell <bax51@aol.com>; Johnson, Victoria <ViJohnson@dougherty.ga.us>;
Meyer Von Bremen, Michael <MMeyerVonBremen@dougherty.ga.us>;
McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>;
Lockette, Willie <WLockette@dougherty.ga.us>; Stephenson, Nancy <NStephenson@dougherty.ga.us>; Sproul, Kevin
<KSproul@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: Fwd: STATEWIDEJUDICIAL EMERGENCY

Not sure how or if this affects the order issued yesterday by Judge Lockette, but it is a pretty good statement of those
functions the Georgia Supreme Court deems essential.
John M. Stephenson
Judge, Dougherty State Court
P.O. Box 1827
Albany, GA. 31702
(229) 431-2152
(229) 431-3282 fax
jostephenson@dougherty.ga.us
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Bray, Bob" <Bob.Bray@GEORGIACOURTS.GOV>
Date: March 14, 2020 at 6:55:48 PM EDT
To: "CSCJLISTSERV@MAIL.GEORGIACOURTS.ORG"
<CSCJLISTSERV@MAIL.GEORGIACOURTS.ORG>
Subject: STATEWIDE JUDICIAL EMERGENCY

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:58 PM
Steiner, Joseph Scott
RE:Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache

You're welcome.
From: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:44 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Cc: Rice, Gary <grice@phoebehealth.com>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>; Church, Brian
<bchurch@phoebehealth.com>
Subject: RE: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache

Will do ...thanks Mike and Chief Scott.

J. Scott Steiner I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe

y.ga.us>

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:38 PM
To: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Cc: Rice, Gary <grice@phoebehealth.com>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache

***

WARNING: This email
originated
outside
of Phoebe Putney
Health
System.
DO NOT CLICK links
or attachments
unless
you recognize
the sender
and
safe.

know the

content

is

***
Caution:
This email may not be from the address
list.
Beware of clicking
on links
or
attachments.
Caution:
This email might not be from the address
listed.
Use special
caution
on links
attachments.
Scott - Please see email message below and following the instructions. GEMA is collecting this data to assess and
address hospital PPEneeds. If you have any questions please contact Chief Cedric Scott. He's copied on this
email. Please confirm when your data has been submitted. Thanks.

or

From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>

Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache
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Hi Sir,
This is what they need.
Thanks
District EP Processfor Hospitals {ONLY):
District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPE Resource Request-Hospitals"form via this ReadyOp
link: https://ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/bOe2
Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary
Once the form is completed, District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assistwith this report, or
pull it for you (contact Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
Afterwards, District EP are to create a PPEResource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.

Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
or under circumstances
that
do not require
patient
authorization.
You, the recipient,
are
obligated
to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure
manner.
You may not
re-disclose
without
additional
patient
consent
or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure
or failure
to safeguard
PHI could
subject
you to penalties
described
in federal
(HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader
of this
message
are not the intended
recipient,
or the employee
or agent
responsible
to deliver
it to
the intended
recipient,
please
notify
us immediately
and destroy
the related
message.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:44 PM
McCoy, Michael
Rice, Gary; Scott, Cedric; Church, Brian
RE: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache

Will do ...thanks Mike and Chief Scott.

J. Scott Steiner I President & Chief Executive Officer
0: 229-312-8065 E: ssteiner@phoebehealth.com
417 W. Third Avenue I Albany, Georgia 31701 I www.phoebehealth.com

From: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:38 PM
To: Steiner, Joseph Scott <ssteiner@phoebehealth.com>
Cc: Rice, Gary <grice@phoebehealth.com>; Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache

***
WARNING: This email
originated
outside
of Phoebe Putney
Health
System.
DO NOT CLICK links
or attachments
unless
you recognize
the sender
and
safe.

know the

content

is

***
Caution:
This email may not be from the address
list.
Beware of clicking
on links
or
attachments.
Caution:
This email might not be from the address
listed.
Use special
caution
on links
attachments.
Scott - Please see email message below and following the instructions. GEMA is collecting this data to assess and
address hospital PPEneeds. If you have any questions please contact Chief Cedric Scott. He's copied on this
email. Please confirm when your data has been submitted. Thanks.

or

From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@doughe y.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache

Hi Sir,
This is what they need.
Thanks
District EP Process for Hospitals {ONLY):
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District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPE Resource Request-Hospitals" form via this ReadyOp
link:

https://ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/bOe2

Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary
Once the form is completed, District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assist with this report, or
pull it for you (contact Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
Afterwards, District EP are to create a PPE Resource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgiahas a verybroadpublicrecordslaw. Most written communicationsto or from Cityand County
officialsregardingCity and Countybusinessare publicrecordsavailableto the public and media uponrequest Youremail
communications
may be subject to public disclosure.

Disclaimer:
The HIPAA Final
Privacy
Rule requires
covered
entities
to safeguard
certain
Protected
Health
Information
(PHI) related
to a person's
healthcare.
Information
being
faxed to you may include
PHI after
appropriate
authorization
from the patient
or under circumstances
that
do not require
patient
authorization.
You, the recipient,
are
obligated
to maintain
PHI in a safe and secure
manner.
You may not
re-disclose
without
additional
patient
consent
or as required
by
law. Unauthorized
re-disclosure
or failure
to safeguard
PHI could
subject
you to penalties
described
in federal
(HIPAA) and state
law. If you the reader
of this
message
are not the intended
recipient,
or the employee
or agent
responsible
to deliver
it to
the intended
recipient,
please
notify
us immediately
and destroy
the related
message.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

McCoy, Michael < MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:38 PM
Scott Steiner
grice@phoebehealth.com; Scott, Cedric
FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache

Scott - Please see email message below and following the instructions. GEMA is collecting this data to assess and
address hospital PPEneeds. If you have any questions please contact Chief Cedric Scott. He's copied on this
email. Please confirm when your data has been submitted. Thanks.
From: Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
To: McCoy, Michael <MMcCoy@dougherty.ga.us>
Subject: FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department of Public Health cache

Hi Sir,
This is what they need.
Thanks
District EP Process for Hospitals {ONLY):
District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPE Resource Request-Hospitals" form via this ReadyOp

link: https://ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/b0e2
Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary
Once the form is completed, District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assist with this report, or
pull it for you (contact Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
Afterwards, District EP are to create a PPE Resource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

J.M. Wood Auction Co. Inc. <russ@jmwood.com>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 1:26 PM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
Final Auction Catalog: March 17-21, 5 Big Days!

Sent:
To:

Subject:

March 17-21 Auction: 5 Big Days!
Bid Online or Bid Onsite
Montgomery, Alabama
Plan your visit to Montgomery and COVID-19 Update: Click here
We encourage you to register for on line bidding early to get you approved:
We have a team of Equipment Inspectors on Standby to help on line bidders with inspections:
334-264-3265 or reply back to this email

Featured Items Include:

2019 MACK GR64F Roll Off Truck

2019 MACK Terra Pro 64R Garbage Truck

~.

~-

l=!·
2020 MACK GR64F Dump Truck

l__::11·
2019 KENWORTHT880 Dump Truck

~.

~-

l=!·
2019 KENWORTHT800 Dump Truck

l__::11·
2019 KENWORTHT800 Cab and Chassis Truck

~.

l=!·
2007 KENWORTHT800 Dump Truck

2019 KENWORTHW900L Day Cab Truck

~-

~-

L::_J·
2020 MACK Pl64T Day Cab Truck

l__::11-2017 CATERPILLAR930M Wheel Loader

~.

~-

l=!·
2019 CATERPILLAR12M3 Motor Grader

l__::11·
2012 CATERPILLARDlOT Dozer

~
l::j

~
l::j
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2018 KOMATSU D39PX-24 Dozer

2015 CATERPILLAR D6N LGP Dozer

~
l::j

~
l::j

2018 KOMATSU PC290LC-11 Excavator

2019 CATERPILLAR 320GC Excavator

~
l::j
2011 VOLVO A40F Articulated

~
l::j
Truck

2018 CATERPILLAR 299D2 Skid Steer Loader
~-

L::__!1·
2016 CATERPILLAR 305E2 CR

2017 CATERPILLAR CP54B

~

~.

l=!·
ROSCO RB-38 Broom

l=!·
2012 ETNYRE2WD Asphalt

~-

~-

L=J1:

L::_J·
JOHN DEERE8530 Tractor

2015 CATERPILLAR 555D Skidder

~.

~-

l=!·

L=J1·
J.M. Wood Auction Company, Inc. - 334-264-3265
3475 Ashley Road, Montgomery, Alabama 36108.

J.M. Wood Auction Co. Inc.

I 3475

Update Profile

Ashley Road, Montgomery,

I About

Sent by russ@jmwood.com

AL 36108

Constant Contact
in collaboration

with

Try email marketing for free today!

PUBLIC RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:
Sent:
To:

Howell, Wendy <WHowell@dougherty.ga.us>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:45 PM
Carlton Fletcher - Albany Herald; News - WFXL; matt.reed@ceonews.com; News - WALB;
dave.miller@walb.com; Albany SW Georgian; Alan Mauldin; News - Albany Herald;
brian.roche@southgatv.com; Samantha Cook
Cohilas, Christopher; Gaines, Gloria; Gaines, Gloria (other); Gray, Russell; Johnson,
Clinton; Edwards, Victor; vees70@yahoo.com; Jones, Anthony; Lamar Hudgins; McCoy,
Michael; Addison, Scott; Ware, Jawahn; Clark,Bristria; Hollis, Darlene; slee817@aol.com;
Ramona Madding; Pauline Abidde; Abidde, Pauline; Krista Dixon
**MEDIA ADVISORY** Dougherty County Library System Will Close To Public Beginning
Today; Anticipated Reopening on April 6th

Cc:

Subject:

Importance:

High

Good afternoon, Media Partners:
Due to the threat of COVID-19, all branches of the Dougherty County Library System will close beginning today,
reopening on April 6th , unless conditions should change.
Please note that all library employees should still plan to report to work on Monday.
Please help us to notify the public of this change.
Thanks for your support!

Weindy IHowellll
PublicInformationOfficer

Georg,u:v

Dougherty County Board of Commissioners/Administration
Phone: 229.302.3006
Mobille: 229.854.0006
222 Pine Avenue, Suite 540, Albany, Georgia 3170 I
Web: Dougherty.ga.us
Emaill:Y\'.!0
..9.Y\'._g.!J.~

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Scott, Cedric <CScott@albanyga.gov>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 12:21 PM
McCoy, Michael
FW: Process for requesting emergency re-supply of PPEfrom the Georgia's Department
of Public Health cache

Hi Sir,
This is what they need.
Thanks
District EP Process for Hospitals {ONLY):

District EP personnel will be provided a "COVID-19 PPE Resource Request-Hospitals" form via this ReadyOp
link: https://ga.readyop.com/fs/4cKy/b0e2
Provide this link to your local hospitals for them to complete the request as necessary
Once the form is completed, District EP can pull their own report from ReadyOp. The state can assist with this report, or
pull it for you (contact Valerie Attell or Austin Speers).
Afterwards, District EP are to create a PPEResource Request in DPH WebEOC with the report attached.

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins
<COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> on behalf of Steve Rapson
<srapson@FAYETTECOUNTYGA.GOV>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 11:24 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Re: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] FW: Statewide Declaration of Judicial
Emergency from Chief Justice Melton
Chief Justice amended order _highlighted.pdf

They've already amended the order - see the highlighted section ... just saying ...
SSR

Steven Rapson
Fayette County
County Manager, C.P.A.
srapson@fayettecountyga.gov
770.305.5100

From: County-managers-and-admins

<COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG> On Behalf OfTom

Couch
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 11:21 AM
To: COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
Subject: [COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADMINS] FW: Statewide Declaration of Judicial Emergency from Chief Justice
Melton

Received from our Clerk of Courts.
TC

From: "McNeal, Heather" <Heather.McNeal@GSCCCA.ORG>
Date: Saturday, March 14, 2020 at 7:32 PM
Subject: Fwd: Statewide Declaration of Judicial Emergency from Chief Justice Melton
I feel like you've probably seen this, but still thought I'd forward.
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Richard F. Denney" <Richard.denney@firstjudicialdistrict.org>
Date: March 14, 2020 at 7:15:28 PM EDT
To: Andy Spivey <judgespivey@gmail.com>, "Anthony Harrison (aharrison@co.camden.ga.us)"
<aharrison@co.camden.ga.us>, "Ben Karpf (bwkarpf@chathamcoun y.org)"
<bwkarpf@chathamcoun y.org>, "Bert Guy (judgebertguy@gmail.com)" <judgebertguy@gmail.com>,
"Bob Russell (judgerlr@darientel.net)" <judgerlr@darientel.net>, "Dwayne Gillis
(dhgillis2354@gmail.com)" <dhgillis2354@gmail.com>, "F. Gates Peed (fgpfox@frontiernet.net)"
<fgpfox@frontiernet.net>, "Glen A. Cheney (jgacac@outlook.com)" <jgacac@outlook.com>, "J. Kelly
Brooks (jkellybrooks@gmail.com)" <jkellybrooks@gmail.com>, "James F. Bass
(jfbass@chathamcoun y.org)" <jfbass@chathamcoun y.org>, "Jay Stewart
(jaystewart217@hotmail.com)" <jaystewart217@hotmail.com>, "Jeff Kight (jhkight@gmail.com)"
<jhkight@gmail.com>, John Morse <JEMorse@chathamcounty.org>, "Louisa Abbot
(labbot@chathamcounty.org)" <labbot@chathamcoun y.org>, Lovett Bennett
<bennett.superiorcourt@ogeecheecircuit.org>,
"mtmuldrew@ogeecheecircuit.org"
<mtmuldrew@ogeecheecircuit.org>,
"Paul Rose (cproseir@hotmail.com)" <cprosejr@hotmail.com>,
"Penny H. Freesemann (phfreese@chathamcoun y.org)" <phfreese@chathamcoun y.org>, "Roger Lane
(rogerlane167@hotmail.com)" <rogerlane167@hotmail.com>, "Stephen Kelley (skelley@glynncoun y~)"
<skelley@glynncounty-ga.gov>, Stephen Scarlett <sgscarlett@glynncounty-ga.gov>, "Timothy
R. Walmsley (trwalmsley@chathamcoun y.org)" <trwalmsley@chathamcounty.org>, "David Cavender
(dlcavender@hotmail.com)" <dlcavender@hotmail.com>, "James R. Tuten (jtuten@glynncounty~)"
<jtuten@glynncounty-ga.gov>, "John R. Turner" <jrturner@frontiernet.net>,
"judgerahn@hotmail.com" <judgerahn@hotmail.com>, "Michael L. Karpf (mkarpf@gmail.com)"
<mkarpf@gmail.com>, Perry Brannen <pbrannenjr@aol.com>, "wilkesem@bellsouth.net"
<wilkesem@bellsouth.net>, "William E Woodrum (wewoodrum@gmail.com)"
<wewoodrum@gmail.com>
Cc: Crystal Cooper <CCooper@chathamcoun y.org>, ljad Adm in <ljad.admin@firstjudicialdistrict.org>,
"Crowe, Becky" <Becky.Crowe@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Palmer, Carolyn" <Carolyn.Palmer@GSCCCA.ORG>,
"Sirmans, Debbie" <Debbie.Sirmans@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Gillis, Elisa" <Elisa.Gillis@gsccca.org>, "Hursey,
Elizabeth" <elizabeth.hursey@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Landing, Elizabeth" <Elizabeth.Landing@GSCCCA.ORG>,
"Fiveash, Melba" <Melba.Fiveash@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Yeargan, Frances"
<Frances.Yeargan@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Hendrix, Kathy" <Kathy.Hendrix@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Joy Turner
(jlturner@co.camden.ga.us)" <jlturner@co.camden.ga.us>, "Turner, Joy Lynn"
<Joy.Turner@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Wilkinson, Julie" <Julie.Wilkinson@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Thompson, Linda"
<linda.thompson@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Thompson, Linda - County"
<Linda.Thompson@libe ycoun yga.com>, Lisa Gillis <elisagillis@hotmail.com>, "Thomas, Marsha"
<Marsha.Thomas@GSCCCA.ORG>, "McNeal, Heather" <Heather.McNeal@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Reddick,
Janis" <Janis.Reddick@GSCCCA.ORG>,"rmadams@glynncounty-ga.gov" <rmadams@glynncountygQ,_gQy>,
"Sauls, Thomas" <thomas.sauls@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Long, Sherry McFann"
<Sher y.Long@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Bland, Sherry" <Sher y.Bland@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Tillman, Sherry"
<Sher y.Tillman@GSCCCA.ORG>,Tammie Mosley <tnmosley@chathamcoun y.org>, "Whitaker, Wendy"
<Wendy.Whitaker@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Angela Hollinger (arholli@chathamcounty.org)"
<arholli@chathamcoun y.org>, "Carolyn Franklin (cfranklin@co.camden.ga.us)"
<cfranklin@co.camden.ga.us>, "cindyhanchey@gmail.com" <cindyhanchey@gmail.com>, "Debbie
Carney (dcarney@chathamcounty.org)" <dcarney@chathamcounty.org>, "dkelly (dkelly@glynncoun y~)"
<dkelly@glynncoun y-ga.gov>, "Gay Gill (ggill@libe ycoun yga.com)"
<ggill@libertycountyga.com>, "Gloria Frazier (gfrazier@chathamcoun y.org)"
<gfrazier@chathamcoun y.org>, "Jeri Jacobs (jjacobs@glynncounty-ga.gov)" <jjacobs@glynncoun ygQ,_gQy>,
"judgekight@gmail.com" <judgekight@gmail.com>, "Judy Pearson (judy pearson@gmail.com)"
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<judy pearson@gmail.com>, "Karen Lay (kdllay@bellsouth.net)" <kdllay@bellsouth.net>, "Mary Ann
Boyd (maboyd@chathamcoun y.org)" <maboyd@chathamcoun y.org>, "Pamela Woodcock
(pcole@glynncoun y-ga.gov)" <pcole@glynncounty-ga.gov>, "Paula White (white9300@yahoo.com)"
<white9300@yahoo.com>, QueAndra Campbell <qcampbell@ogeecheecircuit.org>, "Renee Jones
(stewart.judicial.assistant@gmail.com)"
<stewart.judicial.assistant@gmail.com>, "Tamara BennettThompson (tbthompson@chathamcoun y.org)" <tbthompson@chathamcoun y.org>, "Tammy G. Paulk"
<tgpaulk0758@gmail.com>, "Tracy Cowart (tlcowart@outlook.com)" <tlcowart@outlook.com>, "Yvette
Taylor (morsecivildomestic@chathamcoun y.org)" <morsecivildomestic@chathamcoun y.org>
Subject: FW: Statewide Declaration of Judicial Emergency from Chief Justice Melton

PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

County-managers-and-admins <COUNTY-MANAGERS-ANDADMINS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG>
on behalf of Tom Couch
<tcouch@BULLOCHCOUNTY.NET>
Sunday, March 15, 2020 11:21 AM
COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS@LISTSERV.ACCG.ORG
[COUNTY-MANAGERS-AND-ADM INS] FW: Statewide Declaration of Judicial Emergency
from Chief Justice Melton
Chief Justice Melton Statewide Jud Emergency Order_march 142020.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Received from our Clerk of Courts.
TC

From: "McNeal, Heather" <Heather.McNeal@GSCCCA.ORG>
Date: Saturday, March 14, 2020 at 7:32 PM
To: Tom Couch <tcouch@bullochcounty.net>
Subject: Fwd: Statewide Declaration of Judicial Emergency from Chief Justice Melton
I feel like you've probably seen this, but still thought I'd forward.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Richard F. Denney" <Richard.denney@firstjudicialdistrict.org>
Date: March 14, 2020 at 7:15:28 PM EDT
To: Andy Spivey <judgespivey@gmail.com>, "Anthony Harrison (aharrison@co.camden.ga.us)"
<aharrison@co.camden.ga.us>, "Ben Karpf (bwkarpf@chathamcounty.org)"
<bwkarpf@chathamcounty.org>, "Bert Guy (judgebertguy@gmail.com)" <judgebertguy@gmail.com>,
"Bob Russell (judgerlr@darientel.net)" <judgerlr@darientel.net>, "Dwayne Gillis
(dhgillis2354@gmail.com)" <dhgillis2354@gmail.com>, "F. Gates Peed (fgpfox@frontiernet.net)"
<fgpfox@frontiernet.net>, "Glen A. Cheney (jgacac@outlook.com)" <jgacac@outlook.com>, "J. Kelly
Brooks (jkellybrooks@gmail.com)" <jkellybrooks@gmail.com>, "James F. Bass
(jfbass@chathamcounty.org)" <jfbass@chathamcounty.org>, "Jay Stewart
(jaystewart217@hotmail.com)" <jaystewart217@hotmail.com>, "Jeff Kight (jhkight@gmail.com)"
<jhkight@gmail.com>, John Morse <JEMorse@chathamcounty.org>, "Louisa Abbot
(labbot@chathamcounty.org)" <labbot@chathamcounty.org>, Lovett Bennett
<bennett.superiorcourt@ogeecheecircuit.org>,
"mtmuldrew@ogeecheecircuit.org"
<mtmuldrew@ogeecheecircuit.org>,
"Paul Rose (cprosejr@hotmail.com)" <cprosejr@hotmail.com>,
"Penny H. Freesemann (phfreese@chathamcounty.org)" <phfreese@chathamcounty.org>, "Roger Lane
(rogerlane167@hotmail.com)" <rogerlane167@hotmail.com>, "Stephen Kelley (skelley@glynncountyga.gov)" <skelley@glynncounty-ga.gov>, Stephen Scarlett <sgscarlett@glynncounty-ga.gov>, "Timothy
R. Walmsley (trwalmsley@chathamcounty.org)"
<trwalmsley@chathamcounty.org>, "David Cavender
(dlcavender@hotmail.com)" <dlcavender@hotmail.com>, "James R. Tuten (jtuten@glynncountyga.gov)" <jtuten@glynncounty-ga.gov>, "John R. Turner" <jrturner@frontiernet.net>,
"judgerahn@hotmail.com" <judgerahn@hotmail.com>, "Michael L. Karpf (mkarpf@gmail.com)"
<mkarpf@gmail.com>, Perry Brannen <pbrannenjr@aol.com>, "wilkesem@bellsouth.net"
<wilkesem@bellsouth.net>, "William E Woodrum (wewoodrum@gmail.com)"
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<wewoodrum@gmail.com>
Cc: Crystal Cooper <CCooper@chathamcounty.org>, ljad Adm in <ljad.admin@firstjudicialdistrict.org>,
"Crowe, Becky" <Becky.Crowe@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Palmer, Carolyn" <Carolyn.Palmer@GSCCCA.ORG>,
"Sirmans, Debbie" <Debbie.Sirmans@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Gillis, Elisa" <Elisa.Gillis@gsccca.org>, "Hursey,
Elizabeth" <elizabeth.hursey@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Landing, Elizabeth" <Elizabeth.Landing@GSCCCA.ORG>,
"Fiveash, Melba" <Melba.Fiveash@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Yeargan, Frances"
<Frances.Yeargan@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Hendrix, Kathy" <Kathy.Hendrix@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Joy Turner
(jlturner@co.camden.ga.us)" <jlturner@co.camden.ga.us>, "Turner, Joy Lynn"
<Joy.Turner@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Wilkinson, Julie" <Julie.Wilkinson@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Thompson, Linda"
<linda.thompson@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Thompson, Linda - County"
<Linda.Thompson@libertycountyga.com>, Lisa Gillis <elisagillis@hotmail.com>, "Thomas, Marsha"
<Marsha.Thomas@GSCCCA.ORG>,"McNeal, Heather" <Heather.McNeal@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Reddick,
Janis" <Janis.Reddick@GSCCCA.ORG>,"rmadams@glynncounty-ga.gov" <rmadams@glynncountyga.gov>, "Sauls, Thomas" <thomas.sauls@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Long, Sherry McFann"
<Sherry.Long@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Bland, Sherry" <Sherry.Bland@GSCCCA.ORG>,"Tillman, Sherry"
<Sherry.Tillman@GSCCCA.ORG>,Tammie Mosley <tnmosley@chathamcounty.org>, "Whitaker, Wendy"
<Wendy.Whitaker@GSCCCA.ORG>, "Angela Hollinger (arholli@chathamcounty.org)"
<arholli@chathamcounty.org>, "Carolyn Franklin (cfranklin@co.camden.ga.us)"
<cfranklin@co.camden.ga.us>, "cindyhanchey@gmail.com" <cindyhanchey@gmail.com>, "Debbie
Carney (dcarney@chathamcounty.org)" <dcarney@chathamcounty.org>, "dkelly (dkelly@glynncountyga.gov)" <dkelly@glynncounty-ga.gov>, "Gay Gill (ggill@libertycountyga.com)"
<ggill@libertycountyga.com>, "Gloria Frazier (gfrazier@chathamcounty.org)"
<gfrazier@chathamcounty.org>, "Jeri Jacobs (jjacobs@glynncounty-ga.gov)" <jjacobs@glynncountyga.gov>, "judgekight@gmail.com" <judgekight@gmail.com>, "Judy Pearson (judytpearson@gmail.com)"
<judytpearson@gmail.com>, "Karen Lay (kdllay@bellsouth.net)" <kdllay@bellsouth.net>, "Mary Ann
Boyd (maboyd@chathamcounty.org)" <maboyd@chathamcounty.org>, "Pamela Woodcock
(pcole@glynncounty-ga.gov)" <pcole@glynncounty-ga.gov>, "Paula White (white9300@yahoo.com)"
<white9300@yahoo.com>, QueAndra Campbell <qcampbell@ogeecheecircuit.org>, "Renee Jones
(stewart.judicial.assistant@gmail.com)"
<stewart.judicial.assistant@gmail.com>, "Tamara BennettThompson (tbthompson@chathamcounty.org)"
<tbthompson@chathamcounty.org>,
"Tammy G. Paulk"
<tgpaulk0758@gmail.com>, "Tracy Cowart (tlcowart@outlook.com)" <tlcowart@outlook.com>, "Yvette
Taylor (morsecivildomestic@chathamcounty.org)"
<morsecivildomestic@chathamcounty.org>
Subject: FW: Statewide Declaration of Judicial Emergency from Chief Justice Melton
PUBLICRECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and County
officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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TAC Service Desk
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Coronavirus in the Workplace < info@mail.trainhr.com >
Sunday, March 15, 2020 10:49 AM
mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us
The Coronavirus in the Workplace

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view.

Train
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Duration: 90 Minutes

The circumstances surrounding the coronavirus are continuing to develop each day, and with the
rapid-fire nature of the modern media, details vary from broadcast to broadcast, leaving the audience
in fear and confused as to what next steps they should take. more

Speaker Profile
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Brenda Neckvatal, Nominated for the Stevie's American Business Award and again for the Stevie's

International Business Award, Brenda is an experienced practicing Human Resource professional and
business consultant with vast experiencing spanning 30 years .... more
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NetZealous LLC,39658 Mission Boulevard, Fremont, CA 94539, USA.
www.trainhr.com
Toll Free: +1-800-385-1627

Copyright© 2020 trainhr.com
To unsubscribe from receiving emails on mmccoy@dougherty.ga.us, please click here
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RECORDSNOTICE: Georgia has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from City and
County officials regarding City and County business are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email
communications may be subject to public disclosure.
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